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FOREWORD 

It has been our pleasure and privilege to edit DEVELOPMENTS IN MARKETING SCIENCE 
Volume V, the PROCEEDINGS of the 1982 Annual Conference of the Academy of Marketing 
Science in Las Vegas. 

This volume contains over 200 papers on contemporary marketing topics. The number and 
quality of papers included in the 1982 PROCEEDINGS make it unique in the history of the Academy 
of Marketing Science. Papers received by the Program Chairman and the various Track Chair
men were reviewed in the usual double-blind refereeing process by two or more individuals 
qualified in the given area. Based on the evaluation and recommendation of the reviewers, papers 
accepted for presentation at the conference have been grouped into relevant marketing areas. 

Publishing of these PROCEEDINGS depended directly or indirectly on the help and cooper
ation of many individuals. The program chairman, the track chairmen, the reviewers, the authors, 
the typists, and others were faced with serious time/resource constraints and numerous guide
lines. They were most cooperative in following the guidelines. 

Several people in Nacogdoches, Texas were helpful. Kelli Clester did typing, kept good 
records, processed all published papers, and had to do many other things concerning this 
volume. Meg Gloger and Connie Kothari had to answer numerous telephone calls from different 
authors. Dr. Mildred Golden Pryor, Chairman of the Department of Management and Marketing, 
and Dr. Janelle C. Ashley, Dean of the School of Business, at Stephen F. Austin State University 
provided encouragement and a lot of necessary administrative support. 

The Academy sincerely appreciates the support provided by the Niagara University to Dr. 
V. V. Bellur, Program Chairman, and thanks Dr. John B. Stranges, Academic Vice President; 
Professor Robert G. Allyn, Dean, College of Business Administration; and Professor George J. 
Neimanis, Chairman, Department of Economics and Commerce. 

Administrators at other institutions also extended their support. Among them were: Dr. 
Joseph S. Domitrz, Dean of the College of Business and Economics, University of Wisconsin at 
Whitewater; Dr. Arthur L. Dudycha, Chairman of the Division of Business and Administrative 
Services, University of Wisconsin at Parkside; Dr. Laurel Gretzinger, Dean of the Graduate School, 
Western Michigan University; Dr. Darell G. Jones, Dean of the College of Business, Western 
Michigan University; Dr. Arno Kleimenhagen, Chairman of the Department of Marketing, 
University of Wisconsin at Whitewater; Dr. Henry W. Nash, Chairman of the Department of Market
ing, Mississippi State University; Dr. Clint B. Tankersley, Chairman of the Department of Marketing, 
Syracuse University; and Dr. Robert B. Trader, Chairman of the Department of Marketing, Western 
Michigan University. 

Ball State University, California State University at Fullerton, Concordia University, C. W. 
Post Center at Long Island University, DePaul University, Eastern Michigan University, lana 
College, New Mexico State University, Niagara University, State University College at Buffalo, 
University of Miami, University of North Dakota, and Utah State University also furnished support 
as conference cosponsors. 

On behalf of the officers and fellows of the Academy of Marketing Science we wish to thank 
all these organizations and individuals for their generous support and contributions. Without 
their efforts and assistance, this PROCEEDINGS would not have been possible. 

In preparing this publication, we have exercised a great deal of care to minimize errors and 
omissions. Our sincere apologies to those who are affected by our mistakes! 

We have enjoyed working with our colleagues in the Academy, and we hope that we have met 
your expectations. 

May 5, 1982 
Las Vegas, Nevada 

Vinay Kothari, Stephen F. Austin State University 
Danny A. Arnold, Mississippi State University 
Tamer Cavusgil, University of Wisconsin at Whitewater 
Jay D. Lindquist, Western Michigan University 
Jay Nathan, University of Wisconsin at Parkside 
Stan Reid, Syracuse University 
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PREFACE 

The Academy of Marketing Science is a consortium of University academicians and business 
executive whose purpose is to: 

1. Further the science of marketing throughout the world by promoting research and the dis
semination of findings. 

2. Provide a forum for studying and understanding of marketing as an economic, ethical, and 
and social force. 

3. Furnish, as appropriate and available, material and other resources for the solution of mar
keting problems which confront particular firms and industries, on the one hand, and 
society at large on the other. 

4. Provide for the Fellows of the Academy reviewer assistance on scholarly articles and op
portunities for publication. 

5. Sponsor one or more annual conferences to enable the Fellows of the Academy to present 
research results; to learn by listening to other presentations and through interaction with 
other Fellows and guests; to avail themselves of the placement process; to conduct discus
sions with book editors, and to exchange other relevant information. 

6. Assist fellows in the better utilization of their professional marketing talents through re
direction, reassignment, and relocation. 

7. Provide educator Fellows with insights and such resources as may be available to aid them 
in the development of improved teaching methods, materials, devices, and directions. 

8. Seek means for establishing undergraduate scholarships and professional university chairs 
in the field of marketing. 

9. Offer fellows of the academy status to business and institutional executives and organ
izations. 

10. Establish Chapters of the Academy worldwide. 

Devoted to implementing these goals, the Academy continues to move forward. The Journal 
of the Academy of Marketing Science, the Academy Monograph Series, and the Academy's 
Annual Conferences promote research, act as a vehicle for its dissemination, and provide a forum 
for stimulating communication and interaction. The number of our Fellows and of institutional 
subscribers steadily increases. and the Journal's national and international recognition spreads 
dramatically. It is now subscribed to in all the United States, including, of course, Alaska, Hawaii, 
and Puerto Rico. Internationally, its reach has grown rapidly; foreign subscribers exceed 150. In 
Canada they are extensive both in numbers and in geographic reach. Over 100 are sent overseas. 
In Europe the Journal goes to Belgium, Denmark, England. Finland, the Netherlands, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland; but the Journal is also subscribed to in Australia, British Columbia, China, 
Egypt, Guam, India, Israel, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Nigeria, Manila, Nicaragua, Trinidad, and 
Turkey. Library and business requests for information and samples arrive constantly from 
new regions. 

A vote of gratitude is due to our Academy President, Robin T. Peterson, under whose leader
ship the Academy has markedly advanced toward it goals. 

Congratulations to Mr. Harry Wald, our "Marketer of the Year.· Thanks to Venkatakrishna V. 
Bellur, our 1982 Conference Programs Chairman for an excellent job of Conference planning. We 
appreciate the hard work done by Vinay Kothari in editing these proceedings, and Mrs. Kirsten 
Bellur in seeing to the production. Congratulations and thanks to authors whose work is published 
here. and to our Research-in-Progress Authors we offer support and encouragement for successful 
completion of their projects. To the reviewers of papers submitted for the Conference, track chair
men, session chairpersons, speakers and discussants, we express our thanks for their important 
contributions. We are indebted to University of Nevada at Las Vegas and to our local arrangements 
committee headed by J. Kent Pinney for the arrangements in Las Vegas. The participation of 
our business colleagues is a strong and rewarding part of Academy Operations. Finally, thanks 
to our Conference Cosponsors for their financial and moral support. On behalf of the Officers of 
the Academy, please accept our best wtshes for a pleasurable and profitable Conference. 

May 5, 1982 
Las Vegas. Nevada 

Harold W. Berkman 
Jane K. Fenyo 
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PERCEPTIONS OF DOWNTOWN ATTRACTION FACTORS IN THE SMALL CITY: A CASE STUDY IN OHIO 

Peter S. Carusone, Wright State University 
Yitshak Dayan, Wright State University 

Abstract 

The perceptions of small-city business and community 
leaders regarding the drawing power of various dmm
town attraction factors are analyzed and related to 
perceived downtown shopping atmosphere. 

Background 

This is a study of consumer attraction factors in the 
central business districts of nine nonmetropolitan 
cities in Ohio. The objective is to identify the most 
effective factors Hhich draH consumers dovmtown in 
today's highly decentralized retail environment. 

Previous research confirmed a substantial shift in 
retail stores and sales from the small-city downtown 
to suburban locations (Carusone, 1970). These studies 
focused on "shopping goods stores," the composite re
sults of which indicated a decline in do~>'ntown share
of-market from 88 percent in 1958, to 32 percent in 
1975 (Carusone, 1978). Further, it \vas found that the 
smaller small-cities (populations of 10,000 to 25,000) 
have experienced less new suburban competition and, 
thus, have retained a higher share-of-market downtmm 
than the larger small-cities (populations of 25,000 
to 50,000). The smaller-city doHntowns today have an 
estimated 50 percent share-of-market compared to about 
20 percent in the larger-city do~to~s. Still, 
decentralization of the retail trade str11cture in all 
the nonmetropolitan ci.ties studied is continuing, and 
survival of the small-citv downtmm is a problem vet 
to be resolved. 

Search for "Something Special" 

Since the largest assortments of goods and services in 
the small city are no longer concentrated in the down
town, the availability of standardized products is not 
likely to be the consumer's primarv reason todav for 
coming do~town, The reason, we hypothesized, is more 
likely to be "something special." (Hl) 

Furthermore, since the decentralization of mass mer
chandise has occurred to the greatest extent in the 
larger cities, we hypothesized that the relative impor
tance of "something special" to draw consumers do~tmvn 
would be stronger in the larger than in the smaller 
cities. (H2) 

Finally, the degree to which people are being drawn 
downtown (activity level) would seem to be a function 
of the shopping "atmosphere." We hypothesized, there
fore, that perceptions of shopping atmosphere would 
differ according to the perceived strength of the 
various downtowns studied. (H3) 

Operational Definitions 

The identification of "something special" Has accom
plished by questions pertaining to (1) the existence 
of some "special attraction" that causes people to 
come downtown; (2) the presence of downtown stores 
and/or nonretail attractions which draw large numbers 

of people from outside the county; (3) the incidence 
of people shopping downtown for "something special," 
such as jewelry, cameras, and unusual gift items; and 
(4) the occurrence of shopping for fashion merchandise 
or furniture and large appliances. The two latter 
measurements were in contrast to the incidence of 
people shopping downtown for staple merchandise, gro
ceries, and other categories of standardized goods and 
services. 

The measurement of shopping "atmosphere" was presented 
on a five-point scale ranging from extremely favorable 
to extremely unfavorable polar adjectives (friendly, 
expensive, lively, etc.). 

A perceptual measurement of the relative strength of 
the downtowns studied was obtained by (1) a scale 
question, from "very strong'" to "very weak"; (2) a 
trend question regarding increasing or decreasing num
bers of people coming downtown in past 3-5 years; and 
(3) an activity-level question pertaining to where most 
people usually go to accomplish various shopping and 
non-shopping activities. 

The ResParch 

Data was collected during the fall of 1980 for nine 
small cities in Ohio. The survev forms Here admin
istered through the assistance of local chambers of 
commerce officials to a total of 24~ respondents. Six 
categories of respondents were included; large and 
small docm.tmm retailers; retailers located outside 
doHntmm; nonretailing industry executives; bankers and 
other financiers; CPA's, attornevs and insurance execu
tives; and, citv and chamber of commerce officials. 
The 245 respons~s constitute a response rate of nearly 
70 percent. 

It should be noted that the survey elicited judgments 
and perceptions of local business and community lead
ers. Rather than ask consumers directly where thev go 
to shop for various kinds of merchandise, or for other 
activities, 1ve asked the business and community leaders 
"to the best of your knowledge, where do most people 
usually go for . . . ? " 

Bv the same token, questions relating to the strength 
o-f the dmmtown and to the shopping atmosphere of the 
downtown reflect on the perceptions of the local lead
ership rather than those of consumers directly. To the 
extent that these two views would differ, of course, 
the studv results exhibit an inherent bias. But since 
this ele~ent is consistent throughout the study, we 
believe that comparative interpretations among the 
cities is feasible and consonant with study objectives. 

Nethodology 

The analysis is divided into micro and macro levels. 
In the micro level each city is treated separately, 
while in the macro level an aggregation of observa
tions is performed to create separate groups. In each 
level we study the differences among cities (micro) or 
groups (macro) from the following points of vie1>~: the 
number of activities that are taking place in the 



downtown, the overall strength as perceived by respon
dents, and the trend of the number of people who have 
visited the downtown during the past 3-5 years. 

To test the differences between the cities and the 
created groups, three different statistical measures 
are employed: the Chi-square test for independency, 
the Gamma measure of association which takes into 
account ordinal scale used for this study; and ANOVA 
(Analysis of Variance). A MANOVA (Multiple Analysis 
of Variance) is employed in the first step to test the 
overall significance. 

Discuc-sion of Results 

Tab les 1 through 4 summarize the results obtained at 
the micro level of analysis. The first column in 
Tab le 1 presents the percentage of all respondents who 
believe that an activity is taking place in the down
towns of their cities. Other columns specify the per
centage of responses for each individual city separ
ately, and as opposed to all other cities (in paren
theses). 

Bank and payments transactions, and religious services 
seem to be the most popular activities overall in the 
downtown districts of the nine cities combined. The 
percentages are 89, 82 and 75, respectively. A very 
low percentage (13 percent) is indicated for shopping 
in grocery stores. Other activities that have a 
positive response rate around the 50 percent mark in
clude shopping for something special, furniture and 
appliances, haircut, and meetings. 

TABLE 

ACTIVITIES IN 

Belle- Chilli- Coshoc-
All fontaine cot he ton 

Shop for "Staple 43 70(~0)* 10(~8)* 77(38). 
Merchandise" 

Shop for fashion 45 21 (48)* 
Merchandise 

Shop for 11Somethin1 56 
Special11 

Shop for furniture arul 55 82(52). 80(52). 
large appUances 

Shop for aroceries 13 

Shc;,p for hard\ilare and 4~ 
hmue haprove111(!nt 

21(47)• 14(48)* 

products 

Have small appliances 46 
r..:paired 

Transact bank 89 76(91)•• 100(87)** 
f,ustness 

Pay bills 82 93(80)* 

Medical and dental 39 67(3~>· 
office via1u 

Work 44 

Hatrr.ut or hair 53 
styling 

82(49)* 74(49)* 

Entertainment 32 8(33)* 

Community or social 52 81(48). 
club meet ina 

ReUgious &ervicea 75 

TilT 7,6 9,5(7.~)· 

* < .01 
** > .01 and~ .05 
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In looking at the activities among different cities, a 
large dispersion occurs in the activity: shopping for 
"staple merchandise," ranging from 100% in Wooster to 
about only 10% in Chillicothe, Lancaster, Marion and 
Newark. I.ooking at the uniqueness of each city, it is 
apparent that Wooster has a significantly higher per
centage in more activities. In Coshocton most of the 
bank transactions are made in the downtown. The last 
row in Table 1 (TDT) shows the average number of 
activities cited by respondents in each city. From 
this information one can deduce that Coshocton, Mount 
Vernon and Wooster are high above the average, while 
Marion and Newark are significantly (a level of 
.01.) below the average in downtown activity level. 

Table 2 indicates an overall rating of "moderately 
strong" for the downtowns of the nine cities combined 
(2.4 on a five-point scale--1 is favorable, 5 is 
unfavorable). l~ooster and Mount Vernon show signifi
cantly greater strength, as perceived by the respon
dents, with 1.3 and 1.9, respectively. These are two 
of the three high-activity-level cities identified in 
Table 1 . 

Also note1~orthy from Table 2 is the fact that only 32 
percent of respondents overall claimed any special 
attractions for their downtowns. Only Mount Vernon 
comes out significantly above the average (54%) 1~ith 
respondents citing specific attractions such as Dixie 
Days Festival, fine restaurants, a net~ t"in cinema, 
and a dmrotown renovation project. Lancaster, Wash
ington Court House and l~ooster come out very favor
able in stores "hich draw people from outside the 
county; while Lancaster also ranks high in nonretail 
attractions with a draw from outside the county. 

DO\~NTOI~NS 

Waah:lo&toa 
Lane as- K::lunt Court 

ter Marion Vemon Newark Hoqse Vooeter 

IO(.;R)* 10(~8)* 70(~0)* 9(~9)* 100(37)* 

90(42) * 72(42)* 

7)(54)** 78(53)* 

20(60). 33(58)* 38(58)** 

O(i~) * 0(14)** ~(14)** 0(15)* 40( ~>· 

27(46)** 7~(~0)• 84(40). 

21(~9)* 67(~3)* 26(49)*- 21(50)• 

96(88)** 

96(80)* 

3(45)* 

17(58)* 9(46)* 

23(57)* 8(36)* 91(51)* 

7~(21)* 29(55)* 0(33)* 

30(55). 81(~8)* 18(53)* 

6.6(7,8)* 9. 5(7 .4). 4,8(8.1)* 9.5(7.4)* 



TABLE 2 

SELECTED MEASURES OF STRENGTH 

Washington 
Belle- Chilli- Cos hoc- Lancas- Mount Court 

All fontaine cot he ton ter Marion Vernon Newark House Wooster 

Strength 2.4 3.2(2.3)* 2.8(2.4)* 1.9(2.5)* 1. 3(2. 5) * 

Tren_d 2.3 2.7(2.2)* 2.6(2.2)* 2. 0(2. 3) *" 2.1 (2. 3) •• 1,9(2.3)* 

Special 
Attractions 32 3(35)* 54(29)* 

Stores that 
draw outside 
county 38 13(42)* 64 (35). 8(43). 73(37)* 96(31)* 

Non-retail 
Attractions 
that draw 
outside 
county 39 21(42)** 63(36)* 

* < .01 
•• > ,01 and~ .05 

TABLE 3 

SHOPPING ATMOSPHERE 

Friend1y/Un friendly 

Expensive/ Inexpenain 

Easy Access/ConiJI!ated 

Lively/Dull 

Inconven lent I 
Convenient 

Refreshing/Tiring 

Con fusing/Organized 

Interesting/Boring 

Time Consuming/Time
Saving 

Personalized Service/ 
Impersonal Service 

Large Assortment/ 
Small Assortment 

Inferior Herchandiae/ 
Quality lieu hand iae 

Belle- Chilli- Cos hac-
All fontaine cat he tan 

2.2 

3.0 

2.9 

3.2 

2.9 2.5(2,9)* 

3.1 3.4(3.1)** 

2.8 

3.1 2. 7(3.2)* 3.3(2,9)** 

2,9 

2.4 2,5(2,1) .. 

J.l 

2,5 

Washington 
Lancas- Haunt Court 

ter Marion Vernon Newark House Wooster 

1. 9(2.4) •• 2,3(1,9)** 1,4(2.3)* 

2,8(3.1)** 2,8(2,1) •• 

3,5(2.9)* 2.4(3.0)* 2,1(3.0)* 

3. 7(3.1)* 2,5(3.3)* 2. 7(3. 3). 

2.0(3.0). 

3,5(3.0). 2.5(3.2)* 2,5{3.2)* 

2,3(2.9)• 

3,5(3,0)* 2,3(3,2). 2,5(3.1)* 

3.3(2.9)* 2.6(3,0)* 

2,0(2,4) •• 1.5(2,/o)* 1.5(2.5)* 

2.4(3,2)* 

2.0(2.6)** 1,7(2.4)* 

• < .01 

** • .01 and c .0.5 

"'NOl'=E=-,-s=-c-a""'l-es are fraa extre~~ely favorable to extremely tmfavorable, vith 1.0 aa extremely favorable and 5.0 •• extr..,.oly 
unfavorable, in every caae. The alternating order of favorable/unfavorable teras liotad here refleeta tha 
aequence ao preaented in the aurvey questionnaire. 

Another aspect we look at to differentiate among the 
cities is the downtown atmosphere as perceived by the 
respondents. Table 3 summarizes the means for all 
observations (column 1), and for each city. In 
parentheses the means are calculated for the remaining 
observations not included in the data for each 
specific city. An F test on the variables in Table 3 
for the entire data set will conclude significant 
differences (for .01 level of significance) among var
iables. The variable "friendly" has the lowest mean 
value of all the attributes which indicates that 
"friendly" is perceived as the most prevalent attitude. 
Variables related to "lively", "refreshing", "inter
esting", and "large assortments" have the highest mean 
values, indicating that the downtowns may be considered 
relatively dull, tiring, boring, and offering small 
assortments. 

The basis for Wooster and Mt. Vernon's strength is also 

3 

evident in Table 3 . In fact, of the 22 cells which 
show significant variation on the favorable side, 15 
of these are due to responses for these two high
activity-level cities. 

Tabl e 4 looks at the same data as presented in Tabl es 
2 and 3 , but for two groups of cities combined accord
ing to the size-of-city criteria discussed earlier. 
It is significant that the five smaller cities show 
greater strength, a more favorable trend, and a higher 
percentage of downtown stores that draw people from 
outside the county. There were no significant differ
ences in special attractions or in nonretail attrac
tions drawing from outside the county, between the 
two groups of cities. 

The smaller cities also rated 
orable than the larger cities 
ping atmosphere except price. 

significantly more fav
on every aspect of shop

Respondents believe 



TABLE 4 

SMALLER VS LARGER CITIES 

X2 Ga1111114 T Ileana (Suller1 J.araer) 

Strength 44.4* .6* 48.2* 2.1 2.7 

Trend 8.8* .3* 6.8• 2.2 2.4 

Special Attractions .4 1.3• .4 32 

Stores that draw 
outside county 7.9• .oo 8.1* 47 29 

lion-retail Attractions 
that draw outside county 3.4 ,89 3.5 39 

Friendly/Unfriendly 25.3* -.09 4.2** 1.8 2.0 

Expensive/Inexpensive 3.7 -.04 .1 3.0 

Easy Access/r.ongested 11.1* .3* 2~.8* 2.5 3,2 

Lively/Dull 28.1* .44* 25.4* 2.9 3.5 

Inconven lent I Convenient 7.1 ,21* 15.9* 2.4 3.0 

Refreshing/Tiring 18.6* ,34* 20.3* 2.7 3.3 

Confusing/Organized 5. 7 .22* 5.1** 2.7 3.0 

Interesting/Boring 9.5** ,21* 17.0* 2.7 3.2 

Time Consuming/Time-Saving 12.6* .31* 11.0* 2.8 3.1 

Personalized Service/Impersonal 
Service 14,1* ,03 6,3** 2.1 2.3 

l.arge Assortment/SIUll Assortment 18.1* ,36* 7.4• 3.0 3.4 

Inferior Merchandise/Quality 
Merchandise 12.3* ,16** 8:8• 2•1 2.5 

• !_.01 

•• > .01 and !_.OS 

IIOTE: The 81Uller -11-cities are Bellefontaine, Coshocton, Mount Vernon, Washington Court Houae aad 
Wooster.-the larger &lUll-cities include Chillicothe, Lancaster, Marion and llewark. 

that the smaller-city downtowns are friendlier, 
livelier, more refreshing, etc., etc. There is no dif
ference between smaller and larger cities as to the 
attribute of price (expensive/inexpensive). 

It should be noted that all three high-activity-level 
cities (Coshocton, Mount Vernon and Wooster) fall with
in the smaller size-of-city group. 

Tabl e 5 presents the macro level results for two groups 
of respondents. Based on the total number of activ
ities each respondent cited, the set of observations 
was divided into two categories using the benchmark of 
7 (the approximate mean in Table  1 ). Observations 
which indicate the number of activities to be equal to 
or greater than 7 were categorized as heavy-downtown 
oriented; otherwise, the observations are categorized 
as light downtown oriented. 

Table 5 indicates that the results for variables repre
senting Strength, Trend, Stores and Non-retail attrac
tions are all significant, and the Gamma values indi
cate that the stronger the strength and increasing of 
trend is typical to the heavy category. Also, the 
existence of downtown stores which attract customers 
from outside the county and non-retail attractions 
which do the same are contributing significantly to the 
heavy use category. There are no differences as to 
special attractions, price or organization,but all 
other favorable shopping atmosphere attributes corre
late positively with the heavy-downtown oriented 
category. 
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Conclusions 

There is little support for the contention that the 
primary reason people are coming downtown today is to 
shop for "something special." It is true that shop
ping for something special (56%), shopping for fashion 
merchandise (45%), and shopping for furniture and major 
appliances (55%), compare well with the incidence of 
shopping for staple merchandise (43%). But, there are 
other more important attractions which seem to be draw
ing people downtown, including bank business (89%), 
paying bills (82%), religious services (75%), ha~rc~t 
or hair styling (53%) and meetings (52%). And, 1t lS 
not clear that any of the latter activities have posi
tive carry-over effects on the retail business of down
town stores. 

Furthermore, the activity patterns of the three high
activity-level cities indicate that shopping for staple 
merchandise is a key factor in drawing people downtown. 
Of course, the smaller small-cities have less suburban 
shopping center competition than their larger city 
counterparts. 

Finally, when asked whether there is some special at
traction that causes people to come downtown, only one 
in three respondents said "yes." It would appear that 
Hypothesis 1 must be rejected at this time. 

What about Hypothesis 2 which seeks to measure the 
appeal of "something special" by size-of-city? 



TABLE 5 

HEAVY VS LIGHT USERS 

7,.2 

Strength 33.7* 

Trend 37 ,3* 

Special Attractions 1,0 

Stores that draw 
outside county 9.3* 

Non-retail Attractions 
that draw outside county 5.2** 

Friendly /Unfriendly 1.9 

Expensive/ Inexpensive 1.6 

Easy Access/Congested 5.6** 

Lively/Dull 18.2* 

Inconvenient/Convenient 2,6 

Refreshing/Tiring 13.9* 

Con fusing/Organized 3,1 

lnte resting/ Boring 13.4* 

Time Consuming/Time-Saving 3.9 

Personalized Service/ Impersonal 
Service 11.6* 

Large Assortment/Small 
Assortment 14,8* 

Inferior Merchandise/ 
Quality Merchandise 24.1* 

• !.. ,01 

•• > .01 and!. ,OS 

If the larger cities are in greater need of "something 
special" to compensate for their comparative disadvant
age in standardized mass merchandise, apparently they 
have not yet found it. None of the larger cities 
emerged as having any strength of downtown pulling 
power, as measured by perceived strength, trend or 
activity level. And all the measures of "something 
special" resulted in either no difference among city 
types or in favor of the smaller cities. 

The extent to which people are being drawn downtown 
shows a positive correlation with the favorable attri
butes of downtown shopping atmosphere. Price, and per
haps organization, is the only exception, and that is a 
useful finding, too. It would seem to indicate that 
consumers may be willing to pay a higher price if offer
ed quality merchandise together with personalized, 
friendly service. Other aspects of atmosphere which 
could stand to be improved upon are the assortments of 
goods and services available, the intangibles which one 
associates with lively, refreshing and interesting 
experience, and a host of factors which impact upon 
ease-of-access, convenience and time-consumption. 

In conclusion, there would seem to be strong support 
for Hypothesis 3. 

Further research with both merchant groups and consum
ers is planned to test the validity of the conclusions 
reported here. 

Ganuna T Means (H••!lo Li&ht) 

-.57* 40.5* 2.1 2.7 

-.57* 26.4 2.1 2.5 

.19 .6 32 

.45* 6.6* 46 30 

.42* 4.4** 46 32 

-.17 6,7* 1.8 2.1 

-.02 1.6 3.0 

-.24* 17 ,,9* 2.5 3,2 

-.4• 47 .9* 2.9 3.5 

-.16** 7 .9* 2,5 2.9 

-.39* 27,0 2,9 3,3 

-,02 ,2 2.8 

-.34* 28.2* 2.9 3.3 

-.21* 4,5** 2,8 3,1 

-.27* 9,9* 2.0 2.6 

-.39* 24.6* 2.9 3,6 

-.35* 2.5.6* 2.1 2.6 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF AUTOMATIC TELLER MACHINE USERS BY MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS 

Yitshak Dayan, Hright State University 
Thomas D. Dovel, Hright State University 

Abstract 

This study attempts to pursue an adequate analytical 
determination of target market automatic teller machine 
user characteristics which can be used as strategic in
put to the marketing planning process. To this end, 
the Hright State University consumer panel was utilized 
to probe in detail both frequency and type of ATM use 
and specific user profiles using both Multiple Di~crim
inate Analyses and Automatic Interaction Deduction. 
Further analysis was then used to develop user/non-user 
profiles and respondent discrimination in regard to 
preferences for potential ATM locations. 

Research Based Perspective 

ATMs 1 have been at the forefront of technological 2 
change in the financial industry for almost a decade. 
To date, however, very few definitive and truly repre
sentative surveys have been made of user/non-user char
acteristics and consumption preferences. This study, 
then, attempts to pursue an adequate analytical deter
mination of target market ATM user characteristics 
which can be used as strategic input to the marketing 
planning process. 

Dayton, Ohio, with its diverse ~ocio-economic popula
tion base, has long been considered an excellent test 
market that is generally representative of at least 
mid-American reaction to and acceptance of new products, 
ideas and concepts. This is no less true \vhen it comes 
to financial products as the markets total mixture of 
banks, savings and loan organizations, credit unions 
and other financial institutions is a worthy cross
section of most of the top 100 SMSA's nation-Hide. 
Couple this with an aggressive posturing toHard ATMs 3 

and heavy installation and promotional bolstering and 
you have a situation fraught with potential for the 
attitudinal examination of both the use and acceptance 
of automatic teller machines. 

Adding to this positive evaluative atmosphere is the 
presence of Hright State University (a burgeoning in
stitution of some 15,000 students), the Institute for 
Community and Organizational Development of which con
tains a Center for Consumer Studies which, in turn, 
harbors a 1,000 member Consumer Panel which is strati
fied to closely represent the composite population of 
the region. As such, it is a valid measure of consumer 
opinion in an area which itself is a portrayal of 

1ATM ~ Acronym used throughout this paper for Automatic 
Teller Machine. 

2For the d 1 eve opment of ATMs in the nation, look, for 
example, at Streeter, B. (1979), "Hinning the Hest with 
a Shared ATM Network," ABA Banking Journal, September, 
pp. 86-93, and special report (1979), "Automated Tellers 
Make a Hit for County Seat Bank," May, ABA Banking 
Journal, pp. 49-50. 

3At the time of the survey, September 1, 1980, banks, 
S&L's and Credit Unions were offering a total of 75 
separate ATM locations to a market base of approxi
mately 300,000 households. 
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average citizen response. In the fall of 1980, there
fore, a proportional sample of one-half of this panel 
was interrogated via a direct mail questionnaire in 
order to probe in some detail the following key areas: 

Actual ATM use 
Specific institutional ATM use 
Frequency of ATM use 
Type of ATM use 
Best/least liked use factors 
Specific reasons for non-use 
and--
Preference for certain types of proposed ATM 
locations. 

Totally, some 343 valid responses were received and 
initially analyzed using the SPSS program and subse
quently the SAS and OSIRIS packages. Subsequent data 
manipulation concentrated on the classification of 
users vs. non-users by the application of Multiple 
Discriminant Analysis (~IDA)4 and Automatic Inter
action (AID)5 which are complementary in their basic 
interaction. The following analysis is useful, then, 
in that it graphically profiles users vs. non-users, 
clearly defines reasons for non-use and delineates 
among a series of potential general locations for 
future ATM installation. Aside from the obvious impor
tance of determining key ATH user profiles, the data 
should be extremely useful in evaluating future ATM 
site locations. Thus positioned, it is a unique aggre
gation of data that is heavilv laden with strategic 
management potential. 

Obviouslv, the total study generated copious quanti ties 
of useful data, but decidedlv too much to be completely 
incorporated here. The intent of this discussion, 
then, will be to concentrate on two specific. question 
areas; namely, they are (1) user/non-user profiles and 
(2) discrimination among individual respondents in 
regard to their preference for potential ATMs 
locations. 

ATM User Profile 

Overall, some 28.6% of all respondents had used an 
ATMs. Considering that these machines were first 
introduced into the Dayton market some five years ago, 
the user rate is quite good.6 Interestingly enough, 
the rate of use of specific financial institutions 
ATMs \vas relatively consistent within a range of 27.1% 
to 31.8% and showed only slight relevancy to total 
promotional funds expended. The rate and type of use 
is shown in Table 1 . 

4For further interpretation see Morrison, D. G. (1969), 
"On the Interpretation of Discriminant Analysis," JMR. 
Vol. VI, pp. 156-163. 

5Green, P. E. (1978), Analyzing Multivariate Data. 
Dryden Press. 

6Many studies have discussed the increased and future 
use of ATMs, 0. S. Pugh and Ingram, F. J., (1978), "FFT 
and the Public," The Bankers Magazine Vl61N2, pp. 42-51, 
and Eisenbeis, R.A. and Holkowitz, B. (1979), "Sharing 
and Access Issue," The Bankers Magazine Vl62N2. 



TABLE 1 

ATM USE 

RATE % USING TRANSACTION % USING 
(PER MONTH) ATMs TYPE ATMs 

0-1 42.3 Deposits 4 7. 9 
2-5 39.1 Withdrawals 80.6 
6-10 16.5 Check balance 14.3 
11-15 2.1 Pay bills 20.4 

Transfer Funds 15.3 

It is apparent that the average user frequents an ATM 
five or less times per month for the primary purpose 
of either making a deposit or a withdrm~al. 

But what is the nature of the individual ATM user? An 
initial cursory examination would tend to profile the 
likely consumer as having the following character
istics: 

(1) SEX - MALE 
(2) AGE - 25-44 YEARS 
(3) INCOME - $15,000 - $35,000 
(4) EDUCATION - SOME COLLEGE 
(5) EMPLOYMENT - FULL-TIME AS A MANAGER, SELF

EMPLOYED, SKILLED CRAFTSMAN OR TECHNICIAN 
(6) MARITAL STATUS - MARRIED WITH 1 OR 2 CHILDREN 
(7) RESIDENCE - HOMEOWNER OF A SINGLE FAMILY 

DWELLING IN THE $30,000 - $75,000 RANGE 
(8) RACE - WHITE 

Use Factors 

This is not to say that other profiles do not have ATil 

potential,7 but, rather, that initial data differ
entiation point one's target marketing efforts in this 
direction. Reasons for non-use (Table  II) and the 
best/least liked user factors (Table II I) are shown 
below. 

TABLE T1 

REASON FOR NON-USE 

(1) Never had the need 
(2) My bank doesn't offer ATMs 
(3) Don't trust machines 
(4) Prefer personal contact 
(5) Security concerns 
(6) Never got around to acquiring a card 
(7) Too easy to obtain money 
(8) Don't need another card 
(9) Misc. 

User Trait Discrimination 

7 
53.0 
15.2 
8.9 
7.4 
4. 7 
2.7 
1.9 
1.2 
5.0 

In an attempt to more precisely define user/non-user 
traits, the data was submitted to both Multiple Dis
criminant Analysis (MDA) and Automatic Interaction 
Deduction (AID). These dual techniques complement each 
other because MDA analyzes the data from the indepen
dent variables point of view while AID uses the dependent 
variables for grouping purposes. Another reason for 

7Demographics of ATMs on a more limited scale were also 
investigated by other researchers like: Hood, J. M., 
(1979), "Demographics of ATMs," The Bankers Magazine, 
Vl62N6, pp. 68-71. 
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combining the two techniques is that while MDA can pro
vide some misleading results in regard to the presence 
of multicollinearity among variables, AID is somewhat 
less sensitive to this phenomenon. 

Remembering that a large portion of the surveyed popu
lation (71.4%) has not used any ATMs, in order to 
identify the most discriminatory variables between the 
two groups (Users/Non-users), a discriminant analysis 
technique was performed. The analysis revealed one 
significant discriminatory function with an ability of 
59% prediction. (Compare to Cpro = .19 and Cmax = .71). 
Table IV summarizes the results of the discriminant 
analysis.8 From the results one can deduce that the 
following variables are the most discriminatory: 
employment status, sex, income, and education. From 
the size of the coefficients it is clear that only 
"education" has negative correlation and thus the high
er the education the more likely the person will be to 
an ATM. The other variables with the positive signs 
will lead to the conclusions that those who are not 
employed full-time, female, or high-income are less 
likely ATM candidates. 

TABLE III 

BEST/LEAST LIKED FEATURES 

Best Liked 

(1) Convenience 
No waiting in lines 

· 24 hr. availability 

(2) Nisc. 

Least Liked 

(1) Break down too often 
(2) Securitv concerns 
(3) Marhlne card rejections 
(4) Forget PIN nu~ber 
(5) Too impersonal 
(6) Not enough locations 
(7) Hisc. 

.06 

TABLE IV 

USERS/NON-USERS ATTITUDES 

Canonical 
Correlation 

.24 

Level of 
Significance 

.00 

95.0 

5.0 

27.0 
10.0 
8.0 
7.0 
7.0 
6.0 

35.0 

% of 
Classification 

59 

Discriminant 
Function y .75H6 +. 7Hl + .48Q4- .4H4 7 

These conclusions are supported by the AID tree in 
Figure 1. Employment status, sex, income, and educa
tion separate among groups, but, in addition, the 
variable, "number of persons in a given household," 
has a major effect - especially in the group of not 
full-time employed. The more persons in a household, 
therefore, the more likely that household is to use an 
ATM. The income effect is not as clear, for among the 
full-time employees high income will lead to less 
likely ATM use, but among the not full-time employees, 
the higher the income the more likely the use t•ill be. 

8The variables' codes and explanations are in the 
Appendix. 



FIGURE 1 

USERS/NON-USERS OF ATMs 

111 The numbers prcsl!nt: Mc01n, Variance, Number of case:-;, 

The total effect can be seen from the discriminate 
functions. While some twenty individual variables 
were analyzed, only those validly reflecting target 
market discriminates are not included here. 

Location Preference 

The only major component of this study requested all 
to indicate the relative likelihood of their using an 
automatic teller machine if it were to be located at 
five specific types of locations. They were also per
mitted to set down their own personal location pre
ferences. Although 28.6% had actual ATM experience, 
the range of likelihood of use (very likely + likely) 
ran from a low of 4.2% to a high of 36.0%. Actual 
locations preferred by category are shown in Table V . 

User Location Preference Traits 

The basic data, then, would seem to point to the loca
tions of ATMs in large employment centers and grocery 
supermarkets as being the most potentially success 
laden alternatives. Unaided location preferences re
sponse trended along similar lines >vhere supermarkets 
(28.2%), bank lobbies (27.7%) and shopping malls 
(17.6%) received the highest adjusted frequency 
response. 
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TABLE V 

PREFERRED ATN LOCATIONS 

Very Very Not 
Locations illili Likely ~ Likely Sure 

Your place of employment 20.1 15.9 16.9 34.4 12.7 

Grocery supermarket 12.0 15.3 26.1 30.6 15.9 

Convenience store 2.4 2.7 27.5 61.3 6.0 

Fast food restaurant 1.5 2. 7 28.3 60.5 6.9 

Inside a financial 
institution with an ATMs 
outside as well 3.0 7.6 24.6 48.0 16.7 

As before, both MDA and AID were next used to analyze 
the first three hypothetical locations. Fast food 
restaurants and interior financial institution sites 
were purposely reserved for further separate study. 

The first possible location to be analyzed was the 
place of employment. Only one significant discrimin
atory variable was revealed as is summarized in Table 
VI . The variable Employment Status i.s the most dis
criminatory variable with a negative coefficient, 



which is a contradiction to the results shown in the 
AID,Figure  2 . The reason for this is the strong cor
relation that exists between the variables Employment 
Status and Siz~ of House (-.37). Separated females 
and larger size of household seemed to most dislike 
the idea of location at place of employment. Part of 
these results can be confirmed very precisely from 
Figure 2 in which we can see a pattern in Size of 
Household and Employee Status, but the other variables 
have no clear pattern. The AID results picked up the 
variables Size of Household and Employment Status, 
but chose in addition two more different variables, 
race and income. While the group of full-time employ
ees were very homogeneitY in their answers (181 people, 
with a mean value of 2.86), it appears to be a great 
deal of heterogeneity in the not full-time employees. 
In this group, whites are more likely to accept the 
idea of location in place of employment than non
whites, and lower income are more likely to accept 
the idea of locating the ATM in place of employment 
than higher income (although the differences are very 
low). 

ATTITUDES 

A Canonical 
Correlation 

.14 .36 

Discriminant 
Function y 

TABLE VI 

TOWARD PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT 

Level of % of 
Significance Classification 

.00 31 

-.8H6 + .47H3 + .45Q3B .llHl 

FIGURE 2 
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The answers pattern to the question related to the 
possible location in grocery stores revealed almost 
the same results as for place of employment, the MDA 
and AID results are summarized in Table VII and Figure 
3. The discriminatory variables and their effects are 
almost the same except that education variable re
placed the sex variable. The higher the education 
level, then, the more the person disliked the location 
in a supermarket. Education is an important discrim
inatory variable, but entered into the splitting 
process only at the end with few cases. Although from 
the discriminant function we can deduce that the higher 
the education level, the more dislike there will be for 
this location, from the AID (based only on 7 cases), 
there is definitely infavorite in low educated versus 
favorness from the highly educated persons. Income and 
race are significant in the AID process where white and 
low income are most favorably. 

TABLE VII 

ATTITUDES TOWARD PLACE OF GROCERY 

.07 

Canonical 
Correlation 

.26 

Level of 
Significance 

.01 

% of 
Classification 

29 

Discriminant 
Function y -.66H6 + .49H3 + .41Q3B + .32H4 

FIGURE 3 

LOCATED IN A GROCERY SUPERMARKET 

The analysis of the responses to the desirability to 
locate the ATMs in convenience stores revealed the same 
variables and the results that were found in the MDA 
and AID were consistent. The main variables in both 
techniques were income, race and education. The var
iable employment status appeared in the MDA and the 
size of household appeared in AID. Again, we found 
that the higher educated, full-time employed; white 
and low income larger households are more favorably 
disposed. 

Conclusion 

This study, then, clearly differentiates and clarifies 
the user/non-user ATM profile and in so doing indicates 
key target market characteristics which can be incor
porated in both promotional and pricing strategy deter
minations. Moreover, the perceived use potential of 



ATMs likely site locations has been measured and sim
ilarly profiled. In both instances, MDA and AID have 
more precisely defined those variables which are most 
discriminating. 

Because this data is a unique analysis of a representa
tive market condition, it is hoped that it will serve 
as a strategic guideline for those who seek to 
optimize the implementation and acceptance of this 
particular type of electronic delivery systems. 

Appendix 

Hl Sex of household 0 - Male 1 Female 
H2 Age of household head 
H3 Marital status of household head 

0 = Married 1 = Otherwise 
H4 Highest level of education of household head 
HS Race of household head 

1 = White 2 = Non-White 
H6 Current employment status 

1 = Full-time 2 = Otherwise 
Q3B # of persons in household 
Q4 Total household income 

10 



FREIGHT CONSOLIDATION STRATEGIES FOR CHANNEL MANAGEMENT: A RESPONSE TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 

George C. Jackson, Wayne State University 
Fred W. Morgan, Wayne State University 

Abstract 

High interest rates and inflation, combined with dereg
ulation of the transportation industry, have signifi
cantly affected the environment within which channel 
decisions are conceived and implemented. In this ar
ticle, freight consolidation is presented as a strate
gic response to these environmental disturbances. 

Introduction 

Effective management of distribution channels requires 
that the firm adjust over time to changes in its en
vironment. Such changes include variations in consumer 
attitudes, new gcvernment regulations and laws, federal 
fiscal policy decisions, or increased competitive pres
sures, among others. Adjustments will usually take the 
form of lengthening or shortening the present channels, 
shifting functions among channel members, or seeking 
out new and innovative channels and channel members. 
Examples of such changes abound in the marketing liter
ature (Kotler, 1980, pp. 421-452). 

At the present time, two important changes in the en
vironment can be expected to bring about far-reaching 
modifications in channel strategy. The first phenome
non is economic, the combination of high interest rates 
and inflation. The second, deregulation of the trans
portation industry, is a change in the legal environ
ment of the firm. This article will explore the signi
ficant ramifications of inflation and high interest 
rates and transportation deregulation for channel man
agement, with emphasis on the retailer's position, and 
will then present a series of freight consolidation 
strategies to cope with the effects of these environ
mental changes. 

The Effects of High Interest Rates and 
Inflation on the Channel 

High interest rates and inflation impact upon the chan
nel of distribution in two important ways. First, the 
costs of channel investments, such as warehouses and 
inventories, have increased greatly. For example, 
warehouse costs rose an estimated 80% between mid-1975 
and mid-1979 (Ackerman and LaLonde, 1980, pp. 88-96). 
Second, inventory carrying costs climb coincidentally 
with interest rates and inflation because of the in
creased cost of capital invested in inventory. 

Reactions of channel members to rising facilities and 
inventory costs have predictably been to reduce in
ventories, to scale back plans for new facilities, and 
to institute programs designed to intensify the utili
zation of existing facilities (Nellemann, 1975, pp. 
440-445). Efforts to reduce inventories and facility 
investments often result in the centralization of in
ventory out of field warehouses, either those of the 
manufacturer or an intermediary, thus decreasing the 
need for such facilities and for extra safety stock. 
Such moves reduce investments but may increase trans
portation costs. Some channel members have also sought 
to lessen inventories by lowering their customer ser
vice standards, e.g., decreased item availability and 
longer order cycle times. Lower customer service stan-
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dards can, of course, reduce the effectiveness of the 
channel, leading to customer dissatisfaction. 

Retailers have been diminishing their inventories by 
forcing product storage back onto wholesalers and man
ufacturers (iallou, 1978). In this way retailers can 
reduce their inventory investments and devote more 
store space to selling. When retailers carry smaller 
inventories, they usually require smaller, more fre
quent shipments from suppliers. These order character
istics require vendors to hold inventories nearer to 
retailers to prevent stockouts, thus hampering the sup
plier's efforts to centralize inventories. Transporta
tion costs can also be driven up because of the smaller 
shipments. 

Thus, the efforts of individual channel members to re
duce inventory and storage facility investments are 
often in conflict, with no guarantee of a resolution 
which is o~timal for the entire channel and, therefore, 
for the ultimate customer. 

The Effects of Deregulation on the Channel 

Deregulation, or reregulation as preferred by some, 
began with the airline industry in 1977 and culminated 
in the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 and the Railroad Act 
of 1980. lfuile these two acts do not totally unregu
late the trucking and rail indus tries, they have allotved 
for much easier entry into the motor carrier industry 
by new truckers or those who wish to expand into new 
markets. 

The effects of transportation deregulation on the mar
keting channel can be discussed best in terms of cost 
and service. Cost in this instance means the rate or 
price charged for the transportation service. Prior 
to deregulation, transportation rates charged for small 
shipments, particularly those under 1,000 lbs., and to 
shippers located in relatively remote areas did not en
tirely cover the cost of providing the service 
(Schuster et al., 1977). These rate structures were 
enforced b~Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) 
instead of evolving in an openly competitive market. 
The shortfall resulting from these artificially low 
rates was recovered on the more efficiently handled 
larger shipments moving in high volume traffic lanes. 
In addition, the ICC adhered to a strict definition of 
the common carrier obligation which required that all 
shippers, large or small, be treated equally with re
gard to service levels and prices. In return, trans
portation companies were protected from excess competi
tion (Woods and Johnson, 1980, pp. 83-112). 

Deregulation has changed this scenario in two ways. 
First, transportation rates will much more precisely 
reflect the actual costs of providing the service due 
to greater pricing freedom and because of easier entry 
into the trucking industry, both of which have intensi
fied the competitive environment (Davis, 1981, P· 90). 
Competition for volume shipments has driven rates down 
at the same time rates have risen for small shipments. 
Thus, small shipments, which have always cost mnre to 
ship on a per-unit basis than larger shipments, even 
when subsidized, will cost even more. Small shipments 
moving in low volume traf fie lanes are expected tc' bear 



the largest increase in rates (Davis, 1981, p. 90). 
Second, it appears that the common carrier obligation 
will be modified such that service levels for small 
shipments and to remote locations will worsen. There
fore, the effects of deregulation will be to increase 
the costs of small shipments, decrease the costs of 
large shipments, increase the costs of transportation 
to remote markets and from remote origins, and decrease 
the service levels fnr small shipments in low volume 
traffic lanes. 

Channel members have begun to respond to the changes 
brought about by deregulation by attempting to build 
shipping volume and by decreasing the number of and 
distance traveled by small shipments. Logically., the 
channel should be restructured so that the number of 
warehouses, operated either by manufacturers or inter
mediaries, is increased to allow for larger shipmepts 
closer to the market. Thus the investment by the chan
nel in both storege facilities and inventories should 
be increased. 

The Strategic Impact of Freight Consolidation 

Unfortunately, the reactions of channel members to in
flation and rising interest rates are in direct con
flict with the solutions proposed to adjust for the 
effects of deregular· Jn. A channel strategy which 
somehow simultaneously reduces inventorie,;, faciliti.es 
investments, and less-than-volume shipments is required 
for the 1980's. 

One channel strategy which has been receiving increased 
attention and which also satisfies the above criteria 
is freight consolidation through a pool distribution 
system. Freight consolidation is the combination of 
several small shipments into a large shipment for the 
purpose of reducing the pet-unit transportation cqst 
(Newbourne, 1976). 

A more sophisticated pattern involves pool distribution 
where orders for several customers, located in the same 
general area, are consolidated for shipment to a ce>n
trally located breakbulk point. From the hrea\<bulk 
point, the pool distributor delivers the Sl'flall ship
ments to each customer. The pool distributor is a 
faci li taring intermediary which neither takes title to 
the goods nor perf or;·:.;; any demand generatIng functions. 
As with a warehouse system the objective is to minimize 
the distances traveled by the small volume, high cost 
shipments. Unlike a warehouse system, there is no in
ventory held in the market area and therefore no ware
house or inventory investment. 

The two previous forms of freight consolidation pertain 
to physical distribution systems, but freight consoli
dation can also be used for inbound purchases, Sup
plies originating from several vendors in the same gen-
eral geographic area can be consolidated into a volume 
shipment at a makebulk point by a facilitating inter
mediary. This form of freight consolidation is partic
ularly appropriate for retailers. 

The "many to many" freight consolidation pattern is 
most often found where a number of firms join together 
to form a nonprofit shopper's association with the ob
jective of reducing members' transportation costs. 
Alternatively, a con,.olidation agent may be available 
in both the origin and destination cities. For ex
ample, a group of retailers in Detroit may form a ship
per's association which contracts with a warehousing or 
trucking company in the New York City area to consoli
date purchases originating with many vendors in New 
York City. The transportation savings would then be 
shared by the members of the association. Freight 
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forwarders would provide a similar service. 

A final pattern of freight consolidation involves the 
use of stop-offs for partial loading or unloading at a 
location intermediate between the origin and final 
destination (Flood, 1972, pp. 256-279). Stop-offs 
allow the consolidator to extend geographically the 
economic benefits of consolidation and to speed up the 
consolidation process by accumulating a truckload in a 
shorter period of time. Stop-offs, however, require a 
higher level of administrative coordination and plan
ning. 

There are, therefore, several different patterns of 
freight consolidation possible, each requiring a dif
ferent level of management attention. Each is designed 
to reduce transportation costs and to centralize in
ventories. 

Practical Considerations 

All freight consolidation systems are dependent upon 
the volume of goods to be moved through the system, 
the geographic distribution of customers and/or ven
dors, and the length of time products can be held 
during the accumulation or consolidation period 
(Jackson, 1981). For example, low volume systems with 
dispersed customers necessitate a much longer time 
period ~o accumulate a trucRload quantity than would 
high volume systems with customers geographically con
centrated. Lengthy holding times drive inventory car
rying costs to unacceptable levels and irritate cus
tomers. Excessive holding times particularly penalize 
fashion goods retailers where timing is often critical. 
Furthermore, even in high volume systems, it is un
likely that all remotely-located customers could be 
brought into the freight consolidation s~·stem. Thus, 
ordering patterns, both in terms of volume and geogra
phy, and service level requirements are critical to the 
design of a successful freight con~olidation system. 

Freight c0nsolidation compares favorably with both 
direct (manufacturer-consumer) and indirect (manufac
turer-intermediary-consumer) syste>ms in terms of costs 
(Pollock, JLl78). Transportation costs with freight 
consoli.dati<'ll are lower than for a direct system, and 
inventories resulting from freight consolidation 'Ire 
less costly than for in~ire>ct Rystems (barring exces
sive consolidation periods). In terms of service the 
comparison of freight consolidation with direct and 
indirect systems is mixed. Compared to a direct 
system, it has been sho,~n that freight consolidation 
can actuallv result in a faster order cvcle time 
because vol~1me transit times are tvpically faster than 
less-than-volume transit times (Jackson, 1981). On 
the> other hand, freight consolidation in most cases 
will provide slower service than an indirect systf'm. 
The longer distance to he traveled and the consolida
tion time will add up to a lengthier interval than 
delivery from a nearby lo~al warehouse. Thus, a firm 
currently using an indirect channel to provide a high 
level of customer service may find it difficult to 
switch to a freight consolidation sys tern. 

Channel Strategies Incorporating Freight Consolidation 

Incorporation of freight consolidation into the firm's 
channel strategy necessitates separating the flow of 
the physi.cal product from the flow of ownership. 
Separation of the channel flows allm~s for greater 
specialization of functions, leading to a higher level 
of efficiency and effectiveness. Intermediaries can 
be chosen which are expert at physical handling of the> 
product, and other intermediaries can be utilized '~hich 
are skilled at demand generation activities. Such is 
not the case in the traditional indirect channel where 



the intermediary is selected on the basis of its de
mand generating skills and is also assigned the physi
cal handling duties. 

Implications of Freight Consolidation Strategies 

A channel strategy based on manufacturer-controlled 
freight consolidation will solve only the problems 
caused by higher interest rates and inflation and 
transportation deregulation where order volumes and 
customers allow. A multichannel strategy which recog
nizes the volume of demand and location of the market 
in relation to transportation routes is therefore sug
gested. Several strategies based on volume and prox
imity of the origin and destination to major transpor
tation corridors are presented below. 

High volume markets, regardless of their proximity to 
major transportation routes, can effectively utilize 
freight consolidation. High volume will allow for 
fast, frequent, and economical shipments to almost any 
market. The remote market may cost somewhat more to 
serve, however, because traffic out of it may be dif
ficult for the carrier to find, thus requiring some 
costly empty movement. But the difference between the 
volume and less-than-volume costs will remain substan
tial, and the advantages of a centralized inventory 
will continue. 

Low volume markets located on major corridors offer two 
possible strategies. The first involves stopping off 
at the lower volume point along the way to a high vol
ume destination. This tactic effectively ties the 
lower volume point to the higher volume market and 
would be appropriate for a chain. The second strategy 
involves a situation where the volume of business done 
by an individual retailer may be relatively small, but 
collectively the retailers in the market account for a 
substantial volume of business. Here the individual 
retailer must look outside itself to build sufficient 
volume. Specialized intermediaries such as non-profit 
shippers' associations, independent consolidators, 
motor carriers with assembly and distribution services, 
and freight forwarders should be sought out or estab
lished. These specialized intermediaries acting as 
agents combine the small shipments of many firms to 
create transportation economies. They should be at
tractive to the small retailer lacking volume in gen
eral or to the larger firm lacking volume to particular 
points. This strategy could also be implemented to 
serve low-volume localities on minor routes. 

Low volume markets which are remote in the sense that 
they are not on major transportation routes are ex
pected to suffer the greatest rise in transportation 
rates and a lowering of service levels especially for 
less-than-truckload shipments. Such markets could very 
possibly become uneconomical to serve. These are also 
the markets to which it is most difficult to consoli
date shipments because of the low volume. 

The primary objective of retailers and suppliers alike 
should be to build volume without unduly increasing 
order cycle times or inventory levels. Several strate
gies could be employed by retailers to combat the 
rising costs of doing business in such markets in addi
tion to using consolidation agents. 

One option which is open to chains is to use a concen
trated location strategy. That is, units should be 
concentrated geobraphically to build volume into an 
area. This strategy coincides with the promotion 
economies which also arise from such a strategy. 
Freight consolidation opportunities m~y also cause a 
re-evaluation of suppliers in terms of their geographic 
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locations. Buying from suppliers located near to one 
another can greatly facilitate an inbound consolida
tion system. It may not be necessary to change sup
pliers but only the location from which the retailer 
is supplied. This would be particularly important to 
a retailer which cannot easily switch suppliers be
cause of a strong national brand affiliation. 

A re-examination of merchandise assortment policies 
may be required. For example, it may be helpful to 
concentrate purchases with fewer suppliers, thus 
building volume and goodwill while narrowing the 
assortment of merchandise, but perhaps increasing 
vulnerability to supply interruptions. Or it may be 
time to cull out some products which are slow movers 
and increasingly emphasize other items. Such a policy 
would be very serious since it could change the nature 
of the retailer's operation. Suppliers selling on the 
basis of a uniform delivered price might also be found. 

Another strategy involving acquisition is to order 
larger quantities less frequently. However, great 
care must be taken not to push inventory costs past 
acceptable levels. Such a policy may be forced on 
many retailers by suppliers increasing the minimum 
accepted order size. 

Simply raising prices to cover the added costs may be 
a viable strategy for those retailers of specialty 
and shopping goods possessing a strong consumer fran
chise. For retailers selling convenience and shopping 
goods for which price is a major consumer decision 
variable, such a strategy must be implemented with 
great care. Retailers located in remote, low volume 
markets who do not hold prices down may lose customers 
to the larger markets where cost pressures may be 
lower. 

A final strategy is to abandon the market and concen
trate on the larger markets. This strategy shifts the 
distribution function to the consumer and positions 
the retailer in a more intensely competitive environ
ment. 

Summary and Conclusion 

This article begins with the premise that the environ
ment is constantly changing and that all marketing 
channels must adapt over time to these changes if they 
are to prosper and grow. 

Two major changes now taking place which are sure to 
affect the operations of retailers and manufacturers 
are the high level of interest rates and inflation and 
deregulation of the transportation industry. Taken 
separately, these two phenomena imply opposing strate
gies. High interest rates and inflation suggest a 
reduction in inventory related investments, e.g., 
centralizing inventories and shipping or ordering 
more frequently in smaller quantities. Transportation 
deregulation implies that inventories should be decen
tralized so that larger shipments can be moved closer 
to the market. 

Freight consolidation is presented as a channel strate
gy which in many cases can be used to reduce both 
inventory related invest.ments and transportation costs. 
Several variations of freight consolidation are pre
sented and analyzed in terms of the probable effects 
of deregulation on the channel, and a multiple-channel 
strategy is proposed to serve markets with different 
volume and customer requirements. 
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DISTRIBUTION PROCEDURES--AN IMPEDIMENT 
TO THE SALE OF SOLAR PRODUCTS 

George Kress, Colorado State University 
Barry Rages, Herman Miller Inc. 

Even the most dedicated advocate of solar energy will 
admit that thus far, the general public's verbalized 
enthusiasm for solar energy has not been matched by its 
actual purchases of solar equipment. 

Solar sales for the first half of 1977 were $72 mil
lion, an increase of 168 percent over the first half of 
1976. But sales declined by 10 percent in the second 

:half of 1977 to $65 million and plummeted to $32 mil
lion in the first half of 1978.1 

One factor that explains the disappointing sales of 
solar equipment is the high purchase price along with a 
reputation for some installation and operational prob
lems. Another factor inhibiting sales of solar equip
ment is the lack of an effective distribution system: 
"The successful commercialization of a new technology 
does not depend solely on its technical and economic 
feasibility. Experience has shown that unless the new 
technology can be integrated into existing institu
tional procedures and practices, its commercialization 
is sure to be retarded and prolonged."2 

Absence of Channel Captain 

To ensure the proper implementation of the distribution 
activities, in most industries a single member of the 
distribution channel generally emerges to dominate 
these activities. In marketer's jargon this member is 
usually referred to as the channel captain. In situa
tions involving products of new technology, this role 
is generally assumed by manufacturers. This has not 
occurred in the solar industry, however, since no 
single-group has assumed the primary role in the dis
tribution process. 

Many manufacturers of solar products use an intensive 
form of distribution, supplying any middlemen willing 
to stock and sell the product. In many instanc~s, 
these middlemen are not capable of performing the 
necessary distribution activities at an acceptable 
level. Because of these types of situations, the chan
nel structure for solar equipment is viewed as being 
relatively disorganized and inefficient. 

Although the distribution practices of the solar indus
try have been criticized, in actuality, only limited 
information exists on the existing channel configura
tion. This research project was undertaken to identify 
distribution procedures being followed by manufacturers 
of solar equipment. 

Research Methodology 

A series of interviews were used to construct the chan
nels of distribution for solar products. The first 
phase of these interviews occurred at the manufac
turer's level. The marketing managers of fifteen 

1"The Coming Boom in Solar Energy," Business Week, 
Octcher 9, 1978, p.99. 

2B. Burns, G. Fer'rib, and B. Mason, "Solar Energy 
Commercialization and the Labor Market," National 
Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA, 
u~cemher 11, 1978, p. 1. 
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solar equipment manufacturers in Colorado were con
tacted through a series of telephone conversations and 
personal interviews. Each was asked to furnish infor
mation on the proportion of their solar products 
delivered directly to end users and various types of 
middlemen. They were also asked to provide the names 
and addresses of these middlemen. 

Middlemen Also Contacted 

Each middleman identified by a manufacturer was then 
contacted and asked the same questions as the manufac
turers. If they supplied products to other middlemen, 
these middlemen were contacted. This process was 
carried on until no further middlemen were used and the 
product was delivered to the end user. (Generally, 
only three or four middlemen were identified by each 
manufacturer.) The interviews at this second level 
centered around each channel member's involvement and 
role in the distribution process, and how they were 
fulfilling that role. 

Estimating Sales of Colorado Solar Manufacturers 

The number of employees in each of the 15 firms was 
used to estimate each firm's production and sales of 
solar equipment relative to other Colorado solar manu
facturers. It was necessary to use employees as a 
surrogate for sales data since a number of the firms 
were unwilling to provide sales information. The num
ber of employees for each firm was used to construct a 
weighted average to provide a rough estimate on the 
proportion of their total output distributed to each 
type of middleman and end user. (See Appendix.) 

Channels of Distribution for 
Solar Equipment 

The information obtained from the interviews, plus 
information provided in pertinent secondary sources 
were combined to depict the general middleman structure 
used by manufacturers of solar equipment. (See 
Figure 1.) A description is now provided of each 
major type of middleman in that channel. 

Heating, Venting, Air Conditioning (HVAC) Distributors 

These middlemen handle almost 45 percent of the output 
of HVAC manufacturers.) Because of the products they 
handle and the markets they reach, HVAC distributors 
would seem to be natural outlets for solar products as 
well. These outlets handle large quantities of pro
ducts from a variety of HVAC manufacturers and provide 
their customers with a wide assortment of products. 
Although they specialize in HVAC equipment, some take 
on solar equipment as accessory i terns but do not really 
become knowledgeable about its installation. 

Solar Heating Distributors 

Perform the same regrouping activities as HVAC distri
butors except they limit their product line to solar 

3"How the Industry's Products Go to Market," Air Con
ditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration News, September 
20, 1976, p. 72. 



FIGURE 1 

FLOW OF SOLAR PRODUCTS FROM THE MANUFACTURER 
TO VARIOUS MIDDLEMEN AND END USERS 

I Manufacturer I 

I I 
HVAC Solar Heating Manufacturers' 
Distributor Distributor Representative 

I I 
HVAC Solar Heating Dealer/ 
Contractor Contractor Retailer 

End User 

Residential 
Commercial Government 

Commercial Residential 
Consumer Builder Builder 

products. Advocates of this channel member claim such 
specialization is necessary because solar products are 
much different in operation and installation than con
ventional heating and cooling equipment. Critics argue 
that these types of distributors will not be able to 
survive financially because of their narrow line. 

Manufacturers' Representatives 

These middlemen do not take physical possession but 
merely act as a salesforce for the manufacturer. Thus 
they do not perform storage or regrouping activities. 
Solar equipment is usually just one of a variety of 
products they handle. 

HVAC Contractors 

They not only sell HVAC equipment, they generally 
install that equipment as well. Because they reach 
the customers who would also be interested in solar 
equipment, they would seem to be natural outlets for 
solar equipment. However, because their customers 
also expect them to install the equipment, they are 
somewhat reluctant to take on solar products because 
of the problems associated with such installations. 
They prefer to devote their time to more familiar HVAC 
products. 

Solar Heating Contractors 

They perform the same activities as HVAC contractors 
except their offerings are limited to solar products. 
Once again the argument arises of specialization vs. 
variety. But, in this case the argument favoring spe
cialization is stronger because of the complexities 
associated with installing solar products. 

Dealer Retailers 

This includes small outlets as well as mass merchan
disers such as Sears. The small percent of sales made 
through these outlets, indicate that at present they 
are of only minor importance to Colorado manufacturers. 
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End Users- Builders, Consumers, Government 

A significant portion of the sales of Colorado manufac
turers go direct to end users. The ability of manufac
turers to sell direct is due primarily to the fact that 
a major market for Colorado solar equipment is within 
Colorado itself. The majority of these direct sales 
were made by the smaller manufacturers who often 
designed solar equipment specific to the needs of the 
end user. 

Second Level of Middlemen 

Solar products originally sold to HVAC distributors are 
resold mainly to HVAC contractors. These distributors 
are following the same channels utilized for distribut
ing conventional heating and cooling products. Occa
sionally an HVAC distributor will sell to a solar 
heating contractor. These contractors are usually 
former HVAC contractors who have dealt with the parti
cular distributor in the past for conventional heating 
products, but are now specializing in solar equipment. 

Unlike HVAC distributors, solar heating distributors 
sell and deliver to a wider range of middlemen. 
Although they deal primarily with HVAC contractors, a 
substantial portion of their sales are also to residen
tial builders, solar heating contractors, retailer/ 
dealers, and end users. In short, they will sell to 
anyone who will take the product. In that sense, they 
are just like many of the solar manufacturers. The 
fact that solar sales are their only means of income 
necessitates this intensive forms of distribution. 

As previously mentioned, HVAC contractors receive most 
of their solar products from HVAC and solar distri
butors as well as direct from the manufacturer. They, 
in turn, distribute the product to the end user. This 
distribution usually involves both sales and installa
tion. Another function provided by HVAC contractors 
is the installation of solar heating systems for those 
end users who may have purchased these systems from 
either the manufacturer or a solar distributor. 



Solar heating contractors are much like HVAC contrac
tors in that they distribute exclusively to residential 
builders and consumers. They also provide both sales 
and/or installation. 

Dealer/retailers sell their solar products mainly to 
residential consumers, with some to residential build
ers. Since dealer/retailers usually do not install 
the systems, they will often have an arrangement with 
either an HVAC or solar contractor to do the installa
tion. 

Primary Problem Areas 

There are eight basic functions that must be performed 
if a product is to be effectively distributed from 
manufacturer to end user. These functions are buying, 
selling (promoting), transporting, storing, financing, 
standardization, grading and risk taking. In the case 
of solar equipment, some problems exist in all eight 
functional areas, but the most critical ones involve 
the functions of financing, risk taking and promoting. 

The Financing Function 

A lower priced solar hot water system for residential 
use costs about $1,200, but the cost of a typical sys
tem ranges between $2,000-$2,500. Solar space heating 
systems are much more expensive ranging from $7,000 to 
$15,000. (Commercial systems are considerably more 
expensive.) 

Because of these high costs, middlemen and end users 
must usually borrow money to pay for the equipment. 
Manufacturers generally are unable to provide this type 
of financing. There have been numerous tax relief 
provisions for consumers on both the state and federal 
levels (tax credits and tax deductions) to stimulate 
the purchase of solar equipment. But this relief 
comes at the end of a tax year and does not lower the 
amount of money the buyer needs at the time the equip
ment is purchased. 

With a few exceptions, lending institutions have not 
enthusiastically pursued the financing of solar equip
ment. Their reluctance has been due primarily to dif
ficulties in appraising the contribution of solar 
equipment to the property's value. The dramatic 
increase in fuel prices has been somewhat offset by 
increasing interest rates, keeping the breakeven period 
for solar equipment still at an unattractive length 
for most consumers. 

The solar equipment manufacturers are not financially 
able to provide buyers with reasonably attractive loan 
rates, and most middlemen are unwilling to finance 
potential buyers. 

The Risk Function 

Risk can take two forms: ( 1) Product obsolescence 
where a new product is developed that is far superior 
to existing equipment. (2) Risk involving the pro
duct's performance. Will it perform in the expected 
manner and for the length of time claimed for it? Will 
it maintain its value as it sits in inventory? What 
value will it add to the property on which it is 
attached? 

These are risks that must be accepted or overcome by 
some member of the trade channel. In the case of pro
duct obsolescence, most producers now feel that there 
will be no major breakthrough in terms of the perfor
mance of structure of solar heating and cooling equip
ment. Thus, this should not be a major inhibitor to 
sales if potential purchasers can be informed of the 
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situation. 

,The other type of risk--product performance and proper 
installation--are not as easily handled. While some 
manufacturers are now offering warranties on their pro
ducts, many of the problems stem from improper install
ation. There is a large turnover among installers and 
contractors of solar equipment. Many new or marginal 
firms have taken on solar products because of their 
need for business of any kind. The older, more esta
blished contractors and installers have shied away from 
solar because many were already busy and did not wish 
to take on the headaches associated with these new 
products. 

The responsibility for guaranteeing product performance 
and proper installation has to be assumed by some mem
ber of the trade channel if solar products are to be 
effectively marketed. 

The Promotion Function 

In spite of the innate appeal of solar energy, it does 
not sell itself. All channel members must be actively 
involved in the promotion of these products. In the 
past, the federal government, primarily through Depart
ment of Energy agencies (SERI) has provided publicity 
through pamphlets, educational programs, etc. However, 
such government sponsored activities have now been 
severely hampered because of the major cuts in Depart
ment of Energy funds by the Reagan administration. In 
addition, no channel member has really devoted the man
power and dollars needed for a major promotion of solar 
products to potential end users--contractors and the 
general public. 

Manufacturers concentrate on educating middlemen througp 
trade magazines. The middlemen are not willing to spend 
promotional dollars since thus far they have had only 
very limited success with solar products. Thus, at pre
sent the stimulus for using solar equipment must come 
from the end users themselves. 

Summary and Conclusions 

An inhibiting factor to the adoption of solar products 
has been a general lack of coordination and organiza
tion within the channels of distribution utilized by 
the solar industry. Solar manufacturers and middlemen, 
for the most part, distribute to anyone willing to take 
on the product, and many times those they distribute to 
are not capable of performing the necessary activities 
to ensure the successful distribution of the product. 

Although most firms involved with solar energy equip
ment admit the distribution process is disorganized, 
very few really understand the actual composition of 
the channel. This project was undertaken to explore 
and define the current channel structure being used by 
manufacturers of solar equipment. 

There is a general tendency on the part of manufac
turers to sell their product direct to wide variety of 
buyers, including heating, ventilating, and air condi
tioning (HVAC) distributors, solar heating distributors, 
HVAC contractors, solar heating contractors, dealer/ 
retailers, residential consumers, and builders. The 
middlemen receiving the largest share of direct ship
ments from the manufacturer were HVAC distributors. A 
significant amount of products, however, bypassed the 
distributor level and went direct to contractors and 
dealer/retailers. Another substantial portion bypassed 
both distributors and contractors, going directly to 
the end users. Sometimes even distributors avoided 
contractors and dealer/retailers by selling direct to 
end users. 



The increased participation of HVAC contractors is 
desperately needed since they are the solar industry's 
main contact with potential solar users. They are 
capable of promoting, selling, and installing solar 
devices. Also, being at the local level, they are in 
the best position to help with financing the purchase 
and installation of a solar energy system. Finally, 
being closest to the consumer, they could convey a 
greater image of reliability, particularly if they are 
an established firm. This would help minimize the 
risk (real or imagined) associated with the purchase of 
a solar energy system. 

The increased involvement by HVAC distributors would 
also increase the participation of HVAC contractors in 
the distribution structure, since HVAC distributors 
have historically dealt with HVAC contractors. This 
relationship will help integrate solar products into 
established institutional procedures and practices. 
Only then will the commercialization process really 
get underway. 

A channel structure must emerge in which all partici
pants have a commitment to the successful distribution 
of solar products. At present, such commitment exists 
only among the solar manufacturers. Most middlemen 
view solar products only as auxiliary offerings and 
thus are not willing to assume functions that require 
heavy financial involvement. Most manufacturers are 
not large enough or financially capable of assuming a 
strong "channel captain" position, and thus at this 
time to single group exists to provide the leadership 
needed for the effective distribution of solar 
equipment. 

Appendix 

Colorado Solar Manufacturers' Use 
of Various Middlemen 

An attempt was made to quantify the proportion to solar 
equipment moving through various types of middlemen. 
As previously stated, each of the fifteen Colorado 
manufacturers of solar equipment was asked to identify 
the portion of their solar sales made to various types 
of middlemen and end users. The in formation '"as then 
related to that firm's number of employees to derive 
a ratio for apportioning the output of all firms. 

For example, assume Firm A had 50 employees. This is 
approximately 14 percent of the total employees (350) 
of solar manufacturers in Colorado. Firm A indicated 
that 40 percent of their solar units were sold 
directly to HVAC (Heating, Venting and Air Condition
ing) distributors. This meant that approximately 5. 6% 
(.141 x .40) of all solar units were sold to HVAC dis
tributors. This procedure was used for all 15 manu
facturers. Table 1 contains the results from these 
computations. 

TABLE l 

Proportion of Sales Distributed Through Various 
Middlemen By 15 Colorado Solar Equipment Manufacturers 

% 
Heating, Venting and Air Conditioning 

(HVAC) Distributors 24 
Solar Heating Distributors 11 
Manufacturers' Representatives 12 
HVAC Contractors 10 
Solar Heating Contractors 11 
Retailers 7 
Residential Builders 13 
Commercial Builder 5 
Residential Consumer, Government 7 

100 

18 

The authors recognize that critics will argue that 
using "number of employees" is a questionable proce
dure for estimating sales of firms. However, in situcr 
tions where sales data cannot be obtained, this method 
has been used by both government and industry to pro
vide rough estimates of an industry's sales activities. 

The authors emphasize the data in Table I are at best, 
rough approximations of the distribution of solar 
equipment by Colorado manufacturers. 
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THE INCIDENCE OF EATING OUT: A REVIEH AND DECISION MODEL 
tOR MANAGERS OF FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS 

Mary Ann Lederhaus, University of North Florida 

Abstract 

Controversy over whether the fast-food industry is suf
fering from volatile economic shifts, changing family 
composition and life styles, or poor management has left 
an aura in its· atmosphere. The apparent slowdown in 
growth has implied that the industry is saturated. Many 
of its members are employing actions to counteract sat
uration and move back in the life cycle. A selection of 
decision criteria is suggested with implications which 
underscore the need for managers of fast-food operations 
to "set the stage" for new growth patterns. 

Introduction 

With recent cutbacks in consumer spending, the fast-food 
industry has experienced depressed growth, implying that 
the industry has become saturated or is at least ap
proaching the saturation stage of its life cycle. Con
troversy exists as to the causal factors associated with 
this decline. Some indicate the decline may have been 
precipitated by volatile shifts in the economy, chang
ing family lifestyles, or the changing composition of 
the American family. Others claim that poor management, 
fuel shortages, and mounting inflation are to blame. 
Whatever the cause, a negative aura exists within its 
atmosphere. 

While the literature is replete with information on the 
fast-food industry and comparative studies among types 
of restaurants competing for the fast-food dollar, it 
appears ?S though problems facing individual, fast-food 
units have not been addressed. The purpose of this 
paper, therefore, is to analyze areas of decision mak
ing facing managers of individual fast-food units as 
subsets of larger units and to suggest decision criter
ia which may be implemented to recoup the dynamic posi
tion once held. The paper is not an empirical study but 
rather an aid to planning. vlhile it is understood that 
many of the problems associated with individual fast
food units are also problems of the corporate unit, it 
is the manager of the individual, local unit who is 
acutely aware of his or her market and is in the best 
position to implement changes provided resources are 
available and managerial discretion is used. First, 
marketing and the fast-food industry in the American 
economy will be reviewed. Next, decision-making areas 
in the form of tactical actions will be studied. Final
ly, new directions for marketing decision making will be 
presented. Specifically tactical decision plans for in
dividual fast-food units will be developed which, in 
turn, will operationalize corporate strategic plans of 
the larger unit. Thus the interdependency of the sys
tem is maintained. A decision model for the unit mana
ger is presented. For purposes of this paper, a fast
food restaurant is defined as one that has limited menu~ 
no waitresses, and minimum waiting time. 

Marketing and the Fast-Food Industry 

Studies indicate that the incidence of eating out has 
become a major trend for Americans as greater shares of 
food dollars are spent for meals away from home (Partch, 
1981; McNeal, et. al, 1980; Restaurant Business, 1979). 
Fast-food restaurants have become a "home-away-from-
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home" and are a way of marketing products and services 
that is heavily steeped in domestic traditionalism. 
One out of three, or approximately seven meals per week, 
are consumed away from home by the average American 
(McNeal, et. al, 1980). Employment demands require that 
one-third of these individuals eat lunch out (Media De
cisions, 1978). However the trend is moving to other 
meals as well. Changing life styles, precipitated by 
increasing numbers of women in the work force, dictate 
changes in nuclear-family responsibilities (Standard & 

Poor's, 1~80). For instance, Maxwell (1978) indicates 
that forty percent of women presently in the work force 
are mothers who are likely to take advantage of the 
time-saving convenience offered by fast-food restaurants 
in meeting their maternal obligations. 

Additionally, a significant trend affecting fast-food 
industry marketing is the growth of the population six
ty-five years of age and over. This group has burgeoned 
from a mere three million persons at the turn of the 
century to a projected growth of 27.9 million by 1990 
(Current Population Reports, 1975). Finally, a demo
graphic trend that appears to be a definite positive at
tribute for the fast-food restaurant is the movement 
towards one-person households. The diseconomies of pre
paring a meal for one person provide powerful incentives 
for these individuals to spend greater proportions of 
their food budget in the fast-food market. 

A concern exists, however. It appears that sales activ
ity in the fast-food segment, as well as all segments, 
catering to away-from-home eating is being severely af
fected by the current economic climate. For example, 
A. C. Nielsen Company (1981) indicates that the overall 
real growth for eating out fell one percent (1%) in 
1980, the first decline since the 1974 recession year. 

Year 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

TABLE 1 

REAL GROHTH OF RESTAURANT SALES 
1975 - 1980 

% Growth by Type Establishment 

Fast Food Restaurant* Drinking** 

8.0 5.0 -4.0 

14.0 2.0 -2.0 

3.0 3.0 -1.0 

-0- 6.0 -1.0 

-0- 2.0 3.0 

2.0 -3.0 4.0 

Source: The Nielsen Researcher, No. 3, 1981 

Total 

4.0 

5. 0 

3.0 

2.0 

1.0 

-1.0 

*Includes cafeterias and restaurants that may sell liquor. but over 50«; of 
sales are for food items. 

**Sales include over 50% in on-premise liquor. 

An analysis of the data in Table 1 indicates that total 
growth of restaurant sales; that is fast-food restau
rants, cafeterias and drinking establishments, declined 
one percent in 1980 with restaurant sales declining 3.0 



percent. Fast-food establishment sales, however, grew 
by 2.0 percent for this period. The most notable growth 
was in the area of drinking establishments. These fig
ures suggest that restaurant sales may be tied to eco
nomic conditions. For example, consumers apparently are 
willing to forego the luxury of a full service restau
rant and may be opting for fast food in lieu of their 
own kitchens. Such behavior could leave a significant 
impact on the fast-food industry. 

It appears that as more and more Americans eat out, 
their demands for higher-quality, nutritionally well bal
anced diets increase. Furthermore, these same individ
uals seem to be showing a preference for "lingering" 
while eating out over the traditional quick "take-out." 
Results of this attitude change can precipitate declines 
in customer traffic among fast-food restaurants as is 
indicated by the relatively fewer number of fast-food 
units which have opened in recent years (Restaurant Bus
iness, 1979). Concern with quality food and changing 
consumer attitudes has prompted some fast-food locations 
such as Marty K's and Swenson's in California, Grizzly 
Bear in Oregon, Mr. Gatti's in Kentucky, and the Coun
try Breadboard in New York to boldly compete using heal
thy foods, with a strict avoidance of the "burger" mar
ket which they claim is saturated (Young, 1979). 

It can readily be seen that the changing lifestyles and 
population composition, shifts in the economy, and new 
attitudes toward eating out present challenges and op
portunities for dynamic tactical marketing actions. 

Tactical Actions 

Owners and managers realize the vital nature of the 
present fast-food position and are investigating and im
plementing new tactical actions to rejuvenate industry 
growth patterns. The roster of tactics discussed below 
appears to represent attempts to move the industry back 
in the life cycle and reconstruct healthy growth pat
terns. 

Menu Diversification 

This device, used by hamburger-oriented operations to 
decrease dependence on high-priced beef, has had a sig
nificant impact upon restaurant traffic and revenues. 
Some, such as McDonald's, Burger Chef, and Hardee's, 
have expanded their menus to include breakfast (Mar
shall, 1979; Riggs, 1980). Others, such as Wendy's and 
Roy Rogers, are testing the concept with limited pro
grams in several test areas. Burger Chef devised the 
Funmeal to reach their secondary Full Nest I (Wells and 
Gubar, 1966) target market. The Funmeal consists of a 
packaged total meal including a hamburger, french fries 
and soft drink (Restaurant Business, 1979). Other menu
diversification tactics include salad bars, fish and 
chicken sandwiches and beverage additions such as beer. 

Atmospherics 

This two-phase tactic was precipitated by a concern to
wards cleaner restaurant environments and better inter
ior design. Poor atmospherics allowed competition to 
ruffle the feathers of Kentucky Fried Chicken manage
ment and enlightened their perception of exactly what 
consumers demanded in a KFC restaurant. Church's Fried 
Chicken, which entered the market by offering a double
dipped and marinated chicken dinner, reassured custom
ers of its atmosphere of cleanliness by allowing cus
tomers to observe the chicken being cooked (Marshall, 
1978). 

Virtually all fast-food restaurants are making changes 
in store design. Fast-food units are repositioning 
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themselves to attract the growing adult market that 
prefers a leisurely meal, on premises. As such, atmos
pherics redesigned to create a more leisurely, relaxed 
atmosphere with greater seating capacity, may prevail. 
For example, McDonald's outlets located in posh subur
ban areas are going rustic (The Economist, 1980) by 
eliminating plastic and replacing it with wood to en
courage a more personable appearance for the adult up
scale target market. Hardee's has added "dining rooms" 
to many of its locations while Bonanza has added car
peting, muted lighting, murals, and new seating arrange
ments (Young, 1979). 

Quality 

As previously mentioned, consumers are especially con
cerned that they are not receiving the quality expected 
for the dollars expended. Therefore, not only is the 
fast-food industry implementing major changes in atmos
pherics, but they also are upgrading the quality of 
their food offerings to complement decor changes and 
meet needs of new target markets. Research indicates 
that many people will eat out, despite a seemingly high
er cost for food away from home, simply because the 
food tastes better. While one cannot assume an assoc
iation between quality and taste, it is important to 
note that almost 68% of those interviewed by Nielsen 
(Nielsen Researcher, 1981, p. 6) indicated that certain 
foods taste better away from home. Table 2 presents 
these data. 

TABLE 2 

C0!1PARISON OF LOCATION WHERE FOOD TASTES BETTER 

Food Pro duet 

Steak 

Hhni c Food 

Hamburger:; 

Other Meat 

Fish 

Pizza 

Fried Chicken 

Vegetables 

Tastes Better 
at Home 

{% Mentioning) 

18.6 

18.0 

12.8 

37.7 

N/A 

N/A 

14.9 

22.7 

Tastes Better 
Away from Home 

(%Mentioning) 

23.2 

20. 2 

13.2 

14.4 

41.4 

10.7 

N/A 

N/A 

----~------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Source: The Nielsen Researcher. No. 3, 1981. 

N/A: Not Available 

Inspection of the Table indicates that the foods most 
often mentioned as tasting better away from horne are 
steak, ethnic food, and fish while other meats and veg
etables were most often considered to be better at 
horne. It appears as though fast food managers should 
plan their menus around quality entries of steak, eth
nic food and fish and perhaps improve the quality of 
hamburgers and pizza. 

Brand Leveraging 

Despite the previously-mentioned menu expansions, qual
ity changes, and atmospheric revisions, other fast-food 
managers perceive that a healthier position in the in
dustry can be maintained through brand leveraging 
(Tongberg, 1981). Brand leveraging, also known as hor
izontal expansion, is not adding diversified products 
to the menu as previously discussed, but rather adding 
new dishes using basic menu items. For example, Pizza 



Hut and Pizza Inn maintain brand leveraging by expand
ing their menus within the pizza/pasta category. Taco 
Bell and Wendy's also have expanded their basic menus 
with new, similar dishes and maintain that this tactic 
keeps labor and production costs stable and public im
age clear (Ashton, "Mixed Signals," 1979). As Tongberg 
indicates, leveraging can be an attractive, new product 
development tactic for the 1980's which will be consis
tent with the growing financial cautiousness that will 
pervade much of this decade. 

Promotion Mix 

Fast-food advertisers spend almost $450 million with 
the media eac~ year. Print accounts for a mere 3.5 per
cent of media spending with the remainder being paid out 
for broadcast (Marketing & Media Decisions, 1980). Ag
gressive attempts are being made to lure the eighteen 
to forty-nine year old market, with primary emphasis 
toward women with families, especially women who have 
strong involvement in the food decision-making process. 
Non-comparative advertising dominates the market. Non
comparative advertising seems to be more appealing to 
potential customers because the ads and commercials are 
perceived as being more informative, believable and 
truthful (Shimp and Dyle, 1978). 

New Directions 

Managers of fast-food restaurants over the years have 
provided products and services which have pleased the 
American population. However, shifts in the economy, 
along with consumer demands, menu expansion, restaurant 
atmospherics, quality and cleanliness have stimulated 
these managers to promulgate new tactics aimed at oper
ationalizing corporate-level strategic plans and encour
aging growth in a predominantly saturated market. Fig
ure 1 presents a detailed decision model outlining tac
tical actions already discussed along with new direc
tions. Present tactics are making firm entrenchments 
into the market, however, suggested new directions for 
decision planning lie ahead which focus on expelling the 
causal factors associated with the apparent decline in 
fast-food revenue. The suggestions are not purported to 
be inclusive or ordered in any way but merely presented 
to assist the manager in his decision making. As you 
can see, implementation of the tactical decision criter
ia allows achievement of corporate strategic plans. 

FIGURE 1 

DECISION MODEL FOR UNIT MANAGERS OF FAST-FOOD 
RESTAURANTS 

~ *:>~ ____ o_EC_rs_ro_' __ '_"'._''-"'-'""---'"-"-'--"-· -----, 
f--' Menu Diver~1f1cat1on 

f--· At:nospherics 

1-· QualHt 

t--· Brand leYeraging 
,1._· Promotion 

Customer Attitudes 

Customer Attitudes 

. Popuhtlor. Shifts 

. Target Markettng 

r---· Expansion 
l11ternal Eff1c1enc1es 

Changing attitudes towards fast-food restaurants seem 
to be emerging. This may be a function of age shifts, 
general concern about health and food, or an inherent 
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desire to eat out inexpensively, but at a leisurely 
pace. Fast-food managers must analyze their local mar

kets to find out if any one or all of these conditions 
exist. If one or more exist, then the manager must take 
measures to match the restaurant's offerings to the 
changing attitudes. For example, in a study correla
ting eating preferences with self-image (Sadalla and 
Burroughs, 1981), it was found that those who described 
themselves as "Fast-Food Devotees" were religious, log
ical, conservative, competitive, family oriented and 
anti-drug. Their favorite foods were the Whopper, Ken
tucky Fried Chicken, hot dog, Big Mac, milk shake, sub
marine sandwich and pizza (Sadalla and Burroughs, p. 
56). This suggests that symbolic characteristics of 
food should be considered in attempting to develop menus 
and in promoting the attributes of the particular res
taurant to the market. Precisely, the manager must ef
fectively match the predisposition of his or her cus
tomers to the conditions of change within the financial 
and physical boundaries of the operation. 

Population Shifts 

Although it appears as though fast-food managers are 
attempting to attract an "adult" market (the 18-49 age 
group), the potential of the market sixty-five years of 
age and older should be recognized. One fast-food 
chain is appealing to this market already. Arthur 
Treacher's Fish 'n Chips is offering a discount for the 
older-adult segment through the "Thrifty Sixty Club" 
(Media Decisions, 1978). Others need to recognize that 
although on fixed incomes, this group, if properly nur
tured, provides the potential for success for many fast
food restaurants, especially in predominantly older
adult areas. 

Ta~ Marketin£ 

While target marketing has been addressed subtly in the 
decision areas discussed above, further elaboration 
seems appropriate at this point. Menu diversification 
was presented previously as a viable tactic to provide 
growth opportunities and decrease dependence on high
priced beef. ln recent years, however, fast-food res
taurants have been diversifying their menus with such 
vigor as to cac:se a blurring of their target markets. 
Specifically, this trend has caused an overlapping of 
operations with a resultant dissolution of market boun
daries. Marketing efforts designed to appeal to desig
nated segments must be developed in order to position, 
or reposition as the case may be, a restaurant to its 
market. This may require menu contraction or speciali
zation such as the leveraging tactic previously dis
cussed. 1-.'hatever step is taken, the outcome should be a 
counterattack on market saturation for the restaurant 
as well as a building of restaurant loyalty. Loyalty 
perhaps could be built through several effective meth
ods. For example, it is well known in advertising lit
erature that promises delivered in advertising and pro
motional messages must be implemented to enhance effec
tiveness. Sensitivity on the part of fast-food person
nel, not only to the market but also to promises deliv
ered, is mandatory. These personnel come into the 
closest contact with the customer, and as such have the 
greatest impact on customer attitudes. Their roles, by 
definition, place them in the unique position of being 
a "follow-up program" at the point of sale for adverti
sing and promotional efforts. Therefore, service per
sonnel can become vital catalysts in building brand 
loyalty for the restaurant and in securing a portion of 
the fast-food market. 

Expansion may occur at the local as well as internation
al level. As multinational marketing becomes ingrained 
in the operations of American corporations, opportuni-



ties for internationalization in the fast-fQod .industry 
seem endless. Foreign markets seem to be exhibiting a 
demand for the American fast-food concept which may 
provide an arena for export opportunities for domestic 
fast-food operations. Kentucky Fried Chicken, to name 
one, has about 1,200 stores in other countries with 
nearly $200 million worth of business .(Enterprise, 
1981). The original recipe is the same, but side 
dishes vary according to cultural tastes. For example, 
in England, "chips" instead of mashed potatoes are 
served and Middle Eastern customers receive a salad 
called tabouli instead of cole slaw. Locally, managers 
can do essentially the same by expanding into new geo
graphical areas and developing menus designed for the 
taste of that target market. 

Internal Efficiencies 

A manager of a fast-food restaurant can become totally 
familiar with the decision criteria explicated in the 
model. However, this knowledge will not be the ingred
ient for success unless it is used to properly design 
and implement a program for the local unit. The mana
ger should consider the following points for maximum 
results: (1) the restaurant should have clearly stated 
objectives, (2) goals should be rigorous but realistic 
and must be consistent with corporate goals so plans at 
the corporate level can be carried out, (3) decision 
criteria should be presented to central management or 
the owner, as the case may be, and should receive ap
proval prior to implementing, (4) once approved plans 
should be presented to and have the support of employ
ees, and (5) a means of control should be established 
to monitor success of the program. This could be the 
gathering of feedback information from employees, sales 
monitoring, and measuring the degree of goal achieve
ment. 

It is interesting to note that fast-food organizations 
have initiated advisory councils and associations in 
recent years for the sole purpose of determining what 
managers of individual units need in order to grow 
(Restaurant Business, 1979). This association may pro
vide the ideal atmosphere for assisting the manager in 
organizing his program as well as developing training 
programs for restaurant service personnel. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The fast-food industry has experienced depressed growth 
in recent years. Poor economics, mounting inflation 
and the fuel shortage have contributed to a decrease in 
customer traffic with a concomitant decrease in sales 
in the fast-food industry. These factors, in conjunc
tion with increasing competitiveness among chains, have 
fast-food operators looking "face-to-face" at a satur
ated industry. Changing life styles, the trend toward 
older adults in the American population, and the ten
dency to eat out more often have fast feeders compet
ing to attract an adult market rather than the younger 
market pursued in the past. 

This paper focused on tactical actions and suggested 
new directions which managers of local fast-food res
taurants may employ to attract older-adults and fami
lies, to increase traffic and unit growth, and to stim
ulate sales-growth patterns. Menu diversification, 
atmospherics, food quality, brand leveraging, and new 
promotional appeals have been implemented, in one form 
or another, by many to counterattack the alleged sat
uration in the industry. Results, in most cases, have 
been positive. Promotional appeals have been both 
successful and unsuccessful. 

New directions for marketing planning were suggested 
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for the manager. While this paper does not purport to 
have extrapolated all possible new directions for ac
tion planning, discrete implementation of those sug
gested should greatly enhance the propensity for suc
cess. Further research, in the form of an empirical 
study, seems appropriate at this juncture to assign 
importance weightings to the suggested variables and 
to determine if additional variables could be included 
in the model. Partitioning one fast-food restaurant 
for study might suggest effective utilization of the 
variables. The industry has passed into a phase in 
which managerial skills at controlling cost and qual
ity and in devising and executing marketing intelli
gence have become dominant. Saturation in this indus
try does not need to be an enigma so long as managers 
employ marketing planning in meeting the needs and de
sires of its clientele. Those that realize the changes 
and "swing" with the changes will survive! 
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SENSORY PROFILING AND RETAILER SELECTION 

Carlton A. Maile, Northern Illinois University 
Nessim Hanna, Northern Illinois University 

ABSTRACT 

After identifying selected characteristics of generic 
tomato juice, an experiment was conducted to enable a 
comparison of attribute ratings for generic tomato 
juice and two .types of retail suppliers. Descriptive 
Analysis (QDA) techniques were used for collecting and 
analyzing the data. Three types of information were 
then plotted on appropriate polar axes: (1) ratings 
for selected product attributes prior to store identi
fication, (2) changes in attribute perceptions after 
store identification, and (3) attribute ratings of re
tail suppliers after store identification. After con
necting appropriate plotted points, different sensory 
profiles appeared in association with two different 
types of stores and their products. These profiles 
could be helpful to producers in selecting retailers 
who are likely to be most effective in marketing their 
products. 

INTRODUCTION 

With the increasing demand for generic foods, there is 
a corresponding need to better understand how these 
items are perceived by consumers in association with 
different types of stores. It can be especially impor
tant to know how consumers' perceptions of these gener
ics might vary in association with different stores. 
If it is found that generics are viewed more favorably 
at selected stores, this information could aid suppli
ers in choosing the best retail outlets for their prod
ucts. This kind of aid to the retailer selection pro
cess could be especially helpful to the food industry, 
where generics are assuming an ever more prominent 
place in the total product mix. 

Generics now constitute approximately five percent of 
our country's two billion dollar grocery industry (6). 
Since Jewel Food Stores introduced generic labelling to 
the Chicago area several years ago, more than 40 per
cent of the nation's supermarkets have added generics 
to their product mix (6). These items are often sold 
at low prices which reflect economies in distribution, 
advertising, product development, and other aspects of 
the total marketing effort (7). As many as 240 generic 
items may now be found on supermarket shelves. 

The real impact of generic sales volume in the overall 
grocery market is best understood by looking beyond 
their modest five percent of total grocery sales. In 
some individual product categories which currently in
clude generic offerings, these items often account for 
more than 25;; of total sales. Examples of product cat
egories in which generics are popular include many 
types of paper products, plus a variety of canned 
fruits and vegetables, and pet foods. Some observers 
predict that this form of food retailing could capture 
up to 25 percent of the overall grocery market within 
the next several years (6). 

The rising importance of generic foods in the grocers' 
product mix prompts a corresponding increase in the im
portance of understanding consumer perceptions of these 
items and the stores in which they are sold. There
fore, an experiment was conducted to enable comparisons 
of sensory profiles of a common food item and two dif
ferent types of retail suppliers. After a preliminary 
survey to determine several attributes commonly associ
ated with tomato juice and its retail suppliers, the 
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most popular attributes were selected for use in this 
QDA experiment. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The preliminary experiment reported here utilized a be
fore and after study design, and was intended to deter
mine some perceptual profiles of a common generic prod
uct and two of its retail suppliers. These profiles 
could then be compared for purposes of determining some 
implications for channel management. Taste tests were 
utilized to gather subjects' perceptions of uniform 
product samples before and after corresponding retail 
suppliers were identified. Jewel Supermarket was iden
tified as the juice supplier for some of the respon
dents, while Aldi Discount Foodstores was identified as 
product supplier for the others. A modified Quantita
tive Descriptive Analysis (QDA) procedure was used for 
collecting data and developing sensory profiles condu
cive to visual interpretation. 

EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS 

Retail suppliers and product samples were selected for 
convenience in performing these experiments. Jewel and 
Aldi food stores were selected as retail suppliers 
because they seemed representative of two popular types 
of generic food retailers: conventional supermarkets 
and discount grocers, respectively. Tomato juice was 
the generic item chosen for use in this study because 
most respondents were likely to be familiar with it and 
feel comfortable in communicating about its attributes. 

Measuring instruments were based on a modified QDA 
scaling format. This format was considered appropriate 
for its intended purpose, and was awaiting an early and 
timely application to the comparison of generic attri
butes and store profiles. This layout enabled each at
tribute to be rated by marking vertically across a hor
izontal line extending between two bipolar adjectives. 
In terms of its early development, this was essentially 
a modified semantic differential and was therefore con
sidered to qualify as an interval or ratio scale for 
statistical purposes. It could then produce data ame
nable to parametric analytical procedures. One instru
ment was devised for determining ratings on eight prod
uct attributes: tart, metallic, light, salty, after
taste, flavor strength, freshness, and aroma. Another 
instrument was devised to determine ratings on eight 
different store attributes: service, sophistication, 
affluence, quality, variety, cleanliness, convenience, 
and progressiveness. 

METHODOLOGY 

A convenience sample of respondents utilized 50 males 
and a corresponding number of females from a university 
student population. This sample was further subdivided 
into two groups containing equal numbers of male and 
female subjects. All respondents were assembled in a 
university classroom for the experiment. 

After product attributes were explained to the satis
faction of all respondents, the subjects in each group 
were asked to taste uniform product samples and rate 
their attribute levels without knowing the identities 
of corresponding retail suppliers. Subjects in the 
first and second groups were then asked to taste juice 
considered to be from Jewel and Aldi food stores, 



respectively. Ratings of product attribute levels were 
again recorded. Then each respondent was asked to rate 
attributes of the suppliers identified in association 
with his sample of juice. Three sets of completed mea
suring instruments were collected during the experi
ment, one immediately after each set of ratings was 
recorded. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

For each group of respondents, three sets of ratings 
were produced and analyzed. There were two sets for 
each of eight product attributes, and one for each of 
eight supplier attributes. Mean values were first com
puted for the· before and after product ratings. Mean 
values were similarly computed for each company attri
bute or characteristic. These ratings were used in all 
subsequent analyses, however the word "mean" was there
after implied but not stated in order to simplify dis
cussion. 

Before and after ratings from the two groups of respon
dents were first compared by utilizing appropriate sta
tistical tests. Results were interpreted to reveal no 
significant differences between product attribute 
ratings produced by the two groups prior to store iden
tification. However, there were numerous significant 
differences between the two groups of product and store 
attribute ratings after supplier identification. 

Selected parts of the data are represented graphically 
here because visual comparisons are the primary focus 
of this paper. Appropriate sets of polar axes were de
signed for plotting data in a manner conducive to visu
al interpretation. To determine the labelling of axes 
for plotting sensory profiles of product attributes, 
after-ratings associated with Jewel were arranged in 
ascending order of magnitude. A corresponding ordinal 
arrangement of attribute labels was then applied to po
lar axes in a clockwise direction, beginning with taste 
and ending with aroma. A similar procedure was used in 
arranging axes for plotting sensory profiles of sup
plier characteristics. After arranging Aldi's attri
bute ratings in ascending order, corresponding labels 
were applied to polar axes, beginning with service and 
ending with progressive. 

Numerous product attribute profiles were developed for 
purposes of comparison. An example is shown in Figure 
1. Product ratings associated with each retail sup-
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FIGURE 1 

SENSORY PROFILES OF TOMATO JUICE 
AFTER STORE IDENTIFICATIOW 
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plier were plotted here after store identification. 
Plotted points associated with Jewel and Aldi were then 
connected by solid and dashed lines respectively to 
form completed profiles. Ratings associated with Jewel 
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appeared to exceed those associated with Aldi on the 
attributes of freshness and aroma only. Jewel ratings 
were significantly lower on all other attributes. As 
the ratings are viewed in a clockwise direction, those 
associated with Aldi appear to increase at a slower 
rate than do those associated with Jewel. 

Other types of attribute profiles are exemplified in 
Figure 2. These profiles of changes in product attri-

FIGURE 2 

PROFILES OF CHANGES IN PRODUCT ATIRIBUTE PERCEPTIONS 
AFTER STORE IDENTIFICATION• 
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bute perceptions were developed by plotting differences 
between "before" and "after" ratings. Original ratings, 
regardless of magnitude, were first plotted at the mid
points of all axes. They were connected by a continu
ous circle. Then positive and negative differences 
between before and after ratings were plotted at appro
priate distances outside and inside the circle respec
tively. Perceptual changes associated with each store 
then appeared as distances between each profile and the 
solid circle. 

These "after" profiles were systematically compared 
with original values indicated by the circle, with each 
other, and with the ascending order of values reflected 
in the arrangement of axes. For example, after Jewel 
was identified as the supplier of the tomato juice 
being sampled, ratings increased regarding the attri
butes of salty, fresh, and aroma. Jewel ratings were 
significantly lower on all other attributes. When 
Aldi was identified as the juice supplier, ratings in
creased significantly regarding six of the eight attri
butes. Aldi ratings were essentially unchanged regard
ing freshness, but lower on aroma. Jewel and Aldi rat
ings changed in opposite directions on all attributes 
except salty and freshness. Salty was the only attri
bute for which both ratings changed in the same direc
tion. As Jewel's after ratings increased with the 
clockwise arrangement of axes, the rating changes after 
store identification remained in opposite directions 
except for those associated with the attribute of salty 
and freshness. However, the comparative directions of 
perceptual changes appeared to reverse at the upper end 
of this progression. Aldi and Jewel were primarily as
sociated with positive and negative changes respec
tively until aroma was reached at the end of this se
quence. Then the direction of change appeared to re
verse, with Aldi and Jewel changing in negative and 
positive directions, respectively. 

Sensory profiles were similarly developed for ratings 
of store attributes as shown in Figure 3. These pro
files were also systematically compared with each 
other. For example, after identification, ratings as
sociated with Jewel exceeded those associated with Aldi 



FIGURE 3 

SENSORY PROFILES OF STORES 
AFTER SUPPLiER IDENT!FICAT!Ott• 
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regarding all supplier attributes. Both Jewel and Aldi 
ratings were lowest on service and sophistication. 
Jewel ratings were highest on variety, while those of 
Aldi were highest on the progressive attribute. Aldi 
ratings increased significantly from service to pro
gressive. Jewel ratings appeared to increase gradually 
from service to variety, but tended to decrease there
after. 

The after profiles in Figure 1 and the perceptual 
change profiles in Figure 2 were then compared with 
store profiles shown in Figure 3. Jewel's compara
tively low product ratings and predominantly negative 
perceptual changes in Figure 1 and 2 appeared to be as
sociated with comparatively high ratings on store at
tributes as indicated in Figure 3. Aldi's compara
tively high product ratings and predominantly positive 
perceptual changes in Figures 1 and 2 were associated 
with relatively low ratings on store attributes as 
shown in Figure 3. Perhaps this is because retailers 
like Jewel with a more robust store profile are viewed 
as selling products with attributes present in modest 
or carefully measured amounts. In contrast, retailers 
like Aldi with a relatively slight profile may tend to 
be associated with the presence of product attributes 
in greater or less tasteful amounts. 

Perhaps these comparisons indicate that conventional 
retailers and discount food stores are respectively as
sociated with various characteristics of higher and 
lower socioeconomic groups. Similarly, supermarkets 
and discount stores, like higher and lower income con
sumers, may be generally associated with carefully mea
sured and excessive amounts of each product attribute. 
For example, higher and lower income people have been 
respectively associated with foods having moderate and 
excessive amounts of starch, calories, and seasoning. 
Therefore, products from conventional supermarkets may 
be viewed as having more regulated and tasteful amounts 
of most characteristics. In contrast, merchandise from 
discount food stores may be viewed as having excessive, 
less tasteful, or more cumbersome degrees of most prod
uct attributes. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of sensory profiling for comparing product and 
store attributes could lead marketers to a better se
lection of products and channel members at the retail 
level. To the extent that different shapes of store 
profiles can be reliably associated with different 
shapes of product profiles, this information might en
able a closer match between consumer needs and the 
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characteristics of products and stores. Retailers may 
be able to predict the profiles of generic products 
sold and stock these items which best fit their custom
er's needs. Producers of generic items might also be 
able to select retailers best able to hit desired tar
get markets. 

More research is needed in order to adequately evalu
ate profile comparisons arising from this preliminary 
experiment. For example, it would be helpful to know 
which product and store attributes are most important 
to the consumer purchase process. It would also be 
useful to know the ideal levels of these attributes as 
perceived by consumers in a particular target market. 
This information would enable a better assessment re
garding the managerial implications of sensory profiles 
generated by this experiment. 
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Abstract 

The paper is concerned with the degree of use of non
metric multidimensional scaling (and, by implication, 
other marketing research esoterica) by small retailers. 
The issues explored are the value of multidimensional 
scaling (MDS) to small retailers, factors limiting the 
use of MDS by small retailers, current mechanisms 
available to small retailers for conducting research 
using MDS, and changes affecting the future use of MDS 
by small retailers. Several recommendations for re
search are included. 

Introduction 

During the past decade, numerous different marketing 
research methodologies have been applied to problems 
faced by small retailers and other small businesses. 
Many of these techniques are often perceived as highly 
sophisticated or esoteric by managers of small busi
nesses. This paper is concerned primarily with one 
such technique, i.e., multidimensional scaling. 

T\vO studies conducted by the authors (McWilliams, 
1971, and Scott, 1981) indicate there may have been a 
change in the willingness of small retailers to use in
formation provided by multidimensional scaling in their 
marketing decision-making, although it appears that 
small retailers still take advantage of the technique 
less tita11 tl1eir larger co1>1petitors. In this paper, 
small retailers are considered to be non-chain, local, 
independent retailers. 

Of course, all small retailers should utilize the best 
information gathering techniques that are economically 
feasible in order to improve their decisions. A seat
of-the-pants management style is often inefficient, 
particularly if additional information i.s available at 
a reasonable cost that will allow significantly better 
decisions. As indicated above, this paper is concerned 
with the technique of multidimensional scaling and why 
small retailers still do not take the advantage of the 
technique as extensively as larger retailers even 
though acceptance of the technique appears to be 
changing. The issues relevant to multi.dimensional 
scaling may also apply to other esoteric (perceived) 
marketing research techniques, e.g., multivariate anal
ysis, conjoint analysis, etc .. 

The objective of this paper is to explore issues con
cerning use of multidimensional scaling by small re
tailers for proprietary marketing research, i.e., re
search where the results are for the private use of the 
firm(s) originating and/or paying for the research. 
The issues explored are: (1) the potential value of 
multidimensional scaling to the small retailer; (2) the 
factors currently limiting use of multidimensional 
scaling by small retailers; (3) the current mechanisms 
available to small retailers for conducting marketing 
research using multidimensional scaling; and (4) the 
changes in the future allowing a more extensive use of 
multidimensional scaling by the small retailer. 
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The Potential Value of Multidimensional Scalin 

If multidimensional scaling is to be used by the small 
retailer to enhance marketing decision making, it must 
provide valuable information about the retailer's 
market. The potential market information value ofmul
tidimensional scaling will be communicated by tile 
following: (1) explaining multidimensional scaling in 
a non-technical manner, including types of data re
quired for input and analysis of data output; (2) iden
tifying major marketing decision areas which might 
utilize the information provided by multidimensional 
scaling; and (3) providing examples of decision situa
tions in which multidimensional scaling has helped 
small retailers to determine more viable marketing 
strategies. 

Explanation of Multidimensional Scaling 

The metric form of multidimensional scaling, i.e., 
scaling of measurements based on interval or ratio 
data, originated in the biology discipline (as des
cribed in Kruskal and Wish 1978:22) for studying prox
imities between species. Nonmetric adaptations of 
multidimensional scaling, i.e., scaling of measurements 
based on ordinal data, were made by a number of re
searchers, Coombs (1964:444), Torgerson (1952), 
Shepard (1962), in order to applv the technique to 
psychological behavior. Marketing applications of 
raultidimensional scaling were develo;:-ed bi researchers 
such as Green and Carmone (1970) and Green and Rao 
(1972) for the study of market perceptions (usuallv 
researched as similarities judgements) and market 
preferences (usually researched as preference ranks). 

As stated above, multidimensional scaling can be 
applied hv the researcher to analvze either metric 
data (interval or ratio) or nonmetric data (ordinal). 
This paper Is concerned only with the application of 
multidimensional scaling for the analysis of non
metric data because most behavioral marketing research 
data is ordinal. He will use the acronym "HDS" to re
fer to multidimensional scaling of nonmetric data in 
the remainder of this paper. 

MDS is a computer based technique designed to trans
form ordinal (rank order) data, such as perceptions in 
the form of stimuli similarity judgments, preference 
ranks, etc., into output revealing the respondents 
overall perception or preference functions. In the 
case of stimuli e.g., retail stores, similarities 
measurements, MDS requires input data in the form of a 
ranking of pairs of stores from the most similar pair 
to the least similar pair. In the case of customer 
preferences, HilS requires only store preference ranks. 
Typically, a specialized questionnaire is used to 
elicit the necessary MDS data from respondents. For 
store similarities measurements, the questionnaire 
usually asks for respondents' unstructured judg<?ments 
concerning the degree of similarity between stores in
cluded in the study. Other questions are often <Jlso 
used to determine cri ter.ia use.d by respondents '\:hen 
making their sirnilrtrit.i;=s judgements. For ('UStcin:t~r 



preference measurements, the questionnaire simply asks 
the respondent to rank the stores. 

The output of MDS similarities judgments is a set of 
coordinates identifying points representing the stores. 
The points may be placed on a "map" to better communi
cate the respondents' perception of relative similarity 
between the stores. If two points are physically lo
cated close together within the map, they are perceived 
as relatively similar by the respondents. The map will 
present the points in n-dimensional "space," with each 
dimension representing a criterion ap,lied by respond
ents when making their similarities iudgments. For ex
ample, distances between the points will represent the 
respondents' judgments of similarity between each pair 
of stores, with each dimension representing a criteri
on, e.g., quality. MDS does not provide identific~tion 
of the dimensions (criteria) directly, although .Tain 
and Etgar (1977) have completed an interesting study 
using MDS in a retailer situation which combines infor
mation on similarities judgments with information about 
the criteria used in making the judgments. 

MDS is an improvemc>nt over other market behavior 
measurement techniques because, as explained abnvt:>, it 
takes data which is only ordinally scaled and trans
forms it into output which is on a metric scale 
(Shepard 1962); and (2) provides a visual "map" of per
ception and preference relationships between the stim
uli (Kruskal & Wish 1978). Other attitude measurement 
scales, e.g., semantic differential scales, Likert 
scales, Thurstone scales (Churchill 1979), do not pro
vide these advantages. 

The above explanation of ~lDS has been nonte~hnical in 
nature. For those who are interested, considerablv 
more complex descriptions of the tedmiqul' and its ap
plications and programs can be found in Green and 
Cannone (1970), Green and Rao (1972), Kruskal and \<!ish 
(197R), or in the Bell Laboratories NDS padcagc:• manual 
(1973). 

Najor Decision Areas for MDS USL 

MDS can provide informat.ion relevant to <I "ide' l'<lTlg" ,,f 
major retail marketing decisions, such as stratl~f.;\' se
lection, image, development, market position determina
tion, positioning strategy, and selection nf market 
segments. These decisions certainly should he based, 
in part, on how customers perceive the retHil competi
tors. It is clear that if the decision maker's esti
mate of differences bet>veen competitors varies from 
customer perceptions, then ill-advised mnrketing deci
sions may well result. 

Examples of Retailer Benefits From Two MDS Studies 

As indicated previously, McWilliams (1971) and Scott 
(1981) have applied MDS to study small retailer market
ing situations. In each of these studies, the authors 
found that using HDS to compare perception and prefer
ence differences between managers and customers could 
lead to beneficial changes in retailing strategy. 
HcWilliams (1971) found that one store included in the 
study was perceived by the manager as having a 
"fashion" image. However, customers perceived the 
store as being very similar to another store which >vas 
definitely in the "discount house" category. Further 
investigation revealed that the discount image was the 
result of substantial in-store and price promotional 
tactics used by the manager of the "fashion" store. As 
a result of the MDS study, the manager realized that 
action must be taken in order to capture the desired 
share of the fashion market. 
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Scott (1981) found that the criteria used to make the 
store similarities judgments differed between store 
managers and customers. While both managers and cus
tomers agreed tnat quality of tlle product line uffered 
was a major criterion in determining similarity between 
stores, managers indicated they believed that their 
stores' interior layout, i.e., decorations, room group
ings, etc., was the second most important criterion in 
identifying similarities bet>veen stores. However, the 
second most important similarities criterion identified 
by customers was style of furniture. As a result of 
this finding, two of the store managers ch<'mged their 
promotional strategies from price and store interior to 
quality and style of furniture. Therefore, each store 
nm• has a more definitive positioning strategy as well 
as a clearer idea of the store's image in the market. 

Another finding of the Mc\H.lliams and Scott studies 
was that several of the stores were operating in a 
manner quite ~onsistent with their customer image. 
These retail stores received positive reinforcement 
for their marketing strategies, allowing them to con
centrate on subtle strategv refinements as opposed to 
major strategy corrections. 

In summary, HDS can offer significant value to the 
small retailer when it is used as a tool to plan, 
modify, or refine marketing strategy. However, as in
dicated earlier, larger firms (which mav either have 
marketing research departments of their mvn cr regu
larly retain outside firms tc conduct marketing rP
search) arc• more ilble to use cldvanc·ed techniques, such 
as MDS, more frequentl' than small firms. Tills is due, 
in part, tll tl1e existence cJf severdl factc1rs limiting 
the u~e of HDS lw small r<;>tai lers. 

Factors Limiting Use of MDS 

Strong resi~tance to the u~e of NDS by ret a i 1 erR hras 

cncoun tered by the authors h·hen con duet ing t ht:-: stud i.e s 
rncnLioned ah.._)ve. Considering this rl::sistance, it is 
the author's judgment that the major fa,,turs \Jhich 
limit the use c1f }lDS hv sma 11 ret" i 1 ers arc>: (l) non
marketing Llr i~ntation \\·hi~~h m.'-1:· precludL~ seeking addi
tional ini_t_,rm.J.t:ion abLHtt m<1rkets; (2) nunresearL·h 
oriL'ntatic'n ,,·hlch often pn:.c:ludes seeking additional 
quantitatlv~ decision information; (]) managerial r~

sistance dm· to perceived complexlt\' of ~!DS; (-'+) lac'k 
of understanding ,;f the app 1 icabi li tv of H!JS; ( 5) lack 
of consultants wlw appJ,· ~ms; (li) lack of access t<• 
the computer hard1vare neressarv to use HDS; and (7) 
lack (lf availability nf compt1ter s(,ftware designed fnr 
small retailer use of HDS. 

McWilliams (1971) encountered significant resistance 
from each of these limiting factors. In 1971, HDS was 
a relativelv new marketing research technique and in
formation about the technique .vas not •.ddelv distrib
uted, particularly among retailing practitioners. The 
computer hardware and soft.vare for HDS were still verv 
much in the developmental stage. Tn addition, the 
small retailers in the McWilliams study had difficultv 
recognizing the technique's value. However, they did 
recognize the value when the MDS results \Jere presented 
and explained fully to them. 

The resistance encountered by Scott (1981) >vas basecl on 
a general attitude represented by factors 1 & 2 above, 
i.e., a nonmarketing orientation and a nonresearch 
orientation which inhibited seeking additional decision 
information. However, since the need for assistance ill 
determining store image originated .vith t.vo of the 
store managers who later participated in the study, it 
appears that these orientations may be changing signi
ficantly, at least for some small retailers. 



One purpose of the Scott (1981) study was to test 
whether small retail store managers would accept, i.e., 
understand and be able to apply, MDS in a study of 
their image. The fact that some of the managers 
changed their marketing strategy based on the results 
of the study indicates that use of the technique, when 
explained carefully, will be accepted. 

In summary, several factors which limit the use of MDS 
by small retailers exist. However, the changes in re
sistance observed between the McWilliams (1971) study 
and the Scott (1981) study appear to indicate the lim
iting factors are somewhat reducing in importance. 

Current Mechanisms for Using MDS 

Currently, there are very few internal or external 
mechanisms available 1vhich allow small retailers to 
take advantage of MDS. The external mechanisms 1vhich 
are available include marketing research consulting 
firms and some universities which have the necessary 
computer capability to work with MDS. However, small 
retailers generally do not employ to the same degree 
services of marketing research consulting firms, com
pared to larger firms, probably due to cost and the 
relatively smaller size of the market. 

Some universities offer courses requiring the students 
to produce marketing results for a "real" organization. 
The research may use sophisticated techniques, such as 
MDS. These projects are usually part of a course in 
marketing management, marketing research, or are gen
erated through the Small Business Institute program. 
The Small Business Institute program is a cooperative 
program between select universities and the Small Bus
iness Administration. The S.B.I. program is designed 
to provide small businesses with research and/or con
sulting assistance in the form of student analysis 
teams under the direction of a university faculty 
member. 

Some small retailers have sufficient knowledge (or em
ploy people who have sufficient knowledge) to apply 
MDS without outside assistance. However, even these 
firms must currently have access to a mainframe compu
ter, as well as MDS programs, before they can embark 
on a research project using the technique. Personal 
conversations with a number of computer software pre
paration houses indicates "canned" MDS programs are not 
now available for eitlter the micro or mini computers, 
the type of computer typically available to small re
tailers. Even if MDS programs were available now for 
smaller computers, processing speed is a major limita
tion. 

Some small firms do have access to a computer network 
system which uses a remote mainframe computer and also 
has MDS programs available. For example, a real 
estate firm in Seattle, Washington uses such a system, 
including a remote access time-sharing terminal, to 
apply MDS and other advanced techniques to help analyze 
real estate markets. 

In summary, mechanisms for small retailer use of MDS 
are currently limited to employing marketing research 
or consulting firms, working through the Small Business 
Institute, cooperating with some university classes, or 
having substantial knowledge of MDS plus access to a 
mainframe computer with MDS capability. However, this 
situation appears to be changing and new advances in 
computer technology which may make MDS more available 
to the small retailer appear to be just on the horizon. 
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Expectation for Future Use of MDS 

In the authors' judgment, there are a number of trends 
which indicate small retailers may soon have the capa
bility to apply MDS, and other advanced techniques, 
without outside assistance. 

These trends include: (1) an increased need for the 
type of information provided by MDS; (2) an increased 
acceptance of MDS as well as an ability to use MDS; 
(3) an increased use of MDS by marketing consulting 
and research firms; (4) advances in computer hardware 
technology; and (5) refinements in MDS software. 

Concerning the first trend, it is apparent that small 
retailers are facing increased levels of competition. 
Increased competition is responsible, in part, for the 
greater than eighty percent failure rate of new busi
nesses in their first five years. Consumer perception 
and preference information, such as that provided by 
MDS, can be an important tool to all retailers, parti
cularly as competition becomes more intense. 

Concerning the second trend, the authors have observed 
an increasing willingness on the part of small re
tailers to accept MDS as a useful technique. The 
McWilliams (1971) and Scott (1981) studies have been 
used in this paper to indicate changes in retailer 
attitudes toward MDS over the past few years. Unfor
tunately, it was not possible to include the same set 
of retailers in both studies. However, general changes 
in attitude toward MDS and the change in ability of 
small retailers to utilize findings of an MDS study are 
discernible when comparing the tiVo studies. The change 
in acceptance attitude is probably a result of a gen
erally increasing level of knoHledge evident in small 
retailer organizations; more of a research oriented 
management philosophy based on lvidespread acceptance of 
the marketing concept; and better marketing of sophis
ticated marketing research technology by major market
ing research and consulting firms. 

Concerning the third trend, marketing research or con
sulting firms are probablv using HDS more due to an in
creased demand for the type of information HDS can pro
vide. The authors contacted three national marketing 
research firms and each indicated they do apply MDS. 
However, the authors also contacted three local 
(Anchorage, Alaska) marketing research firms and none 
inuicate<.l they apply i·IDS. with the improvements evi
dent in computer hardHare and soft1vare technology, 
this gap probably IVill close in the future. 

Concerning trend number four, computer hardware tech
nology is changing so rapidly it is difficult to envi
sion the computer system small retailers Hill be using 
in the future (Dolotta,et al 1976). The authors be
lieve most small retailers will soon have sufficient 
computing power to apply MDS due, in part, to decreas
ing prices of micro and mini computers (Sippl & 
Sippl 1979). Orme (1979) states that all managers 
should become informed now on the scope and costs of 
microprocessors, and of microprocessing trends, even if 
it means hiring a computing consultant. 

Concerning trend number five, the authors expect MDS 
for micros to be available within the next year. Our 
conversations with softiVare distribution houses re
vealed that the firm IVhich developed STATPAK, a micro
computer statistical package, is now working on a pro
gram package to include a number of multivariate 
techniques, including probably MDS. The microprocess
ing software industry includes software brokers, dis
tributors, and specialized software manufacturers that 
are working to improve mini and micro computer power. 



Currently available microprocessor software includes 
an SPSS program for micros, a similar survey research 
standardized program - ACCESS 80, and a statistical 
program package (STA'l'PAK) which includes nonparametric 
statistical analysis. These programs are but of a few 
of those but they indicate what may be expected in the 
future. 

Recommendations 

Our recommendations will address two areas; general 
recommendations concerning the future availability 
and use of MDS and recommendations for further re
search. General recommendations concerning the future 
availability and use of MDS are: 

Marketing research or consulting firms serving 
small retailers need to exp::md t lwi r know I Pdgc 
of the more sophisticated market im; research 
techniques in order to hetter s0rve the demands 
of clients who arc becoming increasingly 
sophisticated. 

The Small Business Administration needs to im
pn>ve its distributi•m of marketing research 
information; particularly information concern
ing advanced techniques such as ~ms. 

Universitv s,·hools of business should make 
their students more aware of the applicability 
of sophisticated marketing research techniques 
such as ~IDS to problems concerning small 
retailers. 

Our recommendations for further research are: 

Determination of the actual degree of use of 
sophisticated marketing research techniques 
bv small retailers. 

Development of models designed t" rL'present 
small retailer decision process~s Ctlncerni11g 
adoption of marketing research te~hniques. 

Programs for sophisticated marketing researl'l1 
techniques need to be developed \chich arc com

patible with mini and/or micro ~omputers. 

The potential marketing researl'il vc1lue of 
su1all coraputer.;; for Sttlall retall12rs ne-=ds tt) 

be clarified. 

Standardized and "user friendly" programs 
need to be developed to allow small retailers 
to more easily take advantage of the more 
sophisticated marketing research techniques, 
such as MDS, without outside assistance. 
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OPTIMAL SITE SELECTION WITHIN COMPLEX MARKETS: 
A PRELIMINARY SOLUTION 

Scott M. Smith, Brigham Young University 
J. Patrick Kelly, Brigham Young University 

Abstract 

Although site selection has always been an important 
retailing decision, the selection of new sites in recent 
times has become more complex. The complexity of new 
site selection eminates from the reduction in the number 
of major regional malls being constructed, by the desire 

of many retail chains to enter smaller population 

communities, and the desire to maximize market share in 
existing markets by either opening new units or by 
improving assortments, employee productivity, or 
atmospheric elements to increase sales from existing 
units. 

The purpose of this paper is to focus on the methodology 

of assessing improved shopping frequency through either 

the expansion of additional stores in existing markets 
through adding multiple facilities which decrease 

customer driving time or by improving existing store 
attributes such as quality and variety of merchandise, 
speed of service, and courtesy of employees which 

increase shopping satisfaction. 

Introduction 

Past research into site selection methodologies are 
limited in scope to include either a descriptive 
analysis of market potential within a given market area, 
shopping center, or the potential for an individual 

store (Huff, 1966; Huff and Blue, 1966; Nelson, 1958; 
Nakanishi and Cooper, 197 4) or ascertaining what 

psychological dimensions are salient to store patronage 

decisions and how competitors are viewed along these 
dimensions (Stanley and Sewall, 1976). 

Typically, many grocery chains, womens specialty stores, 
chain discount stores, as well as gasoline retailers and 
others are constantly looking to expand store location 
within their existing markets. Growth is an important 
strategy of many retailers. For example, the Southland 
Corporation opened 666 new stores in 1979. Many of 
these stores were in market areas already served by 7-11 
outlets. Given the desire in a market already served by 
7-11 and competitors, what factors contribute to the 
decision to add one or more stores? This question 

provides the purpose and direction of this paper. 

Travel time or distance to a retail outlet is known to 
have a strong influence on the probability of purchasing 
at that given location. The greater the distance from a 
store the lower the probability of purchasing. Other 
attributes can influence the willingness to purchase at 
a given outlet. The variety of merchandise at one 
location may cause consumers to by pass one or more 
stores in favor of the store with the greater variety, 
The atmosphere and decor of a store may also influence 
purchasing behavior. The question posed, then, is one 
of speculation over the importance of both distance and 

attributes of a given retail outlet in predicting 
purchasing frequency. 
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Methodology 

The focus of this study is a major metropolitan area 
within the western United States. Six branches of a 
regional thrift store are located in close proximity to 

each other within this market. The maximum distance 
between any of the six stores is 15 miles, with each of 

the six stores strategically located along a major 
thoroughfare for easy customer access. 

Approximately one hundred fifty patrons were surveyed in 

each of the six stores, resulting in a total of 880 
completed interviews. Patrons reported a variety of 
information, including distance measures to the store 
from their place of residence (the reported measures 

were transferred into city-block and euclidean distance 
measures), overall qualitative evaluations of the store 

such as liked most and liked least, evaluations of a 
quantitative nature such as the rating of quality and 
variety of merchandise available, courtesy and 
helpfulness of employees, price, speed of service, 

cleanliness, atmosphere and decor. One additional 
question asked for the customers' perceptions of their 
shopping frequency at the given store. Customers who 
visited the store once or more weekly were considered 
weekly shoppers. Those shopping once a month but less 

than 4 times were categorized as monthly shoppers and 
those shopping more than once a year but less than 12 

times were categorized as yearly shoppers. A final 
category for shopping frequency was the first time 
shopper at each store. 

Store location and customer residence information was 
recorded by cartesian coordinates on a gridded 40 mile 
by 45 mile map of the metropolitan area. These grid 
coordinates were used to determine travel distances to 
each store. 

Distance and store attribute variables were separately 
entered into the discriminant analysis which, when 
tested across the six stores, indicated how consistently 
the discriminant model predicted purchase frequency. 
Next, the combination of distance and store attribute 
variables were entered into a discriminant model which 
in similar fashion examined their joint strength in 
predicting purchase frequency. Each of these predictive 
functions were next transformed and used to test the 
classification ability of the function by classifying 

weekly and less frequent purchasers. 

Stage two of the analysis extends the analysis of 
distance and store attribute information to include the 
identification of additional locations within existing 

markets. In this analysis, the previously derived 
discriminant weights are applied to the discriminating 
variables and then entered into a cluster analysis. The 
clustering of shoppers into more than six groups results 
in the identification of additional clusters, each of 

which centers on a new site location. 

The prediction of purchase frequency using both distance 
and attributes of a given retail outlet was conducted 

using two purchase frequency groups: those shopping 
once or more weekly, and those shopping less than four 
times per month. First time shoppers were included in 
the latter group. 



Initially, the weekly and less frequent shopper groups 
were differentiated for each of the six stores using a 
two way multiple discriminant analysis of the form: 

Dk = dklz2 + dk2z2 + •• · + dk z 
wliere p p 

(1) 

Dk is the score derived from the kth discriminant 
function, where 

1 < k < p-1, and p is the number of independent 
variables. 

dk is the pth coefficient or discriminant weight 
p obtained for the kth discriminant function. 

z is the standardized value of the pth independent 
p (Distance of store attribute) variable used in 

the analysis. 

For the two group case, the discriminant weights d are 
a linear transformation of the unstandardized weig~£s of 
a multiple regression analysis. For the standardized 
case, the discriminant weights are identical in both 
discriminant and multiple regression analyses •. 

The linear discriminant functions that produce the 
additive linear profile from distance and store 
attribute variables are first used to predict purchase 
frequency. 

Findings 

Distance Analysis 

The prediction of purchase frequency was based on city 
block metric and euclidean distance measures. The city 
block metric measure is the most accurate measure of 
actual driving distance from home to store. It is 
computed as the sum of vertical and horizontal distances 
within a cartesian plane. The uniformly rectangular 
city blocks that were characteristic of the community of 
study make the city block metric measure ideal for the 
problem at hand. 

In contrast to the city block metric, the euclidean 
distance measure is in the form of straight line/ 
shortest path distances from the store location to the 
residence. The euclidean distance measure is, in the 
literature, assumed analogous to perceptual distances. 

The prediction of purchase frequency using the distance 
measures shows that shoppers who purchase weekly or more 
frequently, were correctly classified 70 - 80% of the 
time (see Tabl e  1 ). It was further observed that the 
euclidean distances out performed the city block 
distances even though the city block distance is much 
more representative of actual driving patterns. 

The standardized discriminant coefficients computed for 
the distance variables were observed to form a 
consistent pattern across both the aggregate analysis 
for the six stores, and the analysis of the individual 
stores. The standardized discriminant coefficients for 
the euclidean distances were observed to be near 1. 00 
for all stores and the aggregate analysis. Although the 
euclidean measure was most important in predicting 
purchase frequency, the city block measure showed little 
pattern across stores, and was of little consequence. 
It was entered in only three of the six discriminant 
functions. 

Store Attributes 

In addition to the distance measures that served as 
predictor, shopper's overall qualitative evaluations of 
the store were found to be related to purchase frequency 
(see Tabl e 2 ). Evaluation included merchandise quality, 
variety and price, courtesy and speed of service, and 
the cleanliness and atmosphere and decor of the store. 
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TABLE 1 
DISCRIMINANT AND CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS RESULTS 

PURCHASE FREQUENCY BY DISTANCES 

Importance of: x2 
Mean Euclidean Distances 

Weekly Less Frequent 
Distances F Ratio Prob < Shopper Shopper 

1, Multivariate 
All Stores 

Store 1 
Store 2 
Store 3 
Store 4 
Store 5 
Store 6 

2. Univariate 

All Stores 
Euclidean 
City Block 

Store 1 
Euclidean 
City Block 

Store 2 
Euclidean 
City Block 

Store 3 
Euclidean 
City Block 

Store 4 
Euclidean 
City Block 

Store 5 
Euclidean 
City Block 

Store 6 
Euclidean 
City Block 

22.43 .001 
1.44 .230 

10.72 .001 
8.68 .013 
2.86 .091 
8.58 .014 
3.34 .068 

x2 

F Ratio 

21.24 
11.36 

l. 45 
.23 

11. 16 
.003 

4.48 
7.79 

2.89 
.16 

5.86 
4.41 

3.39 
. 14 

TABLE 2 

8.20 13.18 
13.55 17.28 
5.77 17.13 
5.68 12.11 
9.54 13.39 
5.80 10.00 
6.36 9.57 

Standardized 
Discriminant 

Prob < Coefficients 

.001 l. 35 

.001 .46 

.720 1.00 
N.S. .23 

.001 1.00 
N. S. .003 

.013 1. 24 

.006 7.79 

.091 1. 00 
N.S. .16 

.017 1. 09 

.014 4.41 

.068 1. 00 
N. S. .14 

DISCRIMINANT AND CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS RESULTS 
PURCHASE FREQUENCY BY STORE ATTRIBUTES 

Importance of 
Attributes: 

I. All Stores 
1. Multivariate 

2. Univariate 
Merchandise 
Quality 

Store 
Cleanliness 

Employee 
Courtesy 

Store Atmos
phere and 
Decor 

!!.Individual Stores 
Store 1 
1. Multivariate 
2. Univariate 

Speed of 
Service 

Price 
Store 2 
1. Multivariate 
2. Univariate 

Prices 

xz 
F Ratio 

25.85 

18.06 

10. 17 

8.11 

6.55 

7.61 

5.94 
3.91 

3.94 

4.01 

Prob < 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.001 

.01 

.011 

.016 

.022 

.047 

.047 

Standardized 
Discriminant 
Coefficient 

.83 

-.79 

.82 

.43 

.67 

.53 

1. 00 



Importance of 
Attributes: 

Store 3 
1. Multivariate 
2. Univariate 

Merchandise 
Quality 

Employee 
Courtesy 

Store 
Cleanliness 

Store Atmos-

xz 
F Ratio 

9.51 

4.61 

3.53 

2.87 

Prob < 

.050 

.033 

.032 

.038 

Standardized 
Discriminant 
Coefficient 

.63 

.42 

-.56 

phere & Decor 2.44 .050 .51 

Store 4 
l. Multivariate 9.38 .052 
2. Univariate 

Merchandise 
Quality 2.18 .142 .71 

Employee 
Courtesy 2.25 .109 -.73 

Store Atmos-
phere & Decor 2.28 .082 -.66 

Store 
Cleanliness 2.41 .052 .82 

Store 5 
l. Multivariate No Variables Entered 
2. Univariate No Variables Entered 

Store 6 
l. Multivariate 10.54 .005 
2. Univariate 

Merchandise 
Quality 8.87 .003 l. 24 

Price 5.47 .005 -.56 

The multivariate analysis conducted for the group of six 
stores showed that the quality of merchandise was the 
most important variable in predicting purchase 
frequency. Employee courtesy and store cleanliness were 
the next most important predictors, with store 
atmosphere and decor being the least important 
predictor. 

The univariate analysis of the store attributes showed 
that merchandise quality, employee courtesy, and price 
were in general, the most important predictors of 
purchase frequency. These variables entered several of 
the six individual store models. The true disposition 
of this importance may however be questioned in that the 
standardized discriminant coefficients appear to be 
unstable in both magnitude and direction. This 
instability is evidenced in Table 4 , where the 
percentage of shoppers correctly classified as weekly 
shoppers and less frequent shoppers is presented. In 
almost all cases, the store attribute measures did not 
predict weekly purchase frequency as well as did the 
distance measures alone. This finding is of managerial 
importance in that here, as in all patronage analyses, 
the most frequent shopper is also the shopper of most 
importance in planning market strategies. 

Combined Distance and Attitude Measures 

The multivariate and univariate discriminant models 
which predict purchase frequency using the combination 
of attitude and distance measures, are found in Table 3 . 
The multivariate analysis conducted for the group of six 
stores shows that distance is more important in 
predicting purchase frequency than are any of the store 
evaluation attributes. Additional support for this 
finding is gained from the fact that this importance of 
distance measures is consistently observed across the 

univariate analyses, just as it wa·s previously 
observed for the distance models. 

TABLE 3 
DISCRIMINANT AND CLASSIFICATION ANALYSIS RESULTS 

PURCHASE FREQUENCY BY STORE ATTRIBUTE AND DISTANCES 

Importance of xz 
Standardized 

Attributes and Discriminant 
Distances F-Ratio Prob < Coefficients 

I. All Stores 
l. Multivariate 48.28 .001 
2. Univariate 

Euclidean 21.24 .001 .94 
Merchandise 

Quality 19.76 .001 -.59 
Store 
Cleanliness 13.98 .001 .61 

Employee 
Courtesy 11.43 .001 -.30 

Store Atmos-
phere & Decor 9.57 .001 -.36 

City Block 
Distance 8.25 .001 .34 

II.Individual Stores 
Store 1 

1. Multivariate 10.721 .030 
2. Univariate 

Speed of 
Service 5.94 .016 -.62 

Euclidean 
Distance 3.93 .022 l. 07 

Price 3.29 .023 -.47 
City Block 
Distance 2.76 .030 . 71 

Store 2 
l. Multivariate 14.68 ,001 
2. Univariate 

Euclidean 11.16 .001 .86 
Price 7.73 .001 -.53 

Store 3 
l. }!ultivariate 17.33 .008 
2. Univariate 

City Block 
Distance 7.79 .006 1.63 

Herchandise 
Quality 6.34 .002 . 61 

Employee 
Courtesy 4.87 .003 .47 

Euclidean 
Distance 4.01 .004 1.05 

Store 
Cleanliness 3.42 .006 -.27 

Speed of 
Service 3.03 .008 -.30 

Store 4 
1. Multivariate 12.49 .029 
2. Univariate 

Euclidean 
Distance 2.89 .091 .51 

Merchandise 
Quality 2.77 .066 -.65 

Employee 
Courtesy 2.71 .047 .67 

Store Atmos-
phere & 
Decor 2.66 .035 -.71 

Store 
Cleanliness 2.58 .029 .52 
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Importance of 
Attributes and x2 

Distances F-Ratio 

Store 5 
1. Multivariate 10.52 
2. Univariate 

Euclidean 
Distance 5.89 

City Block 
Distance 4.42 

Store 
Cleanliness 3.62 

Store 6 
1. Multivariate 11.84 
2. Univariate 

Merchandise 
Quality 8.87 

Price 5.47 
Euclidean 
Distance 4. 10 

Prob < 

.015 

.017 

.014 

.015 

.008 

.003 

.005 

.008 

Standardized 
Discriminant 
Coefficients 

1.05 

.64 

-.45 

1.08 
-.47 

.35 

It is apparent from Tabl e L, that the combination of 
distance and attitude measures leads to an interesting 
pattern of results. The combination distance and 
attitude measures increase the total percentage of 
correct classification over that observed for distance 
or store attribute models alone. This increase in 
percentage of correct classification is, however, due to 
an increase in the correct classification of the less 
frequent purchaser. That is, the distance model alone 
best predicts the patronage of the high frequency 
shopper who shop the store on a weekly or more often 
basis. However, the combined distance and store 
attribute model is superior for predictine patronage of 
the shoppers Hho visits the store less than once per 
week. 

TABLE 4 
PERCENT CORRECT CLASSIFICATION 

COMPARISON OF DISCRU!INANT MODELS 

Djstance And 
Distance Attitude Attitude 

Stores: Measures Measures Heasures 

All Stores 
Weekly 75.3% 71.1% 65.8% 
Less Frequent 41.0% 43. 9/; 53.9% 

Store 1 
Weekly 70.5% 75.0% 65.9% 
Less Frequent 39.2% 4 7. 1% 52.9:~ 

Store 2 
Weekly 89.3% 82. 1% 82.1% 
Less Frequent 47.5% 35.8% 57.5% 

Store 3 
1-leekly 60.0% 73.3% 73.3% 
Less Frequent 50.0% 46.6% 65.5% 

Store 4 
Weekly 89.3% 82. 1% 74.1% 
Less Frequent 37.8% 53.8% 63.9% 

Store 5 
Weekly 72.7% All At tributes 69.7% 

were N.S. None 
entered the Dis-

Less Frequent 51.8% criminant Model 59.6% 
Store 6 

Weekly 77.8% 66.7% 74.1% 
Less Frequent 40.3% 47.9% 52.1% 

Implications and Summary 

The decision of whether distance models or qualitative 
models of store evaluation are most relevant to site 
selection decisions is not new to the marketing 

literature. However, whereas traditional models 
(gravity type) have established the probability of a 
consumer shopping at one of the several existing sites, 
this research extends the consideration of the patronage 
problem into the realm of identifying additional 
potential sites. Associated with this problem is the 
question of whether to employ euclidean distance models 
or psychological patronage models to define new site 
locations. This question has not been thoroughly 
addressed in the literature (Stanley and Sewall, 1976). 
Indeed, the prospect of applying psychological patronage 
variables to the euclidean distances employed to define 
a new site is most intriguing. The research presented 
in this study is a first step in this research process 
of integrating phychological and distance measures. 

The focal point is to assess the relative value of 
distance measures as compared to psychological measures 
in predicting purchase frequency. The findings of the 
study indicate that the distance model predicts weekly 
or more frequent patronage better than does the store 
attribute model, or a combined distance and store 
attribute model. This finding is of considerable 
importance in that it suggests that distance between the 
store and place of residence is the most critical factor 
explaining high frequency shopping behavior. Expressed 
in terms of the basic classification of shopping 
behavior, minimal shopping distance is responsible for 
patronage of the convenience and emergency good shopping 
within a given store. This finding is both intuitive, 
appealing, and important in that the superiority of 
distance measures to image measures derived from 
attitudes about store attributes has also been 
demonstrated. The second major finding of importance 
was that less frequent shopping behavior was best 
predicted using a combination distance and store 
attribute model. This combination model decreased the 
correct classification of the high purchase frequency 
shopper. 

The consideration of the relationship between store 
image, as evidenced in the qualitative evaluation of 
store attributes and site location is lacking in the 
literature. The growth in sophistication ire 
underatanding store image and shopper life styles, has 
expanded the potential for site location and trade 
analysis. Future models of the site problem will 
include as independent variables: store image, consumer 
differences, 11nd dynamic changes in market a rear, 
occurring as populations m2ture or shift. 1-Jith th~ 

retail markets near saturation jn many trade areas, the 
need for more accurate site prediction within the 
multiple site location problem will increase. 
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ENHANCING THE POWER OF CHANNEL LEADERS 

A. Clyde Vollmers, Moorhead State University 

Abstract 

Effective leadership .s necessary to maintain efficien
cy and cooperation within a marketing channel. Power 
is the major variable in determination of the channel 
leader. Institutional economics provides concepts 
which enhance the traditional marketing concepts of 
power. Using a case study, the concepts of social 
traps, boundaries, ordering the agenda, and transaction 
costs are used to elaborate upon the application of the 
traditional power sources. 

Introduction 

Economic specialization contributes to increased pro
ductivity. It also, however, creates interdependence. 
Within a marketing channel, each member firm performs 
specialized functions which create a significant level 
of interdependence. 

As a result of this :terdependence, the coordinated 
effort of all channe~ members is mandatory to achieve 
the macrogoals of the marketing channel. However, 
microgoals of the individual channel members may im
pede the coordinating efforts directed towards achiev
ing the macrogoals. Therefore, a leader usually 
emerges to direct the channel. The leader coordinates 
the pertinent activities of other channel members, 
controls channel issues, and leads the channel system 
(Hichman and Sibley, 1980). The effectiveness of the 
channel leader and the authority that channel members 
relinquish to it is a function of many factors, in
cluding power (Bowersox, etc., 1980). Power refers to 
the capability of one firm to influence, dominate or 
control the behavior of another channel member (Rosen
bloom, 1978). Generally, the prevailing behavior a
mong channel members is cooperation (Bowersox, etc., 
1980). By effectively using power a channel leader 
can improve cooperative efforts. But on occasion a 
conflict may arise in the marketing channel, often re
garding the transact' •nal process (Michman and Sibley, 
1980). The resolution of a conflict is likely to be a 
function of the relative power possessed by the chan
nel leader and the other channel members. 

In this paper, the role of power in maintalnlng chan
nel cooperation and reducing channel conflict will be 
explored. The traditional power sources provide the 
theoretical framework which is expanded by a new con
tribution. Several institutional economic concepts 
are adapted to channel design. These concepts augment 
the understanding of marketing channels design and pro
vide strategies for maintaining cooperation within a 
channel. This is achieved by examining a specific mar
keting channel conflict between the leader and a major 
group of suppliers. In the first section of the paper, 
the elements of channel power are discussed. In the 
second section, background information about the spe
cific example is provided. The third section contains 
a detailed description of the interactions of channel 
members and the use ,f power by the channel leader. 
The paper concludes with a summary and conclusion. 
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Bases of Power 

Sociologists have identified five sources of power 
which are particularly applicable to distribution chan
nels: reward power, coercive power, legitimate power, 
expert power, and referent power (French and Raven, 
1959). Business theorists have suggested that these 
five sources comprise the non-economic bases and they 
have suggested that two additional sources comprise 
the economic bases: control of resources and size of 
firm (Hichman and Sibley, 1980). In addition, this 
paper will introduce four factors which strengthen the 
traditional sources of channel power: social traps, 
ordering the agenda, transaction costs, and boundaries. 
Each of these factors and the power bases will be de
fined briefly here. The complex interactions between 
the sources of power and the strengthening factors will 
be discussed in the next section. 

Reward Power 

Reward power is based upon the belief that one organ
ization has the ability to give something of value to 
another channel member. These rewards may be either 
tangible or intangible (Michman and Sibley, 1980) and 
the amount of power generated increased with the size 
of the reward which one individual believes that a
nother can administer (Loudon and Della Bitta, 1979). 
And as a firm actually utilizes rewards, an increased 
attraction will result and hence, the firm will gain 
additional power (French and Raven, 1959). 

Coercive Power 

Coercive pm;er refers to the ability of a firm to pun
ish or remove a reward from a second firm that has not 
conformed to expected behavioral patterns. The poten
tial to punish a channel member is sufficient for co
ercive power to exist. Negative sanctions may be path
ological actions that prove less functional over time 
than the other power bases. Coercive power has been 
separated from other sources because it alone involves 
potential punishment. Of all the other pm;er sources 
identified by French and Raven, the channel members 
submit willingly, rather than begrudgingly, to the pow
er of another channel member (Hunt and Nevin, 1974). 

Legitimate Power 

Legitimate power stems from the belief of one channel 
member that another channel member has the "right" to 
prescribe behavior. Three bases for legitimate power 
have been suggested: cultural values, acceptance of a 
social structure, and designation by a legitimizing 
agent (French and Raven, 1959). Within a nonintegrat
ed marketing channel, no formal hierarchy of author
ity exists. Individual firms may still perceive a 
hierarchy, however (Stern and El-Ansary, 1982). The 
credibility of the leader, often expressed as "should" 
or "ought to," is the foundation for legitimate power 
(Sims, Foster, and Woodside, 1977). 

Expert Power 

Expert power is derived from the belief of one channel 
member that another member can provide some special 
expertise and is a frequent source of channel power. 
The strength of export power depends upon the perceived 



difference in the skill or knowledge between the chan
nel members. Once the source of expert power is shar
ed, the power may errode unless the receiver perceives 
additional sources. Thus, positioning, with respect 
to the communication and information network, is cri
tical to the retention of expert power (Stern and El
Ansary, 1982). 

Referent Power 

Referent power is the psychological identification of 
one channel member with another. Usually the channel 
member identifies a common goal and thus feels a one
ness. Referent power may emerge because a firm wants 
to become a member of a prestigious channel or be
cause of the effective use of reward power. 

Resource Power 

The control of scarce resources creates dependency 
within a marketing channel and generates channel pow
er. A firm which controls capital, manpower, mater
ials, technology, or some other limiting factor of 
production can exert tremendous influence in a market
ing channel. 

Size Power 

Size differential between channel members also pro
vides a base of power. The larger firm usually has 
at its disposal all of the other sources of power. 
In addition, it can expand and replace channel mem
bers, if necessary. 

Social Traps 

A social trap is a situation in which the incentive to 
each individual member of a group encourages behavior 
that, if enough members pursue this behavior, proves 
detrimental to the group as a whole. A social trap 
exists when the reversal of reinforcements creates a 
situation in which the personal reward is in opposi
tion to the collective advantage (Platt, 1973). Per
haps the best example of a social trap is a labor
management dispute. If a labor union strikes an em
ployer, some employees may choose to cross the picket 
line while others will honor the line. Both groups, 
however, realize that individuals crossing the picket 
line will continue to receive pay during the strike 
and will receive all the benefits won by the strikers. 
Thus, the individual maximizes profit by crossing the 
picket line, but if everyone pursues this strategy, 
the strike will fail. Social traps often exist natu
rally in marketing channels and the channel leaders 
normally have at their disposal forms of reward pow
er that can be utilized to reduce the power of other 
channel members. Often a conflict situation can be 
defused and cooperation can be reinstated. 

Ordering the Agenda 

Controlling and ordering the channel's agenda involves 
the ability to determine when an event will takeplace, 
which events will occur, the order in which events 
will occur, and even the location. For example, the 
authority to determine the timing of a new contract 
yields the leader greater control of the contents. 
Further, the authority to schedule the payment of per
formance bonuses either before or after new contract 
discussion can be utilized to secure a greater level 
of cooperation. 
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Transaction Costs 

"Human interaction is not free ... The existence of 
differential transaction costs creates opportunities 
for one person's choices to impact on others, ..• 
Three varieties of transaction costs can be distin
guished: contractual, information, and policing," 
(Schmid, 1978). Contractual costs are the costs of 
reaching an agreement with another party. Informa
tion costs refer to the costs of acquiring the in
formation necessary to interact effectively with 
others. Policing costs are the costs of enforcing a 
behavior or excluding the benefits from those who do 
not contribute to the production. Existing marketing 
channels have established communication networks which 
are usually vertical but are occasionally horizontal. 
These networks generally operate efficiently and eco
nomically. Any activity which occurs outside this 
network will encounter relatively higher transaction 
costs. Contractual and information cost may in fact 
severely limit the potential to reorganize an exist
ing channel or develop a new channel. 

Boundaries 

The question of boundaries is directed at how a given 
channel member is grouped with other channel members. 
The issue involved is one of determining who are mem
bers of the channel, who are not, and who are poten
tial members. While boundary issues are often geo
graphic, the concept extends to nongeographic appli
cations (Schmid, 1978). In the case examined in this 
paper, the channel leader controlled the boundaries 
and was able to re-establish channel cooperation by 
bringing in new suppliers. Existing channel members 
thought that transportation costs precluded new mem
bers. 

Background 

The channel leader discussed in this case a major 
national food processor whose brand names have high 
consumer recognition. This leader was dependent upon 
approximately 3,000 suppliers (farmer-growers) for 
raw materials. Historically, about five months be
fore the production process was to begin, the proces
sor negotiated and contracted with each individual 
supplier. The channel generally exhibited coopera
tion. In the mid 1970's, however, the suppliers at
tempted to alter this channel arrangement by forming 
a supplier association (exclusive agency bargaining 
unit) to negotiate collectively for all suppliers. 
Through collective action they hoped to enhance their 
channel power and to improve their economic position. 
This conflicted with the leader's emphatic policy of 
negotiating only with individual suppliers. Although 
the suppliers were dissatisfied with several provis
ions of the contract, the major conflict involved 
prices. 

The situation described lasted three years. The first 
year many suppliers refused to sign production con
tracts because the price was considered too low. 
Through the collective effort of many suppliers, the 
association achieved success and was able to secure a 
higher contract price from the channel leader for all 
suppliers. 

Cooperation prevailed the second year as the suppliers 
and their association were satisfied with the leader's 
price offer. 

Conflict arose again the third year because the sup
plier again felt that the price was unsatisfactory. 



During the first two years, however, the leader had 
been developing the groundwork and information flow 
necessary to utilize its power more effectively. Thus, 
it was able to completely neutralize and eliminate the 
suppliers' association and again it was able to nego
tiate with individual suppliers. 

Power and Leadership in a Narket Channel 

Conflict had arisen in the marketing channel and coop
eration had been reduced. The channel leader desired 
to reduce the confli.ct in order to achieve channel 
goals more effectively and the leader wanted conflict 
reduced on its terms. 

Relative Size of Channel Nembers 

In the case under examination, a primary factor con
tributing to the leadership of the marketing channel 
was the absolute difference in size between the pro
cessor and the individual suppliers. The leader has 
gross revenue totaling hundreds of millions of dollars 
while most suppliers grossed less than $100,000 each. 
As would be expected, the leader has greater channel 
control of its suppliers where it functioned as a mo
nopsonist than it had in selling its branded items to 
the national supermarket chains where it competed in 
an oligopolistic environment. 

Control of Resources 

The control of scarce resources also provides economic 
power. In this case, the leader controlled the pro
duction quotas (acreage allotments) of suppliers. No 
other processor was located in the area creating a mo
nopsonistic position for the leader. By careful allo
cation of this resource, the channel leader was able 
to increase the suppliers' dependency upon itself. 

In this example, economies of scale also created a 
scarce resource. The equipment used in the final 
phase of production (harvesting equipment) was owned 
and operated by the channel leader. This was a nat
ural arrangement because the high fixed cost could be 
spread over more units (acres). But it also created 
scarcity. Nany suppliers did not own any harvesting 
equipment, even for the other products they may have 
produced for other channels. Anyone who chose to 
leave this channel and produce other products was fac
ed with the prospect of a major capital investment. 

Reward Power 

In this channel, reward power, in many forms, was a 
major variable in creating cooperation among channel 
members. The channel discussed was located in a sparse
ly populated agrarian community which provided little 
alternative or supplemental employment opportunity. 
Nany of the children of suppliers earned college ex
penses by working summers for the channel leader, the 
only major employer in the area. The potential reward 
was obvious, since a major goal of most suppliers was 
to have their children attend college, 

Another source of reward power was the production 
dates (planting dates) and product variety (seed vari
ety) which were controlled by the leader. During the 
first year of conflict, favorable dates and varieties 
were given to those suppliers that were loyal, signed 
the original contract offered, and did not participate 
in the association. When the leader and the associa
tion eventually settl0d, the leader gave the negoti
ated price to those who had remained loyal and had al
ready signed for the lower price. This provided 
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reward power to the leader, and created a social trap 
for suppliers! 

In this case the leader rewarded loyal suppliers with 
both the best production dates and products, and the 
higher price negotiated by the suppliers association. 
Suppliers recognized that the association had raised 
the price for everyone. But they also recognized that 
loyal suppliers received the greatest reward because 
they had both better production factors and the better 
price. And thus, a social trap was created. In this 
situation, each supplier was encouraged to optimize 
individual profits by signing the contract offered by 
the channel leader, while telling other suppliers to 
strike. Nost suppliers also recognized that they were 
simply one of 3,000 suppliers. Their individual action 
would have virtually no impact on the final outcome. 
Theoretically, this dooms the success of any collective 
action by suppliers. This was exactly what happened! 
The association was dissatisfied with the price offered 
the third year and initiated a suggestion that sup
pliers not sign production agreements. Nany individual 
suppliers, however, signed the contract while encourag
ing others not to sign. When the association contacted 
suppliers to determine the amount of production con
trolled by the leader and the amount controlled by the 
association, many suppliers would lie. They denied 
that they had signed a contract, when in fact, they 
had. Thus, the leader was able to control the vast ma
jority of the production and the association ceased op
eration. 

Expert Power 

The power generated by size enhanced the noneconomic 
sources of power. In this case, the leader used field
men to represent it in negotiations with suppliers. 
Fieldmen also provided suppliers with information re
garding production practices and consultation when re
quired. This expertise, which was unavailable through 
other sources and could not be procured by individual 
suppliers, allowed the suppliers to operate more effic
iently and profitably. It also provided expert power 
which the leader could use to control the channel. 

Retaining expert power, however, required a continuing 
effort. Here the leader maintained the fieldman's ex
pertise through an on-going program of research and 
development. New products (plant varieties) and new 
production practices were continually developed by the 
leader. 

In many sectors of agriculture, research and develop
ment, especially new products and production practices, 
is conducted by universities and disseminated through 
the extension service. The leader could have relied 
upon universities for research and development. By 
subrogating its role, however, it would have forfeited 
its expert power. 

Coercive Power 

It has been suggested that the withholding of a reward 
is equivalent to a punishment (French and Raven, 1959). 
Coercive power is often most effective when used in a 
channel exhibiting extreme imbalance of power. As al
ready identified, this is characteristic of the sub
ject channel. Suppliers in this example failed to rec
ognize a source of punishment or coercive power that 
the leader could impose--boundaries. Because the raw 
product was much bulkier than the finished goods, 
transportation costs provided an economic boundary and 
precluded the leader from contracting with suppliers 
that were located at a distance from the plant. This 
lulled suppliers into believing that only they could 
receive the reward of a production quota. Huch to 



their dismay, they discovered that the leader and not 
the association controlled the boundaries. During the 
third year of conflict, the leader contracted with new 
suppliers and expanded the geographical boundaries. 
While this action imposed additional costs upon the 
leader, it was effective in limiting the power of the 
association and coerced many suppliers into signing 
contracts. 

The ability to apply coercive power through changing 
boundaries was partially a function of the production 
process as designed by the channel leader. Earlier it 
was reported that the channel leader provided harvest
ing equipment for suppliers. This equipment was also 
the only specialized equipment or unique capital in
vestment that was required in the production process. 
Thus, new suppliers could be easily enticed into the 
channel because they would incur little cost. 

The biological nature of the production process also 
enhanced the leader's ability to secure new channel 
suppliers. The biological production process was an
nual rather than perennial. Thus, new suppliers could 
start production immediately which meant that the 
leader-processor would encounter no downtime. 

However, coercive power must be used with extreme cau
tion. By withdrawing a reward, the channel leader may 
force suppliers to exit from the marketing channel. 
In this case, several suppliers voluntarily chose to 
leave this channel permanently and they started sup
plying products for other channels. 

Legitimate Power 

The agenda, or the order in which events occurred, was 
controlled by the channel leader because of its per
ceived legitimate power. For many years the leader's 
fieldmen had offered suppliers the contract for the 
next year during the month of December. December was 
not a coincidence. Suppliers could produce other pro
ducts for other channels and December was the month 
of the lowest annual price for the other product. 
Thus, the contract price appeared more favorable. The 
ability to order the agenda, or control the timing of 
contract offers, enhanced the leader's position. Dur
ing the period of conflict, the suppliers attempted to 
alter this by tying the contract price to some other 
price using a seasonal average as the basis. The per
ceived legitimate power of the channel leader was in
strumental in resolving this aspect of the conflict 
favorably for the leader. 

Referent Power 

Referent power is built over an extended period of 
satisfactory relationships. In this case, the channel 
leader's staff of fieldmen had established identifica
tion with many channel suppliers. When the conflict 
arose, many suppliers remained loyal to the leader be
cause of the friendship, rapport, and trust built over 
time. This proved useful to the leader because some 
production was assured. A second benefit also occurs 
to the leader in that the association lacked referent 
power and was at a comparative disadvantage in secur
ing memberships. Further, as the channel leader 
brought new suppliers into the channel it increased 
its referent power. The new suppliers had just been 
rewarded with a production quota and thus would likely 
identify the leader as the referent source of power. 
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Transaction Costs 

An established channel normally has an effective com
munication network in place. This network tends to 
reinforce existing channel operations while inhibit
ing change because of transaction costs. In this case 
the channel leader had an established force of field
men that could contact suppliers rapidly and inexpen
sively. The suppliers were accustomed to a verticle 
flow of information and when the suppliers association 
was formed, a horizontal flow of information had to be 
established to contact each of the 3,000 suppliers. 
The monetary and nonmonetary cost of establishing hor
izontal relationships was relatively high for the 
association. Further, the association's network was 
probably much less efficient because of the lack of 
expertise, the lack of facilities, and the lack of a 
complete supplier list. As a result, the leader's 
existing communication network allowed it to reach 
suppliers more effectively because of the lower trans
action costs. 

As the leader expanded the boundaries and new sup
pliers signed contracts, the association's communica
tion network encountered additional problems. The 
association was forced to communicate with suppliers 
with whom it had no credibility, and in fact, the 
association would be unaware of the identity of new 
members. 

Summary and Conclusions 

A leader generally evolves in a marketing channel to 
direct efforts of the collective members. This leader 
has the various sources of power at its disposal to 
maintain a cooperative environment in the channel. No 
leader, however, has absolute power and thus must 
carefully manage its power to insure that the channel 
achieves efficiency. 

In addition to the traditional sources of power, four 
factors were identified in this paper which contrib
ute to the leader's authority. These factors were 
described through a case study in which the leader was 
able to successfully resolve a conflict with suppliers 
and restore cooperation within the channel. The lead
er was a monopsonist while the suppliers existed in 
an environment approaching pure competition. 

Social traps, ordering the agenda, transaction costs, 
and boundary issues all tended to interact and rein
force the leader's position in this example. As the 
suppliers' association attempted to redesign the chan
nel, a new communication network was required. The 
costs of establishing this system, the transaction 
costs, made success unlikely. The channel leader was 
also able to expand the boundaries by bringing in ne\v 
suppliers. Thus, existing suppliers were discouraged 
from maintaining the conflict situation. In this 
channel, the leader effectively rewarded loyal chan
nel suppliers. When a conflict developed, all sup
pliers recognized that collective action could 
secure a higher price for the entire group. The sup
pliers also recognized, however, that members loyal 
to the leader secured both the higher price and the 
leader's rewards. Because of this negative incen
tive, the social trap, the collective action failed. 
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THE EFFECT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ON THE STATUS OF MARKETING RESEARCH 

A. Tansu Barker, University of Canterbury 

Abstract 

The quality and scope of marketing research in the 
less-developed countries is usually disparaged and a 
superior level of activity in the developed countries 
is implied. This descriptive study based on data from 
Turkey and New Zealand does not provide evidence to 
positively correlate the level of economic development 
with the status of marketing research. 

Introduction 

It has been nearly two decades since Boyd et al. (1964) 
stated that marketing research (MR) should be one of 
the easiest areas in marketing to export since it can, 
supposedly, be applied regardless of the state of 
economic development. They do conclude, however, that 
the appropriateness of the use of MR techniques depends 
on the state of economic development and suggest that 
MR techniques need to be modified before being used in 
a particular underdeveloped country. Moyer and 
Hollander observe (1968) that marketing has been 
ignored and considered as a parasitic function in the 
developing countries. However, it does not follow 
that the success of the marketing concept and the 
utilization of the MR function has been conspicuous 
even in the developed countries, with the possible 
exception of the United States. 

A review of the literature (Kaynak and Yavas, 1980) on 
international MR shows that research done in the less
developed countries is often disparaged. In fact, an 
overwhelming number of articles connote a certain 
degree of superiority in the quality of MR conducted in 
the developed countries. Most studies tend either to 
compare underdeveloped countries with the perceived 
level of MR activity in the States or merely to present 
the state-of-the-art in a given country (Dragan, 1973; 
Saddik, 1973; and Wind, 1967). Furthermore, evidence 
furnished on the basis of personal observation or 
convenience samples stresses operational aspects such 
as research design, data collection and analysis. The 
so-called strategic issues (Chapman and Wong, 1978) 
such as organization and staffing of the marketing 
research function seem to be neglected. 

The primary purpose of this paper is to examine the 
relationship between the level of economic development, 
and the status of MR by comparing various measures of 
MR activity in a developed and a less-developed 
country. It is not the contention of this study to 
resolve the issue of concomitant variation between 
economic development and the status of MR versus causa
lity. In fact, views regarding the relationship 
between economic development and MR activities are far 
from being uniform. It is suggested (Drucker, 1958; 
Folz, 1967) that MR is the most effective engine of 
economic development through market expansion and aids 
in mobilizing latent economic energy. Another author 
(Wind, 1967) emphasizes the "interdependence" of 
economic development and the penetration of MR. On 
the other hand, there is no shortage of practitioners 
and even academics in the less-developed countries who 
feel economic development precedes that of MR. While 
the two phenomena seem to "feed" on each other only 
further comparative studies can establish the time 
occurrence of these variables and unearth other causal 
factors. Hopefully, this study will serve as a modest 
step in investigating whether the developed countries 
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are really significantly ahead of the less-developed 
countries or whether there are important differences 
within the groups as compared to the variations 
between groups, in terms of the acceptance and sophi
stication of the MR function. 

Methodology 

In a study of this type, it is highly desirable to find 
typical countries from each category with regard to 
their level of economic development as well as area and 
population. The United States was ruled out since it 
represents an untypical case among the developed coun
tries. Unfortunately availability of compatible data 
limited the choice of countries to New Zealand and 
Turkey. Since Sherbini's classification (1967) puts 
New Zealand in the first group representing the highly 
developed countries and Turkey in the third group 
including the semideveloped countries, care must be 
taken in interpreting the results. Comparisons 
between pairs of countries from other groups may yield 
different results. However, in spite of the fact that 
these two countries have significantly different 
population sizes, they show commonality in terms of 
their dependence on agriculture, existence of a rapidly 
growing industry and the presence of three major 
centers of economic activity. 

TABLE 1 
STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NEW ZEALAND AND TURKEY 

Population (million) 
Population increase 
GNP/capita 
Steel consump./capita (tons) 
Electricity prod. (m.Kwh) 
Passenger cars (000) 
Telephones/1000 persons 
Tv sets/1000 persons 

NEW ZEALAND 

3.2 
l. 9% 
$4680 
677 
20,910 
1205 
52 
263 

Source: 1977 Statistical Yearbook, U.N. 

TURKEY 

41 
2.4% 
$860 
85 
18,230 
472 
3 
54 

The data for this study are obtained from two different 
sources. The Turkish survey (Kurtulus, 1979) was 
administered personally to 300 companies representing a 
random selection of firms from the "List of Very 
Important Companies" published by the Istanbul Chamber 
of Industry. The data were obtained in New Zealand 
(Barker, 1981) by administering a mail questionnaire to 
220 companies selected randomly from "The New Zealand 
Business Who's Who" containing listings of companies of 
national importance. There is no reason to believe 
that the two lists are significantly different from 
each other in terms of their representativeness. Both 
lists, however, include only the more important 
companies in economically significant geographical 
regions. The percentage of usable questionnaires is 
85% for Turkey and 68% for New Zealand which compares 
very favourably with the 39% response rate achieved in 
the U.S. Survey of Marketing Research (Twedt, 1973). 
The difference in the response rates between Turkey and 
New Zealand may be attributed to the effectiveness of 
personally administered questionnaires over mail 
questionnaires. 

The non-response error in both surveys is reported to 
be insignificant. However, both sets of data indicate 

that responses to questions on research subjects, 



staff size and research expenditures tend to be over
stated. Due to the nature of the sources from which 
the respective samples are drawn, it must be noted that 
the respondents in both countries repre'3ent the larger 
and better known companies and consequently generalisa
tions regarding the individual countries will probably 
lead to over-statements. 

Type and Size of Companies 

It is not surprising that New zealand has a higher 
percentage of services and marketing intermediaries 
(Table 2 ) due to its level of economic development. 
However, the 9ifference in the number of industrial 
manufacturers is very much affected by the smaller 
population of New Zealand which limits the demand for 
the establishment of several manufacturers in the same 
industry. 

TABLE 2 
CLASSIFICATION BY PRIMARY BUSINESS ACTIVITY 

BUSINESS ACTIVITY NEW ZEALAND TURKEY 

A. Industrial products 24 92 
B. Consumer products 27 54 
c. Indus. & consumer products 31 43 
D. Other - services, retailers 

and wholesalers 62 65 
(n=l44) (n=254) 

While it is easy to classify the different companies 
according to primary business activity (Table 3 ), there 
are problems in classifying them in terms of sales 
volume. The method of using the official exchange 
rate to determine the equivalent sales volume was 
rejected due to the big differences in the unit prices 
of different products in the two countries. This 
would have resulted in under- of over-stating the sales 
volume of respondents. Therefore, companies were 
classified into three categories by analyzing sales 
volume in their local currencies relative to the 
standards of each country. Although experts in the 
field were consulted in this classification, it still 
remains highly subjective. The under-representation 
of larger companies in New Zealand is not, however, due 
to sampling or non-response but is a function of the 
local conditions. 

TABLE 3 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE COMPANIES BY SIZE 

COMPANY SIZE* NEW ZEALAND TURKEY 

A. Small 68 94 
B. Medium 51 90 
c. Large 28 70 

(n=l47) (n=254) 

*Significant at a = .1 but not at a = .05 

Departmental Organization 

The departmental organization of the MR function is 
shown in Table 4 . 

TABLE 4 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE MARKETING RESEARCH ORGANIZATION 

TYPE OF ORGANIZATION* NEW ZEALAND TURKEY 

A. Formal department 35 114 
B. No MR department but 

at least one researcher 77 34 
C. No MR employees 38 106 

(n=l50) (n=254) 

*Significant at a = .001 

The figures indicate that the basic MR organization in 
the two countries is quite different and the number of 
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MR departments in Turkey is significantly greater than 
in New Zealand. There appears to be a general incli
nation in New Zealand not to formalize the structure of 
the MR function. The existence of disproportionately 
few formal MR departments in New Zealand may be 
explained by the traditionally conservative attitudes 
of the business community which has been under the 
heavy influence of accounting orientated managers. 
The fact that, until joining the EEC, Great Britain was 
literally the only major buyer of New Zealand's 
agricultural output accounts for the discrepancy 
between the acceptance of the marketing concept and 
economic development. While the number of formal MR 
departments suggests the MR function is more establi
shed in Turkey, the presence of many companies which 
confess they do not employ researchers negates this 
observation. There are more companies in Turkey 
which appreciate the usefulness of MR but the gap 
between the extremes is also more pronounced as 
compared to New Zealand. 

Growth of Formal MR Departments 

The historical growth of MR departments which have a 
fonnal structure is presented in Table 5 . 

TABLE 5 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE GROWTH OF FORMAL MR DEPARTMENTS 

FOR!-',ATION YEAR* NEW ZEALAND TURKEY 

A. Before 1960 7 12 
B. 1960-1969 5 31 
c. 1970-1973 7 31 
D. After 1973 16 40 

(n=35) (n=ll4) 

*Not significant at a = .15 

The growth pattern of the formal MR departments in the 
two countries shows no significant variation. Neither 
is there any sigNificant difference in the rate of 
formation of MR departments in Turkey or in New Zealand 
on the bases of company size or type. The data 
suggest very strongly that the rate of growth in the 
establishment of formal MR departments is rather fast 
in both countries. More than 50% of the departments 
have been formed after 1970. However, even the 
figures associated with the growth rate after 1970 do 
not show any significant variation between the two 
countries. The reasons for this behavior do not 
appear to be associated with the rate of development. 
In addition to the effect of EEC restrictions on Great 
Britain's agricultural imports which had an impact on 
New Zealand, both countries were very much influenced 
by the dramatic increases in crude oil prices. The 
data in Tabl e 5 illustrate quite vividly the impact of 
the ensuing "export drives" on the establishment of 
formal MR departments in both countries. 

Size of Marketing Research Staff 

The distribution of the size of the MR staff (Table 6 ) 
in companies which have a formal MR department or at 
least one employee engaged in research shows no signi
ficant difference. Detailed analysis of the data 
shows that two-thirds of the companies have full-time 
staff members in Turkey, whereas this ratio declines to 
one-third in New Zealand. While this suggests that 
the marketing concept has achieved wider acceptance and 
penetration in Turkey, the relative size distribution 
of the companies (Table 3 ) would lead one to expect New 
Zealand to have smaller MR staffs. The overwhelmingly 
large number of formal departments (Table 4 ) when 
viewed in conjunction with staff size increases the 
likelihood that the Turkish companies have merely given 
departmental status to their full-time MR employees. 



On the other hand, there is a trend in New Zealand to 
have full-time employees devote only part of their 
efforts to MR thereby retarding the formation of formal 
departments. In both countries larger consumer goods 
producerstend to employ more researchers. This 
finding signifies that the behavior of established 
companies in both countries is influenced more by 
market conditions, and information needs as dictated by 
the type of product rather than the level of economic 
development. 

STAFF SIZE* 

A. 1 person 
B. 2 persons 
c. 3 persons 
D. 4-5 persons 
E. More than 5 

TABLE 6 
CLASSIFICATION OF COMPANIES 

BY THE SIZE OF MR STAFr 

NEW ?:EALAND 

28 
19 
16 
20 

persons 13 
(n=96 
cos.) 

*Not significant, a = .92 

Organizational Hierarchy 

TURKEY 

40 
26 
18 
21 
19 

(n=l24 
cos.) 

In those companies that have a formal MR department 
(n=35 New Zealand and n=ll4 Turkey) the executive to 

whom the head of the MR function reports is presented 
in Table 7 . 

TABLE 7 

CLASSIFICATION OF FORMAL MR DEPARTMENTS BY THE TITLE 
OF THE EXECUTIVE TO WHOM THE MR HEAD REPORTS 

MR HEAD REPORTS TO* NEW ?:EALAND TURKEY 

A. Top management 14 49 
B. General management executive 3 19 
C. Sales/marketing executive ll 36 
D. Other 4 5 

(n=32) (n=l09) 

*Not significant at a = .20 

The results show no significant difference between the 
two countries and further analysis revealed that in 
both countrie" the probability of having a ,'1R manager 
reporting to top level executives (A and B in Table 7 ) 
increased significantly for larger companies. Most of 
the MR heads reporting to top level executives in the 
medium and smaller companies are sales and/or marketing 
managers. In general, the smaller t_he company the 
more likely it is to have the sales or marketing 
manager as the head of the MR function rather than 
having an MR manager reporting to the sales manager. 
The distribution of companies by th<' size of MR staff 
and the executive to whom they report does not lend any 
support to the hypothesis that the organizational 
acceptance of the MR function is sjgnificantly 
different in the two countries. 

MR Expenditures 

Due to the shortcomings associated with converting New 
Zealand dollars and Turkish lira and using the amount 
of money spent on MR as an indication of activity, it 
was decided to express MR budgets as a percentage of 
sales. In New Zealand, only three of the 112 
companies responding to this question indicated that 
they are spending between 1% to 2.5% of their sales on 
MR. The rest stated that their expenditure is less 
than l% of sales. In Turkey, approximately 70oc of the 
respondents (n=94) spend less than 1%, 20% between l% 
to 2.5%, and 10% indicated spending more than 2.5% of 
their sales on MR. Some Turkish companies seem to 
engage in more extensive research. However, attempts 
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to convert Turkish liras to New Zealand dollars and to 
compare the absolute magnitudes of the expenditures on 
MR did not help in identifying valid trends because of 
the immense differences in MR costs, especially those 
relating to salaries. For instance, a thousand 
dollars spent in New Zealand on a personally admini
stered questionnaire will produce approximately a 
quarter of the responses which the same budget could 
produce in Turkey. 

Further examination of the data indicates that in both 
countries company size correlates significantly and 
positively with MR expenditures. 

MR Subjects 

Using the same classification as the one utilised in 
the AMA surveys (Twedt, 1973), it was possible to group 
the types of MR activity under five headings in Table 
8. 

TABLE 8 
CLASSIFICATION OF MR SUBJECTS 

MR SUB~J~E~<~:~T-*--------------------------~~~~~~~--~~~~~ NEW ZEALAND TURKEY 

A. Advertising 74.3 28.7 
B. Business ecor1omics 65.7 56.6 
C. Corporate responsibility 54.3 28.3 
D. Product 62.9 71.8 
E. Sales and markets 74.3 73.8 

(n~35) (n=l04) 

*Spearman rank correlation is 0.68 

The most important difference between the two countries 
is in the more frequent use of advertising research in 
New Zealand as compared with 'l'urkey. Predictably, 
corporate responsibility .is ranked at the bottom of the 
list in both countries while sales and market research 
is placed at the top. It would be appropriate, 
however, to mention that on the basis of this resear
cher's experiences in the two countries, respondents 
seem to have over-stated their position. Also, there 
is the question of frequency of conducting research. 
The company which conducts advertising research on a 
regular ba;;is checks the appropriate alternative as 
well as the one which shows sporadic interest in it. 
Clearly, the problem of frequency and quality of 
research must be taken into account in future studies 
in order to obtain meaningful and valid comparisons 
between countries as well as between successive admini
strations of the questionnaires. 

In both countries advertising research is conducted 
predominantly by outside agencies which explains partly 
the difference between the two figures given since 
there are more "quality" agents in New Zealand. The 
remaining three areas, ot_her than corporate responsi
bility research, are usually carried out by the MR 
departments rather than the other departments in the 
company or outside agencies. In terms of the utili-
zation of the above areas, in both countries, manufac
turers of consumer products lead the classification on 
the basis of type of business. Retailers, wholesalers 
and service organizations are last in both countries. 
These trends remain the same when one looks at those 
companies with no formal MR department but employ at 
least one researcher. 

Characteristics of Marketing Research Personnel 

Analysis of the question on the characteristics of MR 
personnel shows that the percentage of females is 18% 
in Turkey and 31% in New Zealand. The percentage of 
female MR employees in Turkey is lower than in other 
professional and business activities due largely to the 
reluctance of women to accept jobs that entail some 



travel and the apprehension of employers in having 
female researchers contact predominantly male customers 
outside the metropolitan areas. However, there is an 
increase in the number of women employed in MR as this 
percentage was previously reported to be 14% (Kurtulus, 
1976). The difference in the percentage of women 
employed in these two countries is fundamentally due to 
their different levels of socio-economic development. 

Classification of the MR personnel by their incomes 
(Table 9 ) indicates that the researcher in New Zealand 
tends to 
Turkey. 
shortage 
compared 

command a higher salary than his colleague 
This may very well be due to the relative 

of qualified personnel in New Zealand as 
to Turkey rather than economic development. 

TABLE 9 
CLASSIFICATION OF MR PERSONNEL BY INCOME 

in 

LEVEL OF INCOME* NEW ZEALAND TURKEY 

A. Low 10 83 
B. Medium 52 95 
c. High 24 36 

(n=86 (n=214 
persons) persons) 

*Significant at a = .001 

In both countries, however, the average salaries 
received by MR personnel are higher than the average 
salaries paid to other managerial employees occupying 
comparable positions. 

TABLE 10 
CLASSIFICATION OF MR PERSONNEL 

ON THE BASIS OF EDUCATION 

LEVEL OF EDUCATION* NEW ZEALAND 

A. High school 6 
B. College 56 
c. Post-graduate 11 
D. Other 8 

(n=81) 

*Significant at a = .001 

TURKEY 

68 
114 

34 
21 

(n=237) 

The data on education (Table  10) denote that high 
school graduates are under-represented in New Zealand 
and over-represented in Turkey. Conversely, college 
graduates are over-represented in New Zealand and 
under-represented in Turkey. This is in line with the 
general educational levels of the two countries which 
is related closely to the issue of economic develop
ment. There is no significant variation in the number 
of researchers with post-graduate qualifications in 
either country. On the basis of the trend established 
in Table 10 and the difference in the general level of 
education, this is not an expected finding. Perhaps 
the existence of more formal MR departments furnishing 
the position of manager in the larger companies is 
responsible for this occurrence. 

While the type of employer is significant in Turkey in 
terms of the level of compensation, in New Zealand 
there is no perceivable difference among the employers. 

The distribution of MR personnel according to their 
research experience is presented in Table 11 . 

The difference between the median (m = 5.85 years) in 
Turkey and the median (m = 3.4 years) in New Zealand is 
also very significant. The relative inexperience of 
the researchers in both countries is rather inconsis
tent with the establishment pattern of the MR depart
ments as depicted in Table 5 . The most likely 
explanation of the phenomenon is that su~cessful 
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TABLE ll 
CLASSIFICATION OF MR PERSONNEL 

BY RESEARCH EXPERIENCE 

RESEARCH EXPERIENCE* NEW ZEALAND TURKEY 

A. Less than 5 years 65 107 
B. 5-10 years 11 77 
c. More than 10 years 10 51 

(n=86) (n=235) 

*Significant at a - .001 

researchers are using .MR positions at the entry level 
as a stepping-stone to higher positions. Experiences 
in both countries also support this conclusion. 
Obviously this is a pattern that must be broken if 
either country is going to establish a core of 
proficient researchers ~ith an understanding of the 
business environment to enable them to use more 
sophisticated techniques and to reach valid and prac
tical conclusions. 

Conclusions 

The data indicate that there is no significant diffe
rence between New zealand and Turkey in terms of: 

(1) The historical trend in the establishment of the 
for~l MR departments, which is higher after 1970. 

(2) The number o( MR staff employed by individual 
companies, about 2 or 3 in both countries. 

(3) The positions to whom the boss of the MR function 
reports in those companies having a formal MR 
department. 

(4) The importance given to "sales and market research" 
as a research s~bject. In both countries it is 
ranked at the top of the list. 

(5) The relative unimportance of "corporate responsi
bility research" which is placed at the bottom of 
the list. 

Some of the more important differences between the two 
countries are: 

(1) There are significantly more formal MR departments 
in Turkey and consequently more MR managers. 

(2) The tendency to employ full-time marketing resear
chers is higher in Turkey. There is a higher 
inclination among the New Zealand companies to have 
full-time employees devote only part of their time 
to MR. 

(3) In Turkey, significantly more companies allocate 
more than l percent of their sales to MR but the 
most widely mentioned budget figure is less than l% 
in both countries. 

(4) There are significantly fewer high school graduates 
engaged in MR in New Zealand. 

(5) The staff in New Zealand have less MR experience. 
The difference in the medians, 2.4 years, is 
significant. 

Additionally, in both countries, practitioners tend to 
utilize observation, jury of experts and survey 
techniques more often than quantitative techniques such 
as regression analysis and experimentation. There
fore, by examining the quality and the subject matter 
of research, the staff and the techniques used in MR, 
it is not possible to conclude that there is any 



significant overall difference in terms of the penetra
tion and acceptance of MR in Turkey and New Zealand. 
This is really not a surprising conclusion if it is 
noted that up until the last decade accountants were 
the leaders in the business world of New zealand and 
engineers were the dominant force in Turkey. Regard
less of the economic development of the two countries, 
they are both dependent on their primary agricultural 
products and modern management techniques are being 
assimilated slowly. It appears very likely that, as 
the two countries feel increasing pressure to export, 
they will turn to marketing and this in turn will 
stimulate the need as well as increasing the acceptance 
of the MR function. In conclusion, this comparative 
study of New Zealand and Turkey furnishes little 
evidence which can be used to correlate economic 
development with the status of marketing research. 
Factors such as the acceptance and diffusion of the 
marketing concept, pressure to export more due to nega
tive balance of payments and surplus outputs are some 
of the potential candidates explaining the state of MR 
in these two countries, rather than the level of 
economic development. 
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A CROSS-CULTURAL COMPARISON OF THE 
ATTITUDES OF CONSUMERS AND BUSINESS PEOPLE 

TOWARDS CONSUMERISM 

Gary D. Klein, California State University, Long Beach 

Abstract 

The attitudes of U.S. consumers and business people 
from Long Beach, California towards current consumer
ism issues were compared with those of their Swedish 
counterparts in Uppsala. Significant differences were 
found not only between the two countries, but between 
consumers and business people as well. The present 
Swedish experiment of attempting to establish marketing 
and production guidelines through negotiations between 
governmental and industry authorities was also discus
sed. 

Introduction 

In recent years, there has been a substantial increase 
in the attention paid to consumerism and consumer pol
icy in the U.S. Naturally this increased interest has 
resulted in increased attempts to measure and evaluate 
attitudes towards current consumerism issues. Thus, 
consumers alone have been studied (Barksdale and Darden 
1972; Hustad and Pessemier, 1973) as have business per
sons (Greyser and Diamond, 1974; Miller and Sturdivant, 
1977; Webster 1973; Woodside, 1977) and the two groups 
have been compared (Dornoff and Tankersley, 1975; 
Shuptrine, Pruden and Longman, 1975). Common findings 
included consumer dissatisfaction with and distrust for 
current business practices, with much of this negati
vism apparently explained by noting the differing 
perceptions of consumers and business people toward 
marketplace activities. 

Efforts to measure the current state of consumerism, 
however, have not been nearly as numerous or success
ful. Thus, Greyser (1977) attempted to evaluate the 
impacts of the consumer movement over the past decade 
by sampling groups of consumers, business and govern
ment leaders, and consumer activists. He found that 
all groups were apparently dissatisfied with the pre
sent regulatory system, that the public favored the 
idea of a new federal government agency for consumer 
advocacy, that the business community was sharply out 
of step with the American people on consumerism issues, 
and most people questioned the honesty and accuracy of 
advertising. 

The data for all of these studies were collected with
in the U.S. This implied that intra-cultural compari
sons were sufficient for evaluation. A supplemental, 
and complementary, approach would be to make a compari
son with a referent outside the cultural system being 
studied. Because consumerism is at least partly a 
function of the socioeconomic system, a useful referent 
culture would need to be similar to the U.S. along 
these same socioeconomic lines; and since the refer
ent culture would be used to make comparisons with the 
U.S., it would be desirable that the society have a 
consumer policy system that was a precursor to and, 
perhaps, more sophisticated and/or more efficient than 
the U.S.'s. 

Any of the Scandanavian countries meet these require
ments; however, there has probably been more documented 
concerning the Swedish system than any of the others. 
Not only did the consumerism movement, as a signifi
cant sociopolitical force, begin earlier in Sweden 
(i.e., early 1950's) than in the U.S., but Swedish 
policy became substantially more formalized and exten-
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sive than its U.S. counterpart. 1 

Consumer Policy in Sweden 

As of 1970, Thorelli (1977) described Swedish consumer 
information policy as consisting primarily of govern
ment-sponsored agencies. They handled such functionsas 
comparative product testing, standardization of infor
mative labeling for consumer goods, stimulation of 
price consciousness among consumers, and articulation 
of the consumer viewpoint before government bodies. 

By 1975, Sweden had consolidated considerably its 
consumer information programs. The numerous govern
ment agencies had been reduced to three, and consumer 
policy strongly supported direct interference in 
marketplace operations--e.g., eliminating products from 
the market by negotiation, threats of "blacklistinp," a 
firm in order to protect consumers (Johansson, 1976). 

In June, 1976, consolidation was completed. All con
sumer policy agencies were centralized within the 
National Board for consumer Policies (Konsumentverket), 
h:aded by the Consumer Ombudsman (KO), and "charged 
w~th the responsibility to assist consumers and to im
prove their position in the market" (NSBCP, 1977). 
Additionally, the Marketing Act was enacted, with three 
general provisions: 

1. Advertisements or other marketing actions judged 
as misleading or otherwise improper may be prohibited. 

2. A tradesman who in his marketing neglects deliv
ering information of particular significance to con
sumers may be required to give such information. 

3. Products judged either unsafe or "manifestly unfit 
for their main purpose" may be prohibited. 

Thus, by 1978, Sweden had fully and officially adopted 
the theory of the "weak consumer." As Sven Heurgren 
(1977), the Consumer Ombudsman, explained: "For a 
long time the legislation in Sweden, as in many other 
countries, has assumed that the purchaser and the 
s:ller are two equal parties in the market. In prac
t~ce the consequence has been that the interests of the 
seller has been dominating. The companies themselves 
have, to a large extent, formed the methods used when 
selling to consumers. These methods have, of course, 
b:en as fav~rable to the seller as possible. Many 
t~mes they ~gnore the interests of the consumer. 

"However, times have changed and a new opinion has 
grown up. The idea of two equal parties in the market 
doesn't seem very realistic today. Therefore, the 
society must, through legislation, support the weaker 
part--the consumer--in the market. (pp 1-2) 

"This way of thinking has characterized consumer legis
lation in Sweden during the last (few) years. It is a 
common trend to back up the consumer side in order to 
get a better balance between the interests of the pur
chaser and the seller. 

_1 ______ _ 

For an extensive review of the development of Swedish 
consumer policy, (Thorelli, 1971), Chapter 7. 



Thus, the Swedish .policy system before 1975 was very 
similar to the present U.S. system: a variety of sep
arate agencies handling functions such as testing pro
ducts, providing consumer information, and voicing con
sumer views within government. While the Swedish a
gencies were primarily government-sponsored, the U.S. 
system was augmented by, among others, non-government 
organizations such as Consumer's Union (product test
ing) and Public Citizen (consumer lobbying}. Beginning 
in 1976, however, differences between rather than 
similarities in began to characterize the two systems. 
While U.S. consumer policy of 1980 remained an essen
tially fragmented system, Swedish policy in 1976 moved 
towards consqlidation; and while direct U.S. govern
ment interference in the marketing activities of firms 
was rare, the Swedish government after 1978 strongly 
accepted the need for such intrusive efforts in order 
to achieve a more balanced marketplace. 

Since the early history of the U.S. consumerism move
ment paralleled that of Sweden,it was reasonable to 
view consumerism in Sweden as a precursor to the move
ment in the U.S. In addition, it was not unreasonable 
to assume that future developments in the U.S. system 
would continue to parallel those in Sweden. Thus, 
Sweden would also become a possible predictor of the 
effectiveness of future U.S. consumerism efforts. 

Hypotheses 

It was obvious that, as of the mid 1970's, Sweden had 
felt a need to alter the direction in which its con
sumer policy system had been moving. If this altered 
approach was indeed more effective in helping to bal
ance consumer and business interests, then it was 
reasonable to expect that the overall perceptions of 
business activities in Sweden would be more positive 
than those in the U.S. 

1. Attitudes toward current consumer policy and the 
need for such policy will be more positive in Sweden 
than in the U.S. 

The length of time that peoples in the two societies 
had been exposed to the influences and restrictions of 
consumer policy may have had significant effects on 
the manner in which they perceived their consumer 
policy systems. Thus, because Swedish consumer policy 
had been in existence longer and was more extensive 
than U.S. policy, it was reasonable to expect that Swe
dish consumer, having had greater opportunities to be 
exposed to consumer education programs, would be better 
able to accurately evaluate current business practices. 

2. The difference between the attitudes of consumers 
and business people toward general consumerism issues 
will be less in Sweden than in the U.S. 

Methodology 

Instrument Development 

During Fall, 1978, an initial instrument was designed 
and pretested in Long Beach, California. One hundred
thirteen items, derived from both past research (Barks
dale, Darden and Perreaulty, 1976; Cunningham and Cun
ningham, 1976; Lenahan, Thomas, Taylor and Padberg, 
1973) and selected so as to represent all current, rel
evant consumerism areas, were administered to a stra
tified sample of consumers and business people. Re
sponses were then factor analyzed and preliminary as
signment of factor names was made. Pretest results 
were re-examined in Sweden with the assistance of sev
eral Swedish researhers. A scoring system was devel
oped which conservatively examined differences between 
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items.2 
highest 
ment.3 

With minor exception, the 42 items scoring 
were selected for inclusion on the final instru-

Sampling Design 

Since a cross-cultural comparison was to be made, it 
was essential to select an area in Sweden having simi
larities with the U.S. test area, Long Beach, Califor
nis. Uppsala Lans, a metropolitan area approximately 
40 miles north of Stockholm, was chosen. Both areas 
had the following characteristics: Relative closeness 
to a much larger, more dominant city (i.e., Long Beach 
to Los Angeles and Uppsala to Stockholm); considering 
the sizes of the respective countries, relatively simi
lar population sizes; the presence and influence of a 
large, major university; and the presence of many small 
and moderate-sized businesses but few large-sized ones. 

While the two cities were socioeconomically similar, 
this in no way implied they were representative of their 
respective countries, neither Long Beach of the U.S. 
nor Uppsala of Sweden. On the contrary, there was every 
reason to expect significant demographic and attitudi
nal differences between the test areas and major seg
ments of the parent populations. To assure samples 
representative of each country (rather than each city) 
would have required the drawing of two major, national 
samples. However,without research efforts to support 
the value of such undertakings, it would not have been 
reasonable--either financially or methodologically--to 
do so. If, on the other hand, the present study was 
able to provide evidence as to the worth of comparing 
U.S. consumerism efforts to those of Sweden, then the 
feasibility of such large-scale, national efforts would 
be greatly increased. 

Consumer Sample Because of expected heterogeniety of 
residents along relevant dimensions, both U.S. and 
Swedish consumer samples were stratified on two levels: 
By social class, and within class by census tract. Cen
sus tracts were divided into four social classes--uppe~ 
middle, working, and lower--on the basis of income, oc
cupation, and dwelling area variables. 

Research on the nature of consumerism among lower-in
come, lower-social class consumers indicated that such 
individuals perceive their world significantly differ
ent from middle-class consumers and do not particularly 
relate to the consumerism problems that their middle
class counterparts do (Andreasen, 1976; Berry, 1972; 
Caplovitz, 1963). It was reasonable to assume that an 
instrument designed to measure what was seen as essen
tially a middle class phenomenon --i.e., consumerism-
would not be valid when applied to lower class groups. 
Thus, these lower class segments were excluded; and the 
relevant population consisted of upper, middle, and 
working class segments. 

In Uppsala, in-person interviews were conducted during 
March,l979; the resultant sample included 204 usable 
questionnaires. A similar survey was conducted in Long 
Beach during October, 1979, resulting in 243 usable 
questionnaires. Over 90% of all questionnaires handed 
out were returned (204/225 in Uppsala and 243/275 in 
Long Beach) . 

2 
Criteria for including an item was as follows: (1) fac

tor loadings ::0. 50; (2) within significant factors, items 
with correlation coefficients ~.35; (3) high compatibi
lity with the Swedish culture. 

3For a comprehensive review of the development of this 
validated cross-cultural instrument, (Klein, 1982). 



Business Sample Businesses interviewed were selected 
from business directories supplied by the chambers of 
commerce of the two cities. A simple random selection 
procedure was used in Uppsala. In Long Beach, in an 
attempt to match the sample with the already-selected 
Swedish one, firms were stratified by type of business 
and then randomly selected within each category. Busi
ness sampling in Sweden produced 55 usable question
naries; in the U.S. 75 usable questionnaires were ob
tained. Approximately 70% of all questionnaires dis
tributed were returned (55/80 in Uppsala and 75/110 in 
Long Beach). 

Results 

It was not sufficient that respondents in two differ
ent cultures merely be presented with the physically
same items. To be cross-culturally valid, it was 
necessary that items be perceived similarly by both 
groups (Klein, 1982). Thus, two separate factors 
analyses were performed--one on the total Swedish data, 
one on the total U.S. While factor analysis does not 
provide a significance test on the similarity of two 
groups, it was reasonable to assume that items which 
grouped similarly in both cultures had, in fact, been 
perceived similarly by both groups of respondents. 
Thus, only such "common items" were ultimately inclu-
ded. The final instrument consisted of 20 common items 
loading on six distinct factors (Table 1 ). 

TABLE 1 
FINAL INSTRUMENT 

Factor 1: MOST BUSINESS IS CONCERNED ABOUT AND RE
SPONSIVE TO CONSUMER. 

Items: 
a. Most business firms make a sincere effort to 

help displeased customers. 
b. Most manufacturers really want to fulfill war

ranty obligations. 
c. In general, business firms usually accept re

sponsibility for their products and guarantees. 
d. Hhen consumers have problems with products, they 

have purchased, it is usually easy to get them 
corrected. 

e. Most companies' complaint departments back up 
their products and effectively handle consumer 
problems. 

Factor 2: CONSUMERS NEED PROTECTION AND EDUCATION TO 
COMPETE EFFECTIVELY HITH BUSINESS 

Items: 
a. The government should set m~n~mum standards of 

quality for all products sold to the consumer. 
b. More frequent health and safety warnings on 

packages are necessary to adequately inform the 
consumer of possible dangers. 

c. Business should be legally liable for the pol
lution it or its products cause. 

d. Consumer education should be a required portion 
of a manufacturer's advertising budget. 

Factor 3: GENERALLY THE QUALITY OF PRODUCTS HAS BEEN 
DECREASING 

Items: 
a. Products that last a long time are a thing of 

the past. 
b. In general, the quality of repairs and mainten

ance service provided by manufacturers is get
ting worse. 

c. In general, I am dissatisfied with the quality 
of most products today. 
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Factor 4: OUR BUSINESS SYSTEM IS MORE EFFICIENT THAN 
THAT OF MOST OTHER COUNTRIES 

Items: 
a. Consumers in the {U.S./Sweden} are much more pro

tected by government regulation than in most 
other countries. 

b. {American/Swedish}- made products are less dan
gerous than those of most other countries. 

c. The {American/Swedish} business system operates 
more efficiently than that of most other coun
tries. 

Factor 5: PACKAGING TODAY IS ESSENTIALLY HONEST 

Items: 
a. What is seen on the outside of a package is often 

not what you get on the inside. 
b. Package sizes show in a correct way the amount of 

product contained inside. 

Factor 6: BUSINESS IS PRIMARILY SELF-SERVING IN NATURE 

Items: 
a. All business really wants to do is make the most 

it can. 
b. The main reason a company is so~ially responsible 

is to make more sales. 
c. Companies try to influence the government to bet

ter their own standings. 

Table 2 presents results of t-test comparisons between 
the two overall groups for each factor. Comparisons 
of consumers alone and business people alone are also 
indicated. Since each factor consisted of several 
items, the mean score of all items for a particular 
factor was used as the attitudinal measure. 

TABLE 2 
FACTOR MEANS FOR U.S. AND SHEDISH RESPONDENTS 

--------·- Cofi-sl.~-r.1erS ______ bUSTr;r_~-s~-

Factor 

Respor.siveness 

Protection 

Quality 

Efficiency 

Packagi ''] 

Self-Serving 

*p < .01 
**p < .OQl 

--------------
Sweden u.s' 

_ ___{!c _:204 L(n-'2~-U-

3.28 3. 42 

l. f' 2. 13'* 

3. 3' 2.8Ci* 

2.82 2. 71 

5.01 !'."j_~ * 

2. 51 2. 39 

S1·1eden u.s. 
___ (n=.,s_:-.) _(n::_?SJ 

2. 64 2.85 

2.01 3. 2rf* 

3.89 3. 51 

3.05 2.3t* 

4.87 4. oi* 

3. 64 3. 26 

- ------ToTid ___ --

SH0df'n u.s. 
-- jrl_ch'Jl_ (nc3l§l 

3.15 3. 29 

1.70 2 .4!* 

3.50 2. 9t* 

2.87 2. 6-! 

4.98 4.31* 

2. 75 2. 59 

As Hypothesis 1 suggested, Long Beach and Uppsala re
spondents apparently held very different views toward 
consumer policy and business. Of the six attitudinal 
areas compared, significant differences between the 
two groups existed for four (p<.01). Thus, Swedes ex
pressed a greater need for consumer protection, felt 
more positive towards product quality, were less ego
centric concerning the efficiency of their own business 
system, and were more skeptical towards honesty in pack
aging. Hypothesis 1, however, also predicted the di
rection of respondents' attitudes--i.e., Swedes were 
expected to be more positive, more accepting of con
sumer policy. The data appear to support this expec
tation. Certainly the Swedes' expressed need for con
sumer protection and education supported the hypothe
sis. And since both Swedish and U.S. consumer poli
cies have included significant efforts at upgrading 
product quality, the Swedes' attitude on Factor 3 may 
be interpreted as being more accepting of such an ap
proach. Finally, considering the extremely negative 
attitude, among both consumer and business respondents, 
towards the credibility of packaging information, it 



was reasonable to assume that Swedes would strongly 
support legislation or other action to reduce such 
packaging deception. 

Hypothesis 2 was concerned with the distance between 
the views of consumers and business people. Swedes 
were expected to be more in agreement than their Am
erican counterparts. The hypothesis was also supported 
by the data. Considering the four attitudinal areas 
where significant differences between the two countries 
were found to exist--i.e., Factors 2, 3, 4, and 5--in 
each instance the difference between consumer and bus
iness attitudes was less in Sweden than in the U.S. 
(Table 3 ). In the two cases where there was no ob
served difference between the two cultures--i.e., Fac
tors 1 and 6--the distance between consumers and bus
iness was greater in Sweden. A possible explanation 
may involve the overall effectiveness of Swedish con
sumer programs. These two attitudes are the most 
general of the six. If it is assumed that Swedish con
sumer policy was influential in affecting people's at
tidues in the four more specific areas, then it is also 
reasonable to assume that altering generalized atti
tudes may take a greater effort or a longer time. Thus, 
the wide difference between consumers and business re
mains. 

TABLE 3 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ATTITUDES OF 

CONSUMERS AND BUSINESS PEOPLE 

Factor 
Mean Differences in 

Sweden u.s. 
1. Responsiveness .64 .57 

2. Protection 
a .40 1. 02 

3. Quality a .50 .71 

4. Efficiency a .23 . 39 

5. Packaging a .14 .39 

6. Self-Serving 1.13 .87 

aSignificant differences at the .01 level between U.S. 
and Swedish respondents has already been established 
for these factors. See Table 2 . 

Demographic Variables 

Information from business respondents was collected 
concerning type of business, respondent's position in 
firm, number of employees, and annual pretax income. No 
significant relationships were found between demogra
phic variables and attitudinal measures. 

Consumer demographic information included age, sex, ed
ucation, income, marital status, and dwelling type. 
Generally, relationships between demographics and at
titudes were nonsignificant. However, several interes
ting ones emerged, and each seemed to apply regardless 
of culture. 

For example, age appeared to be the most discriminating 
variable, showing significance (p<.05) with five of the 
six factors. Generally, as age increased, positive at
tidues towards business also increased. However, con
cerning consumer protection, the relationship was U
shaped, with the middle age groups (36-45 and 46-55) 
expressing the lesser need for such programs. Either 
these people feel more able to take care of themselves 
or, as is more likely, they are business management, 
and their responses more accurately reflect this role 
than their role as consumers. 

Education also provided insight into the need for con
sumer protection, with those respondents having less 
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than a hi~• school education expressing th~ greatest 
desire for consumer education (p<.Ol). ConECumerism re
search has consistently concluded that those who arc 
most in need of protc<.:tion--the lower income, more 
poorly-education consumers--an' the ones least likely 
to get it or be able to use it. Stvedish pol1cv re-· 
fleets a similar view (Heurgren, 1977). i\ppar~cnt ly, 
these consumers are also aware of the rclat ive disad-· 
vantages they face in their market dealinf.s and arc 
signaling a desire to improve their position. 

Discussion 

Unlike the U.S., tv here efforts have been sporadic and 
poorly organized, Sweden has made consumer education 
and awareness a way of life for its consumers. Thus, 
it is not surprising that Swedish consumers, with grea
ter opportunities to appreciate the protection provided 
and education subsidized by the Swedish government, a
greed more stronglv with Factor 2. 

Swedish business also seems to have recognized the ben

efits of enhanced consumer a\·Jareness. V..1i th a more in

telligent conc;nmer, the product selection process by 
consumers beconH.·s more sophisticated causing business 
to compete more aggressively by providing a higher 
quality product. This in turn may increase c:ctstorner 
satisfaction resulting in higher profits. It would 
also provide an explanation for the wide differencces in 
perceived product quality decreases between U.S. nnd 
Swedish consum~rs (Factor 3). 

U.S. business, on tho other hand, has been steadfastly 
opposed to virtually all proposed consum<'r protectjon 
legislation. Tho distance between U.S. business re
spondents and aJl other groups on this :i ssuc was rr~

flective of such an attitude. Of all the comparisonc~ 
mad between U.S. and s,;edish business people, the 
difference in attitude was greatest for this Factor; 
so too for all comparisons between U.S. busine<:ls and 
U.S. co:.sumcrs. If Long Beach is at all typical of 
U.S. business people>, then U.S. businPss is apparently 
not yet prepared to encourage and/or accept the respon
sibility for educating American r.onsruners. 

TI1e difference between U.S. and Swedish respondents 
concerning the perceived efficiency of their rcsncctive 

business systems was not predit:ted. It ~vas more red

sonable to expect that nationalistiC' feel.Lngs <vOL•ld 
result in beth group.s of respondents expressinp. at. 
least moderate agreement towards the supL~riori t.~· of 
their Ot.'Tl system. Such teas apparent with tlw ttco con-
sumer groups; hcwc.ver, there t..ras a gre"lt difference he-
t>,cen the views of 1'. S. and Swedish busin.ess people: 0 f 
all groups, U.S. business r.esp.:lndl--nts expressed tite mo~~L 

positive attitude; Swedisll business pl'ople cxprcsscJ 
the least positive. It may he that the perceived lC!Vl'l 
of government intervention into Swcdisl1 industry is so 

high that many husiness people· feel stifled andior L''
timidated. In conver~ation::3 with Swedish busi.nes~· PL~c;-

ple, tl)is view was expressed. The current attP~t,t !Jy 

Konsumentverket to negotiate manufacturing ~~1d ~;"lrket

ing guidelines tJith var.ious industr-Lt~~ may o·o:dy bL· rid

ding to this perceived threat. 

Discriminant Analysis 

It appeared throughout the analysis that although simi
larities ei!ll'rged., Uppsnla nnd Long Beach respondents 

were significantly and relevantly dissimilar. To tt~;:t 

this observation, n mult.ipll:: discriminant analYsis was 
performed on the data. 

The six mean factor scores were subjected to a t<.JO-~o;ay, 

step-wise discriminant analysis to predict which tvp~s 
of respondents belonged to which culture. It was ap
parent that three factors--2, 3, and 5--were the most 



efficient set of variables for distinguishing between 
Uppsala and Long Beach respondents. o• the 576 respon
dents, 436 or 75.7 percent were correctly classified. 
A x2 test based on the Mahalanobis D2 statistic found 
the difference between the means of the two groups to 
be significant beyond the .001 level. 

It was, therefore, possible to characterize Uppsala and 
Long Beach respondents according to their attitudes to
ward consumerism as follows: 

Sweden: A Swede is likely to feel strongly that, to 
compete effectively with business, a consumer needs 
protection and education. If one is undecided or ap
proximately neutral towards a perceived decrease in 
product quality he/she is most likely to be Swedish. 
And if an individual is highly distrustful of packaging 
information, he/she is most likely a Swedish resident. 

U.S.: If an individual holds somewhat weak feelings 
towards the necessity for consumer protection, he/she 
is most likely American. Yet the more likely one is 
to believe that product quality has deteriorated, the 
higher is the probability of residence in the U.S. And 
if one expresses moderate skepticism towards packaging 
information, an American is the most likely prospect. 

Conclusion 

In its attempt to develop effective consumer policy, 
the U.S. has been following an approach which paral
lels that uf Sweden, but 10-15 years behind--i.e., at
tempting to restore the competitive balance between 
consumers and business through legislation and infor
mation and complemented by increased product testing 
when products reach the marketplace. That such an ap
proach can produce attitude change in the desired di
rection seems evident from this and other studies. 
Hhether this is the most effective approach is not 
nearly so certain. 

Sweden, at least, has concluded that it is not. ·~ow 

we have discovered that product testing and informa
tion is not enough. One of the reasons for that is 
that those traditional methods did little to help 
those consumers who were worst (sic) off .... In order 
to support those people we have to influence the manu
facturers and distributors more directly." (Heurgren, 
1977) This attitude has led to the present attempt to 
establish guidelines through negotiations between gov
ernmental authorities and representatives of industry. 
Such guidelines would not only specify acceptable 
marketing practices but product quality levels as well. 
The approach has the advantage of reducing both the 
need for formal legislation and burdens on the court 
system. 

Having only begun in 1977, it is still too early to de
termine the overall effectiveness; however, initial ef
forts appear to be producing positive results. 

"Our experiences show that there is a desire in indus
try to pa~ticipate in writing our guidelines. Konsu
mentverket has so far published 13 different guidelines 
(in) which agreements with business representatives 
have been reached. The greatest difficulty, however, 
is the duty to give negative information about (one's 
own) products. It is easier to write about product 
safety and improper marketing." (Heurgren, 1979) 

A major objective of this study was to demonstrate the 
value of a cross-cultural comparison in evaluating the 
effectiveness of current U.S. consumer policy. At 
least in this study, Swedish residents in Uppsala ap
peared to be more satisfied with and more accepting of 
the consumer policy efforts e>f their government than 

their American counterparts in Long Beach; and Long 
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Beach may not be atypical in this respect. Recent evi
dence (Barksdale and Perreault, 1980) indicated that 
while U.S. efforts have been considerable over the past 
decade, relatively few changes were seen in the atti
tudes of consumers--i.e., U.S. consumers remained large
ly dissatisfied with the consumerism efforts of business 
and the protection efforts of government. It may, 
therefore, be worthwhile for U.S. authorities to consi
der moving towards non-traditional methods, such as in
dustry negotiating for solving consumerism problems. 
Certainly it will be interesting to watch developments 
in Sweden over the next five years. 
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JEVELOPMENT OF MARKETING CHANNELS IN 
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

THE TURKISH CASE 

Kemal Kurtulu§, University of Istanbul 

Abstract 

This paper aims to determine and evaluate the develop
ments of distribution channels in developing coun~ries, 
especially in Turkey, and to develop some proposals. 
Firstly, the structure of distribution channels in 
Turkey is described and discussed. Secondly, major 
trends in both wholesaling and retailing are determined 
and evaluated. It is concluded that even slight im
provements in distribution may cause important cost 
reductions. 

Introduction 

Although, the subject of distribution channels has not 
been fully developed in marketing theory, it has been and 
still is one of the most frequently researched topics 
especially in comparative marketing studies. This is 
mainly due to the vital importance of this traditional 
marketing function in terms of cost efficiency. The 
present economic crisis plays an important role in 
raising the question of cost consciousness of decision 
makers at all levels of the economy. Thus, both prac
titioners and theoreticians in the field of marketing 
have become more sensitive to the marketing decision 
areas where a significant percentage of total m&rketing 
costs has occured and cost reductions are possible 
(Kurtulu§,l98v, p.247). This need has motivated all 
types of research, exploratory, descriptive and causal, 
related to distribution. The objective of this paper is 
to determine and evaluate the present state and the 
developments of distribution channels in developing 
countries with special emphasis on Turkey, and to de
velop some proposals. 

Turkey has 779,452 square kilometers of land area and 
about 46 million population with almost 4U % in 0-14 
age group in 1980, The annual rate of population growth 
is 2.5 % and this average growth rate is expected to 
continue. About 53 % of the population is living in the 
rural areas whereas 4 7 % is in the urban areas in 198(.• 
(The Turkish Economy, 1980, p.99). 

Turkish economy has created 2189.8 billion TL. GNP with 
current prices in 1979 or 209.5 billion TL. GNP with 
1968 prices in 1979. Turkish economy has faced very 
high inflation rates especially after 1976, 24.1~% in 
1977, 52.6% in 1978 (The Turkish Economy, 1979, p.263) 
63.9% in 1979 (The Turkish Economy 198G, p.236). In . 
1979, 24 % of the GNP was created by the industry sec
tor, 22 % by the agricultural sector, 13 % by the trade 
and 41 % by the other sectors. The services sector 
constitutes the major category in the others group. 
Thus, more than 1/3 of GNP is created by commercial and 
services sectors. Sixty percent of the economically 
active population is engaged in agriculture and related 
activities and a significant proportion (14 %) of the 
active population is unemployed in 1979. Turkey has a 
mixed economy in which the public and private sectors 
have an almost equal share in manufacturing industries. 
The balance of foreign trade probably poses the most 
vital problem for the economy. The foreign trade defi
cit has been above 4J% of the total, reaching 2.3 
billion in 1978 and 2.8 billion in 1979, mainly caused 
by increases in oil prices. Significant changes in life 
styles and in consumption patterns have taken place as 
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a result of relatively rapid industrialization espe
cially after 1970. 

This brief review indicates that marketing oriented ex
penditures have a very important place in the Turkish 
Economy. Especially the ability of an excessive number 
of persons to subsist in commercial occupations implies 
that the marketing costs are higher than the necessary 
level for less developed or developing economies in
cluding Turkey (Preston, 1968, p.2u). This makes the 
topic more important in these countries since some mar
ginal changes or slight improvements in distribution 
systems may cause significant cost reductions at both 
micro and macro levels. But unfortunately, policy 
makers in developing countries have not focused their 
attention on the distribution sector until recently 
(Dholakia and Dholakia, 1978, p.541). This situation is 
also valid for Turkey. Although, there is no unique 
distribution system for all economies (Currie, 1968, 
p.l28), some guidance can be obtained from the economies 
utilizing more efficient distribution systems. There
fore, comparative and even descriptive studies are 
needed in the area. 

Although, in several studies a very significant pro
portion of company managers have checked distribution 
channels as the most important decision area, the 
policy makers have ignored this fact in formulating the 
public policy toward distribution (Kurtulu§, 1976, pp. 
6C-61). This can be easily observed by examining the 
economic development plans of the Turkish Republic. 
Even in the last (1979-1983) plan, the importance of 
this sector has not been fully understood (Kurtulu§, 
198Cia). 

Structure of Distribution Channels in Turkey 

Major characteristics of three main sectors, industrial 
goods, consumer goods, and services will be described 
in this part of the paper. 

Channels of Distribution for Industrial Goods 

Industrial goods account for more than half of the 
value of the production of manufacturing industry, 
which amounts to 21 % of the GNP in 1979 (Kurtulu§, 
198C:a). 

The exclusive distribution through selling agents and/ 
or selling personnel is the typical characteristic of 
the distribution policy of this sector. Compared with 
the manufacturers, selling agents are not powerful 
enough. Therefore, channel leaders are manufacturers in 
most cases. 

Vertical integration lead by manufacturers through 
general distributors and retailers is observed in some 
industries recently. Almost all of the functions except 
financing, warehousing and transportation are performed 
to some extent by manufacturers. Selling agents are the 
main source for financing the manufacturers. Although, 
theoretically cost oriented pricing seems to be the 
dominant pricing approach, in reality demand oriented 
pricing is applied more frequently. 



Almost nothing has been spent for advertising, except 
for some unimportant prestige advertising, since per
sonal selling and some sales promotion activities are 
the major promotional tools. Although, conditions are 
changing, the sales concept is still dominant in this 
sector. 

Channels of Distribution for Services 

Services including banking, insurance, tourism, trans
portation, communication, education, commerce and other 
marketing activities have the greatest share in the 
GNP. Because of high unemployment and high migration to 
urban areas, increasing numbers of people have become 
salesmen, mostly peddlers in recent years. In this sec
tor, banking and insurance are the most important sub
sectors. 

In Banking there were a total of 38 commercial banks 
operating in Turkey in 1979; 11 of them being public 
banks, 23 of them being private national banks, and 4 
of them being international banks. Competition among 
these banks to attract more deposits caused an increase 
in the number of branches and heavy advertising expen
ditures especially after the stabilization program as 
of January 25 th, 198'-! which introduced measures for a 
more liberal economy including free interest rates for 
bank deposits and credits. At the beginning of 198C, 
there were 5739 branches of commercial banks in Turkey 
leading to intensive distribution (Bankalar1m1z1n 1979 
Sonu Bilan~o Kir ve Zarar Hesaplar1, 1980, pp.7-19). 
Competition in terms of service differentiation, such 
as express service, credit cards, night and weekend 
services, travelers checks etc., has started recently 
but has grown fast (Okyay and Kumcu, 198U, p.3). Banks 
as a leading sector have been spending almost 2C % of 
the total advertising expenditures in both 1978 and 
1979 and this share is expected to increase in 198J 
(Gorti~, 1979b, p.l9). 

There were a total of 36 insurance companies at the be
ginning of 198--, 21 of them being national and the rest 
being foreign companies (Rapport sur !'Active des As
surances en Turquie, 198u, p.ll). Insurance services 
are supplied to the institutional and personal custom
ers through licensed insurance sales personnel and in
surance through bank branches has become an increasing 
practice as a result of financial consolidations be
tween banks and insurance companies. Thus, the pro
portion of total insurance sales through selling agents 
has significantly increased because of this new devel
opment. Besides bank branches, insurance agents are 
small individual companies. As a sector, insurance is 
still new and most of the population is not convinced 
of the benefits of insurance. But unfortunately, one of 
the least developed areas in terms of marketing appli
cations in Turkey is certainly insurance. 

Channels of Distribution for Consumer Goods 

About 2/3 of the per capita income has been spent for 
private consumption in Turkey in recent years (Corti§, 
1979a, p.7) as in other developing countries (Meyer, 
1968, p.l). 

A significant part of the research on the distribution 
channels in developing countries has centered on the 
food industry since the most important proportion of 
the consumer's budget is spent on food in these coun
tries (Kurtulu§, 1979, p.8). Various types of channels 
of distribution have been used in food distribution in 
Turkey. At both wholesale and retail levels inter
mediary institutions in food distribution are very 
large in number and vary in type, for example on the 
retail level supermarkets, markets, grocery stores, 
peddlers, etc. But these are generally powerless insti
tutions. Channels of distribution are mostly very 
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complex ranging from direct selling mostly through 
cooperatives to four level channels, namely broker -
wholesaler - wholesaler and retailer - small retailer 
(Kaynak, 1977, p.l~). There is not enough specializa
tion among channel members and the allocation of 
distribution functions, such as handling, warehousing, 
financing, risk taking, standardization, etc., among 
members of the channel is arbitrary. Thus, intermediary 
institutions perform only a few of these functions, 
especially financing and transportation, as a result of 
their current status. Limited mobility of consumers, 
high frequency of purchase and cultural factors also 
cause long and complex channels. During the last few 
years the importance of supermarkets has been growing. 
New supermarket chains have been entering the food 
market especially in big cities. But the outreach is 
one of the major constraints in this development 
(Goldman, 1974, p.l6). In rural areas, traditional 
channels of distribution are still dominant. Therefore, 
these intermediary institutions should be reorganized, 
financially reinforced and stimulated to use modern 
management and marketing techniques. 

Most of the food producers are working on a small scale 
except the canned food producers (9ireli, 1967, p.l5). 
Canned foods are generally distributed through their 
own general distributors. Research indicates that the 
conflict between general distributors and markets 
including supermarkets at retail level is significant. 
In an exploratory study it was found that the major 
source of this conflict comes from the differences in 
role understandings and role expectations of both sides 
(see Table 1) (Kumcu, 1978, p.l7). These findings can 
be utilized in managing conflict efficiently in these 
channels. 

TABLE 1 
SOURCES OF CONFLICT IN CANNED FOOD DISTRIBUTION 

Levels 
Production Level 
(General distributor) 

Trade Level 1 
(Grocery Markets) 

Conflict 
General Objective Role Perception 

+ + 

(+) indicates existence of conflict 
(1) The term grocery market indicates large grocery 

stores. 

The consumer durable products have gained great impor
tance in the Turkish economy during recent years, 
especially after 197J. In 1978, more than 16% of the 
consumers' budgets was spent for these products. 
Changes in life style; very fast urbanization, market
ing activities and high inflation have stimulated the 
demand for consumer durables. The major characteristic 
of this sector is mainly the financially powerful pro
ducers and exclusive distribution through general 
distributors, whi~h are generally vertically integrated 
with producers, and selling agents at the retail level. 
In this producer controlled distribution system, verti
cal integration including selling agents is also ob
served. Handling, warehousing and transportation are 
performed by the general distributors whereas pricing, 
customer services and promotional functions are per
formed by the producers, and the other marketing func
tions, such as, contact, financing of customers and 
delivery are performed by the selling agents. Mostly 
the sales concept is dominant in this oligopolistic 
industry. Promotional campaigns, mostly advertising 
campaigns, are undertaken by producers. Exploratory 
research indicates that in very wfew cases, about 20 %, 
the needs and wants of consumers are taken into consi
deration at first place in product planning and devel
opment stage (Ozttirk, 1979, p.l87). 

All these major characteristics of channels of distri-



bution can bl' briefly summarized as 1n Tabl e 2 . 

TABLE 2 
MAJOR INDICATORS OF CHANNELS OF DISTRBUTION IN TURKEY 

Sector 
Industrial 
Goods 

Services 

Consumer 
Goods 
Foods 

Main Characteristics 
sales concept, exclusive 
distribution, controlled 
by producer, low adver-
tising 

Expectations Rela
ted to Marketing 
Concert and Appli-

cations 
slight improvement 

modernization 1n the mar- high improvement 
keting concept, intensive 
distribution, very heavy 
advertising and service 
differentiation, heavy 
competition 

long and very complex slight improvement 
channels, too many 
mostly small intermediary 
institutions, arbitrary 
allocation of marketing 
functions 

Durables mostly sales concept, average improvement 
exclusive distribution, 
controlled by the pro-
ducer, vertical integra-
tion otherwise signifi-
cant conflict 

Developments in Wholesaling and Retailing 

Qualitative and quantitative changes and developments 
in both wholesaling and retailing have taken place in 
Turkey in accordance with the economic development. 
Analyses will be based on the existing three censuses 
of industry and business establishments in 195'-, 1963 
and l97J undertaken by the Republic of Turkey, Prime 
Ministry State Institute of Statistics (Census of 
Industry and Business Establishments, 195C, l96Ct and 
1975). These detailed censuses cover all the industry 
and business establishments in the country. These 
censuses are undertaken periodically, every ten years 
and unfortunately getting the results normally takes 
years. Some personal evaluations will also be included 
in the analysis, since the latest census carries only 
l97lJ figures. 

Developments in Wholesaling 

The wholesale sales arc defined as "yearly sales to 
retailers for resale, to producers for their own needs, 
and to official institutions excluding cars" by the 
Turkish State Institute of Statistics. But it should be 
mentioned that sales figures should be accepted as 
pessimistic estimates since it is expected that the 
respondents have given minimum sales figures as repor
ted for the tax purposes. 

During l95t;-1970 pl'riod the number of people working in 
wholesaling has increased 32% from 49,59L to 65,520, 
number of wholesalers has increased 8) % from 12,586 to 
22,65~, and total wholesale sales have increased 49 % 
with fixed (1968) prices from 19.5 billion TL to 29 
billion. 

Although the number of wholesalers has increased signi
ficantly during 195~-197~ period, averages related to 
whole group indicate unimportant changes (see Tabl e 3) 
(Kumcu, 198,::;, p.l2). 
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TABLE 3 
SOME IMPORTANT AVERAGES RELATED TO WHOLESALERS IN TURKEY 

195,) 1963 1970 
Number of retailers per wholesaler 7.C2 6.67 7 .64 

Number of working persons per 
wholesaler 3.94 3.52 2.89 

Sales per person (million TL*) J.J9 v.JJ 0.-.t4 

Sales per wholesaler (million TL*) 1. 55 1.15 1. 28 

Population per wholesaler 1613 1~74 1574 

(*lwith 1968 prices 

Further analysis indicates that wholesalers are very 
heterogenous in terms of both sales vollll1le and nlll1lber 
of persons employed (see Tabl e 4) (Klll1lcu, l98u, p.l3). 
Thus, two contradictory developments have been observed 
in the wholesaling sector during l95l!-197,, period. The 
first development is the large increase in the number 
of small wholesalers which resulted from old semi
wholesalers becoming wholesalers and new small whole
salers entering the sector. This development certainly 
has negative effects since these micro establishments 
are far from being sufficient to implement the neces
sary wholesaling functions. The second development is 
the increase in both number of large wholesalers and in 
their average sales having the highest relative inc
rease for about 50 % during 195U-197u period whereas 
the general average sales were declining with 1968 
prices. This may be interpreted as a positive develop
ment in terms of the ability to utilize more modern 
marketing techniques (Kurtulu§, 198.,c, p.52). 

TABLE ', 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALES IN TERNS OF SIZE OF HHOLESALERS 

Size of Wholesaler 
Number (thousand) 

l-2 persons 
3-9 persons 

10-:,9 persons 
5(;+ persons 
Unknown 

Number of 
Wholesalers 

195(; 1963 197\) 
12.6 2U.l 22.7 

% % % 
35.7 6':.5 66.1 
56.5 36., Jl.v 

2.8 3.1 2.7 
') 0 9 J •'' J 0 2 
4.1 

Sales 1,rith 1968 
Prices 

-1~9~5-0~-1 9 6 3 l 9 7 ~ 

19493 23075 29L93 
% % % 

l 2 0 7 
56.8 
1 J 0 :) 

18.:. 
2.9 

21.1 
51.5 
18 . .J 

9.4 

27.1 
4 7 .l 
18 .l 
6.9 
i, 0 6 

Significant differences are observed between 196i and 
197~' results in the distribution of wholesalers in 
terms of major sectors (see Table  5). Although, the 
date are gathered from a limited number of wholesalers, 
especially the increase in both number and sales of 
wholesalers in consumer durables sector as a result of 
fast development of the related industry appears to be 
clear. 

TABLE 5 
SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF WHOLESALERS 

Sectors 
Foods and beverages 
Other consumer goods 
Consumer durables 
Other 
n=-'•25 wholesalers. 

1963 
Nlll1lber Sales 

% % 
~~ 

11.7 
5.2 

7G .6 

ll). 4 

8.2 
71.5 

197 .' 
Number Sales 

% % 
~11:6 
2~.2 25.2 
lS.C 21.:, 
47.6 41.8 

Except an increase in tendency of becoming a corpora
tion and a slight increase in the number of cooperative 
wholesalers in 197c compared to 1963, no significant 
changes are determined between the distributions of 
wholesalers in 1963 and 197J in terms of legal struc
ture of the establishments (Kumcu, 198., p.lS). 



Geographical distribution of wholesalers is also 
studied. A significant geographical concentration in 
the developed regions, especially in the big cities 
such as Istanbul, Ankara and tzmir, is determined and 
this concentration is found to be increasing during the 
period of 1963-1970 (see Tabl e 6 ). This result is con
sistent with the high geographical concentration in the 
industry (Kurtulu§ and Erim~ag, 1980, pp.35-36). The 
importance of Istanbul as a wholesaling center has been 
increasing significantly reaching almost 2/3 of the 
total wholesale sales in 197u. 

TABLE 6 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF WHOLESALERS 

1963 1970 
Number Sales Number Sales 

Cities % % % % 
Adana ------z:-8 "1:8 --y:s- -y:c 
Ankara 7.3 11.5 6.7 5.3 
Bursa 3.1 1.6 1.6 1.1 
Eski§ehir 1.4 0.7 1.1 1.5 
istanbul 52.7 55.0 58.9 63.5 
1zmir 15.6 11.7 13.1 14.6 
Konya 2.1 1.8 1.6 1.7 
Others 15.8 15.9 15.5 11.3 

Developments in Retailing 

During the same period, number of persons working in 
retailing has increased 135 % from 131,678 to 310,720, 
number of retailers has increased 95% from 88,298 to 
173,044, and total retail sales have increased 411,9 % 
with 1968 prices from 6.2 billion TL. to 31.9 billion 
TL. This finding indicates a significant increase in 
retail sales compared to the wholesale sales from 195l 
to 1970. This result should not be interpreted as a 
surprising one when one takes into account the devel
opments in the Turkish economy summarized in the intro
duction. 

All of the averages related to the development of 
retailing sector clearly indicate that retailing has 
showed a significant raise during 195C-197v period 
(see Table  7) (Kumcu, 1975, p.7). Thus, this finding 
can be interpreted as a significant increase in the 
importance of retailing in the Turkish economy. 

TABLE 7 
SOME INDICATORS RELATED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF RETAILING 

IN TURKEY 

1950 1963 1970 
Number of working persons 1:5 ---r:7 "1:8 
Sales per person (thousand TL*) 47.3 85.0 102.6 
Sales per retailer (thousand TL*) 70.5 142.5 184.2 
Population per retailer 230 221 205 

( ) with 1968 prices. 

Further evaluations show that retailers are also hete
rogenous in terms of both sales volume and number of 
persons employed (see Table  8). Although huge increases 
in both number of small retailers and in their sales 
are observed during 1950-1970 period, average sales of 
middle sized retailers have been increasing signifi
cantly. This may be interpreted as old small retailers 
having grown fast and new small retailers having enter
ed the sector faster as a result of the existing econo
mic environment discussed earlier. 

Significant differences are determined in sectoral 
distributions of retailers between 1963 and 1970 (see 
Table 9 ). Tabl e 9  indicates that important increases in 
both number of establishments and sales have taken 
place in food and beverages retailing. New supermarkets 
have also played a significant role in this develop
ment. 
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TABLE 8 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALES IN TERMS OF SIZE OF RETAILERS 

(Kumcu,l975, p.9) 

Number of Retailer Sales with 1968 
% Prices 

Size of Retailer 1950 1963 1970 1950 1963 1970 
1-2 persons 0.69 0.88 0.84 0.33 J .46 :.;.66 
3-9 persons 0.30 0.11 0.15 0.57 J.41 0.28 

18-49 persons 0.01 0.002 J.OC2 0.10 0.10 0.03 
so Eersons 0.008 O.J08 0.03 C..03 

TABLE 9 
SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF RETAILERS 

Number Sales Number Sales 
Sectors % % % % 
Foods and beverages ~ C.02 0":16 0.14 
Other consumer goods 0.42 <.:.::>3 u.l6 U.l4 
Other 0.53 :,,65 0.68 0. 72 

Except a significant increase in becoming a corporation 
no significant variations are observed in legal struc
ture of the retail firms between 1963 and 197J (Kumcu, 
1975, p.lO). 

Geographical distribution of retailers is determined as 
in Table 10. Naturally, a significant geographical 
concentration is observed in retailing in Turkey. But 
in contrast with the development in wholesaling, geog
raphical concentration in retailing has been declining. 
This can be easily seen in the increase in both number 
and sales of small cities in the others category. 

TABLE 10 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF RETAILERS 

Cities 
Adana 
Ankara 
Bursa 
Eski§ehir 
istanbul 
tzmir 
Konya 
Others 

(Kumcu, 

1963 
Number 

% 
0.04 
0.14 
0.02 
0.03 
0.34 
0.07 
0.01 
0.35 

1975, p.l'J) 

1970 
Sales Number 

% % 
0.05 o:oz;-
0.16 0.14 
0.02 0.03 
0.07 0.02 
0. 32 0.24 
0.06 0.07 
0.02 0.03 
0.30 0.43 

Sales 
% 

0.04 
0.18 
0.03 
0.02 
0.28 
0.07 
0.02 
0.36 

All these developments in wholesaling and retailing in 
Turkey are briefly summarized in Tabl e 11 . 

TABLE 11 
MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS IN WHOLESALING AND RETAILING 

Sector Main Characteristics Expectations 
Whole- significant increases in total num- moderate
saling her resulting high raise in small changes 

wholesalers, very heterogenous 
grouping, increase in number of 
cooperative wholesalers, changes in 
sectoral distribution, increasing 
importance of consumer durables, very 
high and accelerating geographical 
concentration. 

Retail-very significant increases in num-
ing ber of retailers, in total retail 

sales, in number of persons work
ing; raise in importance, growing 
middle size retailers, significant 
changes in sectoral distribution, 
raise in importance of food retail-
ing mostly resulting from new 
established supermarkets,declining 
geographical concentration. 

continuation 
of important 
changes 



Conclusion 

Generally, conditions of the economy of scarcity have 
dominated the Turkish economy as a resu.t of imbalance 
between supply and demand in many sectors (Kurtulu§, 
1978b, p.7). Although, these conditions have started 
to change recently, especially after the implementation 
of the new economic stabilization program accepted on 
the 25th of January 1980, the sales concept is still 
dominant in the economy. Channels of distribution as an 
important marketing decision area mostly maintain its 
complex structure. Most of the marketing functions are 
left to the channel members. But unfortunately, in most 
cases these functions are not performed sufficiently 
because of their financial, physical, managerial and 
organizational constraints. Besides a significant imp
rovement in the services sector, only slight improve
ments are foreseen for the future developments. 

Retailing has been changing very rapidly in terms of 
numbers, sales and employment whereas wholesaling main
taining its conservative structure. Although, a small 
proportion of wholesalers has grown in terms of sales, 
generally wholesalers are far from being sufficiently 
large to implement modern management and marketing 
techniques. Thus, modernization through reorganization 
has become a vital issue in wholesaling sector. But un
fortunately, policy makers are not aware of the impor
tance of the problem. Therefore, only moderate develop
ments in wholes&ling are expected for the near future 
whereas important developments are foreseen for the 
retailing sector mainly as a result of the introduction 
of department stores and supermarkets. 

lt is also expected that without significant changes in 
wholesaling in Turkey, it is impossible to make impor
tant improvements in the effectiveness of the distribu
tion system. Thus, more attention should be given to 
this fact, since even slight improvements may cause 
significant cost reductions. Of course, both micro and 
macro approaches are needed in the area because of the 
important place of the marketing oriented expenditures 
in the Turkish economy. 

All of these evidences support the hypothesis that mar
keting systems of less developed countries are less 
efficient than those of developed countries, that is 
economic development and efficiency of marketing sys
tems are highly correlated. 
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NATIONAL MARKETING AND PROTECTIONISM 
IN THE POST MTN ENVIRONMENT 

Kevin F. McCrohan 
George Mason University 

Abstract 

The comparatively favorable reception calls for a New 
International Economic Order received dtiring the seven
ties pointed to further export and industrialization 
opportunities for the developing countries. The con
clusion of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations in 1979 
may have ushered in a new era of international cooper
ation and continued the fifty year drive for free in
ternational trade expanding even more markets for the 
exports of developing nations. However, its emphasis 
on bilateral fair trade may have ushered in an era of 
protectionism. A correct reading of the emerging en
vironment is critical to developing nations' strategic 
planning for the 1980s. 

Introduction 

The early seventies saw calls for the creation of a New 
International Economic Order. They were first articu
lated as the NIEO at the Sixth Special Session of the 
U.N. in 1974. Among other things the developing na
tions were calling for increased tariff preference and 
market access for their exports to the developed world, 
a shift of labor-intensive industries from the develop
ed world to the developing world, and the indexation of 
their raw materials prices to inflation in the develop
ed countries. 

In general the NIEO suffered from three basic faults: 
(1) many of its provisions were inoperable; (2) it 
offered no solution to the internal barriers to growth 
in the developing countries; and (3) it failed to con
sider the emerging political realities in the developed 
countries (McCrohan, 1979). Political realities which 
require policy makers in the developed world to shut 
their markets and protect their labor intensive indus
tries. 

The purpose of this paper is to present some of the in
dicators of this emerging protectionist environment and 
develop a scenario based on them. 

An understanding of the emerging global protectionism 
is critical to policy makers in the developing nations 
involved in international business development in that 
the nature of the new protectionism impacts on the re
source and market selection decisions of multinational 
firms, their entry strategy, and their behavior within 
a particular market. 

The Present Environment For Protectionism 

The collapse of the Bretton Woods international mone
tary system in 1971 and the end of cheap energy in 1974 
laid the groundwork for the present shift towards pro
tectionism among the developed nations. For the first 
time since the end of the Second World War internation
al trade was being viewed as a zero-sum game. Internal 
social and economic changes in the United States during 
the seventies made it increasingly difficult for suc
cessive administrations to actively promote free trade. 
Without the leadership of one major industrial power in 
the fight for free trade the world appears to be evolv
ing into one where the developed economics enter into 
agreements to share world markets while protecting 
their own. This will result in a shrinking of poten
tial markets for the output of the developing world 
while the output of the developing world increases as 
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these nations seek to follow the path of countries such 
as South Korea and Taiwan. 

A number of factors seem to support this scenario. 
First is a temporal comparative analysis between the 
way marketing evolved in the U.S. during the latter 
part of the 19th century and what we see occurring in 
the present international environment. Second is the 
realization the economic development is, in part, a 
function of growth in the developed world as well as a 
resolution of internal barriers to growth in the devel
oping world. Third is the provisions of the MTNs them
selves. Fourth is the recent signing of the new Multi
fiber Arrangement. And, fifth is an increased aware
ness on the part of U.S. firms of the total cost of 
international involvement. 

Marketing and The Existing Environment 

The basic cause of the evolution of marketing in the 
U.S. in the latter part of the 19th century was the ex
istence of chronic oversupply. The micro economic re
sponse to this phenomena moved from cartels, horizon
tal and vertical integration (Krooss, 1966). This 
was followed by various increases in market orientation 
from sales to the marketing concept. 

A similar series of events can be observed in global 
markets within the past fifteen years. Immediately 
following the conclusion of the Kennedy Round of the 
General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (1967), the in
dustrialized nations experienced a surge in protection
ist demands resulting in the use of 'voluntary' quotas 
as nations attempted to address the problem of over
supply amongst the few who had the ability to pay for 
what they consumed. The growth of trading blocs is 
similar to the horizontal and vertical integration ex
perienced in the U.S. Finally, the emergence of inter
national marketing on the part of governments as they 
become more involved with marketing research, pricing, 
credit, and sales promotion seems to point to an 
implied recognition of the problem of overcapacity. 

The Impact of the LDCs 

The LDCs appear to offer little relief on the demand 
side due to their tra~itional problem of population 
growth exceeding capital formation and the more recent 
pressure of oil payments. Attempts to follow a strat
egy of export led development only worsen the over
supply problem. Given the stagnation in the industri
alized countries, it is extremely doubtful that they 
can absorb the output of one hundred more Singapores. 
Additionally, the narrowing of growth rates between the 
U.S. and the LDCs makes the U.S. a better market for 
capital which places additional restrictions on devel
opment projects. All this seems to indicate that most 
of the developing world will remain so if they attempt 
to follow development strategies based on export led 
development. 

The Multilateral Trade Negotiations 

The HTNs themselves, with their emphasis on Japan an 
the European Community, seems to support Boddewyn's 
(1979) analysis that " ••• they also simply codify pro
tectionism." In summary, they cover five major codes 
of conduct: balanced concessions in tariffs, increased 
market access and rules for agricultural trade; modern-



ization of the trading system; and sectoral arrange
ments in steel, civil aircraft, and agricultural trade. 
A brief revie1v of some of the tariff concessions demon
strates the sectoral bilatcTal view of trade that has 
developed amongst tr1e major trading nations. 

Concessions ltave been negotiated for agricultural pro
ducts, for example: 

Heat exports, including beef and poultry, to 
Europe, Japan, Canada and some LDC's; 
Tobacco exports to Europe, Canada, and Australia; 
Fruit exports to Europe, Japan, and some LDC's; 
Vegetable exports to Europe, Japan, and some 
LDC's; 
Wine exports to Japan and Canada; 
Oilseed exports to Europe, Japan, Canada, and some 
LDC's, and 
Nut exports to Europe, Japan, and some LDC's. 
(U.S. Department of State 1979) 

as well as for industrial products '"hich: 
Reduce tariff disparaties with Canada in export, 
oriented industries such as paper, computers, 
photographic equipment, and aerospace equipment; 
Eliminate overall tariff disparity on dutiable 
trade with Japan from 4.3 points (U.S. 6.8%, Japan 
11.5%) to 0.6 points the other way (U.S. 4.6%, 
Japan 4.0%). If duty-free as well as dutiable 
trade is accounted, Japan will have a 2.4% lower 
average tariff than the United States (U.S. 4.6%, 
Japan 2.2%); 
Substantially reduce Japanese tariffs on comput
ers, color film, paper, and semi-conductors; 
Decrease the level of preference inherent in the 
growing free trade area in Europe through substan
tial reduction of European duties; and 
Reduce the adverse trade impact of Canada's 
machinery program and made/not made in Canada 
provisions, whi.ch can lead to substantial increas
es in applied Canadian tariffs on short notice. 
(U.S. Department of State 1979) 

The Multifiber Arrangement 

When the initial l'lultifiber Arrangement was establish
ed in 1974 it appeared as if the developed and devel
oping countries were moving towards an accommodation of 
each other's needs. In an environment where the tex
tile output of the developing nations was growing at a 
rate of between 20-25% per year, demand in the develop
ed world growing at a tenth of this, and approximately 
one half a million textile jobs lost in the European 
community during the preceding decade the developed 
nations agreed to accept a 6% annual growth in imports 
from the developing nations. In the United States the 
Trade Act of 1974 established the General System of 
Preferences which provided tariff relief to the devel
oping nations. 

The new agreement, concluded in December 1981, abandons 
the earlier goal of 6% per year growth and allows for 
bilateral agreements between individual developed 
nations and each supplier nation. In the United States 
it is expected that the Reagan Administration will 
establish growth rates for suppliers such as Hong Kong 
and Taiwan in a . 5% to 27, range (Business Week, 1982) . 

Changing Strategies of Multinational Firms 

Firms with international operations have begun to limit 
the autonomy of their operating units as they move into 
this protectionist environment. For example, Du Pont 
allowed its divisions a high degree of autonomy. How
ever, this has resulted in a number of unanticipated 
problems for both U.S. and European divisions. When 
the market for certain chcmic8l products is soft in the 

U.S., the domestic divisions would market them at de-
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pressed prices in Africa. French producers of similar 
products consider themselves to have a preferred po
sition in these markets. \-/hen anticipated Si1les did 
not occur, it increased the level of competition within 
the European Community. Du Pont Europe then had to 
sell the product at a discount which results in lower 
profits for the corporation as a whole. Greater cent
ralization of international marketing decision-making 
appears to be appropriate for firms facing similar 
conflicts. The result of this will be increased costs 
for developing nations. 

General Electric traditionally allowed its operations 
in the Far East to become progressively more sophis
ticated and the percent of local output used in the 
production process to increase. Given a healthy econ
omy in the United States this strategy was acceptable 
to U.S. unions. However, it is doubtful that this 
process will continue in the face of severe unemploy
ment in the United States. 

Conclusion 

In summary then, the following environment seems to be 
emerging. First, national marketing between the U.S., 
E.C. and Japan as stagnation and overcapacity cause 
nations to actively protect their own industries. 
These activities first become apparent with the in
crease in dumping disputes following the conclusion 
of the MTNs (Business Week, 1979). These earlier dump
ing charges primarily involved basic industries. How
ever, they have recently shifted to the high-tech 
field with the Japanese exporters of high technology 
products charging that the U.S. government and domestic 
manufacturers are in a conspiracy against them (Bus
iness Week, 1982). Second, an increasing emphasis on 
bilateral trade as nations look for reciprocity on the 
part of their trading partners. And, third, a reduc
tion in the qualitative expansion of investments in 
the developing nations as firms react to economic 
stagnation in their home countries. 

The affect of this will be to effectively shut many 
of the developing nations out of markets in the 
developed world. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF FAST FOOD RESTAURANT PATRONS: 
A SPECIAL EMPHASIS ON CONCERN FOR NUTRITION 

Kenneth D. Bahn, University of Utah 
Kent L. Granzin, University of Utah 

ABSTRACT 

This study investigated the relationship between 
patronage of fast food restaurants and personal 
values, attitudes toward nutrition, life style, and 
demographics. The results indicate that more frequent 
patrons express lower concern for nutrition. Conver
sely, as emphasis on nutrition is associated with 
non-patronage of these outlets, it appears management 
of fast food restaurants may be faced with a potential 
market segment that can be served through offering and 
communicating the availability of more nutritious fast 
food menus. In addition, life style and demographics 
werP found related to patronage. 

INTRODUCTION 

As an important food source alternative for Americans, 
restaurants have steadily gained in patronage over the 
years (Tinsley, 1979). In particular, fast food out
lets have climbed rapidly in popularity during the 
past two decades (Bakos, 1979; Enderwood, 1980). 
Their rise to prominence has led market researchers to 
investigate the nature of the market segments claimed 
by these food outlets (Miller and Granzin, 1979). 
Studies have shown patronage of fast food restaurants 
(hereAfter, FFRs) to relate to those variables common
ly used in studies of other retail m<!rket segments, 
like demographics and life style (Tigert, Lathrop, and 
Bleeg, 1971; Cranzin and Hiller, 1980). 

Certainly, influences such as demogrctphics and life 
style hold important implic:ations for manngerial deci
sions involving FFRs. However, those responsible for 
planning marketing strategy can benefit further from 
the enlarged understanding 0f their market segment 
that comes fran links between patronage and other 
snlient characteristics of these restaurant patrons. 

l'or one thing, the changing values of Americans 
(Engel, Blackwell, and Killat, 1978) mtty be expected 
to bring changes in the products and services they 
demnnd (Henry, 1976; Vinson, Scott, and Lamont, 1977; 
Granzin and Bahn, 19Rl). This influence on behavior 
in the marketplnre that comes trom basic values can be 
manifested in many 1vays (Kanter, 1977; Carman, 1977). 
nne manifestation of changing values that seems pnrti
culnrlv relevant to the restaurant industry is Ameri
cans' growing emphasis on nutrition (Andres, 1978; 
Food Product Development, 1978; Wood, 1978, 1979). 

Fast food restaurants have oft<>n been charged with 
providing foods that are inferior in terms of their 
nutritional content (Appledorf, 1974; Consumer Re
ports, 1975; Appledorf and Kelly, 1979). To the 
extent these charges are believed bv restnurant pa
trons, the problem for FFR management becomes one of 
determining how this belief affects FFR patronage and 
how to overcome its presumably detrimental effects on 
patronage. Several FFR companies have already acknow
ledged the existence of present and potential custom
ers who are nutrition conscious and have changed their 
food offerings accordingly (Food Service Marketing, 
1975; Berlinski, 1979; Narshall, 1979). Nonetheless, 
considerably more needs to be learned about the 
existence and nature of a market segment that feels 
concern for nutrition. 
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This study, therefore, seeks to provide further data 
on the characteristics of the market segment(s) for 
FFRs. This research report furnishes information on 
the demographic and life style characteristics of FFR 
patrons (and non-patrons). Its main. contribution, 
however, stems from the findings with respect to 
these consumers' personal values and their manifest
ation as attitudes toward nutrition. 

METHOD 

Data came from in-person administration of a self
completion questionnaire to 180 adult residents of a 
large western metropolitan area during July, 1981. 
The sampling scheme matched the age and sex charact
eristics of the sample to their incidence in the most 
recent census of the area. It also provided repre
sentation with respect to socioeconomic character
istics. 

Respondents furnished the criterion measure by 
reporting the number of times per month thev eat out 
at a fast food restaurant. Examples of this type of 
restaurant were given to ensure understanding n~ the 
part of respondents. 

Attitudes toward nutrition were measured using seven 
five-point Likert scales, by means of ~~ich respond
ents reported their extent of agreement or disagree
ment with items such as "Children do not develop 
properly when they have improper diets." Table 1 
summarizes these items. Twelve personal values items 
were based on values selected from studies conductPd 
by other authors (England, 1967; Scheibe, 1970; 
Kabish and Collier, 1981). The objective was to 
compile a rensonablv concise set thnt the researchers 
judged relevAnt to purchase behavior. Values were 
also measured on five-point Likert scales. 

Life style measures represented the respondents' 
participation in 12 leisure time activities. The 
rationale for using these activities was that time 
spent in off-work, voluntarv pursuits best character
izes one's stvle of life (Williams, 1975; Granzin and 
Bahn, 1981). Number of days of participation was 
measured with respect to the appropriate reference 
period for each 3ctivity: per month, per quarter, 
and per year. Demographics items reflected both 
socioeconomic characteristics tmd media hahi ts. 
Magazine readership of five periodicals and types of 
periodicals found predictive in previous studies was 
dummy-variable coded, as was listenership to five 
tvpes ·of radio programming. The coding of these 
items is shown in Table 1 . 

Regression would have furnished a desirable method 
for statistical analysis of the relationship between 
frequencv of visits to FFRs and the sets of predictor 
variables. However, the sizable number of persons 
who reported they do not patronize FFRs presented an 
irregular distribution that required using an analy
tical technique based on a categorical measure of the 
criterion variable. Respondents were therefore 
assigned to three groups: non-patrons, light 
patrons, and heavy patrons, by splitting the two 



patron groups as closely as possible to the median 
frequency of visits to FFRs. This assignment of 
patrons to two purchase groups reflects the concept 
of light-half and heavy-half buyer groups propounded 
by Twedt (1964). The three patronage groups were 
analzed by one-way analyses of variance and by 
discriminant analyses alternately based on each of 
the four sets of predictor variables (values, 
attitudes, life style, and demographics). 

RESULTS 

Tabl e 1 gives the means for the three patronage 
groups, the univariate F-ratios, the probability of a 
Type I error, and the standardized discriminant coef
ficients for the significant roots. The footnotes to 
the table present the levels of significance for the 
canonical roots and the centroids for the three 
groups on the significant functions. 

Values did not perform well as a predictor set. 
Competition and acceptance of others reached 
significance (p. .OS) by univariate test, but no 
obviously meaningful predictive pattern seems to 
exist for the values items. The discriminant 
analysis did not produce a significant function. 

Attitudes fared considerably better. Three of the 
seven measures significantly differentiated among the 
three patronage groups: people use too much white 
sugar, pre-packaged foods have low nutrition levels, 
and nutrition in meal planning is important. In all 
three cases, there was a monotonic decrease in con
concern for nutrition with increasing frequency of 
visits to FFRs. Even for the non-significant pre
dictors, this monotonic pattern predominated. The 
significant discriminant function (p .001) reflected 
concern with people's use of white sugar and the 
importance of nutrition in meal planning. The atti
tude that nutrition helps prevent disease acted as a 
suppressor variable. 

Life style's predictive ability was carried by a 
single activity, going to movies. Increasing pa
tronage was related strongly (p=.OOO) to increasing 
participation in movie-going. Both the univariate 
and multivariate analyses reflected this relation
ship. The variables acting as suppressors in the 
significant (p .001) discriminant function offered an 
interesting contrast, indicating that light patronage 
and non-patronage of FFRs is associated with attend
ing symphonies, operas, ballet, and theater, with 
participating in individual and team sports, and with 
snow skiing. 

Four demographics distinguished among the groups, 
according to the analyses of variance. Heavier 
patronage was associated with younger age, male sex, 
higher income, and preference for rock music radio 
programming. The significant (p .01) discriminant 
function supported these findings, but also featured 
the influence of suppressors that complicated the 
canonical description of the demographic character
istics of the FFR segment. 

DISCUSSION 

In general, the results support the conceptualiza
tion: attitudes toward the issue of nutrition pro
vided the best prediction of patronage of FFRs. Use
fulness of demographics and life style for character
izing the market for FFRs is also confirmed by the 
results of this study. 

More 
that 

specifically, the evidence supports the 
those who frequent FFRs hold relatively 

idea 
less 
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concern for the importance of good nutrition to 
growth and maintenance of health, The pattern of 
responses for all seven attitudinal variables was 
remarkably consistent, even for variables found 
non-significant by statistical test. 

While this finding must be considered with caution, 
the canonical function reflects contrasting life 
style patterns with respect to movie-going and 
viewing spectator sports versus attending cultural 
events, playing sports, and skiing--the latter two 
being active forms of leisure pursuits. Some of 
those who visit FFRs most frequently lead a more 
sedentary and less cultured existence. This 
interpretation of the results deserves further 
investigation, of course. 

Demographics portray the FFR patron as predominantly 
male, younger in age and taste in radio programming, 
and better able to afford eating away from home. As 
these demographic measures abstract from the charac
teristics of the patrons of any particular chain of 
fast food outlets, their managerial significance may 
be somewhat limited. That is, the demographics for 
customers of a taco drive-in may differ considerably 
from those of a fried chicken outlet. Thus, managers 
would be well advised to accept the present findings 
largely as support for their individualized use of 
demographics for understanding their market segment. 

Values appear to offer limited usefulness for 
managers planning marketing strategy. As is often 
the case in consumer research, these underlying 
measures of human behavioral tendencies added less 
than other, more manifest variables to the under
standing of consumer choice. Values appear to be too 
basic a measure for the prediction task at hand. 

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study provides empirical results to support the 
conceptualized relationship between patronage of FFRs 
and attitudes toward nutrition, demographics, and 
life style. The results do not support the expected 
link to personal values. 

Taken in a negative sense, this research shows that 
success of existing fast food restaurants depends, at 
least in part, on consumers' willingness to downplay 
the importance of nutrition. FFRs, as presently 
constituted, are apparently losing patronage from 
those interested in nutrition. 

Conversely, taken in a positive sense, the present 
findings suggest a market potential exists among 
those persons who care most about the nutritional 
content of the food served in restaurants. Thus, the 
management question to be answered is: How far 
should the firm go in offering more nutrition to 
these consumers? Does a market niche exist for the 
firm that offers (and communicates the availability 
of) nutrients such as biotin, folacin, pantothenic 
acid, iron, and copper in balanced supply? Can fast 
food marketers capitalize on food offerings that pro
vide an obvious reduction in such undesirable ele
ments as sodium, cholesterol, and saturated fatty 
acid? Or, at a less intense level, can profit be 
derived from merely providing a more nutritious al
ternative to the common fare of hamburgers, french 
fried potatoes, and carbonated beverages? 

To answer such questions, further research should be 
conducted to determine how managers must change their 
market offerings to win over nutrition oriented con
sumers. Hhile the investigations will, of course, 
depend on the nature and objectives of the business 



TABLE 1 
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSES OF THREE PATRONAGE GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO FOUR SETS OF PREDICTORS· 

Non
Patrons 
(n=27) 

Group Means 
Light 

Patrons 
(n=BO) 

Heavy 
Patrons 
(n=73) 

F 
Ratio p 

Discriminant 
Coefficients 

Variables 

Values a 

Competition 
Success in occupation 
Achievement 
Venturing risk 
Uniqueness 
Money 
Control 
Strong government 
Acceptance of others 
Compromise 
Autonomy 
Religion 

Attitudes Toward Nutritionb 

People are healthy regardless of diet 
People use too much white sugar 
Pre-packaged foods have low nutrition 
Nutrition is important in meal planning 
Children need proper diets for development 
Nutritional information on label is important 
Nutrition helps prevent disease 

Life Stylec 

Church work (monthly) 
Resting, loafing, just relaxing (monthly) 
Movies (monthly) 
Spectator sports (quarterly) 
Symphonies, operas, ballet theater (quarterly) 
Individual and team sports (quarterly) 
Snow skiing (yearly) 
Camping, hiking, backpacking (yearly) 
Vacations of a weekend or longer (yearly) 

d Demographics 

Age (years) 
Sex (O=male; !=female) 
Education (l=H.S.;2=some college;3=college degree; 

4=graduate degree) 
Background (O=rural;l=urban) 
Occupational prestige (1963 NORC scale) 
Marital status (O=single;l=married) 
Reads a newsweekly magazine (O=no;l=yes) 
Reads Reader's Digest 
Reads Playboy 
Reads glamour magazines 
Reads home-oriented magazines 
Television viewing (7-point scale) 
Newspaper reading (minutes per day) 
Income (6-point scale) 
Number of children (1=1-2;2=3-4;3=5 or more) 
Prefers rock music radio programming 
Prefers contemporary popular programming 
Prefers easy listening radio programming 
Prefers country music programming 

3.07 
3.30 
4.37 
3.41 
3.96 
4.85 
4.22 
3.52 
3.33 
2.67 
4.33 
3.93 

2.56 
4.22 
3.44 
4.56 
4.22 
3.96 
4.22 

3.48 
4.74 

.78 
1.67 
3.04 

17.37 
8.44 
2.93 
3.89 

52.37 
.70 

2.00 
.67 

7Q.33 
.59 
.59 
.41 
.11 
.19 
.30 

2.41 
34.33 

2.15 
1.33 

.07 

.37 

.52 

.04 

3.64 
3.50 
4.45 
3.46 
4.05 
4.18 
4.39 
3.30 
2.68 
2.61 
4.43 
3.99 

3.03 
3.95 
3.02 
4.38 
4.30 
3.73 
4.20 

2.36 
4.26 
1.41 
5.66 
2.08 

15.99 
13.96 
14.89 
4.85 

40.18 
.58 

2.40 
.74 

71.31 
.59 
.55 
.34 
.10 
.18 
.36 

2.14 
32.41 

3.05 
1.11 

.08 

.38 

.32 

.16 

3.63 
3.70 
4.48 
3.36 
4.05 
4.16 
4.25 
3.51 
3.04 
2.70 
4.30 
4.08 

3.04 
3.58 
2.82 
4.11 
4.03 
3.68 
4.21 

3.55 
5. 77 
3.26 
7. 72 
4.00 

17.58 
13.01 
10.37 
4.55 

38.33 
.42 

2.29 
.73 

70.15 
.64 
.62 
.33 
.18 
.16 
.29 

2.27 
27.68 

2.88 
1.19 

.26 

.27 

.29 

.12 

3.04 
1.48 

.33 

.26 

.20 
2.12 

.86 

.74 
3.61 

.11 

.44 

.21 

1. 79 
8.67 
3.60 
4.85 
2.63 

.77 

.01 

.78 

.98 
8.68 
1. 76 

.68 

.04 

.18 

.95 

.49 

7.20 
3.67 

2.31 
.25 
.14 
.27 
.35 
.28 

1.07 
.03 
.53 
.51 
.95 

3.18 
.56 

6.16 
.97 

2.43 
1.44 

.050 

.232 

.717 

.774 

.817 

.123 

.427 

.471 

.028 

.897 

.642 

.812 

.171 

.000 

.029 

.009 

.075 

.463 

.991 

.458 

.376 

.000 

.176 

.508 

.956 

.840 

.390 

.614 

.001 

.027 

.103 
• 777 
.867 
.761 
.707 
.755 
.345 
.967 
.588 
.601 
.390 
.044 
.572 
.003 
.382 
.091 
.241 

:No significant canonical functions. Therefore, no coefficients or centroids are given. 
First standardized canonical function significant at p(.OOl. Group centroids are: Non-patrons, -.67; 

Light patrons, -.19; Heavy patrons, .46. 
cFirst standardized canonical function significant at p(.OOl. Group centroids are: Non-patrons, -.62; 
d Light patrons, -.24; Heavy patrons, .50. 
First standardized canonical function signficant at p(.Ol. Group centroids are: Non-patrons, -1.18; 
Light patrons, .15; Heavy patrons, .28. 
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.23 
-.73 
-.10 
-.57 
-.15 

.09 

.53 

.10 

.04 
1.45 

.30 
-.73 
-.39 
-.51 
-.01 

.06 

-.81 
-.52 

.16 

.12 
-.18 
-.17 
-.14 

.01 
-.18 

.00 

.39 

.02 
-.10 

.51 

.16 
-.53 
-.96 
-.94 
-.48 



involved, it appears market potential lies at three 
levels. 

First, FFR management may consider merely altering 
the present menu by adding or substituting specific 
items of obvious or promotable nutrition content. 
For example, fruit juices can supplement the popular 
carbonated beverages. Second, it may be profitable 
to offer a complete set of menu items to satisfy the 
selection needs of the nutrition oriented market seg
ment. Here, an integrated set of the salads, soups 
and other complementary items now being offered by 
some FFR chains can be provided for the alternative 
segment. Third, it may be profitable to focus com
pletely on the needs of those concerned with nutri
tion. In this case, the fast food restaurant would 
design and promote its food offerings specifically to 
meet the needs of this target segment. 

Tn short, this research has shown the existence of a 
market segment that may be succinctly characterized 
in terms of its interest in the nutrition content of 
the foods it consumes. This finding does not obviate 
the need to consider such attributes of the food 
served as taste, price, and appearance. This study 
does, however, provide strong support for further 
research into the nature of the potentially profit
able market segment. 
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AN EXAMINATION OF ADVERTISING EXECUTION RELATED COGNITIONS 
AS MEDIATORS OF COMMERCIAL MESSAGE ACCEPTANCE 

George E. Belch, San Diego State University 
Michael A. Belch, San Diego State University 

Abstract 

Past studies of cognitive responses to advertising mes
sages have focused primarily on thoughts related to the 
product and/or the message. This study examines the oc
currence of thoughts evaluating the execution of the com
mercial message and their relationship to message accep
tance. 

Introduction 

The use of cognitive responses or thoughts resulting 
from message evoked thinking as a way of studying adver
tising communication effects has received considerable 
attention in the marketing literature over the past few 
years (Belch, 1981; Calder and Sternthal, 1980; Mazis, 
1975; Olson, Toy and Dover, 1977; Wilson and Mudderiso
glu, 1979; Wright, 1973). The cognitive response per
spective to studying communication effects suggests that 
message recipients rely heavily upon the results of their 
internal evaluative processes - which are reflected in 
spontaneous cognitive cues - rather than on message con
tent in arriving at an affective position regarding a 
persuasive communication. It is also assumed that mes
sage acceptance can be modeled in terms of the cognitive 
cues generated by a message recipient.1 

Different types of persuasive communications may evoke 
a variety of cognitive responses ranging from simple re
hearsal of message content to highly evaluative reason
ing concerning the acceptance or rejection of an advo
cate's position. A number of different categorization 
schemes have been used by researchers to classify the 
different mediating responses that are evoked by a per
suasive message. Generally, the classification system 
used depends upon the process of concern in the study 
and attempts to use the verbalizations as an indication 
that the process occurred. 

The most prevalent classification scheme identifies 
thoughts indicating that counterarguing or support-argu
ing processes are occurring. The former process produ
ces message evoked thoughts opposing the position advo
cated in the message while the latter produces thoughts 
affirming the message assertions. Evidence that the 
generation of counterarguments decreases one's probabil
ity of yielding to a persuasive communication while the 
generation of support-arguments increases the tendency 
has been shown in a number of studies (Belch, 1981; 
Brock, 1967; Olson, Toy and Dover, 1978; Wright, 1973). 
Variations in this type of categorization has also been 
used whereby classification attempts to reflect reac
tions to specific parts of the message. Examples in
clude Roberts and Maccoby' s "point counterargument" (dis
agreement with an assertion's logic or content) versus 
"conclusion counterargument" (disagreement with a stated 
conclusion) and Ray, Ward, and Lesser's (1973) "situation 
counterargument" (Disagreement or challenge of a scenario 
depicted in a text). 

In addition to counterarguments and support-arguments, 
source oriented thoughts which relate to thinking about 

1see Wright (1980) for an excellent review of theoreti
cal and methodological issues concerning the use of 
cognitive responses in examining communication effects. 
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the message source or style of argument have also been 
used in several studies (Gillig and Greenwald, 1974; 
Roberts and Maccoby, 1973; Wright, 1973). While source 
derogations (statements expressing distrust, dislike or 
disapproval for the communicator and/or the approach 
taken in presenting the message) have been the most 
prevalent source oriented categorization used, several 
studies have used a positive counterpart, source bol
stering, which attempts to capture positive feelings 
toward the communicator or the message style (Belch, 
1981; Swasy, 1980). 

The classification of cognitive responses into the cate
gories discussed above attempts to reflect specific pro
cesses that are distinct from a final attitude expres
sion. However, in some studies global attitude expres
sions have been counted as counterarguments or support
arguments (Cacioppo and Petty, 1979; Petty and Cacioppo, 
1976) while some studies have categorized responses 
mainly in terms of valence using general categories such 
as positive thoughts or negative thoughts (Cacioppo and 
Petty, 1979; Calder and Sternthal, 1980). 

While the classification schemes discussed above repre
sent the most popular ways of classifying cognitive res
ponses, other categorizations and definitions have been 
used including "connections" (Krugman, 1967), emotional
ity of responses (Miller and Baron, 1973) and problem 
framing thoughts (Wright and Ripp, 1980). According to 
Krugman, connections represent a process whereby a mes
sage recipient relates message content to one's own per
sonal experiences or situation. Krugman's premise was 
that the generation of connections increases involve
ment with the message, thus heightening message process
ing activity and the probability of initiating attitude 
or preference deliberations for the product. Classifi
cation of thoughts by emotionality involves considera
tion of whether the response represents objective, logi
cal ramifications or emotional reactions such as belief 
defenses. Finally, problem framing thoughts refer to 
the phase of preference deliberation whereby thoughts 
about which factors to consider or what comparison pro
cedure to try during preliminary preference delibera
tions are considered. 

The review presented above suggests that while there 
have been some variations in the categorizations used in 
studies examining cognitive responses, the primary em
phasis has been on thoughts dealing with the message it
self, i.e., arguments made in the message, the source 
of the message or the presentation style. Since most 
of this research has dealt with either print or audio 
stimuli where the primary focus is on the message argu
ments, these message related categorizations are logi
cal. However when a more complex stimulus such as a 
television commercial is presented, these message laden 
categorizations may not be entirely representative of 
the cognitive processes engaged in by message recipient~ 
Many of the thoughts generated in response to a televi
sion commercial may concern the execution of the adver
tisement rather than the message arguments per se. These 
thoughts may include reactions to factors such as the 
creative style used, visual effects, voice tones, ac
tors, colors, etc. The amount of cognitive processing 
devoted to execution of the commercial has not re
ceived any empirical attention in studies of cognitive 
response. This is due primarily to the fact that cog
nitive response studies have not used television commer
cials as message stimuli. The one exception is a study 



by Calder and Sternthal (1980) of advertising wearout. 
However, in this study the cognitive response instruc
tions asked subjects to enumerate their thoughts rele
vant to using each of the advertised products, These 
instructions would suppress the tendency to produce 
thoughts concerning the execution of the commercial. 

The objective of this study is to examine the occurrence 
of advertising execution related thoughts to commercial 
messages and the relationship of these thoughts to mes
sage acceptance measures (attitude and purchase inten
tion). The occurrence of these thoughts should be of 
interest to advertisers, particularly if they mediate 
subsequent evaluations of the commercial message and ad
vertised product. 

Method 

The data for this study was collected as part of an in
vestigation examining the effects of advertising message 
structure and repetition on cognitive responses andtheir 
relationship to message acceptance. In the study the 
effect of four types of commercial messages for a new, 
fictitious brand of toothpaste were examined across 
three levels of exposure (one, three, five). All four 
of the commercials, which were produced for this study, 
made the same claims for the product. A one-hour tele
vision show was videotaped and used as the program con
text for the commercials. In addition to the stimulus 
commercial used in each experimental condition, ten 
other commercials which were left in the show were also 
seen. In all exposure conditions the stimulus commer
cial appeared at the end of the program and was the last 
commercial seen by the subjects. 

A total of 260 subjects, recruited from church groups, 
viewed the program and various commercials under the as
sumption that they were participating in a research pro
ject evaluating current issues in television program
ming. Immediately after the program ended and the last 
commercial was shown, the subjects were read the cogni
tive response instructions and were given two minutes 
to list their thoughts to the stimulus co~mercial, Af
ter the cognitive response task for the stimulus com
mercial was completed, the subjects were asked to list 
their thoughts for one of the national brand commercials 
which appeared in the program. This was done in order 
to allow for a comparison of cognitive responses for the 
stimulus commercial with a national brand advertisement. 
The final task for the subjects was to respond to a set 
of dependent measures concerning their evaluation of the 
commercials and the products advertised. These measures 
included attitude and purchase intention measures for 
the advertised products. 

The cognitive response classification scheme used for 
this study included three major categories of responses: 
product/message related thoughts, repetition related 
thoughts and advertising execution related thoughts. 
The product/message related evaluations included those 
of counterargument, support-argument, source derogations 
and curiosity thoughts defined by Wright (1973) as well 
as the categories of simple affirmations and simple dis
affirmations described by Beaber (1975). An additional 
category, source bolstering, was also used. This cate
gorization is the positive counterpart of source deroga
tion in that the thought is positive in valence and is 
directed at the communicator or the approach taken by 
the advertiser. 

Repetition related evaluations included any evaluation 
that addressed the fact that the commercial was seen 
more than one time in the program. This category was 
used since the multiple exposure condition subjects pro
duced a number of thoughts addressing the repetition of 
the stimulus commercial. The third major category used 
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was that of advertising execution related responses. 
Ad-execution related thoughts were defined ·as statements 
directed at the execution of the commercial and included 
thoughts concerning the quality of the commercial, the 
creative style used, voice tones, colors, visual effect~ 
etc. These thoughts were coded as being either positive 
or negative in valence. It sould be noted that adver
tising execution related thoughts are distinct from 
source derogations and source bolsters. The latter two 
thoughts reflect a "message discounting" process result
ing from thinking about the message source or style of 
argument while ad-execution type responses represent a 
reaction to the execution of the commercial rather than 
the message. 

A three-judge panel was used to code the cognitive res
ponse protocols. The judges were given operational de
finitions of the response categories described above and 
were trained in the application of these definitions un
til each had a good understanding of the coding scheme 
and coding task. The scoring convention adopted for 
this study was as follows: if at least two of the three 
judges agreed in rating a cognition, that rating was as
signed to the thought. Unanimous agreement among the 
three judges was achieved for 54.5% of the cognitions. 
Two of the three judges agreed on another 33.4% of the 
cognitions. Thus the model scoring convention resulted 
in a coding of 87.9% of the cognitions on the initial 
attempt. The remaining responses were coded by having 
the researcher serve as a fourth judge. The research
er's judgment agreed with one of the previous judges' 
categorizations on 95% of the remaining responses. 
Those cognitions which could not be classified were not 
used in the analysis. 

An estimate of reliability for the protocol scoring was 
performed by calculating estimates of inter-judge reli
ability in assigning category scores to a subject's pro
tocol. This analysis focuses on the agreement among 
judges regarding the frequency of each type of thought 
in the subject's protocol. This analysis of variance 
approach to reliability (Winer, 1971) was performed for 
each of the cognitive response categories used andyield
ed the following inter-judge reliability coefficients: 
counterarguments - .89, source derogations - .82, sup
port arguments - .94, source bolstering - ,85, simple 
affirmations - .80, simple disaffirmations - .69, curio
sity thoughts - .95, repetition related positive - .92, 
repetition related negative - .95, positive execution -
.82, negative execution - .90 and irrelevant - .90. 

Overall, the evidence provided by the reliability esti
mates, along with the high percentage of agreement in 
the modal scoring convention, suggests that the coding 
definitions and procedures used in this study were suc
cessful in categorizing the responses given in the 
thought protocols. 

Results 

The overall distribution of cognitive responses to the 
stimulus commercials is presented in Table 1 . As can 
be seen in this table, the traditional product/message 
related cognitions account for a majority of the res
ponses generated by message recipients. These responses 
collectively account for 63% of the total thoughts gen
erated with counterarguments, support-arguments and 
source derogations comprising the large majority of the 
responses. Examination of Table 1 also reveals that ad
vertising execution related thoughts account for 28% of 
the responses to the stimulus commercials. Particularly 
prevalent are negative execution thoughts which comprise 
nearly 22% of the total thoughts generated by the sub
jects. 

These results suggest that a significant amount of 



TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF COGNITIVE RESPONSE 

FOR STIMULUS COMMERCIALS 

Category Number Percent of 

Counter arguments 118 15.9 
Source Derogations 112 15.1 
Support-arguments 80 10.8 
Source Bolsters 48 6.5 
Simple Disaffirmations 39 5.3 
Simple Affirmations 24 3.3 
Curiosity Thoughts 48 6.5 
Repetition Related Positive 2 .1 
Repetition Related Negative 65 8.8 
Positive Ad-Execution 43 5.8 
Negative Ad-Execution 162 21.9 

Total 741 

Total 

cognitive ideation is devoted to evaluating the execu
tion of a commercial rather than to the processing of 
the message arguments per se. One possible explanation 
for the high percentage of negative ad-execution res
ponses is that the commercials used in this study did 
not have any people or action in them nor were they as 
creative as the national brand advertisements which ap
peared in the program. In order to test this possibil
ity, the cognitive responses taken for the national 
brand commercial, which did contain people and action, 
were also examined. The distribution of responses to 
this commercial is presented in Tab le 2 . 

TABLE 2 
DISTRIBUTION OF COGNITIVE RESPONSES 

FOR NATIONAL BRAND COMMERCIAL 

Category Number Percent of 

Counter arguments 18 5.1 
Source Derogations 46 12.9 
Support-arguments 55 15.4 
Source Bolsters 31 8.7 
Simple Disaffirmations 26 7.3 
Simple Affirmations 40 11.2 
Curiosity Thoughts 35 9.8 
Positive Execution 63 17.7 
Negative Execution 42 11.9 

Total 356 

Total 

Examination of the distribution of responses to the na
tional brand commercial shows that nearly 30% of the 
responses to this advertisement were execution type 
thoughts. However, positive execution thoughts occurred 
more frequently than did negative execution thoughts as 
18% of the responses were positive evaluations for the 
national brand commercial while 12% were negative. 

The results presented thus far suggest that recipients 
of commercial messages engage in more than just evalua
tion of the advertising message in their processing of 
television commercials. As shown above, nearly a third 
of the cognitive responses generated to the stimulus 
commercial and national brand commercial were ad-execu
tion type thoughts. While evaluation of the commercial 
quality and style appears to be common among viewers, 
perhaps even more important is the question of whether 
these execution related thoughts are mediating message 
acceptance and reactions toward the product. Table 3 
presents the correlations of the individual product/mes
sage related cognitive responses with the message accep
tance measures of attitude and purchase intention as 

well as the correlations between the advertising execu
tion thoughts and the message acceptance measures.2 As 

2simple affirmations and simple dissaffirmations were 
not examined since the frequency of these responses was 
low and may have yielded spurious results. 
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can be seen in Table 3, the strongest relationship oc
curs between the negative execution thoughts and the 
message acceptance measures. With respect to the pro
duct/message related thoughts, the strongest mediator 
for both attitudes and purchase intention is source bol
stering. 

TABLE 3 
CORRELATIONS OF COGNITIVE RESPONSES WITH 

MESSAGE ACCEPTANCE MEASURES 

Cognitive ResEonse Attitude 

Counterarguments -.136b 

Source Derogations -.187a 

Support Arguments .232a 

Negative Ad-Execution -.295a 

Positive Ad~ Execution .153b 

Source Bolsters .258a 

a - significant at .01 level 
b - significant at .OS level 

Purchase Intention 

-.128b 

-.106 

.110 

-.238a 

.119 

.190a 

It is interesting to note that negative execution 
thoughts show a much stronger relationship to the mes
sage acceptance measures than do counterarguments or 
source derogations. This finding may suggest that the 
message recipients' reaction to the commercial style and 
quality is just as important as the message arguments m 
determining subsequent evaluation of the product. It 
has been argued that television is a low involvement me
dium (Krugman, 1965). This may result in viewers focus
ing more upon the commercial style and execution than on 

the active processing of the message arguments presented 
in the ad. 

Conclusions 

The purpose of this paper has been to examine the occur
rence of cognitive processing to commercial messages that 
includes evaluation of the message style and execution 
as well as reactions to the product/message arguments. 
The findings presented suggest that cognitive processing 
of commercials does include more than just evaluations 
and reactions to the message per se. Evaluation of com
mercial execution related thoughts show a significant 
relationship to message acceptance as measured by atti
tudes and purchase intentions. 

The use of television commercials as a message stimulus 
in studies of cognitive response is very limited, as 
print and audio are the general message modalities em
ployed in these studies. For audio and print messages 
(particularly those where a visual representation of the 
product is absent) there is little other than the mes
sage to compete for respondents' attention. Thus the 
generation of thoughts that focus primarily on the mes
sage arguments is logical. However, a commercial repr~ 
sents a more complex message stimulus and is likely to 
evoke thoughts concerning the ad itself as well as the 
message arguments. Researchers investigating the effects 
of television commercials should recognize that other 
things besides active processing of the message arguments 
may be occurring. The evaluation of the commercial ex~ 
cution appears to be a prevalent and important part of 
the cognitive processing for an advertising message. 

These findings also suggest that advertising pretesting 
should be concerned with the viewers' evaluation of the 
commercial as well as their reactions to message con
tent. This may be particularly true in the case of new 
products and commercials as initial evaluation may t~nd 

to focus more on the commercial itself and its creat1ve 
style than upon message arguments. For more established 



brands, viewers may be aware of the product's features 
and attributes and less likely to evaluate the product 
based upon their reactions to the commercial. 
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CHILDREN'S SELF-PERCEPTIONS OF 
THEIR PARTICIPATION IN RETAIL STORE PATRONAGE DECISIONS 

Alvin C. Burns, Louisiana State University 
Mary Carolyn Harrison, Louisiana State University 

Abstract 

The authors note the relative absence of studies of 
children's perceptions of their participation in retail 
store decisions. A sample of 121 fifth, sixth, seventh, 
and eighth-grado.-s tested across four stages of three 
product decision areas revealed sex-, age-, product-, 
and subdecision-specific findings implying the opera
tion of complex variables in the child consumer sociali
zation process. 

Introduction 

While the vast majority of theories, conceptualizations, 
and empirical research on consumer behavior focuses on 
individual constructs and decision making processes, 
there is a substantial subset of concern for joint pur
chase decision making. The rationale for studying the 
family rather than the individual consumer stems from 
the observation that a great many purchases either 
implicitly pertain to joint decision making as a result 
of multiple family users of the product. Consistent 
with the fact that only a relatively small number of 
theorists and researchers has. been working in the fam
ily purchase decision making area, is the fact that 
most findings and knowledge on this area are meager in 
comparison to those for individual consumer constructs. 
Nonetheless, a fairly consistent and widely acknowledged 
set of findings portrays family decision making as 
exhibiting systematic variance across: phases in the 
purchase decision process (e.g., problem recognition, 
search for information, final decision), subdecisions 
within the particular product purchase decision (e.g., 
color, style, brand, features), families in various 
stages of the family life cycle, and socioeconomic 
classes. 

Within the subset of family purchase decision making 
research, two groups are clearly identifiable. That is, 
one body of research pertains strictly to the husband 
and wife and their perceptions of influence and/or par
ticipation in purchase decision making. The other 
group interprets the term "family" literally and 
attempts to include the influence and/or participation 
of children in the purchase decision making process 
under study. No heated controversy exists between the 
two groups, and there are logical reasons defending 
the position of either. The intent of this paper, how
ever, is not to address issues to form a conclusion 
with regard to the efficacy of one approach over the 
other, but the present research endeavor does concern 
the influence of children(as perceived by the children 
themselves) in certain retail patronage decisions. 

When one undertakes a review of the family purchase 
decision literature, one is immediately struck by the 
paucity of research on child involvement and influence 
in purchase decision making. Nonetheless, there are 
two types of data collection methods which have been 
used to study child involvement in the purchase deci
sion making process. An early study in the marketing 
literature is the one conducted and reported by Wells 
and LoSciuto (1966) who made observations of mothers 
and children in a retail store environment. Their 
study, while primarily an expository one for the obser
vation method, revealed differential influence of child
ren across three product categories. The greatest 
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influence was observed in cereal purchase decision 
while less influence, although still distinct, occured 
for candy and detergent purchases. A more recent 
observation study is reported by Atkin (1978) who 
observed interaction of parents and children in cereal 
selection. The findings revealed that older children 
tended to have higher rates of request initiation than 
did younger children and middle class children tended 
to have higher rates than did those from the working 
class. Atkin observed no distinct sex differences. 

More studies on family purchase decision making have 
been conducted with self report methods than have been 
conducted with observation. At the same time, a wider 
range of purchase decision areas and potential explana
tor) variables have been investigat~d. For example, 
Berey and Pollay (1968) studied the breakfast cereal 
brand choice decision and determined that child asser
tiveness was not associated with brand choice, but 
child-centerness of mothers was associated, and they 
therefore posited a "gate keeper" effect. Mehortra 
and Torges (1977) investigated a wide spectrum of 
explanatory demographics, psychographies, and media 
usage variables and determined that the likelihood of a 
mother yielding to children influence was a function 
of product-specific variables. Ward and Wackman (1972) 
determined that parental yielding was positively related 
to the age of the child. Jenkins (1978) determined 
that children influence as perceived by parents 
varied as a function of the product category and was 
greatest in vacation decisions. He also determined 
that the amount of perceived influence was positively 
related to a number of variables, including the number 
of children in the family, the age of the husband, and 
the number of years married. 

Finally, a handful of studies have been addressed at 
what may be considered to be "retail" purchase decision 
areas. Nelson (1978) discovered high versus low-child 
involvement families with regard to pizza restaurant 
choice decisions. Similiarly, Nelson determined that 
parents of ·large families perceived more child influence 
than those in small families. Szybillo and Sosaine 
(1977) investigated fast food restaurant patronage 
decisions and determined that children were substan
tially involved in various decisions and that involve
ment differed by subdecision. Tootelian and 
Windeshauser (1976), in a comparative analysis over a 
10 year period, concluded that the trend of teenager 
involvement was for an increased amount of shopping 
activity with other family members, although personal 
attire and entertainment items tended to be areas where 
teenagers acted more independently. Finally, Moschis, 
Moore and Stephens (1977) reported in their study with 
6th, 7th, and 8th graders that shopping goods such as 
clothing tend to be purchased jointly by adolescents 
and family members, whereas speciality items tend not to 
be. They postulate that adolescent-family involvement 
tends to be functional of social visibility and the 
price of the product purchased. Despite the fact that 
they referenced literature suggesting that females are 
more susceptible to peer influence than males they 
found no significant sex differences in shoes and cloth
ing but did find significantly more independence for 
females in health care purchases, shirts, and jeans pur
chases. Also reported by these authors was a positive 
association between the amount of purchasing indepen
dence and age as well as a curvilinear relationship 



across social classes. 

Research Problem 

In essence, then the current state of knowledge regard
ing the relative participation or influence of child
ren in various retail store choice decisions is at a 
very early, descriptive stage. It appears that child 
involvement varies by product type, subdecision, sex, 
and age. The empirical evidence, however, is not defin
itive, and there is a clear need for further investi
gation. The focal point of the present research was 
aimed at children in the 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th grades. 
These grades and corresponding ages were chosen as they 
define the "transition years" as a child progresses 
from gramma~ school to junior high school. Personal 
observation, intuition, experience, and isolated 
research findings are all in agreement that this is an 
especially important time period for children as they 
experience increasing social pressure from their peers 
and seek lessened parental control over their activities. 

The focal decisions of the research effort were four 
stages in the retail store choice process. These were: 
(1) generic need recognition; (2) involvement or parti
cipation in suggesting stores to patronize; (3) actual 
store selection; and (4) engaging in store visitations. 
At the same time, the research took into consideration 
three distinct type of products. Based on the findings 
of previous research, it was decided to use shoes, a 
personal attire article, toys and games, a personal 
entertainment item, and birthday gifts for friends, as 
an example of gift-giving behavior. In all cases, the 
degree of perceived child participation was assessed 
on a scale ranging five points from the anchor, "never" 
to the end point, "All of the time." 

The independent variables under consideration of this 
study were (1) grade level, as a surrogate for age, (2) 

sex, (3) family size and (4) amount of discretionary 
expenditures, operationally defined as the child's 
weekly allowance. 

Research Hypotheses 

The hypotheses generated for this research effort 
emerged from a combination of previously cited findings 
and intuition. 

Hypothesis 1: Older children will perceive more 
participation in retail patronage 
decisions than will younger children. 

Hypothesis 2: Girls will report more participation 
than will boys for personal attire 
(shoes) and birthday gifts; whereas, 
boys will report more participation 
in purchase decisions for toys and 
games. 

Hypothesis 3: Children from smaller families will 
report more participation than will 
children from larger families. 

Hypothesis 4: Children with more discretionary 
income (weekly allowance) will report 
more participation than will those 
with less discretionary income. 

Methodology 

The sample in this study consisted of students in the 
fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grades attending the 

LSU Laboratory School in Baton Rouge. Although this 
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type of school typically attracts a disproportionate 

share of its students from the upper-middle socio
economic group, this particular school's student body 
did include some students from the lower-middle and 
upper-lower classes. In spite of this range, the 
authors make no claim that the sample is representative. 

Self-administered questionnaires were completed by 121 
students. The number of male and female respondents 
was approximately equal, as were the number of students 
from each of the four grades. The questionnaire used 
in the study consisted of three types of questions: 
(1) demographic questions about age, sex, number of 
children in family, grade level, father's job, mother's 
job, and amount of weekly allowance which were mostly 
open-ended; (2) behavioral questions which asked for 
the extent of participation of the mother, father, and 
the student in each of the four stages of the purchas
ing process for each of the three products using the 
following five-point scale: "Never," "Almost Never," 
"Sometimes," "Most of the Time," "All of the Time;" and 
(3) store awareness, store patronage, and store media 
awareness questions relating to each of the three pro
ducts which asked for open-ended, recall responses. 
Only the child participation dependent measures were 
analyzed in this substudy of the larger research 
endeavor. 

Findings 

Preliminary analysis addressed the possible presence of 
multicolinearity in the dependent variables. Pearson 
product moment correlation coefficients were computed 
between the 66 pairings of the 12 dependent measures. 
It was determined that 29 (or approximately 44%) of the 
correlations were not statistically significant at or 
below the .10 level. On the other hand, five of the 
remaining correlation coefficients were found to exceed 
+.50. In fact, the highest correlation coefficient 

was determined to be .60 between selection of a store 
for a birthday gift and visiting stores for a birthday 
gift. The results of this analysis led the authors to 
believe that the multicolinearity problem was present 
only in a minor sense and that each dependent measure 
could be analyzed independently. 

Analysis then proceeded to tests of research hypotheses. 
These tests took the forms of significance of differ
ences between means tests. Analysis of variance was 
used to test for significant differences between grade 
levels and tests were used to determine differences 
between boys and girls. For both the family size and 
weekly allowance independent variables, median splits 
were approximated based on inspection of the frequen
cies of responses. For family size, respondents whose 
families contained three or fewer children constituted 
the small-family-size group while those with four or 
more children comprised the large-family-size group. 
In the instance of weekly allowance, children with an 
allowance of $3.00 or less per week constituted the 
low allowance group while those with an allowance of 
$4.00 or more per week defined the high allowance group. 

Table 1 contains the grand means for each of the four 
retail patronage subdecisions for each of three product 
categories involved. Inspection of these revealed that, 
in general, the children sampled perceived themselves 
as having a relatively high degree of participation in 
the various facets of the decision making process. In 
fact, these children had the consistent perception of 
participating in all the decision areas at least "some
times" or "most of the time." Variance around the 
means, of course, was evident with an average standard 
deviation of approximately 1.1. 

The investigation of significant differences between 



the means for the hypothesized independent variables 
determined only two instances of significant differ
ences for the postulated weekly allowance variable. In 
particular, children with more discretionary income per
ceived themselves somewhat more participative in both 
the suggestion and selection stages for shoe stores. 
Similiarly, family size was found to designate signifi
cant differences in only two instances. Children from 
smaller families tended to envision themselves as more 
participative in the selection stage for shoe stores 
than did children from larger families, and children 
from larger families saw themselves as somewhat more 
involved in noticing the need for a birthday gift than 
did those from smaller families. In essence, neither 
the discretionary income variable nor the family size 
variable garnered sufficient support for their respec
tive hypotheses. 

A number of significant differences were found, however, 
for both the sex and grade level independent variables. 
Table 2 contains a comparative summary of the signifi
cant differences in the means between boys and girls, 
while Tabl e  3 summarizes the Duncan's multiple range 
tests which were conducted on the instances of signifi
cant differences determined by the analysis of variance 
test by grade levels. 

From Tabl e  2 it can be observed, with respect to dif
ferences between boys and girls, 6, or 50%, were found. 
In all but one of these cases, girls perceived them
selves as having more participation in various deci
sions than did boys. The contrary result occurred for 
recognition of the need to buy toys and games for per
sonal use. Thus, the findings, while lending support 
to the hypothesis of differences between boys and girls 
participation, were not sufficiently beyond chance 
levels across all decision topics. 

The findings in Tabl e 3 for grade differences, in con
trast, yielded reasonably clear support for the hypoth
esis of increased participation with increased age, but 
the support was specific to the shoes purchase alone. 
Interestingly, the recognition of the need to buy 
purchase decision results were consistently opposite 
the hypothesized association. That is, no significant 
differences were found between grade levels in the 
recognition of the need to buy shoes, although children 
in the lower grade levels were found to perceive them
selves as having more involvement in the need to recog
nize both toys and games and friends' birthday gifts 
than were children in the 8th grade for both instances. 

DISCUSSION 

Bearing in mind the limitations posed by the sample as 
outlined in the methodology section, but nonetheless 
assuming at the moment that the study is sufficiently 
valid in order to generate conclusions, it seems reason
able to state that child participation in retail store 
patronage decisions is sex-, age-, product-, and sub
decision-specific. That is, boys tend to be less 
involved than girls in the various subdecisions for shoe 
and friends' birthday gift shopping decision, but boys 
are relatively more participative than girls in the 
recognition of the need to buy their own toys and games. 
At the same time, older children tend to be more 
involved in the store suggestion, store selection and 
physical shopping for shoes, but younger children tend 
to be more cognizant of their participation in the 
recognition of the need to buy toys and games for them
sleves and birthday gifts for their friends. Neither 
family size nor amount of discretionary income, as 

operationalized in this study, possess sufficient pre
dictive power to warrant generalization. 

In retrospect, it appears that the decision to isolate 
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TABLE l 
CHILDREN PARTICIPATION IN RETAIL STORE DECISIONS: 

GRAND MEANS* 

PRODUCT CATEGORY 

CHILD'S CHILD's FRIEND'S 

DECISION NEW TOYS AND BIRTHDAY 

TOPIC: SHOES GAMES GIFT 

Recognize 4.0 3.8 4.2 

Need to Buy 

Suggests 3.8 3.7 3.9 

Store(s) 

Selects 3.8 3.8 3.8 

Store(s) 

Goes 4.4 3.9 4.1 

Shopping 

* Based on a scale 1 "Never", •.. S = "All of the time" 

TABLE 2 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
BOYS' AND GIRLS' PERCEPTIONS OF 

PARTICIPATION IN DECISIONS* 
SIGN. 

DECISION TOPIC BOYS GIRLS LEVEL 

Shoes: 
Recognize Need to Buy 3.9 4.2 n.s. 
Suggests Store(s) 3.6 4.1 .01 
Selects Store(s) 3. 7 3.8 n.s 
Goes Shopping 4.2 4.6 .04 

Toys and Games: 
Recognize Need 4.1 3.6 .003 
Suggests Store(s) 3.6 3.8 n.s. 
Selects Store(s) 3.7 3.8 n.s. 
Goes Shopping 3.7 4.0 n.s. 

Friend's Gift: 
Recognize Need 3.8 4.6 .0001 
Suggests Store(s) 3.7 4.1 .02 
Selects Store(s) 3.7 3.9 n.s . 
Goes Shopping 3.9 4.3 . 10 

attention on the "transition years" represented by the 
grammar school-to-junior high school stage is inappro
priate if one wishes to investigate the socialization 
process in which children learn to become consumers. 
Hindsight suggests that both the frequency and the 
importance of various product purchases are functions 
of the personal and social development of the child. 
For example, adolescents do tend to become more par
ticipative in personal attire purchases, but toys and 
games, it would seem, appear to decline in relevance. 
Similiarly, friends' birthdays and birthday gift giv
ing are relatively less celebrated in the adolescent 
years than in the pre-adolescent years. Thus, future 
studies in this area may be well advised to incorporate 
both personal relevance and frequency of occurance 
factors in the identification of products to be ana
lyzed with regard to the participation, involvement, 



or influence of children in retail store patronage 
decisions. 

TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE 

TEST RESULTS FOR INSTANCES OF 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BY GRADE LEVEL 

DECISION TOPIC A..'JOVA/DUNCAN RESULTS 

Shoes: 
Recognize Need to Buy 
Suggests Store(s) 
Selects Store(s) 
Goes Shopping 

Toys and Games: 
Recognize Need to Buy 
Suggests Store(s) 
Selects Store(s) 
Goes Shopping 

Friends Gift: 
Recognize Need to Buy 
Suggests Store(s) 
Selects Store(s) 
Goes Shopping 

n.s 
8(4.3): 6(3.4), 5(3.4)'' 
8(4.3): 6(3.5), 5(3.5) 
7(4.7): 5(3.9) 

6(4. 3): 8(3.4) 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

7(4.5), 6(4.3): 8(3.8) 
n.s. 
n. s. 
n.s. 

*Interpret as grade (mean); ":" designates significant 
difference at .10 or less between group means; ","dis
ignates no significant difference; grades not indicated 
are not significantly different from both groups indi
cated by the"·" divider. 
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MALE AND FEMALE HEAVY-USERS OF AN APPAREL PRODUCT CATEGORY: 
A COMPARISON OF SEX RELATED SEGMENT PROFILES 

Barnett A. Greenberg, North Texas State University 
James R. Lumpkin, North Texas State University 

Abstract 

Many studies of market segments rely on either hetero
sexual or female only samples. The research reported 
in this paper examines male and female usage based seg
ments for an apparel product category in an attempt to 
determine whether sex-specific profile differences 
exist. Male and female profiles were developed via 
multiple discriminant analysis for a variety of life 
style, shopping behavior, market specific and demo
graphic predictor variables. Although differences were 
found in the resulting profiles, many useful suggest
ions are made for further research of sex-specific 
segments. 

Introduction 

The evolution of male-female roles in contemporary so
~iety is no longer a novel subject. Sparked by various 
movements whose purposes range from a total change in 
the culturally prescribed roles for women to staunch 
preservation of tradition, scholars have provided a 
steady stream of research results regarding the behav
ior of females as consumers. Without as much fanfare 
or attention male consumers have also been permitted to 
evolve. Noticeably lacking, however, are direct com
parisons between market segments moderated by sex. The 
purpose of this paper is to report one attempt to con
duct accepted segmentation analysis with both male and 
female samples and then compare the resulting profiles. 
It is the author's contention that male and female con
sumers of the same product category will present dif
ferent behavior and life style profiles. 

Although demographic variables are commonly used in 
consumer research, they have given way to more soph
isticated profile variables in segmentation studies 
(Frank, Hassey, and Wind 1972; Engel, Fiorillo, and 
Cayley, ed., 1972). As a result, sex of the respondent 
is often simply one of a "standard set" of variables 
included in the analysis of heterosexual segments. 
Such segmented groups are identified based on product 
usage, preceived benefits, or some other basis. Re
search concerning male-female differences can be class
ified into four general categories. The longest stand
ing category involves the study of husband-wife deci
sions roles (Engel, Kollat and Blackwell 1978). More 
recently a great deal of attention has been devoted to 
differences among working and nonworking women, both 
single and married (Bartos 1977; Douglas 1975; Joyce 
and Guiltinan 1978; Lazer and Smallwood 1977; McCall 
1977). None of this research, however, directly ad
dresses the issue of male-female comparison within 
market segments. 

Another traditional category of research involves 
masculine-feminine personality traits, as opposed to 
actual sex of respondent, as a means of identifying 
groups. Recently revitalized by Tucker, this line of 
study has not been particularly productive (Tucker 
1976; Morris and Cundiff 1971; Gentry and Doering 1977; 
Burns 1977). In fact, the authors of one paper con
cluded that "the demographic variable (sex) is a far 
better predictor variable for differences in attitude 
or usage than the personality variables," i. e. mascu
linity-femininity (Gentry and Doering 1977). On the 
other hand, comparisons of males and females have pro-
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duced mixed results where differences were expected. 
In support of earlier research Schaninger found dif
ferences between the sexes in their preferences for 
colors and words associated with colors (Schaninger 
1977). Although their study involved only married 
adults, Hawes et al noted the "similarity in credit 
behavior" between female and male consumers (Hawes, 
Talarzyk, and Blackwell 1976). The latter represents 
a situation in which expected differences were not 
revealed. Bellenger et al found differences in gen
eral life style segments for patronage behavior among 
users of certain types of retailers (Bellenger, John, 
and Bryant 1980). Some of the differences were spec
ifically identified with male or female shoppers. 

The study reported in this paper examined a particular 
segment of the apparel market, heavy-users of slacks 
and jeans. Usage rate is an established method of 
identifying meaningful market segments (Twedt 1964; 
Frank, Massey, and Wind 1972). The practice of seg
menting a market by grouping consumers based on be
havior and then profiling the groups is known as back
ward segmentation (Wells 1967). Earlier studies have 
provided some insight into the profile of general 
heavy-users of apparel (Baumgarten 1975; Tigert, Ring, 
and King 1976; Lumpkin, Allen, and Greenberg 1981). 
They are described as opinion leaders with a high inte
rest in fashion, socioeconomically upscale, credit 
users, self-confident shoppers who enjoy shopping. 
These findings help establish expectations for further 
research efforts involving profiles of apparel heavy
users. 

This study differs from previous research in two res
pects. First, it focuses on purchase behavior within 
a relatively narrow range of apparel products. Second, 
segments are identified separately for males andfemales 
before the profiling analysis is conducted. If the 
premise of this study is correct, the resulting male 
and female heavy-user profiles will differ. 

Methodology 

Sample 

The sample for this study was drawn from the Market 
Facts Mail Panel in the fall of 1980. With a few 
exceptions the sample was demographically balanced 
against the population. Specifically, the sample was 
slightly upscale on income, urban (SMSA's only) and 
resided in five of the nine U. S. Census districts. 
A total of 3,650 households were selected with both 
male and female heads of household included in married 
households. Of a total 4,356 sample members 2,854 
returned completed questionnaires. Among the returns, 
2,390 were usable for this study, 1,404 females and 
986 males. 

The Questionnaire 

A self-administered questionnaire was developed and 
pretested for the survey of which this study is a part. 
The questionnaire included shopping orientations, pa
tronage and purchasing behavior for wearing apparel and 
lifestyle patterns. Socioeconomic and demographic 



variables were matched to the responding households 
from Market Facts Panel files. Among the purchasing 
behavior questions were items concerning the amount of 
money spent during the previous twelve months on each 
of a number of apparel categories. The categories were 
developed in cooperation with several major apparel re
tailers and manufacturers in order to ensure meaningful 
groups of apparel products and identifying phrases. 

The psychographic measures included both general and 
fashion specific items. Some were developed for this 
study, and others were drawn from previous research 
(Darden and Reynolds 1971; Darden and Ashton 1974; 
Wells and Tigert 1971). A pretest inventory was fac
tor analyzed using the Statistical Analysis System 
(SAS) (Barr et al, 1976) principal axes factor program 
with varimax rotation. Approximately 165 six-point 
Likert-type scale items were subsequently reduced to 
the 132 used in this study. They were designed to mea
sure fashion interest, opinion leadership, problem re
cognition and a number of general lifestyle characteristics. 

Analysis 

Further data reduction was accomplished by repeating 
the factor analysis procedure described above with the 
lifestyle question responses in the actual survey. A 
total of 27 factors with minimum factorloadings of .50 
were extracted. Cronbach's Alpha coefficient ranged 
from .52 to .86 for these 27 factors, indicating accep
table scale reliability (Cronbach 1951). The variables 
in each of the three groupings (demographic/ socioe
economic, lifestyles/shopping orientations, and market
related) are available from the authors. 

The technique selected for differentiating between 
heavy- and light-users was discriminant analysis. The 
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 
(Nie et al. 1975) stepwise discriminant analysis rou
tine was used and separate analyses were run for the 
male and female samples. The discriminant function 
was validated by using half of each sample as an anal
ysis group and the hold-out half as a validation group 
(Frank, Massey and Morrison 1965). This procedure al
lows theanalyst to compare classification of the hold
out group results with a chance criterion. The result 
is an indication of overall significance of the dis
criminant function. 

Respondents reported the total dollar amount spent 
during the last year for "slacks/jeans." Heavy- and 
light-user groups were identified as those belonging 
to the upper and lower quartiles of the frequency dis
tribution of amounts spent. Among males, 379 light
users and 260 heavy-users were identified. There were 
429 light-users and 368 heavy-users among female res
pondents. While the dollar amount spent, as a measure 
of usage, does not fit the traditional definition, it 
is considered appropriate in the case of apparel 
(Lumpkin, Allen, and Greenberg 1981). Nominal scale 
demographic and socioeconomic variables were converted 
to dummy variables for use in discriminant analysis. 

Findings 

Female Heavy-Users of Slacks/Jeans 

The discriminant analysis results for both males and 
females are illustrated in Table 1 . A total of 20 
variables entered the function for the female sample. 
Of these 20, the difference between group means for 
heavy- and light-users was significant at the .05 level 
or less in 12 cases. Two more variables had different 
means with significance levels of .10 or less. Six 
variables which entered the function did not exhibit 
significant differences between group means. 
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The resulting profile of a female heavy-user of slacks/ 
jeans is a shopping opinion leader who shops early in 
the season at specialty and department stores. She is 
below the age of 55, single, a sports enthusiast and 
has formal education beyond the high school diploma. 
She is a financial optimist who uses credit. Tele
vision is a relatively important source of information 
when shopping for apparel, but store location is rela
tively unimportant. She is slightly less able to ar
range for time in the day to do what she wants and 
slightly more inclined to order apparel by phone or 
mail from department stores. 

Male Heavy-Users of Slacks/Jeans 

Referring again to Table  1 , it is evident that the male 
heavy-user profile contains fewer variables than did 
the female profile. A total of 8 variables loaded into 
the discriminant function. Six variables exhibit sign
ificant differences between group means at .05 level 
or below. The group means for one variable are only 
significant at the .10 level, and not significant at 
all for the one remaining variable. 

The male heavy-user is an innovator who shops early in 
the season at specialty stores. He is also a financial 
optimist who is probably earning more than $15,000 
(1979 dollars). The male heavy-user is also a dieter. 
Finally, he is "style conscious," i. e., he tends to 
experience problem recognition in the decision process 
for apparel by changing his desired state of affairs 
rather than experiencing a change in the actual state 
of affairs. The latter involves the presence of a 
developmental scale of consumer problem recognition in 
this study. The definition of problem recognition to 
which this finding relates is provided by Engel, Kollat 
and Blackwell (1968). 

The classification results for the male sample are 
shown in Table  2a . Again, the hit ratios of 70.89 
percent and 67.80 percent for analysis and holdout 
groups respectively are significantly betterthan would 
be expected by chance alone. Although the function 
appears to be more stable (i. e., less difference be
tween analysis and hold-out results), it predicts mem
bership in the light-user group with greater stability 
than the heavy-user group. The latter finding is ex
pected to some degree due to the uneven group sizes 
(overall 40 percent heavy-users). Nevertheless, the 
results for the male sample suggest a more stable 
function. 

Male-Female Profile Differences 

As noted earlier, the male heavy-user profile contains 
half the significant variables as does the female pro
file. In spite of its brevity the male profile pre
dicts as well, if not better, than the female profile. 
Overlaps occur in four areas. Both male and female 
heavy-users shop early in the season at specialty 
stores. That finding is consistent with their being 
innovators (male) and shopping opinion leaders (fe
male). They are both financial optimists. Since 
there is probably a high degree of correlation between 
this trait and the use of credit, the absence of credit 
usage in the male profile is not unexpected. Beyond 
this point of comparison, the female profile paints a 
much richer picture of the heavy user than does the 
male profile. There is nothing in the findings upon 
which to further elatorate this difference in results. 
There are, however, some interesting conclusions to be 
drawn and recommendations for further research. 



Implications 

The study reported in this paper was undertaken to deter
mine whether backward profiling of male and female heavy
users of an apparel product category would produce dif
ferent results. Based on the findings, the authors 
conclude that the sex-oriented profiles are signifi
cantly different in some respects, but also similar in 
other respects. Overall, it appears likely that further 
research along these lines would be worthwhile. 

Male and female heavy-users of pants/jeans share some 
basic characteristics as early shoppers who play a role 
in the diffusion process for seasonal apparel products. 
Males are innovators and females are shopping opinion 
leaders. The survey instrument included several multi
item scales for variables which relate to general and 
fashion specific opinion leadership and clothing inter
est. While "Shopping Opinion Leader" did not appear in 
the male profile, the difference between group means for 
that variable was significant (p <.005). The same is 
true among males for "Generalized Opinion Leader", "Shop
ping Enthusiast", "Fashion Opinion Leader", and "Clothing 
Interest." In terms of the characteristics of heavy
users these findings suggest that multicollinearity among 
scores for similar constructs reduces the number of var
iables entering the discriminant analysis. 

Other explanations exist, however, to account for the 
differences in the profiles. Multicollinearity may be 
more common for males than females because males are more 
homogeneous as clothing shoppers. The instruments from 
which the questionnaire was derived tend to arise from 
shopper studies with predominantly female samples. When 
validated with heterosexual samples, the scales work well, 
and any female bias is unnoticed. Thus, it is possible 
for these various scales to yield high internal consis
tency and good discrimination scores with heterosexual 
samples, but in fact discriminate better among females 
than among males. Whether the cause is a function of 
instrumentation or homogeneous male traits, further re
search is needed to clarify the profile differences. 

If the findings of this study are accurate, further re
search will be needed to develop richer profiles of the 
male shopper. The prospect of aggressive market develop
ment for male apparel products would be greatly enhanced 
if research techniques were developed uniquely for that 
purpose. The traditional female bias in shopping behav
ior studies has left the male shopper,cloaked in a pale 
of annonymity. 
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TABLE 1 

RESULTS OF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 

Variable 

Shops At Beginning of Season 
Age Is 55 Yrs. Or More*** 
Shopping Opinion Leader 
Importance of Store Location 
Specialty Store Shopper 
Fine Arts Enthusiast 
Single*** 
Credit User 
Importance of Credit Availability 
High School Graduate or Less*** 
Importance of TV 
Self-Confident Shopper 
Financial Optimist 
Importance of Store Personnel 
Department Store Shopper 
"My Time" Orient;;~tion 
Sports EnthMsiast 
Importance of Newspaper 
Orders from Dept. Stores 
Increased Use of Mail Order 
Dieter 
F8shion Innovator 
Apparel Conformist 
Style Conscious (Desirest) 
Income Between 12K and 15K*** 

Females 
Step 

1* 
2* 
3* 
4* 
5* 
6* 
7* 
8* 
9 

10* 
11* 
12 
13* 
14 
15* 
16** 
17* 
18 
19** 
20 

Hales 
Step 

1* 

3* 

2* 

4* 
5* 
6 
7* 
8** 

* Univariate F-test of difference between group means 
significant with p <.05 

** Univariate F-test of difference between group means 
significant with p <.10 

*** Zero-one dummy variable 
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TABLE 2 

DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

2a 

Male Heavy-and LightrUsers of Slacks/Jeans 

Analysis Sample 

Actual Group 

Heavy-Users 
Light-Users 

Total 

No.(Pct.) 
of Cases 

173 (56.0) 
139 (44.0) 
312 (100.0) 

Predicted Group Membership 
Heavy-Users Light-Users 

137 (77.4) 
,?2 (37.4) 

189 (59.8) 

40 (22.6) 
87 (62.6) 

127 (40. 2) 

Percent Corre~tly Classified: 70.89 

Hold-Out Sample 

Actual Group 

Heavy-Users 
Light-Users 

Total 

No.(Pct.) 
of Cases 

202 (62.5) 
121 (37.5) 

Predicted Group Membership 
Heavy-Users ·Light-Users 

155 (76. 7) 
57 (47.1) 

212 (65.6) 

47 (23.3) 
64 (52.9) 

111 (34.4) 

Percent Correctly Classified: 67.80 

2b 
Female Heavy-and Light-Users of Slacks/Jeans 

Analysis -~~ le 

Actual Group 

Heavy-Users 
Light-Users 

Total 

No.(Pct.) 
of Cases 

219 (55.9) 
173 (44.1) 
392 (100.0) 

Predicted Group Membership 
Heavy -Users Light-Users 

166 (75.8) 
56 (32.4) 

222 (56.6) 

53 (24. 2) 
117 (67.6) 
170 (43.4) 

Percent Correctly Classified: 72.19 

Hold-Out Samplt:. 
No.(Pct.) Predicted GrouE MembershiE 

Actual GrouE of Cases Heav;t-Users Light-Users 

Heavy-Users 210 (51.9) 159 (75. 7) 51 (24. 3) 
Light-Users 195 (48.1) 91 (46. 7) 104 (53.3) 

Total 405 (100.0) 250 ( 61. 7) 155 (38. 3) 

Percent Correctly Classified: 64.94 



LEISURE AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR: 
A "SOCIAL INDICATORS" UPDATE 

Douglass K. Hawes, The University of Wyoming 

BACKGROUND 

It is reported that Americans have revised the 
traditional definition of success. According to 
that view, wasteful materialism is increasingly 
being rejected along with a lifelong competition 
for wealth and privilege. Instead, nonmaterial 
standards of personal growth and development are 
favored. Along with such a development, there 
is a growing skepticism of big governmental and 
private organizations. There is a growing 
recognition that social values, attitudes and 
beliefs will have a decisive influence on econ
omic growth. Growth is no longer a dominant 
value and increasingly the public is concerned 
with the price tag of growth in terms of other 
values that are considered important. (Conrad 
Taeuber, 1981: viii) 

Two years ago in a paper in the Journal of the Academy 
of Marketing Science entitled, "Leisure and Consumer 
Behavior" this author attempted to outline the study of 
leisure, and synthesize some of the many facets and im
plications of this heretofore relatively little-studied 
(in marketing) aspect of human social (and consumption) 
behavior. The article (Hawes, 1979: 391-403) pointed 
out that, while leisure is typically contrasted with 
work, in fact it should be viewed as discretionary time 
instead. Paid work time, non-discretionary time and 
discretionary time are probably the fewest meaningful 
divisions into which total time may be divided. A prev
alent synonym for discretionary time is "free-time"-
"the time not devoted to paid work, household and family 
maintenance, personal care, or sleep." (Peterson, 1981: 
170) 

While conceptually, leisure is a state of mind, most 
people (77 percent in one large study) view it in terms 
of discretionary time (Neulinger, 1974: 24) i.e., 
leisure-time. For nearly a decade now, it has been rec
ogniz,•d that, in advanced industrialized and post-in
dustrial nations, leisure-related values are increas
ingly dominating and dictating work-related values, 
rather than the traditional reverse relationship. 
(Dumazedier, 1974: 122-125) 

In terms of marketing implications, this earlier paper 
pointed out the need to understand the make-up and type 
of perceptions of the leisure-time (or recreation) ex
perience; the role of demographic and personality fac
tors in both the choice of, and satisfaction with, 
leisure-time or recreational pursuits; and the charac
teristics of one's "orientation toward leisure." More 
directly in a product/service context, the relative 
roles of time-producing and time-consumi~ goods and 
services need to be understo;;-d;_a_s--w-ell- as the bases for 
trading-off money and energy for either more leisure
time or a more highly valued subjective experience for 
the time investment in a leisure-time pursuit. 

This paper summarizes some recently published evidence 
for the changing values and attitudes toward work and 
leisure, and trends in the involvement in leisure-time 
pursuits. It is a reporting/synthesis of related ma
terial in several recent publications, including in par
ticular, Social Indicators I!! (Bureau of the Census, 
1980), The Third Nationwide Outdoor Recreation Plan 
(Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service, 1979), 
and Exchanging Earnings for Leisure: Findings of an Ex
ploratory National Survey on Work Time Preferences 
(Employment and Training Administration, 1980). The 
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thrust of the paper is to suggest the possibilities, 
for both marketing management and consumer behavior re
searchers, in the anticipated growth and changes in 
leisure-time availability and uses during the 1980's. 

SOCIAL INDICATORS, MARKETING AND LEISURE 

Back in 1972, 1973 and 1974 the American Marketing 
Association held three Social Indicators Conferences 
(Clewett and Olson, 1974). Great promise was foretold 
for the utility of social indicators to the marketing 
process. In retrospect, one wonders whether this was 
just another example of the discipline's penchant for 
"fads." A review of AMA and AMS literature for the 
last five years revealed only one article dealing with 
the topic of social indicators (Gross and Wolpert, 1978). 

What are Social Indica~or~? 

Contemporary interest in social indicators (SI) as a 
supplement to the nation's economic indicators appar
ently dates from about 1962 (Hamburger, 1974: 45). 
There seems to be general agreement that SI are (or 
should be) longitudinal measures of social output in 
relation to defined social goals, i.e., measures of the 
"quality of life;" "indices to socially important con
ditions of the society" in the words of one mainstream 
researcher (Hamburger, 1974: 64). A current definition 
of SI is "a subset of social measurements and other 
forms of evidence that inform us about current condi
tions and emerging trends with respect to those aspects 
that relate to human well-being or to major areas of 
social concern" (Johnston and Corley, 1981: 237). 
These authors go on to state that " ... social indicators 
may be described as filtering devices which aid our com
prehension of the broad significance of changing social 
conditions and trends" (ibid, p. 238). 

Current thinking seems to be that the greatest utility 
in social indicators lies in providing public policy 
makers with policy-relevant information that can be 
longitudinally monitored for chanRe. This may be one 
reason why they have not "caught on" in a major way 
with very many marketers; they are both after-the-fact 
and quite macro in their summary nature. 

While the first Federal Social Indicators volume (1973) 
contained statistics on eight areas of life in this 
country, the third volume in the series (1980), had ex
panded that coverage to eleven areas. These areas are: 

Population & the Family 
Health & Nutrition 
Housing & the Environment 
Transportation 
Public Safety 
Education & Training 

Work 
Social Security & Welfare 
Income & Productivity 
Social Participation 
Culture, Leisure & Use of 

Time 

Certainly these are all areas with which marketing re
searchers should be familiar. This paper will be re
stricted to consideration of the last category, however. 

~gested Utility of Social Indicators in Marketing 

Essentially, SI should be viewed in the same context as 
traditional economic indicators such as the CPI, employ
ment, and money supply. Biderman (1974: 29) suggests 
that there are at least three legitimate interests of 
marketers in SI: (1) the relationship between the styles 
and patterns of life and the current and prospective 



demands for marketable goods and services that fit 
them; (2) the fact that public programs are increasing
ly affecting the shape of the consumer ~arkets; and 
(3) the increasing demands of the public sector for in
formation about society--information which market re
searchers can supply. 

Yankelovich has developed a thriving business based on 
the merchandising of social trends information. In re
ferring to the utility of SI, he states: 

The changing values, life styles, and social 
trends of the public bear directly on the 
products ·and services people buy, and on where 
and how they buy them. The changing mood of 
the country and the impact of social movements 
such as the consumer protection movement, af
fect marketing both directly and indirectly 
--directly in terms of people's responses to 
advertising, packaging, pricing and product 
quality; indirectly, via the impact on legis
lation and the regulatory agencies. 
(Yankelovich, 1974: 65) 

Finally, Kohut (1974: 67-72) suggests that the major 
utility of social indicators to marketers lies in help
ing to explain consumer behavior in light of the multi
plicity of other roles which consumers play. He goes 
on to caution that without an understanding of the 
"reasons why," trend indicator information can be 
misleading. 

Social Indicators and Leisure-Time Behavior 

As one prominent researcher in the area summarizes, "As 
individual experience or as behavior of large numbers 
of people, it (leisure) is more diverse, more resistant 
to secure definition and measurement than most other 
aspects of social life." (Ennis, 1968: 525). He goes on 
to state that, " .. leisure involves activities, carried 
out through time involving direct or indirect expendi
tures of money on the part of some numbers of people. 
Thus, any social accounting of leisure has to involve 
one or more of these four things--time, dollars, activ
ities, and numbers of people" (Ibid, p. 526). Since, 
according to Ennis (Ibid, p. 528), leisure can fulfill 
a variety of functions for the individual, i.e., tension 
release, creative expression, self-improvement, social 
integration, symbolic status defense or enhancement, 
etc,--marketers have an immensely complex task in under
standing, for example, the "most" appropriate context in 
which to picture a particular leisure-time good or 
service. The indeterminate and volatile leisure habits 
of the American public can, and have, play(ed) havoc 
with many commercial leisure interests, i.e., contrast 
the rapid decline of bowling in the 1960's with the 
explosive growth of racquetball in the late 1970's. 

From the public sector standpoint, the establishment of 
public agencies, at all levels of government, with re
sponsibilities in the field of culture, the arts, recre
ation, and leisure highlights the need for more and 
better leisure-related statistics organized within a 
comprehensive framework (Peterson, 1981: 169). The 
major utility to marketers of existing leisure-related 
social indicators lies in showing (1) how Americans use 
their "free" time, (2) the amounts of money spent on 
various leisure-time goods and services, and (3) the 
overall public perceptions of satisfaction with work and 
non-work activities. 

TRENDS IN LEISURE, -CULTURE AND USE OF TIME 

Personal consumption expenditures have been stable at 
about 64 percent of the GNP over the last 20 years. 
Expenditures for leisure and cultural activities as a 
percent of personal consumption expenditures have ~rown 
from 5.5 percent to 6.8 percent over this same per1od 
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(Peterson, 1981: 175). This represents nearly a 24 
percent increase. 

A recent issue of U.S. News and World Report (August 10, 
1981: 62 ff) reports that American outlays for sports, 
recreation and entertainment are up 321 percent in the 
last 16 years (1965-1981) to $244 billion. In real 
dollar terms, this represents a 47 percent increase. 
This article quotes one source as stating "People have 
come to view vacations and spare time as a necessity 
rather than a luxury," (Ibid, p. 61) 

To illustrate the difficulty in comparing statistics in 
the area of leisure and recreation, Social Indicators 
III reports that total personal consumption expenditures 
(PCE) on leisure and cultural activities in 1978 were 
$91 billion (Table  1 ), in constant 1978 dollars. The 
USN&WR 1978 figure is approximately $180 billion. The 
percentage increases 1965-1978 are of the same order of 
magnitude, however; +352 percent for the SI III figures 
and +310 percent for the USN&WR figures. 

Table 1 shows the trend in the distribution of PCE for 
certain leisure and cultural activities between 1960 
and 1978. The most notable changes are the large in
creases in expenditures for accoutrements for partici

·pant sports and indoor/outdoor "greenery;" and the large 
decreases in expenditures for group and outside-the
home spectator/sedentary activities. 

Table 2  suggests that home/family/friends centered, 
"other-directed" sedentary activities are on the decline 
while more individual, home-centered ("inner-directed") 
sedentary pursuits are on the increase. The often-re
ported increase in time spent viewing television is 
supported by data from the Roper Organization (Social 
Indicators III, Table 11/16, p. 561). Between November 
1964 and December 1978 time spent watching television 
by "all persons" increased 19 percent from a median of 
158 minutes per day to a median of 188 minutes per day. 
"Persons in the upper economic levels" increased their 
median television watching time by 28 percent, from 134 
minutes per day to 172 minutes per day. 

Social Indicators III indicates through several tables 
the basic theme of the "public's increasing reliance 
upon television over other forms of news media as a key 
source of entertainment and information" (p. 526). 
Television viewing was the overwhelming choice among 
people who were asked to identify their favorite way to 
spend an evening. The proportion so indicating dropped 
between 1974 and 1977--from 46 percent to 30 percent, 
however. The suggestion is that this represents a 
"growing disenchantment with the content of television 
programs rather than a shift toward other evening 
pastimes" (Social Indicators III, p. 527). 

Table 3 vividly indicates the increase in average hours 
per week spent in "leisure time" between 1965 and 1975 
for selected segments of the population. This informa
tion was collected by the Survey Research Center of the 
University of Michigan by the time diary approach. The 
growth in "leisure time" is a characteristic of both 
employed men and women, whether married or single. The 
increases were more pronounced for single employed men 
who increased their "leisure time" by more than one 
hour each day, on average. All age and race groups also 
reported increases in "leisure time" over this decade. 
Blacks and other races, employees in the 18-25 age 
group, and those over 55 showed the largest increase. 

People seem to be maintaining their overall level of 
satisfaction with their leisure activities. Between 
1973 and 1978, "the proportion of the population report
ing that they receive a great or very great deal of 
pleasure ("satisfaction") from this area of their life 
varied from 55 percent to 58 percent" Social Indicators 



Work-Fo_r-Pay_ 
1965 
1975 
% Change 

Leisure Time 
1965 
1975 
% Change 

Source: Social 

Table 1 

Personal Consumption Expenditures for Leisure 
and Cultural Activities in 1960 and 1978 

Total Dollar Expenditures (millions) 

Distribution of Expenditures (by percent) 

Nondurable toys and sport supplies 
~~eel goods, durable toys, sports 

equipment, boats, pleasure a/c 
Commercial participant amusements 
Spectator sports 
Books and maps 
Magazines, newspapers, sheet music 
Legitimate theatre and opera and 

entertainments of nonprofit 
institutions 

Clubs and fraternal organizations 
Radio and TV receivers, records and 

musical instruments, radio and 
TV repair 

Motion Picture theatres 
Flowers, seeds and potted plants 
Paramutual net receipts 
Other (various recreational goods 

and services N.E.C.) 

1960 

$17,855 

13.9% 

11.1 
6.7 
2.0 
6.4 

12.1 

1.9 
4.1 

21.1 
5.4 
3.9 
3.0 

8.4 

Source: Social Indicators III, Table 11/4, p. 553 

Table 2 

The Gallup Poll's Reported Favorite 
Leisure Activities in 1960 and 1977 

Activity 1960 

Reading 10%1 
Movies and theater 6 
Watching Television 28 
Dancing 3 
Listening to radio/records (<1%) 
Playing cards and games 6 
Staying home with family 17 
Visiting friends 10 

1Percent reporting the activity as a "favorite" 

Source: Social Indicators III, Table 11/8, p. 556 

Table 3 

1978 

91,244 

12.8% 

15.9 
5.0 
2.0 
5.9 

10.9 

1.4 
2.0 

23.3 
4.7 
5.5 
2.2 

8.3 

1977 

15% 
6 

30 
(<1%) 

4 
4 

11 
4 

Percent 
Change 

+511 

-7 

+43 
-25 

0 
-7 

-10 

-26 
-51 

+10 
-13 
+41 
-27 

+1 

Percent 
Change 

+33 
0 

+7 
N/A 
N/A 
-33 
-35 
-60 

Average Hours Per Week Spent in Work-For-Pay and Leisure Time 
by Selected Demographic/Economic Characteristics, 1965 and 1975 

Employed Men Employed Women 
M S M S 

51.3 51.4 38.4 39.8 
47.4 40.4 30.1 38.8 
-8 -22 -22 -3 

33.7 36.1 26.7 33.3 
36.1 44.9 31.7 36.4 
+7 +24 +19 +9 

Indicators III, Table 11/13, p. 

Married 
Hswvs 

.5 
1.1 

+120 

41.0 
44.0 
+7 

559. 

Race 
White Other 

31.9 36.9 
30.0 30.0 
-6 -18 

34.9 36.9 
40.3 44.6 

+15 +21 

A e 
18-25 26-35 36-45 

32.6 29.2 33.1 
37.0 33.4 34.4 

-17 +14 +4 

39.1 35.6 33.8 
50.0 38.4 37.3 

+28 +8 +10 

M- Married, S = Single. 
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46-55 56-65 

33.4 35.9 
31.0 20.4 
-7 -43 

33.4 37.1 
35.2 41.8 
+5 +13 



III, p. 526). Approximately 30 percent of the respon
dents reported a moderate amount ("quite a bit" or "a 
fair amount") of satisfaction from non-~ork activities. 

A detailed analysis of the trends noted thus far would 
require a data set unavailable at this time. Certainly 
where people live is an important factor in their par
ticipation in recreation activities, and so the widely 
publicized shift in population growth to the Sun Belt 
States is a factor (The Third Nationwide Outdoor Recrea
tion Plan, p. 25). The "Sun Belt States" obviously 
feature a favorable year-round mild climate as well as 
open space and dispersed settlement patterns. 

Numerous studies have shown that recreation preferences 
are linked to age, with age consistently negatively 
correlated with recreation participation (Ibid, p. 29). 
At least one researcher believes that family life cycle 
is an even better predictor variable than age alone 
(Ibid, p. 32). The long range shift to an older popula
tion and one with fewer children at home should sig
nificantly alter current patterns of recreation. Manu
facturers of team athletic equipment report a leveling 
of sales, due in part to the decline of school age 
children (Ibid, p. 28). 

The recent upsurge in participation in "high-risk" re
creational pursuits has been noted by several sources 
(Ibid, p. 30; USN&WR, p. 64-65). Factors mentioned as 
possible facilitating variables include increased 
leisure time, growing affluence, need for psychic renew
al and challenge to relieve boredom, technological ad
vances in the related hardware, and television programs 
that feature record-breaking feats. It is suggested 
that as people increase their physical fitness, they are 
inclined to want to try out that fitness, endurance and 
skills in nonvicarious sources of excitement and novel 
experiences (USN&WR, p. 65). 

The increase in the cost of transportation and the 
growth in home entertainment electronic technology have 
been sug~ested as factors behind the growth in recrea
tional activities which can be practiced close to home. 
(The Third .... , p. 42; USN&WR, p. 63-64). Some of the 
fastest growing (in 1977) and/or highest potential 
growth recreational activities (in 1977) include skiing 
(all forms), tennis, golf, sailing, canoeing/kayaking, 
and snowmobiling (The Third ..•• , p. 42). All of these 
can be engaged in relatively close to home by a substan
tial portion of the population. 

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES AND LATENT PRESSURES 

A nationally representative study conducted by Louis 
Harris and Associates for the Employment and Training 
Administration (ETA) of the U. S. Department of Labor in 
mid-1978 found a substantial interest in more free time 
in all subcategories of employed respondents. The 
author of the final report on the study, Dr. Fred Best, 
states that "there are indications that American values 
may be moving in some measure away from materialistic 
goods in favor of greater concern with 'quality of life'" 
(ETA, 1980: 2). He continues: 

In broad overview, the results of this study 
indicate that prevailing work time conditions 
are at variance with the preferences of today's 
workers. An overwhelming majority of American 
workers state a willingness to forego most of 
future pay raises for more time away from work 
if some choice is al1owed concerning the specific 
form of potential free time. A solid majority 
of workers would give up at least 2 percent of 
current earnings for their choice among five 
different forms of free time, and about one
fourth claimed a desire to forego 10 percent 
or more of their income for time ...• 
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Specifically, extended periods away from work, 
such as vacations and sabbaticals, elicited 
considerably greater desire to exchange income 
for leisure than did shorter-range gains of 
time, such as reduced workweeks and workdays. 
(Ibid, p. 2-3) 

Since 1950, the average workweek has leveled off at 
around 40 hours, and the growth of free time has come 
in significant gains in paid holidays and vacations 
(Ibid, p. 13). Since many traditional male workers 
work much more than 40 hours per week, the leveling is 
believed to result from the entrance into the labor 
force of increasing proportions of women, youth, and 
young persons who tend to prefer less than full-time 
work. 

One might expect that in a time of "stagflation" and 
"tax-bracket-creep," workers would have less interest 
in exchanging income for time. A 1977 Louis Harris 
poll "found that 79 percent thought it better to learn 
to live with basic essentials rather than reach for 
higher standards of living, and 76 percent found it 
preferable to put more emphasis on non-mat~rial ex
periences than on material concerns (Ibid, p. 22). The 
author hypothesizes that (1) the rising educational 
level of the population coupled with underutilization 
of this educational attainment (in relation to occupa
tional expectations) in many jobs, (2) the increasing 
numbers of older workers, (3) the growth in dual-earner 
families, and (4) fewer children at home are all factors 
affecting this expressed preference for exchanging earn
ings for time. The key to this willingness is in the 
form of free time gains. Marginal reduction of the 
workday or workweek produce much less exchange prefer
ence than extended and flexibly scheduled blocks of 
free time. This preference is particularly notable 
among those in mid-life where sabbaticals and large va
cations hold high appeal (Ibid, pp. 26-45). 

This same general pattern of interest in work vis-a-vis 
interest in leisure is confirmed in a Septe~ber 1977 
Psychology Today survey of 23,000 of its readers 
(Renwick and Lawler, 1978). A strong emphasis on per
sonal growth, psychological satisfaction and accomplish
ing something worthwhile was found in this study. While 
more than half the respondents agreed that "hard work 
makes you a better person," a strong undercurrent of 
self-orientation suggests that if people can't develop 
themselves through hard work in the workplace they will 
do so through hard work in their non-work time. 
Roughly one-fourth of the respondents complained spec
ifically about excessive work hours, work time schedul
ing or work interference with family life (Ibid, p. 60). 

Daniel Yankelovich (1978, p. 46-47) suggests that one 
key value of the New Breed of American ("born out of 
the social movements of the 60s and grown into a major
ity in the 70s"), is "the increasing importance of 
leisure." For these people, family and work have grown 
less important, with only one out of five people stating 
that work means more to them than leisure; and some 60 
percent "indicating that while they enjoy their work, it 
is not their major source of satisfaction" (Ibid, p. 49). 
Self-fulfillment, individuality, and for New Breed 
women, the symbolic meaning of a paid job are hallmarks 
of this segment of the population. 

MEANING FOR MARKETERS 

The potential utility of social indicators to marketers, 
in the views of three authors, was noted earlier. 
Essentially, social indicator data has potential value 
in any situation where the more traditional economic 
indicators have been used--as well as in some macro
marketing situations where more varied "quality of life" 
indicators are needed. The key to the real utility of 



social indicator data is the commitment and perseverance 
to collect the data (in the "same") form over an extend
ed period of time. Trend identification is critical. 

One must take note of three major characteristics of a 
trend. The size of the trend (whether it operates on a 
small or large scale as to the numbers of people 
affected), the form of the trend (the "shape" in a 
graphical depiction), and the rate of change of the 
trend are important to consider. Only prolonged data 
collection will allow such analysis. The three Social 
Indicators volumes provide a rudimentary model as well 
as being a useful secondary data source. 

Current social indicator data collection efforts (Bureau 
of the Census, and Yankelovich, Skelly and White), as 
well as other indicator series which might be developed, 
may prove to be useful sources of macromarketing data 
(on effectiveness of the "system," for example). This 
type of information may be subsequently useful in macro
marketing management or the optimization of the overall 
social benefit (or satisfactions gained from) the 
entire marketing process. It seems entirely reasonable 
to predict that situation-specific either composite or 
discrete indicators will be needed to monitor the 
effectiveness of the entire marketing process. 

With regard to the data presented on discretionary time 
use and preferences, this information portends numerous 
market opportunities in the years ahead. The preference 
of workers for more leisure time in extended and flex
ibly scheduled blocks of non-work time is bound to come 
about over time. Union negotiation is one likely 
method. Recent media accounts have carried statements 
of union leaders indicating a desire to spread the work 
available around over more individuals. 

Having one's discretionary time increase in the form of 
larger blocks permits consideration of a much greater 
variety of alternative ways to utilize that time. The 
discerning marketer will be quick to capitalize on 
these alternatives. The growth in "high risk" recrea
tional pursuits noted earlier is one example. While 
the emphasis has been on the marketing of time-producing 
("time-saving") goods and services, this effort may be 
asymptotically approaching a limit, since interest in 
micro increments of discretionary time is apparently on 
a secular decline. With larger blocks of discretionary 
time to work with, time-consuming goods and services 
assume a proportionately larger role. 
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THE SALIENCE OF LOW PRICE lN THE MARKETING OF REMANUFACTURED CONSUMER DURABLE COODS1< 

Stephen P. Hutchens, Creighton University 
Jon M. Hawes, University of Akron 

Abstract 

This paper reports the results of research conducted to 
determine the salience of low price in the marketing of 
remanufactured products. Members of the Arkansas House
hold Research ·Panel were surveyed, and the results are 
presented. Implications for marketing and suggestions 
for future research are discussed. 

Introduction 

All physical products, including consumer durable goods, 
have a finite period of useful operation. When a pro
duct reaches the end of its useful life, it is typically 
discarded or otherwise disposed of hy its 01-mer. When 
this divestiture occurs, the fate of the discarded pro
duct often involves one of the following: 

1. Smaller consumer durable goods frequently 
end up in a public landfill or in an 
incinerator. 

2. Other discarded products, especially 
large consumer durable goods, may 
accumulate in salvage yards. 

3. The goods may be traded at yard sales. 
4. Some consumer durables may be effectively 

recycled hy undergoing a remanufacturing 
process. 

I.Jhen thp first alternative occurs, the discarded product 
becomes a liability to society. The cost of the dispo
sal and the aesthetic unattractiveness of disposal 
sites combine to minimize the advantages of this method 
of divestiture. If the second alternative occurs, eer
tain parts from the consumer durable good mav be sal
vaged and some of the raw materials may be recycled. 
The transfer elf ownership through marketing exchanges 
at vard sales may extend the (useful?) life of the pro
duct by transferring the item to an owner who has a 
greater desire for the possession of the product. I.Jhen 
the fourth alternative occurs, however, the r'roduct 
continues to provide benefits to society. The raw mate
rials arc almost fully reclaimed, and signiFicant nor
tions of the investment of energy, lahar, and capital 
which '"ere provided for the original production of the 
product continue to pay dividends after the remanufac
turin?, process. 

Specificallv, what is a "remanufactured product"? Re
manufactured products can be defined as products which, 
through a mass production process, have been repaired, 
rebuilt, or restored to "like-new condition". Efficient 
remanufacturing necessitates that a large number of 
essentially homogenous products be accumulated by the 
remanufacturing Fim. Each product is then carefully 
deassembled, cleaned, nnrl inspected. Broken or worn 
parts are replaced, and each product is then reassem
bled. The product is then repainted or refinished so 
that It looks essentially the way it did when it was 
new. 

'''The authors gratefully acknowledge the financial 
support provided for this nroiect by the Hal-Hart Facul
ty Fund in Marketing at the University of Arkansas. The 
authors also thank Dr. Robert W. BelJ for his valuable 
guidance and encouragement of this research. 
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Venta and Wolsky (1978) conducted an indepth studv of 
the cost structure of remanufacturing automobile en
gines. Compared to the cost of producing new engines, 
Venta and Wolsky found that remanufacturing used auto
mobile engines provided a 33 percent savings for labor 
costs and a 50 percent savings in energy costs. I.Jhile 
Venta and Wolsky did not investigate the specific sav
ings relating to raw materials and capital, there would 
surely be significant cost advantages offered by the 
remanufacturing alternative. 

The savings in energy and labor, as well as the savings 
in rm" materials and capital, are often reflected in 
the prices charged for remanufactured products. Indeed, 
remanufactured products usually cost much less than 
respective new itctns. ln many cases, remanufactured 
consumer durables sc·ll for as much as 40 to 50 percent 
less than the prices of respective new products. Table 
I presents some representative comparisons of the pri
ces for ne\•J and remdnufncturecl goods. 

TABLE I 

Price Comparisons of 
New and Remanufactured Products''' 

Price 
Rcmanu- Percent 

Product New f<Jctured Saved 

Chevrolet Distributor $101.50 $ 10.95 70 
Chevrolet Carburetor l'l9.95 56.9J 59 
Chevrolet \·inter Pump 59.00 12.45 79 
Chevrolet Alternator 120.00 29.95 75 
Clwvrolet Starter 162.00 22.45 86 

ToastmAster Oven 
Broiler (1!5242) 62.87 1,4. 99 28 

Toastmaster Toaster 
(//B701) 13.99 12.99 7 

General Electric 
Cof[eematic (I'DCM1 0) 25.97 23.99 8 

General E1 c'c t ric 
Iron (IIF63) 12.99 10.99 15 

~/esthend Slow Cooker 
(1.'84104) 23.47 19.9'1 15 

!~i val Electric Slicer 45.99 39.99 11 

Sears Circular Scnv 
(!'1096) 89.99 44.88 40 

Sears Dual Action 
Sander (111165) 59.99 30.88 49 

Sears Scroller 
Saw ('11072) 59.99 29.93 so 

Sears Rechargeable 
Grass Shear (iiS576) 29.99 16.51 45 

Sears Sander-Polisher 
(111152) 74.99 37.1S2 50 

Tire (1178-11,) 42.58 28.50 33 
Rerefined :!otor Oil .69 .67 3 

------·-----* Source: Primary data collected by the authors. 

In order for marketers to gain the profit notential 
offered by remanufactured products and for society to 
benefit from the ecological advantages of these goods, 



a better understanding of consumer attitudes is neces

sarv. An excellent analysis of consumer patronage of a 

used merchandise outlet was recently published bv Yavas 

and Riecken (19Rl), but the marketing l'terature-offers 

few insights into the specific marketing problems in

herent in the offering of remanufactured consumer dura

bles. This paper begins to fill this void by analyzing 

the salience of low price in the marketing of remanu

factured consumer durables. 

Methodology 

A questionnaire was developed, pretested, and submitted 

to members of -the Arkansas Household Research Panel. 

This panel consists of over 600 households, randomly 

selected from the Arkansas population. The composition 

of the panel has been shown to be representative of 

Arkansas consumers for several important dimensions 

(Darden, Darden and Kiser 1981). Thus, while the re

sults of this study may not reflect the attitudes of 

all consumers, the researchers believe that it presents 

a reasonably accurate description of the attitudes of 

Arkansas consumers for remanufactured consumer durable 

goods. 

Of the 600 questionnaires distributed to panel members, 

529 usable responses were received. Thus, the response 

rate was over 88 percent. This was considered adequate 

for the present research purpose, and no follow-ups 
were conducted. 

Several Likert-type statements were included in the 

questionnaire. These statements were designed to col

lect data about several aspects of consumer attitudes 

toward remanufactured products in general, and about 

specific attitudes toward particular product areas, 

types, and characteristics. For all the Likert-type 

statements in the questionnaire, a seven-point scale 

was utilized to enable respondents the opportunity to 

express a wide range of attitudes toward any of the 

particular statements. 

Results 

The following statement was used to classify respond

ents in terms of their rate of purchase of remanufac

tured goods: 

I buy remanufactured products when they 

are available. 

From the response to this statement, three purchase 

categories were determined. "Nonusers", representing 

43.2 percent of all respondents were identified. "Light 

users", which accounted for 12 .!, percent of all respond

ents were also identified. The third category, l>hich 

represented the remaining 44.4 percent of the respond

ents was described as "Moderate Users". 

It had been hypothesized that low price was an impor

tant factor in the purchase decision for reroanufactured 

products. Consumer attitudes toward lm" rrice were 

measured by responses to the Likcrt-type statement: 

Re1ranufactured products really don't save 

money in the long run. 

Only 23.~5 percent of the respondents indicated low 

levels of agreement to this statement. Slightly more 

than 10 percent were undecided, and almost tlvo-third,; 

of the respondents expressed high levels of agreement 

to the statement. 

In order to evaluate the salience of low price in the 

marketing of remanufactured products, the follmvin;~ 

hypothesis was developed: 

There is a relationship between consumer 

concern with saving money and consumer 
interest in remanufactured products. 

TABLE 2 

Crosstabulation of Purchase Patterns and 

Perception of Savings for Remanufactured Products 

Perceptions 
of Savings 

Remanufactured 
Products 
Do Not 
Save Money 

Undecided 

Remanufactured 
Products 
Save Money 

Total 

Chi-Square: 110.094 

Responses 
Total Pet. 
Row Pet. 
Col Pet. 

Responses 
Total Pet. 
Row Pet. 
Col Pet. 

Responses 
Total Pet. 
Row Pet. 
Col Pet. 

Responses 
Percent 

Purchase Patterns 
Non- Light Mod. 
Users 

95 
18.34 
77.87 
42.41 

25 
4.83 

47.17 
11.16 

104 
20.08 
30.32 
46.43 

224 
43.24 

Users 

7 
1. 35 
5.74 

10.77 

17 
3.28 

32.08 
26.15 

41 
7.92 

ll. 95 
63.08 

65 
12.55 

Users 

20 
3.86 

16~39 
8.73 

ll 
2.12 

20.75 
4.80 

198 
38.22 
57.73 
86.46 

229 
44.21 

Probability~ 0.0001 

80 

Total 

122 
23.55 

53 
10.23 

343 
66.22 

518 
100.00 



This hypothesis suggests an intuitive relation; specif
ically that consumers interested in saving money buy 
remanufactured products more often than consumers less 
concerned with saving money. But is the relation as 
strong as one might suspect? 

In order to test this hypothesis, the responses to the 
two Likert-type statements previously described in this 
paper were cross-tabulated and Chi square tests of 
statistical independence were conducted. The results, 
shown in Table 2 , indicate a strong relationship between 
the purchase of remanufactured products and the belief 
that the products offer important price savings. Of 
those consumers who had little or no interest in reman
ufactured products (column one), 42.41 percent indica
ted that remanufactured products do not save money in 
the long run. Only 23.55 percent, however, of the 
total sample expressed the belief that remanufactured 
products do not save money. 

On the other hand, 86.46 percent of those consumers who 
tvere "moderate users" of remanufactured products also 
indicated that the items saved money in the long run. 
This compares to 66.22 percent of the total sample who 
expressed the same attitude concerning the cost savings. 

Both of these factors suggest that the relationship 
between low price and purchase patterns is quite strong. 
The strength of the relationship is verified by the 
Chi square test of statistical independence which yield
ed a probability of less than .001 that the exhibited 
relationships could have occurred due to chance alone. 

Conclusions and Discussion 

Three important conclusions can be drawn from this 
research. 

1. Hhile there are a number of factors considered in 
the purchase decision for a remanufactured product, 
an important factor is simply that remanufactured 
products cost less than new products. 

2. The results suggest that, for some consumers, how
ever, the potential savings (alone) is not a suffi
cient justification for the purchase of a remanu
factured product. 

3. There are undoubtedly other influences that impact 
on consumer attitudes toward remanufacturedproducts. 
Such factors might include: confidence in the pro
duct, store selection, product warranty, pride of 
ownership, environmental consciousness, mechanical 
aptitude, do-it-yourself ability; and demographics 
such as sex, education, and age. Hhile it might be 
hypothesized that these factors would be correlated 
with interest in remanufactured products, in most 
cases it appears that low price is the primary 
source of interest. 

As was previously mentioned, very little exists in the 
marketing literature that is specifically related to 
remanufactured products. This study of the influence 
of savings on consumer attitudes toward these products 
should provide marketing management in the remanufac
tured products industry with information helpful in 
planning marketing strategy. For example, this study 
points out that interest in remanufactured products is 
closely related to cost savings. A campaign to inform 
consumers about the potential savings would be expected 
to stimulate the sales of remanufactured products. 

Additional research specifically related to the life
style of consumers vlith significant interest in remanu
factured products is needed. Both psychographic and 
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demographic variables would warrant investigation. The 
impact of other factors influencing the decision of 
whether or not to purchase a remanufactured product, 
with the objective of effective segmentation for pur
poses of promotion, could also be a productive research 
area. 

Another important study in this area would be research 
directed at determining what marketers of remanufactured 
products perceive as the attitudes of consumers toward 
these products. A comparison of the results from such 
a study with the results of this study could aid the 
marketing effort. 
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BLACK MARKET SEGMENTATION BASED ON BLACK 
AS WELL AS WHITE SYMBOLS 

Elizabeth Johnson 

Abstract 

During the latter sixties and early seventies, there 
was a proliferation of data amassed on the black con
sumer. These studies either used homogeneous obser
vations for white equivalent comparisons or the black 
consumer was segmented according to income and sym
bolic meanings. Although the black consumer was 
viewed as striving for symbols representative of the 
white middle-class, a dichotomized black symbol was 
never considered. Since that time, data has not been 
collected on the changes in black attitudes, values 
and interests which reflect the socioeconomic acqui
sitions of blacks during the sixties and seventies. 
Because black culture was accepted also as a sub
culture during this period, the author used both 
black and white product symbols to measure the atti
tudes of a stratified sample of black consumers. 
ANOVA results indicate that younger, better educated 
blacks are more responsive to black symbols than 
white symbols. 

Black Market Segmentation Based on Black 
as well as White Symbols 

Although market segmentation surged forth during the 
latter 30's, these methodologies that use descriptive 
and behavior variables for grouping consumers into 
target markets have never been applied totally to 
blacks. When studying black consumers, the norm for 
market researchers has been to analyze the black 
consumer from a homogeneous rather than from a hete
rogeneous stratrum. Frequently, these studies make 
generalizations about black consumers' behaviors for 
comparisons with those of whites (Alexis, 1972; 
Gibson, 1978; Soloman, Bush and Hair, 1976). Noting 
prevalent differences between blacks and whites, 
however, do not indicate divergencies within the 
black market. Yet every marketer is acutely aware 
of the economic benefits of market segmentation and 
the profitable application of the marketing concept 
to a clearly identified and well-defined target mar
ket. Perhaps, the uniqueness within the black commun
ity indicates untapped target markets that could 
possibly lend themselves to more profitable strategies 
rather than strategies designed for the black consum
er market as a whole. 

If researchers noted the heterogenity within the black 
community, income was the only descriptive variable 
employed to stratify consumptive behaviors (Barban and 
Cundiff, 1964; Barry and Harvey, 1974; Sexton, 1972). 
The commonly exploited behavioral variables involved 
non-product symbolism (Barry and Harvey, 1974; 
Bullock, l96la) embracing values (Bauer, CunninF,ham 
and Wortzel, 1965), and brands (Bauer, Cunningham and 
Wortzel, 1965; Bullock l96lb), and product symbolism 
(Akers, 1968; Bullock 196la). 

White Symbols for Behavior Variables 

Symbols are thought to influence consumer choices to 
the extent that an object is symbolically harmonious 
to the buyers goals, feelings and self-definitions 

*Paper was prepared while a Visiting Associate 
Professor at California State College, Bakersville. 
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(Boone, 1977). Researchers analyzing black consumers 
usually assume that the black community is only in
fluenced by white symbols. As an example, Bullock 
(196la) theorized that in many instances, blacks have 
developed an inferiority complex since they are 
clearly distinguishable and are cut off from the main 
stream of American society. He contended that the 
desire to be "identified with the American society 
and all its people," tended to make blacks cross the 
"boundary line both as to the kinds of goods they 
buy and the places where they buy them" (Bullock, 
196lb). Sexton (1972) supported Bullock's premise by 
suggesting that blacks' preference for name brands 
reflected "a need for higher status." It was sug
gested that the closer an object is to what was per
ceived to be white, the higher in status that object 
was thought to be. Blacks, striving to become middle
class, were thought to intentially align their con
sumer behavior with that of the white middle class. 
This is often demonstrated by their concern with 
brands, shopping places, and how their behavior is 
perceived by others - especially whites (Bauer, 
Cunningham and Wortzel, 1965; Bullock, l96lb). 

Black Symbols for Behavior Variables 

The proliferation of data on black consumers was 
amassed during the late sixties and early seventies. 
Since then, almost no data has been reported reflect
ing changes in blacks' attitudes, values or interests. 
This issue gains in importance when it is recognized 
that blacks gained greater socioeconomic growth 
during the sixties and seventies than during any 
other period (The Social and Economic Status of the 
Black Population in the United States; An Historical 
View 1890-1978). 

For the purpose of segmentation, t.he aforementioned 
symbolic behavioral variables of social class should 
be applied to black consumers only when these vari
ables do not conflict with racial or cultural vari
ables. With the socioeconomic acquisitions of the 
last two decades, blacks have gained recognition for 
racial identity and cultural attributes which has led 
to a social latitude that embraces the expressions of 
racial pride. Befor.e the recognition of black 
culture as an American subculture, white symbolized 
behavior variables would have been appropriate be
cause blacks intentionally subdued attributes of 
their culture for fear they would have been perceived 
negatively by whites. However, it is likely that 
black identity may even be observed in consumer 
choices. 

Blacks have been found to support brands, products, 
or shopping places just because they were associated 
with the black culture. Larson and Wales (1973) 
concluded that brand loyalty was displaced by black 
loyalty. It was further asserted that "blacks are 
extremely race conscious and will switch brands if 
it can be demonstrated it is in the interest of the 
black community" (Sexton, 1972). This seems valid 
since many companies, in their attempt to attract 
the black market, successfully utilized "special" 
public relations projects to improve their image in 
the black community. Gensch and Staelin (1972) also 
concluded that " ... attitudes on the importance of 
price, quality and service were not useful in dis-



criminating between those who use the local black 
owned shopping area and those who did not." Rather, 
the discriminating appeals were "buyinf!: black," loca
tion and credit. 

Nevertheless, since the majority of market researchers, 
assumed that blacks did not like to be singled out as 
a specialized group, marketers infrequently direct 
specific appeals to blacks. Hence, by attempting to 
segment the black market by using behavioral variables, 
researchers, while employing white symbolic importance, 
have never considered the logical dichotomized black 
symbolic importance. 

White or Black Behavior Variables and Social 
Class Descriptive Variables for Segmentation? 

If blacks are influenced by white symbols -- and 
sufficient evidence exists to justify this conclu-
sion -- it is only rational to assume that blacks are 
also influenced by black symbols. Black symbols as 
well as white symbols should be used to segment the 
black consumer. Social class, as defined by the des
criptive variables of education and income can be used 
to further cluster those consumers most likely to 
respond to black symbols. However, any proposition 
using social class variables applicable to black con
sumers must consider age as an intervening variable. 
Black class mobility has changed so drastically over 
the last two decades that younger blacks just because 
they are younger, are greater recipients of higher 
income and higher learning that resulted from new 
social freedoms. Since newly gained social accessibil
ity also reinforce a positive recognition of black 
culture, younger blacks, perhaps, may be more expres
sive of racial pride. Thus, they may be more likely 
to express black symbolic influence than are older 
blacks. Even blacks in the upper classes, especially 
if they are younger, could possibly have a stronger 
orientation to black symbols. In other words, black 
symbols may be just as strong a motivator as are white 
symbols. There is, however, limited research to 
support this proposition. In view of the limits of 
present knowledge, it is prudent to measure the extent 
of this influence on black selection behaviors. 

Research Hypotheses 

Consideration of the above prompted formulation and 
testing of the following hypotheses: 

H 
A 

H 
B 

H 
c 

Lower age blacks rather than upper age blacks 
will rank black symbolized product inducements 
over white symbolized product inducements. 

Higher income blacks rather than lower income 
blacks will rank black symbolized product 
inducements over white symbolized product 
inducements. 

Upper educated blacks rather than lower educated 
blacks will rank black symbolized product in
ducements over white symbolized product induce
ments. 

Procedure 

The Sample 

One hundred and forty-eight black male and female 
residents were selected from three very populous 
black sections in Pittsburgh. These sections were 
defined by census tract numbers 504, 1202, and 1805. 
Every resident on randomly selected streets within 
the above tract numbers was included in the sample. 
The head of household was interviewed, or in his or 
her absence, a consenting adult -- if the person met 
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the criteria discussed below. If no one was home, 
one callback was attempted. 

The stratification of income, education and age was 
derived as follows: 

Age 

Younger blacks were defined between the ages of 
twenty-two and thirty-nine. These age limits were 
defined because of the social, economic and educa
tional impact that the events from The sixties 
through the seventies had on the black community 
(The Social and Economic Status of the Black Popula
tion in the United States: An Historical View 
1890-1978). It was deduced that a larger proportion 
of blacks, thirty-nine or younger, was likely to 
have experienced at least some and probably most of 
their schooling during these decades. 

Older blacks were defined as fifty-three years old or 
older. In order for older blacks to be advanced a 
generation over younger blacks, they had to be old 
enough to be parents of the younger sample. The 
exact figure of 31 was used as the mid-point between 
22 and 39. According to vital statistics (Vital 
Statistics, 1944), black mothers between the ages of 
twenty and twenty-five had the highest birth rate 
for the year of birth of all thirty-one-year-olds. 
The father's age was not listed. The exact number 
of 22 was used as mid-point between twenty and 
twenty-five. This number was added to 31, which 
derived the older age of fifty-three. 

Income 

The rationale for income figures was based on median 
family incomes -for blacks according to the 1970 
census plus a ration adjustment to current income 
levels. The adjusted, median family income for 
blacks in the United States and Pittsburgh were 
averaged. This derived score was averaged with the 
adjusted highest median family income among Pitts
burgh's black census tracts yielding the upper in
come. A similar process was used to obtain the 
lower income, except of course, averages were with 
the lowest, adjusted median family income among all 
Pittsburgh's black census tracts. 

Education 

Initially, the educational boundaries were to be 
defined by using the same methodology as used with 
income. Upon pretesting it was found that most of 
the subjects who were interviewed, regardless of 
income or their educational level -- as perceived 
by the experimenters -- alleged that they had com
pleted high school. When the issue was probed, very 
few respondents in the pretesl expounded by indi
cating a particular point or grade-level of school 
completion. Rather, it was avowed again that one 
had or had not completed high school. 

The completion of incompletion of high school seemed 
to indicate some special vaule to the respondents. 
Realizing that the respondents had a preconceived 
concept that defined an educational demarcation, it 
was decided that this would be a better divider since 
it represented an unaided perception of education on 
the part of the subjects. 

The determinant of upper education and lower educa
tion was based on the respondent's perception of 
education. The upper educated group were those who 
claimed to have completed high school, while the 
lower educated group were those who claimed they 
had not completed high school. 



The Instrument 

Respondents were personally interviewed in their homes 
with the aid of a questionnaire and tcsk-card instru
ment. Responding to questions concerning purchase, 
usage and quality, sample members were asked to rank
order a series of four cards for preference. Four 
sets of four-card series were used, but with the 
respondent ranking one card of each series only 
against the other three within that series. All four 
card sets were ranked in response to each query on 
the quesionnaire. Two white symbols and two black 
symbols were in each card set. The symbols were 
created by using commercial slicks supplied by the 
respective manufacturers. Only the pictured product 
as designed by the manufacturer for commercial layout 
was used. Each product was clipped at its borders 
and affixed on the 6' by 10" cards. They were 
matched as nearly as possible, but there were slight 
variations due to differences in the manufacturer's 
layout styles. This may have introduced some un
controllable bias which could have been avoided with 
exact duplications. However, commercial slicks, 
just as products, are designed by manufacturers and 
any differences may be equated to differences in 
the real world. 

Since hair is a uniquely distinguishing characteris
tic between blacks and whites, all symbols were hair
care products. Black and white polarizations for 
hair products were established through preliminary 
field tests involving black consumers. As a check, 
distributors of each brand confirmed the accuracy of 
the polarizations by indicating purchase frequencies 
of retailers by store location. Black symbols are 
defined as brands specifically oriented to the black 
market or products that have a higher purchase rate 
by the black market than by the white market. White 
symbols are defined as brands marketed to white seg
ments without any reference to blacks but with medium 
to occasional purchase rates in the black market. 

It is noted that both direct and indirect marketing 
certified some products as black symbols. The dis
tinction between direct and indirect marketing is 
according to message content and not according to 
whether black actors or black oriented media were 
used to portray meanings. The distinctions were 
borne out in signs and artifacts that stressed black 
attributes such as "tangle-free" or "manageability." 
All of the products used in the study were distri
buted in retail outlets frequented by the black 
community. Table 1 displays the products used in 
the study. It should be noted that Product Group 4 
contains grooming utensils. The group was included 
for control. 

TABLE 1 
Product Symbols 
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Findings 

A total score for blacks symbolic preference was 
calculated for each product set. As can be seen in 
the figure, there is only a slight difference in 
the mean scores for the product sets. 

FIGURE 
Mean Scores for Black Symbolic Preference 
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PRODUCT 3 

PRODUCT 4 
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There is greater difference among the mean scores of 
the stratified factorial levels (see Table  2 ). 
Income seems to have exerted the strongest influence 
for black symbolic preference. Judging from the 
total product scores, it can be seen that lower age 
subjects have a greater preference for black prod
ucts. Both income and schooling have a lesser 
impact. Generally, it seems that younger blacks 
and perhaps higher educated and lower income blacks 
prefer black symbolized products. 

Product! 

l'rllduct2 

Product l 

Proouct4 
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TABLE 2 
2 x 2 x 2 Factorial Design 
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ANOVA was used to investigate, (1) whether the find
ings observed were due to chance or were large 
enough to be statistically significant; (2) whether 
there was any significant interaction among any two 
factors and (3) whether there was any interaction 
among all of the factors. 

Table 3 indicates the results of the observed vari
ance for the product groups. 

TABLE 3 
Analysis of Variance 
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Product 1 

Both income and education are significant as can be 
seen in Table  3 . The significance is due to lower 
income, higher educated black's preference for black 
symbols. Both factors' significance is independent 
of the other factors. Age is not significant and 
this is the only product set where it is not, Hypo
thesis A is rejected but hypothesis C is accepted. 
Although income is significant, hypothesis B is re
jected because it was hypothesized that upper income 
subjects rather than lower income subjects would 
prefer black symbols. 

Product 2 

Hypothesis A and C are accepted while hypothesis B 
is rejected. Again, as can be seen in Table  3 , age 
and education are independent of income. The signi
ficant difference obtained is due to the lower age 
subject's and upper educated subject's larger mean 
score for black symbols. The factors are explained 
at the p.OS level of significance. 

Product 3 

Consistent with product 2, hypothesis A is accepted. 
Hypothesis B is also accepted while hypothesis C is 
rejected. As can be seen again in Table 3 , although 
education by itself is not significant, there is an 
interaction between income and schooling due to 
upper educated blacks with higher income greater 
preference for black products. These explanations 
are significant at the p.Ol level. 

Product 4 

Hypothesis A is accepted at the p.OOl significant 
level because of lower age subject's greater prefer
ence for black symbols. Hypothesis B and C are re
jected. The three-way interaction noted in Table 3 
is due to lower age and blacks with lesser educa
tion -- though the mean scores are close for the 
upper and lower groups -- greater preference for 
black symbols. The mean scores are equivalent for 
income. These explanations are significant at the 
p. 001 level. 

Follow-up T-tests were carried out to compare the 
differences between all product sets. Products 1 and 
2 differed at the p.06 significance level, while 
Products 1 and 4 differed at the p.03 significance 
level. The greatest difference is between Products 
1 and 3 with a significance level of p.OOS. There 
is not a significant difference between Products 2 
and 4, Products 2 and 3 nor Products 4 and 3. 

Discussion and Implications 

Age is the most discriminating variable for blac.k 
symbolized preference as evidenced by the data. As 
speculated, this difference is due to lower age sub
ject's greater preference for black product brands. 
This speculation was based on the aforementioned 
social and economic benefits experienced by the black 
community during the decades of the 60's and 70's. 
Younger blacks, still in a formative stage, and hav
ing less established foundations than older blacks 
were privileged to a reinforcement of black identity 
behaviors. Additionally, younger blacks, because 
they are younger are greater beneficiaries of educa
tional and income opportunities than are older blacks. 
It was logically reasoned then that upper educated 
and high income blacks would respond more to black 
identity. Surprisingly, this study does not support 

the hypotheses that younger, better formally educated 
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blacks with higher incomes have greater preference 
for black products. Rather, both income groups res
ponded to black products depending upon the items 
they were reacting to. Two reasons are suggested 
for upper and lower income respondents -- association 
and non-association with black symbols. 

(1) Some items used within the measuring instrument 
ge~erated a bias--possibly price. Although no items 
pictured a price, it is conceivable that the respond
ents had a preco~ceived value for price even though 
the items were comparably priced in the retail outlets. 

(2) To achieve status some well-salaried blacks may 
have shed ethnic wares in order to assimilate. Al
ternately, other upper as well as lower income blacks 
may or may not have resisted ethnic traditions which 
may or may not have caused them to relinquish the 
economic rewards. 

The educational factor was much more consistent and 
revealed as speculated that upper education subjects 
would be more responsive to black symbols. As 
pointed out earlier, the intervals separating the 
schooling factors were to have greater magnitude. 
Upon pretesting, as also noted earlier, it was dis
covered that "high school completion" marked a 
significant value in the black community. Upper 
schooling and lower schooling were divided by a very 
small interval while the levels for both income and 
age were divided by wide intervals. 

Yet, this study indicates that the educational influ
ence is greater and more consistent than that of 
income. If educational intervals could have been 
maintained as were the intervals for age and income, 
education may have yielded a stronger influence. It 
is suggested that further research is needed to 
explore this possibility. It is obvious also that 
the special emphasis placed on "high school comple
tion" needs further investigation. 

As seen in Table 1 , there are different brands with
in each product group. Although the product groups 
were pretested, the black versus white brands may 
not have been an exact polarization within the sets. 
For that matter, black and white polarizations 
across the sets may not have been perceived as equal. 
Observing the slight difference between mean scores 
does not lead to this conclusion. However, T-tests 
indicated that Product 1 was significantly different 
from the other product sets. The author has no 
explanation except that it is possible that an item 
within the Product group could have biased respon
dent's preference. This seems likely since Product 
2, which is also composed of shampoos, is not signifi
cantly different from Products 3 and 4. This would 
explain some of the inconsistencies noted for the 
factors, especially those for income. 

It also seems unlikely that respondents replied from 
a biological, rather than a psychological, point of 
view. That is the respondents, when analyzing their 
preferences, based their selections on their hair 
types rather than on a symbolic scale. This is not 
supported because of the consistencies noted for age 
and in most instances education, across the product 
sets. It is concluded that any inconsistencies noted 
are due to biases attributed to items within the 
products sets. 

Conclusion 

There is strong evidence supporting the need for a 
segmented approach when marketing to the black cornrnun-



ity. Age is the most reliable description variable 
for segmenting only if one remembers the the educa
tional factor, although limited in this study, appears 
to be highly influential. It is quit~ possible that 
education is an even stronger variable than is sup
ported here. According to this research, younger and 
better educated blacks seem to be most influenced by 
black symbols, thereby resisting white symbols. 
Especially for this group, it is suggested that black 
appeals, rather than white appeals, will be more per
suasive yielding greater response. Further research 
focusing on black market targets, rather than on a 
heterogeneous market, is indicated. More behavior 
and descriptive variables are warranted to further 
index black ·consumers more influenced by black 
symbols. 
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PRODUCT INVOLVEMENT, COGNITIVE DISSONANCE AND PRODUCT SATISFACTION: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
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Abstract 

The understanding of consumers' satisfaction with a 
product/service has become an important topic in con
sumer behavior research. Past experimental research 
in this area is based on explanations offered by cog
nitive dissonance theory. This experimental study 
points out methodological problems in the past exper
imental research. Theoretical and managerial impli
cations are discussed. 

Introduction 

In the last 10 years substantial research has been 
applied to understand the psychological mechanisms 
underlying consumers' post-decisional product satis
faction. Based on the results of a laboratory study 
by Cardozo (1965) further experiments and field studies 
(Cohen and Goldberg 1970; Olshavsky and Mi~ler 1972; 
Woodside 1972; Anderson 1973; Oliver 1979; Olson and 
Dover 1979) have attempted to investigate the effects 
of prior expectations and actual product performance 
on consumers' post-trial product satisfaction. The 
main exploratory variables of interest to researchers 
have been (a) prior expectations of the consumers about 
the product performance, and (b) the subsequent (dis) 
confirmation effects (performance--the same as, better 
or poorer than expected). 

In understandin~ the effects of prior expectations and 
actual product performance on perceived satisfaction, 
the psycholo3ical theories of cognitive dissonance 
(assimilation) and contrast have been used. Dissonance 
theory (Festinger 19~7, 1964) states that any discre
pancy between prior expectations and actual product 
performance will be assimilated by the consumer through 
the adjustment of his satisfaction of the product con
gruent with his prior expectations. A competing ex
planation of the product satisfaction process is put 
forth by contrast theory (Sherif and Hovland 1961). 
According to contrast theory, the consumer will magnify 
the difference hetween prior expectations and actual 
performance, in the opposite direction of prior expec
tations. Thus, according to contrast theory a consumer 
with high expectations of a product's performance will 
be less satisfied with the product than a consumer with 
low expectations towards the same product. Contrast is 
thus the opposite of cognitive dissonance theory. Sup
port for each theory would suggest different marketing 
policies. Past studies have been published with con
tradictory results. 

ings that negative disconfirmation of expectations re
sulted in lower product ratings than were obtained un
der accurate expectations of a tape recorder in a 2 x 
2 experimental design. Their study provided support 
for assimilation effect. In their study, the research
ers manipulated subjects' expectations that an unknown 
coffee brand would not be bitter and administered a 
very bitter coffee to both the experimental group and 
a control group receiving no information. The results 
showed that the control group rated the coffee as more 
bitter than rated by the experimental group. In an 
experimental study by Anderson (1973) expectations were 
found to be curvelinearly related to perceived satis
faction. His study suggests that assimilation theory 
may operate for low levels of expectations while con
trast theory may operate for very high levels of ex
pectations. 

A field study by Oliver (1979) suggested that expecta
tions and disconfirmation of expectations may be two 
unrelated constructs and may have independent effects 
on performance evaluations. Although these studies 
have made inroads in understanding satisfaction process, 
the studies suffer from common methodological problems. 

Although the aforementioned studies have contributed to 
the understanding of product satisfaction process, in 
none of these studies cognitive dissonance (assimila
tion) theory was actually incorporated in the research 
design. The cognitive dissonance mechanism was infer
red without validating its presence or absence. Also 
the conditions necessary for presence of cognitive 
dissonance, discussed below, have been ignored. 

There are certain conditions under which one would ex
pect cognitive dissonance to operate (Abelson, et. al. 
1968; Brehm and Cohen 1962; Feldman 1966; Freedman 1964; 
Greenwald 1968). 

(1) Cognitive dissonance is a post-decisional state, 
diffprent from cognitivP ronfl ict which is pre
decisional uncertainty; thus, dissonance is likely 
to be present after the decision has been made. 

(2) Cognitive dissonance is a rationalization process 
for justifying the decision one has already made 
and vlhich is not easily reversible. 

(3) Cognitive dissonance is likely to occur when a 
person is exposed to information inconsistent with 
the decision already made. 

(4) Cognitive dissonance is likely to be present when 
one is personally involved (cares about) in his de-

Purpose cision. 

The past experimental studies in the literature provide 
conflicting evidence in support of assimilation/con
trast effects (Cardozo, 1965; Cohen and Goldberg, 1970; 
Anderson, 1973; Olson and Dover, 1979). Cardozo (1965) 
manipulated expectations toward a ballpoint pen at low 
and high levels, keeping thE performance constant. The 
results of the experiment supported contrast theory. 
Cohen and Goldberg (1970) found that subjects who re
ceived an unaltered cup of coffee rated it higher than 
subjects tasting the same brand with poor-tasting addi
tives. The results confirmed Cardozo's earlier find-
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The prior studies have failed to include these condi
tions in the research design. Tn these experiments the 
subjects were exposed to two pieces of contrasting in
formation (prior expectations, actual product perfor
mance) and were asked to indicate their satisfactions 
with product performance. However, prior to indicating 
their satisfaction, the subjects were not required to 
make a decision. Similarly, the conditions of irrever
sibility of decision and involvement in the decision 
were not met. As Cummings and Venkatesan (1976) state, 
the methods used for testing cognitive dissonance in 



these experiemnts were really testing pre-decisional 
conflict. This study attempts to test the theory of 
cognitive dissonance as it may relate to post-decision
al product performance satisfaction. In addition to 
methodological improvements, empirical and the.or·etical 
rationale for the s~ecific hypotheses is detailed in 
the next section. 

Hypotheses 

Despite discrepant findings and criticisms, dissonance 
theory offers a succinct explanation for many discon
nected observations (Kassarjian and Cohen 1965). Past 
research in psychology, consumer behavior, and communi
cation areas indicate that the usefulness of the theory 
may be limited only to "highly involving issues", For 
example, the studies in psychology suggest that high 
involvement on the part of an individual exerts a pow
erful force to reconcile the inconsistency between the 
beh<cvior and the prior beliefs that the individual may 
hold (Festinger 1957, 1964). Studies in marketing pro
vide support for th<• cognitive dissonance theory in the 
instances of major purchases, though major purchases 
need not be highly involving (Engel 1963; Donnelly and 
Ivancevich 19 7~; Hunt 19 70). Finally, recent writings 
in communication area suggest that for highly involving 
issues attitude precedes and influences behavior be
cause of cognitive dissonance mechanism (Krugman 1965, 
1970; Ray 1973; r-obertson 1976). 

However, for "low involving issues" the individual may 
not feel thE pressure to justify one's decision that 
has been already made. According to Krugman (1965, p. 
354), for low involvement issues, one need not expect 
to find rationalization processes at work. A study by 
Sherif and Hovland (1961) supports this argument. A 
recent study on product satisfaction indicates that 
correlates of satisfaction vary by product (Westbrook 
1980). Hence, it is hypothesized that: 

High dissonance is more likely to be present in 
the case of product of high involvement to the 
subjects than product of low invol ve.ment. 

Dissonance is related to post-decisional product 
satisfaction only for a product of high involve
ment to the subjects than a product of low involve
ment to the subjects. 

To test these hypotheses an experiment was conducted in
corporating the four conditions mentioned earlier. Dur
ing the experiment, the subj e.cts were exposed to high 
expectation message, low (poor) performance condition 
of two products of differential involvement. The de
tails of the. experiment are provided in the. next sec
tion. 

Methodology 

Prior to the main experiment pretest studies were car
ried out to (a) select two products of high and low in
volvement, (b) validate high and low expectation mes
sage descriptions, (c) validate low and high performan
ces of the two products. 

Selection of Products 

Past research on product involvement concept indicated 
four possible domains of the construct: product dif
ferentiation, familiarity, commitment, and importance 
(Bowen and Chaffee 1974; Lastovicka and Gardner 1978). 
Accordingly previously validated nine item scale to 
measure the four domains were constructed. Twelve pro
ducts of various levels of involvement were included. 
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Five products out of the twelve were chosen because of 
the ease in manipulating their performance. The other 
seven were used in previously published studies of pro
duct involvement (Brown and Chaffee 1974; Korgaonkar 
1980) an~ hence were iucluded for external validity 
purposes. 

One hundred and thirty undergraduate students enrolled 
in an introductory business course at a large urban 
university were asked to rate the twelve products on 
each of the nine item, five-point scale. The reliabil
ity coefficient alpha of the total scale was 0.65. The 
alpha coefficient for the two products used in the 
study were 0.63 for portable TV and .61 for soft drinks. 
The coefficients were within the range suggested ade
quate for initial stages of research (Nunnaly 1964). 
Internal validation was performed using factor analysis 
of the twleve products on the nine-item summated index. 
The results of the principle component analysis with 
varimax rotation are shown in Table 1 . The first fac
tor captures products of high involvement and the sec
ond factor captures products of low involvement (Bowen 
and Chaffee 1974; Korgaonkar 1980) and also have a face 
validity (Robertson 1976). Based on these results a 
portable black and white TV (high involvement) and soft 
drink (low involvement) were selected to manipulate in
volvement condition. 

The performance of TV was manipulated by using two: 
good and malfunctioning television sets. Though both 
TV sets were new, one of the sets was "fixed" tempo
rarily to create a malfunctioning performance. The 
performance of soft drink was manipulated by using two 
undiluted and dilited soft drinks. The pretest results 
showed significant differences between the high and low 
performance conditions (p < .01) in both cases, i.e., 
TV and soft drink. The pretests of messages designed 
to create high and low expectation towards the perfor
mance of the two products were significant (p < .01) 
for each of the two products. 

Cognitive dissonance was measured using a two-point 
four item scale. Based on the prior work in the area 
(Kassarjian and Cohen 1965; Cohen and Goldberg 1970; 
Hunt 1970) the questions were designed to measure (a) 
uncertainty of decision, (b) tendency to avoid negative 
information about the choice made, (c) tendency to col
lect positive information about the decision made, (d) 
tendency to defend the decision by discussing it with 
other individuals who have made the same decision. The 
coefficient alpha reliability of the scale was 0. 73. 

Satisfaction for both products was measured with the 
following question: How satisfied are you with the 
performance of the test (products)? (Please give your 
answer in percentages on the scale below. You may cir
cle a number or write in your own number.) 

100% 90% 80% 70% 60% 50% 40% 30% 20% 10% 0% 
Completely 
Satisfied 

Not At All 
Satisfied 

The reliability and validity of this single item satis
faction scale is shown to be adequate (Westbrook 1980). 

Main Experiment 

Forty-one undergraduate students in an introductory 
business course participated in the study. The experi
mental steps are shown in Table 2 . The experimental 
procedure included the following conditions: 

(a) a cover up of the nature of the study; 
(b) random assignment of the subjects into two groups; 
(c) expectation creation and commitment of the sub-

jects to an irreversible decision; 



(d) exposure to actual product performance after mak
ing a decision. 

In order to disguise the nature of the study, the stu
dents were told that they were P.fl..;,ticipatiqg in a study 
sponsored by a consumer magazine similar to Consumer 
Reports. They were told that their task was to evalu
ate the performance of two new products (1) TV and (2) 
Soft Drink. In order to aid them in evaluating the 
performance of the new products they would be given the 
results of the past studies. They were also told that 
for their cooperation the sponsor of the study would 
donate two products, to one of the participants. The 
recipient of the gifts will be chosen through a random 
lottery. The subjects were told that the gift products 
were different from the test products. 

After this announcement, the class was divided randomly 
into two groups of twenty and twenty-one each. One of 
the groups was asked to leave the classroom. The group 
remaining in the classroom was handed out pretested de
scriptions of the TV and soft drink designed to create 
high expectations. The total value of the two products 
in the description was $165.00. The subjects were also 
shown the pictures of the two gift products (TV, soft 
drink). [The total value of the two gift products was 
$100.00]. They were asked to indicate which products 
(Test vs. Gift) they would like to have, in case they 
won the lottery. The subjects were told also that they 
would not be allowed to change their decision later on. 
The purpose of this was to commit the subjects to the 
high expectations towards the two test products. The 
subjects' decisions along with their social security 
numbers were collected. Next the subjects were admin
istered ten ounces of diluted soft drink. They were 
given five minutes to taste and evaluate the soft drink. 
After five minutes the subjects were administered the 
cognitive dissonance instrument for soft drink. In the 
next phase, the subjects were exposed to "poor" perfor
mance television for five minutes. During the five 
minute exposure, three major and one UHF stations <..Jere 
shown. After five minutes, the cognitive dissonance 
for television was administered to the subjects. Dur
ing the entire experiment the brand names of both pro
ducts were concealed. Next the group was asked to 
leave the classroom and the other group was asked to 
enter. Precautions were taken to prevent communication 
between the tvlO groups. The entire experiment was re
peated with the second group of twenty-one subjects. 

In line with prior research in cognitive dissonance 
area all the subjects were administered product satis
faction questionnaires a week after the main experiment 
(Hunt 1976; Bell 1965). 

Results 

In order to ensure that conditions 2 and 3 specified 
earlier were met the subjects' decisions (test vs. gift 
products) were analyzed. The analysis showed that all 
the subjects had indicated preference for the test pro
ducts. To test the relationship between product in
volvement and cognitive dissonance a chi-square test 
was utilized. Since chi-square statistics requires two 
independent samples, the comparisons were made by com
bining the cognitive dissonance scores of soft drink of 
group one (n;2~) with cognitive dissonance score of 
television of group two (n;21) and vice versa. The re
sults indicate that there was a significant relation
ship between cognitive dissonance an'd product involve
ment. 

In order to test the second hypothesis, the relation~ 
ship between cognitive dissonance and product satis
faction was tested separately for the two products via 
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chi-square tests. The results are shown in Tables 5 and 
6. The results support the second research hypothesis 
that cognitive dissonance is related to product satis
faction only in case of TV (high involvement). 

Conclusion And Discussion 

Past research in CS/D area has been based on the psycho
logical theories of cognitive dissonance and contrast 
effects. However, methodological and conceptual pro
blems in previous research seem to preclude meaningful 
generalizations. The purpose of this study was to im
prove upon these shortcomings and thus contribute to 
better understanding of the psychological processes of 
consumer satisfaction. 

Past research in the area has placed little emphasis 
upon the subject's involvement with either product or 
service. This study shows that cognitive dissonance 
does play an influencing role in post-decisional satis
faction with highly involving product. The findings 
suggest that creation of high expectations of product 
performance may be an appropriate strategy only if the 
product is highly involving. In such a case, consumers 
will tend to rationalize their decision by evaluating 
the product performance in line with their prior expec
tations rather than the actual product performance. 

The fact that prior expectations play a central role in 
perceived product satisfaction of highly involving pro
ducts is also reflected in a recent statement of the 
Ford Motor Co. executive (Wall Street Journal March 
1980): 

"Philip E. Benton, a Ford vice president and general 
manager of the Ford division complains that 65% of the 
reason people buy Japanese is that they have a certain 
perception." 

The results of the soft drink suggest that for products 
of low involvement cognitive dissonance does not play a 
significant role in influencing consumers' pos t-deci
sional product satisfaction. Thus promotional messages 
aimed at creating high expectations may not be bene
ficial to the advertisers of low involving products. 

This study has incorporated several procedures to im
prove upon the methodological problems of the previous
ly published experimental studies. Additionally, it 
suggests that the difficulties in generalizing the re
sults of the past studies may be alleviated by consider
ing the role of "product involvement" variable. 

TABLE 1 
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF Tr!E TWELVE PRODUCTS ON PRODUCT 

I NVOLVnfENT 

FACTOR FACTOR 
VAilLULltS I II 

Filter CiJarettea 0.13 .54 

Radio• .52 -.09 

Blaek & White 12" TV .59 .12 

Suntan Lotiona .09 .61 

DiaaoDd Rina• .so .14 

Soft Drinka .21 . 59 

Autc.obil•• .61 -.12 

Hand Lotion• .19 .63 

Tape Recorder• .£3 .08 

Cqera Flaah Cubae -.05 .42 

n .. tan•r Je•n. .51 .19 

Coat1ae Jewelry .04 .48 

Eiaenvalua 1.94 1.50 



TABLE 2 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

suaa 
1 

Diaautae 
Announc:-.tt 
end !land.,... 
bation. 

Pre4adl1on 

Sta1• 
2 

Divide the 
elaaa in 
2 aroupa. 

TABLE 3 

lul>jacta na<l 

the •••••• 
(fono hiah 
axpactatl.,.a). 

RELATION:),!Tl' \\!\TWEEN PRODUCT INVOLVa·IENT AND 

Cll~,iiTIVE DISSONANCE 

' 
COGNITIVE DISSOIWICia 

Product Involvement High LO¥ Total 

Black & White TV 
(Hi&h) 14 7 21 

Soft Drink 
(Low) 6 14 20 

TOTAL 20 21 41 I 

I 
! 

8 Ch1-square equal to 5. 8 with 1 degree of freedom. 
Significant at 0.025 lenl. 

TABLE 4 
1\EL\TlO . .:, .L;' .,ETWEEt\ PRODUCT Di\"11!.\'UIEC.:T AND 

•. :,H::HTI\'E DISSONANCE 

COGNITIVE DISSONANC!8 

Product Involvement High Low Total 

Black & White TV 13 7 20 
(High) 

Soft Drink I (Low) 
5 16 21 

TOTAL 18 

I 
23 41 

aChi-square statistics 7.1 with 1 degree of freedom. 

Significant at 0.01 level. 

Sul>jeota -· their 
4ectai- (t .. t ••• 

alft pra<l ... ta) "'"" 
.., tloeiY -tatioaa, 
n<l <leaerlptiona of 
aUt pra4ucta. 

lt•a• 
5 

Subjacta 
van 
axpoaad to 
the low 
parforMftea 
ttro4ue:te. 

Poet Ptchion 

I tal• 
6 

Su!Jjecta 
iltdicatad 
their 
coanitive 
•t•aonanea. 

TABLE 5 

A vaek 
later 
aubjacta 
indicated 
their 
product 
aatiafaction. 

RELATIONSHli' EFT\.:EEN COCNITIVE DISSONANCE AND 

PRODUCT SATISFACTION: }'.Y_ 

Copitiva Diaaonance • 
latiataotiotl Kilh Low Total 

! 
HICK 21 5 26 

LOW I 6 9 15 

-+ 
TOTAL 

I 
27 14 41 

•chi-aquat e atatiatica 6.1 with 1 degree of freedom. 

Sicnificant at 0.025 lovol. 

Tc\lli.E 6 

RFL\TI!'~<SHU' lli·:f'.JEE~ COC~;TTI\'1·: DISSllNANCF. AK!l 

l'RO!ll'CT SATISFACTION: SOFT DRINK ------

Cogni t 1 va Die aonanca • 
Satiafaction High Low Total 

I 
HIGH I 6 8 14 

! 
I 

LOW I 5 i 22 27 

I 
I 
I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

TOTAL 

I 
11 30 41 

I 

8 Chi-aquara atatiatica 2.40 with 1 dasra• of fraodom. 
Significant at 0.13 laval. 
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I 

I 

: 

i 

I 
I 
I 
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STORE IMAGE AND CUSTOMER 
DEVIANT BEHAVIOR: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY 

Vinay Kothari, Stephen F. Austin State University 
Robert H. Solomon, Stephen F. Austin State University 

Abstract 

This exploratory research paper reports an experiment, 
which was conducted to establish the relationship be
tween store image and customer deviant behavior. The 
experiment in which 807 university students were studied 
provided some evidence indicating a positive correlation. 
Further research is recommended. 

Introduction 

The rise in consumer activism in recent years has prompt
ed many retailers to adopt policies and practices which 
should more nearly meet the needs--and demands--of their 
customers. But if customers are better satisfied with 
the manner in which their goods and services are being 
delivered, it is not evident to many merchants. There 
actually seems to be an increase in the degree of deviant 
behavior exhibited by customers directed at businees 
(Faria, 1977; Ryan, 1974; Wilker, 1978). Shoplifting, 
price tag switching, abusing return privileges, and will
ful destruction of store property are some of the more 
noticeable ways in which customers seem to be striking 
out at the retail establishment. This type of behavior 
results in huge losses to the stores and to the consum
ers who must pay higher prices to compensate for the 
losses. According to a Retail Merchants Association 
estimate, inventory shortages--the unexplained absence 
of merchandise--now costs American consumers about 15 
cents of every one dollar spent for retail purchases and 
the figure will likely be even higher in the future. 
Other sources estimate that shoplifting alone costs mer
chants in excess of $5 billion annually. 

Most retailers are painfully aware of the problem and 
have initiated attempts to stop or at least reduce its 
impact to a more tolerable level (Faria, 1977; Housel, 
1977). Unfortunately, the problem seems to be getting 
worse. Traditional explanations of why this is happen
ing suggest that more people are stealing, switching 
price tags, etc., to support drug habits or to supple
ment income in periods of acute inflation and high un
employment. These reasons are tied closely to faltering 
economic and social conditions and a declining national 
morality. However, acceptance of these traditional 
reasons leaves some interesting questions unanswered. 
Hhy, for example, do people willfully destroy store pro
perty and/or merchandise when such acts produce no mone
tary gain? Hhy are they unwilling to help curb deviant 
behavior on the part of others when they must know that 
such behavior increases the cost of goods they must buy? 
Why are instances of deviant behavior greater in some 
stores than in others even when physical security meas
ures are basically the same in both stores? Is it not 
possible that acts of deviant behavior are motivated by 
reasons other than just a desire for monetary gain? 

Frustrated retailers usually feel that their only defense 
against this rising tide is to initiate new and better 
forms of physical constraints. But while in-store secu
rity may reduce some acts of deviant behavior, it can
not alter the person's willingness to engage in these 
acts if given an opportunity. There is also the ques
tion of just how far the various forms of physical con
straints can go without alienating the paying customers. 
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Cost constraints are another factor--at what point does 
the cost of increased security outweigh the losses sus
tained without it? 

Some potentially rewarding insights into this problem 
may come from an examination of existing store policies, 
procedurea, practices, and attitudes. By looking at the 
company insteP.d of at the customer, emphasis switches 
from why cu11tomers engage in deviant behavior to why the 
acts are directed at the store. Perhaps a store's lack 
of positive cuatomer orientation manifests itself in 
acta of deviant behavior. Store policies relating to 
such things a8 cleanliness, service, helpful and quali
fied employee8, merchandise quality, fair prices, and 
favorable credit and refund policies may well impact 
positively on customer behavior. Samli and Sirgy (1981) 
sugge!!t that " ... when a store's symbolic image is 
congruent with the customers' self-image, they may deve
lop favorable attitudes toward the store." 

It is not suggested that the merchant can completely 
alter a person's basic value system; but an individual's 
willingness to engage in deviant behavior in a given 
situation can be altered. A person's willingness to 
carry out these acts will differ under different environ
mental circumstances. There must be a reason why some
one is more inclined to shoplift in Store A than in 
Store B, assuming equal physical constraint. If the 
reasons for deviant behavior toward specific stores are 
isolated, perhaps ways can be found to lower the level 
of this type behavior on a store-by-store, company-by
company basis. If "good business" policies and prac
tices help create a positive customer attitude which 
leads to positive behavior (purchase), is it not reason
able that "bad" policies and practices create negative 
attitudes which encourage and justify deviant behavior? 
A ne~ative attitude may lead the customer to feel that 
the business deserves to be punished and the act is 
merely a means of getting even. One normally treats a 
friend with more respect than someone held in low esteem, 
so it seems logical that this same relationship would 
exist between an individual and a business. 

In an effort to examine the validity of the hypothesis 
that there is a correlation between customer attitudes 
toward a store and the level of deviant behavior at the 
store, an exploratory study was conducted. 

Re!!earch Methodology 

For the study, an experiment was designed which involved 
a sample of approx1mately ten percent of the student 
body of Stephen F. Austin State University. Randomly 
selected classes were surveyed in four campus buildings 
to help assure a broad range of student participation. 
Questionnaires were distributed during only one class 
period to eliminate duplication of responses. Eight 
hundred seven (807) students completed one of six 
questionnaires, each depicting a different hypothetical 
situation. 

Situation one involved an individual who had been found 
guilty of shoplifting. Situation two described an inci
dent in which an individual had purchased general mer-



chandise valued at $60 but had been charged only $30 by 
the salesclerk. Situation three described an instance 
where the respondent observed a 30-year old woman slip
ping a $10 item into her purse. 

For each of the situations, spe~ffic actions were sug
gested which the respondent might take. The individual 
convicted of shoplifting could be fined $100, given a 
one-year probated sentence, fined $100 and given a one
year probated sentence, or given a jail term of six 
months. The alternatives for the person who was under
charged $30 were to go back and pay the additional $30, 
go home and think about it, or keep the $30. Possible 
actions of the person who witnessed the lady slipping 
the $10 item into her purse were to tell her to put it 
back, report the incident to store personnel, or over
look it. 

The independent variable in all instances was store 
image. To test the effect of store image on responses 
to each situation, two store descriptions were develop
ed. The "good" store was designated ABC, and the "bad" 
store XYZ. The good store was described as being an 
established store which carried medium quality merchan
dise at popular prices. Merchandise returns and cus
tomer complaints were handled quickly and courteously. 
Store personnel were friendly, helpful, and polite. 
The store was kept clean and neat and merchandise was 
attractively displayed and easy to find. The store's 
credit policies seemed well suited for its clientele 
and were accepted favorably by most customers. 

The bad store, XYZ, also was described as being a store 
well known to most people in the city. It carried some
what lower quality merchandise than ABC, hut at prices 
slightly above average for the qualitv. Faulty merchan
dise was occasionally left on the shelves, the store 
was not kept clean, and merchandise displays were gen
erally cluttered and untidy. Store personnel were few 
and usually lacked adequate product knowledge. Customers 
frequently found it difficult to make exchanges or re
turn unwanted merchandise. The store's cred H pol icy 
was not particularly favorable to, ncr well suited for, 
the majority of people who patronized t';e srore (See 
Exhibits I and II for specific details.). 

One half of the respondents were given questionnaires 
depicting store ABC, and the other half were provided 
with a description of store XYZ. Both groups were 
then asked to pass judgement on the individuals in
volved in the three situations described in Exhibit II. 

Findings 

Individual responses to each specific situation are 
summarized in Exhibit III. As sho~NTI on Exhibit III, 
the most frequently imposed penaltv for the shoplifter 
in both cases (ABC and XYZ) was a $100 fine and proba
tion. However. a smaller percent of individuals chose 
the more harsh penalty when given a description of store 
XYZ. The figures show how attitudes generally tended 
to be more tolerant toward the shoplifter when the store 
involved had a negative image. 

Where the undercharged customer had made the purchase 
at ABC, 81 percent of the respondents indic~ted that 
the customer should return and pay the additional $30. 
This compared with 59 percent where the purchase was 
made at XYZ. Similarly, only 16 percent of the good 
store customers said they would keep the money, compar
ed with 32 percent for the bad stor~. 

When asked what response they \could make if they saw a 
lady drop a $10 item into her purse, 58 percent of the 
good store customers would report the lady to store 
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EXHIBIT I 

ORGANIZATIONAL FEATURES AND PRACTICES 

·ABC Start' -·Positive/Good Image 

The ABC Store is well known to most people in the 
city. The store tries to carry merchandise of accept
able quality at a reasonable price. Faulty merchandise 
is either quickly replaced or the amount of purchase 
easily refunded. The store personnel is friendly, help
ful, and courteous, and the store is kept clean with 
merchandise easy to find. The store also has a credit 
policy well suited and favorable to most customers. 

XYZ Store - Negative/Bad Image 

The XYZ Store is well known to most people in the 
city. The store usually carries merchandise that is 
average or slightly below average at higher than normal 
prices. Occasionally, faultv merchandise is left out 
on the shelves and customers' find refunds hard to get. 
The store personnel are few and do not have good know
ledge of the merchandise or how to help the customers. 
The XYZ Store is usually dirty and merchandise is hard 
to find. Their credit policy is not favorable to most 
customers. 

EXIIIBIT II 

DEVIANT CONSUMER BEHAVIORS 

I 

John Doe has been apprehended and been found guilty 
of shoplifting il $25 pocket camera at the Store. You 
are on the jury at the trial and must decide the sen
tence. What sentence would you give him? (Please 
answer only one.) 

1. Fine of SlOG 
__ 2. 

'3. 
4. 

Probated sentence of one vear 
Fine of $100 and a probat~d sentence of 1 yr. 
Jail term of 6 months 

II 

John Dne rurchased $60 of general merchandise at the 
Store. When he got out to his car, he noticed the cash
ier had made an error and charged him only $30. Which 
of the following should he do? (Please answer only 
one.) 

1. Co back in and pay the remaining $30 to 
the cashier. 

__ 2. C:o home and think about it. 
3. rorget about it. (Overlook the mistake) 

III 

You are in the Store and have just noticed a 30-year 
old woman pick up a $10 Hem and put it in her purse. 
You suspect that she is shoplifting. Which of the fol
lowing would you do? (Please answer only one) 

1. Tell the woman to put it back. 
2. Report the incident to the store personnel. 

___ 3. Overlook it. 



EXHIBIT III 

RESPONSES BY STORE IMAGE & DEVIANT BEHAVIOR 

I 

ABC Store 
(Positive/Good) 

XYZ Store 
(Negative/Bad) 

N % N % 

28 21 1. Fine of $100. 1. 44 32 

22 

78 

7 

135 

16 2. Probated sentence of 2. 41 
one year. 

58 3. Fine of $100 and a 3. 47 
probated sentence of 
one year. 

5 4. Jail term of six 4. 6 
months. 

100% TOTAL 138 

II 

ABC Store 

30 

34 

4 

100% 

XYZ Store 
(Positive/Good) (Negative/Bad) 
N % N % 

94 81 1. Go back in and pay 1. 81 59 
the remaining $30. 

3 3 2. Go horne and think 2. 13 9 
about it. 

19 16 3. Forget about it. 3. 44 32 

116 100% TOTAL 138 100% 

III 

ABC Store 
(Positive/Good) 

XYZ Store 
(Negative/Bad) 

N % 

11 8 

82 58 

49 34 

142 100% 

N % 

1. Tell the woman to put 1. 11 
it back. 

2. Report the incident 2. 54 
to the store person-
nel. 

3. Overlook it. 3. 70 

TOTAL 135 

8 

40 

52 

100% 

personnel compared with 40 percent of those who wit
nessed the theft in the bad store. There is a strik
ing difference in terms of the number of people who 
would ignore the incident. 

Chi square analyses were performed to study the respon
ses further on the basis of sex, race, and religion. 
These factors had no statistically significant effect 
on the respondents' answers. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the findings of this study tend to sup
port the hypothesis that there is a positive correla
tion between store image and customer deviant behavior. 
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Since the only difference between the questionnaires 
administered to the matched pairs of respondents was 
the description of the store, response variation can be 
considered to result from differences in store image, 

Becaul'le'' of· the nature ''of the satnpie (cd'llege students) 
and the fact that only two store images were involved, 
the conclusion may not be appropriate for all types of 
stores and all classification of customers. It does, 
however, suggest a need for a broader-based study to 
more conclusively establish the relationship between 
store image and customer deviant behavior. 

Prior research has shown that customers tend to buy 
more in stores with images they view as favorable, 
Little is known, however, about why customers chose to 
shoplift where they do. If people tend to shoplift or 
engage in other forms of deviant behavior more often 
in store• they perceive as bad, management should con
tinously strive to develop a store image consistent 
with that desired by their customers. While this cer
tainly would not eliminate all deviant acts, it should 
curtail them to some extent while improving customer 
relations and increasing sales. This combination of 
reduced costs and increased sales should improve the 
overall profit position of the store. 
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ALTERNATIVE ACTION OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE FOOD 
INDUSTRY TO BETTER SERVE THE HOUSEHOLDS OF 

THE ACED AND ACTNC 

Harry Krueckeberg, Colorado State l~iversity 
George Kress, Colorado State University 

Introduction 

ln the search for ways to improve the quality of life 
for the elderly, one area receiving increasing atten
tion has been the activities of the elderly in the mar
ketplace--especially their purchase of food items. 
Although food expenditures account for a significant 
portion of the elderly's monthly outlay of money and 
time, very little is known about their specific shop
ping activities and problems. 

There are many uncmswered questions regarding the 
interaction of the elderly and the food marketplace. 
Do they encounter unique problems in food stores 
because of their age? How satisfied are they with pro
ducts and services, package sizes and store facilities? 
~1at changes would they like to sec take place? The 
research described in this report addresses these and 
many other questions and provides insight into ways Ln 
1vhich the food industry can better meet the elderly's 
identified needs in order to prolong their independence 
in the milrketplace. 

Purpose and Concept 

1\vo major purposes for the past research dealing with 
tile food shopping problems of the elderly can best be 
summarized as follows: 

First, there' is e1 desire to assist in prolonging the 
independence of the over 65 year group in the 
markvtplace by knowing more about the harriers 
to independence. 

SLccond, there is a desire to contribute to the devclop
mcnt and facilitation of a dynamic marketing 
strategy of the retail food industry in its 
efforts to more effectively implement the 
National Nutritional Delivery System. 

1~ contribute, prolong, assist and facilitate means 
the development of action opportunities for the food 
indust.ry. These opportunities, though, should be hascod 
on knowledge througJ1 reseCJrch and in this case a knowl
vdge of fond shopping problems. 

Research Objectives 

The overall goal of this research project was to 
enhance the quCJlity of life For the elderly by improv
ing their food shopping and food consumption experi
ences. 

More specifically, this project pursued the f,,,lJowing 
obi ect i ves: 

l. J<J__d_c:_v:eloJ>___<w understanding of the causes of diffi
culties and problems e~perlenced by the elderly as 
a result of their grocery store food purchasing. 

2. To_cl,eve_}_nJ: an understanding of some of the grocery 
£_rodl!C''-Lmodifications and ;;_crvi~e adjustments 
required to minimize shopping and food preparation 

difficulties and problems of the elderly. 
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3. To determine the justifying circumstances for pro
duct modifications and service additions and/or 
adjustments needed hy the elderly. 

4. To d_c:_velop the specific priority actions the retclil 
industry should consider relative to new or improved 
products and services in order to prolong the per
iod of real and perceived independence or the 
elderly household members. 

Methodology 

The research carriPd out to accomplish these objectives 
was divided into four phases. 

Phase One - Focus Croup Interviews 

A series of 13 focus group interviewing sessions was 
conducted in Denver, Colorado; Phoenix, Arizona; and 
Fort Collins, Colorado. Over 100 elderly people (age 
65 and over) participated in the 13 sessions. The pur
pose of the group intet-vlvws was to: 

1. Identify the shoppinr; prohl ems faced by the elderly 
when purchasing grocery items, and the factors and 
conditions creating these problems. 

2. Identify ways in which these problems could he 
eliminated, or th<?i r impact reduced in order to 
make gr1Jcery purcl1asing a more en_joyal)lc experience 
For the elderly. 

3. Provide background information for the development 
of an extensive questionnaire to he used in rt 

series of in-depth personal int"rviews in Phas'' 
Two. 

Phase '1\w - In-Depth Personal Interviews 

Based on the findings of the focus group SPssions, a 
survey instrument was developed and personal intervie1vs 
were conducted among a total of 420 elderly people 
residing in Fort Collins, Denver, and Phoenix. In 
addition to questions related to their shopping prob
lems, demographic information about the participants 
was obtained along with information on their food pur
chasing and food consuming activities. This informa
tion was then incorporated into a series or hi-variat~ 
analyses for the purpose of uncovering any associations 
that existed between selected characteristics of the 
elderly and the problcn8 they encountered. 

These comparisons (cross tabulations) WL~rc made using 
the "Statistical Package for the Social Sciences" 
(SPSS) computer software package. Chi-square analysis 
l>~as employed with a .OS significance used to idt,ntify 
associations that were 11 significant." 

Phase Three - In-Store Observations 

Upon completion of the personal interviews, in-store 
observations of 224 elderly shoppers were conducted in 
eleven grocery stores; three in Phoenix, four in 
Denver, and four in Fort Collins. These observations 

provided additional information on the shopping 



patterns and problems of the elderly and verified the 
data obtained through the personal interviews. 

3. More accessible restrooms. 

4, Central location in store for information on store 
Phase Four - Laboratory Observations specials. 

Twenty elderly Fort Collins residents were observed in 
simulated food preparation activities. These observa
tions took place in the Food Preparation Laboratory of 
the College of Home Economics at Colorado State Univer
sity. This laboratory exercise was used to generate a 
reasonably accurate depiction of problems and situa
tions faced by the elderly once they had food products 
in their residences. 

Summary of Results 

Focus Group Interviews (13 sessions involving over 100 
elderly pea ple) 

The major findings emerging from the focus group inter
views were: 

1. The elderly took great pride in being able to live 
independent lives. 

2. Attitudes towards grocery shopping were closely 
related to sex and marital status. The vast major
ity of females viewed grocery shopping as an enjoy
able experience. Males living by themselves viewed 
shopping as a task that must be performed and 
attempted to complete it as rapidly as possible. 

3. The elderly apparently have not made changes in 
their grocery purchases in spite of the recent 
inflationary conditions. 

4. Most female participants enjoyed cooking but dis
like preparing meals just for themselves. 

5. Many of the elderly were on some type of restric
tive diet (either self-imposed or under doctor's 
order). Salt and sugar intake was generally 
restricted. Their concern about product ingre
dients was generally affected by the types of edu
cational programs to which they have been exposed. 

6. Key factors in store selection were proximity of 
the store and breadth of offerings. A vast major-
ity did not feel their selection of a store was 
greatly inhibited by transportation problems. Most 
shopped at the store that would be their named 
first choice. 

The problems identified in the group sessions were: 

1. Lack of storage space for their personal cart while 
in the store. 

2. Difficulty in separating store shopping carts. 

3. Identification terminology of product contents 
should be in bigger print on labels. 

4. Depth of carts made it difficult for elderly to 
place items in or take them out. 

5. Scales in the produce department should provide 
more accurate readings. 

Special privileges for the elderly desired by the focus 
group participants were: 

1. Senior citizen discounts. 

2. Rest area in store. 
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224 In-Store Observations 

Description of Observed Shopping Activities 

Elderly shoppers tended to shop alone. They used the 
store's shopping cart for gathering their purchases. 
Elderly shoppers with a mobility problem used the cart 
as a support while walking. 

They conversed with store employees and fellow shoppers 
as they progressed through the store. They frequently 
requested help from store personnel, usually directions 
for locating a particular grocery product. 

Problems 

The elderly shoppers were not aware that they are being 
observed and no attempt was made to converse with them 
at the end of their shopping trip. The problems sum
marized below were subjective judgments on the 
observers' part in that if a difficulty was observed 
it was recorded as a problem. 

Major Probh•ms (Not<'d in at least 20 percent 
of observations) 

Locating Items. A large number had difficulty in 
locating products. They frequently asked employees for 
directions. They often pursued a rather haphazard 
shopping pattern. 

Reaching Products. Many of the elderly had difficulty 
in reaching products, especially on top shelves. 

Reading Labels. Many of the elderly seemed to have 
trouble reading package information and store signs. 

Shopping Fatigue. A significant number of the elderly 
appeared to be more tired at the end of their shopping 
trip and were moving slower. 

Mode"!'"ate Problems (Observed in 10 to 20 percent of 
~bservations) 

Cart Handling. Difficulties included separating the 
carts and pushing the cart. 

Product Lifting. Elderly had difficulty lifting pro
ducts, especially detergents and pet foods. 

Store Temperature. There were comments that parts of 
the store were uncomfortably cold, especially the fro
zen food section. 

Minor Problems (Noted in 5 to 10 percent of the 
observations 

Produce Scales. The scale was too high, or difficult 
to read for some of the elderly. 

Large Shopping Bags. A few of the elderly requested 
their items be repackaged into a smaller, more manage
able shopping bag by the checker. 

Cart Unloading. Some of the elderly had difficulties 
in lifting products out of their carts. 

Laboratory Observations (n - 20) 

The elderly persons observed rarely read package 
labels for information on either product content or 
directions for opening the package or for preparing 



the' fclL1d. They assumed that the preparation '"as simi

lar for all comparable products (that is, all concen

trated frozen orange juice requires the same amount of 

<mter, all fast cooking rice requires the same amount 

of water). An exception was when a totally new product 

(boil in the bag) was involved. 

Bottled products posed a major problem for those 

observed. They had difficulty in opening glass con

tainers and relied either on some utensil or a special 

action (putting under hot water). They did not rely on 

their own hand strength to open bottles. 

Stiff cardboard packages such as milk cartons 

difficult to bpen and the elderlv often used 

sil, frequently puncturing the p~ur spout. 

were 
some uten-

Bags were the preferred package for frozen food. They 

can buy these products in large sizes, separate the 

contents into the desired sized portions and easily 

restore the unused portion. They were suspicious of 

products in boxes (especially cereals) because they 

felt they received more box than product. 

Canned goods posed a problem since the storage of 

unused rortions was difficult. They often purchased 

the smallest can size which usually was more expensive 

on a per ounce basis. 

Fres!Jly baked products were seldom purchased, because 

of their perishability and high cost. 

Very little would have been thrown out since the 

elderly usuallv prepared only the amount they expected 

to consume. ~1en storage was necessary, they used 

plastic containers with lids in order to save the Left

overs for two or three days. 

Food Consumption Activity Profile 

The food consumption activities o[ the "typical" 

c'lderlv interviewee can be depicted as the following: 

-Although less active, ate three meals a day. 

-An equal number ate the main meal at noon and at even-
ing time. 

-Ate about 86 percent of their meals in their own resi

dence, and about 8 percent at some meal preparation 

sight for the elderly. 
-Enjoyed cooking (70 percent) and over 60 percent fre

quently bake bread/pastries. 
-About 3 out of 10 elderly households still did some 

canning. 
-Most felt their food preparation facilities adequately 

met their cooking needs, as did their food storage 

facilities. 

-Had no regular shopping day, but did prefer to shop 

Wednesday through Friday. 
-Had weekly grocery expenditures of about $25.00. 
-Shopped slightly less than one hour per food shopping 

trip. 
-Used a shopping list. 
-Shopped a chain store. 
-Had shopped the same store for over 10 years because 

of convenience of location, prices, and familiarity 

with store. 
-Drove own car to the store. 
-Had no problems getting groceries horne. 

-Did not need horne delivery service. 

-Was free to choose the grocery store shopped. 
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High stll'lves 
ltem location 
Crowded stores 
Slow checkouts 
No rest area in store 

Summary of Shopping Problems 

The following table summarizes the various shopping 

problems reported by the elderly grocery shoppers. 

The percentage numbers under the shopping problem 

column represent a composite of all the times each 

shopping problem an'a was mentioned throughout thL' 

questionnaire. This column should be construed as a 

problem intensity indicator only and does not represent 

an absolute number of responses to the questions in the 

questionnaire. 

Priority Actions 

There arc: a number of actions that could reduce food 

shopping problems for the elderly. 

Attitude and Awareness 

The first action recommended is attitude adjustment <lf 

both store personnel and the elderly slwprer. 

An attitude of service, assistance and helpfullness on 

the part of store employees will accomplish two things. 

First, employees wi.ll develop a greatL'r understanding 

of the elderly shopper leading to empathy and actions 

for creating a more favorable shopping experience. 

Second, the improvements resulting from an empathetic 

attitude should contribute toward a more favorable con

sumer attitude and greater tolerance of shopping prob-

lems by the elderly shopper. . 

A second acti.on concerning attitude is the devE~]l)pment 

of greater store management awareness of little prob
lems which may be very annoying to individual elderly 

shoppers. Many of these problems can be corrected 

through employee trainjng, awareness, as He11 as 
through policy decisions bv management. 

Package Language 

The medical profession and food industry professionals 

need to consider common label terminology for packag

ing. When a physician prescribes a diet restriction, 

are consumers able to translate it into food package 

and label information? !--'hen a "lm" salt" diet is pre

scribed, how many salts are applicable and how manv of 

those are included in the contents of the package ~nder 
different names? A third action is recommended that 

seriously considers increasing communication c!fici.en
cies between medical requirements and label informati;m. 

Senior Citizen Shopping Advisory Council 

A Senior Citizen Shopping Advisory Co unci 1 should 

reduce shopping problems faced by the elderly shopper. 

Tl1e Council could be comprised of elderly shoppers in 

the community and could be assembled periodically to 

discuss areas within the store that could he improved. 

This Council could reinforce the attitude adjustment 

described in the first priority action. 

General Conclusions 

In analyzing the problems of the elderly 

ject, it became clear that many of their 

also applicable to other food shoppers. 

in this pro
problems are. 
Thus if the 



SUMMARY TABLE 

Th~ various shopping problems reported during the focus group 

sessions, the personal interviews and observed in the grocery 

stores; a recap of the total project findings, as reported by 

the elderly grocery shoppers, Spring 1980. 

Food Shopping 
Problem Area 

Focus 
Group 

Sessions 

Economic/Income/Prices * 
Variety (meals and products) * 
Shelving * 
Restrooms/rest areas * 
Item location/relocation * 
Package size (waste) * 
Label print size (small) ;, 
Dietary; salt and sugar ;, 
Personal cart storage * 
Store cart separation * 
Scales, location and 

accuracy 
Legible price marks 
Transportation 
Package opening 
Physical/Medical (taste) 
Nutrition education 
Adverse Cooking Attitude 
In-home storage facilities 
General Health 
Inconvenience of Location 
Services in general 
Store environment 

(Cleanliness, Layout) 
Parking 
Carrying groceries 
Cluttered aisles 
Store/aisle temperature 
Crowded conditions 
Miscellaneous 

* 
* 

food industry effectively responds to these problems, 

they will be improving shopping conditions for the 

majority of their customers. 

Some of the identified problems (such as store tempera

ture) might appear to be petty ones, but in the minds 

of those people who identified them, they are condi

tions that detract from their food shopping experiences. 

Many firms are now promoting the concept "We care about 

you. However, unless they respond to customer com

plaints, such promotional themes and the dollars spent 

on them are wasted. 

The high incidence of responses such as "no problem," 

or "no change desired" emphasizes that the elderly do 

not want to be overtly considereG a disadvantaged mar

ket segment. Products must be integrated into the 

regular merchandise mix and services should not be con

spicuously offered only to the elderly. 

The elderly shoppers interviewed and observed in this 

project exhibited a significant amount of loyalty in 

their shopping behaviors. They patronized the same 

stores for many years and often reported a reluctance 

to switch brands or try new products. Perceptions of 

price and convenience appear to be the most effective 

motivators for change. However, even these considera

tions frequently cannot override long established 

loyalties. 
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Method of Data Collection 
Personal Interviews 

Shopping 
Problems 

Percent 

18 
6 
1 
3 
2 

3 
l 
5 

3 

5 
2 
5 
l 
6 
5 
4 

1 
1 
2 
1 

1 
1 

Store 
Selection 
Reasons 

Percent 

15 
10 

4 

l 

23 
3 

2 
1 

2 

In-Store 
Observations 

* 
* 
* 
.~ 

..... 

* 

,, 
* 
* 

It is hypothesized that these combined loyalties 

explain a great deal of the behavior of the elderly 

grocery shopper. The shoppers ability to recognize 

and report problems and their willingness to accept 

changes may be overshadowed by their existing loyalties 

and habits. The effect of these combined loyalties and 

the reluctance to accept change should be carefully 

assessed before specific product modifications or ser

vice adjustments are ·instituted. 

Most grocery stores recognize that the elderly segment 

is not the most profitable customer segment to serve. 

They buy less groceries per capita. They buy fewer of 

the stores' higher margin, "frill" items. They prob

ably require a disproportionate amount of store 

employees' time by asking product locations, request

ing smaller cuts of meat or slowing down the checkout 

line. But these considerations should not lessen the 

food industry's desire to satisfy the needs of elderly 

shoppers. The food industry should take the attitude 

that they, like all businesses, have a strong obliga

tion to this group of people whose work and purchases 

over the years were primarily responsible for our pre

sent advanced state of economic development. 
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Abstract Conceptualization 

This study investigated the existence and nature of re
tail market segments based on shoppers' emphasis on 
price, quality, and deals benefits. Five groups were 
found: Deal Seekers, Price Watchers, Quality Selectors, 
Quality Users, and Price-Quality Selectors. In general, 
those who seek mainly quality benefits depend on nation
al brands and brand loyalty as selection criteria. 
Those who emphasize price and deal benefits are willing 
to take a chance with different products to reach their 
shopping goals. Those who want to maximize both price 
and quality benefits show greater concern about making 
the right decision than those who concentrate on price 
comparison when sele.cting products. 

Introduction 

A considerable amount of research has investigated the 
nature of market segments defined in terms of purchaser 
interest in either price, quality, or deal aspects of 
retail offerings. However, these research efforts have 
failed to determine the extent to which these three bas
ic benefits act separately or in combination to attract 
viable market segments. For example, while studies in
volving price perception have cited the purchaser's use 
of price to inpute quality of a product (Leavitt, 1954; 
Tull, Boring, and Gonsior, 1964; McConnell, 1968, Riesz, 
1978), the extent of a unique or interactive appeal of 
each benefit has been ignored. 

Whether two basic appeals, such as price and quality, 
act individually or in combination with one another 
will influence the difficulty of identifying the partic
ular market segment being served. If the appeals act 
individually, then a viable segment may be fairly easily 
defined in terms of its response to this "pure" dimen
sion of retail strategy. If the appeals act in concert, 
then the definition of the segment in question becomes 
more difficult, as does the formulation of a strategy to 
serve this "hybrid" segment. 

The research question investigated by this study is: 
Can relatively clearly defined retail segments based on 
price-, quality-, and deal-orientation be identified, 
and, if so, characterized in terms of variables useful 
to the formulation of retail marketing strategy? Fur
ther, are the salient segments based on the pure dimen
sions of price, quality, and deal interest, or is there 
one (or more) segment(s) that seeks to trade-off the 
basic benefits investigated in this research? Can 
these segments, if they exist, be characterized by pre
dictor variables suggestive of marketing strategy? 

Thus, the purpose of this study is to investigate the 
existence and nature of retail market segments based on 
customer emphasis on price, quality, and deal elements 
of market offerings. It is expected that both pure and 
hybrid segments can be so identified. It is hypothe
sized the segments that emerge can be characterized in 
terms of predictor variables found useful in other stud
ies of retail market patrons. 
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Researchers have variously conceptualized price-orienta
tion as an influence on purchase behavior (Leavitt, 1954; 
Monroe, 1973; Berkowitz and Walton, 1980). Two elements 
of price-orientation are explicitly recognized in the 
present study: price proneness and price sensitivity. 
Price proneness is the propensity to use price as a pri
mary decision criterion in product or brand selection. 
Price sensitivity is the ability and the willingness to 
perceive differences in price level among competing al
ternatives. 

The possibility of either or both price proneness and 
price sensitivity is predicated on a shopper's being 
conscious of price differences and their meaning in 
terms of the cost of food purchase. That is, price cues 
must enter the awareness of a purchaser before she can 
be either price prone or price sensitive. Price con
sciousness involves such issues as the ability of a con
sumer to perceive relative price changes and critical 
price ranges. For example, a shopper's demand has been 
shown to be reduced when her perceptual price expecta
tions are exceeded (Gabor and Granger, 1964; Monroe, 
1973). 

The conceptualization of quality-orientation follows 
directly from that of price-orientation. Quality prone
ness indicates the propensity to use quality as a pri
mary criterion in product choice, and quality sensitiv
ity relates to the ability of the consumer to judge 
quality differences. 

The conceptualization of a joint consideration or trade
off between price and quality is more complex in that 
it involves interaction between two basic elements of 
market strategy. This trade-off is perhaps best recog
nized as a form of deal. Webster (1965) defines a deal 
as "a reduction in the standard retail price of the 
product or an increase in value to the consumer." A 
price reduction for a given item means a more favorable 
ratio of product benefits to price. An increase in 
value may also stem from either an increase in such 
benefits as quality for a given price, or any change in 
both price and quality that gives a more favorable qual
ity-price ratio. The concept of a deal thus reflects a 
continuum of favorable quality/price ratios. 

Given the ability to identify segments distinguished by 
their emphasis on price, quality, and deals, the next 
step is to determine whether membership in these seg
ments can be predicted by other variables useful to the 
formulation of marketing strategy. Four sets of poten
tial predictors were selected: (1) store, product, and 
brand preference; (2) information source usage; (3) be
havioral characteristics; and (4) demographics. 

Store, product, and brand variables reflect the extent 
to which the shopper relies on a certain type of store, 
product, and brand to serve her needs for price, quality 
and deals. We would expect the price shopper to favor a 
discount store, to prefer her favorite store because of 
the nature of the store (e.g. offering a price appeal) 
rather than the products it carries, to emphasize pri
vate brands over national brands because of their price 



advantage, and to be relatively lacking in brand loyalty 
so she can ratain the freedom to respond to a price ap
peal. The quality shopper would be expected to provide 
an opposing profile. The characteristics of the deal 
shopper should lie between thQse ~f the other two types 
of shoppers, because the conceptualization of a deal 
suggests a trade-off of price and quality considerations. 
However, to the extent deal shoppers seek a price advan
tage, they will appear similar to price-oriented pur
chasers. 

With respect to her use of various sources of informa
tion, the price shopper would be expected to use those 
sources that provide current information on prices so 
she can make store and product choices that will effect 
savings. She should therefore favor label readership, 
electronic and print media, and use of the package. She 
should be less likely to disapprove of advertising. The 
quality shopper should be more reliant on friends, given 
the greater efficiency of this medium for communicating 
information concerning quality. The deal shopper should 
be least likely to perceive an overload of information 
on the package and also unlikely to disapprove of adver
tising, given the usefulness of package and mass media 
information for finding a deal. 

Her behavioral characteristics should indicate the price 
shopper to be generally aggressive in trying to reach 
her savings goals. Because a greater variety of shop
ping alternatives should mean an increased opportunity 
of finding a price advantage--the "wheel of retailing" 
hypothesis--she should be more venturesome and innova
tive, and more supportive of change in the world around 
her. She should be least concerned about making just 
the right product choice, given that a variety of alter
natives may adequately serve her savings needs. The 
quality shopper should lie at the opposite end of the 
four continua, with the deal shopper positioned some
where between the extremes. 

With respect to demographics, the price shopper is hy
pothesized to be characterized by those measures that 
reflect a relatively deprived household situation and/or 
one where she has greater need to save. She also should 
possess the means to engage in comparison shopping. She 
should thus be more likely to shop after evening meal, 
to have her own transportation, to rent her dwelling, to 
be married and to have a larger household with a pre
school child, to make larger expenditures for food, and 
to be younger, less educated, and poorer. Again, the 
quality shopper would be expected to reflect the oppo
site sense of these measures; e.g., to own her house. 
The deal shopper should lie between the other segments. 

Method 

Data came from an in-person survey of 202 adult female 
residents of a major western metropolitan area. To en
sure broad representation of the population, a quota 
sample matched the number of respondents to their re
ported incidence in six age groups from the most recent 
census; and interviewers were assigned to all sections 
of the urban area to effect proper socioeconomic repre
sentation. 

Shoppers were asked about their favorite foodstore to 
provide a point of focus. All variables, other than 
demographics, were measured using six-point scales of 
two types. The majority of the items were of the type 
wherein, for example, respondents were offered response 
choices ranging from "Not at all important" to "Extreme
ly important" for the question "How important is it to 
you to make just the right choice when you select a 
particular brand?" Other items featured a range of per
centages: "For how many of your foodstore purchases do 

you loyally stay with the same brand you purchased last 
time?" The six percentage choices ranged from 0, 
through 20, 40, 60, 80, to 100. The response choices 
given for the demographic items are indicated in Table 1  

The first step in analysis was use of a hierarchical 
grouping algorithm (Veldman, 1967) to cluster the 202 
shoppers into relatively homogeneous groups. The number 
of groups was selected by: (1) use of the error term 
(Ward, 1963); (2) examination of the size of the result
ing groups; and (3) consideration that the purpose of 
this study was to find groups that correspond to market 
segments meaningful to retail store managers. 

The hypotheses introduced in the preceding section were 
tested by means of both univariate and multivariate 
analyses. For each of the 27 predictor variables, one
way analysis-of-variance was used to test the univariate 
hypothesis that group membership was related to the pre
dictor in question. For each of the four sets of pre
dictors, multiple discriminant analysis was used to test 
the hypothesis that group membership was related to, al
ternatively, the sets of store, product and brand vari
ables, information source usage, behavioral character
istics, and demographics. The canonical discriminant 
functions were used to give a more compact portrayal of 
the relationships between group membership and predic
tors variables. 

Results 

The cluster analysis produced five groups of shoppers, 
thus reflecting their interest in price, quality, and 
deals aspects of foodstore shopping. Table 1  presents 
a description of the five groups in terms of the five 
criterion measures. Because these price, quality, and 
deal measures were used as the basis for clustering, the 
information in Table 1  serves only to portray these 
characteristics of the sample, rather than allow for 
statistical inference. Because all four canonical dis
criminant functions were "significant," the four func
tions were rotated toward simple structure. In inter
preting this description of the criterion groupings, it 
must be remembered the clustering algorithm recognized 
both negative and positive aspects of the respondents' 
shopping emphases; that is, disinterest in quality can 
be as powerful a contributor to group formation as 
interest. 

Table 1 also gives the F-ratios and probabilities of a 
Type I error for the univariate tests of hypotheses and 
the canonical loadings for each significant discriminant 
function. These loadings are the correlation between 
each variable and the linear combination of the vari
ables in a set that is expressed by the discriminant 
function. The footnotes to the table give the centroids 
for the standardized functions and the probabilities of 
a Type I error for significant roots. 

The discriminant loadings given in Table 1  fall fairly 
neatly into four basic types of foodstore emphasis, and 
the four canonical functions may easily be named quality 
proneness, price proneness, price sensitivity, and deal 
proneness. With the exception of the third root, which 
has .72 as its highest primary loading, the functions 
reflect remarkably pure factors of foodstore interest, 
given the maximum possible loading of 1.00. 

Figure 1 presents a supplementary, graphical portrayal 
of these results of the cluster analysis. This figure 
shows a plot of the centroids for each of the five 
groups on the four canonical axes that were derived in 
the descriptive discriminant analysis of the criterion 
measures. These profiles represent shoppers' propensi
ties to both seek and avoid the benefits at issue in 
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this study. Therefore, they reflect five basic market 
segments of foodstore shoppers. 

TABLE 1 
CHARACTERISTICS OF FIVE GROUPS OF RETAIL STORE PATRONS 

GrauE Means F Discriminant 
Characteristics A B c D E Ratio Q Loadings 

(n=79) (n=28) (n=49) ( n=l7) ( n=29) I II III IV 

Price, Quality, Deal Variables a 

Price proneness 5.92 5.07 4.18 4.65 6.00 41.96 .000 .02 .97 -.27 -.16 
Price sensitivity 4.09 3.71 3.02 0.88 2.59 45.55 .000 .27 -.11 .72 .53 
Quality proneness 5.34 2.61 5.63 5.88 5.69 101.00 .000 .99 .11 .10 -.01 
Quality sensitivity 3.41 2.86 3.55 5.35 3.76 14.80 .000 .29 .OS -.39 .15 
Deal proneness 3.18 2.54 2.41 2.59 1. 28 19.83 .000 -.10 -.16 -.01 .97 

Store, Product, Brand Variables b 

Discount store preference 2.49 2.86 2.39 1.59 2.31 1. 61 .171 -.42 
Product (vs.store)emphasis 3.96 4.07 4.08 3.82 4.90 1.77 .136 -.02 
National (vs. private) 

brand proneness 2.75 2.68 3.27 4.00 3.07 5.39 .001 .86 
Brand loyalty 2.94 3.00 3.67 4.00 3.17 5.57 .001 .86 

Information Source Usage c 

Label readership 3.51 3.61 3.71 3.18 3.55 0.44 .784 
Information overload 2.99 3.29 3.76 3.00 2.83 1.09 .364 
Electronic media usage 2.34 3.07 2.55 2.88 2.79 1.58 .182 
Print media usage 3.11 3.25 3.10 3.47 3.24 0.25 . 913 
Personal source usage 4.65 4.43 4.57 3.65 4.55 2.31 .059 
Package usage 4.18 4.14 4.49 4.06 3.59 1.68 .157 
Disapproval of advertising 4.35 4.29 4.20 3.88 4.00 0.86 .491 

Behavioral Characteristics d 

Concern about choice 4.29 3.57 4.55 5.00 4.62 4.36 .003 -.49 .87 
Venturesomeness 4.06 4.04 3.90 2. 59 4.41 6.03 .000 .90 .24 
Innovativeness 3.63 3.29 3.12 2.59 3.55 3.28 .012 .63 .09 
General change proneness 4.82 4.75 4.88 4.00 3.83 0.10 .981 .11 -.08 

Demographics e 

Shops after evening meal 
(O=no; l=yes) .25 .07 .24 .12 .34 1.95 .104 -.26 

Furnishes own transportation 
(O=no; l=yes) .85 .75 .82 .71 .79 0.65 .630 -.20 

Owns house (O=no; l=yes) .67 .61 .61 .71 .66 0.22 .924 .03 
Rents house(O=no; l=yes) .06 .07 .04 .06 .10 0.30 .878 -.04 
Rents apartment (O=no; l=yes) .18 .25 .24 .24 .17 '1.36 .838 .10 
Harital status (O=single; 

!=married) .75 .57 .57 . 71 .72 l. 51 .202 -.09 
Household size (no. of 

persons) 3.23 2.75 3.02 3.00 3.10 0.41 . 801 -.09 
Preschool-aged child in 

home (O=no; l=yes) .25 .25 .20 .12 .28 0.50 .738 -.19 
Weekly foodstore expendi-

tures (dollars) 42.95 38.29 47.18 69.18 47.34 3.43 .OlO .46 
Income (8-point scale) 5.11 4a50 4.86 4. 71 5.24 0.89 .468 -.18 
Age (years) 39.03 42.89 39.86 47.82 37.90 5.39 .000 .66 
Education (years) 14.10 13.68 13.45 13.53 13.62 1.00 .411 -. 15 

"No statistical inference can be drmvn from the price, quality, deal variables because this set was the basis 
for clustering that produced the groups. Statistics are presented for descriptive purposes. 
Group centroids for the first rotated, standardized function are: A, .36; B, -3.51; C, .63; D, .75; E, .90. 
Centroids for the second function are: A, .82; B, -.66; C, -1.28; D, -.80; E, 1.03. 
Centroids for the third function are: A, .54; B, .63; C, .01; D, -2.90; E, -.39. 

bCentroids for the fourth function are: A, .68; B, .22; C, -.23; D, -.41; E, -1.43. 
First canonical discriminant function significant at p=.OOl. 
Group centroids are: A, -.29; B, -. 34; C, .13; D, .93; E, .01. 
~None of the canonical discriminant functions was significant at p=.OSO; therefore, no loadings are given. 
First canonical discriminant function significant at p=.OOJ; second function significant at p=.Ol6. 
Group centroids for the first standardized function are: A, -.17; B, -.17; C, .14; D, 1.14; E, -.27. 
Group centroids for the second standardized function are: A, .03; B, .55; C, -.13; D, .04; E, -.41. 

eFirst canonical discriminant function significant at p=.OOO. 
Group centroids for the first standardized function are: A, -.31; B, .15; C, .04; D, 1.59; E, -.30. 
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FIGURE 1 
CENTROIDS OF FIVE SHOPPER GROUPS 

ON FOUR CANONICAL DIMENSIONS 

A CDr 
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Group A comprises the largest number of shoppers, 79. 
These foodstore patrons report a relatively high inter
est in all four basic benefits, but stand highest of 
the groups in their search for deals. Hence, Group A 
will be referred to as the Deal Seekers. Group B, con
sisting of 28 persons, is best characterized by its 
very low interest in quality, a negative property. In 
the positive sense, these shoppers express the highest 
interest in price comparison and the second highest em
phasis on deals. They will be called the Price Watchers. 

Group C, comprising 49 perons, stands lowest in price 
proneness, but near the top in quality proneness. These 
persons seem to be Quality Selectors, as quality is 
their dominant emphasis. Group D, the smallest with 17 
shoppers, stands high in quality proneness as measured 
by the canonical function. The univariate results in
dicate these respondents claim the highest scores in 
both quality proneness and quality sensitivity, but the 
lowest score in price sensitivity. This group contains 
the Quality Users. Finally, Group E with 29 patrons 
gains the highest canonical (and univariate) scores in 
both quality proneness and price proneness, and the 
lowest score in deal proneness. These shoppers are 
apparently not swayed by the appearance of special 
deals, but feel they are able to manage the difficult 
task of selecting products that provide both price and 
quality benefits simultaneously. These are the Price
Quality Selectors. 

Turning to the inferential analyses involving the pre
dictor variables, two of the store, product, and brand 
variables reached significance at the .OS level by uni
variate test: national brand proneness and brand loy
alty. The single significant function is dominated by 
these variables to reflect a (predominantly national) 
brand loyal emphasis. Group D, The Quality Users, leads 
in brand loyal emphasis, while Groups B and A, the 
Price Watchers and Deal Seekers, trail in emphasizing 
brands in foodstore selection. 

None of the information source usage variables reached 
significance in univariate analysis; nor was there a 
significant discriminant function. 

Three measures from the set of behavioral characteris
tics were found related to group membership by &~OVA: 
concern about choice, venturesomeness, and innovative
ness. The canonical analysis derived two significant 
functions. The first function reflects a willingness 
to take a chance and to try new and different things, 
as it is dominated by venturesomeness and innovative
ness. These findings show Groups E, A, and B, those 
most oriented toward deals and price, to be most will-

ing to make foodstore trials. Group D, whose primary 
interest lies in finding quality, offers contrast as 
the most cautious group. The second function connotes 
a concern for making the right choice in the foodstore. 
Group E, those expressing a dual price-quality interest, 
lead in concern. Group B, the shoppers with a notably 
low interest in quality, show the least shopping con
cern. 

From the demographics set, age and weekly foodstore ex
penditures reached significance through ANOVA. These 
variables also define the canonical axis, with age tak
ing the leading influence. Group D, the Quality Users, 
contains the older, higher spending persons. Groups A 
and E, the two groups with the highest canonical price 
proneness scores, represent youth and low foodstore ex
penditures. 

Because significant results were found, the danger of 
search bias from stepwise analysis receded, and a step
wise discriminant analysis was conducted to summarize 
the above findings. Two functions were significant at 
the .OS level. As the first three significant discrim
inant analyses provide a highly consistent ordering of 
the five groups on their respective canonical axes, it 
is not surprising that the first, most significant step
wise function serves to reinforce these findings with a 
more compact portrayal. (See Table 2 ). 

TABLE 2 
A SUMMARY PORTRAYAL OF THE 

FOODSTORE MARKET 

Variables a 

Venturesomeness 
Age 
Brand loyalty 
Weekly foodstore expenditures 
Concern about choice 
Shops after evening meal 
Marital status 

Canonical 

I 

-.60 
.56 
.51 
.42 

-.28 
-.19 
-.10 

Loadings 

II 

-.08 
.18 

-.35 
-.28 

.66 
-.45 
-.11 

aFirst canonical discriminant function significant at 
p=.OOO. 

Second function significant at p=.OOl. 
Group centroids for first standardized function are: 

A, -.38; B, -.03; C, .25; D, 1.80; E, -.42. 
Centroids for the second function are: A, .06; B, .83; 

C, -.26; D, -.03; E, .51. 

The first stepwise function portrays a tendency on the 
part of older shoppers to spend more on food, emphasiz
ing brands as they avoid taking a chance on unfamiliar 
products. The Quality Users stand highest on this cau
tiousness dimension, while the three groups that empha
size price and deals have the lowest score. 

The second stepwise function portrays the tendency of 
the woman who shops before evening meal to be concerned 
about making the right product choice, switching brands 
as necessary to meet her shopping goals. The Price
Quality Users stand highest on this careful shopping 
dimension, while the Price Watchers stand lowest. 

Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to identify the existence 
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and nature of foodstore market segments based on price-, 
quality-, and deal-orientations. Five segments were 
found. None seems to represent an unmistakably pure 
form in terms of the three basic orientations. Nonethe
less, three. groups,. D, B, and C, ... -.ppear relatively mono
lithic in their emphases. The other two groups, A and E 
may be termed hybrid segments. 

Perhaps the purest group is the Quality Users, who re
flect both quality sensitivity and quality proneness, as 
well as a disinterest in deal and price related benefit& 
Next, the Quality Selectors primarily emphasize quality 
as a decision criterion, but they appear less involved 
in shopping, given their relatively low scores for the 
entire set of criterion variables. The Price Watchers 
report a combination of high interest in price differ
ences and a low interest in quality differences as they 
compare foodstore alternatives. 

Deal Seekers represent something of a hybrid interest, 
even though they stand highest on emphasis on deals. 
They also report high interest in price benefits, and 
are not notably low in quality concerns. These shop
pers seem to represent the Involved Shopper identified 
by other research (Williams, Painter and Nicholas, 1978; 
Painter and Granzin, 1980). The Price-Quality Users 
represent the best example of a hybrid group, as they 
claim high interest in both price and quality benefits. 
Given the possible paradox inherent in obtaining both 
price and quality benefits for many foodstore items, it 
would be interesting to explore the decision processes 
of these shoppers who report a low interest in obtain
ing deals. 

The predictor variables elaborate the portrayals of the 
five groups. ln general, the groups that primarily em
phasize quality exercise caution in foodstore purchase, 
using national brand loyalty as a means of finding this 
quality. Conversely, the Price-Qua.litv Users, the Deal 
Seekers, and the Price Watchers are mort' \villing to try 
different products, and show the lowest brand loyalty. 
The latter three groups are themselves distinguished by 
their level of concern with making t!H.2 rif'lll selection. 
On this dimension, the Price-Quality Users express the 
most concern and the Price Watchers indicate the least 
concern of the five groups. 

In general, the Deal Seekers stand close to the price
oriented groups in their characteristics. Thus, food
store deals seem to stem from a price appeal for the 
most part, the earlier conceptualization notwithstandin~ 
Perhaps research into other retail markets, such as 
clothing or appliances, would provide differing results. 

Summary and Conclusions 

This study has identified five relativeJ." homogeneous 
groupings of foodstore shoppers. These groups reflect 
both pure and hybrid emphases on price, quality, and 
deals in making product selections. The five market 
segments can be further characterized in terms of their 
emphases on store, product, and brand, their behavioral 
characteristics, and their demographics. Apparently, 
these segments do not differ in their use of various 
sources of product information. The findings also 
indicate that marketers may have to recognize that mar
ket segments are characterized by their disinterest in 
certain foodstore benefits, as well as by their interesL 
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THE HISPANIC CONSUMER SEGMENT 

David L. Loudon, Northeast Louisiana University 
Claude Simpson, Northeast Louisiana University 

Abstract 

The Hispanic subculture is a significant component of 
the United States economy. Although the market offers 
a large opportunity for development by businesses, it 
has been largely ignored by consumer goods companies. 
This paper describes the nature of the Hispanic con
sumer segment and discusses marketing strategies for 
this group. 

Introduction 

Hispanics are this nation's second largest and fastest 
growing minority. In fact, projections indicate that 
by 1985 the Hispanic population will be the largest 
minority in the United States (Providence Sunday 
Journal, August 19, 1979). Further, the Hispanic pop
ulation in the United States makes this country the 
fifth largest Spanish-speaking country in the world 
(Mack, 1980). 

Clearly, then, the Hispanic subculture is an important 
part of the economy of the United States and represents 
an extremely important market for development by busi
nesses. However, the market has been largely ignored 
by consumer goods companies. It is a market that 
generally has not been effectively appealed to. The 
purpose of this paper, therefore, is to bring this 
market more clearly into focus for the marketer by 
describing some of its features and suggesting viable 
marketing strategies to attract this group. First, 
the importance of the Hispanic market will be brought 
into perspective by presenting its significant 
features. Second, the need for greater research on 
Hispanics will be discussed. Third, research findings 
concerning marketing strategy elements will be 
addressed. Finally, the need for market segmentation 
will be stressed. 

Demographic Characteristics 

The Hispanic market differs radically from other ethnic 
segments and from mainstream America in that is contin
ually infused with new immigrants from various parts of 
the Spanish-speaking world. The old country is never 
very far away, either symbolically or geographically. 
This group clings tenaciously to the Spanish language, 
the Catholic church and the family unit. Indications 
also are that Hispanics are not assimilating into the 
mainstream of America as have other ethnic groups in 
the past (Time, October 16, 1978). 

In 1980 the size of this market was approximately 14.6 
million people. Between 1970 and 1980, this segment 
increased by 61 percent (partially due to a more com
plete count of all Hispanics, including the very large 
number of illegal Hispanic aliens in the U.S.). Dur
ing this period the Hispanic's proportion of the U.S. 
population grew from 4.7 to 6.4 percent (U.S. News & 
WorJd Report, May 4, 1981). 

The largest segments within the Hispanic market are 
Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and Cubans. Central and South 
Americans as well as the "other" segments are growing 
and cannot be ignored as a part of the Hispanic market. 
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The Spanish subculture is largely an urban population 
group. For example, in 1979, 85.1 percent of all 
Spanish-~ericans lived in metropolitan areas compared 
to 65.8 percent of the non-Hispanic population. 

The income level of Hispanic families is significantly 
lower than families of non-Hispanic origin. The median 
income for Hispanic families in 1978 was $12,600 com
pared to $17,900 for non-Hispanic families. 

Occupations of men of Hispanic origin are predominantly 
blue-collar in nature. Approximately 58 percent of 
Hispanic men are blue-collar workers, while only 24 
percent work at white-collar occupations. 

Hispanics, generally attain a lower level of education 
than do non-Hispanics. Among people 25 to 29 years of 
age approximately 57 percent have completed high school 
as compared to over 87 percent of persons of non-His
panic origin. Only about 7 percent of Hispanics com
plete college as compared to 17 percent for the non
Hispanic population. 

Hispanics believe saber es poder (knowledge is power) 
and younger Hispanics are rapidly closing the educa
tional gap. This belief is indicated by the fact that 
in 1970 only about 48 percent of persons 25 to 29 had 
completed high school as compared to the 57 percent in 
1979. 

Hispanic families are, on the average, larger than non
Hispanic families with the mean number of persons in 
the Spanish origin family being 3.85 as compared to 
3.28 for non-Spanish origin families. 

The Hispanic market is a much younger market than is 
the non-Hispanic market. Approximately 41 percent of 
the Hispanic market is less than 18 years of age as 
compared to 28 percent for the non-Spanish origin 
population. The median age for Hispanics is 22 years 
and for non-Hispanics it is 30 years. 

Consumer Behavior and Marketing Implications 

An increasing number of businesses are realizing the 
significance of the Hispanic market and are moving to 
sell products within this segment. However, this 
change in orientation has been slow to occur. The 
marketer must give special attention to questions that 
relate to the product, promotion, pricing and channel 
of distribution strategies that the business tradition
ally has used to sell in other market segments. Spe
cifically, will the same marketing strategies that work 
among non-Hispanics work in the Hispanic market seg
ment? This section will address some of the changes in 
strategies and tactics which may become necessary in 
attracting this group. 

The marketer should be aware that the Hispanic market 
is highly individualistic in its product and brand 
preferences. This individualism is often reflective 
of cultural differences. In some product categories 
the Hispanic segment is very significant. For example, 
Hispanics spend approximately twice as much per week on 
food purchases than do non-Hispanics, in part because 
of larger family size (Media Decisions, May 1977). In 
addition, a larger number of Spanish households are 



frequent visitors of fast-food restaurants. For exam
ple, 20 percent of Spanish homes viait such outleta 
more than once a week, versus 9 percent of the non
Spanish homes (Aguayo, 1977). Hispanics are also 
heavier consumers of beverages, For example, the 
Schaefer Brewing Company estimates beer consumption 
among Hispanics to be 1.5 times greater than the 
national average. 

Hispanics evidence a high degree of brand loyalty 
which has evolved from their trust of well known or 
familiar brands (Media Decisions, May 1977). Such 
strong Hispanic brand loyalty can be a significant 
resource for a company. For example, a market re
search study within the Los Angeles market shows that 
Hispanics prefer U.S. autos over imports by a 9 per
cent margin. Thus, they have a greater likelihood of 
purchasing U.S. cars than do Anglo new car buyers. 
This finding should be of much interest to U.S. car 
manufacturers such as Chrysler in their battles with 
foreign imports. Despite this favorable Hispanic pre
disposition toward domestic cars, however, Chrysler 
has only recently begun to advertise specifically to 
this group via Spanish-language ads (Advertising Age, 
November 24, 1980). 

A strong perceived risk exists among Hispanics attached 
to trying a new or different product. While low 
incomes are a constraint to trying new products, there 
are other factors such as their conservative shopping 
habits and the inability to read and understand English 
that may also inhibit new product purchases among a 
large portion of this group. Finally, because of value 
differences between this group and mainstream America, 
new product benefits often seem superficial and non
sensical to Hispanics (Marketing Insights, January 12, 
1970). Thus, introducing a new brand to this market 
may be difficult. However, a marketing program care
fully tailored to the Latin's self-image and interests 
can be effective in gaining successful entry into this 
market. 

Where developing new-product plans the marketer should 
investigate this group carefully to determine its 
receptivity to the innovation being considered. Pack
aging of products being offered to the Hispanic market 
must be carefully adapted to their needs. For example, 
Campbell's Soups once had little success in the 
Hispanic market because many consumers were unaware of 
the product. Hispanics lacked familiarity with the 
concept of condensed soup and labels offered no clar
ification by providing pictures illustrating the use 
of the soup. In addition, many people misread soup 
labels, purchasing "Cream of Celery" soup thinking it 
was cereal (Rothmyer, 1975). Hispanics also misper
C<~ived Campbell's "Manhandler' s" soups as being made by 
the hands of men. Through careful and effective adver
tising in Hispanic media, however, Campbell's was able 
to successfully change these misinterpretations and has 
built a lucrative Hispanic clientele. 

Generally, very little product adjustments to the de
mands of the Hispanic market have been made. Adjust
ments which have been made are primarily in the area 
of food products; specifically in packaging, where 
instructions and promotions are often printed in 
English as well as in Spanish. Certainly, a business 
that is interested in the Hispanic market, should at 
least consider minor expenditures to adjust the pro
duct's package to include Spanish language instruc
tions and promotional messages. 

Many companies are beginning to take greater note of 
the Hispanic market and are increasing their promotion 
expenditures accordingly. For example, catalog 
retailers such as J.C. Penney have begun to include 

Spanish language indexes and other information in cata
logs it distributes (Green, 1980). When making promo
tion decisions, several factors must be considered: 
media, language, and appeals. 

The Hispanic market, although concentrated geographi~ 
cally in urban areas, is sometimes difficult to reach 
because of the language barrier. One survey found that 
approximately 72 percent of the Puerto Ricans, 87 per
cent of the Cubans, and 47 percent of the Mexicans liv
ing in the United States speak mostly Spanish at home. 
Even among Hispanic teenagers such as those in Dade 
County, Florida (Miami) 60 percent speak Spanish most 
frequently (Cooper, 1975). Therefore, to effectively 
reach this market Spanish language media must be used 
(Garzes, 1981; Rothmyer, 1975). The major Hispanic 
media vehicles consist of television, radio and print. 

Television has developed into an important medium for 
Spanish advertising with thirteen stations in the United 
States and five more just across the border. One study 
found that 64 percent of the Spanish households in the 
New York City area were tuned in to a Spanish tele
vision station during one weekday evening at prime time 
(Rothmyer, 1975). With Spanish television ownership at 
approximately the same level as the general population, 
the increase in UHF television penetration, and the 
addition of Mexican stations to cable networks, the 
marketer is increasingly able to reach the Hispanic seg
ment by using this medium. Although television may cost 
more than radio, Spanish television generally costs much 
less per thousand viewers reached than general market 
television. The medium is excellent because of its 
color impact, its ability to show products and how they 
perform, its immediacy, memorability and its effective
ness in reaching Hispanic children (Davis, 1979). 

Radio is also an important medium for the Spanish
American market (Mack, 1980). There are at least 180 
United States radio stations that present Spanish lan
guage programming on a full- or part-time basis. Radio 
ownership in this market is comparable to that for all 
U.S. radio households. Moreover, Hispanics are heavier 
listeners than non-Hispanics (Roslow and Roslow, 1980). 
A survey of New York Spanish-speaking households showed 
median daily listening of more than four hours per day, 
compared to average adult listening of 2.5 hours per 
day for all United States radio households. In addition 
to being heavy listeners, about 60 to 80 percent of 
their listening is to Spanish-language programming 
(Jones, 1967). Spanish teens, however, devote 61 per
cent of their listening time to contemporary music 
stations versus only 14 percent for Spanish stations, 
and almost as much time listening to black radio (Sales 
and Marketing Magazine, 1977). 
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Radio is a very effective medium for several reasons: 
It is inexpensive and flexible; it is accessible when 
Spanish television may not be on the air (such as 
mornings); it reaches Hispanics as they engage in day
to-day mobility; and it is often played in the small 
stores where many Hispanics shop (Media Decisions, May 
1977). 

Print media, including magazines and newspapers, are 
also used to reach the Spanish-American market. These 
media, however, tend to have much less value than other 
media because of lower literacy rates. However, this 
medium cannot be overlooked for the richer, better 
educated Hispanic. 

For advertising to the Spanish-American market to be 
successful, the communication must fit the people's 
subculture. Unfavorable stereotypes--such as always 
picturing Mexicans as people who have colorful clothes, 
eat tacos, and live in quaint adobe houses--will tend 



to be rejected by Hispanics. Ads that are likely to be 
most meaningful should be authentically Latin in set
ting and language, and highly personal in approach 
(Meyer, 1979). 

Numerous companies have been crfticized for taking the 
language factor too lightly in advertising to Hispanics. 
Instead of producing a Spanish language commercial, for 
example, some firms will take a commercial made for the 
English-speaking market and dub over the soundtrack in 
Spanish. More companies are recognizing the need for 
tailored Hispanic advertising. However, as Procter and 
Gamble has found, there are some limited instances 
where dubbing may be necessary--such as when there's an 
unexpected chance to obtain a prime Spanish-media 
commercial slot and preparation time is limited. Sim
ilarly, Sears dubs some ads because different merchan
dise is being advertised all the time (Green, 1980). 

If the marketer does resort to dubbing with a Spanish 
voice-over, equal attention must be given to the 
appropriateness of the video portion of the ad. An 
Anglo face or setting with a Spanish voice will tend to 
be less credible among Hispanics. However, a well
known Anglo advertising personality may sometimes be 
effectively used in this market. For example, the late 
Colonel Sanders successfully appeared in Kentucky Fried 
Chicken ads speaking Spanish. 

Because of the diverse dialects among Puerto Ricans, 
Cubans, and Mexicans in the U.S. some marketers have 
sought to avoid the language difficulty by utilizing an 
accentless, non-idiomatic Spanish understandable by 
all. Ads for Sears Die-Hard batteries and Cross Pens 
use such neutral Spanish. Print and outdoor ads often 
keep the language simple so that changes from one area 
dialect to another are eliminated. Budweiser outdoor 
advertising is a good example of this approach. 

Companies are increasingly turning away from mere 
translations toward complete ad campaigns tailored to 
Latin consumers. Coca-Cola learned this when its 
slogan "It's the real thing" and "Coke adds life" were 
found to have an off-color meaning in Spanish. 
Instead, the latter slogan became "Coke adds that 
little extra." Numerous other bloopers have been made 
by firms in advertising to Hispanics. For example, a 
Spanish language television commercial for an adhesive 
bandage recommended for helping "conquitos" on a 
child's injured knee encountered translation difficul
ties. While the word correctly meant "little 
scratches" to Cubans, to Mexicans it meant "little 
coconuts"--not exactly what was intended (Green, 1980). 

As tailored promotions appear, advertising agencies 
must keep cultural differences in mind to attain 
credibility with their Hispanic audiences (Aguayo, 
1977). 

The following example illustrates such an accultured 
approach: 

--Budweiser radio advertising has been subsegmented 
into four styles of music to correspond with the 
different ethnic types of Hispanics around the 
country. The music running in Los Angeles has a 
mariachi sound that appeals to Mexicans living 
there, in Texas a polka Nortena is a familiar 
sound to Texas Hispanics, in Florida the Cubans 
listen to a version of their charanga, and in New 
York there is a Puerto Rican salsa. The accent 
used throughout is broadcast Spanish, a sound 
with no regional ties (Dawson, 1981). 

A family tie-in can often be appealing because of the 
large family size among Hispanics and their high 
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regard for strong family bonds. Colgate made effective 
use of thia appeal in one commercial in which a child's 
birthday party waa shown with the whole family in 
attendance. Borden has also been successful in this 
market with the slogan "We'd like your family to meet 
our fami-ly ai: La Casa Borden." 

The marketer should conduct research to find out what 
appeals are best for this segment. Appeals used in 
the general market may not be successful. For example, 
although Colgate stresses a cavity-fighting theme in 
the general market, it promotes "Happy Smiles" in the 
Spanish segment because the Hispanic consumer wants to 
know what the product will do for his or her appearance. 
Kent cigarettes advertises taste rather than low tar 
content, and Mazola corn oil ads don't mention choles
terol, but stress how the oil tastes. 

With regard to store selection research has shown that 
many Spanish-speaking housewives feel lost in giant 
supermarkets where they are surrounded by many unfamil
iar products and are inhibited about asking questions. 
Because such uneasiness exists with regard to large 
stores, Hispanics do a large amount of their shopping 
in bodegas, which are small neighborhood stores where 
only Spaniah may be spoken. For example, in New York, 
bodegas account for 30 percent of grocery volume among 
Spanish-speaking residents. 

The bodega, therefore, can be a useful proving ground 
for brands. It is a neighborhood institution that pro
vides such services as check cashing, credit extensions, 
loans, the translation of documents into English and 
vice-versa, and phone calls of a legal nature in 
English for Spanish customers who can't use the phone 
in English on their own. Because brand depth in the 
bodega is not great, there is keen and growing competi
tion for shelf space, particularly as more marketers 
become aware of the important role these stores play 
among Hispanic shoppers in New York and other markets. 
Bodega owners expect brands to be pre-sold; conse
quently, will be more favorably predisposed toward 
carrying brands that are effectively advertised in 
Spanish media. The language barrier not only affects 
advertising but also pricing policies. For example, 
one of the most frequent complaints of Spanish
speaking supermarket customers is concern with pric
ing techniques such as multiple pricing, the presence 
of preprinted and stamped prices and cents-off labels. 

The use of cents-off coupons has been considered to be 
less effective in the Hispanic market than in the non
Hispanic market (Media Decisions, May, 1977). Many of 
reasons for non-use are similar to those given by 
Anglos who do not redeem coupons. Other reasons are as 
follows: (1) Hispanics may be treated poorly at the 
checkout counter when they present coupons for redemp
tion; (2) an ethnic pride prevents them from using 
coupons (many view them in the same way as food stamps 
--and they do not want to be thought of as a charity 
case by their friends and neighbors when shopping in 
the small bodegas); (3) they have had less exposure to 
them because direct mailings have not often been made 
into Hispanic neighborhoods; and (4) this is largely a 
cash market of limited means without the available 
funds to purchase many couponed products. Some of 
these barriers to greater coupon use are being over
come, however. New direct mailing programs into 
Hispanic areas are being developed, with more appro
priate appeals tailored to their needs. 

Samples of new or unfamiliar products are also a use
ful way to increase trial among Hispanics. Better 
means of sampling products are being tried ranging 
from packing free samples along with a compatible 
brand, to product demonstrations, giveaways, and the 



design of special events at which free samples may be 
offered. As a result of such activities, couponing and 
sampling are gaining in importance as more firma use 
these techniques and increase their level of sophisti
cation concerning their use (Marketing News, February 
20, 1981; Mack, 1980). 

Segmenting the Hispanic Market 

A final and important question concerning the nature of 
this market must be addressed at this point: "Is the 
Hispanic market a homogeneous market segment?" The 
answer is, no. 

Although Hispanics are united by a common language and 
religion there exist numerous subdivisions--for ex
ample, Cuban attitudes, interests, and opinions differ 
from those of Mexican-Americans, as well as all other 
origins within the Hispanic market. The marketer 
should recognize that a significant opportunity exists 
to take advantage of these differences. As already 
noted, for example, Budweiser has adapted its slogans 
and the music for its commercials to reflect the 
musical preferences of various subsegments within the 
total Hispanic market (Gage, 1980). 

A natural segment occurs within the Hispanic market 
based on income. Poorer Hispanics spend more of their 
disposable income on food than do wealthier Hispanics. 
Further, the low-income Hispanic reads less than does 
the wealthier Hispanic. This is evidenced, to a de
gree, in the new magazine supplements that are appear
ing in Mexican newspapers and other slick Hispanic 
magazines that are specifically aimed at the wealthier 
Spanish-speaking person (Bayer, 1980). 

A study of Mexican-Americans by Fernando Cervantes 
suggests that market segmentation may be based on the 
Hispanic's social class and life style. Cervantes 
identifies four heterogeneous groups as follows 
(Mar~eting ~ews, August 22, 1980): 

(1) Recent entrants and illegal immigrants 
(2) Radical chicanes 
(3) Conservative chicanos 
(4) "The New Rich" 

Certainly, there are more and perhaps better ways of 
segmenting the Hispanic market. The important implica
tion is that the marketer should seek to segment the 
market on an appropriate basis and develop tailored 
marketing strategies to satisfy the chosen segments. 
At present, however, very little research has been done 
in this area; but there are some indications of what 
research needs exist (Adams, 1979; Dominguez, 1979). 

Conclusion 

This paper has presented several fundamental concepts 
regarding the Hispanic market. It serves as a founda
tion to acquaint the marketer with some of the more 
important considerations in planning marketing strate
gies. There are several significant conclusions to 
keep in mind in venturing into the Hispanic market. 
First, the marketer should be aware of the tremendous 
potential of the Hispanic market; it is much too large 
to slight or ignore. Second, the Hispanic market is 
one of great variation. This heterogeneity forces 
recognition on some basis. Differing ages, nationality 
orientations, levels of assimilation, incomes, and so 
forth offer useful possibilities in this regard. 
Third, the marketer must be culturally sensitive to the 
marketing needs of this group. This segment may per
haps best be viewed by the marketer as a separate 
culture and approached as if it were another country. 
In doing so, the marketer must carefully avoid the 
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self-reference criterion (SRC) by placing himself in 
th~ Hispanic frame of reference in making strategy 
decisions. In doing so, adaptation will often be seen 
as the key to success in the Hispanic market. Here the 
marketer must evaluate this market's desired product 
benefits, watch for needed product/package adaptations, 
understand any differing patterns for channel of dis
tribution approaches, and be aware of possible pricing 
implications such as with the use of coupons. Fourth, 
strategic planning is necessary in the Hispanic market. 
Such planning should be based on solid marketing re
search utilizing sound techniques appropriate to this 
segment. Finally, and of great importance to success
ful cultivation of Hispanics is the need for top 
management commitment to the idea. Moreover, this 
attitude must clearly filter down to brand managers and 
others if the company is to succeed in this market. 
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CONSUMER SATISFACTION AND CONSUMER BEHAVIOR: 
EVIDENCE ON THE "SO WHAT" QUESTION 

R. Neil Maddox, Dalhousie University 

Abstract 

Direct measures of consumer satisfaction have been pro
posed and studied in recent years. To date, evidence 
that satisfaction is related to behavior, a necessary 
condition for wider adoption of satisfaction monitor
ing, is lacking. In this article it is shown that 
measured satisfaction is strongly associated with pro
duct use and store loyalty. 

Introduction 

Sales, market share and profits have traditionally 
been taken as indicators of the level of consumer 
satisfaction. Recently, proposals for more direct 
subjective assessments have been advanced (Hunt 1977). 
Scholars argue that measures of this sort ought to be 
developed in the consumer's interest. Since it is 
commonly assumed that satisfaction influences behavior 
--- repeat purchase, brand and store loyalty, moni
toring and influencing satisfaction should also serve 
management's ends (McNeal 1977). Yet, in spite of a 
growing body of research on definitions, components 
correlates and measurement of satisfaction, studies of 
the satisfaction-behavior relationship are notably 
lacking. Czepiel and Rosenberg's "So What?" aues tion 
remains unanswered (Czepiel and Rosenberg 1977). Sat
isfaction monitoring will not become accepted business 
practice until these relationships have been docu
mented, i.e., until it has been shown that it serves 
the firm as well as consumers. 

Studies of consumer satisfaction have been prompted by 
a variety of motives. Two perspectives, the societal 
and the managerial, will serve to illustrate the di
versity of viewpoints. According to those motivated 
by societal (macromarketing) concerns, people simply 
ought to be satisfied with their goods and services. 
Satisfying consumers is a worthy goal, in and of it
self. Creating customer satisfaction is numbered 
among management's social responsibilities. Satis
faction measurements can help identify those war
ranting regulatory attention for failure to meet 
this charge (Hunt 1976). 

The managerial view reflects the marketing concept, 
the notion that the key to profitability is satisfying 
consumer needs. The level of satisfaction should be 
monitored because it is directly related to sales, 
market share and profit (Maddox 1976). Satisfying 
customers is in the manager's own self-interest. 

Are satisfied consumers more loyal? More profitable? 
Should management monitor and attempt to affect the 
level of customer satisfaction? One intuitively an
swers "yes" to both questions. Yet, if we were to 
search for support, our faith might be shaken. There 
is little empirical evidence bearing on the relation
ship between measures of satisfaction and variables 
of more direct interest to management. Examination 
of a seemingly similar concept, job satisfaction, 
might further undermine our confidence. Industrial 
psychologists have repeatedly failed to show that 
more satisfied workers are more productive (Smith 
~ al 1969). 

As ~ result, the practical implications of satisfac
tion measures have been questioned. Some take the 
position that these assessments are too general and 
vague to be of use to marketing managers. Others ar
gue that simpler, more traditional mechanisms, such 
as complaint monitoring meet the information needs of 
individual firms (Diener 1979). 

Two questions must be answered if satisfaction mea
sures are to be adopted more widely by business. 
First, is measured satisfaction related to behavi
oral outcomes of interest to managers, e.g., repeat 
purchase or customer loyalty? Second, can the level 
of satisfaction be affected by actions under the 
firm's control? From management's point of view, 
the questions should be addressed sequentially, since 
the second is of little importance unless the first 
is answered in the affirmative. 

Evidence from two studies of satisfaction-behavior re
lationships is presented below. The first dealt with 
consumer products, the second with supermarkets. 

PRODUCT SATISFACTION 

Maddox investigated the performance of various mea
sures of product satisfaction, using 373 Ohio State 
University students as subjects (Maddox.l976). Pro
duct categories and generic products meeting the joint 
requirements of a) being relevant to the population 
studied, b) ranging significantly in durability and 
psychosocial importance and c) being neutral (neither 
extremely satisfying nor extremely dissatisfying) in 
overal satisfaction, were chosen during pretesting as 
follows. (Table 4) 

Candidate products were identified using various un
structured instruments inquiring as to product satis
faction. Paired comparison ratings of overall satis
faction with the most frequently mentioned products 
were gathered from pretest subjects. Thurstone Case 
III scaling was applied to these data. Products 
falling near the midpoint of the resulting interval 
scale were chosen for the final study. Respondents 
were randomly assigned the task of rating one of these 
products. 

TABLE 1 
PRODUCT CATEGORIES AND PRODUCTS STUDIES 

Durability 
Low High 

Low Foods and Snack Small 
Foods Appliances 

Psychosocial 
Importance Bread Electric 

Toasters 
High 

Health and Clothing 
Beauty Aids 

~ Tennis 
Deodorant Shoes 
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Three of the measures are of interest here. Overall 
product satisfaction 

was assessed with a faces scale and a 100 mm graphic 
scale anchored at the extremes with not at all satis
fying and totally satisfying. All respondents com
pleted both measures which were embedded in a self
administered, questionnaire. The order of presenta
tion was rotated. 

0 

I 
NOT AT ALL 
SATISFYING 

TOTALLY 
SATISFYING 

Self-reports of behavior were gathered with another 
graphic scale on which responses to the instruction 
"Place an 'X' to show how frequently you purchase or 
use (product name)" were recorded. 

DON'T USE 
AT ALL 

USE 
REGULARLY 

Faces scales were given a 1-6 interval scoring. Gra
phic scales were scored to the nearest mm. Correla
tions between satisfaction and product use are shown 
in Table 2. Both measures of satisfaction are strong
ly related to 

TABLE 1 
CORRELATIONS OF SATISFACTION WITH PRODUCT USE 

AND SUPERMARKET LOYALTY 

Product Use 

Store Loyalty 

* p <.001 

pro duet use. 

Pro duet 
Satisfaction 

Graphic Faces 
Scale Scale 

0.51* 0.46* 

Supermarket 
Satisfaction 

Faces 
Scale 

0.23* 

To examine the relationship in greater detail, scores 
on graphic satisfaction scales were rounded to the 
nearest em. Multiple classification analyses per
formed with product use as the dependent variable and 
satisfaction as the independent. A linear model fits 
the data well despite a few individuals with low val
ues on the graphic scale who reported substantial 
rates of product use. 

SUPERMARKET SATISFACTION 

Data were gathered in the St. Louis SMSA during Win
ter, 1978 as a consumer behavior class project at the 
University of Missouri-St. Louis. Respondents were 
473 adult, nonstudent females who regularly shop for 
their households. Those who gave complete data on the 
questions outlined below were retained for analysis. 

Information was gathered with a self-administered 
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FIGURE l 
PRODUCT SATISFACTION AND PRODUCT USE: 

GRAPHIC SATISFACTION SCALE 
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FIGURE 2 
PRODJTCT SATISFACTION AND PRODUCT USE: 

Product 10 
Use 
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FACES SATISFACTION SCALE 
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questionnaire. Respondents first named the store where 
they did most of their grocery shopping and recorded 
their satisfaction with this store on a six-point faces 
scale similar to the one employed in the product study. 
They were then asked to report on several aspects of 
their shopping behavior including the frequency with 
which they shopped at a) their own store and b) other 
supermarker.s and c) other types of outlets. Store 
ratings, a battery of AIO items, and standard demo
graphic questions followed. 

A loyalty or share of patronage score was computed for 
each shopper. This was the ratio of the number of 
trips (per week) to her own store to total supermarket 
trips. Stops at convenience stores, dairy stores, 
etc., were not included in this measure. 



Loyalty 100 X Trips to Own Store 
Total Supermarket Trips 

The loyalty measure was given an arcsine transformation 
and correlated with overall satififaction as assesged 
with the faces scale (Table 2). The correlation, 0.23, 
was highly significant, but substantially smaller then 
that found for products. De tails of the relationship 
are shown in Figure 3. 

FIGURE 3 
STORE SATISFACTION AND STORE LOYALTY 

Loyalty 10 
Score 
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F (5,427) 4.759 
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Satisfaction Level (Faces Scale) 

The peak at satisfaction level two was difficult to in
terpret. Though few (16) in number, these shoppers 
have the second highest loyalty value, despite a low 
level of satisfaction. Were levels one and two on the 
satisfaction scale combined, the curve would appear U
shaped. lbis would have disturbing, counterintuitive 
implications. A store with a middling level of satis
faction could improve its lot by either raising or 
lowering customers' satlsfac tion.---)\ ___ n_{~mher of explan-

ations for this apparent aru1maly were explored. 

First, the possibility this group chanced to share a 
unique characteristic affecting both satisfaction and 
store choice was examined. Demographic variables were 
crosstablulated against the rest of the sample. The 
uniqueness hypothesis was not supported. 111e only 
common characteristic was that rhey ranged widely on 
age, race, income, education, occupation and other 
descriptors. The group was almost too normal. 

Attention turned to their appraisals of the stores at 
which they shopped. Those with satisfaction level of 
two rated their store lower on "adequac'V of product 
guarantee" and higher on "prestige" and "convenience 
of location." 'TI1ey also indicated location to be more 
important in their choice of stores. 

Raw and weighted (attribute x importance) store rat
ings were tested as covariates. ~1il~ several were 
significant and affected the relative magnitudes of 
the between point distances, the general shape of the 
curve in Figure 2 was always apparent. Entering the 
AIO items as covariates yielded similar results. 

Taken together, this series of analyses suggested an
other explanation: a threshhold effect (Figure 4). 
Until satisfaction reaches some level --- correspond
ing to three or four on the faces scale --- it is not 
a strong determinant of shopping decisions. TI1e val
ues in the left hand portion of Figure 3 would be, for 
all practical purposes, independent of satisfaction; 
other factors dominate. As satisfaction rises above 
the threshhold, it has the expected impact. 

As a post hoc check of the threshhold notion, respon-
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FIGURE 4 
HYPOTHETICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STORE 

SATISFACTION AND STORE LOYALTY 

Other Factors 
Dominate 

Satisfaction Operative 

Store Satisfaction 

dents were split into two subsamples: those scoring 
three or below on the faces scale and those with high
er values. Loyalty was correlated with satisfaction, 
store ratings and demographic variables for each group. 
For the more satisfied, satisfaction was the strongest 
correlate of loyalty. For the less satisfied respon
dents, the correlation with satisfaction was not sig
nificant; demographics --- age, education of respon
dent and spouse, and income --- domina ted. Radically 
different patterns of correlation were found for the 
two groups. 

CONCLUSION 

It is easy to art-:ue that the consumer is lvell served 
bv efforts to monitor and increase the level of consu
m~r satisfaction (L('avitt 1976). Yet, despite McNeal's 
position that such assessments are "The Measure of 
Marketint: Effectiveness," (McNeal 1969) widespread 
adoption is unlikely, tinless measured satisfaction is 
shown to relate to outcomes important to managers. It 
is in thP cor1sumer's interest to show that St1cl1 mea
surements -;rt~-~Ln~;~~;~~ernent';; own self-interest. 

In this article, it has been shm"n that satisfaction 
is related t<> use of products and loyalty to retail 
grocery outlets. According to a measure common to 
both, the faces scalP, the relationships were of a 
different form. A threshhold effect seemed likely 
in the supermarket studv, but the data for products 
appeared to fit a linear model. 
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DETERMINANTS OF CONSUMER DEVIANCE 

Micha~l K. Mills, University of Southern California 

Abstract 

Previous psychological research in the consumer 
deviance area has been largely of the "trait" variety. 
This study tested the predictive importance of both 
individually and situationally based measures on the 
incidence of deviant consumer behavior. The results 
show that while both types of variables are impor
tant, situationally determined factors offer the most 
vitality as predictive tools. 

Introduction 

Deviant consumer behavior may be defined as behavior 
in a marketing context that society considers inap
propriate, illegal or in conflict with previously 
accepted societal norms. Some examples include 
shoplifting and other pilferage, price altering, 
destroying or damaging merchandise, marring in-store 
fixtures or restrooms, writing of "bad" checks, 
consumer fraud and the like. Such behavior is ram
pant and is on the increase. Indeed, one observer 
argues that the Gross National Dishonesty Quotient is 
rising steadily (Moneysworth, July 24, 1972). 

Previous psychological research on consumer deviance 
has largely taken a "trait" approach to the problem 
(e.g. Beck, 1974; Gelfand, 1974; Segal, 1976; Todd, 
1976; Bockner, 1976; Russell, 1974). Hmvtever, in 
addition to the general problems of a "tnil" orien
tation (Nischel, 1968), it is clear that a trait 
approach is not particularly actionable from the 
point of view of corrective retailer action or pre
dictive vitality (Mills, 1979). Thus, the current 
study (a pilot investigation) tested the predictive 
power of trait versus state measures as these relate 
to the incidence of consumer deviance. Specifically, 
it was hypothesized, based on the generally low 
predictive ability of personality measures, that: 

H1 : The investigated social-personality and 
demographic variables will be less impor
tant predictors of deviant acts occurring 
in retail stores than will situationally
derived measures. 

Nethodology 

Retail shoppers were intercepted at mall locations in 
and around the Greater Pittsburgh SNSA. A total of 
153 shoppers responded to the written survey instru
ment which asked shoppers about the retail image 
attributes (atmospherics) of seven major retail 
stores, about the perceived power of the store with 
respect to the consumer, about their own self
reported incidence of five deviant acts in those 
stores (shoplifting, destroying/damaging merchandise, 
fraudulent consumer complaints, fraudulent merchan
dise returns, vandalism and malicious mischief), as 
well as about their degree of shopping experience and 
the enjoyment they got from shopping. Additionally, 
all subjects were asked to complete a full demograph
ic profile, as well as several social-personality 
measures. The demographic profile included the 
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traditional measures of age, sex, race, family earn
ings, years of school completed, marital status and 
occupation. The social-personality measures used 
were those of locus of control and interpersonal 
trust (Rotter 1967, 1971) as well as Scott's (1965) 
Personal Value Scale on honesty. Thus, the ins t ru
ment utilized both variables relating to the individ
ual (demographic and social personality scales) and 
those which related quite specifically to the situa
tion or environment (perceived store power, retail 
image dimensions, incidence of deviance and so on). 
The mix of variables was suggested from the results 
of previous studies on deviance. For example, the 
inclusion of store power was based on the findings of 
previous consumer deviance studies of juvenile of
fenders (e.g. Pedrini, 1972) which pointed to the 
possible importance of power differences as a moti
vating factor in the incidence of deviant acts; the 
1-E measure has been shown to be important in several 
types of deviant behaviors (Seeman, 1962; Williams 
and Vantress, 1969) and so on. 

Data Analysis 

The data so gathered was input into a series of six 
overall regression analyses utilizing the variables 
relating to the incidence of deviant acts as depen
dent measures. That is, one overall regression 
analysis was made where the unit of analysis was 
total incidence of deviant consumer behavior consid
ering all store contexts. Thus, the dependent vari
able in this case measured total deviance in (any 
and) all store contexts. Five overall regressions 
were also made (one for each deviant act) in which 
the dependPnt variable in each case was the total 
incidence of that act over all contexts. To meet the 
aggregation requirements of the data cube given the 
unit of analysis, subjects were, for all six of these 
equations, considered as replicates, (making the 
number of cases now seven times that previous, or 
1071 cases). Situationally based variables were 
recorded for each context and then aggregated togeth
er. For example, seven contextual variables measur
ing store atmosphere were input as raw data, but were 
considered as one generalized atmosphere variable for 
the regression analysis. 

Results 

Table shows the sample characteristics. As shown 
in Table l , the sample was quite representative of 
the area from which it was drawn. Specifically, the 
sample showed nonsignificant differences with pub
lished Census data for the area with respect to sex, 
race, income, and marital status, but was slightly 
upscale with respect to education, and more 
professional/technical occupations; the sample was 
also somewhat on the lower side with respect to age. 

Regression Results: Overall Regression Analysis 

The results of the first overall regression analysis 
are shown in Table 2 . Examination of Table  2  shows 
there were eight variables entered into this regres
sion equation. In order of entrance, these were 
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store power, race of the subjects, sex of the 
subjects, subject's scores on the honesty measure, 
education of the subjects, store atmosphere, subject 
shopping experience, and salesclerks. Thus, there 
were three situationally based variables and five 
individual social-personality/demographic measures in 
the analysis. A review of the correlation matrix 
revealed no evidence of multicollinearity between the 
variables. A plot of the residuals revealed no 
outlying points. 

The computed F-ratio, for the equation as a whole, of 
55.53271 for 8,1062 degrees of freedom was signif
icant at the .05 level. Each of the individual 
variables was also significant, having each exceeded 
the critical value ofF of 1,1062 degrees of freedo~ 
of 3.84. The regression equation, as shown by the R 
value adjusted for degrees of freedom, accounted for 
about 29 percent of explained variance in the depen
dent variable. 

Confirmation of the hypothesized relationship would 
require that the standardized beta weights for the 
three situationally based variables of store power, 
store atmosphere, and salesclerks all exceed those of 
the individual social-personality/demographic mea
sures. Examination of the magnitudes of the stan
dardized beta weights reveal that is not generally 
the case. Perceived store power was the most impor
tant variable in the equation with a beta weight of 
.28093. However, the values of the beta weights for 
other situational variables are exceeded by several 
of the individual social-personality variables. 
Therefore, the evidence for the first overall regres
sion was mixed. Situational variables, while impor
tant (especially as regards store power) were not in 
all cases more important predictors of consumer 
deviance taken as a whole than were personality and 
demographic measures. 

Regression Results: Destroying or Damaging 
Merchandise 

The results of the overall regression for destroying 
or damaging merchandise are shown in Table 3 . The 
Table shows that that there were five predictor 
variables in the equation that made significant 
contributions to explained variance. In order of 
entrance, these were race, store power, sex, educa
tion and honesty. As shown in Table 3 , each of the 
individual variables and the equation as a whole was 
significant at the .05 level. The equation accounted 
for approximately 27 percent of explained variance. 
An examination of the standardized beta weights 
confirmed the hypothesis, as the one si tuationally 
based power variable exceeded all the individually 
based variables in importance. 

Regression Results: Fraudulent Returns 

The results for this equation are shown in Table  4 . 
There were four variables in the equation. The 
equation and each of these variables as revealed in 
Ta~le 4 , ~as significant at the .01 level. The 
adJusted R value for the quation was . 19. As is 
evident from Table 4 , hypothesis one was confirmed. 
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Regression Results: Shoplifting 

Table 5 shows the overall regression equation for 
shoplifting. Five variables contributed signif
icantly to explained variance. Examination of Table 
5 for each of the standardized beta weights showed 
that the evidence again confirmed the hypothesis. 

Regression Results: Vandalism 

Table 6 shows the overall regression run for this 
offense. Five variables were utilized as predictors 
in the equation. In order of entrance these were the 
variables of race, store power, subject honesty, sex, 
and education; there was no significant multicol
linearity between these variables. As shown in Table  
6 , the equation as a whole and each of the individual 
variables were significant at the .OS level, and 
accounted for approximately 20 percent of variance 
explained. The stated hypothesis was, however, not 
confirmed here. 

Regression Results: Fraudulent Complaints 

As shown in Table  7 , these were three variables in 
this equation, which accounted for only about 13 
percent of explained variance in the incidence of 
fraudulent acts. Table  7 shows that hypothesis one 
was confirmed as store power--a situationally derived 
measure--was far and away the most important pre
dictor of fraudulent complaints. 

Implications and Conclusions 

For the overall regressions predicting the total 
incidence of deviance for each of the five investi
gated deviant acts, and for deviant consumer behavior 
as a whole, situationally based variables were shown 
to be more important predictors of consumer deviance 
than individually based variables in four of the six 
regression equations. The specific situational 
dimensions which were shown in the analysis to be the 
most important situational predictors of deviant 
consumer behavior considering all contexts were, in 
addition to store power, the variables of store 
atmosphere, merchandise assortment, and salesclerks. 
The specific individually based variables which most 
frequently were found in the regression equations 
included sex of the respondent (males dominant), race 
of the respondent, and the subjects' general level of 
honesty. Thus, the analysis has yielded additional 
information concerning several of the elements that 
impact on consumer deviance. 

The implications for further research and later 
management attention seem clear. Additional study 
must and should be paid to the situational context in 
which deviant consumer acts occur. This is particu
larly true given the importance of the store power 
variable evidenced in the study. Future research 
should undoubtedly also be paid to the interaction of 
social-personality variables and the specifics of the 
situation. Only in this way will a further under
standing of consumer deviance evolve and future 
predictive viability improve. 
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TABLE 1 

Overall Sample Frequencies (Demographics) 

Sample Size: 153 
Sex: Males Education: 

Females 
80 (52.3%) 
73 (47.7%) Range 7 years to 

18 years 

~: Range 10-65 years Mean: 14 years 
Mean = between 25-34 years Mode: 12 years 

Median: 14 Years 
Race: 31 Blacks 

111 Whites 
11 Other 

(20.3%) 
(72.5%) 
( 7.2%) 

Marital Status: 
Single: 61 (39. 9%) 
Married: 68 (44.4%) 
Separated: 3 ( 2.0%) 
Widowed: 10 ( 6.5%) 
Divorced: 11 ( 7. 2%) 

Income: Range $1,000-1,999 (3.3) 
to $50,000 (.7%) 

Mean 
Mode 

$9,000-$11,999 
$15,000-$24,999 (25%) Occupation: 

A wide range of occupa
tions were listed. 

TABLE 2 

General Overall 
Regression Results 

Analysis of Variance DF Sum of Squares 

Regression 8. 
Residual 1062. 

2644.316 
6321.192 

Variables in the Equation 
Variable 

Store Power 
Race 
Sex 
Honesty 
Education 
Atomsphere 
Shopping 

Experience 
Salesclerks 

Beta Std Error B 

0.28093 0.01977 
-0.25078 0.02855 
-0.22188 0. 15535 
-0.14410 0.01726 
-0.13408 0.03117 
-0.11044 0.15968 

0.09064 0.06146 
0.05956 0.16732 

Multiple R 0.54309 
R Square 0.29494 
Adjusted R Square 0.2R963 
Standard Error 2.43970 

TABLE 3 

Mean Square 

330.539 
5.952 

F 

109.378 
76.039 
6R.447 

304.429 
20. 7 49 
17.391 

11.522 
5.167 

Overall Regression 
Destroying or Damaging Merchandise 

Analysis of Variance DF 

Regression 5. 
Residual 1065. 

Sum of 5_quares 

142.704 
422.169 

Variables in the Equation 
Variable 

Race 
Store Power 
Sex 
Education 
Honesty 

Beta Std Error B 

-0.22718 0.00734 
0.26038 0.00491 

-0.23466 0.04002 
-0. 15952 0.00803 
-0.13987 0.00445 

Multiple R 0.50262 
R Square 0.25263 
Adjusted R Square 0.24912 
Standard Error 0.62<J61 
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28.540 
0.396 

59.440 
95.907 
72.691 
27.891 
27.193 

F 

55.532 

F 

71.999 



TABLE 4 

Overall Regression 
Fraudulent Returns 

Analysis of Variance DF Sum of Squares 

Regression 4. 108.626 
453.810 Residual 1066. 

Variable 

Store Power 
Race 
Sex 
Shopping 

Experience 

Variables in the Equation 
Beta Std Error B 

0.25462 
-0.24825 
-0.21197 

0.10172 

Multiple 
R Square 
Adjusted 
Standard 

0.00521 
0.00690 
0.04016 

0.01632 

R 0.43947 
0.19314 

R Square 0.19011 
Error 0.65247 

TABLE 5 

Overall Regression 
Shoplifting 

Analysis of Variance DF Sum of Squares 

Regression 
Residual 

Variable 

Race 
Store Power 
Honesty 
Sex 
Education 

Regression 
Residual 

Variable 

Race 
Store Power 
Honesty 
Sex 
Education 

5. 
1065. 

97.131 
380.011 

Variables in the Equati()t:J 
Beta Std Error B 

-0.22100 0.00697 
0.22551 0.00466 

-0.17596 0.00422 
-0. 15407 0.03797 
-0.12381 0.00762 

Multiple R 0. 45119 
R Square 0.20357 
Adjusted R Square 0.19983 
Standard Error 0. 59734 

TABLE 6 

Overall Regression 
Vandalism 

OF 

5. 
1065. 

75.115 
299.682 

'\'_a r i a_l>l_E'~s _ _i_Il_l:_ht>J':g\l_a_l: i on 
Beta Std Error B 

-0.23662 0.00619 
0.20274 0.00414 

-0. 18565 0.00375 
-0.13142 0. 03372 
-0. 12293 0.00676 

Multiple R 0.44768 
R Square 0.20042 
Adjusted R Square (). 19666 
Standard Error 0.53046 
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Mean Square 

27. 156 
0.425 

82. 172 
79.929 
58.636 

12.903 

F 

19.426 
0.356 

52.787 
6 7. 507 
40.384 
29.405 
15.766 

15.023 
0.281 

F 

60.276 
54.349 
44.781 
21.310 
15.482 

F 

63.791 

I 

54.443 

F 

53.388 



TABLE 7 

Overall Regression 
Fraudulent Complaints 

Analysis of Variance DF Sum of Squares F 

Regression 
Residual 

Variable ----

Store Power 
Sex 
Race 
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IN SEARCH OF THE VALIDITY 
AND APPLICABILITY OF DIFFUSION THEORY 

Sak Onkvisit, Chicago State University 
John J, Shaw, Bentley College 

Abstract 

One of the most celebrated theories ever borrowed from 
the social sciences to be used in marketing is 
"diffusion process of innovations" theory. The 
theory, however, has serious problems in terms of its 
validity and applicability. 

Introduction 

Virtually all "consumer behavior" texts devote at 
least one full-length chapter for this topic. Like
wise, textbooks in the areas of "principles of 
marketing" as well as "marketing management" rarely 
fail to include the diffusion theory and its familiar 
bell-shaped curve. Such books will try, universally 
but unconvincingly, to convince their readers of the 
value and necessity of identifying innovators for some 
marketing purpose, without really stating "what" that 
marketing purpose is and "why" and "how" it should be 
achieved. This is a dilemma often faced by marketing 
instructors who, after extolling the value of the 
diffusion concept, have a difficult time showing how 
it can be applied effectively. Students soon realize 
that innovators may be a rare breed indeed--too 
elusive and illusive for marketers to handle. 

A Conceptual Problem 

The diffusion process, briefly stated, describes five 
adopter categories for a new product or service over 
a period of time. Distinguished by the time of 
adoption, these categories are known as innovators, 
early adopters, early majority, late majority, and 
laggards respectively. This process is basically a 
closed system; it is self-contained in the sense that 
late adopters are influenced solely by innovators 
while being almost completely oblivious to marketing 
efforts. Theoretically, innovators are socially 
active (King, 1965) and will influence others but are 
rarely, if at all, affected by them. It is difficult 
to believe that society operates in such a manner. 
Since innovators are socially active, a great deal of 
interaction among innovators and non-innovators should 
take place, and their relationships should be inter
dependent. 

Another characteristic of the diffusion process is 
that it is able to precisely identify a definite 
start and a conclusive end within the adoption 
process. One adopter group is supposed to follow 
another in an irreversible sequence, with each 
sequence length being very predictable--something 
which has not been confirmed by the real world. It 
fails to note that many products never quite get past 
the innovator group while scores of other products 
seem to survive forever. The diffusion theory further 
assumes a 100% market penetration situation, and this 
in reality is far from the truth. The market pene
tration percentage is rarely static--it can either 
go up or down within any time period due to economic 
conditions, marketing activities, and population 
movement. 
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A Methodological Problem 

Considering the fact that there are more than 2,700 
publications related to the study of innovation 
diffusion (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971), it is not 
surprising that there are many definitions of 
"innovator". What is surprising is that these defini
tions are quite vague and greatly vary, resulting in 
divergent--instead of convergent--methods of measure
ment/classification. Furthermore, consumers are 
sometimes simply classified as either innovators or 
non-innovators, while the complete five adopter 
categories are used at other times. It is no wonder 
then that contradictory interpretation and results 
abound. 

Three common methods are often used to identify 
innovators. The first one uses some percentage of the 
expected number of adopters by defining innovators as 
the first X% to adopt a certain product. Theoreti
cally speaking, this percentage is usually given as 
2~%--obviously too small for any marketing and 
research purposes. It is thus not uncommon for 
researchers to choose the higher percentages (e.g., 
10%, 20%, etc.). In any case, such a predetermined 
percentage is arbitrarily chosen without much regard 
for its justification. Consequently, a person class
ified as a non-innovator in one study can easily 
become an innovator in another. 

The second method for establishing the innovator cate
gory focuses on "time" of adoption. Thus innovators 
are those who adopt a new product within a specified 
time period. But what is the appropriate time period 
and how should the time frame be divided for each 
adopter group? Once again, the time in question is 
arbitrarily chosen to fit researchers' purposes 
rather than being based on any theoretical basis. 

The third method of innovator determination is the 
cross-sectional technique which assumes that inno
vators were born with a distinctive innovativeness 
personality trait and that this innovation proneness 
characteristic will isolate innovators from others. 
However, this method seems to contradict the fact 
that any overlap between new products and innovative
ness is not great and that it tends to occur only 
for related products (Summers, 1971; Robertson and 
Myers, 1969). 

A Marketing Strategy Problem 

Much more serious than the measurement problems just 
mentioned are the problems of marketing applicability. 
Product, distribution, promotion, and pricing 
strategies are, more often than not, conspicuous by 
their absence. The diffusion process contributes 
very little as far as product policy is concerned. 
It makes no recommendation with regard to product 
addition, modification, and deletion. As a matter of 
fact, it is not even clear if the adoption theory is 
applicable for product class, form, or brand. 
Similarly, the theory suggests that a separate dis
tribution system should be designed with innovators 
in mind--something that is really out of the question 
because the associated costs would be prohibitively 



high. Moreover, it is difficult to ju~tify designing 
a distribution system for innovators who are small in 
number and low in brand loyalty. 

The diffusion theory makes only one concrete pricing 
recommendation: price should be kept high initially 
because innovators are financially privileged and are 
not interested in low price per se. While many firms 
use skimming pricing policy, it is inspired more by a 
high initial production cost, a desire to recoup 
research and development costs as soon as possible, 
and a lack of competition. Finally, as far as 
promotion is concerned, proponents of the diffusion 
theory invariably argue that it is important to appeal 
to innovators. But they stubbornly ignore the fact 
that consumer confusion and the high costs associated 
with such an approach make it virtually impractical 
to develop different advertising appeals for the same 
product for each of the different adopter categories. 
Furthermore, marketers still have not yet been able 
to find selective advertising media to reach inno
vators with a minimum waste. 

Conclusion 

The diffusion theory offers very few meaningful 
marketing recommendations and, when it does, such 
recommendations are vague and impractical. Whether 
the diffusion process can predict sales any better 
than chance alone is debatable. Equally doubtful is 
its assumption that the marketing mix is a function 
of the diffusion process. The reverse seems to make 
more sense. In its present form, marketing practi
tioners have no choice except to ignore this theory, 
and it appears that they have every right to do so. 
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PEAK EXPERIENCES: LATENT DI!1ENSIONALITIES IN CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOR 

Kathy Pettit, Washington State University 
John H. Hallaq, University of Idaho 

ABSTRACT 

Although psychologists have described self-actualiza
tion (Maslow) .as a spiritual rather than a materialis
tic state, there is evidence to suggest that some 
material possessions can lead to a "partial" form of 
actualization or peaking in some mode or style of 
living. Since this can lead to the modification of 
existing appeals or contribute to the development of 
more effective promotional programs (promotional 
synergies between products), a study was undertaken 
to investigate the phenomenon. 

Subjects were surveyed to determine if they were 
likely to experience peaking in response to a variety 
of items within four product/service classes. MANOVA 
analysis showed significant differences in peaking 
among items, as well as significant effects of age 
and sex jointly (covariates), but no differences were 
observed on the basis of product/service class. 
Finally, regarding the peaking experiences investi
gated, a factor analysis revealed that the greatest 
variablity in reported peaking was associated with a 
food product category. Thus, greater variability in 
reported peaking occurred for products which predo
minantly satisfy more basic, rather than higher 
level, needs. 

INTRODUCTION 

Maslow (1962) has been credited with giving wide dis
semination to peak experiences, as a derivation of 
James' (1943) "mystic experiences," by describing the 
experience as one of "Moments of highest happiness 
and fulfillment" (Maslow, 1962, p.69). However, it 
is Thorne who first attempted to categorize the 
experiences and formalize an operational definition 
of peak experiences as "A systematic experiencing of 
what is subjectively recognized to be one of the high 
points of life, one of the most exciting, rich and 
fulfilling experiences which the person has ever had" 
(Thorne, 1963, p. 248). As a result of his efforts 
to categorize the experiences into seven major and 13 
secondary categories, other authors have factor 
analyzed the experiences (Hallaq, 1977; Panzarella, 
1980) or measured the level of the experiences among 
respondents, making statistical comparisons based on 
some respondent demographic characteristics such as 
sex, and a variety of personality dimensions (Tolar, 
1978; Panzarella, 1980). 

Since the original exposition by Maslow, psychologists 
have gone beyond the mere description of these experi
ences into a study of the characteristics of those 
individuals who, to a greater degree, are likely to 
experience "Peaking." Most psychologists seem to 
agree that experiencing peaking is positively related 
to some form of self-actualization. Wuthnow (1978), 
for instance, concludes from his study that "Peakers 
are less likely than nonpeakers to say they value 
material possessions, high pay, job security, being 
famous, and having a lot of friends" (Wuthnow, 1978, 
p. 59). Nevertheless, in a study by Stewart (1976) 
involving college students, the respondents perceived 
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peaking to be more frequently experienced by people in 
the middle age (what he calls the command generation) 
stage of the life cycle. Accordingly, the authors of 
this paper contend that by this stage in the cycle, 
individuals have satisfied or are in the process of 
fully satisfying many of their material needs in life. 
Therefore, it can be suggested that some types of 
possessions may be a prerequisite to, if not the 
source of, the attainment of some peak experiences. 
As a result of such contemplation the authors felt 
that a study of some products and their potential 
contribution to experiencing some level of peaking may 
help marketers in the development of more effective 
promotional appeals. Furthermore, the methodology may 
prove useful in suggesting possible modifications of 
some existing appeals which have been based on tradi
tional notions of patterns of consumer behavior, which 
may have changed due to many dynamic social changes 
that have taken place in our society in the last 
decade or so. 

PURPOSE 

It was pointed out in the previous section that most 
psychologists agree that peaking is more closely 
associated with self-actualization than with the 
satisfaction of lower needs. Wuthnow (1978), when he 
classified respondents as high-, average-, and non
peakers, also concluded that peakers are less likely 
than nonpeakers to say they value material posses
sions. It is interesting, however, that if one were 
to combine high- and average-peakers from his study 
and compare their responses to those of nonpeakers, 
one finds that, respectively, 12% and 18% give great 
importance to having a beautiful home, new car and 
nice things, 17% and 24% to having a high paying job, 
and 40% and 48% to having job security. This apparent 
desire for, and interest in, material things and their 
requisite resources among high- and average-peakers 
stimulated interest in testing the following hypothe
ses, stated in the null form: 

H 1: 
0 

H 2: 
0 

No difference in level or reported 
peaking experiences will be found 
among different product classes. 

Within a product class or service 
category, no difference in level of 
reported peaking experiences will be 
found among different items. 

Particularly, it is of considerable interest to 
determine whether greater peaking is reported in 
conjunction with the more esoteric, as opposed to the 
more basic, items/product classes. Differences in 
peaking experiences will also be examined on the 
basis of age and sex of the respondents. 

METHODOLOGY 

A convenient sample of 105 college students on a 
university campus were surveyed in 1979. They were 
asked to indicate by a score from 1-10 the level of 



peak experiences that would be attained from the 
possession or consumption of goods and services in 
the following areas: 

1. PLEAS: 

2. EUPH: 

3. SUCC: 

4. JOY: 

s. RESP: 

6. COMM: 

Bringing a feeling of most plea
surable seasations, 

Bringing a feeling or a state of 
euphoria, 

Bringing a feeling of success in 
understanding and discovery, 

Bringing a feeling of joy in 
growing up, finding oneself, and 
becoming of age, 

Bringing a feeling of coming to 
like and respect the self, 

Bringing a feeling of full com
munication with nature. 

Each subject rated all three different products 
within each product category on all six types of 
peaking experiences listed above. 

The product classes were automobiles, foods (meats), 
alcoholic drinks, and vacations. Each class contain
ed three products which ranged from more basic items 
that more or less satisfy a basic need to more eso-

The independent variables in the model were the four 
product classes, as well as the individual product 
items within each class. Thus, the product items 

TABLE 1 

Level of Significance from Crosstabulation 
of Peak Experiences and Demographics 

Experience 
PLEAS 

EUPH 

succ 

JOY 

Item 
Hamburger 
Liquor 
Hawaii 
Mexico 

Hamburger 
Pinto 
Beer 
Liquor 
Hawaill 

Porsche 
Steak 
Wine 
Liquor 

Turkey 
Steak 
Beer 
Hawaii 

~ 
.02 
.08 
.03 

.OS 

.01 

.02 

.09 

.01 

.06 

.01 

.06 

.01 

.09 

.04 

Sex 

.OS 

.03 

.004 

teric items within each product class which presum- RESP Hawaii .0003 
ably satisfy higher level needs as well. 

To test the different hypotheses, a variety of statis
tical techniques were used. A crosstabs program was 
run to investigate differences based on sex and age 
of respondents. MANOVA was employed to study differ
ences in reported peaking among product categories 
and among items within categories. Finally, factor 
analysis was used to analyze the structure of the 
data and to determine whether any underlying dimen
sionalities may be relevant to the development or 
modification of promotional strategies. 

RESULTS 

Crossclassification of the data on the basis of sex 
showed very few significant differences. Beer and 
Pinto generated significantly strong differences in 
experiencing euphoria between the two sexes (.004 and 
.03) with vacationing in Mexico placing third (.OS), 
and ownership of a Porche a weak fourth (.09). On 
the other hand, when respondents were segmented into 
three groups, under 21 years, 21, and over 21, the 
three age groups showed several significant differ
ences in all six peak experiences as a result of 
owning or consuming some products or services listed 
in the survey. The experience, "Brings a feeling of 
full communication with nature," showed differences 
between the ages on about one-half of the products or 
services. It is interesting that one or more of the 
alcoholic beverages appear in five of the six catego
ries of peak experiences as having a different impact 
on each of the three age groups. 

In order to test the two hypotheses, that there were 
no differences in peak experiences among products 
and/or among items, a MANOVA was performed. The data 
from 76 of the original 10S subjects were complete. 
Seventy-two of the 76 complete questionnaires were 
randomly chosen (to ensure equivalent cell sizes) for 
inclusion in the analysis. 
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COMM Porsche .02 .09 
Hamburger .07 
Turkey .004 
Steak .03 
Beer .07 
Wine .01 
Liquor .04 
Hawaii .02 

were nested within product class. The different 
categories of peaking experiences were considered to 
be multiple dependent variables. All effects were 
considered to be fixed. Additionally, age and sex of 
the respondents were treated as covariates. Six 
subjects were randomly assigned to each treatment 
condition--item within product class--and the sub
ject's responses for that item were included for each 
peaking experience. 

The mean ratings for each product class relative to 
particular peak experience are presented below in 
Table 2 . Results of the multivariate analysis indi
cate that ratings of the series of various peaking 
experiences were highly significantly different among 
the various individual items (Wilks Lambda= .162, 

TABLE 2 

Mean Ratings of Various Peak Experiences Relative 
to Particular Product Classes (collapsed 

over product items) 

Class PLEAS EUPH succ JOY RESP COMM 

Automobilies S.92 6.S8 4.S8 4.S8 6.08 3.2S 

Food (meats) 6.2S 4.92 3.42 S.83 4.17 3.92 

Alcoholic 
beverages S.83 s.oo 3.42 S.08 4.SO 2.7S 

Vacation S.67 3.SO 4.SO 6.2S 4.00 4.2S 



. F48 4 approx1ma~e 264 = 2. 7, p < .001). Furthermore, 
the covar1ate measures (age and sex) jointly reached 
statistical significance (Wilks Lambda= .700, ap-

. 1 F12 prox1mate y 106 = 1. 72, p < 10) .. Nonetheless, the 
main effect for product class was not statistically 
significant. That is, the series of reported peaking 
experiences did not differ among the various product 
classes. 

The results of the univariate analyses, for each type 
of peaking experience individually, produced similar 
results. Specifically, the effect of item within 
product class was highly statistically significant 
for every type of peaking experience. The main 
effect of product class was, without exception, not 
statistically significant. However, the findings 
regarding the joint effect of the covariate measures, 
age and sex, were different with respect to the 
individual type of peaking experience being consid
ered. Acceptable levels of statistical significance 
for the covariate& were reached only in the cases of 
two experiences: JOY and RESPECT. The results of 
the univariate tests are summarized in Table 3 below. 

Univariate Tests 

Effect 

Regression 
(age, sex) 

Product Class 

Item (class) 

Within Cells 

a - p < .001 
b p < .01 
c = p < . 05 

Variable 

PLEAS 
EUPH 
succ 
JOY 
RESP 
COMM 

PLEAS 
EUPH 
succ 
JOY 
RESP 
COMM 

PLEAS 
EUPH 
succ 
JOY 
RESP 
COMM 

PLEAS 
EUPH 
succ 
JOY 
RESP 
COMM 

TABLE 3 

of Significance - ANOVA 

M.S. F 

("-F;8) 

10.62 2.24 
11.41 2. 12 
15.19 2.14 
27.88 3.82 c 
26.44 5.06 b 
8.56 1.45 

3 
(MSC/MSI(C)"'F8 ) 

4.75 
5.60 
4.69 
8.68 

14.61 
2.48 

(MSI(C)/MS within 
8 

"' F58) 

47.25 9.95 a 
34.48 6.41 a 
21.30 3.00 b 
25.59 3.50 b 
20.55 3.93 a 
14. 19 2.41 c 

4.75 
5.38 
7.11 
7.31 
5.23 
5.88 

Thus, on the basis of the univariate ANOVA results, 
one can not reject H 1. The data do not support the 
conclusion that repo~ted peaking experiences differ 
with respect to different classes of products. How
ever, one caveat should be expressed. The particular 

experimental design employed is insensitive to 
detecting such differences. That is, the .tests of 
significance for product class for the various depen-
dent measures is MS 1 /MS. ( )" The statistic 

c ass 1tem class 
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. d" "b d 3 1s 1sttr1 ute as F 8 . Thus, very large values of the 

statistic would be necessary in order to reject H0 1. 

Conversely, one can reject H 2. Specifically, re
ported peaking experiences d8 differ from item to 
item within product classes. 

Due to the puzzling, and somewhat contradictory 
findings regarding the two predicted hypotheses, it 
appeared worthwhile to factor analyze the various 
reported peaking experiences on individual items to 
determine if some latent dimensionalities were pre
sent in the responses. 

Again, as was the case for the MANOVA, data from the 
reduced sample of 72 respondents were used in the 
factor analysis. A principal components procedure 
was employed in order to reduce the dimensionality of 
the multivariate data. Furthermore, VARIMAX rotation 
was utilized in order to provide maximal interpret
ability of the dimensions thus revealed. 

The first four factors are reported which explain, 
collectively, 54.4 percent of the variance in report
ed peaking. The eigenvalue of the fourth factor 
included was 3.9, which corresponded to a reduction 
in the unexplained variance of 5.4 percent. Table 4 
presents factor loadings of individual items on each 
of the four factors. It should be noted that all of 
the factor loadings of relatively large magnitude 
were positive. Such was the case because respondents 
were asked only to rate the positivity of particular 
items. There was no possibility for a respondent to 
indicate negative peaking (nadiring) relative to a 
presented product item. 

Factor one, which explained 34.6 percent of the 
variance, nearly always loaded heavily on the food 
(meat) items listed within each of the six peaking 
experiences. The only type of peaking experience for 
which this was not true was the first one (PLEAS). 
Thus, by far the greatest proportion of the variabi
lity in responses occurred on one type of product. 
Apparently, individuals in the sample had differing 
reactions to the consumption of meat. For some 
eating meat produced little or no apparent peaking. 
For others it was a strong source of such experi
ences. The level of peaking for the other three 
product classes appears less idiosyncratic. 

Factor two loaded heavily on alcoholic beverages, 
particularly beer and liquor. Reflecting on factor 
two, the phenomenon may describe the popularity of 
beer and liquor among the younger generation of 
college students. One could speculate that wine, 
which tended to have much smaller factor loadings 
(and a smaller mean response) across types of peaking 
experiences, may be beyond the current sophistication 
level of the students sampled. 

The third factor tended to load on vacations, as well 
as one item from the class of automobiles, namely, 
the Porsche. It would seem that respondents tended 
to perceive similarly the satisfaction from vacation
ing in a foreign country, England in particular, and 
from owning and/or driving a Porsche, an expensive, 
sporty German car. 



TABLE 4 

Factor Loadings by Items 

Experience 
PLEAS 

EUPH 

succ 

JOY 

RESP 

CO!-IM 

I tern F 1 
Beer .01 
Liquor . 06 
Porsche -.09 
Pinto -. 10 

Hamburger .53 
Turkey .42 
Beer .01 
Liquor .14 
Porsche .05 
England -. 12 
Pinto .09 

Hamburger .64 
Turkey .80 
Steak . 75 
Beer . 40 
Wine .42 
Liquor .44 
Pinto .22 

Hamburger .72 
Turkey .64 
Steak . 59 
Beer .20 
Wine .31 
Liquor .21 
Porsche . 27 
England . 14 
Pinto .29 

Hamburger .70 
Turkey .69 
Steak .60 
Beer .11 
Wine . 23 
Liquor . 18 
Porsche .26 
Hawaii .40 
England .29 
Impala .41 
Pinto .24 

Hamburger .80 
Turkey . 80 
Steak .84 
Beer . 38 
Hawaii .35 
England .10 
Mexico . 10 

Variance Explained: .346 
Eigenvalues: 29.92 
Cumulative Variance-Factor 1-4: 

F 2 
-.66 

.73 

.14 

.12 

.01 

.01 

.73 

.68 

.28 

.11 
-.03 

.13 

.14 

.22 

.78 

.50 

.71 

.08 

. 21 

.31 

.32 

. 74 

.49 

.70 

.37 

.08 

. 14 

.16 

. 20 

.26 

.66 

.56 

.75 

.32 

.30 

. 16 

. 31 

. 19 

.20 

. 15 

. 18 

.66 

.24 

.03 

.10 

.070 
5.09 

.534 

F 3 
.01 
.13 
.44 
.03 

.03 

.09 

.13 

.26 

.45 

.40 
-.04 

. 17 

. 13 

.08 

. 14 

. 13 

. 14 

.25 

.10 

.32 

.40 

.14 

.34 

.37 

.63 

.69 

.17 

.24 

.47 

.44 

.05 

.20 

.15 

.70 

.63 

.73 

. 14 

.13 

. 11 

.23 

.24 

.22 

.70 

.78 

. 74 

.064 
4.62 

F 4 
.12 

-.06 
.20 
.59 

.09 

.07 

.00 
-.08 

.09 

. 13 

.62 

.28 

.06 
-.02 

.07 
-.04 

.02 

.77 

.37 

.20 

.18 

.24 

. 12 

.08 

.06 

. 10 

. 82 

.38 

.16 

.24 

.20 

.07 

.16 

.20 

.16 

.21 

.57 

. 79 

. 18 

.01 

.04 

.08 
-.09 

.03 

.09 

.054 
3.88 

The fourth factor is particularly interesting even 
though it explained only a little over five percent 
of the variance. That is, in most cases it loaded 
heavily on the Pinto automobile for five of the six 
experiences. This dimension may be interpreted as 
tapping the "First Car Syndrome," and given the ages 
of the student respondents, it reflects the satisfac
tion resulting from having one's own car. Although 
the Pinto may epitomize small economy automobiles 
which college-age students typically acquire, it is 
interesting that use of the Pinto seemed to generate 
relatively minimal variability in responses across 
subjects (compared to meats), despite the fact that 
when the data were collected, the "Pinto Gas Tank 
Controversy," was still pending. It might be reason
able to assume that had a different inexpensive 
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automobile been chosen, greater peaking might have 
been observed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The present study should be considered preliminary, 
but it serves to uncover a new construct which is 
potentially relevant to the understanding of consumer 
behavior. That is, the current study tends to refute 
the previously held notion that the subjective experi
encing of "peaking" among younger individuals does not 
relate to material possessions. However, it would be 
inappropriate to generalize such a conclusion to 
nonstudent populations without the support of further 
research . 

Additionally, it was found that level of perceived 
peaking was product item-specific. However, it is 
particularly interesting to note that by far the 
greatest variability in such reported experiences was 
associated with the consumption of meat, which pre
sumably related to the satisfaction of a lower level 
need. Further research involving cluster analysis 
might reveal substantial natural segments around 
which differing promotional appeals could be based. 
Furthermore, the linking of foreign travel with a 
sports car, for various sorts of peaking, clearly 
suggests a useful promotional appeal. 

Hallaq, J.H . 
Experiences . 
33' 77-82. 
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CONSUMER CHOICE OF INFORMATION PROCESSING STRATEGIES 
IN DISPOSITION DECISIONS 

Nabil Y. Razzouk, Andrews University 
Corbet Gaulden, Arizona State University 

Abstract 

Information processing strategies were investigated in 
a product disposition context. One hundred subjects 
participated in an experiment designed to test the ef
fect of predecisional perceived risk and the functional 
condition of the product on the type of processing 
strategy selected. No significant effect of the two 
independent variables was reported; however, a signifi
cant number of subjects selected a lexicographic strat
egy. The results suggest that consumers disposing of 
durable goods tend to focus on the financial benefits 
or costs that accompany different disposal alternatives. 

Introduction 

Jacoby, Berning, and Dietvorst (1977) defined consumer 
behavior as the "acquisition, consumption, and disposi
tion of goods and services, and ideas by decision 
making units." This definition as accepted by market
ing scholars (Hawkins, Coney, and Best, 1980; Hanson, 
1978; Burke, Conn, and Lutz, 1978) places disposition 
in the domain of marketing and consumer research. A 
careful review of the literature in these areas, how
ever, indicates that very little effort has been made 
to extend consumer research paradigms and methodologies 
to investigate disposition processes. Only a handful 
of studies have addressed directly the issue of product 
disposition (Burke, Conn, and Lutz, 1978; Hanson, 1978; 
Jacoby, Berning, and Dietvorst, 1977; and Razzouk, 
1977). 

In recent years there has also been a growing interest 
on the part of marketing researchers in the area of con
sumer acquisition and processing of information (Capon 
and Burke, 1980). This interest was spurred, in part, 
by attempts of government, consumer groups, and market
ers to enhance the quality of product information avail
able to consumers. A major research thrust in consumer 
information processing has focused on understanding the 
human decision process through a taxonomy of processing 
strategies (heuristics) which an individual utilizes in 
a decision situation. 

Consumer information processing is a dynamic phenomenon, 
be it related to acquisition, consumption, or disposi
tion behavior. Jacoby (1975) and Simon (1975) noted 
that only through a complete understanding of the indi
vidual steps leading to a final decision could we hope 
to understand the basis for choice. The growing na
tional concern over problems of energy, resource deple
tion, shortages of various kinds, and environmental de
cay as well as the increasing costs of solid waste dis
posal make choice decisions at the consumption and dis
position stages very important. Disposition in this 
context is concerned with the termination of a prod
uct's useful life within the household (Conn, 1978). 

This study was conducted in an attempt to fill a cur
rent void in the literature by investigating consumer 
information processing strategies when disposing of 
durable goods. More specifically, the research experi
mentally investigates the impact of pre-decisional per
ceived risk and the functional condition of the product 
at the time of the disposal decision, on the type of 
information processing strategy used in selecting a dis
posal alternative. 
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Processing Strategies 

Newell and Simon (1972) have postulated that consumers 
have limited processing capacity. Hence, they use 
heuristics to keep the information processing demands 
within the bounds of their cognitive capacity. Heuris
tics are rules of thumb for problem solving. They tend 
to reduce the search and increase efficiency, while 
sacrificing the certainty of a correct judgment (Payne, 
1976a). 

The use of heuristics by individuals has been reported 
in several studies (Newell and Simon, 1972; Braunstein, 
1976; Payne, 1976b; Reilly and Holman, 1978; Tversky, 
1972; and Wright, 1974). The major thrust of these 
studies has been the development of a taxonomy of meth
ods which individuals use to compare, eliminate, and 
select the appropriate alternatives. Three major heur
istic processes appear in the literature: compensator~ 

non-compensatory, and sequential or phased strategies. 

Compensatory Strategies 

When compensatory strategies are used by consumers, the 
perceived strength of an alternative on any evaluation 
criteria can compensate for the weaknesses on other 
criteria. The final judgment is then based on the com
bined ratings of all criteria. The Fishbein multi
attribute attitude model (Fishbein, 1966) assumes a 
compensatory processing strategy where alternatives are 
evaluated one at a time along all attributes, and the 
final evaluation is the summation of all ratings. 

Non-Compensatory Strategies 

Non-compensatory strategies do not allow for the 
strength of any evaluative criteria to comoensate for 
the weaknesses of others for a given alternative. 
Engel, Blackwell, and Kollat (1978) and Reilly and Hol
man (1978) identify three types of non-compensatorv 
strategies: conjunctive, disjunctive, and lexicograph
ic. In conjunctive processing, the consumer estab
lishes minimum cut-off points for each evaluative cri
terion. An alternative is then considered acceptable 
if the ratings of eac~ evaluative criterion for that 
alternative equal or exceed the cut-off ooints (Coombs, 
1964; Dawes, 1971). When following a disjunctive 
strategy, consumers would establish cut-off points for 
those key criteria. Lexicographic processing involves 
the rank ordering of the evaluation criteria and the 
selection of the alternative with the highest rating on 
the most important evaluative criterion (Tversky, 1972). 

Sequential Strategies 

Sequential strategies (Reilly and Holman, 1978) or 
phased strategies as referred to by Bettman (1979), are 
hybrid strategies in which a certain strategy is first 
used to eliminate some alternatives from consideration. 
A second stratefy is then used to make comparisons 
among the smaller set of remaining alternatives. 
Reilly and Holman (1978) identified four combinations 
of sequential strategies: conjunctive-compensatory, 
disjunctive-compensatory, conjunctive-disjunctive, and 
disjunctive-conjunctive. 

Consumer researchers have utilized different methods 
to investigate the nature of information processinP 



strategies in consumer decision situations. Jacoby, 
Speller, and Kahn (1974a, 1974b) favor the use of in
formation display boards which contain a number of in
formation cues about a number of products. The sub
jects are asked to evaluate as many of the cues as 
needed to make a selection of a particular product. 

Einhorn (1970 and 1971) recommends the use of actuarial 
methods which provide a post-hoc account of how deci
sions were made. Bettman (1972) and Wright (1974) used 
protocols in which consumers were asked to recreate the 
decision process which they went through before making 
the final selection. More recently Park (1976) and 
Reilly and Holman (1978) utilized a simple method of 
structural protocols. In these studies, participants 
were presented with descriptions of the different pro
cessing strategies under study, and then asked to se
lect the one that most closely resembled the actual 
process. This latter method was adapted for use in the 
present research because of its focusing on behavior 
responses and immediate reporting. 

Development of Hypotheses 

Several factors have been investigated in the litera
ture for their probable effect on the use of processing 
strategies in choice decisions. Wright (1974, 1975) 
considered the effect of such factors as the desire to 
optimize, desire for simplicity, information load, task 
complexity, distraction, and cue intercorrelation. 
Park (1976) and Sheth and Raju (1974) considered the 
influence of product familiarity and product complexity 
on the type of processing strategies selected. Reilly 
and Holman (1978) empirically investigated the effect 
of task complexity and cue intercorrelation on the type 
of processing strategy used. No significant effects 
for either factor were reported. 

In a disposition decision situation, other factors may 
have a bearing on the processing strategy selected. 
Predecisional perceived risk or the degree of product 
and task involvement could heighten the desire for op
timization and thus increase the use of compensatory 
and conjunctive strategies (Park, 1976). On the other 
hand, a low level of perceived risk or involvement may 
diminish the need for optimization; instead, a stronger 
desire for simplicity may develop, resulting in a more 
frequent use of lexicographic processing strategies. 

The functional condition of the product at the time of 
the disposal decision is thought to influence the na
ture and extent of information processing (Conn, 1978). 
Products in working condition would require greater 
search and demand more optimization than non-working 
products in need of repair. One may then expect a 
prevalence of compensatory and conjunctive processing 
strategies for decisions to dispose of working products, 
and more lexicographic strategies to accompany the dis
position of non-working products. 

Two null hypotheses were developed in this research to 
test the influence of predecisional perceived risk and 
the functional condition of the product on the type of 
information processing strategy selected. 

Hl: In a disposition context, there is no differ
ence in the processing strategies selected for 
high versus low perceived risk products. 

H2: In a disposition context, there is no differ
ence in the processing strategies selected for 
working versus non-working products. 

Methodology 

A 2x2 factorial experiment was employed in this study 
in which two levels of perceived risk (high and low) 
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and two levels of product functional condition (work
ing vs. non-1~orking) were operationalized. 

Subjects 

Subiects were business administration ma.iors enrolled 
in the first five-week summer session 1980 at Arizona 
State University. The sample consisted of one hundred 
subjects, or twenty-five for each experimental cell. 

These subjects were recruited by the experimenter from 
the business library. Sixty-one males and thirty-nine 
females participated in the experiment. The age of 
these participants ranged from eighteen years to forty
six years. Ninety-four percent had completed at least 
two years of college, and eighteen percent had com
pleted some graduate work. The average household in
come of the subjects was between $15,000 and $20,000, 
and twenty-five percent reported incomes over $30,000. 

The use of students in this sample was ;ustified on the 
basis that college students, like other segments, are 
involved in disposition decision processes. Also, the 
two durable goods utilized in the experiment are .iust 
as common among college students as among other seg
ments of the population. 

Product Selection Process 

The two household durable goods used in this research 
are a stereo component system and a hair blow-dryer. 
These products were chosen on the basis of a pretest 
that helped determine the level of consumer perceived 
risk for a number of products. 

A two-stage pretest was conducted to select the hiQ;h
perceived-risk and low-perceived-risk products. In 
the first stage, 160 subiects (n=l60) were asked to 
identify two common household durable goods they per
ceived to rate high on five risk surrogates (purchase 
price, resale value, conspicuousness, functional risk, 
and extent of pre-purchase information search) relative 
to other household durable products they were familiar 
with. Similarly, the sub.iects were to list two common 
household durable goods they perceived to rate low on 
the same risk surrogates. 

The frequencies of occurrence in the first stage of the 
pretest led to the selection of stereo component sys
tems (f=lOO) and color televisions (f=88) at the top of 
high-perceived-risk products. Toasters (f=70) and hair 
blow-dryers (f=l07) were also selected as low-risk 
products. These four products were then presented to 
another group of business majors (n=l90) who were asked 
to rate each of the ~our products on the same risk sur
rogates used in the first stage, using a scale of one 
to ten (one being very low and ten being very high). 
An average rating of each surrogate and each product 
was computed. 

The stereo component system scored higher than a color 
television on almost every surrogate and was selected 
for the high-risk experimental conditions. The scores 
for the toaster and hair blow-dryer were such that 
either of the two products could have been selected for 
the low-risk conditions. However, the hair dryer was 
selected due to greater familiarity of the subjects 
with that product (eighty-one percent owned a hair 
dryer) as compared with the toaster (sixty-five percent 
owned a toaster). 

The functional state of the products used in this study 
was experimentally manipulated to fit one of two lev
els: working, or not working (needing repair). This 
manipulation was achieved through written and oral in
structions given to the sub;ects at the outset of the 
experiment. For the "working" condition, the subjects 



were told that the product they were asked to dispose 
uf \Vas in good working condition. For the other level, 
"ubjects were told that the product had quit working 
and was in need of repair. 

Procedures 

One hundred subjects were individually placed into a 
simulated disposition situation and instructed to dis
pose of a given product in the manner in which they 
would normallv do so. Each subject was randomly as
signed to one of the experimental conditions: high 
perceived risk/working condition, low perceived risk/ 
'"or king condition, high perceived risk/non-working con
dition, and low perceived risk/nonworking condition. 

A booklet with instructions and the independent vari
ables was handed to each subject. The purpose of the 
study was explained as gaining insight about how con
sumers make decisions to dispose of some common durable 
rroducts after these products have been used for awhile. 
1~ increase the level uf task involvement (involvement 
in the disposition decision procc~s), subjects were re
quc>sted to assume that they haVL' "1 ready decided on ter
minating the present useful life of the assigned prod
uct and that they were presentlv seeking and evalunting 
informntion for a finnl selection of a disposition al
tPrnative. 

Information on the possible disposal alternatives and 
selected attributes of these alternatives were also 
J>ruvided. 

Subjects could select to store the product, convert it 
to serve somL~ new purpose, lease it, loan it, throw it 
awav, give• it away to be used, give it awav to be re
sold, trad~ it, sell it direct to n consumer, or sell 
it to a middleman (Jacoby, et al, 1977). 

Six attributes of the disposal alternatives were avail
able ftn evaluation: the financL1l cost involved in a 
particular disposal alternative, the effort involved, 
the financial benefits realized, the functional feasi
hilitv, availability, and the social acccptabilitv at
tached t<> e<Jc), a lternaUvc (Conn, 1978; .Jacoby, et al, 
1977; and Razznuk, 1977). 

At-tL~r tile s:th)t:L'ts arrived. at their dispClsit:ion deci
sion~ they ·w'cre nskl~d tn fill out a qnestionnrdre nnd 
rL'Spond tel a set of structural protocols tltat decwribed 
~ight differ~nt processing strategies (Table 1 ). In 
tl1c first part c1f the questionnaire, StJbiects were asked 
tn li~t and then rate factors that influenced their 
cllo-ice l'f a disposa] al tL1rnativc. Suhjects v . .~ere al sn 
asked to rate each disposal alternative attribute on 
how important it was in influencing their choice of a 
disposal alternative. 

To Cilpture tlll' nature of the information-processing 
strntegies used, subjects were presented with a descrip
tion of eight structural protocols that represent var
ious combinations of processing strategies. These pro
tocols were randomly grouped in four different arrange
ments in order to minimize order effect. Subjects were 
instructed to read the protocols and select the one that 
resembled or the one that came closest to the way they 
actually made their disposal decision. Subjects were 
then thanked for their participation and dismissed. 

The methodology utilized in this study focuses on beha
vior responses along with the verbal reports. Subjects 
were asked to make a decision in the present and thus 
did not have to worry about recall problems of forgot
ten and/or unimportant events. 
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TABLE l 
STRL:CTURAL PR0TOCOLS flESCR T B TNC 

1 NFOR~1AT I ON-PROCESS f NC STRA Tf.C T ES 

FOR A llfSPOS,\l. llECIS[()N 

1. I first considered the possible Jisposnl alterna
tives, eliminated the alternatives with really nega
tive ratings on any attribute, and then chose from 
the rest of the alternntives thnt which seemed the 
best overall <vhen I balanced the positive ratings 
with the negative ratings. (Conjunctive
Compensatory) 

2. l chose the disposal alternative that did not have 
any negative ratings on any of the attributes. 
(Coni unc t i ve) 

]. I looked at the attribute that was the most impor
tant to me and chose the disposal nlternative that 
1vould rnte the highest on that attribute. Tf two 
or more alternatives were equal on that attribute, 
I then lc><,kL'd :1t the :;econd most important attri
bute to brc·;<k Lite tie. (Lexicographic) 

4. 1 chose the disposal alternative that had a high 
positive rating on at least one attribute. (llis
juncti ve) 

5. T chose the d ispos<1l alternative that had a posi
tive rating when T balanced the positive and n~ga
tive ratings. (Compensatory) 

6. T first considered the possible disposal alterna
tives, eliminated any alternative that did not h<1ve 
at least one positive rating, ~nd then chose from 
the rest tite clisposnl alternative that seemed the 
best when T balanced the positive <Vith the negative 
rat i.ngs. (Di sj nne t I ve-Compensa tory) 

7. T first cli.mi.n;ltt::d the dispo~;al alternative 1.viti1 a 
negative rating on any nttril1ute ~1nd tl1en ct1os~, 

from thE, rest, the one witl1 a l1igh p0si.tive rating 
on anv attribute. (Conjunc·tive-llL<iunctfv<'l 

8. I first eliminated anv disposal nlternntiv~ that 
d·id not have nt lea>;t one positive rating ;mel then 
chose, from the rest, the ~1.lternative thrtt diJ nnt 
have a rcal_l.,· low rating .m nnv attrihute. 
i unc t i vc~-Con·j nne t ivP) 

Analysis 

(Ois-

One bds-Ic dependent measure t.<Ias considered in this 
study: the information-processing stratef~V. The data 
gatherc~ct \vr1s categorical in natnre, incljcatin}~ the 
exact stratC'gy 11sed or t'ne one. that 1ame the c1osest to 
the exact strategy. Civen the nominal nature of the 
data, a Bartlett Chi-square analvsis was used to test 
the effect of the two independent variables "" tlw de
pendent rrJcastire of processing strategy. 

Results 

The results of the analysis as reported in Table 2 
failed to produce any Chi-square values significant ot 
the .05 level. Accordinglv, the two bvpotheses of no 
significant difference were accepted. The treatments 
of perceived risk and the functional condition oF the 
prnduct did not yield a significant effect on the tvce 
of processing strategy that was utilized by subjects in 
reaching their choice decisions. 

A closer look at the results (Table  3 ) reveals n domi
nance of lexicographic decision strategies (F=53). 
T<Venty of the respondents indicated that this strategy 



TABLE 2 
SUMMARY OF CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS FOR THE 

INDEPENDENCE OF THE DECISION STRATEGY 
SELECTED FROM THE TREATMENT EFFECTS 

OF PERCEIVED RISK AND 
FUNCTIONAL CONDITION 

Nature of Selection df x2 

Perceived Risk 

Exact strategy 3 5.585 

Approximate strategy 3 2.793 

Functional Condition 

Exact strategy 3 2.985 

Approximate strategy 3 3.282 

p 

.1337 

.4247 

.3940 

.2984 

Note: Some cells were combined to compute Chi-square. 

represented their exact behavioral strategy, and 
thirty-three said it came closest to describing their 
behavioral strategy. The next most favored strategy 
was the conjunctive/compensatory (F=l6). This strategy 
was more favored by subjects in the high perceived risk 
and working product conditions. Lexicographic process
ing, on the other hand, was favored slightly more by 
subjects in the low perceived risk and non-working 
product conditions. However, none of the differences 
proved significant. 

TABLE 3 
PROCESSING STRATEGIES SELECTED 

(EXACT AND APPROXIMATE COMBINED) 

Number of Perceived Risk Functional Condition 
Times Selected High Low Total Working Non-Working 

Conjunctive/ 
Compensatory 11 6 17 9 8 

Conjunctive 0 2 2 1 1 

Lexicographic 25 28 53 25 28 

Disjunctive 5 5 10 6 4 

Compensatory 2 5 7 3 4 

Disjunctive/ 
Compensatory 4 1 5 2 3 

Conjunctive/ 
Disjunctive 2 3 5 4 1 

Disjunctive/ 
Conjunctive 1 0 1 0 1 

Totals so so 100 so so 

Discussion 

The results of this study support the conclusion that 
predecisional perceived risk and the functional condi
tion of the product at the time of disposal did not in
fluence the choice of a processing strategy. 

Some explanations could be offered for the dominance of 
lexicographic processing. Reilly and Holman (1978) re
searched processing strategies in buying decisions 
utilizing similar structural protocols to those used in 

this study. The authors reported a significantly high 
frequency of lexicographic processing (60.7 percent) 
followed by 32.1 percent who reported using a compensa
tory strategy. Reilly and Holman speculated that their 
results may be due to the attractive description of the 
lexicographic model. If this were true, subjects may 
have been influenced by the language of the description 
rather than the content of the statement. In the pres
ent study an effort was made to maintain balance and 
uniformity in the protocol statement while maximizing 
content discrimination. 

Park (1976) provided a very viable explanation for the 
results of the present research. He indicated that 
lexicographic processing is an expected phenomenon in 
circumstances of high familiarity with the product, and 
well developed choice criteria. The fact that both the 
stereo component system and the hair blow-dryer are very 
familiar consumer goods, and the alternative attributes 
evaluated were well developed as presented to the sub
jects, may have reduced the effect of the independent 
measures and skewed the choice of a decision strategy 
in favor of lexicographic processing. 

The managerial implications of the findings in this 
research are clear. If a significant portion of con
sumers involved in disposing of durable products pro
cess information lexicographically, the efforts of 
government, good-will organizations, recycling centers, 
or others, to promote a specific disposal alternative 
must then focus on the most important attribute of the 
disposal alternative. In this study both "financial 
cost" and "financial benefit" received an importance 
rating of 7.0 on a scale of one to ten, one being very 
unimportant and ten being very important. This was fol
lowed by the "effort involved" with an average rating 
of 6.5. "Availability" and "functional feasibility" 
had an average rating of 5.5 and 5.0, respectively. 
The lowest average rating of 3.0 was reported for "so
cial acceptability." Also, when subiects were asked to 
cite the factors that influenced their choice of a dis
posal alternative, seventy-one percent (F=71) cited the 
"financial benefit" followed by the "effort involved" 
(F=S7), and the "financial cost" incurred (F=44). 

The high frequencies reported for "financial benefit" 
and "financial cost", along with the high ratings these 
attributes received, indicate the paramount importance 
of perceived monetary risk and economic considerations 
in the processing of information when disposing of dur
able goods. These salient attributes suggest that mar
keters involved in reverse distribution should not only 
promote their availability but should emphasize the fi
nancial benefits and convenience that accompany their 
exchange transaction •. 

One major contribution of this study to marketing theory 
is the utilization of a research method originally de
veloped for studying consumer purchase behavior to ex
pand the domain of consumer research and information 
processing to disposition decision processes. Further 
research in this area is recommended utilizing products 
at different levels of familiarity. 
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SELF-IMAGE/PRODUCT-IMAGE CONGRUITY AND ADVERTISING STRATEGY 

M. Joseph Sirgy, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

Abstract 

This article discusses the state-of-the-art of self
concept literature in consumer/market behavior, intro
duces an integrated self-concept model to the adver
tising practitioners, and shows how this model can en
hance the formulation of advertising strategic effect
iveness. 

Introduction 

Developing an effective advertisement does not only 
entail communicating the evaluative functional benefits 
of a product or service but also the evaluative symbolic 
benefits as well. Based on a tradition of attitude 
modelling, advertising researchers have neglected to 
systematically tap the rich source of symbolic attri
butes related to their advertised products. This is 
primarily due to the fact that advertising researchnrs 
focus their attention on the functional attributes of 
their product as traditionally established by a history 
of implementing the multiattribute attitude models in 
devising a creative copy. How symbolic attributes 
affect consumers' purchase motivation is a growing study 
related directly to the self-concept. 

This paper reviews how the self-concept has been treated 
in the marketing/consumer behavior literature. It also 
introduces an integrated self-concept model to adver
tising practitioners and discusses research and policy 
applications. 

Self-Concept 

The self-concept in the pure social science disciplines 
(e.g., psychology, sociology) has been conceptualized 
differently by different self-concept investigatorsc 
However, most self-concept theoreticians seem to agree 
that the self-concept denotes the "totality of the in
dividual's thoughts and feelings having reference to 
himself as an object" (Rosenberg, 1979, p. 7). 

The self-concept literature in consumer behavior is 
muddled with ambiguity and confusion in regards to the 
precise conceptualization of self-concept. A number of 
investigators have conceptualized self-concept as being 
a single construct and treated it to mean the actual 
self-concept defined as that image of oneself as he/she 
per;eives himself/herself (Grubb & Hupp , 1968; 
Birdwell, 1968; Green, Maheshwari, & Roa, 1969; Grubb 
& Stern, 1971; Bellenger, Steinberg, & Stanton, 1976; 
Hughes & Naert, 1970; Hartin, 1973; Jacobson & Kossoff, 
1963). The actual self-concept in this vein has been 
labeled as "actual self", "real self", "basic self", 
"extant self", or simply "self". 

Within the single self-construct tradition some inves
tigators have restricted self-concept to merely sex
role self-concept, which has been defined as that image 
of oneself as he/she perceives his/her sex role (Gentry, 
Doering, & O'Brien, 1978; Vitz & Johnston, 1965; Gentry 
& Doering, 1977; Harris & Cundiff, 1971; and Golden, 
Allison, & Glee, 1979). 

In the multiple self-constructs tradition, self-concept 
has been conceptualized as having two or more dimen
sions. Some investigators argued that self-concept has 
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to be treated as having two components -- that of the 
actual self-concept and the ideal self-concept (the 
ideal self-concept is defined as that image of oneself 
as he/she would like to be) (Ross, 1971; Delozier, 1971; 
Delozier & Tillman, 1972; Lamone, 1966; Stern, Bush, & 
Hair, 1977; Schewe & Dillon, 1978; Belch, 1978; Landon, 
1974; Dolich, 1969; Munson, 1974; Guttman, 1973; Belch 
& Landon, ]978; Hamm & Cundiff, 1967; Landon, 1972; 
Greeno, Sommers, & Kernan, 1973). The ideal self
concept has been referred to as the "ideal self", " 
idealized image", and "desired self". 

Other investigators have gone beyond the duality dimen
sions. These include Sirgy (1979, 1980) who referred 
to the actual self-image, ideal self-image, "social 
self-image", and "ideal social self-image". The social 
self-concept (sometimes referred to as "looking-glass 
self" or "presenting self") was defined as that image 
that one believes others have of him/her; and the ideal 
social self-concept (sometimes referred to as "desired 
social self") denotes that image that one would like 
others to have about him/her. (cf. Maheshwari, 1974). 
Hughes and Guerrero (1971) talked about the actual self
concept and the ideal social self-concept. French and 
Glaschner (1971) used the actual self-concept, the 
ideal self-concept, and the "perceived reference group 
im~ of self". This latter concept, although used in 
French and Glaschner's study, was never formally de
fined by the authors. Dornoff and Tatham (1972) used 
the actual self-concept, ideal self-concept, and "imag~ 
of best friend." Sommers (1964) used the actual self
concept and "de.scribed other" (defined as "as if I were 
this person"). Sanchez-:-o'Brien, and Sommers (1975), 
on the other hand, employed the actual self-concept, 
ideal self-concept, and the "~pected self" (which re
fers to that image somewhere between the actual and the 
ideal self-concept). Furthermore, Munson and Spivey 
(1980) referred to the "expressive ~elf" which pertains 
to either the ideal self-concept or social self-concept. 

Based on the theory of symbolic interactionism, Schenk 
and Holman (1980) argued that distinction between or 
among different self-perspectives is not fruitful since 
the activation of a specific self-perspective is situa
tion-specific. They argued for the consioeration of 
the "situational self-image" which is the product of 
the individual's repetoire of self-images and the per-· 
ception of others in the situation. Situational self
image has been referred to as the role which the in
dividual undertakes to attain a specific goal or to 
avoid a specific aversion in a specific situation. 
This construct is labelled differently in the sociology 
and social psychology literatures- "presenting self," 
"role self," "social self," etc. In the case where 
situational self-image can be expressed through product 
consumption, the individual compares product or brand 
images to that of his/he situational self-image. The 
brand whose image matches the situational self-image 
influences the individual's decision making regarding 
his preference and purchase of that brand. 

Product Image 

Tucker (1957) argued that consumers personalities can 
be defined through product use. 

"There has long been an implicit concept that 
consumers can be defined in terms of either the 



products they acquire or use, or in terms of 
the meanin~s products have for them or their 
attitudes to\vards prc>ducts." (p. 139). 

Newman (195 7) elaborated upon this concept. 

"Among other things, a product is a symbol by 
virtue of its form, size, color, and functions. 
Its significance as a symbol varies according 
to how much it is associated with individual 
needs and social interaction. A product, then, 
is the sum of the meanings it communicated, 
often unconsciously, to others when they look 
at it or use it." (p. 100). 

Products, suppliers, and services are assumed to have a 
personality or image, just like people. This image is 
not determined by the physical characteristics of a 
product alone, but by a host of other factors such as 
pa.-kaging, advertising, price, and channels of distri
bution. Images of products, suppliers, or services are 
also formed by other associations such as stereotyped 
image of the generalized or typical user and other re
lated factors (cf. Levy, 1959; Grubb & Grathwohl, 1967; 
Britt, 1966). 

lt should be noted that product images can be classified 
as being f_LJ_tl_Ctiona~ or symbolic (Sirgy, 198lb, 198lc). 
Symbolic product images refer to the stereotypic per
"-'l!':~lLU:' images consumers have of a specific prod~~t. 
Examples of stereotypic personality images people may 
have of a particular store include traditional versus 
modern, classy versus folksy, sexy versus plain, friend
ly versus formal, high status versus low status, etc. 
These symbolic images are differentiated from their 
functional counterparts in that the latter involve 
~ttributes that are related to the physical benefits of 
the product and not the stereotypicperson;lity char
acteristics associated with it. 

Self-Image/Product-Image Congruity 

The discussion of self-concept and product-image con
gruity was initiated by Gardner and Levy (1955) and 
Levy (1959). The main attention was focused upon the 
image projected by various products. Consumers were 
thought to prefer products with images which nre con
gruent with their self-concepts. Grubb and Grathwohl 
(1967) formally proposed that 

'' ... the consuming behavior of an individual 
will be directed toward furthering and enhanc
ing his self-concept throught the consumption 
of goods as symbols" (p. 26). 

~elf-image/Jl_J:"oduct-image congruity specifically refo:>rs 
to the match or mismatch of one or more actual" self
image, or ideal self-image, social self-image, or ideal 
social self-image with the corresponding personality 
images of the designated product. The match between 
actual self-image and product image has been referred to 
as "self-congruity"; between ideal self-image and pro
duct image "ideal congruity"; between social self-image 
and product image as "social eongruity"; and between 
ideal social self-image and product image as "ideal 
social congruity" (Sirgy, 1979, 1980, 198la; Samli and 
Sirgy, 19£ll). The congruence between these two sets 
of constructs (product image and self-concept) has been 
modelled using a variety of distance measures such as, 
the Euclidean distance, absolute difference, simple 
difference, and difference squared indices (Birdwell, 
1968; Delich, 1969; Ross 1971.; Schewe and Dillon, 1978; 
Si rgy, 1979, 1980). 

Single Congruity Versus Multiple Congruities 

The issue whether product image interact with one or 
more self-perspectives such as, the actual self-image, 
the ideal self-image, the social self-image, and the 
ideal social self-image has been addressed by Sirgy 
(198lb, d). Many studies have treated self-image/ 
product-image congruity only and exclusively in terms 
of a single congruity effect, namely self-congruity 
(i.e., involving only the actual self-image) (e.g., 
Grubb & Stern, 1971; Birdwell, 1968; Bellenger, 
Steinberg, & Stanton, 1976; Hughes & Guerrero, 1971; 
Green, Maheshwari & Roa, 1969). Most of these studies 
provided support for the relationship betweeen self
congruity ~nd consumer choice. 

Many other studies have been found to assess the in
dependent effects of ideal self-image versus actual 
self-image (or ideal congruity versus self-congruity) 
on consumer choice (e.g., Dolich, 1969; Ross, 1971; 
Sirgy, 1979, 1980; Munson, 1974; Belch, 1978; Dornoff 
and Tatham, 1972). The overall pattern of findings in 
regards to the differential effects of multiple con
gruities seems at best equivocal (Sirgy, 1980a). 

An Integrated Self-Concept Model 

An integrated self-concept theory was developed by this 
author (Sirgy, l98lb, d) to explain self-concept effects 
on consumer behavior. The theory advances the notion 
that every self-image has a value association which 
determines the degree of positive or negative affect 
felt when that self-image is activated. This value 
component assnc:iated with a partic1llar self-image re
places the traditional constructs of ideal self-image, 
ideal social self-image, etc. Correspondingly, every 
product image has also a value component reflective of 
the affective intensity associated with that attribute. 
A specific value-laden self-image interacts with a 
corresponding value-laden product image and the result 
occurs in the form of .E_ositive self-s:ongruf!y (match 
between a positive product image and a positive self
image), positive self-incongruf!y (match between a 
positive product image and negative self-image), 
~egative self-incongruity (match between a negative 
product image and a positive self-image), or negative 
self-congruity (match between a negative product image 
and negative self-image). 

Based on self-esteem need dynamics, the theory predicts 
that an individual would experience more .§_pproach moti
vation towards a particular product given a positive 
self-incongruity than a positive self-incongruity con
dition. In contrast, ·more avoidance motivation would 
be felt towards the product under negative self-incon
gruity than negative self-congruity conditions (see 
Figure 1). 

However, these predictions are based only on the psycho
logical dynamics of self-esteem needs. Other self
concept motives such as the Il_eed £0!: self-consistency 
are known to play a significant role in goal-directed 
behavior (see Sirgy, 198lb, d). Self-consistency moti
vation is said to drive the individual to behave in 
ways consistent with his/her perception of himself/ 
herself, since behaviors which are realized to be in
consistent with his/her self-image threatens the or
ganization of his/her self-theory. Therefore, people 
guard themselves from the threat of conceptual dis
organization by attempting to behave consistently with 
their self-perceptions. As a result, self-consistency 
motivation counteracts self-esteem motivation under 
incongruity conditions. The resultant motivational 
tendency is shown in Figure 2. 
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THE EFFECTS OF SELF-ESTEEM MOTIVATION AND 
SELF-CONSISTENCY MOTIVATION ON PURCHASE MOTIVATION. 

Advertising Strategy Implications 

As can be seen from Figure 2, consumer who experience 
positive self-congruity with an advertised product 
would be most motivated to purchase that product, con
trolling for other factors. Therefore, the advertis
ing manager should be able to identify and segment the 
market into the four different congruity groups: 
positive self-congruity group, positive self-incon
gruity group, negative self-congruity group, and nega
tive self-incongruity group. This structural strategy 
should then be followed by a process strategy which 
directs a differently designed message for each of 
those groups for the purpose of effecting an optimal 

image/pr~duct image congruity state, and there-
fore mot~vate them to approach the advertised product. 
The precise structural and process strategies recom
mended are as follows: 
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1. Conduct a perceptual test on a sample of your target 

population to identify those symbolic attributes 
which are associated with your product. 

2. Segment your target population into (a) those who 
perceive your product along negative symbolic attri
butes and (b) those who perceive your product along 
positive symbolic attributes. 

3. Further segment those who negatively perceive your 
product into (a) those who have a positive image of 
themselves (have self-images opposite of those 
perceived product images) and {b) those who have a 
negative image of themselves (have self-images which 
match those perceived product images). 

4. For those who positively perceive your product, 
segment them into (a) those who have positive self
images (corresponding to those of the product 
images) and {b) those who have negative self-images 
{self-images which are the opposite of the product 
images). 

5. For that segment which has a negative product image 
and a positive self-image (negative self-incongruity 
group), advertising should be geared to change the 
negative product image in the direction of their 
positive self-image to effect future positive self
congruity. Such self-concept states would insure 
high product preference, possible purchase inten
tion, and given purchase, high product satisfaction. 

6. 

7. 

For the segment which has a negative product image 
and a negative self-image (negative self-congruity 
group), advertising should be directed to moderately 
change the negative product image to a positive one 
while showing the consumers possible instrumental 
ways of changing their negative self-image to a 
positive one and revealing the benefits associated 
with that change. This state-of-affairs if success
fully completed prevents the instigation of nega
tive self-congruity and allows for future positive 
self-congruity. 

For that segment which has a positive product image 
and a corresponding positive self-image (positive 
self-congruity group), advertising should be de
veloped to reinforce the positive product image and 
provide instrumentalities for those consumers to 
further enhance themselves by maintaining their 
positive self-image with the help of the positively 
perceived product. 

8. For that segment which has a positive product image 
and a negative self-image (positive self-incongruity 
group), advertising is created to maintain the 
positive perception of the product and depict be
havioral instrumentalities designed to change their 
negative self-perceptions in the direction of the 
positive images associated with the product. 

Since this may sound a little bit overtechnical, an 
example of self-concept research/advertising applica
tion is in order. Let us choose a product which is 
loaded with symbolic (personality) characteristics. 
How about a sports car? Generally sports cars project 
stereotypic images of sexiness, social outgoingness, 
and carefreeness. And we want to advertise our brand 

of sports car (brand x). 

The structural strategy involves identifying at least 
four different market segments: (1) positive self
congruity group, (2) positive self-incongruity group, 
(3) negative self-congruity group, and (4) negative 
self-incongruity group. 



The positive self-congruity group believes that the 
people who drive sports cars are sexy, socially out
going, and carefree. They also see themselves in this 
light, and they have a positive attitude toward these 
image characteristics. For this market segment, the 
process advertising strategy is primarily that of rein
forcement. In other words, devise an advertising copy 
which associates brand x sports car with people who 
are sexy, socially outgoing, and carefree, and direct 
it to those people (through proper media selection) 
who think of themselves as being sexy, socially out
going, and carefree. 

The positive self-incongruity grot'? believes that 
people who drive sports cars are sexy, socially out
going, and carefree, but think of themselves as not 
possessing (or lacking) these characteristics. They 
also value (or like to be seen) as sexy, socially 
outgoing, and carefree. In this case, the advertising 
manager should devise an advertising copy which 
associates brand x sports car with people who are sexy, 
socially outgoing, and carefree, but also show that 
these people weren't sexy, socially outgoing, and care
free to begin with. They became to reflect this posi
tive image with the purchase and use of brand x sports 
car. 

The negative self-incongruity group may perceive people 
who drive sports cars as being immature, spoiled, and 
irresponsible (negative product image), and may think 
of themselves as being quite mature-like, disciplined, 
and socially responsible (positive self-image). For 
these people, the advertising copy should attempt to 
change the negative product image associated with 
brand x to that of a positive one to match their self
perceptions. This can be accomplished by effectively 
associating brand x with people who are quite visibly 
~ature, disciplined, and responsible in an advertising 
campaign directed at this group. 

The negative self-congruity target is the most trouble
some. This is because they view the product image as 
well as themselves in a negative light. That is, they 
may perceive people who drive sports cars as being 
immature, spoiled, and irresponsible (negative product 
image), and also they see themselves as being immature, 
spoiled, and irresponsible and don't like themselves 
this way (negative self-image). In this case the best 
strategy might be to associate brand x sports car with 
people who are mature, disciplined, and responsible; 
however, in doing so, show how people who used to be 
immature, spoiled, and irresponsible changed to become 
more mature, disciplined, and responsible by driving 
brand x sports car. 

Conclusion 

The role of product symbolism is being discovered. 
Advertising researchers are beginning to realize that 
consumers react more strongly to affect-laden symbolic 
product-related stimuli than "affect-free" functional 
product attributes. This is an enormously rich area 
which advertizers can exploit. On the other hand, 
lack of awareness concerning how these symbolic attri
butes interact with the self-concept of the target 
population can be very costly under those circumstances 
when an advertisement which is loaded with product 
symbolism would result into consumer behavior un
favorable to the advertiser's market position. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to determine how the 
shopping orientations of recent movers are different 
from the orientations of the population at large. 
Specifically, the research questions analyzed are: 
(1) to what extent do movers differ from nonmovers on 
demographics, shopping benefits desired, purchases 
made, and life style traits; and, (2) do recent movers 
form a relatively homogeneous market segment or do 
they conform to the general market segmentation pat
terns of the general population. 

Introduction 

The United States is still the most mobile of aJl so
cieties. One out of every five individuals move each 
year. Obviously, movers represent a large proportion 
of society and a growth market for the future. A con
servative estimate of 67% move to alternative resi
dences within the same country; approximately 16% move 
to a different country, and close to 17% change their 
state or country of residence. (Bell, 1969; Lansing & 
Mueller, 1967; Long, 1977.) 

There are several large groups of individuals ignored 
by the census records, which tend to understate the 
amount of movement. For example, the movements of 
millions of students who leave home for college or 
those individuals in the military, go unrecorded. 
(King & Hyman, 1979.) 

Toffler (1970), Pierson (1973), Bell (1969), and the 
Stanford Research Institute all suggest that moving 
will increase in the future. Also, it has been sug
gested that continued high mobility may be ensured due 
to the large number of regional population centers in 
the United States. (Long, 1977.) 

Many firms depend on attracting 
area as the primary source for 
franchise. Since the customer 
shifting this means that different 
preferences are being established. 

recent movers to an 
developing customer 
base is constantly 
buying patterns and 

This also implies 
that programs to convert newcomers to steady customers 
can perhaps be identified and made on-going on a con
tinuous basis. Obvious examples are commercial banks, 
service related industries, and furniture retailers. 
Few customers switch once they select a bank. Physi
cians, dentists, barbers, and laundromats need to at
tract recent movers in order to build their customer 
base. 

The structure of Mover Shopper Types is also of im
portance for marketing strategy. If a specific type 
of mover represents a relatively homogeneous market 
segment then they should be attracted with specific 
marketing strategies tailored toward their particular 
characteristics. However, if they follow the segmen
tation structure of society in general, then a firm 
can use its existing marketing strategy communicated 
in the media which movers are likely to use. 
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Previous Research 

Differences Found Between Movers and Nonmovers on Gen
eral Shopping Orientations 

Andreasen (1966) found that long distance mobiles pos
sessed higher education levels, occupation and income 
than the residents. They also possessed the charac
teristics of high aspirations and relative youth. The 
study revealed that mobiles exhibited a greater pres
ent spending power, a greater potential for future in
creases in spending power, presently higher expendi
ture rates, and a greater potential for future higher 
expenditure rates in comparison to nonmobiles. 

Andreasen and Ratchford (1976) used the same data base 
as the one above to analyze information sources used 
by long distance mobile households to make a variety 
of product and service decisions. The number of 
sources assessed and amount of information collected 
was positively associated with the degrees to which a 
joint husband and wife decision process was respons
ible for the selection and the number of previous 
moves. The implication of this is that in an investi
gation of retail patronage and store image percep
tions, both spouses should be questioned. 

Some scholars have undertaken to study the development 
of shopping behavior among geographically mobile con
sumers. Efforts by Bell (1969, 1970) (even though 
weak due to an incomplete set of demographic, socio
economic, and conditioning variables) proposed the 
concluding patterns of behavior of long-distance mo
biles as a guideline for retailers who Rre considering 
a mobility oriented segmentation strategy: (!) mo
biles transfer firm and brand loyalties between com
munities, therefore, firms need to feature brand name 
products in their promotions in order to attract mo
bile consumers; (2) mobile households purchase appli
ances and furniture at twice the rate of nonmobiles, 
with the same income; (3) credit is an important vari
able in transferring loyalties between communities 
since the majority of furniture and appliances pur
chased were bought with transferred accounts; (4) over 
70% of the selection reasons are centered about six 
categories: convenience, familiarity, recommenda
tions, quality of work or merchandise, low prices, and 
service; (5) personal information is an important 
factor in choosing dry cleaners, banks, furniture, and 
clothing stores and appliance outlets: (6) within six 
weeks of arrival, the majority of mobiles make sup
plier choices and rebuild a working shopping pattern; 
(7) as a group, mobiles exhibited similar higher soci
oeconomic patterns independent of their move destina
tion. Bell also overlooked, unfortunately, the rela
tionship of consumer store image perceptions to store 
choice, there was no baseline for comparing the re
sponses of long distance mobiles since neither local 
movers nor nonmovers were sampled. 

In addition, the Progressive Grocer Study (1965) in
dicated a rapid development of food shopping patterns. 
They concluded that identification of a favorite store 
required from 3.6 weeks for local movers to 4.3 weeks 
for long distance movers. The study also showed that 
these two groups also differed in the perceived annoy
ances and problems associated with shopping in a dif
ferent grocery store. Convenience, reputation, and 



the recommendations of friends and neighbors were the 
chief stated reasons for selection of a grocery store; 
while meat quality, cleanliness, brand variety, 
friendliness of personnel, prices, and convenience 
were found to be of relative importance in identifying 
a favorite store. 

In another grocery store related study which confirms 
the Progressive Grocer findings regarding a shifting 
of supermarket selection criteria over time, Atkins 
(1962) found that 65% of his respondents were loyal to 
their previously patronized supermarket chain. 
Kleimenhagen and Stampfl (1968) explained that almost 
one half of their sample chose their first supermarket 
on the basis of convenience, yet 25% chose on the bas
is of previous chain experience. 

Types of Moves Found 

Anderson and Golden (1979) determined four distinct 
life style typologies through cluster analysis: Young 
Urbanites, Entrenched Ruralites, Established Urban
ites, and Counter-Stream Migrants. Their results in
dicated that the typologies differed significantly 
across four areas: ( 1) the relative importance of 
standard patronage dimensions; (2) the use of informa
tion sources; (3) shopping convenience orientation; 
and (4) the dynamics of the shopping trip. This is 
encouraging since it appears possible to identify dif
ferentiated shopping behaviors by "mobility" vari
ables. It should be noted, however, that even though 
their work showed positive results, the research was 
limited to Oklahoma residents. 

Relationship of This Study to Previous Research 

Previous research on recent movers has been conducted 
on unrepresentative samples, typically using a limited 
number of shopping dimensions. In contrast, the first 
research question of this study attempts to determine 
the differences of recent movers across a large repre
sentative sample (n=4,408) of individuals who live in 
nine different areas, with four basic inventories of 
shopping orientations: demographics, benefits desir
ed, purchased made, and life style traits. The second 
research question attempts to compare the life style 
structure of recent movers with nonmovers, never pre
viously analyzed, in order to determine if movers are 
a unique market segment or whether they conform to the 
general market segmentation patterns of the population 
at large. 

Research Design 

4,408 individuals were telephone interviewed as a rep
resentative sample of nine different communities 
throughout the United States. The population was ap
proximately 500,000 in four of the communities and 
about 40,000 in five of the communities.! 353 individ
uals, or 8% of the sample, had moved into the commun
ity within the previous year. 

This paper compares those who have moved into the com
munity within the previous year, with the members of 
the sample who lived there already. The first re
search question is analyzed by comparing the shopping 
orientations (demographics, shopping benefits desired, 
purchases made, and life style traits) of recent 
movers with the other respondents. The second re-

lwe wis~thank Bert C. McCammon, Jr., for the use 
of data collected by the Distribution Research 
Center, at the University of Oklahoma. 

search question is examined by developing a general 
life style segmentation solution of all respondents 
and determining the representation of recent movers 
for each segment. 

Comparison of Movers and Nonmovers Overall 
(Research Question I) 

The demographic differences between movers and nonmov
ers are reported in Figure I. Movers were much young
er, more highly educated, of a higher social class, 
earlier in family life cycle, and had smaller house
holds. However, the income of the two groups were not 
significantly different. 
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TABLE I 

Chi Square Levels of Significance of Demographics 

Deao1raphic Variable Recent Movers Nonmovers Totals 

~ 
18-24 2!L9 12.6 l3.9 
25-34 42.8 28.3 29.5 
35-44 16.7 20.3 20. 1 
45-54 7. 6 16.4 15.7 
55-64 2. 8 13.2 12.4 
65-74 J.l 7.8 7. 3 
75 ansi tbove 0 I. 3 1.2 
Total 100% 100% 1004 
N 353 4010 4363 

Chi Square . 155.99 
Si nificance . o.oo 

Education 
~ . 3 2. 5 2. 3 
7-9 ).9 8. 5 7. 9 
10-11 3. 4 9.5 8. 9 
High School 27.9 34.4 33.9 
Somo College 31.0 23.4 24. l 

Colha• Graduate 27.3 14.3 15.5 
Gr.,duate School 8. 2 7.3 7. 4 
Total lOOt lOOt 100% 

N 319 3375 3694 
Chi Square . 76.31 

Si nificance • 0.00 
Famil:z: Income 
Undf!r $4,000 6. 8 6. 9 6. 8 
4. 000-4.999 4. 1 4. 5 4. 5 
5,000-5,999 lo,i 4. 4 4 . .:. 

6,000-6.999 5 .l 3. 9 4.0 
7,000-7,999 6. I 4. 7 4. 8 
8,000-8,999 5 .l 5. 4 5. 4 
9,000-9' 999 5. 8 6. 3 6. 3 
l0,000-11 .~99 12.5 12.9 12.9 
12,000-14,999 15.6 16.4 16.3 
15,000-19,999 20.0 16.7 17.0 
20,-00-24 '999 7.5 8. 3 3. 2 
25 000 or more 7. 5 9. 5 9. 4 
Total 1007. 100% lOOX 
N 295 3311 3606 

Chi Square • 22. 035 
Si nificance .. . 0002 

Family Life Cvcle 
Bache lor 6.6 4. I 4.4 
Newly Married 21.8 7. 4 8. 6 
Full Nest I 31.0 19' 7 20.6 
Full Nest II 6.0 4. 9 5.0 
Full Nest III 22.2 29.3 :9.2 
Empty Nest I 8. 5 17.9 17.1 
Empty Nest II 2. 5 10.0 9. 4 
Solitary Survivor [ .6 3. 7 3.5 
Soli tar Survivor !! .6 ~. 5 1. 3 
Total 100% lOOt 1004 

" 316 3477 ]793 
Chi Square "' 143.46 

Significance "' 0.00 

Respondents also rated the importance of twenty store 
benefits, on a zero to ten scale. As shown in Table 
II, migrants exhibited few benefit differences from 
nonmigrants. The major difference in migrants appear
ed to be their lower interest in employee service fac
tors. Not surprisingly, migrants also had less inter
est in convenient location. They demonstrated little 
difference in fashionable clothing, attractive decor, 
variety and selection of merchandise, and store clean
liness. Therefore, both groups appeared to have the 
same level of upscale taste. 



TABLE II 

Benefits Desired 

1\enefits Desired State!Mnta of Diffannc•• 

Low Everyday Prices • 340 

Good Sales Prices .595 

Friendly Employees 

Knowledgeable Employees 

Shelves Fully Stocked 

Enough Employees 

Variety and Selection of 
Merchandise 

Attractive Decor 

Ease in Changing Purchases 

Quality of Men:handise 

Ease in Finding Items 

Speedy Checkout 

Easy to Walk Through Store 

Store Cleanliness 

Convenient Location 

Variety and Selection of 
National Brands 

Convenience of Other Stores 

Fairness on Adjustments 

Easy to Return Merchandise 

Fashionable Clothing 

.006 

,044 

.238 

.010 

. 751 

.044 

. 379 

. 793 

. 253 

.403 

* .107 

.556 

.003 

.012 

.712 

* .124 

.013 

. 988 

*** if leas than or equal to . Ol 
** if less than or equal to . 05 
* if less than or equal to .15 

Haono 
R cent Mov ra ver1 

8. 75 8.64 

8.39 8. 53 

8.69 8.96 

8.32 8.54 

8.09 8.23 

7. 97 8. 27 

1.61 8.62 

6.38 6.67 

5. 57 5.40 

9.22 9.20 

e. 21 8.34 

1.51!1 8.67 

7 .1!13 8.02 

9.09 9.14 

7.90 8. 26 

7.62 7. 92 

6.90 6.95 

8.31 8.68 

8.49 8. 77 

I 7.61 7.61 

Respondents ratings on thirty nine life style state
ments revealed some of the most penetrating differ
ences, Respondents rated them by "how true is this 
statement for you" on a 0 to 10 scale. Movers were 
strongly more interested in socializing and entertain
ing, such as bar-b-quing outdoors. They also wanted 
checkout clerks to be able to approve checks. They 
had a preference for professionals to make home re
pairs. In addition, movers were less likely to work 
in the horne or garden. They knit or do needlepoint 
much more often. In summary, lifestyle traits added a 
great deal of interpretative color to the demographics 
and benefits reviewed. 

Lifest le Statements 

Usually Buy More than Intended 
Uses PO\oler Tools Frequently 
Carefully Compares Prices 
Frequently Goes Cafftping or H.iking 
Pays Attention to Ada for Sales 
Shop Several Stores for Beat Price 
Family Member Likes to Repair Can 
Newspaper Ads Are a Great Help 
Prefer Store's Brand to National 
Convenience Over Variety or Price 
Rely Heavily on Store Signs 
Often Shop at Discount Stores 
Checkout Clerks Should OK Checks 
Family Hember Uses Workshop 
Frequently Purchau! by Catalog 
Family Member Active Do-It-Self 
Store Signs Are Helpful 
Prefer a Professional on Home 
Repairs 
Frequently Enjoy Boating and Ski 
Store's Brands Are Better Value 
Frequently Sew or Make Clothes 
Fashion Conscious Female 
As a Male Feel Uneasy if Out-of
Style 
Among First To Buy New Products 
Impatient with Clerlu 
Frequently Knits or Needlepoint• 
Likes to Try New Products 
Frequently Goes Hunting or Fishing 
Seek Stores with a Wide Variety 

TABLE III 

Life Styles 

level of Si&nificance 
of Diffennc .. 

* . 091 
* .082 

.648 

. 213 
* .067 

.427 

.on 

.050 

. 372 

. 454 

. 503 

. 700 

. 002 
* .108 
"' .119 

. 778 

. 951 

.000 

. 549 
* . 059 

.281 

.844 

.971 

.220 

.164 

.000 

.454 

.059 

. 766 

Maana 
Recent Moven N0011overs 

6.47 6. 79 
4. 39 4. 75 
7. 34 7.42 
2.95 2. 71 
6. 93 7.23 
3.03 5.19 
4. 38 3.84 
7.12 7. 45 
4.81 4. 96 
6.45 6. 58 
6.59 6. 70 
7.08 7.01 
7. 92 7. 36 
3.13 ). 48 
).02 3. 31 
5.26 5. 20 
7.80 1. 99 

). 72 4.61 
2. 21 2.10 
6.29 6. 57 
4.92 4. 68 
4.93 4.98 

1. 55 1. 54 
4.07 3. 87 
5. 52 s. 27 
4.38 3. 42 
5. 69 5 .. )6 
3. 63 4.05 
6.53 6.48 
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TABLE III (continued) 

I_,etiant in a Ch•ekeut tina 
Fr•quantly Work in the YaYd 
TV Ada an Halpful in Shopping 
Fre~uently lar-b-q or En Outdoon 
U1ually Use Moat Store· Coupons 
ldio Alia are !Mlpful in Shoppina 
lnj oy P•uoaaliainJ Cu 
Helpful Clerka ere Very Importan't 
ll,lpn Sosialidn& Outdoon 

. 765 

.000 

.790 

.000 
... 129 

.925 
* .051 

.648 

.014 

*** if leaa than or equal to .01 
*"" if leas than or equal to . 05 
* if le .. than or equal to .15 

5.11 
4.85 
5.05 
1.22 
4.48 
3.88 
).41 
8.62 
6.41 

5.16 
6. 23 
5.10 
e.5o 
4. 71 
3.90 
3.04 
8.66 
5. 95 

Consumers were asked if they had recently made a pur
chase in each of twenty-seven product categories. The 
primary findings showed that movers were more likely 
than current residents, to purchase all types of 
clothing and less likely to purchase kitchen accessor
ies, records or tapes. 

TABLE IV 

Purchasing Behavior 

Purchaain Behavior Statements 

Did You Purchase Any: 

Small Applianc .. 
Automotive Suppliea 
Candy 
Boy'• Clothing 
Girl's Clothing 
Infant's Clothing 
Men's Clothing 
Women' a Hosiery 
Women'• Accessories 
Costume Jewelry 
Women'• Clothing 
Domeatic Goods 
Decorator Gift Items 
Electronics 
Fabrics-Sewing Aids 
Footwear 
Unfinished Furniture 
Hardware Supplies 
Health-Beauty Aids 
Kitchen Accessories 
Lawn-Garden Items 
Pet-Pet Supplies 
Plants-Plant Supplies 
Records or Tapes 
Sporting Goods 
Stationery Supplies 
Toys 

Level of Significance 
of Differences 

.960 

.947 

.613 
*** .003 

.224 

.823 

.776 
** .022 
** .021 

.651 

.539 

.922 

.201 

.693 

.731 
* .125 

*** .000 
* .146 

.997 
** . 032 

*** .010 
.783 
.931 

*** .001 
.840 
.541 
.471 

*** if less than or equal to .01 
** if less than or equal to .OS 
* if less than or equal to .15 

Extent of Movers Conforming with Lifestyle 
Solution of Population at Large: 

(Research Question II) 

A Q factor analysis was conducted across the 4,408 in
dividuals in the entire sample on the life style 
statements to develop a general life style segmenta
tion solution. Figure 1 profiles the types of shop
pers found across the sample. 

FIGURE 1 

The Archie Bunker Suburbanites are somewhat consumer 
conscious, however, are more do-it-yourselfers than 
any other segment. Their social life centers around 
the home, such as, bar-b-quing and working in the 



yard. This may be economically driven since they tend 
to have big families and fall into the lower middle 
class, with incomes in the $10,000 to $15,000 range. 

The Self-Indulgent Consumers are impatient and seek 
conve~1ience always over price. They almost never shop 
at discount stores and always buy national brands. 
These self-indulgent consumers tend to always use pro
fessionals for home repairs since they never do any 
work with their hands, nor do they take part in any 
outdoor activities. They show no social class trend, 
however, their incomes range from low to high. Their 
educational background is high school diploma. They 
have very few children in their families which defin
itt->ly goes along with their self-indulgence. 

The Upwardly Mobiles are dramatically younger either 
1.1-tll·e--bachefor stage or newly married stage. They 
appear to be the first college educated generation in 
tht> family coming from blue collar backgrounds. 
Tht•r·efore, they are new to their lower to middle soc
i.a l d.ass ~o~hich is indicated by the contradictory 
lifestyle statements. They are interested in conven
i~ncP, don't shop at discount stores, and buy national 
brands, are fashion conscious, yet at the same time, 
conct>rned with price; they make their own clothes and 
ar•• active do-it-yourselfers. Upwardly mobiles are 
outdoor people. 

The Traditional Seniors are conscientious price shop
per.,. This older segment reports having low incomes 
which is representative of those individuals in the 
Empty Nest I & II life cycle stages. These retired 
consumers buy store brands and frequently use coupons 
to get better value. Convenience is unimportant com
pared to price. They do not engage in any outdoor ac
tivities or socializing. Neither do these tradition
alists work with their hands, consequently, almost al
ways use professionals for home repairs. They are the 
last to try or buy new products and, obviously, are 
not fashion conscious. 

Impulsive Innovators are young college graduates, ei
ther newly married or Full Nest I, with low present 
incomes but entrenched in the middle to upper class. 
They have almost all been to college. They are com
pulsive shoppers frequently purchasing much more than 
they intended. They do pay attention to advertising 
and use coupons to try the newest products, often pur
chasing by mail. Because of their outgoing person
alities, they frequently socialize and are very 
fashion conscious. These budding innovators enjoy 
working with their hands and being creative. 

The Conscientious Assembly Liners represent the young
est segment. This group of consumers has graduated 
from high school and are in the bachelor stage or just 
recently married with no children. Due to their 
limited education, and youth, they are making below 
$9,000 annually. Conscientious Assembly Liners care
fully compare and shop for low prices by paying atten
ti.on to ads (T.V., radio, newspapers) for sales. They 
try u~w national brands only when coupons are avail
able, however, most frequently purchase store brands. 
They spend a great deal of time watching television 
and socializing outdoors. Most likely this is due to 
their limited ability to pay for other social activi
ties. This segment is not a do-it-yourselfer group, 
nor do they work with their hands except when person
alizing their cars. 

-

TABLE V 

Percentages of Movers In Each Segment 

Segments 

Archie Bunker 
Suburbanites 

Self-Indulgent 

Upward Mobiles 

Traditional 
Seniors 

Impulsive 
Innovators 

Concientious 
Assembly 
Liners 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Recent Movers 

13.2% 

17.7% 

19.2% 

15.0% 

18.9% 

16.2% 

Chi Square 
Significance 

Nonmovers 

15.2% 

20.1% 

13.2% 

20.5% 

19.9% 

12.9% 

16.90 
0.005 

Overall 

15.0% 

19.9% 

13.7% 

20.1% 

18.0% 

13.2% 

Table V reports the representation of movers in the 
general life style solution. Statistically, movers 
and nonmovers have a representation which produces a 
significant (at p ' .05) chi square difference. Mov
ers tend to overrepresent Archie Bunker Suburbanites, 
Self-Indulgent Consumers, and Traditional Seniors, and 
underrepresent !~ward Mobiles and Concientious Assem
bly Liners. 

However, a large number of movers can be found in each 
segment. Recent movers are hardly a one-segment shop
per phenomenon. Instead, they significantly represent 
each of the underlying market segments found for the 
population in general. 

Summary and Conclusion 

The analysis of the first research question found life 
style traits to offer a richer, fuller profile of dif
ferences between movers and nonmovers than the other 
variables used. Demographics and benefits desired, 
two of the primary types of variables used in previous 
research, were ~o~eak di<>criminators of movers versus 
nonmovers. 

The analysis of the second research question indicated 
that movers disproportionately represent some general 
life style market segments. Regardless, large numbers 
of movers are found in each major segment. This find
ing indicates that while marketing strategy can prof
itably take note of segmentation differences of movers 
versus nonmovers, there io> no single segment which 
should always be attracted when attempting to reach 
movers. 

Obviously, there is a need for further research on re
cent movers, such as time-phased research to determine 
orientation-related trends. Also, an investigation 
into the time it takes for consumers to diffuse into a 
community would be of interest to ~~rketing managers 
in exploring shopping behavior by defined segments. 
This research area could also be an excellent area for 
analyzing consumer processes, since consumers moving 
into a new community are starting fresh and not biased 
by previous behaviors. Mobiles are found to represent 
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an economically strong m&rket segment &nd they should 
be investigated to g&in &n understanding of their 
shopping behavior and p&tronage p&tterns. 
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AN EXAMINATION OF INCOME DIFFERENTIALS ON BLACK 
BUYER BEHAVIOR OF FASHIONS 

Peter K. Tat, Memphis State University 

ABSTRACT 

This study examines the income effect on black women 
shopping behavior of fashions. Black women of all 
income groups are extremely interested in fashions, 
Discount stores are frequented by those in the lower 
income group and specialty stores are preferred by 
those in the higher income group. Various types of 
print and broadcast media are used by black women of 
all income groups to find out the introduction of the 
latest fashions. Advertisements with black models get 
more attention from black women, especially those in 
the lower income group. 

INTRODUCTION 

The black consumer market has gained increasing atten
tion from marketers as evidenced by the amount of 
research conducted in the last two decades, Blacks 
are viewed as a market with distinctive charac
teristics from whites, Blacks generally have lower 
socio-economic status than whites and tend to be con
centrated in inner cities of large urban areas. 
Consequently, studies of black buyer behavior often 
treated blacks as a homogeneous group and compared 
their consumption patterns, shopping behavior, media 
exposure patterns, etc. with those of white consumers. 
Differences have been found in these aspects of buying 
behavior between the two groups. Since black family 
income is much lower than white family income, these 
d·ifferences may be attributed to the income effect on 
buying behavior, 

However, the black consumer market is far from being 
homogeneous. There are young and old blacks, rich 
and poor blacks, etc, The differences in demographics 
and motivation may lead blacks to have different 
buying behavior. Therefore, the purpose of this paper 
is to investigate the effect of one of these charac
teristics, income, on black female shopping behavior 
of fashions. 

BACKGROUND 

Bernard Portis ( 1966) found that black women are as 
fashion conscious as white women, The lower the 
income level of blacks, the higher are their expressed 
interests in fashions. Furthermore, blacks were found 
to be more innovative in clothing behavior (Robertson, 
Dalrymple, and Yoshino 1964), This innovativeness is 
directly related to income; i.e., the higher the 
income, the more innovative are blacks. 

The methods used to follow fashions do not differ 
significantly between the black and white women. 
Shopping in stores, looking at newspaper a:l s, reading 
fashion magazines, and reading articles about fashions 
in newspapers are the more popular means to follow 
fashions, However, the fashion conscious women use 
more methods to follow fashions than do the less 
fashion conscious women (Portis 1966). 

For store shopping behavior, it was found that low 
income blacks shop more frequently at discount stores 
than do whites (Feldman and Star 1968). However, for 
fashion items, large department stores are the 
favorite retail outlets for fashion conscious black 
women. This fashion shopping behavior differs from 
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white women, as the latter group shop more frequently 
at high-priced specialty stores (Portis 1966). 

Tolley and Goett ( 1971) reported that the use of black 
models in newspaper ads by department stores for 
clothing items get more visibility among black female 
shoppers. Moreover, blacks are more likely to be able 
to recall a:ls with black models. This is especially 
true with the lower income blacks. 

Total consumption expenditures of blacks are less than 
those of whites. Blacks spend less for food, housing, 
medical care, and automobile transporatation; and more 
for clothing, non-automobile transportation, and 
savings, As the income of blacks rises, the differen
ces diminish. Consumption patterns of blacks approach 
those of whites, except for clothing, personal care, 
home furnishing, alcohol, and tobacco for which blacks 
spend more (Sexton 1972), 

METHODOLOGY 

Black female shoppers at a major department store in 
Orangeburg, South Carolina were interviewed during the 
second week of July 1980. A total of 241 interviews 
was completed during this period resulting in 212 
usable responses. 

Orangeburg is a city with a population of approxi
mately 34,000. Of the total population, 45 percent is 
black. The nearest major metropolitan area, Columbia, 
South Carolina, is 40 miles from the city. There are 
two other metropolitan areas within 80 miles of 
Orangeburg: Charleston, South Carolina and Augusta, 
Georgia. 

The instrument used in this study was a structured 
questionnaire, Statements used to measure fashion 
interests and methods used to follow fashions were 
selected from the Portis (1966) study. In a:ldition, 
a list of statements concerning fashion shopping 
behavior, media behavior as well as demographic data 
were included in the questionnaire. The respondents 
were asked to indicate their level of agreements or 
disagreements along a six-point scale ranging from 
definitely agree to definitely disagree, In the data 
analysis, the responses were grouped into two 
categories: agree or disagree, 

To find out the income effect on fashion shopping 
behavior, the respondents were grouped according to 
the reported income into five income categories: less 
than $5,000, $5,001 to $9,999, $10,000 to $14,999, 
$15,000 to $19,999, and over $20,000'. The income 
variable then was crosstabulated with the behavioral 
variables and chi-square technique was used to test 
whether significant differences existed among the 
responses. 

FINDINGS 

Fashion interest reported by the respondents is pre
sented in Tabl e 1 . Chi-square analysis indicates 
there is no significant difference in income level and 
reported interest in fashions. Black women in this 
study are extremely interested in fashions, Almost 90 
percent of all respondents indicated they read fashion 
news regularly and try to keep their ward robe up to 
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TABLE 1 

FASHION INTEREST AND INCOME 

Less than $S,OOO to $10,000 to 
$5,000 $9.999 $14,999 

I read the fashion news 
regularly and try to keep 
my ward robe up to date 
with fashion trends 

Agree 94.87% 91.04% 84.48% 
Disagree 5.13 J.96 15.52 

I keep up to date on all 
the fashion changes al-
tho~h I do not always 
attempt to dress according 
to these changes 

Agree 92.31 88.06 87.93 
Disagree 7.69 11.94 12.07 

I check to see what is 
currently fashionable only 
when I need to buy some 
new clothes 

Agree 53.85 65.57 68.97 
Disagree 46.15 34.33 31.03 

I don't pay much attention 
to fashion trends unless a 
major change takes place 

Agree 38.46 56.62 58.62 
Disagree 6!.54 43.94 41.38 

I am not at all interested 
in fashon trends 

Agree 20.51 15.63 21.82 
Disagree 79.49 84.38 28.18 

date with fashion trends. The same percentage of 
respondents reported they follow fashion changes 
although they do not attempt to dress according to 
these changes. About 82 percent disagreed with the 
statement, I am not interested in fashion trends. 

Tabl e 2 presents the methods used to follow fashions. 
Black women with different income levels do not differ 
markedly in the ways they follow fashions. 
Disregarding income, the most popular methods used to 
follow fashions are: going to stores selling fashion 
items (92.82%), observing what other women wear 
( 92.58%), discussing fashions with other women 
(89.69%), and reading fashion magazines (86.53%). If 
income is considered, black women with higher income 
seem to rely more on observing what other women wear 
(100%) and discussing with other women to follow 
fashions (100%). 

Fashion shopping behavior is presented in Table 3. 
Income does have a significant effect on black shop
pers in the selection of stores. Black women with 
lower income have a tendency to shop more frequently 
at discount stores. On the other hand, those with 
higher income shop more frequently at specialty 
stores. However, department stores are the favorite 
choice of retail outlets among blacks (90.82%). 
Slightly more than half of the respondents reported 
they order fashion items from mail catalogs. 

Income also has a significant effect on outshopping 
behavior of black women. The percentages reported by 
the respondents for outshopping behavior vary among 
income groups. Those in the middle to high income 
groups, $10,000 and over, seem to be more willing to 
travel to large cities to shop for fashion items. 

The income effect on media behavior is shown in Tabl e 
4. The level of income has no significant effect on 
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$15,000 to Over Degree of 
$19,999 $20,000 Total Freedom Chi-Square 

95.65% 81.82% 89.90 4.662 
4.35 18.18 10.10 

95.65 90.91 89.90 1.597 
4.35 9.09 10.10 

52.17 36.36 6!.11 6.566 
47.83 63.64 38.89 

60.87 45.45 53.30 5.113 
39.13 54.55 46.70 

9.09 27.27 18.32 z. 727 
90.91 72.73 81.68 

black women's use of media to find out the in trod uc
tion of latest fashions, except for radio. Magazine 
articles is the most frequently mentioned type of 
medium for finding out the introduction of latest 
fashions (96.43%). On the other hand, radio programs 
are not a good source to find out the introduction of 
fashions (35.20%). 

Income has no signficant effect on black women's per
ceptions of the usefulness of different types of media 
for fashion a:ivertisements. ~ain, magazine's a:is and 
radio's a:is are the most and least useful types of 
media for fashion advertisements, 

Advertisements with black models get more attention 
from black women (83.91%). However, this attraction 
varies among blacks in various income groups. More 
than 90 percent of the less than $5,000 income group 
agreed that they pay more attention to advertisement 
with black models. For the over $20,000 income group, 
less than 55 percent agreed with this statement, 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Black women in this study are extremely interested in 
fashions, The lack of income does not prevent them 
from being fashion conscious. Regard less of income, 
black women use similar methods to follow fashions. 
Since discussion with others is frequently used to 
follow fashions, it would be beneficial for marketers 
of fashions to find out who are the opinion leaders of 
fashions and focus their marketing efforts on this 
group. 

The level of income does affect the choice of stores 
among black women for fashion items. Specialty stores 
are preferred by those in the higher income group and 
dis count stores are frequently shopped by those in the 
lower income group. Nevertheless, department stores 



TABLE 2 

METHODS USED TO FOLLOW FASHIONS AND INCOME 

Less than $S,OOO to $10,000 to $1S,OOO to Over Degree of 
ss,ooo $9 '999 $14,999 $19,999 $20,000 Total Freedom Chi-Square 

To fin! out the latest fashion I usually: 

I. look at newspaper als 
or articles about fasion 

Agree 71.79% 80.30% 81.03 73.91% 72.72% 77.66 I. 760 
Disagree 28.21 19.70 18.97 26.09 27.27 22.34 

go to stores selling 
fashon items 

Agree 100.00 92.S4 91.23 90.48 81.82 92.82 5.413 
Disagree o.oo 7.46 8. 77 9. S2 18.18 7.18 

3. real fashion mag a-
zines such as Vogue 
aM Essence 

Agree 94.74 83.33 8S.4S 86.96 81.82 86. S3 3.042 
Disagree S.26 16.67 14. ss 13.04 18.18 13.47 

4. go to fashion shows 
Agree 50.00 S3.03 58.93 63.64 S4. 55 5S.441 1.4aa 
Disagree so.oo 46.97 41.07 36.36 45.45 44.56 

5. watch television 
Agree 76.92 79.10 78.57 S9.09 63.64 7S. 38 4.822 
Disagree 23.08 20.90 2!.43 40.91 36.36 24.62 

6. listen to radio 
Agree 36.84 so.oo S2.63 43.48 36.36 46.03 3.134 
Disagree 63.16 so.oo 47.37 S6. 52 63.64 53.37 

7. discuss fashions with 
other women 

Agree 79.49 89.39 94.74 90.91 100.00 89.69 7.152 
Disagree 20.51 10.61 5.26 9.09 10.00 10.31 

8. observe what other 
women wear 

Agree 86.84 95.31 92.86 80.95 100.00 91.58 6.46a 
Disagree !3.16 4.69 7.14 19.0S o.oo a.42 

TABLE 3 

FASHION SHOPPING BEHAVIOR AND INCOME 

Less than $5,000 to $10,000 to $15,000 to Over Degree of 
$5,000 $9,999 $14,999 $19,999 $20,000 Total Freedom Chi-Square 

To shop for fashions, usually go to: 

I. Department stores 
Agree 86.a4% 94.03% 91.23% 86.96% 90.91% 90.82% 1.972 
Disagree 13.16 S.97 a. 11 13.04 9.09 9.1a 

2. Discount stor~s 
Agree 71.05 67.16 6!.40 43. 4a 2/.27 6!. 22 10.934 3 

Disagree 2a.9S 32. a4 3a.6o 56.52 72.73 3a. 78 

3. Speciality stores 
Agree S2.63 59.70 64.29 73.91 100.00 63.59 9. 777• 

Disagree 47.37 40.30 35.71 26.09 o.oo 36.41 

4. Mail Order Houses 
Agree 45.45 S8.06 59.62 25.00 40.00 SI.3a 9.048b 

Disagree 54.0S 41.94 40.38 75.00 60.00 4a.62 

To shop for fashions, I usually go to: 

I. Stores in Orangeburg 
Agree 76.92 86. S7 a4.4a a2. 61 70.00 82.76 2.872 

Disagree 23.0a !3.43 15.52 17.39 30.00 17.26 

2. Large cities such as 
Columbia and Augusta 

Agree 76.92 ao.60 92.9a 95.4S 90.91 as. 11 a. 1oob 

Disagree 23.0a 19.40 7.02 4. ss 9.09 14.29 

3. Order from catalogs 
Agree 46.15 S6.92 46.43 40.91 36.36 4a. 70 3.181 

Disagree S3.85 43.08 S3. 57 59.09 63.64 51.30 

a significant at the .05 level 

b significant at the .10 level 
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TABLE 4 

MEDIA BEHAVIOR AND INCOME 

Less than $5,000 to $10,000 to 
$5,000 $9,999 $14,999 

I usually find out the 
introduction of the latest 
fashon from: 

I. Newspaper's articles 
Agree 56.41% 68.18% 79.31% 

Disagree 43.59 31.82 20.69 

2. Magazine's articles 
Agree 100.00 94.03 96.55 

Disagree 0.00 5.97 3.45 

3. Television programs 
Agree 82.05 85.07 77.59 

Disagree 17.95 14.93 22.41 

4. Rad to Programs 
Agree 23.68 42.42 43.10 

Disagree 76.32 57.58 56.90 

The most useful a:Svertise-
ments about fashion can be 
found in: 

I. Magazines 
Agree 97.44 97.01 100.00 

Disagree 2.56 2.99 o.oo 

2. Newspapers 
Agree 64.10 70.15 77.19 

Disagree 35.90 29.85 22.81 

3. Television 
Agree 79.49 80.60 83.64 

Disagree 20.51 19.40 16.36 

4. Radio 
Agree 30.77 38.81 43.86 

Disagree 69.23 61.19 56.14 

I usually pay more attention 

to the fashion a:l ver tisements 
modeled by black models 

Agree 92.11 78.79 83.93 

Disagree 7.89 21.21 16.07 

• significant at the .05 level 

b significant at the .10 level 

are the favorite choice. In addition, blacks in the 

higher income group indicated they are more willing to 

travel to large cities to shop for fashion items. 

This finding suggests that it would be worthwhile for 

retailers of fashions in large cities to promote their 

merchandise to consumers in surrounding small cities. 

Black women rely on various type of media to find out 

the latest introduction of fashions. Magazines are 

reported to be the best source for this information. 

Moreover, advertisements with black models get more 

attention from black women, especially those in the 

low income group. Thus, in order to reach the black 

women and build up product awareness among them, the 

use of minority models in various kinds of print and 

broadcast media would be more effective than the use 

of just one particular medium. 
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AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF PRODUCTS USED FOR ENJOYMENT AND ENHANCEMENT 
PURPOSES: II. BRAND IMPORTANCE, INTER AND INTRACLASS CORRELATIONS 

Walter A. Woods, West Georgia College 

Background 

The relevance of maintenance and of enhancement func
tions as parameters relevant to persistence, loyalty or 
change in brand purchasing has been demonstrated by 
Woods and Osborne (1979) and further expanded by Woods 
(1980). 

These writers have suggested, and have presented sup
porting data, which indicates that where products are 
purchased for maintenance objectives, consumer persist 
in the purchase of certain brands, not because of "com
mitment" (Jacoby and Kyner, 1973) but rather, due to 
routine or "automated" behavior (Wasson, 1979). In 
contrast, where the behavior objectives are enhancing 
consumers change around more, (are less "loyal") due to 
the failure of any particular brand to satsify the en
hancement objective; their behavior is attentive, 
(Posner, et.al., 1978) and they search for better solu
tions. 

Reflections on the nature of these types of behavior 
reveals that while they may be definitive classes, they 
do not encompass other major types of behaviors which 
may also relate to brand and product choices. 

One such kind of behavior is enjoyment behavior. Just 
as orange juice is purchased for maintenance and sham
poos for enhancement purposes, phonograph records are 
purchased for enjoyment. What is the brand choice be
havior for products of this class? 

Csikszentmihalyi (1975) has proposed an enjoyment be
havior theory for which the motivating force is auto
elic experience or intrinsic motivation. Woods (1980) 
has argued that the motivation is boredom, a state of 
discomfort and that the resolution of boredom is found 
in behavior change, or in variety of product choice. 
Desire for change, the "need" for variety has posed a 
problem in consumer behavior theory. One of the pro
posed solutions is that people have a genetic behavior 
"variety drive" (Hughes, et.al., 1980). Here, search for 
variety is conceptualized as a response, i.e., an 
activity, not a motive, in response to a motive called 
boredom. Accordingly, where products are used for en
joyment purposes it would follow that brand and/or pro
change, rather than repeat use or loyalty would be the 
rule; loyalty would be exceptional. 

In a separate paper from the same study from which the 
data reported here was derived, Holland has tested the 
hypothesis implied in this assumption and has reported 
that the seeking of variety does dominate purchasing 
of "emjoyment" products. It appears, however, that in 
enjoyment behavior variety may be obtained within 
brands (e.g., a variety of artists who produce record
ings for a particular label or "brand"). 

This paper addresses itself to the study of the "impor
tance" of brand in the choice of enjoyment class pro
ducts, and compares "importance" in enjoyment to im
portance in enhancement type products. Also, this 
study investigated the relationship (intercorrelations) 
of loyalty for a variety of enjoyment types and a var
iety of enhancement class products. 

This study is preliminary and exploratory. The purpose 
of the study was to test some initial hunches and to 
provide bases for the formation of hypotheses for fur
ther research. 
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Method 

A number of products were identified, either on the 
basis of logic or from previously reported studies, as 
products typically used for enjoyment or for enhance
ment behavior purposes. These products were: 

Enjoyment Type 

Music recordings 
Carbonated beverages 
Theatrical events 
Sports equipment 

Enhancement Type 

Aspirin 
Toothpaste 
Shampoo 

Restaurants for "dinner out" 
Soap (bath and 
beauty) 

Colognes 

Theatrical events, listening to music, and eating out 
have been identified in a study, yet unpublished, as 
leading "enjoyment" activities. Shampoo, soap, and 
colognes were identified as enhancement products in the 
study by Woods and Osborne. There were described by 
Woods (1980) as social enhancement products. In the 
same discussion, aspirin was hypothesized to be a 
"physical enhancement" product. The other products 
were selected as logically representing the product 
classes in which they appear in the above list. 

Each of the products' names were printed on separate 
cards and exposed to consumers who were asked to re
spond to questions and scales regarding each product. 
Data used in this study are based on responses to a 7 
point "importance" scale which appeared as the last 
item in the interview. The question asked was: 

"How important is it that you get a certain brand 
(label, etc.) when you are purchasing (choosing) 
(name of product class)? Here is a scale to use 
for your answer." Respondent is shown 7 point 
scale. 

Scale value 7 was identified as "very important"; value 
1 was identified as "very unimportant." Values between 
7 and l appeared as numerical values with no character
izing verbal labels. 

The choice of the sample was based on the need to have 
respondents who were users of all of the products 
represented in both product classes. College students 
best fit this requirement. Most college students--both 
male and female--are users of all products, whereas 
some housewives, for example, might be users of some 
but not others. Use of all products was a necessity 
since correlation analysis was involved. In order to 
provide a comparison sample, subsamples of young em
ployed adults at approximately the same age level were 
also obtained. Responses from the young employed 
sample were obtained only for the enhancement products 
due to resource limitations. 

The samples are essentially convenience samples. 
were obtained from students at one college, during 
summer session. Sample sizes were as follows: 

Male Students 60 
Female Students 60 

Male Employed 33 
Female Employed 31 

They 
the 

Since all students responded to the enjoyment class 
products, but not to the enhancement class products, 
sample sizes are; male students 35, female students 31 
for enhancement products. 



Findings 

The mean scores for the enhancement products, for each 
subsample, are provided in Table l . Responses to 
aspirin are of particular interest. Brand of aspirin 
is less important to college students than is any of 
the other enhancemenL products. Both employed groups 
rank it higher significantly more often than do the 
corresponding student samples. Women, whether students 
or employed, significantly more often rank aspirin 
brand more important than men do. Employed women rank 
aspirin brand significantly higher than any other 
groups. 

performance reasons. At issue is the question of 
whether brand is as important where variety is sought 
as it is where better product performance is sought. 
The findings indicate that importance is more a matter 
of individual products than class. Further, importance 
appears to differ by market segment. Grooming aids
shampoo, soap-are more important to women, but others
toothpaste and colognes-are just as important to men. 

Among enjoyment class products, theatrical events and 
brands of sports equipment are more often important to 
men but restaurants are more important to women. 

TABLE l 

MEAN SCORES OF SIX SUBSAMPLE GROUPS AND OF THE TOTAL SM-lPLE ON A 
SEVEN POINT IHPORTANCE SCALE FOR 5 ENHANCEMENT CLASS PRODUCTS 

-------
Female Male Total Female Male Total Total Total Grand 

Students Students Students Employed Employed Employed Female Male Total 
N=J2 N=JS N=67 31 33 64 63 68 131 

----- -----

Aspirin 4.00 3. 77 3.88 5.16(l, 2) 4.48( 2) 4.81( 2) 4.57(l) 4.11 4.34 

Toothpaste 5.31 5.31 5.31 5.64 5.33 5.48 5.47 5.32 5.39 

Shampoo 5.3l(l) 4.74 5.01 5.32 (l) 4.85 5.08 5.31 (l) 4.79 5.05 

Soap 4.62 4.40 4.50 4.77(l) 4.03 4.39 4.70(l) 4.22 4.45 

Cologne 4.96 5.00 4.98 5.31 5.15 5.26 .5.17 5.07 5.12 

(l) Women's scores significantly higher than corresponding men's scores, p=.lO 
(2) Employed group scores significantly higher than corresponding college group, p=.lO 

Toothpaste brand rankings are also noteworthy for the 
r~sponses they command. Toothpaste means are higher 
than for any other product except in the female student 
group; in that group the toothpaste mean shares top 
rank with shampoo mean. There are no significant dif
ferences between mean ratings for any of the subsamples. 

A second question asked of the study was whether corre
lations might be found in the responses of consumers to 
different products; do consumers who, for example, 
attach high importance to one product also attach high 
importance to other products as well. 

Females rate two of the other grooming aids-shampoo and 
soap-higher than men do. But men appear to be about as 
involved with cologne brands as women. 

Mean scores on the enjoyment products, available only 
for the student sample, are shown in Tabl e 2 . Compar
ison of these scores to the student scores in Columns 
l, 2, and 3 of Table l reveals brand importance is 
about as high for enjoyment as for enhancement products. 

TABLE 2 

MEA.'l SCORES: COLLEGE FEMALE AND MALE STUDENTS ON SEVEN 
POINT "IMPORTANCE" SCALE FOR 5 EN.JOYMENT CLASS PRODUCTS 
------ ·----

F(N=60) M(N=60) Total (N=l20) 

Phonograph records 4.45 4.80 4.62 

Carbonated beverages 4.28 4.13 4.21 

Theatrical events 4.25 4.70(l) 4.48 

Sports equipment 4.52 5. OS (l) 4.78 

Restaurants for dinner 5.25( 2) 4. 71 4.98 

W.Mal~-s-rTiore-ofte-;;-score sig"(;ifi~-;;-ntJy hlgherthan -
females, P=lO 

(2) Females more often score significantly higher than 
males, P=lO 

Holland found Lhat enjoyment products are significantly 
more often bought for variety reasons whereas enhance
ment ones are significantly more often purchased for 
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TABLE 3 

CORRELATION ~lATRIX OF H!PORTANCE SCORES: 5 ET\Hi\NCEMENT 
CLASS PRODUCTS, IN 4 SCBSAJolPLES ,AND IN THE TOTAL SM-IPLE. 

A-TOTAL ~!ALES, B-TOTAL FEMALES, C-TOTAL STUDENTS 
D-TOTAL YOUNG EMPLOYED, £-GRAND TOTAL 

A;n = bD (Males) 
Aspirin Toothpaste Shampoo 

Toothpaste .106 
Shampoo .084 .491* 
Soap .185 .406ic .488* 
Cologne .164 .044 .144 

B;n = 63 (Females) 
Toothpaste . 313* 
Shampoo .378* .112 
Soap .318* .326 . 296~' 
Cologne .085 . 018 .410* 

C;n = 67 (Students) 
Toothpaste . '369•~ 
Shampoo .316* . '309* 
Soap .226* .495* . 515>~ 

Cologne . 320'' .006 . 305•~ 

D;n = 64 (Young Employed) 
Toothpaste .019 
Shampoo .lOS . 379>~ 
Soap . 'lZl • 2llic .296* 

Soap 

.100 

.315* 

. 3451< 

Cologne -.158 .065 .136 -.011 

E;n = 131 (T,lta1 Sample) 
Toothpaste . 2041< 
Shampoo . 223~' . 336•~ 
Soap .254* .375* . 4261< 
Cologne .129 .033 .243* .198* 

*P = .10 



Intercorrelations between the 5 enhancement type pro
ducts are provided in Table 3 . This table shows inter
correlations in the major subsamples as well as in the 
total sample. The correlations shown here indicate 
that brand importance is relative. The importance of 
aspirin correlates insignificantly with grooming aids 
among men, but somewhat among women. Cologne, which 
ranks second highest in importance in the overall sam
ple and in the men's sample (Table  1) does not relate 
significantly to any other variable among men, but has 
a significant relationship to shampoo and soap in the 
women's sample. 

Comparisons of the 4 basic samples (Table  4 ) show eight 
significant (P=.lO) relationships in the college wom
en's sample and only 1 in the employed women's sample. 

TABLE 4 

CORRELATION MATRIX OF n;PORTANCE SCORES: 5 ENHANCEMENT 
CLASS PRODUCTS IN 4 SUBSAMPLES. A-FEMALE STUDENT, 
B-FEMALE EMPLOYED, C-MALE STUDENT, D-MALE EMPLOYED 

N = 32 
A AsEirin ToothEaste ShamEOO SoaE 

Toothpaste .503* 
Shampoo .536* . 394* 
Soap .315* .448* .385* 
Cologne .251 -.051 .488* .529* 

B 
Toothpaste .050 
Shampoo .227 .225 
Soap .326* .139 .160 
Cologne -.219 .099 .279 -.056 

c 
Toothpaste ,271 
Shampoo .164 .501* 
Soap .156 . 532* .597* 
Cologne .385* .059 .175 .191 

D 
Toothpaste -.019 
Shampoo .105 .379* 
Soap .321* .210* .296* 
Cologne -.158 .064 .136 .114 

*p = .10 

Correlations between enjoyment products' scores are 
available only in the college samples. The coeffi
cients are provided in Table 5 . 

TABLE 5 

CORRELATION MATRIX OF IMPORTANCE MEAN SCORES: 5 ENJOY
HENT CLASS PRODUCTS IN 2 SUBSAMPLES AND IN TOTAL SAMPLE. 

A-FE~~LE STUDENTS, B-~~LE STUDENTS, C-TOTAL SAMPLE 

c. Bev- Res tau-
M. Records erages Theatre rants ---·--- ----

A. N=31 (Female Students) 
Beverages -.160 
Theatre .219 .204 
Sports Equip. .089 .027 .074 
Restaurants .091 .145 .153 .108 

B. N=36 (Male Students) 
Beverages .066 
Theatre • 388* -.057 
Sports Equip. .116 -.052 .245* 

-.096 .013 .060 .012 

c. N=66 (Total Sample) 
Beverages .061 
Theatre .384* .073 
Sports Equip. .029 -.018 
Restaurants .024 .078 .075 • 026 

*Significant at p = .10 
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Correlations between importance ratings are almost ab
sent in these samples. Theatre tickets' ratings corre
late low, but significantly (P=.lO) with musical re
cordings. Musical record brand, however, is probably 
a mislabel. Students really don't think in terms of 
recording studio, but rather in terms of artists. They 
actually are rating "artists" or "stars" rather than 
"labels," so the intercorrelation is not really a 
function of brand importance, but of artist importance. 

Intercorrelations among the 5 enchancement and 5 enjoy
ment products are availabe only in the student samples. 
These intercorrelations are provided in Table 6 . These 
are the data which should indicate whether the classi
fication of products in terms of behavioral purposes 
which they are purported to serve has any validity. By 
and large, an absence of relationship is shown. A very 
decided tendency toward negative values is found in the 
mens' sample, but these negative correlations, with one 
exception, (toothpaste with sports equipment), are in
significant. Some of the correlations seen are con
trary to to the general findings. Rating on restaurant 
"brands" correlate significantly with those for aspirin, 
for shampoo, and for cologne. But 2 of these-aspirin 
and cologne-have previously been shown to be "mavericks" 
in the enhancement correlations • 

TABLE 6 

CORRELATIONS OF IMPORTANCE SCORES: 5 ENHANCEMENT & 5 EN
JOYMENT TYPE PRODUCTS IN 2 SUBSAMPLES & IN TOTAL S~~L& 

A-FEMALE STUDENTS, B-MALE STUDENTS, C-TOTAL SA.MPLE 

Bever- Res tau-
Records ~ Theatre §.E__orts rants --- -----

A • N=31 (Female Students) 
Aspirin .141 .059 .025 .092 .286 
Toothpaste .024 .006 -.191 .022 -.136 
Shampoo .002 .030 .111 .164 .283 
Soap .162 .176 .093 . 3641< .049 
Cologne .268 .255 .037 .397* .434* 

B. N=35 (Male Students) 
Aspirin .178 .021 .194 .058 .177 
Toothpaste -.162 .116 -.179 -.407* -.286 
Shampoo -.037 .195 .013 -.037 .177 
Soap -.258 .150 -.249 -.037 .118 
Cologne -.175 -.122 .209 .206 .346* 

c. N=66 (Total Sample) 
Aspirin .031 -.018 .107 .069 . 224>~ 
Toothpaste -.074 .055 -.179 -.022 -.213 
Shampoo -.048 .113 -.002 .033 • 229'1< 
Soap -.076 .158 -.118 .126 .057 
Cologne .123 .079 .127 . 293>~ .379* 

Discussion 

Studies of purchasing of products which serve enhance
ment functions (Woods and Osborne, 1979) (Holland, in 
process) reveal considerable brand switching as con
sumers seek to satisfy enhancement goals. The hypo
thetical seeking of product variety in enjoyment behav
ior (Woods, 1980) is supported by Holland's study • 
Thus, in both types of behavior considerable brand 
changing occurs. Changing operates against brand loy
alty, in the sense that loyalty means continued, re
peated purchasing of the brand. Does this mean that 
brand is of no importance? 

The findings reported here show that brand is only 
marginally important on a 7-point importance scale . 
Brands, whether for products for enhancement purposes 
or for enjoyment purposes, are rarely rated on average 
higher than 5, and typically between 4 (the midpoint of 



the scale) and 5. Only one product class-toothpaste
ranks consistently above 5. This ranking suggests (and 
is confirmed in Holland's study) that the market in
cludes a highly loyal segment and a segment which 
switches in pursuit of enhancement objectives. 

The results do demonstrate a fairly consistent pattern 
of intercorrelations between the enhancement products 
and absence of correlations between the enhancement and 
the hypothesized enjoyment products. These findings 
lend support to the theory that behaviors (and products 
used in their pursuit) can be meaningfully categorized 
in terms of such major purposes or objectives as en
hancement and enjoyment. According to these correla
tions, the maintenance class products share a degree of 
importance not shared with the enjoyment ones, yet the 
enjoyment products have importance in their own right. 

The findings give rise to some questions which must be 
dealt with in any further research and development of 
the theory. 

The "maverick" patterns of scores for aspirins, for 
colognes and for restaurants raises questions which may 
relate to the general theory itself, or to the appro
priateness of classification of some of these "pro
ducts." One possible factor contributing to the 
eccentric aspirin scores may be that aspirin actually 
performs no enhancing function for college students, 
but does so for young employed women. 

A somewhat different explanation may apply to colognes. 
Because of the hedonic nature of colognes, these pro
ducts may be used as much for enjoyment purposes (they 
smell good) as well as for enhancement purposes (makes 
me smell nice to others). This split character may 
have something to do with the correlation of colognes 
with some products in each class. 

Conclusions 

These exploratory findings provide some general support 
to the proposition that products can be classified, in 
terms of behavioral purposes they serve, on a somewhat 
wider basis than originally proposed by Woods and 
Osborne. The findings support the hypothesis that en
joyment behavior is an additional class which should be 
considered further in pursuing the theory and model. 
The findings also indicate a need for refinement in 
product classification. 

The findings suggest that a particular class of pro
ducts may serve one purpose for a one market segment, 
and a different purpose for another segment. Hence, 
one direction indicates for further research in the 
investigation of whether some products and product 
classes have "multiple personalities." 
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MARKETING AN ART EVENT: 
THE CASE OF INDIANA RENAISSANCE FAIR 

Ugur Yavas, University of Petroleum 
and Minerals (Saudi Arabia) 

Abstract 

This study was designed to partially fill the void of 
marketing application to nonprofit art organizations 
and events. Through the use of the Indiana Renaissance 
Fair as a case in point, several avenues of exploration 
are undertaken. These avenues include both general and 
specific perceptions of the Fair and the inculcation of 
information regarding entertainment events. Specific 
recommendations are given. 

Introduction 

In the traditional sense, marketing has been viewed as 
an activity which is restricted to profit oriented 
business concerns. This traditional perspective, how
ever, has been challenged by two contemporary marketing 
scholars, Kotler and Levy. Since the 1969 publication 
of their article, "Broadening the Concept of Market
ing," considerable interest has been devoted to the a
nalysis of the role of marketing in nonprofit organiza
tions (Kotler and Levy, 1969). This is evidenced by 
the appearance of the first textbook on the topic (Kot
ler, 1975) and by the publication of numerous articles 
in academic journals and other publications. 

For instance, the July 1971 issue of Journal of Market
~ published three articles demonstrating the applica
tion and potential benefits of marketing to nonprofit 
organizations. In one of these articles, Kotler and 
Zaltman (1971) contend that marketing techniques and 
concepts can be utilized to influence public acceptance 
of social ideas and that marketing "reasoning is re
quired by those who market altruistic causes (e.g., 
charity giving, blood donation), personal health causes 
(e.g., nonsmoking, better nutrition), and social bet
terment causes (e.g., civil rights, improved housing, 
better environment)." 

In "Health Service Marketing: A Suggested Model," 
Zaltman and Vertinsky (1971) again take marketing out 

of its traditional boundaries and present a model which 
can be effectively used by marketers of health serv
ices. 

The application of marketing tools and marketing tech

niques to fund raising is discussed by :t-!indak and Bybee 
(1971) in "Marketing's Application to Fund Raising." 
That article describes a specific case study where mar
keting techniques were applied to a March of Dimes fund 
raising drive held in Texas. The authors claim that 
benefits achieved from the application of marketing 
tools have outweighed their costs and that the contri
butions increased for the first time in twelve years. 

Urging the administrators of nonprofit organizations to 

use marketing techniques more often, Shapiro (1973) 
concludes that marketing analysis and planning can sub
stantially improve the operations of such an organiza
tion. In the article, the author identifies the major 
tasks of nonprofit organizations as being resource at
traction, resource allocation, and persuasion. He then 
describes how the four Ps of marketing (place, promo
tion, price, and product) can be put into use in per
forming these key tasks. 
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Since then, many articles illustrating the application 
of marketing techniques by nonprofit organizations have 
been published. Representative ones include articles 

describing the application of marketing know-how to 
colleges (Stuhr, 1974), family planning organizations 
(Simon, 1974), and charities (Riecken and Yavas, 1979; 
Yavas, Riecken, and Parameswaran, 1980). 

Despite this growing literature concerning the applica
tion of marketing in the nonprofit sector, there is a 
paucity of information and published research dealing 
with marketing of nonprofit art organizations and e
vents. As Raymond and Greyser state "in no area of 
arts management has the absence of professionalism been 
more evident than in marketing (Raymond and Greyser, 
1978). This study is intended to fill the void par
tially. Here an attempt is made to extend the applica
tion of marketing expertise to the area of nonprofit 
art organizations by using Indiana Renaissance Fair as 
a case in point. 

Background and Purpose of the Study 

The County Council for the Arts sponsored the first 
Renaissance Fair in 1978 with a matching grant from the 
Indiana Committee for the Humanities. Along a river 
bank near the center of a Midwestern community (popula
tion 85,000) the atmosphere of a fair from the Renais

sance period was re-created in a setting which repre
sented Florence, Italy. The purposes of the fair were 
to provide wholesome entertainment, to inspire pride in 
the city, and to broadly educate the local residents a
bout history while stimulating an interest in arts and 

cultural events. 

Despite these commendable objectives, the fair since 
its start in 1978 has been plagued with financial prob
lems. This was attributed to poor attendance. Al
though public attendance is but one source of revenue 
for the fair, it has direct effect on the fai.r commit
tee's ability to raise funds through donations and 

matching grants. 

The conditions faced by the local committee demonstrat
ed the need for the application of marketing expertise 
to effectively promote the fair. In an attelllpt to as

sist the fair committee in targeting its marketing ef
forts effectively, the author undertook the current 
study. Specifically the objectives of the study were: 

1. To determine the awareness of the fair, 
2. To determine the information sources which 

were effective in inculcating awareness of the 
fair, 

3. To determine the attendance patterns at the 
fair, 

4. To determine the level of satisfaction/dissat
isfaction with several fair-related activities 
among those who have attended the fair, 

5. To determine the public's attitudes toward an 
art fair in the local community, 

6. To determine the public's viewpoints in rela
tion to timing, place and admissions fee of an 
art fair in the local community, and 

7. To determine sources that the public uses in 
obtaining information about entertainment e-



vents. 

Sample and Data Collection Procedure 

The data for the study were collected through telephone 
interviews from a sample of 429 adult community resi
dents. To avoid the "unlisted numbers" problem, the 
plus one random digit dialing technique was used in cal
ling the respondents (Landon and Banks, 1972). 

The profile of the survey sample presented in Table 1 
indicates that most of the respondents were married and 
were home owners. It also appeared that respondents on 
the average were long-time residents of the local com
munity and were fairly well educated. They mostly came 
from households of 1 to 3 people. Approximately 56 per
cent of the respondents were younger than 35. Little o
ver one-half of the respondents (52 percent) earned less 
than $15,000. Close to one-third of the survey sample 
held white-collar jobs. While approximately 12 percent 
were either unemployed or retired, the rest were almost 
equally divided into student, housewife and blue-collar 
categories. Finally, 45 percent of the respondents be
longed to one or more civic/religious/community organi
zations. 

The demographic characteristics of the survey sample de
scribed here are representative of the community popula
tion. More importantly, however, the survey procedures 
with proper modifications can be adapted for use else
where. 

TABLE 1 
PROFILE OF SURVEY SAMPLE 

(N=429) 

Length of Residence 

Home Ownership 

Education 

Marital Status 

Number of People 

1 - 5 years 
6 - 15 years 
Over 15 years 

Rent 
Own 

Total 

Total 

Less than high school/Tech-
nical Trade school 

High school graduate 
Some college 
College graduate 
Graduate degree 

Total 

Married 
Single 
Divorced/widowed 

Total 

in Household 
1 person 
2 people 
3 people 
4 people 
5 people 
6 or more people 

Total 

% 
----z:s:g 

23.7 
50.4 

100.0 

36.0 
64.0 

100.0 

30.8 
15.9 
25.4 
20.3 

7.6 
100.0 

54.5 
32.2 
13.3 

100.0 

15.0 
26.2 
21.0 
19.4 
11.2 
7.2 

100.0 
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Income Level 

Occupation 

18 - 24 
25 - 34 
35 - 44 
45 - 54 
55 and over 

Total 

Less than $10,000 
$10,000 - $14,999 
$15,000 - $19,999 
$20,000 - $24,999 
$25,000 or more 

Total 

White collar 
Blue collar 
Unemployed/Retired 
Housewife 
Student 

Total 

Membership in Civic/Religious/Community 
Organizations 

Member 
Nonmember 

Total 

Findings 

Awareness and Information Sources 

33.4 
22.4 
16.6 
13.6 
14.0 

100.0 

32.8 
19.5 
18.3 
14.7 
14.7 

100.0 

32.5 
18.2 
11.9 
18.2 
19.2 

100.0 

44.6 
55.4 

100.0 

Respondents were asked if they had heard of Indiana Ren
aissance Fair and approximately 73 percent of them had. 
These respondents were then asked where they had heard 
of it. As presented in Table 2 , newspapers and friends 
were the primary sources in inculcating awareness among 
the respondents. Data further show that magazines and 
brochures were the least effective sources in informing 
the respondents about the fair. 

TABLE 2 
AWARENESS OF IRF AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

Awareness % 
Aware 73.1 
Not Aware 26.9 

Total 100.0 

Source of Awareness a, b 

TV 10.4 (6) 
Radio 19.0 (3) 
Colleagues at work 5.5 (8) 
Friends 25.6 (2) 
Billboard 11. 7 (5) 
Newspaper 49.7 (l) 
Magazine 0.3 (lO) 

Relatives 8.1 (7) 
Saw it in the area 16.2 (4) 
Brochures 4.5 (9) 

a Due to multiple answers, percentages do not add up to 
100 percent. 

b Numbers in parentheses indicate rankings based on per
centage of mentions. 

Attendance Patterns 

Table 3 summarizes the attendance patterns of community 
residents at the fair. As can be seen from the table, 
approximately one-fourth of those who were aware of the 



fair had attended it in 1980. More importantly, a sub
stantial proportion of the respondents (almost 87 per
cent) indicated that they would definitely (or probab
ly) attend it next year. Data also suggest that re
spondents viev7 attendance at the fair as a group func
tion as almost 88 percent were with others when they 
went to the fair. Evidence also indicates that respond
ents were mostly accompanied by local people during 
their attendance at the fair. 

TABLE 3 
ATTENDANCE AT IRF 

Attendance in 1980 
Attended 
Did not attend 

Total 

Plans to Attend the Fair Next Year 
Definitely will attend 
Probably will attend 
Not sure 
Probably will not attend 
Definitely will not attend 

Total 

Attendance Alone or Hith Others 
Alone 
Hith Others 

Total 

Attendance Hith Out-of-Town Guests 
Yes 
No 

Total 

Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction with IRF Events 

% 
24.6 
75.4 

100.0 

37.0 
49.4 

7.4 
3.7 
2.5 

100.0 

12.5 
87.5 

100.0 

16.5 
83.5 

100.0 

Respondents who attended the fair were asked to indicate 
if they were aware of several activities that took place 
at the fair and if so whether they were satisfied with 
them. An interesting response pattern that emerged was 
that in some instances a large proportion of the re
spondents had no opinion regarding an event. It can be 
assumed that they were not either present when the event 
took place or the event made no lasting impression on 
them. Such activities included Tillinghast Early Music 
Concert, human chess game, kite flying contest, Highland 
dancers, Uncle John's band, Mime over Matter, and Beledi 
Dancers. 

Otherwise respondents appeared to be aware of and satis
fied with the events surrounding the fair as reflected 
in their answers concerning historical dialogues, cos
tume contest, story telling and crafts/exhibits. In ef
fect, when the analysis was repeated by leaving out the 
no opinion category, it was seen that well over 80 per
cent of the respondents who were familiar with a partic
ular event were satisfied with it. 

Attitudes Toward An Art Fair 

As the results presented in Table 4 suggest, respondents 
generally had favorable dispositions toward an art fair 
in the community. They thought the city needed an art 
fair and that it would enhance the image of the city. 
They also felt that an art fair would not only help 
build a cultural awareness among the local residents but 
would also contribute to the local merchants and art
ists. 
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TABLE 4 
ATTITUDES TOWARD AN ART FAIR IN LOCAL COMMUNITY 

% 
Not 

Statement Agree Disagree Sure 

An art fair would enhance 80.4 3.3 16.4 
the image of the local 
community. 

An art fair would contri- 69.5 8.2 22.4 
bute to the local mer-
chants in the local com-
munity. 

Local artists in local 90.9 2.3 6.8 
community would benefit 
from an art fair. 

An art fair can help 87.6 1.6 10.7 
build cultural awareness 
in the local community. 

I feel local community 4.9 82.1 13. 1 
does not need an art fair. 

Viewpoints of the Timing, Location and Admission 
Price 

Total 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

It appeared that 38 percent of the respondents pre
ferred April/May as the more suitable time to hold a 
fair in the community (see Table  5). Thirty percent of 
the respondents expressed that June, the time when the 
fair is currently being held, was more appropriate. 
The remainder preferred July (11 percent), August (9 
percent), or September (12 percent). 

Respondents also seem to believe that the current loca
tion of the Renaissance Fair is a good place to hold an 
art fair in the community. In relation to a fair ad
mission price to enter the fair, 11 percent of the sur
vey sample felt that there should be no charge. Twenty
two percent thought 1$, and 43 percent thought $2 would 
be fair amounts to charge. Only 8 percent favored a 
price of $4 or more. 

Location 

TABLE 5 
VIEHPOINTS ON THE TIMING, LOCATION 
AND ADMISSION PRICE OF AN ART FAIR 

April/May 
June 
July 
August 
September 

Total 

Current location 
Elsewhere 

Total 

Admission Price 
Free 
$1.00 
$2.00 
$3.00 
$4.00 or more 

Total 

Sources of Information About Entertainment Events 

% 
. 37.9 

29.9 
10.9 
9.4 

11.9 
100.0 

70.6 
29.4 

100.0 

11.3 
21.7 
42.6 
16.5 
7.9 

100.0 

Finally, respondents were asked to indicate where they 

generally obtained information about entertainment 



events in the community. The sources, as seen in Table 
6, which seem to be more salient to the respondents are 
newspapers, friends and radio. Magazines emerged as 
the least effective source. 

The Spearman Rank-Correlation analysis was performed to 
determine if the rankings of information sources util
ized by the respondents to learn about entertainment e
vents in general were similar to the rankings of infor
mation sources that were responsible for inculcating 
the awareness of IRF (Siegel, 1956). The correlation 
coefficient was found to be • 79 ( t 3. 62; df = 8; 
p < .01) leading to the conclusion that the two rank
ings are similar. 

TABLE 6 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

ABOUT ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS 

Sourcea' b 
TV 
Radio 
Colleagues at work 
Friends 
Billboards 
Newspaper 
Magazines 
Relatives 
Seeing it in the area 
Brochures 

__L_ 
13.6 (4) 
33.3 (3) 
10.9 (5) 
35.2 (2) 

7.7 (8) 
80.8 (l) 
4.3 (10) 
5.5 (9) 
9.6 (6) 
7.5 (7) 

a Due to multiple answers, percentages do not add up to 
100 percent. 

b Numbers in parentheses indicate rankings based on per
centage of mentions. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Faced with a challenging task of increasing attendance 
of art fairs, nonprofit cultural organizations need a 
marketing approach to develop the appropriate programs 
and strategies. The specific findings reported here 
conjure up some implications that may be potentially 
useful for the IRF committee in increasing attendance 
at the fair. These include the following: 

1. The fair should be held in April or May. Since 
a large state university is located in the lo
cal community, holding the fair during these 
months when the school is in session would make 
it possible for the students to attend. In 
June, the time when the fair is currently being 
held, most students are out of town. 

2. To maintain current attendees, the events which 
were found to be satisfactory last year should 
be rescheduled. Such events should be featured 
in the advertising and publicity for this year's 
fair. 

3. Entrance fee should be set at $2. 
4. Study results fall short of explaining why peo

ple who were aware of the fair did not attend 
it. A possible factor may be that the types of 
activities scheduled were not of much interest 
to those people. If this is the case, then it 
would be helpful to broaden the "activity as
sortment" by including folk dancing, area high 
school jazz band and wandering minstrels and/or 
violinists among others. 

5. The activities should be repeated throughout the 
fair. This would tend to get more people in
volved, thus increasing interest in the fair. 

6. Because friends appear to be an important source 
of information in learning about entertainment 
events and the fair and given the fact that 

close to 50 percent of the respondents belong to 
an organization, speakers, or better yet, short 
skits should be presented at social/civic, etc., 
clubs prior to the fair. The people who belong 
to such clubs might then disseminate the informa
tion to their friends. 

7. Public relations efforts should be targeted at 
the local newspaper since this medium is also a 
very important source of information about enter
tainment events. 

In conclusion, it should be restated that the findings 
and implications reported here are strictly applicable 
only to the population where the study was conducted. 
However, the study findings may be of value to other art 
fair organizations in forming some meaningful hypotheses 
that can be tested in other locales. It is hoped that 
studies similar to this one will be undertaken in other 
areas to broaden the data base for further generaliza
tions. Conclusions of such studies would be useful in 
designing comprehensive programs for the dissemination 
of information about the important role of marketing in 
promoting art fairs at a much wider scope. 
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PERCEIVED RISK IN STORE CHOICE 
IN THE SECOND ORDER MARKET 
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Abstract 

This presents the results of a study designed to inves
tigate the impact of risk on store choice of used mer
chandise. A variety of retail stores dealing in used 
goods are examined using a perceived risk paradigm. 
Findings of the study show perceived risk differences 
between permanent and temporary used merchandise stores 
as well as profit and nonprofit stores. 

Introduction 

A plethora of perceived risk research has been conduct
ed, since the publication of Baure's (1960) classic 
work. Some studies related perceived risk to retailing 
with in-home phenomena (Cox and Rich, 1967; Spence, et. 
al., 1970). A few of these studies have dealt with 
perceived risk in store choice. For example, Hisrich, 
Dornorf and Kerman (1972) probed the relationship be
tween perceived risk and store choice for high risk/low 
frequency purchase of goods (carpeting, draperies and 
furniture). They found that high perceived risk possi
bly transferred to store choice. Dash, Schiffman and 
Berenson (1976) investigating store choice between spe
cialty stores and department stores found that shoppers 
of specialty shops perceived less risk and considered 
the general product area to be more important than did 
shoppers of department stores. 

Research has traditionally concentrated on purchasers 
of new merchandise (i.e., first-order retail goods) and 
choice of stores selling such products. However, the 
role of perceived risk in outlet selection as it re
lates to used merchandise has received little atten
tion. 

The purpose of this study is to extend the investiga
tion of perceived risk/store choice phenomenon to sec
ond-order retail merchants. 

Background of the Study 

Second-order retailers can be classified based on their 
orientations (profit versus nonprofit) and permanence 
of their operations. Exhibit l displays the typology 
and presents an example of each type of outlet. 

EXHIBIT l 
TYPOLOGY OF SECOND-ORDER RETAILERS 

Permanence of Operation 

Orientation Permanent T elllpo r a 1]'_ 

Nonprofit e.g. Goodwill e.g. Church Bazaar 

Profit e.g. Used merchan- e.g. Flea markets; 
dise; retail garage sales 
stores 
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Profit oriented permanent retailers seeking to pene
trate the second-order market must deal with added com
petitive dimensions which the first-order market re
tailers do not have to contend with. One of those ad
ded dimensions is the involvement of nonprofit perma
nent retailers of second-order goods. These retailers, 
such as Goodwill, generally receive their merchandise 
either from donations of private individuals or damaged 
goods from first-order retailers. They use either vol
unteers or hire the handicapped as workers. The "prof
its" generated from these business ventures by nonprof
it, second-order retailers are given to charity, to 
support philanthropic causes or are used to expand and 
support the services of the nonprofit organization (Mc
Clelland, 1980). 

Another competitive dimension taken by used merchandise 
stores is the non-continuous "dealer" (e.g., the garage 
sales or flea market dealers) which are characterized 
by noncontinuity of operation and flexible pricing sys
tem. The noncontinuous, second-order retailer is or
ganized on an informal basis with no full-time manager 
and only part-time help. They are not bound by formal 
managerial policy or laws effecting traditional employ
ers. 

Profit oriented, second-order retailers on the other 
hand are organized on the pattern of first-order re
tailers, since they share several common characteris
tics. They have a permanent store, regular store hours 
and hired employees. The proliferation of these sec
ond-order retail goods suppliers is recorded in local 
newspapers. Dovell and Healy (1977) showed not only 
the increase of second-order dealers but also reported 
record sales levels of some of the second-order retail 
establishments. 

Generally, investigations indicate that the patronage 
motives and shopping behavior of second-order buyers 
seem to be very similar to those of the first-order 
shopper (Dovell and Healy, 1977; Riecken, Yavas and 
Battle, 1979; Yavas and Riecken, 1980). Extending this 
investigation into perceived risk of second-order store 
choice will provide managerial implications for the 
traditional second-order retailer that will aid such 
retailers in their exchange processes with consumers. 

Methodology 

Sample 

The data for the study we~e collected as part of a 
larger study through self-administered questionnaires 
from a sample of 178 undergraduate students in a mid
western university. With the thrust of the study being 
to explore the existence of relationships rather than 
to generalize to a universal, a student sample was sat
isfactory. 

Tabl e 1 presents a profile of the survey sample. A 
little over one-half of the students were male and 61 
percent were employed. Almost two-thirds of the stu
dents did not belong to a fraternity/sorority. Little 
over half of the students indicated that they had ade-



quate or plenty of spending money left over after pay
ing their school expenses. 

TABLE 1 
PROFILE OF SURVEY SAMPLE 

Variable 

Sex 
Male 
Female 

Total 

Employment 
Employed 
Not employed 

Total 

Membership in Fraternity/Sorority 
Member 
Nonmember 

Total 

Spending Money 
Adequate/plenty 
Little 

Total 

Harital Status 
Single 
Other 

Total 

Race 
White 
Black 

Total 

Used Merchandise Outlets 

Percentage 

53.3 
46.7 

100.0 

61.4 
38.6 

100.0 

33.5 
66.5 

100.0 

57.3 
42.7 

100.0 

88.8 
11.2 

100.0 

93.4 
6.6 

100.0 

A pilot study was undertaken to obtain a representative 
list of places/outlets that used products were pur
chased by students. A group of subjects who would not 
participate in the primary survey were asked to list 
places that they had considered buying or had actually 
bought second-hand merchandise during their college 
years. Grouping individual answers enabled the deriva
tion of the following "outlet" typology: (1) garage 
sales, (2) second hand stores, (3) Goodwill, (4) pri
vate owner known personally, (5) lending institutions, 
and (6) private owner not known personaliy. 

Measurement of Risk 

Perceived risk is generally considered to be a function 
of the amount of uncertainty and the magnitude of the 
consequences associated' with taking a certain course of 
action (Bauer, 1960). To operationalize the extent of 
risk that the students perceived in buying from the six 
types of used merchandise outlets, students were asked 
to indicate how certain they were that they would ex
perience a time (convenience) loss and a money loss in 
shopping at these outlets. A four-point scale ranging 
from very certain = 4 to almost never certain = 1 was 
used. Subsequently, they were asked how important (4 = 

very important, 3 = important, 2 = somewhat important, 
1 = not important at all) each type of loss was to 
them. 

Responses to uncertainty and importance statements for 
each type of outlet were combined multiplicatively to 
derive a respondent's risk score on each loss type so 
that a respondent's score was derived by summing scores 
for time and money losses yielding scores bounded by a 
2 to 32 range. 

Table 2 shows the reliability coefficients of the total 
perceived risk indices for each type of outlet. Gran
bach's alpha coefficients, ranging from .66 to .74, in
dicate that the scales are internally consistent (Nun
nally, 1967). 

TABLE 2 
RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS 

(Perceived Risk Index) 

Garage Sales (T) 
Second Hand Store (P) 
Goodwill (P) 
Private Owner You Know (T) 

Alpha 

Repossessed by Lending Institution (P) 
Private 0\vner You Do Not Know (T) 

Results 

Coefficients 
.74 
.71 
.69 
.74 
. 71 
.66 

To determine if overall risk differences could be at
tributed to either the time (convenience) risk or the 
money risk, a comparison was made in the ranking be
tween convenience and money risk together with overall 
risk. Results arc shown in Tabl e 3 . A priori, it was 
expected that permanent retai 1 establishments should be 

TABLE 3 
~lEAN INDEX SCORES 

Score 
min. max. 

Garage Sales (T) (X) 16 

Second Hand Store (P) (X) 16 

Goodwill (P) (Y) 16 

Private 0\vner You Know (T) (X) 16 

Lending Institution (P) (X) 16 

Private Owner You Do Not Know (T) (X) 

T Temporary 
P Permanent 
X Profit Orientation 
Y Nonprofit Orientation 

16 

Convenience Rank 

6.81 3 

6.96 2 

8.13 

5.14 6 

6.75 L• 

6.63 5 
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Xoney _Rank Overall Rank 

6.78 5 13.76 5 

7.03 4 14.04 2 

7. 40 15.65 

5. 91 6 11.06 6 

7.05 3 13.80 4 

7.34 2 13.91 3 

Rank of Most Risky 



associated with less convenience risk than temporary 
retail establishments since they are operating on a 
regularly hourly basis with an existing "permanent" po
licy concerning pricing as well as with an established 
managerial team. However, investigation of the data 
shows that the three permanent stores ranked 1, 2, and 
4 in the perceived convenience risk category. Goodwill 
ranked first with a mean score of 8.13 and the Second 
Hand store ranked second with a mean index score of 
6.96. The lending institution had a score of 6.75 with 
a rank of 4. The only temporary institution to rank 
higher than lending institutions were garage sales 
which had a mean index score of 6.81 and a ranking of 
3. Known and unknown private individuals ranked fifth 
and sixth respectively. None of the mean scores were 
exceptionally high; however, the mean scores do show 
differentiation. 

The mean index scores for the money risk tended to be 
greater than convenience risk for each of the stores 
with the exception of Goodwill and garage sales. The 
greatest risk of money loss was associated with buying 
from private owners you do not know. 

The ranking of money loss or financial risk, across 
sources produced changes from the ranks based on con
venience risk with two exceptions. They are Goodwill 
and private owners you know, where the rankings re
mained the same for both types of risk. Although this 
may be an anomaly of the sample itself, it should be 
further investigated. The range of mean index scores 
for money loss ranged from 7.4 to 5.91. As was true 
with convenience risk, Goodwill ranked first with a 
score of 7.4 on financial risk. 

However, the dispersion of mean scores on money risk 
was considerably smaller than the mean scores for con
venience risk. They ranged from 7.40 to 5.91 and 8.13 
t6 5.14 respectively. Likewise the dispersion between 
first and second ranking in money risk and first and 
second ranking in convenience risk were greater. In fi
nancial risk, Goodwill ranked first with a mean risk of 
7.40 and private owner you do not know ranked second 
with a mean score of 7.34. Whereas, Goodwill ranked 
first with a mean score of 8.13 on convenience risk and 
a Second Hand store ranked second with a 6.96 mean 
score. 

Interestingly, the three permanent sources ranked 
first, second, and fourth on convenience risk. This 
finding is contrary to the results obtained with con
venience risk. Whereas permanent stores ranked first, 
third, and fourth for money risk. Likewise, private 
owner you know received the lowest risk scores in both 
categories. 

The overall ranking (i.e., combination of the two 
scores) shows a trend. The risk index seems to point 
towards the permanent stores being more risky. That 
is, Goodwill ranked first, a second hand store second, 
and the lending institution ranked fourth in overall 
risk. The temporary institution ranked third (the pri
vate owner you know). Lowest risk scores in all index
es examined remain consistent with the private owner 
you know. Likewise the highest risk, the Goodwill 
store remained higher for both convenience index and 
money index as well as the overall index. These were 
the only two stores which had consistent rankings on 
both the convenience ranking and the money ranking as 
well as the overall rankings. 

Conclusions 

Exploratory research such as this study often provides 
more questions than answers. Research results have 
shown in this case that financial risk has a higher im-
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portance to mos~ users t~convenience risk. 

An examination of the most used risk components of per
ceived risk revealed differences in second-order store 
choice. A priori, one would believe that permanent 
stores would have lower convenience risk. However, 
this was true only for one of the three permanent sec
ond-order stores investigated, lending institutions. 
This may be explained by the fact that repossessed 
goods are peripheral business for lending institutions. 
Location decisions for lending institutions are made 
for their primary operation of lending money, a first
order good. 

Managers of second-order permanent stores, such as 
Goodwill, Salvation Army, or Second Hand stores, can
not ignore the fundamentals of store location, if they 
desire to reach optimum efficiency. Too often, loca
tion is picked by the second-order retailer because of 
law, cost of occupancy, and accessibility of location 
for suppliers of second-order goods. 

Since people in this sample generally have felt a low
er convenience risk for temporary stores, they may be 
more willing to extend their search time since the 
goods are offered for a limited time. Information for 
temporary second-order goods locations is generally 
found through personal, telephone, or newspaper contact 
as in the case of private owner you know and private 
owner you don't know. The newspaper is the information 
source used by garage sale patrons (Dovel and Healy, 
1977). As second-order merchants become more like tra
ditional retailers (i.e., permanent, for profit stores), 
the information source tends to become more impersonal 
in nature, moving from a concentration word-of-mouth 
with a minimization of newspaper for the private owner 
you know. This trend reverses in its concentration for 
the permanent second-order retailer. 

Likewise, financial risk is an important risk factor in 
second-order goods selection. The mean risk score on 
financial risk was lowest for private owner you know, 
garage sales, second nand stores, lending institutions, 
private owner you do not know, and Goodwill respective
ly. This ranking is the reverse of a priori expecta
tions. It seems the financial risk of the money in
volved is possibly correlated with the degree of per
sonalization the individual has with the retailer. With 
the exception of Goodwill, most second-order retailers 
are known to "haggle" over price, thereby possibly re
ducing financial risk. 

The image of a retail store is affected by price as 
well as other factors. Since financial risk is so im
portant to second-order customers, the second-order 
merchant should be careful in designing his image. 

Specifically, Goodwill may have a high financial risk 
image because of its nonprofit orientation and its do
nated goods program. If people acknowledge that Good
will is not operating for a profit and receive their 
goods only through donation, price may be psychologi
cally seen as higher than its competitors, particularly 
since it is operated similar to a traditional store 
where negotiation of price is not acceptable social be
havior. To compete more effectively with competition, 
Goodwill might be wise to stress its low prices and its 
guarantees. 

Second-order retail merchants wpo have profit motives 
and permanent locations operate very similar to tradi
tional retailers. The main difference between the 
profit oriented second-order retail merchants and tra
ditional retail merchants of first-order goods is pric
ing policy. Unlike the traditional first-order mer-



chant, the profit oriented, second-order merchant has a 
more flexible pricing system. Therefore, a continuance 
of this policy is necessary to maintain a lower money 
risk ranking. 

Permanent second-order retail merchants traditionally 
have advertised very little. They have depended on 
word-of-mouth or limited use of classified ads (Dovell 
and Healy, 1977; McClelland, 1980). It seems necessary 
to increase awareness of location to lower the risk 
level in convenience. This also necessitates, because 
of limited funds for advertising, a targeted market ap
proach rather than a broader approach. 

It has been seen in this research that second-order re
tailers face similar problems which traditional first
order goods retailers face. It seems that second-order 
goods retailers must more carefully follow the princi
ples of retailing yet differentiate themselves in the 
area of price and awareness of location. 
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Abstract 

This paper reviews the applications of OR/MS to the 
Health Industry. It contrasts the successes at the 
micro level with the lack of fruitful applications 
at the macro level, and highlights the need to 
research the dynamics of implementation. 

Introduction 

Critical study, analysis, planning and control of 
health care systems are likely to be central 
problems of the next decade. The types of problems 
that need to be addressed may be broadly classified 
into the following two categories: (1) tactical 
problems and (2) strategic problems. 

1) Tactical problems: Involve application, perhaps 
with some modifications, of existing Operations 
Research techniques to well-defined problems in such 
areas as: outpatient services; inpatient services; 
design of facilities in a hospital; and organization 
of emergencv services, avd the like. 

2) Strategic problems: Require basic reexamination 
and restructuring of the whole system ot health 
services. This may.involve investigating the under
lying implicit assumptions and basis of the system. 
For instance, such issues as the quasi-autonomy of 
the medical profession, and the need to balance the 
professional right to self-governance against the 
needs for social control of such an es-sential 
service as health may have to be considered in 
depth. Similarly, cost-benefit analyses at the 
broad level of social costs and welfare associated 
with the health of the population as a whole may 
have to be carried out. 

In both tactical and stfategic problems, Operations 
Research or Management Science (or whatever of the 
various alternative current names it may be called) 
is bound to play an important role. In fact, the 
discipline itself has the same two-fold nature. 
(1) Sometimes it is viewed as a set of specific ' 
techniques, as in the Ackoff-Rivett classification, 
discussed in greater detail below. (2) At other 
times, it is viewed as more of a system science, as 
for instance in the definition of O.R. adopted by 
the O.R. Society of America; "Operations Research is 
concerned with scientifically deciding how to best 
design and operate man-machine systems, usually 
under conditions requiring the allocation of 
scarce resources". 

The aim of this paper is to review in brief the 
current state of use of OR in regard to both these 
types of problems, and to put forward some tentative 
thoughts in regard to the broader systems aspect of 
the use of OR, for applications in the Health or 
other sectors. 
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Micro-analytic Applications 

In a recent review of the uses of OR for Health 
Services, Fetter (1978, p. 427) remarks that "Most 
of the initial work in the field concentrated on 
micro-analytic studies, usually within hospitals. 
Thus, work can be found, for example, dealing with 
scheduling in outpatient clinics; determination of 
appropriate inventory control methods for linens, 
drugs, and other consumables; the development of 
operating policies for blood banking; analysis of the 
utilization of inpatient facilities; and studies 
of the relative effectiveness of alternative methods 
of delivery of specific services". These may be 
viewed as essentially Operations Research in the 
sense of the widely accepted Ackoff-Rivett (1963) 
classification. In this schema, it is regarded as an 
empirical fact that a very large number of operation
al problems fall into one of a limited number of 
types (1) inventory, (2) allocation, (3) queueing, 
(4) sequencing, (S) routing, (6) replacement, (7) 
completition and (8) search. 

The examples cited by Fetter include some examples of 
invent~ problems. The most widely used allocat1on 
model is of course mathematical programming, and a 
typical instance of its application in the health 
sector is discussed by Greenberg {1978, p. 195). 
This relates to the study by Warner and Prawda (1972) 
in which a model to minimize cost of shortages ot 
nurses in a hopsital was developed. This model used 
as constraints the availability of nursing personnel 
of different skills c.lasses and the expected demand 
for nursing skills by wards, shifts, and skill. 
Other applications have included use of linear 
programming for the following purposes: (1) assign
ment of nurses to patients who require special 
care; (2) planning of a health care system Shuman 
et. al. (1971); (3) optimization of distribution of 
funds among preventive care and curative treatment; 
(4) choice of technologies for population and family 
planning -- Correa and Beasley (1971) and (5) 
minimization of cost of feeding patients subject to 
constraints on nutritional requirements and menu 
variety (Gue and Liggett) (1966). 

This is in fact an extension of the classic diet 
problem which was one of the earliest applications 
of Linear Programming by Stigler. 'l'he O.R. model 
most widely used in Health applications seems to 
be queueing theory and its extensions. This is not 
surpr1s1ng. The theory of waiti.ng lines i.s based on 
the problems associated with matching variable demand 
and variable rates of service so as to balance the 
costs of excess capacity against the costs of delay 
for the customers. As such, hospital situations 
present an obvious direct reali.zation of queueing 
models. Bailey (1977, p. 153) cites the pioneer 
research in this field, the 'case-load' studies of 
the Nuffield Provincial Hospitals Trust (1955), which 
consisted in relating the actual volume of demand for 
beds to the effective population at risk. Bailey 
(1977, p. 162) also discusses the application of 
queueing theory in the design of hospitals. The 
fundamental idea is to balance the efficiency of use 
of beds in wards (defined as the percentage of time 
that the beds are actually used) with the efficiency 
of provision (defined as the percentage of time the 
actual demand is met). Trying to attain very high 



efficiency of provision, in the face of probabil
iatic demand, would necaaaarily lower the efficiency 
of uae, and converaaly. Similarly, qu•••in& theory 
haa been applied in the area of outpatient achadulin& 
syatema. Here, the queation ia again of a trade-
off between (a) cutting down on idle time of the 
doctor by always having a line of patient• backed 
up and waitina, and (b) reduction of patianta' 
waiting time at the coat of aanarating aoma idle 
time for the doctor. 

However, aa in fact ia aanerally true of all araaa 
where quauaina theory haa bean applied, whenever 
complex pattern& of uncertainty aa to arrival and 
aervice pattarna ariaa, the technique of simulation 
haa been incraaainaly raaortad to as in the atudiaa 
by Fetter (1978), Hoffman (1970), and Rockart (1~69). 

In addition to axtanaiva uaa of aoma of the moat 
important OR techniques - inventory models, quauain& 
modala, mathematical proarammin& and aimulat1on -
there have alao bean acattarad axamplaa of u .. a 
of other tachniquaa. For inatanca, critical path 
analyaia waa uaad for hoapital planninJ (Catltff 
1964), and achadulin& and aaquancina modala hava 
alao been uaad. And if modal• involvin& probability 
theory and atatiatica are considered aa aaaantially 
OR modela, there have bean many inatancaa of auch 
application&. 

Overall, therefore, it would seem that the use of OR 
at the micro-analytic level presents a picture of 
fairly wide applications. 

Macro-analytic Applications 

However, when one turns to the area of macro-analytic 
applications, the picture is startingly different. 
Fetter (1978, p. 434) points out that '~hile the 
need for analytic work at the level of national 
planning is widely recognized ... actual applications 
of OR are not widespread. The process is viewed 
as one in which hard data are lacking and where 
political, administrative and resource constraints 
inhibit rationality. . ..•. In the developed 
settings such as the US and the UK tradition and 
institutional constraints are such that change in 
any guise is enormously difficult. In the less 
developed settings, politics and poverty combine 
very often to render ineffective the most rational 
and well-meaning efforts .... further, the traditional 
methodologies, while useful in a limited sense, do 
not really compass the enormously complex problems 
of health care planning". 

Bailey (1977, p. 173) observes that "Public health 
journals certainly contain plenty of articles, it 
is true, extolling applications of systems thinking. 
But, in most cases, the best that can be said is 
that a prima facie case has been made for the type 
of application in question, only with a specially 
concocted illustration using appropriate health 
data." He cites the proceedings of the 
International Institute of Applied Systems Analysis 
(Bailey, 1~75) to show that serious attempts have 
been made in various countries - among others, 
Sweden, Czechoslovakia, and the USSR - to adopt a 
comprehensive systems approach. But he concludes 
that "While the outlook is promising, it is only 
fair to say that really significant advances in the 
application of systems analysis still lie in the 
future". (Bailey, 1975, p. 175) 
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So, paradoxically, it ia in the area where there is 
the aoat important need for batter deciaion-making 
that tn.ra hae -.en the laaat development of Manage
ment acianca models and applications. It is 
intaraating to conaider the underlying reaaons for 
thia by looking at an illuminating example of failure 
in thia area. The Rand Corporation was given a 
centract DY the Health Service• Adminiatration of 
New York City, to oraaniza a lona-tarm plan. 

th. project ia diac~•••d by Greenberger at. al. 
(1976) ll!ltlar tha aignificant title "Health, Hospitals 
afttl J.llo.-tilitiaa". They &U!IIIIarize the net results 
th~a, "The centract between th• Rand Corporation and 
New York City's Health Service& Administration was 
one of four initial agreements .•••. when the agreement 
waa diaaalved, Rand had more than aeventy research 
n~taa and written reports to show for its four-and
a-half year effort, but ita labor had hardly left a 
trace on tha proarama and admin1atrative policies of 
tM KIA." (op. cit., p. :287) 

It ia interaatin& to cenaider in aummary the reasons 
~ ~ lack ef .-c ... : 

(1) The health adminiatratora complained that the 
r.eaarch intaraata of the Band analyata were so 
"a'llatrKt" or "academic" that their work could seldom 
be of any practical ~•• to the agency. On the other 
hand, the land analyata complained that members of 
the agency ware impatient, expecting immediate 
result& from research projects which of their very 
nature would take a few months to complete. 

(2) The agreement was vaguely specified, not 
indicating clearly what was expected of the Rand team. 

(3) The periodic reorgnaization of the Health 
administration, arising from political developments, 
prevented a continuing working relationship trom 
evolving. 

(4) The type of information collected by the 
hospitals in the normal course was not the type of 
data required for technical analyses. 

One altogether new source of tension which arose in 
the project is extremely significant. "in the 
troubled association between Rand and HSA, a largely 
unacknowledged problem of policy research became 
evident - the problem of conducting research for 
sophisticated clients. The need to blend the dis
parate perspectives of pnlicymakers and researchers 
has received so rn1ch attention that there has been a 
tendency to overlook the tensions that arise when the 
temperamental differences between analysts and 
decision makers narrow to the vanishing point". 
(op cit., p. 316) This problem of 'sophisticated 
clients' mentioned by Greenberger is obviously likely 
to be the prevalent pattern to an increasing extent. 
Research into this problem would therefore seem to 
merit very high priority. Greenberger et. al. high
light this point by contrasting the Health study 
with a successful study which the Rand organization 
carried out for the Fire Services Department. They 
summarize the reasons for the success of the latter 
study as follows: "The Fire Department, with its 
quasi-mili.tary hierarchy and its twenty-year 
employees, may not have been a promising source of 
administrative inventions, but the organization's 
long-established system of command and obedience 
helped to assure that an administrative change, 
once introduced, would actually be put into effect ... 
.• Because Fire Department objectives were more 



clearly defined, success in achieving them could 
also be more easily measured". (op. cit., p. 310) 

The important conclusion which can be drawn from 
the Kand example can be briefly stated, but would 
seem to be of the highest importance for macro
analytic applications of management science, at a 
city or regional level as in the Rand study, and 
a fortiori for operations at national levels: the 
focus in such applications has to shift to what 
might broadly speaking be called the political 
dynamics of implementation. In the words of 
Greenberger et. al. at the conclusion of their 
study: "Although the Rand Institute was created 
to deal with the problems of New York City, it 
also represented an attempt to deal with the more 
general problem of introducing timely and usable 
research results into the process of public 
decision making. 

In effect, it was an experiment - though not a 
controlled experiment - in policy research. The 
results suggest a need for more such experiments." 
(op. cit., p. 317) 

Conclusion 

In summary, it seems that OR has been successful 
at a micro-level, but not at a macro-level. One 
can, (with the usual element of overstatement 
inherent in all generalizations) say that perhaps 
the single biggest obstacle to widespread systems
level implementation of Operations Research has been 
the fact that the problems of the political 
dynamics of implementation have not been really 
researched in depth. Certainly they have not 
received the kind of thorough and detailed technical 
examination that tactical problems have received. 
Perhaps the next great advance in management 
science will have to be in this area. In other 
words, a second-order level of analysis, what one 
might call Operations Research of Operations 
Research, as distinct from Operations Research of 
problems, may be urgently necessary. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH CARE MARKETING IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY 
THE CASE OF MEXICO. 

Fernando J. Cervantes, National University of Mexico 

Abstract 

Marketing is just begining to be a useful tool for the 
promotion of social causes in developing nations. This 
is an empirical study that shows how social marketing 
can be used effectively to promote effective sanitary 
practices against diarrhea in Mexico. Personalized let 
ters were used to invite housewives to a health orienta 
tion meeting. Those who attended were interviewed before 
the begining of the meeting. Their responses were com
pared to those who received the invitation and did not 
attend. Significant differences were obtained between 
the two groups, and the information gathered was used 
to plan public health campaigns. 

Introduction 

Social marketing involves the application of marketing 
skills to promote "social causes" (Kotler and Zaltman, 
1971). Managers of non-profit institutions are beginning 
to realize that marketing can be applied succesfully to 
enhance the efficiency of their institutions. A few 
scholars in the field still be in disagreement with this 
new role of marketing (Arndt, 1978). However, the amount 
of work published up to now suggesting new and innova
tive applications of the discipline to social motives is 
an evidence of majority agreement about the expanding 
role of marketing. 

A review article on public and non-profit marketing 
(Lovelock and Weinberg, 1978), indicated that this area 
has come of age, with a large number of publications 
appearing in the 1970's. 

One objetive of this new research is to show how market
ing can play an important role in public health care 
policy. The First National Workshop in Preventive Health 
Marketing held in Charlottesville, Virginia, in 1977 
(Cooper, Kehoe and Murphy, 1978), was probably the most 
influential recent event in speeding up the research in 
this area. According to Cooper and Kehoe (1978), the 
real interest for health marketing started only four 
years ago. Before 1977, very few articles had been writ
ten on the subject. However, the trends in the litera
ture have been quite different. New books have appeared 
on health care marketing and it's becoming difficult to 
keep up the date in this new field. 

Purpose of the study 

Our present research is forused on preventive health 
behavior: those activities taken by a person for the 
purpose of avoiding il disease while still in an asymp
tomatic state (Kasland Cobb, 19n6). However, the study 
covered also some patterns of early detection of symp
toms, immediate response in seeking medical care (ill
ness behavior). and the compliance with medical indica
tions for the purpose of recovery (sick role behavior). 

The framework for the investigation was a sociopsycho
logical model: The Health Belief Model (HBM), that has 
been used to explain p rev en t ive behaviors towards differ 
ent diseases such as influenza, tuberculosis, rheumatic
fever, etc. The model is based upon the idea in a 
series of perceptions towards disease. The HBM was 
elaborated, among other authors, by Irwing Rosenstock 
(Leventhal, Hochaum and Rosenstock, 1960). The major 
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variables of this model have been borrowed and adapted 
from general sociopsychological the?ry. 

The HBM assumes that before an individual can take some 
action to avoid a disease, he needs to believe that he 
is susceptible to the disease, that the disease has a 
significant degree of severity for him, and that taking 
preventive actions would be effective to maintain his 
health status. Also, the likelihood of action will be a 
fuction of the perceived barriers (real or imagined) to 
entering the health system. The model's factors are 
best summarized in Figure No . 1 . 

I 

Figure No. 1 

CROUf'lltC OF 1111 YAIIAII.tS OF 

Till IIEAL111 RLit• JODEL 

.wriCI!IJI!Jft' YMIAILII 1 IMOl:PUDI:NT YAliAIL.II 

I 

D[rf.JtO£NT YAJtiAII.l;!: --- ... -- -----

If we analyze this Figure, we notice a term called 
"readiness to act", which is defined in terms of the 
individual's perceptions about susceptibility to and 
seriousness of the illness. These two factors determine 
whether or not the "state of readiness to act" exists. 

The reduction of the threat has two dimensions: barriers 
and benefits. Barriers or costs are not only economic 
but include inconvenience, the pain of the treatment, 
and the distance of travel for care. The likelihood of 
action increases if the individual perceives more bene
fits than costs in achieving a health action. The clues 
or trigger mechanisms set the process in motion and they 
might be internal (symptoms) or external (the influence 
of mass media). 

Finally, antecedent variables are also modifying fac
tors. Basically, there are three types: demographic, 
sociopsychological and structural variables. The flow 
chart shown in Figure No. 1 attempts to interpret the 
elements interactions, according to the literature. 
The marketing field reports only one application of 
such a model, that of Zaltman and Veritinsky (1971), 
but it was never tested empirically. 

The place chosen for the research was a high-density, 
low-income area of Mexico City. For many years, Mexico 
has been facing the serious public health problem of 
enteritis (diarrhea), ranked as the second most impor
tant cause of death in the country, and the most impor
tant cause among children of five years old and younger 



(Kumate, Ganedo and Pedrotta, 1977). The problem is not 
only important in Mexico, but in the rest of Latin Ame
rica as well, (See Figure No. 2) 

Figure No. 2 

1liE TEN PRINCIPAL MORBIDITY CAUSES 

(Rate: 100,000 x inhabitants) 

CENTRAL 
CAUSES MEXICO AMERICA u.s. 

INFLUENZA & 
PNEU~IONIA 131 77 34 

ENTERITIS & 
DIARRHEA 127 107 2 

HEART A TI ACKS 74 84 342 

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 55 42 57 

PRENATAL MORTALITY 48 

TUMORS 37 57 160 

NEURO-CE!'ITRAL 
SYSTE~I 24 40 98 

CIRRHOSIS 21 7 15 

RESPIRATORY 
INFECTIONS 18 9 10 

HOMICIDES 16 13 8 

SOUTH 
AMERICA 

75 

54 

115 

49 

80 

45 

12 

17 

7 

Source: Jesus Kumate, Luis Caiiedo, and Oscar Pedrotta 
La Salud de los Mexicanos l. la ~!edicina en 
Mexico. Editorial del Colegio :\acional, 
~lexica, !977: 194. 

Methodology 

The sample in our study consisted of mothers who had at 
home children five years old and younger. Diarrhea is 
particularly severe in this age group, and mothers play 
a vital role in keeping the child safe from the disease. 

According to health statistics in Mexico, 1.4 out of 
every 10 deaths are due to diarrheal diseases. However, 
in the pediatric group, children of five years or less, 
the death rate increases to almost 2 out to 5 (Nova et 
al, 1974). 

We wanted to separate mothers into two groups according 
to their interest in health matters. In order to do 
this, we decided to organize a Seminar on health at one 
of the Clinics of the Ministry of Health in Mexico City. 
The Ministry also helped the researcher ~y providing 
assistence in the field work: social workers assigned at 
the clinic were instructed to deliver an invitation to 
those homes where the mother had at least one child 
of five years or under, We chose a random sample, 
but within the area of coverage of the clinic (estimated 
at 3/4 of a mile around the clinic). 

The invitation delivered personally by the social worker 
consisted in a letter addressed "Dear Mrs.", explaining 
briefly the importance of diarrhea in little children, 
and ecouraging her to attend the diarrhea prevention 
seminar. In tn~ case of illiterate mothers, the message 
was read, and the letter was given as a reminder to ano
ther member of the family able to read. The se~inar was 
held two days after delivering all invitations. 

In order to have an adequate replication of the quasi
experiment, the same proce.jure was repeated in three 
other clinics. The idea was to test the Health Belief 
Model in different neighborhoods. The initial sample 
cn~sisted of 600 mothers (150) mothers in each of 4 
clinics). The sample size was determined principally by 
time and personnel constraints. NEvertheless, for to 
several reasons (e.g., not at home, moved out, neglected 
response, incomplete questionnaire, etc.) we collected 
only 471 complete questionnaires. 

Attendants at the health seminar were defined as the 
"health concern group". The rest of the mothers who 
received the invitation but did not attend, were de
fined as the "apathetic group". The second group were 
interviewed at their homes, the day after the seminar 
was held. 

The mothers who attended were received on the day and 
time specified by the letter, in a small auditorium. A 
team of researchers interviewed all attending mothers 
before the initiation of the health talk. The instru
ment applied was a questionnaire of about 36 questions 
which covered the main aspects of the HBM, as well as 
other relevant socioeconomic and demographic informa
tion. Included in the questionnaire, were 19 items of 
an attitude scale developed by the Thurstone Equal 
Appearing Interval Method, to measure the degree of co~ 
cern of the mother about health matters (reliability 
coefficient of .85). Finally, a projective type of 
instrument consisting of ten pictures, size 5" X 8", in 
black and white, were used to measure the perception of 
hazardous diarrhea-contagious situations. Mothers were 
~sked to identify those pictures that showed direct 
contact with the disease. The idea of the pictures was 
to avoid the "faking-good sindrome" or the "social 
desirability response" (Edwards, 1957) about health 
habits (or personal hygiene). The score was given by 
the number of "bad" pictures identified in the test. 
The pictures were previously selected by a group of 
physicians, who judged each picture in terms of the 
potential hazard. 

A control list of names and addresses were the letters 
had been delivered was used the day of the meeting to 
check the identity of the attending mothers. A day 
after the meeting, each team of social workers received 
the list back, with questionnaires and pictures, in 
order to start interviewing the non-attending mothers. 
In this case, the interviews were performed at the 
mother's home. 

The above procedure was followed in exactly the same 
fashion at each one of the four clinics. Attendance 
was, on the average, the same at all clinics (25 moth
ers out of each 150 invitations delivered). We tested 
the difference in attendance by clinic neighborhood 
using a chi-square test. The differences were not sig
nificant at the .05 level. Therefore, we decided to 
group the results of the four clinics in one, in order 
to have a larger sample size. The total number of atte~ 
dants interviewed were 102, and home interviews pro
duced 369 usable responses. 

Summary of Results 

Two group discriminant analysis was employed to discover 
which independent variables best discriminated between 
attending and non-attending mothers. The independent 
variables were metric (or dummy variables) and consisted 
of the psychological, demographic and socioeconomic in
formation collected in the survey. The dependent varia
ble was categorical (1= attended and 2= did not attend). 

For the process of making a profile of differences in 
health behavior, Group 1 was defined as the attending 
mothers ( 102) and Group 2 was constituted by 91 "apa
thetic mothers". These 91 mothers were part of the non
attenees (360 in total), who did not have a strong rea
son for not going to the seminar, and who also reported 
in the interview a high diarrhea frequency on the child 
(every 15 days or less). The rest of the non-attendees 
(278), reported almost no incidence or very low appear
ance of diarrhea and therefore, were not considered for 
this analysis, on the basis that the Seminar was not 
particulary useful, for them. 
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The discriminant model consisted of a linear combination 
of 36 variables, and it was used to predict attendance 
at the health talk. Stepwise discriminant process was 
carried out and nineteen variables were selected, which 
accounted for 53% of the variance in the dependent set 
(canonical correlation coefficient squared). The percent 
age of correct classifications (Hit-Ratio) was 73% and -
the model proved to be acceptable beyond chance expecta
tions (see Tables No. 1 and No. 2 ). 

On the other hand, children of the attending mothers 
also had problems with diarrhea. Their socioeconomic 
profile was similar to that of the apathetics. However, 
the main distinction was the positive response to our 
call. Also the health scale indicated that attending 
mothers are more health conscious than non-attendees. 
They were able to identify common situations of diar
rhea incidence (pictorial scale). In spite of the near
poverty conditions of these mothers, they behave 
positively towards health. 

Table No. 

DISCRIMINAHT 
FU<CTUII 

Actual Group 

l. Attendant 

2. Non-Attendant 

:;o:-,\TISllCAL Tli!.T OP nm OlSCitiMIMANT FUNCTION Dt!Rl\'rJ; 

IIGENYAWI CNIONJCAL COM, ' or T1IACI I.L. 

l,IS , 7Sl 100 65.4 

Table No. 2 

Clauification Matrix for tha Health lahavior 
Reoponoa (193 Coon)* 

Predicted Group 

Attendant Non-Attendant Total 

71 3l 102 

21 70 91 

Hit Ratio: 100 [31 + 21 I 193] • 73% 

D.P. 

It 

SJQIIPICANCI 

,000 

C1uoif1cation 
Accuracy 

69.6% 

76.9% 

The standarized coefficients of the discriminant func
tion are shown . . The table indicates that 
the variables between attending 
and non-attending mothers were: the last time the child 
was sick from diarrhea (internal clue of the HBN), feel
ings of anxiety about health, family income, occupation 
of the husband, past experience of the disease, picture 
No. 7, that c;howed a girl playing with food on a dusty 
surface, and the mother's recognition that her child is 
susceptible to diarrhea. 

Another important difference is that attending mothers 
listen more often to T.V. than to Radio. 

Using a t-test, we performed the analysis of differences 
between group means for both, attendants non-attendants. 
Table No. 4 presents 19 socioeconomic and psychological 
variables used in the study and the respective probabil
ity of true differences. 

Profile of Health Behavior Towards Diarrhea. 

With the information provided in the study, it was pos
sible to attempt to profile the "apathetic mothers" 
(those non-attending, with high incidence of diarrhea 
at home). In general terms, they are unmarried, middle 
age (30 years), with large family size (6.1 members), 
who have more than one child under 5 years of age. The 
income of these families is likely to be just barely 
above the poverty line. The education of the mother and 
the occupation of the father are likely to be lower than 
those of the attending mothers. Apathetic mothers tend 
to care less for health and participate less often in 
school activities. The incidence of diarrhea in this 
group is very high (2 to 4 times a month), although to 
them it may seem "normal". They are unable to perceive 
the common causes of diarrhea, since they identify very 
few of the pictures in which diarrhea is likely to occur. 
Finally, apathetic mothers are exposed more often to 
Radio than to T.V. 
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II.UIABLE 
NO. 

31 

10 

DIS 

7 

37 

5 

44 

34 

4 

014 

47 

009 

013 

017 

006 

66 

43 

007 

5S 

Table No. 3 

ST~~DARDIZED DJSCRimNANT 

FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 

DESCRIPTION 

"Worrying about health takes 
us nowhere" 

Average Family Income 

Common disease (diarrhea) 

Family siz.e 

Health attitude scale 

Education 

Severe diarrhea 

Liberty to do what you want 
with your health 

Age of the mother 

Common disease (flu) 

Mother's perception of child's 
health status 

Water pipeline in home 

Type of medical care received 

Media messages received (external) 

Occupation (middle income) 

Ficture 17-knowledge about disease 

Past experience with the disease 

Occu;'ation (high income) 

Last time child had diarrhea 

STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 

.415 

.380 

.250 

.249 

.244 

.234 

.218 

.205 

.208 

-.160 

-.185 

-.193 

-.197 

-.198 

-.306 

-. 310 

-.340 

-.374 

-.553 



Table No. 4 
DIFFERENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN 

ATI'ENDANT AND NON-ATI'ENDANT MOTHERS 

TEST OF GROUP MEANS 

VARIABLES ATTENDANT NON-A TI'ENDANT 

Marital status (married) .931 .857 

Social participation (school) .186 .099 

Private medical care .137 .241 

Most common disease (flu) .422 .219 

trios t common disease (diarrhea) .186 .418 

Age 26.794 29.890 

Family size 5.147 5.923 

No. of children (5 years) 1.598 1. 846 

Worrying about health takes 
us nowhere . 362 .648 

Health attutude scale 4.000 4.750 

Frequency of diarrhea .167 .308 

Last time with diarrhea illness 2.911 1.835 

Picture 12 .863 .681 

Picture #7 .902 . 736 

Picture *10 .657 .538 

Pictorial scale (average) .693 .599 

Susceptibility to disease I. 990 1.846 

Do what you •·ant with 
your health .107 .330 

p 

.090 

.090. 

.060 

.003 

.000 

.050 

.040 

.031 

.000 

.000 

.021 

.000 

.002 

.002 

.090 

.009 

.045 

. 000 

Concluding, the HBM was a useful frame for our research. 
Nevertheless, it is still in a development phase. Our 
finding indicate that the model would seem to be a close 
representation of sociological and psychological fac
tors that influence health behavior. 

Limitations of the Study 

Clearly, the research design was not free from limita
tions. Our study simplified the question of "apathetic 
behavior" by using only attendance as a way of classi
fying mothers. It is logical to believe that one act 
is not sufficient to account such behavior. Another 
thing was that it was not possible to check clinically 
the health status of the children. The incidence of 
diarrhea reported was based on mother's estimations ra
ther than medical check-ups. However, we consider that 
our hardest problem to solve was the high illiteracy 
rate of the sample, which could have had an effect on 
the reliability of the attitude scale. 

Final Comments 

Independently of the theoretical contributions, the 
study served as an example of the use of social market
ing to investigate and promote health education. The 
fact that the research was partially supported by the 
Ministry of Health in Mexico, makes it a promising 
research experience for those interested in solving the 
urgent problems of developing nations, such as health 
education. 

Instead of using the common shotgun approach to deliver 
health ~essages, public health authorities are begining 
to real1ze that segmentation of the health market ( the 
"ri~le approach" ) is a more efficient effective way to 
del1ver health messages. The profile of the "apathetic 
mothers" served as a portrait of this elusive population 
hard to motivate with simple T.V. health commercials. 
The Ministry of Health in Mexico would apparently be 
better off if more of its budget is put into Radio. 
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MARKETING MEDICAL RESIDENCIES 
IN FAMILY MEDICINE 

Micha~l R. Czinkota, Georgetown University 
Wesley J. Johnson, Ohio State University 

Abstract 

This paper examines the application of marketing to 
medicine in an area where marketing concepts have not 
previously been applied - to recruiting and retaining 
residents. A case example is provided to illustrate 
the application. 

Introduction 

The many specialty areas of medicine in America en
gaged in graduate education have created an excellent 
educational system. However, the conditions under 
which this system developed are changing. With the 
possibility of a National Health Care system on the 
horizon and a shorter term perspective on the part of 
many young people, there has been a decline in inter
est in medical careers witnessed by a decrease in 
applicants to medical schools. At the same time the 
ability of the medical profession to offer graduate 
education is becoming greater each year. The current 
situation in some specialty areas is such that there 
are more residency positions than interested medical 
school graduates. Thus, the profession's capacity to 
supply graduate medical education is becoming greater 
than the demand. Competition between specialties and 
residency programs within specialty areas is increas
ing. In order to survive and prosper residency pro
grams will need to develop "marketing" expertise to 
find, attract, and retain highly capable residents. 

The thought that marketing might have relevance for 
the medical field, almost heretical only a decade ago, 
is gaining increasing acceptance today. It has been a 
mutual development, with marketing discovering the 
non-business sector as an area of interest, and with 
medicine facing new, multiple, and complex interac
tions with society demanding a shift in procedure. 
Gradually, although often grudgingly, the two fields 
have begun to cooperate. As a result it has become 
commonplace today to discuss ways for doctors to 
market themselves, to talk of "doctoring" and the 
"patient repair business" (Wickware, 1980). 

However, in spite or because of the acceptance of 
marketing in the realm of the medical profession, we 
are running a new danger today. Marketing has been 
accepted by the medical profession in the context of 
facilitating the patient-doctor interaction. With 
this acceptance, marketing has been assigned its 
place, categorized, and become a "known" quantity. 
Here is where the danger lies! We are becoming so 
satisfied with the value of marketing for the 
doctor-patient relationship that we begin to see it as 
being important only for that area. A new attack of 
marketing myopia is coming about (Levitt, 1960). The 
broader view and applicability of marketing is being 
neglected, if not completely overlooked. 

A Broader Concept of Marketing 

As the material, technological, social, and cultural 
foundations of our society have experienced change 
over the years so have the "boundaries" of marketing. 
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In answer to the question "What is marketing?" a host 
of definitions have been offered: 

It has been described by one person or another as 
a business activity; as a group of related busi
ness activities; as a trade phenomenon; as a 
frame of mind, as a coordinative, integrative 
function in policy making; as a sense of business 
purpose; as an economic process; as a structure 
of institutions; as the process of exchanging or 
transferring ownership of products; as a process 
of concentration, equalization, and dispersion; 
as a creation of time, place and possession 
utilities; as a process of demand-and-supply 
adjustment, and as many other things (Marketing 
Staff of The Ohio State University, 1965). 

Perhaps the best approach to defining marketing is one 
that has been developed more recently. In searching 
for a generic concept of marketing, Kotler (1972) 
viewed marketing as "the set of human activities 
directed at facilitating and consummating exchanges." 

Marketing viewed from this perspective improves in 
clarity•and acceptability to the medical profession 
for several reasons: this definition specifically 
locates marketing "in the realm of human activities," 
distinguishing it from production and consumption. 
Marketing is seen as "directed at facilitating and 
consummating exchanges" which "can cover both the 
pursuit of transactions and exchange relationships." 
Transactions being a one time exchange while exchange 
relationships are of a more enduring nature. 

Broadening the Application of Marketing in the Medical 
Profession 

Marketing therefore has an overall applicability to 
every aspect of the medical profession in its inter
actions with people. Marketing relates to the per
spective of the market, any market. 

While different organizations may view the goals of 
marketing very differently, all organizations have the 
same types of marketing decisions to make. Marketing 
decisions can be classified into two major categories. 

1) Marketing segmentation decisions, and 

2) Marketing mix decisions 
which in turn are 

o product decisions 
o channel (distribution) and place 

decisions 
o promotion decisions 
o pricing decisions 

Market Segmentation 

The marketing decision process for a residency pro
gram, for instance, should begin with the identifi
cation or selection of customer (medical student) 
segments to develop a marketing mix, A "marketing 



mix" is a blend of decisions to provide a marketing 
offer to the selected market segment. The concept of 
the marketing mix includes recognition that certain 
blends of product/service attributes, product prices, 
channels of distribution, and advertising and personal 
selling choices will produce greater customer satis
faction than other blends. For example, a Family 
Medicine Residency Program that is university based, 
located in the midwest, at a large state school, with 
a very demanding curriculum and rotations, paying a 
good stipend with liberal fringe benefits and having 
an outstanding faculty, may produce more satisfaction 
for residents from high caliber medical schools 
devoted to teaching and research than other available 
residency programs. 

The first question of successfully marketing one's 
program is: 

Who are our residency program's present and 
potential customers? 

Defining a program's customers (residents) usually 
leads to rejecting several tentative marketing mixes 
and suggesting the comparison and possible use of a 
few candidate mixes. 

Other questions then are: 

How large is the organization's share of the 
market? 

How many potential residents are part of the 
program's market segment? 

Are there other market segments that would be 
better for the program to serve with marketing 
mixes different from the mix presently used? 

What are the demographic characteristics of our 
residents? 

Where and how do they learn about our program? 

Who and what influence their choice decisions? 

All these are market segmentation questions. 

Marketing Mix 

The marketing mix consists of the controllable varia
bles which the residency program combines in order to 
attract and satisfy residents. Marketing mix differ
entiation is the process of attempting to differenti
ate a program's offering from the offerings of other 
programs competing for the same target market (pool of 
residents). The marketing mix is generally considered 
to consist of the variables of product, place, promo
tion and price. 

The product decision area is concerned with developing 
the right "product" for the target market. This pro
duct may involve a physical product and/or some combi
nation of services. In the residency program design 
it is everything from the buildings in which the 
training takes place to the stipend and benefits the 
resident receives. 

The place decision concerns having the product availa
ble when and where the resident wants it. Geographic 
concerns play a large part in the residency program 
decision. The majority of medical students prefer to 
select a residency program in either the state where 
they live, went to medical school, or eventually hope 
to practice. The place decision also concerns whether 
all of a residency takes place at one facility or 
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whether the resident attends a number of different 
activities at different locations. 

The pr~tion decision is concerned with the method of 
communicating to the target market and the determina
tion of the message to be communicated. Convincing 
the target market that a residency program is the 
right product at the right price in the right place is 
the job of promotion. Personal selling, mass communi
cation, and targeted communications are complementary 
methods of communicating with residents. Personal 
letters and trips to visit schools with prospective 
residents, mass mailings of brochures or other direct 
mail are all examples of promotion techniques used by 
residency programs. 

The price in the case of a residency program is the 
cost to the resident in terms of efforts, other oppor
tunities foregone, and anything else the resident must 
put into or forego for the program. The "best" price 
is of course the lowest; however, only in the sense of 
equal value received. Therefore, there is often a 
high perceived correlation between price and quality. 
The residency program that is the most demanding 
(charges the highest price) may be perceived as the 
best in terms of value. 

To aid in the continuance of a broader perspective of 
marketing, the actual application of the marketing 
concept to a residency program is briefly outlined 
below. 

A CASE STUDY 

The department of family medicine at a large midwest
ern university realized that in order to continue the 
success which its residency program ought to have, 
turned to the marketing concept. Changing times 
required changes, but where? 

Rather than resorting to short run solutions, such as 
simply raising stipends, it was decided to investigate 
the root of the problem by using a marketing approach. 

The parties to the exchange process were clear--the 
school as "seller" of advanced education, the recently 
graduated medical doctors as "buyers" of advanced edu
cation. The issue was to bring those parties together 
in such a fashion that the university would attract 
and retain sufficient capable and motivated individu
als into its program, and that the residents would 
want to come and stay at the family medicine residency 
program. A look at the market situation shows that 
nationwide there are more program openings than resi
dency applicants; the resident's selection of a pro
gram therefore takes precedent over a program's selec
tion of a resident. The complexity of the problem was 
compounded by the fact that family medicine is only 
one of many possible specialty choices available to 
the student. 

Research Program 

It was decided to investigate the market interactions 
of the participants in the exchange more closely. 
Research was initiated by conducting interviews and 
focus group sessions. The main purpose of this ex
ploratory research was to gain more information about 
the process on the part of students in their choice of 
specialty and choice of residency programs. Several 
meetings with medical students and residents were con
ducted and transcribed. An analysis and interpreta
tion of these meetings yielded various findings. 
First, both choice decision processes were found to 
contain influencers, e.g., professors and peers, and 
deciders, e.g., the student, family, the program. 



Second, it was found that one way of viewing the deci
sion processes of medical students was via an adoption 
decision framework. The decision to choose a particu
lar specialty or residency program was not simply a 
"yes" or "no" decision. Students undertook the pro
gram choice in gradual steps. When a student is con
fronted with the possibility of selecting a residency 
program or specialty area, he or she goes through 
several mental stages before finally deciding what to 
choose or not to choose. Five stages in this deci
sion-making process can be distinguished (Rogers 
1962) • 

Another finding was that in all these stages, a wide 
variety of decision criteria were considered, such as 
future career desires, plans regarding the mode of 
work, geographic location, local environment, etc. 
Obviously, the exchange process does not depend upon 
one single, over-riding factor, but is a composite 
result of a complex interaction of a multitude of 
variables, for each of which the strengths and weak
nesses of a program can be measured. 

Concurrent with this investigation the perceived 
strengths and weaknesses of the current program of the 
Department of Family Medicine were assessed. Here not 
only students and residents but also the administra
tors of various outside programs were interviewed. 
Although the participants in this area of the research 
were quite diverse in backgrounds, surprisingly con
sistent patterns of evaluation emerged. In order to 
reduce biases, various recruiting situations were 
observed which confirmed the previous findings. 

Subsequently, a broad based content analysis of commu
nication materials was conducted in order to determine 
how the Department of Family Medicine presented itself 
to potential candidates. An evaluation was made as to 
how the decision criteria used by the applicants were 
addressed and now other programs communicated about 
themselves. This analysis resulted in a variety of 
fruitful suggestions for changes in the communication 
materials. 

Based on all these preliminary findings it was decided 
to enlarge the focus of the research through the ad
ministration of a mail questionnaire distributed na
tionally to medical students and residents. 

Questionnaire Survey 

Based on the information gathered in the previous re
search process and additional information obtained 
through interviews with family medicine faculty, a 
questionnaire was designed. The questionnaire was 
administered to medical students in their last year of 
education who were presumably undergoing the choice 
process for a residency program. The questionnaire 
sought information on demographics, career planning, 
career goals, the desired mode of work, and special
ty/program choice. The questionnaire was pretested 
with the help of family medicine faculty and students. 

Five hundred questionnaires were mailed to medical 
students randomly selected throughout the entire U.S. 
A total of 213 completed questionnaires were returned, 
for a response rate of 43~. 

Results indicate that family medicine students seem to 
decide earlier on their specialty, apply to residency 
programs earlier, are more firm in their decision, and 
are more likely to stay with their specialty than any 
other specialists. Family medicine as an overall spe
cialty seemed to be firmly entrenched in medicine, 
holding rank 3 out of 7 among the most desirable spe
ciality alternatives. The student interested in fam-
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ily medicine seemed to be interested mainly in treat
ing patients for their medical problems and in being 
able to deal directly with people. Factors such as 
research, prestige and status and the possibility of 
dealing with the psychological problems of patients, 
emerged as being quite undesirable. Thus, the results 
of the questionnaire indicated that the medical stu
dent interested in family medicine could be distin
guished from students interested in other specialties. 

In terms of preferred types of programs, students in
terested in family medicine indicated that a community 
based but university affiliated program offering many 
residency positions and filling them all was most 
desirable. Size of the residency stipend seemed to 
pay a minor role. Major influences in the residency 
program choice were found to be the interview with the 
program staff, other students, and brochures. Tabl e 1 
ranks the 12 most important influencers of the resi
dency program choice. Factors of major importance in 
the residency program choice were the friendliness of 
atmosphere, the interview with the program staff, the 
geographic location, and the type of program (i.e., 
whether it was university based, affiliated, or com
munity baaed), Table 2 ranks the factors considered 
important for the residency choice by medical students 
interested in family medicine. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

The main conclusions and recommendations which were 
made based on all these findings are the following: 
First, it was suggested that recruiting efforts for 
residents should start early. Such an early start 
should consist of continuous encouragement of in-house 
students in the basic science years, and a main focus 
and concentration on the students early in their final 
clinical year of medical school. Second, due to its 
discovered importance, it was suggested to maintain 
and continuously update a friendly and informative 
brochure. Third, it was recommended to continuously 
seek out candidates. Once a candidate was brought to 
campus for an interview, it was recommended for the 
interview to be very warm and friendly rather than a 
stress type interview in which the candidate is know
ingly evaluated. It was further recommended to deem
phasize the research orientation of the university 
program, and to place greater emphasis on messages 
such as: the program will prepare candidates to con
tribute to society, the program is colleague oriented, 
and the program helps enhance part-time affiliation 
possibilities with a medical school later on in one's 
career. 

Discussions with the residency program faculty subse
quent to the final research results presentation indi
cated that the results were very valuable to the fu
ture design of the program's recruting efforts. In 
the long run, an increase in residency applications 
and national reputation is the expected result and has 
already manifested itself in the recruiting year 
immediately following this study. 

Implications 

Investigations have been conducted in the past which 
focused on issues like medical specialization 
(Aphelstan and Paul, 1971), resident selection proce
dures in diverse specialities, such as psychiatry 
(Goretz, 1972), oral surgery (Marcian et al., 1976), 
or dentistry (Sharp, 1975). However, these issues 
were always seen in an isolated fashion, not benefit
ing from an integrative approach, attempting to facil
itate the exchange process. Such a broad view is 
necessary, however, in order to yield possibilities 
for successful implementation. 



As shown in the examples provided, many possibilities 
for the application of marketing in the interaction of 
medicine with society exist. The possibilities extend 
far beyond the doctor-patient relationship. Possible 
future applications will entail marketing plans for 
the attraction of students into medical programs, 
which in times of increasing programs and decreasing 
birthrates, might become a local or even national 
problem; plans for the attraction of doctors to 
certain geographic areas and of faculty to medical 
schools will be needed; planning for ways of dealing 
with the contracting supply of nurses, and the repos
itioning of their tasks in the medical area; plans to 
resolve the clashes in society's view of the medical 
profession and medical costs; all of these issues are 
only a few examples of what will be challenges in the 
future. 

Marketing can be a helpful tool in converting these 
problems into opportunities. But to achieve such a 
fruitful interaction between marketing and the medical 
field, we need quid pro quo view on both sides. 
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InS 

TABLE 1 
IMPORTANT INFLUENCERS IN THE FAMILY MEDICINE 

RESIDENCY PROGRAM CHOICE 

Rank Influencers 

1 Interview with program staff 
2 Other students 
3 Brochures 
4 Professors 
5 Friends 
6 Specialty programs at your school 

"lnd their files 
7 Family 
8 Personal physician 
9 Professional clubs 

10 Professional journals 
11 Dean 
12 Academic committee 

Rank 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

TABLE 2 
IMPORTANT FACTORS IN THE FAMILY MEDICINE 

RESIDENCY PROGRAM CHOICE 

Factors of Importance 

Friendliness of atmosphere 
Interview with program staff 
Geographic location 
Type of program (university-based or 
affiliated, community) 
General facilities 
Locati~n (urban-rural) 
Reputat1on of program 
Number of faculty 
Rigor of Curriculum 
Pat1ent m1x 
N~mb~~ of residents 
Numoer of days on call 
Proximity ~o intended area of 
practice 
Libr3ry facilities 
Teacning opportunities 
Vacation time 
Size of stipend 
Fringe benefits 
S?ort programs and facilities 
Research orientation 
Research opportunities 



A CLOSE LOOK AT THE OPTIONS IN THE HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY: THE MARKETING AUDIT 

Mary L. Joyce, University of Central Florida 
Kathleen A. Krentler, San Diego State University 

Abstract 

This paper explores the concept of the marketing audit 
and its applicability to the health care industry. 
The authors emphasize the importance of this tool for 
the health care administrator in light of increasing 
costs, intensifying competition, and more complex 
regulation. Examples of how the audit operates in a 
health care facility are provided throughout the papeL 

The Health Care Industry--Improving Its Performance 

The health care industry employs six percent of the 
nation's workers and accounts for nearly nine percent 
of the gross national product, making it the second
largest and fastest growing industry in the United 
States (Business Week, 1978). This rapidly growing 
industry is not without problems, however, Cost con
cerns, quality, distribution, access, and effective
ness of medical and hospital care concerns have reached 
crisis proportions (Milch and Martinelli, 1976). 

There is little doubt that the traditional health care 
system is in need of techniques that would improve this 
somewhat dismal situation. Advocates of the marketing 
concept, as of late, have challenged the traditional 
system with ideas designed to reduce its ineffective
ness, inefficiency, and unresponsiveness. These indi
viduals have made promises of improved capacity to 
respond to the needs and wants of consumers, personnel, 
,md the community in general; clarification in the develop
ment of long-range strategies and objectives; and more 
effective allocation of resources within the organiza
tion (Berkowitz and Flexner, 1978; Clarke, 1978; Ireland, 
1977; O'Halloran, Staples, and Chiampa, 1976). 
These benefits are being realized by those health orga
nizat!ons adopting the marketing concept. 

Marketing, in fact, has become a hot "buzzword" in 
many health care environments. The increasing atten
tion paid to marketing health care, however, is not 
in itself sufficient evidence that the answers are here 
and the controversy is over. Whittington and Dillon 
(1979) recently explored the myths and realities sur
rounding hospital marketing. Their findings indicate 
that while many hospitals openly acknowledge use of at 
least some marketing techniques, there still exists a 
dearth of formal marketing planning occurring (only 
nine percent of hospitals reporting in the study). 

Such a lack of comprehensive planning is evidence that 
many health care institutions are still far from under
standing, utilizing, and consequently benefitting from 
all the field of marketing has to offer. To achieve 
the full benefits that marketing activity can provide, 
a health care administrator must first understand, at 
its most basic, the role that marketing plays in his or 
her organization. 

The marketing of health services focuses on the exchange 
between the health care organizations and such interes
ted parties as donors, patients, employees and regula
tors of the organization. Hospital and health admini
strators must be more cognizant of the central and cri
tical role of marketing and of the need for effective 
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planning in developing a marketing program for their 
organizations. These administrators must also recog
nize that marketing planning can be effective only if 
they appraise the validity of past decisions and poli
cies; and even more important, they must appraise their 
present marketing policies in light of the feasible al
ternatives. These appraisals, must, of course, be 
undertaken from a total organizational perspective 
rather than on a piecemeal basis. 

Every organization needs to assess its operations peri
odically to determine if they are in tune with the chang
ing environment and opportunities that might exist. 
Since marketing operations are of crucial importance, a 
type of stock-taking similar to that applied to finan
cial activities should be applied to marketing opera
tions. A marketing audit is just as essential as an 
audit of the organization's books, physical assets, or 
employees. 

The Marketing Audit 

Most hospital and health administrators would probably 
refuse to admit that they do not recognize the need for 
auditing the marketing operations for which they are 
responsible. As a matter of fact, they would state that 
they are constantly evaluating these marketing opera
tions--and they would most likely be right. Within many 
health care organizations a variety of evaluations are 
constantly being made. It is important to note at this 
point, however, that not every marketing evaluation is 
a marketing audit. At best, most of these evaluations 
can be regarded as parts of an audit. 

The term marketing audit is used to denote "a periodic, 
comprehensive, systematic, and independent examination 
of the organization's marketing environment, internal 
marketing system, and specific marketing activities with 
a view to determining problem areas and recommending a 
corrective action plan to improve the organization's 
overall marketing effectiveness (Kotler, 1976)." In 
short, as pointed out earlier, the term marketingaudit 
designates a total evaluation program and not piecemeal 
examinations of individual functions. 

The failure of most administrators to adopt this view 
of a total evaluation program probably results from a 
misunderstanding of its objectives and potential value. 
The marketing audit is not only intended to detect and 
correct serious difficulties and shortcomings; it is also 
intended to improve conditions that are already better 
than average. As Schuchman has stated, " ... the 
audit is a prognostic as well as diagnostic tool--a 
search for opportunity as well as malfunction" (1959). 

The marketing audit consists of three parts: themarket
ing environment review, the marketing system review, 
and the detailed marketing activityreview(Kotler, 1975). 
The marketing audit will serve as a basis for more effec
tive planning by revealing the major practices, prob
lems, and opportunities facing the organization. 
Only with such an ordered, comprehensive approach can 
the health care administrator hope to realize the com
plete benefits the field of marketing has to offer. 



The Marketing Environment Review 

In evaluating the marketing environment of the organi
zation, the auditor is concerned with markets, custom
ers, competitors, and the macroenvironment. 

Markets and Market Segments 

The markets and publics surrounding a health careorgani
zation are complex. There are at least five distinct 
markets or publics which can be identified (Simon, 1978): 
patients, physicians, employer or union groups, govern
ment and regulatory agencies, and employees. The or
ganization must list the markets that it sees as impor
tant and, in addition, needs to discuss the relative 
important of each of these markets in the total scheme 
of the organization's objectives. 

The various markets identified can be further classi
fied into market segments. A market segment is a group 
of people with homogeneous wants which the organization 
might successfully satisfy. Markets can be segmented 
geographically, demographically, psychographically, by 
service group, by perceptions and preferences, or by 
benefits derived. 

Long-range planning will also require information rela
tive to the present and expected future size and charac
teristics of each of the above markets and market seg
ments of importance. Health service organizations are 
very much ·concerned with annual demand for health 
services. 

Customers and Publics 

Hospital and health administrators need to be concerned 
with the needs, preferences, perceptions, and satisfac
tions of each of their target markets. Through research 
administrators might determine areas in their institu
tions that are in need of improvement. For example, in 
a study of physicians conducted by a medical center's 
management: 

In addition to the poor rating on 
interdepartmental education, approximately 
25 percent of the group felt that the prac
tice was poorly involved with the community 
health-planning groups and with the county 
and state medical societies (Glick, 1979)." 

The problem areas expressed in this study suggest that 
administrators should consider the viewpoints of the 
various publics and customers of the hospital or health 
care organization. The better the health care organi
zation understands its markets, the better it will be 
able to serve them. 

Marketers are currently involved in aiding health care 
administrators in identifying and understanding their 
various publics. Traditionally, for example, hospitals 
tended to identify their patients by describing detail
ed demographic profiles. While this approach is cer
tainly of some value, marketers can help administrators 
recognize and explore other valuable segmentation cri
teria. Sapienza (1980) recently discussed the use of 
psychographic profiles as an aid to identifying and 
serving various patient categories. 

Another area which warrants study is consumer decision 
making. How successful planning is in achieving uni
form utilization of health services depends on its 
ability to adjust service delivery to accommodate con
sumer decision making. Models dealing with the forma
tion of individual preferences for primary health care 
providers have been developed and are useful tools for 
understanding the trade-offs among provider attributes 
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on which consumer decisions are based (Simon, 1978; 
Wind and Spitz (1976). 

The current and future needs and satisfaction levels 
in each of the various markets are also important sour
ces of information for the administrator. As Griffith 
points out in a recent article, "Patient satisfaction 
measures are important in any health care system as ex
pensive as the present one (1978)." He further states 
that these measures would "provide a baseline to pro
tect against over-zealous cost containment and might, 
in some communities, suggest profitable directions for 
investment in expansion or revision of services (1978):' 

Competition 

The idea that competition between area hospitals and 
health service agencies exists is distasteful to many 
administrators. It seems to bring to mind cutthroat 
competition and unethical practices to achieve more 
patient involvement. Open competition, not cutthroat 
competition, is being proposed. Effective competition 
will control costs, keep operations more efficient and 
allow for better fulfillment of community needs (Simon, 
1978). 

The administrator has to know who the organization con
siders to be its main competition. This competition 
can be generic, product-form, or enterprise in nature 
(Kotler, 1975). 

Generic competition refers to other broad product cate
gories that might satisfy the same need. Generic com
petition for a hospital might include religious groups 
such as Christian Scientists who provide individuals 
with alternatives to medical care in coping with ill
nesses. Product-form competition refers to specific 
versions of the product that may be competitive with 
each other. Hospitals are in fact competing with such 
innovations as home health care. The final type of com
petition is enterprise competition, which refers to 
specific organizations that are competitive producers 
of the same product or service. For example, a univer
sity medical school hospital is in competition with 
Navy hospitals, HMOs, church-affiliated hospitals, and 
more. 

In the future, administrators will see an accelerating 
integration of health care institutions into compre
hensive health care systems, thereby reducing the num
ber of separate institutions. Competition will increase 
for limited health care dollars. The industry has al
ready evidenced this change in major urban areas. 

In New York Citv, several significant mergers have been 
announced recently. Roosevelt Hospital and St. Luke's 
Hospital, two of New York 1 s oldest medical institutions, 
are merging. While both of their principal facilities 
will remain open, as a first step, their combined total 
of 1363 beds will be reduced to 1100, with a single 
administration (Glick, 1979). 

External Forces--The Nacroenvironment 

The major external forces that impact on the organiza
tion, its markets, and competition conxtitute the macro
environment. Demogretphy, economy, technology, govern
ment, and cultural forces can impact greatly on the 
organization. 

Factors such as age, income, occupation, birth rates, 
and death rates definitely affect the size of the or
ganization's market3 and the demand for its products. 
Changes in the ages of, or increases in the number of 
patients, actual and potential, are likely to affect 
health care program utilization. The aging 



of the population will lead to greater demand for long
term care, for instance. As MacStravic (1977) indi
cates, the effects of population factors will differ 
according to which market is affected. As an example, 
those individuals who support inner city hospitalswith 
their donations may shift their support to suburban 
hospitals as they move to the suburbs. 

Changes in the economy are an administrative concern. 
In times of economic decline, individuals who suddenly 
find themselves unemployed lose their health insurance 
and use less health care, while health care providers 
incur more bad debts and increased accounts receivable. 

Diagnostic, surgical, and therapeutic technology has 
rapidly changed the face of the health care industry. 
The technology explosion has contributed to the instal
lation of specialized services such as intensive- and 
cardiac-care units in many hospitals. Hospitals and 
health care organizations continually review proposed 
equipment additions that would increase delivery capa
city or result in cost reductions. 

Increased government intervention in the next twenty 
years will influence both the structure of the health 
care industry and the manner in which it operates. 
At present, a major political thrust for a national 
health care system is being made. In addition to this 
long-run solution, the government is proposing short
term solutions as well. Such solutions include: wage 
and price controls on doctors and hospitals; massive 
closings of hospitals or wards; prospective payment 
measures that prescribe fees in advance; and encour
agement and subsidy of HMOs (Simqn, 1978) . 

Health care organizations operate in a culturalcontext 
that tends to be viewed as static. Cultural factors, 
however, change and can be critical determinants of the 
health organization's survival. One such factor is 
attitude changes concerning authority and citizen par
ticipation. These changes have led to greater consumer 
input into health care decisions. 

The Marketing System Review 

After reviewing the marketing environment of the organi
zation, the auditor is next concerned with questions 
about the marketing system of that organization. Dur
ing this part of the audit, the auditor will specifi
cally evaluate the organizations' objectives, programs, 
implementation, and organization. 

Objectives 

Objectives and goals of the health care organization, 
both long-term and short-term, need to be determined 
first and foremost. When confronted with the question 
of objectives, however, many administrators often find 
it difficult to express objectives in terms other than 
the "provision of good health care." While this res
ponse is genuinely a desirable and worthwhile goal, it 
does little in guiding the organization towardsuccess
ful exchange processes. 

Objectives should be (1) arranged hierarchically; and 
(2) numerically stated to the maximum extent possible 
so that subsequent accomplishment can be planned for 
and measured (Granger, 1964). Perhaps the basic objec
tive of a hospital is to deliver quality medical care 
to the community, but it cannot be successful at all 
things. Therefore, it needs to set more specific ob
jectives relative to the various services offered. 
Specifically, some subsidiary objectives might be gen
erated with respect to medical facilities, management 
capabilities, medical staff, technical facilities, 
reputation, financial capabilities, and image. 
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The audit should also generate questions about the 
validity of the core objectives. 

"A small city hospital is deceiving itself 
if"lt adopts the objective to be rated as 
one of the top three cancer research hos
pitals in the nation within five years 
(Kotler, 1975) ." 

Objectives must be realistic and the result of well
designed goals that consider the organization's 
strengths and weaknesses. 

Program 

After assessing the various organizational objectives, 
the auditor should determine if the core strategy by 
which the organization expects to achieve such objec
tives is likely to work. Many organizations are under 
the belief that if they do a good job, they do notneed 
a core strategy to succeed. This is simply not true~ 
Sincerity along will not provide success. 

Health care organizations are continually trying to 
attract more funds and gain a better reputation but 
will not spend the money necessary to accomplish these 
ends. Marketing activities can be highly productive 
but can be extremely costly as well. Health care 
organizations tend to participate in low-budget mar
keting programs using the help of volunteers and staff 
who are now well-trained in marketing activities. 
These programs act to perpetuate the cynical attitude 
health care organizations have about theproductiveness 
of marketing investments. 

The auditor should also examine the allocation of mar
keting resources to the organization's markets, products, 
and territories. A hospital that spends a great deal 
of time and money in recruiting physicians to a faci
lity that is inadequate will find those physicians to 
be the worst "sales force" they could ever have. If 
the hospital would spend more of its money on upgrad
ing the facilities, physicians could be recruited with 
less effort. 

Finally, the allocation of resources to the various 
elements of the marketing mxi needs to be reviewed. 
National and local advertising, telethons, direct mail, 
and philanthropic solicitations are activities often 
used by medical charities to raise money. The optimal 
mix of these activities would exist at that point 
where no reallocation of funds from one activity to 
another would increase the total revenue raised. 

Implementation 

Implementation of a marketing program requires monitor
ing and control to make sure decisions are being fol
lowed or only the appropriate adjustments are being 
made. The administration of a health organization's 
marketing efforts and resources begins with a well
formulated procedure for annual marketing planning. 
Planning refers to the organization's attempts to 
translate the core strategy into a set of targets and 
scheduled actions that will be carried out by various 
organizational members. A range of approaches toplan
ning are available for use. They include: top-down 
planning, bottom-up planning, and interactive planning. 
Top-down planning occurs where top administrators spe
cify, organize, and make all planning decisions and in
form the rest of the organization that they will carry 
out all directives. Bottom-up planning takes place 
when meetings are held at different levels in the or
ganization and everyone gets involved in goal setting 
and commitment. Between these two extremes lies in
teractive planing in which objectives are sent down by 



top management and plans are developed and sent up by 
lower management for approval. 

Regardless of the method, careful planning is an abso
lute requirement for any organization hoping to·besuc
cessful at what it does. Haphazard planning, on the 
other hand, may be as fatal to an organization as no 
planning at all. Marketers have provided considerable 
aid to the health care administrator attempting acare
fully planned program. A variety of models have been 
proposed to provide systematic planning procedures for 
a number of health care related activities including 
the introduction of new services (Bushman and Cooper, 
1980); the recruitment of nurses (Hughes, 1979); and 
the use of information systems (McLaughlin, Shapiro, 
and Umen, 1980). 

Planning means nothing without control. Control is a 
process of monitoring program activities and outcomes, 
periodic reporting of actual performance, comparison 
of actual performance to standards developed, and cor
rective action designed to bring actual performance 
in line with expected performance. 

Again, marketers are active in providing health care 
administrators with tools to aid them in the control 
process. Smith and Elbert (1980) recently suggested 
an integrated approach to performance evaluationwhich 
they believe can provide a foundation for the improve
ment of health care services delivery. 

The health care organization needs to determine the 
contribution and effectiveness of specific marketing 
activities on a periodic basis. Does the organiza
tion know what each product is contributing to the 
entire product line? 

The quality of the marketing information system should 
also be examined. The marketing information system is 
a structure that is designed to generate an orderly 
flow of pertinent information to administrators. This 
information is vital to implementation. Highlysophis
ticated marketing information systems can aid in the 
analysis of market potential or in the effectivenessof 
various marketing efforts. 

Organization 

The implementation of marketing concepts, techniques, 
and attitudes in the organization is dependent upon the 
recruitment and organization of competent marketing 
leadership. Many health care organizations presently 
carry out marketing operations through public relations 
offices, service development offices, and community 
education departments. ' 

An appraisal of the present marketing organization 
should be done by the auditor. The appraisal will in
clude an evaluation of the authority and power relation
ships among the individuals engaged in the given market
ing activities; of the reasonableness of the division 
of the total job to be done among the persons respon
sible for doing it; and of the appropriateness of the 
individuals for the tasks assigned them (Oxenfeldt, 
1959). The Whittington and Dillon (1979) study men
tioned earlier found that only four percent of thehos
pitals reporting had an individual clearly responsible 
for comprehensive marketing activities. 

Detailed Marketing Activity Review 

The third part of the marketing audit is the detailed 
marketing activity review. The "marketing mix" audit 
is rarely considered by top administration, let alone 
carried out by them. This review is designed to evalu
ate the major areas of marketing activity in the 
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organization including: products, pricing, distribu
tion, personal contact, advertising, publicity, and 
sales promotion. 

Products 

Administrators should be asked to complete a list of 
their organization's main products and lines produced. 
A health care organization would most likely include 
health care, research, and community education in such 
a list. Organizations should be continually aware of 
the needs the consumer is trying to satisfy through 
the product. 

The audit should help to detect any weak products that 
need to be modified or eliminated. Another purpose of 
the audit would be to determine if products could be 
added to the organization that would make the organi
zation more attractive to patients, medical staff, and 
nonmedical personnel. The organization can alsodeter
mine how superior or distinctive its product mix is 
when compared to competitive offerings. 

A variety of marketing tools can be helpful to a 
health administrator interested in improving his or 
her understanding of the product-related issues faced 
by the organization. The audit will be instrumental 
in uncovering the needs and opportunities for such 
aids. Venkatesan, Moriarty, and Sieber (1980) recently 
demonstrated the value of the product life cycle as a 
tool in planning marketing strategies for healthmain
tenance organizations. A model for making product~ar
ket differentiation decisions in community hospitals 
has been proposed by Milch (1980). Both efforts demon
strate the value of utilizing marketing tools in the 
planning and i~plementation of activities in the 
health care field. Without a systematic audit, the 
potential for such tools would most likely go undetected. 

Price 

Hospital pr~c~ng, for the most part, is very cost
oriented. Demand-based pricing and competition-based 
pricing are also possible, however, Cost-oriented pric-. 
ing is where price is determined on the basis of mark
up over unit cost. Demand-based pricing is where price 
is set to what the market will bear. Competition
based pricing is where price is set to be roughly equal 
to what others are charging. Pricing is particularly 
difficult in health care institutions because payment 
is made by secondary payers such as insurancecompanies 
and government instead of the immediate users. 

It is important to note that the price the patient is 
expected to pay for products includes much more than 
money. Attributes of the product such as convenience 
of use, safety, side-effects, and interference with 
normal functioning all involve costs to the patient. 
Fragmentation of care and inaccessibility to thesource 
of care are also costs incurred by the patient. Since 
all of these costs might be incurred by the patient, 
the health care organization must ensure that benefits 
to the patient are greater than or equal to the costs. 

Distribution 

An important aspect of the audit is the examination of 
how an organization's products are delivered, as well 
as whether improvements could be made in service level 
or cost. Although health care organizations are often 
in direct contact with their customers, many of the 
concepts in distribution can still be used. For ex
ample, the question of location arises whenever a new 
health service or an adjustment of existing services 
is decided upon. The site chosen is bound to affect 
programs, cost of care, and utilization of services. 



Personal Contact 

Clients of an organization can be reached through a net
work of agents, volunteers, and staff workers. Hospi
tals have developed the fairly common pra~tice of invit
ing prenatal classes sponsored by coJIIDlunity organizat lons 
to use hospital facilities for meetings. 

For individuals to be successful at personal contact 
work, they must be well selected, trained, motivated, 
and evaluated. Sales force techniques from the com
mercial sector can be modified and applied to health 
care organization representatives. 

Advertising 

Health care organizations need to communicate the nature, 
benefits, and methods of securing their services. Paid 
advertising is one method available for carrying out 
such messages, but it is often viewed negatively by 
health care administrators. This negative perspective 
is probably a result of the fact that many administra
tors do not approach advertising with sufficient under
standing. The organization is capable of tailoring its 
advertising to reach specific targets. Physiciansmight 
be informed about the development of new services by a 
local organization. Recent obstretical patients may be 
sent notices describing a new pediatric service. 

Advertising agencies use a variety of techniques for 
pre-testing and post-testing advertising themes and copy 
to determine if campaigns will have the intended effect 
on the audience. Recently, one agency comprised of in
dividuals from ad research, health coJIIDlunication, and 
academic research fields explored the idea of testing 
services structured for health information (Novelli, 
1978). The group developed an assessment approach that 
could be: quickly and affordably administered, open
ended to allow for probing responses in some depth, able 
to test among a variety of audiences, based onnatural 
forced exposure, capable of analysis of specific ele
ments of each message, and capable of producingfindings 
which could be understood and acted upon by health 
planners (Novelli, 1978). 

Publicity 

Health care organizations are particularly involvedwith 
the use of publicity, since they are often without a 
budget or inclination to use advertising. Publicity is 
defined as "the development and dissemination of news 
and promotional material designed to bring favorable 
attention to a product, person, organization, place, or 
cause (Kotler, 1975)." It differs from advertising in 
that messages are carried in the media without payment 
to the media and without explicit mention of the spon
sor. Generally, a hospital staff member or a public 
relations agency hired by the organization writes stori
es about the organization in the hopes that the media 
will use them. 

Publicity should be geared to raising the public image 
of the organization in general. If a famous person 
comes to town for care at a local hospital, the free 
publicity this generates may enhance the hospital's 
reputation in the community. 

Sales Promotion 

Sales promotion includes "those marketing activities, 
other than personal selling, advertising and publicity, 
that stimulate consumer purchasing and dealer effective
ness, such as displays, shows and exhibitions, demon
strations, and various nonrecurrent selling efforts not 
in the ordinary routine (AMA, 1960)." Organizations 
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might put their fund raisers into competition for 
large prizes for those who raise the most money for 
the organization. 

Misconceptions About the Marketing Audit 

Many administrators believe that only problem-ridden 
organizations could benefit from the marketing audit. 
This conception of the audit could not be farther from 
the truth. An audit under crisis conditions is likely 
to be more superficial and limited in its scope and 
depth than a true marketing audit. 

A successful organization can be audited much more 
effectively than a problem-ridden organization. As a 
matter of fact, these organizations need to be audited. 
"Success tends to foster complacency, laxity, and 
carelessness (Schuchman, 1959) ." The successful or
ganization must recognize that the audit is preventive 
as well as curative in nature. 

The marketing audit needs to be "continual, systematic, 
critical, and objective (Schuman, 1959)" to be effec
tive. The audit will, if performed on these dimen
sions, serve its intended purpose--starting the needed 
dialogue about the organization's marketingstrategy. 
Administrators must anticipate that some difficulties 
will be encountered in the execution of the marketing 
audit, of course. These difficulties include the 
selection of auditors, the scheduling of the audit, 
and the impact of the audit on pensonnel. 

Auditor Selection 

Auditors must pe individuals who are critical, impar
tial, knowledgeable, and creative. They cannot be so 
involved with the policies and procedures of anorgani
zation that they cannot be objective in their assess
ments. They must also be able to identify marketing 
problems and opportunities in the organization and de
fine courses of action to solve the problems and ex
ploit the opportunities. The main problem becomes one 
of finding enough people with these characteristics in 
the health care field to staff the audit. As audits 
become more accepted, this problem should eliminate 
itself. 

Audit Scheduling 

The marketing audit is a long-term project that must 
be executed in accord with an established timetable. 
In the health care organization, a variety of distrac
tions exist which may delay execution of the audit. 
These delays can always be rationalized by organiza
tional members contributing to a dissipation of in
terest in the audit. Deviations from a stated time
table must be avoided if an audit is to provide accur
ate information about the organization's current 
status. 

Impact of the Audit on Personnel 

Administrators who are enthusiastic about the marketing 
audit are often overly eager to implement it in their 
organizations. Implementing the audit requires more 
than just the chief executive officer's enthusiasm, 
however. It requires the full cooperation of all per
sonnel involved in the marketing operations of an or
ganization. Many individuals may refuse to cooperate 
in an audit because they perceive such an evaluation 
as threatening to their status in the organization. 
These individuals must be convinced that the marketing 
audit is an appraisal that will enable all persons to 
do their jobs better before any full scale effort is 
inaugurated. 



Conclusions 

Hospital and health care administrators have the 
responsibility of critically, objectively, and sys
tematically evaluating all of the organization •·s 
activities, policies, and objectives. Marketing is 
one area where such evaluations will prove to be ex
tremely useful in pursuing increased revenues and 
reduced costs. Administrators must appraise rigor
ously the marketing environment, marketing system, 
and marketing activities to achieve these benefits. 
The marketing audit is not easy to develop and exe
cute, but its benefits will exceed the costs and 
difficulties encountered in its implementation. 
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THE NEED FOR MARKETING RESEARCH IN THE DEVELOPMENT 
AND DIFFUSION OF THE HOSPICE CONCEPT 

Debra Low, Arizona State University 
Mary Ann Stutts, Arizona State University 

Abstract 

Many new products and services fail as a result of poor 
marketing management and lack of adequate planning. 
This article identifies the market potential of a health 
care innovation--hospice care--and suggests several 
basic marketing concepts that can facilitate the devel
opment and diffusion of the hospice concept. 

Introduction 

Health care organizations, like their consumer goods 
and industrial counterparts, are interested in market
ing new "products" or services to satisfy currently 
unmet needs in the marketplace. One can speculate many 
reasons why marketing thought is permeating the health 
care delivery system, but the reason doubtlessly falls 
at the bottom line: marketing may be logical and use
ful but, more importantly, marketing can contribute to 
increased productivity and returns. Yet another reason 
is the ever-increasing pressures upon health care pro
viders to publicly substantiate the need for new pro
grams, services and facilities that fall within federal, 
state, regional and area-wide planning criteria. Hence, 
these factors, among others, have spurred the realization 
that marketing can be of value in the researching, plan
ning, implementation, evaluation, justification and 
communication of innovative health services. Among 
these innovative health services that have received 
attention from marketers are ambulatory care centers, 
same-day surgical centers, health maintenance organi
zations, satellite health centers, home dialysis centers 
and hospices. 

Hospice Has Market Potential 

One innovative health service that appears to have good 
market potential is the hospice (used as a singular, 
generic concept to include all existing models). Since 
its modern-day resurgence in the last decade, the hos
pice concept of care has generated widespread interest 
and inquiry among growing segments of the U.S. popula
tion--most notably, physicians, nurses, social workers 
and other health care professionals, as well as the 
consuming publics of health care services. 

With its emphasis on palliative care rather than cure, 
the hospice concept has focused on providing special
ized services designed to reduce pain and discomfort 
for terminally ill persons once the likelihood of ef
fecting a cure is abandoned. Since the pioneering work 
of Dr. Cicely Saunders at St. Christopher's Hospice in 
Great Britian (Saunders, 1977, 1978) the U.S. health 
care delivery system has begun to embrace much of the 
inherent wisdom and philosophy of the hospice concept. 
In response, innovators have developed a variety of 
hospice models, all designed to palliate the dying 
patient, to provide support systems to family members, 
and to accept the patient, family and other significants 
as the primary unit of care. 

A Unique, Differentiated "Product" 

Those who criticize acute care and long-term care facili
ites contend that neither system is skilled in the 
delivery of the specialized services that are needed or 
desired by dying patients and their families. In the 

hospital, the terminally ill patient is clearly enig
matic in a setting that is cure-oriented and treatment 
centered. For example, a study by Richard Kalish in
dicates a significant difference in the attitudes of 
nurses toward those patients who were curable as op
posed to those who were diagnosed with terminal ill
nesses (Dumont and Foss, 1972). In a study by Coombs 
and Powers (1975), it was determined that the most 
common strategy employed by physicians to cope with 
their own fears about death and dying was to avoid the 
terminally ill patient. Goldenberg, a physician at 
the Yale School of Medicine, notes that the dying 
patient is the one the doctor visits last on his rounds 
in a general hospital, and adds, "This is why we need 
a specialized care center like hospice." (Heifetz and 
Mangel, 1975). 

The introduction of the hospice concept in this country 
appears to be serving a need, satisfying a demand--and 
from Goldenberg's perspective--filling a void. Thus, 
there appears to be market potential for this innovative 
program of care. Another attribute that makes hospice 
care a unique and differentiated "product" is its 
holistic orientation in addressing the familial, econ
omic, psychological, social and spiritual needs of the 
dying patient and his family--in addition to his physi
cal needs (Report to Congress, 1979). Yet another 
important attribute that clearly differentiates this 
innovation from other health care services is its ap
parently lower cost. It is believed that its emphasis 
on home care services, and its extensive use of non
paid volunteers has allowed hospice to be a less costly 
alternative to acute in-patient hospital care (Kolbe, 
1966). Cohen writes that the matter of costs remains 
an unresolved issue (Cohen, 1979) but adds, " •.. because 
capital-intensive costs are less and because ancillary 
services are kept at a minimum, overall costs per pa
tient tend to be less for hospice patients than for 
acute general hospital patients.'' (Cohen, 1979). A 
six-month study on hospice care underwritten by the 
Arthur Vining Davis Foundation supports Cohen's find
ings (Hospitals, 1979). 

Thus, hospice appears to be well-differentiated in terms 
of the services delivered, its holistic orientation, its 
apparently lower cost (than acute hospital care) and its 
emphasis on palliation. Hospice care also appears to be 
satisfying a consumer need-state that apparently has not 
been addressed by many hospitals and nursing homes. 
(See Figure 1 ). 

Well-Differentiated Doesn't Mean Well-Marketed 

Despite the well-differentiated package of attributes 
that distinguishes hospice care from hospital and nursing 
home care, two conspicuous absences may preclude hospice 
from being well-marketed. 

First, there is an apparent dearth of consumer input in 
the determination of need criteria for hospice care. In 
a recent survey of 20 hospice program administrators, 
only one respondent reported that demand for their hos
pice program was determined by consumer input (the inter
viewing of terminally ill patients to determine their 
needs and the kind of program they felt could address 
those needs). In the other cases, it was noted that 
demand was determined by 1neasuring the number of cancer 
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FIGURE 1 

Attributes of Hospice Care Relative to Hospital and Nursing Home Care* 

PROBLEM 

OUTCOME 

CARE GIVEN 

CARE GIVEN BY 

FAMILY INVOLVEMENT 

LENGTH OF STAY 

EnVIRONMENT OF 
INSTITUTION 

COST OF STAY 

SOURCE OF DATA 

Hospital 

Acute illness 

Discharge to community or 
institution- 97.5%; 
death - 2.5% 

Institutional: hospital 

Hierarchy of: Physician, 
Registered Nurse, Licensed 
Practical Nurse, Nursing 
Assistant, Auxiliary 
Personnel 

Peripheral 

7.3 days (1977) 

Sterile 

$173.98/day (1977); about 
50% of cost is for 
personnel 

(Health Care Financing Ad
ministration, Division of 
Hospital Services, United 
States Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare) 

Nurslrig Home 

Chronic illness 

Discharge to community or 
lower level of care--74.2%; 
or death - 25.8% 

Institutional: nursing home 

Circle of: Physician, 
Registered Nurse, Licensed 
Practical Nurse, Nursing 
Assistant, Auxiliary 
Personnel 

Some involvement 

84 days 

Somewhat homelike but 
distinctly institutional 

$24.04/day (1977); about 
55% of cost is for 
personnel 

(National Center for Health 
Statistics, United States 
Department 0f Health, Educ
ation and Welfare) 

Hospice...:inpatient 

Terminal illness 

Death; bereavement 

Home care with in
stitutional backup 

Team of: Physicians, 
Nurses, Social Work
ers, Volunteers, 
Clergy 

Great involvement of 
family incorporated 
in giving care 

Projected 10-12 days 

Homey, non
institutional 

Approximately $100/ 
day (1977); more than 
60% of cost is for 
personnel 

(Hospice, Inc. , 
New Haven, CT) 

*Sara Burger, R.N., "Three Approaches to Patient Care: 
book, A New Way to Care for the Dying, Hichael Hamilton 
Co., 1980, pp. 131-145. 

Hospice, Nursing Homes, Hospitals," in A Hospice Hand
and Helen Reid, eds., William B. Eerdman's Publishing 

deaths in an area, past case-loads and by using "intui
tion." (Investigative Study Final Report, 1979) 

A second void appears to be in the area of marketing 
communications programs. While the National Hospice 
Organization and its member institutions have generated 
plethora of pamphlets, newsletters, publicity, slide 
shows, movies and other promotional materials, it is 
questionable whether these communications vehicles were 
researched, planned, writtf'n or designed to reach spec
ific objectives or to address well-defined market seg
ments. According to Robertson and Wortzel (1977), most 
health care communications campaigns fail, particularly 
those campaigns oriented toward changing health care 
habits. They cite the following reasons for failure: 
(1) most health care campaigns operate without explicit 
objectives or with inappropriate or unrealistic object
ives, probably because they are based on an inadequate 
understanding of the way mass communications work and 
on an inadequate understanding of the marketing require
ments of the 'product' being promoted; (2) most health 
care campaigns are non-programmatic; they are short-run, 
one-time efforts, while the behavior change they are 
designed to induce must continue in the long run; (3) 
the beneficial effects of the recommended behavior 
change are not immediately apparent to the consumer, 
and perhaps never will be; and (4) most health care 
campaigns fail to identify market segments within the 
total audience who require different communication 
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approaches in line with their specific needs (Robertson 
and Wurtzel, 1~77). 

One possible reason for the omission of these two areas 
in the aforementioned comprehensive six-month study 
may have been its emphasis on health planning, \~hich 
Mages (1980) suggests has at times been confused with 
health care marketing. Hov1ever, Mages distinguishes 
health care marketing from planning by emphasizing 
two skills possessed by the health care marketer that 
are not in the repertoire of most health planners: 
consumer research techniques and communications ex
pertise (Mages, 1980). 

\\lith the current emphasis on planning in many health 
care organizations, it is not surprising that the two 
skills lacked by most health planners are also two of 
the missing links in the development and diffusion of 
this health care innovation. Tt is evident that there 
is room for both the planner and marketer in the de
velopment and diffusion of hospice care. An examin
ation of several basic marketing concepts may demon
strate how marketing thought can aid health care ad
ministrators in affecti.ng this process. 

Marketing Concepts Applied to Hospice 

Harketing has traditionally been preoccupied with 
profit making organizations. Today, however, the 



concept of social marketing demonstrates that various 
health care delivery systems such as hospitals, nursing 
homes, and hospices, are utilizing marketing concepts. 
Social marketing has been defined by Kotler and Zaltman 
(1971) as the design, implementation, and control of 
programs calculated to influence the acceptability of 
social ideas and involving consideration of product 
planning, pr1c1ng, communication, distribution and 
marketing research (Kotler and Zaltman, 1971). 

Where does marketing fit into the hospice program? Ac
cording to Kotler and Levy (1969), marketing is that 
function of the organization that can keep in constant 
touch with the organization's consumers, research their 
needs, develop services that meet these needs, and 
build a program of services and communications to ex
press the organization's purposes (Kotler and Levy, 
1969). Marketing management, then, is the process of 
analysis, planning, implementation, and control of 
programs designed to effectively serve and communicate 
with specific target audiences. The analysis and plan
ning stages require consumer research to accurately 
define the target audience, as well as the needs of 
this audience. Without proper knowledge of the target 
audience, objectives and strategies cannot be formu
lated nor can effective marketing programs or market
ing communication tools be developed. To date, hospice 
organizations appear to have focused primarily on im
plementation of the hospice concept with little empha
sis placed on formal consumer research or on well
planned marketing communications programs. Breindel 
and O'Hare (1979) write that the general populace lacks 
information on the hospice concept. The researchers 
also feel there is evidence of physician resistance 
and/or ignorance about the hospice concept and its role 
within the health care system. Ewart Thomas, Chairman 
of the Public Relations and Information Committee
National Hospice Organization (NHO) recently commented 
that NHO has done no public opinion research nor has 
the NHO established any procedures to measure the ef
fectiveness of its public relations program (Thomas, 
1980). Hatch and Boring identify the need for multi
hospice systems to collaborate on marketing. Any new 
service must be marketed to reach its target popula
tion and achieve its potential. A multi-institutional 
system can develop joint marketing strategies and as
sist individual members in developing specific market
ing plans. They also suggest an application of market
ing theory to diffuse hospice services to other parts 
of the health service area. This diffusion process 
might result through a cooperative community public 
relations program sponsored by institutional members 
of the hospice system (Hatch and Boring, 1980). 

Suggested Areas of Research 

An application of marketing to the hospice concept can 
offer more effective communications as well as in
creased consumer awareness and acceptance of this 
health care innovation. To initiate marketing research 
into the hospice movement, the following areas should 
be examined: 

Function: 

Service: 

llethod of 
Gathering Data: 

Marketing 

Hospice Care 

Focus groups 
Survey interviews 
Diaries 
Personal interviews 

Main Unit of 
Analysis: 

Suggested Area 
of Research: 

Diffus~on of Innovation 

Individual consumers 
Physicians 
Family members 
Hospital staff 
Volunteers 

Diffusion process 
Adoption process 
Opinion leadership in diffusion 
Evaluative criteria 
Awareness and attitude measures 

An innovation is any idea, practice, or object that is 
perceived as new by an individual. It is the perceived 
newness of the idea for the individual that determines 
his reaction to it (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). Dif
fusion, then, is the process by which innovations are 
spread to members of a social system. Examples of 
early diffusion of innovation studies in health care 
include (1) a new drug, and (2) a new contraceptive 
device. Three sociologists, Katz, Menzel and Coleman 
analyzed the diffusion of a new antibiotic among phys
icians (1954) and found a positive relationship between 
opinion leadership and innovativeness. Two other re
searchers, Berelson and Freedman, examined the diffus
ion of a new innovative method of contraception among 
women in Taiwan and discovered very high rates of 
adoption of the new device compared to older methods 
(Berelson and Freedman, 1964). 

Rogers identifies the diffusion process as an orderly 
sequence of events. He proposes a diffusion curve of 
adopter categories based on the relative time of adopt
ion of an innovation. These categories and the approx
imate percent of the population in each category are in
novators (2.5 percent), early adopters (13.5 percent), 
early majority (34 percent), late majority (34 percent), 
and laggards (16 percent) (Berelson and Freedman, 1964). 

Based on diffusion of innovation concepts, several ques
tions should be asked: if hospice is regarded as an in
novation, are the adopter categories and the diffusion 
process described by Rogers applicable to hospice? How 
can members of each adopter category be identified rel
ative to their adoption or rejection of hospice? Are 
these adopter categories to be found among various pub
lics of hospice such as physicians, nurses, hospital ad
ministrators, and the general public? What traits dis
tinguish members of each adopter category? For example, 
if innovators among the publics of hospice can be ident
ified, along with their social and media characteristics, 
then specific marketing communications can be developed 
and media can be selected that will most effectively 
reach these innovators. 

The Adoption Process 

Adoption refers to the mental and behavioral processes 
leading to the use of a new idea, practice or product 
by an individual. It consists of the covert and overt 
stages an individual moves through from total unaware
ness of an innovation to final acceptance and use of the 
innovation. The traditional hierarchical adoption model 
consists of five stages: awareness, interest, evalua
tion, trial, and adoption (DeLozier, 1976). Deficiencies 
in this model led to the development of an alternate 
model by Rogers and Shoemaker, labeled the "paradigm of 
the innovation-decision process." The new model consists 
of four stages: knowledge, persuasion, decision, and 
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confirmation (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). At what 
stages in the adoption process are the various publics 
of hospice? Knowledge of what stage of adoption the 
public is in is necessary to develop effective com
munication programs designed for a particular public. 
For example, the general public may only be at the 
"awareness" stage, while physicians may be at the 
"adoption" stage. Each requires a unique marketing 
communication message if the communication is to be 
effective. 

Opinion Leaders 

Opinion leadership is the degree to which an individual 
is able to informally influence other individuals' 
attitudes or overt behavior in a desired way with 
relative frequencey (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). In 
general, opinion leaders possess characteristics dif
ferent from their followers. For example, they tend 
to have greater exposure to mass media than their fol
lowers; they are more cosmopolitan; they have higher 
social status than their followers; and they are more 
innovative (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). Relevant 
questions include: are there opinion leaders within 
the various market segments of hospice? If so, how can 
they be identified? What characteristics do they pos
sess? What media do they attend to? What influence 
might they have on the diffusion of the hospice concept? 

Evaluative Criteria 

Evaluative criteria are those specifications used by the 
consumer to compare and evaluate products, brands, serv
ices, and ideas. They can be either objective or sub
jective. Two important characteristics of evaluative 
criteria include the strength of the criterion and the 
number of criteria used in reaching a decision (Engel, 
Kollat and Blackwell, 1973). One might ask: what 
criteria do the various publics use to evaluate care 
for the terminally ill and how important are these 
criteria? Knowledge of evaluative criteria can aid in 
the development of effective hospice services. For ex
ample, evaluative criteria used by physicians to evalu
ate hospice care may be very objective and rational, 
while the evaluative criteria of patients and family 
may be >'ubj ective and emotional. Health care admin
istrators must recognize and deal with sometimes polar 
sets of evaluative criteria. This, in turn, dictates 
the types of marketing communications aimed at the tar
get markets of hospice, and the types of hospice pro
grams that are developed in a particular geographic 
area. 

Awareness and Attitude Measures 

What levels of awareness of the hospice concept exist 
among the various publics--physicians, nurses, hospital 
administrators, and the general public? Are attitudes 
toward hospice favorable or unfavorable among its pub
lics? How strong are their attitudes, and how resist
ant are they to change? Once questions such as these 
are researched, effective marketing communications pro
grams can be developed that meet clearly defined object
ives and strategies. If levels of awareness are low 
and/or attitudes toward hospice are unfavorable, market
ing communications can be developed to raise awareness 
levels and stimulate favorable attitudes. 

The questions posed indicate the need for marketing re
search in several important areas regarding the hospice 
concept. For any marketing communications to be effect
ive the initiator of the communication must understand 
the audience to whom it is directed. In the case of 
hospice, it is possible to define several publics or 
target audiences. To market the concept of hospice 

effectively to each of these publics, it is first nec
essary to understand the process by which innovations 
such as hospice are diffused among the population. 
This should also include: (1) an analysis of hospice 
opinioh leaders, (2) rhe process by which ah individual 
adopts such an innovation, (3) the criteria an individ
ual uses to evaluate an innovation such as hospice, and 
(4) awareness and attitude levels toward hospice within 
its various publics. 

Many new services launched in the non-profit sector, 
such as new academic programs and new health services, 
fail because market size and response have been over
estimated or the services' configuration and marketing 
are poorly designed and handled (Kotler, 1975). Only 
when marketing communication is based on reliable con
sumer research can an innovation such as hospice be 
effectively diffused; this is contingent on the appli
cation of sound marketing concepts in the development 
of hospice care. 
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IMPROVE THE HEALTH CARE MACRO-SYSTEM THROUGH MICRO-MARKETING: 
A PHYSICIAN/MARKETER'S VIEWPOINT 

Richard A. Hright, University of Louisville, School of Medicine 
Bruce H. Allen, DePaul University 

ABSTRACT 

The macro-marketing system that links medical con
sumers, providers, regulators and payors is perhaps 
more complex and difficult to manage than those in
volved with traditional consumer or industrial pro
ducts. The complexities of the health care macro
marketing system are characterized through four 
sectors. Sector 1 in the system is composed of the 
INITIATORS of medical technologies and innovation such 
as medical research centers, universities, and the 
pharmaceutical firms as examples. Sector 2, the 
SUPPLIERS in the system, adapt the technologies and 
commercialize them for application in the medical 
delivery systems. Sector 3, the PROVIDERS, apply 
technologies which are made available to servicing the 
needs of the consumer market. Sector 4 is the health 
care CONSUMER who is the recipient of the end product 
of the systemic output which ideally is being 
targeted to provide the necessary diagnosis and treat
ment. Some threads traverse the entire system, these 
are the flows of payment at all levels (the patient 
seldom pays) and government regulations which affect 
activity in all sectors of the system. The application 
of marketing systems' concepts has the potential to 
reconcile differences in health care delivery including 
such dilemmas as cost containment, distribution, and 
equality. As such, systems thinking can help redefine 
the issues in light of free enterprise and governmental 
roles, as well as provide a basis by which the health 
care recipient may participate in health care to a 
great extent. 

The Health Care Macro-Marketing System 

The health care marketing system is one rife with almost 
overwhelming complexities. From a public policy pers
pective, there is a growing acceptance of the idea that 
medical care is the right of all citizens despite 
their ability to pav. The government is playing an 
increasing role in filling gaps between providers and 
indigent consumers. Consumer information pertaining to 
modern medical practice is lacking in most areas. The 
competency of the personal physicia,n is usually taken 
for granted, as the public has no means bv which to 
assess training, experience and education. Thus, the 
macro-marketing system that links medical consumers, 
providers, regulators and payors is perhaps more com
plex and difficult to manage than those involved with 
traditional consumer or industrial products. 

The complexities of the health care macro-marketing 
system are illustrated in Figure 1. Sector l in the 
system is composed of the INITIATORS of medical tech
nologies and innovation such as medical research 
centers, universities, and the pharmaceutical firms as 
examples. Sector 2, the SUPPLIERS in the system adapt 
the technologies and commercialize them for applica
tion in the medical delivery systems. Sector 3, the 
PROVIDERS, app 1 v technologies \vhich are made available 
to servicing the needs of the consumer market. These 
providers take on many forms, they include: 
hospitals, IINO's, individual practitioners, etc. 
Finally, Sector 4 is the health care CONSUHER who is 
the recipient of the end product of the systemic output 
which ideally is being targeted to provide the 
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necessary diagnosis and treatment. Some threads tra
verse the entire system, these are the flows of payment 
at all levels (the patient seldom pays) and government 
regulations which affect activity in all sectors of the 
system. 

In discussing each of the Sectors and the way in which 
they operate, innovations originate from basic research 
and clinical trials. Often the advancing technology in 
nonmedical fields provides the impetus for the 
development of new applications in medicine. For 
example, the field of computerized tomography could not 
have emerged before sophistication in the computer and 
electronic fields provided the necessary hardware. 
Serendipitous discoveries by alert scientists have 
often opened the door to new breakthroughs that have a 
profound impact on all sectors of the health care system. 

Health care equipment suppliers and pharmaceutical firms 
are intermediary steps between the innovators and 
practical applications. They invest a substantial 
amount of their profits on research and development of 
products that hold potential promise. They also devote 
a great deal of resources toward advertising in medical 
publications and television. Prescription medications 
are promoted by the use of personal sales in the form 
of representatives who call upon physicians and other 
health care personnel. The sales agent may attract the 
health care provider with a gift or social engagement. 
Recently, education of the health care provider bv 
pharmaceutical houses has been a ma;or effort. 
Persuasion of Lhe phvsician that the product is 
effective and accepted by leaders in the field has re-. 
ceived much emphasis. Visiting professors at many 
institutions are funded by contributions from pharma
ceutical firms. Often articles from well-known figures 
in medicine are used to supplement product credibility 
and integrity. 

The providers of health care range from a private prac
titioner, clinics, hospitals, or health maintenance 
organizations to faith healers and cult medicine. The 
way in which they provide health care is dependent on 
training and available medical supplies. A physician 
cannot order a diagnostic test or therapeutic modalitv 
which is not available to him. Furthermore, the educa
tional experience of the nrovider mav limit the 
services he or she is able to offer. A gastro
enterologist trained prior to 1970 will have no 
experience in endoscopic retrograde cholanglopancrea
tographv, for instance. t!urses who are not familiar 
with sterile technique nnd dressing protocols will not 
be able to safely assist in the rleliverv of parenteral 
nutrition. The cost and rate of technological advances 
has far outstripped the ability of the providers to 
administer up-to-date diagnoses and therapy. There is 
no medical center in the world that is able to provide 
all benefits of the latest technological advances. 

The consumers of health care include nearly everyone in 
civilized society, except those ~10 deliberately avoid 
intervention. Host of the United States population, 
however, is poorly qualified to i udge the quali tv of 
care sought or received. The technological advances 
which have overwhelmed the providers of health care 
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exceed the understanding of the general public. The 
average consumer must, therefore, accept on faith the 
standard of care he or she receives as being the best 
available. Distrust of the medical profession has 
grown in recent years, leading many consumers to 
request second opinions or referrals to institutions 
with established reputations [17][18]. On the whole, 
however, the population is ignorant of most medical 
concepts, and are easy prey for unscrupulous providers 
of health care. Furthermore, they are willing partici
pants in "fad" therapies that make unfounded promises. 

The fuel which sustains the health care machinery in
cludes private insurance companies, government pro
grams, and direct payment from individuals. 
Organizations such as the Easter Seal Foundation or 
American Heart Association usually contribute to 
research of a specific disease or group of disease 
processes. These monies are most commonly funneled in
to research rather than patient care. HMO's derive 
funding from both patient and employer. Discrepancies 
arising from the fee requested by the provider, and 
that paid by a third-party carrier, are either compen
sated by individual patient supplements or deducted as 
a loss by the provider. 

Systemic Disequilibrium in Health Care Markets 

A superficial glance of the health care marketplace re
veals a deceptively good balance between different 
sectors. Careful scrutiny, however, reveals significant 
imperfections at all levels. Funding of research is 
nearly always skewed toward a few, select major 
efforts, leaving other equally important areas with 
minimal support. Medical equipment suppliers (lumpy 
capital) offer instruments that are too expensive for 
small centers, reducing both diagnostic and thera
peutic efficacy of the providers in that region. 
Rarely are all subspecialty areas represented in one 
community, resulting in gaps in care which are often 
filled by unqualified individuals. Consumers lack the 
knowledge to select appropriate medical care, relying 
on word-of-mouth, appearance of the health care 
facility, or other irrelevant and misleading criteria. 

True competition rarely occurs in the medical profession. 
Despite increased numbers of physicians educated in the 
past decade, technology has produced new subspecialties 
requiring special expertise and knowledge, narrowing 
the capabilities of each provider. This is true not 
only for physicians, but also for nurses (nurse 
specialty practitioners), dieticians (diabetes, renal), 
pharmacists (drug interaction, special formulation), 
and others. Physicians with subspecialty training can 
always assume the role of a primary general practi
tioner if an overabundance of one subspecialty exists. 
Less adaptable medical specialties such as general 
surgery have suffered the most. There is a limited 
number of gallbladders, stomachs, and colons which 
require operative therapy, and a steadily increasing 
number of surgeons. Furthermore, many previously sur
gically treated diseases (such as peptic ulcer disease, 
gall stones, and colonic polyps) are becoming amenable 
to medical therapy. Operations done with minimal 
indications may actually lower the standard of health 
care instead of improving it. 

Alternatives to market failure (lumpy capital, 
information gaps, and externalities in the health care 
industry) include taxation, regulation, and subsidies. 
The government is active in subsidy programs in an 
ever increasing manner. Indeed, plans for comprehen
sive health care insurance have become a major politi
cal issue. While proponents see this avenue as the 
only workable solution, the degree and means of 
implementation vary. 

The regulation of health care is also progressing 
rapidly. Limitations on hospital beds and-services, 
and more rigid accreditation standards dictate the 
quality and quantity of available services. The fee 
structure of insurance carriers and governmental 
reimbursement often defines the types of services 
offered, and absolute amount of compensation redeemable. 

Attempts to upgrade medical standards through peer re
view, continuing medical education requirements, 
recertification, and new subspecialty boards have been 
of some success. However, the level of quality varies 
dramatically from one locals to another. Hence, peer 
review groups and continuing medical education 
requirements on a state or local level hold the best 
promise of regulation currently. These modes of 
regulation would ideally prevent the practice of 
sophisticated procedures and therapies by the unquali
fied practitioners. Legally, however, any licensed 
physician in most states has the prerogative (limited 
by hospital staff regulations) of performing cardiac 
or plastic surgery, or other sophisticated diagnostic 
or therapeutic modalities, regardless of previous 
experience or training. 

The pharmaceutical industry has suffered by over
regulation. Often the introduction of new drugs which 
have great potential benefit is delayed unnecessarily 
by the arduous procedures of the Food and Drug 
Administration, when their efficacy and safety has been 
adequately proven in foreign trials. Many formulations 
are withheld from the market because pharmaceutical 
firms are reluctant to invest the time and money 
required to obtain F.D.A. approval. Drugs that are 
available are often overpriced because of the exten
sive research and clinical trials required prior to 
their introduction. 

Of all economic models applicable to the health care 
industry, monopolistic competition appears to be the 
best suited to the current situation in the United 
States. Pure competition is impossible because of 
factors discussed previously in regard to market 
failure. A federal monopoly consisting of complete 
socialization of medicine is not an efficient alterna
tive if the experience of historical models (Canada, 
United Kingdom) are to be considered. 

Institutions of medical education usually fall outside 
the sphere of monopolistic competition. The cost, 
manpower, and facilities necessary to educate health 
care professionals remove these centers of learning 
from the competitive mainstream. On a volume basis, 
they are not a threat to oligopolies or the Health 
Maintenance Organizations, private practitioners, or 
others. They act as referral centers for unusual 
cases requiring the expertise of researchers and 
specialists not available in the commercial setting. 
They function at the periphery of the mainstream of 
medical care. 

The Role of Micro-Marketing Strategy to Improve the 
Macro-System 

Despite obvious differences between toothpaste or 
cameras and health care, the latter would surely bene
fit from historical marketing experiences gained from 
the former. While many health care personnel and 
agencies dislike the idea that medicine is a business, 
analysis of the medical marketplace reveals undeniable 
evidence to support this concept. Current ineffi
ciencies can be reduced by treating the practice of 
medicine as a business, utilizing proven business 
principles for planning and problem solving. The 
failure to accept the tenet may lead to increased 
governmental control, a consequence which would have 
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an adverse impact on both the provider and the con
sumer. 

In order to implement marketing principles, specific 
aspects of the product must be c·onsidered. The"· 
"marketing mix" traditionally applied to the business 
world, consists of price, product, promotion, and dis
tribution. These four aspects of commercial marketing 
are appropriate to the health care fields as well. The 
product in this case, the service of health care, is 
defined by the available technology, as well as the 
needs of the target population. The latter has been 
defined by marketing research discussed earlier. For 
example, if the service area involved a predominantly 
black inner-city population, the focus of service might 
be in either sickle-cell anemia or hypertension. The 
advances in medical research and financial backing 
(government, private industry, philanthropists) would 
dictate the sophistication of care offered. The 
quality of health care personnel would be determined 
by medical certification boards and regional peer 
review boards. Feedback from consumers is accomplished 
by yearly random sample surveys and the U.S. Census 
report. Patient representatives and complaint offices, 
nonexistent in most hospitals ten years ago, are 
becoming instrumental in effecting changes [25]. 

The price aspect of the marketing mix is currently 
under increasing surveillance by government authorities. 
The cost of identical services may vary up to 100% 
within a given locale [26]. While patients are often 
price insensitive because of third-party payment, 
insurance carriers are very price sensitive and have 
initiated a major role in the market pricing scheme. 
Since patients may be unwilling or unable to supplement 
the standardized reimbursement fees of the third-party 
carriers, providers are often forced to accept their 
payment alone. This results in a relative consistency 
in the pricing structure. However, prices for services 
not covered by insurance (such as abortions, plastic 
surgery, out-patient visits) are relatively more 
competitive [19]. With the development of heatlh care 
oligopolies (Humana, Hospital Corporation of America), 
and monopolistic competition, self-regulation of pricing 
may follow. Price elasticity is the key. This is 
certainly operational in communities of two or more 
competing hospitals. In smaller communities not large 
enough to support an oligopoly branch hospital, pro
prietary hospitals continue to administer care at a 
rate which their consumers consider equitable. 
Whether increasing federal controls will have an impact 
on this type of pricing remains to be seen. 

Promotion is an essential element of the marketing mix. 
It has been shown repeatedly that the consumer atti
tude toward products is the most important factor in 
purchase behavior [2]. Promotion may be accomplished 
by publicity, advertising, and personal sales. The 
hospital is fortunate in having news media coverage 
for medical miracles. Physicians, nurses and pharma
cists may also gain free public recognition because of 
unique or particularly effective practices. 

Advertising has become an integral part of health care 
in recent years. Since the Supreme Court ruling in 
favor of advertising freedom for professionals, there 
is no legal impediment to this promotion technique [18]. 
However, strong sentiment against this measure still 
exists throughout the ranks of health care personnel. 
This viewpoint arises from the tenet that health care 
is not to be considered a business proposition. Con
sequently, physician advertisement is still largely 
confined to notices of service availability usually 
circulated only to associates, not to the public. Hos
pitals, especially investor-owned conglomerates, have 
developed advertising campaigns to attract both 
patients and physician staff members. Out-patient 

surgery and immediate care emergency facilities in the 
Humana Corporation are examples of this ploy. A new 
wrinkle in the scheme is advertising to the patient. 
Prior to 1970, nearly all commercial efforts on the 
p·art nf 'the hospital a'dministt'ation were aimed at the 
physician who would admit patients to their facility or 
utilize ancillary care and laboratory tests. Recently, 
however, numerous advertisements about unique services 
and tasteful facilities have been advertised to the 
consumer of health care. A steak and champagne dinner 
for the parents of the newborn and private rooms with 
individual toilet facilities are examples. While hos
pitals still devote most of their efforts to physician 
marketing, the trend toward consumer satisfaction is 
quite apparent [25]. There is a definite focus on non
physician referred consumer health, including evening 
clinics, emergency care, and outpatient surgical pro
cedures. Within the health care fraternity, there is 
considerable advertising interplay. Pharmaceutical 
and medical equipment firms spend a substantial por
tion of their earnings on postal advertising to 
physicians and other persons responsible for purchase 
of their products. Gifts and gimmicks bearing commer
cial labels are ubiquitous in most hospitals and 
clinics. 

Personal selling is currently the predominant mode of 
promotion in the health care industry. Public rela
tions offices are often found in medium to large-size 
hospitals. Although it might be offensive to some to 
consider the physician's bedside manner to be a form 
of sales promotion, experience has shown that the 
personality, rather than the medical competency 
attracts patients most. Many new patients are referred 
from satisfied old patients. Public talks by physi
cians or participation in public clinics, immunization 
drives, or blood donor banks are important as well. 
The hospital may promote good will by contributing to 
public charities, allowing explorer scouts to meet 
within its premises, or holding public educational 
endeavors such as cardio-pulmonary resuscitation 
courses. Strictly speaking, the latter are personal 
selling techniques, but they operate on the same prin
ciples. 

Distribution of health care availability is a major 
concern to the nation at large. Many rural communities 
face a critical shortage of health care personnel and 
facilities. Recruitment of medical students from such 
areas in the hope that they will return after training 
has met with little success. Legal battles are 
currently in progress in states such as Kansas, where 
scholarship recipients are required to practice in 
their area of origin. \.Jithin a given region, the dis
tribution of services may be unequal and cost 
ineffective. In some cities, for example, hospitals 
located in close proximity offer the same services 
which could be handled more efficiently in either one 
or the other. Examples include computerized tomo
graphy, coronary angiography, and obstetrics. Other 
than governmental regulations, the only foreseeable 
solutions are cooperation, negotiation, and compromise. 
The operation of health care facilities in financially 
undesirable areas such as the inner city or rural 
region has traditionally been through governmental 
means at some level. Residency training programs are 
becoming more active in the health care of the indi
gent and isolated, a trend that shows considerable 
promise. Incentives such as free office space, equip
ment, salary, housing, and medical loan repayment have 
attracted many young and enthusiastic physicians to 
underdeveloped areas. 
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CONCLUSION 

Historically, the health care industry has been con
sidered outside the mainstream of business. However, 
there is good evidence that it would benefit from 
sound economic and marketing principles which have been 
developed and proven in the free enterprise system. 

Several areas of health care deserve special considera
tion in marketing. Consumer education has been, and 
continues to be a fertile area in health care marketing. 
Campagins to warn of the risks of smoking, alcoholism, 
and hypertension have been instrumental in disease pre
vention and early treatment. Health hazards are 
demarketed. In contrast to most products, the consumer 
is dissuaded from their use. Public information 
regarding self breast examinations, warning signs of 
illness, and immunizations has had a significant impact 
on the general national health. 

Commercial firms have taken advantage of medical studies 
in marketing low cholesterol, high-bulk diet foods, and 
weight reduction plans. Health spas and exercise 
equipment have been promoted in record amounts. These 
products are commonly marketed using image techniques. 
They impart the picture of youth, health, and 
exhilaration. 

While nonprofit and government-sponsored organizations 
have been dominant in health care education, hospitals 
and clinics have been involved as well. Free urine 
tests for diabetics, contraceptive information, and 
blood-pressure measurements have been offered as 
services to the community by many hospitals. Hospi
tals are also using video cassettes to explain disease 
states, procedures, and therapies to the patient. 

Marketing concepts have the potential to reconcile dif
ferences in health care delivery including such dilemmas 
as cost containment, distribution, and equality. As 
such, they can help redefine the issues in light of 
free enterprise and governmental roles, as well as pro
vide a basis by which the health care recipient may 
participate in health care to a great extent. 
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Abstract 

This study investigated the relationships between per
ceived risk and job experience in an organizational 
buying context. Specifically, the study determined if 
organizational buyers with varying amounts of purchas
ing experience, perceived significantly different amount 
of risk, and considered some risk types and risk reduc
tion strategies to be more important than others. 

Introduction 

A great deal of research has been generated on the con
cept of perceived risk since it was first introduced. 
While most of this research has been conducted in the 
context of consumer behavior, substantial amount of study 
has been directed toward organizational buyer behavior. 
These studies have focused on the identification of 
(1) the amount of risk perceived, (~) type of risk 
perceived, and (3) the risk reduction methods u~ed. 
(Cardoza and Cagley, 1971; Levitt, 1967; and Webster, 
1970). Additionally, some studies have attempted to 
identify correlates to these same areas (Cardoza, 1968; 
Copley and Callom, 1971; Sweeney, Mathews and Wilson, 
19l3; and Wilson, 1971). One such correlate which has 
received very limited investigation is the experience 
level of organizational buyers. Specifically, this 
study determined if buyers with varying amounts of pur
chasing experience perceived significantly different 
amounts of risk and considered some risk types and risk 
reduction strategies to be more important than others. 

Conceptual Foundation 

Perceived Risk 

Raymond A. Bauer introduced perceived risk in 1960 when 
he proposed that consumer behavior could be viewed "as 
an instance of risk taking." In his original concep
tualization, Bauer suggested that the perceived risk 
construct contained two primary structural dimensions: 
(1) Uncertainty; and, (2) adverse consequences. Don
ald F. Cox (1967), offered a more definitive descrip
tion of these two dimensions when he noted that "the 
amount of perceived risk involved in any behavioral act 
is assumed to be a function of two factors: (1) The 
amount that would be lost (i.e., that which is at stake) 
if the consequences of the act were not favorable and, 
(2) The individual's subjective feeling or degree of 
uncertainty that the consequences will be unfavorable." 

While both Bauer's and Cox's conceptualizations of per
ceived risk were in the context of consumer behavior, 
the construct is viewed by most organizational buying 
researchers as being comprised of the same two compo
nents, uncertainty and adverse consequences (Webster 
and Wind, 1972). 

Uncertainty Component. Rob in son, Faris, and Wind (196 7), 
indicated that the industrial buyer is faced with two 
major types of uncertainty: (1) Uncertainty about the 
reactions of others to his decisions. This might be 
described as uncertainty concerning the consequences of 
his decisions. (2) Uncertainty due to lack of informa
tion concerning a) the actual expectations from his job, 
and b) the possible alternative courses of action. 
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Consequences Component. Webster and Wind (1972), noted 
that two types of consequences will be important deter
minants of the amount of risk perceived by the organi
zational buyer: (1) Concern about adverse consequences 
caused by a product's or vendor's failure to perform 
satisfactorily; and, (2) concern about the reactions of 
others to his decisions, the psychosocial consequences. 

Experience 

The experience construct has been studied in rather 
limited contexts in recent years. Yoram Wind (1970), 
related experience to industrial source loyalty while 
Hahn and Vana (1973), investigated the value structure 
of buyers with varying amounts of purchasing experience. 

While the results of these studies provided valuable 
contributions to the organizational buying literature, 
they either defined experience differently than that 
used here or their study was not directly related to 
perceived risk. In this study, experience was opera
tionalized as the amount of time, as measured in years, 
a buyer has spent performing the purchasing function. 

Hypotheses 

In terms of the experience of organizational buyers, 
Sheth (1973) noted that perceived risk is linked to ex
perience by application of psychological learning the
ories. Extended, this suggests that as a buyer gains 
experience, job related proficiency and confidence 
should increase because of the learning that has taken 
place. 

Combining the effect of varying amounts of experience 
with perceived risk further suggests that buyers low in 
experience should perceive a high amount of risk when 
making purchase decisions. Therefore, as an organiza
tional buyer's experience increases, the amount of risk 
perceived should decline because of the learning that 
has taken place. It is also proposed that the amount 
of risk perceived will continue to decline until a 
buyer reaches some point or level of experience, at 
which time the amount of risk perceived will increase. 

A partial and tentative explanation for these changes 
is provided by "the self-interest motive" of Thomas 
Hobbes ( 1887). Hobbes' thesis was that an individual 
(the buyer) tends to act in such a manner so as to pre
serve (current position) or enhance his own well-being 
(promotion, status, etc.), but not put himself in jeo
pardy (loss of job, status, etc.). This suggests that 
a buyer, at different points in his/her career, is in 
part motivated by the desire to improve or maintain 
his/her position based upon the probable success or 
failure of his/her purchasing decisions. It is further 
suggested that a buyer becomes more aware and/or con
cerned with purchase decisions which contain uncertainty 
and have the potential for rendering adverse conse
quences (e.g., the selection of a "new" vendor who 
offers potential cost savings) when he/she has the most 
to gain or lose. 

Numerous authors, researchers, academicians, etc. have 
acknowledged the presence and importance of the Hobbe
sian viewpoint operating in organizational buying. Reed 

(1936), labeled "the self-interest motive" a form of 



defensive behavior. Robinson, Faris and Wind (1967), 
referred to "the self-interest motive" as "the achieve
ment motive" and noted that it may partially explain a 
portion of industrial buyer behavior. 

Buyers, being human, seek to increase their 
chances for promotion, status, and recognition 
without taking too many risks. Moreover, it 
can be hypothesized that buyers tend to make 
those decisions which they perceive to have 
the best chances of improving their present 
situations ... 

In their discussion of purchasing's organizational 
structure and its subsystems, Webster and Wind (1972) 
noted: 

The status system assigns persons to buying 
roles and defines behavior appropriate both in 
and toward those roles. The rewards system 
defines payoffs to the individuals for certain 
behaviors and decision outcomes and, most impor
tantly, interacts with the authority subsystem 
of the buying organization might interact to 
determine rewards and punishments to organiza
tional actors for taking the degree of risk 
implicit in a buying decision. It is often 
the case that the penalties for being wrong 
are perceived by organizational actors as 
greater than the rewards for being right. 

In addition to the changes that occur in the amount of 
risk perceived by buyers with varying amounts of ex
perience, it is proposed that the importance of various 
risk types and reduction techniques will also change as 
the buyer's experience level varies. The changes, like 
those just described, should be the result of experi
ence, and associated changes that occur in a buyer's 
need hierarchy or motivational structure. 

Based upon the preceding discussion, the following 
hypotheses were developed for testing: 

H1: There is a curvilinear (U-shaped) relationship be
tween an organizational buyer's level of experience and 
the amount of risk perceived by the buyer in a given 
purchase situation. 

H2: In a given purchase situation, as an organizational 
buyer's level of experience increases, the importance 
of various types of risk will vary. 

H3: In a given purchase situation, as an organizational 
buyer's level of experience increases, the importance 
of various types of risk reduction strategies will 
vary. 

Researcn Design 

The study's design included the use of two mailed 
questionnaires. Each questionnaire contained a de
scription of one of two hypothetical purchasing situa
tions. After dividing the sample population into two 
groups, each group was mailed one of the questionnaires. 
The situations used represented a new task buy and a 
modified rebuy type of purchase. 

After reading a hypothetical purchasing problem, the 
buyer indicated the amount of certainty and danger he/ 
she had perceived on a four-point Likert type scale. 
A measure of perceived risk was then obtained by multi
plicatively combining the certainty and danger ratings 
(see Tabl e 1 ). This technique is similar to that ori
ginally proposed by S. M. Cunningham (1967) and subse
quently employed by a number of researchers. A review 
of the literature indicated that while other measures 

of perceived risk exist, this form of measurement is 
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the most widely used and accepted. In addition, Copley 
and Callom ( 1971) noted that, "This method has been 
assumed in the past to be reasonably indicative of the 
perceived risk variable." 

TABLE I 
CONSTRUCTION OF THE PERCEIVED RISK SCALE 

CONSEQUENCES SCALE (DANGER) 
CERTAINTY SCALE A Great Deal Some Not Much None ------

(2) (3) (4) weight (l) 
Very uncertain (l) 1 2 3 4 
Somewhat uncertain (2) 2 4 6 8 
Somewhat certain (3) 3 6 9 12 
Very certain (4) 4 8 12 16 

Respondents were then asked to respond to a series of 
statements representing the various types of risk and 
risk reduction techniques which had been identified in 
the literature. Risk types identified were the follow
ing: (1) Financial; (2) performance; (3) physical; (4) 
psychological; (5) social; (6) economic; (7) opportunity; 
(8) time. (Cardoza and Cagley, 1971; Copley and Callom, 
1971; Cunningham, 1967; and \vebster and Wind, 1972). 
These sources also cited five major risk reduction 
strategies: (1) Information acquisition anJ processing; 
(2) goal reduction; (3) investment reduction; (4) 
loyalty; and (5) decision avoidance. Four-point Likert
type scales were used to measure the importance of the 
various risk types and risk reduction strategies. 

Because of the nature of the study's hypotheses, at 
least three experience groupings were required. The 
three experience groupings used were labled low, mod
erate, and high. The low experience group was defined 
as having fifteen years or less of purchasing experi
ence, while the high experience group was defined as 
having more than twenty-five years of purchasing 
experience. The moderate experience group was defined 
as having between sixteen and twenty-five years of 
experience. 

Results 

Respondents to the survey questionnaires were the 
members of six purchasing management associations in 
the state of Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Okla
homa, and Texas. A systematic random sampling tech
nique was used in the assignment of the two question
naires. Of the 1205 questionnaires mailed, 438 usable 
questionnaires were returned, representing a usable 
response rate of 36.3%. Tab le II presents a summary 
of respondents by experience level and purchase situa
tion. 

TABLE II 
EXPERIENCE LEVEL SUMMARY OF RESPONDING BUYERS 

Purchasing Experience 
(Years) 

15 years or less 
16 - 25 years 
More than 25 years 

TOTAL 

Purchase 
NT 

127 
40 
38 

205 

Situation 
MR 

157 
36 
40 

233 

Total 
N 

284 
76 
78 

438 

The primary statistical method used to analyze the data 
was Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). Basically, A;'lOVA 
determines whether inferences about possible population 
differences are warranted on the basis of the analysis 
of sample data. This was accomplished by using the 
General Linear Models (GU!) procedure is SAS. The GLM 
procedure was used because it allows analyses such a 
ANOVA to be performed on data that have unequal cell 
sizes, such as that obtained in this study. 



The ANOVA model examined in this study was the follow
ing: 

In the model, Xi1 is the purchase situation, Xi2 is the 
level of experience, Xi1Xi2 is the interaction effect of 
the two independent variables, and Ei is the error term 
or the amount of variance unaccounted for by the model's 
predictor variables. The study specifically used a 2 x 
3 factorial design; the study's independent variables 
were the hypothetical purchasing scenarios (one repre
senting a new task buy and the other representing a 
modified rebuy) and the organizational buyer's level of 
experience (3 levels or categories). 

Table III presents the results of an analysis of var
iance performed on the perceived risk scores of all 
respondents. A main effect for the purchasing scenario 
manipulation was found to be significant, ! (1,432 de
grees of freedom) = 23.64, E < .0001. Subjects who read 
the new task buy scenario perceived significantly more 
risk (mean score of 5.27) than did the subjects who read 
the modified rebuy scenario (mean score of 7.00). This 
significant difference demonstrated the effectiveness of 
this manipulation in inducing differential amounts of 
perceived risk. 

TABLE III 
ANOVA RESULTS OF PERCEIVED RISK SCORES 

Source df MS F-Value 
A (Type of situation) 1 345.26 23.64* 
B (Experience Level 2 49.74 4.79* 

Linear 1 .77 .07 
Quadratic 1 84.09 8.11 

A X B (Interaction effect) 2 9.43 .91 
Error 432 10.37 

*p .01 

A main effect for the experience variable was also found 
to be significant, F (2,432 degrees of freedom) = 4. 79, 
p < .0087. The res~lts of the Duncan's Multiple Range 
Test indicated that low and high experience buyers did 
not perceive significantly different amounts of risk 
(mean scores of 6.01 and 5.87, respectively). However, 
buyers with moderate experience perceived significantly 
less risk (mean score of 7.13) than the two other 
groups. Such a finding is consistent with the study's 
hypothesized relationship. 

TABLE III CONTINUED 
RESULTS OF DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TEST 
PERFO~~ED ON PERCEIVED RISK SCORES 

TYPE OF PURCHASE SITUATION 
EXPERIENCE LEVEL 
Fifteen Years or Less 
Sixteen - 1~enty-Five 

More than Twenty-Five 

NEW TASK BUY MODIFIED REBUY TOTAL* 
5.11 A 6.76 A 6.01A 
6.33 B 8.03 B 7.13B 
4. 2 2 A 7. 35 A 5. 8 7 A 

TOTAL 5.27 A 7.00 B 

Perceived risk scores range from l to 16, with 1 repre
senting the highest amount of risk and 16 the lowest. 
*Scores that do not share common subscripts differ from 
one another at the .05 level. 

In order to determine whether the relationship between 
experience and the amount of risk perceived was linear 
or curvilinear (as hypothesized), a trend analysis was 
performed. A significant quadratic trend was found in 
the new task buy situation, £ (1,202 degrees of free
dom= 6.67, E < .00105. Although not significant at 
the .05 level, a marginally significant curvilinear 
trend was found in the modified rebuy situation, F 
(1,230 degrees of freedom) = 2.15, E < .1438. 
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An analysis of variance was then performed on all risk 
type scores. Significant main effects for the experi
ence variable (at the .05 level) were found for four of 
the ten types of risk. No significant main effect for 
the type of purchase situation or interaction effect 
was found. A summary of the results for which signifi
cant differences were found is presented in Table IV. 

TABLE IV 
RESULTS OF ONE-WAY ANOVA 

PERFORMED ON RISK TYPE SCORES 

RISK TYPE SS DF MS F SIG of F 
E - "Causing you to waste 
time or be inconvenienced 
by having to locate 
another source of supply" 5. 36 2 2. 68 3. 38 . 0348 
G - "Creating problems or 
damaging purchasing's re-
lationship with other 
departments" 7.84 2 3.74 4.13 .0167 
H - "The purchase decision 
adversely affecting your 
job performance and 
evaluation" 6.96 2 3.48 3.83 .0224 
J - "Embarrassment to your 
purchasing organization 
within the company" 5.94 2 2.97 3.38 .0349 

The experience variable had three levels, therefore, 
three means, so Duncan's multiple range tests were 
conducted to determine which means were significantly 
different from the others. The results of these tests 
are presented in Table V. 

TABLE V 
RESULTS OF DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 

PERFORMED ON RISK TYPE SCORES 

Ex2erience Level* 
Risk Types - Label Low Moderate High 
E - Time Loss 2.45 A 2.74 B 2.42 A 
G - Social Loss 2.52 A 2.87 B 2.61 AB 
H - Psychological Loss 2. 72 A 3.05 B 2.76 AB 
J - Social Loss 2. 72 A 2.99 B 2.97 AB 

*Importance scores range from l to 4 with 1 being most 
4 important and the least important. 

An analysis of variance was also performed on fifteen 
risk reduction strategies. Significant main effects 
for the experience variable were found (at the .05 
level) for three risk reduction strategies. No signi
ficant main effect for the type of purchase situation 
or interaction effect was found. A summary of the 
results for which significant differences were found 
is presented in Table VI . 

TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF ONE WAY ANOVA PERFORMED ON 

RISK REDUCTION STRATEGY SCORES 

Risk Reduction Strategz SS DF MS F SIG of F 
B - "Arrange a visit to 
supplier's plant or home 
office" 6.06 2 3.03 4.87 .0081 
M - "Depend on the re-
putation of the firm" 5.08 2 2.45 3.48 .0316 
N - "Discuss the problem 
with buyers in your 
purchasing organization 
who may be more experi-
enced or knowledgeable" 4. 9 2 2 2. 46 3. 9 3 . 0203 

Tabl e VII  presents the results of the Duncan's Multiple 
Range Tests performed on the data to determine which 



means were significantly different from the others. 

TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF DUNCAN'S MULTIPLE RANGE TESTS 

PERFORMED ON RISK REDUCTION STRATEGY SCORES 

Risk Reduction Strategy 
B - On Premise Visit 
M - Reputation of Firm 
N - Internal Information 

Low 
l"Yo A 
2.26 A 
1.59 A 

Experience Level* 
Moderate High 

1.36 B 1.32 B 
2.11 AB 1.89 B 
1.84 B 1.83 AB 

*Scores that do not share common subscripts differ from 
one another at the .05 level. 

Managerial Implications 

Findings from this research have potential application 
to decision-making efforts of industrial marketing and 
purchasing managers. Some of the specific managerial 
benefits of the research are: (1) Improved selling 
efforts; and (2) increased efficiency in purchasing 
efforts. 

Industrial marketing managers can improve their com
pany's or product's competitive position through an in
creased understanding of the organizational buying pro
cess and individual buyer behavior specifically. This 
study has determined that a significant relationship 
exists between the organizational buyer's level of ex
perience and perceived risk. It was found that buyers 
possessing low anq high levels of purchasing experience 
perceive significantly higher amounts of risk than do 
moderately experienced buyers. Knowledge of this find
ing; combined with the identification of the most impor
tant types of risk and risk reduction strategies for 
each experience level group, should provide marketing 
managers an opportunity to adjust elements of their mar
keting mix to better meet the needs of the individual 
buyer. Such action should enhance the supplier's com
petitive position and/or facilitate their adoption as a 
source of supply. 

The identification and understanding of the experience/ 
perceived risk relationship should allow purchasing 
managers to improve the efficiency of the purchasing 
operation. Purchasing management could take several 
steps to ensure that such a relationship does not ad
versely affect the buyer's performance. For example, 
training sessions designed to facilitate the learning 
process of buyers low in purchasing experience could be 
conducted in such areas as vendor evaluation, value 
analysis, negotiation, etc. Special sessions could be 
conducted for all buyers that specifically address per
ceived risk, its potentially harmful effects on purchas
ing activities, and methods of coping with or reducing 
risk. For buyers possessing high levels of purchasing 
experience, purchasing managers could provide them with 
appropriate support (e.g., group decision-making or top 
management support in high risk purchase situations, 
frequent performance feedback, assignment to a lower 
risk area, etc.). 

Knowledge of the experieucc/perceived risk relationship 
should contribute to the achievement of both the selling 
and purchasing organizations' goals. With a better un
derstanding of the nature of the experience/risk rela
tionship, appropriate steps could be taken by both or
ganizations to ensure their continued success. With the 
costs of marketing efforts increasing at a rapid rate 
due to inflation, competition, regulation, etc., the 
marke::ing manager must ensure that the marketing mix be
ing provided is the best possible. Likewise, witl, the 
cost of purchased items representing a major part of the 
finished goods' total cost, it is imperative for pur
chasing management to ensure that "optimal 11 purchase de
cisions are being made. Knowledge of the experience/ 
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perceived risk relationship can contribute to the 
achievement of each of these objectives. 
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Abstract 

This research examined both the composition of the 
buying center and the variation in the relative in
fluence of those members throughout purchase phases. 
The results indicated that variation in relative in
fluence of several buying center members was signifi
cantly related to the purchase phase. The results have 
important implications for the development of effective 
marketing strategies. 

Introduction 

One of the most prominent developments in the area of 
organizational or industrial buyer behavior in the past 
15 years has been the development of buying process 
models (Laczniak, 1979). These attempts by researchers 
to present such models (Sheth, 1973, Webster and Wind, 
1973) have provided frameworks for recent research 
efforts. Although these early models were not based 
upon a large body of empirical research, they did pro
vide a comprehensive view of variables that may influ
enc.e the purchasing decision process. While many var
iables are included in these models, two are hypoth
esized to be of major importance: the buying center 
and phase of the purchase process (Robinson, Faris, 
and Wind, )967, Webster and Wind, 1973). These vari
ables may have a significant impact on the amount of 
influence possessed by participants in the purchasing 
decision process. This concern is the basic rationale 
for conducting the study described in this article. 

Research Purpose 

The industrial buyer behavior literature yields few 
studies which have attempted to empirically examine the 
major constructs of the Webster and Wind (1973) organ
izational buyer behavior model. It appears that rela
tionships between the major variables incorporated by 
Webster and Wind are relatively unknown. This study 
examines the relationship between two variables central 
to the model: the buying center and the purchase 
phase. Of particular interest is both the buying cen
ter composition and the relative influence of the 
various buying center members in purchase phases. 

Thus, the general purpose of this research effort is to 
provide empirical validation for constructs in the 
Webster and Wind model. More specifically, the re
search attempts to identify the influence of various 
buying center members (e.g., purchasing; production; 
engineering; etc.) in four different purchase phases 
(need identification, establishment of specification, 
identifying buying alternatives,and supplier selection). 

The following sections review previous research 
findings related to this study. Research related to 
the buying center is examined first and research con
cerning purchase phases is examined second. 

The Buying Center 

The Concept of the organizational buying center has 
been defined as "all organizational members involved in 
the purchase decision" (Webster and Wind, 1973, p. 17). 
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This definition was developed by recognizing that the 
purchasing agent is not the sole decision maker in 
most purchasing decisions. Therefore, as the specific 
purchasing situation varies, organizational members 
other than purchasing may exert considerable influence 
in reaching the final purchase decision. Accordingly, 
Bonoma and Johnston (1978) suggest that the purchasing 
agent has final authority in only 25-40% of all pur
chases, and Wind (1978) suggests that the responsi
bility for many buying decisions is frequently shared 
among two or more organizational roles. Determining 
which organizational functions may be involved in the 
buying center is made possible by reviewing previous 
research efforts in this area. 

Strauss (1962) recognized that a purchasing agent's 
relationships are almost entirely lateral and involve 
dealing with other departments of approximately equal 
status. In Strauss' study, production, purchasing, 
engineering, and scheduling departments were identified 
as commonly involved in the purchasing process. Most 
importantly, Strauss' recognition that a purchasing 
agent's relationships were almost entirely lateral 
contributed to an understanding of the influence 
process. 

Work by Duncan (1965) supported the above Strauss study 
by quantitatively analyzing lateral influences actually 
being exerted in the purchase decisions of 44 firms. 
Duncan grouped purchase decisions into three cate
gories: what to buy, how much to buy, and from whom 
to buy. "What to buy" essentially reflects quality 
considerations such as the appropriate grade of raw 
material. "How much to buy" is basically an inventory 
consideration, and "from whom to buy" is a source of 
supply decision. Duncan's findings indicated that the 
relative amount of influence of each department does 
tend to vary as the purchase process passes through 
sequential phases. While Duncan's published research 
did not list all the organizational functions that were 
involved in the purchasing process, engineering, pro
duction, and purchasing were shown to be the depart
ments exhibiting the most dominant influence. 

Buckner (1967) also attempted to identify which organ
izational roles are involved in the buyi~g center and 
found that the participants in the purchasing process 
varied at each stage of the process. It was also 
found that several groups of individuals shared re
sponsibility at each stage and that responsibility 
rarely rested with a single individual. Purchasing, 
operating management, and general management were 
found to be most frequently involved in the purchase 
process. 

A study conducted by Scientific American (1969) also 
examined which organizational roles played more than 
an occasional role in three purchasing stages of need 
determination, product determination, and supplier 
selection. The study indicated that involvement by 
corporate policy and planning, design and development 
engineering, production engineering, research, finance, 
sales, purchasing, quality control, and additional 
sources both internal and external to the company was 
common. Engineers, researchers, and purchasing agents 

were shown to participate in the process the mostofte~. 



Sources of influence on purchasing managers in the 
machine tool industry were studied by Meier (1972). 
His research indicated that the top manager of engi
neering exerted the most influence and that the top 
manager of production was second most influential. 
Such findings supported earlier research findings con
cluding that both the production and engineering func
tions are important members of the buying center. 

Research by Cooley, Jackson, and Ostrom (1977) also 
supported these earlier studies. In this case, engi
neering was found to be dominant in product selection. 

In a 1978 study by Wind, individuals were asked to rank 
the importance of ten organizational roles in each 
stage of the Buygrid Analytic Framework (Robinson, 
Faris, Wind, 1967) for the purchase of scientific and 
technical information. Wind's results suggest that in 
a large number of cases, the responsibility for many 
of the buying decisions is shared among two or more 
organizational roles. The purchasing manager and the 
research and development manager were the two most im
portant roles. 

Although the fact may have been intuitively obvious 
for many years, the above studies provided the first 
empirical evidence that the purchasing process is 
diffused throughout the organization. That is, pur
chasing is a complex process that involves many activ
ities and organizational roles. Bonoma and Johnston 
(1978) have described the purchase process as a 
"negotiated settlement" among individuals both internal 
and external to the organization. 

Purchase Phases 

A second concept emphasized in the early models is the 
view of purchasing as a process composed of numerous 
decision steps or phases. One classification scheme 
identifies the following Eight phases of the purchase 
process (Robinson, Faris, and Wind, 1967, p. 14): 

1. Need recognition 
2. Determination of solution characteristics 
3. Description of solution characteristics 
4. Search for sources 
5. Acquisition of proposals 
6. Evaluation of proposals: source selection 
7. Selection of order routine 
8. Performance evaluation 

Although these eight phases are difficult to opera
tionally differentiate, they do indicate that the pur
chasing process is actually composed of sequential de
cisions which may require different types of informa
tion at each stage. Therefore, it is possible that 
different organizational roles may be involved at each 
stage of the decision process. Although not all of the 
research studies discussed below l~ve used the eight 
phases, the same idea has been employed by including 
sequential phases of some type. 

Weigand (1966) examined the degree of purchasing re
sponsibility as perceived by purchasing and other func
tional departments in six phases of the purchasing 
process. The six phases of the purchasing process 
included: 1) design of the product, 2) its performance 
life, 3) its cost of application, 4) naming the speci
fic supplier, 5) assessing the engineering help avail
able from suppliers, and 6) reducing rejects. Weigand's 
research indicated that the influence of purchasing 
varied significantly throughout the six phases. 

Buckner (1967) also attempted to identify which organ
izational roles are involved in the various stages of 
the purchasing process. This study found that the 
participants in the purchasing process varied at each 
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stage of the process and that several groups of indivi
duals shared responsibility at each state. Responsi
bility rarely rested with a single individual. 

The study conducted by Scientific American (1969) also 
examined which organizational roles played more than an 
occasional role in three purchasing stages (need deter
mination, product determination. and supplier selec
tion). Involvement by many organizational members was 
common at various stages of the purchasing process. 

Utilizing two purchasing phases in analyzing the rela
tive influence of purchasing, production, and engi
neering departments, Cooley, Jackson and Ostrom (1977) 
found engineering dominant in the production selectfon 
decision and purchasing dominant in the supplier selec
tion decision. Utilizing the eight phases proposed by 
Robinson, Faris, and Wind (1967), Doyle, Woodside and 
Michell (1979) found suppliers perceiving a significant 
variation in buying center membership throughout the 
phases of the p11n·hase process. 

Laczniak (1979) included four phases of the purchase 
process in the study of hospital purchasing. Although 
studying only 11 new buy purchases through 50 personal 
interviews, Laczniak found that the involvement of five 
organizational groups varied significantly throughout 
the four stages. 

Although these studies employed different purchasing 
phases in their research design, results were consis
tent. Variations in both buying center membership and 
the relative influence of the participants in the pur
chasing process were found in the sequential buying 
phases. Since previous research utilized differing 
numbers of phases and found differentiating buying 
center members influence, it does not appear that the 
number of phases is critical. Instead, inclusion of 
multiple phases is sufficient to account for variation 
in both buying center membership and relative influence 
of these members. Therefore, inclusion of multiple 
phases in any organizational buyer behavior research 
endeavor is necessary to capture the dynamic nature of 
the industrial purchasing process. 

Methodology 

Purchase Phases 

Each respondent in this study was presented with a 
brief description of one of the four phases used by 
Laczniak (1979) and was asked to evaluate the relative 
influence of buying center members for that phase. Tlte 
four ~hases that were used are presented below and 
followed by their descriptions used in the study. 

Need Identification - An important step in pur
chasing is jdentifying that a need exists. This 
involves all decisions related to need identifi
cation. Indicate how much influence each organi
zation function possesses in identifying that a 
need exists ... -----

Establishment of Specifications- An important 
step in purchasing is the establishment of speci
fications. This includes all decisions related 
to deternining product specifications, desired 
quality level, etc. Indicate hm: much influence 
each organization function possesses in estab
lishing specifications ... 

Identification and Evaluation of Buying Alterna
tives - An important step in purchasing is the 
identification and evaluation of huying alterna
tives. This includes all decisions related to 
evaluating possible huving alternatives such as 
competitive sourcing. bidding, blanket contracting, 



etc. Indicate how much influence each organiza
tion function possesses in the identj_fication and 
evaluation of buying alternatives ••• 

Supplier Selection - An important step in pur
chasing is supplier selection. This includes all 
decisions related to supplier evaluation, supplier 
negotiation, and the final supplier selection de
c~s~on. Indicate how much influence each organi
zation function possesses in supplier selection in 
a modified rebuy situation. 

In an attempt to provide a common frame of reference, 
each respondent was asked to assume that he/she was 
faced with the purchase of component parts. Component 
parts were defined as goods which become part of the 
final product, but need no further processing. 

Each respondent was presented with one of the four pur
chase phases and was asked to evaluate the relative in
fluence of eight organization functions for that parti
cular situation. The eight organization functions were 
those identified in previous research as potential 
buying center members. They were purchasing, produc
tion, research and development, plant manager, quality 
control, marketing and sales, engineering, and the com
pany president. Additionally an "other" category was 
included to allow for respondent flexibility. 

The measurement technique used to measure relative in
fluence was a 100 point forced allocation scale. Re
spondents were asked to allocate 100 points among the 
buying center members according to each member's 
(perceived) relative influence. A rating of 0 points 

would indicate no influence while a rating of 100 
points would indicate total influence. For example, if 
five functions were equally influential in reaching a 
particular decision, each function would receive 20 
points. If two functions were involved and one held 
the preponderance of influence, the rating might be 80 
points and 20 points, respectively. This technique 
has been used repeatedly to successfully measure atti
tudes, preferences, and power. 

Lefton, Dinitz, and Pasamanick (1959) compared the use 
of the 100 point allocation with paired comparisons, 
Likert, graphic rating, and ranking techniques to 
measure influence in the health care industry. The 100 
point allocation was comparable in terms of precision 
and reliability to any of the other techniques. Hughes 
(1971) used the 100 point allocation to measure atti
tudes in the study of brand preferences. Cooley (1976) 
used the 100 point allocation to measure the attributed 
influence of participants in the purchase process. 

Sample 

A mail survey sent to 329 purchasing agents in sixteen 
firms in the Northwest U.S. resulted in a total of 204 
usable responses for a response rate of 62%, or 51 
responses per purchase phase. The survey utilized a 
cross section of industry including both large and 
small firms, however, approximately 63% of the re
sponses were from high technology firms producing tech
nical instruments, computer related products, or ad
vanced electronics. The remaining 37% of the responses 
were from both light and heavy manufacturing firms. 

TABLE 1 

Buying Center 
Member 

Identification 
of Need 

Purchasing 30.0 

Production 29.2 

R & D 6.2 

Plant Manager 0.0 

Quality Control 6.3 

Marketing 5.7 

Engineering 22.3 

President 0.0 

Other 0.0 

Total 99.7 

Buying Center Member Relative 
Influence on Purchase Phase 

Mean Influence Scores* 

Purchase Phase 

Establishment Buying 
of Specifications Alternatives 

26.7 45.1 

14.4 10.2 

9.2 s. 

1.2 .7 

6. 7 7.0 

3.9 2.6 

38.1 29.4 

o.o 0.0 

0.0 0.0 

100.2 100.0 

F Critical 
Ratio F.01(2,204) 

Selection 
of Supplier 

54.8 24.9 3.8() 

11.7 21.28 3.80 

4.4 2.09 3.80 

0.0 2.44 3.80 

5.9 0.22 3.80 

0.2 6.93 3.80 

23.0 7.96 3.80 

0.0 0.00 3.80 

0.0 0.00 3.80 

100.0 

*Note: Data based on 100 point allocation across purchase phase. Relatively higher point scores represent 

relatively higher influence exhibited by a specific buying center member in a specific buying purchase 

phase. 
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Analysis Approach 

The a~alytical technique deemed appropriate for ana
lyzing the relationship between an interval dependent 
variable with four treatment levels was one way analy
sis of variance (ANOVA). ANOVA permitted the relative 
influence of each organization function to be analyzed 
across all four purchase phases; yielding an overall F 
statistic. 

Results 

Tabl e 1 presents critical results of the survey. This 
table presents the mean scores of relative influence of 
each organization function in each phase of the pur
chase process. The ANOVA statistical tests are also 
reported. 

The relative influence of four organization functions: 
purchasing, production, marketing, and engineering is 
significantly related to the phase of the purchase 
process. These four functions produced calculated F 
ratios that were larger than the critical value for 
F.Ol(3,200) of 3.80. 

The purchasing function's influence is clearlv related 
to the purchase process phase. Additionally,- that re
lationship possesses a trend characteristic. The rela
tive influence of the purchasing function increases as 
the purchase decision process passes through the se
quential phases. 

During the initial phases of need identification and 
establishment of specifications, much of the necessary 
information is beyond the responsibility or influence 
of the purchasing function. Therefore, other buying 
center members may possess relatively larger amounts of 
influence. for example, the production function may 
have responsibility for inventory control and, there
fore possesses relatively large amounts of influence in 
the identification of need phase. Likewise, the engi
neering function can be expected to have technical ex
pertise in the establishment of specifications phase 
and possesses large anmunts of influence as a result. 

Uuring the identification and evaluation of buying 
alternatives phase, the relative influence of the pur
chasing function increases dramatically. The large 
increase in the phase is logical since these activities 
would be expected to fall largely within purchasing's 
area of responsibility. However, information necessary 
to complete this phase (such as projected usage rates 
and financing guidelines) may be possessed by other 
organizational functions. Therefore, other functional 
areas could still be expected to possess moderate 
influence. 

The final purchase process phase, selection of s.upplier, 
exhibits a continued increase in purchasing's relative 
influence. This large amount of influence is expected 
since most of the information necessary to reach a de
~ision h~s been gathered. The bulk of the remaining 
1nformat1on necessary for decision making falls within 
the normal responsibilities nf the purchasing function. 
This might include vendor analysis, supplier sourcing, 
and minority supplier development. 

The relative influence of the production function peaks 
in the first phase, declines in the second and third 
phases and stabilizes in the fourth phase. The high 
influence of production in the first phase may be due 
to the production function's influence on inventory 
control and the resulting importance in the identifica
tion of need. Production's relative influence pro
gressively declines, presumably due to less involvement 
in the latter phases. 
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Marketing's influence was somewhat surprising, althou~ 
ngt i)logical, The marketing function may generate 
orders for new tvpes nf products, thus creating aneed, 
and provide technical information from customers re
garding specifications. Although this influence isnot 
large, it is relatively consistent and noteworthy. 

Engineering's relative influence also exhibits trend 
characteristics. Engineering's influence peaks in the 
second phase and steadily declines in third and fourth 
phases. These results are as expected since engi
neering's technical expertise is important to the es
tablishment of specifications. Engineering would also 
be expected to possess influence in the third and 
fourth phases by assisting in the evaluation of a sup
plier's production, design, and quality capabilities. 

The relative influence of quality control remains 
approximately constant throughout the four phases. The 
relative influence of research and development is also 
generally stable with the exception of the second 
phase. Specifically, resenrch and development pos
sesses its greatest influence in the establishment of 
specifications. The plant manager, president, and 
other functions were shown to possess iasignificant or 
no influence. 

Implicntions 

Although this research indicates that the buying center 
consists of five or six functional areas, dramatic 
changes in the relative influence of buying c~ntermem
bers occurs throughout sequential purch<:Jse phases. 
The most significant implication of this finding lies 
with the development of effective industrial marketing 
strategies. 

The industrial marketer must he aware of which organi
zational functions are most influential at each phase 
of the purchase process. A marketing strategy that 
focuses on .iust one or two organizational functions may 
be relatively ineffective. for example, although pur
chasing is very influential in the supplier selection 
phase, it possesses much less infllJCnce in the esta~J

lishment of specifications phase. Changes in the 
influence distributiun among buying center members can 
mean the difference between the success and failure of 
an entire industrial marketing program. 
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PERSONAL PERCEPTUAL FACTORS IN ORGANIZATIONAL BUYER BEHAVIOR 

Allan C. Reddy, Valdosta State College 
C.P. Rao, University of Arkansas 

Abstract 

Industrial buyer behavior literature emphasized the im
portance of personal perceptual factors. In this paper, 
the degree of congruence among product, self and company 
concepts were investigated. Differences in conceptual 
congruence based on size of the business firms were also 
identified. Implications of the research findings were 
discussed. 

Introduction 

During the past decade research dealing with industrial 
buyer behavior has greatly increased. The theoretical 
research studies in this area generally recognized the 
complex nature of organization buyer behavior process 
and the inherent methodological problems of researching 
such process.1 However, in all the literature dealing 
with this topic area--both old and more recent--the cen
tral role played by the industrial buyers is very well 
recognized. Some of the early writings on this subject 
emphasized the significance of the psychological aspects 
of industrial buyers.2 More recent organizational buyer 
behavior models incorporated the individual factors as a 
significant part of the proposed models. Thus, Webster 
and Wind observed: "In some respects, the individual 
buyer (or decider, or influencer) within the organiza
tion is similar to the individual consumer or household 
purchaser. Certainly the same basic mental processes, 
mot:i.vation, cognition and learning--are basic psycholo
gical processes that must occur in all buying behavior" 
(Webster and Wind, 1972). In a recent review article 
Sheth observed: "Since it has been learned that organi
zational buyers are as human as consumers, it is very 
likely that many of the common practices of mass adver
tising and promotion in regard to consumer behavior will 
be transferred to industrial buying behavior (Sheth, 
1977) . 

1For some of the early writings on this subject see: 
Duncan, Delbert J., "What Motivated Business Buyers", 
Harvard Business Review (Summer, 1950); R.F. Shoaf, 
"Here 1 s Proof--The Industrial Buyer is Human", Industrial 
Marketing, May 1959 and H.G. Sawyer, "What Does the In
dustrial Buyers Emotional Involvement Mean to You." In
dust r:ial Marketing, May, 1959. For somewhat more recent 
writings see: Hector Lazo, "Emotional Aspects of Indus
trial Buying", in American Marketing Association Fall 
Conference Proceedings (1960); Louis E. Boone and Robert 
E. Stevens "Emotional Motives in the Purchase of Indus
trial Goods: Historically Considered," Journal of Pur
chasing, August, 1970; and Guy R. Banville, "Source Se
lection Motives of Industrial Buyers in Purchasing Resi
dential Building Materials," Southern Journal of Busi
ness (July, 1970). 

2 see for example: Gronhaug, Kjell, "Participation in 
Organizational Buying: Some Conceptual and Methodolo
logical Problems," and David T. Wilson, Research Ap
proaches to Multi-participant Decision Processes," in 
H. Keith Hunt, (Ed.) Advances in Consumer Research, Vol. 
V, Proceedings of the Eigh Annual Conference of the 

Association for Consumer Research, 1977. 

In spite of such recognition and emphasis on individual 
factors, the industrial buyer behavior literature is 
devoid of any systematic empirical investigations of the 
relationship between industrial buyer psychologicalmake 
up and the product he/she buys. Hence, the major pur
pose of this paper is to present the results of a re
search study dealing with the interrelationship between 
the industrial buyer self-concept and product-concept 
of the products he/she buys. 

Statement of Hypothesis 

Using Roger's definition of self-concept as quoted by 
Ruth C. Wylie, certain assumptions are made which pro
vide a background for the hypotheses of this study. 

According to Rogers, the self-concept may be thought of 
as "an organized configuration of perceptions of the 
self which are admissible to awareness. It is composed 
of such elements as the perceptions of one's character
istics and abilities; the ... concepts of the shelf in 
relation to others and the environment; the value qual
ities which are perceived as associated with experiences 
and objects; and goals and ideas which are perceived as 
having positive or negative valence" (Hylie, 1961). 

Drawing upon the definition of the self-concept, the 
following assertions appear logical: 

1. An industrial buyer, like any other human being, has 
a self-concept of himself. It is formed among other 
things, by his/her family background, education, level 
of experience, the size of his firm, reputation of his 
firm, his interaction with his peer group, superiors, 
buyers in competitive firms and salesmen. 

2. In addition to his self concept, an industrial buyer 
has a company concept. This is based on the idea that 
most organization men must have a congruent image of 
their firm in order to work with it effectively. 

3. In a dilemma between his loyalty to his personal 
goals and his company goals, an industrial buyer bases 
his purchasing decision on his personal goals if the 
risks are less. For cxamp le, i.n buying highly standard
ized products like office machines, since the risk of 
his judgment being questioned hy his superiors is less, 
a buyer has considerable latitude to choose a product on 
the basis of his self-concept rather than his company 
concept. 

4. Also, the degree of a buyer's self and product con
cepts, being consistent, may vary with the size of the 
organization. Buyers working with large firms may have 
a greater self-product concept congruence than buyers 
working for small firms. 

5. Buyers who make their purchasing decisions on the 

basis of their company concepts will have a treater de
gree of company-product congruence. Such buyers may be 
called "company loyal buyers". 

The problem of this study may be stated as follows: 
When price, performance, and service are similar, an 
industrial buyer is likely to make his purchasing de

cision on a non-objective basis. Furthermore, being 
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concerned with his self-enhancement and self-maintenance, 

he tends to make his final choices on the basis of his 
self-concept rather than his company concept. However, 
those who are highly loyal to their firm may exhibit a 
greater congruence between their company and product 
concepts than between their self and product concepts. 

Thus, given a proper measuring technique which is valid, 
reliable, objective, and sensitive, and considering the 
assumptions which are made earlier, the following hypo
thesis is postulated for an empirical test: 

In buying highly standardized products such as office 
machines, industrial buyers or purchasing agents exhibit 
greater congruence between the self and product concepts 
than their company and product concepts. This relation
ship may vary by size of the firm. 

Research Methodology 

To gather data for testing the above stated hypothesis, 
the semantic differential technique was utilized. The 
semantic differential furnishes a general descriptive 
model, but for each research, depending upon its objec
tives, the researcher has to establish his own set of 
bi-polar adjectives effective for his study. 

From the list of fifty adjectives which were originally 
factor analyzed by Osgood and his associates for evalua
tive, potency, and activity features, it was decided to 
select the ten best which can be commonly used to eval
uate an industrial buyer's self, company and product 
concepts. An experimental procedure has been adopted to 
determine the ten most common adjectives. Two groups of 
business majors at a State University in Southeast U.S. 
were selected as subjects for the experiment. Theywere 
given a mimeographed sheet consisting of fifty adjec
tives listed in the first column, forty blanks in the 
second column, thirty in the third column, twenty and 
ten in the fourth and fifth columns. The blanks were to 
be completed by the students. 

The students were instructed to assume themselves to be 
purchasing agents of some well-known company and from 
the list of fifty adjectives then choose the ten best 
which describe their concept or image. The method of 
selection yielded a forced choice of the final ten in 
order of sequence. Thus, the students had to think 
about their company and pick forty adjectives from the 
fifty given in the list. Next, they chose thirty from 
the list of forty. This procedure was continued until 
they obtained the ten adjectives which they feld best 
described their firm. 

Using a similar procedure, the ten adjectives which best 
described a particular product which the purchasing 
agent has recently purchased were selected. Last, using 
the same procedure ten adjectives were selected to use 
in determining how they feel about themselves. 

Thus, a total of thirty adjectives, some of course being 
duplicates, were found. Out of these, ten adjectives 
were finally selected on the basis of their high fre
quency of occurance. Following Osgood's classification, 
the ten adjectives selected for the experiment were 
categorized as follows: 

Evaluative: 

GOOD 
VALUABLE 
PLEASANT 
HONEST 
BEAUTIFUL 

Potency: 

STRONG 
HEALTHY 

Activity: 

SHARP 
ACTIVE 
FAST 

Opposite adjectives were attached to each of the ten 
adjectives, 

Utilizing the above ten adjectives, a questionnaire was 
constructed for surveying the industrial buyers. The 
major objective of the questionnaire was to obtain the 
necessary information from the office equipment buyers 
with regard to their self, company, and product concepts. 
Three sets of semantic differential scales using theten 
bi-polar adjectives set on a seven-point scale were des
ignated. For data processing convenience and for added 
attraction, each concept scale was printed on a differ
ent color paper. In order to avoid "order bias", the 
order of the adjectives was randomly placed. For the 
same reason, when mailing the data sheets the order of 
colors was changed for every fifty members in the list. 
Eight objective questions were interspersed on the data 
sheets. The purpose of these questions is twofold: 
First, to obtain additional information about the buyer 
in regard to the kind of business he is in, the size of 
the firm by employees, his educational background, the 
number of years on the job, and his designation. This 
information will also verify the fact that the indus
trial buyers represent a cross-section of firms. 
Secondly, by inserting the questions between the concept 
evaluation sheets the attention of the respondents was 
distracted from the bias effect. The questionnaire was 
pretested with a group of fifteen buyers working for fif
teen different firms in a Southeastern city. 

For purposes of constructing a national sample, the 
Chairman of the Office Equipment Buyer Group of the Na
tional Association of Purchasing Management was ap
proached. With his cooperation a list of 300 office 
equipment buyers was obtained. These buyers represented 
a good cross-section of firms in the United States. One 
hundred and eighty responses had been received account
ing for sixty percent of the initial mailings. However, 
only 141 responses were considered usable which is almost 
fifty percent of the original mailings. 

Data Analysis and Research Findings 

The data obtained utilizing the semantic differential 
technique may be analyzed via various statistical meth
ods. Choosing statistical tools for analysis depends on 
the objectives of the researcher. For this research 0~ 
good's D measure is used to evaluate the similarities 
among several concepts as judged by an individual or a 
group. The smaller the D score between two concepts, 
the closer the concepts are considered to be in meaning. 
A D score of zero therefore indicates complete congruity. 
On the other hand, the larger the D score, the farther 
apart in meaning the two concepts are (Osgood, 1957). 
In this study, the D measure is employed to evaluate th3 
congruence that exists among buyers' company-product (D 1), 
self-product (D 2) and self-company (D3) concepts. Uti
lizing D1 , D? and D3 to evaluate the effects of the size 
of firm, two-types of analyses were performed. First, 
D scores of large, medium and small firm buyers were 
analyzed. Second the D mean score differences are tes
ted for significance using non-parametric measures. 

D Score Analysis 

A. Individual D Score comparison. Of sixty-four large 
firms buyers, thirty-three indicated company-product 
congruence, twenty-five, self-product congruence, and 
six buyers had equal values for their D1 and D2 . Thus, 
it appears that among large firm buyers, company-product 

congruence is dominant. 

Among sixty-six medium sized firm buyers, thirty-two 
buyers indicated self-product congruence; thirtycompany
product congruence; and four had equal values for their 
D and D2 scores. The medium sized firm buyers, thus, 
s~owed a marginal preference for self-product congruenca 
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Of eleven small firm buyers, seven indicated company
product congruence and four showed self-product congru
ence. Although company-product congruent buyers exceed 
the self-product congruent buyers, the sample size is 
not large enough to draw meaningful conclusions. 

Thus, by actual numbers, large firm buyers show company
product congruence; medium sized firm buyers, self-pro
duct congruence; and small firm buyers show company-pro
duct congruence, these relationships, however, have 
shown considerable change '"hen the average D values of 
buyers from these three groups are compared. 

B. Comparison of D1 and D2 averages. Table l presents 
D averages of large, medium, and small firm buyers. Ac
cording to Osgood, the difference between two D averages 
for a group should be at least .SO to be considered as 
statistically significant at the .OS level (Osgood, 1957). 
The D1 (company-product) average of 3.7S88 for large 
firm 6uyers shows only a minor difference from the n2 
(self-product) average of 3.7469. Since this difference 
of .0119 is not significant, the large firm buyers indi
cate about equal self-product and company-product con
gruences. 

The medium sized firm buyers' D1 average of 3.8401 com
pread to the D average of 3.9156 shows only a differ
ence of .07SS, 2and this is not statistically signifi
cant. Thus, medium sized form buyers too indicate about 
equal self and company-product congruences. 

Small firm buyers' n1 average of 2.9379 is .Sl73 less 
than their D average of 3.45S2. Utilizing Osgood's cri
terion, as s~ated earlier, this difference is statistic
ally significant at the .OS level. The small firm buyers 
thus tend to demonstrate greater company-product congru
ence. 

In summary, large medium sized firm buyers did not show 
significant differences between their D1 and n2 averages 
suggesting that both large and medium s1zed firm buyers 
on the average considers their self and company-product 
identification to be about the same. Small firm buyers, 
however, showed significant difference between their 
self-product and company-product congruence. Since 
their n1 mean is smaller than their D2 mean, they show 
greater company-product congruence. 

C. ~c;ompar ison o_f_J.ll (self-company) congruence. In all 
three sizes of firms, a majority of buyers exhibited 
greater self-company congruence than company or self
product congruence. Furthermore, self-company congru
ence appears to be inversely related to the size of the 
firm. Thus as shown in Figures l, 2 and 3, the 0 3 rela
tionship seems to decrease as the size of firm increases 
suggesting that large flrm buyers tend to exhibit less 
self-company congruence than medium and small firm buy
ers. This comparison is made by considering the n3 val
ues of large, medium, and small firm buyers. ~len com
pared to D1 and n2 values of buyers Ln each classifica
tion, the n3 values appear to be invariably smaller. 

Table 1 

Self-Product, Company-Product, and Self-Company 
Congruences of Large, rledium, and Smnll Firm Buyers 

Size of Compcmy- Self- Self-
Firm " ProJuc t (Ill) P rocluct (D2) Company (D3) 

Large 64 3.7588 3.7469 3.S24l 

Medium 66 3.9lS6 3. 84 0 l 3.4458 

Small l l 2.9379 3.4552 3 .l50S 
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Figure l 

Self, Company, and Product Concepts 
of Large Firm Buyersa 

Self-Product 
Congruency 
D2 ~ 3.7469 

Company-Product 
Congruency 

Self-Company Congruency 
D3 ~ 3.S241 

D1 ~ 3. 7588 

aD mean values are obtained from Table l . 

Figure 2 

Self, Company, and Product r.oncepts 
of Medium Firm Buyersa 

Self-Product 
Congruency 
D2 ~ 3.8401 

Company-Product 
Congruency 
Dl = 3.9156 

Self-Company Congruency 
n3 ~ 3.44S8 

aD mean values are obtained from Table 1 . 

Figure 3 

Self, Company, and Product Concepts 
of Small Firm Buyersa 

Product r 

Self-Product 
Congruency 
D2 = 3.4SS2 

Self-Company 
D = 

3 

aD mean values are obtained 

Company-Product 
Congruency 
D1 = 2.9379 

Congruency 
3.150S 

from Table l . 



Figures 1, 2 and 3 illustrate the over-all picture of 
all congruency relationships among buyers by size of 
their firm. These figures are self-explanatory. For 
large and medium sized firm buyers, Figures 1 and 2 are 
almost the same in all three dimensions, i.e., D1 , D2 , 
and n3 . For small firm buyers, however, Figure 3 de
picts all three D mean values as less than those of 
large and medium sized firm buyers. This is reflected 
in the relatively smaller size of Figure 3. 

D Mean Score Differences 

According to Osgood, since the distribution of D is not 
known, non-parametric tests such as Wilcoxon's T and 
Mann-Whitney U may be substituted for the usual normal 
curve statistics such as Student's t or Chi-square. Non
parametric tests do not assume any distribution with re
gard to data. For this reason, they are considered to 
be less powerful than the t or Chi-square tests. It has 
become necessary to use these tests at this juncture be
cause of the unknown nature of D distribution. 

Two types of non-parametric tests are used: (1) Wilcox
on's T, and (2) Mann-Whitney U. Both these T and U dis
tributions approach the normal distribution as the sam
ple size increases. For a sample size greater than 
twenty, both T and U statistics lend themselves to nor
mal Z transformation. With reference to the data, the 
D values of large, medium, and small firm buyers have to 
be tested for significant differences. Since these 
tests are to be conducted for the same group, Wilcoxon's 
T is used. This is a non-parametric substitute for the 
t-ratio matched pairs analysis. The second series of 
tests are to be conducted for differences among the D 
values of large and small, large and medium, and medium 
and small sized firm buyers. Since these tests are be
tween two independent samples, Mann-Hhitney U test is 
used. 

1. Results of the T tests. Table 2 presents there
sults of Wilcoxon's T tests. According to these analy
sis, it is found that there are no significant differen
ces between n1 and n2 , n2 and n3 , and D1 and n3 values 
of large firm buyers. The medium sized firm buyers too 
did not show significant differences between their n1and 
n2 , and n2 and D1 values. However, their o2 (self-pro
duct) and o3 (Self-company) congruence scores show a 
significant difference at the .01 level. The ZT value 
for this is 3. 56. Small firm buyers display greater 
company-product congruence than their self-product con
gruence indicating a significant difference either be
tween their n2 and o3 or between their o1 and n3 values. 

Thus, the results of T tests indicate significant dif
ferences between n1 and n2 only among small firm buyers. 
This finding, however, must be cautiously viewed because 
of the small sample size of this group of buyers. 

2. Results of the U Tests. Table 3 presents the re
sults of the Mann-Whitney U tests. These tests are con
ducted to find whether large, medium, and small firm 
buyers differ in their n1 , o2 , and n3 relationships. 

Comparison between large and small firm buyers showed 
significant differences in their n1 and o3 values at the 
.05 and .10 levels. Large and medlum sized firm buyers, 
however, did not show significant differences in their 
n1 or n3 values, but showed significant difference be
tween their self-product congruence scores. Medium and 
small firm buyers showed significant differences at the 
.01 to .02 levels on all three congruency measures. 

Thus, the differences among large, medium, and small 
firm buyers in the degree to which the buyers perceive 
congruence between self-product, company-product, and 
self-company concepts are shown to be significant in six 

Firm 

Large 

Table 2 

Results of Wilcoxon's T Tests 

N 

64 

Matched 
Pairs 

40 

~T Valuesa 

.60 1.22 •.98 

Medium 66 40 1.23 3.56*** 1.02 

Small 11 9 

**Sigpificant at .02 level 
***Significant at .01 level 

T Values 

23** 16 10 

aFar sample size greater than twenty, Z transformation 
is used. 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

Table 3 

Results of Mann-Whitney U Testsa 

Company- Self- Self-
Product Product Company 

Firms N1 + N2 (Dl) (D2) (D3) 

Large-
Small 77 1.88** 1.15 1.70* 

Large-
Medium 130 .92 2.89*** .62 

Medium-
Small 75 6.01*** 3.01*** 2. 03*11 

*Significant at .10 level 
**Significant at .05 level 
i•/ISignificant at . 02 level 

***S ignif ican t at . 01 level 

aSince N is greater than twenty, Z transportation is used 

* * * * * * * * * * * 
of the nine comparisons. Four of the six significant 
comparisons involve medium sized firms as is shown in 
Table 3 and also illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. 

Implications of the D Score Analysis 

Figures 1 , 2 and 3 , as shown earlier, present the summary 
information obtained from the analysis of D scores of 
large, medium, and small firm buyers. As evident from 
the analysis, only small firm buyers tend to show differ
ences in their D values while little difference is shown 
among the D values of large and medium sized firm buyers. 

The fact that small firm buyers are more company-product 
congruent needs an explanation. Perhaps, small firm 
managements closely supervise the purchasing decisions 
of their buyers rather then their counter-parts in large 
medium sized firms. Because of this, the small firm buy
ers might always show a greater concern over how their 
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decisions of their buyers rather than their counter

parts in large medium sized firms. Because of this, the 

small firm buyers might always show a greater concern 

over how their decisions are evaluated by their manage

ments. Furthermore, the data also indicates a relative

ly greater self-company congruence among small firm buy
ers. It is conceivable that an individual working for a 

small firm can more or less see how well his performance 

plays a crucial part in the success of his firm. On the 

other hand, an executive of a larger firm is perhaps too 

specialized on his particular job and therefore may fail 

to realize his contribution to the success of his firm 

as clearly as the small firm executive does. 
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A PROBLEM IN INDUSTRIAL MARKETING MANAGEMENT: 
THE OVER-UNDER PHENOMENON 

Beheruz N. Sethna, Clarkson College 

Abstract 

Managers at all levels are called upon to give subjec
tive estimates of the probability of occurrence of 
events (e.g., in PERT, '.n setting of sales targets, 
etc.). The over-under effect is a phenomenon which 
causes people to over-estimate the probability of 
occurrence of events with relatively low objective 
probabilities and under-estimate probabilities of 
events with relatively high objective probability of 
occurrence. Therefore, it becomes necessary for the 
decision analyst to know the relationship between 
objective probabilities and subjective estimates, and 
whether the favorability of the outcome may change this 
relationship. 

In this paper, the over-under phenomenon has been stud
ied for neutral, favorable and unfavorable outcomes. 
The main contribution of this paper is the inclusion 
of a theoretical justification for the existence of the 
effect and its dependence on the favorability of the 
outcome. 

Introduction 

Decision making, under conditions of uncertainty, is a 
major part of managerial activity. PERT Analysis, the 
setting of targets of various kinds, marketing mix 
decisions, are but a few examples of such decisions, 
in which the subjective estimation of probability plays 
a major role. Although such subjective estimation is 
not restricted to Industrial Marketing Management, its 
importance in industrial marketing cannot be under
estimated. 

Obviously, irrespective of the sophistication of the 
decision analysis performed by managers or researchers, 
the results can only be as good as the subjective esti
mates used as an input to the model or process. There
fore, it becomes exceedingly important to be able to 
refine these estimates of probability provided by 
managers or experts in the field. As the literature in 
utility theory explains, when a decision-maker assesses 
the subjective probability of the occurrence of some 
event, we find that the assessment is individual
specific, and we can describe this individual as risk
averse, risk-seeking, or neutral. Similarly, the 
assessment of probabilities depends, in general, on the 
individuals perception of the situation. 

To summarize the previous paragraphs, any refinement of 
subjective estimates of probabilities used as input to 
a decision-analysis procedure, will help to improve 
significantly the quality of the results. The assess
ment of probabilities is individual-specific and 
situation-specific and so must be researched in the 
appropriate context. The objective of this paper is 
to provide a method to help refine the estimation of 
subjective probabilities to be used in managerial 
decision-making. 

The over-under effect is a phenomenon which h:os been 
found to occur under a variety of conditions in which 
people consistently over-estimate the probability of 
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occurrence of events with relativelv low objective 
probabilities and under-estimate probabilities of 
events with relatively high objective probabilities of 
occurrence. If this phenomenon does in fact exist, it 
has implications for Decision Analysis under Uncer
tainty because the decision-maker is continuously 
called upon to make subjective assessments of the prob
ability of occurrence of events, which by the over
under effect, will not be equal (in general) to the 
actual objective probabilities. It is therefore 
necessary for the analyst to know the relationship 
between the objective probability and the subjective 
estimate of the manager (or the person in the field -
e.g., the salesman) who makes the estimate on the basis 
of the information available to him. 

Further, if this effect is different, depending upon 
whether the outcome (the probability of which is being 
estimated) is seen as neutral, favorable or unfavorabl~ 
it again has implications for the decision analyst 
because he must know the objective-subjective prob
ability relationship corresponding to the type (degree 
of favorability) of outcome anticipated. In the 'real 
world' of decision-making, it is very likely that an 
outcome of an event will have favorable or unfavorable 
connotations attached to it. n.ough the over-under 
phenomenon has been studied by a number of researchers 
(Preston and Baratta (~8), Attneave (~3), Howard (~3), 
McGlothlin 06), Griff 1 th (49), etc.), there has been 
little more than a passing reference to the phenomenon 
under conditions of favorability or unfavorability. 
Therefore, the need was seen for such a comparative 
study. This study is not intended to derive a math
ematical relationship between subjective and objective 
probabilities under different conditions of favor
ability but rather to show that the favorability of 
the outcome may well prove to be an important variable 
in the determination of the subjective-objective 
probability relationship. 

Objective 

The objectives of this study are therefore: 

(i) To show the existence of the over-under effect. 

(ii) To study the over-under phenomenon under condi
tions of neutral, favorable and unfavorable 
outcomes. 

The hypothesis is that the relationship between sub
jective and objective probabilities will be different 
if there is a favorable or unfavorable connotation to 
the outcome, rather than a neutral connotation. 

~le thodol ogy 

The Questionnaire 

To study the over-under phenomenon with Neutral out
comes, the respondents (the sample is described in the 
next section) were asked to give their subjective 
estimates of the frequency of oc.::urrence of words of 
different letter lengths (in a tvpical New York Times 
editorial) and this was compared with the objective 
frequency of occurrence. The actual question asked is 



given in Appendix A (Qs. 1-4). The group of respond
ents being a well-read, literate group residing i.n New 
York City, it appears to be a valid assumption that the 
amount of information the subjects had, on which to 
make the estimates, was considerable. 

To study the effect under conditions of favorable and 
unfavorable outcomes, the task was somewhat more diffi
cult. The approach used was to offer a succession of 
favorable and unfavorable hypothetical gambles and ask 
for an estimate of how much the subject would be 
willing to pay to buy the favorable lottery or to get 
rid of the unfavorable lottery, as the case may be. 
The actual questions asked are reproduced in Appendix A 
(Qs. 5-9 for favorable outcomes and Qs. 10-14 for 
unfavorable outcomes). From this, the subjective prob
ability estimates assigned to the outcomes by the 
subjects were computed (Shown in Appendix B). This 
computation was possible by assuming (i) a Subjective 
Expected Utility criterion of choice and (ii) a 
linearity assumption of utility, i.e., in the $1- $6 
range of gains or losses offered, utility is a linear 
function of the dollar amount. [U($X) ~ K.X; for all 
-$6<X<$6] These assumptions are intuitively acceptable 
and-h-;;-ve been found to be empirically validated in a 
number of previous studies. A sample computation is 
given below. 

For a favorable outcome: 

Subjective probability of $5 gain ~ p 

and subjective probabilitY of Sl gain ~ (1-p) 

Then, by the above assumptions, the subjective expected 

utility 

S.E.U. p.S + (1-p) . 1 

The amount that tbe subject would be willing to 
spend for this lottery (his subjective response), 

X ~ p. 5 + (1-p) l 

(1) 
x-1 

••. p ~ 5-l 

Equation l yields the subjective probability for each 
response X. A similar computation can be done for 
unfavorable outcomes. At the end of the questionnaire, 
two questions were thrown in just for interest, to 
assess subjective probabilities of verv rare, and very 
favorable (winning the New York State Lottery) and very 
unfavorable (being struck dead by lightning) events. 
The actual questions asked are reproduced in Appendix A 
(l)s. 15 and 16). 

The Sample 

The experiment was conducted on a sample of Ph.D. can
didates in Business. This has the advantage of homo
geneity, but leaves the study exposed to th~ criticism 
of external reU.abilitv. This is not a senous draw
back, however, since the purpose of the study is to 
study the over-under phenomenon, and not to derive an 
empi~ical relationship generalizable to the U.S. 
Population. The effects of the phenomenon is, in 
general, a function of the group and is not easily 
generalizable anyway. 

Another problem associated with using Ph.D. candidates 
is that thev attempt to perform expected value calcu
lations. T~e instructions emphasized that they should 
not do this. In spite of this, two respondents did so 
for a few answers. However, their rough calculations 
on the answer sheets and their exact answers pointed 
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them up clearly and these two sets of responses were 
discarded. To reduce the likelihood of respondents 
making computations rather than give subjective 
responses, the questions were read out to them with 
the numbers given to the respondents. (Pre-tests 
showed that the respondents' comprehension of the 
questions were markedly higher when the questions were 
administered in this manner.) This gave the oppor
tunity to control the time allowed for each question 
and therefore prevented the computation of expected 
value of the gamble. 

Results 

The results are given in Appendix B. Figure l shows 
the results for neutral, favorable and unfavorable 
outcomes. The graphs for neutral outcomes is as 
expected. It shows the existence of the over-under 
effect. (Relatively low probabilities are over
estimated and relatively high probabilities are under
estimated.) The intersection with the 45° line, where 
subjective probability ~ objective probability, is at 
p ~ 0.20, which is consistent with the results of past 
researchers (Preston and Baratta (~8), Attneave (~3)). 

The curves for the favorable and unfavorable outcomes 
are, in fact, different from the one for neutral out
comes, as was hypothesized. Therefore, it does appear 
from this experiment, that the over-under effect is 
considerably modified by the favorability/unfavorability 
of the outcome. 

Summing up this section, it seems clear that (i) the 
over-under effect exists for all three types of out
comes; and (ii) there is a difference in the over-under 
effect for neutral events as contrasted to unfavorable 
and favorable outcomes. In the next section some 
possible theoretical underpinnings will be discussed, 
which may explain why this phenomenon occurs. 
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Although the over-under phenomenon has been studied by 
a number of researchers, there are few references to 
the theoretical reasons behind this effect. (Notable 
among these is Nelson's Adaptation-Level Theory which 



show that the intersection point will be at the geo
metric mean; and Attneave's arguments for it to be 
closer to the arithmetic mean). In this section we 
shall attempt to provide some theoretical underpinnings 
to the observed phenomenon. It is not intended to 
develop an entire theory but merely to give a theore
tical understanding of the phenomenon and possible 
reasons for its existence. 

If there were no over-under effect, the relationship 
between subjective (S.P.) and objective (O.P.) prob
abilities would be the 45° line as shown in Figure 2a, 
l.e. S.P. = (O.P.), where the slope of the line = 1. 
Now, let us examine the effects that cause this rela
tionship to change to S.P. =a+ b(O.P.) as shown in 
Figure 2b. 

S.P.I /~ • O.P. 

l£__ 
I // /.s.P.• a..-b•(O.P.) 

tc= 
S.P. 

O.P. O.P. 
FIGURE .'a FIGURE 2b 

There are two distinct effects: 

a. The 'a' Effect: This causes the value of S.P. 
at O.P. = 0 to be something other than zero -- a 
positive value 'a'. At very low probabilities, 
the estimator cannot bring himself to say that 
the probability is in fact so low. This is a 
"play-it-safe" effect or the "possibility" 
effect. In the estimator's mind, there is 
always a "possibility" of the effect occuring, 
which clouds the issue of how probable it in 
fact is. 

b. The 'b' Effect: If the'a' effect were the only 
effect there would be no reason to believe that 
the line would not shift upwards parallel to 
the original line i.e., the new line would still 
have a slope 1. However, there is another 
effect which causes the estimator to "devalue" 
the experience he has in terms of objective 
probabilities. We can call it the "devaluation" 
effect. It is a result of not giving a 100% 
weightage to the accumulated experience in the 
estimator's mind. This may be an unconscious 
effect or a deliberate lack of effort to draw 
on the mental data available because of the 
effort involved. It results because of not 
placing total reliance on past experiences 
(which closely approaches objective probability). 
The slope of the line, therefore, is no lon~er 
1 (100%) but is devalued by a factor 'b' (<1). 

The net effect of the 'a' effect and the 'b' 
effect is to change the form of the line from 
S.P. = 1 (O.P.) to (S.P.) =a+ b(O.P.) as 
shown in Figure 3. 
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Implications and Applications 

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the decision 
analyst would find it useful to know the relationship 
between objective probabilities and subjective esti
mates under conditions of neutral, favorable and 
unfavorable outcomes. For a particular manager or 
group of managers who are called upon to give subjec
tive estimates of the probability of occurence of 
events (e.g., PERT and other planning procedures), the 
analyst may find a particular relationship which he can 
use in his computations. Alternatively, he may find 
(as is sometimes suspected) that the manager is behav
ing more "rationally" (his S.P./O.P. line is closer to 
the 45° line) for unfavorable outcomes and so can pose 
the problem to him as an event with an unfavorable 
outcome. These are just one or two of the applications 
possible. In any event, it has been shown that it is 
useful for the decision analyst to be cognizant of this 
phenomenon under conditions of neutrality, favorability 
and unfavorability. 

Appendix A 

The Questionnaire 

Instructions 

1. In all following questions which mention the toss 
of a coin, it is a fair coin that is referred to, 
i.e., the probability of a Head or a Tail corning up 
in each toss = 1/2. Naturally, if there are two 
consecutive tosses (we assume independent tosses) 
the probability of two consecutive head = 1/4 or, 
in other words, to get on Head in one toss is more 
likely than to get two Heads out of two Tosses 
which is much more probable than getting six Heads 
in six Tosses. 

2. In no question are you expected to calculate any 
"Expected Value." You are requested to put down 
your impression or feeling. There is no "right" 
answer to the question - the right answer is your 
subjective feeling. 

3. You are given 5 - 10 seconds to answer each ques
tion. Naturally, this will not give you time to 
make any calculations, as you are not expected to 
do any. So please listen to the question carefully 
and note down your subjective response. 

Qs. 1 - 4 

In the average 1000-word paragraph in the New York 
Times editorial, how many words would you expect to 
find of length 1-6 letters? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

\,lord Length 
(# of letters in a word) 

1 - 6 

7 - 9 

10 - 12 

> 13 

II of such words in 
an average 1000 word 
paragraph 

1000 



Qs. 5 - 9 

Q.5: You are offered the option of buying a lottery 
which has the following characteristics: A fair 
coin is flipped. If it comes up Heads, you win 
$5; if it comes up Tails, you win $1. What is 
the maximum amount for which you will be willing 
to buy this lottery? 

Qs. 6-9: are of the same type, only each has a dif
ferent probability of a win. The details are 
tabulated in Appendix C. 

Qs. 10-14 

Q.lO: Somehow, you find yourself in the possession of 
an unfavorable lottery: A coin is tossed once. 
If a Head comes up, you will have to~ me $6. 
If a Tail comes up, you will have to E2Z~ $1. 
The only way you can get out of this situation is 
to pay someone to take it away from you. What 
is the maximum amount you will be prepared to pay 
to get rid of it? 

Qs. 11-14: are of the same type, only each has a dif
ferent probability of a $6 loss. The details are 
tabulated in Appendix C. 

Q.lS: What is the probability of your being struck dead 
by lightning? 

Q.l6: What is the probability of your winning the New 
York State Lottery (if you buy a ticket)? 

wore! Length 

1. 1 - 6 

2. 7 - 9 

3. 10 - 12 

4. ~ 13 

Event 

lH in 1 Toss 

2 Hs in 2 Tosse• 

6 H.s in 6 Tosses 

Anything but 
2Hs in 2 Tosses 

Anything hue 
~6Hs in 6 ':'osses 

15, Ll.ghtning 

APPENDIX B: RESULTS 

(Means for all respondents) 

Subjective Prob. 
of occ'.lrrence 

Objective Frequancy 

0.6408 

0.2304 

0.0892 

0.0396 

Favorable 

~ 
Computed 
Subj.Prob. 

1(5) . 3333 

(6) .1438 

(7) .0250 

I 
(8) .5132 

(9) • 7': ... 71 

o. 713 

0.209 

0.070 

0.006 

Unfavorable 
0utCOIMS 

Caaputad 
Subj.Prob. 

(10) . 3400 

(ll) .1708 

(12) .0333 

(13) .5373 

(14) . 7383 

Cbjectiv.t 
Probabilit 

.5000 

.2500 

.il156 

• 7500 

.9844 

Subj. Estimate Obj. Prob. 

-s 
2.58 X 10 

16. New 'fork State Lottery -· l.085x 10 

1 X 10-6 

,J X 10-6 
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IMPROVING RISK ANALYSIS IN UNSTABLE POLITICAL CLIMATES 

David M. Dougherty, University of Texas at El Paso 
Christine Specter, George Washington University 

Abstract 

This paper presents intervention analysis as a tech -
nique to forecast the rate of change in the growth of 
real Gross National Product in countries which have 
experienced unstable political climates as an indicator 
of marketing opportunities. Intervention models were 
constructed and analyzed in relation to the impact of 
political or intervening events in ten countries. Op
erational strategies appropriate to certain events and 
their classifications were clearly indicated. 

Introduction 

Econometric forecasting processes in the service of in
ternational marketing/strategic planning almost always 
assume that the uncontrollable environmental variables 
are constant for the period under analysis (Parsons & 
Schultz, 1976). Sales response models based on such 
assumptions may suffice for the stable, mature markets, 
but their employment is questionable in Africa, Asia, 
Latin America, and parts of Europe. Unstable or devel
oping countries are susceptible to abrupt political 
disturbances and turning points which have significant 
impact on national economic trends. In such environ
ments political factors cannot be treated realistically 
as constants. Traditional techniques, incapable of in
corporating a quantification of such a variable, have 
required the decision-maker to handle the. impact of po
litical events subjectively and separately. 

Intervention analysis, offers the possibility of im
proved risk analysis to those decision-makers who must 
operate in the international arena (Box & Jenkins, 
1976, Box & Tiao, 1975). This article discusses a pro
totype study which examined the potential application 
of intervention analysis to the task of providing an 
econometric model sensitive to exogenous politcal-mana
gerial events. 

Background 

Developing countries frequently have relatively unsta
ble political climates but offer substantial marketing 
opportunities. They range from booming nations like 
Brazil to backward countries such as Chad or the Mal
dives. Some, such as the Middle East oil exporters, 
even have higher per capita incomes than European coun
tries, but nomally "North" and "South" are broadly 
synonymous with "rich" and "poor" or "developed" and 
"developing"(Brandt, et al, 1980). Many of the less 
developed countries, especially those classified as 
middle-income developing countries, show the highest 
prospects for growth over the next decade. Their aver
age growth rate through 1990 is estimated to be close 
to 6% per year (Acharya, 1979). This general statement 
of growth prospects aggregates those countries which 
will achieve growth above 6% with those which will ex
perience economic contractions. The process of dis
tinguishing the winners from the losers is particularly 
difficult considering the impact that political events 
can have on forecasts of trends within these economies. 
The importance of developing countries to international 
marketing corporations is due to two major factors; 
economic growth in developing countries tends to be 
synonymous with marketing opportunities, and economic 
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growth reduces resistance in developing countries to 
marketing efforts by foreign or multinational corpora
tions (Keegan, 1974). 

The technique of intervention analysis has been shown 
to be applicable in those cases where discrete exoge
nous state variables could be isolated (Box & Tiao, 
1975; Wichern & Jones, 1977; Levy, Klein & Johnson, 
1978). Each state variable is studied with respect to 
its effect in past (known) situations and a model is 
constructed which reflects the variable under analysis 
across time. Each model is used as an independent sca
lar series either for regression analysis or some other 
forecasting technique. Such models may have many forms 
e.g., exponential or linear, either increasing or de
creasing. 

This study tested the hypothesis that the impact of 
certain political events would cause characteristic 
rEaction patterns in real growth in Gross National Pro
duct (GNP). These quantifiable patterns could provide 
a tool capable of forecasting the direction and magni
tude of changes in many economic environments in which 
multinational corporations operate. 

Data Collection and Analysis 

Initially twenty countries sharing the classification 
of "unstable political states" were selected for ana
lysis based upon available data and geographic diver
sity. Real GNP growth was seen as the best series for 
securing a dynamic picture of their economic attract
iveness to those engaged in international business 
(Roback, Simmonds, Zwick, 1977). Data 6Vailability 
for even this single series was disappointing, and a 
number of countries were dropped from the analysis due 
to iDadequate data. 

The ten countries chosen for further study on the ba
sis of available cata were: Chile, Greece, India, 
Indonesia, the Phillipines, Portugal, Rhodesia, South 
Africa, South Korea and Spain. Rate of annual real GNP 
grcwth from 1950-1977 were smoothed to discount random 
disturbancEs in thE GNP series and to reflect turning 
point impact. A three-year non-weighted moving aver
age was constructed from the data obtained from the 
Agency for International Development and the Interna
tional Monetary Fund. The average was placed on the 
initial time period as it was hypothesized that inter
vening events would have the most impact in the year of 
occurrence and less in the following two. Actual GNP 
values were not used due to scaling problems in compar
ing event reactions across national boundaries. With 
the decision to use percentage change in GNP, smoothing 
became even more important considering the increased 
volatility of the percentage change in the smaller eco
nomies. 

The smoothed series were analyzed in relation to an in
depth study of the countries' histories over the twen
ty-five year period. Political turning points and in
tervening events were pinpointed for each country by 
analyzing each historical event and its impact on the 
political structure. Only those events which were seen 



as having a mid- to long- term impact on the national 
economy were considered. The following events were 
identified as visibly affecting the rate of real GNP 
growth: Rise and Reign of a Strong Leader, Decline of 
a Strong Leader, Internal Strife, Elitist Power Strug
gles, Socialistic Pervasion, and Military Seizure. 

Rise and Reign of a Strong Leader 

A figure of national prominence emerges who is able to 
control power groups in his country and capable of mo
bilizing the population in support of his policies. 

The rise of Premier Constantine Karamanlis to a position 
of power in Greece is one example of this event. Fol
lowing his resignation and reinstatement in 1958 the 
country experienced a period of rapid development and 
reconstruction. His influence continued to be felt un
til a series of elitist plots began in 1964. Karaman
lis returned to power in 1974 and the large parliamen
tary majority won by his party once again exemplified 
his position as a strong leader. 

Another example of such an occurrence can be seen in 
India during the period 1964-1969. National allegiance 
and support grew as Indira Gandhi rose to a position of 
national prominence and became Prime Minister in 1966. 

General Suharto, heDd of the Indonesian army, rose to 
power following an attempted coup by the pro-Peking 
Communist party in 1965. Suharto was named president in 
1968. Stability and tranquility continued almost unbro
ken through 1975. Despite the national oil company 
scEnd<cl arcd two coup attempts in 1976, Suharto was elec
ted to a third five-year term by the People's Consulta
tive Assembly in 1978. 

General Park Chung Hee became chairman of the ruling 
junta in South Korea in 1961. He was formally elected 
president in 1963 and a 1972 referendum provided more 
presidential powers and enabled him to be reelected an 
unlimited number of times. During his reign Korea 
achieved major gains toward industrialization and higher 
living standards. 

Decline of a Strong Leader 

As the leader loses his influence and control due to 
poor health or advanced age, the political system enters 
a period of uncertainty with concommitant economic in
stability. 

In 1961 rumors of Jawaharlal Nehru's deteriorating 
health began to undermine his position as a strong lead
er of India. The process of decline concluded in 1964 
when Nehru suffered a stroke from which he never fully 
recovered. 

Speculation regarding General Francisco Franco's ability 
to retain absolute power in Spain was aroused in 1971 
and 1972 with decrees which entrusted his powers to 
Prince Carlos (1971) and provided for a successor (1972). 
The Movimiento Nacional, a Francoist organization enjoy
ing a monopoly of political power, was not disbanded un
til 1977. 

Internal Strife 

This term describes the conflict between the masses and 
the group or individual in power as evidenced by civil 
disobedience or armed rebellion. 

The formation of the Republic of South Africa in 1961 
faced massive Black opposition. The policy of apartheid 
supports racial segregation; resistance from Blacks, 
Coloreds, and some White groups continually submerges 

and resurfaces with varying degrees of intensity. 

The 1970 constitution of Rhodesia provided for a repub
lic, a president, and a prime minister, but failed to 
give Black Rhodesians full representation. Negotiations 
between the government and Black groups failed to pre
vent confrontations and bloodshed until Black majority 
rule was firmly instituted. 

Elitist Power Struggles 

Groups represented in high levels of tbe governmental 
structure vie for control. Dispersed centers of power 
prohibit hegemony by any one group. The general popu
lation is not heavily involved. 

Greece experienced such a period of political maneuver
ing from 1964-1966 and again from 1972-1974. Members 
of opposing juntas jockeyed for power first to displace 
Karamanlis and in the second instance to overthrow the 
dictatorship of Colonel George Papadopoulos. 

India experienced similar disruption in 1969 when the 
leading Congress party split. Political groups strug
gles for control until 1977 when the opposition parties 
united in the Janata coalition to loosen the Congress 
party's grip on the national legislature. 

Socialistic Pervasion 

Attempts to substantively change the economic structure 
are directed toward extensive redistribution of wealth 
and government ownership of productive resources. The 
intensity of the occurrence ranged from gradual change 
to sharp redirection. 

Gradual change toward sociali.sm was characteristic of 
the Magsaysay experiments in the Phillipines during the 
period 1951 through 1958. 

The year 1968 signalled an end to Premier Salazar's 
reign in Portugal. Except for a brief intermission un
der General Spinola in 1974, the country carne under in
creasing influencP from the left. A series of national
izations occurred in 1975. Free elections the follow
ing year gave the Socialist party a parliamentary plur
ality. 

In 1970 a self-styled Xarxist named Salvador Allende 
Gossens became president of Chile. The Allende govern
ment engaged in widespread nationalizations and attempt
ed socialist economic programs. 

Military Seizure 

A military junta impc'ses an oligarchical power structure 
bending towards governmPnt direction over privately
owned economic factors. 

The military takeover led by Colonel George Papadopoulos 
in 1967 provides one exampl~. In this case, power was 
consolidated under a d i.ct;1torsh ip. While the Papado
poulos regime survived until 197], it was effectively 
stymied in 1971 by opposing groups. 

In 1973 a military junta seized control in Chile in the 
midst of chaos to "exterminate Marxism." The trend of 
nationalizations was halted and foregin investment and 
the formation of capital were encouraged. 

Model Construction 

The intervening events themseleves were modeled as to 
their effects on the predicted series. Each intervening 
event h<cs two components; a (0,1) variable (s) to show 
the existence of the intervening series, and the 
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function of the event over time (t) according to its 
expected effect. Each of these events was placed into 
thE general regression model. The step model, which is 
referred to as Model A is shown in Figure 1.1. 

FIGURE 1 
Intervention Models 

1.1 (Model A) 1. 2 (Model B) 
9 9 * 
8 8 * 
7 7 * 
6 6 * 
5 5 * 

W. 4 w. 4 * 
]t3 ]t3 * 

2 2 * 
1 * * * * * * * * * 1 * 
0* * * 0* * * 

0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
n n 

9 1.3 (Model C) 9 1.4 (Model D) 

8 8 * * 
.,. 

* 
7 7 * 
6 6 
5 * 5 
4 4 * 
3 

* 
3 

2 2 
1 * 1 
0* * * 0* * * 

0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
n n 

A linear model is shown in Figure 1.2, which may be in
creasing or decreasing depending on the sign of its re
gression coefficient. The appropriate function is: 

f(xj) = wjtsj} t 

where 

= n 

n 1,2,3, ••.. ,N 

This model is an arithmetic model and is labeled Model 
B. 

A Geometric model, Model C, is shown 
may be increasing or decreasing also 
sign of its regression coefficient. 
function is: 

in Figure 1,3, and 
depending on the 
Its appropriate 

where 

f(xj) = wjtsjJ t 

= w. 1 + n - 1 where n # 0 
J t-

An exponentially decreasing change model, Model D, is 
shown in Figure 1.4. This model may be increasing or 
decreasing depending on the sign of its regression co
efficient, and its appropriate function is: 

where 

and 

and 

f (x j) = w j t s j J t 

s = [: 
0 <c.< 1 

J 

S + w + c (w - w ) 
jt-1 j jt-1 jt-2 

where intervention x. occurs (e.g. 
where s goes from 0 to 1) 

otherwise 

The general linear model used in the analysis was of 

the form: 
Y(t) +I£ [f(x.) + B .skl1 t + e j=t J SJ :J) 

where 

where 

and 

f(xj) represents the model of the independent 
variable 

xj and f(xj) = wjtsj] t 

sj = [1 if xj exists 

0 otherwise 

in time period t 

w. represents the nth element in the series of 
Jn 

the intervening event x., n 1,2,3, .•. ,N 
J 

a Y(O) intercept 

b . 
XJ 

b. 
~ 

t 

e 

regression coefficient for the 
independent variable model f(x.) 

J 
regression coefficients for other 
variables 

time period 

error term 

A number of models were constructed for the intervening 
variables· fitting the general model described above. 

A simple step change is modelled through the use of the 
(0,1) variable s signifying the existence of an inter
vening event and its resulting independent series. In 
this case, 

f (x.) 
J 

where 

s. if the regression coefficient b. 
J J 

0. 

Obviously this model requires experimentation to deter
mine the appropriate value for c. and S. In this paper 
two values for S were chosen, 1 ~nd 4, and trials were 
run with c. equal to .25, .5 and .67. In general, S=4 
and c. = .d7 were found to give good results and were 
used for all six cases where Model D produced a closer 
fit of predicted versus actual than the other models. 
It is possible that the results could have been improved 
by allowing c. to vary for each j, but it was felt that 
this was not ~ppropriate due to the small number of 
cases in attempting to draw general influences. 

Testing, Results and Analysis 

Each variable was represented by all modes in various 
combinations in a series of step-wise multiple •regres
sion runs in order to determine which model exhibited 
the highest correlation to the dependent GNP series. 
Model D was superior for the Rise and Reign of a Strong 
Leader, Decline of a Strong Leader, Elitist Power Strug
gles, and Military Seizure. Model C was best for Soci
alistic Pervasions and Internal Strife. 

Following the individual country regression analyses, 
all of the countries were placed into a single series 
order to interpret the general or average effect of the 
events. The dependent variable was Percentage Change 
in GNP, and the independent variables were year, s. the 
(0,1) series existence variable, and the f(x.) coeffi-
cients for each intervening event. J 
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Model C's application must be viewed with some caution 
since there is no level or bound which is indicated for 
the effect of the intervening variable. Such a bound 



must exist, however, as it is patently impossible for 
the series to extend to infinity. A bound was not 
found in the analysis, probably due to the short length 
of time that the series Socialistic Pervasion and In
ternal Strife were present in the subject countries, 

All of the regression results were significant at the 
.025 level. 

The two regression coefficients for each event, b 1and 
b . were combined to produce a composite coeffici~rtt, 
b~~ This coefficient is particularly interesting with 
rJspect to its sign, since the anecdotal nature of the 
data prohibits general statistical conclusions. The 
b. represents the value of the intervening event's ef
fJct on the dependent series in the first year of its 
effect (i.e., the year of its occurrence). Three of 
the events exhibited a negative b. the Rise and Reign 
of a Strong Leader (-1.36), Militlry Seizure (-3.30), 
and Elitist Power Struggles (-1.49). One event's co
efficient was zero, Decline of a Strong Leader. Two 
events showed positive coefficients, Socilistic Per
vasion (2.59), and Internal Strife (2.16). 

It appears that when the growth rates are declining, 
a strong leader may emerge, a military takeover may oc
cur or elitist plots may take place. When the growth 
rate is increasing, the time is ripe for leftist emer
gence and the fomentation of internal strife. It must 
be remembered that the coefficients represent the ef
fects on the change in the GNP growth rate and not the 
GNP itself so there is no indication as to the abso
lute value of the GNP growth. The negative coefficient 
may take place on either positive or negative growth 
rates as may the positive coefficients. 

The model of the Rise and Reign L'f a Strong Leader can 
be viewed in conjunction with the Decline of a Strong 
Leader model. Since the Rise and R~>i;>;n was determined 
by Model D, it experiences an initial sle<·p ris.c with 
the emergence of the strong leader, then tends to level 
as the strong leader's reign attains maturity. •.,'hen 
the change in the growth rate is nil, the Decline of a 
Strong Leader model may be applicable, as that is the 
starting point for the Decline of a Strong Leader. 
This appears to be consistent, although the fit is for
tuitiuus. "Rightist" military takeovers and "Leftist" 
power assumptions appear to be at the opposite ends of 
the scale. As the growth rate falls rapidly, military 
seizures are evident whereas when the growth rate is 
rapidly increasing, socialist tendencies appear. Eli
tist Power Struggles and Internal Strife seem to be on 
a continuum since they are separat~d unlv by arbitrary 
definitions. Internal Strife has a high positive co
efficient whereas Elitist Power Strugf!,les is highly 
negative. Falling growth rates may cause conflicts 
between power groups to surface, but l>!·oad based civil 
disobedience apparently is mor.e favored when tlle econ
')my is good and individual attention may be- focused on 
issues other than economic survival. 

The b . coefficient is significant bv itscif in that it 
showsx~he direction of change ~aused.hy the intervening 
event. The Rise and Reign of a Strong Leader occurs 
when the growth rate is negative (-l.J6) hut has a 
positive impact (.82). The Decline of a Strnng Leader 
has a negative impact (-.65). ~litist Power Struggles 
occur when the growth rate is negative (-1.49) and have 
a negative impact on that growth rate (-.25). Internal 
Strife occurs with a positive grnwth rate (2.16) hut 
has a negative impact (-.36). Socialistic Pervasion 
occurs when the change in growth rate is positive (2. 
59), but has the effect of lowering the growth rate per 
year (-1.41). On the other hand, military seizure 
takes place when the growth rate is negative (-3.30) 
yet causes the rate to increase per year (1.80). 
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Predictability from the multiple regressions was high 
suggesting that the technique of intervention analysis 
can be employed to indicate the magnitude and direction 
of the rate of change in real GNP growth in the pre
sence of certain political events. Only one country, 
Spain (.65), ahd a coefficient of determination below 
.85 and four countries, Indonesia, Rhodesia, Portugal, 
and South Korea were .95 or better. Determination of 
the turning point and identification of the model to be 
involved at that point are the responsibility of the 
international manager. 

Single C(•mpany Verification 

The second stag<: of the analysis involved testing the 
model types in relation to the sales performance of a 
multinational corporar:ion within the subject countries. 
This was accomplished by means of a regression analysis 
which compared a three-year moving average of the 
change in the company's total sales with a similarly 
smoothed measure of rates of real GNP growth in each 
of eight countires over a period extending from 1973-
1977. The data available came from Chile, Greece, 
India, Indonesia, Phillippines, Portugal, Spain and 
South Africa. 

The company's sales correlated highly with real GNP 
growth as adjusted by the intervention parameters, in
dicating the appropriateness of the smoothing technique 
The F-test for significance was 17.22, the multiple r 
was .94111, and the degrees of freedom were 9/20 i.n
dicating a high degree of predictability. For the 
single company tested, the implication was that some 
risk encoding for developing nations was definitely 
possible for the intermediate term (2 -5 years) plan
ning period. 

Conclusions 

A classification ot unstable environments by existing 
and emerging model rvpes will allow corporations to 
commit pre--em.·,>t i vd :.' -vis-a-vis the competition re
sources anri risk.-; t•o co•.;;1trie,.; holding promise while 
phasing out or morierating exposure in troubled econo
mies. The study supports the following operational 
strategies: 

Favor, in terms of :ritica1 resource allocation (capi
tal, people, and funding) and risk exposure, those 
countries moving toward or maintaining the Rise and 
Reign of a Strong Leader and the Military Seizure Mo
dels. 

Phase our or moderate risk allocation to countries go
oing toward the D;_·c 1 ine cf ·1 Strong Leader, Internal 
Strife, ~l.Lt.ist Power Strugglt's or Socialistic Perva
sion Models. '1oder:it. it>n !ray ''l' chosen provided that 
the managerial ~asc ha~ inherent staying power to sus
tain the company d~1ring tl1c p0riods of social/politi
cal upheaval with F.litlst P1cts and DPcllne of a Strong 
Leader since these ,-·an be exp;_·ctl•d to be short-term 
and are bounded. The other L\..'o may l.le bounded but the 
determination of thn;-;c !•ou:<d:> is beyond the scope of 
this research. 
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IMPORT DECISION MAKING: WHAT FACTORS 
INFLUENCE U.S. IMPORT MANAGERS? 

Kyung-Il Ghymn, Univeraity of Nevada-Reno 

ABSTRACT 

International marketing is viewed by many as a subject 
of serving the interest of exporters and as a tool of 
overseas sales. Equally important is the importing 
side of the international marketing equation. This 
paper explores the purchasing behavior of U.S. import 
managers by identifying major detet~inants of their 
import decisions. 

INTRODUCTION 

In theory as well as in practice, international mar
keting should be a tool available to both exporters 
(sellers) and importers (buyers). Therefore, inter
national marketing should include the study of import
ing process and importing management. Dnfortunately, 
however, a lot has been said about exporting but 
little attention has been given to the importing side 
of the international marketing equation. It appears 
that international marketing is viewed by many 
scholars as well as practioners as a subject of serv
ing the interest of exporters; a tool that deals with 
problems of overseas sales and profits in the global 
marketplace.l 

Kotler and Levy (3) point out that "Marketing in its 
entirety is cast in the role of a seller subject" 
(1973, p. 54) and they strongly emphasize that market
ing should include more studies in the buyers' side. 
The same argument can be made in the field of inter
national marketing. 

Objectives of this paper are multifold, but emphasis 
is placed on the purchasing behavior of U.S. import 
managers by identifying major determinants of their 
import decisions. In addition, the paper attempts to 
serve the following: to open an avenue for further 
research on the importer's side of the international 
trade equation and to improve the current knowledge of 
industrial/organizational buying behavior.2 

HETHODOLOGY 

The study data employed in this paper are a portion of 
an on-going research project dealing with determining 
information requirements for multinational corpora
tions. 155 responses (managers) were selected from 
the data file according to the pre-determined selec
tion criteria. The criteria include: (1) Managers 
who deal primarily with import decisions, (2) imports 
of general consumer goods, and (3) imports from either 
Western European (WE) nations or developing countries 

1 
For example, see special issue of Journal of Inter-

national Business Studies, Spring/Summer, 1978. 

2 
Import purchasing for manufacturers, wholesalers, 

retailers or brokers is an organizational buying. 
Yet, import decision making process has received 
little attention in the study of organizational or 
industrial buying behavior. 
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(LDCs), or both. The sample firms selected for this 
paper were largely from California) and Nevada. 4 

The questionnaire used for data collection was con
cerned with import decision information based upon 
eight import-product related variables and seven 
import-service related variables. These variables 
were the ones identified as important by a group of 
managers (panel) who were interviewed before the sur
vey instrument was developed, and are shown in Table 
1 . Respondents were asked to rate their use of each 
of the variables on a five point Likert-type scale 
ranging from "most frequently use" (5) to "rarely 
use" (1). It should be noted that in an attempt to 
eliminate the posaible influence of ethnocentric dif
ferencea in certain products of certain countries 
(for example, French perfume, German automobiles, 
Swiss watches, British suits, Brazilian coffee, etc.), 
respondents were asked to rate the scale for decisions 
on the following consumer products: (1) footwear 
(leather/non-leather for men, women and children); (2) 
toys (all types); (3) clothing items (men's shirts/ 
women's blouses) and (4) China ware. Because of sam
ple qualification requirements (Western and LDC import 
origins), a probability sample was not attempted. 
Rather, a judgment sample was used to collect a rep
resentative cross section of these classifications. 

The European and the LDC-origin firms were classified 
on the basis of their import dollar volume propor
tions. For example, if a firm imported one or more of 
the four given pr<:>ducts and more than 70 percent of 
these consumer products were imported from Western 
Europe, the firm was classified as a member of the 
Western Europe group (WEC). Also, care was exercised 
in identifying the "LDC import managers" from within 
the Western European firms, and vice versa. Seven 
managers from the wT firms and three managers from the 
LDC firms were reclassified due to their import spe
cial! ty area. 

Of the 155 respondents in the sample, eighty-three in 
the WE group and seventy-two in the LDC group were 
identified. The LDC group represented countries in 
Asia and Latin America. 

The basic statistical instrument used in this study is 
multivariate discri.mi.nant analysis. Analysis were 
carried out by the Clyde-Cramer approach using the 
Wilk's Lambda criterion (1, Z, 5). 

3 California International Business Directory, 1980-
1981 (Importers Section). 

4 Nevada Industrial Directory, 1980-1981 (Import/Ex
pore 'Firnte). 



HYPOTHESES 

Linder introduced an "income-gap" model which offer1 
an explanation of trade among industrial countries 
(4). Linder's proposition is that the IIIOflt. influen
tial factors in trade are per capita income differ
ences and internal demand which determine the range of 
a country's imports and exports. This "income-gap" 
model seems to support the hypothesis that the larger 
the income gap between countries, the less the trade 
activities, and vice versa, that countries with high 
per capita incomes will demand high quality, expen~ 
sive, name-brand products. Linder's model seems to be 
consistent with the actual pattern of world trade and 
Vernon's model. 

In an attempt to explain the behavior of U.S. exports 
of manufactures, first Vernon (6) and then others (7) 
have used the concept of the product life cycle in 
developing a four-stage model: (1) U.S. production 
and export monopoly in high income and labor-saving 
new products; (2) other industrial countries start to 
manufacture the product whose design and production is 
now standardized; (3) foreign producers displace U.S. 
exporters in the remaining export markets; and (4) 
U.S. imports products which are no longer new and have 
low production costs abroad. 

In an attempt to relate the mmpirical findings of the 
present study to the existing international trade 
theories and models, the following hypotheses were 
generated to be tested in the study: 

Hl: When importing from industrialized countries in 
Western Europe, U.S. importers will rely more on 
the non-price variables (product style, brand 
name, quality, etc.) in determining their import 
decisions (the Linder model).5 

H2: When importing from LDCs, U.S. importers will 
rely heavily on the price variable in determining 
their import decisions. (Product Life-Cycle 
Model) 

FINDINGS 

Overall Relative Use of Variables 

Bef~re the testing of hypotheses, overall relative use 
of ~mport decision variables as rated by managers as a 
group was measured. Table l shows the mean scores of 
the five point scale for the entire study sample. 

TABLE 1 (cont.) 
Variable Mean Score Rank 

10. Promotion 
11. Safety 
12. Length of association 
13. Uniqueness (ethnical/cultural 

appeal) 
14. Transportation coati 
15. Quality 

2.39 
2.12 
3.60 

2.66 
4.02 
3.69 

12 
15 

7 

10 
3 
6 

As seen from Table 1 , the price variable was rated as 
second in importance to "timely delivery." Safety was 
the area of lea1t importance for respondents. This is 
an interesting finding because toy products are one of 
the four consumer products under study and the safety 
aspect of the toy1 hal been, and still is, a controver
sial issue in the U.S. One possible explanation of 
this finding, however, can be found in the fact that 
moat of the toys imported from Europe were traditional 
dolls and practically all toy items imported from LDCs 
(mainly from Asia) were "stuffed or plush" toys which 
have little or no danger to children. 

Perhaps the most interesting and significant point to 
note by examining the mean score differences is the 
result of the sub-group comparison. As shown in Table 
2, although not statiltically significant, there 
appears to be a considerable degree of difference in 
the sub-group mean scores, 2.89 for the "product
oriented variables" and 3.61 for the "service-oriented 
variables," product-oriented variables were relatively 
stable in terms of rate of change in these variables 
as compared to the service-oriented variables. This 
is because unexpected problems and changes occur con
stantly in the service-oriented fields and that there 
are no proven methods of predicting the magnitude and 
directions of these changes. A high degree of uncer
tainty is involved in these variables which in turn 
require non-routine, management by exception decisions 
for efficient import management. It was also found 
that "timely delivery" was the most frequently men
tioned problem area by the respondents. In light of 
these findings, therefore, the high scores on those 
variables are not surprising. 

TABLE 2 
GROUP COMPARISON: 

PRODUCT-ORIENTED vs. SERVICE-ORIENTED VARIABLES 
(ncl55) 

TABLE 1 Variable Group Mean Scores* 

IMPORT DECISION VARIABLES WITH 
MEAN SCORES AND RANK (n=l55) 

Variable Mean Score Rank 
(order as listed in questionnaire) 

1. Brand recognition 2.27 14 
2. Ordering/shipping procedures 3.74 5 
3. Style/feature 2.64 11 
4. Timely delivery 4.12 1 
5. Packaging 2.38 13 
6. Method of payment 3.56 8 
7. Price 4.09 2 
8. Dependability for long-term 

Supply 3.86 4 
9. Marketability (domestic demand) 3.34 9 

5 
An assumption based upon the more comparable standards 

of living and income-gaps between U.S. and developed 
Western European countries. 
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A. Product-Oriented Variables: 

Brand recognition 
Style/features 
Packaging 
Price 
Marketability (Domestic demand) 
Uniqueness (Ethnical/Cultural appeal) 
Safety 
Quality 

2.89 

B. Service-Oriented Variables: 3.61 

Ordering/shipping procedures 
Timely delivery 
Method of payment 
Dependability for long-term supply 
Product promotion 
Length of association 
Transportation costs 

* The mean difference test between the groups is not 
statistically significant at0('=0.05. 



Western Europe and LDCs Group Analysis 

Although the overall relative use measures indicate 
some preferences of the importance of variables in 
terms of ranking, it would be misleading to conclude 
that such measures generally represent U.S. import 
managers' decisional behavior. In fact, it would be 
meaningless to draw conclusions about import purchas
ing behavior unless further analysis is conducted. 

As discussed earlier, one approach is to investigate 
the use behavior of the decision variable between 
managers of firms which import mostly from Western 
European countries and those who buy mostly from LDCs 
for specified consumer product items. Discriminant 
analysis was used for this comparison, and the results 
are shown in Table  3 . For the overall discriminant 
model, the Wilk's Lambda criterion (A) for the two 
groups was .811, which is significant at the .001 
level. The multivariate null hypothesis that the two 
groups had similar import decision behavior can not be 
regarded as not tenable. 

TABLE 3 
THE IMPORT ORIGIN GROUP DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 

(n=l55) 

Variables 

1. Brand reco~nition 
2. Ordering/shipping pro-

cedures 
3. Style/features 
4. Timely delivery 
5. Packaging 
6. Nethod of pavment 
7. Price 
8. Dependability for long-

term supply 
9. Marketability 
10. Promotion 
11. Safety 
12. Length of association 
13. Uniqueness (ethical/ 

cultural appeal) 
14. Transportation costs 
15. Quality 

A= 0.811, P<O.OOl 

Standardized Discriminant 
Function Coefficients* 

-.379 

. 243 

.119 

.639 

.008 

.184 

.701 

.498 
-.003 

.015 

.001 

.198 

. 019 

.401 

.391 

This prograrr of multivariate discriminant nnalysis 
scans all variables and then selects those which con
tribute most to the separation of the predefined man
agerial groups. TI1e important points in the use of 
this tool in this ~ethodology for the determination of 
'information requirements' are: first, the discrimi
nant functions are chosen in such a way as to minimize 
within - group variance relative to between - group 
varian,·c; second, to determine the order of importance 
of the variables, discriminant functions are normalized 
so that their variance in each of the groups is unity; 
third, only statistically significant discriminant 
functions are used. Finally, the extent of usefulness 
of a given discriminant function coefficient depends 
not only upon the reasonableness of the variables se
lected and the percentage of discriminable variance for 
which this function-coefficient accounts, but also on 
the group mean vectors in the discriminant space (the 
extent of the 'distance' between the group means of the 
separated groups). For this purpose, the group mean 
vectors are analyzed to identify which management 
groups differently perceive each class of variables. 
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An examination of Table 3 also reveals that the largest 
contributor to group separation along the discriminant 
function is the "price" variable (coefficient value of 
.701) followed by the "timely delivery" (.639), the de
pendaoility for long-term" (.498), "transportation 
costs" (.401), "quality" (.391), and "brand recogni
tion" (.379). The "ordering/shipping" variable also 
has a relatively high coefficient (.243). It should be 
noted here that this discriminant vector does not iden
tify which of the two group managera regards these 
variables as important and use frequently for their 
import decision making. In order to identify the group 
differences with regard to variables, reference must be 
made to the group maan vectors and standard deviations, 
which are shown in Table 4 . 

TABLE 4 
THE IMPORT ORIGIN GROUP MEANS 

(AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS) 
(n•l55) 

Variables Western Europe LDCs 
(nz832 (n=722 

1. Brand recognition 2.89 .78) 1.67 .81) 
2. Ordering/shipping 

procedures 3.05 ( .84) 4.41 .56) 
3. Style/feature 3.15 (1.03) 2.14 .98) 
4. Timely delivery 3.73 ( .99) 4.48 .84) 
5. Packaging 2.14 ( .88) 2.65 . 97) 
6. Method of payment 2.96 ( .95) 4.13 .85) 
7. Price 3.35 ( .83) 4.81 .99) 
8. Dependability for long-

term supply 3.11 . 71) 4.60 .75) 
9. Marketability (domestic 

demand) 3.49 .84) 3.17 ( .91) 
10. Promotion 2.44 . 90) 2.31 (1.12) 
11. Safety 2.21 . 51) 2.04 ( . 97) 
12. Length of association 3.23 .82) 3.96 ( .93) 
13. Uniqueness (ethnical/ 

cultural appeal) 2.43 (1.51) 2.92 ( .76) 
14. Transportation costs 3.70 (1.19) 4.34 (1.12) 
15. Quality 4.32 ( . 71) 3.04 ( .94) 

Tab!e 4 shows that the mean value on the price variable 
by managers who import from LDCs outstrips with an 
almost perfect score of 4.81 (S.D .. 99), the other 
group where the HF. group managers have a mean score of 
3.35 (S.D .. 81). Of the V<Jriables that contribute sig
nificantly to the group separation (Table 3 ), the !.DC 
group tends to rely heavily on the variables of price, 
the long-term supply condition, transportation and 
timely delivery while the WE group tends to rely more 
on the variable of brand, quality and to some extent on 
the style variable of the products. 

Thus, there is strong support for the hypothesized 
relationships between the decision variables import 
managers use and the area from which they import for 
the given consumer product lines. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper focused on U.S. importers' decisional 
behavior. Emphasis was placed on determining the im
port decision variables used by U.S. import managers 
and variations between predefined groups in making 
import decisions for specified types of consumer pro
ducts. Based on existing trade theories and models, 
hypotheses were generated and tested for this pilot 
study. Hypotheses tested were: U.S. import managers 
rely more on non-price variables for their import 



purchasing when the import origin is industrialized 
Western Europe (Hl); while the price variable is the 
main determinant for purchasing decisions when the im
port origin is LDCs (Hz). 

Undoubtedly, import groups differ in composition not 
only from country to country and from company to com
pany, but also among products. Therefore, making gen
eralizations beyond this pilot study is unwarranted 
until further replication can be accomplished. Sev• 
eral major implications, however, can be highlighted. 
There is strong support for the hypothesized relation
ship between import variables and import origins. The 
import origin group difference between the WECs and 
the LDCs with regard to the variable use behavior is 
significant with A= 0.811, P<O.OOl. The variables 
perceived to be relatively important for the WEC 
group's purchasing decisions were identified as qual
ity, style, brand name and other non-price features 
while price, long-term supply stability and ordering/ 
shipping were perceived to be relatively important by 
the LDC group. Delivery time and transportation were 
perceived as highly important by both groups; however, 
there was a significant difference in the LDC's heavy 
use of these variables in contrast to the WEC group. 
Another interesting finding was the high degree to 
which all respondents relied on the service-oriented 
variables rather than product-oriented variables for 
their import decisions. 

Another significant finding from the study is the 
identification of most critical on-the-job problems 
confronting purchasing managers in small firms. Late 
deliveries, often caused by both export makers and the 
purchasers' own firms, were perceived to be the major 
problem. This finding (late deliveries) coincides 
with the fact that U.S. import managers regard the 
service-oriented variables more important than the 
product-oriented variables as shown in Table 2 . 

Moreover, these findings add to the existing body of 
knowledge in international trade which has tended to 
emphasize export strategies at the expense of under
standing how decisions are made concerning problems 
related to import management. Another significant 
contribution to the literature is that this pilot 
study provides a foundation for further replications 
which will better allow a comparison of import pur
chasing decisional criteria with those employed for 
domestic-industrial group buying decisions. Further 
studies of a comparative nature will serve to improve 
the theory of the firm's purchasing behavior. In view 
of the fact that future marketing will be a "global 
marketing," it would seem that the "time is right" to 
emphasize a balance between the import and export 
sides of the marketing equation. 
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INSIGHTS INTO THE STRUCTURE AND PRACTICE OF MARKETING RESEARCH 
IN A SOCIALIST STATE: THE POLISH EXPERIENCE 

Robert L. King, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Teresa Pa~aszewska-Reindl, Institute of Internal Trade and Services 

Adam J. Kochane, PREDOM-POLAR 

Abstract 

This paper describes the structure and focus of market
ing research in the Polish socialist state at two levels 
of operation: (1) centralized activity, as typified by 
the Institute of Internal Trade and Services, the na
tion's leading marketing research unit; and (2) enter
prise level activity, illustrated by PREDOM/POLAR, 
Poland's state enterprise for manufacturing refrigera
tors and washing machines for the domestic and foreign 
markets. By comparison with western standards, the 
Polish marketing infrastructure is not highly developed, 
and its traditions are recent. The focus of contempo
rary marketing research is influenced by the economy's 
bureaucratic organization and resulting rigidities in 
marketing structures and practices, and by the interests 
and special competencies of the nation's small number 
of specialized marketing research groups. 

Introduction 

During recent years the western popular press has given 
increased attention to economic conditions within 
Poland, and in particular, to market supplies of con
sumer goods and the resulting impact on consumer well
being. At the same time, professional bodies of mar
keting academicians and practitioners have brought 
forward only limited descriptive and analytical studies 
related to contemporary marketing structures and prac
tices in Poland and other central and eastern European 
states. This is particularly true concerning the struc
ture and practice of marketing research. 

Walters' (1975) study noted that "Poland's trade system 
has evolved into a modern marketing system." However, 
it did not directly consider the role of marketing re
search in that system, and it seems heavily dated by 
recent developments in Poland. Mayer (1976) provided 
a useful system for comparing and contrasting free 
enterprise economies with traditional socialist econom
ies, and along with Hanson (1974) described some dis
tinctions among the socialist countries ~~-!Jc-vis the 
development of marketing practices. Similarly, King 
(1980b) addressed the growing descrcpancy between 
traditional socialist philosophy and contemporary adver
tising practices in Poland. However, none of these 
efforts gave more than passing attention to the status 
of marketing research. 

However, a separate study by King (1980a) reviewed and 
summarized the findings of several recent marketing 
studies conducted by Polish researchers concerning con
sumer shopping time in Poland. These studies, based 
upon large scale survey and consumer panel research, 
covering a range of topics such as the use of private 
automobiles in shoppin~,queuing time, and consumer 
evaluation of the stock of retail shops, suggest that 
the practice of marketing research is better developed 
than western professional literature and popular opin
ion indicate. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe, if on a highly 
selective basis, the structure and focus of marketing 
research at two levels of operation in the Polish 
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socialist state. First, attention is given to central
ized activity, as typified by the work of the Institute 
of Internal Trade and Services in Warsaw, the nation's 
premier marketing research organization. Second, 
enterprise-level activity, illustrated by experiences 
of PREDOM/POLAR, the state enterprise which manufactu~s 
refrigerators and washing machines for both the domestic 
and export markets, is described. 

The paper is intended to provide a preliminary statement 
rather than a definitive, comprehensive statement about 
the structure and focus of Polish marketing research. 
The authors recognize that the reader might find greater 
interest in the results of an industry-wide study of 
marketing research practices throughout Poland, or in a 
Polish-American comparative analysis of types of data 
collected and uses made of the data. However, the 
present effort is limited to developing the more selec
tive and preliminary (but hopefully informative and 
precise) statement noted above. In addition to the re
searcher's usual limitations of time, cost and space, 
this effort was further constrained by a paucity of 
relevant scholarly literature, by the obstacles inherent 
in exploring aspects of an economic system which is 
philosophically and structurally different from one's 
own, and by the political sensitivities which one might 
anticipate, particularly in the current situation. 
Even so, the following observations should prove in
structive to the marketing academician or practitioner 
interested in evolving marketing practices in socialist 
economies. 

Polish Marketing Research - An Overview 

Interest in market and consumer research in Poland 
developed largely during the 1960's, although there is 
ample evidence of the conduct of marketing research 
previously. However, in 1967 the government made the 
study of market phenomena obligatory for all trade or
ganizations. Various research units, including the 
Institute of Internal Trade, The Institute of Economy 
of Services and Small Production, and research insti
tutes of universities and other higher schools (pri
marily technical universities and academies of econom
ics) previously had promoted scientific research of 
market and consumption problems, either on their own 
initiative or on instruction of central authorities or 
economic units involved in manufacturing and the trades. 
However, those investigations did not constitute a 
uniform, coherent system of research. By the late-
1970's a new organization for conducting marketing re
search and influencing consumption patterns was intro
duced, combining some of the previously scattered 
activities. 

The Institute of Internal Trade and Services 

The central role in the new organization of Polish mar
keting research is played by the Institute of Internal 
Trade and Services, which is the leading unit in con
ducting research and the coordinating body for both 
nationwide and local area studies. The Institute was 
established in 1976 by the government of the Polish 



People's Republic (Decision Number 27 of the Prime 
Minister, April 12, 1976). It was formed by the merger 
of two existing research organizations, the Institute 
of Internal Trade and the Institute of Economy of Ser
vices and Small Production. 

The Decision which established the new Institute de
fined its objectives, areas of activity, and basic 
organizational structure. The Institute's goal is to 
conduct research efforts consistent with the national 
economic development program, and in particular: 

(1) Organizing and conducting research in the areas of 
organization and management of the trades and 
services, economics of the trades and services, 
their operating techniques, and market and 
consumption-forming activities; 

(2) Elaborating and disseminating new information 
related to the trades and services, resulting from 
editorial and documentary research conducted by 
the Institute's staff; 

(3) Editing and disseminating popularized publications, 
reports, translations, etc., as well as cooperating 
with the institutions originating these materials; 

(4) Publicizing the results of completed research, and 
cooperating in introducing the findings into prac
tice; 

(5) Organizing scientific conferences and symposia, 
seminars, lecture, exhibitions, etc. on subjects 
related to trade and services activities; 

(6) Cooperating with high schools and other scientific 
institutions and trade and services organizations 
within Poland and abroad; 

(7) Issuing opinions and "experts' reports" concerning 
problems of domestic trade and services; 

(8) Participating in national and international organi
zations concerned with the marketing of goods and 
services; 

(9) Improving the professional and scientific skills 
of the Institute's staff; 

(10) Participating in the process of teaching and de
veloping personnel in behalf of internal trade 
and services; and 

(11) In general, keeping abreast of relevant scientific 
development, both domestically and abroad, related 
to the Institute's areas of activity. 

The Institute works toward these goals through its own 
research staff, through cooperation with higher schools 
and institutes concerned with trade and the services, 
and through use of experiences of representatives of 
trade enterprises. It is managed by a director, who is 
assisted by deputy directors responsible for trade re
search, service research, and for supporting the re
search process. The Institute has an advisory board 
called the "Learned Council," created by the Minister 
of Internal Trade and Services. This 30-member body is 
composed of members of the faculties of institutions of 
higher education, prominent representatives of trade 
and service, and others concerned with economic perfor
mance. In addition, the Institute's director has a con
sultative organ, the "Institute's Council," composed of 
heads of the Institute's units and representatives of 
social and political organizations. 

Th2 Institute has established a separate section for 
market research and consumption-formation, including 
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both central and local units. The central units in
clude the Department of Market Research and Consumption
Formation and the Center for Cooperation with Consumers. 
Local units, which serve the marketing research needs 
ot regions and "macroregiciris", ·are' located in Katowice, 
Pozna~, Szczecin, and Warsaw. With the creation of 
four additional local units in the next few years, each 
of Poland's eight macroregions will be served directly. 

During 1979 marketing studies were conducted for the 
first time within the new system. Responsible authori
ties generally agreed that the revised organization and 
newly introduced studies stood the test of experience. 
The Institute conducted 64 marketing research investiga
tions, including 47 which focused on instruction of 
economic units within Poland's domestic trade and ser
vices structure, and 17 which contributed to the nation
al five-year program of scientific investigation. 
Overall, 14 of the studies involved routine (or recur
ring) testing, 25 were non-recurring in nature, and 22 
concerned product quality, which was treated as a dis
tinct category of research. 

Routine (or recurring) studies of national market phe
nomena included the following: 

(1) A Computer System for Short-Term Forecasting - Using 
econometric models, the Institute has developed an 
automated forecasting system for use by the Minisay 
of Internal Trade and Services. Each quarter this 
system yields short-term forecasts for 140 consumer 
products. 

(2) Monthly Regional Market Situation Reports - Monthly 
and quarterly market situation reports are prepared 
presently for three districts (Katowice, Szczecin, 
and Poznan) and one macroregion. The Institute 
plans to expand this activity to all eight micro
regions within the next few years. 

(3) Consumer Opinion Studies - The Institute now col
lects consumer opinion data concerning changes in 
the market situation through the use of consumer 
panels. According to plans for this new under
taking, a nationally representative panel of con
sumers will be polled at six-month intervals. 
Partial results from the initial study in Poznan 
in 1979 were met with extensive interest within and 
beyond scientific, trade, and governmental circles. 
The consumer panel program was to be fully launched 
during 1980. 

(4) Market Analysis Based on Business Conditions - The 
Insitute systematically collects quarterly data 
from the significant economic, industrial, and com
mercial units concerning supply and demand condi
tions for about 200 products, consistent with the 
product list used in short-term forecasting and mar
ket situation reporting previously noted in items 
(1) and (2) above. Preliminary investigation has 
already been carried out, and full-scale studies are 
scheduled for the early-1980's. 

(5) Market Reports by Industry Branch - Based upon data 
collected by the Institute from a nation-wide shop 
panel, reports will be made quarterly to interested 
economic units concerning the market situation for 
household appliances, radio and television equip
ment, and furniture items. 

Non-recurring studies conducted by the Institute focus 
nn such problems as industry branch forecasts, product
specific market supply, and consumer preference. Typi
cally these studies are made at the request of economic 
units (enterprises, etc.). The following examples 
illustrate the range of non-recurring studies undertaken 



recently by the Institute: "Forecast of Poultry Con
sumption through 1990," "Influence of Retail Prices on 
the Demand for Leather Goods," "Consumers' View of the 
Market Supply of Children's Articles in Daily Use," and 
"The Household-Market Supply of Detergents and Cleaning 
Agents." 

Product quality research is undertaken principally by 
the Laboratory of Organoleptic and Utility Research, 
and partly by the Institute's Department of Consumer 
Opinion. This research may be concerned with prototypes 
of goods, or with products already on the market. Test
ing consists of evaluation by selected consumers or of 
utility tests using panels of experimental households. 

Another significant function of the Institute is con
sumer education. While this is not a marketing research 
activity, it is worth noting that the Institute is ~c
tive in seven basic family and household problem areas: 
family feeding, equipping households, clothing, family 
and household hygiene, rest and relaxation after school 
and work, meeting the material needs of children, and 
help in household management for women who work inlarge 
industrial plants. During 1979 in support of these pro
grams, the Institute produced more than 25 brochures, 
33 television programs, more than 50 expositions, 3400 
demonstrations, and several recordings and slide presen
tations. Also during 1979 the Institute published 35 
consumer information books with a combined printing of 
1,264,000 copies. These activities provide excellent 
opportunities for disseminating the Institute's market
ing research findings, and for implementing some of the 
actions which it suggests. 

Finally, the Institute disseminates marketing research 
findings through its professional publications program. 
A substantial journal, Roczniki Instytutu Handlu 
Wewn~trznego i Uslug (Annals of the Institute of Inter
nal Trade and Services) is published quarterly. Two 
series of publications, Biblioteka Instytutu Handlu 
Wewn~trznego i Us}ug (Library of the Institute of Inter
nal Trade and Services) and Opracowania i Materia}y 
(Works and Materials), report the findings and scientif
ic contributions of original research in the domestic 
economy. Bibliographical listings and analyses of 
Polish and foreign economic literature appear in 
Przegl9d Dokumentacyjny z Zakresu Handlu Wewn~trznego i 
Uslug (Documentary Review of Internal Trade and Serv
ices). Elaborations based on foreign sources, intended 
to acquaint Polish trade leaders with theoretical works 
of prominent non-Polish scientists and with experiences 
and practical solutions to operating problems of foreign 
enterprises and institutions, are published in HandelNa 
~wiecie (Trade in the World). The Institute distributes 
its materials through its own Section of Publications 
and Dissemination. 

Marketing Research at the Enterprise Level 

Probably western marketing academicians and practition
ers are even less familiar with the organization and op
eration of marketing research at the enterprise level 
than at the central level in the socialist state. In 
order to provide better insight into the conduct of mar
keting research at the "individual firm" level, the fol
lowing description of the activity at PREDOM/POLAR is 
provided. 

PREDOM/POLAR, located in Wroc}aw, is the dominant 
state enterprise concerned with the manufacture of 
refrigerators and washing machines for household
level use. Its annual rate of refrigerator production 
is about 600,000 units. Within the Polish refrigera
tor market PREDOM/POLAR faces competition from another 
organization, "Silesia," which produces about 130,000-
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140,000 units annually. Also, Soviet-built units are 
available in Poland. It is estimated that PREDOM/ 
POLAR holds about 55 percent of the domestic market, 
and the Soviet product has about 28 percent. 

In view of PREDOM/POLAR's refrigerator-manufacturing 
capacity of about 775,000 units annually, and given 
the relatively saturated domestic market for the 
product, international markets are important. About 
80 percent of the organization's exports go to western 
countries, from which payment is received in badly 
needed convertible currency. PREDOM/POLAR produces 
some units which are sold under the Philips brand name 
in Western Europe. Some thought has been given to 
entering the American market, possibly through manu
facturing for private branding, although no decision 
has been taken regarding this possibility. It is felt 
that a private-branding contract for 100,000 or more 
units annually could make excessive demands on the 
organization, which presently utilizes 75 to 80 percent 
of its plant capacity. 

Data are not available to establish a norm for the 
structure and practice of marketing research at the 
enterprise or other operating level in Poland. How
ever, based upon discussion with enterprise-level 
managers in several consumer-goods manufacturing in
dustries, as well as with central planning authorities, 
it is probable that PREDOM/POLAR ranks among the more 
progressive organizations in terms of having estab
lished a formal, systematic program of marketing re
search. Consequently, the following description of 
the organization, staffing, and research program of 
a single firm should be viewed as illustrative of the 
better marketing research operations in Poland, rather 
than as typical of Polish firms generally. 

Marketing research activity is centered in PREDOM/ 
POLAR's marketing department, which was established in 
January 1980. This department has a staff of five 
professional pers0ns including the manager, a special
ist in methodology, a new-product development special
ist, a test-marketing specialist, and a planner
coordinator. Except for the manager, all marketing 
staff members are young women with little post-education 
experience. Expansion of the department staff to in
clude four additional professional members is planned 
for the near future. Presently, sales department 
personnel have primary responsibility for PREDOM/ 
POLAR's advertising efforts, in coordination with the 
marketing department. As the latter unit grows and 
matures, it expects to assume wider responsibility, 
including management of the advertising program. 

The principal types of marketing research activities 
engaged in by PREDOM/POLAR are outlined in Tabl e 1 . 
Even before the formal marketing department was estab
lished, the firm collected information concerning 
existing levels of household appliance ownership and 
the unmet demand for them within the Polish market, 
and on a very selective basjs in export markets. These 
types of data presently are developed within the mar
keting department systematically at 12-to-18 month 
intervals, depending upon the organization's need for 
the data. Essentially, this information is used by 
management in forecasting demand, discovering new mar
ket opportunities, and directing internal research
and-development activity. 

One other form of marketing research which has been 
conducted by PREDOM/POLAR for the past ten years or 
longer is consumer preference research. This informa
tion, collected twice each year, aids management in 
determining its promotional program and channels of 
distribution to be used. The scope of this research is 
widening, and during the past two years motivation 



TABLE 1 

MARKETING RESEARCH ACTIVITIES AT PREDOM/POLAR 

T7pa of Mnkotlnl ltaaauch Actlvltx 

1. Pra .. nt lawl of appliance _,uahip 
(houaehold-lawl) 

J. Motivation analyaia 

4. Analyaia of product/price ratio 

5. Con•~~ preference raaaal'ch 

6. Teat Nrbtlna 

7. Current aalee and inventorieo in the 
retail ohopo 

-•tic • 
Poratp 

-•tic • 
Pordan 

-•tic • 
Lt•tted 
Poratan 

DooMatic • 
roratan 

-•tic 

Doooeotlc 

Dcneatic 

analysis has been initiated on an 18-to-24 month cycle. 
This information will be used to help the organization 
develop and modify product features so that they will 
better meet consumers' needs. Also, it is expected to 
provide data useful in developing promotional campaigns. 
Similarly, test-marketing activity, which will be 
conducted "as needed," was initiated by the marketing 
department two years ago. 

Also, the organization now routinely conducts a 
"product-price" ratio analysis at least quarterly. 
Data generated by this activity, which includes the 
domestic and export markets, are used to establish 
the "optimal product line" which will support the 
image desired by PREDOM/POLAR's management, essen
tially through product-feature modification and adjust
ments in export-pricing levels. 

Until recently, PREDOM/POLAR received information about 
wholesale inventory levels of its product types rou
tinely from the senior domestic trade organization, 
but it had no knowledge of retail shop inventory levels 
or sales rates. During the past two years, the mar
keting department has begun systematic monthly collec
tion of this missing information. These data are in
tended to minimize territorial misallocation of goods, 
and to more nearly match supply with regional market 
demand. The information will be useful in determining 
how intensive the organization's promotional efforts 
should be, in addressing the question of price changes, 
and in timing the introduction of new products to the 
market. 

friMrY IJ!e(a) Of the !aaaarch 

To foracaat •llrBIIIte daNnd. 

To diacOYar nw Nrbt oppor
tunitlaa, and to direct N.D 
at PUDIII/PCI.Al. 

To eatabliah end -.ltfy prod
uct faatureo to ada,. to con
ewner neecla; to uee in plan
nina pro.otional C8111J>aiana; 
to oet optl,..l export priceo. 

To oet optlNl product Una in 
order to create clealred laa1• t 
to .odify product featureo; to 
define laval of export pricao. 

To determine •ana of pr-.otlon; 
to help in influoncina prefer
ence•; in lelactlna channel a of 
diltributlon. 

To aid in ao/no-ao dec il tone 
for nev producu alraody de
veloped 

To control dtotrlbution of ROode 
territorially; to balance oupply 
according to re1Jlonal demand; to 
detemlne how lntendlve promo
tion ahould be; to indicate price 
chan&•• and new product Introduc

tion tt••· 

rr••uenn 

Annually 

... .... d •• 
(12-11 
-the) 

18-24 ""'· 
cycle 

lwry 2-3 
-the 

AI needed 

Monthly 

How Lona 
Conducted 

Put 10 yra. 

Peat 10 yra . 

Paot 2 yra. 

Peat 2 yra. 

Traditionally, 
but increued 

Put 2 yro. 

Paat 2 yro. 

To aid In planntns capital ln- Biannually Paat 7 yra. 
veetMnte; to direct and "pace" 
R&D actlvitlea; to plan purchase 
of adequate oupplieo for produc-
tion~ to eet e11lee object!vee; 
to balance future IHlee end de-
a~ancl. 
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Finally, the marketing department staff is responsible 
for developing the organization's biannual long-range 
demand forecast. Management uses these data in taking 
a wide range of decisions, including the planning of 
capital investments, directing and pacing research
and-development activities, in assuring adequate sup
plies of materials to support planned production 
levels, in setting sales objectives, and in attempting 
to achieve a market balance between demand and sales. 

While one gains insight into socialist marketing 
thought and practice by learning the types of research 
data which are collected routinely and occasionally, 
it is also instructive to consider the types of re
search which are conducted less intensively at the 
enterprise level. For example, the following areas of 
marketing research receive comparatively little, if 
any, attention. 

First, research of export markets has been minimal due 
to several organizational limitations. Studies of 
export markets must be conducted by PREDOh/l·ULAR in 
cooperation with "Uniwersal," which is the official 
foreign trade enterprise concerned with sales of house
hold appliances among other products. However, 
"Uniwersal" and PREDOM/POLAR are supervised by differ
ent governmental ministries, the former by the Ministry 
of Foreign Trade and the latter by the Ministry of 
Machinery, resulting in some bureaucratic obstacles. 
Also, the cost of researching foreign markets is 
relatively high. Even so, PREDOM/POLAR's export objec
tive may force substantially increased attention in 



this area soon. The firm now ships about 20 percent 
of its physical volume to foreign markets, but it 
hopes to increase this share to 40 percent by the mid-
1980's. 

Second, PREDOM/POLAR's research of distribution chan
nels and pricing within the domestic market is rela
tively underdeveloped. Few intermediaries (trade 
enterprises) exist between the manufacturer and con
sumer, and these few are multidivisional in structure, 
typically selling all over the country. As a rule, 
their distribution policies cannot be influenced 
directly by PREDOM/POLAR, and attempts at indirect 
influence are complicated by the fact that the inter
mediaries are responsible to the Ministry for Internal 
Trade, while the manufacturer is responsible to the 
Ministry of Machinery. As a result, before PREDOM/ 
POLAR could establish its own network of retail shops, 
it would be necessary to win approval of the Ministry 
for Internal Trade. 

Also, the established procedure for distributing goods 
to the trade in Poland is quite different from that 
in the United States, where sales tend to be made on 
an "individual order" basis. Within the Polish mar
ket PREDOH/POLAR signs agreements with the four 
principal trade enterprises, covering the quantity and 
types of products to be shipped each month. These 
agreements are made at least seven months in advance 
of their effective dates, resulting in considerably 
reduced flexibility in supplying goods to the trade, 
even though the agreements are not always precisely 
met. 

Concerning price changes, the individual Polish organi
zation has much less influence than does its American 
counterpart. In Poland the manufacturer notifies the 
state price commission of the maximum retail price 
which it proposes, and the commission has the power 
to disapprove the proposal. This procedure is time
consuming, and the structure is rigid. As a result, 
relatively little attention is given to researching 
distribution channels and pricing in the domestic mar
ket. 

Third, promotion research is rarely done, possibly 
because the role of promotion in the past has been 
underestimated. PREDOM/POLAR's media schedule for a 
recent year illustrates advertising's limited inten
sity in the domestic market: 

(1) Newspapers - Advertisements of about one-quarter 
page size were placed in each of six newspapers 
in five major Polish cities. 

(2) Magazines- One to four advertisements, usually 
half-page color ads, were placed in each of five 
weekly and one monthly magazine. 

(3) Outdoor - Limited outdoor ads were used, mostly 
in stadium locations. 

(4) Radio - The medium is rarely used. 

(5) Television- The medium is not used. 

(6) Brochures and Pamphlets - These materials are 
typically used at trade shows and during promo
tional campaigns. 

While this advertising schedule is light by American 
standards, it is relatively heavy by comparison with 
other Polish industry groups (King 1981). However, 
the efficiency of PREDOM/POLAR's advertising program 
remains essentially unmeasured, although marketing 
staff members speculate that it is low. 
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Conclusions 

Although Polish marketing research remains under
developed compared to the American experience, sub
stantial organizational gains have been made even in 
the past five years. Trained personnel of the 
Institute of Internal Trade and Services are in place 
and in close contact with the Polish business, educa
tional, and governmental communities. The Institute 
seems to be an excellent choice for leading in the 
development of a marketing research infrastructure in 
Poland. 

Even so, troublesome issues such as the following 
suggest that the effective impact of marketing research 
in Poland in the near future may be severely limited. 
Given current conditions in Poland, it is quite pos
sible that markating re~earch activity may be dramat
ically reduced in the name of "economy." Or, wide
spread shortages of consumer goods may fix managerial 
attention even more firmly on production issues, a 
familiar problem to marketing personnel in Poland. 
When the current situation is rectified, there remains 
the problem of bureaucratic conflicts, with the poten
tial for results ranging from delays in implementing 
actions supported by marketing research, to outright 
rejection of those actions. Further, there is room 
for doubt that marketing research findings will be 
readily implemented at the operational level, even 
when they are officially supported, in view of the 
pervasive production orientation and in the absence 
of a much stronger system of individual incentives 
than presently exists in manufacturing and trade 
enterprises. Finally, should marketing research 
achieve widespread acceptance, the gigantic task of 
educating research practitioners and marketing managers 
who will use this new information remains. 

Still, once the current economic situation is brought 
under control, the Polish consumer's best hope may 
rest in the earliest possible implementation of 
strengthened, systematic, sensitive and pervasive 
marketing information systems. In this regard, devel
opments of the past five years give cause for optimism. 
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THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY: l 
ONE MARKET, TEN MARKETS- OR TWELVE? 

Nicolas G. Papadopoulos, Carleton University 

Abstract 

This paper addresses a question that has been sub1ect 
to debate for several years: to what extent can mar
keting strategy be standardized across the EEC-member
states, as a result of the "common" market that they 
have formed? 

Introduction 

Since the signing of the Treaty of Rome in 1958, the 
European Economic Community has come to be one of the 
most widely studied phenomena in world history. Wheth
er viewed as an experiment in socio-political unifica
tion or in the creation of a mammoth market, the atten
tion paid the Community by academics and others is well 
warranted. 

The EEC is the largest trading bloc in the world, and 
can claim the largest concentration of wealth and tech
nical expertise outside North America. Its population, 
at about 270 million, is larger than those of the U.S. 
and Canada combined. Finally, as of 1979 its GDP 
($2,395 billion) topped that of the U.S. ($2,370 bill
ion) for the first time. 

As could be expected with such a maior undertaking, the 
degree of success of European unification is a subiect 
of continuous debate. Supporters of the EEC concept 
point to several factors as proof that, against insur
mountable odds, the Community has made rapid and sub
stantial progress. These include the abolition of tar
iff barriers, the resulting intra-EEC trade boom, the 
soon-to-come European passport, and the freedom of mov
ement of people, services and capital across national 
boundaries. 

On the other hand, critics cite the vastly differing 
inflation rates among EEC nations, the decline in econ
omic growth rates (from 4.5% between 1964-1974 to 2.2% 
between 1974-1980), the budget quarrels between the U.K. 
and the EEC, and the currently rising manifestations of 
protectionism, as only a few examples of the overall 
futility of attempting to create a trulv unified Europe. 

This debate is important not only from a socio-politi
cal or economic perspective, but also from a marketing 
one. For several years, marketing authors have dis
cussed the question of whether the EEC can be seen as 
one large market or as several distinct, national sub
markets (e.g. Botthof 1966; Baker and Ryans 1972; Dunn 
and Yorke 1974; Esslen and Siogren 1974; Ball 1976). 

The question is a significant one. Its implications 
for marketing strategy for any firm attempting to enter 
or expand in the European market are vast. Shoulc1 a 
company employ a standardized or a differentiated pro
duct and/or promotion strategy? Does success in one 
country guarantee success in another? In packaging and 

1The author wishes to gratefullv acknowledge the finan
cial support of the Associates' Workshop in Business 
Research, School of Business Administration, The Univ
ersity of Western Ontario; and of the Facultv of Grad
uate Studies and Research, Carleton University. 

advertising, should one stress or play down the fact 
that product X is already sold in several European 
countries? Will a skimming price strategy work as well 
in Italy as it already did in Belgium? 

These and other similar issues have been addressed fre
quently in the literature. The purpose of this paper 
is to present an alternate viewpoint which is substan
tially different from those that have been advanced in 
the past. This consists of two main elements: 

a. That the key question is not as much one of "one 
common or ten national markets". Rather, that the EEC 
can be better understood and approached as "one common, 
one 'Euro' and ten national markets". 

b. That the one vs. many markets problem may have dif
ferent solutions, depending on the particular product(s) 
that is being considered. 

The remainder of this paper consists of four main parts. 
The first discusses the possibility of viewing the EEC 
as one common market and examines the factors that fa
cilitate intra-European trade. The second provides an 
overview of inter-country differences and discusses the 
strategic adaptations that are necessary for successful 
entry in individual markets. The third presents the 
case for the need to consider a twelfth entity which 
will be called the "Euro" market. The Euro market is 
seen as different from both the individual country
markets and the EEC co!TliOOn market. Finally, the fourth 
section combines the conclusions of the previous three 
and provides a product taxonomy in view of the resulting 
twelve European markets. 

Methodology 

This paper is based on the partial results of a larger 
study that was conducted between April and October 1981. 
Findings in this paper are derived from three basic 
sources: 

a. An extensive review of published articles on the 
EFC. 

b. An analysis of secondary information obtained from 
academic and trade publications, governmental statisti
cal agencies, and private information agencies (e.g. 
marke'ting research and consulting firms from six Euro
pean countries). 

c. A total of 47 in-depth, semi-structured interviews 
with government officials and business executives. Of 
this total, nine interviews were conducted in North 
America and 38 in Europe. Given the broader scope of 
the studv, findings from the interviews are incorpor
ated in the discussion and not reported separately. 

The Case for a European Common Market 

One of the original tasks of the Treaty of Rome was 
the abolition of tariff and trade barriers across 
European frontiers. Implementation of treaty provi
sions resulted in a boom of intra-EEC trade. At pre
sent, fully 51% of all FFC-memher imports and 52% of 
all exports are accounted for by trade among the EEC 
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partners. As well, in its first two decades, the Com
munity's trade with the rest of the world mushroomed. 
Both imports and exports rose tenfold from $23 to $227 
billion and from $22 to $221 billion, respectively.2 

The effects of trade liberalization in Europe have not 
been lost to North American business executives. In a 
1972 study (Baker and Ryans), multinational company 
managers indicated that the common market had had ben
eficial effects on trade both within and outside Eur
ope. Sales increases to EEC members, non-EEC markets, 
and the U.S. were reported by 63%, 25% and 6% of those 
interviewed, respectively. 

Similar results were reported by interviewees in the 
present study. Most of the business executives in the 
sample attributed their firms' very presence in many 
countries --not to mention the concommitant increases 
in sales volume-- to the lack of trade barriers in Eur
ope. Some of the many factors that make the EEC a 
truly "common" market are discussed below. 

The Work of the Pan-European Institutions 

The main EEC institutions are the Commission, the Coun
cil of Ministers, the Parliament, the Court of Justice, 
and the Economic and Social Committee. Their functions 
and tasks have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Ess
len and Sjogren 1974; Noel 1979). While ultimate dec
ision making authority rests with the Council of Minis
ters, the most visible institution is the European Com
mission. Its task is to make proposals for action to 
the Council regarding implementation of the Treaty of 
Rome provisions, and to oversee the functioning of the 
Community in general. 

Over the years the Commission has been involved with 
countless issues, several of which are dealt with in 
more detail below. In the main, its proposals aim at 
policy harmonization throughout the Community. For ex
ample, a recently adopted proposal concerns an EEC-wide 
symbol that will mark all food products that have been 
approved for distribution throughout the member states. 

From a marketing standpoint, the implications of policy 
harmonization are substantial. Beside allowing freer 
intra-European trade, a common policy can present sign
ificant new marketing opportunities. A recent example 
is the sale of laser-marking equipment by a Canadian 
manufacturer to several European packaging firms. This 
was the direct result of new EEC regulations requiring 
"best before" dates on many consumer food products thr
oughout the Community (Citizen 1981). 

The Haromonization of Laws 

The efforts to create a pan-European legal system have 
generated several advances in the last few years. The
se include: 

a. Anti-trust and merger legislation. This is based 
on theconcept of abuse of dominant position" as set 
forth in Articles 85 and 86 of the Rome Treaty (Mazzol
ini 1973). 

b. Non-tariff barriers. In the past decade alone, the 
CommTssi0rlhas introduced 180 regulations in this area. 

2 
Greece joined the EEC in 1981, thus statistics 0f the 

Community do not include that country unless otherwise 
noted. Unless referenced separately, all EEC statis
tics are taken from the EUROSTAT publications cited 
as Table sources. 
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Of these, 130 deal with industrial goods and the re
mainder mainly with food products. Anoth~r 60 direct
ives are under consideration at this time (Euroforum 
17-7-79). 

c. The right of establishment. Legislation in this 
area stipulates that a firm may operate in any EEC 
state, as long as it is legally incorporated in one 
member-nation. •fuile national governments may still 
limit the kinds of firms that can operate within their 
boundaries, such laws must not be discriminatory. In 
other words, they must apply equally to "domestic" and 
"foreign" (other-EEC) companies. 

d. The right of sale. As in the preceeding case, a 
product which meets the legal standards in one member
state has an almost automatic "license" to sell in any 
other EEC country. Again, national laws limiting the 
sale of certain products must not discriminate against 
"other-EEC" producers. 

Similar Marketing Systems 

Business executives responding to this survey pointed 
out the marked commonalities of marketing infrastruct
ures across the EEC. For instance, the degree of con
centration in retailing in several countries tends to 
be very similar. Giant retailers, such as Carrefour 
and Mamoth (France), Tesco and Safeway (U.K.), Ahold 
(Holland) and Taenglemann (Germany) control large port
ions of several fast-moving, consumer goods sectors. 
Typical concentration ratios for a single retailer ran
ge between 10-30% of all retail sales for some product 
categories in most countries. An example is the aero
sol deodorant market in France: a handful of "hyper
marches" control 38% of the market, a small number of 
large self-service outlets control an additional 47%, 
and the remaining 15% is shared by thousands of small 
grocery and drug stores (Desodorisants ... l981). 

Almost all (i~q%) of the business respondents in this 
study pointed out that similarities in trade structure 
usually result in similar behavior patterns by merch
ants across Europe. In turn, this facilitates the 
tasks of develo!'ing standardized distribution strateg
ies, sales force training, personnel transferability, 
and the like. 

A similar situation, though to a somewhat lesser ext
ent, exists in the advertising sector. As early as 
1973, there were 400 branches of U.S. advertising agen
cies in Western Europe (Dunn and Yorke 1974). In light 
of their usually multi-country operations, it is not 
surprising that most respondents in this survey indic
ated a preference for using multinational over local 
agencies, where possible. This factor, coupled with 
a general similarity in media structures (for some ex
ceptions, see the discussion that follows) make it pos
sible for international executives to develop some 
standardized aooroaches to advertising in Europe. 

Common Consumer Protection Laws 

Several countries still enforce individual consumer pro
tection laws. Nonetheless, harmonization efforts have 
yielded substantial results. The Commission has suc
cessfully proposed common rules regarding labelling, 
food additives, defective product warranties, and the 
like (e.g. Euroforum 5-10-79). As well, European con
sumers are represented at the EEC level by the Bureau 
Europeen des Unions de Consorrunateurs, which often ad
vises the Commission on consumer protection matters. 



Similar Human Needs 

Finally, it is important to note the existing similar
ities amongst consumers in various countries regard
ing certain basic consumption needs. Culture may 
introduce substantial variations in consumer behavior, 
especially regarding products that are culture-sensi
tive (e.g. furniture, dress, and art). On the other 
hand, some products are significantly less sensitive 
to cultural variations, thus lending themselves to 
cross-country standardization. Examples include dis
posable diapers (Pampers), batteries (Duracell), candy 
(Rowntree), razor blades (~7ilkinson-Sword) and pens 
(Bic), all of which are successfully marketed through
out Europe. 

The Case for Ten Distinct Markets 

Despite the general trend toward unification and harm
onization, consumers in the ten EEC nations have main
tained their individual characteristics. In marketing 
terms, there are three general areas where inter-coun
try differences are the most striking. These include 
uncontrollable environmental factors, consumption pat
terns, and the marketing practices that result there
from. 

Environmental Variables 

Among others, these include differences in demographic, 
geographic, and economic factors. The last two have 
been discussed extensively in the literature (e.g. dif
ferences in inflation rates, unemp·loyment, and econom
ic growth) or are fairly obvious and thus easy to ob
serve (e.g. climatic differences between the Mediter
ranean and North Sea nations). However, some other 
differences have only received cursory attention. 

Table 1 includes various key demographic statistics 
for the EEC, and compares them to tht' U.S. Generally, 
it has been assumed that demographic trends and facts 
are similar throughout Europe. This absumption may be 
correct in the case of lower birth rates, rising fe
male participation in the labour force, population 
aging, and so forth. For instance, the first three 
columns in Table 1 show the similarities in age break
downs (with the notable exception of Ireland) both 
within the EEC and between it and the U.S. 

The similarities stop when a more detailed analysis 
of available statistics is performed. For example, 
Table  1  also shows vastly differing population density 
and primacy (population of largest city as a proportion 
of the five largest city total} rates among EEC count
ries. An example of the marketing implications of 
such differences becomes obvious when these are comp
ared to the data in Table 2 . 

TABLE 2 
HOME-TO-WORK TRANSPORTATION MODES 

FOOT BICYCLES, PUBLIC CAR OTHER 
MOPEDS, TRANSIT 
MOTORCYCLES 
(% OF COMMUTERS) 

GERMANY 16 9 48 24 2 
FRANCE 18 16 43 17 6 
ITALY 22 18 37 19 3 
HOLLAND 8 35 41 12 4 
BELGIUM 11 16 so 21 2 
LUX. 19 8 45 24 5 
U.K. 19 6 46 28 1 
IRELAND 23 10 44 20 4 
DENMARK 10 25 48 13 3 
GREECE NA NA NA NA NA 

U.S.A. NA NA NA NA NA 

For example, the high density and primacy rates of the 
Netherlands and Denmark result in high usage rates of 
bicycles, mopeds and motorcycles as a main transporta
tion mode for corr.muUng between home and work. The 
marketing implications of such differences do not 
stop at the obviously different market sizes that such 
factors result in. Also affected may be various other 
product CHtegories ranging from rainwear (in high bic
ycle usage ~ountries) Lo rar stereo systems and casset
tes (in hi~h car usage countries). As well, the same 
product mav be pf'rceived differently in one country vs. 
another (e.g., hicycles are "transportation" in the 
Netherlands but "recreation" in Germany). 

As well, statistics un Hmtsehold Size, Divorce Rates, 

TABLE 1 
EEC: SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 

. ·- ----- ------- -···--- -----· --------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
COU:-lTRY AGE POPU- PRI!>l.ACY HOllSEHOLD DIVORCE LABOUR PARTICIPATION 

------- -------- ------ !AT10N RATE SIZE_(Z) _____ RATF ~_IES _(AGES _!_5-6-~----
-15 15-64 65+ DENSITY (~) (X/'000) 

___________ ------ ------------- _______ (X/_km2 )_. __ ------- 1 2 3 ' 'i H F -4 ------------------------------------------------- -· 

GERHANY 20 65 15 21,7 29 29 28 33 9 1.8 85 48 
FRANCE 23 63 14 98 52 22 28 35 1'> 1.2 84 51 
ITALY 23 64 13 188 37 13 22 44 2'2 0.2 82 30 
HOLLAND 24 6_r} ll 338 33 17 25 37 20 l.h 83 33 
BEU; WM 21 65 14 323 56 19 30 35 ln 1.3 B4 44 
LUX. 20 67 13 138 NA 16 27 41 lh ;\A NA NA 
P.K. 22 63 15 229 71 18 J 1 JF, l'i 2. '· 92 55 
IRELA!'o1D 31 58 11 47 7 14 21 30 3) 2.6 92 34 
DENMARK 22 64 ]I, 118 66 23 30 35 12 2.6 90 63 
GREECE 23 64 13 71 75 11 21 45 22 0.4 B3 30 

u.s.A. 23 66 1.1 23 NA 21 31 33 J6 NA NA NA 
- -- --- -- -- ---------------- ---------~-- --- ---··- --------- --· ------------------~- ------------ --~----·-···--·------- ---· -----------

Snurct'! Basic Statistics of the Community (1980) and Social Indicators for tlw EEf: (19!10). 
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and Female Participation rates vary widely within the 
EEC. Again, the differences are not limited to matters 
of market size for products such·as ·single-serving pre
pared foods in countries with a high proportion of 
single-households. 

For instance, Italy and Greece have the lowest divorce 
rates and the highest ratios of three- and four-member 
households. The opposite is true in Germany, where 
single-person households are about as many as those 
with three or four members. Thus strategic marketing 
adapt~tion would not only be necessary due to varying 
market sizes, but also because of the social implicat
ions of the above factors (e.g., better social accept
ability of single-living in Germany than in Italy). 

Consumption Patterns 

Varying degrees of consumption are only partially the 
result of the demographic composition of a population. 
Other important factors include income, climate, and 
culture. Regardless of their origin, distinct consum
ption patterns point to substantial differences among 
the ten EEC markets. Some examples are shown in Tabl e 
3, part (a). 

A cursory review of this table reveals substantial 
diet differences from one country to the next. Furth
er, these statistics tend to conceal even more funda
mental variations in diet-related traditions and hab
its. Thus beer will require different marketing strat
egies in Greece (where it is considered a refreshment) 
than in the U.K. or Germany (where it is entertainment 
-related). 

Finally, part (b) of Table 3 shows the work-time requ
ired to buy selected consumer items in the EEC countr
ies. This is a well known and frequently used measure 
of market potential, and as such it need not be discus
sed here. What must be noted is its implications re
garding consumer perceptions. A product's position on 
the "luxury-necessity" continuum will largely determine 
the nature of the marketing approach to be used in a 
given market. For example, to purchase a deep freezer 

consumers in Denmark, the U.K., and France, need to 
work for 56, 106, and 116 hours, respectively. Owner
ship rates per 100 households of the same product vary 
accordingly from 54 (Denmark), to 37 (U.K.) and 26 
(France). 

Marketing Practices 

Partially because of the above differences, marketing 
practices among EEC countries differ substantially. 
In some cases it is possible for the new, incoming 
firm to influence marketing variables towards more 
similarity --therefore, more simplicity. For example, 
mass marketing technology, introduced mainly by trans
national firms, was frequently mentioned by respondents 
as one of the underlying factors that lead to retail
ing concentration throughout Europe. 

In other cases, the firm has no choice but to adapt to 
individual market conditions. Respondents identified 
at least four such areas: advertising media, copy, 
distribution channels, and price/cost structures. In 
some countries (e.g. Belgium) television advertising 
is not available. While outdoor advertising is gener
ally common, there exist at least 50 different board 
and poster sizes through Europe. In terms of copy, 
Dunn and Yorke (1974) have pointed to the differences 
in the way that advertising executives in Europe per
ceive the effectiveness of various approaches. The 
percentage of executives that believe in the effective
ness of "soft-sell advertising" is a case in point: 
Netherlands 13%; Germany 19%; U.K. 23%; Belgium 30%; 
France 48%; and Italy, 60%. 

While concentration ratios tend to be similar, other 
distribution-related practices vary. For example, 
France boasts at least 45 wholesale commercial centers, 
an institution which (with the exception of food prod
ucts) is virtually unknown in countries such as Greece 
and the Netherlands. Of France's 45 centers, only 12 
handle food products. The remainder specialize in var
ious categories including footwear, toys, and electron
ic products. 

TABLE 3 
SELECTED CONSUMPTION CHARACTERISTICS 

(a) CONSUMPTION OF FOOD PRODUCTS (b) WORK-TIME REQUIRED TO PURCHASE ... 

GRAIN POTATOES VEGETABLES WINE BEER DENIM JEANS DEEP FREEZERS COLOR TV 
(as 
flour) (KG/HEAD/YEAR) (LITERS) (HOURS :MU:UTES) 

GERMANY 68 83 72 24 148 5:19 63:52 144:51 
FRANCE 77 84 114 98 45 9:50 116:19 301:57 
ITALY 123 40 150 91 14 NA NA NA 
HOLLAND 61 83 82 12 77 6:09 68:16 NA 
BELGIUM 

71 101 102 18 135 5:49 91:55 193:21 
LUX. 132 4:59 74:58 187:05 
U.K. 71 91 96 5 119 NA 106:27 215:41 
IRELAND 91 113 84 3 126 NA NA NA 
DENMARK 67 65 59 12 114 NA 56:11 200:41 
GREECE 114 59 139 42 19 NA NA NA 

u.s.A. 60 36 96 NA NA NA NA NA 

Source: Basic Statistics of the Community (1980) and Social Indicators for the EEC (1980). 
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Consumption patterns also influence distribution chan
nels. For instance, wine is distributed on a mass
basis in France, where frequent consumption places it 
in the "convenience" category. Distribution is more 
selective in the U.K., Denmark, and other markets whe
re wine consumption is significantly lower (see Table  
3. 

Finally, labour costs, consumer expectations and in
comes, and a number of other factors have a substant
ial impact on costs and prices. In turn, this results 
in substantial variations regarding the availability 
of funds for investment in marketing activities. 

The Case for the Euro Market 

The "Euro" market consists of a substantial and growing 
number of consumers who are known as the "New Europe
ans". The comment offered by an EEC official who was 
interviewed for this study may best explain this new 
consumer, as well as the EEC itself: "the EEC is not 
equal to or larger than the sum of its parts. It is 
different than the sum of its parts". Generally, it 
would appear that besides performing its unification 
task, the EEC has developed a culture of its own. 
Manifestations of the emergence of the new culture ex
ist everywhere. Some examples follow: 

a. In one of his first speeches, new French President 
Francois Mitterand refered to the need to view the EEC 
as "a community of social problems". This is a signif
icant departure from the traditional "common market" 
view. In recognizing the commonality of the social 
problems that European nations are faced with, Mitter
and cut across national boundaries based on a social 
cr life-style criterion, rather than on a technical 
(market) one. 

b. The European Commission has taken steps to make 
possible the Europe-wide incorporation of business 
firms, with registration at the EEC level. Again, this 
is a significant departure from past practice. Prev
iously, EEC laws were only "directed" by the Commission, 
while implementation and Rdministration rested with 
national governments. Instead, the new incorporation 
law will operate "above" national governments, thus 
shifting the center of power from them to the EEC core. 

c. It is expected that satellite-controlled, pan
European simulcasting of television programs (and ad
vertisements) will become a reality by 1983. Advertis
ing executives that responded to this study indicated 
that this facility will be used mostly in reaching the 
cosmopolitan class of the New Europeans. 

d. The traditionally used term "EEC" is not encounter
ed as frequently anymore within Europe, whether in 
verbal or written form. The term "European Community" 
is more often used. The difference is subtle but sub
stantial. Before, citizens of a given country consid
ered themselves nationals of that country, tied with 
other nationals for the purpose of facilitating com
merce and improving their material standard of living. 
Now, these "citizens of Europe" find their national 
affiliation a matter of lesser importance than that of 
their allegiance to the largely intangible European 
Community. The next few paragraphs discuss the New 
Europeans in a little more detail. 

Deschampsneufs (1973) points to several characteristics 
of the Euro market. The New Europeans tend to develop 
and share a common "Euro-jargon", thus using language 
as a cultural unifier. They travel across national 
boundaries as easily as within their "own" countries. 
More importantly from a marketing perspective, they 
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exhibit an eclectic buyin& behavior. Under a "common 
market" concept, one would assume that cortsumers would 
not be cognizant of or interested in a given product's 
country of origin. As long as a product is readily 
available at a reasonable price, as a result of trade 
barrier reductions, the common market consumer might 
well be interested in it. 

By contrast, the Euro consumer, regardless of national
ity, is aware of the national origins of products and 
chooses those that come from the most reputable count
ry. Thus the New Europeans prefer Dutch cheese, Dan
ish butter, French women's clothes, Italian men's 
fashions, and German home appliances. In some ways, 
this type of consumer behavior represents a certain 
popularization of buying habits that had long been 
exclusive to the European aristocracy (Deschampsneufs 
1973; also interviews from this study). 

Though not far marketing purposes, some characteristics 
of the Euro consumer have been measured by the central 
EEC statistical bureau (Eurostat). A 1980 community
wide study classified Europeans into seven types of 
regions based on the respondents' feelings about the 
prosperity, quality of life, etc., of their respective 
regions (Europeans 1980). All seven regions cross 
national frontiers. Of the seven, four exhibited the 
strongest support for European unification (rates of 
69-77%). The first three are mainly industrialized 
regions (e.g. the industrial areas of Cologne in 
Germany, Alsace in France, Milano-Torino in Italy, 
Copenhagen in Denmark), and were found to contain 
large concentrations of New Europeans. Profiles of 
the latter typically included higher incomes, better 
education, generally white-collar occupations and 
slightly more leftist political tendencies than con
sumers in other regions. 

The fourth region that reported strong European support 
(77%) is more representative of the traditional common 
market concept. Included here are the poorer regions 
of North-western Ireland and Southern Italy. Support 
for the EEC in this case is attributed more to the 
"savior" image of the common market than to socio-pol
itical considerations that dictate the attitudes of 
the Euro consumer. 

Finally, the bi-annual "Eurobarometer", a public opin
ion survey in the EEC, provides additional insights in
to the New Europeans. Table 4 shows the varying deg
rees of support for Europeanism depending on a leader
ship rating of respondents. The rating is based on 
empirical measures of political involvement and the 
propensity of individuals to act as opinion leaders 
for others. 

Characteristics of European "leaders" are very simil
ar to those of the New Europeans. In addition, lead
ers are better intormed, read more magazines and news
papers, lean more to the left of the political scale 
than non-leaders, and so forth. 

It is interesting to note that business executives 
that were interviewed in this study seemed to be aware 
of the presence of the Euro market, and some have al
ready used it in segmentation exercises. They pointed 
out that, until the emergence of this market, it was 
virtually impossible to engage in trans-European seg
mentation. For instance, "upper-lower class" consum
ers were found to have more differences than similar
ities between Paris and Marseilles, --not to mention 
across different countries. On the other hand, the 
presence of the Euro consumer (whose characteristics 
are operationalized along lifestyle variables) enables 
trans-national firms to establish some common consumer 



characteristics on a cross-border basis. 

TABLE 4 
SUPPORT FOR THE EEC 

COUNTRY GENERAL SUPPORT SUPPORT FOR OWN 
FOR EUROPEAN COUNTRY'S MEMBER-
UNIFICATION SHIP IN EEC 

N-L L N-L L 

BELGIUM 50 88 37 82 
DENMARK 32 47 23 35 
GERMANY 56 80 39 83 
FRANCE 68 76 46 54 
IRELAND 44 78 42 68 
ITALY 69 91 60 83 
LUX. 74 90 78 90 
HOLLAND 64 81 64 73 
U.K. 47 65 12 28 
GREECE NA NA NA NA 

EEC 60 80 41 63 

Note: "N-L", Non-Leaders; "L", Leaders. 

Source: EUROBAROMETER, June 1980. 

EEC: How Many Markets? 

Given the preceeding discussion, the answer to this 
question has to be an eclectic one. That is, the 
degree to which marketing approaches can be standard
ized will depend on, and differ according to, several 
factors. Based on interviewee responses to this study, 
and on the preceeding discussion, the most important 
variables are the relevance of cultural differences and 
the degree of product differentiation in a given prod
uct class. The two variables, and the resulting mark
eting approaches, are portrayed in Figure I below. 

FIGURE I. 

STRATEGIC MARKET CHOICE AND DETERMINANT FACTORS 

HIGH 

Relevance 
of Culture 

LOW 

LOW Product 
Differentiation 

HIGH 

A common market strategy may be employed in cases where 
product differentiation and the effect of culture on 
buyer behavior are low. Examples of such products in
clude photographic film, detergent, toothpaste, and air 
fresheners. 

For differentiated products with a medium-to-high lev
el of cultural sensitivity, a ten-market strategy will 
have to be employed. Mass market clothing, home appli
ances, and automobiles, on the one hand, and diet-re
lated items (e.g. canned meat or fish), on the other, 

are examples of products in this case. 

Finally, products that carry significant status, social, 
or cultural connotations may find unique opportunities 
in a separate "national" market --the Euro consumer. 
The types of products that may appeal to this market 
cover the entire range of product classes, from fast
moving, convenience goods (e.g. cheese) to high-priced, 
specialty items (e.g. desiRner clothing). What differ
entiates this ma~ket f.rom the "common" and "different
iated" ones is the 'target consumer's lifestyle, as dis
cussed above. 

The Euro consumer purchases product or brand X because 
of its origin and because of its pan-European character. 
The "common market" consumer would prefer product Y if 
it were produced locally by a domestic firm; if he or 
she buy product X, they will do so in spite of its ori
gin and its pan-European character, and possibly for 
reasons of cost, wider availability, or better technical 
performance. That is to say, the "common market" con
sumer considers only the technical aspect of the EEC 
(no tariffs or custom duties, hence lower prices for 
possibly better goods). By contrast, the Euro consumer 
sees "Europeanism" in a product as a benefit in itself. 

Therefore, the producer has a choice which largely de
pends on his own objectives. His products can be posi
tioned as either "common" or "Euro" ones. In the first 
case the product itself can be standardized but promo
tional appeals may have to vary. The product's sale
ability would be based mostly on technical product att
ributes and it may be necessary to avoid "origin" refer
ences in promotion, so that the consumer's nationalist
ic feelings are not offended. In the second case, a 
Euro-market strategy will probably stress both the coun
try of origin, in support of product performance, and 
the pan-European product position, in support of its 
relevance to the Euro consumer's lifestyle. 
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DOCUMENTATION AND LOGISTICS ISSUES IN EXPORTING FIRMS 

Stan Reid, Syracuse University 
Lee Burlingame (student), Syracuse University 

Abstract 

This paper examines documentation and logistics problems 
in exporting firms and identifies some specific firm and 
individual factors which could account for variation in 
both usage of facilitating agencies and exporter's per
ception of these agencies' contribution to the logistics 
and documentation process. 

Issues related to the "mechanical aspects" of exporting 
are paid little attention by export analysts even though 
they play a critical role in the export process. Dis
tributing products to foreign markets is complicated by 
the need for extensive documentation and a variety of 
supporting functions which may include arrangements for 
financing, freighting, insuring, packaging and ware
housing (Baylis 1976; Foster 1980). Improper document
ation can cause shipping delays, involving increased 
inventorv costs, additional handling, carriage and de
murr~~e ~barges, and customer dissatisfaction (Crowe 
1980). It may also result in substantial fines being 
imposed, goods forfeited through seizure by local auth
orities or ,in some cases, loss of sales because of 
good~ being returned (Crowe 1979). 

It is not surprising then that prospective exporters and 
exporting firms view the export logistics function and 
its accompanying documentation requirements as a major 
problem area (Weekly and Bardi 1975; Rabino 1980; Murphy 
1980). Since coping with these issues requires special
ized knowledge and competence that may not be present 
within the firm, some writers see it acting as a major 
deterrent to engaging in exporting (Jones 1980; Foster 
1980). Firms have tended to respond to such problems by 
either setting up in house facilities, hiring outside 
agents or, in some cases, using indirect channels or 
institutions which reHeve them of the responsibility of 
handling export "mechanics" (Brasch 1978; Cao 1981). 
Freight forwarders, export management companies and 
Webb-Pomerene Association are ~enerally regarded as the 
major agencies avai.lable to simplify the export logi.s
tics task (Terpstra 1978; Keegan 1980). The activities 
of these agencies can be quite extensive often going be
yond fulfilling export tasks and may involve the provi
sion of freight consolidation, warehousing insurance, 
packaging and labelling services (Brasch 1978; Cao 
1981) . 

In spite of the relevance of both documentation and 
supporting logistical functions to the exportin~ firm, 
little is known about how they are handled or the way in 
which they affect the usage of factl itating agencies. 
This paper examines these issues with the intention of 
identifying specific firm and individual factors that 
can best account for the variance in exporters percep
tion of the contribution outside agencies make to the 
documentation process and to conducting the export 
function. 

Some Tentative Propositions 

An examination of the exporting logistics process sug
gests that such factors as the type of channel entry 
used, the number of countries exported to, firm export 
intensity, size of the firm and awareness of documenta
tion problems by the export decision-maker can contri
bute to both the documentation dilemma and the usage of 
outside agencies. 
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Type of Channel Entry 

The use of indirect channels to export markets is con
sidered as the most effective way of avoiding the logis
tics problems of exporting (Terpstra 1978; Brady and 
Bearden 1979; Keegan 1980). Foreign purchasing agents, 
export brokers, distributors, representatives and mer
chants, combination export managers, Webb- Pomerene 
Associations and foreign freight forwarders are among 
the variety of institutions which take on the special
ized task of distributing goods to the foreign markets 
for the exporting firm (Keegan 1980). Alternatively 
some firms who have achieved a sizeable scale of export 
activity may internalize the logistic function through 
the setting up of an export department and establishing 
direct channels to the foreign market (Terpstra 1978). 

Number of Countries Exporting To 

While firms engaging in repeated exports to one or a 
small number of countries may achieve economies by 
conducting their own export processing, this tends to 
be more difficult when they are faced with the addi
tional logistics burden resulting from the different 
requirements of multiple export markets (Tatterson and 
Wood 1980). In addition, firms may find it economical, 
even in the case where in-house export logistjcs facil
ity exists, to utilize the services of outside agen
cies for the occasional export transaction with a 
foreign market. 

Firm Export Intensity 

Export intensity in the context of this study has two 
dimensions. Firstly, it is used in the traditional 
sense (export sales/total sales) indicating the extent 
of the firms dependence on exports and secondly, as a 
measure of exports transaction activity. In the first 
instance firms showing a higher commitment to export 
activity are more likely to institutionalize facilities 
for export documentation processing. However, where 
exporting is still considered a marginal firm activity, 
judged on the basis of number of orders shipped rather 
than on volume of exports, usage of outside agencies 
would appear to be an appropriate strategy. 

Firm Size 

Although it is logical to expect that the services of 
facilitating institutions are more likely to be used by 
the smaller firm, the evidence suggests that larger 
firms use such services as often as small firms (Brasch 
1978). Number of employees would seem to be the best 
measure for size since it is a better proxy for the 
available human resources to assist in the exporting 
process than such criteria as firm sales or assets 
(Reid 1982). 

Awareness of the Documentation Problem 

Since exporters would be intuitively sensitive to the 
problems involved in sending goods to foreign markets, 
their knowledge of developments which can simplify such 
activity is likely to affect the ways in which they use 
facilitating export documentation services and how they 
regard the documentation process. Among the more sig
nificant innovations in this area are the activities of 
the National Committee on International Trade Documen
tation (NCITD) which is engaged in both simplifying 
export documentation procedures and developing the 



Cargo Interchange System (CARDIS) aimed at reducing 
transit time and providing adequate shipping informa
tion (Baylis 1976). 

The above are likely to be the major handling factors 
implicated in handling export orders and are regarded 
as the most relevant variables to be considered in an 
explanation of the importance that documentation and 
logistics activity have in the exporting process. 

Methodology 

Data was secured through the use of mall questionnaires 
sent to export decision makers in 95 exporting firms 
drawn from the New York State Industrial Directory 
(1979). The survey was conducted during February-March 
1981 period and was restricted to those Central New York 
firms which manufactured fabricated metal products 
(S.I.C. 3400-3499) and machinery (S.I.C. 3500-3599). 
The selected industries are among the most export inten
sive in the area, and offer both a diversity of product 
mix and manufacturing firms. 

Variables Used 

The dependent variables were concerned with measuring 
(a) the perceived importance of documentation in export
ing (DIMP), (b) the perceived importance of outside 
agencies to the logistic function (PIMD), and (c) the 
perceived contribution of these agencies to the ease of 
export documer>tation (PCON). These variables and their 
operationalization are shown in Exhibit I. The high 
split-half reliabilities of the dependent variables PI~ID 

(a~.78) and PCON (a=.9\) both composite measures, along 
with their item content indicates valid and appropriate 
measures. 

Exhibit J: DESCRIPTION OF DEPENDEKT VARIABlES 

Variable 

Perceived contribution of 
outside agencies to ease 
of export documentat~or> 
(PCON) 

single item, 5-point 
scale 

Perceived importance of 
outside agencv to export 
documentation (PIMD) 

eight 4items, 5-point 
scale as above (banking 
assistance, shipment 
copsolidation, ~ocum~nt 
processing, goods trac
ing, shipping arrange
ments, consulnte prepara
tion, goods pickup, other. 

Perceived importance of 
documentation in foreign 
sales mn:P) 

eleven items, 5-point 
scale as above (packing 
list, blll of lading, 
export declnrotion, 
certificate of origin, 
delivery instructions, 
doc} receipt, earner, 
bank drafts, drawback. 

7 

(]=contributes negativelv; 2=does not contribute; 
3=contrihutes slightlv; 4=contrihutes moderately; 
S=contrihutes substantially) 

~(l=nnt used; ;J=unimportant; ]=slightly important; 
4=import~nt; S=verv important) 

The rine predictor variables measurPd type of channel 
used (XCilAN), ciecision maker's fmni1ir,rity with documen
tation developments (NCITD, CARDIS), export intensity 
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(XVAL, XORD, XPERM), number of countries exported to in 
last year (NCNT), number of employees (NEMP), annual 
groaa aales (SALSV). All variables were assigned inter
val values with the exception of XCHAN, which was a 
dichotomy measure (dummy variable) and SALSV and NCNT 
which were represented aa ratio measures. A descrip
tion of the predictor variables is provided below. 

Exhibit II: DESCRIPTION OF PREDICTOR VARIABLES 

Definition Coding 

Familiarity with Trade Docu
mentation committee, NCTTD 

Familiarity with Cargo Data 
Interchange SystP.m (CARDlS). 

Average value of each export 
shipment ($) (XVAL) 

Nos. of monthly export orders 
shipped (XORD) 

Export sales/total sales 
(XPERH) 

Nos. of export countries, NCNT 

Nos. of current employees 
(NEMP) 

1980 sales ($ million) (SALSV) 

Type of channel used to export 
market (XCRAN) 

Results 

4 point scale 
(1) not known to 
(4) very familiar 

as above 

(1) <1000, (2) 1000-
1999, (3) 2000-3999, 
(4) 4000-7999, 
( 5) 8000+ (1) <5 
(2) 5-9, (3) 10-19, 
(4) 20-29, (5) 30-39, 
(6) 40-49, (7) >50 

(1) 0-10% to (7) 60%+ 

(1) <100 to (7) 600+ 

(1) <1M to (5) 8H+ 

(1) Direct (2) Tnter
medi<Jte (Dummy Vari
able) 

Twenty-six usable questionnaires were received from 
seventy-eight firms who were currently exp0rting, an 
effective response rate of 33.3%. While there was 
little evidence of a response bias by industry grouping, 
larger firms showed a proportionately higher response 
rate than would he expected (see Tabl e I ). About 50r of 
the firms were direct exporters and the same proportion 
had gross sales of $2 million or more. Export sales 
accounted for less th~n 20k of total sales for eighteen 
respondents. 

Tab 1 e T: DI STPT!\PTTON OF FIRM'S RESPONSFS 
(Industry and Size) 

Respondents Non-Respondents 

Fabricated meta' 
(SIC 3400 - 3499) 

Machinery ma~ufnr
ture (SIC 3500 -
3599) 

< 100 employees 
100-400 emplnvees 
> 400 emplovees 

5Ri' 

411;' 
ll? 
23~ 

-------------------

52/ 

48/" 

Total 

54/" 

46/" 

53% 
29~ 

18/o 

The firms shipped on average between 5-9 export orders 
per month having a mean value of between 4000-8000 
dollars. About thirtv-five percent exported to eight or 



more countries. Outside agencies were perceived as (1) 
making a very high contribution to ease of export docu
mentation (PCON = 4.4; sd=1.02), (2) being important to 
the logistics function (PIMD = 3.6; sd • 1.27). Deci
sion-makers generally agreed that export documentation' 
was important in conducting and closing foreign sales 
(PIMP= 3.6; sd=1.51). 

The documentation and shipping process were perceived as 
the most important functions that outside agencies 
served (Table  I l a) and the standard documents required 
to export goods such as commercial invoices, packing 
list, bill of lading and export declaration were all 
regarded as the most important for conducting foreign 
sales (Tabl e b). II Such specialized documents as 
carnets, drawbacks and export functions as freight load 
consolidation and pick-up and delivery activity were 
regarded as either unimportant or not used.This result 
is not surprising given that the above documents are 
only used for selected markets and such functions as 
load consolidation, would tend to be highly specific to 
the nature of the firm's export involvement. Most 
respondents were unfamiliar with either the National 
Committee on International Trade Documentation or the 
Cargo Data Interchange System (NCITD = 1.5, sd = .99, 
CARDIS = 1.3, sd = .84). 

Table Ila: T~PORTANCE OF OUTSIDE AGENCY (PIMD) 

MEAN 
FUNCTION RANK RESPONSE 
Export Document -1- 3.450 

Processing 
3. 368} !ligh Carrier Bookings 2 

Goods Tracing 3 3. 158 
Consulate Prepar- 4 2.95} at ion 

2 _90 ~edium Bank Assistance 5 
(Letter of Credit) 

LCL Consolidation 6 2.889 
Pick-up & Delivery 7 2.00 } 
Other 8 1.444- Low 

Tab] e lib: H!POFTANCE OF DOCUMENTS IN EXPORT SALES 
(DIMP) 

MEAN 
DOCUMENT RANK RESPONSE 
Commercial Invoice -1-

3. "'] Packing List 2 3.789 
High Bill of Lading 3 3. 737 

Export Declaration 4 3.722 
Delivery Instructions 5 3.526] 
Dock Receipt 6 3.353 

Medium Certificate of Origin 7 3.222 
Bank Draft 8 3.167 
Credit Risk Documents 9 1. 882\ 
Carnet 10 1. 563 _j Low 
Drawback 11 l. 275 

Regression Analysis 

The relationships between predictor and dependent 
variables were tested by means of stepwise multiple 
regression procedures, since the objective was identif
ication of those predictor variables that made the 
greatest contributions to accounting for the variation 
in the dependent variables. The variables "familiarity 
with Cargo Data Interchange System" (CARDTS) and "firm 
aggregate sales (SALSV)" were excluded from the regres
sion analyses because of their high intercorrelation 
with a number of other predictor variables. 

For example, "Familiarity with Cargo Data Interchange 
System" was highly correlated with familiarity with 
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National Committee on International Trade Documentation 
(r•.84). Similar correlations were observed between 
firm aggregate sales and the variables, export shipment 
value (.69), number of monthly export orders (.62), 
number of countries exporting to (.70) and number of 
employees (.76) (see Table III ). Moderate multicol
linearity between "number of countries exporting to" 
(NCNT) and "export shipment value" (r = .51), number of 
export orders shipped (r • .68) and "percentage of 
export sales to total sales" (r = .51) was ignored and 
that variable (NCNT) along with the remaining predic
tors were included in the regression analysis. 

TABLE III: CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PREDICTOR VARIABLES 

NCIDT CARD IS SVAL XORD X PERM NCNT NEMP SALSV 

.84 

.06 .10 

.03 -.02 .28 
-.03 -.11 .44 

.00 -.07 .51 .68 -.59 
-.11 -.04 .27 .33 .07 .27 
-.02 -.03 .69 .62 .39 .70 .76 
-.32 -. 17 -.02 -.03 .16 -.12 -.04 -. 14 

The predictor variables were more successful in explain
ing the variation in "perceived importance of outside 
agency to export business (PIMD)" (adj. R2 = .24) and 
in "perceived importance of documentation in foreign 
sales, DIMP" (adj. R2 • .29) than in accounting for the 
variance in "perceived contribution of outside agencies 
to ease of export documentation, PCON" (adj. R2 = .08) 
(Table IV ). 

TABLE IV: REGRESSION RESULTS 
(standardized betas) 

N=24 

Dependent variables PCON PIMP 
Predictors 
NCITD 
XVAL -.27 .29*** 
XORD -.48 
X PERM .18 
NCNT .43 .36** 
NEMP .34 
X CHAN 

*** -.13 *** 
F value 2.583 2.471 
adj R2 .08 .24 

* ** *** p < • 0 l; p < • 05; p < • l 0. 
-----variables not entered in-analysis 

Discussion of Findings 

PIMP 

*** 
-.31* 
1.33** 

. 61 

-.31* 
1. 27 * 
-.48*** 
2.21 

.29 

Outside Agencies and Ease of Export Documentation 

The number of countries a firm exported to was the only 
significant variable (p < .05) accounting for the vari
ation in perceivecl contribution of outside agencies to 
ease of export documentation. This supports the pro
position that the extent of export market diversifica
tion is an influential factor in whether firms used 
outside agencies or not for documentation processing. 

While the value of the export shipment did not emerge a 
significant variable (p <.10) the negative sign of the 
coefficient indicates an-inverse relationship betwPen 
this predictor and the dependent variable. It is pos
sible that the relationship between use of outside 
services and shipment value is likely to be confounded 
by country-specific factors. 



Outside Agencies and the Logistics Function 

The larger the firm (nos. of employees) the more likely 
it was to perceive the services of outside agencies as 
important to the export logistics function (p ~ .05). 
Although this size measure was highly correlated with 
total firm sales (.76) it showed no relationship with 
export intensity (.07) as indicated by export sales/ 
total sales. This suggests that total sales may be an 
intervening variable or that type of employees may be a 
more appropriate measure. 

In contrast the greater the number of export orders 
shipped on a monthly basis the less likely the firm was 
to perceive the contribution of an outside agency as 
important to the mechanics of shipping goods abroad. A 
likely explanation for this result is that the firm has 
accumulated learning experience from regular shipping of 
exports as a consequence of using in-house facilities. 
Neither value of export orders, percentage of export 
sales/total sales, number of countries exported to or 
type of export channel used were found to be significant 
contributors in explaining the variance in perceived 
importance of the outside agency to the logistics func
tion (p < .10). There is indicative evidence, however, 
judging from their Beta values, that these variables 
play a minor role in the evaluation of the contribution 
that outside agencies make to export logistics. 

Importance of Documentation to Exports 

Five predictor variables, average value of export ship
ment, number of employees, type of channel used (p ~.01), 
number of export orders shipped (p < .05) and familiar
ity with documentation developments-(p ~ .10) accounted 
for 29% of the variance in perceived importance of docu
mentation to foreign sales. 

Most of these variables would appear to be related to 
extent of export activity suggesting that more involved 
exporters do find export documentation a critical issue 
in foreign sales. The inverse and significant relation
ship between usage of direct channels and perceived 
ireportance of documentation (p < .01) raises the inter
esting issue of whether such activity is not seen ~s 
crudal when the firm has a direct presence in the 
foreign market or whether it is regarded as part of 
"norMal business" and thus not regarded as a salient 
issue. The negative impact of "knowledge of documenta
tion" variable (p < .10) is contrary to what would be 
expected. Since a-large number of respondents were 
unfamiliar with current developments in documentation, 
this specific finding should be treated with caution. 

Conclusion 

Although this study is of an exploratory nature with 
obvious limitations, the findings are of importance to 
the export literature, the firm and policy makers. It 
confirms the importance of outside agencies in the ex
porting process. The results indicate that usage of 
outside agencies for providing documentation assistance 
is of particular relevance to firms engaged in multiple 
foreign markets.Such institutions, however, seem to play 
a more extensive role in the logistics function than in 
the mere easing of export documentation. 

The evidence supports the view that as the transaction 
costs for exporting become higher, because of increased 
shipments, firms are more likely to internalize such 
activity. From the perspective of the firm this sug
gests that although the use of intermediaries and out
side services may be the easiest way to enter foreign 
markets careful analysis of the transaction costs 
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involved in their use may point to more realistic 
trade-offs between this approach and the establishing 
of in-house facilities as export involvement develops. 

While firms are obviously concerned about documentation 
and logistic problems, export decision-makers are 
unaware of current developments in the documentation and 
logistics area that are likely to be of relevance to 
them. Policy makers concerned with solving the documen
tation dilemma should bear this in mind and pay more 
attention to efforts made to increasing awareness among 
exporters as to the activities of those agencies in
volved in that exercise. Although it is not known to 
what extent problems with the mechanics of exporting 
are perceived as major impediments to exporting, this 
study suggests that outside agencies represent an ap
propriate solution for non-exporting firms faced with 
such difficulties. 
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TELEVISION ADVERTISING: USES OF INFORMATION IN THE 
U.S. AND LATIN AMERICA 

William Renforth, Western Illinois University 
Sian Raveed, Southern Illinois University 

Critics of current marketing practices complain that 
consumers do not have adequate information on which to 
base decisions. These information deficiencies, it is 
argued, result in higher prices, "artificial" brand 
differences and a stress on product attributes that 
represent no real value to consumers. Further, there 
appears to be widespread controversy between marketers 
and critics as to the usefulness of information commu
nicated through advertising, especially television 
advertising. 

John Clement, former Canadian Minister of Consumer and 
Commercial Relations, has described as "amazing" the 
number of broadcast commercials that contain no facts 
or worthwhile information. (2) Robert Pitorsky, for
mer head of Consumer Protection for the FTC has stated: 

The forms of advertising which are 
essentially noninformative in character 
may raise questions as to their funda
mental fairness, and their conformity 
with traditional economic justifications 
for advertising upon which a free and 
reasonably informed choice may be 
made (5) 

A recent review of worldwide regulations affecting ad
vertising by Boddewyn concluded that an increasing 
number of nations are reacting against current adver
tising practices and beginning to develop strong con
sumer protection rules. (1) Included among these reg
ulations are pressures to increase the information 
content of advertisements and to decrease the influence 
of emotional appeals that go beyond fact and reason. 
Against this background of controversy it seems appro
priate to reexamine the role of information content of 
television advertisements in international marketing. 

The purpose of this paper is to contribute to these 
discussions by evaluating the information content of 
Latin American television advertising and to make a 
comparison with similar findings in the United States 
and Australia. Specifically, this paper reports the 
results of an operational replication of two earlier 
empirical studies of the information content of tele
vision advertising. The first study, conducted by 
Resnik and Stern, reported on the information content 
of U.S. television advertising. (6) The second study, 
by Dowling, repeated the first study in Australia. (4) 

Method 

Stern and Resnik's operational definition of useful in
formation contained 14 criteria which a buyer might use 
in a purchase decision process. Table I presents a 
list of these criteria. The criteria represent factors 
identified as information cues which could be used in 
intelligent decision making. 
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Table I 

Criteria for Classification 

1. Price-value 
2. Quality 
3. Performance 
4. Components or contents 
5. Availability, i.e. distribution 
6. Special offers 
7. Taste 
8. Nutrition 
9. Packaging or shape 

10. Guarantees or warrantees 
11. Safety 
12. Independent research 
13. Company research 
14. New ideas 

Source: Resnik and Stern 

Two judges separately content-analyzed each advertise
ment according to their answer to the question, "Does 
this advertisement communicate any of the criteria 
listed in Table I about the product, service, or 
institution?" 

A total of 159 commercials broadcast by stations in 
Ecuador, Colombia, Panama, Nicaragua, and Honduras were 
included in the sample. A commercial was required to 
contain only one of the informational cues in order to 
be classified as informative. It should be noted that 
this is a relatively minimal standard which has the 
effect of minimizing the chance that an advertisement 
would be classified as uninformative when it was, in 
fact, informative. Further, no attempt was made to 
judge the veracity or usefulness of the information 
presented. The mere existence of an informative cue, 
as defined in Table I, was considered sufficient to 
classify the advertisement as informative. For each 
commercial that was analyzed, the researchers deter
mined if the advertisement was informative or nonin
formative and, if it was informative, which informative 
criteria were presented. 

Advertisements to be evaluated were selected at random 
between the following time periods: weekdays f~om 9:00 
to 12:00 a.m., 12:00 to 4:00p.m., and 7:00 to 11:00 
p.m.; and weekends from 8:00 to 12:00 a.m., 12:00 to 
4:00p.m., and 7:00 to 11:00 p.m. This classification 
scheme was selected to parallel the procedures used by 
Stern and Resnik and Dowling. However, the relatively 
small amount of programming scheduled for the morning 
hours in Latin America meant that this time slot was 
somewhat overrepresented in the resulting sample. 



Results 

Content analysis of the advertisements revealed that 
84.3 percent of the Latin American television commer
cials satisfied one or more of the criteria listed in 
Table  I . In contrast, Resnik and Stern found that 
only 49.2 percent of their sample U.S. television 
commercials satisfied one or more of the informative 
criteria. Dowling reported that 74 percent of the 
Australian commercials could be classed as informative. 
This striking result is perhaps the most startling of 
this study's findings. Since this study replicated 
the research method used in the prior two studies, it 
can be assumed a priori that there are substantial 
differences between advertising in Latin America and 
advertising in the U.S. and Australia. 

However, this overall estimate of advertising inform
ativeness must be disaggregated to determine if this 
finding is uniform across various broadcast times and 
product categories. 

Chi square analysis of the information content of the 
Latin American commercials by time of day (see Table 
II ) shows that no statistically significant differences 
occur at the .10 level. Thus, the proportion of in
formative advertisements does not appear to vary 
according to broadcast time. 

Table II 

Number of Informative and Noninformative 
Advertisements By Time of Day 

Morning Afternoon Evening 

Informative 39 46 49 

Non inf orma ti ve 5 7 13 

Chi square equals 2.90, no relationship at .90 level 

This result is in sharp contrast with the findings in 
the U.S. and Australia. Both these countries exhibited 
clear patterns in the ratio of informative to nonin
formative advertisements according to broadcast times. 

Ratio of Informative to Noninformative Ads 

Horning Afternoon Evening 

u.s. 4:5 2:3 3:2 

Australia 7: 1 4: 1 2:1 

Latin America 8:1 7:1 4:1 

In the U.S. the proportion of advertisements broadcast 
in the evening are far more informative than those 
broadcast during the morning or afternoon--with the 
later showing a much higher proportion of noninforma
tive advertisements. In Australia the pattern is re
versed, the more informative ads appear in the earlier 
hours. The Latin American pattern tends to follow the 
Australian, although the high overall level of informa
tiveness precluded a statistically significant associ
ation. Apparently in Latin America and Australia, as 
audiences become more heterogeneous in the later view
ing hours, advertising shifts from a specific product 
related theme to a general audience related theme. 
Many of the advertisements broadcast at these later 
times portray an "image" designed to position the pro
duct in the market. Thus, by using the restrictive 
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definition of "informative" adopted in this study, 
these lifestyle advertisements, aimed primarily at the 
broad later-hour viewing audience, were classified as 
noninformative. 

The time of day analysis was also stratified by Weekday 
and Weekend time periods. Again, no statistically 
significant differences in the proportion of informa
tive advertisements existed among the Latin American 
advertisements. Thus, the proportion of informative 
ads does not appear to vary significantly by time 
period on weekends or weekdays. In general, the same 
situation exists in the U.S. and Australia: 

Ratio of Informative to Noninformative Ads 

Weekdays Weekends 

u.s. 1:1 0.9:1 
Australia 3.2:1 2.6:1 
Australia 3.2:1 2.6:1 

Latin America 5:1 5.75:5:1 

Only minor differences exist in the informativeness of 
advertisements broadcast during the week and during 
weekends. Thus, information content in advertising 
does not appear to vary within any of the three coun
tries on weekdays versus weekends. 

The type of product advertised did not account for sig
nificant differences in the informativeness of Latin 
American commercials. For the purpose of analysis the 
sampled commercials were grouped into six relatively 
homogeneous product classifications, as shown in Table 
III . 

Table III 

Number of Informative Advertisements 
by Product Classification 

Informative Noninformative 

Food 30 6 

Institutional 17 5 

Personal Care 32 9 

Laundry and Household 16 0 

Hobbies, Toys, 
Transportation 16 3 

Other 23 2 

The results indicate that the same, overall high pro
portion of informative commercials exists across all 
product types. There was a slight, but not signifi
cant tendency, for a greater proportion of noninforma
tive ads to exist in the personal care and institution
al areas, however. This is in contrast with the re
sults reported in the other studies, which both showed 
significant association between the informativeness of 
the advertisement and the type of product advertised. 
The U.S. results indicated that advertisements for 
food, personal care, and laundry and household products 
were informative in fewer than 50 percent of the cases, 
while institutional, toys, hobbies and transportation, 
and "other" advertisements were informative in greater 
than 50 percent of the cases. The Australian results 
indicate that advertisements for food, personal care, 



and institutional subjects were informative in 60 per
cent of the cases, while advertisements in the remain
ing product categories were informative in 83 percent 
of the cases. Thus, for the U.S. and Australia the 
relative levels of informativeness for the categories 
were in the same direction. In Latin America it is 
notable that advertisements for laundry and household 
products, food, and "other" seem to be comparatively 
more informative, relative to the area averages, than 
is the case in the U.S. and Latin America. 

Discussion 

The key question suggested by this research is, "Why 
are advertisements in Latin America more informative 
than those in the U.S. and Australia?" The products 
depicted in the Latin American advertisements studied 
were classified by stage in the product life cycle: 
introduction, growth, and maturity. Table IV depicts 
the relationship between a product's life cycle stage 
and the informativeness of its television advertising. 
Commercials in the introduction stage tend to be more 
informative, while the opposite is true for products 
in the maturity stage. These results imply that for 
newer products, informative advertising may be neces
sary to educate the audience about the unique charac
teristics of the product; while for more mature pro
ducts the information is of less importance. This 
observation is also consistent with the pattern noted 
in the Stern and Resnik study. 

Table IV 

Number of Informative and Noninformative 
Advertisements by Stage in the 

Product Life Cycle 

Life Cycle Stages 

Introduction Growth Maturity 

Informative 42 54 38 

Noninformative 0 3 22 

Chi square equals 32.42, p .005 

Interestingly, 99 of the 159 (62 percent) products 
surveyed in Latin America were in the introduction or 
growth stage; only 23 or 234 (10 percent) products 
categorized in the U.S. study were in a comparable 
early stage of the life cycle. This suggests that a 
greater proportion of products advertised on television 
in Latin America can be considered new and, hence, 
amenable to a promotion strategy emphasizing informa
tion. This greater proportion of new products is, in 
turn, likely to account for the greater observed fre
quency of informative advertising in Latin America. 

This explanation is in sharp contrast with that pro
posed by Dowling to account for the greater percentage 
of informative advertising occurring in Australia com
pared to the United States. Dowling's explanation 
centered on the regulatory environment facing 
Australian advertising and concluded that: 

The Federation of Australian Commercial 
Television Stations, like the federal and 
state government legislation and the Advertising 
Standards Council, represent a set of powerful 
environmental stimuli which monitor Australian 
television advertising practice. These condi
tions provide ample explanation for the com
paratively high levels of informative 
advertising found in this study (4, p. 36). 
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The present research findings in Latin America call 
into question the universality of the suggested 
explanation that higher levels of advertising informa
tiveness are accounted for by "stricter" levels of 
either government or self regulation. Advertising 
informativeness in Latin America is higher than that 
prevailing in both Australia and the United States. 
Yet, regulation of advertising activities, in all 
forms, is substantially less stringent in Latin 
America than both Australia and the U.S. What accounts 
for this paradox? One reasonable explanation appears 
to be the relative proportion of products in the 
earlier stages of the product life cycle in the various 
countries. Data from the studies in the U.S. and Latin 
America suggest that significantly more of the adver
sed products studied in Latin America are in the early 
stages of the product life cycle, and thus especially 
likely to utilize informative advertising. Although 
specific product life cycle data were not included for 
the advertisements studied in Australia, Cateora and 
Hess suggest that many more Australian products may be 
in the earlier stages of the product life cycle than 
those included in the U.S. data. Their analysis makes 
the point that many products which have reached matu
rity in highly developed economies may yet be innova
tions or growth products in lesser developed economies. 
(3) This, in turn, suggests that the proportion of 
mature products in an economy is likely to increase 
directly with the stage of economic development. 
Given that products in the earlier stages of the 
product life cycle more frequently use informative 
promotional programs, this explanation would provide a 
more universal account for the results observed in the 
U.S., Australia, and Latin America. 

Conclusion 

This research documented several important differences 
in the information content of Latin American television 
advertisements, compared with the United States and 
Australia. These differences are found in: 

--The higher overall level of advertising 
informativeness in Latin America (84 per
cent versus 74 percent in Australia and 
49 percent in the U.S.) 

--No association between informativeness 
and daily broadcast times of advertise
ments (in the evening advertisements 
became Jess informative in Australia 
and more informative in the United 
States). 

--No association between the informative
ness of the advertisement and the product 
advertised. 

Overall, the results are highly encouraging for the 
status of Latin American advertising. Television 
advertising appears to be playing an especially useful 
role in providing consumers with significant quantities 
of information. This is consistent with established 
economic and social justifications for advertising. 
By extension, these observations suggest that criti
cisms of the frivolity or uselessness of advertising 
in Latin America are not on strong ground. This in
dicates that regulations of the type reported by 
Boddewyn for control of advertising content may not be 
necessary or useful in Latin America, unlike other 
places in the world. More and different types of 
government control or industry self-regulation do not 
appear necessary at the present time to insure a flow 
of information to consumers. 



The results of this study also have two important 
implications for international marketing theory and 
practice. First, these results provide some ins~ghts 
into the international transferability of marketing 
programs. Recent evidence has suggested that national 
identity is being re-emphasixed for promotion strategy 
in Latin America. This study extends these discussions 
to one specific aspect of promotion strategy--the in
formation content of television advertisements. Re
sults indicate that commercials in Latin America con
tain substantially more information cues than those in 
the U.S. and Australia. International marketing man
agers may wish to consider this factor in designing or 
adopting promotional programs for their countries, as 
this is one of the few documented differences between 
Latin American and U.S. advertising practices. 

Second, this research suggests an alternative explana
tion for differences in the observed frequency of in
formative advertising among countries, This explana
tion suggests that the number of products in the ini
tial, early stages of the product life cycle accounts 
for the proportion of informative advertisements. 
Thus, countries which advertise greater proportions of 
relatively new or innovative products are also likely 
to exhibit greater numbers of informative commercials. 
This explanation is in contrast to the earlier explana
tion suggested by Dowling which focused on the role of 
external regulation in determining the frequency of 
informative commercials. 

Several limitations must be kept in mind in interpret
in~ the results of this study. First, the sample of 
Latin American advertisements, although comparable in 
size to the other studies, may not be necessarily rep
resentative of the wide diversity of television adver
tisin~ in all Latin American countries. Clearly more 
research in more countries is required before adequate 
generalizations can be developed. Second, additional 
research is needed to document the relationship between 
product life cycle stage and advertising informative
ness. Although the information presented here is 
highly suggestive, further investigations in other 
countries are required before reaching a definitive 
conclusion. 

Finally, this study implicitly assumes that consumers 
require and need information and that advertising 
should provide this information. Yet from the view
point of many consumers this may not be true. In some 
cases the consumer may only require awareness or image 
messages. Further research should be undertaken which 
evaluates the total importance of information from the 
standpoint of the consumer rather than accepting the 
normative judgement of the total importance of infor
mation in advertising. 

These limits nonwithstanding, these iindings are inter
esting for advertising practitioners and policy makers 
seeking to obtain a clear picture of comparative 
advertisin~ practices. 
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A VULNERABILITY EVALUATION OF U.S. PLATINUM CUSTOMERS 

Heiko de B, Wijnholds, Virginia Commonwealth Uniyersity 

ABSTRACT 

The availability of adequate supplies of strategic min
erals is becoming an increasing concern for customers. 
Countries such as the U.S. are perceived to be highly 
vulnerable in this respect. To determine to what ex
tent such U.S. customers are vulnerable, the case of 
platinum was studied. Vulnerability criteria were 
identified, quantified and incorporated into a compos
ite vulnerability index. U.S. platinum customers were 
rated as being rather highly vulnerable, according to 
tentative findings. Some avenues for further research 
are suggested. 

INTRODUCTION 

The industrialized economies of the West are becoming 
more and more sophisticated in terms of their use of 
minerals. A greater variety is being used and more ap
plications are being found for minerals than ever be
fore. This has also made the West more dependent on 
other countries for supplies of all the raw or pro
cessed minerals they do not possess themselves. 

Although the U.S. is generally in a better condition 
than the EEC countries and Japan, it still relies heav
ily on foreign suppliers for a substantial number of 
minerals. By contrast, Comecon countries (including 
the USSR) are mainly independent of foreign mineral 
suppliers at this stage (1 pp. 5-7). Many of these 
minerals are of critical importance to the U.S. and the 
West because of their use in defense, petroleum and 
other strategically important industries. The majority 
of suppliers of the needed raw materials are mostly non
aligned Third World countries, the USSR and other coun
tries with a (potentially) unstable political or econo
mic environment. 

U.S. customers of strategic minerals have become ex
tremely concerned about the availability of future sup
plies. This is especially true in cases where the 
world market position is extremely tight or volatile as 
reflected by rising or fluctuating prices, projected or 
actual shortages, and insufficient or no substitutes. 
Oil, cobalt and platinum are cases in point. 

The marketing environment for strategic minerals, con
sequently poses quite a challenge for its customers. 
This makes a thorough environmental evaluation extremely 
important. In fact, for strategic minerals it is just 
as important (if not more so) for the customer to as
sess the marketing environment than it is for the sell
er. Such evaluations by the latter are obviously not 
new, but the practice is still not widespread. It 
seems to be growing, however, at least as far as U.S. 
firms are concerned (2 p. 43). 

This study aims to develop some tentative determinants, 
rating scales and indices in order to assess the mar
keting environment of strategic minerals in a struc
tured format in general and the vulnerability of the 
customer in particular. 

APPROACH 

Risk assessment of the marketing environment is not 
only a relatively new one, but also a very controver
sial one. Host of the risk analysis seems concentra
ted on the political environment although other ele
ments are now also being considered more frequently, 
such as economic, social and even physical factors (3 
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pp. 164-169, 4 pp. 195-201). 

Different approaches have been suggested and used to 
measure such environmental risks. Some involve the use 
of the Delphi technique, others the use of experienced 
politicians, diplomats and managers. Tpese approaches 
are all based on the "soft" data of subjective opinions. 
Other methods involve the use of "hard" data such as 
specific economic or social statistics or ratios (3 p. 
107). Still others use mainly general country surveys. 
Regardless of the source of data, however, all methods 
inevitably require at least some subjective input, e.g. 
the determination of which variables to use, how to 
quantify them and for what time horizons they should be 
collected and projected. 

Each method also has its own unique weaknesses (and 
strengthp) (5 pp. 104-105). No wonder that different 
models sometimes give different ratings for the same 
countries (6 p. 60). 

Weaknesses or not, some environmental assessment is es
sential for decisionmaking in business. The idealmeth
od may never be found, but the use of any means that 
will help assess such risks in a less arbitrary man
ner, should be considered. Using different methods for 
cross-checking purposes should also be considered, just 
as in. forecasting. 

The method proposed here differs from those above in 
mainly three ways. Firstly, it attempts to determine 
the environmental risk a (specific) customer (country) 
(U.S.) is exposed to, rather than a potential investor 
or marketer. This not only involves assessing theneeds 
of the customer, but also the overall supply position -
in this case world-wide. Hence, a country evaluation is 
aimed at determining its (continued) reliability as a 
supplier to a specified customer (U.S.), not the as, 
sessment of its stability as a market or investment ob
ject, This makes the analysis more specific, less com
prehensive, and thus, it is hoped, less complicated. 
Secondly, a specific product (i.e., platinum in this 
case) is used. This enhances the specificity while 
still allowing for sufficienF data to be used as the 
use of these products (strategic minerals) is wipely re
corded in most instances. Thirdly, the method is de
signed to be relatively simple and flexible with both 
quantitative and qualitative options. Where possible 
objective ("hard") data is used. 

The approach employed in this study involves the use of 
a series of key factors which are held to be the main 
determinants. For each of these factors a rating scale 
or an indPx is developed with weights where relevant. 
As an alternative, grades are used in addition to num
bers. The grades are intended for users who object to 
numerical analyses and are aimed to serve more as a 
broad guideline. The factors used are: 

Foreign dependence 
Supplier reliability 
World market pressure 
Availability of alternative supplies 
~xtent of critical use of the product (platinum). 

Naturally any selection of this nature is ultimately 
subjective. The determinants chosen are tentative and 
illustrative at this stage. Nevertheless they seem 
suitable for this study and they are intended to re
present, directly or indirectly, all main influences 
that (may) have a significant effect on the vulnera
bility of the (U.S. platinum) customer. Finally these 



measures are all incorporated into an overall index 
(rating). 

The data bases chosen were obtained from published of
ficial data where possible. The information used for 
determining the supplier (country) reliability was ob
tained from a wide variety of sources which helped for~ 
the author's opinion over a number of years. (Such 
sources include environmental risk figures determined 
by some of the methods referred to!) For a more com
prehensive analysis a broader based panel and/or a more 
formal use of objective data is probably advisable. 
The same is true for the ultimate determination of the 
value, grade and weight of each of the factors consid
ered. As this is a tentative study, the actual numbers 
and rankings used are not as vital, however, but are 
rather intended to serve as guidelines and examples. 

FOREIGN DEPENDENCE INDEX 

The degree of dependence a customer country has on all 
its foreign suppliers can be relatively easily quanti
fied by objective data. Table 1 represents the rele
vant data for the U.S.' dependence on platinum imports 
(all metals of the platinum group are included viz. 
platinum, palladium, rhodium, ruthenium, iridium and 
osmium.) 

Table 1 

Foreign Dependence Index 

Item %1) Weight Index2) 

South Africa 50 .89 44 
USSR 22 .89 20 
United Kingdom 12 .89 11 

Total: Main supplier dependence 84 .89 75 

Other 16 .89 14 

TOTAL: Net import reliance 3) 89 1.00 89 

1) % of imports, 1975-1978. Adapted from Morgan, J; 
Resource Planning for Mineral Supplie~. Speech, 
PEl, Richmond. Jan. 19, 1981, p. 5. 

2) Weight x %. 
3) Imports-exports and adjustments for government and 

industry stock changes, expressed as % of apparent 
consumption. 

The net import reliance of the U.S. is ultimately ex
pressed as a percentage of apparent consumption (the 
latter equals U.S. primary and secondary production 
plus net imports). (1 p. 5). In determining this 
total the relative contributions of the main suppliers 
to U.S. imports were tallied and converted to contri
butions to apparent consumption, i.e., the 11% of lo
cal sources included. 

There are other variables one might wish to consider 
in determining foreign dependence, but the purpose of 
this specific index is purely to measure the depen
dence in terms of volume. A factor such as the nature 
of the supplier countries involved is also a majorcon~ 
sideration but is covered by the next measure, i.e. 
the supplier reliability ratings. In order to elimin
ate short-term fluctuations, it is advisable to select 
a series of years, if available. To some extent the 
time horizon for which the vulnerability assessment is 
intended, will also determine the length of the base 
period. (In this example a 20 years' projection will 
be used.) 

According to the index figure of 89 (out of 100) ar
rived at in Table 1 , the U.S. is heavily dependent on 
foreign suppliers for platinum-group metals. Also the 
number of main suppliers is relatively small, some-
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thing which is true for a great number of strategic 
minerals. Grades could be used if a numerical analy
sis i~ not desired. In this example they vere not 
added as the index data, including the weights, is 
based purely on objective data, 

SUPPLIER RELIABILITY RATINGS 

To rate the reliability of supplier countries is a much 
more challenging task than to determine the foreign 
dependence index. Subjective data has to be intro
duced, even if voluminous "objective" data are gath
ered at first to provide basic information. The 
reliability of the suppliers (countries) is being de
termined, however, not so much on their stability (po
litical or economic), business potential or the nature 
of their cultures. In this specific example the USSR, 
South Africa and the UK were individually evaluated for 
their reliability as suppliers to the U.S. A four point 
scale was used as indicated in Table 2 . This scale is 
used in Haner's Political Risk Index which forms part 
of his overal BERI (Business Environment Risk Index) 
(4 p. 135). 

Table 2 

Supplier Reliability Ratings 

Supplier Country Gradel) Ratin~l) Weight 

South Africa B/C 2.5 .59 
USSR D 4 .27 
United Kingdom A 1 .14 
Overall (weighted) (C) 2.7 

1) A or 1 means minimal risk; B or 2 means acceptable 
risk; C or 3 means high risk; D or 4 means prohibi
tive risk 

The only risk assessed here was the danger of the sup
plier cutting off (vital) supplies such as platinum for 
"strategic" reasons (which mainly implies political and 
to a lesser extent economic consi9erations). The coun
tries in question e~ch present vastly different condi
tions. 

In some instances the present government or government 
system may be expected to act or react adversely to the 
U.S. in a crisis situation, e.g,, the USSR. Political 
stability may be a critical factor in the case of South 
Africa over the next twenty years. A radical change in 
government there might possibly bring to power Black 
majority rule with a different political system and a 
different political outlook (non-aligned or communist). 
This in turn, might lead to a cut-off or limitations in 
the supply of platinum to the U.S. and/or higher prices. 
The degree of economic dependence of South Africa on 
the U.S. at that time may also be critical, and so might 
the role of the USSR in this context. Even if the pre
sent political structure remains intact over the time 
horizon (20 years), political and social unrest and 
limitations of reserves may cause supply curbs (5, p. 
49). 

On the other hand, South Africa has shown remarkable r~ 
silience over the past decades. A number of doomsday 
forecasts made in years past have not materialized. Al~ 

though the political and social tensions have not 
changed significantly, economic progress has been made 
especially in the area of self-sufficiency in strategic 
areas. A high priority has also been placed by govern
ment on the exploration and development of strategic 
minerals for both political and economic reasons. 

All this represents a very uncertain scenario - South 
Africa is the least predictable of the three suppliers. 



Although the U.K. has shown some evidence of neutrali& 
tendencies in certain opposition circles, this is by no 
means a general trend and does not need to result in an 
adverse supplier - customer relationship with the U.S. 
over the next twenty years. Britain has been one of 
the U.S.' staunchest allies and trading partners over 
the years. Political stability is not seriously 
threatened. Ironically the U.K.'s ability to supply 
the U.S. with (reprocessed) platinum (from other 
sources) may be impaired by the policies of their sup
pliers of the raw material. In this context even the 
U.K. could become a less reliable supplier. However, 
the U.K. is politically less vulnerable than the U.S. 
because of its laws and more "diplomatic" profile in 
world politics. 

The ratings in Table 2 are based on the lines of rea
soning presented above. South Africa's D/C rating re
flects the uncertainty mentioned, i.e., the risk is 
estimated as higher than "acceptable" but not as great 
as "high". Perhaps "somewhat risky" would be an apt 
description of its reliability. 

The USSR may have been rated rather severely in the 
view of some but reliability really counts in times of 
cr~s~s. At such times the USSR may not deliver - the 
opposite also holds true, as the recent grain embargo 
has proved. 

The weights assigned in Table 2 are based purely on the 
relative contributions made by each supplier to the im
ports of the U.S. - see Table 1 . Incidentally, the 
rates are scored to indicated unreliability i.e., the 
least reliable rating scores highest. This is done to 
achieve consistency throughout - the ultimate aim is to 
measure the vulnerability of the U.S., not its autarky. 

The overall (weighted) rating (grade) reflects a fairly 
high-risk reliability for the main suppliers as a group. 

WORLD MARKET PRESSURE RATING 

The (world) market conditions determining whether an 
(economic) shortage exists, is another key factor. If 
market conditions are tight or under pressure, "naturaf' 
supply limitations may occur. What constitutes a 
"shortage" depends of course on the interpretation gi\en 
to the term. Strictly speaking no shortages occur in 
truly "open" or "perfect" markets as (temporary) short
ages will lead to adjustments of supply and demand at 
higher prices. In practice this ideal is almost never 
completely attained. 

In the case of platinum the limited number of suppliers 
and the presence of external factors play a significant 
role in the market. For instance, the platinum price 
is very sensitive to inflation scares and to world ten
sions. The USSR's output has been falling recently 
although South Africa has (so far) offset this. (7, 
pp. 72-75). The problem is that production cannot be 
readily expanded once a supplier has reached full capa
city. In addition, the South African mines produce sub
stantial amounts of nickel as byproducts. The latter is 
an important source of revenue and costly to store. 
When the nickel market is unfavorable they are reluctant 
to sell and to store, hence nickel (and platinum) pro
duction is cut back or at least not expanded (8. p. 57). 

Overall, the market demand for platinum is currently be
ing satisfied and prices have come down from previous 
highs, due to recessionary conditions. Consequently, 
an A grade is awarded for the current (one year) period 
(out of twenty). For the intervening 18 years demand 
is expected to outstrip supply somewhat or at least from 
time to time at "normal" prices. This will be due to 
some new technological advances which are expected to 

stimulate world demand. Fortunately some recycling is 
being and will continue to be undertaken, especially in 
the auto industry. However, both the U.S. and Japan, 
who together account for approximately 80% of total 
free world consumption, are expected to increase their 
demand for the metal until the year 2000. After that 
(only one year included in forecasting horizon) the 
demand is expected to start declining. New develop
ments in the auto, petroleum and electrical industries 
are likely to result in a reduced demand for platinum 
by then. Supplies are likely to keep pace - given ex
pected production capacity and available reserves -
barring a crisis. 

Table 3 reflects the ratings. The weights were deter
mined by the number of years in the period. On the 
whole, the pressure the world market is likely to exert 
on the availability of U.S. supplies is expected to be 
moderate. 

Table 3 

World Market Pre~sure Rating 

Period (1981-2000) Grade/Rating!) Weight 

Current A 1 , 05 
1982-2000 B 2 .90 
After 2000 A 1 .05 
Overall (weighted) (B) 1.9 

1) A or 1: Slight (pressure; B or 2: moderate; 
C or 3: Severe; D or 4: Extremely severe 

ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY RATINGS 

Substitutes and stockpiles can also be important 
sources of (alternative) supplies when the world mar
ket is under pressure or when a crisis appears. New 
technology would enable more efficient consumption or 
production, in effect creating extra or alternative 
supplies. The availability of viable substitutes is 
only moderately likely within the 20 year horizon. 
Metals such as tungsten, nickel, gold and silver can 
already serve as technical substitutes in some in
stances. At present such substitution is usually not 
economical. Should the price of platinum rise signi
ficantly, substitution may become more economical. 
Barring any lengthy economic or political crisis, this 
is regarded as unlikely, hence the C grade. - See Table  
4. U.S. (and other) stockpiles are deemed inadequate 
at present (9, pp. 68-71) with little likelihood of be
ing expanded fast enough. As a result very little will 
be available for use and then only in a crisis situa
tion, thus a rating of 3 is awarded. New technology is 
not rated as any improvements that may be made are ex
pected to have minimal impact on the volume available 
in the next twenty years (weight: 0). 

Table 4 

Alternative Supply Ratings!) 

Item Grade/Rating Weight 

Substitutes - technical & 

economic availability c 3 
Stockpiles - availability 

(govt., industry) c 3 
New technology e.g., increased 

durabili ty2 
Overall (weighted)] c 3 

1) Rate, availability of new supplies, 
2) Regarded as negligible for rating period. 
3) Grading: Availability - Highly likely, 1; Very 

likely, 2; Moderately likely, 3; Unlikely, 4 

0.9 

0,1 

0.0 

The weights in Table 4 are based on the estimated phy
sical contribution these supplies would make. It is 
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felt that by far the main portion of any alternative 
supplies would come from substitutes. The stockpile 
levels are so low that their contribution is almost 
negligible if spread over a twenty-year period, How
ever, their importance lies in immediately releasing a 
notable volume (say 6 months' supply) in a crisis sit
uation. As a result the weight was increased to 0.1, 
which assumes that such a crisis is possible although 
not very likely and that such supplies would only last 
for a limited period of time. The overall rating is 
consequently dominated by the availability of substi
tutes. 

CRITICAL USE INDEX 

The most critical uses of the platinum-group metals are 
to be found in the automotive, electrical and petroleum 
industries - see Table 5 . 

Table 5 

Critical Use Index 

U.S. Industry 

Automotive 
Petroleum refining 
Electrical 
Total critical use 
Overall(weighted) 

%1) 

30 
5 

17 
52 
52 

Weight 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

1) Percentage of U.S. demand in 1978 based on U.S. 
Bureau of Mines data (11). 

The percentages are strictly based on demand data. The 
weights were regarded as equal, i.e. percentage contri
bution to overall demand is the only criterion here. 
However, the weights were introduced in order to allow 
for placing different emphasis on the significance of 
use by each industry. 

The overall critical use is currently just over half of 
total use - see Table 5 . 

COHPOSITE VULNERABILITY INDEX 

The ratings and indices above can now be combined into 
an overall index indicating the vulnerability of the 
customer country (the U.S.) to the strategic mineral in 
question (platinum). 

Table 6 reflects the results. The original scores were 
all converted to a 100-point index to be comparable. 
The weights to be used posed a major problem. Any de
cision made in this respect is bound to be mainly sub
jective. The alternative is to just stick with the 
original scores or grades and assess each factor inde
pendently and in isolation. 

Table 6 

Composite Vulnerabilitl' Index 

Weights 

Index/Rating Score Index Crisis No Crisis 

Foreign dependence 89 89 .20 .05 
index 

Supplier reliability 
2.7 68 .35 ,25 

rating 
World market pressure 

1.9 48 .05 .50 
rating 

Alternative supply 
3.0 75 .10 .10 

ratings 
Critical use index 52 52 .30 .10 
Overall (weighted) 67 58 
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This is possible but will not prevent an eventual de
cision on overall vulnerability to be made on similar
ly subjective grounds. 

In order to make the use of the weights more flexible, 
a distinction is made between crisis and no-crisis 
situations. This means, for instance, that the world 
market pressure can be given a much more important role 
in a "normal" situation than in a cr;!.sis situation such 
as a war when market conditions are expected to be of 
little significance. In a crisis, supplier reliability 
and the degree of critical use of platinum are deemed 
to become significantly more important. 

As Table  6 indicates, the U.S. is expected to be more 
vulnerable in a time of crisis. The difference be
tween the two index numbers is not that large, however. 
Still, both figures are well over the 50-mark. A 
slight problem surfaces for those who insist on one 
overall vulnerability rating. (For instance, one may 
argue that it is difficult if not impossible to fore
cast a crisis.) To overcome such objections a sepa
rate set of weights may be developed, incorporating in 
some way a probability estimate of a crisis occurring. 
Or, the present two indices scores could be combined 
according to some ratio. In this case it was decided 
to present the indices separately. 

This still leaves the interpretation of the actual 
scores up in the air. Comparisons with other strategic 
materials is one possibility. Another is presented in 
Table 7 . 

Table 7 

Tentative Interpretation of Vulnerability Index 

Degrees of vulnerability Grade 

Extremely vulnerable D 
Highly vulnerable c 
Moderately vulnerable B 
Slightly vulnerable A 
Not vulnerable X 

Rating Index 

--~ 
4 100 
3 75 
2 50 
1 25 
0 0 

Index 
(range) 

88 100 
63 - 87 
38 - 62 
13 - 37 

0 - 12 

The degrees of vulnerability again represent a four
point scale to make it consistent with the others used 
to arrive at the overall index data presented in Tabl e 
6. On the basis of this interpretation, the U.S. is 
regarded as being (rather) highly vulnerable as a 
platinum customer in times of crisis and (at least) 
moderately vulnerable during other times. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In order to evaluate the vulnerability of customers 
(countries or industries or individual firms), rating~ 

grades and indices can be used as demonstrated. All 
require at least some quantification (even grades im
ply this) and a greater or lesser degree of subjec
tivity. Still, the need for such an assessment is 
becoming increasingly important. For instance, Horst 
Metz, a materials specialist with Booz, Allen, 
Hamilton, Inc., recommends that risk analysis be used 
to determine the internal importance and external vul
nerability of the metals and materials we use (11, 
p. 98). This will better enable both government and 
industry to take appropriate measures to reduce this 
risk. 

The bias of subjectivity may be reduced by using 
flexibility in the ratings (e.g. grades) by alterna
tive ratings (e.g. a distinction between a crisis and 
non-cr1s1s situation) and by allowing for weighting 
(where the bias as to importance is made a formal 



input and may be varied). By the same token it also 
lessens the uniformity and hence the accuracy of any 
assessment. The analyst has to attempt to reach a 
happy medium between misleading preciseness and overly 
flexible but ambiguous measures. 

These tentative methodological findings may serve as a 
point of departure for more investigations of this na
ture. For instance, panels or groups of "qualified" 
people may be used in conjunction with as much objec
tive data as possible. New or modified factors may be 
considered - every strategic material may not require 
an identical set of factors. Other customer (and 
supplier) countries should be used for comparative and 
methodological purposes. Actual "results" should be 
compared with the "forecasted" ratings to determine the 
latter's accuracy. This would pose a new challenge -
how to objectively determine historical vulnerability. 

The problems experienced with other types of 
risk assessment in business should not deter 
tempting to determine customer vulnerability 
pliers. The need and the dangers are real. 
wait until a crisis is upon us before we act, 
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AN EXPERIENTIAL APPROACH TO MARKETING EDUCATION 

Jack Atkinson, College of Alameda & Golden Gate University 

ABSTRACT 

The paper examines two paradoxes in the art of teaching. 
The first, vocational vs. humanisitic education is il
luminated by "selling sprints" created to teach basic 
selling skills. The second, the process or rationaliz
ing vs. sensitizing human behavior draws from psycholin
guistics to support a proposed motto for marketing edu
cation. 

HEAR 
SEE 
DO 

and forget 
and remember 
and understand 

This paper attempts to organize a process of dealing 
with paradox. Because teaching is so intimately in
volved with growth and change, this is inevitable. nev
ertheless, the contradictions that we deal with daily 
require us to examine and clarify our pursuit of this 
art. For every art requires clarity and precision to 
pursue \vhat attracts us to it--its beauty, truth, or 
perfection. 

I came to teaching after pursuing marketing in Los 
Angeles, San Francisco, and NEW YORK. I have seen radi
cal changes occur in my forty years of active combat in 
the marketplace. And I have noted that old soldiers not 
only do not fade away, they seem to have unfortunate 
tendencies to become increasingly dogmatic. Therefore, 
I ask your indulgence. I am trapped (as we all are) by 
my experience. And that experience has led me to ques
tion many of the assumptions that "'e have come to in 
marketing education. That questioning has taken on an 
increasingly market-oriented approach. Naturally, hav
ing made my living in marketing, those patterns, skills 
and attitudes would carry over. 

I would like to examine my explorations into two para
doxes and the rationale from which they came. They ap
ply to all education; but I will confine my discussion 
to marketing education. We all are daily concerned with 
a fundamental decision: IS EDUCATION ESSENTIALLY VOCA
TIONAL OR HUMANISTIC? In the perspective of marketing 
education, this could take the form of specific opposing 
questions: ARE WE ATTE~WTING TO PRODUCE OUTSIDE SALES 
REPS OR BRAND MANAGERS (for example) who can also dash 
off a competent press release? Or, ARE WE ATTEMPTING TO 
PRODUCE IMPECCABLY ETHICAL, INFORMED THEORETICIANS? Af
ter fifteen years of junior college and university 
teaching, I have developed a tentative, working solution. 
I would propose th§lt the paradox be resolved by ignoring 
neither. In my early years in teaching, I found this 
difficult. All the textbooks in wide use in the late 
sixties were conventional multisyllabic collections of 
theory. Host of my colleagues were firmly in control of 
three-a-week or daily lectures. And the students were 
regularly subjected to "objective" te,:t hanks. 

There was an elaborate pretence which still persists 
that the ability to sensemark the appropriate test item 
was somehow positively correlated to learning marketing. 
As my age and dogmatism have increased, so has my dis
satisfaction with this charade. The attitudes, sensi
tivities, and skills I trained for and promoted to man
agement in New York are nowhere evident. Ninutae
mongering and memorization were perhaps being tested. 
Professional marketing, however, was conspicously ab
sent everywhere I looked in the colleges and universi

ties. 
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After valiant attempts to translate the code of 
HcCarthy, et al, to my students, I confess I waffled. 
I surreptitiously began writing and distributing 
slangy, simple handouts to my students to explain the 
game. One on selling triads, for example, suggested 
some techniques to develop their basic salesmanship 
skills--listening, leading conversations, and questions. 

I called it SELLING SPRINTS and KILLING THE DRAGON. 
The basic idea came from a group-process seminar I at
tended at San Jose State University. All selling in
volves listening and talking, basically. This can nor
mally not be done easily in a large group. But divid
ing the group into groups of three, or what I call 
selling triads, facilitates a great deal of practice in 
as little as fifteen minutes. It is a good idea to 
give a set of short explicit instructions followed by a 
timed, 30-second period in which to carry them out. 
This accustoms your students to the sprint timed format. 
After they have had thirty seconds to select two other 
partners and get briefly acquainted, give them thirty 
seconds to decide who will be the first seller, buyer 
and TV camera. Then give them perhaps a minute to de
cide on the good or service they are going to work wit~ 
Explain that the buyer and seller will face each other 
and the TV camera will face them both. 

At this point, it is a good idea to use yourself as an 
example (smile, introduce self, etc.). Once you have 
set the tone you will be surprised how enthusiastically 
and joyously your students PARTICIPATE. In fact, you 
should be prepared for a pretty high noise level. 

I usually use a 2-minute sprint initially. Host stu
dents don't finish a presentation, but explain that 
you're as interested in the three roles being played as 
the particular dialogue employed. I have excerpted two 
pages from that particular scene in my book, An Experi
ential Approach to Marketing. 

HERE IS WHAT EACH PERSON WILL DO DURING THE TWO-MINUTE 
SPRINT: 

SELLER: Introduce yourself to the buyer, open with a 
joke or whatever opening you want to try out. 
Then move as far into the sale as you can. 

BUYER: Let the seller control the sales interview. Be 
normally polite and attentive. Try to responc 
as normally as you usually would. 

TV CAMERA: Your job is to perform EXACTLY like a TV 
camera. You should record objectively what 
is said and otherwise communicated between 
the buyer and seller. Whatever you see and 
hear should be described at the end of the 
encounter to both parties. You should de
tail what you experience WITHOUT (or hold
ing to a minimum) your emotional reactions. 
(TV CAMERAS DON'T EMOTE) • 

AFTER TWO MINUTES OF INTERACTION, THE TV CAMERA (who is 
also the time keeper) will CALL TIME. Both the buyer 
and the seller will remain silent while the TV CAMERA 
finishes describing the transaction. It is possible to 
have a free exchange of reactions before switching roles 
if you wish. 

SECOND SPRINT: 

Here the PLOT THICKENS. EACH PERSON SWITCHES ROLES. 

THE NEW BUYER, HOWEVER, IS GOING TO ROLE-PLAY THE MOST 



RECALCITRANT, UN-COOPERATIVE, ABUSIVE BUYER HE/SHE CAN 
IMAGINE. Both seller and TV camera will work as best 
they can around this MONSTER. After two minutes, the 
NEW TV CAMERA and buyer will report as objectively as 
possible what they experienced. The sellers may make 
notes, if they wish, on the comments applied to them. 
It can be confusing to try to keep track of what was 
said about each in three different roles in that brief 
period. 

Again, if the participants wish, they may take a short, 
post-mortem period to exchange reactions before moving 
into the final TWO-MINUTE SPRINT. 

FINAL SPRINT: 

Each person will NOW ASSUME THE ROLE THEY HAVE NOT PRE
VIOUSLY TAKEN AND WE WILL CHANGE THE BASIC DYNAMICS 
AGAIN AS FOLLOWS: 

THE NEW BUYER WILL NOW COMPLETELY SUPPORT AND FULFILL 
THE SELLER'S NEEDS BY BEING AS AGREEABLE AND SUPPORTIVE 
AS POSSIBLE. ONE CAUTION: avoid buying until as close 
to the end of the two-minutes as you can judge. Essen
tially, this little group encounter contains ALL the 
BASIC POSSIBILITIES OF ANY SALES PRESENTATION. After a 
neutral, two-minute sprint to get the feet wet, we bring 
on the MONSTER, that deep, unconscious feeling that 
haunts us all. We all share unconscious fears about be
ing embarrassed or unable to cope with the situation in 
which we are trying to convince someone. That is why 
most people avoid SELLING. EVERY PROFESSIONAL FINALLY 
HAS TO FACE AND DEAL WITH THAT COMPLETE FABRICATION OF 
FEAR AND UNCERTAINTIES. The game only objectifies and 
enables you to EXPERIENCE OUT those things we all share 
--such fears and the unwillingness to admit them to our 
consciousness. Once you have played them out, they lose 
their force. Experiencing these MYTHS in the safe and 
controllable environment of a TRIAD SPRINT dissipates 
the emotional charge. 

We finish with a positive reassuring encounter because 
it squares with the real world. Most of your fellow hu
man beings are willing, if not eager, to deal with you 
as nicely as you will allow them. The sprints contain 
the THREE ELEMENTS THAT ALL PROFESSIONALS CONSTANTLY 
WORK TO PERFECT: 

1. THE ABILITY TO LISTEN ACCURATELY AND OBJECTIVELY 
(TV CAl\ffiRA) • 

2. THE ABILITY TO CONTROL AND MOVE A SELLING CONVERSA
TION IN A GIVEN DIRECTION (THE SELLER). 

3. THE ABILITY TO LISTEN AND RESPOND STRATEGICALLY TO 
WHAT IS HAPPENING IN ANY CONVERSATION.(THE BUYER). 

The second sprint described, I now call "KILLING THE 
DRAGON." I feel it is important to go through all 
three types of sprints in a single session or two per
iods. All three sprints will require a little over 30 
minutes. If they are done with the appropriate light 
touch, everyone will enjoy learning how they listen, 
control and move a conversation, and respond strategi
cally to conversational gambits. There are endless va
riations that can be played. I always pick up something 
new every time I put a class through this experimental 
exercise. 

I have found the KILLING THE DRAGON sprint particularly 
effective in blowing up with laughter the unconscious 
fears that we all share. The exercise is particularly 
useful in getting the more theory-prone student to ac
tually go out and make effective calls in the marketing 
campaign which is a part of all of my marketing and 
salesmanship classes. 

Another way of stating the paradox we are presently 
dealing with is the relative value of theory as opposed 
to actual practical experience. I am really not sug-
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gesting that we abolish teaching. theory in marketing ed
ucation. I am merely pointing out that all my experi
ence and logical abilities convince me that theory is, 
at best, only HALF of our agenda. Unless we are willing 
to subject our theories to actual testing, we are mis
educating our students. For surely everyone can agree 
that the BUSINESS OF MARKETING is essentially to achieve 
results. 

Any good theoretician is aware of the crucial role theory 
will always play in organizing and utilizing experience, 
But until a theory is tested, it is only empty words or 
numbers. The content of any viable program of marketing 
education must suggest and demonstrate the vital inter
play between theory and experience. I was heartened to 
discover the word, "experiential" to be the underlying 
theme of a recent marketing conference I attended. 
Without the pragmatic test of reality, we are really not 
teaching marketing at all. 

The very valuable contribution theory will always make 
to marketing has tended to obscure a fundamental reality. 
A very basic dynamic of marketing is emotional. The 
skills, attitudes, and theories that guide the profes
sional are based upon practical experience and interac
tion with a great many real people. Much of that pro
cess can really not be caught very precisely on the 
written page or the test bank. 

This serves to introduce a paradox that disturbs all ed
ucators, but particularly those in marketing. Histori
cally, education has seen itself as a rationalizing pro
cess. And this will always be true. But to put it in 
the form of a paradox: IS EDUCATION A PROCESS OF RATIO
NALIZING OR SENSITIZING HUMAN BEHAVIOR? By now you 
should be able to anticipate my answer: BOTH. 

I would urge a complete reappraisal of our new abilities 
to sensitize. I and many of my colleagues have kept a 
color-equipped TV studio busy videotaping student TV 
commercials, sales presentations, and guest experts from 
professional marketing. Our guests are successful and 
generous professionals who enjoy sharing their expertise. 
These new capacities for careful analysis and discussion 
of the WAY it is done open new vistas. We all know that 
the most rationally elegant communication can fail to be 
noticed unless an appropriate emotional tone is pro
jected. And now it has become possible to replay and 
isolate the gesture and nuance that the master marketeer 
employs. 

To return to our theatrical metaphor, even the most un
inspired words can be transformed by a professionally 
sensitive, imaginative interpretation. A favorite idea 
of a marketing V.P. of my acquaintance catches it very 
well: "DON'T LULL ME WITH FACTS OR FANTASIES, GALVA
NIZE ME WITH AN AUTHENTIC EXPERIENCE." 

I wrote a thesis in the late sixties proposing the de
velopment of a taxonomy of communication. Unfortunately, 
little financial interest has been forthcoming. In fac~ 
post-Proposition-13 funding has closed the studio. That 
close and detailed study and analysis of gesture, voice, 
intonation, etc. is no longer available. Dr. Ray 
Birdwhistell, whose book, Kinesics, pioneered non
verbal communication analysis, once guesstimated that 
words carry only 26% of the total message being communi
cated. It is obvious that this crucial marketing dy
namic is almost completely untouched. 

This serves to introduce the final educational paradox 
we are concerned with in this paper. At the center of 
every educational specialty is the human symbolic pro
cess. In fact, someone once defined a university educa
tion as a four-year reading and writing vocabulary drill 
in specialized symbol systems. It is certainly obvious 
that our human capacity to represent reality symbol
ically and manipulate time and space and our conscious-



ness is unique as far as we know. 

When I returned from the marketing wars to graduate 

school, I made a lucky choice. I chose to pursue psycho

linguistics as my thesis subject. I suppose that my 

marketing background dictated my choice. At least, to

day, I am certain that the discipline that combines 

psychology and linguistics is an appropriate background 

for understanding the nonrational half of marketing. 

After all, psychology, the study of human behavior com

bined with the study of the unique behavior patterns 

that make us human, or symbol systems or languages, is 
certainly appropriate. -

I would like to suggest that human education, and parti

cularly marketing education, are essentially symbolic 

processes. There is no paradox here. From the pioneer 

work of the Russian psychologist, Vygotsky, there has 

been increasing recognition of the powers of symboliza

tion. In fact, the publishing of his book, Language and 

Thought, in the early sixties was the impetus for the 

development and growth of psycholinguistics. 

Vygotsky was one of the first to recognize the unique 

and powerful effects of the word on human consciousness 
and mental activity: 

... Consciousness reflects itself in words, like 

the sun in a drop of water. A word is related to 

consciousness like a small world to a big one, 

like a living cell to the organism. It is a small 

world of consciousness. (Vygotsky, L. S., Thought 

and Speech, PSYCHIATRY, 2:29-54, 1939, 0.52) 

Essentially, Vygotsky's book, Language and Thought, sum

marized his carefully detailed thesis that language was 

the focus of the development of conscious human conduct. 
He developed his thesis from his career studies of lan

guage development and changes in thinking in Russian 

school children. His work is in the tradition of Piaget 

and the psychologists-linguists who began to recognize 

the intimate relationships het1-1ecn the use of language 

and being human. From my study of hi.s ideas and the 

field of psycholinguistics, I began to substitute in

class memos and more extended, out-of-class memos for 

"objective" testing. T uas gratified to discover that 

after initial objections many students demonstrated sur

prisingly rapid progress in their abilities to write 

clearly and precisely. In fact, I presently have aban

doned formal testing completely in favor of weekly memos 

and a f ina 1 marketing campaign. This, coupled '"ith fre

quent opportunities to verbalize in group settings, has 

demonstrated to me the truth of something I first en

countered in Thought and Language: 

Inner speech is condensed, abbreviated speech. 

Written speech is, deployed to its fullest ex

tent, more complete than ori!l speech. Inner 

speech is almost entirely predicative because 

the situation, the subject of thought, is al

ways known to the thinker. Hritten speech, on 

the contrary, must explain the situation fully 

in order to he intelligible. The change from 
maximum compact inner speech to maximally de

tailed written speech required what might be 

called deliberative semantics .... delib

erate structuring of the web of meaning. 
(Vygotsky, L. S., Thought and Language, "!.I.T. 

Press, Cambridge: l9h2, p. 100) 

This "structuring of the web of meaning" has become the 

basic function of the individual and, sometimes, group 

memos. I am no longer surprised at how much more readi

ly ideas and suggestions in my handouts are translated 

into memos which, in turn, are converted into successful 

marketing campaigns. I would not like to leave the im

pression that this whole thing took place as an orderly, 

rational exercise of an organized intellect. I stum

bled, funbled, and guessed my way to this present tenta-
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tive state. For that is really what attracts and keeps 

most teachers in teaching. The fascination of watching 

an ongoing experience with its changing paradoxes that 

growth and change will always bring never palls. 

I would urge you to think long and carefully about the 

details of the art that you daily perfect. It was dif

ficult to abandon the persuasive cliches of McCarthy. 
As one of the most widely read textbooks in marketing 

education at that time (the late sixties), I was too new 

to question the gospel. But as I grew in experience and 

became increasingly frustrated trying to explain his 

complex symbolism to my students, my attitude changed. 

I became more insistent upon a more balanced view (par

ticularly after my survey of jobs being held by my for

mer marketing students). Even today, I would seriously 

question most of the widely used marketing texts. In 

my opinion, they just do not give a true account of mar

keting. 

I will now admit that I have been leading you down a 

primrose path. The paradoxes that we have been examin-

ing here are real and challenging in a pragmatic sense. 

But in another important sense, they are constructions 

of our symbolic behavior patterns. They are figments of 

our traditional acceptance of the conventional wisdom. 

We only assume that all this rhetoric is marketing. That 

is a symbolic habit that our conditioning imposes upon 

us. 

Contrary to a popular conception, my years in the field 

have led me to value integrity particularly. I have 

learned to completely reject the popular cliche of the 

chamelion marketeer pilaging the populace. This is 

certainly going on, but not very successfully in the 

same place for very long. In my experience, sound mar

keting results from fair and honest principles applied 

in the marketplace. Anything else soon finds the obliv

ion it deserves. 

I am told that there is an excellent motto carved over 

the entrance of the Children's Library in Washington, 

D.C. I would like to propose AN EXPERIENTIAL YEAR OF 

MARKETING EDUCATION. And I would further propose this 

as our motto: 

HEAR 
SEE 
DO • 

and forget 
and remember 
and understand 



TOWARDS BETTER THEORY AND PRACTICE IN MARKETING EDUCATION: 
A CHOICE-BASED, APPLICATION-ORIENTED APPROACH 

Kenneth Bahn, University of Utah 
Michael K. Mills, University of Southern California 

ABSTRACT 

The relevance of the traditional marketing curriculum 
as it relates to real world practice has often been 
challenged. This paper discusses the nature of the 
problem and then offers a perspective and some 
corresponding alternative approaches to curricula 
which appear useful for bridging the theory versus 
practice gap. 

INTRODUCTION 

Much has been written in the various marketing 
journals and conference proceedings as concerns the 
general area of marketing education; many different 
topics, of course, have been mentioned under this 
rubric, with varying degrees of coverage. 

One of the topics which has received a great deal of 
attention in this literature, however, is the possible 
gap that may exist between marketing theory and actual 
marketing practice. In particular, the relevance of 
the traditional marketing curriculum to the "real 
world" has often been challenged (Brannen and 
Renforth, 1981). 

Many authors have suggested ways of bridging the gap 
in marketing education. For example, Day (1979) has 
suggested that marketing practitioners and 
academicians find a mutual interest, namely research 
that concentrates in the area of problem solving, and 
Ramond (1978) has suggested that the following 
integrating guidelines be used in the teaching of 
marketing: 

1. Do not hesitate to teach theory, but do be 
sure it applies. 

2. Teach failure-avoidance before success-imita
tion. 

3. Teach values as well as subjects. 

Academics such as Goedeke (1973), Gelb (1971), Enis 
and Smith (1976), Harshak and De Groot (1978), Hills 
(1981), and Hurphy and Laczniak (1979), as well as 
practitioners such as Keane (1977), and Rise (1975) 
have called for more pragmatic programs with a 
stronger emphasis on actual business practices. Enis 
(1977) has described marketing as a product and has 
suggested that marketing educators need to reconsider 
the nature of the product to meet changing student 
needs in this decade. Joyce and Krentler (1980) have 
gone further on this theme and have advocated a 
marketing orientation to educate marketers to 
marketing education. Additionally, an empirical study 
of students', practitioners', and academicians' 
perceptions of what should be taught to students 
showed that students and practitioners (but not 
academicians) were closely aligned in their belief 
that marketing courses should stress practice rather 
than theory (Cagley and Boone, 1981). 

Thus, it appears that marketing educators may often 
not be providing the kind of education that marketing 
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majors desire, or the type of finished product that is 
desirous to marketing practitioners. Accordingly, the 
purpose of this paper is to discuss a perspective and 
a corresponding alternative teaching method or 
application (style/curriculum) that may be conducive 
for bridging the gap that currently exists between 
marketing theory and practice. 

The Element of Choice: A Student-Oriented Perspective 

The major element underlying the approach and/or 
methodology to be discussed is the element of choice. 
Choice is practiced in the marketplace and is a 
strategy that seems to work very well. Likewise, it 
is our premise as marketers and marketing educators 
that students should also enjoy this same choice 
mechanism as it relates to the taking of marketing 
courses. Those of us who teach principles of 
marketing are well avrare that many students with 
varied interest levels in the subject (usually 
predicated on their major) are grouped together and 
expected to perform in some manner that is acceptable 
to the instructor. In order to accomplish this goal, 
choice has to be made a part of the learning 
mechanism--a mechanism that stresses practical 
application, and the ability to reason in a context of 
problem solving. A major way in which choice is 
implemented in the teaching of marketing, of course, 
is through the methodologies that are used/offered in 
the classroom. Different market segments of students 
certainly respond in different ways to different 
methodological orientations with differing degrees of 
structure, involvement, and the like. Consistent with 
our premise that choice should be a part of the 
marketing educational environment, and in the spirit 
of improving our classroom treatment of both theory 
and practice, a choice-based approach to marketing 
education will now be described. This methodology has 
been used with success in over 45 sections of the 
Principles of Marketing course. 

A CHOICE-BASED APPROACH TO MARKETING PRINCIPLES 

The approach to be described makes use of four 
different syllabi representing alternative approaches 
to marketing education. These four syllabi employ 
varving degrees of structure, test taking, 
experiential learning, research requirements, vocal 
contributions to class discussion, and experimental 
settings of real world problems. All aspects of these 
syllabi are chosen to stress how marketing theories 
are used in the "real world." Moreover, a student is 
able to choose the syllabus that best fits their 
particular needs, interest, and program of study. The 
syllabi are constructed so that students with 
different strengths, interests, and studying habits 
will benefit from the same class. Examples of the 
major elements of each of these syllabi are shown 
below: 

TABLE 1 
STRUCTURED VERSUS UNSTRUCTURED COURSE SYLLABI 

Syllabus 
a. Consumer behavior experiments (discussed be

low) 



b. 
c. 

Group project (discussed below) 
Contributions to discussions 

d. One research paper 
Syllabus II 

a. Consumer behavior experiments 
b. Two small group projects (a marketing prob

lem is given to a group of students, in 
which they have one week to prepare a 
presentation. The problem encompasses 
lectures, reading materials, and 
discussions). 

c. Two major research papers 
d. Contributions to discussions 

Syllabus III 
a. Consumer behavior experiments 
h. Three major research papers 
c. Contributions to class 

Syllabus IV 
a. Consumer behavior experiments 
b. One major research paper 
c. Three problem-oriented exams 
d. Contributions to class 

It is hoped that these four syllabi encompass most of 
the particular needs of students in the principles of 
marketing class. The above syllabi form a sort of 
continuum which ranges from most unstructured to most 
structured in orientation. It is hypothesized that 
each student will pick the course outline that best 
fits their learning mode, since each course outline is 
constructed with the thought of allowing the student 
as much freedom as possible to make marketing 
management decisions in a classroom atmosphere. 
Descriptions of two of the major elements of the above 
syllabi--the Group Project and the Consumer Behavior 
Experiment--will now be given. 

The \,roup Project 

A major component of this method of teaching is the 
group project, which stresses that the student has the 
ability to develop a marketing campaign for a new or 
innov~tive product/o.ervice. A brief outline of this 
model is shown below: 

1. Students are segmented into groups of their own 
choosinv, after many communication exercises are 
given in class, so as to help the student choose 
the individuals with whom they would prefer to 
work. 

2. The student group works together to determine 
leaders, CJnd to assign duties according to the 
group project outline. 

3. Students must first generate a workable product 
never beiore on the market. 

4. As 1 ecturC's and discussions are conducted on the 
various topics of Consumer Behavior, 
Salesmanship, Pricing, Distribution, Market 
Research, Managing the Marketing Company, the 
Promotional Mix, and so on, students make 
presentations on each theoretical aspect and make 
it work for their product/service. Students 
must, for example, delineate the following in 
detail: (l) appropriate market segmentation 
strategies, (2) which pricing mechanism is most 
appropriate for their market offering, (3) a 
mCJrket feasibility study, (4) a promotional plan, 
(5) the creation of a sales force and 
territories, (6) methods of distribution, an 
appropriate ilpproach to channel leadership, 
and/or a functional or institutional approach, 
and so on, (7) effects of the external 
environment, (8) the overall benefit of the 
product to societv, and (9) given that 
competition has entered the market, how their 
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strategies will change over time and through the 
product life cycle. 

The final presentation for each group takes about 45 
minutes and serves as the final examination for the 
class. Over the many sections that this teaching 
technique has been utilized, it has been extremely 
successful from the following standpoints: (1) 
students seem to enjoy the class and look forward to 
the competitiveness that is generated by the projects, 
(2) retention of the basic principles of marketing 
appears to be greater than when traditional methods 
are utilized (witnessed by the greater understanding 
of marketing from junior to graduating senior), (3) 
the best of both worlds is achieved, i.e. theory is 
taught, while practical application is the outcome, 
and (4) marketing practitioners have applauded this 
method and are convinced that it does have merit, in 
that it helps to make the student marketer ready for 
the business environment. Additionally, this method 
seems to give better results than do simulations 
because the group project allows the students to not 
only make decisions, but to be creative, and to 
thoroughly apply marketing theory to marketing 
practice. It also enables them to think about 
critical issues that they must deal with when they 
enter the business community. All in all, the project 
serves as a device that seems to tie together the 
entire principles of marketing course and which most 
effectively bridges the gap between marketing theory 
and practice. 

Experimental Learning Hethods (Consumer Behavior 
Experiments) 

These techniques are often used in conjunction with 
the group project discussed above. The purpose of 
these experiential exercises is to illustrate a 
specific marketing theory, concept, or principle from 
the perspective of marketing practice. Two of these 
learning experiences will now be discussed. The first 
is the "Pepsi/Coke Challenge," and the second is the 
generic versus national brand perceptual taste test. 

Pepsi/Coke Challenge. Students partake in an 
experiment in which they are first blindfolded and 
then given three cups of liquid to taste. The cups 
may hold any combination of Pepsi, Coke, or 7-UP, yet 
all students are given the same combinations. After 
tasting all three they are to indicate which drink was 
the Pepsi, the Coke, and the 7-UP. The statistical 
probability of choosing any one, two, or three drinks 
correctly is also determined. The purpose of the 
experiment is to instruct students about concepts of 
packaging, advertising, practical and psychological 
ramifications of taste tests, and to determine what 
marketing strategies bottlers of the three drinks are 
using. Invariably the students cannot distinguish 
differences in taste, and therefore, realize that 
something else is indeed selling the product. The 
students then write a paper discussing these factors 
and how they are used in a very practical setting, 
namely obtaining market share for essentialJy 
homogeneous products. 

Generics vs. National Brands. This taste test is used 
to illustrate concepts of selective perception in the 
market place, along with principles of pricing, 
packaging, and image building through advertising. 
The procedure is as follows: the students are given 
three to four generic products and similar products 
merchandised under national brands. Students taste 
each (not blindfolded) and indicate which is the 
generic, which is the national brand, and indicate 
which one they prefer, and the dimensions on which 
their preferences are based. This experiment usually 
has the outcome of mixed preferences for both generics 



and national brands as concerns product attributes 
(i.e. texture of generic fruit is usually preferred, 
while color of national brands is judged better). 
When price enters the decision process, however, 
generics usually become the most preferred, as 
critical attribute differences are often not readily 
seen. Thus, students experience firsthand the 
dynamics of both selective perceptual processes and of 
product positioning. 
Both of the above experiential exercises encompass not 
only theories of consumer behavior, but also encompass 
concepts and methods of pricing, advertising, and 
packaging. The experiments allow the student to 
witness firsthand how marketing principles operate 
from a strategic point of view, while enabling the 
student to get a feel for how marketing managers 
manage product lines. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has discussed a choice-based, 
application-oriented approach to marketing education. 
The basic considerations and their applications that 
have been discussed in this paper have been very 
successful in bringing decision-making and marketing 
practice into the classroom. Obviously, n6thing 
substitutes for real life experience in the business 
environment. Nevertheless, it is the feeling of the 
authors that these and similar classroom activities 
can do much to close the theory versus practice gap 
that currently exists in much of marketing education. 
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BUSINESS AND NONBUSINESS STUDENT 
PERCEPTIONS OF QUESTIONABLE 

ADVERTISING PRACTICES 

Joseph A. Bellizzi, Colorado State University 
Ronald W. Hasty, Colorado State University 

Abstract 

This paper reports the findings of a study which 
identify student ethical evaluation of questionable 
yet common advertising practices. The results suggest 
generally that students' perceptions may not be as 
negative as reported in earlier studies. There are, 
however, differences in student perceptions between 
business and nonbusiness students and between non
business majors who have taken an Introduction to 
Business course and nonbusiness majors who have not 
taken such a course. 

Introduction 

James J. Kilpatrick (1975) reported the findings 
of a Gallup study which clearly suggested that stu
dents are generally dissatisfied with business and 
hostile to free enterprise. The findings, however, 
also suggest that student attitudes may be a result of 
misinformation and misunderstandings of business and 
business practice. One series of questions asked the 
student respondents to rate the honesty and ethical 
standards of people in various fields. On a list of 
eleven categories, advertising ranked last! The study 
also revealed that students politically move sharply 
to the left during their four years in college and that 
students believed that their political views had been 
influenced by the subjects they had studied and by 
their teachers. 

Perhaps the Gallup findings can be linked to the gene
ral feeling of the population toward business and its 
practices such as advertising. Bardsdale and Darden 
(1972) explored ~eneral att'tudes people hold toward 
business and found that 74 percent of their sample 
believed that manufacturers are more interested in 
making profits than in serving consumers and 58 per
cent believed that manufacturers shirk their responsi
bilities to the consumer. Barksdale and Darden also 
found that 55 percent believed that product advertis
ing was not believable and 71 percent believed that 
manufacturers are not reliable sources of information. 
In both of the studies cited above advertising appears 
to fare poorly. 

In evaluating business and advertising practice, indi
viduals observe the practice over time and subject the 
practice to a set of ethical beliefs and standards. 
According to Bartels (19fi8) othi~al stan~ards are 
based on religious, personal, or societal influences. 
Hawkins and Cocanougher (1972) renorted a si~nifi
cant relationship exists between individual's educa 
tional pursuits and the standard of ethics used to 
evaluate the social acceptability of various marketing 
practices. 

Frazer (197'J) explored the advertising area hy arguing 
that educators have done a fine job of teaching tech
nical excellence hut poorly in teaching social 
responsibility, ethical considerations and economic 
aspects of advertising. Lazer (1970) emphasized this 
belief earlier when he suggested that attempts to 
teach business students how to deal with social issues 
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have not been as successful as efforts directed at the 
development of marketing technicians and that hostility 
toward marketing in general exists centering on the 
undesirability of advertising, middlemen, and profits. 
As a result, Shipchandler (1975) said marketing 
and advertising educators may be faced with increasing 
antagonism. 

This study looks at the ethical perceptions of students 
toward various advertising practices. Some of the 
advertising practices may be very innocent and harmless 
while others are more serious. The objectives of the 
study were to identify the level of student opinion 
concerning the practices and also to explore a variety 
of factors which may be related to ethical perceptions. 

Methodology 

A questionnaire containing 30 hypothetical situations 
which could occur in marketing practice was used. Nine 
of these hypothetical situations pertain to advertising 
practices and are the situations evaluated in this 
paper. The nine situations were replications from the 
Hawkins-Cocanougher study Q972). All situations involve 
advertising practices that represent primary areas of 
interaction between the business community and the con
suming public. 

The respondents were asked to evaluate each of the nine 
situations as to their perception of the degree of 
ethical conduct involved. A sematic differential type 
scale was used for each situation with the set of polar 
adjectives as illustrated below: 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

Ethical Unethical 

Respondents were categorized into groups according to 
their major and class standing. A profile of each 
group was developed and compared to that of another 
group. The group profiles were developed by assigning 
number values to each of the seven degrees of intensity 
and then finding the group's median score. The median 
scores were then used to test for significant differ
ences between the different groups of students. The 
data produced by this ordinal scaling technique were 
considered to be nonparametric and were analyzed by 
the Mann-~~itney U technique, with a correction for 
ties to test the hypotheses. This non-parametric 
technique was selected as being most appropriate given 
the nature of the sample and the instrument. While the 
Mann-Whitney technique was the primary means of analy
sis, a Z test was used in Hypothesis One to compare 
observed scores from hypothetical values. 

A purposive sample intended to have business student 
respondents from each class, freshmen to senior, was 
drawn from university course offerings. A total of 
179 completed questionnaires comprised the business 
student segment of the sample. In like manner a sam
ple of 315 nonbusiness student respondents was 
obtained. 



Findings 

H othesis 1: Students will view the situatiGns as 
being unethical. Based on Kilpatrick's 1975 report 
highlighted above, this hypothesis appears reasonable. 
One might suspect that students have a low tolerance 
for advertising practices, particularly when the prac
tices may be considered questionable. Before testing 
this hypothesis, definitions of ethical and unethical 
need to be developed. As stated in the methodology 
section, a seven-point scale ranging ethical (1) to 
unethical (7) was used to obtain data. It appears 
reasonable, although arbitrary, to suggest that mean 
scores at or below the scale mid-point of 4 should be 

considered as more ethical than mean scores above the 
scale mid-point. Therefore, a Z test comparing the 
observed meart from the hypothetical level of 4 was con
ducted for each of the nine scales. The results are 
in Table 1 . Surprisingly only two scales produced a 
mean score significantly higher than 4.0 or in the 
unethical category. Perhaps students are not as hos
tile to business as originally predicted. 

Hypothesis 2: Business majors will view the situations 
as being more ethical than will nonbusiness majors. 
This hypothesis flows from the findings of Hawkins and 
Cocanougher (1972) who found business majors more 
tolerant of questionable business practice. In 

Statements 

Table 1 

Ethical Perceptions of Students 
Hypothesis One 

1. A local bank advertises that their 4% rate on savings accounts is 
the "highest legal limit." While 4% is the highest rate legally 
allowed, hy compounding the interest monthly rather than annually, the 
bank could legally pay a higher effective rate. 

2. A national insurance company has just begun its first "scare" 
campaign which emphasizes the uncertainty of survival and the terrible 
financial affects (which cloud the good memory of the deceased) caused 
by the death of the "underinsured" breadwinner. The president of the 
firm ev'lluated the approach by stating that it is "good for people to 
have adequate insurance and if the American Cancer Society can use 
scare advertising to promote the public good, so can the insurance 
industry." 

3. A large grocery chain maintains several stores in low-income areas. 
These stores are run in a manner that is apparently similar to the 
other stores except that the quality of the meats and fresh vegetables 
is lower (the firm makes no effort to inform the consumer of this lower 
quality). However, the average price level, is also lower in these 
stores, indicating that at least some of the cost savings are passed 
on to the consumer. 

4. A local land development company advertises that its newest housi.ng 
project is only a 20-minute drive from downtown. While it is true that 
with no traffic problems and driving at the maximum legal speed at all 
times one can reach downtown in 20 minutes, the average driving time 
under normal conditions is at least 25 minutes. 

5. A well-known manufacturer of detergents has just allocated the 
Largest TV advertising budget of its history. The advertising campaign 
is frankly aimed at a low cultural level and has been openly criticized 
as low quality and offensive. However, it appears to sell the detergent 
and the firm has decided to double the number of ads used in previous 
years. 

6. A manufacturer of a dandruff shampoo has launched an intensive 
advertising campaign designed to sell its product by arousing the 
social anxiety of potential customers. 

7. A national magazine, highly popular with young adults, derives 
a large proportion of its income from cigarette advertising. 

8. A manufacturer of small appliances strongly advertises its 
six-month guarantee. However, the guarantee is not automatic but 
requires the consumer to fill out and mail a prestamped card 
requesting purchase information. It takes 10 to 15 minutes to 
fill out the card. 

9. A national organization has recently hired a team of psychologists 
to use motivation research in order to determine the "real" reasons 
people purchase its product. The firm expects to use these findings 
to prepare more effective advertising and promotional appeals. 
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Mean z p Conclusion 

4.429 5.64 .000 Unethical 

4.198 2.83 .017 Unethical 

4.002 .03 .968 Ethical 

3.956 -.63 .525 Ethical 

3.907 -1.41 .160 Ethical 

3.604 -5.66 .000 Ethical 

3.345 -8.19 .000 Ethical 

3.339 -7.96 .000 Ethical 

2.616 -20.29 .000 Ethical 



comparing business majors with nonbusiness majors on 
the nine scales, a significantly lower score (more 
ethical) was found for business majors in 8 of 9 cases 
at .10 level or lower. In addition, when scores 
across the nine scales were added together to form a 
total score, a significantly lower value was also 
found for business majors. The results of these tests 
are in Table 2 . The results do indicate support for 
the hypothesis that generally business majors view the 
situations as being more ethical than nonbusiness 
majors. 

Hypothesis 3: Freshman business majors will view the 
situations as being more ethical than will freshman 
nonbusiness majors. This hypothesis was tested in 
order to determine if the difference between business 
majors and nonbusiness majors exist at the time of 
entry into a higher educational environment. While 
total sample differences exist between business and 
nonbusiness students as demonstrated in hypothesis 2, 
no difference was found between freshmen students. 
The total mean score for freshmen business majors is 
34.0 and for freshmen nonbusiness majors the total 
mean is 34.3. A Mann-Whitney test produced a Z score 
with a probability of less than .859. Therefore this 
hypothesis is rejected and freshmen business and non
business students should be viewed as possessing simi
lar ethical perceptions of the advertising situations 
presented. 

Hypothesis 4: Senior business majors will view the 
situations as being more ethical than senior nonbusi
ness majors. This hypothesis not only tests for dif
ferences among senior business and senior nonbusiness 
students but it yields clues as to the movement of 
student attitudes over time when the means are compared 
to the entry level means of approximately 34.0 pre
sented above. The total mean score for senior business 
majors is 32.75 (lower than entry level) and the score 
for senior nonbusiness majors is 35.78 (higher than 
entry level). The Mann-Whitney U test of difference 
between the group of senior business students and the 
group of senior nonbusiness students was significant 
at the .011 level (Z = -2.5599). Senior business stu
dents are, therefore, more tolerant of the advertising 
practices than their nonbusiness senior colleagues. 
Hypothesis 4 is accepted. 

Hypothesis 5: Nonbusiness majors who have taken an 
Introduction to Business course will view the situation 
as being more ethical than will nonbusiness majors who 
have not taken an Introduction to Business course. 
This hypothesis was supported indicating that an 
Introduction to Business course has significant influ
ence on nonbusiness majors resulting in relatively 
more acceptable attitudes toward advertising. The 
total mean score for nonbusiness majors with an Intro
duction to Business course is 33.3 and the total mean 
score for nonbusiness majors without an Introduction to 

Table 2 

Ethical Perceptions of Business 
and Nonbusiness Majors 

Statement Group Means a z __L 

Total Score Majors 31.39 -4.51 .000 
Nonmajors 34.61 

1 Majors 4.18 -2.21 .027 
Nonmajors 4.57 

2 Majors 3.96 -2.46 .014 
Nonmajors 4. 31 

3 Majors 3.83 -1.86 .064 
Nonmajors 4.10 

4 Majors 3.65 -3.20 .001 
Nonmajors 4.13 

5 Majors 3.65 -2.85 .004 
Nonmajors 4.05 

6 Majors 3.21 -4.36 .000 
Nonmajors 3. 83 

7 Majors 3.10 -2.37 .018 
Nonmajors 3. 48 

8 Majors 3.41 .62 .537 
Nonmajors 3.30 

9 Majors 2.28 -3.96 .000 
Nonmajors 2.82 

asince the data were considered to be nonparametric, the group means are presented 
only as descriptive statistics. A higher mean rating indicates that the adver
tising practices employed in the situations described are viewed as less ethical. 

bTaken from the Mann-Whitney U test, Sidney Siegel, Nonparametric Statistics for 
the Behavioral Sciences (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1956). 
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Business Course is 35.1. The means are significantly 
different at the .082 level. A Mann-Whitney U test 
produced a Z of -1.74. It could, therefore, be sug
gested that nonbusiness majors who have taken Intro
duction to Business have a more tolerant view of 
advertising practices because they understand the·com
plexities of business. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

A major surprise in this study is that the students 
interviewed generally did not feel that the situations 
were unethical as indicated by scale means larger than 
the scale midpoint as presented under hypothesis 1. 
In the two cases that produced a higher than scale mid
point mean, the questionable practices concerned a 
bank advertising the "highest legal limit" when the 
bank could actually pay a higher effective rate by 
changing the compounding policy and the use of fear 
messages by insurance companies which emphasize the 
uncertainty of survival. The other scales produced 
lower than scale-mid-point scores and include such 
practices as: dissemination of cigarette advertising, 
aiming advertising at a low cultural level, advertis
ing guarantees requiring consumer registration, not 
informing consumers that your products may be of lower 
quality than competitors, advertising travel time from 
a new building project to downtown under ideal condi
tions rather than under normal conditions, and the use 
of motivational research findings in order to develop 
more effective advertising. It is interesting to note 
that some of these practices such as using motiva
tional research and aiming advertisements at a low 
cultural level are high on the list of often criti
cized advertising practices. While using the scale 
midpoint as the ethical/unethical cut-off point is 
arbitrary, it could be concluded, however, that those 
means below the midpoint suggest a more ethical 
appraisal by the sample than those means above the 
scale midpoint. 

As found in the Hawkins and Cocanougher (1972) study, 
business majors perceive the situations as more ethi
cal than nonbusiness majors. Tt is interesting to 
note that students appear to enter college at about 
the same level in terms of ethical perceptions as 
described above in hypothesis 3 but move in different 
directions with senior business majors perceiving the 
situations as more ethical than senior nonbusiness 
majors. Apparently exposure to professors and curri
culum may have an effect on students' ethical frames 
of reference in regard to advertising over a four-year 
period of college life. 

This study also suggests that nonbusiness students who 
have some curriculum exposure to an Introduction to 
Business course also appar to possess more tolerance 
of the advertising practices presented in the ques
tionnaire. Perhaps a better understanding of market
ing, advertising, and business practice helps develop 
an ethical frame of reference which is more consistent 
with business and advertising management. One could 
make a case that nonbusiness students should enroll in 
marketing or business classes. It may very well be 
that a truly well rounded, liberal education is not 
complete without exposure to business classes. This 
view is not presently popular but with the recent 
national growth of business class enrollments and the 
growing awareness of the role of business in society 
this view may become standard. 

This paper provides a brief description of how stu
dents view some common yet often criticized advertis
ing practices. While the results show some feeling 
of student rejection of some advertising practices, 
they by no means reflect the negative student attitude 
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reported by Kilpatrick (1975). The difference 
between business and nonbusiness students 'is an impor
tant difference. However, the finding which indicates 
equal entry level attitude between business and non
business students suggests that educational efforts 
dirett~d'lt ·preset\t1trg a managerial orientation could 
help develop greater tolerance among students toward 
advertising and business practice. With growing 
interest in business education which is a national 
trend, one might suspect a more tolerant attitude to 
develop over time. On the other hand it is possible 
that some educators and others might well view these 
findings with alarm. The American Assembly of 
Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) has recently 
identified the teaching of social, ethical, and poli
tical concern as a major need in colleges of business 
presumably resulting from an observation of ques
tionable business practices. If one concludes that 
the intent of the AACSB is to elevate the ethical 
plane of future business practitioners, the finding 
of greater student tolerance for questionable busi
ness practices has serious implication for the long 
run image of business, e.g. the image of business 
won't improve until the practice improves and the 
practice won't improve until the ethical plane of 
future business people improves. 
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STABILITY OF GRADE PREDICTION EQUATIONS FOR PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING 

Bob S. Brown, West Virginia College of Graduate Studies 

Abstract 

Discriminat functions were derived and used as grade 
prediction equations for three groups of students who 
had completed Principles of Marketing. The equations 
were compared as to the variables, the signs of the 
variable coefficients, and the percentage of correct 
classifications in a holdout sample. It was concluded 
that while discriminant analysis appears to be a useful 
technique for grade prediction in Principles of Market
ing, the optimum discriminant function varies consider
ably among groups of students. 

Introduction 

A paper was presented at the 1981 Conference of The 
Academy of Marketing Science (Brown, 1981) that dis
cussed the possibility and value of predicting students' 
grades in Principles of Marketing as a strategy for 
advising students on course selection and improving 
course performance as measured by grades earned. 

Data consisting of the grade received in Principles of 
Marketing and eight other academic and demographic var
iables for 173 students at a liberal arts college was 
analyzed by means of discriminant analysis. A dis
criminant function containing three independent var
iables was derived and used to predict the grades 
earned in a holdout sample of students. The overall 
proportion of correct classifications, or "hit rate", 
was 70%, with rates for individual grade categories 
ranging from 0~( in the "D-F" category to 89% in the "B" 
category. This level of correct predictions, when 
compared to the level that would have been attained by 
assigning all students to the largest group, was judged 
adequate to consider the attempt to predict grades in 
Principles of Marketing a success. However, it was 
recognized that the variables found to be useful pre
dictors and their relative importance as indicated by 
their discriminant function coefficients might be 
peculiar to the specific situation. It was suggested 
that similar studies be performed by other instructors, 
at other schools, etc., so as to yield evidence as to 
the applicability of this type of analysis in other 
situations and the stability of prediction equations 
across situations. This paper reports the results of 
an investigation of these questions. 

Review of the Literature 

No other studies of grade prediction for Principles of 
Marketing have been found in the literature, but there 
are studies providing evidence on the stability of 
equations derived for predicting grades in other 
courses and for predicting overall academic performance 
as indicated by grade point average (GPA). 

Instability of predictors between male and female stu
dents has been found great enough by some researchers 
to warrant the derivation of separate prediction equa
tions, while others have obtained satisfactory results 
by including sex as an independent variable in one 
equation applicable to both sexes. Hills, Klock, and 
Bush (1965) and Sawyer and Maxey (1979) studied the 
stability over time of equations to predict performance 
of college freshman from high school grades and ACT 
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scores. In both of these studies, separate equations 
were derived for males and females, though the magni
tude of the resulting improvement was not reported in 
either case. Watley and Martin (1962) in a study of 
freshman business students also used separate equa
tions. Clauretie and Johnson (1975) in a study of 
principles of economics students, McDonald and McPher
son (1975) in predicting overall grade point average, 
and Mills (1978) in a study of working undergraduate 
business students all apparantly found enough stability 
between the sexes to use one equation with sex as an 
independent variable. 

Two studies involving the prediction of grade point 
averages of college students using high school grades 
and college entrance test scores as independent vari
ables suggest that the relative importance of specific 
variables as predictors may be situation specific. 
Price and Kim (1976) found ACT scores superior to high 
school grades as predictors of grades of business stu
dents, while Chissom and Lanier (1975) found high 
school grades "far better" predictors of freshman 
grades than SAT scores. 

Three studies of the predictive validity of equations 
over time have yielded conflicting results. Hills, 
Klock, and Bush (1965) found their equations for pre
dicting grades of new students stable in predicting 
relative grades, though not necessarily the actual 
grades received, over a two year period. In a similar 
study, Sawyer and Maxey (1979) found a high level of 
stability in predicting actual grades received over a 
four year period. On the other hand, Bowers and Loeb 
(1972) found the weights of ACT composite scores in a 
regression equation used to predic freshman grades 
unstable over a five year period. 

Two authors, after extensive literature reviews, have 
concluded that prediction equations must be derived 
separately for each college in which they will be used. 
One of these studies used psychological variables as 
predictors of college performance (Gallessich, 1970) 
while the other utilized the more common high school 
grades and ACT scores (Munday, 1967). 

In summary, the evidence as to the stability of acad
emic prediction equations is mixed, but there is some 
evidence that the usefulness of specific predictor 
variables and prediction equations is unstable across 
different situations such as schools, groups of 
students, or academic subjects and, furthermore, may 
change for the same situation over time. 

Methodology 

The stability of grade prediction equations for Princi
ples of Marketing was analyzed in this study by using 
discriminant analysis to derive equations for three 
groups of students who had taken the course at a small 
liberal arts college. The results were compared with 
respect to the variables found to be useful predictors, 
the relative weights of the variables, the signs of 
the coefficients of the variables, and the percentage 
of correct classifications in a holdout sample both 
overall and in each grade category. 



Table I describes the three groups of students includ
ed in the study. All the students took the course 
within a two and one-half year time period. 

TABLE I 
ANALYSIS GROUPS 

Group Instructor Number of 
Students 

1 A 101 

2 A 173* 

3 B 102 

*Includes the students of Group 1 plus an additi
onal 72 from the following semester. 

Grades of students were obtained from class rosters 
and values for eight predictor variables were obtained 
from the records office. Table II describes these 
variables and how they were coded. 

TABLE II 
PREDICTOR VARIABLES 

Variable Symbol 

Cumulative grade point 
average GPA 

High school percentile 
rank HSRANK 

Business-economics major MAJ 

Prescribed junior class 
rank when taking course CRANK 

Greek affiliation GREEK 

Coding 

4 point scale 

No 0, Yes 

No 0, Yes 

No 0, Yes 

No 0, Yes 

Sex SEX Female 0, Male = 1 

Verbal Scholastic 
Aptitude score 

Mathematical Scholastic 
Aptitude score 

SA T-V 

SAT-M 

The data were analyzed by the Discriminant Analysis 
routine of the Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences (SPSS) using the stepwise option (Nie et al, 
1975). The categories of the dependent variable were 
the grades earned in Principles of Marketing. The "D" 
and "F" categories were combined, as a liberal drop 
policy had resulted in few course failures. The entry 
criterion was changes in Rao's V significant up to the 
default level of 50%. A random sample of 25% of the 
cases, stratified by the proportion of the total group 
in each grade category, was drawn from each analysis 
group and used as a validation sample. 
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Results 

The results of the analysis are presented in Tables  
III  and IV. Table III  shows for each of the three 
groups of students the variables that were found to 
be useful predictors, their signs and standardized 
weights in the discriminant function, and the per
centage each weight is of the sum of the weights in 
that function. 

The only variable that entered all three functions was 
GPA. In each case it contributed more to the dis
criminant score than the other variables combined, 
with the relative contributions of the variable rang
ing from 51% to 70%. As would be expected, in all 
cases a higher GPA was associated with a higher grade 
in marketing. 

Two variables entered two of the discriminat functions. 
SEX was the second variable to enter the equation for 
group 1 and the last of three to enter the equation 
for group 2. In both cases, males performed slightly 
better than females. SEX contributed less than half 
of GPA's contribution to the discriminant score in 
group 1 and less than one-third of GPA's contribution 
in group 2. 

HSRANK entered as the second variable in two of the 
equations. For group 2, it made just over one-third 
the contribution of GPA to the discriminant score and 
for group 3 just under one-fourth. Though the change 
in Rao's V was significant at the high 20% level when 
this variable entered equation 3, its inclusion in
creased the holdout sample hit rate by about 10 per
centage points. The most interesting characteristic 
of this variable is that its sign is different in the 
two equations. The implication of this is that, since 
a lower value on this variable is associated with a 
higher high school graduating class rank, group 3 
students who graduated higher in their high school 
classes tended to perform less well in Principles of 
Marketing. This result is especially unexpected since 
both CPA and HSRANK are indicators of previous acade
mic performance. 

Three other variables, SAT-V, MAJ, and GREEK entered 
only one discriminant function. 

Table IV contains data on the hit rates obtained by 
applying the descriminant functions derived to the 
holdout samples for each group. One method of 
evaluating the hit rate is to compare it to the pro
portion of correct classifications that would be 
obtained if no information on predictor variables 
was available and all cases were assigned to the 
largest category in the analysis sample (Morrison, 
1969). The third line of Table IV shows this improve
ment resulting from the use of the discriminant 
function. 



TABLE III 
USEFUL PREDICTOR VARIABLES 

Grou2 1 Grou2 21 Grou2 31 
Variable and Weight as % Variable and Weight as % Variable and Weight as % 

Weight of Total Weight of Total Weight of Total 

0.941 GPA* 51% 0.871 GPA* 60% 1.062 GPA* 70% 

0.400 SEX** 22 -0.330 HSRANK** 23 0. 246 HSRANK**** 16 

-0.334 SAT-V** 18 0.243 SEX*** 17 0.217 GREEK*** 14 

-0.173 MAJ*** 9 
100% 100% 100% 

Change in Rao's V significant at: *the 1% level, **the 5% level, ***the 10% level, ****the 20% level. 
1For Group 1, grade category centroids were larger for higher grade categories; .while for groups 2 and 

3, grade category centroids were smaller for higher grade categories. To facilitate interpretation, 
signs of variables for groups 2 and 3 have been reversed. 

TABLE IV 
HOLDOUT SAMPLE HIT RATES 

Group 1 

Overall 

65% 

By assigning all to 
largest group 

46% 

Improvement 

19% 

By Grade Category 

A 

B 

c 
D-F 

67% 

56 

83 

0 

Group 2 

70% 

45% 

25% 

50% 

90 

65 

0 

Conclusions 

Group 3 

67% 

45% 

22% 

50% 

75 

88 

0 

The results of this study suggest that discriminat 
analysis is a useful technique for predicting per
formance in Principles in Marketing. Though both the 
overall hit rate and the improvement above the rate 
obtained by assigning all cases to the largest group 
are at a maximum in the original study, these figures 
for the other two groups are not substantially lower. 
Unfortunately, the major weakness of the method in its 
application to the original group remains in its app
lication to the two additional groups included here. 
In all three groups, grades of students in the valida
tion sample who could benefit most from prior know
ledge of the grade they were likely to receive in the 
course - those who received D's and F's - were not 
predicted correctly. This outcome may be a result 
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of a small number of people in all three analysis 
samples that received D's and F's or from failure to 
include predictor variables that do in fact differen
tiate these students from those receiving other grades. 

The variation among the groups of the variables found 
to be useful predictors and their signs and relative 
weights indicate that even though discriminant analysis 
does appear to be a generally useful technique for 
grade prediction in Principles of Marketing, specific 
prediction equations do not exhibit a high degree of 
stability from one group of marketing students to an
other, This is especially evident in comparing the 
results of groups 1 and 2. 

Group 1 consists of all the students one instructor 
had had in Principles of Marketing when the research 
for the original paper was started. Group 2 includes 
the group l students plus 72 additional students of 
the same instructor from the next semester. Fifty 
eight percent of the students in group 2 are the 
students of group 1. There were no substantial chan
ges in course content, materials, or teaching methods 
between the semesters during which group 1 students 
took the course and the semester the additional stu
dents included in group 2 were enrolled. Under these 
circumstances, stability of prediction equations de
rived for the two groups, using an identical methodo
logy, could be reasonably expected. The equations 
derived, however, showed considerable variation in 
the variables that were useful predictors and the 
relative contributions made to the discriminant 
score by the two variables common to both equations. 
This indicates that in using grade prediction equa
tions even in what appears to be a stable situation, 
regular checks should be made over time to insure 
that the optimum combination of predictor variables 
is being utilized. 

The stability of predictor variables was highest be
tween groups 2 and 3. Three variables entered the 
discriminant function of each group, with two vari
ables in common to both functions. They occupied the 
same position in both functions as the variables con
tributing the most and second most to the values of 
the discriminant scores. However, the sign difference 
of the second variable to enter both equations, HSRANK, 
represents a significant element of instability be-



tween the two equations. Even greater instability 
exists between groups 3 and 1, with only GPA common 
to both equations. 

In conclusion, the results of this study suggest that 
multiple discriminant analysis can be used with some 
degree of success to predict grades students will earn 
in Principles of Marketing, but that the optimum dis
criminant functions show substantial variation across 
situations. Not only was substantial variation in 
functions found between the students of two different 
instructors, but the optimum function for predicting 
the grades of students of one instructor was found to 
exhibit considerable variation over a short period of 
time. Consequently, any school or instructor attemp
ting to use the approach described in this paper as 
an aid in student advisement should implement a 
program for frequent re-analysis so as to ensure that 
the optimum combination of available predictor vari
ables is being utilized. 
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STUDENTS ATTRIBUTION OF SUCCESS 
IN THE MARKETING PRINCIPLES COURSE 

Emmanuel J. Cheron and Pandelis Vlahopoulos, University of Quebec 
Michel A. Zrns, Laval University, Quebec 

Abstract 

Perceived reasons for success in four evaluation me
thods were investigated in the case of the basic mar
keting course. The study involved 137 students who 
had completed their first marketing course. Relative 
importance of reasons for over-all success in the 
course, for success in four evaluation methods and for 
success in securing a job were collected. Results in
dicated that the series of reasons for success exhibi
ted a stable underlying pattern of controllable and 
uncontrollable factors. 

The student work and intelligence were perceived to be 
relatively more important reasons of success than the 
instructor or luck factors. Of the four evaluation 
methods, success in objective tests was perceived by 
students to be more the results of chance. Overall 
success in the course, in each evaluation method and in 
securing a job, was attributed significantly more to 
controllable than to uncontrollable factors. This re
sult was stable irrespective of age, sex, student sta
tus (full or part-time) and student grades obtained in 
the course. 

Introduction 

Marketing education has developed as much as marketing 
research over the last decades. The number and quali
ty of students have changed, and so have the instruc
tors, the objectives, and the pedagogical methods. 
More and more questions arise about what marketing e
ducation is or should be, however too little is known 
about the students feelings although they are the pri
mary party concerned. 

The body of publications about marketing education is 
increasing and most of the literature deals in a norma
tive fashion with education methods (Crawford 1974; Fox 
1971; Frazer 1979; Gaedeke 1973; Harper 1973; Marshak 
and Degroot 1978; Odiorne 1979; Scott 1972; Shoaf and 
Czepiel 1973). Attention has also been given to the 
structure of curricula (Bloom and Silver 1976· Coe 
1978; Gilmour 1979; Hollander 1978· Loudenbac~ 1973· 
Marks and Nelson 1978; Swerdlow 197S). ~luch fewer p~
blications deal with training evaluation in relation to 
the worklife (Brethoover and Rummier 1979; Kirkpatrick 
1979; Zelby 1974). 

This later point is of particular importance since e
ducation should be a preparation to real life. From 
this viewpoint , the student's performance evaluation 
methods are critical, since evaluations are feedback 
and reward; people adapt to such feedbacks and rewards, 
interpret them and behave according to these interpre
tations. 

Marketing education should thus use, evaluations which 
trigger the same kind of interpretation and attribu
tion than evaluations in the job market. If students 
have to learn how to be successful in their career, 
they should be educated to live with the same standards 
in the education system. 

Thus if the present literature on marketing is intere~ 
ting it does not specifically consider students attri-
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bution of success in the three areas of: 1) overall 
result in the course, 2) different evaluation methods 
in the course, 3) getting a job and be successful on 
the job. 

The present research focuses on attribution processes 
by which the students perceive and explain success in 
these three important areas of concern in a college 
environment. 

Attribution Theory 

Attribution theory deals essentially with the proces
ses by which individuals perceive and explain causal 
relationships and give meaning to events in their en
vironment. As noted by Kelly (1971) these processes 
assume "a need to have a veridical understanding of 
these relations (a reality orientation to the world) 
and a need to predict and apply them (a control orien
tation)". 

When explaining their own behavior or that of others, 
individuals tend to interpret the situation in terms 
of intrinsic or extrinsic factors. This process has a 
direct effect on inferences made by the individual 
about behaviors. When a behavior is perceived as being 
caused mostly by external factors such as forced com
pliance there is less confidence in the attitude being 
congruent with the behavior. However if the behavior 
is perceived much more under the influence of internal 
factors under control of the actor or the observer, 
attitude appears more congruent with the behavior. 
Previous research by Settle (1973) has shown that some 
individuals tend to perceive events more under the in
fluence of external causes while others tend to inter
pret what happens to them as due to internal causes, 
such as their own effort or capability. Although this 
latter research has shown significant differences bet
ween blacks and whites, no significant ones were found 
between sexes and between social classes. 

Research by ~1izerski (1974) and Smith and Hunt (1978) 
measured the extent to which individuals assigned cha
racteristics to objects on an internal or external ba
sis. Knowledge of the internal vs external nature of 
attribution is connected with the principle of corres
pondance developed by Jones and Davis (1965). 
Accordingly, individuals making inferences on an inter
nal basis (ie: assigning behavior of others to factors 
under their control or making inferences about the cha
racteristics of an object on an intrinsic basis) gain 
more information as to the real motivation of an actor 
or as to the characteristics of an object such as pre
sented in advertising, than those individuals making 
inferences on an external basis. The underlying as
sumption of this principle is that predetermined beha
vior according to role expectation does not reveal 
much to the observer (Jones and Nisbett, 1971). 

In addition to giving the individual a veridical view 
of his world, attribution processes can be seen as a 
means of maintaining control of one's environment. 
Hence, such knowledge is sought by the individual in 
order to gain bett(". management of the environment. 
This tendency for better contr·ol is connected with the 
internal aspect of attribution. Since internal infe-



rences reveal more information on events, they there
fore allow the individual to improve his control over 
the environment. 

The objective of the present research is to assess 
whether students interpret their success in various 
university activities on the basis of intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors as suggested in attribution theory. 

Research Questions 

This study deals with widespread evaluation methods in 
the marketing principles course. Specifically, ins
tructors would assign group work on cases and group 
projects and would balance this group evaluation by 
individual objective tests and individual traditional 
exams. Percentage-wise, group evaluations would not 
account for more than fifty percent of the over-all e
valuation in the course. 

The purpose of the research was: 

1) First, examine similarities and differences of the 
reasons for success in the four evaluation methods. 

2) Second, assess whether various reasons of success 
could be structured according to a stable under
lying pattern of intrinsic and extrinsic factors as 
suggested in attribution theory. 

3) Third, test for the significance of the importance 
of controllable (intrinsic) factors vs uncontrolla
ble (extrinsic) factors in the over-all success in 
the course, in the four evaluation methods, in get
ting a job, and being successful on the job. 

4) Fourth, consider if the success in the above va
rious activities, in paired comparisons, exhibit 
significance differences on controllable and uncon
trollable factors. 

The usefulness of this research lies in the answers to 
the following questions: how do students perceive the 
various reasons of success in various evaluation me
thods? How are these reasons structured? To what 
extent are the various methods showing differences in 
these reasons? Are these reasons of success stable 
across various evaluation methods as well as for the 
over-all result in the course and in being able to get 
a job? Answers to these questions allow the improve
ment in combining evaluation methods in the basic mar
keting course, and in examining how they compare with 
getting a job and being successful on the job. 

~1ethod 

Data for the research were collected from second and 
third year students enrolled in undergraduate business 
programs at two major universities. All students had 
taken a compulsory first year course in basic marke
ting. The total data set represented 139 respondents, 
137 of which provided complete sets of responses. 

The questionnaire consisted of four parts: 

1) Information on the student's result in the basic 
marketing course and its degree of certainty. A 
series of fourteen reasons for getting this over
all result in the course evaluated on 7 point-sca
les ranging from "not important" to "very impor
tant". These reasons were generated on an a priori 
basis through group discussions. 

2) Importance of the same series of reasons for suc
cess in four evaluation methods in the course: 
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group work on cases, group projects, objective tes~ 
and traditional exams. 

3) Importance of the same series of reasons for being 
able to get a job and be successful on the job. 

4) Classification data on: university registration, 
age, sex, student status, number of years of univer
sity study, father's occupation and nature of job 
wanted. 

The questionnaire was pre-tested in order to check for 
understanding and ease of answering. 

Results 

Answers to the first part of the questionnaire indica
ted that 89.1% of students were very certain of their 
result in the basic marketing course. 

Classification data in the fourth part of the question
naire revealed that student's average age was 22.9, 
67.2% were males and 89.7% were full time students. 

Table 1 indicates the mean importance of 14 reasons of 
success in four evaluation methods. Examination of the 
table shows that working effort and previous knowledge 
are important factors irrespective of the evaluation 
method. 

However, the instructor and family concerns appear to 
be less important reasons of success. Comparisons 
within specific evaluation methods reveal that for ob
jective tests luck is perceived to be as important as 
motivation or previous experience. 

TABLE 

~AN IMPORTANCE OF 14 REASONS OF SUCCESS FOR 4 EVALUA
TION ~THODS (N = 137) 

Reason of success Group work Group Objecttve Traditional 
Projects Tests Exams 

Student's !!!Otivation 5.6.57* 6. 036 4. 681 5.620 

Student's •Jerking effort 5. 632 6.073 5.193 6.204 

Student:';; ?rev~ous knvwledge 5. 301 s. 54 7 5. 830 6. 219 

Student's previous ~xper::.ence 4. 34 7 ~.883 4. 444 4. 569 

Student's intelliger> . .::e 5. 066 5. 234 5.306 5. 679 

Student's creativ! :y s. 285 5.445 3. 296 4.577 

5tudent 's abilities on analysis 5.679 5.560 4. 891 s. 723 

Student' 3 abiliti-!s on synthesis 5. 640 5. 737 to. 785 5. 854 

Studen:'s writ te:l <!X pr-ession 4. 526 5. 949 

Student's oral a..x~ression ~. 360 4. 336 

Luck or bad luck 2 .:.sz 2. 453 4. 711 2. 920 

The instruct;,~: 4. 304 3. 370 2. 874 4.412 

Student's state of health 2. 39.!. 2. S81 2. 615 2. 765 

Student's family C:Jncerns 2. 221 z. 299 2.185 2. 292 

* mean score on ' seven-;:toLnt scale were 7 . vary important. 

Principal components analysis of the 14 reasons of suc
cess for each of the four methods of evaluation, produ
ced two factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0, ac
counting for about SO% of the variance in the importan
ce ratings. Varimax rotation of these two components 
suggested the following interpretation. First, an in
trinsic factor including reasons such as: the student's 
intelligence, motivation or abilities on analysis. Se
cond, an extrinsic associated with reasons of success 
such as: the instructor, luck or the student's state of 
health. Despite the fact that the explained variance 



is relatively low, the controllable (intrinsic) and 
uncontrollable (extrinsic) factors present a consis
tent pattern for all four evaluation methods and were 
retained for further analysis. 

Table 2 lists the factor loadings of each reason of 
success for the four methods of evaluation. The two 
resulting components served as a basis to compute the 
controllable and the uncontrollable indices. Each was 
represented by a single unweighted average comprising 
all the reasons of success, which in all cases, obtai
ned their highest loading on the relevant factor. 

The third research question concerned the test on dif
ferences of importance between the controllable (in
trinsic) and the uncontrollable (extrinsic) factors, 
for the four evaluation methods as well as for the 
over-all performance on the marketing principles cour
se, and for obtaining and being successful in a marke
ting career. 

TABLE ~ 

FACTOR LOADINGS OF T\\0 VARHIAX-ROTATED 
FACTORS FOR TilE FOUR ~IETIIODS OF EVALUATION 

! Group 

Index Reasons of success work Group 

Controllable 
factor 

! cases 

St!.ldent's motivation 1.518 

Student's working effort 1.518 

Student's previous knowledge 1 .566 
I 

Student's previous experience! . 356 

Student's intelligence i .546 

Student's creativity .<>09 

Student's abilities on 
analysis 

!
Student's abilities on 
svnthesis 

Student's wrttten express1on 

.81' 

. ~08 

,429 

.503 

I 
Student's oral expression 

!uncontrollable Luck or bad luck 

:factor I The instructor 

i .• 89 

! .386 

1 .8ol 

! .876 

Student 1 s state of hea.lth 

1 Student's family ..::oncerns 

prOJects 

.526 

.545 

.630 

.520 

.s~o 

.642 

• 79, 

. 706 

,473 

.630 

.c9o 

• 8c3 

.539 

Objective 
tests 

.309 

.508 

.530 

.blO 

.o47 

.520 

,649 

. ~0' 

. clc 

.238 

.699 

.895 

Tra:;:;:nal i 
I 

,418 

,660 

• 750 

,165 

.511 

.3-16 

. i46 

. 74-l 

.6~5 

.454 

.324 

• 770 

.894 

Tab le 3 presents the results ofT-tests computed on 
n•atched samples, For all seven situations the student's 
perception is that the controllable factor is signifi
cantly more important than the uncontrollable factor 
(p < .001). lhesc findings suggest that in general, 
marketing students consider the possibility of success 
as highly controllable and depending more on individual 
than environmental factors. 1his is consistent with 
previous research in which business students 111ere found 
to possess inner-directed values in a greater extent 
than non-business students (Petrof et al., 1981). 

111C analysis of the controllable factor presented on 
Table 4 , revealed significant differences between the 
perception of the importance of this factor in regard 
to the four evaluation methods and to the success in 
obtaining a job. All T-tests on matched samples for 
every combination of these situations were statistical
ly significant. 111e relative importance of the con
trollable factor was higher for individual activities, 
for instance: obtaining a job or being successful in a 
traditional exam, rather than for group activities. 
ll1C success on objective tests 1-;as the exception of 
this rule. 
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TABLE 3 

T-TEST OF ~lATCHED SA~WLES FOR DIFFERENCES OF HIPORTAN
CE BETIVEEN 111E CONTROLLABLE AND UNCONTROLLABLE INDICES 
OF SUCCESS (N = 137) 

~ean 

Situations 
.: .. :m::rol~o~.Ole Jncon::rollabte Value Significance 

factor factor 

Overall Perfor~an..:::e [;"! 4 . .:s j. 2.1 10.37 0. 000* 

the Muketing Princ!;Jles 

course 

Group work on cases 5.26 2.88 20.47 o. ooo• 

Group projects S.44 2. 78 ll.98 0.000* 

Objectlve tests -L37 3.43 12.63 o.ooo· 

Traditional Exams s .60 3. 12 1:.47 o.ooo• 

Obtaining a job 5.80 3. 98 18.35 o.ooo• 

To be successful 5.88 3. 57 21.6! o. ooo• 

his job 

Significant at le\·et ;> ~ •. 10i. 

TABLE 4 

T-VALUES OF ~lATCHED SM1PLES FOR DIFFERENCES OF H1POR
TANCE OF THE CONTROLLABLE FACTOR BETWEEN THE FOUR ~IE

THODS OF EVALUATION AND THE SUCCESS IN OBTAINING A JOB 
(N = 137) 

! Group projects Objecti\·e tests 

' mean = 5.44 

Group work on 

I cases 3. ~ 7* 
mean= 5.:!6 

Group projects I 
mean = s .. u . 

i 
Objective ! 

I 
tests ' mean= 4,87 

Traditional I exams i 
! mean = 5.60 
' I 

" Significant at level p. < 0.001 
•• Significant at level p. < 0.01 

mean = 4.87 

3. 58" 

s .33* 

. 

Traditional exams I Obtaining a 
mean = 5.60 job mean = 

5,80 

5. 73* '.8~· 

"·8··· 6.!0• I 

7 .25* 9.83• 

I I 

I 
. I 3.~:-· 

I 

As for the uncontrollable factor the analysis presented 
on Table 5 revealed significant differences between 
the four evaluation methods and the success for ob
taining a job. In the same manner as for the control
lable factor, the relative importance of the uncontrol
lable factor was higher for individual activities and 
lower for group activities while the T-tests on every 
combination of these five activities were statistical
ly significant. 

Examination of statistical results across variables 
such as sex, age and student status revealed no signi
ficant differences in the importance of uncontrollable 
and controllable factors of success in the four evalua
tion methods. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

Before concluding, ~ume limitations of this research 
should be mentioned. Results might be different if 
more than one underlying dimension is retained in re
lation to the controllable factor. The controllable 



TABLE 5 

I-VALUES OF MATCHED SAMPLES FOR DIFFERENCES OF HIPOR
TANCE OF THE UNCONTROLLABLE FACTOR BETWEEN THE FOUR 
~ffiTHODS OF EVALUATION AND THE SUCCESS IN OBTAINING A 
JOB (N = 137) 

Group projects Objecth·e tests Traditional exaas Obtainina a 
mean = ~. 78 mean = 3.43 mean = 3.1-1 job mean = 

3.98 

Group work on 
cases 1.99••• 5,13* 3.19.. u.os• 
nan = 2.88 

Group projects 
mean= 2. 78 

Objective 
tests 
mean a 3,43 

Tradi tiona! 
exams 
mean = 3 • .1:! 

• Significant at level p. < 0.001 
•• Significant at le\·el p. < 0.01 

••• Significant at level p. < 0,05 

6.33* -'.51* 12.ss• 

10.b9* 

index construction h'Ould then be questionable. Also, 
responding students were associated with two different 
kinds of institutions: a traditional older university 
and a relatively ne1i propessi\·e net1.-ork of colleges. 
This may have influenced the results, Further, res
pondents were taking additional optional courses in 
marketing. Tims, they 1~ere different from students 
taking only the marketing principles course and no 
other marketing course. 

With these limitations in mind, the following conclu
sions can be drawn: 

T1.-o underlying factors associated 1d th intrinsic and 
extrinsic reasons are apparent in confirmation with 
attribution theory. 

In a pedagogical perspective, success in objective 
tests is attributed more to random elements than for 
other evaluation methods, therefore they should be u
sed Iii th caution. 

Irrespective of the evaluation method, student consis
tently perceive their individual role and not the ins
tructor's role as the main reason of success. 

Taking both controllable and uncontrollable factors 
into account, tables -1 and 5 reveal that students per
ceive group projects and traditional exams as sh01ving 
the largest discrepancies between controllable and 
uncontrollable factors. Individual activities, hOI,·e
\·er (obtaining a job and objective test) tend to show 
the least possibility of control. A tentative expla
nation of this finding could be the safety effect as
sociated with group activities. 

Further Research 

The results and limitations of the present study in
dicate some neli directions for research on the subject 
further investigation on the controllable (intrinsic) 
component should search for a more detailed descrip
tion and comprehension of this important factor. 

TI1e data for this research liere collected from stu
dents enrolled in optional courses in marketing after 
completing h"i th success the marketing principles cour
se. It can be easily hypothesi:ed that this kind of 
students have already developped a positive attitude 
about marketing. Further studies should consider the 
\"iel,·point of students not taking any optional courses 
in marketing after the marketing principles course. 
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The comparison of the results of this study with the 
attributions made by respondents already in the job 
market could give another interesting insight on the 
subject. 
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THE EFFECTS OF JOB EXPERIENCE ON PERCEPTIONS OF MARKETING EDUCATION 

Joseph P. Grunenwald, Clarion State College 
Kenneth Traynor, Clarion State College 

Abstract 

In this paper, an analysis of the effects of job 
experience upon the satisfaction of individuals with 
their marketing education is presented. Perceptions 
related to satisfaction with a particular degree, 
preparation for a first job and preparation for 
supervisory positions were included in 'the analysis. 

Introduction 

Increased competitiveness among marketing programs has 
made it clear to many administrators in marketing 
education that marketing techniques should be employed 
to better position and promote their service (Traynor, 
1981). In an attempt to maintain present enrollments, 
colleges and universities are becoming more aware of 
the influence of perceptions and preferences of stu
dents toward their respective institutions of higher 
education (Gorman, 1974). 

Marketing efforts directed at improving the number of 
admissions have been discussed widely (e.g., Hoopes, 
1972; Gorman, 1974). The prospective student market 
has been viewed as most important to long-run institu
tional survival (Houston, 1981). However, recent re
searchers have defined more than one market or public 
to whom the institution of higher education must be 
accountable (Berry and Allen, 1977; Houston, 1981). 
Houston (1981) has identified several markets or 
"publics" which are of concern to the institution of 
higher education: prospective students, existing 
students, former students, parents, community, employ
ers, industry/government, prospective faculty, and 
other educators. The purpose of this paper is to 
investigate the attitudes of "former students" toward 
the value of their formal educational experience and 
to determine the criteria which they deem to be impor
tant in obtaining employment. In addition, attitudes 
of former students are analyzed to ascertain the effect 
of occupational category, employment/supervisory expe
rience and sex differences. 

Methodology 

775 graduates of a northwestern Pennsylvania state 
college were contacted through a direct mail survey. 
This represented all of the graduates in marketing 
from the college since the beginning of its business 
program. A cover letter signed by a student officer 
was included in the mailing. The tone of the letter 
was one of seeking information about the school's 
graduates and requesting information that would be 
helpful to current students in the job search effort. 
A self-addressed, stamped envelope that was part of 
the mailing enabled a response rate of 34.3% to be 
achieved. 

It is important to note some peculiarities of the 
sample that are related to the relatively young age 
of the business program at the college. Few respon
dents who graduated prior to 1972 sent back their 
questionnaire. Consequently, analysis related to 
chronological age is limited to a span of nine years. 
This means that the study focuses upon the early years 
of a marketing career, the period in which job-change 
activity is at its highest. (See Table l ). 
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Table l 
Respondent Characteristics 

Male 

Average number of 2.25 
jobs held 

Average years of 4.39 
experience 

Average time in l. 95 
current job 

Female 

l. 85 

2.62 

l. 42 

Alumni were asked their attitudes toward the value of 
their formal education received at the college. Sev
eral types of questions were asked: 

1. Did the college prepare you well for your 
first job? 

2. Did the college prepare you well for your 
current position? 

3. Do you feel your degree from the college is 
competitive with degrees from other schools? 

4. Do you feel that your grades were important 
in acquiring your first job? 

5. Was it easy for you to obtain your first job? 
6. Were extracurricular activities important in 

getting a job? 

The questionnaire also requested information regarding 
the students occupational category, whether they held 
a supervisory position, whether they had to relocate in 
order to obtain their current position, whether they 
obtained their job before or after graduation, how many 
times they relocated since graduation, and how many 
years it had been since graduation. 

Cross-tabulations were employed between the attitudinal 
questions and the employment data to determine if there 
were any relationships which would suggest that the 
particular variable might play a role in determining 
the former students' satisfaction with their formal 
education. 

Findings of the Study 

In Table 2 , the responses to the six attitudinal ques

tions are displayed. Over 63% felt that the college 
prepared them well for their first job. Similarly, 62% 
felt that they were prepared for their current posi
tion. Over 74% felt that their degree was competitive 
with degrees from other schools. Grades were not con
sidered to be of major importance in acquiring the 
first job with only 30% agreeing or strongly agreeing. 
52% felt it was easy to obtain their first job. 49% 
disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statemen~ that 
it was easy to obtain their first job. Extracurr~cular 

activities were considered to be important in obtaining 
one's first job by 51%. 



College prepared 
me well for 
my first job. 

College prep a red 
me well for 
my current 
position. 

College's degree 
is competi
tive with 
degrees from 
other schools. 

Grades were 
important in 
acquiring my 
first job. 

It was easy to 
obtain my 
first job. 

Extracurricular 
activities 
were important 
in obtaining my 
first job. 

Table 2 
Attitudinal Responses 
(Likert Response PCT) 

SA A NO 

11.8 51.9 17. 6 

10.3 52.5 17. 5 

21.2 53.4 14.4 

5. 3 25.0 14.4 

18.6 33.5 8.0 

21.0 30.5 15.6 

D SD 

14. 1 4.6 

16.0 3.8 

9.8 l.l 

40.2 15. 2 

31.2 8. 7 

23. 7 9. 2 

After cross-tabulation of the six attitudinal ques

tions with eleven independent variables, a more in

depth analysis was obtained. Several variables 
emerged as significant in influencing former students' 

attitudes toward the value of their formdl education. 

Students holding supervisory positions felt that the 

college prepared them well for their first job more 

strongly than did non-supervisory graduates. The 

supervisory group strongly agreed in 46% of the 

respondents. The chi-square of 9.85 was significant 

at the a = 0.05 level. Of students who received 

their job before graduation, 24% strongly agreed that 

the college prepared them for their first job. Of 

students who received their job after graduation, 

only 9% strongly agreed that the college prepared 

them for their first job. The resulting chi-square 

of 17.3 was significant at the a= 0.001 level. 

Another finding of the study was that the students 

who relocated to obtain employment and students who 

obtained their jobs before graduation felt that extrd

curricular activities were important in obtaining 

their first job. Students who had to relocate in 

order to obtain employment agreed or strongly agreed 

in 60% of the cases whereas the non-relocated students 

agreed or strongly agreed only 43% of the time. The 

related chi-square of 12.3 was significant at the 

a = 0.01 level. Students who obtained their first job 

before graduation agreed or strongly agreed in 65% of 

the cases observed while only 49% of the students who 

obtained their job after graduation agreed that extra

curricular activities were important in obtaining 

their first job. 
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Finally, students who graduated most recently from 

the college felt that their formal education prepared 

them well for their first job. Students having 

graduated several years previously are not as positive 

about their preparation. Table 3 lists the responses 

to the question, "Did college prepare you well for your 

first job?" The responses are cross-tabulated by years 

since graduation. The difference in attitude toward 

the preparation for the first job was significant with 

a chi-square of 47.5 (a= 0.01). 

Table 3 
Preparation for First Job 

(Likert Response PCT) 

Year since 
graduation SA A NO D SD 

1 22.8 49. 1 17.5 5. 3 5.3 
2 13.0 52.2 23.9 8.3 4.3 

3 ll. 1 55.6 14.8 18.5 0.0 
4 15.8 57.9 0.0 21.1 5.3 
5 0.0 63.9 13.9 19.4 2.8 
6 0.0 50.0 30.8 19. 2 0.0 

7 19.0 57. 1 4.8 14.3 4.8 
8 0.0 40.9 22. 7 22.7 13.6 

9 25.0 25.0 25.0 12. 5 12. 5 

Conclusion 

Approximately two-thirds of the college's marketing 

graduates appear to be reasonably satisfied that their 

formal educational experience prepared them for their 

first job as well as their current position. Further 

support for this is indicated when the former students 

were asked how the college's degree compared with other 

schools, over 74% stated that they felt their degree 

was competitive. These two concepts might suggest that 

the respondents feel that, although their degree is as 

strong as other schools', all schools could prepare 

students better. There was however 19% of the former 

students who felt that their formal education did not 

prepare them for their first job or their current job. 

Grades were not considered to be an important factor 

in acquiring one's first job, 49% disagreed. 51% 

responded that extracurricular activities were impor

tant in obtaining one's first job where 33% disagreed. 

Students holding supervisory jobs felt much more posi

tive about the preparation received. Likewise, stu

dents receiving their jobs before graduation felt more 

positive about their formal educational experience. 

Perhaps, what we have found here is a measure of satis

faction with preparation as a function of job success. 

Similarly, students who relocated and obtained their 

jobs before graduation felt that extracurricular activ

ities were important in obtaining their first job. 

The findings that recent graduates feel more satisfied 

with their educational experience than graduates from 

earlier years might indicate either growth and develop

ment in a given marketing program or it might indicate 

that as a person matures in the world of work, they 

become more aware of the deficiencies in their formal 

education. However, our findings on supervisory versus 

non-supervisory satisfaction with their education would 

suggest the former conclusion. 

This paper represents the findings at one college, in 

one part of the country. Obviously, the findings are 

not generalizable on the basis of this writing alone. 



Studies that analyze the satisfaction of graduates with 
other marketing programs would be required in order 
that the relationships concerning the length of expe
rience and occupational category on satisfaction with 
the educational experience could be described with con
fidence. The outcome of this type of research will be 
to prepare the area of marketing education to make the 
changes that will keep programs in the field viable and 
dynamic. 
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EVALUATION IN MARKETING EDUCATION: 
THE CASE OF THE FINAL EXAM 

Donald W. Jackson, Jr., Arizona State University 
Nabil Razzouk, Andrews University 

Louis H. Grossman, Arizona State University 

Abstract 

In this age of increased interest in accountability, 
marketing educators v.ould benefit from a judicious 
assessment of their instruction techniques. '!his 
paper focuses on the evaluation stage in the 
teaching-learning processes. i'bre specifically, it 
evaluates the instructional role of final examin
ations in the teaching-learning processes, explores 
some of the difficulties inherent in final exams, and 
prop:Jses some means to restore their instructional 
value to marketing educators. 

The authors prop:Jse a next-to-final final. '!his 
examination v.ould be conducted at least one or tv.o 
class periods before the conclusion of the course in 
order to provide an opp:Jrtunity to discuss the 
content and the results of the exams with the 
students. 

Introduction 

'!he decade of the 1970s might be considered by some 
educators as the time 1-k!en the theory of account
ability in education took root and began to grow 
(Aukerman, 1978). \\hile a universally accepted 
theory of accountability in education does not yet 
exist, the pressure is mounting against educational 
institutions at all levels to improve the quality of 
their instruction. 

Amid the increased interest in accountability, 
marketing educators ought to embark on a judicious 
assessment of their instruction. After all, 
marketers preach the virtues of measurement and 
control in conducting marketing activities, and have 
accepted our task of teaching Marketing as a bonafide 
marketing activity (Enis, 1976, 1977, 1978; Jackson 
and Razzouk, 1981). 

One of the most uniform artifacts in our institutions 
of higher learning is the final examination. 
Traditionally, most institutions have required final 
exams and schedule these events at the end of every 
academic period. Much in the nature and scope of 
education has changed over the past few decades, but 
the concept of final exams has remained relatively 
unchanged ever since !brace Mann replaced oral exams 
with written finals back in 1845 A.D. (Lieu, 1976). 
While final examinations are traditional, it has long 
been recognized that they are not without their 
problems (McClusky, 1934). '!he purp:Jse of the paper 
is to evaluate the role of final exams in the 
teaching-learning processes, explore some of the 
difficulties inherent in final exams, and prop:Jse 
some means to enhance their instructional value to 
~arketing educators. 

The Nature and Purp:Jse of Testing 

Tests are given as part of the measurement and 
evaluation step in the teaching-learning processes. 
A distinction should be made between measurement and 
evaluation. kcording to Green (1975, p.4) "Measure
ment is concerned with the application of instruments 
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to collect data for some specific purp:Jse." In 
teaching, the purp:Jse of measurement is to generate 
the input for the evaluation process. Evaluation 
then, is the process of subjective appraisal with 
specific purp:Jses or aims in mind. 

Some of these purp:Jses are: 

To measure individual and group learning for 
determining 1-k!at progress has been made. 

To check end-of-course status. 

To measure the effectiveness of instruction and 
the educational program. 

To seek opportunities for improving methods, 
procedures and content. 

To discover student weaknesses. 

To instruct, by giving the students some 
understanding of their strengths and weaknesses 
while at the same time emphasizing and reinforcing 
imp:Jrtant p:Jints. 

A review of the existing literature on testing and 
evaluation reveals lengthy bibliographies of material 
devoted to the treatment of examinations. MJst of 
this 1 i terature treats examinations as instruments 
for measuring scholastic achievement. It is replete 
with studies on topics such as the construction of 
various types of examinations, the factors involved 
in guessing, and the reliability and validity of 
instruments. On the other hand, very little 
attention is given in the literature to investigating 
the instructional values of final examinations 
(Buethe, 1969; Curtis and Darling, 1932; Curtis and 

Woods, 1929; Donnelly and Logothets, 1957; Matz, 
1961; McClusky, 1934; and Pannwitt, 1958). 
Furthermore, with the exception of McClusky ( 1934) 
the scope of this 1 imi ted 1 i terature is confined to 
elementary and secondary education. As 1 imi ted as 
this literature may be, it generally is critical of 
the finality of finals, and bemoans the 
under-utilization of their instructional value. '!he 
following sections identify some of the inherent 
weaknesses of finals and prop:Jse changes to overcome 
these weaknesses. 

Pitfalls of Final Examinations 

kademic learning may be viewed as a system, (Figure 
1). Students receive varwus inputs to help them 
learn, such as lectures, readings, discussions, etc. 
'Ihese inputs are colored by their perceptions, 
feelings, beliefs, etc. At some time in the 
educational process, students are asked to output 
this knowledge 1-klich they have stored. One method to 
measure learning is to test students to see how close 
their outputs are to the inputs or stimuli to 1-klich 
they have been exp:Jsed or how well they can integrate 
these stimuli. 'Ihus, given that tests are reliable 
and valid, students indicate their knowledge to their 
professors. '!he professor then evaluates the 



outcomes and passes evaluations back to the students 
in terms of grades and comments. In the event of an 
incorrect response by the student, this feedback may 
serve as a navigator to get the student back on 
course. Feedback depicting a correct response \\Ould 
indicate to the student some competency in a 
particular area, and \\Ould reinforce the learned 
material. The problem with final examinations is 
that this second feedback loop to the student is 
missing. Students receive a final grade but may be 
unclear about specific strong or weak areas. Thus, 
the navigator aspect of feedback is lost. Further, 
the instructors may be less inclined to evaluate 
rigorously and to prepare an adequate review in the 
absence of the need to formally present their 
evaluations. 

Figure 1 

The Academic Learning system 

Feedback to Students 
Grades 
Explanations 
Correct Responses 
Etc. 

Feedback to Professor}-J 
Tests 
Answers to QJestions 
Papers 
Etc. 

Current educational theory (Hull, 1952; Skinner, 
1966; Ray, 1973) indicates that learning occurs most 
rapidly when responses are reinforced. There is also 
evidence which indicates that feedback or knowledge 
of results can improve learning. More specifically, 
in human learning, feedback is considered as a source 
of new information as opposed to merely a reinforcer 
(Ray, 1973). Most educators spend a significant 
period of time reviewing the midterm examinations and 
discussing the questions. Nevertheless, despite the 
normally proportionately high weight given to the 
final, the same feedback does not accompany finals. 

Several centuries ago when oral final examinations 
prevailed, students left the final examination with 
direct and immediate feedback (Green, 1975, p.17). 
However, the basic weakness inherent in any written 
or objective examination which is final is that 
students do not receive immediate or specific 
feedback concerning their performance. 'lb be sure, 
the instructor may learn how effective he or she has 
been in teaching, but students often remain ignorant 
of the kind and degree of their own knowledge. 
Indeed, they may even be unaware of how they were 
evaluated. The value of this feedback is to help 
students evaluate their progress or lack of it while 
there is still time in the academic term for them to 
remedy these differences. 

Another major weakness of finals is that in the 
absence of reinforcement and feedback, it is 
difficult for students to know exactly which aspects 
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of their stored information are correct and which are 
not.· A student may receive a high grade on an 
examination and still be deficient in one or more 
specific areas. It is unfortunate for students to be 
ignorant of their strengths and weaknesses. li:>wever, 
if the final is the last scheduled meeting during the 
academic learning period, the feedback loop so 
necessary to reinforcement is not completed. 

'Ihe third weakness of final examinations is their 
inadequacy in training students to evaluate their own 
work. Oriska (1978) suggests that one major purpose 
of evaluation is to help students do an adequate job 
of self-evaluation. In order to develop responsi
bility in the learning process, there must be a 
balanced exchange between professor and student. 
This joint venture should not end during the 
evaluation process. If students are to become 
repsonsible for themselves and for their own self 
improvement ••• measurement outcomes and evaluation 
results should be shared (Davis, 1978, p. 152). 

Finally, in the absence of feedback, students may 
become apprehensive about grades and grading systems. 
Testing, grading and reporting may appear to students 
as something done to them, not something in which 
they actively participate. Evaluation should bring 
satisfaction to students since knowledge of progress 
or lack of progress, if seen in the 1 ight of the 
total evaluation process, is helpful--not threatening 
(Oriska, 1978, p.8). Thus, evaluation procedures 
utilized properly can and should raise the level of 
aspiration of students. 

An Alternative to the Final Final 

Overcoming these weaknesses requires that a different 
perspective be taken. Nearly fifty years ago 
McClusky wrote that, "--by correcting false 
impressions, by filling in sporadic gaps of ignorance 
and by confirmation of content already known, the 
discussion of the specific outcomes of an examination 
provides a propitious occasion for the achievement of 
significant objectives of instruction" (McClusky, 
1934, p.586). One way in which these benefits could 
be attained is throt.gh a next-to-final final. This 
procedure which has been used over a period of time 
by the authors, involves the scheduling of the last 
examination prior to the final class period. At the 
beginning of the term, students are told that their 
final examination will be given on the last regular 
day of classes instead of the assigned date during 
finals week. This information is given to provide 
sufficient lead time for students to prepare 
effectively for this deviation from the normal 
procedure. It is also explained that the final class 
period--the one normally used for an examin
ation--would be used to discuss the final 
examination, and that attendance at this final 
meeting is mandatory. During that period, all graded 
papers are returned to students with appropriate 
comments. 'Ihe professor then spends the first part 
of the session explaining test questions and answers, 
and relating them to the instructional frame\\Ork 
developed during the term. Students are then given a 
chance to raise questions concerning the test items, 
the responses, or the method of grading. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of a Next-to-Final Final 

the method indicate that they 
this format to traditional 

Further investigation of 
provide several reoccurring 
to such a format. First, it 

Students 1 reactions to 
overwhelmingly prefer 
final examinations. 
students 1 comments 
perceived advantages 



enables tv.o-way communication instead of the normal 
one-way communication inherent in a traditional final 
examination. This procedure provides students with 
alternative framev.orks and ideas concerning the 
subject matter covered, and helps them recognize the 
viewpoints and approaches utilized by the professor 
in evaluating them. It also allows them to ask 
questions and voice objections. 

In addition, this method allows students to receive 
immediate reinforcement or corrective critic ism 
concerning the approach v.hich they had chosen to 
answer the exam questions. 'lliis immediate feedback 
has the effect of reducing student uncertainty. It 
allows them to quickly see how they have performed 
rather than making them wait for grades to be 
processed and distributed through appropriate 
institutional channels. 

l'bre important than just rece1v1ng grades quickly is 
the fact that students know why they received a 
certain grade. That is, they understand the basis 
for their evaluation. This practice eliminates the 
problem of having students ask why they received a 
certain grade in a course or on a particular 
examination. Tbo often students are not sure exactly 
why they received a grade or v.hich part or parts of 
an examinations they "aced" or "bombed". This method 
of pointing out specific aspects of student perfor
mance allows them to be more certain of their areas 
of proficiency and deficiency with respect to the 
course material. 

From the professors' point of view, this method 
forces better preparation. They must formulate and 
articulate to the students the purpose of the exam 
questions, the various alternative correct answers, 
and the criteria for evaluation of specific 
responses. 'llie professors are also forced to justify 
their evaluation of particular questions. If 
properly used by the instructor and responded to by 
the student, this feedback session can serve to point 
out the merits of correct responses and the dral-.backs 
and limitations involved in less correct responses. 
This can be a very useful educational device. 

en the negative side, however, students n:ay hec?r1e 
very defensive about their answers. If th1s sess1~n 
becomes a bargaining exercise or if students use th1s 
time solely to espouse their o~o.~~ unjustified view
points, much of the value of the exercise is lost, 
therefore, the instructor must be very careful to 
point out and er1];ilasize the positive aspects of this 
session and not let it stagnate into a platform for 
student grade enhancement. In t.'Je situations 
discussed previously, students were told that grades 
would not be changed as a result of the interaction 
but that it was to be used as an educational device. 
The responses were still almost uniformly positive. 
Thus, students seem to be interested in getting 
feedback even though they were aware that it v.ould 
not change their grade. 

Another potential difficulty with the proposed 
procedure 1s that examinations must be compl~tel y 
graded between the testing and the feedback sess:ons, 
in some cases this may prove difficult or impossible. 
Also, finals are usually scheduled for larger blocks 
of time v.hich may not be available for instructors 
during the last week of regular instruction. Ole 
possible solution to this problem is to schedule the 
last examination for several class periods. 
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Conclusion 

As subjective as the measurement has been, results 
from our experience indicate that the advantages of 
this alternative, the next-to-final final, outweigh 
the disadvantages; and that overall, it stands 
superior to the predominant practice of traditional 
finals. 

In conclusion, marketing educators should consider 
more seriously the instructional value of final 
examinations. These examinations should be conducted 
at least one or tv.o class periods before the 
conclusion of the course in order to provide an 
owortunity to discuss the content and the result~ of 
the examination with the students. Flnal 
examinations are not to be final but rather 
next-to-final. In this context, the sequence of 
instructional activities becomes "Teach Test-
Teach" instead of the seemingly prevalent practice of 
"Teach Teach Test". 

As marketing educators interested in the progress of 
our profession and our discipline, we should continue 
to investigate our instructional activites and seek 
answers to some unresolved questions on the 
instructional value of final examinations. 
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MARKETING ETHICS: THEORY AND PEDAGOGY 

William J. Kehoe, University of Virginia 

Abstract 

Theory and pedagogy for education in marketing ethics 
is examined. Theoretical underpinnings are developed, 
a case incident is presented, and a pedagogy is devel
oped and operationalized for analyzing the case with 
ethical theory. Implications of the pedagogy are 
discussed. 

Introduction 

Are we as marketing educators effective in integrating 
the concept of ethics in the curriculum? Do we offer 
separate courses in marketing ethics? Should we offer 
separate courses or build ethics' modules into present 
courses? How do we teach ethics? What are the effec
tive and less than effective pedagogies? 

For many marketing educators, the answers to the above 
questions are "No, and "I don't know." While we in our 
courses mention ethics, we do not expend extended 
amounts of time on ethics nor do we use ethical theory 
to underpin the discussions of ethics. 

Situation 

A recent monograph (Murphy and Laczniak, 1980) reports 
the current status of ethics in marketing in a survey 
of 225 U.S. and Canadian marketing department chair
persons. At the undergraduate level, 3 of 225 schools 
offered a course in marketing ethics. The course was 
not required, but offered at least once a year by one 
school and less than once a year by two schools. At 
the master's level, 14 of 165 schools offered a social 
issues in marketing course and only one school had it 
as a required course. 

Other studies have reported similar results. McMahon 
(1975) found a course socio-ethical issues was not 
offered by sixty percent of the undergraduate and forty 
percent of graduate programs in 557 schools of business 
and public administration. Saul (1981) concluded that, 
"in all too many cases one can find absolutely no 
attention focused on ethical development: superficial, 
contrived, or otherwise," in business schools. 

The Need 

The need for ethics in marketing education is both 
required and felt. Accreditation (AACSB, 1979) re
quires that every business program include course work 
dealing with ethics. Beyond this, the literature 
articulates the felt need for ethics in marketing edu
cation. A recent study, (Saul, 1981) suggests that 
ethical considerations be incorporated in existing 
courses or in separate courses. Another study (Trawick 
and Darden, 1980) found that formal education was 
indicated as the main factor to improve ethics in mar
keting in a survey of academics and practitioners. An 
earlier article (Gelb and Brien, 1971) noted that the 
marketing manager most often must answer questions 
regarding ethical issues for the firm, and, by implica
tion, requires education in marketing ethics. Baumhart 
(1968) and Schutte (1963) concluded that education in 
ethics yields a person sensitive and articulate about 
ethical issues. The recent study of marketing depart-
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ment chairs (Murphy and Laczniak, 1980) found that 
business ethics and social responsibility will be areas 
of intense public debate in the 1980's. 

The need for ethics education in marketing is apparent. 
It is required given the AACSB requirement for course 
work dealing with ethics, and the Murphy and Laczniak 
prediction of public debate on business ethics in the 
1980's. It is felt an appropriate need given the find
ings that education in marketing ethics makes one more 
ethically aware and sensitive. Here, though, the 
caveat must be made that ethics instruction cannot 
guarantee a person will behave morally. We can, how
ever, hope that education in marketing ethics will 
cause marketers to be more ethically aware in their 
professional and private lives. 

The importance of marketers becoming more ethically 
aware, and perhaps the most persuasive argument for 
ethical instruction in marketing, is the fact that 
young marketing managers have difficulty resisting the 
pressure of upper management in aethical situations. 
Carroll (1975) reports that younger managers tend to 
demonstrate loyalty to superiors by going along in 
questions of morality; he found that "almost 60% of the 
respondents (n~236) agreed that young managers in busi
ness would have done just what junior members of 
Nixon's re-election connuittee had done." These results 
were supported by another study (Bowman, 1976). When 
coupled with Ferrell and Weaver's (1978) finding that 
marketing managers "believe that they make decisions in 
an organizational environment where peers and top man
agement have lower ethical standards than their own," 
the need for ethics education in marketing is demon-· 
strated and apparent. 

Current Pedagogy 

Having demonstrated the situation and established the 
need for ethical education in marketing, questions of 
pedagogy arise. How do we teach ethics in marketing? 
What are the more effective pedagogies? 

The often t''led pedagogical approach to consider ethical 
issues in a marketing class is through case study, inci
dent analysis, or discussion of a report in the busi
ness press. These approaches may be complemented with 
guest speakers, films and outside readings. The peda
gogy is to review the issues posed in the case situa
tion, discuss the ethical aspects of the case, and 
recommend what the actor in the case should have done 
in the situation. From the exercise, the student 
receives limited understanding of the ethical issue and 
what should be done in the presence of such an issue 
given the same environment as posed in the case. 

The weakness of current pedagogy is that it is too 
situation specific and oriented towards opinions of 
what should have been done in the situation. What is 
needed is an asituational pedagogy that provides a 
theoretical base upon which to more fully conceptualize 
the ethical issue, to build compelling ethical argu
ments, as well as providing the theoretical underpin
ning to analyze and understand, from an ethical per
spective, both the action taken as well as the action 
that should have been taken. 



treated" is following he golden rule. 

Theoretical Underpinning FIGURE 1 
ETHICAL THEORIES 

Ethical theory provides a framework within which to 
analyze an ethical incident and arrive at a judgment 
concerning the propriety of the incident and the action 
that should have been taken. Two theories and a con
cept provide the underpinnings for ethics. The theo
ries (Beauchamp and Bowie, 1979) are "teleological" 
and "deontological" theories. The concept is "ethical 
relativism," (Brandt, 1979). 

Teleological Theory 

Teleological theory is concerned with the "consequence" 
which results from an action or marketing practice. 
This theory is operationalized by examining conse
quences to the organization versus consequences to the 
individual. 

If the action taken has consequences 
beneficial to the organization, the 
action is ethical by teleological 
theory of utilitarianism (Mill, 1957). 
That is, the individual is motivated 
to take an action to maximize the 
greatest good for the greast number of 
people. In practice, a marketing 
manager applying utilitarianism in 
his/her decision making process would 
determine the effects of each alterna
tive and would select the alternative 
that optimizes the satisfactions of 
the organization. For example, making 
a decision that yields the greatest 
profit is supported under utilitarianism. 

If the action taken as consequences 
beneficial to the individual, the action 
is ethical according to the teleological 
theory of egoism (Beauchamp and Bowie, 
1979). That is, the individual takes an 
action to maximize self interest 
(psychological egoism), or ought to take 
the action (ethical egoism). For example, 
a sales representative deliberately 
underestimating sales potential when 
recommending the level of sales quota to 
management is psychological egoism. The 
sales representative wants a lower quota 
because it is in his/her self interest. 

Deontological Theory 

Deontological theory is concerned with the rule used to 
arrive at an action or decision rather than the con
sequence of the action. The theory is operationalized 
by single rule versus multiple rule classifications. 

Single rule theory includes the "golden 
rule" and the "categorical imperative," 
(Kant, 1965). In brief, these require 
that we not make an exception of our
selves. That is, we should treat others 
the way we went to be treated (golden 
rule), and we should never engage in 
practices or follow rules which we could 
not recommend to everyone (categorical 
imperative). The marketing manager who 
never takes an action that could not be 
explained in a televised press conference 
is adhering to the categorical imperative, 
while a sales manager who treats sales 
representatives "the way I want to be 
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Teleological Theory 

Utilitarianism 
Egoism 

Psychological Egoism 
Ethical Egoism 

Deontological Theory 

Single Rule Theories 
Golden Rule 
Kant's Categorical Imperative 

Multiple Rule Theories 
Ross's Prima Facie Duties 
Rawl's Maximin Principle 
Garrett's Principle Of Proportionality 

Ethical Relativism 

Multiple rule theories expand the 
calculus of single rule theories. The 
"prima facie duties" (Ross, 1930) 
requires that the manager chose the 
action that is the more obligatory 
duty. For example, a manager has the 
duty to maximize profit, but also to 
refrain from injuring people. The latter 
is the more obligatory duty. The theory 
of "maximin principle" (Rawls, 1971) 
ask for equal justice for all parties 
in a relationship, that there be an 
inherent respect for individuals, and 
that business be socially responsible. 
The "principle of proportionality 
(Garrett, 1966) asks that the manager 
considers his/her motives for an action, 
the means used to achieve the action, 
and the results of the action. Hence, 
Garrett combines elements of teleological 
and deontological theories and synthesizes 
motive, means and ends. 

Ethical Relativism 

The concept that what is ethical depends upon what is 
felt to be ethical by a particular group at a particu
lar time is ethica) relativism (Brandt, 1979). When 
a product manager declares, "what is right is what I 
say is right," he or she is practicing ethical rela
tivism. Similarly, the notion that marketing ethics 
are different from societal ethics is a form of ethical 
relativism, as is the situation of a company using 
different ethical standards in different countries. 
For example, paying a bride in a foreign country to 
secure a purchase order, and considering it not to be 
a bride but an advance payment in advance of an order, 
is ethical relativism. It is not considered a bride 
because the managerial group decides it is not a bride. 

Application 

The theoretical underpinnings of ethics discussed above 
must be presented in any marketing class charged with 
considering ethical issues in marketing. However, it 
is not sufficient that theory is only presented. The 



theory must also be placed in application. As an 
example, consider the following case incident. 

Case Incident 

During a sales call on your largest customer ($800,000 
volume per year), you were informed the previous sales 
representative, since retired, regularly returned 1/2 
percent of his 5% commission to the customer. You do 
not want to lose the customer. You did not report the 
situation to management, and decided that you will 
continue the practice. 

Analysis Without Theory 

In analyzing the incident without the underpinning of 
ethical theory, the students will generally discuss 
the case. They will consider volume ($800,000), 
commission ($40,000), and the kickback ($200). Some 
will conclude that the kickback is acceptable because 
it is not significant given the amounts of volume 
($200/$800,000) and commission ($200/$40,000). Other 
students will argue that a kickback is always wrong. 
But, without a strong basis upon which to advance the 
argument, the students taking the numerical approach 
will have the more compelling argument. As a student 
once stated, "$200 is the investment to have a guar
anteed $800,000 sale. Without this, the saleperson 
may have to spend $500 to $1000 more in travel and 
entertaining to generate the sale." To respond, "Yes, 
but it is not ethical," is not a compelling argument 
given the logic-in-use of the numeric analysis. What 
is missing is the ethical theory required upon which to 
build a compelling ethical argument. 

_\nalysis With Theot"y 

Utilizing theory, the numeric analysis is the same as 
above. But, theory provides a framework around which 
to build the analysis and upon which to make compelling 
arguements on all aspects of the case. The recommended 
pedagogy is to first determine the facts of the case, 
next to isolate the ethical issues, then complete any 
numeric analysis, specify the relevant ethical theory, 
recommend the appropriate behavior, and finally assess 
what was learned from the case. 

Facts. The facts given include: new sales 
representative; largest customer; informed 
of kickback; amounts of volume, commission 
and kickback; rep does not want to loose 
customer; practice not reported; decision to 
continue practice. Facts not given include: 
demographics on customer and sales repre
sentative; experience; number and volume of 
other customers; and etc. 

Ethical Issues. There are two ethical issues: 
giving kickback to customer at the customer's 
request; failure to report the practice to 
management. These issues are apparent 
from the case and are the major ethical 
issues. These should be analyzed before 
any ancillary ethical issues are considered. 
For example, should the previous sales rep 
have informed the new rep of the kickback 
practice? 

Numerical Analysis. Consider volume 
($800,000), commission ($40,000), and 
kickback ($200) and their inter
relationships as was presented above. 

Ethical Theory. The sales representative 
and the customer are egoistic in taking 
action that yields self benefit. As 

the sale is assu1 d due to the kickback, 
utilitarianism argues there are 
beneficial consequences to the organ
ization. The question is, can the practice 
be explained and recommended as required 
by the categorical imperative? And, is 
the more obligatory duty to give the 
kickback or to report the practice to 
management? The principle of proportion
ality requires that the motives, means 
and ends of the kickback practice be 
examined. In sum, the kickback practice 
can be argued for with teleological 
theory but argued against with deontological 
theory. 

Appropriate Behavior. The obligatory duty 
is to report the practice to management. 
Together with management a strategy for 
dealing with the customer should be 
developed. The firm must be prepared to 
loose the customer. Numeric analysis is 
used to analyze the impact of the loss on 
the firm and the sales representative. 
While the kickback practice can be justified 
by egoism and utilitarianism, the prima 
facie duty of the sales representative is 
to report the practice to management. 
The maximin principle would require that 
all parties in the relationship be con
sidered and treated equally, including 
other customers. The ethical arguments 
against the kickback are compelling and 
ably offset the numeric arguments for the 
kickback. 

What Is Learned. The student learns to 
assess the facts of the situation, to 
identify the ethical issues, and to use 
ethical theory in the analysis. But, 
beyond this, and more important, the 
student gains an understanding of moral 
responsibility, the human consequences of 
actions, and develops an ethical viewpoint 
that will be useful in professional 
decisions. 

Discussion 

The pedagogy presented above enables the marketing 
educator to fully discuss ethical issues presented in 
cases, incidents or reports from the press. The theory 
provides a framework for the qualitative discussion of 
ethics. Lacking the framework, too often students 
seize upon the quantitative aspects of the case and 
thereby inhibit full discussion of the ethical issues. 

The need to fully discuss ethical issues was demons
trated earlier in the paper. As educators, we are re
miss if we do not include discussion of ethics in our 
syllabi. That discussion is enchanced by utilization 
of the theory and pedagogy presented in this paper. 
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Students enjoy and are receptive to the discussion of 
ethical theory. It enables the student to experience 
concreteness in the previously abstract concept of 
ethics. Theory makes "sense of a disturbing situa
tion;" of what "would otherwise be inscrutable and 
unmeaning ..• ," (Kaplan, 1964). Beyond this, the 
author has found that discussion of ethical theory 
develops a readiness in the student for the acceptance 
of marketing theory. 



Conclusion 

The various reports of the importance of ethical issues 
in marketing during the coming decade are compounded 
given the new era of deregulation. As external con
trols on business are relaxed, the need for an under
standing by every manager of ethical theory and prac
tice is increased. As educators, now more than ever 
before, we have the responsibility to ensure that 
students leave our programs with a sense of ethics. 
As we do this, as we enhance our programs with ethics, 
marketing education, and through education, marketing 
itself is enhanced. And, as marketing is enhanced, we 
too, as marketing educators are enhanced. 

Support for this research was provided by a Faculty 
Research Grant from the Mcintire School of Commerce, 
University of Virginia, and by a Sesquicentennial 
Associateship from the Center for Advanced Study, 
University of Virginia. 
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EXPOSING STUDENTS TO MULTINATIONAL MARKETING DIMENSIONS: 
A DILEMMA FOR MARKETING EDUCATORS 

Vinay Kothari, Stephen F. Austin State University 
Mildred G. Pryor, Stephen F. Austin State University 

Abstract 

This paper, based on an exploratory research and exper
iences of Stephen F. Austin State University, examines 
the educators' dilemma of exposing students to multi .. 
national marketing dimensions. Several approaches for 
providing international marketing education are analyz
ed critically. Key factors which affect the inter
nationalization process are identified to provide cer
tain guidelines. 

Introduction 

The growth of multinational business over the past few 
years has been phenomenal. Although international bus
iness has been in existence for a very long period of 
time, only in recent years have such terms as "multi
national corporation," "foreign subsidiary," "foreign 
investments," "multinational cartels," "Petro-dollar," 
"world car," and "international marketing" become widely 
used. It is not uncommon to find products bearing labels 
E:uch as "made-in-Japan," "made-in-People's Republic of 
China," "parts made-in-the U. S. and assembled in 
Mexico," "parts made-in-Taiwan and assembled in the 
U. S.," and "parts made-in-Japan, assembled in the U. S. 
and Canada." Recently, it has become difficult to de
fine what the "American" car is, because the American 
car manufacturers use so many automotive parts manu
factured abroad. 

The international business situation is such that social, 
political and economic events in one country can direct
ly or indirectly affect the enviroment in another coun
try. Economic and social policy makers across the 
world now recognize how the world economies are inter
related and interdependent one way or another. 

Consequently, it has become imperative that business 
students acquire an understanding of certain multi
national marketing dimensions. The importance of ex
posing students to international business has been es
tablished in several research studies (Goodman, 1973; 
Hines, 1971; Tarleton, 1977). A survey of chief execu
tive officers by the American Council on Education 
(1977) showed that business graduates with foreign lan
guage capabilities were relatively more successful, in 
comparison with those with just business or liberal 
arts degrees. In a study by Ryans, Stuhldrer and 
Woudenberg (1979), 94 percent of all business faculty 
respondents expressed their support for international 
study. According to the U. S. Department of Commerce 
(1981), business schools must emphasize the worldwide 
perspective by creating and expanding international 
business curricula because the need for educated and 
skilled executives continues to grow. 

Recognizing the changing world business enviroment, the 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business 
(AACSB) set a standrad for accreditation that requires 
schools to include a worldwide perspective in their 
curricula. This standard is specified in the following 
AACSB philosophical statement ( 1979-80, p. 36): "The 
purpose of the curriculum shall be to provide for a 
broad education, preparing the student for imaginative 
and responsible citizenship and leadership roles in 
business and society- domestic and worldwide." This 
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"worldwide perspective" standard has posed a serious 
dilemma for educators: How can students be exposed to 
international business aspects with limited resources 
and growing enrollment in business schools? 

Based on our school experiences and exploratory research, 
this paper examines various aspects of this dilemma. 

School Approaches 

In order to meetithe standa_rd, suggest the AACSB guide
lines (AACSB, 1979), business schools can require a 
separate course in international business as part of 
the "Common body of knowledge" (CBK) or integrate multi
national marketing dimensions into the basic core 
courses. 

A study by the Academy of International Business (Grosse 
& Perritt, 1980) found a variety of approaches which 
were being used to expose students to internationl bus
iness. The AIB study concludes from its examination of 
numerous courses, programs, and curricula that inter
national business education has become a "matured pro
duct" after being a "new product" over the past two 
decades. The product may have matured. However, most 
schools seem tu include international dimensions in 
their basic courses, and do not seem to require a 
separate course (Rise, 1975; Ryans, et.al., 1979). As 
the Ryans, Stuldreher and Woundenberg study shows, 
there is no consensus on the best methods to provide 
adequate exposure. 

Perlick (1977) examines four options to the educator's 
dilemma: (a) the single course approach; (b) the 
selected list approach that lists all international 
courses being o·i"fered hy all schools at the university 
and allows students to choose from the list; (c) inter
nationalizing the business policy course, and (d) inter
nationalizing the entire basic core. According to 
Perlick, incorporating the international perspective 
into each core course is perhaps the most reasonable 
solution in terms of limited resources. 

Palubinskas (1981) advocates complementing the business 
degree program with an international business certifi
cate. After receiving the degree and while obtaining 
appropriate successful experience with a company, indi
viduals take several courses in international business 
and earn a certificate upon completion. Palubinskas 
believes that education must not be restricted to train
ing international specialists since all people are 
either active or passive participants in international 
developments; consequently, knowledge about the inter
national dimension qualifies people better for dealing 
even with domestic problems. 

The National Commission for UNESCO (1971, 1973) has 
studied the issues in depth, and makes several recom
mendations to provide international business education. 
Among its key suggestions arc:(a) Experiment with new 
curricula teaching approaches unique to the international 
business aspects. (b) Stimulate research relevant to the 
international business problems. (c) Give faculty mem
bers the opportunity to spend a year in a multinational 
firm, providing consul tat ion aud gaining new perspectives. 
(d) Schools and businesses must provide more consuta-



tive opportunities for faculty members, especially in 
those areas where international and intercultural fac
tors are especially significant in the determination of 
corporate policy and strategy or in operations. (e) 
Develop plans for internationalization of school of bus
iness curricula in terms of goals, resources, and re
commended budgets. 

Undoubtedly, there are several suggestions and appro
ches which many schools have incorporated in their 
efforts to educate students about international bus
iness. Table 1 summarizes several major options or 
approaches, underlining advantages, limitations and 
certain other features of each option. 

SFA Approaches 

At Stephen F. Austin State University, several differ-
ent approaches have been tried to provide an adequate 
coverage of multinational marketing dimensions over 
the past few years. Overall, the School of Business 
has been fairly successful in integrating international 
dimensions into both graduate and undergraduate curricula. 
At present, students are provided with ample opportun
ities to learn about international business. There are 
several courses with an international flavor in the 
curricula. An "International" emphasis program is pro
vided for graduate students. The amount of faculty re
search in the international area has increased con
siderably. The growing faculty and student interest in 
the subject is evident in a variety of educational 
activities. 

All of this has been accomplished, despite serious re
source constraints. The progress has been made without 
expanding the degree requirements, without diluting the 
other course offerings, and without spending any addi
tional resources. 

The primary approach of SFA is simple. Instead of re
quiring a separate course in international business or 
depending on the existing core for the coverage, the 
school utilizes its existing electives in the curricula. 
Such courses as "Current Topics in Marketing," "Intern
ship," "Independent" or "Special Problems" studies- in 
addition to the functional core courses - are used to 
provide the international perspective. These elective 
courses require no extra resources, no legislative 
approval; and they do provide flexibilty. Student 
choices toward these electives, however, have been 
carefully monitored through careful guidance and plan
ning. 

Faculty Guidance 

The faculty guidance or advice has been an integral 
part of the internationalization process. SFA faculty 
works closely with students each term to plan their 
courses and careers. Students are strongly advised to 
take electives which provide international understandings. 

The Executive-in-Residence Programs 

Also, to increase students interest in the international 
area, the School of Business has instituted an "execu
tive-in-residence" program in which a business execu
tive from a multinational firm is used as a lecturer on 
certain international topics. The faculty in charge of 
the course and the executive-in-residence plan topics 
of discussion together. Under this program, the execu
tive is provided to the University at the expense of 
the firm, and the school incurs no cost. The executive 
is simply provided release time to lecture and interact 
with students and faculty. 
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SFA's current executi\ -in-residence is a result of the 
cooperation of CONOCO, Inc., which has supported the 
program since its inception. SFA is the only university 
to receive a long term commitment from CONOCO in the 
form of executive-in-residence. 

Mr. Franz Ehrhardt, a citizen of Germany and currently 
president of KAYO, a subsidiary of CONOCO, has been our 
"executive-in-residence" from the beginning. He was 
formerly the Division Manager of North American Mar
keting for CONOCO. He first visited the campus in the 
Fall of 1978 as a guest speaker in a graduate inter
national marketing class. Later, he was asked to ad
dress the SFASU chapter of the American Marketing Assoc
iation. His popularity with the students was instan
taneous and overwhelming. Because of his popularity 
and area of expertise, he was asked by the department 
chairperson to become an executive-in-residence. Thus, 
Mr. Ehrhardt became the first executive-in-residence 
for the "Current Developments in Marketing" course. 
His first lecture series was in the multinational busi
ness area. About 50 students, who registered in this 
elective course for credit hours, were exposed to the 
global business dimensions and had an opportunity to 
interact with a professional manager with considerable 
experience in multinational business operations. 

The executive-in-residence program since then has be
come very popular with students and acceptable to both 
faculty and administrators. At present, the partici
pating firms in the program include CONOCO, Xerox, 
Cabot Corporation, and Texas Instruments. 

Programs such as the executive-in-residence traditionally 
have existed at schools - for example, Yale, Dartmouth, 
Columbia - which are located in/near major cities or 
have significant financial support (Sloan, 1980). SFA 
has been successful despite the absence of these factors. 

Travel/Study Programs 

Travel/study programs at SFA are additional efforts to 
expose students to multinational dimensions. There 
are several different programs in which students can 
participate and study the interaction of language, his
tory, and business in different countries. Most pro
grams are interdisciplinary in nature, and are organiz
ed in collaboration with other departments and schools 
in the university. 

Internships 

Internships in multinational corporations provide stu
dents with practical, on-site experience in companies 
engaged in international business activities. Some 
students are placed in businesses as interns as a 
result of the internship program deveolped through ASPA 
(American Society of Personnel Administrators) in co
operation with the Houston Personnel Association. Other 
internships result from companies individually solicit
ing student interns or from students seeking intern 
slots with various companies. 

Interns may petition faculty and department chairmen of 
the various departments in the School of Business for 
up to three hours credit in Accounting, Administrative 
Services, Computer Science, Economics, Management and 
Marketing. While interns may not deal directly and/or 
specifically with international operations, they often 
learn business operations from the perspective of an 
international (or multi-national) company. Therefore, 
many studnets seek internship slots. 

Eventually we hope to expand the program to the extent 
that interns will actually work abroad. This may result 
from a cooperative effort with U.S. based multi-national 
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firms or through an exchange pragram whereby cooperat~ 
ing U. s. companies hire international students and 
non-U. S. based reciprocating companies hire Stephen F. 
Austin State University students. This aspect of the 
program is still in a developmental stage. 

Curriculum Change 

Also, to advance the worldwide perspective, SFA recent
ly modified its marketing program slightly. The total 
credit hours requirelment to major in marketing remains 
the same (24 hrs.); but instead of requiring eight spe
cific marketing courses, the curriculum was changed to 
require only four. This change increased the number of 
available electives in marketing, and has provided more 
flexibility and course choices for both students and 
administration. As an elective, the International Mar

keting course is in a more favorable position at pre
sent than ever before. 

The school has, in addition, increased student interest 
in the world business by encouraging and enabling 
teachers to take their students on field trips to world 
trade centers, international trade shows, and multi
national corporations. 

Future Plans 

In spite of a considerable degree of success at SFA, 
there are many students who will graduate without being 
exposed to certain international business dimensions. 
To alleviate this problem, there are other plans under 
consideration. 

One possible plan to insure that students are exposed 
to multinational business is to have students pass a 
"proficiency" examination on the subject before they 
are awarded a business degree. The proficiency exam
ination is easier to implement, requires no additional 

BUSINESS AND SCHOOL Ei\'1 l ROME NT 

ACCREDITATION 
STANDARDS/POLICIES 

fi.GENCIES 
OF l'OT.TCTF.S 

OBJECTIV_ES /l'R TOR TT T 'cS 1, ~ 

resources, and assures that the faculty would try to 
cover the multi-national dimensions adequately in the 
core courses. St•Iri<>nts who have taken certain approved 
courses could be waived this requirement. 

Another possibility under consideration is to use a 
"team-teaching" approach. Faculty members with know
ledge and expertise in the field may be used on a ro
tation basis to teach certain aspects of international 
business in specific functional courses, like finance 
11nd marketing. Rotating faculty spends a few hours 
during the term in a specific class, and then moves on 
to another class. The faculty with expertise can en
lighten the student, reduce the responsibility of the 
regular core teacher, and fulfill the AACSB require
ments. 

Factors Affecting Dilemma 

Like many other universities, SFA obviously has exper
imented with different approaches to resolve the dilemma 
concerning multinational business. There are plans to 
experiment with new approaches. 

At SFA, it has become clear from its experiences that 
the ability to deal with the dilemma depends on numer
ous factors. Some factors are internal or organiza
tional, while others are external and beyond the admin
istrative or faculty control. Figure 1 outlines sever
al important factors which determine how effectively 
can the educators expose students to multinational 
marketing dimensions. There are different groups such 
as faculty, school administration, university admini
stration, government, business, and students, each 
affecting the internationalization process in one way 
or another. 

In order to provide better multinational business 

NEED FOR SHCUIC I"Ai~PO\~ER SKILLS 

RESOUFCES/13!1SINESS CONDITIONS BUSINESS 

CrJ~f'l;.THEnT TO EDUCATION 

If if' , 
~- FACULTY ADVICE 

SCHOOL & RESOURCES .... STUDENT EXPOSURE TO _, PERSONAL FACTORS , 
UNIVERSITY FACULTY '' WF.S _.,. HULTTNATIONAL HARKETING ., TEACHER/COURSE STUDENT , 

ADMINISTRATION LEGISLATIVE CONSTR.ll. TNTS , DIHENSIONS .J TJ~GRE!': REQUIREMENTS , 
l STUDENT & BUSINESS INTEREST f [' ~ I' r- ~f JOB & CAREER OPPORTUNITIES I 

CAPABILITIES 

RESOURCES (TEACHING, RESEARCH, ETC.) 

GOVERNMENT COMMITHENT TO EDUCATION POLITICS GOVER!\'HENT 

ECONOMICS/SOCIAL/POLITICAL INTERCSTS & PREFERENCES 

PRIORITIES 

FIGURE 1 - FACTORS AFFECTING EDUCATOR'S DILSHNA 
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understanding, however, administrative support, faculty 
support, business support, and student interest are 
among the key essential factors. 

Administrators can provide adequate resources whenever 
possible. They can provide faculty and department 
chairpersons flexibility and freedom to develop new 
programs and to experiment with different approaches. 

Faculty support is essential to cultivate student in
terest in international business. Individual faculty 
members can encourage students, solicit business sup
port, play down politics, and provide a large commit
ment of time and energy. 

Business firms can support and provide assistance in 
unique ways. They can advise in the curriculum plan
ning and be ready to serve as executive-in-residence. 
Business can provide financial assistance in the form 
of grants and scholarships to encourage studies in in
ternational business. 

Finally, students must have interest and desire to learn 
about international business. They must be sensitive to 
the global developments and should recognize the scope 
and magnitude of international business. They should 
seek assistance of faculty and other qualified persons 
in planning their careers and courses. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, exposing students to multinational mar
keting dimensions is a difficult and complex dilemma. 
The dilemma is not likely to be resolved by lip service 
paid to internationalizing marketing curricula, but by 
creative tasks and experimentations. The problem of 
providing sound international education requires a 
joint-effort in which all interested parties act to
gether toward its success. 
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PROFILE DETERMINANTS AND FACTORS PREDICTING PERFORMANCE 
OF UPPER-DIVIS ION STUDENTS IN A THO-CAl1PUS SETTING1< 

Mary Ann Lederhaus, University of North Florida 
Sally A. Coltrin, University of North Florida 

Abstract 

This paper reports the findings of an exploratory in
vestigation of students attending classes at dichoto
mous locations of a university. It compares grade per
formance, demographic characteristics and other vari
ables of two groups and develops equations to predict 
academic performance. Differences in all three vari
able categories were found, and a profile of the off
campus student compared with the main-campus student 
was developed. Academic performance was predicted by 
grade point average, hours worked and student status 
for the main-campus group and hours worked, age, sex 
and race for the off-campus group. Implications for 
decision planning for multi-site campuses are discusse~ 

Introduction 

Declining enrollments and high transportation costs 
coupled with the dispersion of student populations have 
caused many universities to expand their educational 
programs to new locations beyond the confines of their 
main campus. The individuals comprising the student 
bodies at these remote locations certainly have the po
tential of being different from the main campus stu
dents. If such differences do exist, they could affect 
decision criteria concerning class size, curriculum 
planning, faculty assignments, and funds allocations as 
well as efforts to promote off-campus programs. Addi
tionally, this information should provide valuable in
sights to instructors for improving the educational 
process within their discipline. 

Recently a number of studies have provided evidence 
that such factors as grades, CPA, major, student status 
as defined by numbers of courses taken in a particular 
term, and employment history tend to characterize pres
ent day students. For example, results of one study 
(Holahan and Kelley, 1978) indicate that students with 
higher grade point averages perceived themselves as 
more academically competent, and subsequently earned 
higher grades. Propensity to be employed had no effect 
on academic performance. Hmvever, several researchers 
(Gillespie, 1972; Hills, 1978) found that those who do 
better tended to have longer hours of outside employ
ment. 

Additionally, college students can be profiled by demo
graphical variables such as age, sex, and race. No 
support for the contention that grade point average 
varied with age was found (Gayle and Jones, 1973). 
According to one study (Sedlacek, et. al., 1976) whites 
tended to receive higher grades than non whites. The 
non whites in their sample were predominantly black. 
Their conclusions were supported by the results of a
nother study (Pedrini and Pedrini, 1978) which related 
ACT (American College Test) scores to race and sex. 
Race was associated closely with general achievement 
and aptitude, with whites receiving higher ACT scores 
than non whites. Grades also were associated with gen
eral achievement and aptitude. Those receiving higher 

*This paper is an extension of a paper presented at the 
Allied Southern Business Association Meeting, Novem
ber, 1980. 

ACT scores also tended to receive higher grades. Sex, 
however, produced no significant correlations with ACT 
scores and males and females were considered to earn 
approximately the same grades. 

Factors affecting the performance and satisfaction of 
adult students--those aged 25 and over--were analyzed 
(Malin, et. al, 1980). It was found that women, in this 
age group, achieved higher grade point averages, were 
more satisfied with college, and reported more positive 
intellectual and personal achievement than their male 
counterparts. These factors are important to note at a 
time when increasing numbers of adults are enrolling in 
institutions of higher education. 

Since this study was conducted at an upper-division and 
graduate university, it seemed appropriate to address 
the issue of the junior-college transfer into an upper
division institution. \mile junior-college transfers 
held unrealistic expectations of university life (Don
ato, 1973; Fenstermaker and Roberts, 1972), the "culture 
shock" of the new environment did not affect their grade 
point average. However, contradictory results in per
formance, as indicated by transcript evaluation of jun
ior-college transfers, were found by others (Knoell and 
Hedsker, 1969). 

Purpose 

The research presented in this paper gains importance 
from the fact that it appears no analysis pertaining to 
specific compari.sons of groups, by physical location, 
has been conducted previously. The first purpose of 
this paper is to profile students at both the main-cam
pus and off-center locations of a university to ascer
tain possible differences between the two groups. Main 
campus is defined as the location for instruction with
in the physical confines of the university's central 
operating unit. Off campus, by contrast, are those fa
cilities away from the university's central operating 
unit. Given this background, the second purpose of the 
study is to investigate which of the profiling factors 
previously extrapolated tend to predict academic per
formance. 

Hethodology 

Data were collected through a self-administered ques
tionnaire from students enrolled in two sections of a 
basic marketing course taught during daytime hours on 
the same days by the same instructor at an upper-divi
sion and graduate university. The basic marketing 
course is a core requirement for the baccalaureate de
gree in business. Course number, days, and instructor 
were standardized in order to hold constant variables 
which could impinge on data accuracy. Further, to hold 
time taught as constant as possible, the two sections 
chosen were scheduled in a mid-day, back-to-back se
quence at the two locations. 

The procedure for this study was conceptualized in two 
phases. The sampling unit for both phases was the same 
and consisted of fifty-six students. Forty-one (73%) 
of the participating students were located on the main 
campus while fifteen (27%) were located off campus. 
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The survey instrument contained questions about the 
student's major, number of hours employed, institutions 
in which freshman and sophomore years were completed, 
number of courses taken in the present quarter and quar
ters completed at the upper-division institution. Also, 
questions about age, sex and race were asked. Each stu
dent placed his or her name on the questionnaire. Nu
meric grades for each student were calculated at -the 
end of the term. These grades along with grade point 
averages were posted on each questionnaire. 

Phase One 

The dichtomized groups were analyzed statistically to 
answer the following: Did the two groups differ in 
terms of (1) grade performance; (2) demographics, as 
represented by age, sex and race; and (3) other academ
ically-related characteristics as a function of the lo
cation of the course of instruction? The data were an
alyzed by utilizing Mann-Whitney U and Chi Square Test~ 
where appropriate (Siegel, 1956). 

Phase Two 

Based upon the results in phase one, stepwise regres
sion analysis was utilized to assess which factors most 
strongly contributed to academic performance. Academic 
performance was defined as the participating student's 
numeric grade in the basic marketing course. The re
sults of phase one indicated whether a regression for 
each group or the summated groups would be performed. 
The following regression equation was used in which 
academic performance was the dependent variable. 

APER 

Where: APER 

f(Ar.E, SEX, RAG, GPA, HRS, LDV, SS) 

Academic Performance (Numeric Grade in 
Basic Marketing Course) 

AGE Age 

SEX Sex 

RAG Race 

GPA Grade Point Average 

HRS Hours Employed 

LDV Lower-Division Institution 

ss Student Status (Full time or Part time) 

Since the basic marketing course is a core requirement 
for all students, regardless of major, this variable 
was removed from the equation in the present study. 

Results 

Results of statistical analyses for the two phases are 
presented below. 

Phase One 

Data from the dichotomized groups were analyzed to de
termine whether significant differences existed between 
the groups in the three general areas mentioned above. 
Results of findings are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The 
discussion below, however, will address only those var
iables found to be significant at p < .05 with the ex
ception of age at p < .06. 

Grade Performance. Grade performance was measured by 
the final grade each student received in the course. 
Table 1 (APER) indicates that main-campus students 
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Factors 

APER 

AGE 

GPA 

HRS 

TABLE 1 
DICHOTOMIZED GROUP ANALYSES 

(MANN-WHITNEY U) 

Sub groupings 

A 
B 
c 

Under 25 
25 and over 

Less than 3.0 
3.0 and over 

Not employed 
Less than 36 hours 
36 hours or more 

Dichotomization 
Percentages* 

On-Campus Off-Campus 

12.2 -0-
43.9 26.7 
31.7 40.0 
12.2 26.7 
-0- 6. 7 

65.8 40.0 
34.1 60.0 

36.6 66.7 
63.4 33.3 

46.3 46.7 
41.5 26.7 
12.2 26.7 

Value 

2.174 

1.554 

1.878 

• 117 

*Percentages may not total 100.0 due to rounding. 

Significance 
Level 

.01 

.06 

.03 

NS 

earned significantly higher grades than off-campus stu
dents. Over 56 percent of main-campus students receiv
ed a grade of "A" or "B." No off-campus students re
ceived A's, and only 27 percent earned B's. While on
ly 12 percent of main-campus students earned D's, over 
one-third of off-campus students received D's or F's. 
The average grade of "C," however, was rather evenly 
distributed between the two groups. 

Demographic Variables. To ascertain if other differ
ences existed between the two groups, data pertaining 
to age, sex and race were analyzed. As the data in 
Table 1 suggest, a marginally significant difference 
in the ages (AGE) of the two groups existed. It might 
be hypothesized that younger students, without employ
ment responsibilities, would attend courses on the main 
campus. Older students, who might be employed, how
ever, would more likely attend courses at off-campus 
locations particularly locations within convenient 
proximity to work or home. The lack of strong support 
for this hypothesis may be more a function of the loca
tion of the main- and off-campus sites rather than a 
potential rejection of the hypothesis. Both facilities 
are located within a large metropolitan area, hence the 
propensity for the older student to seek the urban 
proximity of the more typical off-campus location does 
not exist. 

TABLE 2 
DICHOTOMIZED GROUP ANALYSES 

(CHI-SQUARE) 

Factors Subgroupings 
Dichotomization 

Percentages* 
On-Campus Off-Campus x2 

SEX Male 61.0 46.7 
Female 39.0 53.3 .918 . 

RAC White 92.7 33.3 
Non white 7. 3 66.7 21.700 

!'IAJOR** Ml 39.0 53.3 

M2 39.0 33.3 

MJ 22.0 13.3 1.035 

LDV Junior College 56.1 73.3 
4-Year College/ 

University 26.8 13.3 
Both 17.1 13.3 1.490 

ss Full Time -
2:. 15 Hr./Qt. 51.2 26.7 

Part Time -
< 15 Hr./Qt. 48.8 73.3 2.679 

*Percentages may not total 100.0 due to rounding. 
**Ml = Management and Marketing 

H2 • Finance and Accounting 
M3 = Other Business t-tajors 

Degrees 
Freedom 

Significance 
Level 

NS 

.0001 

NS 

NS 

.05 



Table 2 indicates that a significantly different racial 
(RAG) composition existed. It appears that choice of 
course location may be influenced by race. Although 
both campuses are within one metropolitan area, the 
off-campus site is within closer proximity to the non
white community of the city. 

Other Variables. Given the nature and different loca
tions of the two campuses, it was thought that the di
chotomized groups might differ with respect to other 
variables such as types of lower-division institutions 
attended (LDV), major (Ml, M2, M3), student status 
(SS), number of hours employed (HRS), as well as in
coming grade point average (GPA). 

An urban university often has a relatively large per
centage of part-time students, and the university at 
which these data were collected is no exception. The 
question of interest was whether there was a higher 
concentration of part-time students in either location. 
As indicated in Table  2 , a significant difference be
tween the two groups in terms of student status exist
ed. While students on the main campus were about even
ly divided between full-time and part-time status, 
approximately 73 percent of the students at the off
campus location attended on a part-time basis only. It 
seems important, therefore, to investigate the numbers 
of hours employed by members of these groups. Intui
tively, it might be assumed that student status would 
be inversely related to hours employed. Despite the 
significant difference in student status between the 
two locations, a similar difference was not found in 
terms of hours employed. 

Finally, despite the lack of difference in type of low
er-division institutions attended, an analysis of in
coming GPA's in Table 1 indicates a significant differ
ence between the two groups. Approximately 63 percent 
of main-campus students had incoming GPA's of 3.0 or 
above on a 4.0 scale, while only slightly over 33 per
cent of members of the off-campus group had incoming 
GPA's of 3.0 or above. 

Phase Two 

Results of the analysis in Phase One indicate that the 
two groups differed significantly with respect to the 
dependent variable, APER. Therefore, regressions were 
estimated for each group separately according to the 
previously-stated regression equation. 

TABLE 3 
DICHOTOMIZED GROUP ANALYSES 

(REGRESSION) 

ON-CAMPUS OFF-CA.\fPUS 

Factors Significance Significance 
Value Value Level Value Value Level 

AGE -.117 .06 NS -1.834 5. 51 .05 
GPA 41. 84 5 37. 72 .0001 22.145 2.43 NS 
HRS -.690 11.74 .0017 -.879 10.60 .01 
SEX 3. 941 .40 NS 24.310 5.14 .05 
RAC -11.756 .99 NS -51. 305 8. 82 .02 
LDV 8. 313 1.48 NS -21.322 2. 49 NS 
ss 12. 397 ]. 94 .05 2.407 .02 NS 

Mult R .884 .954 
R2 . 712 . 910 
F 11.290 11.560 

<. 0001 <. 0013 

Analysis of results in Table 3 indicates that slightly 
more than 71 percent (R2 = .712) of the variance in 
grade performance for the on-campus group can be ex
plained by the independent variables in the equation. 
Ninety one percent (R2 = .910) of the variance is 
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explained for the off-campus group. 

Grade point average, number of hours employed, and stu
dent status were the only variables that were signifi
cant predictors of academic performance at the p < .05 
level for the main-campus group. When only these three 
factors entered the equation, they accounted for slight
ly more than 68 percent of the variation and suggest 
that students with higher GPA's may be motivated to 
attain higher levels of academic performance, especial
ly if their time is not consumed with employment obli
gations, and they have the option to attend school as 
fully matriculated students. 

The off-campus group, however, presented an entirely 
different picture. Of the three variables that were 
significant predictors for the on-campus group, only 
hours employed was significant for their off-campus 
counterparts. Additionally, in contrast to the on
campus group, each of the three demographic variables 
proved to be significant predictors of performance for 
off-campus students. While it appears that there 
should be a relationship between hours employed and 
student status, as indicated for the on-campus group, 
such was not the case for the off-campus group. Only 
hours employed had high predictive ability for this 
group. Student status, by contrast, was low in pre
dictive ability. For example, approximately the same 
percentage of students in each group were not employed, 
yet twice as many on-campus students attended on a 
full-time basis. This supports the suggestion that 
reasons other than full-time employment, perhaps family 
commitments to name one, justify the part-time status 
of off-campus students. 

Finally, since a large majority of students in the 
study transferred from similar type institutions (in 
this case, junior colleges), the data did not provide 
evidence that type of lower-division institution was a 
significant predictor of academic performance. How
ever, further analysis of the data indicated that stu
dents who completed their freshman and sophomore years 
at four-year universities were better able to make the 
transition into the upper-division university being 
studied. Junior-college transfers, it seems, experi
enced greater difficulty in orienting themselves to an 
upper-division atmosphere. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The initial purpose of this study was to profile po
tential differences between two groups of students en
rolled at a university's main-campus and off-campus 
locations. Several differences were found. Off-cam
pus students were profiled as being slightly older, 
predominantly non white, and attending school on a 
part-time basis. Also, they tended to have lower in
coming GPA's and less satisfactory current grade per
formance records than their main-campus counterparts. 
The two groups were similar with respect to sex, major, 
type of lower-division institution attended, and hours 
employed. A subsequent purpose of this study was to 
investigate what factors tended to predict academic 
performance. Grade point average, number of hours 
worked, and student status predicted academic perform
ance of on-campus students. Performance of off-campus 
students, however, was predicted by hours worked and 
the demographic variables age, sex and race. 

If the data reflect profiles of similar groups else
where and are generalizable to other institutions, 
several marketing implications for decision making and 
off-campus promotional efforts emerge. First, since 
both groups were similar with respect to major and 
hours employed, off-campus course offerings should be 



planned and implemented in a pattern consistent with 
the main campus. Next, if the off-campus student is 
typically older and non white, university administra
tors must recognize a greater need for student counsel
ing services at off-campus locations, to assist in so
cializing these students into the academic environment. 
This notion is supported by the fact that for the off
campus group, age and race were significant predictors 
of academic performance. Analysis of the results of 
Phase One indicated that off-campus students tended to 
be less adequately prepared, academically. Incoming 
GPA was not a significant predictor of their perform
ances in the regression equation because it was highly 
intercorrelated (Green et al., 1978) with race. It 
seems intuitive, therefore, that university administra
tors and instructors must recognize the need for ser
vices, such as remedial skills assistance and academic 
advisement, to successfully matriculate these students 
through the university. Finally, as off-campus facil
ities gain stature, they are likely to receive greater 
attention from state and federal governments. Thus, it 
is not only desirable but necessary for university per
sonnel to understand detectable patterns and peculiar
ities of members of off-campus groups to take advantage 
of prevailing opportunities. Detectable need patterns 
seemed to emerge over both phases of this study. Need 
patterns must be translated into approaches which en
gender the interest of potential students to both off
campus and on-campus locations. To cite one example-
communications must be directed to specific target 
groups to make them aware of the availability of ori
entation programs and counseling facilities. 

Clearly generalizations from this study are limited, 
not only because of its local nature and small sample 
size, but also because other variables relating to 
academic performance were not tested. Although the 
regression equation for the off-campus group was able 
to explain 91 percent of the variance (over 71% for 
the on-campus group) in academic performance, it ap
pears that other factors exist. For example, while 
student expectancy may be implied as a predictor of 
academic performance, this variable was beyond the 
scope of the study and therefore not included. 

This study, although exploratory in nature, has moved 
considerably beyond a simple, descriptive profile of 
two groups of students. However, other related areas 
of research exist. As implied, research on the rela
tionship of student expectancy and satisfaction, to 
name one area, is necessary. To the extent that such 
information is made available, university administra
tors will be in a viable position to develop more ef
fective policies to meet the needs of diversified stu
dent groups. 
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Female Student Attitudes TcMard Careers in Professional Selling 

l ly ron J . Leonard , ~-les tern Carolina Uni vers i t:t 
Kci t:h T. Ste;:tl ers , Western Carolina Uni vers i t:t 

\-/alter G- ress, Univexs it:t of t?.eorgia 

1\bst race 

This study examines the attitudes and opinions of 56 
female business majors concerning a career in non-retail 
orofessional sellin2 . A lar2e proportion of subjects 
were cognizant of the rewards and opportunities associ
laced with success in selling . There was, however, con
cern over coping with pressure to sell , long hours , wo
men earning less than men , lack of job security , and 
unstable salary . The findings also sugges ted that many 
female students want to learn more about o r exper ience 
fi rst-hand the prac ticnl app lic:ltions of professional 
selling . 

Introduction 

Through academic research and student in te res t have 
center ed on advertis1na , personal sel l ing is the most 
important element in marketing communications to most 
business concerns . Kotler estimated that, in 1977 , 
American firms spent over $100 billion on pe rsonal sell
ing and only $38 billion on advertising (3) . In most 
compani es the personal selling effort involves substan
tial individual differences in performance . A survey of 
80 industrial companies indicated that one thier of the 
salespeople typically account for 62 percen t of orders 
received (5). Because of this high variance in sales 
performance, it is important for sales management to 
determine ways to re<-ruil the most highly qualified male 
and female salesp~ople. 

There appears to be gener..1l executive agreement that "o
men sales representatives begin their careers "ith two 
distinct advantages: they are unique and therefore have 
the novelty appeal, and they are socially nurtured in 
such a way that Utey scum to be naturally good with 
people {1) . Also, in a survey of 3 ,000 members of the 
Sales Executives Club of 1-:cw York , responding sales 
managers found that womcrt tend to follo1< through on pro
jects better than m..:n , l.!xhibi l a better atti t ude , and 
are s uperior to mrn ln reliabil ity and reativity (4) . 

ln cont rast , •mothe r study found that women, relative t o 
their mall! coun t c rpnr t s , <tre less satis fi ed with their 
s upervisors and co-tvorkers , and possess less self
confidence (2) . 

Objectivl!s 

While research on thr rffcrtiveness of women in sales 
demonstrates mixed findings , I i ttle has been done to 
measure thci r initial perceptions concc>rning a career 
commitment. The ohjcctive of this study was tn examine 
the attitudes nnd opinions of female business majors 
concerning a career in nnt~retail professional selling . 
Emphasis was pla<-cd on attributes possessed , per ceived 
benefits and disadvantages , and , most importantly , methods 
for c reating interest nnd providing information on careers 
in sales. 

A total of 56 fum.1lc business students en rolled at 
Western Carol in;:~ Uni Vl'rs i ly in Cullowhee , North Carol ina , 
par ticipated in tit is study . Classes l<(•re randomly 
selected and tlu.• suhjucts romplc t eJ the q u('St ionna ire at 
the beginning nf their class pe riod . 

Findings 

The subjects indicated diverse career objectives with 
very little interest in sales . The most f r equently men
tioned career choice was managemen t of internal 
operations (25 percent) , with financial management 
second (17 . 8 percent) ; retailing and personnel manage
ment tied for third (12 . 5 percent) ; and advertising 
fourth (10 . 7 percent) . 

Twenty-seven percent of the subjects had l ess than one 
year of actual business experience ; 45 percent had 
between one and three years experience ; and 28 percent 
had more than t hree year s expe r ience . These findi ngs 
show diversity among t he subjects concerning their ex
posure to actual business experience situations . 

Table 1 records the results o f ranking the fi ve most 
important attributes the s ubjec ts felt they possessed 
which would help them in thei r chosen career field . 
Ability to gee along with other s received twenty replies 
as the most important a ttribute , while bei ng a hard 
work<> r received eleven firs l choice replies. Following 
were business preparation with four, and h i gher than 
average self-confidence and being a self- starte r with 
three each . 

To evaluate the overall significance of the ranked 
choices , a weightl'd average score was calcula ted anti 
converted to a percentage scale . Table 2 l ists weigtted 
averagPS for the career attributPS and ranks their re 
lative importanre for h~lping the subjects in their 
rhosen career fields . Ability to get along with othe rs 
was selected as the most important attribute . The . 62 
weighted average score was determined in the following 
m;Jnner; 

1 . A tabulacinn of the 44 responses showed 20 
r0spond~ncs ranking ahility to get along wt th 
ochers .-:1s cit" most i mpo rtant at tri bute ; 9 ranked 
it second most important; 9, t hird ; 4 , fourth ; 
and 2 , fifth. 

2. \Jt•ights 1~ e re assigned each ranking as follows: 

~lost i mpCl rcan t . . . . 
Second most i mportant . 
Third most important . 
fourth most important. 
Fifth most important . 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

) . The tabulated responses (Step 1 above) were 
multiplied by their ranks (Step 2 above) and the 
figures shown in Table 3 ~~ere obta i ned . 

4 . The figure 173 was converted to a percentage 
scale b>· dividing it by the maximi.Dll number of 
points possible (56 x 5 = 280) . This gave the 
weighted average score of . 62 which indicated 
the estimated relative importance of the attri
butes in relation to each other (see Table 2 ). 
Being a hard worker was the second most important 
attribute (.4~). followed by effec t ive communi
cation skill third (.38) , business preparation 
fourth (. 24) , and able to discipline self and 
willingness to follow inst ructions tied for fifth 
( .17). 

lt appears that the subjects possess ce rtain at tributes 
necessa ry to be successful in sales , i . e . , hard worker, 
effective communication s kills , a nd self- d iscipl ine. 
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The low rankings assigned to highly motivated to make 
money (.08), knack for influencing others (.075), and 
ability to cope with rejection (.072) would account for 
the low appeal of professional selling. Since these 
three attributes are important to success in selling, 
the perceived lack of them among women helped to explain 
the reported widespread lack of interest. 

Concerning degree of interest in a sales career, over 
40 percent rated their interest either four or five 
out of a possible seven. These findings suggest that 
a large proportion are only moderately optimistic about 
selling. 

The same cautious optimism continued relating to the 
perceived number of jobs in sales as opposed to other 
areas in business. Almost 50 percent rated job availa
bility either four or five out of a possible seven. It 
appears that the perceived limited availability of jobs 
in sales may indicate that a higher-status image of the 
profession may exist than was earlier thought to be the 
case. 

The subjects then gave their views concerning the most 
important benefits relating to a career in sales. First, 
second, and third choices were computed as a percentage 
of the total responses in each rank classification. 
The three percentages were then added together to deter
mine an overall expression of importance for each bene
fit. The greatest expression of importance was attach
ed to challenging work (64.3), with money second (57.1), 
advancement opportunity third (48.2), and meeting 
people fourth (39.3). It appears that a large propor
tion are cognizant of the rewards and opportunities 
associated with success in selling. 

Responses were also given concerning disadvantages re
lating to a career in sales. Once again, expression of 
importance criteria were used in tabulating the respon
ses. The greatest expression of importance was attach
ed to coping with pressure to sell (60. 7), with long 
hours and women earning less than men tied for second 
(53.5), lack of job security third (46.4), and unstable 
salary fourth (42.8). The greatest disadvantage of 
coping with pressure to sell can be related to the 
earlier reported inherent inability to deal with such 
pressure. There was also concern over the long hours, 
being paid less than their male counterparts, and the 
lack of financial security aspects of the salesperson's 
job. 

Expression of importance criteria was again used to gain 
insight into creating interest and providing informa
tion on careers in sales. The greatest expression of 
importance was attached to experience during summer 
vacations (76.8), with talks from professional sales
persons second (58.8), more courses in sales third 
(51.7), and role playing type practice sessions fourth 
(39.3). 

Implications of the Findings 

One of the implications of the research is that the 
sales profession has acquired an image as a low-status 
career pathway. The trade needs to do a better selling 
job on what they have to offer female college graduates. 
The insurance industry faced a similar problem of a 
poor professional image a few years back but has com
pensated for this by doing a better promotional job on 
what they have to offer. 

The findings also suggest that many female students 
want to learn more about or experience first-hand the 
practical applications of professional selling. Class
room visits from sales practitioners, on-the-job ex
posure during summer vacation, and innovative learning 

experiences such as role playing will enhance interest 

and furnish the appropriate information needed. 

The major problem appears to be that the subjects have 
lower expectations about their sales capabilities than 
should be the case. A large proportion indicated hav
ing many of the attributes needed to be successful in 
sales. The perceived inabilities to be able to influ
ence others and to be able to cope with rejection are 
obstacles which can be overcome. Both marketing 
faculty and business executives may be able to help 
remedy this situation by locating and evaluating per
ceived attribute weaknesses and taking the necessary 
measures that will improve capacity to perform. 

Companies should establish college relations depart
ments, participate in "Career Days," work more closely 
with marketing faculties and placement officials, and 
do whatever it takes to attract more female graduates. 
As the future need for college trained personnel with 
new skills is likely to increase, sales oriented firms 
should anticipate the competitive situation by making 
efforts to attract such graduates. This will enable 
the companies to provide the years of in-hours training 
needed to develop the next generation of both male and 
female top sales executives. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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Tab Je 1 

Ra.:k<Od ChoiU'S of Attribute,; That Hill 
Help in Lnosen Career Field 

------------~R=a=nked Chol~·c~.e~s~---- -----------

Attribute First Second Third Fourth Fifth 

·---------·----·---
Abili. ty to get along with 

others 

Ability to cope with 
rejection 

Business preparation 

Outgoing personality 

!lard worker 

Able to discipline self 

Ability to do routine 
work 

Effective corr.munication 
skill 

Hi gl,er than average 
self-confidence 

Being a self-starter 

Like to be independent 

Willingness to follow 
instructions 

Highly motivated to make 
!'loney 

!lave a knack for influ
enc:ing others 

Other 

Do not know 

20 

1 

4 

2 

11 

9 

3 

3 

2 

1 

9 9 4 

2 3 

2 6 7 

3 5 1 

9 7 8 

5 6 3 

3 3 

8 2 9 

3 2 2 

3 4 

4 3 4 

4 6 6 

2 

2 3 

Source: Survey of female students, Cull01;lwe, North Carolina, 
June? 19£1 
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2 

1 

6 

5 

6 

4 

4 

1 

2 

3 

2 

8 

5 



Rank of 
Importance 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

5 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Table 2 

Relative Importance of 
Career Attributes 

Attribute 

Ability to get along with others 

Hard worker 

Effective communication skill 

Business preparation 

Able to discipline self 

Willingness to follow instructions 

Like to be independent 

Outgoing personality 

Being a self-starter 

Higher than average self-confidence 

Highly motivated to make money 

Have a knack for influencing others 

Ability to cope with rejection 

Ability to do routine work 

Other 

Do not know 

Source: Table l 

Rank 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Table 3 

Helhod of Computing the Tmportance 
of Ability to Get Along 1~i th 
Others as a Career Attribute 

Responses Weight 

20 X 5 

9 X 4 

9 X 4 

4 X 2 

2 X 1 
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Weighted 
Average Score 

.62 

.48 

.38 

.24 

.17 

.17 

.164 

.160 

.15 

.14 

.08 

.075 

.072 

.07 

.004 

.00 

100 

36 

27 

8 

2 
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A GUIDE TO CASE FINDING AND WRITING FOR THE MARKETING EDUCATOR 

Jay D. Lindquist, Western Michigan University 

Abstract 

This exposition is a practical guide to finding suitable 
marketing case situations, collecting pertinent informa
tion concerning them and then constructing interesting 
and usable case materials for classroom and seminar in
struction. 

Introduction 

Many a marketing educator, whether he or she functions 
in an institution of higher learning or offers opportun
ity for expansion of marketing decision skills to prac
titioners, wrestles with how to most effectively teach 
problem solving methods. Generally, an attempt is made 
to bring problems found in the marketplace into the 
classroom. These problem situations are then analyzed 
and a range of solutions found. The approach just de
scribed is often referred to as "The Case Method." 
Those who use this technique may regularly find them
selves faced with a dearth of current case materials 
that neatly fit the major topic areas of the course or 
seminar for which they are responsible. Also, student 
or participant complaints concerning relevance of exam
ples or choice of firm/institution/entity (FIE) examin
ed or the apparent untimeliness of the material are 
heard. Looking at the situation from the standpoint of 
the instructor or seminar leader, the basic question is, 
"Where do I obtain 'relevant' examples from 'appropri
ate' FIE's that are 'timely'?" Let us examine ways to 
answer this question. 

Obtaining Relevant Case Material 

Relevant case materials are those that suit the course 
or seminar objectives and provide the instructor with 
the opportunity to make certain "teaching points" 
throughout the period of study. Exposure to these 
"teaching points" should enable the student to become 
more informed in his or her approach to the making of 
marketing decisions. 

What about the currency of case situations, that is, 
does case material have to be current to be relevant? 
Many of those instructors who have used cases over the 
years have found what they consider to be "classics." 
These case situations, though outdated in a chronologi
cal sense, are not outdated with respect to the power or 
relevance of the material contained within them. Fur
ther, students have the ability to recognize this. 
This is not to say that fresh material should be ignored. 
A balance of new and old is the key. What that balance 
should be is a function of the desires and experience of 
each individual instructor. 

Where may case material be found? Typical sources of 
cases in print, both old and new are: 1) marketing case 
books, 2) marketing texts or those from other disciplines 
with cases included and 3) the Intercollegiate Case 
Clearing House (ICCH). Case materials thus obtained are 
usually from 12 to 36 months old by the time they appear 
in print. Some cases that have a perceived timeless 
quality will be older. Also, updated versions of some 
situations are often available. Generally, the ICCH has 
the most current material in print. A catalog of avail
able cases may be requested from the publisher. 

Case situations that apply to FIE's in your own geo
graphic area may be obtained in conjunction with con
sulting tasks, contacts with former students/seminar 
participants or problems identified by FIE's where no 
consulting is involved. Situations may also be found 
in periodicals such as Advertising Age, The Wall Street 
Journal, Business Week or Fortune to name a few. Local 
newspapers on occasion contain ideas. Another good 
source of original case material is to assign construc
tion of a written case as a classroom task. Often stu
dents have been involved in the solution of actual bus
iness problems within their own firms and, therefore 
access to interesting case data is granted to them or 
to you. 

Suppose that an interesting situation with potential 
for class instruction arises, how may this be trans
lated into usable case material? The next section of 
this work contains material that pertains to this 
dilemma. 

Case Writing 

Information Gathering Principles 

Case writing begins with an organized approach to 
gathering the data. Actually the collecting of infor
mation should be a reflection of the solution format. 
That is, whenever possible that which is expected to 
appear in the solution should be available as deemed 
appropriate in case material collected and presented. 
If the instructor wishes to have the case "stand alone" 
then situation materials must be more comprehensive 
than those for a fragmentary case occurrence where much 
outside research is expected. In all cases as much per
tinent data as possible should be acquired. This allows 
the writer much more latitude in the case construction 
process. He or she may then produce one comprehensive 
case or a series of shorter cases focused on certain 
issue areas or both. Also, case length or information 
available may then be varied according to the degree of 
challenge to be offered the student. 

Information Gathering Process 

It was noted earlier that the solution format should im
pact on the data gathering process. Before a specific 
format is presented, the underlying agenda should be 
discussed. This agenda consists of three basic questions 
that must be answered so that a viable solution to any 
case situation may be achieved. These quiries are: 
1) Where is the FIE presently, 2) Where does it wish to 
go and 3) How is it going to get there? The solution 
format sections that spring from the first question are 
termed "Situation Analysis" and "Opportunities and 
Problems." The "Goals" of the firm relate to the second 
question. The final question is treated in the solution 
format as "Strategy." 

The gathering process should be concerned with attempts 
to answer the three questions to the greatest degree 
possible and just how to do this will be covered in the 
next major section of this treatise. 

Information Gathering Format Outline 

It is helpful to have an entire outline of the questions 
to be answered with sufficient space on the forms used 
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to allow for complete recording of the replies. You 
may also wish to get permission to record interview 
sessions. One advantage of this technique is that more 
accurate and complete information is available at the 
time case construction begins. Further, interesting 
anecdotal data and direct quotations usable in the 
written cases may be gleaned from the recordings. The 
negative aspect is that the respondents may not commun
icate the same information knowing that they are be re
corded. 

The following outline is offered as one way to logical
ly pursue the "Situation Analysis, Opportunities and 
Problems, Goals and Strategy" sections of the data 
gathering process. It should be clear that the steps 
indicated are not the only path that could be followed, 
however, the sequence will result in a successful data 
gathering venture. 

I. 

DATA GATHERING OUTLINE 

Situation Analysis (Where is the FIE now?) 

A. Target Market Segments 

1. Present or Potential Market Segments 

If the case is to deal with products now be
ing offered then actual and potential seg
ments as viewed by the FIE staff should be 
determined. If a new product is in the of
fing then only the potential segments would 
be appropriate. 

a. Who Are They 

What are the various buying/using segments 
and how are they identified by the FIE? 
Look for demographic and psychographic de
scriptors, as appropriate. 

b. Where Are They 

Here one should obtain specific geographic 
boundaries for each segment. That is, are 
the buyers of the product throughout the 
world, the US, in certain countries, in cer
tain counties or cities or towns. 

2. Segmental Buying Processes 

a. What Starts People Into the Buying 
Process (Triggering Cues) 

b. Where Do They Go For Information 

c. What Factors Are Used To Choose Among 
Options 

d. Where, When And How Is The Actual Purchase 
Carried Out 

e. Is There Any Information On Customer 
Satisfaction Levels 

B. Sales History - Future Prospects 

The following information should be sought on a 
segment by segment basis, if available. Other
wise data by product line or product and/or 
total relevant sales information is acceptable. 
Also all data must be clearly bounded in time 
and geographically. Unit sales information is 
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is more valuable than dollar sales data, however, one 
should strive to obtain both types, if possible. 

1. Industry Sales 

What were total industry sales (product 
class sales) in the previous model, fis
cal or calendar year, as appropriate? 

2. Industry Sales Trends 

What have been the total industry (product 
class) trends in sales over the past three 
to five years? 

3. FIE Sales 

What were the sales of the FIE in the previ
ous model, fiscal or calendar year, as appro
priate? 

4. FIE Sales Trends 

What have been the sales of the FIE over the 
past three to five years? 

5. Industry Market Potential 

What is the market potential for the indus
try (product class) for the next model, fis
cal or calendar year? This figure would be 
based on the ability of the industry to 
reach all target market individuals with in
formation and sufficient product to meet de
mand. 

6. FIE Potential 

What is the potential FIE share of the indus
try market potential for the next model, fis
cal or calendar year? 

C. Status Of Competition 

1. Competitor Characteristics 

Information on competitor characteristics 
should be sought. The following kinds of 
data are appropriate: number of firms, mar
ket share by firm, unique or strong skill 
areas (marketing, production, management, 
financial, etc.), financial resource picture 
and marketing strategy used. 

2. Retaliation Potential 

If the FIE is to disturb the marketplace, 
who would retaliate using what means at 
what time? 

3. Need For Competitor 

If the FIE is considering entering the mar
ketplace with a new offering, is there room 
for profitable entry? What is the basis 
for the decision to introduce the product? 

D. Environmental Forces 

Are there social, legal or economic factors in 
the present or forseeable future that would help 
or hinder FIE efforts? Again, time frame and 
geographic boundaries are critical considera
tions. 



E. Product Life Cycle Position 

An attempt should be made to gather data on 
where the target market members perceive the 
product/service to be in its life cycle. 
This is particularly critical when consider
ing market entry with a new product. Typi
cally the stages for life cycle are: intro
duction, growth, maturity and decline. This 
information is sought because of the impact 
that life cycle stage has on the latitude 
available in forrr.ulating marketing strategy 
decisions. 

F. Cost Information 

Data on actual or relative costs for the firm 
to produce or supply a product or service 
should be sought out. Information on start-up 
costs, fixed costs and variable costs, pack
aging and selling expenses and the like should 
be requested. Attempting to gather such data 
is often very difficult either because of 
availability problems or the lack of desire on 
the part of management to release it. Hmv
ever, if data is acquired, the potential for 
case construction and use will be enhanced. 
Industry cost data would also be useful, if 
available. 

G. Distribution 

Three basic types of data should be sought. 
The first relates to whether or not there are 
appropriate channels of distribution in exis
tence and what they are. (For example one might 
be: Manufacturer to Wholesaler to Jobber to 
Retailer to Consumer.) The second question 
is whether or not the FIE has access to such 
channels. Finally, what are the product/ser
vice trends in distribution now and into the 
relevant future? 

H. Product/Service Fit 

At this juncture quiries concerning how the 
existing/proposed product/service fits into 
present company marketing and production cap-
ability whould be asked. A look at past pro
duct and customer groups versus those pertain
ing to the product under consideration will 
prove to be quite useful in making this judgment. 
The objective is to get a feeling for past ex
perience applicability. 

I. Financial Resources 

First, one should explore whether or not funds 
are available to the FIE to carry out the ven
ture or continue on with the one already start
ed. Company annual reports or other financial 
summaries may be available. This will allow 
for an analysis of debt structure, retained 
earnings, and other factors bearing on the abil
ity of the FIE to finance the task at hand. 
These data may be combined with the cost infor
mation to further clear up the picture. If 
additional funds will be needed a question con
cerning the sources would be appropriate. Fi
nancial information is often hard to co~e by 
with the exception of that provided in annual 
reports or quarterly tax data provided to the 
Internal Revenue Service. 
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II. Opportunities and Problems 

At this time a review of each of the topical 
areas on which data was gathered in the Situa
tion Analysis is appropriate. Here one should 
identify each of the topics from Target Market 
Segments through Financial Resources and ask if 
there are any noteworthy opportunities or prob
lems faced by the FIE. After listing each of 
these two categories of information, an attempt 
should be made to elicit priority from "best" 
to "least" opportunity and "most difficult" to 
"least difficult" problem. Viewpoints of more 
than one individual would be helpful here. 

III. Goals 

A. Market Segments 

Does the FIE have plans to attempt to reach new 
markets or expand product/service usage within 
present market segments? Data on demographics, 
psychographies and geographies should be sought. 

B. Sales Goals 

1. Profit Objectives 

Questions concerning target returns or 
breakeven or other profit goals should be 
asked. In particular, ranges of acceptable 
profit or minimum levels information is 
helpful. The time constraints on profits 
must also be identified. If possible, data 
by target segment should be acquired. 

2. Sales Forecast 

A projection of unit and dollar sales for 
the next year or time period of interest 
should be requested. If data are available 
by customer type, segment, geographic re
gion or other division used by the firm for 
reporting purposes, attempt to acquire it. 
Forecasts by month or quarter are useful, if 
available. 

IV. Strategy 

Now it is appropriate to attempt to gather infor
mation about the FIE's overall marketing strategy 
for the product/service type of concern over the 
past one to three years. Information on product, 
price, distribution and promotion (advertising, 
sales promotion, personal selling and publicity) 
policies should be requested. Plans concerning 
these policies for the ensuing year or relevant 
time frame should be pursued. If there are con
flicting opinions or positions concerning future 
actions in any of these areas, they should also be 
solicited. 

Tips For The Data Gatherer 

Here are some closing notes concerning the data gather
ing process. 

1. Always prepare a data gathering outline in ad
vance regardless of whether you will be extract
ing information from written material or from 
individuals. 

2. Always attempt to have your interview questions. 



answered by those individuals most closely 
associated with the information needed. 

3. Try to get the same information from more than 
one source, if possible. 

4. Ask for documents that shed light on the ques
tions to be answered. Research reports, FIE 
data summaries, financial reports and other 
such materials should be sought. If these 
materials are proprietary (company employee 
eyes only) ask if you may still use them with 
the data disguised and/or the name of the firm 
changed. A simple multiplier when applied to 
financial and other data will often suffice. 

5. Propose a procedure for review of the written 
case by FIE representatives before release for 
classroom use and/or publication. Written 
release forms should be employed. 

Case Construction 

First, the objectives to be met by the use of the case 
material m~st be established. Also the amount of out
side research expected of the student is a factor. A 
case to be used for decisions on all marketing mix 
variables would generally be more comprehensive than 
one focused on any one or more of the individual var
iables. However, students could be given a comprehen
sive case and told to focus on specific decision areas. 
Cases requiring extensive secondary data research may 
be shorter in length since certain data may be with
held. 

Having these objectives in mind, how does one approach 
the actual writing of the case? Recall that the out
line for data gathering presented earlier was construc
ted with case writing as the ultimate goal. Simply 
put, one could produce the case by following the 
Situation Analysis through Strategy format. Here, the 
writer converts the data, as gathered, into narrative 
form. The information may be revealed through the use 
of company or author-constructed exhibits, statements 
made by company officials (in this case disguise the 
name or use the job title), conversations among execu
tives and/or workers or comments by members of a hypo
thetical consulting firm. Data may be presented in the 
same order as gathered or it may be rearranged to add 
challenge and/or interest. An efficient approach to 
case construction is to outline the data presentation 
flow and then write around and through it so that it 
fits together properly. The outline may consist of 
blank sheets of paper on to which the actual information 
to be cited is transferred. These sheets are then or
dered and appropriate narrative written to "put flesh 
on the bones" of the raw data. After this is comple
ted, areas to be included in the case are selected. 
Transition verbiage is then written and, finally, the 
headings and divisions of the case are established. 
The data sheet approach allows the writer to control 
content and length of the case to suit the particular 
needs of the course or seminar. 

In closing, although case writing is somewhat of an art, 
the "mechanical" suggestions concerning an organized 
appro ch to data gathering and case outlining should 
prove helpful to those with little experience. The 
more knowledgeable case constructor may also find the 
methodology contained in this treatise of use in future 
efforts. 
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THEORY APPLIED: EXPERIENTIAL TEACHING INTEGRATES 
STUDENT LEARNING WITH COMMUNITY NEEDS 

Elizabeth H. Reeder, California State University, Chico 

Abstract 

This paper discusses an existent course which couples 
theoretical learning with business application. Though 
many attempts have been made at such an integration, 
this course is unique in a number of respects. Student 
teams function as would actual business teams, syner
gistic teams are developed and students can even fire 
team members. The theoretical instruction is taught 
in the form of a complete unit, directly coordinated 
with the phase of work being done with a team's busi
ness client. Resultant student/business associations 
are so strong and mutually beneficial that complete 
business cooperation is received during the entire 
course. Businesses fully participate in and sponsor 
the final course seminar, and a very high percentage of 
team proposals are implemented by businesses. The po
tentials of the method are far reaching and extensions 
into other courses are discussed. 

Introduction 

It would seem somewhat redundant, but perhaps necessary, 
to proffer the realization that the curriculum of the 
business college is under attack by both the popular 
and academic literature; e.g., Business Week, July 23, 
1979 and November 10, 1980; Time, May 4, 1981; and Eng
lish and Lewison (1979). It~even more appalling to 
hear students remark that they get little from the 
classroom curriculum. One is forced to take three giant 
steps backward and examine his approach to his teaching 
methodology upon hearing such statements as: 

When I saw the first 'decision tree' they drew 
in my managerial economics class, the only 
thing I could think of was that it looked like 
lightning going across the chalk board. 

Are we indeed guilty of putting forty to fifty students 
into a "windowless amphitheater," cramming them with 
endless hours of work presented by professors who come 
and go, teaching the basics--management, finance, pro
duction and operations management, and marketing. True, 
we have them spend an additional round of hours applying 
the various disciplines theoretically via the case meth
od. What are we really accomplishing in the use of 
cases? Hardly more perhaps, as Time (May 4, 1981) 
points out, than the ability to argue their views "like 
an executive, and to bear up under executive pressure." 
To argue that the case method lends little to the 
grasping of the discipline under study would be to miss 
the point of its value because, indeed, it does enable 
students to begin to think like executives. It also 
enables them to see how various concepts are applied, 
where they work, and where they fall apart. It does 
set a small stage for integrating the discipline with 
textbook application. The sad truth though is that too 
many students become 1) frustrated with "lack of infor
mation" in the case, desiring more without realizing 
that they will never have all the information they wish 
for decision making, 2) unable to see the totality of 
the application, and 3) convinced that this is "the 
way it really is out there in the real world of busi
ness" ... reading is not doing--and doing is experiencing. 
This paper suggests a viable technique for increasing 
student learning by applying theory to real business 
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situations. 

Student/Community Involvement 

A new method of teaching a discipline is underway--into 
its fourth semester. Its revolutionary approach has 
met with tremendous success, both with students and 
community businesses that lend their support and effort 
to the learning process. Students and businesses prof
it by a unique "Cooperation between the business com
munity .•.• " (Chico Enterprise-Record, 21 May 1981) and 
the University. 

Too often we have tunnel vision in our teaching ap
proaches. Since, for the most part, our peers are 
teaching only theory at the freshman, sophomore, or 
junior levels (particularly in introductory classes), 
so too do we. Can one wisely and effectively integrate 
application with theory in the introductory classes? 
It appears so! Academicians often state that the busi
ness world may be best served by students who are given 
solid theoretical backgrounds. Such students, hypo
thetically, can better compare and contrast actual ver
sus theoretical actions. The business world, however, 
often demands graduates who "can do something, more 
than .•. those who know something" (Done, 1979). Through 
this experiential teaching method, theoretical learning 
throughout the course is applied by students working 
with real businesses. That controversial line between 
theory and application begins to dissolve, taking with 
it that similar line between "student" and "profession
al." Students become excited and involved--often 
thrilled with their accomplishments. At the same time, 
businesses benefit from the opportunity to have fresh 
new points of view as to how best to solve their prob
lems and make greater use of their scarce resources. 

The Integrated Approach 

At California State University, Chico, about forty 
students attend each of the three sections of Marketing 
179--Principles of Advertising. The course is an up
per-division elective. However, since approximately 
fifty percent of the enrolling students come from other 
than marketing disciplines, some leniency is exercised 
relative to course prerequisites. To enable numerous 
"communications" majors, along with other students 
from non-business disciplines to attend the course, 
the prerequisites of Principles of Marketing and Prin
ciples of Economics are waivered for those students. 
Students, however, are divided into teams of approxi
mately seven members where an attempt is made to mix 
the students on each team so that synergistic effects 
can be realized from their various disciplines and 
backgrounds. 

The completion of an advertising campaign proposal for 
a business is a requirement of Marketing 179. The pro
posal is a formal, written report of the results of 
student team studies regarding the overall advertising 
requirements for the team's business. Each proposal is 
completed under the supervision of the lecturer in 
charge of the class. The purpose of the proposal is to 
1) examine and discuss the issues of what the assigned 
business is doing, 2) compare and contrast this infer-



mation with what the business's competitors are doing, 
and 3) develop strategy for implementation of an adver
tising campaign to enable the business to reach its 
markets most effectively. The required proposal en
courages the development of independent analyses of 
key variables affecting the final campaign proposal; 
i.e., student teams must complete the following analysis 
in order to develop a viable and effective advertising 
campaign: 

1. Market analysis: Clearly and briefly define the 
target market(s) the team plans to use in the cam
paign. 

2. Consumer analysis: In conjunction with the choice 
of a target market(s), a description of the consum
er past, present, and future is developed. Use of 
segmentation variables such as demographics, psycho
graphics and geographies is a must. 

3. Environmental analysis: Variables in the environ
ment that can substantially affect the campaign 
must be noted. Variables to be considered are: 
the economy, demographics, technology, regulations, 
and culture. 

4. Industry analysis: Trends, strengths, and weak
nesses in the industry must be clearly depicted. 

5. Competitive analysis: 
or service in terms of 
weaknesses relative to 
and future. 

Students analyze the product 
attributes, strengths and 
competitors' past, present 

Clearly, analysis of the above utilizes and integrates 
marketing principles. Secondary and primary data col
lection is a must. Library and original research must 
be gathered. "Real world" marketing and advertising 
practices must be observed. The rewards of these 
analyses are their obvious application to the business's 
problems and opportunities. 

An effective proposal does not end with the analyses of 
key variables. Student teams are required to pinpoint 
problems and opportunities for the business and develop 
marketing and advertising objectives and strategies. 
Once this stage has been completed (about two-thirds 
through the semester), teams then enter into the cre
ative area, developing message strategy that will best 
position their business within the chosen target mar
ket(s). During the oral presentation (to be discussed 
later), student teams are encouraged to use posters, 
storyboards, audio visuals, layouts, graphs, computer 
printouts, etc. They are also encouraged to be inno
vative with their campaign "creative approach"--the 
period of the campaign that they thoroughly enjoy and 
are always impatient to reach. 

Student teams also develop a budget for their assigned 
business. It is a recommendation for advertising ex
penditures in connection with the proper choice and 
commitment to various media. However, if their assigned 
business already has an established budget for adver
tising purposes, they must work within that budget, a 
phenomenon that causes much consternation--but one that 
brings to life the realization of the real constraints 
that a business must work within. 

In order to provide a clear picture of the proposals 
and demonstrate their potential effectiveness as both 
a pedagorical and a real-world tool, all campaign pro
posals are evaluated for their oral presentations (see 
Oral Presentation Evaluation--Appendix A) by peer stu
dents, faculty, and advertising professionals from 
business. This is done in a real-world setting--a Sat
urday "end-of-semester" Advertising Seminar. Naturally, 
client businesses attend the seminars and often comment, 
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and sometimes participate in the presentations. One 
client has been providing a buffet lunch for all those 
attending. The Saturday "end-of-semester" Advertising 
Seminar is the biggest reward of all team endeavors, 
exciting to both students and businesses: a real-world 
experience where things do not always go as planned, 
where client businesses are exposed to an oral presen
tation (much like a real-world advertising agency 
would conduct), and where student teams reap the ap
preciation and recognition for the tremendous effort 
they have devoted to their campaign proposals. Written 
proposals are presented to clients and the lecturer 
after the oral presentation. 

METHODOLOGY BEHIND TEAM ASSIGNMENTS 

The classes are conducted as situations are in the real 
world. Students receive too little of this experience. 
In order to accomplish this, the student teams (refer
red to throughout the semester as "account teams") are 
assigned by the lecturer. Students submit resumes on 
a three-by-five card, listing their major areas of 
concentration, their overall GPA, work history, special 
interest, and classes previously taken that would lend 
themselves to a synergistic team effort; e.g., market
ing research, management, media, speech, drama, art, 
etc. Volunteers are solicited from each class to act 
as an "Account Executive." 

Contrary to the normal undertaking of student projects 
wherein students usually team up with classmates of 
their own choice, teams are assigned on the basis of 
the resumes to insure a synergistic effect in com
pletion of the proposal for the client business. Teams 
composed of individuals with diverse backgrounds and 
assigned by the lecturer to businesses tend to experi
ence feelings similar to advertising and marketing 
teams of real businesses. 

Account Executives are assigned by virtue of their 
seeming ability to, or desire to take on leadership. 
The role of the Account Executive is one of planning, 
organizing, directing and controlling the team effort, 
and acting as the laison between the team and client 
business (as well as lecturer). Their responsibility 
is to see that a viable campaign proposal is completed, 
based on the required analyses, at semesters end, and 
the client business is presented with the complete 
written proposal during the Seminar. To facilitate 
their responsibility, unique authority is given them. 
The power to fire team members, who are not doing 
sound work toward the proposal's completion, is vested 
in each and every Account Executive. Team members 
sign contracts to the effect that they understand that 
a "firing" will result in a fifty percent drop in their 
grade. All "firings" are subject to consultation with 
the lecturer and once a decision has been made to 
"fire," the decision is upheld and students so fired 
fail the class. In turn, the lecturer has the right to 
"fire" an Account Exec1,1tive for similar reasons. They 
too sign contracts. During the past three semesters, 
students have be.en fired, or placed on probation. Most 
"fired" students have returned the next semester to 
repeat the class. 

THEORY-APPLICATION, OR GRAHL, STAND, AND WALK TALL 

In order to facilitate the theoretical learning with 
the practical application of the course, the text, 
class room lecturers, guest speakers, and case analysis 
are integrated into a purposeful manner over the entire 
semester. This allows students to take things one step 
at a time; i.e., while many advertising textbooks start 
with the history of advertising or the social and 



economic aspects of advertising, this course is organ
ized into a cohesive unit which-enables students to 
start from the beginning, build step by step (while 
applying learning to the application side), and develop 
an overall finished product--the advertising campaign 
proposal. To accomplish this, the course is divided 
into six sections: 

1. Advertising as a marketing management tool which 
includes the advertising plan and the roles of 
advertising in the consumer decision process. 

2. Research methodology which includes consumer, prod
uct, and market analysis--entailing secondary and 
primary data collection. 

3. Basic media strategy which includes the advantages 
of the various media; print, television and radio 
production, as well as budgeting. 

4. The creative program which examines elements of 
creative advertising in all media. 

5. Evaluating advertising effectiveness which entai~s 
how to pretest and posttest advertising. 

6. Meeting advertising's legal and social responsi
bilities. 

Over the sixteen week semester, student teams, under 
the direction and guidance of the Account Executive and 
lecturer, actually integrate theory with application 
as they progress from one section to another. What 
actually develops is synergistic learning--theory 
applied. 

Holistic Learning As An Offshoot 

Integration of disciplines is the idealized desire 
of many business professors. In Marketing 179, it is 
happening! Students not only integrate their total 
marketing/communication knowledge relative to the 
Marketing Concept (the controllable variables, consumer 
behavior, and marketing research, as well as communi
cation theory), but they learn to work together as 
teamsto accomplish goals. Account Executives learn to 
be managers, coordinating the principles of management 
to achieve goals and manage people. Their exposure 
to group behavior is unequalled in any other type of 
learning situation. (To facilitate Account Executive 
learning, weekly meetings are held wherein Account 
Executives share their experiences and problems with 
other Account Executives.) 

Due to the nature of this course, which decompartmental
izes each class into seven-unit sub-sections (the ap
proximate size of each account team), a one-on-one 
learning experience also takes place as each team, as 
well as individual team members, seeks out the lec
turer's guidance in putting the pieces of the puzzle 
together: a phenomenon almost impossible to accomplish 
in the average, every day course. 

Application To Other Areas 

While the "Theory Applied" method has been discussed 
as it has been implemented in an advertising course, 
the method lends itself quite well to many other areas. 
Introduction to Marketing, for instance, can be inte
grated into "marketing audits" for community businesses. 
Production Operation can be integrated into "work sam
pling," "queuing control," "inventory control," or 
"forecasting" for small businesses. Retailing lends 
itself well to "retail store audits," or "site location 
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studies." Consumer Buyer Behavior lends itself well to 
studying the Consumer Purchase Decision Process for 
various products/services in the durable goods area for 
small businesses. Financial Management lends itself 
well to profit analysis and portfolio management for 
community businesses. The avenues are there--and what 
is more important, the small businesses are there, 
eager and waiting to cooperate, to assist in the student 
learning process as well as to profit from the exposure. 

Conclusion 

This paper suggested, and carefully put forth how or
ganized and structured student/community involvement 
can be used as both a pedagorical technique and an 
applied technique as a means for integrating the real
world experience in the business curriculum. For the 
businesses involved, the benefits are astoundingly 
appreciated. They take the proposals seriously and 
attempt to implement much of what they find. For the 
students involved, a few quotes might help describe 
their feelings: 

This class has been very beneficial to my 
education. I have finally become completely 
familiar with the library facilities and 
have learned to work with other people. 

Lo:l'i Phillips 
Marketing 179 - Fall 1980 

It was well worth the effort. I can walk 
away from this course really feeling like I 
benefited from it. 

Linda McCall 
Marketing 179 - Spring 1981 

As for the future businesses that will hire them, that 
want students who "can do something, more than ... those 
that know something," a quote from a recently hired 
student tells some of the story: 

I am pleased to say that I recently accepted 
a position with California Broadcast Con
sultants, as Assistant Media Buyer. Being 
able to show the proposal during the interview 
helped me considerably. 

Linda McCall 
Marketing 179 - Spring 1981 

What are the benefits of "Theory Applied?" For the 
students 1) it provides an opportunity to develop 
real-world experience with businesses, 2) it helps 
to provide practical insights into business practices 
and decision making, and 3) while not highlighted, it 
encourages the development of report writing--one 
problem area businesses are constantly telling business 
teachers about. For the businesses, it provides them, 
in many instances, with information which may lead to 
improved performance. 

Appendix A 

California State University, Chico 
School of Business 

Name of Team ______________________ ___ 

Category 

Research: 
Did the team collect and assemble information necessary 



to properly evaluate the brand or company; did it ex
amine both present and potential customers for the 
product as well as the competition in the field; what 
information relates to the product itself in the mar
ketplace? 

Judge's Comments: 

Campaign Planning: 
Did the team fully and completely evaluate research 
data collected and reach proper conclusions based on 
this information; has the team stated the problem the 
brand or company faces in the marketplace and the means 
and method it proposes to solve that problem; has the 
team clearly indicated the goal it has for the product 
or company, as well as how it proposes to reach those 
goals; what evaluation technique has the team indi
cated so as to measure its success? 

Judge's Comments: 

Media: 
Has the team examined the audience and selected one 
or more specific audiences to aim its messages toward; 
has a budget been determined based on product or com
pany history, competitive levels, and/or goals set 
for the product or company; have the media selected 
been chosen so as to satisfy the objectives of the 
campaign; what justification has been given for media 
classes as well as specific media chosen; is scheduling 
of media consistent with overall campaign plans? 

Judge's Comments: 

Creative: 
Has the team clearly set forth a creative platform, 
positioning plan; can the team's execution of its cre
ative strategy be measured on its potential effective
ness and relationship to campaign planning; has the 
team adhered to its stated creative strategy; is there 
clarity and originality in execution? 

Judge's Comments: 

Presentation: 
While the entire campaign is reflected in the oral pres
entation, the presentation itself is only a small por
tion of the total project. The written plan contains 
the entire output of the student team which usually 
consists of more students than those on the presen
tation team; therefore, the written plan effect should 
be reflected in all the previous categories. This 
category is to specifically review the actual oral pres
entation. 

Judge's Comments: 

Judge's Signature: 
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THE CASE AS AN AID TO 
IMPARTING CONCEPTS 

Beheruz N. Sethna, Clarkson Co+lege 

Abstract 

This paper takes the stand that the case itself has the 
potential to be used effectively as a vehicle to impart 
concepts. Also included is a description of how the 
same case can be used in a variety of teaching situa
tions. The entire paper is based on class-tested situ
ations. 

Introduction 

Traditionally, the case has not been used as an aid to 
imparting conceptual information. An extreme, though 
not uncommon, position on this may be expressed as: the 
lecture is used to impart concepts, whereas the use of 
cases can, at best, be a dilute form of giving informa
tion. 

An excellent and acceptable 'middle-of-the-road' posi
tion involves the use of conceptual notes (as required 
reading with the case) to provide the conceptual back
ground; and the case to use those concepts in a meaning
ful discussion. This is a perfectly valid teaching 
method. In fact, the development of the conceptual note 
and the teaching note may constitute acceptable research 
in the field. 

This paper proposes another method of using cases. It 
takes the stand that the case itself (in a partially 
structured discussion) has the potential to be effec
tively used as an aid to imparting concepts. No quality 
comparison is made as to the benefits of the previously 
mentioned ('middle-of-the-road') position vis-a-vis this 
position. However, this paper will attempt to demon
strate, by way of an illustration, that the latter posi
tion (the case as an aid to imparting concepts) is an 
acceptable alternative. A subsidiary, but important, 
objective of this paper is to demonstrate how a case can 
be effectively used in a variety of teaching situations. 

Illustration and Discussion 

The basis for this illustration is a case on the Hammer
mill Paper Company. 1 This case is chosen as an illus
tration because of its flexibility in teaching use, and 
because the text is only two pages long (it has four ad
vertisements as exhibits). This is not to imply that it 
is the ideal example of either flexibility or brevity; 
however, this case has been class-tested in a variety of 
teaching situations~d has performed well in all of 
them. The text of the case is given in Figure 1. 

FIGURE 1: HAMMERMILL PAPER CO. l 

Hammermill is a diversified company engaged in five ma
jor market areas - fine and printing papers, industrial 
and packaging papers, converted paper products, whole
sale distribution of paper and graphic art supplies, and 
converted forest products. In recent years, emphasis on 
the last four of these groups has decreased Hammermill's 
sensitivity to the cyclical fluctuations that character-

1charles Dirksen, Arthur Kroeger, and Frescesco Nicosia, 
Advertising, Principles, Problems and Cases, 5th ed. 
(Homewood, Ill.: Richard D. Irwin, c 1977), pp. 97-8. 
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ize basic pulp and paper manufacturing. This emphasis 
is expected to continue in the years immediately ahead, 
although it also expects to grow in its traditional 
lines of top-quality fine and printing papers. In all 
its market areas, Hammermill plans to achieve a product 
mix which capitalizes upon the strengths of high prod
uct quality, technological superiority, and marketing 
expertise. The company's 34 manufacturing and convert
ing locations, 36 wholesale distribution outlets, and a 
superior group of independent paper merchants provide a 
nationwide base for manufacture, distribution, and sale 
of high-quality products to serve diverse and growing 
markets. 

Sales in 1974 were $607,488,000, compared to $477,890,000 
in 1973, a 27 percent increase. Net income for 1974 
was $35,482,000 or $5.18 per share, approximately twice 
as much as in 1973. 

An unprecedented combination of factors contributed to 
this performance. For most of the year, Hammermill 
pulp mills and paper machines operated at virtually 
full capacity. The ending of price controls in March, 
1974 enabled Hammermill to realize much-needed price 
increases to offset higher raw material and operating 
costs. A favorable supply and demand balance enabled 
the company to schedule longer runs on paper machines 
and thereby gain manufacturing efficiency. Development 
of a more profitable product mix contributed also in a 
large measure to Hammermill's earpings improvement. 

Advertising Program 

Hammermill's particular paper products are not specifi
cally consumer products. The average person would find 
it difficult to find a box of Hammermill Bond station
ery, or a small supply of its other grades of paper. 
Nevertheless, Hammermill has been advertising its prod
ucts in consumer-oriented magazines since 1912 and the 
objective, simply stated, is to create brand awareness 
and brand preference for its products. 

The company believes it has been meeting those objec
tives and today Hammermill Bond, for instance, is better 
known among the general public than its next nine lead
ing competitors combined. 

Hammermill's objective essentially is to reach those 
people who might now--or at some future date--be in a 
position to specify a particular grade of paper for 
business usage. 

With this in mind, Hammermill has been using Newsweek, 
Time "B", U.S. News & World Report, Business Week, and 
Sports Illustrated magazines. 

Paper is a relatively low-interest item. Accordingly, 
the company's strategy is not to discuss paper per se 
but instead to be the subject of good graphics. Reader
ship scores on this series of ads indicate that the ads 
are quite appealing and, in fact, on a number of Starch 
Studies, its ads have had the number-one average cost 
ratio in specific areas. 

In evaluating the ads, Hammermill changed its message 
slightly in 1975. First of all, in an effort to tie in 
slightly with the nation's bicentennial, the company 



narrowed the scope of its subjects from "famous letter
heads of history" to "revolutionary letterheads." 

At the same time, in an effort to establish more aware
ness of the broad range of paper grades, it has begun 
referring to other grades which are produced and, at 
the same time, it changed from the Hammermill Bond logo
type signature to the Hammermill Papers logotype signa
ture at the end of each ad. 

Origin of Campaign 

The origin of this particular campaign evolved a number 
of years back, when Hammermill first came up with the 
concept of "famous letterheads of history"--how letter
heads for specific people, places, or events might have 
looked. The company produced a number of hypothetical 
letterheads and used them in sales promotion with its 
merchant salesmen distributing the letterheads to 
printers, advertising agencies, and other paper specifi
ers. The letterheads went over so well that the company 
subsequently conducted a contest in which it asked these 
people to submit their ideas of how letterheads for fa
mous people might have looked. 

The contest was a success and many of the letterhead de
signs submitted to Hammermill were then adapted and il
lustrated for use in the advertisements. 

Several years later, although Hammermill believed that 
interest in "famous letterheads of history" had de
clined, it tried to find a vehicle for a similar con
test. Accordingly, it conducted its "Hammermill Bond 
Revolutionary Letterhead Contest" in late 1974. The en
tries received in this contest and the letterhead de
signs that were submitted were so good that the company 
decided to continue its campaign and incorporated some 
of the designs into the current series of ads. Once 
again the readership scores confirm that this is a high
interest campaign and that it is getting readership and 
that it is adding to the brand preference. 

Teaching Situation 1: 

As a part of a one-or-two session marketing component of 
a course or seminar on management (or business admini
stration). 

In some colleges, freshmen are required to take a course 
that introduces them to each of the areas within the 
field of management. Also, it is not uncommon to find 
instances of management development seminars where tech
nical (engineering) personnel who have potential to ac
quire executive positions (or who have recently ac
quired these positions) are exposed to the various areas 
of management, so that they gain an appreciation for the 
various sub-disciplines of management, with which they 
have no previous experience. A one-or-two session com
ponent devoted to marketing is not unusual in either of 
these situations. 

These two situations are quite similar in a number of 
respects. Both situations require the instructor to im
part, in a very brief period, some of the elements of 
marketing. At the same time, because of the nature of 
each of these situations, where a group of individuals 
are being briefly exposed to a large number of areas and 
instructors, a one-or-two hour lecture on marketing does 
not appear to be as effective as an interesting case. 
If, however, a case discussion and the imparting of con
cepts were mutually exclusive, the interesting (case 
discussion) session would fail in its primary objective 
of imparting basic concepts. A conceptual note is less 
practical, though not infeasible, in these situations 
because this is the participant's first exposure to mar
keting (also, the reading assignments are usually not 

very voluminous in such situations). For these reasons, 
it is probably appropriate to use a brief, interesting 
case as an aid to imparting concepts. 

This has been done by the author in each of the above 
situations. The teaching strategy followed is briefly 
mentioned below, for illustration purposes only, 
"rather than to represent effective or ineffective" 
handling of teaching situations. 

The instructor asks for the facts of the case. These 
may come from the participants in any random fashion, 
but the instructor structures them according to the 
'Four P's of marketing. Some of these that usually 
emerge are: 
a. The product is a high-quality, routinely-purchased, 

industrial product. 
b. The advertising objectives, audience, media used, 

etc. 
c. It should be premium priced in the light of its high 

quality and advertising support. 
d. National distribution through a wholesale-retail 

channel. 
e. Customer groups. 
f. Government regulation or de-regulation. 
g. Competition. 
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The instructor uses this to introduce and discuss con
cepts of the marketing mix (that the manager controls), 
the non-controllable factors, and their relationships 
to one another. Then the floor is open for (instruc
tured) discussion. This part of the session is not 
discussed here, not because it is less important, but 
because it follows the "general" principles of case 
discussion. This paper has no original contribution to 
make here. If any other marketing concepts emerge, the 
conceptual background may be provided by the instructor. 

At the end of the session, the instructor asks the ques
tion: What generalizable concepts of marketing (and man
agement) does this case illustrate? This integrating 
question stresses the conceptual emphasis. 

Two other teaching situations are described in less de
tail, below. 

Teaching Situation 2: 

In an introductory (undergraduate) course in marketing 
principles, this case could be used after the "4 P's" 
of marketing have been introduced and discussed in con
cept. Then, this case serves to illustrate these con
cepts. It can, however, be used as a vehicle to intro
duce and discuss new concepts (it has been so use~ 
Some examples~ be: 
a. Types of purchase situations: "Straight Rebuy", 

"Modified Rebuy" and "New Task" situations in indus
trial marketing;2 which roughly correspond to the 
"Routinized Response Behavior", "Limited Problem 
Solving" and "Extensive Problem Solving" situations 
of consumer behavior.3 

b. Buying Roles in an organization (and the family):4 
"Initiator", "Influencer", "Decision Maker 11 , "Pur-

2John A. Howard, "The Structure of Buyer Behavior" in 
Consumer Behavior: Theory and Application, by J. Far
ley, J. Howard and L. Ring, Allyn and Bacon, Inc. 
(Boston, Mass., 1974), pp. 13-26. 

3Philip Kotler, Marketing Management, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc. (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1976), pp. 81-82, 104. 

4Krist ian S. Palda, "The Hypothesis of a Hierarchy of 
Effects: A Partial Evaluation," Journal of Marketing 
Research, (February, 1966), pp. 13-24. 



chaser", "User". Each of these roles may be played 
by different individuals depending upon the pur
chase situat ion (discussed in 'a . ' above). 

c . Hierarchy of Effects:S "Awareness", "Knowledge or 
Comprehensi on", "Attitude or Preference", "Inten
tion to Buy", "Purchase", etc . 

d. Segmentation : What segment(s) of the population are 
relevant? 

The number and level of concept s introduced depends on 
the capabilities of the partic ipants (at that time), 
and on the instructor's prefe rence and desire for struc
ture in a case discussion. Again , an integrating ques
tion may be appr opriate, as t o what "generalizable" con
depts of marketing the case illustrates . This empha
sizes the conceptual ro l e of the case . 

Teaching Situat i on 3: 

An advanced (senior) undergraduate course in Advertising 
Management. 

The same case may be used in s uch a course as well. The 
students in such a course would be expec ted to be famil
iar with all the concepts mentioned in the above "teach
ing si tuat i ons''; therefore this case could serve only t o 
r e i nforce o r use these concepts . However , it could be 
used to introduce some new information even at this 
stage . (This , o f course, depends on the rna terial that 
has been completed up until the time the case is dis
cussed . The authors have used the case after having 
discussed "The advertising industry", "Advertising as a 
management function in a firm" and "Basic demand con
ccpts" . The following discussion assumes that back
ground, in addition to a basic markeLi ng course . This, 
of course , will vary, depending on the case and course 
which i s being cons ide red . The fol l owing are intended 
only as examples of concepts t hat may be introduced with 
the aid of this case . ) 
a . F.valuation of advertising: lts evaluation in the 

light of its s tated objectives and purpose . 
b . Nedia alternatives: The advantages , disadvantages , 

and appropriate use of each medium and med i a ve
hicle . 

c . Advertising r esearch : A complete explanation of the 
adve rti s ing readership concepts o f "Noted" , "Associ-
3ted", and "Read Nost" used by Starch , 6 Starch 
scor es , reports and use (Sta rch will provide these 
on r equest). 

As before , a question may be asked to determine the par
ticipants ' understanding of the "generalizable" concepts 
of markeLing that are illustrated by the case . Th i s 
case or simila r ones may also be used , in a simila r man
ner, in a course on Indust r ial Marketing or in an intro
ductory graduate course . 

Summar y and Conc lusions 

Split sample pre- and- post t ests of how wel l student s ab
sorb the marketing concepts illust rated in t he following 
pages , have Led to the foll owing conclus ions: 
1 . The case performed as wel l as a lec ture in terms of 

the learning o f the concept and terminology . 
2 . The student s who were participants in the case dis

cussion we r e better able to use the concep t s and 
illustrate possible applicaLions , than those who 
were exposed only to a leclure session . 

5Patrick J . Robinson, Charles W. Faris and Yoram Wind , 
Industrial Buying and CreativP Marketing , Allyn & 
Bacon , Tnc . (Boston, Hass . , 1967) , p . 14. 

6starch Tnra Hoope r , Inc ., (Hamaroneck , N.Y. 10543) 
pp . l-4. 

In conclusion , certainly a case may be used with a lec
ture. These results (admittedly not being universally 
generalizable) appear t o indicate that, in certain 
cases, a case may be effectively used instead of a lec
ture. 

The major points made in this paper are summarized be
low: 
1. A case has the potential to be used as an aid to 

imparting concepts . This is not to detract from 
the value of the conceptual note sometimes given 
along with the case . A legitimate criticism may 
be that the illustrative case does not impart con
cepts by itself ; rather, it r equires the teacher to 
do so . If this is considered to be an invalidating 
criticism, t he case may include a discussion of some 
concepts by the principal characters . This would 
increase the length of the case , but a short one 
like this one could well afford it. 

Methods of using the case in a variety of courses wer e 
described in this paper. These are all actual "case 
histories" of successful class testing. However, these 
methods are intended as examples only, rather than to 
illustrate effective o r ineffective handling of case 
teaching situat i ons . There i s no presumption t o sug
gest teaching style . This caveat applies equall y to 
the following point. 
2. The same case may be used in a variety of t eaching 

situations. The d i scussi on may be geared to the re
quired level by the instructor who can use the case 
as an aid t o provide the necessary informat ion. 
The amount of structure and input provided by the 
teacher depends on the situation at hand. The ex
amples discussed in the text of this paper are all 
actual class- t ested examples, but are int ended only 
as illustrat ions of this viewpoint . 

3. The concep t ual question : After a case has been dis
cussed , the data analyzed , and recommendations have 
been madt: as t n the most appropriate actions of the 
principal d:::ra<· ters , it may be useful for the 
teacher t o as~ the participants the quest i on : "What 
' gener alizJhle' concepts of marke ting (or of man
agement, finance , economics , accounting , law, etc . ) 
does this case i llusL raLe?" Put another way, "What 
did you learn from this case analysis that may be 
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of use in o the r r elated situations?" 

The usc o f thi s question , Loo , has been class tested . 
It is this author' s belief that after having been im
mer sed in Lhe ana lys i s and deci s i ons of a case, the par
ticipant s hould be requ ired t o break away and extract 
genera lizable concepts from it . Th is approach obvious l y 
cannot apply to ever y case , but if it can be introduced 
in an applicable case , lt will help emphasize the con
ceptual role of the case . This role may not be the ma
jor ro le of a case disrus sion ; nevertheless , it is an 
important one and a very respectable one , in an aca
demic sense . 
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DlRECT HA RKETING : THE FUTURE IS NOW 

Richa r d W. Skinner , Kent Sta t e University 

ABSTRACT 

'IJrketing .!ducators h.ov\! ;Jn oppvrrunl ty a nd a r<>sponsi
bili ty to serve the economic community and the i r stu

dents by add ing a direc t ma r keting course t o the ir cu r 
riculum . Virtually eve r y individua l, i ns titution or 

company t ha t has a need to communica te and pr omot e a 
product or ser vice uses direct marketing . 

INTROOUCTIO~ 

·~ new c i v i lization is eme r ging in our lives a nd blind 
men e ve r ywhe r e are trying t o suppress it , " s t a t es Alvin 
Toffler in his recenl book The Th ird \~ave [1] . There 
.1re many in direct m.•kret i ng~ho--bcTic\;e-·<m analogy 

could be made between Ta ffler ' s o bse rvation of soc iety 
and marke t ing education . ~~rketing educa t ors , while 
no t suppressing it , ce rtainly have ignored it . Direc t 
ma rketing really didn ' t happen ove rni ji:ht . ~lontgome ry 

l~a rd ' s first mail orde r catalog in 1872 m."lrked the be
ginning of direcl marketing . Throu~h the vears , it has 
been called "scientific advertising" Ill, "mail order ," 
" direct ma i l " and " direc t r esponse ." Today , t he most 
commo n t erm i s di r ec t ma r ke t ing and 1980 sa l es in 
direct mar keting we re estim3ted t o be approximatelv 112 
billion dollars . 

The.> purpose of th is paper is three- fold : one , t o in

form ma rketing educators of the sc0pe of direct ma rket
In~ ; two , to develop the n<!ed !"o r adding a course in 

direct marketing to the ma r ket i ng c urriculum ; a nd t hree , 
t o sur,~est possible topic 11reas in ,;uch a course . 

SCOI'I: OF D [ RECT ~li\RKETl;.<l; 

:\milestone in the mtil o rder s.tga came fil ly years 

lat~t· in 1926 with lh• 1 •unJin.; o.>i lh<• Bt•<•k- of- t itc
:l,,nlh Clt:h b'.· l\~o V<'l<!r.m mJ i I o r d ... r m.:n . They were 
.awan: ,,f the p.au. i ly oi lwoksl•>res ou t side the big 
c ities and the cxist ... nce ,,f 50 , 601 post offices capable 
o f deliver ing the ma i l a nd h0oks econom i cally and ex
peditious!'" 12 1. Tl, l· Direct ~la i l / ~ktrketl ng Assoc i ation 
(IJ~L'L\) had it s rol'ts ;tl><•u t tid<; t i me ,ts did t hi rd c lass 

t-ulk na i i . 

.\tt<Jlitc r :n il esll>n•' w.ts reached following l•'o r ld l•'ar I [ 
t;h<"n >:ooJs wcr..: sc .. r ce and demo.tnd high . Nam· :;pecialty 
h•>uscs that heg.an <ll tlwt time such ,a:; Spencer Gi f t s , 
Hanover House :~nd others are still in business . The 
c r e dit ca r d r evo lu tion (inc .l uding h:tnk <"ards , oi l com

p.m i <:>' , ,\ mc t· i ,· .an t:xpn:ss) had lt.td an C>normous impact on 
n· .. il <> r der growth . 1 .. 1.. Bean Compnnv , the outdoo r 
,· Jo thing and t"Cjuipmenl company , inc r,•. ts<>d s:tles twelve 
fold to 560 miilion from 1967 t o 1977 121 . 

Other keystone,.: in the developmenl ell direct marketing 
w"'n' such .tdvanc;em.~tlt s as the Zip Code, c<>nsus tract 
d:tt <l , \{AfS lines , pt"inting tec hni<JUl' l' and , of cour se, 
the computer . ,\ I I ).; l"eat ly f;ac l l i lilted the devel o pme nt 

of d i rect markctinR . 

lt ' s .t f:tc t rlt ~tr ne.arlv everv i irm Jo in)! bus i ness with 
the pub] ic o r o t her businesses i s ,•n)!nged in s.>me t o rm 
••f di rt'<' t m;_trketin)\ . lkt.t il ers sud> .>s Blo,om in)!dole ' s , 
~t .. rsh.tll Field , :'\eim.m-~lar.·us .md <llhl·r-. h.tve o r arc> 
e<; l ab li5hing dirC<"l r1.1il n rJ<• r op.· t .ltions . Ac,·u rdin)\ 
to ~bxt~cJ l Sn>;:t' Cnmp.1n•: (o~n agt-ntv/consul t i nR fi r m) , 
!e;t<Jlng m:tnui'llL"l urt•t·s such ,15 ,\rrn!;li"Ollg C,>rk , RCA , CIIS , 

.md Xerox ;tr,· hoppin)! , HI tht: h.•ndwa >:on by developinR 
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mail o r d,.>r businesses of tht• i r n~o<n o)r taki ng the pllth 

of Genero.tl Nills a nd Johnson ' s !.'ax , both of whom have 
bought five exist i ng mail order bus i ness es to date . [ 3] 

Today t he trade associat ion, D~~ . repr e s ents approxi 
mately 2300 companies involved in direct marketing . 
Appr oximately 4 , 000 regi strants were expected at its 
1981 annual convention in Atlanta (attendance has been 
doubling every five years) . I t has announced dates 
and places for 57 educa t ional events in 1982 . This 
wri t e r believes it i s significan t tha t no t one of the 
meetings will be he ld on a university campus . Fur ther 
mor e , it appears academic people a r e sel dom i nvolved i n 

planning and teaching such seminars . 

Sales via direct marketing have doubled during the past 
five years . It is estimated that between 12 and 15 
percent of all consumer purchases were made via direct 
marketing . ~laxwel l S r oge (one of the country ' s leading 
mail order agencies) r ecently declar ed , " mail o r der 
t oday i s growi ng 50 pe r cent foster t han r e t ai l i ng in 

t he United Sta t es-- By 1990- - it is estimat ed t ha l ma i l 
orde r' s shore of consumer expenditure for department 
stor e sold goods will g r ow by five times [3J . 

As true with any r a pidly g r owing discipline, the r e is 
some confusion on semdnt ics . The general distinction 

be tween direct makr eting and o ther terms is as follows : 

Direc t Mail-- a n adve rt i sing medium l ike magazines 

or t e l evision exce p t i t uses the mai l to deliver 

i ts message . 

Hail Order--a d i str ibuti on channel- o rder received 
vi.a th t• mail o r te tephont' ;tnd del i ve r ed throu~h 
the mails o r similar, diret· t to the buver . 

Di rect Response - -an advertising technique--sol i c its 
a n immed i ate ac t ion o r response such as an inquiry , 

a n o r der o r s t o r e visit . 

Direc t ~larketing--is the tolal of acuvllles by 
which products and services nrc offered l O narkel 
segments through one or mor e media fo r informa
t i onal purposes o r to solicit a direc t r esponse 
from a present or pr o spec tive cus t omer o r contri
bution by mail , te l ephone , or other access . This 
definition is the accepted definition of the D~l}tA 

[ 4] . 

:\ote that the above definiti on of direct marketing 

s tates " one o r more media . " During the past two dec
ades direct marketing has come to mean much mor e than 
direct malt . The breakthrough in the use of media 
o t he r than direct mail occurred in the late 1950 ' s 
when magazine publisher s !:;ol ved the mechanic at prob
Lems t o pe r mit t he binding-in of inse rt cards in mag
az ines 12 ]. This r esulted in the cen t er 5pread posi
tion ofT . \'. Cuidc becominf!, the most s uccessful and 
most sou~hL-aft;;-mail position in the histo r v of mag

azine publishing . 

Tud;Jv ' s direct ma rketer utilize:; no t only direct mail 

and ~pace but can embrace all med ia . The following 

i ! lust r<tles: 



Direct Marketing Media 

A. Direct Mail 
B. Magazines 
C. Newspaper 
D. Catalogs 
E. Telephone 
F. Television 
G. Radio 
H. Statement Stuffers 
I. Coop Mailing 
J, Coupons, Package Inserts 
K. Others--Circulars, Take Ones, Catalog Bind-Ins, 

Sampling, Matchbook Covers 

THE FUTURE IS NOW 

Demographic trends will favor the growth of consumer 

direct marketing during the 1980's. Small households 

are growing for several reasons such as the higher 

divorce rate, delayed marriages, the baby-boom genera

tion that is in the household formation years, etc. 

The 1980 census revealed that approximately 23 percent 

of all households are single person households. This 

growth of small households will benefit direct market

ing as many items are purchased on a per household 

basis and also because the small and single person 

household is more likely to be limited in time avail

able for shopping. Other factors that will add to 

growth of direct marketing in the 1980's is the trend 

to more working women in families which reduces time 

available for shopping and also adds significantly to a 

family's purchasing power. Of 14 million new jobs 

added in the past decade, 10 million went to women. 

Today's consumer is educated and sophisticated and more 

skeptical of advertising. He or she wants more infor

mation and less exaggeration. In this situation more 

direct marketers are recognizing the significance of 

the marketing concept [2]. Research and planning have 

become essential in successful direct marketing. 

New concepts are emerging in direct marketing. The 

need for us in marketing education to expand the hor

izons of our students--to better prepare them for the 

golden age of technology--will become obvious to anyone 

studying direct marketing. Leaders in the field of 

direct marketing have told this author that it is dif

ficult to find men and women skilled in the field, yet 

the elements and techniques that work best in direct 

marketing are well known and easy to learn. 

Virtually every company promotes through the mail. 

Hany firms profit substantially through direct market

ing; others could improve their profits from it dram

atically with only slight changes in methods. As dis

tribution and sales costs increase, it is possible to 

increase sales force efficiency via direct marketing 

through appropriate media and direct mail for firms of 

every size. 

Concepts such as De-massified marketing, Directonic 

marketing, Prosumer, in this writer's opinion, need to 

be examined in an academic setting. Students of today 

will be shaping these concepts in the years to come. 

It is projected that by 1985 over SO percent of the 

homes in this country will be wired with cable T.V. 

which could become the key component in a computer

linked "home information center." Some compare its 

impact to the transformation that came with the print

ing press and before that, the post office. Directon

ic marketing is fast becoming of age. With the coming 

of age of directonic marketing we will begin de

massified marketing or the breaking down of our tradi

tional channels of distribution and communication. 

Prosumer--a Toffler word referring to individuals who 

perform for themselves services hitherto performed for 
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them by others--self-service gas, automatic teller 

machines, do-it-yourself pregnancy kits [1]. Direct 

marketing has just begun to help create another economy 

in which we manufacture goods and services for our
selves. 

A DIRECT HARKETING COURSE IN THE HARKETING CURRICULUH 

At this point, the reader should have a better under

standing of the scope of direct marketing. There is a 

need for adding a course in direct marketing to the 

marketing curriculum as evidenced by the growth and 

changes that have and will continue to occur. Before 

identifying topic areas, this writer assumes Principles 

of Marketing or Introduction to Marketing courses and 

perhaps a Marketing Management course would precede a 

course in direct makreting. Also, it is assumed that 

students enrolled in a direct makreting course, taught 

in the marketing department, would not be interested in 

nor need a course that wouod focus on the mechanics of 

producing direct mail or catalogues. Neither should 

the course be overly concerned with layout, copy or 

printing techniques. 

The objective for such a marketing course might be 

stated as follows: "To develop within the student an 

understanding of direct marketing sufficient to eval

uate in a given situation the effectiveness and effi

ciency of direct marketing as a viable alternative or 

supplement to traditional channels of communication 
and distribution." 

There are a few books that might be used as a textbook; 

however, it is beyond the scope of this paper to rec

ommend a text. This writer did not use a text the 

first time he taught the course nor does he expect to 

use a text the second time the course is offered. 

Material is put on closed reserve in the library and 

students are expected to do significant reading and 

research as they design a direct marketing strategy 

using multi-media for a real or imagined product or 
service. 

Topic areas which might be covered in a semester 

course, probably three hours are as follows: (Assume 

two previous marketing classes prior to this course.) 

A. Scope of Direct Marketing 
Definitions 
Facts and Figures 
Growth and Trends 

B. Business/Industrial Direct Marketing 
Applications, etc. 

C. Markets 
Geographic 
Demographics 
Psychographies 
Trends 

D. Media of Direct Marketing 
Direct Mail 

Letter, Brochure, Response Device, 
Envelope, Clincher 

Space 
Magazines, Newspaper 

Catalogs 
Types, Programs 

Telephone 
Phone-In, Phone-Out 

Broadcast 
Radio, Television 

Other 
Inserts, Coops, Coupons, Stuffers, etc. 



E. The Offer 
lttt:~ntives, Premiums, Guarantees, Time, 
Payment 

f. Mailing Lists 
Renting 
Merge and !'urge 
House List Nanagement 

C. Fulfillment and Customer Services 
Standards 
Problems 

H. Budgeting and Mathematics of Direct Marketing 
Front End/Back End 
Bre<ik-even 
Planning and Analysis 

I. Testing and Research in Direct Marketi.ng 
What , When and HOw 

J. New Technology .in Direct Marketing 
Cable T.V., Qube, Viewdata System 
Compute res 
Electronic Funds Transfer 
Printing Techniques 
Telephone 

K. International Direct Marketing 
Scope and Tips 

L. Regulation and Legislation 
Federal Trade Commission 
Self Regulation 
30-•hy Rule 
Mail Preference Service 

M. Ethics of Direct Marketing 
Terms, Special Claims, Use of Lists, etc. 

SUMMARY 

Virtually every individual, institution or C'Ompany that 
has a need to communicate and promote a product or 
service uses direct marketing. Direct marketing can be 
used in "concert" with other marketing channels of dis
tribution and communication, or as an alternative to 
traditional channels. Marketing educators have an op
portunity to serve the economic community and their 
students by adding a direct marketing course to their 
curriculum. The Future is Now in Direct Marketing. 
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SEC:~!ENTS IN THE CLASSROOH 

Dale Varble, Indiana State University 

Abstract 

This paper applies a well-known marketing concept: 
segmentation, to the college classroom. Segments are 
identified using personality traits, grade point aver
age, course evaluation and points earned in the class. 
By developing appropriate teaching strategies for each 
segment better student performance and evaluations 
should result in the large enrollment classes where 
individualized instruction is impossible. 

Introduction 

Business faculty face a unique situation. University 
enrollments have been down as have their operating bud
gets. Enrollment in business has, however, been up but 
adequate funds for attracting new faculty are not avail
able. Increasingly, business faculty are asked to 
teach more sections of larger student enrollments. 
\-lith 150 and up students each semester it becomes vir
tually impossible to give individual attention to each 
student. Still to maximize learning and also to gene
rate good evaluations individual attention is the pre
ferred arrangement. Being impossible, an alternative 
is to divide the classroom enrollment into homogeneous 
segments. Teaching strategies can then be structured 
to best cover the existing segments. The purpose of 
this paper was to identify by factor analysis homogene
ous student groups within the classroom. Segments were 
identified by using student evaluations, student person
ality data, and course performance. 

Literature Review 

Elementary and secondary educators have completed numer
ous research studies on classifying students into groups 
for instructional purposes. Very little classification 
work has been conducted at the collegiate level, colle
gians were the subjects of this study. Often the re
search at the secondary level has been conducted with 
the purpose of assigning students to classes. The col
lege instructor has little opportunity to assign stu
dents to classes, thus within class groups was the fo
cus of this study. Previous attempts to identify groups 
of individuals that would be homogeneous in their reac
tion to instruction have usually been single variable 
determined. With single variable grouping, risks exist 
that the variable alone has little influence on the re
sponsiveness to instruction of students. One study 
found ability groupings, a common and logical way of 
grouping, had no effect on reading readiness (Ogletree, 
1973). Hultiple variables seemed warranted and were 
used in this study. The variables used in the study 
generally met one of two criteria: the variable was a
vailable to the instructor or it measured a dimension of 
personality. Personality dimensions have been found to 
indicate both responsiveness to instruction and satis
faction with instruction. The dimensions vary in their 
ability to indicate responsiveness and satisfaction. 
Cognitive style of the student when used as a basis of 
grouping was found to increase the achievement of some 
individuals (Bodine, 1977). Individual achievement 
styles, used as a segmentation variable, was found to 
influence satisfaction with the learning environment but 
did not influence performance (Helgola, 1977). Another 
researcher found that personality traits, such as moti-
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vation, affinity to other individuals and value sLmL
larity between individuals in a group, were effective 
as variables to group students (Smitherman, 1980). Be
cause the literature indicates that personality has 
high potential of yielding segmentation variables and 
because personality traits as variables have been re
searched on an individual basis, this study has used 
15 traits to measure personality. 

Hethodology 

The students were enrolled in a senior level marketing 
course. Two pections of the course, 75 students in all, 
were involved. As a part of the course requirements, 
each student was required to fill out a self and course 
evaluation. The form was a slightly modified one used 
at the University of Colorado and developed by Sandham 
and Christensen. One group of students also completed 
personal preference tests. Completion of the person
ality test was on a voluntary basis. The test admin
istered was developed at the Western Michigan Univer
sity testing center and is a modification of the Ed
ward Personal Preference inventory. The tests differ 
in that the WHU revised edition does not force a class
ification on the respondent. Other information collec
ted from the students included data customarily collec
ted in the process of teaching and evaluating a group 
of students but limited here to G.P.A. and total points 
earned in the class. Thirty-four of the 75 students 
took the personal preference inventory. 

Analysis 

The data was analyzed using the SPSS system for data 
analysis (Nie, 1975). The personality, total points 
accumulated in the course, grade point average, and how 
each evaluated the course data from the 34 member group 
was factor analyzed. Each factor was assumed to repre
sent one segment within the class. The overall person
ality data focus had not been taken in previous studies 
on evaluations and achievement, at least to this wri
ter's knowledge. Total points earned in the class was 
included because of the general interest between a stu
dent's performance and their rating of the class, i.e., 
give A's and obtain high ratings. G.P.A. was included 
out of the concern that previous success or failures 
would influence expectations and thus evaluations. 
Finally, only one measure of class evaluation was in
cluded in the factor analysis: "Compared to all other 
courses that I have taken at this university this 
course is (1) one of the best-----(5) one of the worst!' 
The bottom line in promotion, tenure, and merit com
mittees seems to be the response to this question. The 
factor analysis used the SPSS subprogram PA2 or princi
pal factoring with iterations using the varimax rotated 
factor matrix after rotation with Kaiser normalization. 
To determine whether a difference existed between those 
filling out the personal preference inventory and other 
students, the SPSS subprogram breakdown was used. 

Results 

Only one significant difference (.05 level) between the 
two groups using breakdown analysis in conjunction with 
the F-scale was detected. Those filling out the per-



sonal preference inventory had a higher grade point av
erage. Since 29 variables were involved, however, the 
difference could easily have been random. 

The factor analysis focusing on personality traits re
sulted in 6 factors (see accompanying table). Shown in 
the table are all factors with eigenvalues of one or 
more. The factors are interpreted in the following 
ways. Others may have different interpretations. Some 
teaching strategies are suggested as illustrations for 
the first three factors. The absurdity of recommending 
that there is only one way of teaching to a classroom 
segment is obvious. Segmentation tends to limit the 
number of appropriate mixes for each segment. The sug
gestions on teaching strategy for each class segment 
are given as viable possibilities not necessarily as 
"the" strategy. 

Factor 1 - Individuals who are self-critical, guilt 
ridden, and feel inferior to others. They have a de
sire to be other dependent rather than self directed: 
yielding in opinions, judgments, wishes; conform to es
tablished customs. Being introverted they are not like
ly to ask for help. They prefer to direct interest, 
mind, and attention upon themselves. They have little 
desire for adventure, change and variety; in fact pre
fer that change not occur. They have little expressed 
desire to acquire and retain knowledge. Low factors 
scores on C.P.A. and course evaluations seem to indi
cate a lack of effect by this group. Evidently, they 
would respond to strong leadership, be it the instructor 
or other students in the classroom. 

TABLE 

STUDENT FACTOR ANALYSIS 

VARU1AX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX WAS PRODUCED WITH THE 
FOLLOWING VARIABLES AFTER ROTATION \HTH KAISER NOR
MALIZATION 

Overall Course Evaluation 
Achievement/Success 
Intellectual/Academic 
Endurance/Persistence 
Extroversion/Outgoing 
Introversion/Inward 
Aggressive/Assertive 
Dominance/Control 
Deferent/Dependent 

FACTOR 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

EIGENVALUE 

4.28020 
2.89717 
2.26341 
l. 93182 
1. 54608 
1.11676 

Autonomy/Independent 
Nurturance/Aid 
Succorance/Comfort 
Order/Structure 
Intraception/Analytical 
Change/Variety 
Abasement/Self Critical 
Total Points Earned 
Grade Point Average 

PCT OF VAR Cl]}l PCT 

23.8 23.8 
16.1 39.9 
12.6 52.4 
10 0 7 63.2 
8.6 71.8 
6.2 78.0 

Factor 2 - Success oriented individuals. They I ike to 
compete, but also succeed in doing: achieve tllL'ir goals 
of gaining such things as wealth, power, fame, etc.; 
doing something of recognizable significance. In the 
classroom they probably would respond well to computer
ized marketing simulations if the instructor can effec
tively establish the significance of the simulation; in 
fact, the significance of all projects must be estab
lished for this group. They a.re a.ggressive, attacking 
others in a critical way. They want to dominate through 
force and may try dominating the class and the instruc
tor. Finally, they have a.n expressed desire for order: 
detail, structure conciseness. They probably would not 
respond well to unstructured creative type assignments. 
Again, evalua.tions and grade point seem to be influ-

enced little by this group. 

Factor 3 - High grade points and good total point accu
mulation in the course typify the members of this fac
tor: traditionally known as the "good" student. They 
have indications of endurance: persistence and tena
city. They will keep at a task even if not enjoyable 
and with a problem situation longer than most. Like the 
self-critical group they usually shy away from change 
preferring instead more stable and secure situations. 
Oddly, they do not have high factor scores on intellec
tual orientation nor do they influence evaluations. 

Factor 4 - They have expressed desire to give kindness 
and affection to others, obtain satisfaction from assi~ 
ting others in trouble and listening to others' prob
lems. They have an analytical nature: analyzing 
others, themselves, and situations. They attempt to 
predict what others will do. They are only slightly 
extroverted and unlike the "good" student tend to lack 
persistence and endurance. Teaming this person on pro
jects with the "self-critical" of Factor one could re
sult in a satisfactory and positive learning experience 
for both type individuals. 

Factor 5 - The people who make a difference in course 
evaluations. The scale for course evaluation was the 
opposite of the other scales with 1 being high. The 
high factor loading apparently means that this group 
did not like the course and evaluated it as a much 
worse course than others they had taken. There arealso 
some signs that they expressed desires opposite of 
succorance. They do not care to receive kindness or 
help from others when down. Nor do they want to be 
catered to in times of distress. C.P.A. and total 
points are not associated with this group. 
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Factor 6 - Are people who want others to be understand
ing and kind in interpersonal rela.tionships. They want 
to be catered to in times of stress, want others to he 
sympathetic to their problems and give help when down. 
They also have tendencies to be aggressive and autono
mistic. They want to act and sa.y what thev want and 
feel. They express a desire to be free from conven
tional rules and Lo be independent from the rules of 
others. They may very well be the students who want to 
take a test early or turn in a test late. It's possible 
they would do very well on creative, unstructured 
assignments. Th~ir influence on course evalua.tions and 
C.P.A. is negligible. 

Summarv 

An instructor's influence on students derives from many 
factors; one important factor is the students them
selves. Students varv in personality, objectives, and 
outlook. Ideallv, treating each student on an individ
ual basis would be best. Large enrollments and heavy 
class loads often rule the instructor-to-individual 
student relationship out. A workable and practical 
alternative between the individual-to-individual level 
a.nd the mass is to Identify segments in the classroom. 
Teaching strategy, projects, tests, discussion, and 
objectives ca.n then be developed and implemented with 
the segments in mind. ~lore specific information on 
teaching strategies could be generated from the corre
lation coefficients matrix generated in isolating fac
tors in the factor analysis procedure. (Space limita
tion did not allow d~velopment of this concept in this 
paper.) The idea would be: that the teaching strategy 
or tactic in f]UCstion would be used in class and eval
uated bv the students. The evaluation would then be
come a ~ariable in the factor analysis. For exa.mple, 
using cases in class as a means of conveying concepts-
What was the effect? Referring to the correlation 



matrix generated by factor analysis and at the variable 
"case," the correlation between the variable and other 
variables could be located and interpreted. The result 
should be a course taught in a manner that supports 
learning and produces better course evaluations. Prac
tically identifying the segments in the classroom may 
not be simple, but experienced instructors have long 
grouped their students, even if the grouping was nothing 
more than bright, average, and weak students. This 
paper demonstrates a more detailed technique of iden
tifying segments. Further research will demonstrate 
whether the segments (factors) are stable across 
classes and instructors and focus in on the teaching 
strategies to use with each group. 
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THE MARKETING OF PERSONAL FINANCIAL COUNSELING: 
SOME PROPOSITIONS 

S. Tamer Cavusgil, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 
Arno Kleimenhagen, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

Abstract 

Focusing on the special problems faced by the pro
viders of personal financial counseling, this paper 
develops seven propositions designed to improve 
marketing productivity among these institutions. The 
basis for these propositions is the authors' obser
vations of the financial counseling industry and a 
series of focused-group interviews among counselors 
as well as potential clients. The paper also pre
sents an action-oriented methodology helpful for 
attracting and maintaining clients. 

Introduction 

The debate over the marketing of services and how it 
differs from marketing of physical goods has been a 
continuing one (Judd 1964; Shostack 1977; Lovelock 
1980). More recently Enis and Roering (1981) made a 
case for the similarities between marketing of 
services and marketing of goods. After all, they 
argued, buyers purchase neither tangible objects nor 
intangible features; rather, they purchase a bundle 
of benefits. In contrast, Lovelock (1981) pointed 
out that, although services often compete with goods 
to offer similar core benefits, marketing management 
tasks are not the same. He cited a number of generic 
and contextual differences between goods and service 
marketing, requiring service marketers to play a 
number of roles not usually expected of their counter
parts in manufacturing industries. 

Within the services area, marketing scholars have paid 
very limited attention to personal financial counsel
ing services (Kaufman and Judd 1981). The marketing 
of personal financial counseling services has its own 
idiosyncracies and it differs from marketing of other 
professional services in some respects. First, the 
demand for such services is extremely limited; only 
those individuals who have sufficient income and who 
are sufficiently motivated about financial pl~ing 
will ever seek these services. Second, consumers 
possess a number of misperceptions about the financial 
counseling industry which also serve to discourage 
them away from providers of the services. Third, in 
financial counseling services, the marketer faces a 
formidable task of "developmental marketing." The 
demand for such services has to be identified, 
nourished, and cared for for a long period of time 
before it can be profitable. Finally, because of the 
nature of this business and the organizational 
environment of financial counseling firms, the indi
vidual counselors operate largely independently, only 
loosely attached to their firms, and obviously without 
the benefit of substantial carry-over effects from 
institutional promotion. 

The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the 
scant literature on marketing of financial counseling 
services by developing a number of propositions. The 
primary challenge in marketing financial counseling 
remains to be one of attracting and maintaining 
customers. Therefore, these propositions are concerned 
with the marketer's efforts in fulfilling that 
challenge. The propositions that are offered are 
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similar to the ones suggested by Gummesson (1981) for 
the broader field of professional services. An 
integrative and action-oriented approach to build a 
sufficient client base is also offered in our paper. 

Seven Propositions About Marketing of 
Financial Counseling Services 

Our observations of the personal financial counseling 
industry, focused-group interviews with the providers 
of financial planning services as well as consumers 
warrant the following guidelines for these organiza
tions. These guidelines are offered in terms of a 
number of recommendations designed to make their 
marketing efforts more productive. 

Proposition One: Recognize that what the consumer of 
personal financial counseling is paying for is the 
promise of a satisfactory business relationship. 
Providing somewhat complicated professional services, 
one does not have the advantage of being able to 
demonstrate the "product," how it can be put to use 
immediately, its superiority, and so on. Not until 
after a relatively lengthy experience does the client 
become convinced of the value of these services, and 
he/she is assured that a beneficial business relation
ship has been established. 

It becomes very important, then, for the representa
tive to establish and explain to the client at the 
outset what the promise is, what results can be 
expected at what time, and how satisfactory the 
results may be. The potential benefits of engaging in 
a business relationship should be explained--in very 
clear terms--during the initial contact with the client 
as well as the successive meetings. It should be kept 
in mind that what the consumers are really buying is a 
"bundle of benefits" or solutions to some of their 
problems rather than specific product offerings. One 
needs to approach them with these appeals and demon
strate how he/she can be instrumental in reaching their 
goals. 

Remember also that many clients are seldom aware of 
being served well. It has been pointed out that 
consumers do not usually know what they are getting 
until they don't get it! Only on dissatisfaction do 
they dwell. This means that in marketing financial 
counseling, being appreciated is a real challenge. 
Hence, one needs to expend relatively more effort in 
calling attention of clients to your role in assisting 
them with reaching their financial goals. 

Proposition Two: A "marketing through education" 
approach, where the major emphasis is on educating 
clients, may work very well for financial counselors. 
In the final analysis, the client is seeking expert 
advice and guidance. A financial counselor may 
capitalize on his/her expertise by demonstrating the 
intricacies of financial planning decisions. 

The segment of consumers who are very interested in 
becoming knowledgeable about the investment decisions 
does not appear to be sought after by many firms 
engaged in investment counseling. For example, indi
viduals are often asked to sign a power of attorney 



to a bank before the bank's trust department will 
handle their investments. Merrill Lynch and other 
companies also do not appear to accommodate the needs 
of this segment. Merrill Lynch's "bull in the china 
closet" commercial gives the consumer the impression 
that the world of investments is too complex for them 
to understand, and the company is there to save the 
consumer from disaster of their own decisions. This 
attitude of keeping investments shrouded in mystery 
is not uncommon and along with it comes a reluctance 
to properly educate the clients. The opposite 
strategy of marketing through education of clients 
and seeking their active participation could be a very 
valuable competitive advantage for some financial 
counseling organizations. 

Proposition Three: Understand the client's needs and 
motivations as the basis for successful selling. 
Identification of the needs and the overriding moti
vations of the prospect should always be the basis 
for efforts to tailor an appropriate "service mix" for 
a client. 

Our research suggests that consumer motivations for 
seeking investment counseling are often vague and not 
well-defined. Investment objectives appear to vary 
among individuals, depending upon their family and 
financial circumstances. These objectives generally 
fall into the following broad categories: (a) Return 
(Income in terms of interest, dividends, etc.); (b) 
Financial independence; (c) Financial security; (d) 
Sheltering income from inflation; and (e) Sheltering 
income from taxation, 

There may be other motivations for individuals in 
seeking investment counseling. Some people, for 
example, have a genuine interest and curiosity about 
financial markets. They enjoy learning about invest
ments and want to take an active, informed part in 
investment decisions, These people seek and appre
ciate being educated. Another motive may be prestige 
or ego satisfaction. Being able to say that they 
"spoke to their broker today" or talking about the 
stock market can make some people feel important. In 
the past only people in very high income categories 
were privy to the investment world. Today, it is 
practical for people in almost every income category 
to engage in financial planning, but the status 
symbol or prestige still exists, This can be a double 
edged sword, as it can deter as many people as it 
encourages. The important point is, however, that 
uncovering the prospect's motivations for seeking 
investment counseling is the first step in successful 
selling. The next logical step would be to communi
cate to the prospect one's ability to satisfy his/her 
needs in the best possible way. 

Proposition Four: The individual financial counselor 
needs to •1se himself /herself as a surrogate for the 
intangibility of what is marketed. In providing 
personal financial counseling, the individual counselor 
is probably the most important element of the 
marketing mix. As explained before, the counselor has 
to engage in substantial probing before some 
recommendations can be made regarding financial 
planning options. Also, the typical client suffers 
from some uncertainty and insecurity while purchasing 
professional services and, as a result, is looking 
for signs of reassurance. Finally, there is hardly 
any objective measure of the quality of professional 
services offered. 

It is natural, then, for the prospect to depend 
largely on the appearance and the external impressions 
of the counselor in demanding professional services. 
The individual counselor can create some surrogates 
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for intangibility. How he/she dresses, articulates, 
writes, designs, presents proposals, responds to 
inquiries, initiates ideas, etc. can provide very 

•meaningful cues for the prospect. Hopefully, favorable 
impressions will be created, and the harmony of the 
professional and the client--not only professionally 
but also in personality--will give the prospect suffi
cient confidence to make a commitment. 

Proposition Five: The best way to acquire a client is 
to do it over a number of contacts. Our research 
suggests that most consumers approach the decision to 
seek investment counseling services within the 
following psychological framework: (a) Their inten
tions to seek investment counseling are often weak, 
not well-formed, or vague; (b) They have little or 
no previous experience with providers of investment 
counseling; (c) They perceive relatively high risk 
associated with the decision because of the reasons 
mentioned above (e.g. the difficulty to assess the 
quality of services in advance); and (d) The decision 
can be characterized as a "high involvement" situation 
from the point of view of the individual--it is part 
of his/her personality and lifestyle. A lot more 
deliberation and thought will be given to this decision 
than the decision to purchase a toothpaste or to 
patronize a fast-food outlet, For these reasons, the 
typical prospect has to be successfully led through 
several consecutive stages in the sales process before 
an account is underwritten. A phone conversation, a 
group discussion, even a face-to-face interaction may 
not be sufficient in breaking customer resistance. A 
good approach is to attempt to win the prospect 
gradually over a number of contacts (calls, appoint
ments, seminars, etc.). This will build motivation, 
interest, and knowledge each time, bringing the 
prospect to the state of readiness to make a commit
ment. We propose to accomplish this in three stages 
(awareness, interest, and decision), as explained 
later. 

Proposition Six: The individual financial counselor 
should seek to minimize the human factor in his/her 
efforts since time is a very scarce resource. Selling 
services, in general, and personal investment counsel
ing, in particular, is a people-intensive business. 
One major way for successful operations is to 
"industrialize" efforts in order to make the best use 
of counselor time--a very scarce resource indeed. 
Ideally, the individual counselor should spend the 
majority of his/her time in actual counseling--some
thing he/she can do best. Other activities such as 
prospecting, paper processing, form completion, 
formula calculation, administrative details, institu
tional selling, etc. should be performed by other staff 
to the extent possible. What is proposed here is 
division of labor between the counselors and the 
administrative support staff, and a move away from 
"one-person craftmanship" in conducting business. 
Insurance companies long ago went to extensive division 
of labor in their applications processing--registering, 
underwriting, performing actuarial functions, issuing 
policies, and so on, Similar means of relieving the 
investment counselor from the burden of expending a lot 
of time for "nonproductive" tasks remain to be found. 

Proposition Seven: Personal financial counseling firms 
need to develop an appropriate strategic marketing plan 
and implement them for successful operations. Provid
ers of professional services increasingly are adopting 
a view of their businesses which may be named a 
"marketing orientation." Marketing orientation calls 
for a concerted effort on the part of the organization 
to satisfy the needs of a selected group of consumers. 
A marketing oriented firm would ideally coordinate its 
activities around a strategic marketing plan, This 



plan will usually consist of two distinct yet inter
related parts: (a) Selection of a target market and 
a unique position for the company in the marketplace; 
and (b) Development of an appropriate marketing mix 
for the company, i.e., a combination of various means 
and activities with which the company can appeal to 
the chosen market segments. 

The target market segment(s) will include a fairly 
homogeneous group of customers who can be served well 
by the company. Selection of a target market segment 
can be decided as a result of: (i) assessing the 
competitive strengths of the firm (as well as 
individual counselors) in relation to the competitors; 
and (ii) an assessment of the competitive environment 
and the trends in the industry. The major challenge 
here is to properly position the company in the eyes 
of the potential customers by finding a unique niche 
in the market. A unique position has to be developed 
amongst various competitors (brokerage houses, 
discount brokers, boutiques, insurance companies, 
banks, etc.) and in terms of a mix of services (insur
ance, bonds, pension funds, real estate, money market 
funds, mutual funds, etc.). Attempting to be all 
things to all people will usually confuse consumers. 
A distinctive image needs to be created and communi
cated to the target market segments. 

A company's marketing mix will have four elements: 
(i) Product--the professional services; (ii) Price-
fees and commissions; (iii) Promotion--ways of 
communication; (iv) Place--where the services can be 
offered. Developing an appropriate marketing mix for 
a company is an additional challenge. However, the 
firm's marketing mix is the starting point for 
differentiating itself from competitors. Many 
observers argue that the principal ingredient in the 
marketing of financial advice to consumers is a 
concerted effort to build an image (Krause 1980). 

A Refined Approach to Build a Client Base 

While the development of a strategic marketing plan 
and an appropriate image is critical, the immediate 
concern of personal financial counselors is how to 
attract and maintain a sufficient number of clients. 
Hence, an approach needs to be developed as a superior 
way of building a client base, and one which incor
porates the propositions outlined above. We will now 
advance such an approach which can be implemented by 
financial counseling firms with relatively little 
cost. This approach is called The Sequential Screen
ing and Refinement of Target ~mrkets. 

The basic premise of the Sequential Screening and 
Refinement of Target Markets (SSRTM) approach is to 
acquire clients over a number of contacts, inducing 
them to make some commitments--initially time, and 
then willingness to learn--each time, and ensuring 
their successful passage through the stages of aware
ness, interest, and decision. The recognition that a 
typical consumer will not be ready to seek counseling 
services as a result of just one contact leads one to 
employ a "gradual motivation" approach. An advantage 
of the SSRTM approach is that it makes the best use of 
the counselor time, entering him/her into the selling 
process only when the consumers have progressed to a 
psychological stage where they are more likely to make 
a decision to seek professional services. 

The SSRTM approach divides the company/individual 
efforts into three parts: (a) Strategies to build 
consumer awareness; (b) Strategies to build desire 
and to motivate; and (c) Strategies to facilitate 
consumer decision making. 
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Strategies to build consumer awareness revolves around 
a "publicity package." This publicity package 
includes: 1. Company brochure: Brief information 
about the company, its offerings endorsements from 
present clients, etc. 2. Newsletter/calendar of 
seminars: A periodic publication informing the 
prospects/clients of upcoming seminars offered by the 
firm; introducing new product features; performance 
reviews; new notions about financial planning; special 
protection packages; and 3. Biographies of the 
individual counselors. 

This publicity package can be mailed to selected 
(target) market segments--which can be better served 
by the firm--as well as a number of "multiplier" 
organizations. Some effective multipliers include: 
(a) professional associations and social clubs that 
meet on a regular basis; (b) media such as a local 
radio and TV; (c) selected companies; and (d) 
educational institutions such as vocational/adult 
educational institutions and colleges. These multi
plier agencies should be contacted with an invitation 
to appear and speak for the benefit of their audience/ 
members. Using this procedure, the staff of the 
financial counseling firm will be able to develop a 
list of prospects, filtering out from the original 
target market those individuals who: (a) are not 
eligible (likely) prospects; (b) do not have a felt 
need towards personal financial counseling services; 
(c) delegated the responsibility for financial 
planning to others in the family/organization; or 
(d) patronize other companies. 

Strategies to motivate prospects and to create 
confidence rely upon the group education process 
through a series of seminars offered by the company on 
a periodic basis and reaching as many prospects as 
possible. The dates and locations of these seminars 
can be announced in the newsletter/calendar of 
seminars in advance. The basic purpose of these 
seminars will be to establish a dialog and to encour
age prospects to learn as much as possible about 
financial planning issues. This will prepare them to 
make a greater commitment (the decision to seek your 
services) at a later time. 

The prospect list can be further refined at this 
stage through the following activities: 1. Admini
stering a brief questionnaire at the end of each 
seminar for the purpose of: Expanding the prospect 
list and obtaining feedback for the preparation of 
future seminars (content, time, place, etc.); 2. 
Telephone follow-up by staff of seminar participants 
with an invitation to talk to an individual counselor 
or to mail calendar of seminars for future meetings; 
3. Telephone follow-up of drop-outs ("no shows" at a 
seminar) with an invitation to keep them on the 
mailing list for calendar of seminars. 

Strategies to facilitate the prospect's decision 
making involve maintaining as many people as possible 
in the group education "pipeline." Hence, parti
cipants in a first (introductory) seminar can be 
encouraged to attend a second or a third seminar with 
the expectation that, at each time, the prospect will 
be moving towards a more favorable (psychological) 
state of mind, with greater readiness to respond 
favorably. 

The three follow-up activities can be repeated at 
this stage, allowing the development of an even more 
refined list of prospects. 



Conclusions 

The financial counseling industry is undergoing rapid 
change. The traditional as well as newer sources of 
investment counseling--including insurance companies, 
banks, financial thrift institutions, investment 
firms and brokerage houses--are all vying for larger 
shares of the market. Understanding the needs, wants, 
and motivations of potential target markets as well as 
the trends in the industry paves the way of under
standing the basis for potential demand for the 
industry. Those firms who understand and accommodate 
the target markets best will experience increased 
sales and market share, 

Based upon our observations of the financial counsel
ing industry, this paper sought to develop a number 
of propositions designed to improve the effectiveness 
of marketing activities by financial counselors. In 
addition, an action-oriented approach, the Sequential 
Screening and Refinement of Target Markets, was 
presented for the purpose of building a client base, 
There is, indeed, an acute need for future research in 
this area which will generate creative ideas for the 
financial counseling industry to effectively deal 
with their primary challenge--to generate sufficient 
demand for their services. 
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IDENTIFYING SEARCH PRONE SEGlffiNTS IN THE SERVICE SECTOR: A TEST OF A TAXONOMETRIC APPROACH 

Duane L. Davis, University of Central Florida 
Robert M. Cosenza, University of San Francisco 

Introduction 

A major problem the service marketer faces is that the 
relevant research literature is laden with goods-related 
marketing guidelines with little attention given to ser
vices (a notable exception is Rathmell 1974). This 
state of affairs necessitates the selective borrowing of 
useful concepts and frameworks from the goods literature 
which are applicable to the marketing of services. Pre
sently, a number of useful classification schemas exist 
in the literature pertaining to the marketing of goods 
which suggest important linkages between product charac
teristics, consumer's search patterns, and the develop
ment of marketing strategy guidelines (for example, see 
Copeland 1923; Miracle 1965; and Aspinwall 1973). The 
use of these basic classifications in a segmentation con
text is readily evidenced by their almost universal 
acceptance in the major marketing texts. 

While the applicability of these classifications is 
generally well accepted in the goods literature, there 
is little discussion of the transferability of these 
schemas to the service sector. As a result, the primary 
purpose of the study is to gain some insight into the 
applicability of one type of classification method in 
the service sector. More specifically, this paper out
lines and tests an empirical taxonometric approach to 
segmenting consumers in the service sector. The vari
able chosen for classification purposes is one that has 
received wide acceptance in the traditional goods mar
keting literature (see Copeland 1923; Bucklin 1963; 
tlaver, Mason and Gill,l97l) this being the concept of con
sumer search. 

Search as a Basis for Classification 

Consumer search refers to the processes and activities 
whereby consumers use internal and external sources of 
information to learn about the number of alternatives 
to the perceived problems, the characteristics and 
attributes of these alternatives, and their relative 
desirability (Engel et al. 1978). The process of con
sumer search is fundamental to the efficient operation 
of a competitively organized market economy. Bucklin 
states: 

"If buyers fail to seek out alternative 
prices and, thereby, become ill informed, 
markets become segmented, prices rise, and 
consumer surpluses are transferred to the 
entrepreneurial sector. The value to the 
buyer of even a little information is 
striking." (Bucklin 1969) 

Newman and Staelin (1972) and others (Engel eta!. 1978; 
Newman 1976; Howard and Sheth 1969), note that a know
ledge of searching behavior is fundamental to the un
derstanding of buyer behavior and the planning of mar
keting programs. It is, therefore, not surprising that 
this concept has received considerable attention in the 
research literature. 

One of the earliest and most used goods classification 
schemes in the literature is the one developed byMelvin 
Copeland (1923). Copeland utilized Charles Parlin's 
(Gardner 1944) original ideas on the division of women's 
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purchases into the categories of convenience, emergency, 
and shopping lines. Copeland develops and expands Par
lin's terse analysis into the classic threefold classi
fication (convenience, shopping, and specialty goods) 
based on consumer buying processes; or more specifically 
consumer search. The intuitive appeal of the logic of 
this typology has been lauded in the literature (Wills 
1972; Bucklin 1963). Subsequent literature has expan
ded these concepts and noted the usefulness of shopping 
patterns as a primary segmentation criteria. 

Classifications 

Classification is the ordering of phenomena into groups 
of sets on the basis of their relationships; that is, of 
association by contiguity, similarity or both (Cullinan 
1969). The construction of groups of sets may come 
first (a priori, or commonly known as typological con
struction) with the assignment of phenomena after the 
fact; or conversely, the ordering of phenomena may pro
vide the basis for group construction (commonly known 
as empirical taxonomic classification). Important clas
sification research of both types is found in all the 
social sciences (Cullinan 1969; Myers and Nicosial968; 
Tiryakian 1968). The importance of this research is 
emphasized by Hyers and Nicosia: 

"Man describes his environment by classifying-
by assigning meaning to objects, ideas, and 
people he encounters. Classifications enable 
him to observe and, thus, to work toward ex
planation and prediction. All knowledge rests 
on some form of classification; to classify is 
to begin to understand." (Myers and Nicosia 
1968) 

Tiryakian (1968) states that the general logic for 
classification construction requires that a number of 
methodological criterion be satisfied. These criterion 
are as follows: 

1. The classification is comprehensive and mutually 
exclusive; 

2. the dimension(s) which is (are) differentiated 
into types must he explicitly stated; 

3. the dimension(s) must he of central importance 
for the purpose of the research; 

4. criterion of fruitfulness - the typology may have 
heuristic significance in facilitating the dis
covery of new empirical entities; 

5. criterion of parsimony - the fewest meaningful or 
significant major types to cover the largest number 
of observations. 

Hethodology 

Statement of Hypotheses 

Before discussing the data collection and analytical 
techniques utilized in the present study, it is neces
sary that the hypotheses on which this study is founded 
be explicitlv stated. This study is based upon three 
major hypotheses which all specifically relate to the 
development of a valid and useful classification method 
of consumers in the service sector. 



The three major hypotheses are as follows: 

There are consumer segments in the service sector 
based on search propensities which are internally 
consistent across independent samples. 
If internally consistent and separately identifi
able search segments exist in the two independent 
samples, these matched segments are similar inboth 
size and demographic makeup. 
There are significant differences across search 
segments on demographic characteristics. 

Instrument Design 

Services Selected for Study 

The development of a survey instrument to collect the 
necessary data for a test of the proposed study posed 
some significant challenges. First, to insure that a 
wide variety of consumer's services would be selected 
which would accurately generate a range of responses 
(and to avoid a service specific taxonomy) on the search 
construct, a mini-field study was conducted. In this 
preliminary investigation, service establishments were 
surveyed in the geographical area of interest to identi
fy services that varied on four dimensions found to be 
related to search; these being price, frequency of pur
chase, delivery characteristic, and Judd's (1964) ser
vice typology of owned, rented, and non-goods services 
(see Davis et al 1979). The eight services subsequently 
chosen for study are identified in Table 1 . 

TABLE 1 

SERVICES SELECTED FOR INCLUSION 
IN THIS STUDY 

Questiol"'.-. iterative 
naire Frequency of Price Delivery Judd's 
Fan Service Purchase Level Characteristic Types 

Dry Cleaner's Services High Lew Impersonal OWned-
Goods 

Hairdresser's Services High Low Personal N'"'-Goods 

Personal Auto Loan Low High Impersonal Re"ted-
Services Goods 

·Dentist's Services Low Lew Personal Non-Goods 

Family Photographer's Low Lew Personal OWned-
Services Goods 

Carpet Shampoo Rental Low Low Impersonal Rented-
Unit Goods 

2 Auto Repair Services High High Impersonal OWned-
Goods 

2 Gynecologist's Services High High Personal Non-Goods 

Questionnaire Construction 

The next concern became one of questionnaire length and 
its possible effects on response rate. As a result, two 
forms of the questionnaire were developed with identical 
scales, but with different services. The services chosen 
for Form 1 were a dry cleaner's services, a hairdresser~ 
services, personal auto loan services, and a dentist's 
services (see Table  1 ). This allowed the researchers to 
obtain maximal amounts of information from two samples 
which could be used for replication purposes in this 
study. 
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The primary scales developed for investigation were for 
the search construct. The development of these scales 
proceeded in a stepwise fashion: 

Step 1: Through an extensive search of the consumer 
behavior literature dealing with the shop
ping process, nine a priori dimensions of 
internal and external search were extracted. 
External search was defined as the process 
whereby the consumer uses sources of external 
information, such as mass media, personal 
sources and marketing-dominated sources, to 
learn about the number of alternative solu
tions to the perceived problem, the charac
teristics of these alternatives, and their 
relative desirability. Internal search was 
defined as the process whereby the consumer 
relies exclusively on information from past 
experiences and existing attitudes to iden
tify and evaluate alternative solutions to the 
perceived problem, the characteristics of 
these alternatives, and their relative desira
bility (see Engel et al. 1978; Newman and 
Staelin 1972; Newman 1974; Claxton, Fry, and 
Portis 1974). 

Step 2: These dimensions were rewritten in a services 
context in the form of belief statements for 
each of the eight services under study. Each 
statement was operationalized, using a five
point scale defined by the labels: Strongly 
Agree, Agree, Neither Agree nor Disagree, 
Disagree, and Strongly Disagree. 

Step 3: The operationalized dimensions were submitted 
to a panel of judges drawn from the marketing 
academic community. The judges were asked to 
evaluate (a) the items in terms of their 
appropriateness in services context, and (b) 
to suggest possible changes that would make 
the dimensions more appropriate in a service 
context. 

Step 4: These dimensions were submitted to a pretest 
sample where the respondents were asked to com
ment on any inapplicable terms and questions 
contained in the scales. 

Sample and Data Collection 

Since the research included a large array of service 
categorizations, two questionnaires were designed, 
each of which included four of the services. Seven hun
dred households were selected by utilizing a systematic 
two-stage random area sample in a midwestern community 
of 200,000 population. The two versions of the ques
tionnaire were then randomly assigned to households. 
Questionnaires were delivered to these households by a 
group of interviewers. To insure adequate sample 
response and minimize complexities in the analysis, only 
female respondents were used in the study. The respon
dents were asked to take ten minutes of their time to 
fill out the survey and to then return it in a postage
paid envelope provided in the questionnaire packet. 
This procedure resulted in a total of 272 usable ques
tionnaires and two independent sub-samples of 135 and 
137, respectively. 

Analysis and Results 

The first step in the identification of search-prone 
segments was the development of summated indices repre
senting the search constructs outlined above. This 
procedure resulted in the construction of four overall 
search scores for every respondent, each representing 



a search propensity of that individual for each of the 
four services she was queried on. Again, the services 
chosen for study on both forms of the questionnairewere 
intended to be maximally different so as to generate as 
much variance as possible in order to insure a rigorous 
test of this taxonomic approach in the service sector. 

First, in order to test Hypothesis 1 (there are con
sumer segments in the service sector based on search 
propensities which are internally consistent across 
independent samples), the subjects in each sample were 
grouped using the Howard-Harris clustering algorithm 
with the four search indices being the grouping vari
ates. This particular clustering algorithm establishes 
group membership by sequentially partitioning subjects 
into an increasing number based upon the homogeneity 
of subject variable means. The variables which influ
ence the grouping sequence are selected by the amount 
of variance they contribute (largest, larger, etc.). 
The grouping of subjects is completed when the within 
group sum of squared deviations, summed over all clus
ters (lambda) is minimized. Since increasing the num
ber of groups normally leads to reductions in lambda, 
an elbow or steady slope criterion is generally used 
to indicate where further partitioning of subjects does 
little to further minimize the within to total sum of 
squared deviations. 

Table 2 and Table 3 show the results of the Howard
Harris clustering procedure using the overall search 
measures as the clustering variates. The "elbow" 
criterion revealed three groups in each sample. To 
check the internal consistency of the search prone ser
vice segments, a set of classification ru"!.es was derived 
by means of multiple discriminant analysis (Calantone 
and Sawyer, 1978). 

The discriminant analysis was set up with cluster mem
bership as the dependent variable and search as the 
independent variable. Each split half \vas used to de
rive a set of discriminant functions, and the other 
split half was used to check the correctness of the 
classification procedure. The procedure correctly 
classified 97.81 percent correctly in Sample land 94.81 
percent correctly in Sample 2. Thus, one can derive a 
set of equations which will correctly classify the res
pondents into t~e search prone segments to which they 
belong, anl t~c3c C"uations are similar for independent 
samples. T!wrefore, there is strong support for H1 
about the internal consistencv of a chosen search prone 
segment. 

TABLE 2 

RESULTS OF HOWARD HARRIS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 
ACROSS CONS~ffiRS ON SEARCH PROPENSITIES 

(SAMPLE 1, N = 137) 

Cluster 
1 2 3 

Mean Mean Mean 
Service (Variance) (Variance) (Variance: 

Hairdresser 20.83 26.11 32.45 
(20.09) (10.59) (11.26) 

Dry Cleaner 17.74 23.92 28.42 
(19.14) (16. 71) (29.25) 

Personal Auto 24.57 32.56 36.97 
Loan (34.!19) (18.39) "(16.23) 

Dentist 19.89 25.89 31.52 

n • 35 n • 71 n • 31 
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TABLE 3 

RESULTS OF HOWARD-HARRIS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 
ACROSS CONSUMERS ON SEARCH PROPENSITIES 

(Sample 2, N • 135) 

C1uater 
2 3 

~an He an Mean 
Service (\'ariance) (Variance) (Variance) 

Carpet Shampoo 19.05 27.23 28.36 
(16.58) (14. 79) (23.84) 

Auto Maintenance 20.07 26.90 31.17 
(26. 75) (11. 31) (18.89) 

Cyneco1o&iat 21.86 24.67 30.78 
(27 .59) (12.05) (8.69) 

Photoarapher 23.89 28.40 33.98 
(28.94) (15.96) (14.09 

n • 42 n • 57 n • 36 

Given the acceptance of Hypothesis 1; i.e., there are 
internally consistent consumer segments in the service 
sector based on search, a chi-square test of associa
tion was computed between sample type and cluster mem
bership on sample sizes. The chi-square value 
x2 = 2.53, dF = 2, p > .10 (Table 4) indicates the ob
served differences were not statistically significant; 
thus, the segment sizes were not significantly differ
ent. Table 5 summarizes the significant x2 values for 
the equivalent" clusters in Sample 1 and Sample 2 across 
the demographic cl1aracteristics of age, education, 
occupation, household status, and income of respondents. 
There was only one significant difference in all fif
teen tests of cluster similarity, this being on age of 
respondents in Cluster l across Samples 1 and 2. 

TABLE 4 

CHI-SQUARE TEST OF ASSOCIATION BETWEEN SAMPLE TYPE 

AND CLUSTER MEMBERSHIP ON SAMPLE SIZE 

Cluster 

1 2 3 

Sample 1 35 71 31 137 

2 42 57 36 135 

77 128 67 

x2 - 2.53, dF- 2, P > .10 

However, this one significant difference is not inter
pretable due to the chance criterion of running several 
x2· analyses over a set of measures. Therefore, the re
searchers must also accept H2 and argue that the match
ed clusters are indeed similar in terms of size and 
demography. 



TABLE S 

SUMMARY TABLE OF SIGNIFICANT CHI-SQUARES (X2) 
COMPARING EQUIVALENT CLUSTERS IN SAMPLES 1 AND 2 

ACROSS DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS 

Demographic 

~e Educ Occup Status Income . 
Cluster 1 l .01 N.S. N.S. N.s. N.S. 

Cluster 2 I N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. 
! 

Cluster 3 I N.S. N.S. N.S. N.S. N.s. 

The final hypothesis to be tested is that there are 
significant differences across search segments on the 
fite demographic characteristics of interest. However, 
the results displayed in Table 6 indicate that there 
are no discernible differences across the search seg
ments on the demographic characteristics. There were 
only two cases in Sample l (age and household status) 
where statistically (p < .OS) significant differences 
were found to exist. These differences were not repli
cated in Sample 2, therefore H3 must be rejected and 
one must conclude that the search segments are indeed 
similar in demography. 

TABLE 6 

SUMMARY TABLE OF SIGNIFICANT CHI-SQUARE (x2 ) 

ACROSS CLUSTERS IN SAMPLES 1 AND 2 FOR EACH 
DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLE 

Saraple 
DemograEhic l 2 

Age • OS N.S • 

Education N.S. N.S. 

Occupation r;. s. N.S. 

Household . 05 N.S . 

Income N.S. N.S. 

N.S. p > .OS 

Conclusions and Implications 

This paper demonstrated a methodology for segmenting 
the service sector. Although search is only one pos
sible means for accomplishing this purpose, the rele
vant literature suggests that it is indeed a viable 
one. The basic purposes of and methods of classifica
tion were then briefly discussed with this followed by 
an explication of the methodological criteria. for sound 
classification construction. Hypotheses for testing 
the consistency and significance of the proposed taxo
nomicclassification were then posited and empirically 
tested in this study. 

Overall, it could be argued the taxonomic classifica
tion developed met four of the five criteria outlined 
by Tiryakian, these being criterion (1), (2), (3) and 
(S). Specifically, criterion (l) is satisfied by the 
fact that each and every service consumer can be clas
sified in only one of the three types identified (i.e., 
a high, medium, or low search propensity individual). 
Criterion (2) and (3) are satisfied because the con
struct of search has been explicitly stated and has 
been shown (through past literature) to be of central 
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importance to the research at hand. Finally, criterion 
(S) appears to be satisfied because of (a) the natureof 
the clustering routine (hierarchical with the goal of 
explaining the phenomenon of interest in as few groups 
as possible) and (b) the acceptance of Hypotheses 1 
and 2. Hypotheses 1 and 2 suggest that internally con
sistent classifications have been identified in separate 
samples that are characteristically similar in terms of 
both size and demography. 

Tiryakian's criterion (4) met with little success in 
this endeavor. Hypothesis 3 was rejected; i.e., the 
search segments isolated were indeed similar in terms 
of the demographic characteristics of age, education, 
occupation, household status, and income. This test, 
although limited at best for a test of fruitfulness, 
dealt with the question of relevance of the taxonomy in 

·the context of managerial decision-making. Ideally, the 
service marketing manager would like to have distinct 
market segments with unique characteristics who can be 
easily identified and reached for purposes of marketing 
program formulation. Demographically, these segments 
were not distinct, which is counter to the above 
objective. 

Therefore, while this taxonomic approach appeared to 
generate a sound classification scheme, the fruitfulness 
criterion needs to be substantially tested in the future. 
Some possible variables which need to be investigated 
using this schema would be the concept of perceived 
risk, psychographic variables, motivational conce:ns, 
other demographic variables, and the range of v.ar1ables 
typically associated as segmentation dimensions (i.e., 
benefits sought, usage patterns, marketing factors, 
etc.). Overall, further study needs to be attempted in 
the application and transference of both concepts and 
methodologies from the goods sector to the service 
sector. 
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UTILIZATION OF SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS 
AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

Donald W. Jackson, Jr., Arizona State University 
Lonnie L. Ostrom, Arizona State University 
Kenneth R. EVans, Arizona State University 

Abstract 

A mail survey of manufacturers' marketing managers is 
used to examine the utilization of various segmental 
bases in marketing control and to examine the 
performance bases used to evaluate the segments. 
Respondents were found to rely most heavily on sales 
volume measures as opposed to profitability measures 
of performance. 

Introduction 

Marketing expenditures have been expanding in the 
past decade. Accompanying this increase has been a 
need for better data on marketing performance. In 
most enterprises, a small portion of the territories, 
customers, orders or products is responsible for the 
bulk of sales and profits ' (l'kllfe, 1962). 
Nevertheless, certain territories, customers, or 
products may be receiving a disproportio~ate shar~ of 
financial resources and of management t1me, poss1bly 
to the detriment of more profitable areas.· In one 
manufacturing firm, for instance, 46 percent of the 
accounts were so unprofitable that they were 
responsible for a net loss amounting to 44 percent of 
the company's total net profits (Sevin, 1965, p.l). 
The possibility for misallocation of resources in 
cases such as this is immense. 

Marketing control is particularly vital in a time 
when costs are escalating, inflation is present and 
environments are changing; yet, in spite of the 
growing need for improved marketing control, many 
companies use less-than-satisfactory procedures for 
controlling their marketing effort (Kotler, 1980, p. 
628). '!his situation exists because data for 
measuring the performance of distinct segments of a 
business may not have been properly kept. Tbo often, 
segments have been examined in terms of sales volume 
alone. Yet, as the illustration above indicates, not 
every dollar of sales returns the same percentage of 
profit. A method that can be used by marketers to 
improve effective decision-making is segmental 
analysis (Mossman, 1974; Beik, 1973). A segment is a 
component of a business that can be measured in terms 
of costs, revenues, or profitability. Examples of 
segments in which marketing performance is evaluated 
include individual products, customers, salespeople, 
geograf:.hic areas, and order . sizes. .Groupings . of 
categories may also be used m evaluat1ng marketmg 
performance (Jackson, 1980). 

'Ihe performance of each segment may be evaluated 
based on measures such as the following: 

Sales volume in dollars or units, sales volume as 
compared to a predetermined objective or quota, 
sales volume as compared to previous years' sales, 
'?Xpenses, contribution to profit (sales less all 
·iirect costs), net profit (sales less direct and 
indirect costs), and return on assets committed to 
the segment. 
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Despite the importance of segmental analysis and 
marketing control, 1 i ttle empirical evidence exists 
concerning the types of segments that businesses 
actually utilize when analyzing performance or the 
measures that they use for evaluating performance. 

'Ihe one study that did investigate the use of cost 
and profitability analysis is almost ten years old 
and examined only segments utilized for evaluating 
promotional expenditures. ("Report by the Committee 
on Cost and Profitability Analysis for Marketing"). 
That report found that the most frequently utilized 
segments, in order of magnitude, were product lines, 
customers, sales territories, salespeople and order 
sizes. Furthermore, it was found that more firms 
used full costing than direct costing. With the 
exception of this single study, however, little is 
known of the measures currently used to evaluate the 
marketing performance of firms. 

'Ihe Study 

'Ihe purpose of this study is to identify segments in 
which performance is actually being measured and the 
measures that are being used. In order to examine 
these areas, a survey was conducted among 
manufacturing firms in Arizona. A questionnaire was 
first developed to examine the tW) broad areas of 
interest: the extent to which segmental analysis is 
used, and the measures used to evaluate segment 
performance. 'Ihe following segments were examined: 
products, customers, sales territories, geographical 
areas, and order sizes. For each segment, 
respondents were asked if they specifically evaluated 
performance in that area; and if so, which measures 
of performance were utilized. care was taken to 
emf:.has i ze that the information reported should 
reflect measures actually used, not merely those 
which should be used. 

'Ihe performance measures used were: 

Sales volume, sales volume as compared to a 
predetermined quota, sales volume as compared to 
previous years' sales, expenses incurred, 
contribution to profit (sales less direct costs), 
net profit (sales less direct costs less allocated 
indirect costs), and return on assets committed. 

'Ihe category of "other" was included for the 
recording of responses that might not have been 
suggested on the questionnaire. In addition, several 
corporate demographic questions were included in 
order to describe the sample. 

'Ihe questionnaire and self-addressed stamped return 
envelope were mailed to a random sample of marketing 
executives chosen from the Directory of Arizona 
Manufacturers. 'Ihe study was 1 imi ted to 
manufacturers in order to provide a more homogeneous 
set of performance measures for the respondents. A 
total of 211 questionnaires were mailed out. 



Results 

Fifty-seven questionnaires ~r~ere returned for a 
response rate of 27 percent; of these forty-€ight 
were usable. Average dollar sales volume of the 
respondents was almost $25 mill ion and ranged from 
under $500,000 to over $100 million. Sixty-five 
percent of the respondents were industrial 
manufacturers and the remainder produced consumer 
goods. 

Analysis by Products 

The first area explored was the analysis of the 
performance of individual products or product lines. 
Eighty-five percent of the respondents indicated that 
they analyzed the performance of products. Measures 
used by those firms that dirl e·Jaluate the performance 
of products are shown in Table 1 . 

TABlE 1 
PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS EVAUJATING PRODUCT 

PERFORM~~E USING VARIOUS BASES* 

Bases Percentage 

Sales volume by product 
(units or dollars) •.•••• 

Sales volume as compared to a 
predetermined quota by product 

Sales volume as compared to 
previous years • • • • • • • • 

Expenses incurred by product. • • 
Contribution of product to profit 

(sales less direct costs) ••. 
Net profit of product (sales less direct 

costs less indirect costs allocated) 
Return on assets committed to 

the product ••••••••.•••• 

*N = 41 
Source: Survey by the authors. 

88 

44 

71 
34 

68 

63 

37 

i's shown in the tabl,-,, sales volume is the most 
typical measure lLSed fdr evaluating performance, with 
sales volume as compared to previous years as the 
next most frequently userl measure. TWo measures of 
profitability were also ranked high, the contribution 
of the product to profits anci the net profit of the 
product. All other measures ~r~ere mentioned by l~ss 

than 50 percent of the respondents evaluat1ng 
products. 1nterestingly the least utilized mea~ure 
was the expense category. It appears that more f1rms 
are interested in sales analyses or in the bottom 
line and fewer firms really analyze expenses 
separately. 

Analysis by CUstomer 

The next area evaluated was the analysis of customer 
performance in ;..hich sales, profits or other; measu:es 
are used to examine the firm's performance 1n serv1ng 
various groups of customers. When asked if they 
evaluated the performance of customers or groups of 
customers, 63 percent of the respondents indicated 
that they did analyze the performance of customers. 
Measures used by those L~irty firms who evaluated the 
performance of customers are shown in Table 2 . 
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TABlE 2 

PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS EVAUJATING CUSTOMER 
PERFORMANCE USING VARIOUS BASES* 

Bases Percentage 

Sales volume by customer 
(units or dollars) •••••••••• 

Sales volume as compared to a predeter
mined objective set for the customer. 

Sales volume as compared to 
previous years. • • • • • • • • 

Expenses of carrying the customer. 
Contribution of customer to profit 

(sales less direct costs) ••• 
Net profit of customer (sales less direct 

costs less indirect costs allocated). 
Return on assets committed to the 

customer •••••••••••• • • • 

*N = 30 
Source: Survey by the authors. 

100 

17 

73 
50 

47 

40 

7 

Sales volume is clearly the most common base for 
evaluating customers and was used by all the firms 
that evaluated customers. Sales volume as compared 
to previous years' sales was also widely utilized. 
Customer expenses ~r~ere used by half of the 
respondents to evaluate customers. Profitability 
measures ~r~ere also used by some respondents, but to a 
lesser degree. 

Analysis of Salespeople 

Analysis of individual salespeople was the next 
segment evaluated; 79 percent of the respondents 
indicated that they analyzed the performance of 
individual salespeople. Of the thirty-€ight firms 
that did evaluate the performance of individual 
salespeople, an overwhelming percentage evaluated 
them based upon sales vo]ume, as shown in Tabl e 3 . 

TABlE 3 

PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS EVALUATING SAlESPEOPLE 
USING VARIOUS BASES* 

Bases Percentage 

Sales volume by salesperson 
(units or dollars) •••••••••• 

Sales volume as compared to a predeter
mined quota set for the salesperson 

Sales volume as compared to 
previous years ••••••• 

Expenses salesperson incurs to 
obtain sales. • • • • • • • 

Contribution of each salesperson to 
profit (sales less direct costs). 

Net profit of salesperson (sales less direct 
costs less indirect costs allocated). 

Return on assets committed to 
each salesperson ••••••••••• 

*N = 38 
Source: Survey by the authors. 

95 

55 

66 

63 

32 

24 

8 



The next most popular measure was sales volume as 
compared to previous years sales. This was followed 
closely by analysis of sales expenses by salespeople 
and sales volume as compared to a predetermined 
quota. Despite the literature stressing the need to 
evaluate the profitablility of salespeople a 
substantial decline was shown in the percentage of 
firms reporting use of any profitability figures when 
evaluating salespeople (Goodman, 1970). Evidently 
the call for using profitability measures to evaluate 
salespeople has not been widely accepted by 
manufacturing firms. 'IWo possible explanations for 
the respondents' failure to evaluate salesperson 
profitability may be the lack of available data, or 
the lack of internally agreed upon methods for 
allocating expenses. 

Analysis of Geographic Areas 

The fourth area explored was the evaluation of 
marketing performance with respect to the 
contribution of individual geographic areas such as 
states, regions, zip codes and the like (Lewis, 
1970). Sixty percent of the respondents indicated 
that they did analyze performance on a geographic 
basis. Tabl e 4 indicates that of those firms 
analyzing performance on a geographic basis, the most 
prevalent method of analysis was by sales volume of 
each area. 

TABLE 4 

PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS EVALUATING 
GEOGRAPHIC AREAS BY VARIOUS BASES* 

Bases Percentage 

Sales volume by area 
(units or dollars) • • • • • • • • • • 93 

Sales volume as compared to a predeter-
mined quota set for the area. 41 

Sales volume as compared to 
previous years. • • • • • • 76 

Expenses incurred for sales to a 
particular area • • • • • • 55 

Contribution of a particular area 
to profit (sales less direct costs) 34 

Net profit of each area (sales less direct 
costs less indirect costs allocated). 38 

Return on assets committed to a 
Particular area • • • • • • • • • • • 21 

*N = 29 
Source: Survey by the authors. 

Next to sales volume, the t~ most popular measures 
were sales volume as compared to previous years' 
sales and analysis of expenses of each geographic 
area. Again, the use of profitability measures seems 
to drop off substantially. Thus, firms do not seem 
to go much further than sales analysis when 
evaluating geographic areas. 

Analysis of Order Sizes 

The last area explored in the research was the 
performance of various order sizes such as the 
analysis of the performance of large orders versus 
small orders (Blecke, 1957). This is a natural type 
of analysis and is important for determining 
alternative forms of shipping, quantity discounts, 
differentiated sales commission rates, etc. Only 31 
percent of the respondents indicated that they 
performed such analyses. As shown in Table 5 , sales 
volume by order size was the most popular measure of 
performance. 
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TABLE 5 

PERCENTAGE OF FIRMS EVALUATING 
PERFORMANCE OF ORDER SIZES BY VARIOUS BASES* 

Bases Percentage 

Sales volume by order size 
(units or dollars).......... 93 

Sales volume as compared to a predeter-
mined quota set for each order size 13 

Sales volume as compared to 
previous years. • • • • • • • 52 

Expenses incurred in relation to 
size of order • • • • • • • • 73 

Contribution of a particular order size 
to profit (sales less direct costs) • 47 

Net profit of each order size (sales less 
direct costs less indirect costs) • • • 60 

Return on assets committed to a particular 
order size. • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 27 

*N = 15 
Source: Survey by the authors. 

The next most popular basis for evaluating perfor
mance seems to be expenses incurred in relationship 
to the size of the order. Interestingly, net profit 
of each order size is utilized by 60 percent of the 
firms doing any analyses in this area. This 
represents the largest percentage of respondents in 
any segment analyzed in terms of the use of a 
profitability measure. It is interesting to note, 
however, that only 47 percent of the respondents 
evaluated order size based upon contribution to 
profit while 68 percent of the respondents evaluated 
products using contribution to profit, despite the 
fact that order size may be one of the more 
significant determinants of direct marketing expense. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The most popular segment for evaluating marketing 
performance was by type of prod.uct (utilized by 85 
percent of the respondents) ; this was followed by 
analysis of salespeople (79 percent); customers (63 
percent); geographic areas (60 percent); and order 
sizes ( 31 percent) • Multiple segments seem to be 
evaluated by most firms; more than 60 percent of the 
respondents evaluated all segments except order 
sizes. !-bwever, most firms are not evaluating all 
segments, as is evidenced by the fact that only 31 
percent of the firms evaluated order sizes. Many 
firms seem to be missing an opportunity to control a 
very manageable part of their business when they fail 
to evaluate the sales and profitability of various 
sized orders, particularly during a time of rapidly 
escalating distribution costs. In addition, analysis 
by order size when used in combination with other 
segments can provide valuable information as to 
sources of variation in order size. Various sized 
orders may be attributed to customer types, 
salesperson performance, product types or categories, 
or geographic area performance. 

In terms of the measures used to evaluate segmental 
performance, the most widely used measure by far was 
sales volume (used on an average by 93 percent of the 
respondents who indicated they evaluated individual 
segments); this was followed by sales volume as 
compared to previous years' sales (69 percent). 
Other measures experienced dramatically less use with 
expenses being used by 52 percent of the respondents; 
contribution to profit (46 percent); net profit (44 
percent); sales volume as compared to a quota (38 
percent); and return on assets committed to the 
segment (20 percent) • 



As WJuld be expected, sales volume was the most 
prevalent measure utilized to evaluate the 
performance of segments. Surprisingly, only 25 
per~ent of firms evaluate segment sales performance 
aga1nst a predetermined objective or quota. In an 
er~ of increased accountability, one WJuld expect 
th1s percentage to be higher. Since no longitudinal 
data are available, it is difficult to determine 
whether any progress has been r:1ade in the last few 
years in using. profitability measures rather than 
volume to evaluate segmental performance. 'Ihe 
marketing concept clearly encourages the 
consideration of profitability when evaluating 
private sector marketing decisions. Perhaps our 
practice is not as well developed as our philosophy. 

On the bright side, firms do seem to be using 
multiple measures of performance of the segments 
which they evaluate. Use of multiple measures should 
make firms more cognizant of the actual performance 
of each segment since they can evaluate several 
behaviors simultaneously. 

Given the small sample, a need definitely exists for 
m?re ~esea~ch in. this area. !bpefully, this study 
w1ll 1dent1 fy d1rections for further research and 
suggest areas where firms should become more active 
in marketing control. If the sample in this study is 
representative of the larger population of 
manufacturing firms, then r:1arketers have a long way 
to go in the area of control--especially in the 
adoption of profit-oriented reporting systems for 
segmental analysis. 
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CONSUMER'S SATISFACTION/DISSATISFACTION 
WITH A MEMBERSHIP-BASED SERVICE ORGANIZATION 

Ken Kono, University of Detroit 
Michael D. Bernacchi, University of Detroit 

ABSTRACT 

This study examines consumer's satisfaction/dissatisfac
tion with a membership-b~sP.rl service organization. It 
found that initial mc;Jtivati'Glns in. getting a membership 
is significantly related to satisfaction. Also, it 
fol:~<l a correlation between satisfaction and a display 
of certain behavior as a member such as carrying a mem
bership bumper sticker on his car. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been argued that consumer behavior differs signi
ficantly in terms of evaluating the quality of services 
versus products. Consumers do not have the same clearly 
defined and well operationalized criteria to judge ser
vice quality as they do to judge product quality. This 
is because services are by definition intangible, thus 
there is greater room for "subjective" (i.e., unopera
tionalized) judgment on a consumer's part. All bank 
customers, for example, may concur with the importance 
of "services" at the teller windows, yet the teller ser
vices could mean quite different things to different 
custo!"'ers. They may mean courte&~- to some while effi
e.:) ency to others. Further, "courtesy" may he operation
aFy defined in a number of different way·s such as 
''sm-Lle, ,. "greetings'·' and/or "tone of voice," which in 
·turn are based on very subjective _1udgments.. As a re
sult, eva::.u!lting the quality of services ~s often·made 
differ<ently from that of oJrorlucts. {4) 

Unlike the evaluation of product/service quality, on the 
other hand, "satisfaction" has been measured in most in
stances rather uniformly with the same measurement in
strument common to both services and products as evi
denced in the study by Day, et al.(l) 

Using the 4-point scale, Day, et al. reported that ex
treme satisfaction or dissatisfaction was more often as
sociated with high price, "big ticket" products such as 
automobiles and washers while it was least often associ
ated with low priced, non-durable products. Interest
ingly, services were between high priced durables and 
low priced non-durable products in terms of satisfac
tion.(!) The researchers reasoned that high priced dur
able products were very important shopping decisions to 
consumers while low priced non-durable products were 
not. Similarly, they reasoned that services in general 
fell between high priced durable and low priced non-dur
able products with respect to their importance, though 
there were some exceptions such as legal and medical 
services. 

Such a generalization of satisfaction with both product 
and service categories, however, may not be always war
ranted. Day and Bodur reported widely varying satisfac
tion scores over 73 categories of various services.(2) 
They found from 49% of respondents being dissatisfied 
with auto repairs to only 6% of them dissatisfied with 
savings and loan associations. In summary, it seems 
fair to conclude that satisfaction scores are item spe
cific, be it a product or service. 

Given this background, this study examines customer sat
isfaction with automobile club services, a unique cate
gory of services in that there are two important compon-. 
ents in automobile club services; first, auto club mem
bership represents one's state of belonging to a club, 
not consumption or usage of a specific service. Another 

component is usage of a specific auto club service(s) 
such as emergency road service or travel service. The 
auto club membership resembles a type of insurance in 
that a consumer knows benefit can accrue to him if and 
when club services such as emergency road services are 
needed and used. 

In this context, this study keys itself to satisfaction/ 
dissatisfaction with an auto club membership rather than 
with its specific service. To find who are satisfied 
members and why they are satisfied seems to provide use
ful managerial information for membership-based organi
zations in general and auto clubs more specifically. 
This study probes the following hypotheses. 

HYPOTHESES 

Hypothesis 1: Those who are satisfied with the auto 
club membership are older, less affluent 
and less educated than those who are dis
satisfied members. 

It has been reported that those who take action on their 
dissatisfaction in terms of complaining tend to be 
younger, more affluent, better educated, and more polit
ically active than those who do relatively little com
plaining.(3,5) In reality, a threshold level for com
plaining action on dissatisfaction may vary widely among 
individuals. If it is more or less constant among indi
viduals, however, it seems reasonable to hypothesize 
that the satisfied members are older, less affluent and 
less educated than the dissatisfied members. As for 
age, to the extent to which age is reflective of the 
length of membership, age appears to be related to sat
isfaction due in part to the fact that extremely dissat
isfied members would likely leave the auto club, hence 
those who have been 'vith the club tend to be at least 
not dissatisfied with the membership. 

As for affluence, affluent members may be less satisfied 
with the auto club membership because they could afford 
a wider range of alternative services in the marketplace 
than less affluent members. They may be quite accustom
ed to the excellent services provided by many exclusive 
membership-based organizations such as country clubs to 
which they can afford to belong. By the very virtue of 
its broad membership base, the auto club may have to 
provide as good quality services as the exclusive mem
bership-based organizations, Lastly, education is also 
hypothesized as being related to satisfaction, for it 
may yield differential expectations, thus differential 
satisfaction. In short, the better educated may have 
higher expectations, hence they would be less satisfied 
with the membership. 

Those who ioined the auto club because of 
familv/friends influences to be less sat
isfied with the auto club membership than 
those who did the same for service-relat
ed reasons. 

1Hhether or not the satisfied members are 
active was not considered in this study. 
psychographies as related to satisfaction 
in a separate research. 

politically 
An analysis of 
will be made 
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In the preliminary research, a large proportion of the 
club members indicated the primary reason of joining the 
auto club was the influence of family/friends. It was 
then hypothesized that those members who joined the club 
due in main to family/friends influences would be less 
satisfied with the auto club membership than those who 
joined for other reasons, such as good towing and travel 
services. The former (those who joined for family/ 
friends influences) was thought to have vague and often 
too high expectations of the auto club membership, while 
the latter (those who joined for other reasons) was 
thought to have joined after they carefully examined the 
cost-benefit of club services. It is fair to infer that 
the friends and family members who influenced others to 
join the auto club were likely to be satisfied members 
themselves, which in turn tend to help raise others' ex
pectations of the membership exceedingly high. 

Hypothesis 3: Those who are more aware of various club 
services tend to be more satisfied with 
the club membership than those who are 
not. 

Those who are well aware and informed of various club 
services are thought to have more realistic expectations 
about the club services, thus they tend to be more sat
isfied with the club membership than those who are not. 

Hypothesis 4: Those who have favorable opinions of the 
services they have at least once user~ 
tend to be more satisfied wtth the club 
membership than those wl,o hl've not used 
any services._ 

Hypothesis 4 posits a rather obvious relationship, thus 
its real intention is to determine the degree of rela
tionship in members' minds between satisfaction with the 
membership per se and evaluation of the club's services. 
As discussed at the outset of this paper, the very fact 
that the membership makes one eligible to use various 
club services as well as the fact that it would make him 
feel secure, for example, about driving a car because of 
the emergency road service protection seems to warrant 
differentiating the two variables from each other, name
ly, satisfaction with the membership versus evaluation 
of the services. 

Hypothesis 5: Those whose problems with the auto club 
were properly and expeditiously solved 
tend to be more satisfied with the club 
membership than those whose problems were 
not. 

The auto club receives a large number of complaints, for 
example, about VISA charge card, auto insurance, travel 
service, and road service. Hence, members whose prob
lems were properly and expeditiouslv solved tend to be 
Fore satisfied. Even without any problems encountered 
before, those who think their problems would be promptly 
dealt with are also more likely to be satisfied. In 
other words, those who believe their auto club to main
tain a "We Care" attitude toward them are more satisfied 
than those who don't. 

Hypothesis 6: Those who are satisfied with the club 
membership are more likely to display o
vert behavior such as putting membership 
stickers on a car bumper than those who 
are not. 

A cause-effect relationship between satisfaction and 
such overt behavior as putting a bumper sticker and car
rying a membership card is moot, for satisfaction af
fects and is affected by overt behavior. The goal is to 
discover whether or not and to what extent the relation
ship between satisfaction and overt behavior exists. 
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Such overt behavior would enhance club membership inden
tification. This is especially true since club member
ship means a matter of "belonging" rather than the usage 
of specific services. The behavior referred to here 
thus could be construed as "tangibilization" of the mem
bership. 

Hypothesis 7: Those who are satisfied with the club 
membership express a higher level of mem
bership renewal intention than those who 
are not. 

This last hypothesis deals with a well-known relation
ship between satisfaction and membership renewal inten
tion. The membership renewal is likely to be affected 
by a number of variables including competitive environ
ment, an increase in the membership fee and reassess
ment of one's need for the club membership. In addition 
to these variables, one's intention to renew the member
ship also seems to be directly influenced by whether or 
not he is satisfied with the auto club. 

METHODOLOGY 

In primary data collection, one of the large automobile 
clubs in the Midwest has cooperated with the authors -for 
the dual purpose of its own proprietary research and the 
present study. This automobile club has a state-wide 
operation with approximately 1.2 million members. 

A random sample of 3600 auto club members was stratified 
according to urban-rural geographies within a state. 
This stratification was necessary since the auto club 
has a quite different type of operational net-work in 
the urban versus rural areas. During the first week of 
April, 1981, four-page long questionnaires were mailed 
out, which were followed by n•flince: notes a week la
ter. They disclosed the identity of the auto club and 
the purpose of the study. 789 out of 831 responses re
turned were usable, which resulted in 21.9 percent re
sponse rate. 

Key questions involved in the hypothesis testing were 
overall satisfaction with the auto club membership and 
one's feeling of belongingness to the auto club. Host 
of these questions used a modified 3-point Likert scale, 
namely the response alternatives being either agree, 
neither, or disagree. 

The data collection was terminated four weeks after the 
initial questionnaire mail-out. The usable sample of 
789 was validated against the auto club member popula
tion with respect to age and income; it was then weight
ed to reflect the actual population. 

ANALYSIS 

According to responses to a question about overall sat
isfaction with the auto club membership, 73.3 percent 
(578) of the respondents indicated satisfaction, while 
4.3 percent (34) of them reported dissatisfaction and 
19.5 percent (154) said "neither. "2 The response to 
this question provides a pivot for testing the hypoth
eses in this study. 

Concerning Hypothesis 1, data in Table 1 revealed sig
nificant difference with respect to age, namely younger 
members tend to be less satisfied with the auto club 
membership than older members. Also, data in Table 2 
showed a curvilinear relationship where those with col
lege degrees were less satisfied than those with either 
more than or less than a college degree. With respect 

2 
2.9% (23) of the respondents did not answer the ques-
tion, 



to income, it was found that income was not related to 
satisfaction. This result could be explained by the 
fact that the annual membership fee 3accounts for a 
smaller proportion of income among affluent (higher in
come earning) members than among less affluent members. 
Affluent members may therefore, have fewer expectations, 
and they may be less likely to be dissatisfied with the 
auto club membership than less affluent members. If this 
is the case, such tendency would offset the relationship 
assumed in Hypothesis 1. That is, affluent members 
would be less satisfied with the auto club membersh~p be
cause they could afford a wider range of alternatives in 
the marketplace than less affluent members. 

Hypothesis 2 posited a relationship between the reasons 
for joining the auto club and satisfaction. Data in 
Table 3 clearly support the present hypothesis. For ex
ample, 93.0 percent of the respondents who indicated the 
primary reason for joining was the fact that the club 
offered the "best services" were satisfied with the club 
membership. On the other hand, 73.3 percent of those 
who joined the club because of the family influence were 
satisfied. 

TABLE 1 - Relationship Between Age and Satisfaction with 
the Membershipl 

A e 
18-24 25-34 35-49 50+ Over 

Satisfied 67.4% 74.3% 76.0% 88.1% 
Neither 26.9% 21.8% 19.2% 9.5% 
Dissatisfied 5.7% 3.9% 4.8% 2. 4% 
Base (264) (280) (125) (lOS) 

1chi-square test is significant at 1%. 

TABLE 2 - Relationship Between Education and Satisfac
tion with the Membershipl 

Age 

High 
11 yrs. School Some College Grad. 
or less Grad. College _pegree Work 

Satisfied 84.9% 77.2% 72.1% 65.5% 74.3% 
Neither 12.4% 19.2% 23.0% 28.3% 22.8% 
Dissatisfied 2.7% 3.6% 4.9% 6.2% 3.0% 
Base (73) (193) (265) (145) (101) 

1chi-square test is significant at 1~. 

TABLE 3 - Relationship Between Reasons for Joining the 
Auto Club and Satisfaction with the Membershi~ 

Reasons for Joining the Auto Club 
Clubs Variety Friends Family Auto 

Best Repu- of In- In- Insur-
Services tation Services fluence fluenceance 

Satisfied ~0% 87.7% 85.1% 81.1% 73.3% 68.4% 
Neither 7.0% 12.3% 13.2% 17.0% 22.3% 25.3% 
Dissatisfied 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 1.9% 4.3% 6.3% 

2 Base (171) (244) (288) (106) (386) (237) 

1chi-square test is significant at 5%. 
2Multiple responses. 

3The annual membership fee is $25. 
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TABLE 4 - Relationship Between Number of Services 
bers Are Ayare of and Satisfaction with 
Membership 

Mem
the 

Number of Services Members Are Aware Of 

6 or Less 
Services 

Satisfied 74.3% 
Neither 20.4% 
Dissatisfied 5.3% 
Base (269) 

7 to 9 
Services 

70.9% 
25.1% 
4.0% 

(24 7) 

10 or More 
Services 

81.4% 
15.0% 

5.6% 
(247) 

1chi-square test is significant at 5% 

TABLE 5 - Relationship Between Evaluation of Auto Club 
Services and Satisfaction with the Membership!-

Evaluation of Club Services 

Never 
Good So-So Poor Used 

Satisfied 85.7% 42.3% 20.0% 56.4% 
Neither 13.4% 47.2% 6.9% 40.4% 
Dissatisfied .9% 10.5% 73.3% 3.2% 
Base (540) (142) (15) (92) 

1chi-square test is significant at 1%. 

TABLE 6 - Relationship Between Problem Resolution and 
Satisfaction with the Membcrship1 

Problem Resolution 
Problems 

Well Poorly Never 
Handled So-So Handled Encountered 

Satisfied 87.3% 63.8% 41.7% 69.2% 
Neither 11.8% 32.2% 34.8% 27.4% 
Dissatisfied 0.9% 4.0% 23.6% 3.4% 
Base (331) (149) (72) (237) 

1chi-square test is significant at 1% 

This seems to imply that "passive" reasons for joining 
the club such as "family/friend influence" may lend 
themselves to rather vague (and if anything, perhaps ex
tremely high) expectations of the membership. In short, 
the members who joined for the passive reasons are not 
as satisfied as those who did the same for more "active'' 
reasons such as the quality and variety of clubservices 
and club reputation. The service related reasons were 
labeled as "active" ones since those who joined for the'"· 
sought and evaluated the information about the club ser
vices. They did not want for someone to tell them about 
the club. It was inferred that those "friends and 
family members" who influence others to join the auto 
club tended to be satisfied members themselves. Hence, 
they might help raise others' expectations quite high. 

Tv:c anomalous findings need to be mentioned with the 
data in Table 3 . First, the "club's reputation" was 
cited by a high proportion of satisfied members as a 
primary reason to join the auto club. It is not direct
ly related to the club services, Hence, it 1~as not fur-· 
ther considered in the present hypothesis testings, 
Secondly, the data showed that those who joined the 
auto club for its auto insurance were least satisfied. 
Since auto insurance was one of the key club services, 
this finding was clearly an anomaly to the above con
clusions on hypothesis-testing. Evidently, the members' 
expectations of the auto insurance was not fully met. 

Hypothesis 3 postulated a linear relationship between 



awareness o~ club services and satis~action, that is, 
the more aware, the more satisfied. Data in Table 4 in
dicate those who are aware of 10 or more services are 
more likely to be satisfied than those who are aware of 
less than 10 services. Further, the data show those who 
are aware of 6 or fewer services are slightly (but not 
statistically significantly) more satisfied than those 
who are aware of 7 to 9 services. Such a curvilinear 
relationship, therefore, support only partially the lin
ear relationship assumed in this hypothesis between 
awareness and satisfaction. 

Hypothesis 4 addressed rather conventional wisdom of a 
positive linear relationship between one's evaluation of 
the club services and his satisfaction with the member
ship. Data in Table 5 unequivocally proved the hypoth
esis to be case. Beyond the hypothesis testing, howev
er, a couple of points should be noted. First, even 
when members do not evaluate club services to be good, 
i.e., either "so-so" or "poor," a surprisingly large 
proportion of them still expressed their satisfaction 
with the membership. For example, 42.3% of the members 
who evaluated the club services to be so-so still ex
pressed their satisfaction with the club membership per 
se. It is concluded from the results that the member
ship means more than a sum of the club services in the 
members' minds. It is analogous to the assurance offer
ed by emergency road service in making its members feel 
secure while driving a car. Additionally, Table 5 shows 
that 56.4 percent of those who have never used even a 
single club service reported their satisfaction with the 
club membership. This finding further substantiates the 
point that membership is worthwhile in and of itself to 
members regardless of whether a particular service is 
used or not. In short, satisfaction with the member
ship is not necessarily predicated on the evaluation of 
specific services as such. 

Hypothesis 5 concerned itself with one of the most impo~ 
tant aspects of any service industry, namely, a resolu-
tion of problems customers· Pncounter, Data in Table 6 
clearly supported this hypothesis. Less than one per
cent of the members whose problems were handled well ex
pressed their dissatisfaction with the membership where
as 23.6 percent of those whose problems were poorly 
handled were dissatisfied. Certainly, in the first in
stance, the auto club must deliver the best possible ser,
vicesto its members. A failure to do so would cause 
overall dissatisfaction with the membership as demonstr~ 
ted in the preceding Hypothesis 4. Yet, in reality a 
satisfactory delivery may not always be possible. Then, 
the auto club must guarantee the satisfactory handling 
and resolving of its members' problems, otherwise, a 
large number of dissatisfied members would result from 
this. In this sense, problem resolutions become a cri
tical, if not last, battleground. 

Hypotheses 3,4 and 5 above all dealt with members' atti
tudes toward the club services. On the other hand, 
Hypothesis 6 addressed a possible relationship between 
members' satisfaction with the membership and their ten
dency to display overt behavior, namely, the notion of 
"tangibilizing" the membership by, for example, placing 
a membership bumper sticker on his car. Data in Tables 
7 and 8 confirm this hypothesis to be the case. Those 
who are satisfied with the memberhsip are far more like
ly to have placed a club membership bumper sticker on 
their cars than the latter. Here, a word of caution is 
in order in terms of a cause-effect relationship. It is 
not clear which causal relationship is correct, either 
satisfied members are likely to display the aforemen
tioned behavior or those who display the behavior tend 
to be more satisfied. All one can conclude is that 
there is a significant relationship between satisfac
tion and overt behaviors which "tangibilize" the club 
membership. Such tangibilization of the membership can 
be said to indirectly affect as well as be affected by 
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one's satisfaction with the membership. 

Hypothesis 7 dealt with a relationship commonly held be
tween satisfaction with the membership and the likeli
hood of membership renewal. It was clearly supported 
with the data in Table 9 , to wit, the more satisfied, 
the more likely to renew the membership. It also should 
be noted that 26.7% of 566 satisfied members expressed 
only a 50-99% probability of renewing the membership. 
Hence, satisfaction is only a "necessary" condition but 
not a "necessary and sufficient" condition for member
ship renewal. Needless to say, other factors such as 
membership fee, availability of alternatives in the mar
ketplace and a change in one's lifestyle would all con
tribute to one's renewal decision. 

TABLE 7 - Relationship Between the Membership Card Being 
Carrried with Them and Satisfaction with the 
Membership! 

Do You Carry a 
Membership Card With You? 

Yes No 
Satisfied 73.6% 50.0% 
Neither 22.8% 28.6% 
Dissatisfied 3.6% 21.4% 
Base (742) (47) 

1chi-square test is significant at 1% 

TABLE 8 - Relationship Between Bumper Sticker Being 
Placed on ! Car and Satisfaction with the 
Membership 

Satisfied 
Neither 
Dissatisfied 
Base 

Have You Placed a Club Membership 
Sticker on Your Car? 

Yes No 
---s7.0% 70.8% 

11.4% 23.5% 
1.5% 5.7% 

(480) (309) 

1chi-square test is significant at 5% 

TABLE 9 - Relationship Between Satisfaction with the 
Ilembership and Likelihood of Membership Re
newal! 

Likelihood of Membership Renewal 

100% 50%-99% Less Than 
Sure Sure 50% Sure 

Satisfied 71.7% 26.7% 1.6% (566) 
Neither 34.1% 60.6% 5.3% (170) 
Dissatisfied 9.4% 50.0% 40.0% ( 32) 

1chi-square test is significant at 1% 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

This study has proven manv widely held hypotheses. They 
are Hypotheses 3, 4, 5 and 7, which addressed awareness, 
service evaluation, problem resolutions and membership 
renewal as related to satisfaction with the club member
ship, respectively. Therefore, managerial implications 
from these results are apparent and well known. Manage
ment of the auto club should inform and educate its mem
bers about its services as much as possible, thereby 
helping its members favorably assess the cost-benefit of 
the membership. Also, the management should provide its 
members with the best possible services and must attempt 
to completely and expeditiously resolve any problem 



which the members have . The mana~ement should stress a 
"We Care for You" attitude with exoeditious problem re
soultions. With these measures, trite as they may sound, 
satisfied club members would likely renew their member
ship. 

This study has also made interesting and unique findinps 
with Hypotheses 1, 2 and 6; concerning demographic pro
file of the satisfied club members, reasons for joinin~ 
the club and ''tangibilitzation" of the membership. Sig
nificant differences in demo~raphic profile between the 
satisfied and dissatisfied members were reveale~ . That 
is, the younger , the more satisfied , and those with col
lege de~rees were least satisfied with their club member
ship than those with either less than or more than a col
le~e degree. 

Secondly, this study has shown that those who joined the 
auto club for "passive" reasons such as family/friend in
fluences were not as satisfied with the membership as 
those who did the same for more "active" reasons such as 
the Quality and variety of the club services . 

Finally, this study found a significant relationship be
tween the members ' display of overt behaviors about their 
memberships and their satisfRction with it. Satisfied 
members were found mor~ likely t~ carry their membership 
card with them and were more likely to place a club mem
bership bumper sticker on their cars than less satisfied 
members . 

These findin~s appear to have important implications to 
mana~ement. l'irsr, a lower membership fee may apply to 
younger members in o rder to counter the lower level of 
their satisfac tion . Such differential membership fees 
would make good sense if the usa)\e of the club ''s services 
is positively related to members ' age , that is, the older 
the more use of services. Data compi l ed by the auto 
club in question confirmed such a relation between ageof 
the members and their use nf the emergency road services. 
IHth new membership fee schedules based on a sliding 
scale , the auto club mav be able to enhance the members' 
renewal rates , resulting in an exoanded membership base. 

Secondly, th~ auto club may wish to develop a segmenta
tion policy according to educational levels of its mem
bers in an attempt t <' raise satisfac tion Level among mem
bers with college education. Operationally , it may de
velop communication packages s pecifica lly aiming at th e 
different market se~ments . 

Thirdly , the auto club management should intensify its 
effortR in informing and educatin~ its members about its 
services and their benefits specifica LLy those members 
who joined the club as a result of their friends/family 
influences . It seems likelv that this segment is not 
well informed of the various services, ye t their expec
tations t end to he quite hiMh due to the i nfluences of 
friends/family 1•ho are most l ikelv satisfied members 
themse lves. As a conseouence , they may not appreciate 
the real benefits of the membership as much as othermem
bers , notably, those "ho .ioined the club for service-re
lated reasons , tend t o be more rea listic abou t the cost
benefit of the membership . This l eads to a conclusion 
that effective communications 1•ould he instrumental in 
·1ore successful management of memberships. 

rinallv . tho? auto dub manal{ .. m.-nt shnuld "rangibilize" 
its memhersh io as murh as possible bv , For ~xample , 

makin)! tht' bumper sti•·ker mnr e <lttractiv~ . and intr•>duc
inM nt>w itt'm>< >"u.:h a,; a key ht> lde r and a desk .:alendar. 
"Tangihi L ized" memh .. rship cak .. s " fnrm of a tan~ible ub
j .. l't 14hi<'h B<'ts as a c0nstant r .,m inder of the ,·lub mem
bersh ip. Cerr:.~inlv , thf' "tan)(ihilized" membership alnne 
is n0t s ufficient to mak .. the members f~e l ,;atisfied 1~ith 

the membership without attendant Quality services, none
theless, it reinforces the members' feelings of belong
ingness to the club. 

This paper has focused on satisfaction with a special
ized type of service, auto club membership. While much 
has been written concerning the difference in satisfac
tion between services and products and more specifically, 
between various services , the findings of this study 
have common implications to the management of member
ship based o r ganizations. Any membership-based organi
zation must provide its members with some satisfaction 
out of just being a member regardless of the level of 
service usage . In sum , there is a perceived value in
herent in the membership in itself , as well as a pos
sible use of the services. It is important to monitor 
one ' s satisfaction with the membership , independent of 
his evaluation of the service quality. 

1. 

2 . 

3 . 

4 . 
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SALES!1EN AND SALESI1ANAGERS - ARE TilEY SATISFIED lliTII THEIR JOBS?* 

John P. Loveland, New Hexico State University 
Eric R. Pratt, New Mexico State University 

Abstract 

In the 1980's it is important that Harketing managers 
create an environment in which they and their employees 
~an work at acceptable levels of satisfaction. Specif
l~al:y, preceived need and job satisfaction among com
mlssloned salesmen and salesmanagers is of major con
cern. Measurable variables of job satisfaction andneed 
satisfaction must be identified and evaluated. 

The research findings presented in this study indicate 
that the .lob Description Index (JDI) and the Porter 
questionnaire can be valuable instruments for establish
ing trends of perceptions of job and need satisfactions 
among salesmen and salesmanagers. Harketing managers 
who are facing the more complex organizational problems 
of human resource development will find the analysis of 
great value. 

Introduction 

Human Resources Hanagement has become a popular concept 
in the lexicon of business, and it is gaining promin
ence in the specific area of personal selling and sales 
management. Historically, the sales effort hascentered 
on individual efforts highly motivated by lucrativecom
missions in a mass marketing technology. A new era of 
sales effort appears to be developing, with the short 
run considerations of monetary rewards being supple
mented with long run considerations of security, self
esteem, social acceptance and self actualization. (4, 6, 
9, 10, 11, 13) In this ne\v era, the challenge for sales 
management promises to be the professional development 
of salesmen within a climate of long term employment and 
satisfaction. 

Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate job satis
faction and preceived need satisfaction among commis
sioned salesmen and commissioned sales managers. An 
important question is whether salesmen perceive job sa~ 
isfaction differently than persons in more structured 
(salaried or other wage rate basis) occupations. An 
additional concern of the study is whether or not there 
are differences between the perceived need satisfaction 
of salesmen and salesmanagers. 

The overriding purpose of this study is to empirically 
investigate measureable variables of job satisfaction 
and need satisfaction in order to better understand 
their implications for developing a professional sales 
force in the emerging era of "Human Resource Management." 

Background 

The operational definition of job satisfaction for this 
study was developed by Patricia C. Smith. Smith and her 
associates developed a descriptive instrument for mea
suring job satisfaction. The instrument, the Job Des
cription Index (JDI), operationalizes job satisfaction 
through an evaluation of questionnaire responses in the 
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areas of Work, Pay, Promotion, Supervision, and Co
workers. (12) 

A study by Porter provided the instrument used to eval
uate differences in perceived needs. Porter's format 
is a thirteen item questionnaire resulting from factor 
analysis of a lengthy list of individual questions. (10) 
Porter examined the following hypotheses: 

1) A difference exists between the satisfactionoffered 
by a position and the satisfaction that should be offer
ed by that position, as perceived by respondents. 

2) That these perceived differences between what isand 
what should be will be reduced at higher levels of man
agement. 

Porter also weighted respondent answers in terms of the 
individual's perceived importance of the question area. 
Thus, Porter's method operationalized satisfaction sim
ilarly to the JDI, but rather than using job-related 
variables such as Work, Pay, Promotion, Supervision, and 
Co-workers, he used need areas (including SecurityNeed~ 
Social Needs, Esteem Needs, Autonomy Needs and Self
actualization Needs). Porter's classifactions parallel 
Maslow's Need Hierarchy. (6,7) 

Both the JDI and Porter's questionnaire format are used 
in the present study as operational definitions of job 
~atisfaction and perceived need satisfaction. The pub
lished findings of the studies using the JDI provide an 
empirical base for comparing the current responses of 
salesmen and salesmanagers. These comparisons are the 
basis for developing one of the hypotheses presented 
below. 

Hypotheses 

The following Hypotheses were investigated in the cur
rent study: 

H1 Commissioned salesmen and salesmanagers are not as 
satisfied with their jobs, as persons in more struc
tured occupations. 

Hz Pay will be ranked lower than other observed job 
satisfaction variables by commissioned salesmen. 

H3 Significant differences exist between salesmen and 
salesmanagers in perceived need satisfactions. 

The nature of these hypotheses suggest a comparison of 
the results of previous studies using the JDI and the 
current findings. Also, the hypotheses suggest a dif
ference between salesmen and salesmanagers in the area 
of preceived need satisfaction. Finally, the hypothe
ses investigate \vhether Pay remains the most important 
job satisfaction factor for salesmen. 

''The authors would like to thank David Holt, a former 
student at New Mexico State University, for his help in 
the data collection and analysis used in this paper. 



Previous research in the area of sales management relat
ed to job satisfaction supports the hypothesis that 
salesmen tend to be less satisfied with their work than 
persons in more structured occupations. (3, 4, 9) A 
study by Dawson suggests that lack of esteem and self
respect may be the two most frustrating aspects of sales 
jobs which detract from job satisfaction and impair pro
ductivity. (4) Self-esteem, which includes self-respect 
is imbeded in both the JDI and Porter questionnaires as 
well as in other behavioral works. (1, 3, 4, 6, 13, 15) 
Chris Argyris, along with other behavioral scientists, 
point out that job satisfaction plays an important role 
for motivation and managerial considerations for human 
resource development. (5, 7, 14) 

Measuring satisfaction involves a key concept set forth 
by Herzberg that the opposite of satisfaction is not 
necessarily dissatisfaction, but rather the lack ofsat
isfaction. (6) Smith, et. al., also support this con
cept closely, (15) The JDI is an instrument that ana
lyzes job satisfaction, but does not say anything about 
job dissatisfaction. The items on the JDI are developed 
for "Yes", "no", or "uncertain" responses, and are 
weighted to yield a maximum score of 54 on a 0 - 54 
point scale. The score of 27, for example, says nothing 
of the value of the response until it is compared with 
other scores in the response group. However, an indivi
dual score of 27 within a response group where the mean 
is 32 indicates that the respondent is less satisfied in 
a particular area than are his co-respondents. 

The published results of JDI studies from among struc
tured occupational groups forms a significant base of 
Neutral (mean) scores with which data from this study 
can be compared. The major drawback to the .TDI is that 
.rni scoring will place a response somewhere along a 
scale of job satisfaction relative to other response 
groups, and does not indicate a casual relationship or 
even whether the scores are important. (2, 13) As such, 
the JDI is descriptive. However, it does provide an ob
jective basis for management inquiries. 

Porter's questionnaire format deals tvith perceptual dif
ferences in need categories among respondents and in
cludes a procedure for weighting the importance a re
spondent attaches to the particular area ofquestioning. 
(10) Therefore, the Porter instrument is also a des
criptive instrument. 

Nethodology 

This study is based upon a randomly selected sample of 
135 commissioned salesmen and salesmanagers in the real 
estate industry in Southern California. Questionnaires 
were mailed directly to the selected sample subjects. 
Useable information was obtained from a total of 96 re
spondents. This provided a usable response rate of71Z. 
Of the 96 respondents, 24 were field-level sales man
agers and 72 were salesmen who were paid entirely by 
commission, without bonuses or base guarantees. All re
spondents were men and full-time employees of their re
spective firms. For control purposes, the sample frame 
was limited to individuals between the ages of 21 and 40 
who had been employed in their particular positions in 
excess of six months, Respondents completed both the 
.JDI and the Porter questionnaires. 

Findings 

TABLE 1 indicates the results of comparing the .JDI 
scores of commissioned salesmen and salesmanagers with 
the .rnr neutral (mean) score developed by Smith (12) for 
structured occupations. TABLE I indicates whether or 
not a significant difference (based on Student's t Test 

with an alpha level of .01) exists between salesmanand 
salesmanager response and the JDI neutral scores. Sales
men response is separated from salesmanager response 
and the collective response scores are also included. 

The ·results in TABLE I are somewhat surprising in that 
salesmanagers responded as having a higher level of sat
isfaction than respondents in structured occupations as 
measured by the JDI. Salesmen, on the other hand, were 
less satisfied than both the salesmanagers and struc
tured occupations in the areas of Hark and Supervision. 
The variables dealing with Co-workers, Promotion and 
Pay provided comparisons that are possibly more sur
pr~s~ng. All three variables (Co-workers, Pay, and Pro
motion) were were ranked higher by salesmen as a group, 
than by the respondents in the more structured occupa
tions. The relatively high measure of satisfaction for 
Pay by the salesmen does not completely support Hypoth
esis H2• However, two other areas of job satisfaction 
(Promotion and Co-workers) did receive higher ratings. 

TARLE I 

COHJIAitlSON OF JOB DESCIUPTTON HIDY.X NEUTRAl. SCORES 
/\NO r:OHHTSStONED SALESHF.N AND SAJ.ESHANAI":F.RS MEAN Sr.ORES 

S{'al@ .TDI tlF.UTRAJ. STUflY HEAN 
Vnrhblt"s SCORE* H~t. SnlPAmE'n 

WORK 2~ 2R**• 19*•* 

PAY 22 '•2*** 29*** 

PROMOTION 20 t.R•*• 41*"• 

~IIPJo:RVTSlON 11 14 J]U'i 

r.o-WORKERS 12 12*** .ll*** 

SCORES 
Total 

21*** 

12*** 

42*** 

11*""* 

11*** 

*Sm1n·p: Sn~lth. r.c. etnl. Th£> ~IPnl"urcmPnt of S•lthlfR<'tinn ln Work and RetlrE"-
ment: A STrategy for thP Study nf Attilll(te-s. r.hlrAJto: Rnnct HcN111Iy, 1969; 

**Srndng nn a 0-54 ~r.i<tlE>; n • 72 for RI11E'RIIIf'n, n "' 211 for !'>rllf"~mnnar.Prs, 
Tot ... t n • 96. 

***Fi~ure At the ,01 }Pvel. 

TABLE I also indicates whether or not there was a dif
ference in the combined mean scores of salesmen and 
salesmanagers with the nuetral .TDI scores. In all but 
one instance (the supervision variable) there is a sig
nificant difference at the .01 level. Each mean score 
must be evaluated in relation to other mean scores to 
determine a positive or negative difference, howeverthe 
overall trend indicates that commissioned salesmen and 
salesmanaRers,as a group, may be more satisfied with 
their jobs than persons in more structured occupations. 
The results do provide partial support for hypothesis 
Hl, 

As indicated above, the respondents also answered the 
Porter instrument in addition to the JDI. The Porter 
format measures perceived needs along a need hierarchy 
of categories including Security Needs, Social Needs, 
Esteem Needs, Autonomy Needs, and Self-actualization 
Needs. Specifically, the Porter instrument measures 
perceived notions of respondents concerning what "is" 
and what "ought to be" in the categories under study. 
In addition, Porter's questionnaire provides a means for 
establishing "ho\v important" the described situation is 
perceived to be by the respondent. An example of a 
Porter questionnaire item is as follows: 
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1be feeling of self-esteem a person gets from being in 
my position. 
a. How much is there now? (11AX) l 2 3 4 5 6 7 (11AX) 
h. How much should there be? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
c. How important is this to me? l 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The above formulation is utilized to measure each of the 
perceived needs in the Porter formulation. The ques
tionnaire measures not only if there is a difference in 
the "what is" and the "what ought to be", but also the 
relative importance of each item. 

TABLE 11 indicates by count the number of respondents 
who perceived a deficiency corresponding to each ques
tionnaire item (the difference between questions "a" 
and "b"). The table separates and compares commissioned 
salesmen and salesmanagers. The Chi-square Test of In
dependence was used to determine differences between the 
response's of commissioned salesmen and salesmanagers. 

TABJ.F. 11 

NEI~O- FIIJ.F J LIJIFNT JJEFl C I F.Nt:ES 
OF COJ<1~1 ISS I ONErl ~AU:St1EN AND SALESHANM~ERS 

l}IH •;t· loll!l:JI r<> 

Tt"m 

Sr•r11r i !_ v NPP<b 

lt1·nt In 

Srw i" 1 t!PPfl•; 
rr ,.m !Ia 

J t f'lll II h 

F.<::t r·••m Nf'f'tl~ 

1 r ,.n, 1 1 ln 
I ~ r-,~ I I J h 

It ron 111 r 

1\11! l'll<'ll'Y NPrd<; 

ll r·m IVa 

It l'ln !Vh 
r ,,,m 1 Vc 

fl <'Ill 1\'d 

~;,. 1 r -·cw l ,,., 1 i 7.;1 t Inn 

r l•·m \':] 

I l ,..,~ Vh 

It r•m Vr 

. :_------_:: _:::--_-:.=---=--=-=-=---=-:-=~-~-----------

Cnunt (pPf"l'r>ntaB£'f:) Sir,nl f l('.'lnt IHffC'rences 

Sa\P<;man.'lgC'n; Salrsmrn B<'tWf'f'n Crnurs (Yrs or Nn) 

(n-211) (n,72) (Alrh~"" .01) 

It( 1 f), 6) 

2l(R7. 5) 

10(1>1. 6) 
1( 11. 5) 
7(0fL .1) 

)(I 2. 'l) 
I(!J/,.1) 

2(0A. 1) 
{(OR. 1) 

'' ( 1 G (>) 

l( 17. 5) 
7 (10. I) 

77(1 00:1:) 

1 7 (2l. n! 
2](11.'1) 

61 (R4. 1) 
Q (I 7. J) 

(,1(87 J) 

1(01.1) 
Q ( 1 2.)) 

27 ( 17. ')) 
.lD(Iol.fl) 

!,109 7) 

fi I (Rt,. 7) 

61(R7. 'i) 

No 

Yeo; 

Nn 

No 

No 
ypq 

't'l?!i 

The results indicated in TABLE II are some1o~hat mixed, 
however a trend emerged in some areas. Both salesmana
gers and salesmen perceived a deficiency in Security 
t\eeds; the salesmen indicated a porportionate higher de
ficiency as a group. The respondents split on Social 
Needs. Ncitl1er salesrnanagers n(lr salesmen per<~eived 

high deficiencies on the first question (IIa) anc;l there 
was no significant differences in the responses of the 
t\vo groups. For the second question (Tib) in Social 
Ne~ds, salesmanagers perceived a high deficiency while 
salesmen perceived a low deficiency, and there was a 
significant differc'nce in the porpnrtitmate responses. 

In the category of Esteem Needs, salesmen indicated a 
higher deficiency for two of the three items, whileboth 
salesmanagc'rs a11d salesmen perceived a low deficiency in 
question lJTb. A significant difference in responsewas 
measured for questions lila and Tile. 

Salesmanagers indicated little or nu deficiency in the 
cz1tegory of Autonomy needs. Salesmen were mixed in re
sponses to individual questions; the first two ques
tions having low deficiences and the last two questions 
having high deficiencies. In the category of Self
actual izati.(Hl Nedds the differences were most notable. 
Salesmen perceived substantial deficiences in the area 
of Self-actualization, 1vhile salesmanagers perceived few 
dl'ficiencies. SimLlarly, the differences in group re
sponses were significantly different for every question 

in the item. 

The implications of these findings are that salesmen and 
salesmanagers perceive Security Needs to be most defi
cient and the Self-actualization Needs have the widest 
disparity in group responses. The other categories of 
Social, Esteem, and Autonomy Needs reveal no distinct 
ranking of responses or statistical differences between 
groups. 

TABLE III indicates the count of respondents in each 
category important to each of the questionnaire items. 
Again, a Chi-square Test of Independence was used to 
evaluate differences between groups for each item on 
the questionnaire. 

Que!':tlonnalr~ 

It~m~ 

Sf'c;Hrf ty NPedi'! 

ltem la 

S0dn l N£>eds 
[tPift Il.ot 

Hem Jill 

E!'lteem N('('d!ll 
Jtt>m I 1 T.1 
tt('"m lllh 
1 tPm Tile 

Aut nnomy Nf'ed!'l 
ftpm TVa 

ltrm JVh 
lt<'m IVc 

ltPm IVd 

TI\RI.F. I I I 

t1AXnllfH lHrORTANCE OF Nl~EOS 

OF C:OHHISSJONEIJ SAU;:SHEN AND SALF.SHANAr.ERS 
-----------~-~--------

C("'unt (pen:PnlR~P!'I) 

Sal e!'lm;m;"lgPr~ Sal ('Sm£'n 

1(011. 17.) 28(18.8%) 

0(00. O) 13(18. I) 
lll(fJ6. fi) 51 (70.8) 

21 (87 >) 61 (ry). I) 
20(8R J) 6 7 (93. I) 
11 (81. I) 50 ((!9 t,) 

21(0>. B) 4)(50. 7) 

20(R1. J) 17(51.1) 
lfJ(79.]) 18(25.0) 
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Salesmanagers perceived Security Needs to be least im
portant among the categories followed by Social Needs, 
Esteem Needs, and finally, Self-actualization Needs as 
the most important. It is also noted that while sales
managers ranked both Security and Social Needs verylow 
in importance, they ranked Esteem, Autonomy, and Self
actualization Needs very high in importance. 

Salesmen, as a group, ranked Security needs as least im
portant, but ranked Esteem Needs as having greater im
portance than the remaining categories. Self-actuali
zation Needs was ranked second in importance by sales
men, followed by Autonomy Needs, Social Needs, and Se
curily !leeds. 

The findings presented in TABLE II and TABLE III show 
some differences in the perceived need satisfactions of 
commissioned salesmen and salesmanagers, but the extent 
of the differences does not allow for conclusive accep
tance of Hypothesis IJ 3 (significant differences exist 
between salesmen and salesmanagers in perceived need 
satisfactions). lloth salesmen and salesmanagers at
tached great importance to Self-actualization Needs, and 
both groups indicated that substantial deficiencesexist 
in the satisfaction of Self-actualization Needs. 

Implications 

If the theme holds true that marketing concepts for 
sales management are on the brink of a Humanistic Era, 
then the deficiencies noted through the Porter analysis 
may point toward important implications for sales man
agement reappraisal. t1anagement may want to understand 
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these deficiencies and underscore the magnitudes of per
ceived need deficiencies to better align motivational 
policies and sales training. 

Specifically, the intuitive feeling and initial hypothe
sis of this paper that salesmen are less satisfied with 
their jobs than persons in more structured occupations 
lacks support. The JDI comparisons indicated that 
salesmen were more satisfied overall than persons in 
more structured occupations. In addition, the highlev
el of satisfaction with "pay" noted in the JDI analysis 
shakes the second hypothesis that pay is no longer amo
tivator, and the implication is that perhaps management 
of commissioned salesmen should make further inquiries 
into pay as a motivator and satisfier. Additional re
search into the area of "pay" might help direct sales
managers of the proper means of utilizing incentive pay 
systems. 

The Porter format analysis indicated some interesting 
trends. The hypothesis (H3) that a significant differ
ence exists between salesmen and salesmanagers is par
tially supported by the findings. Salesmen as a group 
indicated higher overall deficiencies than salesmanagers 
and magnified this result by a greater weight attached 
to the importance of the deficient areas. The primary 
implication is that management must be concerned with 
means of upgrading levels of satisfaction among lower 
management and nonmanagement personnel especially inthe 
areas of Esteem and Self-actualization. 

Conclusions 

The results of this study have been surprising in some 
instances, shaking the intuitive research hypotheses set 
forth at the beginning of the paper. Clearly, pay as a 
motivator is not dead, and for commissioned salesmenpay 
may be a significant motivator. The intuitive feeling 
that salesmen are less satisfied than persons in struc
tured occupations is unfounded, based on the results of 
this study. 

The underlying contention that this study presents is 
that marketing managers must create an environment in 
which they and their employees can work at acceptable 
levels of satisfaction. Human Resource Development, 
particularly in terms of commissioned salesmen, may bea 
function of developing an environment in which differ
ences in perceived needs, especially in those areascon
sidered very important, are reduced. This demands spe
cific research for further description of needs andneed 
deficiencies, however, and the development of a body of 
data for predictive bases in delineated work groups. 

The JDI and Porter questionnaires provide researchers 
with two valuable descriptive tools which can make re
search into the area of job satisfaction more complete. 
Specifically, the JDI and Porter instruments provide a 
means of collecting descriptive data for indexing trend~ 
The research findings presented in this study indicate 
that the two instruments can be valuable for establish
ing trends of perceptions among different groups of re
spondents. Marketing managers who are facing more com
plex organizational programs in human resource develop
ment may find such analyses of great value. 
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TESTING THE PIMS MODEL ON LONGITUDINAL DATA FOR STRATEGICALLY HOMOGENEOUS FIRMS 

Michael H. Lubatkin, Wichita State University 
Michael W. Pitts, Virginia Commonwealth University 

Abstract 

The claims of the PIMS model is evaluated by testing 
the performance of a surrogate model on the brewing in
dustry. The model is then compared to models developed 
specifically for that industry. 

In trod uc t ion 

One factor that contributes to the controversy sur
rounding the Profit Impact of Marketing Strategy (PIMS) 
project is that the actual model has never been fully 
specified nor its results fully reported. However, 
some aspects of the project and the model are common 
knowledge. SPI claims that its multiple regression 
model is able to identify "universal truths of the mar
ketplace" that apply equally well in a variety of in
dustrial sectors and time periods (Gale, 1978). These 
"truths" are said to represent stable relationships 
that exist between the profitability of a business and 
certain strategic factors of that business and its mar
ket. For example, pricing and promotional policies can 
be evaluated in terms of their influence on a business 
unit's performance when information on other business 
factors such as product quality and market factors such 
as expected growth are considered for that unit. The 
relationships are stable, SPI argues, because the mod
el is cross-sectional, pooling data form more than 
1,000 businesses of various four-digit SIC sectors. 
SPI asserts that findings from time series data would 
be less stable, and therefore less valid than cross
sectional findings, because time series data are sub
ject to confounds from the external environment, such 
as changes in technology (Gale, 1978). 

~illny researchers, however, directly or indirectly ques
tion the methodology used by PIMS, suggesting that cau
tion be taken when interpreting the findings of the 
model. For example, in a critique of the PIMS model, 
Anderson and Paine (1978) take issue with the cross
sectional data base. They point out that in using 
cross-sectional data, SPI has made the questionable 
statistical assumption that data from many different 
industries can be pooled and then treated as a homoge
neous population. This is a methodological problem 
that has been pointed out by Bass, Cattin, and \Httink 
(1976). They demonstrated that regression coefficients 
of inappropriately pooled data are invalid, or at least 
different from results obtained if homogeneous popula
tions are maintained. Porter's (1978) theory of stra
tegic groups suggests that even within the same indus
try, firms are rarely homogeneous in terms of their 
competitive strategies. An industry, according to this 
theory, is composed of clusters or groups of firms, 
where each group consists of firms that follow strate
gies more similar along a variety of specified dimen
sions to each other than to the other firms within the 
industry. Theoretical dangers exist, therefore, in ar
bitrary pooling of cross-sectional data at industry 
levels. Furthermore, the existence of strategic groups 
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implies that the performance of each group cannot be 
satisfactorily explained by the findings of a single 
regression equation drawn from a widely diverse sample 
of businesses such as those included in the PIMS model 
(Patton, 1976). Naylor (1978) questions SPI's use of 
a cross-sectional model to find "common truths" rele
vant to any particular business given that different 
businesses and industries have different market demand 
relationships, production technologies, accounting 
structures, and so forth. The literature suggests 
that industry-specific models will be superior to the 
PIMS model in explaining the performance of that indus
try (Patton, 1976, and Thiel, 1978). 

Finally, given the short time period (10 years) covered 
by PIMS data base, it is possible that the rel-ation
ships found by PIMS are aberrations peculiar to that 
time period. The concept of strategy as a dynamic 
long-term phenomena implies that general relationships 
are determinable only over a long time horizon. The 
strategic concept, of course, does not specify what 
period is long enough, so perhaps PIMS has indeed cap
tured some general relationships. However, this can
not be determined because no one outside of SPI is 
known to have tested the PIMS model. Kirchhoff and 
Kirchhoff (1980) stated that "no published information 
exists on the application of longitudinal multiple re
gression analysis to the data base that PIMS now pos
sesses." In other words, many of the PIMS' findings 
can be accepted only on faith. 

The purpose of this study is to begin to resolve some 
of the controversy surrounding PIMS. The PIMS model as 
it is described in the literature will be tested using 
longitudinal data for a particular industry and the 
strategically homogeneous groups of firms within that 
industry. ~1ile the universal truths of PIMS cannot be 
tested directly, due to data limitations, inferences 
about the universality of these truths will be made by 
the test of the overall model. The model will then be 
compared to performance models developed specificallv 
from data on firms that participated in the selected 
industry. If the model, as a whole, is able to perform 
as well as described by SPI in its ability to explain 
the variance in performance for particular situations, 
then the truths of PTMS can be accepted with more 
confidence. 

Method 

The basic purpose of PIMS is to determine the profit 
impact of various marketing strategies. Several models 
have been alluded to in the literature. There is a 
single equation regression model with 37 independent 
variables and 58 interaction terms. These 95 terms ex
plain 80 percent of the variance of ROI. There also 
appears to be a single equation regression model which 
explains 75 percent of the variation in ROT with 27 
"profit influencing" factors (Schoeffler, 1975). Fi
nally, there is a "limited information model" which 



focuses on the 18 most powerful influences on ROI. 
This model explains more than 60 percent of the ob
served variation in ROI and is recommended by SPI for 
use "where information is limited" or "where easy ex
plainability of research findings is important" (Abell 
and Hammond, 1979). For the purposes of this study, 
the limited information model (LIM) will be used (see 
Abell and Hammond for a description of the LIM 
variables). 

Data availability is the largest single problem of this 
study. The task of obtaining a reliable set of time 
series measures for the variables of the limited infor
mation model for a particular industry can be prohibi
tively expensive and time consuming. To overcome this 
problem, this study will use the data from the brewing 
industry for the period 1952 to 1974 because it is 
readily available, having already been gathered from a 
variety of public sources. A complete description of 
the industry and data is provided in the works of 
Hatten· ( 1974) and Patton ( 1976). Though this data base 
has some limitations for this study as will later be 
described, it may represent the best available source 
of data to replicate the PIMS study. 

Aside from data availability, the brewing industry is 
selected for a number of reasons. First, the brewing 
industry during this period represented one of the few 
remaining large single product industries. Many of the 
brewing firms, particularly the industry leaders, were 
undiversified and produced relatively homogeneous pro
ducts in a common external environment; thus they all 
participated in a single business as the term is de
fined by SPI. Second, the eleven companies for which 
data are available provide a sample size sufficient for 
most relevant statistical methodologies when the data 
is pooled across time and across firms. Third, the in
dustry is divided into three strategically homogeneous 
groupings. Hatten (1974) and later Patton (1976) de
termined these groups by using discriminate analysis 
techniques. The three groups are referred to as na
tional, large regional and small regional brewers. 
Fourth, because the data base is longitudinal, rather 
than cross-sectional, and since the industry was quite 
mature, the long term relationship of ROI with its per
formance predictor variables can be investigated with
out being overly concerned about external industry 
shocks confounding the results. Finally, performance 
models have already been developed for the brewing in
dustry. This will allow for a direct comparison be
tween the explanatory power of the two modeling ap
proaches; the PIMS approach which is based on a diverse 
sample of businesses, and the industry specific ap
proach which is modeled from a more homogeneous 
population. 

Because of the nature of the brewing industry, not all 
18 variables will be applicable. The degree of verti
cal integration does not apply because the firms in the 
sample were not vertically integrated. Few brewers in
troduced new brands during the time span under study so 
a measure of this variable is also viewed as not appli
cable. Length of production cycle (LPC) was substitut
ed for relative product quality (RPQ). This was done 
because we could not obtain a RPQ measure. RPQ is a 
subjectively derived measure based on the respective 
producer's opinion. However, LPC is generally held 
among brewers to be an indicator of quality and there
fore will be a suitable proxy for RPQ. Measures R & D 
to sales could not be obtained. However, the results 
of the test should not be greatly affected by this de
letion due to the maturity of the industry and the lack 
of any significant innovations alluded to in the liter
ature on the industry. Similarly, percentage of em
ployees unionized, percentage of customers equaling SO 
percent of sales, and purchase amount of immediate 
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customers are also not available, but again results of 
the test should not be greatly affected due to the com
petitive structur~ of the industry during the period 
studied. A measure of productivity used in the previ
ously cited brewing studies is substituted for the PIMS 
measure of productivity. Finally, we used return on 
equity as the performance measure rather than return on 
investment because the former was more readily avail
able. This will not pose any serious problems since 
the debt levels of the brewers did not vary much over 
time and therefore ROE will be an approximate linear 
transformation of ROI. 

It is recognized that given the limitations of the dat~ 
only a surrogate of the limited information model can 
be tested. To the extent that the surrogate model and 
the measures are not an accurate replication of the 
LIM, the findings of this study may be erroneous. How
ever, based on an understanding of the brewing industry 
during the observed time period, the authors believe 
that the excluded variables would contribute only mar
ginally at best to the explanatory power of the model. 
For this particular industry situation, therefore, the 
surrogate model may well be a close approximation of 
the LIM. Furthermore, the need to obtain insights into 
both the claims and criticisms of PIMS is believed to 
be important enough to justify the approach. 

Findings 

The regression results obtained from applying the sur
rogate of the limited information model on the. brewing 
industry data are summarized in Table 1 . It appears 
that the relationships found by PIMS are stable over 
time. Over 60 percent of the variation in performance, 
measured here by ROE, is explained during the twenty
two year period for which the model was tested on the 
brewing industry data. This finding confirms SPI's 
claim for this model. Because 95.7 percent of the ob
servations of this sample occurred before 1972, the 
first year of the PIMS data base, it appears that the 
PIMS cross-sectional model may indeed have captured 
"truths" that are relevant to any time period. This 
is reinforced by the high F-values for the overall sig
nificance of the equations. The above finding is in
teresting for two reasons; one, that PIMS used a single 
measure to evaluate performance, and two, that this 
measure ROI, may inhibit long term goal attainment due 
to its apparent emphasis on short term performance. 
Regarding the first point, it is generally accepted 
that firms have multiple performance objectives; e.g., 
sales, market share, production efficiency, as well as 
profitability measures such as ROI, and that these ob
jectives may be interdependent (Patton, 1976, and 
Thiel, 1978). Furthermore, how a firm allocates its 
resources towards the attainment of these objectives is 
likely to change over time. The findings of this study 
argue that ROI may in fact act as a reliable proxy for 
performance, at least for the sample in question. Re
garding the second point, the time series approach al
lowed this study to investigate the long term rela
tionship of ROI with its performance predictor varia
bles. We conclude that the ROI criterion employed in 
the PIMS program may be a suitable global criterion 
for the measurement of strategic performance. It also 
appears that the "universal truths of the market place" 
are relevant to a particular business situation. Table 
2 indicates that the model explained at least 62.6 per
cent of the variance of performance when it was applied 
to the brewing industry and to the three distinct 
groups within that industry. The fact that the model 
performed as well as claimed at the industry level is 
of interest since industries are said to differ from 
each other in terms of general strategic considerations 
(Porter, 1978). It is difficult, therefore, to con
ceptualize how the findings of a single regression 



equation drawn from a widely diverse sample of indus
tries could apply to a specific industry. Industrial 
organization theory, however, may provide an explana
tion. It states that industries are not ~omogeneous in 
terms of strategies. The brewing industry in particu
lar was found by Hatten (1974), Patton (1976) and Thiel 
(1978) to be heterogeneous. It is quite possible that, 
due to heterogeneity of industries, the same factors 
that influenced the cross-sectional model may have in
fluence at the industry level as well. 

TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION RESULTS OF PIMS MODEL 
ON BREWING INDUSTRY, 1952-1974 

Group N Pooled N F-Value R2 

Indus 11 207 27.44 .627 
Natnl 3 61 37.03 .900 
Lrg 3 59 6.59 .627 
Smll 5 87 24.30 .795 

It is much more difficult to explain why the PIMS mod
el performed satisfactorily at the strategic group lev
el. Industrial organization theory states that groups 
within an industry develop in reaction to differing 
threats and opportunities facing them in the external 
environment (Porter, 1978). Each group will therefore 
follow its own unique strategy for maximizing its per
formance. Testing the surrogate model on data from 
firms that are homogeneous in terms of strategies 
should represent a more stringent test of the claim by 
SPI that they have uncovered the "universal truths of 
the market place" than the test of the model. at the in
dustry level. Because the surrogate model performed at 
least as well as claimed when tested against three 
strategically homogeneous groups, PIMS may well reflect 
truths of the marketplace. 

An obvious point that is noted from Table 2 is the very 
high correlation coefficient (R2) achieved by the model 
within the national group. Two problems are suspected 
for this occurrence. The first problem is data avail
ability. Often measures are defined only at the na
tional level. Variables such as market and concentra
tion should be broken down into geographic markets be
cause market structure is known to vary from one geo
graphic region to another (Scherer, 1980). For example. 
a regional brewer may have insignificant power when 
compared on a national scale, yet in fact it may be q 
formidable competitor in its own region. One possible 
cause, therefore, for the high R2 of the national group 
relative to the other groups is that the market struc
ture variables tend to be derived from national statis
tics and thus may represent more reliable measures for 
the national group. A second possible cause for the 
high R2 may be due to the fact that the sample of firms 
used in developing the PIMS model are overrepresented 
by industry leaders. The median size firm from the 
PIMS sample in 1977 ranked second in its served market 
(Hatten, 1974). The variables selected in the model 
may, therefore, do a better job in explaining the larg
er, national firms. 

The fact that the limited information model does ex
plain at least 60 percent of the variance in perform
ance may not be as exciting as it is apparently per
ceived by those who support the model. The general 
concensus of studies on industrial organizations is 
that market share and concentration alone explain ap
proximately 35 percent of the variance in performance 
(Shepherd, 1980). It may be surprising, given the pre
cise nature of business and eco~omic variables which 
tend to measure a multitude of effects, that the re
maining 25 percent of the variance could not be 

explained by an additional sixteen variables. The same 
arguement applies to the remaining 35 variables of the 
37 variable model that claims to explain 75 percent of 
the variance. In addition, it may well be that in a 
competitive environment, the residual 40 (or 25, de
pending on the model selected), percent of the vari
ance, means the crucial difference for the practitioner 
between success and failure of his enterprise. 

A major criticism of the PIMS model is that it suffers 
from the problems associated with multicollinearity. 
Multicollinearity occurs when a dependent relationship 
exists between the independent variables. As this de
pendency increases, it becomes increasingly difficult 
to determine with confidence the estimates of each co
efficient. The magnitude and even the direction of the 
relationship between the independent and dependent vari
ables may change. It is quite likely that any regres
sion model which contains many (e.g. 18 or 37) econo
mic/business measures will suffer from this problem. 
Schoeffler (1975) acknowledged the existence of multi
collinearity in the PIMS model. He stated that, "since 
the key variables employed to explain performance are 
highly multicollinear, one should not attach much im
portance to the coefficients of the individual vari
ables and hence also to the significance tests of such 
coefficients." The literature about PIMS, however, 
does not specify how highly multicollinear are the in
dependent variables. Table 2 may provide some clues. 
It lists all the multicollinear relationships that have 
an inner correlation of higher than arbitrarily deter
mined cutoff of 0.69. Table 2 will likely not.dupli
cate a comparable table developed from the data base 
of SPI due to differences in sample and in the manner 
which some of our variables are defined and measured. 
However, judging from the table, the problems of multi
collinearity in the PIMS model may be serious enough 
to question the reliability of the 3 x 3 matrices 
developed by SPI from its regression model. These ma
trices, which relate variables two at a time to ROI, 
are considered to be the single most important contri
bution of SPI. Due to the high incidence of severe 
multicollinearity, the regression coefficients for 
each individual factor are not reported. 

Table 2 

SUMMARY OF MULTICOLLINEARITY BETWEEN VARIABLES 

Variables 

1. MRKT SHR/ 
RLTV MRKT SHR 

2. MRKT SHR/ 
CNCNTRN 

3. MRKT SHR/ 
GRWTH 

4. CPTL INTNSTY/ 
INV INTNSTY 

5. CPTL INTNSTY/ 
CPCTY UTLZ 

6. CPTL INTNSTY/ 
RITV PRICE 

7. QITY/ 
CNCNTRN 

8. QITY/ 
GR\HH 

9. % INEST/SLS 
CPCTY UTL 

10. MRKTG EFFT/ 
RLTV PRC 

IND 

.93 

.81 

NTNL LRG SMLL 

.80 .84 .87 

.85 .75 

.71 .70 

.80 .83 .78 

(.92) 

(.70) 

(.71) 

(. 77) 

(. 83) 

.88 

As was concluded earlier, the PIMS model appears to 
perform at least as well for specific situations as 
SPI described. It would be interesting to compare the 
results of the PIMS model as developed from its 
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surrogate on the brewing industry with models developed 
specifically for that industry. Models developed from 
relatively homogeneous population are predicted to have 
results that are more valid than the results of PIMS. 
Such models have been developed for the brewing indus
try by Hatten (1974), Patton (1976), and Thiel (1978). 
Table 3 compares the results of Thiel's first stage re
gression estimates using the limited information model. 
(Thiel's model was selected because it outperformed the 
earlier two models.) In all instances, Thiel's model 
is superior both in terms of R2 and F. In addition, 
The R2's achieved by Thiel were all confortably above 
the . SO level. SPI has said that . SO appears to be the 
upper limit for the larger PIMS model. The results 
suggest that while a general model is good, a model 
developed specifically for a single business environ
ment is better. 

TABLE 3 

COMPARISON OF FIRST STAGE REGRESSION ESTIMATES 
OF THE PIMS AND THIEL MODELS 

PIMS THIEL 
Group F-Value R2 F-Value 

Indus 27.44 .626 45.3 
Natnl 37.03 .900 50.3 
Lrg 6.59 .627 13.6 
Smll 24.30 .795 39.5 

R2 

.827 

.966 

.891 

. 932 

Single multiple regression models, such as the PIMS 
mouel have two essential weaknesses in strategy re
search. One is that they assume only one performance 
goal. The other is that these models assume that the 
direction of influence flows from the independent vari
ables to the dependent variables. In reality, the re
verse may be true. For example, performance may be a 
function of market share, but market share may also be 
a function of performance. By introducing one or more 
additional equations into the model and then consider
ing all the equations simultaneously, the two way flow 
of influence can be disentangled. For example, Patton 
(1976) defined three performance measures; i.e., ROE, 
market share and growth. Establishing an equation to 
explain each of the three performance measures, he then 
applied his multiple equation model to the Hatten (13) 
data and found a strategic relationship to profitabili
ty different from those found by Hatten's single equa
tion model. Thiel refined Patton's model, and by using 
two stage least squares to explain profitability, he 
obtained R2 statistics superior to those obtained using 
first stage least squares for all but the national 
group. The F-values for all four groups are clearly 
higher for the two stage model than for the PIMS model. 
(Table  4 ) Though previously it was concluded that ROI 
represents a suitable global criterion, Theil's study 
lends support to the need for sorting out the inter
dependence of strategic decision variables by using the 
simultaneous equation approach. 

Conclusion 

This study represents to our knowledge the first 
attempt by any researcher outside the SPI to replicate 
the findings of the PIMS model. In so doing, a number 
of points appearing in the literature were addressed 
which question the validity of the model. 

Overall, it appears that the PIMS model using only 
twelve of the eighteen variables specified in the limi
ted information model, behaved in the manner predicted 
by SPl. These results carne as a surprise to the au
thors of this paper who did not expect the general mod
el to apply to specific situations. However, we found 
that the model likely suffers from a high degree of 
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multicollinearity. We therefore must question the 
reliability of the 3 x 3 matrices developed by SPI 
which attempt to relate variables two at a time to 
profitability. We also found that models developed 
specifically for an industry in question outperform 
the more general PIMS model, suggesting that industry 
modeling may provide management with more practical 
information than that which can be obtained from SPl. 
Finally, we found that simultaneous equation models 
which recognize that managers have goals other than 
profitability outperform single goal models in their 
ability to explain performance. 

TABLE 4 

COMPARISON OF REGRESSION ESTIMATES OF THE PROFITABILITY 
EQUATIONS BETWEEN THE PIMS MODEL AND THE THIEL 

SIMULTANEOUS EQUATION MODEL 

Indus 
PIMS THIEL 

R2 .63 .83 
F 27 73 
No. of 
Vrbls 12 15 

Natnl 
PIMS THIEL 

.90 
37 

12 

.94 
64 

16 

Lrg 
PIMS THIEL 

.6S 
7 

12 

.86 
20 

15 

Srnll 
PIMS THIEL 

.so 
24 

12 

.92 
54 

16 

Our study tested a surrogate of the PIMS model on only 
one industry sector during a time period characterized 
by a relatively static competitive environment. The 
surrogate is not intended to explain performance as well 
as the limited information model in industries £harac
terized by a different competitive environments, nor 
within the brewing industry after 1974 when its struc
ture began to undergo rapid changes. However, the sur
rogate is believed to approximate the performance of the 
limited information model for the sample selected for 
this study. To the extent that the surrogate provides 
results comparable to the limited information model, in
ferences can be made concerning the claims and the cri
ticisms of PIMS. Additional studies are needed, how
ever, that test the PIMS model in a variety of sectors 
and time periods before we can conclude with more con
fidence whether the findings of the cross-sectional mod
el does in fact represent the "universal laws of the 
market place." 
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A NEH ERA : OVERCOI!INC POTENTIAL CONFLICT llE11-'EEN 

MARK ETING MANACEIIENT AND MIS 

Richard E. Seeber, Fleetguard, Inc . 

J . Donald Weinrauch , Tennessee Technological Un iver s ity 

Cary Pickett, Tennessee Technological University 

Introduct ion 

T<> a chi eve• o r gan i zat 1 onnl objectives , marketinp, managers 

must C<~Opc>ratc with executives from other business func

tions . Despi te this well-known premi se , many modern and 

pr<>( ita b l r companies are experlencin~ serious confl ict 

lwtwcen mark<>ting and other COMpany departMents . Pre

vious wri L<!rs (Kotler 1978 and Shapiro 1977) have dealt 

with i ntc•rdl•partmental r 1 valries between market inp. and: 

manufacturlnr , rC'scarch and department and public rela-

l ions . These wr i tcrs showed how eneh of these reported 

husincss functions were uni(!ue and how inte rgroup 

riva lri c>s dev<'loped with ma rket ing . 

P,•rsomwl f rom the ~lanar,cment Inrormation Sys t em (IllS) 

depar tment is another business area that may be fre 

qu•·rH l y in nn adv,~rsa ry posi tion with marke tinp.. In a 

h ighlv tt•chnolop,i cal socil'ty alons; with rapid marke t 

clwn;:es nnd rt!qui rements , nuMerous intrao r p,anization 

oppon uni l i•·s nnd i nte r faces occur between market in" and 

IllS. I f the inte r group relations h ips are no t prope~ly 
m.Jn.rrcd, m;r I contentment can surfnce . The follo\llnr 

quc>Lt·s t!rarn.1L izc• the individual comnlaints be t ween rnar

k, · L ing and ~l iS . 

illS is sup!>Osc t<> be a s('rvice orjo\ani zation, 

hut n:rrkct in): is not heinr provided with info r 

m: t t ion IH!CC•SS::trv t O )'lcrform OUr funCtion. 

(V . 1' . of llarkctinf~) 

llur syst<•ms must b<• developed to support the 

hus i nt•ss which is vet:'v d iff icu lt hecausc of mrr

k\'l in:· 1 s inahility LO. srecifically define company 

st r ;H ,•J:.:y . (I> I r ector of ''IS) 

<lnf nrt unatv l ~· . a dc·ar t h oi litc· r «turc cxlsu: on tlw 

t~:tnrt·rous prohh·ms and conflicts that could exi st b<! twec•n 

rr:rrk,· Lin:·. :lnd ~11!': . C:ivcn the crlticnl need tor a svn<'r

~· i s t i t· ilppru:H·h with tht• intcrd,•pendt•ncy rcquircme>nts 

lwtw•···n ~liS ;tnd nwrk<'tin~. 1 it i s c ritical to undc•rstand 

and uv,·rcom,• thv murky r elationships t h«t of t en exist 

h··LIJ<Tn th,· Lw•> dynami c nrc<~s . The• pur pose of Lhls 

pap,•r i s 1 o: (I) ,.x., mi nt• som.• 0f Lhc sn I i cn t r easons 

ior I'<' Lvtl lial l'•'"r n·l:tLlons hl'l\~c·t•n th<• t\..0 :~rcas ,,nd 

(.!) ol f, r "''"''' corn•ct iVl' st<-ps Llwt mir,ht p r cvt•nl and / 

••r ••v,·rcc•m .. llll' dt•trir:cnt:ll conflicting bd1avior . 

I L is a:-; iumat i<: Lh;tl r.rarkt•L illJ'. is st:lr t in1 ~ Lo m:~tu r <' 

from a pur,• s•·l l inr. runct i<>n t•• a tu Lol inLq•.r :tt ivc- mar

kt·L in:• S\'St•·m . For Pur p•>Sl'S t>f i<h·n l i f\·in1~ Lhe disc rcL~· 

,·volut ion;rn st<l!'t·s . l:ot l••r h:~s dlvi:h·d· Lhc trans! tion 

into f ivv st; t;.:t•s : st· llin:· , selling and additional sup

port fu nctions , Sl'IHiratl' mllrketi n)', functions , mocic· rn 

nwrk,·L ing dl'parrm,•nt , nnd r.w r k<•t-or icnted cor.~panics . 

,\ tl,·ndant wi lh •·<rdt st;J~t· :1 r c incrcasin:•. sopilis t ic:ttl•d 

rv•luir,·m .. uts fo r utiliz i n)' nnd surp l~· i. np, rl'l<·v:~ n t rta n

;tg,•m, nL inr'ormat ion. Tlw inrorr.t.1tionnl nt•C'ds of M:t r k.,L

i n;• hav,• MIIVt·d from <1 simp I c• sinf l•· s~·s L(•rJ tt• a coMn lex , 

plu ro~l, and sL r ;Jtt'j', i t' - has,•d iniornwtion sv:;tcm . 1\t the 

risk ••f <~Vvrsirorpli fyin1: it 1 l't:~rkt•t in~·. P<'OI>lc want L iMl•lv 

;tntl r·,·sl'l'll.,iv,• informaLion in <1 r>Nrninr.ful forr.~nL that . 

IJi II ,·n:thl•• llu.:m LO bctl<•r p r edicL .111d/or r 1•act Lo thl' 

d\·twmil· ch:uw,vs in the mark•.:tplacE· . HOI~•·ve r, m:JrkC' tinr 

r~an:t:•,v rs ~lrl' not infol l ihll! in predic tinJ,: the future . 
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Hence, they find it tedious to oinpoint and s tabilize 

strate~y . Since IllS executives desire well-defined in

formation requireMen t s before develorinp systems to sup

oort marketinp ' s infornation reouirements, one can 

ea sily speculate on the number of daily conflicts that 

might preva i l . Unfortunately, the adversities between 

the two depar tment hecome more intense as bo th f unctions 

mature i n thei r apnlication within orpanizations. The 

relationships between the two emerpinp. ar~as could h.,

come mo re difficult as compani es try to adont full mar

keting orienta tion (Kotler defines it as stratep i c 

market develot>l!lent) while shiftinp. from data nrocessinp 

ro ·an administ r ated manarement info r mat i on system. Re

~rettahly, marke tin~ f r equently ar~ues tha t "IS oeonl<' 

lack c r eativity by be inp. overly concerned ~Jith ~undnne 

accountin~ apolications. Table l illustrates t he con

flict dialop.ue that mir.ht be acrimoniously directed bv 

each group. 

Information 
Reoui r ements 

Variety_: 

Accurac" : 

St r ategic : 

TABLE l 
Conflict Dialop.ue 

llarketing 1 s 
Demands 

l need lt now. 

I need it in 
another format. 

T heed the fol
lowing s t mula-
tion: 

I nc•c•d a nc11 
renort t o : 

Th<'se r<:'norts do 
not a!trt>c . 

to : 

Can 1 t he sn<·
ci fic--~lnrket 
tCln uncc..'r tnin. 

''l S 

_R~~-· 

Di fficul t to 

r u'l-- must he• 
scheduled . 

D11ta cannClt hc 
aCCCSS<'d thn t 
way . 

"1v nc·onl c..' Hr(? 

not faMiliar 
\<{ t!r that LCt"h
n!O t> (' , 

The clatn dops 
not ex i st . 

\·.'P ' vP ovt•rtnxt2'c.l 
car>nbi lit\' of 
system . 

r>rtJv id•· tho La i I 
d,·fini Lion of 
r<·~ U i r PMC..'O t. 

Our lnnp. ranr.•• 
plans cnnm•t 
iru- l ud•• ,·,•u r 
r.•·rw r:~l i l i ,.,. . 

To partlv ove r c•>MC' C'Ont radicLory bc•havinr , it is fruit 

ful to havP mor,• €.'mP ~tll\' for tht: r ole· <1nd scnnu of :11~ . 

Infor mnti0n s,·st('M )laturatlon 

Th<' Data Proc'~"'sim~ Industry has .-volvcd hlstoric::ll,· 

throur,h several J•t!nt>r:llions L iPd t<> tiH' tN'hnolO$! ic:tl 

adv;tnt't'llll'lll of .:onnut••r,; . The> last tl'n yNtrs h;JVc· 

(•,;tahlish0d the tl'chni cal cnpahiJ it i l'S wid rh h;JV(• had 

itrcaLt'st i Mfl~c:t o n •qs and o r r-ani za ti ons It st• rv .. s : 

data base , cortmuni<'aL ion, Jan~<' scah• int<'f:rat i <>n/:tOS 

memory . 

Table 



C.rowth of MIS as a business discipline and as a function 
within the organization has been s uggested by Nolan 
(1979) to follow six distinct stages of application, 
with these five having varying degrees of realization; 
cost reduction, application proliferation, moratorilli'l 
and control, Integration, and data administr ation. '1IS 
as an em,·q~inx department is generally designated as 
Data Procl!sslng or EDP in early stages before achieving 
iull NIS recognition. As the growing function passes 
through the five stages, expansion of both its role 
with in the company and its capability to provide infor
m;ll ion st• rv i C<'S ace rues . 

lncompatibil ity be tween marke ting's stage of develop
m,•nt within a particular company , and the development 
or MIS, is a potential source for conflict due to the 
mismatch hc•twcen expec tations and capabilities to pro
vi<il' in format ion . (t might generally be expected that 
both fun c tions ,•volvl! equally in a growing , well-balanced 
<>r~an i zation . In practice , however , the maturation of 
th,•sc• overhead operations will occur at different rates 
suhjt•cr to limited financial resources, shif ting manaee
nwnt <'mph as is , and varying personal philosophies of 
tht>S<' wlw manage marketing and MIS . I t can be seen in 
Table :2 that marketing has several opportunities to be 
dissatis f i,•d with insufficiE'nt IllS capabilities . 

Cons i<h·•·inp. fir s t a fully evolved HIS, there must be 
>' 1><'..: i f i.c man<Jgement definicion of information require
m~·nt s s upporting business strategy , prior to development 
,,f Lon~-t ,· rm dat<J base and communication s tructures . 
~la r k..- l ing , ;~ ,; the purveyor of an important component of 
,·,>mp;mv s rr<Jt .:-gy , i s expected to provide vital input to 
·' •~·· II ,•s t ah li s hed ~tlS planning process . 1-.'hen the mar
kc•t in~ func ti on i s represented by nothing mor e than a 
s,· l l i n~ ••q :.ln i?.:tt ion , o r a weakly-conceived marketing 
func ti on , MI S will be dissatisfied with the inability or 
t h,• um.'ill i n~ness of marke ting to proyide specification. 
~larl,,· tin~ i n t his casl' , though its information expecta
l i<Hls •~ay b,• re lative l y l ow, will become victim of their 
la..:k ,,f involvl.'mcnt. They will find themselves disre
gar.J,•d hy a sophi s tic<Jted NIS which mus t seek strategic 
dirc•c tion sotely from top management. Under direction 

of a vice president of marketing in a Progressive mar
keting department, th~ caU ber of marketing managers 
will exist to demand a new complete and usable mana~e
ment information system. 

With the inverse situation, where the mat~Jrity of the 
marketing organization exceeds that of MIS, marketinp ' s 
dissatisfaction with MIS becomes mor e pronounced . 
Sophisticated marketin~ mana2ement will be interested 
in .establishins a complete marketing information system 
(}IDSS)," as described by Little (1979) in the Journal 
nf Marketing. The MIS organization which has not evolved 
to full data base capabilities cannot begin to satisfy 
these requests. At the initiation stage , MIS can only 
be concerned with cost reduction, people~savinp s ystems. 
During the prolife ration phase, MIS is equipped to give 
s~perficial support for basic marketing systems . 

The proliferation of systems coverage for all company 
operations usually results in f ragmen t ed , stand-alone 
data sets which provide ver y little cross- functional or 
decision-oriented information--the an tithesis of t he 
MIS concept. The control and integra tion phases crE'atc 
a moratorium for major new system undertakings and will 
leave marketing, as with other departmen t s , without a 
promise for svstem relief. As MIS matures, decentral
ization of resources can soecifically begin to addr~ss 
marketin8 system issues. System specialists and dis
tributed proces sors and data bases (utilizin~ minicom
puters) will Si8nificantly impr ove the timeliness and 
quality of information provided. I·IJ·lile resources unde r 
fully developed HIS have become better balanced t o s up
port marketing (and all other subsystems), the need for 
structure de finition increases. 

For market i n8 in particular, consolidation of dispersed 
data to provide info~ation for measurement , historica l 
compar ison, and market analysis is impossible without a 
pre-dl.'fined means of data retention and r etrieval. The 
fully mature "arke tJng and MIS or ganizations arE' well 
equiopcd t o hccome mutually involved with providinp. ~he 
solutions to these issues . Again, whether this is suf
ficient for a parti cular markE'ting or ganization depends 
upon its pos ition ,,f evolution wJ thin the company . 

TABLE 2 

~l.':k.".~ 
'II~ 

Cus t
Kl.'du~ l i .. ln 
(Acnn~) 

(\>n tn•l , 
In t vgr;H ion 

llnta 
:\drn i 11 i s t r ; 1 t ion 

Marketin~/t1IS Conflict Relative to t1aturity 

Stage 1 
Selling 

Low Expectation 
!.ow Capald 1 i ty 
Low Conflict 

S ta•~e 2 
Selling & 
0ther 

Srag~J. 
tlarket lng 
Ot.>pt . 

HiBher Market Expec tation 
Low ms C.apability 
Markctin~ Oissatisfied 

Stage 4. 
Harketing 
Orientation 

l.uw ~lark,, t Exp.,c tati on 
l<cspons ive ms 

Higher :tark<·l Exp>.! Ctation 

Low Coni lict 

Cost justifh:d IllS capability 

~llS st r .:! t cht'd , unso:>hist icat"'d 
MarketinH dissatisfied 

L01.· :tarkt>t Expectation lli~hcr ~larkcl Expectation 
l.ow Conflict :tarketinA dissatisflt•J 

Low ~lark,~ t Capab ility , Expcctnlion 
H i~h :II S Ex pee ta tion, S r rue tu rc: 
NI S dissatisfit•d 
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H ig!!_~~c t ;l l i t>n 
High Capabll it,· 
Low Confl i ct 



It is equally important to consider the trend toward 
distributed data processing, which, in essence is a 
catalyst promoting a synthesis of the marketing system 
and traditional information processing. In an organiza
tion with a mature, state-of-the-art MIS, marketing may 
find itself being a "laggard" adopter of the MIS capa
bility--stemming from marketing's own disposition towar~ 
traditional fragmented data processing. However, DDP, 
while forcing some dissemination of the data processing 
responsibility actually overcomes some of marketing's 
myopic view of the company's information processing and 
transcends marketing into a "do'er" element of.the MIS-
hence, an active rather than passive role. Thus, MIS 
maturity is further enhanced since the information sys
tem is viewed no longer by marketing or DP management 
as an isolated staff group. In the essence, this philo
sophic and organizational trend within HIS actually 
necessitates participation by marketing which in turn 
directly contributes toward marketing's maturation. 

Managing the Conflict 

The conflict between marketing and HIS is an emerging 
situation which is directly affected by the emergence 
of the relatively new business disciplines, themselves. 
This newness for marketing and MIS makes one suspect 
that the> conflict itself has not yet fully emerged. 
Issues creating dissatisfaction will become more intense 
and more frequent with the growth of interdependency be
tween the evolving functions. Early phases of conflicts 
relative to imbalanced maturity of the functions gives 
way to harder conflicts related to incompatibility of 
role factors. Typical of any incompatibility, there 
c>xist differences which are irreconcilable, meaning that 
the conflict cannot he completely eliminated. (In fact, 
a little controlled intergroup conflict can be healthy 
to promote integrity, checks and balances, creativity; 
alternatively a little conflict can prevent inertia and 
a complacent marketing program. The degree £i conflict 
is the clement for marketers to control.) 

Recognizing various limitations and constraints within 
an organization, marketing managers can play a key role 
in assuring high performance levels between the two 
departments. To save space, certain procedural tasks-
which might he adopted--are enumerated as follows: 

BALANCING THE TWO STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT: Hanagement 
control systems should integrate MIS budget controls/ 
service objectives with the marketing strategic 
objectives of sales, market share, profit mar~ins, 
and so on. Expectations should be mutually agreed 
upon. 

EQUAL REPORTING RELATIONSHIPS: Harketing and MIS 
should have similar levels and degrees of authority 
to create mutual respect and satisfaction. 

DEVELOP i\ MARKETING INFORMATION SYSTEMS SPECIALIST: 
The individual should speak the language of systems 
from a marketing viewpoint· and define marketing 
information requirements to support decision making 
and control. The individual should help with the HIS 
planning process and identify proper HIS technical 
resources, specifications and processes that are 
germane to marketing. 

FORMAL TASK FORCE MARKETING AND MIS Cmll!ITTEE: 
Select people from each function should periodically 
me£•t to facilitate communication, identify problem 
areas, define marketing informational needs, and 
educate• members on the latest advances being made 
in both marketing and MIS. 

MARKETING MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT IN DETEillliNING MIS 
DIRECTION: The chief marketing executive should 
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have input on the organization's future role and 
scope of information services. Through ·a top manage
ment policy making MIS steering committee, the mar
keting chief executive can define requirements whil~ 
understanding and improving MI~ deficiencies. 

Conclusion 

The conflict between ma~keting and t1IS may be a new and 
growing behavioral problem in modern companies. Both 
corporate functions are being recognized as significant 
areas by top management in the era of reindustrializa
tion. Consequently, the sugp,estions herein will help 
to overcome mutual dissatisfaction and misunderstandings 
between the two powerful business functions. While pro
viding a company with better competitive strategy, effec
tive managing of conflict will enable both functions to 
derive more satisfaction from their interrelationships 
and spawn responsive decision type information for mar
keting. 
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EXTENSIONS AND TESTING OF IMPORTANCE-PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Beheruz N. Sethna, Clarkson College 

Abstract 

Importance-Performance analysis is a technique for re
lating the measurement of attribute importance and per
formance to the development of marketing programs. 

An empirical test demonstrates that Importance-Perform
ance analysis may be used to obtain a powerful determi
nant of consumer satisfaction, thus strengthening the 
case for its use in developing marketing strategy. Also 
shown is a rigorous, empirical procedure for identifying 
the most crucial product attributes in terms of their 
need for managerial action. 

Introduction 

Importance-Performance analysis is an easily applied 
technique for measuring attribute importance and per
formance, that can indicate which elements of the mar
keting mix should be emphasized (or de-emphasized) in 
marketing strategy. The technique and its merits were 
discussed by Martilla and James (1977). 

The present work is an extension of the 1977 paper by 
~1art ill a and James and demonstrates additional applica
tions by relating Importance-Performance Analysis to 
consumer satisfaction. Whereas the 1977 paper was a 
(intuitively appealing) normative one, the present work 
includes an empirical test of the model's capability for 
quantitative explanation and analysis. 

In the 1977 paper, for each product attribute, import
ance ratings were obtained from a four-point scale ("ex
tremely important" to "not important") and performance 
ratings were obtained from a four-point scale ("excel
lent'' to "poor"). Attributes were then classified ac
cording to the relative importance and performance rat
ings. Remedial action was recommended for those attri
butes which the customers believed to be very important 
but were rated low on performance. Mere maintenance was 
recommended in the attributes where both importance and 
performance were high and where both were low. Finally, 
the attributes of high performance but low importance 
were judged to be of possible overkill, but it was re
cognized that there may be other good reasons for con
tinuing with the practice. In fact, to summarize the 
conclusions, the major recommendation was to concentrate 
on those attributes that were judged important but had a 
low performance. 

The present work expands on the above technique by using 
the "Control System Model of Consumer Behavior" postu
lated by Sethna (1976). This model is described in 
Appendix 2. The hypothesis here is that the greater the 
discrepancy between the importance of an attribute and 
the performance of a product on that attribute; the 
greater is the consumer's dissatisfaction with the prod
uct (and, therefore, the greater the need for remedial 
action). The above hypothesis is empirically tested in 
this paper. If the hypothesis is found to hold true, it 
will support the contention that Importance-Performance 
Analysis may be used to indicate marketing strategy to 
increase consumer satisfaction. 

Data were collected on three brands of breakfast food, 
by the use of mail questionnaires sent to 1100 house
holds, of which 955 were returned (a response rate of 
87/.). Data ~n performance and on importance were col-

lected on seven attributes for each brand. The ques
tions were similar to those used by Martilla and James. 
Importance was measured on a three-point scale (In form
ing an opinion (of Brand j), how important are the char
acteristics •••.• Does "Attribute i" matter to you: A 
Great Deal(3), Somewhat(2), Very Little(l).) Perform
ance on each pttribute was measured on a seven-point 
scale, but was transformed to a three-point scale to be 
consistent with the Importance rating (for example: 
"Delicious Tast:(_ng(3) to "Not Delicious Tasting(l)"). 
Data w~re also obtained on Satisfaction with the brand 
(a four-point scale from "Extremely Satisfied" to "Not 
Satisfied") and on Prior Purchase (actual number of 
units of particular brand reported purchased in the pre
vious period. 

Analysis and Results 

A factor analysis· was pertormed on the seven attributes 
to reduce the multicollinearity. Three attributes -
"Good Source of Protein", "Filling", and "Goodness as a 
Snack" -- were expressible in terms of the other attri
butes; therefore, the remaining four attributes (shown 
in Table 1 ) were used in all tests. 

An additional concept, the "Importance-.Performance 
Error" (abbreviated as "Error"), is introduced here for 
convenience. An "Error" or discrepancy (between impor
tance and performance ratings) may be computed for each 
attribute (this was done for each brand) consistent with 
Martilla and James' recommendations for actions in their 
1977 paper. For example, if, for Brand j, Attribute i 
had a high importance rating and a high performance, 
only maintenance is required, therefore an error value 

·of zero is assigned; E.ij = 0. Similarly, if importance 

and performance are both low (or both at the middle of 
the scale), no action is recommended and Eij is aRain 
;= 0. 

If the performance rating is higher than the importance 
rating overkill is possible, but disinves~ment in that 
attribute may or may not be· appropriate. Two different 
operationalizations of the Error are tested here. Oper
ationalization "A" is consistent with takinr, remedial 
action to reduce overkill. If, for example, Attribute i 

has a low importance but a high performance on Brand j, 
remedial action is necessary to reduce overkill and a 
positive value is .;~ssigned to E .. , for the "A" Error. 

:LJ 
Operationalization "B" is consistent· with not taking any 
remedial action to reduce overkill. Therefore E .. is 

:LJ 
ass~gned a value = 0 for the "B" Error if importance is 
low and performance is high on Attribute i. These are 
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. 

In either of the two cases discussed above (Operational
izations A and B), action is recommended for those at
tributes for which the Imp~tance rating is higher than 
the Performance rating. In this paper, we distinguish 
between a relatively small discrepancy and a relatively 
large one, because of the assumption that a larger error 
or discrepancy causes greater dissatisfaction. If the 
importance of Attribute i is at the top of the scale and 
the performance of Brand j on that attribute is at the 
bottom of the scale, the error or discrepancy is at its 
maximum; E .. = 2 is the assigned value. If the perform-

l.J 
ance rating is closer to the importance rating, a lower 
ciscrepancy exists; Eij = l is the value assigned. Oper-
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FIGURE 1 

"~'Errors or Discrepancies (Eij) between Importance ancj Performance 

on Attribute i for Brand j. Remedial Action Necessary to Reduce Overkill. 

~ HIGH MEDIUM LOW 
E 

HIGH 0 (No remedial I (Redl,lce 2 (Great tlver-
action) Overkill) ki II, Reduce.) 

MEDIUM I (Discrepancy 0 (No remedial I (Reduce 
exists ,Jmp rove) action) Overk iII) 

LOW 2 (Great Discre- I (Discrepancy 0 (No remedial 
pancy, Improve- exists, lm- act l on) 
ment necessary) provement 

necessary) 

FIGURE 2 

"B'' Errors or Discrepancies (E .. ) b~;tween Importance and Performance 
1J 

on Attribute i for Brand j. No Remedial Action to Reduce Overkill. 

~ HIGH MEDIUM LOW 
E 

HIGH 0 (No remedial 0 (No remedi<JI 0 (Nu remedial 
action) action) act imn) 

MEDIUM I (Discrepancy 0 (NC'l remedial 0 (No remedial 
exists, lm- action) act ion) 
provement 
necessary) 

LOW 2 (Great Discre- I (Discrepancy 0 (No remedial 
pancy, lm- exists, lm- action) 
provement provement 
necessary) necessary) -
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ationalizations A and B are summarized in Figures 1 and 
2. (The reader who is disturbed by the above discussion 
is referred to the Martilla and James (1977) paper for 
the rationale. Also, see Sethna (1976, 1977) for simi
lar operationalizations and tests.) 

If the above representations of Importance-Performance 
Errors can be shown to be determinants of consumer satis
faction, Importance-Performance analysis may gain empir
ical validity as a diagnostic tool of marketing strategy 
(assuming, of course, that increased consumer satisfac
tion is an important goal of marketing strategy and 
planning). This empirical test is described below. 

Using the above assigned values of E .. , a regression 
analysis was performed with Satisfacilon as the depend
ent variable. The independent variables used are: E .. 

~J 

on each attribute, and the Purchase variable. The re
sults for one brand are given in Table 1 and are dis
cussed below. The results for the other brands are sim
ilar to these and are given in Appendix 1, and are shown 
only to illustrate the reproducability of the overall 
conclusions. 

TABLE 1 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

DEPEIWEIH VARIABLE : SATISFACTIOI~ 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

ERRORS ON: 
Taste 
Substitutability for 

a meal 
Nutrition 
Va 1 ue for money 

PURCHASE 

R2 

a = .01 
@ a = . 30 

-O.IOP 
-0. 14)•'• 
-0.205•'• 
0. 142•'• 

0.45 

11 811 ERRORS 

-0. 469•'• 

-0.098@ 

-0.2461• 
o. 170•'• 

0. 49 

The following conclusions may be drawn from Table 1: 

(i) The standardized regression coefficients shown are 

Importance-Performance analysis may be used, as ~·, ···: 
in this paper, as a powerful tool in marketing p Lmnj no:. 
For instance, in the test of Brand X, two attributes 
emerge as being more crucial than the others. These 
are "Taste" and "Value for Money". The strategy impli
cations may be that resources should be devoted more to 
improvement of these attributes than to the others (if 
the performance of Brand X on these is significantly 
below than the importance). It is important to note 
that no claim is made that these results are general
izable to the other brands in this product category. It 
is the procedure that may be generalized to different 
products and situations. 

By using a procedure similar to the one shown in this 
paper, a manager may be able to identify the attributes 
which are most crucial to the determination of consumer 
satisfaction, (and perhaps to the success of the prod
uct). This finding may have considerable utility in 
(re-) allocation of resources so as to concentrate on 
the product design and advertising aspects of those 
crucial attributes. 

APPENDIX 1 

TABLE 2 

REGRESSION RESULTS 

BRANDS Y and Z 

DEPENDENT VARIABLE SATISFACTION 

Independent Vari.1blcs 

EP.RORS 011: 

Taste 

Subst i tutabi I i ty for 
a me.Jl 

Nutrition 

Va I ue for ~Ioney 

PURCHASE 

R2 

[l = • 0 l 

@ Q • )0 

BRAND Y BRAI~D 

II All Error~ "B" Errors "A" Errors 

·0. 393•'• ·0. lr6)'' ·0 45)•'• 

·0. 106~ 

·0.139@ ·0.1)7~ 

0. 159@ 

0. 25 0. )I 0. 37 

"B" Errors 

·0. 46)"' 

·0. 17112 

-o. 182@ 

0. 104€ 

0. 50 

in the appropriate direction (the Importance-Performance APPENDIX 2 
Errors have a negative effect on Satisfaction and Pur-
chase has a positive effect on Satisfaction), and of THE CONTROL SYSTEM MODEL OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 
significant magnitude (in most cases). 

(ii) The errors on certain attributes (Taste, Value for 
Money) have a greater impact on Satisfaction than do the 
others. This has useful implications for the practicing 
manager, discussed later in this paper. 

(iii) The "B" Errors contribute to a higher R2 value 
(. 49) than do the "A" Errors (. 45). This is intuitively 
plausible, since having an importance rating lower than 
the performance rating need not necessarily reduce con
sumer satisfaction. 

Implications and Conclusions 

The analysis and results given above demonstrate the 
following points: 

Importance-Performance analysis can be used in a quanti
tative analysis of marketing strategy. This work has 
demonstrated that the "Errors" that emerged from the 
Importance-Performance analysis explain a significant 
proportion of the variance of the dependent variable, 
Satisfaction. The greater the discrepancy between the 
importance and the performance, the less the consumer's 
satisfaction with the brand and, therefore, the greater 
the need for remedial action. 

The model is shown in Figure 2 and some relatively new 
constructs that are used in the model are defined below. 
A verbal description follows of the functioning of the 
model in the Buyer Behavior context. 

The individual has his Perception2 of a brand. Ihis 
perception is compared with his Reference Signal by 
which he evaluates the brand. The discrepancy between 
the two gives rise to an Error Signal.3 Since this dis
crepancy between the Reference Signal and the Perception 
of a brand is uncomfortable to live with, the individual 
will tend to behave in a manner so as to reduce a large 
Error Signal to some acceptable minimum, if not to zero. 
This is the equilibrating tendency that is common to 
some behavioral models. Therefore, this Error Signal, 
if large enough, will have a negative effect on the in
dividual's Attitude toward the brand and on his Confi
dence. This lowering of Attitude and Confidence will 
decrease his Intention to Buy and the likelihood of Pur
chase of the brand. This is because Attitude and Confi
dence have a positive relationship with Intention, and 
Intention with Purchase. Through this Attitude and Con
fidence -Intention -Purchase chain, the individual 
will tend not to buy a brand if it generates a large 
Error Signal, or, in other words, if his Perception of 
the brand differs from his Reference Signal by a large 
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FIGURE 3 

THE CONTROL SYSTEM APPROACH TO CONSUMER BEHAVIOR 

1. Reference Signal: frame of reference by which a buyer evaluates a brand. It i~ n-dimensional, si11ce 
a buyer evaluates a brand on n-dimensions or choice criteria. 

2. Perception: the buyer's evaluation o.f a particular brcind on the same n dimensions that constitute the 
reference signa 1. 

3. Error Signal: a difference. function of the reference signal and error signal which measu ... es the 

undesirable discrepancy between the two. (The precise operationalization is given later.) 

amount. Purchase of the brand (and the Error Signal) 
leads to Satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) with the 
brand. This control system model hypothesizes a closed
loop phenomenon. Therefore, Satisfaction has a positive 
feedback effect to Attitude, Confidence, Intention, and 
to the Individual's Perception of the brand. These 
feedback linkages complete the closed-loop flow. A low 
Satisfaction reduces the individual's Perception rating 
of the brand and increases the Error Signal, which fur
ther reduces Attitude, Confidence, and Intention. These 
three variable scores are also simultaneously lowered 
because of the low score on Satisfaction. Therefore, as 
a result of these flows, a brand which generates a large 
Error Signal and leads to a low Satisfaction score will 
tend not to be re-purchased, and the equilibrating ten
dency of the system will be satisfied. 

In the previous discussion, we have seen how a brand, 
which differs from the individual's Reference Signal 
considerably, will tend not to be bought because of the 
way the control system functions--mainly because of the 
Error Signal and the feedback effect of Satisfaction. 
Let us now consider the reverse case--that of a brand 
which closely matches the Reference Signal. In such a 
case, the discrepancy between the Reference Signal and 
the Perception of the brand will be low. This generates 
a low Error Signal. Although the individual would 
ideally prefer a zero Error Signal, in a behavioral con
text this is rarely possible and certainly not probable, 
so he can live with a certain acceptably low error. 
This error does decrease Attitude and Confidence and 
through them, Intention and Purchase. However, if the 
Error Signal is sufficiently low, the scores on these 
variables will not be significantly decreased. (In the 
case of a nonlinear control function, they may not be 
decreased at all.) Purchase of the brand and a low 
Error Signal give rise to a high score on Satisfaction, 
which works through its positive feedback linkages. The 
score on Perception increases. This further reduces the 
Error Signal which increases the Attitude and Confidence 
and, through them, increases Intention and Purchase. 
Attitude, Confidence, and Intention are simultaneously 
increased by the high score on Satisfaction. All these 
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flows lead to an acceptably low Error Signal, Purchase 
of the brand, and a high Satisfaction score. Again, 
the equilibrating nature of the system has been satis
fied. 

We can also consider the case of a brand whose Percep
tion is close enough to the individual's Reference Sig
nal to lead to a low Error Signal, and through the At
titude and Confidence Intention chain, to Purchase. 
If the individual fails to be satisfied with the brand, 
however, he will have a low Satisfaction score and this 
will lower the Perception score, increase the Error Sig
nal and decrease the Attitude, Confidence, and Intention 
scores. By this mechanism, the individual changes his 
Perception of the brand and experiences a large Error 
which he cannot live with. Therefore, after one or two 
cycles, he will tend not to buy the brand, so as to re
store equilibrium. 

Here we have seen how the control system works so as to 
decrease purchases of a brand generating a large error 
signal and increase purchases of a brand generating a 
low errpr signal. On the other hand, theoretically, 
this is only one of many ways that an individual could 
adjust to a large error signal. Some of the other 
methods are mentioned below: 

a. The error signal may not be strong enough to moti
vate the individual to purchase but may lead to overt 
search. (Seek out advertisements, technical reports, 
advice of reference groups, etc.) 

b. The individual may change his perception of the 
facts or attributes of the brand. Festinger [4] calls 
this "opinion change." After a purchase, this may lead 
to "dissonance effects on perception." 

c. The individual could accept only those environmental 
inputs that make the perception of his existing choice 
consonant with the reference signal and ignore all 
other inputs. More subtly he may mentally distort dis
sonant information. In the literature, these are called 
perceptual bias and perceptual vigilance and defense. 



d. Theoretically, one option remains. Since the error 
signal is some difference function of the reference sig
nal and perception, the individual could change the ref
erence signal to become consonant with the perception of 
the brand. From what has gone before it appears that 
this is the least likely alternative, since the refer
ence signal is analogous to a goal or motive and is de
termined by a higher-order system (within the individ
ual). 

Although the presence of a large error signal may lead 
to behavior other than purchase or non-purchase of a 
brand, its most direct impact would, in general, be on 
the purchase variable rather than on "perceptual vigi
lance", "dissonance", etc. Besides, the Purchase con
struct is more directly operationalized, measured and 
tested. For this reason, the Purchase construct is used 
in the model to be tested. It is worth noting, however, 
that the presence of these factors (a through d above) 
may distort the Error Signal~Purchase relationship. 
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SEX DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDES TOWARD UNITED WAY 

Arthur J. Adams. University of Louisville 

Subhash C. Lonial, University of Louisville 

Abstract 

This study reports on sex differences in attitudes 

toward a particular metropolitan United Way organiza

tion found in a large sample size survey. Although 

previous studies with different objectives have not 

found major differences according to sex, several signi

ficant findings were made on variables which correlate 

highly with the size of the contribution. Possible ex

planations for the results are offered as well as a 

strategy to deal with the situation in future campaign 

group solicitation meetings. 

Introduction 

Many local United Way organizations have faced very 

difficult times during the past few years for a variety 

of reasons. One major factor has been the high rate of 

inflation. While many United Ways have been able to 

average around 10 percent in annual increases in pledges 

over the past several years, this generally has not been 

sufficient to keep up with the increases in operating 

costs of the member agencies. Another cause has been 

cuts in the federal government's Title XX program 

(which helps finance certain United Way agencies). The 

Reagan administration's interest in further spending re

ductions in social programs certainly is not encourag

ing to local United Ways. In addition, the number of 

local and national nonprofit organizations has grown 

rapidly (Bates 1976), causing United Way to have to be 

more competitive in attracting contribution dollars. 

Although a well-known organization, United Way in fact 

receives less than five percent of America's charitable 

giving. The overall effect of the difficulties men

tioned above has been a decline in the percentage of 

member agency funding and in many instances the denial 

of worthy agencies into local United Way membership. 

As Shapiro (1973) and Kotler (1975) and others have ar

gued, nonprofit organizations can benefit from the ap

plication of marketing concepts and marketing research. 

The national United Way organization is becoming more 

interested in marketing and is increasing its use of 

marketing research (United Way of America 1979). Local 

United Ways are also being strongly encouraged to con

duct market research within their service areas. This 

paper will report on a portion of the results obtained 

in a local United \<lay survey conducted during the 1980 

campaign. \Vhile this particular survey yielded many 

interesting results which may help local staff and vol

unteers develop promotion and communication strategies 

for the future, the focus of this report will be on the 

discovery of significant differences between male and 

female respondents, and the subsequent development of a 

marketing segmentation strategy for use in the group 

solicitation process portion of the campaign. 

Methodology 

In the Fall of 1980 a survey instrument was prepared and 

administered to a large sample of employees in a major 

metropolitan area. The respondents represented a cross

section of 14 different blue- and white-collar employers 

in the community. The survey was administered either 

during or after group solicitation meetings conducted by 

United Way staff at the employer's place of business. 

The completion rate for the survey was very high, per

haps due to the fact that the employees were being given 

an extended break period to attend the group meeting. No 

previous study of this type had been conducted in this 

local United Way's service area. The statistical analy

sis was done with the SPSS program. The two-way con

tingency tables developed using sex as one of the cate

gorical variables had sample sizes of about 1200 em

ployees, after allowing for occasional missing values. 

The compostion of the samples was almost exactly 50 per
cent female and 50 percent male. All findings were 

shared with the employers who helped furnish the sample 

base. 

Sex Differences 

A good deal of the interest in the crosstabulation anal

ysis of the survey results concerned the contribution 

variable asked about in the final question: "What was 

or will be your contribution to United Way for the com

ing year?" Several possible responses were offered, 

ranging from "No contribution" to "Over $500." While 

this contribution variable did show a highly significant 

(a < .01) association with the sex variable, this was 

anticipated since overall females' income was signifi

cantly less than males income. This finding was there

fore not of particular interest. 

The finding of other significant differences according 

to sex was not generally anticipated by either the re

searchers or by the local United Way staff. A national 

United \<lay study (United Way of America 1979) conducted 

by a major market research firm in both 1976 and 1979 

did not even use respondent sex as a classification 

variable of interest. A United Way study by Keating et 

al (1981) found that sex was a non-significant independ

ent variable in a multivariate probit analysis where the 

dependent variable was dichotomous (respondent contri

buted, or did not contribute). Another recent study 

(Yavas et al 1981) used discriminant analysis to classi

fy respondents as donors or nondonors tn a local United 

\<lay. In none of the six models developed did respondent 

sex enter the discriminant function. 

While we are interested here in some sex differences 

which were found, it should be pointed nut that men and 

women were very similar nn many nf the demographic ques

tions used in the survey. In particular, no significant 

sex differences existed according tn respondent age, 

marital status, number of people in the household, years 

lived in the area, union membership. having received 

assistance from a United \<lay agency in the past, and 

other variables. 

However, many of the survey questions which were more 

attitudinal in nature showed surprisingly strong 

(a < .05) differences between the sexes. These results 

are shown in Table  l . The first column of Table 1 lists 

specific attitude/belief questions for which significant 

differences between men and women were noted, while the 

second column indicates the direction of the findings. 

The third column indicates how the particular attitude/ 

belief question was associated with the contribution 

variable (the last question on the survey) in a two-way 

contingency table. Clearly the findings in the second 

column of Tabl e 1 would be of less interest if the sur

vey questions being considered were statistically in

dependent of the contribution variable. Five of the 

six male-female differences reported in Tabl e l did oc

cur fnr questions which were strongly associated with 

the contribution variable. 

Disc.ussi on 

Survey questions ld, li, and 2 (see Table 1) yielded 
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TABLE I. CROSSTABS SHOWING SEX DIFFERENCES 

Survey Question 

ld. United Way agencies do 
not do enough for the aver
age, middle class person 

Finding* 

Women more likely to 
agree; men more likely 
to disagree 

How Survey Question Correlates 
With the Contribution Variable* 

Disagreement with ld is associated 
with larger contributions 

lg. United Way agencies 
charge fees for the 
services they provide 

Women more likely to 
agree; men more likely 
to disagree 

li. Local United Way 
agencies can provide health 
and social services more 
efficiently than State or 
Federal Government can 

Women more likely to 
disagree; men more 
likely to agree 

Agre~ment with li is associated 
with larger contributions 

2. About how much of the 
money raised by Metro 
United Way is actually 
distributed to the various 
United Way agencies? 

Women rate United Way's 
fiscal efficiency much 
lower than men do 

~igher efficiency ratings are 
associated with larger gifts 

3. The "Pressure" question Women much more likely 
than men to report feeling 
pressured to give 

Not feeling pressured is associated 
with larger contributions 

4. Amount learned about 
United Way during this 
year's campaign 

Women more likely than Having learned more is associated 
with larger contributions men to report hav~ng 

learned things they didn't 
know before 

--------------------------
All findings report yield a Chi-square value significant at .05 or smaller 

------------------------------~---
similar results. ln each case women tended to report a 
more 1wgative attitude/belief toward the statement than 
did men, and in each case the more negative feelings 
were associated with small contributions. 

Survev question number 3 was primarily intended to get a 
reading on the employee's feeling of pressure to give as 
a result of the group meeting conducted by the United 
Way staff mt:mbers, although it is possible that some 
employees may feel pressure to give from their employers 
prior to the meeting. If so, this is likely to also be 
picked up by this question. In any event, women were 
much more likely to r<'port fL·eling pressured, and the 
indication "r feeling pressurc;d was strongly and nega
tively associatl'd with the size of the contribution. 

l)uestion lg Wi.ls interesting in that it revea.led a major 
misconception about the local United Way. While it is 
true tlwt the great majority of the' community's United 
Way agencies do charge fees (on a sliding scale accord
ing to abilit-y-to pay), only 35 percent of the sample 
respondeU ''agrt>e somewhat" ur "strongly agree." It is 
not clear why women were more likely than men to agree 
with this statement; however, •werall responses to this 
question were found to be independent of contribution 
size. 

Questions 4 was an exception to the patt.,rn of most of 
the others in that it showed women more likely to report 
responses associated with larger contributions --women 
reported more often than men that they had learned "some" 
or "very much" new about the United \.Jay during the 1980 
campaign. 

In addition, a further analysis of giving by income 
levels slHl\1ed that women employees gave less than men 
even when income levels were comparable. 

Taken as a whole, the results presented above strongly 
suggest that women's attitudes/beliefs with respect to 
United Way on contribution-related statements were more 
negative (or less positive) than men's, and that perhaps 
women in general were less educated about some of the 
workings of the local United Way and its sixty-plus 
agencies serving the metropolitan area. A possible 
though untested reason for women being less informed 
could be that in general men have been in the work force 
for more years and that through the annual United \.Jay 
campaigns at their place of work have become more ac
quainted with the United Way than have women. Anoth~r 

explanation hypoth('s.ized is a beneficial effect of 
national United Way promotions made by football players 
which are televised primarily during National Football 
League games and are presumably seen by more men than 
women. 

In the past, group solicitation presentations have not 
differed according to the sexu31 composition of the em
ployee audience, even though many meetings do involve a 
heavy proportion of one sex or the other. It has been 
decided that in the fnture th3t the message will vary 
somewhat for those group meetings which have predominate
ly female attendees. In the coming campaign such meet
ings wll.l tend to be a hit more basic and educational 
about the local United Way organization. Specifically, 
these meetings will place more emphasis on exactly what 
activities and agencies are associated with United Way, 
how dollars are allocated to agencies, the role of volun
teers in setting policy, and who the recipients of 
United Way assistance are. Specific facts to counter 
misconceptions will he used. and agencies which tend to 
help primarily women may be highlighted. The closing of 
the meeting may be altered somewhat to deal with the 
problem of women feeling more pressured to give. Another 
part of the survey showed that employees strongly Eavor 
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the group meeting process over other forms of S9licita
tion such as by mail, requests in the pay envelope, or 
one-on-one. Accordingly, group meetings would seem to 
be the ideal format to deal with some of the sex dif
ferences which have been found. While not all United 
Way solicitation is conducted through group meetings, 
this format is used heavily enough to make the effort 
of developing different messages well worthwhile. 

Summary 

A large sample size survey revealed significant dif
ferences according to sex in attitudes on important is
sues concerning the United Way organization in a parti
cular metropolitan area. These differences were gener
ally unanticipated, and suggested that overall men were 
better educated than women about the United Way. Some 
means of attempting to deal with these differences in 
the future were discussed. The results also suggest 
that other studies involving the United Way or similar 
organizations should include sex as a classification 
variable. 
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PERCEIVED RISK AND VOTING BEHAVIOR 

Thomas R. Baird, Inga S. Baird, and Maurice G. Clabaugh, Ball State University 

Abstract 

The purpose of this pilot study is to conceptualize the 
application of perceived risk to voting behavior, to 
measure the perceived risks voters associated with spe
cific candidates, and determine if there is any rela
tionshin betueen the voters' risk perception and their 
actual voting pattern. 

Introduction 

Perceived risk has been a popular area of research in 
marketing for well over a decade. Yet, though a pleth
ora of articles have been published in marketing and 
some psychology journals, the theory has not attracted 
much interest from other disciplines such as political 
science, which often borrow from the field of market
ing. It is a recognized fact that getting a particular 
candidate elected to an office is primarily a marketing 
function. Presumably then, the concept of perceived 
risk, as it might affect the voting behavior of indivi
duals, would be of great interest to political scien
tists. However, little is found in the literature 
which examines voting behavior from the perspective of 
risk taking. Could a voter choose the candidate for 
whom to vote based on minimizing the perceived risks on 
one candidate vs. an alternative? 

Perceived Risk 

In the field of marketing one of the more popular theo
ries to research has been that of perceived risk and 
its influence on consumers' buying patterns. Since the 
concept was introduced by Bauer (1960) in the 60's, 
many have studied the various components of risk taking 
by consumers. Most of these studies can be classified 
into several broad categories. 

Bauer (1960) and Cox (1967), who were two of the earli
er researchers in perceived risk, concentrated on iden
tifying and studying the component parts of consumer 
risk taking. Bettman (1973;1974) and several others 
(Cunningham, 1967; Jacoby and Kaplan, 1972) have also 
made major contributions to the conceptual development 
of the theory. Other research has concentrated on the 
relationship of risk taking and the demographic and 
psychological characteristics of the consumer. Such a
reas as personality (Dash, Schiffman, and Berenson, 
1976; Schaninzer, 1976), self confidence (Bell, 1967), 
and age (Schiffman, 1972) have been investigated as 
factors influencing risk taking. 

Product characteristics have also attracted the atten
tion of perceived risk researchers. Several have ex
plored the question of new product adoption and risk 
taking (Popielary, 1967), while others have looked at 
risk at the brand level (Peter and Ryan, 1976). Store 
patronage preference has proven to be a popular area of 
perceived risk studies (Prasad, 1975; Hisrich, Dornoff, 
and Kernan, 1972), along with other shopping methods 
such as telephone shopping (Cox and Rich, 1964). 

Finally, the strategies used by consumers to reduce 
risk have been the focus of studies by several investi
gators. Repetitive consumer behavior (Sheth and Venka
tesan, 1968); warranties and service contracts (Perry 
and Perry, 1968); and other risk reducing strategies 
(Roselios, 1971) have been explored. In addition, a 
number of articles have concentrated on various sources 

of information and their effect on risk taking and risk 
reduction (Woodside, 1972; Woodside and Delozier, 1976; 
Barach, 1969). 

However, all of these articles have dealt primarily 
with profit oriented marketing. Little research has 
focused on the transferability of the theory of per
ceived risk to the area of non-profit oriented market
ing. One exception to this are the studies done by 
Clabaugh, Riecken, and Yavas (1981) into the risks as
sociated with the purchase of used merchandise in Good
will outlets. Even these studies involve profit to the 
organization, although the money is then used for pub
lic benefit. 

Marketing of political candidates to the voters has 
"come to the vanguard" over the past several decades. 
In this non-profit area, many sophisticated marketing 
techniques are now being utilized to "sell" a candidate 
to the people. Though research has investigated the 
factors which influence a voter to cast his vote for 
one candidate over another, none of this effort has ex
amined perceived risk as a potential component of the 
voting decision. 

Voter Decision Behavior 

A vast amount of research has accumulated concerning 
the behavior of the American voter. In fact, in 1972 
an annotated bibliography was published listing over 
2,200 research reports conducted between 1954 and 1971 
on the topic (Smith and Garrison, 1972). Numerous oth
er articles have been published since 1971. It is 
somewhat surprising, given the effort which has been 
expended studying the behavior patterns of voters, that 
little of the work examined by the author has mentioned 
anything resembling the concept of perceived risk as a 
potential factor in voting decisions. Most of the ar
ticles examined concentrated on one or more of the fol
lowing five factors. 
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1. Party Affiliation 

Many of the studies have found that the dominant influ
ence on voting patterns has been party affiliation, 
i.e., being a member of the Democratic or Republican 
party. Shapiro (1969) found that party affiliation, a
long with the candidates' personal qualities, were 
strongly correlated with voting intention. He, along 
with other researchers (Stokes, 1962), demonstrated the 
effect of party affiliation on voting. However, this 
serves to be a more important factor in state and local 
elections than national elections (Boyd, 1969). The a
mount of effort expended by a party to influence the 
voters through precinct activities seemed to increase 
the influence of that party on the voting patterns 
(Crotty, 1971). One explanation of elections, primari
ly presidential races, where there were significant 
numbers of defections, lies in the theory of "cross
pressure" (Boyd, 1969). This occurs when a person's 
attitudes about a political party, the nominee of that 
party, and the policies of that party are incongruent 
with each other. When this occurs, the person is more 
likely to vote for the candidate of another party 
(Boyd, 1969). 

2. Candidate Attributes 

Another popular explanation of voting behavior is the 



perception of the personal characteristics of the can
didate. Many studies have found this factor to be im
portant (Shapiro, 1969; Boyd, 1969; Nygren and Jones, 
1977). Such things as personality (Feltner and Goldie, 
1974), incumbency (Cover, 1977; Cowart, 1973; Nelson, 
1978), and perceived competency (Nygren and Jones, 
1977), have positive effects on a candidates chances 
of being elected. By the same token, some evidence ex
ists that a known corrupt or dishonest politician will 
lose votes. 

3. Characteristics of the Voter 

The demographic and socio-economic characteristics of 
voters have also been of interest to political scien
tists as variables affecting voter behavior. Social 
class and status have been found to influence voting 
patterns, although the total effect has not been clari
fied (Foladare, 1968; Alford, 1963). It has also been 
found that female voters make the choice using differ
ent criteria than do males (Feltner and Goldie, 1974). 
Religion (Alford, 1963), socialization (Feltner and 
Goldie, 1974), education (Bishop, 1976), and race 
(Knoke, 1974) have all been subjects of studies. Fi
nally, Brody and Sniderman (1978) found that personal 
concerns seemed to have a significant influence on the 
decisions making process of voters. Although the pre
cise effect is uncertain, they felt that, particularly 
as a means of rewarding or punishing incumbents, voters 
evaluate candidates in terms of their ability to be 
"somewhat helpful" in solving the personal problems of 
the voters. 

4. Political Issues 

The importance of issues as a determining variable of 
an individual's voting patterns has been disputed over 
the years. In their classic work The American Voter, 
Campbell, et. al. (1960) concluded-chat in the 19S6 
elections, only 18% to 36% of the voters, depending on 
the specific issue, were concerned and knowledgeable 
about the issues. Of these "concerned voters" many 
were firmly committed to a given party and supported 
the views of that party. Therefore the actual number 
of voters making decisions solely on issues was proba
bly considerably lower than the 18% to 36% initially 
indicated. Since that definitive study of the SO's, 
however, many researchers have hypothesized that voters 
have become more issue oriented. Repas (1971) found 
that voters considered at least a few substantive is
sues at the time of election. Others (Key, 1966; Sha
piro, 1969; Boyd, 1969) have also found issues to be an 
important criteria for choosing to support a given can
didate. 

One set of issues in particular has been studied in 
several articles. These issues, such as taxes, unem
ployment, inflation rate, etc., are generally grouped 
under the title of economic issues. Some researchers 
have found economic issues to have an important effect 
on election results (Weatherford, 1978; Fair, 1978), 
while others question the significance of the role of 
economic issues (Holloway, 1979). The emergence of 
special interest groups who encourage voting for a giv
en candidate based on a single issue has further con
fused the understanding of the role of political issues 
in a campaign (Holloway, 1979; Sheingold, 1973; Knoke 
and Long, 197S). 

The controversy on the question of voting behavior 
based on issues is best demonstrated by the examination 
of two articles. The first of these by Miller et. al. 
(1976) concluded that the American voter has become 
better educated and more sophisticated during the peri
od from the late SO's to the early 70's. They found 
that, although party affiliation was still of major 
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consequence, ideological and policy voting were shown 
to be of much greater importance than they were given 

credit for during the fifties. In fact, they proved to 
have a slightly higher effect on the 1972 presidential 
race than did party affiliation, with the personal at
tributes of the candidate coming in as a close third. 
Such issues as the Vietnam war, amnesty, military 
spending, urban problems, aid to minorities, civil li
berties and others were the issues which contributed to 
the explanation of the vote in 1972. Economic and cul
tural issues were less potent concluded the article. 
This article was shortly followed by another by Popkin 
et. al. (1976). Popkin's comments heartily disagreed 
with both the Campbell book (1960) and with Miller's 
article (1976). The findings of Popkin's research sug
gest that both Campbell and Miller used faulty tech
niques to arrive at wrong conclusions. They suggest 
that a "fresh approach may begin with the idea that the 
voter is using his vote as an investment in one or more 
collective goods, made under conditions of uncertainty 
with costly and imperfect information" (Popkin, Gorman, 
Phillips and Smith, 1976, 803-804). They suggest that 
party affiliation, ideology and information from spe
cial interest groups are means by which the voter de
creases the costliness of information. They suggest 
further that, since the voters are interested in maxi
mizing the "collective goods" which they may receive, 
the perceived competence of the candidates becomes rel
atively more important than party, ideologies, or is
sues. 

S. Sources of Information 

Sources of information are the means through which the 
voter receives information in order to make a decision. 
These sources include television, newspapers, political 
party platforms, mailings, and peer group interaction. 
These factors are not independent of each other. 

Television has become the main source of information 
for the voter about candidates, issues, and party poli
cies, particularily in national elections (O'Keefe, 
Mendelsohn, and Liu, 1976; Atkin and Heald, 1976). Be
cause of the widespread use of and trust in television 
reporting, candidates have started using professional 
campaign managers. This combination often bypasses the 
party machinery and has contributed to the decline in 
party affiliation. (Atkins and Heald, 1976). Newspa
pers, with their campaign articles and editorials, pe
riodically assume a leading position as a source of in
formation (O'Keefe, Mendelsohn, and Liu, 1976;Atkin and 
Heald, 1976). The ability to predict which media will 
be most effective for which party, candidate, or issue 
and at which level has not yet been validated. Al
though newspaper and television campaign reports are 
trusted, they have been contradictory, negative, and 
incomplete. This discrepancy has left many voters con
fused and therefore inactive (Graber, 1976; Gilsdorf, 
1973; Graber, 1976). 

The political party position is sometimes the determin
ing source of information. As mentioned earlier, the 
voter seems to be relying less and less on the party 
position, which means that the political parties are 
becoming a less important information source. The pre
cinct worker is still a source, but primarily for local 
contests (Crotty, 1971). Mailings, especially by the 
incumbent, can be an effective source of information 
and votes (Boor, 1978; Cover, 1977). 

Peer groups still comprise a very large source of in
formation. These groups are in all facets of the vot
er's life: occupation, religion, ethnic group, social 
group, and neighborhood (Robinson, 1976; Popkin, Gor
man, Phillips, and Smith 1976; Sheringold, 1973). The 
flow of information is in a downward fashion from opin-



ion leaders to those with some interest and/or know
ledge to the uninformed or inactive. The path of 
greatest influence seems to be from the opinion leaders 
to uninformed (Graber, 1976; Gilsdorf, 1973; Graber, 
1976). Those with some knowledge appear to have made 
up their minds already and are not duly impressed with 
more information. The tendency seems to be party-line 
voting as long as some information is received by the 
voter through the media. When virtually no information 
is received, the voter normally will not vote (Zukin, 
1977). 

Perceived Risk as a Determinant 
of Voting Behavior 

As demonstrated above, there has been little, if any, 
application of perceived risk theory to voting behav
ior. In product choice behavior, however, there are 
many marketers who believe that perceived risk provides 
at least a partial explanation of consumer behavior. 
If individuals use this strategy to select a product, 
it does not seem too farfetched to anticipate voters 
using the same approach when faced with selecting a 
given candidate from alternatives. A voter is con
fronted with the same elements in his decision as is a 
consumer, i.e., the risk of making a bad choice and the 
unpleasant consequences that could result. The risks 
involved in making a bad choice may differ somewhat 
from those perceived by consumers, but several (finan
cial and safety for example) may be common to both sit
uations. By the same token, the consequences involved 
would differ somewhat, possibly with some of the conse
quences associated with voting being much more devasta
ting (i.e., war, depression, etc.) while others are of 
lesser importance than in consumer decisions. However, 
the basic principle of perceived risk and risk reduc
tion would remain essentially the same. 

If there is any validity to the concept of voters using 
the perceived risk strategy, one would expect to find 
some common risk reduction tactics being used by voters 
in their behavior pattern. In fact, some actions taken 
by voters would seem to suggest that they do try to re
duce risks. For example, regularly voting a "straight 
ticket" for the political party with which they are af
filiated could be interpreted as similar to brand loy
alty, a common tactic of some consumers. Relying on 
"expert" opinions such as political analysts and the 
media may also be construed as a risk reduction tech
nique. In addition, such things as following the ad
vice of organizations such as unions, religious groups, 
professional groups, or special interest groups; voting 
for incumbents; and making the decision based on one 
issue may all be methods of reducing risk. 

Some recent phenomena may also indicate the presence of 
risk as a determinant of votinc; patterns.. In several 
of the recent presidential elections, some analysts at
tributed the voting pattern partially to an "anti vote" 
as opposed to a "pro vote." In other words, some vot
ers were voting against one of the candidates instead 
of voting for the candidate they actually cast a ballot 
for. The Nixon-McGovern race and the more recent Rea
gan-Carter contests are good examples. Another indica
tor of the role of risk in voting is the emergence of 
the National Conservative Political Action Committee 
which funded an extensive campaign to defeat selected 
liberal candidates for office. The main thrust of 
their campaign was to disseminate negative information 
concerning the liberal candidates. This could be in
terpreted as an attempt to increase the voters per
ceived risk of the selected politicians. 

Considering the similarities between consumer choice 
decisions and voter decisions and the potential for ex
plaining some of the actions of voters, it seems rea
sonable to examine if perceived risk does play a role 
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in voters' behavior patterns. This study is a modest 
attempt to initiate research into this area. 

Methodology 

Several weeks before the 1981 elections two question
naires were mailed to 461 households in the metropoli
tan Muncie, Indiana area. Each household in the sample 
was selected from the telephone book using systematic 
random sampling. Each household was instructed to have 
two eligible voters independently complete one of the 
questionnaires and return it to the researchers. After 
the election each of the individuals who had completed 
the original questionnaire was again contacted by mail 
and asked to indicate for whom they voted in the presi
dential, gubernatorial, and senatorial races. A total 
of 134 sets of questionnaires were ultimately found to 
be completed sufficiently to be included in the study. 
Demographically, the final sample seemed to represent 
a broad spectrum of the Muncie community as demonstrat
ed in Appendix A. 

In addition to qualifying questions, demographics, the 
questions concerning party affiliations, the initial 
questionnaire was designed to measure the perceived 
risks each voter associated with the major candidates 
in each of the races and the relative importance of the 
various types of risk. The subjects were asked if they 
were registered to vote, planned to vote, and if they 
had already determined who they were planning to vote 
for in each of the races. After those questions, they 
were given a definition of a particular type of risk, 
(Appendix B illustrates the definition of each of the 
types of risks), for example, the risk of a financial 
loss, then they were asked to indicate the degree of 
risk of financial loss which they associated with each 
of the presidential candidates on a five point scale. 
After the subject was given an opportunity to evaluate 
the candidates on each of the various risks, they were 
then asked to indicate the relative importance of each 
of the risks. Again a five point scale was used for 
this purpose. Upon completion of the section concern
ing the presidential race, the voters went through the 
same sequence for the gubernatorial and senatorial can
didates. Finally, they answered questions on their 
party of registration, how often they vote a straight 
ticket, and which party they normally support when they 
do vote a straight ticket. The second questionnaire 
simply asked the respondents to indicate for whom they 
finally voted. 

In order to analyze the data, the ratings assigned to 
the candidates on each of the types of risk were multi
plied by the level of importance the respondent at
tached to the risk. The resulting products of the dif
ferent risks associated with a given candidate were 
then summed to produce a single variable as an index 
indicating the cumulative risk associated with a given 
candidate. This index was used to analyze the data. 

Results 

Tabl e VII (Appendix C) summarizes much of the data col
lected. It is evident that financial loss (X ~ 4.6 
with 5 ~Extremely Important), safety loss (X~ 4.5) 
and loss of pride (X~ 4.2) were the major concerns to 
the respondents in the presidential race, with benefit 
loss (X~ 3.9) also being important. This trend held 
true in the gubernatorial and senatorial campaigns al
so, except benefit loss became more important than 
pride in these two races. It should also be noted that 
in each of the campaigns, the winning candidate, on the 
average, was considered to be less risky than their op
ponents based on the Total Risk Index. Reagan (Risk 
Index~ 57.1) appeared to be perceived of significantly 
less risky than either Carter (69.7) or Anderson 
(68.3). By the same token Orr (50.0) was perceived 



less risky than Hillenbrand (55.7) and Quayle (52.0) 
less risky than Bayh (62.3). Upon closer examination, 
it will be noticed there is only one instance where the 
losing candidate was perceived as less risky than the 
winner, that concerns the pride loss where in the gu
bernatorial race, Hillenbrand (X Risk= 2.1) was con
sidered less risky than Orr (X Risk= 2.8). 

The same results found on Table VII were further con
firmed on Table VIII (Appendix C). This table shows 
that in each case the candidate who won the election 
was ranked lowest in perceived risk by the majority of 
the respondents. Whereas Carter and Anderson were con
sidered less risky by 23.1% and 9.7% respectively by 
the respondents, Reagan was considered less risky by 
50% of the respondents. Comparable results occurred in 
the gubernatorial and senatorial campaigns. Table IX 
simply shows the number and percentage of the respond
ents who voted for each of the candidates. 

Appendix D shows the results of crosstabs and chi 
square calculation comparing the perceived risk index 
with the actual vote of all of the respondents and of 
only those respondents who had not made a decision be
fore completing the questionnaire. In most of the cas
es, the x2 was significant at the <.OS or less level. 
When considering all respondents, Tables  X , XII , and 
XIV, the level of significance was less than 0.0001. 
This held true for the presidential race (Table X, x2 
61.86, p<0.0001), the gubernatorial race (Table XII , 
x2 = 38.99, p = 0.0001), and the senatorial race (Table  
XIV, x2 = 69.09, p<0.0001). In the case of the undeci
ded respondents, the sample size was too small to con
sider each race separately (Table  XI , XIII , and XV) so 
the three races were combined in one table (Table  XVI) 
where the perceived risk index and votes were compared 
for the Republican candidates versus the Democratic 
candidates. As the table indicates, there is a signi
ficant relationship (x2 = 7.44, p<.OS) between the risk 
index and the voting pattern. 

Discussion 

This study would seem to confirm that perceived risk 
does have a significant relationship with voting behav
ior. Unfortunately, due to the late timing of the sur
vey, approximately 85% of the respondents had already 
determined for whom they were going to vote. This 
clouds the interpretation of the statistics using all 
of the questionnaire. With this group it is difficult 
to know whether the indicated perceived risks preceded 
their decision making or if their stated perceived 
risks were developed to support the decision they had 
already made. One conclusion which evolved is that 
very few of the committed respondents changed their 
minds during the last week and a half to two weeks of 
the campaign. This would be important in determing the 
scheduling of promotional activities. 

More revealing is the analysis of the undecided respond
ents. The significant results of this comparison would 
strongly suggest that the risks associated with each 
candidate as perceived by the voters do affect their 
voting behavior. At the very least, considerably more 
research into the application of the marketing theory 
of perceived risk as it relates to voting behavior would 
appear to hold potential as an extension of non-profit 
marketing. 
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Male 
Female 

18-20 
21-30 
31-40 
41-50 
51-60 
61-70 
71 & UP 

Single 
Married/no children 
Married/children at 
Married/empty nest 
Other 
No Answer 

Unemployed 

Appendix 

Appendix A 
Demographics 

Table I 

Sex 

Number of 
Respondents 

70 
64 

Table II 

A e 

Number of 
Respondents 

5 
27 
21 
18 
30 
24 
9 

Table III 

Household Status 

home 

Number of 
Respondents 

35 
18 
34 
42 

1 
4 

Table IV 

Occupation 

Number of 
Respondents 

1 
Unskilled Blue Collar 
Skilled Blue Collar 

6 
13 

Lower Level White Collar 
Higher Level White Collar 
Housewife 
Student 
Retired 
No Answer 

Table V 

10 
44 
18 
15 
23 

4 

Party Registration 

Republican 
Democrat 
Independent 
Other 
No Answer 

Number of 
Respondents 

56 
45 
24 

2 
7 

% 

52.2 
47.8 

% 

3.7 
20.1 
15.7 
13.4 
22.4 
17.9 
6.7 

% 

26.1 
13.4 
25.4 
31.3 
0.7 
3.0 

% 

0.7 
4.5 
9.7 
7.5 

32.8 
13.4 
11.2 
17.2 
3.0 

% 

41.8 
33.6 
17.9 
1.5 
5.2 



Appendix B 

Definitions of Risk 

Financial Loss: If the President of the U.S. does a 
poor job, YOU may suffer financially 
through higher inflation, unemploy
ment, increased taxes, or other finan
cial losses. 

Safety Loss: If the President of the U.S. does a 
poor job, YOU may have certain risks 
to your safety through crime, war, nu
clear accidents, or sickness. 

Personal Bene
fit Loss: 

Ego Loss: 

Pride in 
America: 

If the President of the U.S. does a 
poor job, YOU may have a decrease in 
the servic~you now enjoy such as ed
ucation, highway maintenance, health 
programs, and recreational programs. 

Sometimes when you vote for a Presi
dent who does a poor job, you may feel 
disappointed with yourself for voting 
for that candidate. 

If the President of the U.S. does a 
poor job, our relations with other 
countries may become worse and you 
might lose your pride and confidence 
in America. 

Appendix C 

Raw Data And Computed Risk Index 

Table VI 

Number Of Respondents \Tho Had Previously Decided 
For \Thorn To Vote 

Decided Undecided 
Number % Number % 

President 115 85.8 19 14.2 
Governor 112 83.6 21 15. 7 
Senator 116 86.6 18 13.4 

Table VIII 

Candidate With Lowest Risk 

Presidential 
Reagan 
Carter 
Anderson 
Tied 
No Answer 

Gubernatorial 
Orr 
Hillenbrand 
Tied 
No Answer 

Senatorial 
Quayle 
Bayh 
Tied 
No Answer 

II o f Responde n t s c;;%;----co-.:;f,-::T;.;:o--'t"'a'::lc..-:;S"'a"'m"'p-=::l=e 
# of Respondents % of Total Sample 

67 ~~~~5=o~.o~~~ 

31 23.1 
13 9.7 
15 11. 2 

8 6.0 

79 
39 
13 

3 

60 
43 
25 

6 

59.0 
29.1 
9.7 
2.2 

44.8 
32. 1 
18. 7 
4.5 

Table IX 

How The Respondents Vot@d 
Number ___!_ 

Presidential 
Reagan 77 57.5 
Carter 45 33.6 
Anderson 8 6.0 
Other 1 0.7 
No Answer 3 2.2 

Gubernatorial 
Orr 77 57.5 
Hillenbrand 51 38.1 
Other 1 0.7 
No Answer 5 3. 7 

Senatorial 
Quayle 74 55.2 
Bayh 54 40.3 
Other 1 0.7 
No Answer 5 3.7 

Appendix D 

Chi Squares 

F Presidential x2 
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Table X 

Candidate With Lowest Risk Index X Vote Of Res ondents 

Risk Index/Vote Rea an Carter 
Reagan 
Carter 
Anderson 
Tied 

61 
5 
3 
6 

4 
23 

8 
6 

significance=O.OOOO 

Table XI 

Candidate With Lowest Risk Index X Vote 
Of Undecided Respondents 

Risk Index/Vote L Reagan Carter 

~=:~=~ J ~ ; 
Anderson 1 1 
Tied 2 4 

X =~1.38 significance=0.0772 

Gubernatorial x2 

Table XII 

Anderson 
2 
3 
2 
1 

Anderson 
0 
2 
0 
0 

Candidate With Lowest Risk Index X Vote Of Res ondents 

Risk Index/Vote Orr Hillenbrand 
Orr 
Hillenbrand 
Tied 

X =38.99 

60 
11 
4 

significance=O.OOOO 

Taple XIII 

Candidate With Lowest Risk +ndex X Vote 
Of Undecided Respondents 

17 
28 

6 

Risk Index Vote Orr Hillenbrand 
Orr 
Hillenbrand 
Tied 

6 
0 

--------------~X~=~3~·~6~0~-- significance=O.l652 

7 
5 



Senatorial x2 
Table XIV 

Candidate With Lowest Risk Index X Vote Of Res 

Risk Index/Vote ua le 
Quayle 
Bayh 
Tied 

55 
9 
6 

significance=O.OOOO 

Table XV 

Candidate With Lowest Risk Index X Vote 
Of Undecided Res ondents 

Risk Index/Vote ua le 
Quayle 
Bayh 
Tied 

0 
2 
1 

Table XVI 

Candidate With Lowest Risk Index X Vote 
Of Undecided Res ondents In All Three Races 

17 

Ba h 
0 
8 
7 

Risk Index/Vote 
Republican 
Candidates 

Democratic 
Candidates 

Republican 
Candidates 

Democratic 
Candidates 

10 

2 
significance<.05 
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}U\RKETING YARKETING TO VOLlffiTARY ORGANIZATIONS 

Mel S. Moyer, York University 

Abstract 

The substantial gap between marketing academics and 
managers in the voluntary sector could be bridged by 
marketing executive education to managers in voluntary 
organizations, by delivering MBA skillsbanks to volun
tary enterprises, by academic research on the market 
for volunteers, by further adapting marketing concepts 
to voluntary settings, and by debating marketing phil
osophy with practitioners in voluntary organizations. 

Introduction 

In recent years, marketing scholarship addressed to 
non-profit organizations has made encouraging gains. 
In terms of scholars involved, research undertaken, 
practitioners consulted, literature generated, teach
ing materials produced, and academic forums mountid' 
the level of activity has advanced substantially. 

A further measure of this progress is the widening 
range of non-profit organizations which have been stud
ied. By that test, too, non-profit marketing is a 
catholic subject. 

However, there is one Jr.ind of non-profit enterprise 
which has received relatively little attention from 
marketing faculties. It is the non-profit organization 
which is heavily reliant on volunteers. Developing 
generalizations as to wbat non-profit enterprises fall 
at various points on a spectrum signifying modest to 
substantial use of volunteers is an exercise in tax
onomy which has not been undertaken. However, for 
illustrative purposes, some tendencies can be suggested. 
With major individual exceptions, one might expect that 
toward the "light user" end of the scale would fall, 
for example, most churches, trade associations, co
operatives, hospitals, and educational institutions. 
Toward the middle might be many consumer groups and 
arts and cultural organizations. Toward the "heavy 
user" end one might find most service clubs, environ
mental groups, neighbourhood groups, and, above all, 
social service agencies. (One might argue that govern
ments, almost alone among non-profits in their power to 
expropriate revenues, have little need for unpaid help). 

There is between managers in voluntary organizations 
and marketing departments in business schools a sub
stantial gap. The purpose of this paper is to examine 
that gap: to cite its dimensions, to consider its 
causes, and to suggest some remedies. 

Evidence of The Gap 

First, consider some of the evidence of the gap on the 
voluntary sector side. Of the over 100 associate edit
ors of what is arguably the most important scholarly 
journal focussing on voluntary enterprises, namely the 
Journal of Voluntary Action Research, none are market
ing academics. Predictably, then, the proportion of 
its articles dealing with marketing is very low. On 
the board of the Association of Voluntary Action 
Scholars, no marketing scholar is to be found. Of the 

1christopher H. Lovelock and Charles B. Heinberg, 
"Public and Nonprofit Marketing Comes of Age," in 
Gerald 7al tman and Thomas V. Bonoma ( eds.) Review of 
Marketing 1978 (Chicago: American Marketing Associat
ion, 1978), pp. 413-452. 
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many presentations made at the 1981 conference of the 
Association For Volunteer Administration, the Associat
ion of Volunteer Bureaus, and the Association of Volun
tary Action Scholars, none dealt explicitly with 
marketing. 

These are evidences on the voluntary sector side of the 
gap. And what of the business school side? Of the 
twenty-five degree, diploma, or certificate programs 
which focus on the management of organizations which 2 
are voluntary, none are sponsored by business schools. 
In the journal literature on marketing in non-profit 
organizations, the number of articles which consider 
how marketing may have to be modified to fit a volun
tary setting is small. Again, while university exec~ 
utive development courses draw encouraging numbers of 
managers from governments, they attract relatively few 
administrators from those non-profit organizations 
which are heavily reliant on volunteers. One could 
explain this failure to penetrate the voluntary sector 
market by claiming that managers in voluntary organ
izations do not take courses aimed at improving their 
administrative skills. But that is not the case. On 
the contrary, there is a lively traffic in workshops 
for volunteer administrators and even a considerable 
effort to have these experiences count toward a pro
fessional certification. However, these courses do not 
normally come from business schools and do not usually 
include what those at this conference would regard as a 
professional marketing component. 

Individually, these observations are inconclusive, but 
taken together they seem indicative. It is difficult 
to avoid the conclusion that, despite the considerable 
progress made on some parts of the frontier of non
profit marketing, there is not yet, across any sizable 
front, an easy and instructive interaction between 
academics in the marketing field and practitioners in 
the voluntary field. 

Closing the Gap 

To close the gap, several initiatives might be taken on 
the voluntary sector side. However, here the emphasis 
should be on what we in the business school can do. 

Yarketing Professional Development Programs 

Marketing academics could give leadership to the task -
because it is essentially a marketing task- of bringing 
executive seminars, certificate courses, and degree 
programs to voluntary sector managers. 

Of these three kinds of "offers", the one involving the 
least dislocation, and therefore warranting first att
ention, might be the executive seminar. With judicious 
selection from the conventional marketing curriculum 
(by borrowing more heavily from the literature on 
marketing communications than on pricing, for example), 
one could build an executive seminar from existing 
course modules. 

Thus one might economize on some parts of the product 
design. Existing marketing-for-non-profits courses 
usually do so. 

2John Heber, "As You Like It; Degrees, Certificates, 
and Other Educational Programs For Volunteer Adminis
trators," Voluntary Action Leadership, Summer, 1980, 
pp. 32-37. 



Concerning other features of the total offer, however, 
both energy and inventiveness may be called for. This 
is because, in the voluntary sector, while the need for 
marketing training is large, the demand for it is thin. 
It is constrained by the small size of some voluntary 
enterprises, by the remoteness of others, by the unwill
ingness of some boards to invest in executive education, 
by the pervasive scarcity of resources for any discret
ionary purpose, by the lack of bench strength to cover 
for an absent administrator, and by the negative per
ceptions of marketing described later. As a conse
quence, the successful launching of even modest re
designs of conventional executive seminars may well re
quire that they be offered at times, in places, in 
units, and through media which are different than for 
business people or for government officials. Beyond 
that, they may require unaccustomed missionary selling 
by the faculty involved. 

Certificate courses, being more ambitious than exec
utive seminars, demand still more consumer-oriented 
marketing. A key ouestion is what people in the volun
tary sector form the target clientele. Clearly, the 
needs of seasoned executive directors with graduate 
degrees in social work are different from the needs of 
homemakers who want to move from part-time involvement 
as a volunteer to full-time employment as a volunteer 
co-ordinator. Settling such issues involves position
ing. 

A further task, as one moves to more elaborate programs, 
is to establish in advance that the university's desig
nation, whether a diploma, certificate or degree, will 
have commercial value and professional advantage. Some 
university programs with encouraging opening enroll
ments have foundered when early graduates discovered 
that their training, whatever its merits, was not 
sufficiently recognized or valued by employers, In 
effect, derived demand seemed adequate, but primary 
demand was not. 

In several ways, then, the relatively undeveloped state 
of the market for executive education in the voluntary 
field requires that marketing educators be more flex
ible, inventive, aggressive and consumer-oriented than 
is usually necessary. That calls for a marketing 
approach. 

Marketing MBA Volunteers 

Marketing educators might also be instrumental in mak
ing available to voluntary organizations one of the 
business school's key resources: its alumni. It seems 
fair to characterize business school graduates as ener
getic, trained in making organizations work, and pre
disposed to community leadership. They are also acc
essible through their alumni association. This could 
be the basis for a skillsbank of MBA's. A convenient 
marketing channel for these skills might be that net
work of local voluntary action centres and volunteer 
bureaus which is already in place in most urban centers. 

Again, however, effective interaction between the 
business school and the voluntary community will re
quire perceptive marketing. If business-trained con
sultants proved insensitive to the peculiarities of 
voluntary organizations, then even if their services 
were free they would be high-priced suppliers. Thus 
MBA's, if they are to be acceptable and effective in 
advising voluntary organizations, should have a care
ful orientation. 

In designing that orientation, marketing faculty could 
bring to bear the small but thoughtful literature which 
explores how non-profit organizations differ from 
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others,3 It must be said, however, that they would 
find nearly no literature that shows, from a marketing 
perspective, how voluntary organiza.tions differ from 
other non-profits. 

However, not even a research-based orientation will 
wholly compose the divergent requirements of these 
"suppliers" and "buyers", MBA's will look for volun
teer assignments which challenge their graduate train
ing and corporate experience. Cautious client exec
utive directors may want to steer these "outsiders" to 
opening assignments which are small, technical, and un
threatening. Thus the effective marketing of volunteer 
MBA's to voluntary organizations will require a crea
tive brokerage operation. 

Analysing the Market For Volunteers 

As indicated earlier in connection with executive 
development programs, there is a role for marketing 
academics as retailers of our present knowledge about 
how voluntary sector managers can be more effective 
marketers. Ultimately, though, this service must be· 
fed by a manufacturing activity which results in new 
research directed to those non-profit enterprises which 
are dominantly voluntary. Any of many investigations 
might recommend themselves, but the point can be illus
trated by citing one or two, 

A high-priority project might be an analysis of the 
market for volunteers, The conventional literature in 
marketing, including much that deals with non-profits, 
assumes that those through whom the manager works are 
on the payroll. The major exception is some of the 
behaviorally-oriented writings on the management of 
outside partners in marketing channels. This is, of 
course, a marketing problem, Voluntary organizations 
confront a similar situation, but often in a more 
extreme form. Here, management must succeed in winning 
workers who cannot be bought - at least not in the 
usual way, Indeed, in an organization where volunteers 
are instruments for delivering the service, much of 
the energy of the enterprise may go to cultivating 
them. As a conseauence, there is, in this sector, a 
pervasive and ongoing concern for how to attract volun
teers. 

Again, however, it is noteworthy how this concern finds 
expression, and how it is met, Even though it is 
essentially a marketing problem, it finds voice in 
seminars and workshops not normally shared by marketing 
people, and it is answered by a literature which is 
largely o~tside of the mainstream of marketing 
writings. 

For marketing scholars, there could be an added in
ducement for bridging this part of the gap. In the 
non-marketing literature there is an immense amount of 
information on the characteristics, motivations, and 

3Examples are William H. Newman and Harvey H. 
Wallender, III, "Managing Not-For-Profit Enterprises," 
Academy of Management Review, January, 1978, pp. 24-
31; and Christopher H. Lovelock and Charles B. 
Weinberg, "Contrasting Public and Private Sector 
Marketing," 1974 Combined Proceedings of the American 
Marketing Association, pp. 242-247. 
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Two windows on this activity are Voluntary Action 

Leadership, published by The National Center For 
Citizen Involvement, and the AVAS Newsletter published 
by the Association of Voluntary Action Scholars. 
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behaviour of people who act as volunteers. The sett-
ings range from environmental groups to museums to rape 
crisis centers. There are also overview articles on 
this literature. By and large, this \mrk has been done 
by researchers - sociologists and political scientists, 
for example - who have not been interested in the mar
keting implications of their findings. This ground, 
partly cleared by others, might now yield valuable in
sights to marketing scholars equipped with consumer 
behavior concepts, an interest in non-profit organ
izations, and synthesizing skills. 

Similarly, there has become available recently a siz- 6 
able body of empirical data on Canadians as volunteers. 
Some findings have been reported by Statistics Canada, 
the organization which undertook the study, but much 
mining of the data awaits interested academics. These 
kinds of investigations might be a prelude to logitud
inal studies of the market for volunteers. 

Such enquiries would also be timely and welcome. 
Throughout the voluntary community there is a consensus 
that powerful forces - inflation, narcissism, working 
wives, time poverty, and the women's movement, for 
example - are reshaping the potential volunteer work
force, but there is disagreement on whether these 
trends are threatening or propitious, and there is un
certainty as to how voluntary organizations should 
respond. These are, of course, the kinds of questions 
on which marketing researchers have special expertise. 

Adapting Marketing Theory and Methodology to Voluntary 
Settings 

Additionally, if they are to integrate the realities of 
voluntary organizations with the main body of marketing 
constructs, marketing scholars will need to contemplate 
broader theories and propose revised methodologies. 

The progress in applying marketing thought to non
profit organizations has brought with it the more 
rigorous recognition of enterprises that are small, 
that deal in services, that are non-corporate, and that 
operate outside of the conventional market mechanism. 
Now marketing theorists might consider more explicitly 
what modifications must be made in marketing thought 
when the non-profit organization does much of its work 
not through employees, but through volunteers. 

This will be a demanding task. Consider, for example, 
a process as fundamental to marketing as positioning 
the enterprise. To begin with, voluntary organizations 
share with other non-profits the problems that flow 
from positioning without the guidance of a price 
mechanism. That mechanism settles, in a relatively 
value-free way, internal disputes as to which market 
segments an enterprise should serve, and with what 
offerings. But in a public agency concerned with drug 
abuse, how is one to judge whether an anti-smoking 
campaign should give more importance to children who 
are not yet addicted or to adults who are closer to 
cancer? Similarly, by what businesslike means does a 
church determine its relative emphasis on offering 
personal salvation to the old versus societal reform to 
the young? Clearly, positioning questions have a larger 
ideological content in a non-profit organization than 
in a commercial enterprise, and settling these quest~ 
ions would tax a paid professional. 

5one window on this literature is Citizen Participation 
and Voluntary Action Abstracts, published by the Assoc
iation of Voluntary Action Scholars. 

6statistics Canada, "An Overview of Volunteer Workers 
in Canada," working paper, April, 1981. 
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However, in a voluntary organization, these already 
vexing choices must often be shared with decision
makers who are unpaid amateurs. Especially if they are 
used to raise money or deliver the service, which are 
vital life processes of an enterprise, volunteers may 
well see themselves as proprietors who deserve a voice 
in basic decisions on who will benefit from their 
efforts. Philosophic differences over positioning are 
particularly likely between professionals and volun
teers. Because of their advanced training, profess
ionals often are drawn to clients who are challenging 
for them to treat but expensive for the organization to 
serve, while because of their homemaker and business 
backgrounds, volunteers often want to target on clien
teles which are, if less needy, at least more econom
ical to serve. 

Thus, for essentially philosophic reasons, a minister 
may be led by his flock to abort a mission to the gay 
community, the head of a national theatre may be con
strained by his volunteer board to hire an artistic 
director who is not a foreigner, and the executive 
director of a Big Brother agency may fail to persuade 
his membership that their offer should go beyond 
companionship to fatherless boys to include counselling 
for runaway girls. 

Existing tools for assisting voluntary sector policy
makers to deal with these kinds of issues are far from 
adeauate. -~ile there is some literature on strategic 
planning for non-profit enterprises, there are nearly 
no \Hit}ngs on this activity in voluntary organizations 
per se. Moreover, recent progress in positioning 
techniques has, in a sense, widened the gap between 
what is available to marketers in companies and to 
marketers in voluntary organizations. In recent years, 
some of the most exciting breakthroughs in marketing 
have taken the germ of new approaches to strategic 
market planning. The high level of interest in port
folio analysis, market attractiveness/business position 
analysis, and the. PIMS approach seems justified. }low
ever, it is not yet clear that these new tools will be 
suitable for managers in the non-profit sector. In 
particular, these techniques build on research in manu
facturing companies, reauire measures of market share, 
and aim to maximize return on investment, all of these 
being aberrant in non-profit organizations. This may 
be the most compelling case, but it is illustrative of 
a larger need to accommodate corporate marketing 
approaches to the particular realities of the non
profit and voluntary setting. 

Joining in Philosophic Debate 

The actions outlined above proceed from the implicit 
assumption that experiences alter beliefs. Thus it is 
suggested that, out of pragmatically-chosen inter
actions, managers in voluntary organizations and 
scholars in marketing departments may come to share 
more colleaguial views. But as marketers know, causat
ion may run in the other direction. Basic attitudes 
may need altering if academic intercourse is to improve. 
As a further step in closing the gap, then, the parties 
may have to compare their premises. 

In a narrow way, that process has begun. It is well 
known that, for some managers in non-profit enter
prises, the ethos of business is, to use their favorite 

7 
Max S. Hortman, Jr., "Strategic Management: Not-For-

Profit Organizations," in Charles Hofer and Dan Schendel, 
(eds) Business Policy and Planning Research; The State
of-the-Art (Boston: Little, Brown Publishers, 1979), 

8nerek F. Abell and Johns. Hammond, Strategic Market 
Planning; Problems and Analytic Approaches (Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1979). 



euphenism, "inappropriate". For example, those in 
cultural organizations may see themselves as serving a 
:t-!use who is ultimately above merely "making money", and 
those in health-related organizations may define them
selves not as professional manager but as participants 
in "the helping professions". 

The underlying invidiousness of these beliefs should 
not be lost on schools of business. When some managers 
of non-profits describe themselves as engaged in "human 
service", they imply that others are not. Those others 
include business people. 

Naturally, much of this antipathy centers on marketing? 
ConsequentJy, some maf~eting spokesmen have addressed 
this attitudinal gap. That should continue. 

However, when one moves from the general body of non
profits to that subset which are dominantly voluntary, 
basic viewpoints diverge again. The voluntary sector 
is underpinned by a rationale which associates citizen 
participation with some of the finest features and 
loftiest aspirations of the community. These claims 
are couched1fn a rhetoric which is both eloquent and 
idealistic. In this uncertain society, that is a 
heady rhetoric. Thus managers in the voluntary sector 
are fuelled by a rationale which is both grand and 
compelling. 

To managers imbued with that culture, the ethos of 
marketing can seem narrow and unworthy. In particular, 
the ends of marketing can seem trivial, the relation
ship between marketers and their customers can seem 
impersonal and the approach of marketers to their 
publics can seem exploitive. 

It is regrettable, then, that almost all of this ideo
logical dialogue occurs only on the voluntary sector 
side of the gap, that is in writings, speeches and 
seminars which do not normally come to the attention of 
marketing academics. Consequently, while marketing 
writers may certify among themselves that there is a 
generic concept of marketing, it has to be observed 
that, as yet, this enlightenment has not been vetted by 
managers in the voluntary sector. Indeed, the Journal 
of Voluntary Action Research does not even review the 
Journal of ¥arketing (or any other marketing journal 
for that matter). The result is that a common ideology 
in the voluntary field, one which is inimical to 
enlightened marketing, goes largely unchallenged. 

This neglect is more than "academic", because mistaken 
ideology translates into misguided marketing. For 
example, the celebration of volunteerism leads on to 
the exaltation of the volunteer. For managers in the 
voluntary field, it then seems to follow that customers 
and volunteers are fundamentally different, that 
customers act out of acquisitiveness and volunteers act 
out of altruism. 

It will be noted that this distinction, if allowed, can 
have large import for marketing practice. If that 
interpretation is accurate, and if one party does act 

9see, for example, BenM.l"nis, NormanKangunand MichaelP. 
Mokwa, "Public Policy Development; A Harketing Perspective" 
Marketing News, February 24, 1978, pp.2,4. 

10see, for example, Philip Kotler, Marketing for Non
profit Organizations (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1975), Chapter 1. 

11see, for example, Kerry Kenn Allen, "Volunteering in 
America 1980-81; A Status Report," Voluntary Action Lead
ership. tHnter, 1981, pp. 5-10; and "The Volunteer 
Leader Interviews," Voluntary Action Leadership, Winter, 
1981, pp. 11-15. 
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out of selflessness, then the best that the other party 
can aspire to is a gratuitous contract. That precludes 
exchange- when the raison d'etre of marketing is to 
facilitate exactly that. Thus the buying model of the 
volunteer as philanthropist challenges marketing at its 
philosophic core. 

And on other1 operational grounds, this is a pernicious 
view. First, it scotches speculation within voluntary 
organizations as to what drives might in fact bring a 
person to serve as a volunteer. That lack of curiosity 
in turn aborts imaginative proposals for profitable 
marketing research on the appeals that might be made to 
attract volunteers. The resulting poverty of insight 
then unnecessarily constricts the range of offers held 
out to potential helpers by the voluntary sector. This 
in turn perpetuates an artifical constraint on the size 
of the market for citizen involvement. Clearly, the 
volunteer as altruist is a stultifying concept. 

The view of the volunteer as hero has a further unfort
unate "post-purchase" effect. When an organization 
regards volunteers in this way, it can abdicate its 
right and responsibility to manage them. Consider how. 
To maintain its drive, any workforce, including a 
volunteer one, needs such devices as job descriptions 
and performance appraisals. Similarly, to keep its 
tone a voluntary board of directors should be system
atically rotated. But when, out of misguided marketing 
appeals, an organization has allowed volunteers to sign 
on as an act of charity, then asking them to submit to 
these positive adminf~trative practices can seem un-
grateful affrontery. The consequence is a workforce 
afflicted by unwholesome attitudes, an organization 
burdened by slack management practices, and ultimately 
clients limited to second-rate services. Thus when an 
organization embraces the model of volunteer as 
altruist, all parties pay high opportunity costs. If, 
to help reduce such waste, marketing academics must 
engage voluntary sector managers at the philosophic 
level, then the debate should be pursued. 

Conclusion 

Leaders in the voluntary sector deal with many of their 
problems through "networking". If, through the kinds 
of actions examined here, marketing scholars can become 
more integrated into the network, it seems reasonable 
to expect that the result would be a stronger voluntary 
sector, more broadly-based business schools, and a 
better-served public. 

12 see, for example, Pubnam Barber, "Suiting the 
Situation at Hand," Voluntary Action Leadership, Summer, 
1981, p. 40. 



THE USE OF NATIONAL CHARITY TELETHONS 
AS A MARKETING TOOL 

Walter Rosenthal, Hofstra University 

Abstract 

National charity telethons seem to be a successful 
solution to the fund raising problems of non-profit 
organizations while satisfying the marketing needs of 
major corporations. PRIME TIME EXPOSURE on tele
vision, tax incentives, public relations image
building at a fair, tax-deductible price have made 
telethons major events in the promotional plans of 
many marketers. 

Introduction 

When the director whispered the cue, "Fade to black," 
ending the 1981 Muscular Dystrophy Labor Day Telethon, 
the show had been on the air for twenty consecutive 
hours. An electronic tote board above the head of 
Jerry Lewis, comedian and MDA Board Chairman, showed 
that over thirty million dollars had been pledged to 
"help Jerry's kids beat MD," and other neuromuscular 
disorders. The pledges set a new record for telethon 
contributions, far more than the half dozen other 
recognized charities and health-related voluntary 
agencies collect through their own version of the 
event. Although United Cerebral Palsy Associations 
aired the first telethon in New York City thirty years 
ago, it was Lewis who urged the floundering Muscular 
Dystrophy Association (MDA) to "go National," adding 
a new dimension for a proven fund raising event. 
During 1980, mo,e than one hundred million dollars 
was raised from private and corporate donors, all 
from the use of telethons. What makes this uniquely 
American phenomenon so attractive to viewers and 
major U.S. companies? A look at the cost effective
ness of the event, its impact and the marketing efforts 
behind it might shed some light. 

Philanthropy in America 

Without a clearly defined source of suppliers and 
demanders, philanthropy (from the Greek for "love of 
mankind") has been considered by some economists 
(Boulding, 1962; Tullock, 1965; Eels, 1965; and 
Ireland, 1970) as a "third market," paralleling gov
ernment and the private sector as a means of allo
cating scarce resources among wants and needs. 
Ireland (p. 17) writes that" ... there is no such 
thing as a truly public motive [for philanthropy]. 
All ... serve their own interests as they see them 
in a point in time." In an article written in 1958 
for the Public Relations Journal, D. Kenneth Rose 
wrote: -"It must be recognized that public relations 
concepts govern most corporate giving." This view 
differs sharply from the "Kantian" vision of "good" 
and "moral" acts which are separate from all personal 
gain, and the dimensions of philanthropy in America 
must be examined before the marketing implications 
can be discussed. 

By conservative estimates, over forty billion dollars 
was donated voluntarily in 1978 (Bakal, 1979). This 
amounted to roughly one and a half per cent of the 
Gross National Product and represented $180 for every 
man, woman and child in America donated ~ery ~ EX 
the~~· Over ninety per cent of this sum was given 
by individuals, the balance divided equally between 
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foundations and corporations. It is the two billion 
dollars in corporate funds, and some of the motiva
tions for its distribution, which is the focus of 
this paper. 

Before World War I, the majority of philanthropic 
activities of the American corporation were limited 
to those which were of direct benefit to its employees 
(Cutlip, 1965). The economic expansion after the 
War saw the beginnings of a major conflict between 
the newly emergent professional managers and the 
shareholders who felt their influence over company 
policy diluted. The government's new Internal 
Revenue Code (1935) added fuel to the fire by amending 
the relationships between the corporation and recog
nized charities and the famous Smith vs. Barlow 
decision (1953) rejected a suit by stockholders who 
sought to prevent a corporate donation to Princeton 
University, effectively sweeping aside the "direct 
benefit" rule. The Tax Reform Acts of 1969 and 1976 
went even further, allowing corporations to donate up 
to five per cent of pre-tax income to charities on 
the premise that contributions from the private sector 
would increase. 

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 

The Tax Reform Act of 1969, Pub. Law. 91-172 (Jan. 1, 
1970), has been described as "the most massive revision 
of the Internal Revenue laws in American history" 
(Watson, 1973, p. 1). Approximately one third of this 
piece of legislation is devoted to the charitable 
area in general, and more than one half of that portion 
deals specifically with private foundations. 

The Tax Reform Act (TRA) was the outgrowth of a series 
of Congressional investigations, headed by Congressman 
Wright Patman. 

Foundations found themselves in the public spotlight 
throughout this period, with stories of Central Intel
ligence Agency funds channelled through foundations, 
the foundation "fees" which led to the resignation 
of Supreme-Court Justice Abe Fortas and revelations 
of corporate taxes sheltered from government regulation. 
Although corporate foundation executives claimed that 
the foundation was set up merely to maintain continuity 
of contributions through good and lean times (Watson, 
p. 5), the wave of public resentment over tax loopholes 
for special-interest groups and the annual installments 
of Patman's committee reports (Andrews, 1968) led Con
gress to consider the Nixon Administration's recom
mendations for amendments to the Internal Revenue Code. 

Among its most important features, TRA imposed a 2% 
tax on the net investment income of foundations, 
required them to pay out annually all of their net 
income or 5% of their assets (whichever was greater), 
denied donors the ability to borrow money from foun
dations, receive compensation from them or to have 
more than 20% of their stock owned by foundations. 
Unfortunately, if a foundation's payout exceeded its 
income, it would then have to dip into assets if it 
wished to continue giving to charities. The severe 
stock market declines of 1974-1975 saw foundation 
assets drop sharply, further complicating the philan
thropic process. 



In a short space of time, Congress had altered the 
market forces which governed the flow of dollars into 
the coffers of recognized charities, seriously affecting 
the health, cultural, educational and civic needs of 
citizens across the country. Although Congress did not 
change the tax laws in order to place additional 
burdens on corporate philanthropy, it did reduce the 
dollars formerly donated by one source: the founda
tions. As a result, decision makers within the 
corporation were faced with an avalanche of requests 
from non-profit organizations. For many corporations, 
these inquiries for funds represent a constant pressure 
for responses as well as for critical corporate 
decisions. 

Within the last half of the 1970s and into the current 
decade, recognized charities have had to reevaluate 
their fund raising strategies and develop new and 
creative approaches if they were to survive into the 
next decade. A marketing approach to fund raising 
seemed to fit into the climate of the times as well as 
the corporation's view of philanthropy as an invest
ment, rather than as a means of exhibiting social 
responsibility. 

In the years since the passage of the Acts, however, 
less than one per cent of corporate income has been 
donated each year, and a recent survey by Dorgan (1979) 
indicated that this proportion will not increase in the 
forseeable future. Apparently, as corporate managers 
began to view their philanthropic activities on a more 
pragmatic basis, they began considering each contribu
tion on the basis of a "return on investment." In a 
speech before the National Chambers Foundation (1979), 
former Treasury Secretary William Simon said, "In my 
view, every corporation should spend every dollar of 
every contribution with the same care and attention as 
it spends on employee pay and on new plant equipment." 
As a result, many mass marketers have lowered their 
"Kantian" veil of anonymity and made philanthropic 
activities part of the marketing process, involving 
customers, retailers, their own sales forces and 
employees. In today's climate of reduced Federal and 
State funds for health, research, welfare and the arts, 
the survival of a non-profit organization might depend 
on its ability to become part of the marketing strategy 
of the American corporation. 

Corporate Philanthropy and the 
Marketing Process 

One of the most comprehensive research projects in 
the field of corporate philanthropy was sponsored by 
the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs, 
the so-called Filer Commission (1977). Gathering Con
ference Board studies and independent reports by con
sultants, it produced five volumes of widely diverse 
data in over 3,000 pages. A 1976 report by Harris and 
Klepper, included in the report, detailed the two main 
reasons for corporate giving: social responsibility 
and self-interest. The two are not mutually exclusive, 
as one respondent to the survey wrote: "It takes a 
healthy society for corporations to operate; they 
should contribute to that health" (p. 1754). Over 
60% of the chairmen and presidents agreed, but almost 
half (49%) added self-interest to their reasons for 
public service activities (p. 1754). 

Marketing, generally defined as the flow of goods and 
services from producer to consumer at a mutually agree
able price, can be facilitated by manipulating the 
"Marketing Mix" of price, distribution channel, the 
character of the product and promotion activities. If 
a company can move goods or improve its relationship 
with any of its target audiences, then the marketing 
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process will have been served. If corporate "image" 
or the perceptions of it by its audiences can be 
improved then the company is obliged to use such means 
to further its objectives. The use of philanthropy 
as a marketing tool is an accepted practice by some 
of America's largest corporations and the non-profit 
organizations which cooperate with industry in its 
search for the ideal mix of self-interest and social 
responsibility seem bound to weather the current stormy 
seasons of uncertainty. Almost a decade has passed 
since corporate executives were exposed to the telethon 
as a marketing device. Few have regretted their 
discovery. 

The Telethon 

Telethons combine all the elements of a variety show, 
a revival meeting, an audience participation show, 
an educational lecture and a race against time ••. all 
conducted in a mood of exhilaration and excitement. 
The activities on the air, however, pale in comparison 
to the so-called "pre-Tel" efforts made by the volun
tary agencies to enlist the support of corporate 
sponsors during the year. Under the supervision of a 
National Campaign Director, a staff of paid employees 
makes presentations to a select list of potential 
sponsors. For marketers who donate a minimum amount, 
usually in the range of $100,000, full network exposure 
is promised. 

As a result, the MDA Labor Day Telethon featured an 
enviable list of marketing giants, each of whom used 
the opportunity to talk with Jerry Lewis about the 
company, its products and the contribution it had 
made. During prime viewing time, on a Sunday night in 
September, a senior company executive was allowed more 
than three minutes of air time, divided between an 
introduction, a one-minute company-produced public 
relations spot and the live contribution. These major 
marketers included Reynold's Metals ($451,000), 
McDonald's ($1.3 million), General Foods ($1 million), 
Anheuser-Busch ($1.8 million), and 7-Up ($577,000). 
In all, contributions from corporations and national 
associations (~, The National Association of Con
venience Stores) totalled over $22 million, out of the 
$31 million pledged on the air. 

Well over 100 stations carry each Telethon coast to 
coast, making it a major network show. The reach, by 
the latest Nielsen ratings, was over 60 million TV 
homes, representing over 80 per cent of all households 
in the country tuned in for at least fifteen minutes 
during the telecast. According to Arbitron, this 
coverage accounted for a 17-20 shar~ with 37 per cent 
of all adults and 39 per cent of all teenagers in the 
ten major markets surveyed. A special study by Martin 
Bruskin Associates for United Cerebral Palsy Associa
tions showed that one out of four viewers was able to 
identify the Telethon's major sponsors. 

From a marketer's point of view (as well as his comp
troller's), the numbers are impressive. If a minimum 
contribution of $100,000 bought only half the TV homes 
Nielsen claims due to a poor time slot;Chen the "buy" 
was made at a little over $3.00 per thousand, a 
respectable CPM, without the fringe benefits. At full 
coverage, with the intangible public relations impact 
and the tax credits, the $100,000 was well spent, by 
most standards. Three minutes on the air at 9:30 PM 
EDT was occupied by David R. Reynolds, Chairman of 
Reynolds Metals, talking with Lewis, a sixty-second 
professionally produced film featuring the aluminum 
company, its products and the support it gave to MDA, 
and then another minute while Reynolds handed the 
check to the Chairman. McDonald's corporation had 



seven such exposures during the Telethon, with logo
types, uniformed employees, jokes by Lewis, and pro
motion footage supplied by the fast-food chain, all 
for $1.3 million collected from consumers by McDonald's. 
The CPM was well under a dollar, without the impact on 
the public. 

Corporate participation on telethons becomes an even 
more efficient buy when the tax benefits are consi~ered. 
Unless the Internal Revenue Service rules to the con
trary, each exposure on the air, viewed by tens of 
millions of potential customers, is not a~vertising, 
but a tax-free contribution to a recognized charity 
which had qualified under section 50l(c)(3). Sponsors 
featured on National Telethons are assured of a 
receptive audience, and hopefully responsive one, 
surrounded by performers of the highest quality and 
recognition value, including Tony Bennett, Frank 
Sinatra, Paul Anka, John R~tter and others. The 
anticipation of seeing such talent keeps the viewers 
tuned in hour after hour, and except for the small 
hours of the morning, the ratings are exceptionally 
high, with the result that sponsors are signed for 
1982 and beyond. ' 

At the local level, the same types of presentations 
were made by executives and volunteers from the 
hundreds of affiliates linked to the national organi
zation. Trained in promotion techniques by the 
experienced staff of the central Association, the 
represent~tions made to retailers, distributors, 
roller rinks and fraternal groups mirror the efforts 
made by the larger groups, with the same results. 
Most telethons are divided equally between the network 
show and the locally produced telethons broadcast from 
the "emanating affiliates." Switching from Las Vegas 
or New York to the local TV channel g~ves local con
tributors the same exposure as a regional ad has in 
a national magazine such as Time, with the same cost 
effectiveness. 

In an article in Broadcasting (1979), Allin W. Prou?
foot, Executive Vice President, Marketing for The 
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Company, described the "multi
million dollar television advertising campaign" by 
the nationally distributed brewer, which resulted in 
a million dollar donation to the 1979 United Cerebral 
Palsy Association Telethon. He sees "definite market
ing benefits from participation and for all those who 
sell and distribute Schlitz." In 1980 General Foods 
substituted Jerry Lewis for Robert Young as a "refer
ence person" for Sanka Brand for the time of the MDA 
campaign (Dougherty, 1980). 

Telethons are planned for 1982 and beyond. As volun
tary organizations feel the financial strain of the 
Administration's economic policies, more might change 
their fund-raising targets from consumers to corpora
tions and their presentations from altruism to cost 
effectiveness. Telethons are no !onger an appeal 
organized to "get the kids walking again," but major 
events in the promotional plans of major marketing 
organizations. 

Summary 

In 1970, the often-quoted Filer Commission Report, 
The Report and Recommendations of the Commission on 
Foundations and Private Philanthrop~, noted that while 
corporate giving is less than one per cent of PTNI, 
private taxpayers have been estimated to give some 
2.5% of their adjusted gross income as charitable 
deductions. "Enlightened self-interest" was expected 
to be the source of dollars to qualified beneficiaries, 
but the current dollar crunch has made broad-scale 
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corporate pllilanthropy less appealing. With "CPM," 
"reach," Nielsen ratings and "coverage" part of the 
vocabulary of every marketing executive, corporations 
have been receptive to voluntary organizations which 
can offer tax deductions coupled with consumer exposure 
at a fair price. Even the Federal Communications Com
mission recognized tpe need of such an exchange when 
it recently allowed (f981) the "name-only" rule for 
Puplic Broadcastipg supporters, changing it to include 
logotypes. Although the revision stipulates that 
companies and their products may only be identified 
and not promoted, it did not outline what it construed 
to be "promotional," 

Telethons are planned for the future. As voluntary 
organizations feel the financial strain of the current 
Administration's economic policies, more might change 
their fund raising targets from consumers to corpora
tions and their presentations from altruism to cost 
effectiveness. Telethons are no longer appeals to 
"get the kids walking again, ... but major !"Vents in the 
promotional plans of many marketers. 
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THE SELLING OF EDUCATION 

Daniel T. Seymour, University of Rhode Island 

Abstract 

While the call has gone out for the application of mar
keting strategies in the college choice process, it is 
not clear that the student can be equated to the typi
cal consumer. On the basis of past and primary re
search a descriptive theory of the college choice pro
cess is developed. Implications and future research 
areas are defined. 

Introduction 

College admissions officers, in recent years, have had 
to develop techniques and strategies in order to com
pete in a marketplace which has become constrained by 
demographic and economic forces. For example, 18 year 
olds in the population, according to Census Bureau es
timates, have declined by 145,000 or 3.4 percent in 
the past two years. Also, proposed reductions in fed
eral student-aid programs may cause a sharp drop in 
the number of people seeking college admission 
(Magarrell, 1981). 

A somewhat predictable response to this increasingly 
competitive environment has been the wholesale applica
tion of marketing principles to the college recruit
ment process (Kotler, 1979; Murphy, 1979). According
ly, when colleges employ marketing experts they are 
told that in such a competitive situation they must 
"sharpen their identities vis-a-vis other schools, just 
as cereal makers strive to convince buyers of the dif
ference among brands." (Pierce, 1981) 

Although some worthwhile research has been forthcoming 
to guide the use of such principles, in general, mar
keting techniques have been haphazardly applied in or
der to create a competitive advantage in the recruit
ing game. The underlying premise of this "short-run 
fix" has been that the high school senior can be seen 
as a consumer who enters the marketplace in search of 
a service in the form of a college education. The con
comitant process that the individual goes through is a 
rational, deductive approach to solving a problem, re
sulting in the choice of a particular school. Such a 
view, however, does not take into account the unique 
aspects of the college choice process. Several fac
tors set the decision apart from the more standard com
ponents of consumer behavior: 

1. The importance of the decision is extremely 
great in terms of the perceived consequence 
(e.g. time, cost, career, etc.) resulting 
from making the wrong choice. 

2. The potential for long-run conflict between 
the decision-maker, the user, and the influ
encer (all of whom may be different indivi
duals). 

3. The existence of a unique set of attributes 
which describe the educational service (e.g. 
geographic location, academic reputation, so
cialness, etc.). 

The purpose of this paper is to offer a theory of the 
college choice process in the form of a verbal model. 
The model is intended to serve a descriptive function 
(Howard and Sheth, 1969) by narrating college choice 
with a set of related constructs. The result is in
tended to be a framework which can be used to formu
late and guide research efforts designed to increase 
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our understanding of this unique decision~aking pro
cess. 

Method 

In order to aid in the development of a descriptive 
theory of the college choice process primary data were 
collected. In general, it was felt that survey re~ 
search did not allow the flexibility needed while per
sonal interviews were considered too limiting in terms 
of sample size. The methodology that was used consist
ed of a series of focus group interviews designed to 
qualitatively measure subject responses. In brief, the 
focus group technique is a depth interview in which a 
group of homogeneous respondents participate. Rather 
than using a structured question-and-answer methodolo
gy, the procedure encourages group interaction with a 
minimal amount of moderator influence. 

In this particular study, a series of eight focus 
groups using nine to twelve college freshmen were gen
erated. The interviews were conducted at three eastern 
colleges, two of which were medium-sized public col
leges, while the other was a small private school. 

Theory Description 

As shown in Figure 1, the model of the college choice 
process consists of the following stages: 

1. Constructs involved in the development of an 
image concerning the college lifestyle. 

2. An active information gathering phase result
ing in an evoked set of possible' college 
choices. 

3. A largely cognitive stage devoted to reaffirm
ing evaluative criteria and application of a 
decision rule (to optimize college choice). 

4. Post-choice activities which attempt to mini
mize cognitive inconsistencies. 

College Image Development (Stage One) 

The initial phase of the college choice process is 
characterized by its passive, generic nature. That 
is, the learning that takes place is of a verbal asso
ciation type (Gagne, 1965) with semantic meaning being 
accumulated in a non-goal directed manner. Experiences 
are simply collected and categorized on the basis of 
previously similar experiences. The result of this 
passive component of the college choice process is a 
generic image formation which is, therefore, generaliz
able across specific colleges. 

The first construct, Idea Generation, must be distin
guished from the more popular notion of "consumer prob
lem recognition". In the college choice process, idea 
generation has no defined starting point but rather is 
a gradual recognition of a generalized concept (col
lege). Murphy (1981) has reported that a significant 
proportion of students (52.8%) considered the idea of 
attending college prior to entering high school. It 
should also be noted that the Idea Generation construct 
is affected by Influencers (Figure 1). For instance, 
Murphy (1981) found that 49.5 percent of the students 
recognized parents, siblings, or friends as having 



initiated the idea of attending college. 
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A COLLEGE CHOICE PROCESS MODEL 
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Evolving out of these cues, relative to college, is an 
abstract information acquisition process. The informa
tion acquisition process. The information is unstruc
tured and, as has qeen noted, is acquired in a passive 
manner. The information that is accumulated is of two 
basic types: (1) person attributes - knowledge of the 
characteristics of individuals who attend college, and 
(2) object attributes - information related to activi
ties which are associated with a college. The source 
of most of these types of information is of a personal 
nature; friends and relatives. 

The final·concept of Image Formulation is a coalescence 
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of person and object attribute information based upon 
the passive, generic information gathering process. 
The result is a generalized notion of what the term 
"college" means. 

Goal Discrimination (Stage Two) 

The second stage of the college choice process differs 
substantially from the introductory phase. The infor
mation that is acquired and the images that result are 
increasingly specific to individual colleges. In ad
dition, the information gathering process is much more 
acttve than in the Image Development Stage, and the 
sources of information are of a nonpersonal nature as 
well as personal. Finally, the type of learning in
volved in this stage is of a multiple-discrimination 
nature (Gagne, 1965). This higher form of learning 
is based upon the processing of information in such a 
way as to allow differentiation between stimuli. In 
this case, the result is a defined ability to discrim
inate between various stimuli (colleges) on the basis 
of one or more attributes. 

The initial portion of Stage Two is illustrated in the 
model as an information/image interactive process. In
formation is used by the student to develop distinct 
images of different colleges. Accordingly, since the 
informational input from Stage One is undifferentiated, 
the need for additional information necessitates an 
"active" process. The result is on-going information 
acquisition which allows the students to derive com
plete and distinct images of various colleges. The 
uniqueness of the Goal Discrimination Stage can also 
be observed, relative to Stage One, in that the sources 
of information are increasingly varieq and include not 
only personal friends and relatives, but college 
guides, counselors, alumni, etc. 

The two subprocesses (Figure 1), the evolvtion of im
ages (Images/Information) and the evaluation leading 
to a decision (Evaluation Evoked Set), are analytical
ly distinct (Maguire and Law, 1981). The evaluation 
task involves comparing the various college images on 
the basis of selected attributes (Sternberg and Davis, 
1978) and selecting a set of colleges to which they 
will apply. A simplifying decision rule allows the 
student, in most instances, to establish minimum re
quired performance standards for each evaluative cri
teria (e.g. academic reputation, size of school, etc.). 
In addition, as the model indicates, choice-making 
does not occur in a vacuum but rather is heavily in
fluenced by several factors. Constraints (e.g. fi
nances, S.A.T. scores, grade point average, etc.) will 
limit the number of schools to which the student could 
apply, while Influencers (e.g. culture, reference 
groups, family, etc.) will also effect the choice-mak
ing task. The result of this evaluative subprocess is 
an evoked set (of schools the student would consider 
attending) which represents a subset of known colleges 
(awareness set). In the student 1 s mind, then, the 
schools to which he/she applies characterize a set of 
alternative solutions to the college choice problem. 

Finally, it should be noted that the Evaluation Evoked 
Set component is, in large part, a syncratic decision. 
Parents not only influence the decision but take an 
active part in determining the composition of the set 
of schools to which the student applies. The evoked 
set, therefore, represents an acceptable range of 
scDools which are determined by a joint perception of 
choices across a number of relevant criteria. 

Reduced Set Evaluation (Stage Three) 

The third stage of the model is quite similar to the 
previous stage with the major exception that the de
cision-maker attempts an optimal solution of a reduced 



set of alternatives (i.e. those schools to which the 
student is accepted). While the Goal Discrimination 
Stage emphasized the creation of an evoked set out of 
a total awareness set, the Reduced Set Evaluation Stage 
has the more defined goal of a "single choice" as its 
ultimate objective. 

The Information/Images interaction shifts to more de
tailed information designed to refine images and the 
type of learning involved is almost wholly of a com
plex problem-solving nature (Gagne, 1965). That is, 
information is acquired on specific attributes which 
allows the refinement and clarification of unique al
ternative images. The emphasis on discrimination of 
acceptable versus unacceptable categories (Stage Two) 
is replaced by the need for optimality. As such, the 
Information/Images interaction is a process which al
lows the individual to acquire information in a form 
which is conducive to comparisons across stimuli (col
leges). 

While the Evaluation-Choice component is influenced by 
the same "constraints" and "influencers" as Stage Two, 
the actual decision rule that is used to arrive at a 
solution may be one of the many that are defined in the 
psychology and consumer behavior literature (Barnes and 
Seymour, 1978). For example, a disjunctive decision 
rule may be applied when one attribute is considered to 
be of extreme importance. In such a case, the student 
chooses that school which performs the best on a single 
evaluative criterion (e.g. academic reputation, loca
tion, etc.). In a more complex instance a student may 
employ a compensatory decision rule in which the col
lege that rates the highest on the sum of the student's 
judgment of the relevant evaluative criteria will be 
chosen. 

Finally, in contrast to the more joint-type decision in 
the second stage, Murphy (1981) reports 81.8 percent of 
the students made the final decision. That is, once 
an evoked set had been identified, the ultimate deci
sion of which college to attend appears to be a unila
teral one. 

Post-Choice (Stage Four) 

The main portion of the Post-Choice Stage is a passive, 
cognitive component which enables the decision-maker to 
rationalize his/her foregone alternatives. Although 
post-choice dissonance does not occur with all types of 
decisions, it is most likely to occur in several in
stances which may be present in a college choice pro
cess. Specifically, post-choice dissonance is associ
ated with situations in which: (a) alternatives are 
available, (b) the decision is important either finan
cially or psychologically, (c) the alternatives have 
desirable features, and (d) the alternative features 
are qualitativPly different (Runyon, 1980). 

Although post-choice awareness may easily result in a 
cognitively consistent state (consonance), in some in
stances dissonance can be manifested in a continued in
formation search. In terms of the model, this is noted 
via a feedback loop to the Stage Three information com
ponent. In large part, the student is looking for ad
ditional information to confirm the wisdom of his/her 
choice which would result in the identical decision 
outcome (eventually leading to a state of post-choice 
consonance). It is also possible, of course, that 
this additional information may support a foregone al
ternative ... resulting in a change of choice behavior. 
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Implications 

The intent of this paper has been to offer a theory of 
the college choice process which can be used as a 
framework to direct various research efforts. With 
this in mind, several areas of future inquiry may be 
suggested: 

1. Efforts should be directed toward understanding 
the type of information and the sources at the 
various stages of image formation. Is the type 
of information sought dependent on the stage 
and/or source? Does information overload oc
cur? 

2. To what degree do simplified versions of the 
decision-making process exist? Under what cir
cumstances do students truncate the extended 
decision process by reducing active information 
gathering? 

3. The extent and nature of joint decision-making 
should be examined by stage. How is conflict 
resolved? What factors affect the degree of 
joint decision-making? 

4. Descriptive studies of the types of decision· 
rules used in the college choice process are 
needed. Are complex rules used? To what ex
tent do students use simplifying strategies 
in deriving an evoked set? 

5. The application of cognitive consistency theo
ries to Stage Four increase our understanding 
of post-choice dissonance. What are the dif
ferent types of methods used to resolve dis
sonance? What kinds of communication can be 
used by administrators to increase post-choice 
consonance? 

6. Investigations should be undertaken into situ
ational influences which may, in large part, 
determine much of the nature and scope of the 
college choice process. 

The most obvious conclusion which can be derived from 
this paper is that the "college choice" is a unique 
decision-making process. It necessitates a "custom 
made" theory and deserves more specific attention. 
Simply, the wholesale application of marketing tech
niques is not appropriate . . . colleges and universi
ties should not be sold like cereal! Results of addi
tional research, hopefully, can be applied to practical 
problems in higher education and may enable the pro
posed theory to be modified and improved. 
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A COMPARISON OF THE COGNITIVE COMPLEXITY OF 
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR PRODUCTS 

James M. Stearns and Jack A. Lesser, Miami University 

Abstract 

This research compared the cognitive complexity of se
lected public and private sector products, Private 
sector products were found to have a significantly 
greater number of concrete and abstract concepts. Al
so, the proportion of abstract (attribute) private 
sector product concepts was significantly greater than 
for public sector products, Implications, possible 
explanations, and directions for future research are 
discussed. 

Introduction 

Public and nonprofit marketing have undergone a series 
of major conceptual advances since Kotler and Levy 
(1969) developed an initial interest in redefining 
marketing's boundaries. Lovelock and Weinberg (1978), 
Rothschild (1977), and others have recently demonstra
ted how marketing, as a perspective and technology, 
can be applied to such areas as the arts, health care, 
energy conservation, public transportation, higher ed
ucation, family planning, and many other noncommercial 
activities. 

Government marketing, however, has been an uncultiva
ted component of broadened marketing. Only Mokwa and 
Permut (1981) have attempted to offer comprehensive 
guidelines for government marketing theory and prac
tice, Even more regrettable is the virtually nonexis
tent state of marketing for functional public policy,! 
Little has changed since Ritchie and Labreque (1975) 
observed that concern for government regulation of 
trade practices has overshadowed and obscured market
ing's potential contribution to public administra
tion, 

Critical for the further development of broader mar
keting, and particularly government marketing, is the 
identification and explanation of differences between 
profit sector and nonprofit/public sector marketing 
management, Lovelock and Weinberg (1978), pp. 416-
420) propose that a key difference may be the nature 
of the products offered in the two sectors. The pur
pose of this paper is to test that proposition by com
paring the cognitive complexity of public and private 
sector products, Cognitive complexity has been one of 
the central bases for comparing products in the profit 
sector, The comparison of the cognitive complexity of 
products in the profit versus nonprofit area should 
contribute to an expanded conceptualization of market
ing in the two sectors. 

Theoretical Backgro~nd 

The description and study of cognitive structure have 
become important components of marketing theory and 
practice. Wilkie's and Pessemier's (1973) review and 
the more recent efforts of Lutz and Bettman (1977), 
Bettman, Kassarjain, and Lutz (1978), Bettman (1979), 
Warshaw (1980), and Bagozzi and Burnkrandt (1980) are 

!Functional public policy decisions are "those that 
pertain to the nature and types of products provided 
by government directly to its citizens as well as the 
industrialized private sector". (Ritchie & LaBreque, 
1975, p. 13). 
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testimony for the myriad conceptualizations and mea
surement schemes associated with this most fertile ar
ea. Notwithstanding some criticism and misinterpreta
tion of the original Fishbein (1963; 1967) conceptual
ization (Warshaw, 1980), attributes and related cogni
tive processes are important elements of both consumer 
and industrial buyer behavior (see Bettman, Kassarjain 
& Lutz, 1978; Choffray & Lilien, 1978). 

Although marketing researchers most often are interes
ted in product attributes, cognitive structures actu
ally contain a vari~ty of types of concepts. Olson 
and Muderrisoglu (1979), Abelson (1973; 1976), and 
Calder (1978) indicate that abstract, attribute
specific dimensions are accompanied by more concrete, 
visual concepts such as images (Mower, 1977) and 
scripts (Shank and Abelson, 1977). Typically used in
dividual or group interviews that focus subjects on 
identifying characteristics (attributes or evaluative 
criteria) of products may actually be incomplete re
flections of memory and cognitive structure. This pa
per, therefore, focuses on the entire cognitive field 
associated with public and private sector products. 

Although few measurement methods are available, true 
cognitive complexity includes both concrete and ab
stract concepts in cognition (see Olson & Muderrisog
lu, 1979). For the purposes of this research, a con
crete concept is a visual image or sequence of images 
(scripts), or expressions of probable actions or re
fers to particular appropriate usage occasions. Ab
stract concepts are those relating to product attri
butes or characteristics. Cognitive complexity, 
therefore, is defined as the number of concepts, both 
concrete and abstract, that consumers associate with 
products.2 

Method 

Olson and Muderrisoglu (1979) have shown that the un
restrictive free elicitation method, where respondents 
are free to say anything and everything that comes to 
mind when presented with a stimulus prove cue, is a 
stable and reliable method for identifying the 
",,,full variety of cognitive elements maintained in a 
memory structure ••• "(p. 269). The Olson and Muder
risoglu research reported the number of elicited con
cepts from 30 interviews for three products
-toothpaste, ballpoint pens, and blue jeans. 

This research replicated the Olson and Muderrisoglu 
(1979) method using seven public products offered in a 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. The seven 
products were: electrical service, parks, garbage and 
trash collection, police service, bus service, traffic 
control, and street maintenance. Both sample size and 
conduct of the interviews conformed closely to the 
original research, Public product subjects were se
lected randomly from a list of utility customers, con
tacted, and screened to insure they were users of the 
products, Each was paid a $5.00 cash incentive to 
participate. Subjects were interviewed individually; 
each free elicitation session required approximately 
30 minutes. 

2These operational 
Muderrisoglu (1979) 
denhop (1977). 

definitions conform to 
and Geistfeld, Sproles, 

Olson and 
and Bra-



The 2R free elicitation interviews were conducted in 
the following manner. The subject entered a small 
conference-type room and was told the study concerned 
his or her reactions to several common local govern
ment products. The researcher then handed the subject 
a copy of the instructions (see Appendix) and asked 
him or her to read along. Critical parts of the in
structions were underlined. The essence of the in
structions was a request for the subject to verbally 
state any and all thoughts that came to mind when the 
researcher said the name of a product. Subjects were 
told that for convenience a taperecorder would be 
used, but all responses would be confidential and 
anonymous. Subjects were then asked to state "what 
comes to mind?" when the researcher said each product 
name. 

Two minor changes were made to the Olson and Muderris
oglu (1979) method as a result of pretesting. First, 
the cash incentive was increased from $4.00 to $5.00 
to provide an approximately equivalent incentive given 
inflation. And second, the word product was changed 
to service in the instructions (see Appendix) as a re
sult of two pretest subjects expressing concern about 
the Olson and Muderrisoglu terminology. All other as
pects of the free elicitations and content analyses 
exactly replicated the Olson and !1uderrisoglu ( 1979) 
research. When subjects' responses were not clearly 
either attributes, images, or scripts, a second re
searcher content analyzed the tape recordings. Dif
ferences in the content analyses were resolved by a 
third researcher and, if necessary, a discussion among 
the three content analysts. 

Tests for significant differences in the mean number 
of concepts elicited (t test) and the proportion of 
abstract concepts (z test) between this research and 
the Olson and Muderrisoglu (1979) research were per
formed to compare cognitive complexity for the two 
product groups. Findings are presented and discussed 
below followed by implications, limitations, and sug
gestions for future research. 

Findings 

Table 1 presents a summary of the comparison between 
results of the Olson and Muderrisoglu (1979) research 
and this research's public product findings. Both the 
number of concepts elicited and the proportion of ab
stract (attribute) concepts were significantly differ
ent at less than .01. Private sector products were 
found to be more complex (more concepts associated 
with them) and to have a higher proportion of attri
bute related concepts. 

Table l 

The l1ean Number of Concepts Elicited and 
the Percentage of Abstract Concepts Elicited 

for Public and Private Sector Products 

Products 

Private Sector 
Products 

Toothpaste 
Ballpoint Pens 
Blue Jeans 
Overall Mean 

Mean Concepts 
Elicited 

7.8 
8.7 
9.6 
8.7 

Abstract Concepts 
(Attributes) as a 

Percentage of Total 
Concepts Elicited 

77% 
67% 
71% 
72% 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Products 

Public Sector 
Products 

Electrical Service 
Parks 
Garbage and Trash 

Collection 
Police Service 
Bus Service 
Traffic Control 
Street Maintenance 
Overall Mean 

Mean Concepts 
Elicited 

3.6 
s.s 

3.3 
5.4 
5.5 
4. 1 
3.0 
4.3 

Difference Significant 
At <.01 

Abstract Concepts 
(Attributes) as a 

Percentage of Total 
Concepts Elicited 

53% 
49% 

64% 
43% 
62% 
34% 
40% 
49% 

<.01 

Discussion and Implications of Findings 

The data in Table 1 are at least preliminary evidence 
that consumers may perceive and retain information 
about public and private sector products differently. 
Several explanations can be offered. First, consumers 
probably are exposed to more private sector product 
information from media and personal sources. Because 
private sector rna rketers must compete, they must: 1) 
supply more general information about their products, 
and 2) provide more attribute specific information in 
order to point out differential advantages. 

Previous research has shown that public administra
tors, conversely, are not as aware of or sensitive to 
product attributes (see Stearns, McGrath, & Kerr, 
1980; Kerr et al., 1981). Indeed, when public admini
strators use surveys to monitor their markets, they 
lament the lack of utility for decision making of such 
data because of its aggregated nature (see Stipak, 
1980; May, 1981). Citizen surveys have few questions 
that are more refined or specific than the product 
level, reflecting a lack of awareness or sensitivity 
to product attributes (see Stearns, McGrath, & Kerr, 
1980). 

Identification of salient attributes and concrete con
cepts associated with public products could aid public 
administration in several ways. First, public product 
attributes and other cognitive concepts could provide 
a basis for better understanding of consumers' percep
tions of products. This would allow public admini
strators to determine when products were not being 
perceived as intended and could explain underutiliza
tion of services. 

Second, citizen satisfaction has become an important, 
controversial, and sensitive issue for public admini
stration (see Stipak, 1979, 1980; May, 1981). Valid 
salient attribute identification can provide a basis 
for monitoring satisfaction with public products. 
Longitudinal attribute specific measures would allow 
administrators to sense change at a level more rele
vant for quick response. 

And third, knowledge of salient attributes is a neces
sity if identification of important or determinant 
attributes is desirable (see Olson, Kanwar, & Muder
risoglu, 1979). By a better understanding of the cog
nitive structure of his consumers, the public admini
strator can emphasize or alter important or determin
ant attributes and, therefore, better meet the needs 



of his market, 

Limitations 

This study has several limitations. First, cognitive 
complexity and structure for products from the two 
sectors are compared using two different groups of 
consumers. Some of the potential error introduced by 
not obtaining elicitations for both public and private 
sector products from the same individuals was control
led by insuring that all subjects were product users. 
Ideally, however, the same subjects would have re
sponded to both product groups. 

Second, the variety of public products was greater 
than the Olson and Muderrisoglu private sector pro
ducts, Marketing scholars have compiled much evidence 
concerning cognitive complexity, cognitive structure, 
and attributes of private sector products. A broad 
range was desirable because little is known about how 
consumers perceive and retain information about dif
ferent types of public products. 

Third, obviously there is no intent to generalize be
yond the products, locales, and level of government 
used in this study. The comparisons of this research 
are stepping stones to more definitive, comprehensive 
research and a greater understanding of each sector. 

The fourth limitation is that almost all public pro
ducts are services rather than goods. Being services 
may at best moderate and at worst intervene in the 
comparison of product groups. At this time difficulty 
arises in generalizing about specific cognitive dif
ferences in private sector goods and services. Some 
differences exist (see Shostack, 1978 for a review); 
whether goods or services are more cognitively com
plex, or more concrete or abstract, is uncertain at 
this time. It is difficult, therefore, to speculate 
about the intervening or moderating impact, 

Su~gestions for Further Research 

Although this research was limited in several impor
tant ways, the findings can provide the basis for more 
extensive and comprehensive investigations. The most 
logical extension would be a replication with a broad
er cross section of products and consumers. In such a 
study, the same individuals would respond to both pub
lic and private sector products using a broad geo
graphic and demographic sample, 

Despite smaller absolute size, the range of public 
product means was larger than that of private sector 
products. Future research could determine if the fact 
that some public products have private sector alterna
tives and some do not explains this broader range of 
mean concepts elicited. If so, do the public products 
with private sector alternatives exhibit or require 
more profit sector marketing strategies and tactics? 

Another future research question is: Do public sector 
products that compete with private sector alternatives 
have a larger percentage of abstract concepts? Where 
public sector products have competition, public admin
istrators, wittingly or otherwise, may adopt more pri
vate sector marketing devices and, therefore, more sa
lient attributes may result for these products. 

And last, research is needed that controls the impact 
of public products being almost exclusively services. 
Until more information is available about the differ
ences between private sector goods and services, pub
lic products could be compared with private sector 
services to determine if results are similar to this 
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research, 

Conclusion 

A better understanding of how consumers perceive and 
retain information about and experience with public 
products is crucial for government marketing. Public 
products do not have indicators such as profit level 
and market share as performance measures. Government 
marketers, therefore, must understand their customers 
to insure they meet the needs of their markets. This 
paper is a preliminary step in what the authors hope 
will be a better understanding of the uniquities of 
public products and government marketing. 
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Appendix 

Interviewer Script Used for the Free 
Elicitation Method 

Instructions 

We are interested in your thoughts and feelings about 
several services offered by the City. Most of the 
services are ones that you use fairly regularly. Spe
cifically, we are interested in your general thoughts 
about seven services. I will tell you the name of 
each service, one at a time. Then, I want you to sim
ply tell me the things that come to your mind about 
that service. You shou~concentrate on the name of 
the service and verbally tell me your thoughts as com
pletely as possible. You will have about a minute
and-a-half to respond to each service. However, the 
time limit is not strict, so if you feel you have a 
lot to say, you-ffiay take more time. For some servic
es, lots of things might come to mind. You should 
stop whenever no other thoughts about the service come 
to mind, even if this happens before the minute
and-a-half is over. But, please tell me all the 
thoughts you have about each service.·--In giving-your 
responses, you may have to pause to form your 
thoughts. Don't let that pause bother you. It is 
only natural that you might need a few seconds for 
certain thoughts. But when you do think of something, 
please state it right away. Please do not censor your 
comments. We are-interested in what you think. ----:rT 
something comes to mind, please say it--even if you 
might consider it unimportant, ordinary, or even 
silly. In giving your thoughts, please state each one 
in a short phrase or a word or two. If you feel that 
you must us~ words to express yourself completely 
or clearly, please feel free to do so. However, we 
are not interested in why you think your responses are 
important. So, pleas-e--do not give justifications or 
elaborate descriptions of your-thoughts--just a simple 
statement of each thought is sufficient. You should 
try to give your thoughts as rapidly as possible. Try 
not to let me distract you in-any way~ I am just here 
to give you the instructions and the service names. 
You might try either psychologically, or by physically 
turning in a different direction, or by closing your 
eyes, to disregard me. I will be recording both our 
comments during this session on this tape recorder. I 
am taping the sessions only to be sure I get an ac
curate record of your responses. However, your name 
will never be associated with the recording or your 
specific responses and, when we are finished with the 
study, the tapes will be erased. Before we start, let 
me summarize the procedure again. I will first tell 
you the name of the service. Then you tell me all the 
things that come to your mind about this service as 
rapidly and completely as possible. Do you have any 
questions before we being? (adapted from Olson & 
Muderrisoglu, 1979) 



A COMPARISON OF OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE LEISURE MEASURES 

Lynette s. Unger, Miami University 

Abstract 

Leisure researchers often use objective measures of 
leisure (time, expenditures or activity participation 
frequency), although the construct validity of these 
measures appears questionable. In this study, a scale 
to measure subjective leisure is developed, and it is 
compared to the objective measures in terms of con
struct validity. 

Introduction 

The $200 billion leisure industry has long commanded 
marketers' attention, and the broadened marketing con
cept (Kotler 1975) encourages research attention for 
social purposes as well. In a variety of endeavors 
from recreation counseling to urban planning to for
estry, efforts are being focused on improving the lei
sure experience. This goal becomes even more critical 
considering leisure's demonstrated contribution to 
life quality. 

The leisure domain is generally recognized as a sig
nificant component of life satisfaction across the 
total American population and particularly among cer
tain segments. Leisure's importance to life quality 
has been noted frequently in non-empirical research 
across many disciplines: in psychology (Neulinger 
1974), sociology (Dumazedier 1974; Riesman et al. 
1950), philosophy (de Grazia 1962), anthropology 
(Huizinga 1950), communications (Stephenson 1967), and 
economics (Voss 1967), and most empirical studies of 
life quality include measures of the leisure domain 
(Andrews and Withey 1976; Campbell et al. 1976; Can
tril 1965; Canadian Minister of Supply and Services 
1977; George 1979; Liu 1976; U.S. Department of Com
merce 1977). 

More importantly, in two recent subjective studies of 
life quality, satisfaction in the leisure domain was 
found to contribute significantly to global well
being. Andrews and Withey (1976) found that satisfac
tion with "how much fun you are having," a leisure do
main item established by earlier perceptual mapping, 
was the strongest contributor to global satisfaction 
among twelve selected predictors. In a second subjec
tive study (Campbell et al. 1976), satisfaction with 
"the ways you spend your spare time," designated as 
the leisure domain by the authors, was the individual 
domain which most strongly correlated with an index of 
global well-being. In multiple regression, the lei
sure domain was ninth in importance among twelve se
lected predictors. 

Because the leisure experience is so important to 
overall life quality, valid definitions and measures 
of leisure are necessary in order to evaluate programs 
and facilities. Leisure definition and measurement 
might be roughly dichotomized as objective or subjec
tive (Kaplan 1961). Objective definitions (the more 
frequently used) conceptualize leisure in terms of ob
servable behavior, defining it as time, expenditures 
or activity participation (Kelly 1973; Meyersohn 
1972). Subjective definitions focus on the psycho
logical leisure experience and define it as a state of 
mind (Neulinger 1974). For example, leisure might be 
any activity which is pursued for its own sake or any
thing done of one's own volition, regardless of tem
poral or activity context. 
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The purpose of this study is to devise an activity
general subjective leisure measure and compare it to 
commonly-used objective leisure measures in terms of 
construct validity. 

Literature Review 

Objective Leisure Measures 

Leisure has generally been objectively measured in 
three ways: as time, as expenditures or as activity 
participation. These are also used as surrogate mea
sures of leisure quality. 

Measuring Leisure As Time. Leisure is often equated 
with leisure time, and a common objective measure is 
the time diary or time budget. With variation among 
studies, respondents record their activities during 
short time intervals over the course of one day, and 
these data are aggregated. Alternately, subjects 
might be asked simply to estimate how much time in a 
day or week they spend engaged in particular activi
ties. In these studies leisure time is generally de
fined as that time remaining after hours devoted to 
work and nondiscretionary activities are subtracted 
from total time. This is based on the tripartite mo
del of time (total time - (work + nondiscretionary 
time) =leisure time), which has been described by a 
number of researchers (Brightbill 1963; de Grazia 
1962; Hendrix et al. 1979) and is based on a modifica
tion of the traditional labor-leisure analysis (Voss 
1967). Many early time-diary studies were conducted 
during the 1930s, when the Depression's "forced lei
sure generated interest in the use of free time 
(Lundberg et al. 1934; National Recreation Association 
1934; Sorokin and Berger 1939). Renewed interest in 
leisure study during the 1960s and 1970s resulted in a 
number of new studies (Chapin 1974; Robinson 1977; 
Szalai 1972). 

There are two conceptual problems with measuring lei
sure as free time. First, it is often difficult to 
segregate work, nondiscretionary and leisure time com
ponents (Dumazedier 1974; Murphy 1974). There are 
many gray areas where the characteristics of each type 
of activity overlap. For example, the classification 
of time spent gambling or commuting or caring foe 
children is unclear. A second problem with using lei
sure time as a surrogate measure of leisure is the 
question of direction. A "more is better" normative 
stance may be implied when quite the opposite may be 
true, as in the case of too much leisure time among 
the unemployed, youth or the elderly. Inherent in 
both problems is the fact that leisure has existential 
elements which extend beyond time constraints. Time 
diary researchers have frequently suggested that sub
jective qualities differentiated leisure from other 
nonwork activities. Chapin (1974) and Szalai (1972) 
proposed categorizing activities according to their 
position along an obligatory/discretionary continuum. 
Robinson (1977) pointed to three criteria to segregate 
leisure from other nonpaid activities: enjoyment, 
discretion and spontaneity. Extensive empirical test
ing of subjective leisure elements was beyond the 
scope of these large-scale time diary studies, how
ever. 

Measuring Leisure As Expenditures. Researchers mea
suring leisure expenditures generally combine 
secondary data sources such as aggregate leisure sales 



data (U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic 
Analysis 1977), and aggregate leisure consumption data 
(U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics 
1978). Several authors have used objective leisure 
indicators of this type (de Grazia 1962; Fisk 1963; 
Kaplan 1960). Measuring leisure as expenditures pre
sents two problems similar to those encountered re
garding leisure time. First, it is difficult to seg
regate leisure from nonleisure spending as, for ex
ample, in the case of gasoline (Eisenpreis 1971; Fisk 
1963). Second, the direction problem reappears. One 
cannot assume that more leisure spending means higher 
quality leisure. 

Measuring Leisure As Activity Participation. Leisure 
is often defined as participation in recreational ac
tivities. This view of leisure grew out of the "re
creation movement" of the 19th and early 20th centur
ies. The classic theories of play, prominent during 
this time, suggested that recreation served certain 
functions such as restoration or release of surplus 
energy (Ellis 1971). Because recreation was often 
viewed as a cure for social problems it acquired a 
certain moralistic flavor. People were encouraged to 
recreate because it was good for them (Arnold 1980). 
There are two objective measures of activity partici
pation. The first measure aggregates individual par
ticipation rates, association memberships, institu
tional attendance records or number of leisure facili
ties as gauges of leisure quality. 

Closely related to participation/facility aggregates 
is the measure of leisure as activity participation 
frequency. The theoretical basis is identical to that 
of aggregates: activity participation frequency is 
used as a surrogate measure of activity enjoyment or 
leisure quality. However, in contrast to aggregates, 
participation frequency is used as a criterion vari
able rather than solely as a leisure indicator. Per
sonal variables such as demographic (Romsa and Girling 
1976) or socioeconomic variables (Gerst! 1961) are 
commonly employed as predictors. In using activity 
participation frequency as a measure of leisure, con
struct validity again becomes questionable. Many 
authors have stated that this behavioral measure as
sumes intrinsic enjoyment or satisfaction in an activ
ity when situational/extrinsic motivation might better 
explain participation (Chase and Cheek 1979; Crandall 
1979; Meyersohn 1972; Murphy et al. 1973). Indeed, 
researchers have shown that situational variables such 
as antecedent conditions (Bishop and Witt 1970) or so
cial situation (Field and O'Leary 1973) can be used to 
explain participation. 

Subjective Leisure Measures 

The dubious construct validity of the three objective 
leisure measures suggests a need for more subjective 
measures of leisure. Although many researchers have 
called for psychological investigation of leisure ex
perience (Crandall 1979; l1urphy et al. 1973), objec
tive measures remain the most widely used. Recently 
however, the measurement of subjective leisure has 
been approached empirically. In add it ion to life 
quality studies discussed above, research in this area 
includes motivation studies (London et al. 1977) and 
studies investigating activity-general leisure proper
ties (Iso-Ahola 1979; Tinsley et al. 1977). 

Motivation Studies. This genre of studies assesses 
leisure in terms of participation or preference. 
Those based on participation use activity 
participation frequency as the criterion variable and 
activity-specific needs/motivations as predictors 
(McKechnie 1974; Tinsley et al. 1977). Preference-
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based motivation studies ask subjects to choose one or 
two favorite activities and indicate the satisfactions 
these activities provide (Hawes 1978). 

While motivation studies provide a gauge of perceived 
leisure and consequently alleviate many of the short
comings of objective measures, there are two problems 
inherent in their use as leisure quality measures. 
First, participation-based studies utilize participa
tion frequency as a surrogate measure of leisure 
quality. This may lack construct validity because it 
assumes intrinsic enjoyment when situational variables 
might better explain behavior. Second, both types of 
motivation studies are activity-specific. The leisure 
literature has long indicated that there are subjec
tive elements of leisure such as intrinsic satisfac
tion or perceived freedom, which transcend specific 
activities and may be present to a greater or lesser 
degree across all subjective leisure experiences. In 
developing a working definition and measure of the 
subjective leisure construct, these activity-general 
properties should ideally be isolated before the my
riad individual activities are differentiated. 

Studies of Activity-General Leisure Dimensions. Re
cent empirical research has begun to tap into those 
dimensions of leisure which may be present across ac
tivities. Two dimensions, intrinsic satisfaction and 
perceived freedom, have been discussed by a number of 
researchers. 

Most subjective definitions suggest that intrinsic 
satisfaction is present in leisure. The leisure ex
perience offers pleasure or gratification. Leisure is 
seen as intrinsically motivated and as an end in it
self rather than a utilitarian means to an end. This 
defin!tion dates from theancient Greeks, who spoke of 
schole (leisure) as a contemplative activity pursued 
for its own sake or to its own end (de Grazia 1962). 
Dumazedier (1974) described leisure as disinterested 
(with no utilitarian purpose) and hedonistic. Berlyne 
(1969) noted an emotional element of pleasure. Many 
empirical studies on activity-specific leisure satis
factions are theoretically based on the notion that 
leisure is personally rewarding (London et al. 1977; 
Tinsley et al. 1977). 

Perceived freedom is another dimension of subjective 
leisure. Leisure is aften described as "free," some
thing one perceives as voluntary, without coercion or 
obligation (Dumazedier 1974; Huizinga 1950; Stephenson 
1967). This quality of leisure, like intrinsic satis
faction, is derived from the Aristotilian definition 
of schole: freedom from the necessity to work (de 
Grazia 1962). At least two authors have maintained 
that perceived freedom is the single precondition of 
subjective leisure (Kaplan 1975; Neulinger 1974). As 
noted earlier, many time-oriented researchers have re
cognized this subjective leisure element and proposed 
an obligatory/discretionary continuum to segregate 
leisure from other nonwork activities (Chapin 1974; 
Hendrix et al. 1979; Robinson 1977). 

At least three empirical studies have focused on in
trinsic satisfaction and perceived freedom as 
activity-general leisure properties. Neulinger ( 1974) 
asked a small sample of respondents to define leisure. 
While most saw leisure in terms of time, 18% defined 
it as discretionary (perceived freedom) and 8% defined 
it as a state of mind (intrinsic satisfaction). Kelly 
(1978) found that amount of perceived freedom and 
social/intrinsic motivation were two dimensions of 
leisure measurement. Iso-Ahola (1979) empirically es
tablished that perceived freedom and intrinsic enjoy-



ment contributed significantly to subjects' percep
tions of leisure in judging leisure scenarios. 

Methodology 

A convenience sample of undergraduate business stu
dents (n=219) was used in this exploratory study. The 
format used was a written questionnaire. Respondents 
were asked to select a leisure activity from one of 
three lists, assigned randomly. Each of the lists re
presented a different activity type: active sports, 
easy living and crafts. These three activity groups 
were selected because they represented three distinct 
types of activities according to recent taxonomies 
(Duncan 1978; McKechnie 1974; Ritchie 1975) and be
cause of their popularity among college students. 
Each list contained approximately 20 activities from 
which to choose. These lists are shown in the Exhibit 
below. Regarding the selected activity, respondents 
indicated to what degree it "fit their own definition 
of leisure," using a ten-point scale ranging from "Not 
Leisure at All" to "Leisure at its Best." This was 
adopted from an earlier study (Iso-Ahola 1979) and 
will be abbreviated here as the leisure/not leisure 
scale. 

Active Sports 

EXHIBIT 
ACTIVITY LISTS 

Archery, boating or canoeing, baseball, basketball, 
bicycling, bowling, football, golf, horseback rid
ing, jogging or running, kite flying, racquetball, 
sailing, skiing (snow or water), swimming, tennis, 
volleyball 

Easy Living 
Dancing, driving, exercising, gardening, going to 
movies or plays, playing records or tapes, reading 

newspapers or magazines, social 
ing, talking on phone, visiting 
team sports, watching TV, 
letters, photography 

Crafts 

drinking, sunbath
friends, watching 

shopping, writing 

Auto repairing, pool, camping, carpentry, electron
ics, fishing, horseshoes, hunting, marksmanship, 
ceramics, cooking and baking, mechanics, sewing, 
model building, decorating, knitting or crocheting, 
woodworking, sculpture, playing cards, weightlift
ing, puzzles 

They then responded to a subjective leisure scale con
sisting of 13 Likert-scale items representing the in
trinsic satisfaction and perceived freedom leisure di
mensions. These items, shown in Table 1 , were written 
to represent the didensions, as discussed in the lit
erature. A five-point Likert scale ("Strongly dis
agree" to "Strongly agree") was used to measure inten
sity of response on each item. To eliminate response 
bias due to acquiesence, negative and positive ver
sions of each item were incorporated. As objective 
leisure measures, respondents provided a measure of 
time (total hours spent on the activity during the 
past year), expenditures (total dollars spent during 
the past year related to the activity) and participa
tion frequency (the number of times they participated 
in the activity during the past year). 

Analysis consisted of three parts: reliability test
ing of the subjective leisure scale, verification of 
the underlying theoretical construct and hypothesis 
testing. Scores (ranging from 1 to 5 where 5 is 
"Strongly agree") for each of the 13 subjective lei
sure items were summed to obtain a subjective leisure 
scale score. To test reliability, the scale was sub
mitted to internal consistency testing, coefficient 
alpha calculation and split-half testing. In internal 

TABLE 
RESULTS OF RELIABILITY TESTING 

Scale Item 
(Dimension Represented) 

Standard 
Mean* Deviation 

Participation in this activity 
says a lot about me. (Intrinsic 
satisfaction) 3.183 

This activity is a totally satis-
fying experience for me. (Intrinsic 
satisfaction) 3.492 

It makes me feel alive. ( Intrin-
sic satisfaction) 3.679 

If I were describing myself, I 
would probably mention my enjoyment 
of this activity. (Intrinsic satis-
faction) 3.407 

I'm very happy when I participate 
in this activity. (Intrinsic satis-
faction) 4.183 

I feel free of constraints when 
participating in this activity. 
(Perceived freedom) 3.278 

I enjoy this activity for its own 
sake, not for what it will get me. 
(Intrinsic satisfaction) 3.708 

I generally don't feel forced in-
to this activity. (Perceived free-
dom) 4.217 

I find this activity enjoyable 
and pleasurable. (Intrinsic satis-
faction) 4.362 

I take part in this activity be-
cause I like it. (Intrinsic satis-
faction) 4. 279 

1.171 

l. 098 

l. 132 

1. 385 

.917 

l. 164 

l. 293 

l. 151 

.980 

l. 075 

Factor Analysis 
Factor I Factor II 

.78 -.11 

.74 .23 

.68 .09 

.63 • 19 

.so 

.43 .17 

.os .68 

.24 .68 

.65 

.34 .65 
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Internal 
Consistency 

.so 

.69 

.58 

• 63 . 

.67 

.49 

• 58 

. 67 

.78 

.71 

Cronbach's 
Alpha 

.848 

Split-Half 
Testing 

.79 



Table 1 (continued) 

Scale Item Standard Factor Analysis Internal Cronbach's Split-Half 
(Dimension Represented) Mean * Deviation Factor I Factor II Consistency Alpha Testing 

I rarely feel obligated to do 
this activity. (Perceived freedom) 3. 841 l. 277 

Pure enjoyment is the only thing 
in this activity for me. (Intrinsic 
satisfaction) 2.838 l. 336 

Other people usually do not have 
to talk me into doing this activity. 
(Perceived freedom) 4.192 1.065 

Eigenvalue 
% Variance Explained 

*scale ranged from 1 to 5 where 5 is "Strongly agree. 

consistency testing, scores on items within a scale 
are correlated with the total scale score. Coeffi
cient alpha (Cronbach 1970) is a test of the average 
correlation of items within a scale. In split-half 
testing, scale items are randomly divided into two 
groups and scores for the halves are correlated as 
another measure of internal consistency. 

To verify the theoretical structure, principal com
ponents analysis of the 13 Likert scale items was con
ducted. Since the items were written to repr~sent the 
intrinsic satisfaction and perceived freedom dimen
sions, these were expected to emerge as factors. Only 
an orthogonal rotation (varimax) was used because the 
literature gives no indication that the two dimensions 
are related. 

To compare the construct validity of the subjective 
leisure scale with that of the three objective leisure 
measures, the following null hypothesis was tested: 

The subjective leisure scale will not signifi
cantly increase the amount of variance explained 
by the three objective leisure measures in pre
dicting personal leisure perceptions. 

Stepwise regression analysis was used to test the hy
pothesis. The leisure/not leisure score was used as 
the criterion variable. The subjective leisure scale 
score, and the three objective leisure measures 
time, expenditures and participation frequency --were 
used as predictors. If the subjective leisure scale 
score beta coefficient was significant and if the co
efficient of determination (R2) was significantly in
creased by adding the subjective leisure scale score 
to the three objective leisure measures as predictors 
in the regression equation, the null hypothesis would 
be rejected. 

Findings 

Reliability and Theoretical Structure Testing 

As shown in Table 1 , reliability of the subjective 
leisure scale items appeared to be established. In 
internal consistency testing, all but two of the cor
relations between each item and the total scale score 
were above .5, a criterion suggested by Nunnally 
(1967). The alpha coefficient for the scale was .85, 
well above .5 to .6 which are considered acceptable 
for basic research of this type (Nunnally 1967). The 
split-half correlation was .79, again attesting to 
satisfactory internal consistency. 

.12 .59 .57 

-.08 .46 .38 

.34 .45 .59 

4. 92 1.98 
37.8 15.2 
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Results of the factor analysis are indicated in Table  
1. It was anticipated that two factors would emerge, 
representing the two dimensions intrinsic satisfaction 
and perceived freedom. Two dimensions with eigen
values greater than one emerged, explaining 53% of 
item variance. Factor I appeared to represent intrin
sic satisfaction, as five of the six items loading .4 
or higher on that factor represented that dimension of 
subjective leisure. The second factor contained both 
intrinsic satisfaction and perceived freedom items 
with loadings of .4 or higher. While the underlying 
theoretical structure was generally supported by this 
factor analysis, the intrinsic satisfaction and per
ceived freedom dimensions of subjective leisure do not 
seem totally unrelated. It is important to note that 
although the scale contains two dimensions as antici
pated, in hypothesis testing it is treated as one sub
jective leisure scale. 

Hypothesis Testing 

Stepwise regression results shown in Table 2 strongly 
reject the null hypothesis. The subjective leisure 
scale score (operationalized as the total of the 13 
subjective leisure items) was the strongest predictor 
of personal leisure perception (operationalized as the 
leisure/not leisure score), far outweighing the three 
objective measures (time, expenditures and participa
tion frequency). The subjective leisure scale score 
was the first of the four predictors to enter the re
gression equation, followed by expenditures and parti
cipation frequency. Time did not enter the equation, 
due to its strong correlation with participation fre
quency. The beta coefficient for the subjective lei
sure scale score was significant at p = .00. The R2 
for the regression equation using only the subjective 
leisure scale score as predictor was .49. The addi
tion of the expenditures and participation frequency 
variables to the equation contributed negligibly in 
explaining additional variation, as R2 remained at 
. 49. 

Discussion 

The findings underscore the necessity of developing 
subjective leisure measures as voiced by a number of 
researchers (Chase and Cheek 1979; Crandall 1979). 
The inadequacy of the three objective measures as pre
dictors of perceived leisure is vividly demonstrated 
in the results of the hypothesis testing. The impli
cations affect both theory development and practical 
application. A great number of published leisure 



TABLE 2 
RESULTS OF STEPWISE REGRESSION HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

Leisure/ 
Correlation Matrix Not Leisure 
Leisure/not leisure (Criterion) 1.00 
Participation frequency (Predictor) 
Time (Predictor) 
Expenditures (Predictor) 
Subjective leisure score (Predictor) 

Regression Summary Table Beta 
Subjective leisure score -;ro 
Expenditures • OS 
Participation frequency -.01 

studies use objective measures, particularly activity 
participation frequency, as surrogate leisure mea
sures. Practitioners assessing leisure services and 
programs also favor objective measures such as parti
cipation aggregates or expenditures. The validity of 
these measures might be improved by adding subjective 
measures of leisure as well. 

It is evident that further exploration of the intrin
sic satisfaction and perceived freedom dimensions is 
warranted. They might be expanded and redefined, and 
other dimensions might be added. Once these measures 
have been further developed and validated, antecedents 
of the psychological leisure experience can be iso
lated, with implications in both theoretical and ap
plied spheres. In leisure theory development, situ
ational and personal variables have been used to pre
dict leisure activity participation frequency. When a 
more valid measure of the subjective leisure exper
ience is developed, the effects of these situational 
and personal variables can be more accurately 
assessed. The implications for practitioners would be 
equally profound. When situational variables are re
lated to subjective leisure perceptions, practitioners 
can better create environments which enhance the lei
sure experience. Further, if personal variables such 
as demographics or personality variables can be linked 
to salience of a particular leisure dimension, more 
effective segmentation and communication strategies 
can be adopted. 

While this study takes an exploratory step in testing 
activity-general subjective leisure dimensions, its 
limitations should be noted. The generalizability of 
the findings is quite limited because a homogenous 
student sample is used and because only fifty-four ac
tivities from among the myriad available are studied. 
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IS MARKETING THE ANSWER TO THE CRISIS IN PERFORMING ARTS? ANOTHER VIEWPOINT AND K>DEL 

Julian w. Vincze, Crummer Graduate School of Business, Rollins College 

Abstract 

This paper reviews the literature on marketing the 
performing arts while contrasting the viewpoints of 
performing artists and marketing management. Various 
aspects of adapting marketing principles to the arts 
without sacrificing quality or spontaneity are 
examined. An explanatory model is introduced as a 
guide to arts administrators. 

The arts are flourishing declares Beverly Sills 
(1976), famed opera soprano. "There is no crisis in 
the arts. There is a money crisis--a big difference." 
Rising costs and stiff competition for America's 
recreation dollar are forcing arts administrators to 
adopt marketing techniques, which they have long 
spurned. 

Is it possible to adapt marketing methods to the arts 
without sacrificing the quality and spontaneity of the 
creative efforts so crucial to them? If so, is it to 
the advantage of arts organizations to utilize such 
techniques? The discussion of "the arts" and 
"marketing" which follows is intended to answer these 
questions and demonstrate areas of campatibility for 
the two, as noted in an explanatory model. 

Performing Arts and Marketing Defined 

The "performing arts" have been defined by Laczniak 
(1980) as an intangible service instrumental in the 
development of our culture, the social value of which 
cannot be easily translated into financial or economic 
terms. 

''Marketing" has triditionally been viewed in terms of 
selling, influencing, and persuading; however, Kotler 
and Levy (1969) suggest that marketing should not be 
synonomous with the selling function, but should be 
viewed more broadly as a form of consumer satisfaction 
engineering, and as the concept of sensitively serving 
and satisfying human needs. This idea of benevolent 
marketing has accompanied the view that selling and 
influencing are secondary to the creation of products 
to satisfy consumers' needs, and to the building of a 
program of communications to express the 
organization's purposes. All of these activities are 
compatible to performing arts. 

Artist's Traditional Perception of Marketing 

Artists' attitudes toward the business world have 
traditionally been negative. The words 1 arts 
management' strike consternation, confusion and 
sometimes antagonism in the minds of some people when 
they are first heard, states Georgi (1973). Raymond 
and Greyser (1978) note that many artists still see 
marketing as a practice not wholly honorable and 
somehow too slick for their high calling, while Levy 
(1980) relates that the ideas customarily associated 
with the word marketing imply that artists who succeed 
in marketing their work are corrupt and meretricious. 
Laczniak (1980) states that, in addition to thinking 
that marketing is inappropriately applied to the arts, 
some artists believe that such activity would 
compromise artistic excellence. These critics contend 
that marketing lowers the arts to the level of TV soap 

operas, because it tries to "peg" the arts at the 

lowest common denominator of taste in society. 

Much of this attitude may stem from the fact that 
artists are somewhat myopic in their conception of 
their place in the world. They focus all attention on 
their art, not on those for whom they are creat"ing 
that art. Further, they believe that the intrinsic 
quality and worth of their endeavors will bring people 
in of their own voLition. Greyser (1980) aptly refers 
to this belief as the zealot syndrome. As Raymond and 
Greyser (1978) point out, arts administrators and 
artists must realize that any product or service, 
hoWever worthy, ~ompetes for the public's attention, 
time and money w1th many others, and that marketing 
the arts cannot be limited to advertising and 
promotion if arts organizations are to attain and 
maintain the level of professionalism necessary for 
their survival in today' s economy. 

The Businessman's View of the Artist 

Profit has traditionally been a major objective of 
businessmen. Only recently have corporations begun to 
stress greater social responsibility. Since 
profit-making is definitely a low-level priority to 
artists, it is not surprising that businessmen often 
considered arts organizations unworthy of their 
investment of time (as consultants or staff members) 
or ~f money. This negative attitude to the arts b~ 
bus1ness manage~s has been instrumental in keeping 
apart the two f1elds as has the artists' refusal to 
accept sound business principles as necessary means 
for im~roving the efficiency of arts organizations. 
If art1sts have been guilty of viewing businessmen as 
pr~fiteering boors! th:n businessmen have been equally 
gu1lty of cons1der1ng professional artists as 
unrealistic and unproductive. 

Changing Attitudes 

Fortunately, these negative attitudes are changing. 
Many corporations do support the arts without regard 
for. an expected return on investment, while artists' 
att1tudes are als~ being revised, perhaps because, as 
Greyser (198~).polnts out, there is a growing concern 
by arts adm1n1strators for the opportunity cost of 
empty seats at performances, and a growing awareness 
of arts as entertainment. 

Although more arts administrators are turning to 
marketing as a means of survival, Rucklefs (1979) 
believe~ ~hat many cringe at the unprecedented 
commerc~al1sm. B~t they are finding that more 
aggress1ve market1ng and tighter management are 
imperative to make ends meet. 

Harvey Lichtenstein, head of the management team at 
the.Brooklyn Ac~demy of Music, is noted by Rucklefs as 
say1ng that art1sts have become much more aware of the 
~elatio~s~ip between .money and their work. The old 
1dea, I m and art 1st and money isn't a concern of 
min:,' isn't prevalent any more. The arts, like 
bus1ness, are becoming more consumer-oriented. Artist 
Jim Hully affirms this notion, and Chamberlain (1975) 
notes his saying: 
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"It's about time we c 1 imbed down from our 
lofts and introduced ourselves. One of our 
main objectives should be to convince people 



that, 'in the final analysis, it is'their enjoyment of 
the art object, and its contribution to the qualtty of 
their environment, that constitutes the real value of 
that object ••• The more we artists discuss these things 
in public, the more we stimulate interest in the value 
of art--and the more willing buyers will be to accept 
financial liability for their own tastes, and to buy 
art for enjoyment." 

The major concern of artists and art supporters when 
considering marketing is related to maintaining 
quality in the arts. What has not been recognized by 
many, says Dawson (1980), is that marketing's success 
in the arts, no less than in the commerical sector, is 
utterly dependent upon creative and product 
excellence. Searles (1980) agrees, stating that there 
is no single factor more important to the success or 
failure of a consumer product that its basic intrinsic 
quality. Quality is far more important than 'price' 
or 'promotion'. 

As more and more arts administrators employ marketing 
with good results at the box office without lowering 
arts' quality, the view of marketing as a slick, 
devious promotional tool unworthy of the arts is 
gradually dimming. Simultaneously, as arts 
organizations become more seriously concerned with 
upgrading the quality, effectiveness and efficiency of 
their administrations, businessmen are looking more 
favorably on them as essential and viable entities in 
today' s society. People in or associated with the 
arts appear to be gradually abandoning the idea that 
marketing them is ethically or morally unsound. 

Serious efforts to evaluate the arts' current position 
and options are required. There is a lack of research 
sophistication in the arts field, states Greyser 
(1980). Although artists complain about lack of 
financial support, until recently they have made no 
attempt to give the business world and government the 
facts necessary to enable these sec tors to help wisely 
and not blindly throw money into an arts enrichment 
slush fund. 

Adapting Marketing to the Arts 

The choice facing manager's non-business organizations 
is not to market or not market, for no organization 
can avoid marketing. The choice is whether to do it 
well or poorly, say Kotler and Levy (1969). 

Georgi (1973) notes that, like any other business, 
theater, dance and music organizations are conceived 
by human beings and managed by human beings to achieve 
an objective of worth and need for human beings. In 
attaining this objective of worth and need--the 
presentation of the arts product to an audience--arts 
managers for years have used without question the 
basic human tools of communication, adaptation, 
compromise and accomodation, Bartels (1974) notes 
that the only difference between this idea and the 
broadened concept of marketing is that in marketing, 
these processes have been called market research, 
selling, market segmentation, adaptivity, consumer 
orientation and promotional strategy. 

However, arts administrators have not been doing these 
things well, perhaps because they have never 
consciously considered what they were doing. Hirsch 
and Davis (1980) suggest that to redefine and upgrade 
their jobs effectively, arts administrators must 
improve accounting methods, and rethink membership or 
subscription targets, prices, programs offered, and 
even the goals of the organization. As a body of 
theory, practice and technique, marketing has the 
capacity to speak to many of these issues. 

Rucklefs 0979) cites an official at the Brooklyn 
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Academy of Music, who describes the situation in these 
terms: We're in the business of selling a perishable 
product, In supermarkets, the lettuce wilts. In our 
case the curtain goes up. 

Arts administrators must realize that their 
institutions are similar to business organizations in 
many respects. Raymond and Greyser (1978) note that 
both have sets of publics, including their employees, 
consumers, financial communities and local 
communities; while Peterson (1980) thinks that both 
desire to survive as viable entities, and both need to 
allocate and manage resources effectively. Because of 
these similarities, it is feasible to apply marketing 
concepts and techniques employed in business 
organizations to arts organizations. 

Although arts administrators have begun to accept and 
utilize marketing, Dawson (1980) warns: 

Marketing is not a guaranteed and final 
solution to the financial problems 
confronting the arts. It does _nQ.t_ ensure 
sold-out houses or capacity 
attendance ••• Marketing can help understand 
more fully the nature of the arts 
product. .• It can help more clearly define 
goals and objectives, and, as a result, 
provide measurable steps by which to 
evaluate effectiveness. 

Kotler (1980) comments that by revealing the 
motivations of potential donors and audience members, 
helping the organization discover its purposes and 
natural markets, and preparing successfu 1 
communication programs for attracting widespread and 
loyal support, marketing can play a vital role in 
improving the quality of arts administration. 

Most arts organizations already practice one aspect of 
marketing of the arts: audience development strategy. 
Audience analysis is an important tool in building and 
effective marketing policy. For example, 
understanding consumers of arts' "products" enables 
marketers to determine optimum ticket pricing and 
distribution policies. 

Market analysis is not the only marketing principle 
that can be profitably applied to the arts. Searles 
(1980) suggests three others: 

1) And organization should concentrate on 
doing one thing well, and effectively 
tell people what it is that is being 
done so well. Violation of this 
p~inciple is frequent in the arts. Many 
ttmes a theater has closedbecause it 
tried to be a children's theater, 
classical theater and musical comedy 
theater all in one. Very rarely can 
such an ambitious endeavor be realized 
successfully--not only does the artistic 
staff get confused as to their purpose, 
but so does the patronizing community. 

2) You have to spend money to make money. 
It has long been a practice to cut 
administrative budgets to the bone when 
money is tight (and it almost always is) 
in an artistic institution. Hence, the 
productions may continue to be lavish, 
but very few people will know when and 
where to go to see them because of 
skimpy advertising and promotion. 

3) The marketing effort should concentrate 
on people who already are supporting the 
activity. Too often, an attempt to 



"broaden the audience base" falls flat 
because the target market of the project 
consists of those who are not now 
attending events not because they don't 
know about them or haven 1 t been 
sufficiently motivated, but because they 
merely have no interest in the arts (or 
at least the particular art being 
promoted) and never wi 11. Thus, 
inordinate amounts of dollars have been 
spent in vain. 

Laczniak (1980) presents an approach 
marketing strategy for the arts, 
product life cycle as applied to arts 

for developing a 
by defining the 
organizations: 

1) In the introduction stage, a company or 
art form 1s new 1n a community. 
Creative and informational marketing is 
called for, as the community must know 
what is available. 

2) During the growth period, the company or 
art form has met with initial favorable 
response (good reviews) and encouraging 
audience attendance (increased ticket 
sales). At this time, the arts manager 
should concentrate on promoting the 
value of his "product" to the community, 
attempting to establish the idea that 
this company or art form is indeed 
essential to the well-being of that 
community. 

3) At the maturit~ stage, the audience 
levels stabilize for any of various 
reasons. The artistic director should 
at this time employ techniques for 
keeping his organization out of the 
decline stage. 

4) Finally, the decline stage is reached if 
and when the organizat1on has outlived 
its usefulness. One way that this can 
happen is if a new organization with 
better quality and/or better community 
or financial support forces the old 
organization out of the market. 

Adapting marketing to the arts does not mean 
sacrificing artistic excellence; indeed the resulting 
efficiency in operations may enhance quality. 
Furthermore, if arts management becomes more effective 
and efficient, the need for outside assistance may 
actually diminish. 

A Model for Marketing the Arts 

The model presented in Figure 1 entitled BASIC 
ELEMENTS OF MARKETING THE ARTS is intended to 
represent many of the points previously discussed. At 
the center of the mode 1, as the focal point of all 
marketing and artistic endeavors, is the audience as 
consumers of the performing arts. 

Directly impacting on the audience are the traditional 
four elements of the marketing mix, which for arts 
marketing consist of: 

a) Choice of performance or program specifics 
(product); 

b) Pricing policies, i.e. season tickets group 
rates and discounts (price); 

c) Location of performances/display/exhibits 
(place); 
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d) Communication activities, i.e. advertising, 
press releases, ticket agencies and booths, 
personal appearances (promotion). 

How these four basic elements of the marketing mix are 
utilized in relation to audience public research 
findings (if carried out) and as affected by the 
uncontrollable environments of the performing arts, 
equates to the design of the marketing plan. 

The uncontrollable (by the arts administrator) 
environments contained in the mode 1 are: the cultural 
environment (national, regional or local); the social 
environment; the political environment; the legal 
environment; the competitive environment; and often 
the resources and objectives of the artistic company 
(which are established by the board of advisors). 

' Any or all of these environmental components may have 
a profound effect on the arts administrator's 
decisions while designing the overall marketing plan 
and the individual component elements thereof. 

Once the marketing plan is designed and agreed to by 
the advisory board, the artist/performers in the 
company, and by any special committees, a detailed 
plan of action to implement the marketing plan will be 
required. In addition, some means for follow-up, 
control and modification (if necessary) will be 
needed. 

By following this model, the arts administrator will 
be utilizing basic marketing principles. 

Outlook for the Future 

Arts administrators have been reluctant to recognize 
their need to utilize marketing principles. Within 
performing arts organizations, the perception persists 
that marketing is a tool of commercial enterprise 
and, therefore, is alien to cultural enterprise: 
Curren financial constraints, however, challenge the 
traditional view that performing arts exist in order 
that cultural expression may flourish, regardless of 
the consumer demand for, or appreciation of, the 
artistic. offerings. Unfortunately, artistic 
prerogat1ves are frequently cast as being in 
op~os1t;on to audience preference rather than simply 
be1ng v1ewed as two parts of the same undertaking. 

The adoption by arts organizations of a marketing 
philosophy and the proposed model as integral parts of 
the overall management process may be difficult to 
achieve, given the existing biases and logistic 
problema. However, it seems logical that the ultimate 
success of any arts organization's performance can 
only be enhanced by a continuing sensitivity to the 
people and groups it seeks to ser'le. In return those 
we 11-served people and groups wi 11 support and 
encourage the organization. Marketing is the answer 
for performing arts. 
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ANALYSIS OF MARKETING EXPERIMENTS 
WITH A CATEGORICAL RESPONSE VARIABLE 

Richard K. Burdick, Arizona State University 
Bruce J. Walker, Arizona State University 

Abstract 

The analysis of experimental data with a qualitative 
response variable is a problem confronted in many mar
keting research studies. This paper illustrates a 
methodology based on generalized least squares that 
properly handles a response variable that is discrete. 
The methodology is illustrated on several sets of 
marketing data and software packages that can be used 
for computations are noted. 

Introduction 

The analysis of categorical data is receiving increased 
attention in the marketing literature. In particular, 
recent articles by Green, Carmone, and Wachspress (197n 
and Flath and Leonard (1979) have illustrated the use
fulness of legit-type models in analyzing qualitative 
marketing data. The purpose of this paper is to illus
trate a methodology developed by Grizzle, Starmer, and 
Koch (1969) that can be used to analyze categorical 
data in which a response variable can be clearly de
fined. This paper illustrates the methodology using 
data collected in a marketing research study where the 
response variable is dichotomous. The extension of the 
methodology to polytomous response variables is illus
trated and software packages that can be used for com
putations are noted. 

A Marketing Research Example 

A study was conducted by Walker (1981) to determine the 
effect of various incentives on the response rate in a 
survey. Customers of a national family steak house 
chain were given a questionnaire when they paid their 
bill and were requested to mail it to a given address 
upon completion. Six different incentive treatments 
were employed in the experiment: A coupon for a free 
beverage upon the next visit to the steak house; 25¢ 
donation to a charity specified by the steak house; 25¢ 
cash; 50¢ cash; 50¢ promised upon completion and return 
of the questionnaire; and no incentive. The first four 
incentives were attached to the questionnaire and were 
received by the customer even if the questionnaire was 
not returned. The data for the experiment are shown in 
Tab le l(a). 

TABLE 1 
RESULTS OF WALKER INCENTIVE EXPERIMENT 

Incentive 
1 

(a) Frequency Count 

Number of Non-Responses Number of Responses 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

61 
57 
59 
44 
72 
77 

26 
37 
34 
52 
24 
18 
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Incentive 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

(b) Estimated Parameters 

.6601 I .0410 
-.0538 
-.0257 
-.2018 

.0899 

Actual Probability Predicted Probability 
of Non-Response of Non-Response 

. 7011 

.6063 

.6344 

.4583 

.7500 

.8105 

.7011 

.6063 

.6344 

.4583 

.7500 

.8105 

One might wish to analyze this data as a single-factor 
analysis of variance design and perform an overall 
F-test to test for equal treatment means. The fact 
that the response variable (did or did not return ques
tionnaire) is binarY, however, violates several assump
tions of this analysis. The response variable is a 
Bernoulli random variable rather than a normal random 
variable as assumed in the analysis of variance model. 
In addition, since the variance of a Bernoulli random 
variable is a function of the mean, the variance of 
the response variable will be a function of the treat
ment mean and will therefore be heteroskedastic if 
treatment means are unequal. Finally, the expected 
value of the binary.response variable is defined to be 
a probability and must therefore be greater than or 
equal to zero and less than or equal to one. Neter and 
Wasserman (1974, pp. 320-335) discuss the consequences 
of these violations and suggest possible corrective 
measures. The next section of this paper illustrates 
an alternative methodology that is appropriate when the 
response variable is qualitative. 

The Grizzle-Starmer-Koch Methodology 

A methodology developed by Grizzle, Starmer, and Koch 
(1969), hereafter referred to as GSK, is based on gene
ralized weighted least squares regression and can be 
used to analyze contingency tables that have a clearly 
defined response variable and one or more experimental 
factors. The GSK methodology is appropriate in cases 
where the question of interest is whether or not the 
experimental factors affect the categorical response 
variable. 

To illustrate the methodology, the data are represented 
in terms of the cell frequencies and the expected cell 
probabilities. This framework is shown in Table 2 , 
where r represents the number of categories for the 
response variable and s represents the number of treat
ments.l If it is assumed that a random sample of size 

1For a single-factor design, a treatment is defined to 
be a factor level. For a multi-factor design, a treat
ment is defined to be a combination of factor levels. 



ni. has been selected from population i where i=l, ... ,s, 
then a hypothesis of interest is that of homogeneity 
among the populations. Expressed in terms of the expec
ted cell probabilities shown in Table 2 , the null hypo
thesis is H0 : TI 1j = rr 2 . = ... = Tisj• for j=l, ..• ,r-1. 
That is, the hypothesi~ of homogeneity states that the 
probability of response category j is equal for all 
treatments. 

Population 
(Treatment) 

1 

2 

s 

Population 
(Treatment) 

1 

2 

s 

TABLE 2 
GENERAL FORMAT FOR DISPLAYING DATA 
WITH QUALITATIVE RESPONSE VARIABLE 

Cell Frequencies 

1 

n11 

n21 

n 
Sl 

Res12onse 
2 

n12 

n22 

Category 
r 

n1r 

nzr 

n sr 

Expected Cell Probabilities 

Res2onse Category 

Total 

nl. 

n2.' 

n 
s· 

1 2 r Total 

TI 
11 

TI 
2 1 

TI 
s 1 

TI 
12 

TI 
22 

TI 
S2 

TI 1r 
TI 2r 

TI sr 

1 

1 

1 

The methodology involves definition of meaningful linear 
or non-linear functions of the Tiij represented as fm(TI) 
for m=l,2, ... ,u < (r-l)s. A model of the form 

f(TI) = X .§_ (1) 

is now fit by replacing Tiij with Pij = nij/ni· and us
ing a weighted least squares procedure where [F(rr)]' 
= [f 1(rr), ... ,fu(TI)] is a (lxu) row vector, X is a (uxv) 
design matrix of rank v:::_u, and .§.'=[S 0 S1 ... Bv-Jlis a (lxv) 
row vector of unknown parameters. Tests of hypotheses 
are formulated in terms of the parameters contained in 
.§.by considering the null hypothesis H0 :C.§_=O, where C 
is a (dxv) matrix of appropriate constants and of 
rank d<v. It should be noted that the form of X is the 
same as in a univariate analysis of variance model when
ever a single function fm(TI) is constructed for each of 
the s populations. 

For the Walker data shown in Table  l (a) , s=6 and r=2. 
The hypothesis of homogeneity can be stated as H0 : rr 11 
= TI 21 = ... = TI 61 In words, this hypothesis states 
the probability of non-response is equal for all six 
incentive treatments. A meaningful definition for 
fm(TI) that can be used to test this hypothesis is fm(TI) 
= Tim 1 for m=l, ... ,6 and [!:_(TI)]' = [rr 11 rr 21 rr 31 rr 41 rr 51 
rr 61 ]. Notice that this choice is not the only one that 
can be used to test for homogeneity and other functions 
such as fm(TI) = Timz and fm(TI) = Tim 1- rrm 2 for m=l, ... ,6 
are also appropriate. 
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Since there is only one response function for each of 
the six populations, the matrix X is the design matrix 
used in a single-factor analysis of variance model. If 
indicator variables are defined in the form 

( 1 if incentive level k, 
~ =; -1 if incentive level 6, and 

( 0 otherwise 
(2) 

for k=l, •.. ,5, then 

X=[! 

1 0 0 0 

_!] 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 

-1 -1 -1 -1 

(3) 

with u=6 rows and v=6 columns and .§.'=[6 0 B1 B2 S3 S4 
S5]. In terms of this model, the six populations are 
homogeneous if S1 = S2 = S3 = S4 = 85 = 0. That is, 
if Bk = 0 for k=l, ... ,5, then Tii 1 = S0 for all i=l, ... , 
6. 

Thus, ifC is defined to be the (5x6) matrix 

c- [ l 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 (4) 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 

then H0 :C.§_ = 0 is the hypothesis of homogeneity. This 
hypothesis is tested using a test statistic which has 
an asymptotic chi-square null distribution with d de
grees of freedom. The calculated chi-square test sta
tistic for the Walker data is 35.18 with d=5 degrees of 
freedom and the hypothesis of homogeneity is rejected 
(p<.OOOl). The estimated parameters in Bare shown in 
Table l (b) . -

As shown in Table l (b) , when u=v the model represents a 
perfect fit of the cell frequencies. In many instances, 
however, u>v and the model must be tested for adequate 
fit. The GSK methodology provides a test for model fit 
that is based on a test statistic that has an asympto
tic chi-square null distribution with u-v degrees of 
freedom. 

For example, in a two-factor experiment, the design 
matrix may contain only main effects and it may be 
desired to test whether this non-interaction model pro
vides adequate fit. 

As in a single-factor analysis of variance experiment, 
the rejection of the null hypothesis of equal treatment 
means requires examination of pairwise treatment dif
ferences. For the single-factor design used in the 
Walker study, each of the 15 [(s)(s-1)/2] pairwise com
parisons is represented in the form C.§_ and tested equal 
to zero. For example, the probability of non-response 
is equal for incentive one and incentive t•vo (i.e., 
TI 11 = TI 21 ) if S1 = 82 , or 81 - S2 = 0. This hypothesis 
can be tested by defining C to be the (1 x 6) vector 
[O 1 -1 0 0 0], and testing C.§_= 0 using the chi-square 
test statistic with d=l degree of freedom. If rr 11 = 
rr 61 , then 26 1 + S2 + 83 + 84 + S5 0 and Cis defined 
to be the (1 x 6 )vector [0 2 1 1 1 1]. 

The Bonferroni inequality (see, for example, Neter and 
Wasserman (1974, p. 147)) can be used to provide an 
overall level of confidence on the entire set of (s) 
(s-1)/2 pairwise comparisons. For the Walker example, 
if a family confidence coefficient of .90 is desired, 
then the hypothesis of equal pairwise probabilities 
will be rejected for any comparison with a p-value less 
then (.10/15)=.0066. The pairwise comparisons are 
summarized in Table 3 . It is concluded that treatment 
4 will yield a higher response rate (lower non-response 



rate) than treatments 1, 5, and 6. In addition, treat
ments 2 and 3 yield a higher response rate than treat
ment 6. 

TABLE 3 
PAIRWISE COMPARISONS FOR WALKER INCENTIVE DATA 

Com:earison Degrees of Freedom Chi-Sguare P-Value 

1 vs 2 1 1.82 .1779 
1 vs 3 1 .91 .3405 
1 vs 4 1 11.80 .0006* 
1 vs 5 1 .55 .4595 
1 vs 6 1 2.97 .0847 
2 vs 3 1 .16 .6928 
2 vs 4 1 4.28 .0386 
2 vs 5 1 4.59 .0321 
2 vs 6 1 10.03 .0015* 
3 VS 4 1 6.10 .0135 
3 VS 5 1 3.00 .0830 
3 vs 6 1 7.55 .0060* 
4 vs 5 1 18.74 .0001* 
4 vs 6 1 29.51 .0001* 
5 vs 6 1 1.03 .3110 

* Significant at a .10 family confidence level (p < 

.0066). 

Incentive 4 2 3 1 5 6 

Non-response 
Rate .4583 .6064 .6344 . 7011 .7500 .8105 

Underscore represents treatments that are not signifi-
cantly different. 

The GSK methodology can also be used to fit the weight
ed least squares logit model described by Green et al. 
(1977). In order to fit the logit model, F(TI) is 
defined to contain the non-linear functions fm(TI) = ln 
[Tim 1 I "mzl for m=l, ... ,6. The advantage of the logit 
function over the linear function used previously is 
that the predicted cell probabilities are constrained 
to the range of zero to one. For the Walker data, the 
chi-square test statistic used to test the incentive 
factor in the logit model is 30.90 with 5 degrees of 
freedom. 

As mentioned by Flath and Leonard (1979), there are 
instances where the maximum likelihood logit model is 
preferred to the weighted least squares model. In 
general, the weighted least squares model requires many 
observations per cell. Kleinbaum and Kupper (1978, p. 
459) recommend cell sizes of at least 10 and preferably 
25 observations or more. For experiments such as the 
Walker study in which these requirements are met, there 
should be little practical difference between the two 
models. 

Extensions to More Than One Factor 
and More Than Two Response Categories 

Experimental designs with more than one factor can be 
handled in the GSK methodology by suitable modifications 
of the design matrix. As an example, consider the data 
reported by Green et al. (1977) shown in Table 4(a) . 
This data consists of three factors, income (I), educa
tion (E), and mobility (M), where each factor has two 
levels. The response variable is dichotomous and 
represents whether or not a resident adopted a particu
lar telecommunications service. A proposed model might 
include the three first-order interaction terms (IE, IM, 
and EM) and the second-order interaction term (IEM). 
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TABLE 4 
RESULTS OF GREEN EXPERIMENT 

(a) Frequency Count* 

Treatment Number of Ado:eters Number of Non-Ado:eters 

I I E I Ml 

II El Mz 

II Ez Ml 

II Ez M2 

Iz El Ml 

I 2 E1 M2 

Iz Ez Ml 

Iz E2 Mz 

II 

Iz 

El 

Ez 

Ml 

153 

226 

61 

233 

147 

139 

287 

382 

Income level < $12,500 

Income level > $12,500 

2007 

911 

825 

858 

1216 

408 

1638 

1033 

High School Level Education or Below 

Some College Education or Above 

Non-Mobile 

M2 Mobile 

*The cell frequencies have been estimated from the 
percentages reported by Green. 

(b) Estimated Parameters and "ANOVA" Table 

1. 7253 
.2437 
.0641 
.5330 

-.0492 
.0872 
.0210 

-.0513 

-, 

Source Degrees of Freedom Chi-Sguare 

I 1 62.77 
E 1 4.35 
M 1 300.16 
IE 1 2.55 
IM 1 8.04 
EM 1 .47 

IEM 1 2.78 

If indicator variables are defined as 

~ 
[ 1 if first level of factor k, and 

= -1 if second level of factor k 

for k=l, 2, 3, then 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 
1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 
1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 

X 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 
1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 
1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 

P-Value 

.0001 

.0371 

.0001 

.1101 

.0046 

.4944 

.0956 

(5) 

(6) 

is the appropriate design matrix.2 The logit function 
is fit by defining fm(TI) = 1n[Timl I Timzl for m=l, ... ,8. 

2This particular coding for the indicator variables is 
used in the SAS procedure FUNCAT and is also recommen
ded by Neter and Wasserman (1974, p. 633) for a model 
that contains interaction terms. 



The results shown in Table 4(b) indicate that the IE, 
EM and IEM interactions are not significant and can be 
dropped from the model. If these three terms are dele
ted, the other four terms (I, E, M, and IM) all have 
p-values less than .0017 and the goodness of fit test 
statistic has a value of 6.17 with 3 degrees of freedom 
(p = .1039). It can therefore be assumed that the 
reduced model provides a good fit. Multiple compari
sons may now be conducted as in the single-factor 
design described previously. Since the IM interaction 
is significant, one may wish to collapse over E and do 
pairwise comparisons of the probabilities in the 
resulting four cells. 

To illustrate how the GSK methodology can be extended 
to the case of a polytomous response variable consider 
again the Walker data but assume now that r = 3. For 
example, some of the questionnaires returned in the 
survey were incomplete and of poor quality. The re
sponse variable could therefore be defined to have 
three categories, no response, incomplete response, and 
complete response. For sake of brevity, assume now 
that there are only s = 3 populations. The three popu
lations are homogeneous if TI 11 = TI 21 = TI 31 ,and TI 12 =TI22= 
TI 32 • Thus, for each of the three populations, define 
two response functions fm 1 (TI) = Tim1 and fm2(TI) = Tim2 for 
m = 1 , 2 , 3 , and 

(7) 

When more than one function is constructed for each 
population, the design matrix must be slightly modified. 
For the present problem, the appropriate form is 

[! 
1 0 0 0 

Jl 
0 1 0 0 

X= -1 -1 0 0 (8) 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 -1 

with~'= [8 01 811 821 802 812 822 ]. In terms of the 
parameters contained in~. 811 = 821 = 812 = 822 = 0 
implies TI 11 = TI 21 = TI 31 = 801 and TI12 =TI22 = TI 32 = 802 and 
thus homogeneity of the three populations. This hypo
thesis is tested by defining 

c 
[! 

1 
0 
0 
0 

0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
1 
0 

(9) 

and computing the chi-square test statistic with d 4 
degrees of freedom. 

Summary 

This paper has illustrated the Grizzle, Starmer, and 
Koch (1969) methodology for analyzing contingency 
tables in which a response variable and one or more 
experimental factors can be logically defined. The 
procedure is based on weighted least squares and should 
therefore be useful for researchers with a basic under
standing of regression analysis. Programs written to 
perform the required computations include the FUNCAT 
procedure of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS, 
1979), the program GENCAT described in Landis, Stanish, 
Freeman, and Koch (1976), and the program BASCAT, 
described in Sawyer (1979). Sawyer (1981) has also 
developed the program DIFCAT which performs the GSK 
methodology without forming F(TI) in terms of log, 
linear, or exponential operators. 
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ARE LATE SURVEY RESPONDENTS WORTH WAITING FOR? 
AN ANALYSIS OF DEMOGRAPHICS 

John R. Dickenson, University of Windsor 
Eric Kirzner, University of Waterloo 

Introduction 

The issue of differences between early and late respon
dents in mail surveys is an important one. This impor
tance stems from the frequent need for timely results, 
particularly in applied research, and the various prac
tical economies of expense and effort associated with 
reduced time lags. Concern over response speed is 
evidenced by recent studies to determine methods of 
improving response speed (Cox, Anderson and Fulcher, 
1974; Ford, 1967; Hansen, 1980; Houston and Jefferson, 
1975; Houston and Nevin, 1977). Results of several 
such studies are summarized by Houston and Ford (1976). 

Responses are almost invariably received in an expo
nential or S-curve pattern over time with the bulk of 
responses being returned in the first few days or weeks 
following the initial mailing. Huxley (1980) presents 
an overview of published response patterns and he and 
Hill (1981) have developed straightforward models for 
predicting response speed. Several published response 
patterns are presented in Tabl e 1 . 

TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF PUBLISHED RESPONSE PATTERNS 

Percent of 
Responses 
Received After ••• 

Baur (1947) 57 16 days 

Cox (1966)a 92 14 days 

Cox, Anderson and 89 8 days 
Fulcher (19 74) 

deJonge, et al 96 2 weeks 
(19 77) 

Donald (1960) 60 first 
mailing 

Ford (196 7) 92 20 days 

Ford and Zeisel 56 first 
(1949) mailing 

Houston and 90 3 weeks 
Jefferson (1975) 

Huxley (1980) 95 12 weeks 

Newman (1962) 77 first 
mailing 

Parasuraman (1981) 51 18 days 
55 15 days 

Robinson and b 
Agasim (1951) 91 14 days 

a = average of six industrial surveys 

b average of nine consumer surveys 

Total 
Reported 
Period 

42 days 

28 days 

16 days 

5 weeks 

three mailings 
plus telephone 

call 

30 days 

three mailings 

4 weeks 

17 weeks 

three mailings 

46 days 
46 days 

28 days 
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Though there is no common set of parameters across 
existing studies (Table 1 ), it is clear that substantial 
time may be saved if analysis of data can proceed before 
returns would normally be considered complete. For in
stance, in almost all cases, 75-90 percent of responses 
were received during the first half of the total report
ed data gathering period. Analysis of early responses 
only, of course, is meaningful only if late respondents 
are not materially different from early respondents. 
This, in turn, implie~ (1) that for descriptive research 
objectives, respondent characteristics must be uncor
related with time of response and (2) that for associa
tive research objectives, relationships among respondent 
characteristics must not interact with time of response. 

The decision facing the researcher in the scenario at 
hand, however, is not whether to utilize the early res
ponses or the late responses. Rather, the decision is 
whether~o use early responses only or, at the cost of 
time delays, to use responses of the total sample even
tually realized. Thus, the type of validity relevant 
here rests on comparison of early respondents with early 
and late respondents combined. Comparisons between 
these two groupings, then, are a function of the degrees 
of difference in their responses and the relative sizes 
of the two groups. This latter determinant is reflected 
in the response patterns addressed by Huxley (1980) and 
Hill (1981). 

Despite the obvious potential benefits of "early" cut
off dates and analyses, only a limited number of studies 
has directly investigated the similarity of early-late
total sample respondents. A virtual lack of significant 
early-late differences has been reported in studies of 
commercial populations (Parasuraman, 1981), a household 
panel (deJonge et al, 1977), subscribers to a male 
oriented magazine (Newman, 1962), and male subscribers 
to a general interest magazine (Robinson and Agasim, 
1951). The bulk of the characteristics measured in 
these studies consisted of demographic and ownership 
variables. 

In contrast, surveys of members of a women's association 
(Donald, 1960), workers who had recently quit their jobs 
(Ford and Zeisel, 1949), and college alumni (Shuttle
worth, 1940) have resulted in numerous significant 
differences in demographics, involvement in association 
activities, job-related attitudes, and unemployment 
status. 

Finally, two researchers (Baur, 1947; Stanton, 1939) 
have reported mixed results. 

This paper presents an analysis of respondents' demo
grahpic characteristics in a recent large scale survey. 
Analyses are on a more meaningful basis than seems to 
have been employed in earlier studies and utilize an 
appropriate descriptive statistic. 

METHODOLOGY 

Sample 

The survey providing the basis for this research was a 
project carried out on behalf of a professional associ
ation. The central purpose of the project was to 
gather information to guide the redesign of services
benefits programs offered by the association to its 



members. The membership, by virtue of their common 
profession, tend to have considerably higher education, 
somewhat higher income, and a larger proportion of males 
than found in the general population. Members never
theless are typical of, and, indeed, themselves con
stitute, a substantial target market. And for purposes 
of this study, comparisons among early, late, and total 
respondents are not invalidated. 

A total of 36,044 questionnaires was sent to the asso
ciation's members along with a cover letter over the 
association president's signature encouraging coopera
tion. Approximately six weeks after the initial mail
ing a follow-up letter from the president was sent to 
all members. Respondents remained anonymous. 

The division between early and late responses is not a 
deterministic point, although in this study the follow
up letter provided a logical dividing line. This 
dividing line, of course, also corresponds to the point 
at which the researcher must decide whether or not the 
expense of a follow-up letter mailing is warranted. 
Accordingly, responses received after the follow-up 
letter was sent were classified as late. A total of 
14,569 questionnaires, or 40.4 percent, was returned. 
Of these, 13,292 (or 91.2 percent of all question
naires returned) were received prior to the follow-up 
letter and 1,277 (or 8.8 percent) thereafter. A final 
cutoff for all responses was set at four weeks after 
the follow-up letter was sent for a total data collec
tion of some ten weeks. 

These early-late time period proportions and the cor
responding proportions of early and late respondents are 
quite consistent with those of published response 
patterns (Table 1 ). 

ANALYSIS 

The particular variables analyzed in this paper consist 
of demographic characteristics of respondents. Demo
graphic data are very routinely collected in survey 
research, often to serve as a basis for determining 
representativeness of the sample vis-a-vis knm<n char
acteristics of the population as well as for testing 
relationships of interest and for use in strategy 
formulation. Analysis of demographics also facilitates 
comparison of results of this study with others that 
might be undertaken, thereby leading to more broadly 
based conclusions. Some thirty common demographic 
characteristics were measured in this research. All 
questions were multichotomous. 

Two types of analysis were performed (Table 2 ). First, 
in order to highlight the nature of any significant 
differences between early and late respondents, a chi
square test of homogeneity (Chou, 1975, pp. 555-8) was 
carried out for each variable. 

The central issue addressed in this study, however, is 
basically whether the survey researcher should incur the 
time and money costs of pursuing some total sample, 
i.e., early and late respondents combined, or whether 
the early respondents alone provide a more or less 
equivalent basis for analysis. Thus, a second type of 
statistic describes the degree of dissimilarity between 
the response distributions of early respondents versus 
the total sample for each demographic variable. Because 
the early respondents in this study comprise about 91 
percent of the total sample, the total sample distri
bution is, of course, largely determined by the early 
respondents. This is, however, the typical situation 
faced by survey researchers (Table 1 ) and the early
total comparison is therefore appropriate. 
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TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF EARLY, LATE, 
AND TOTAL SAMPLE 

RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS 

Answer Early vs. 
Characteristic Categories Late Sig. 

Personal 

sex 
age 
marital status 
education 

Household 

years married 
spousal edu

cation 
spousal employ

ment status 
spousal employ

ment type 
number of 

members 
additional de
pendents 

number of chil
dren 

age of oldest 
child 

age of young
est child 

type of 
residence 

years at pre
sent residence 

market value of 
residence 

monthly rent 

Employment 

type of 
position 

years employed 
anticipated re
tirement age 

years of service 
at retirement 

second job 
status 

self-employed 
activities 

Financial 

annual salary 
other house
hold income 

total house
hold income 

total assets 
total liabil
ities 

net worth 
liabilities 
exc. mortgage 

2 .072 
8 . 817 
2 .044 
8 .174 

8 .639 

9 • 743 

5 .160 

3 . 989 

7 .017 

5 . 226 

6 .255 

9 .5 75 

9 • 49 7 

5 • 349 

5 . 6 32 

9 • 748 

8 . 311 

3 . 883 

9 . 784 

8 . 317 

9 .586 

4 . 719 

3 .092 

9 .417 

9 . 300 

10 .388 

10 .125 

9 . 835 

10 . 3 76 

10 • 632 

Early vs. Total 
Dissimilarity, % 

.20 

.20 

.20 

.25 

.40 

.20 

.20 

0 

• 30 

.05 

.30 

.25 

• 30 

.20 

.20 

.20 

.60 

0 

.20 

.15 

. 30 

.05 

.20 

.25 

.25 

. 30 

.40 

. 30 

.25 

.25 

The index of dissimilarity is computed by summing over 
all answer categories the absolute difference of per
centages between the early and total sample distribu
tions and dividing by two (Wolfle, 1979). The 



descriptive value of this index is that it can be in
terpreted as the percentage of early respondents whose 
response categories would have to be changed in order 
for the distribution of early respondents' character
istics to be equivalent to the distribution of the 
total sample. 

RESULTS 

Early vs. Late 

To assess whether early and late respondents are sig
nificantly different, a chi-square contingency analysis 
was carried out for each of the demographic character
istics (Table 2 ). Of the thirty tests only four are 
significant at the .10 alpha level where three signifi
cant tests would be expected due to sampling error 
alone. This virtual lack of significant differences 
beyond the number expected by chance is all the more 
imposing in light of the very large sample size which 
serves to increase the chi-square statistic. (Indeed, 
among the four statistically significant differences, 
two characteristics, marital status and number of mem
bers comprising the household, essentially represent 
a double-counted variable.) Clearly, there is little 
evidence that the demographic profile of early respon
dents is truly different from the profile of late 
respondents. 

Early vs. Total 

The issue of the degree of difference between early 
respondents and sample respondents in total is rendered 
somewhat academic by the virtual lack of significant 
differences between early and late respondents. The 
remarkable correspondence between the response distri
butions of the early and total groupings in this study, 
however, reinforces the proposition that early responses 
alone can be a satisfactory basis for analysis. 

The degree of dissimilarity between the profiles of 
each group on each demographic characteristic is 
described by the index of dissimilarity explained 
earlier and presented in Table 2 . Indices for twenty
nine of the thirty demographics are .4 or less, meaning 
that less than one-half of one percent of respondents 
would have to change response category to make the 
early-total distributions equivalent. 

The seriousness of even these small differences depends 
on many considerations. It does seem, however, that 
decisions based on early respondents only in many re
search situations would not be affected by shifts in 
responses of less than one-half of one percent of the 
sample. 

CONCLUSION 

Common concern over differences between early and late 
respondents is more appropriately viewed as a comparison 
of early and total sample respondents. Two factors 
determine the materiality of differences between these 
two groups--the degree of difference between early and 
late respondents and the relative numbers of early and 
late respondents. Almost invariably the "early" group 
is much larger than the "late" group and thus dominates 
the total sample. Though the literature contains mixed 
results on the degree of difference factor this study 
suggests that the degree of difference is (1) not signi
ficant and (2) not large enough to make the total 
sample materially different from the early respondents 
alone. 
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MULTIDIMENSIONAL SCALING AND PRODUCT POSITIONING: ARE PHYSICAL 
PRODUCT ATTRIBUTES GOOD PREDICTORS OF 

THE OVERALL SIMILARITIES DATA 

Saeed Samiee, Kent State University 
Pradeep Rau, Kent State University 

ABSTRACT 

Past research reports have often questioned the useful
ness of multidimensional scaling for marketing or posi
tioning decisions and have concluded that this method 
may at best be used as a diagnostic aid. Two often 
cited criticisms are that (1) measures based on direct 
similarity judgments are themselves notoriously poor in 
psychometric properties, and (2) respondents do not 
seem to use information on all attributes of the prod
ucts while comparing pairs of them. This study is de
signed to address these and related issues. Data was 
collected and analyzed on perceived similarities of 
soft drinks as well as on perceptions relating to sim
ilarities along specific attributes so that results 
could be compared. Next, the results are viewed within 
the context of the criticisms of MDS advanced by past 
studies. These issues are addressed in this study by 
analyzing the differences in perception of various cola 
drinks among consumers. The increasing competition 
among soft drink manufacturers and the recent entry of 
a new cola drink (King Cola) emphasizing price alone 
point to the usefulness of such an analysis for posi
tioning decisions in the soft drink market. 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable attention has been centered on multidimen
sional scaling (MDS) since its first mention in psycho
logical literature (Richardson 1938). Much of this 
attention in the last twenty years or so has been in 
the field of Marketing and particularly in the area of 
product positioning decisions. Several books and arti
cles have appeared in recent years and research results 
have been reported and reviewed. While this has meant 
an impressive growth in the literature relating to 
marketing applications of non-metric MDS, several notes 
of caution have been voiced (Green 1975, Summers and 
Mackay 1976). The problem seems to be not so much in 
the sophistication or efficiency of the algorithms em
ployed as in the cognitive basis of the data collection 
methods and psychometric properties of the measuring 
instruments that have been utilized. 

In reviewing the literature some of the issues that 
seem to merit consideration are: 

1. There is little evidence to show that subjects make 
overall direct similarity judgments based on sever
al specific dimensions and, therefore, the validity 
of such judgments when used as an input to an MDS 
algorithm is questionable (Summers and Mackay 
(1976). 

2. Even if direct similarity judgments are regularly 
made by consumers, the stability of these judgments 
over time and across alternate scenarios has not 
been proven and the reliability of such measures is 
therefore uncertain (Green and Carmone 1970). 

3. Are similarity judgments for different classes of 
products essentially the same or is there reason to 
believe that the cognitive processes governing such 
judgments are widely different for short-lived 
(i.e., non-durable) products as opposed to long-
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liv~d products (i.e., durables). 

4. What is the appropriate dimensionality of an MDS 
solution that one should be looking for and is it 
possible to intuitively arrive at this determina
tion before the data is analyzed? Furthermore, is 
the typically limited dimensionality that is pos
sible to extract really representative of the re
spondents' internal cognitive pattern (Summers and 
Mackay 1976)? 

5. By using average similarity scores across respon
dents as input to the MDS algorithms, are important 
individual differences being obscured? 

The purpose of the present study is to examine the 
first issue in the above list. This issue has signifi
cant implications for the application and interpreta
tion of MDS results in product positioning decisions 
and, therefore, warrants close scrutiny. To examine 
this issue, the results obtained from MDS analyses will 
be compared with those from other multivariate tech
niques. This design will also be useful in determining 
whether respondents really use specific attribute dim
ensions in making overall similarity judgments. 

METHODOLOGY 

The basic objective of this study was one of determin
ing whether consumers employ typical attribute dimen
sions in making similarity judgments. Because of this, 
the study can be directed toward any group of consum
ers. The sample for this study was thus selected from 
junior and senior level undergraduate students at a 
medium-sized Midwestern university. Students may not 
be typical in their consumption pattern of soft drinks, 
but our objective is not one of determining the way in 
which soft drinks are perceived, but rather whether 
students use typical attributes (e.g., sweetness, car
bonation, etc.) in comparing various cola drinks. A 
sample of 100 students participated in the study. 
However, the final number of responses was reduced to 
88 due to incomplete questionnaires. 

Five soft drinks (Coke, King Cola, Pepsi, RC, and 7-
Up) were selected as stimuli for the study. Seven-up 
was included as a stimulus only as a control measure. 
A control stimulus of this type can be helpful in com
parison of results across attribute dimensions. 

A questionnaire was designed in two parts. In part 
one, similarity and preference data was collected. Re
spondents were asked to provide overall direct similar
ity judgments for pairs of soft drinks on a nine-point 
scale (1 = very similar, 9 = very dissimilar). After 
the overall similarities for ten pairwise comparisons 
were collected, the respondents were asked to provide 
their preference rankings for the five soft drinks (1 
=most preferred, 5 =least preferred). At the end of 
these rankings, the respondents were asked to describe 
the kinds of characteristics that they had considered 
in responding to the above questions by answering open
ended questions. 

After all respondents had completed part one, they were 



asked to respond to part two of the questionnaire. In 
this part of data collection, the subjects were asked 
to provide pairwise similarity judgments among the five 
soft drinks while addressing themselves to five specif
ic dimensions one at a time. The dimensions chosen 
were carbonation, price, sweetness, attractiveness of 
container and use as a mix. These dimensions were se
lected based on an evaluation of product category and 
interviews with several subjects not included in the 
study. 

The procedure for analyzing the data included the fol
lowing steps. First, in order to examine the under
lying objective of this study, a nonmetric MDS program 
(TORSCA) was used to analyze the overall similarity 
judgments. Second, similarity judgments for the five 
stimuli along specific attributes (price, sweetness, 
carbonation, etc.) were also analyzed using the same 
program. Technically, since the respondents were asked 
to compare the stimuli along specific dimensions, one 
would expect that a one dimensional configuration of 
stimuli would correspond in some way with one, two, or 
perhaps a three dimensional configuration of the over
all judgment. 

In the third part of data analysis, preference rankings 
for the stimuli were cross-tabulated with the overall 
similarity judgments. This step would indicate whether 
there is any similarity between the distributions of 
preferences and perceived similarities between pairs of 
stimuli. 

Fourth, ten regression analyses were conducted to exam
ine the relationships between perceived overall simi
larity measures for each pair of stimuli (dependent 
variable) and perceived similarity of the same stimuli 
along five dimensions (independent variables). In 
other words: 

where: s overall similarity measure 
s = similarity measure along individual attri-

butes 
i any pair of stimuli (1 < i < 10) 

-
a constant 
b regression coefficients 
e = error 

If the overall similarity judgments were based on sev
eral attributes, the above model should have a high 
predictive power and a large portion of variation in 
data should be explained. Finally, Johnson's cluster 
analysis program was used to examine whether meaningful 
clusters can be generated from similar data on the five 
dimensions. 

RESULTS 

In the first part of the analysis, several configura
tions using various dimensions and based on overall 
similarities data were generated. Because of the num
ber of stimuli that was used in this study, the two
dimensional solution produced a very low stress value 
(1.4 percent) and, therefore, was used for analysis. 

The two-dimensional map appears in Figure 1. Only one 
major pattern could be uncovered in this configuration, 
the four cola drinks were clustered together, whereas 
the non-cola soft drink was clearly perceived as being 
different. This pattern confirms the fact that the re
spondents tend to use product-class characteristics 
(e.g., cola vs. non-cola) to a large extent when making 
similarity judgments. No other interpretation of the 
two-dimensional configuration seemed to be possible 
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even after the axes were rotated to different posi
tions. 

c 

FIGURE I 

OVERALL SIMILARITIES 
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In the second part of the analysis, one- and two
dimensional maps were generated based on similarities 
data on five attributes. The results of the one- and 
two-dimensional configurations were very similar when 
the stimuli in the two-dimensional configurations were 
projected on one dimension. The second dimensions in 
the five maps were difficult to interpret. This is 
understandable because the subjects were asked to com
pare the stimuli based on a specific attribute. How
ever, two-dimensional maps were examined to make cer
tain that only only the specific attributes that the 
respondents were given was considered in making the 
similarity judgments. Therefore, the one dimensional 
maps were used for further analysis. Figure II in
cludes one map for each attribute. The stress values 
for these configurations were less than two percent. 
In one case, "use as a mix," the stress value was 
acutally zero. Very distinct differences in the per
ception of similarities was noted across various dimen
sions. For the dimension of price, King Cola was seen 
as being quite dissimilar to the other four soft 
drinks, thus suggesting that the intent of the promo
tional message had been correctly received by the sub
jects. 

Chi-square analyses failed to reveal any significant 
relationships between preference and similarities data. 
However, qualitative analysis of tables revealed that 
respondents preferred 7-Up, Coke, and Pepsi more than 
either RC or King Cola. 

In the fourth part of the analysis, similarities data 
along the five dimensions were regressed against over
all similarities for each pairwise comparison. The re
sults of the ten regression functions appear in Table  
1. For each function, only those independent variables 
that show a significant beta coefficient (p ~ .05) are 
included in this table. The percentage of variance ex
plained (adjusted R2) ranged from 6 to 33 percent. 
These are relatively low percentages of variance, given 
that the attributes were determined via extensive in
terviews. Yet, some interesting results are provided 
by this analysis. First, no more than two dimensions 
showed a significant relationship with the overall 
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1. Coke-King Cc,la Carbonation, 
Price . 58 . 31 

2. Coke-Pepsi Price, Contain-
er Attractive-
ness .55 .29 

3. Coke-RC Use as Mix . 34 .11 

4. Coke-7-UP Container 
Attractiveness . 36 .12 

5. King Cola-Pepsi Sweetness .45 .20 

6. King Cola-RC Carbonation .41 .16 

7. King Cola-7-Up Carbonation, Use 
as Mix .52 .26 

8. Pepsi-RC Carbonation, 
Sweetness .59 . 33 

9. Pepsi-7-Up Carbonation, 
Container 
Attractiveness .42 .16 

10. RC-7-UP Price .26 .06 
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similarity measures. In half of the functions (3, 4, 
5, 6, and 10) only one dimension was a statistically 
significant predictor of the overall similarity. 
Second, a case-by-case analysis indicates that the 
overall judgments are not explained by the "appropri-· 

ate" dimensions. For example, in the case of King Cola, 
price was a significant predictor only in one out of 
four pairwise comparisons. Finally, no specific pat
tern is evident in comparing various functions. This 
point is particularly important since the regression 
functions are based on individual measures as opposed 
to "average" measures which were used in MDS analyses. 

In the final part of the analysis, cluster analysis was 
used to see what pattern might exist in similarity 
along the five dimensions. Neither the connectedness 
or the diameter methods showed any specific patterns of 
response for various attributes. 

LIMITATIONS 

The results of this study are affected by several lim
itations. First, the sample of respondents was a re
stricted one in that it was mainly drawn from college 
students. This population is most likely to buy soft 
drinks from different types of distribution channels 
(e.g., vending machines or convenience stores) and con
sequently price variations may be absent. 

Second, certain brands (e.g., King Cola in this case) 
may have been inaccessible to them. Again, it should 
be pointed out that this limitation does not affect the 
basic objective of this study, i.e., an examination of 
consistency of responses between overall measures and 
specific attributes. However, because of the nature of 
the sample, no managerial or strategic implications 
based on one MDS solution are present for this product 
category. 

Third, only five stimuli were employed and this re
stricted the dimensionality of the solution that could 
be extracted by the MDS program. The number of dimen
sions recommended is not more than 1/3 the number of 
objects and our study has violated even this stipula
tion (Lehmann 1979). 

Finally, respondents had to make a total of sixty pair
wise comparisons and it is possible that fatigue might 
have influenced their responses. Also, inclusion of 
two distinct product classes (cola and non-cola) as 
stimuli may well have caused the product class dimen
sion to dominate the overall similarity judgments of 
the respondents. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

It appears that the overall similarity judgments go be
yond the kinds of similarity judgments elicited when 
the respondent is specifically cued to individual at
tributes. This was also demonstrated by the fact that 
many of the respondents used a multidimensional con
struct like taste in the open-ended response when asked 
to mention the characteristics they had used while mak
ing similarity judgments. A further implication ap
pears to be that for a product class such as soft 
drinks respondents are less likely to use specific at
tribute dimensions than  they might for a product class 
like automobiles. 

A second implication of the results is that when two 
product classes (cola vs. non-cola) are included in the 
set of stimulus objects, the distinction may subsume 
some of the individual attribute dimensions that are 
common to both product classes. 

The fact that the respondents perceived King Cola as 
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being quite dissimilar on the dimension of price and 
yet did not rank it high in terms of preference seems 
to indicate two points. First, price was probably con
sidered an unimportant attribute. This point is sup
ported by. regression analyses: in three out of four 
overall similarity measures for King Cola, price was 
not a statistically significant predictor. Second, 
other factors like availability may have prevented them 
from ranking it higher in preference. This finding 
does, however, confirm the success of the promotional 
program used by King Cola and could possibly also be 
related to the product life cycle effects on MDS dis
cussed by Green and Carmone (1970). In their 1970 
study, they point out that in the early stages of the 
life cycle of a brand, many respondents who may be a
ware of it and have absorbed the promotional message 
may not have had a chance to try the product or devel

op the loyalty necessary to make similarity judgments 
the same way as they do for established brands. 

This study has attempted to focus on some of the rele
vant issues relating to the application of multidimen
sional scaling techniques for product positioning de
cisions. Results of the study discussed in the paper 
point to the importance of certain concerns expressed 
by previous researchers in the field. It would appear 
from findings of this and other studies that MDS is 
still a long way from being an accurate tool for policy 
decisions regarding product positioning. Extensive re
search on the psychometric properties of similarities 
data and the differences in such data across product 
classes needs to be performed for a more clear evalua
tion and application of the technique. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

It has been reported in (Lehmann 1979, Zajonc 1980) 
that similarity scaling yields a space dominated by 
"cola-ness" dimensions whereas preference scaling gen
erates a space dominated by popularity of the drinks 
(Cooper 1973). While this phenomenon has occurred in 
this study as well, it is useful to note that cueing 
the respondents to specific attributes did result in 
the cola/non-cola distinction being suppressed (Fig
ure II). Also, similarity judgments predict prefer
ences only when the similarity judgments are themselves 
highly evaluative (Zajonc 1980). This points to the 
need for approaching joint space mapping as a means of 
determining product positioning alternatives with great 
caution. Also, the nature of the product class may it
self affect the relative evaluative nature of similar
ity judgments since it is quite conceivable that con
sumers are much more evaluative in their similarity 
judgments of automobiles than they are for soft drinks. 

Another area worthy of research is that of the validity 
and reliability of similarity judgments as suggested by 
Summers and Mackay (1976). In this study, no repeat 
measures were obtained and so no determination of the 
test-retest reliabilities of similarity judgments 
could be made. It is, however, imperative that this 
psychometric property be studied if the results of 
multidimensional scaling are ever to guide product pol
icy decisions. In relation to validity also, it would 
be useful to undertake extensive research to validate 
MDS maps on the lines of the work done by Sharma and 
James (1979). These authors suggest the comparison of 
MDS results such as the one in this study with results 
from other groups of respondents who are first asked 
to specify the two dimensions they consider most im
portant and then asked to plot the five stimuli objects 
on these two dimensions. 

A further area that merits consideration in use of MDS 
for product positioning decisions is the relationship 
of the stage in a product's life cycle to the position 



of a brand in an attribute (performance) space of given 
dimensionality. Since different brands are likely to 
be in different stages of their life cycle an MDS study 
of existing brands should take this factor into ac
count. 

Finally, the question of affect versus cognition raised 
earlier should be carefully researched. Promotional 
messages may be successful in bringing about cognitive 
changes which may even manifest themselves in similar
ity judgments but this may be insufficient reason to 
believe that a change in affect of preferences will re
sult. In our study the Price attractiveness of King 
Cola is clearly perceived by the respondents but this 
has not, at least yet, led to a change in affect (pref
erence). 
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A TEST OF INDUCEMENTS FOR STIMULATING CONSUMER PARTICIPATION IN LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS 

Richard J. Semenik, University of Utah 

Abstract 

An experiment was undertaken to evaluate the cost of ob
taining and the representativeness of consumer subjects 
for a laboratory experiment. Results indicate that a 
representative subject group can be obtained through the 
use of particular inducements at a cost lower than that 
for purchasing subjects from a research firm. 

Introduction 

Subjects for laboratory experiments can be legitimately 
obtained from several sources. In many cases, a conven
ience sample is appropriate. If exploratory research is 
being conducted, then a sample of students or other 
easily obtained subject groups can provide the insights 
or ideas that embody the purpose of exploratory research. 
When the research purpose is somewhat more specifi~ then 
judgment samples can be used. The application and ap
propriateness of nonprobability samples, however, is 
narrowly defined and must be employed judiciously. 

In general, the relevance and representativeness of the 
sample are the key variables in the sampling procedure. 
A reasonable statement of the factors can be found in 
an editorial comment highlighting their importance. 
(Ferber, 1977) When nonprohability samples are not ap
propriate, the task of obtaining an adequate subject 
pool can he difficult. Especially in cases where the 
research effort dictates that a diverse and representa
tive consumer subject group is needed, the task of ob
taining subjects leaves the researcher with few options. 

The problems associated with obtaining consumer subjects 
for laboratory studies are understandable. Participa
tion in a laboratory study is unique for most consumers 
and is likely to require considerable time and effort on 
their part. Offering consumers some incentive for par
ticipation to compensate them for their time and effort 
would logically constitute a basis for stimulating par
ticipation. 

The study reported here offers some evidence to suggest 
that certain incentives (both monetary and non-monetary) 
and assurances to would-be participants can aid in the 
acquisition of a relevant and representative group of 
consumers as participants for a laboratory study. The 
techniques used to obtain a consumer subject pool plus 
insights gained during the solicitation process suggest 
the possibility of obtaining a relevant and low cost 
subject group through solicitation. 

Method 

The solicitation of a sample of consumers to participate 
in a research study was undertaken in an effort to ob
tain participants for a study to test consumer responses 
to a variety of advertising messages. The study requir
ed a subject pool of approximately 160 adults. The 
solicitation procedure itself was experimental and three 
inducements were manipulated to identify their effects 
on stimulating participation in the experiment. 

1 The inducements manipulated were: 

al: 

monetary inducemen< . 

2' 

ease and cost of 
reply 

encouragement to veri! 
legitimacy 

25 cents included with 
solicitation letter 

no money included with 
solicitation letter 

stamped reply postcard 

no stamp on reply post
card 

a sentence in the soli
citation letter indi
cating the potential 
participant could 
call the phone number 
at the bottom of the 
letter to verify the 
legitimacy of the 
study 

no mention of the phone 
number 

A one page letter of solicitation including one "level" 
of each of the independent variables was mailed to a 
random sample (generated from the telephone directory) 
of 680 residents of a large midwestern city. The letter 
stated simply that the recipients were being asked to 
participate in an advertising study at the local univer
sity. The letter indicated that participation would re
quire coming to the university and spending about one 
hour to take part in the study. The letter also in
dicated that after returning the enclosed reply post
card (Figure A) indicating their interest in partici
pating, they would be contacted by telephone to sched
ule a time and date to attend. All recipients of the 
solicitation letter were promised two dollars in compen
sation if they participated in the study. 

Since the advertising study was to be conducted on four 
separate evening~ people returning the postcard and 
indicating a willingness to participate were assigned 
to experimental groups and informed as to the time and 
place that their group would meet. (Every attempt was 
made to randomly assign participants to experimental 
groups but preferences for certain evenings had to be 
accomodated in some instances to obtain participation). 

Results 

Effect of Inducements 

Figure B displays the experimental design and ultimate 
participation rates resulting from the use of each 

~/hile these factors were manipulated, one factor that 
has evidenced an increased mail survey response rate 
(university sponsorship of the study, Brunner and Carrol 
1969 was held constant across experimental groups. 
This technique was employed to provide some assurance 
that an adequate number of respondents would be obtained 
for the advertising study. 
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combination of inducements. Overall, the average res
ponse rate across all experimental conditions was 8.3%. 
However, as was expected, there was a large difference 
in response rate depending upon the exact set of induce
ments used to solicit the subjects ranging from a high 
of 16.2% to a low of 3.6%. 

To judge the effect each of the inducements had, anal
ysis of variance was performed on the response rates 
realized. Table 1 reports these ANOVA results. 

FIGURE A 

1775 S. CGLL~GE ROAD, BOX ZOOZ 

Dear••• 

0 Yes, I (we) will participate in your Advertising Study. Below is my 
name, address, and phone number so we can set up a date and 
time. 

0 No, I (we) will not participate in jour Advertising Study. 

Name -----------------------------------------------

Address 

Phone 

The ease and cost of reply and encouraging the poten
tial participants to verify the legitimacy of the study 
had a signi~icant (p < .05) effect on the degree of par
ticipation. Further, the interaction of these two in
ducements also had a significant (p(.lO) effect. 
Figure C displays the nature of the interaction effect. 

21t should be noted that while half the letters of so
licitation (n=320) urged verification of the study, 
very few phone calls were actually received. It would 
appear, therefore, the factor would not produce undue 
time investment by the researcher or his/her staff if 
implemented. 
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TABLE 1 

ANOVA Results of the Effect of Various 
Inducement on Participationa 

Source ss DF MS 

(25¢ inducement) A 2.0 1 2.0 
(Stamped reply postcard) B 57.24 1 57.24 
(Mention of phone number)C 70.80 1 70.80 

AB .04 1 .04 
AC .12 1 .12 
BC 42.32 1 42.32 

ABC 9.7 1 9.7 

**p < .05 
*p < .10 

F 

. 2 
5.90** 
7.29** 

.004 

.012 
4.36* 

aSince response rates served as input data to the ANOVA 
procedure, the resultant cell size was n~l. Under these 
conditions the highest order interaction is used as an 
estimate of experimental error rather than the within 
cell error term (see Kirk, 1968, p.227). 

FIGURE B 

Experimental Design and Response Rates 

Experimental factors Ease and Cost of Reply 
Stamped Card Unstamped Car 

bl bl b2 b2 

Encouraging/not encourag-
ing verification cl c2 cl c2 

al 14.8% 6.2% 7.5% 3.7% 
25¢/no money induce-

ment a2 16.2% 3.7% 3.6% 4.7% 

FlCURE C 

Interaction Effect of East and Cost of Reply and 
Encouragement to Verify on Participation Rate 

Participation 
Rate (%) 

15 L 
i 

10 I
I 

5 t_ 

0 

Cost 

( 5. 5) 

( 4. 2) 

0 

Stamp 

(l5.5) 

I Encouragement 

cl/ 
cl R8) No £S' ,~. Encouragement 

Stamp 

d 

The identification of inducements that can significantly 
increase participation in laboratory experiments is in
formative, but of further relevance ls the cost of ob
taining these subjects through solicitation and repre
sentativeness of the consumer group. With regard to 
cost per subject obtained, Table 2 provides information. 
Depending upon the inducements employed, the results 



TABLE 2 

Number of Subjects Obtained and Cost 
per Subject for Each Experimental Condition 

Solicitation Subjects Lab Total Cost per 
delivered a b 

Grou_r_ letters obtained 12ayment SUJ2]2lies cost subject 

1. alblcl 81 12 (14.8%) $24.00 $47.95 $71.95 $ 5.99 

2. alblc2 80 5 (6.2%) 10.00 47.70 57.10 11.54 

3. alb2cl 79 6 (7. 5%) 12.00 40.55 52.55 8.75 

4. alb2c2 80 3 (3. 7%) 6.00 40.80 46.50 15.50 

5. a2blcl 80 13 (16.2%) 26.00 27 .45 51.45 3.95 

6. a2bl c2 79 5 (3.7%) 10.00 27.45 37.50 7.50 

7. a2b 2cl 83 6 (3. 6%) 12.00 19.80 31.80 5.30 

8. a2b2c2 84 4 (4.7%) 8.00 19.80 ___?_Jl_Q 6.95 

Total/average 646 54 (8.3%) $108.00 $271.50 $379.25 $ 7.02 

aOriginal mailing was 85 per group. 

bCalculated on the basis of costs for envelopes, postcards, postage, reproduction costs, and the 

25¢ inducement where applicable. 

indicate that subjects were obtained for as little as 
$3.95 per subject (including $2.00/subject payment for 
participation) for Group 5 (no 25¢ inducement, stamped 
reply postcard, and encouraging the participant to ver
ify the study) to a high cost of $15.50 per subject for 
Group 4 (25¢ inducement, no stamp on the reply postcard, 
and no encouragement to verify). Several of the experi
mental conditions generated subjects at a cost much 
lower than the $9.50/subject required to purchase sub
jects from a commercial marketing research firm. In 
fact, when a cost comparison of purchasing the entire 
subject sample is made using the <.roup 5 solicit~tion 
technique, the resultant cost savings is $888.00 . On 
this basis, it can be argued that a laboratory sample 
can be obtained through solicitation and it can be ob
tained at a much lower cost than purc~asing subjects 
through a commercial research firm. 

Representativeness 

Further grounds upon which to judge a solicitation pro
cedure is the representativeness of the sample obtained. 
The solicited sample was compared on demographic fac
tors to (1) subjects for the same study purchased from 
a marketing research firm, (2) a sample of mail ques
tionnaire respondents who were surveyed with the same 
data collection instrument, (3) and Census Bureau in
formation describing the population from which the 
sample was solicited. Table 3 displays the comparison 
between the solicited laboratory subjects and the other 
groups. 

The comparisons from Tabl e 3 warrant some discussion. 
It can be seen that on the age and income factors the 
solicited laboratory sample and the other groups show 
minor differences. Education is the characteristic 
upon which the solicited sample appears to be most 
biased. Compared to all the other groups the random 

3The difference in cost is calculated as follows: 
160 subjects at $9.50/subject $1520.00 
160 subjects at $3.95/subject $ 732.00 

difference in cost $ 888.00 
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lab sample is much more highly educated with 53% of the 
sample having a college degree. It should be noted 
that all t~e samples are biased relative to census in
formation. 

The solicited laboratory sample matches census informa
tion exactly for the sex variable for which both the 
purchased lab sample and the mail survey sample are di
vergent. The purchased lab sample may have been biased 
due to the fact that the research firm solicited the 
subjects for the study from convenience groups (a fac
tor to be discussed later). Many of the convenience 
groups used tvere womens' organizations. The bias in 
the mail survey sample was likely due to the fact that 
the telephone direc5ory tvas used to generate the sam
pling mailing list. Since family phones are generally 
listed in the male member's name this tvould appear to 
explain the dominance of male respondents. 

The marital status variable shows general bias. The 
solicited lab sample comes reasonably close to matching 
census information as does the purchased lab sample. 
The mail survey group is the least representative in 
this case. 

Finally the solicitation procedure produced an unrep
resentative number of white subjects. While 10.5% of 
the parent population tvas black, only 4.1% of the so
licited lab sample tvas black. The purchased subjects 
sample is even more dramatically biased in this regard, 
tvith 100% of the sample received being white. 

4The census information may, hotvever, be biased dotvn
ward on the education statistic since census data is 
provided for adults 25 years old and over, (thus leav
ing out college graduates 20-24). 

5An interesting consideration here is that this is the 
same procedure that tvas used to generate a mailing list 
for solicitation. Hotvever, as Tables 3 and 4 demon
strate, bias in evidence in the mail survey did not 
occur in the demographics of the solicited subjects, 



TABLE 3 

Comparison of Randomly Solicited Laboratory 
Subjects and Other Groups 

Random Purchased Mail 
Laboratory Laboratory Survey 

n=54 SamEle n=ll8 SamEle n=98 SamEle Census 

Age 40.2 43.6 41.6 yrs 40-44 yrs 
a 

Income $12,501-15,000 $12,501-15,000 $12,501-15,000 $14,760b 

Education 
grade school graduate or less 0.0% .9% 0.0% 19.09%c 
some high school 4.1 3.7 4.1 20.22 
high school graduate 20.4 22.2 18.4 35.53 
some college 22.4 50.0 26.5 11.17 
college graduate 30.6 17.6 20.4 7.54 
some post graduate 12.2 4.6 14.3 6.42 
graduate degree 10.2 .9 16.3 

Sex 
Male 46.9% 21.3% 75.5% 46. 9%a 
Female 53.1 78.7 24.5 53.1 

Marital Status 
61. 8%d Married 69.4% 55.6% 75.3% 

Single 30.6% 44.4% 24.7% 38.2% 
Race 

Black 4.1% 0.0% 8.0% 10.5%e 
Oriental 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% .15% 
White 95.5% 100.0% 93.9% 86.3% 

aUS Census, (1970) Table 24. 

bUS Census, (1970) Table 206, 1969 income figure of 10,439 - extrapolated to a 1976 estimate using 
an income change figure of 41.4% for the years 1969-1976 obtained from U.S. Deparment 
of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis (1973, 1977). 

cUS Census, (1970) Table 83, adults, 25 years and older. 

dUS Census, (1970) Table 26, for population 14 years and over. 

eUS Census, (1970) Table 23, figures do not add to 100% since other ethnic groups were represented 
in the census but not in the sample groups. 

TABLE 4 

Chi Square Goodness of Fit Analysis Between 
Sample Groups and Census ['ataa 

Solicited 
Laboratory 

Sample 

Purchased 
(Convenience) 
Laboratory 

Sample 

Mail 
Survey 
Sample 

Agee 

Educationd x2=104.71** x2=188.74** X2=167.84** 

Sex x2=0.00 X2=32.63** X2=32.02** 

Harital 
Status 

x2=1.27 

X2=1.68 
1<*p <. 005 

Race 

:~n ( O'i 

X2=8.50** 

x2=.7 

Degrees 
of 

Freedom 

4 

3 

1 

1 

5 

aThe categories of income could not be statistically 
analyzed due to a lack of comparability between the 
Census class ($1000.00 increments) and the data col
lection instrument used for the study ($1500.00 incre
ments) . 

bChi square analysis could not be performed in this in
stance because the categories for this group did not 
meet minimum cell size requirements (n=5). 

cThe age categories used in the x2 procedure for all 
groups were 20-29 years old, 30-39 years old, 40-49 
years old, 50-59 years old, and 60 years old and over. 
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dThe education categories used to establish compara
bility between the groups and Census data were high 
school graduates and less, some college, college grad
uates and some post-graduate work. 

In addition to mean scores and percentages as a basis 
for judging the representativeness of the solicited 
laboratory sample, Chi square analysis between the var
ious sample groups and the Census data was undertaken. 
Table 4 reports the results of this analysis. Only the 
education variable for the random laboratory sample is 
significantly different (p < .01) from Census informa
tion. Both the purchased laboratory group (in essence 
a convenience sample) and the mail survey group ex
hibited significant differences from the Census data on 
several demographic variables.6 

A final consideration is the relevance of the sample 
obtained through the solicitation process. The product 
portrayed in the advertisements used in the experiment 

6A few comments regarding the representativeness of the 
purchased subject pool is necessary at this point. 
First, despite efforts at specification of demographics 
by the researcher, the purchased group was extremely 
unrepresentative on three demographic variables (Sex, 
marital status, and race). Second, it became obvious 
during the advertising study that the research firm 
from which the subjects were purchased, had merely ob
tained subjects from various voluntary organizations 
thereby generating a "purchased" convenience sample. 



was a frequently purchased, personal care product. 
The product is used by both males and females and is a 
low cost item. The product category and the nature of 
the experiment dictated that the sample should be a 
cross-section of consumers. That is, consumers from 
all age categories, both male and female, married and 
single constituted a relevant group to study. The 
solicitation procedure did, in fact, result in a 
sample whereby a relevant group was obtained. 

Discussion 

At this point, several overall observations can be 
made regarding the attempt to solicit participants for 
a laboratory study. Perhaps the first question to be 
addressed is, can consumers actually be motivated to 
participate in a laboratory study? The current study 
would seem to indicate that the use of inducements to 
stimulate participation is possible. 

Since these subjects can be obtained through solicita
tion, the cost of doing so must be carefully considered. 
Results presented here suggest that the total of all 
clerical, mailing, and payment costs for subjects ob
tained through a solicitation procedure will be con
siderably less than the cost of obtaining subjects from 
a commercial research firm. With the variation of in
ducements in this experiment, only two of the treatment 
conditions resulted in cost/subject exceeding the $9.50 
charge per subject of the commercial research firm. 

Finally, and of overriding importance, is the relevance 
and representativeness of the subjects obtained through 
solicitation. Intuitively it would seem that consumers 
who were willing to inconvenience themselves to parti
cipate in a laboratory experiment would be unique. A 
comparison of the subjects obtained through solicita
tion match Census Bureau data quite closely for the age, 
income, and sex demographics. Education and race were 
not represented accurately by the sample. However, it 
is worth pointing out that the solicited laboratory 
sample obtained was relevant for the mass consumed, 
frequently purchased product that was the subject of 
the advertising study. 

While this study does not suggest an ideal or anything 
resembling a "how-to" approach to soliciting a consumer 
sample for laboratory experiments, it does provide em
pirical evidence to suggest that a low cost, represen
tative subject sample can be obtained for laboratory 
purposes using solicitation. Hopefully, other re
searchers contemplating the use of the laboratory set
ting will make attempts at solicitation to further re
duce our dependence on convenience samples for use in 
the laboratory. 
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THE EFFECTS OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT SEMANTIC CUES ON CONSUMER PRICE PERCEPTIONS: 
SOME PRELIMINARY EVIDENCE 

John R. Walton, University of Minnesota 
Mansour Javidan, University of Minnesota 

Abstract 

The manner in which price information is utilized by con
sumers is not well understood. This paper presents a 
descriptive model of the consumer price perception pro
cess with special attention paid to various types of 
semantic cues. Effects of these cues on price-related 
responses were hypothesized for two different types of 
products. Experimental results indicated different 
price-related response patterns for each product. 

Price Perception Process 

Recent work by Jacoby and Olson (1977) and Berkowitz and 
Walton (1980) suggest that consumer price perceptions 
may be modelled in stimulus, organismic, and response 
variable terms. Stimulus variables include the actual 
offered price and other relevant input variables. The 
relevance of various input variables depends upon the 
situation in which the offered price is exposed to the 
consumer. If the offered price is presented within 
an advertisement or catalogue, other relevant input 
variables would include comparison cues and semantic 
cues (Berkowitz and Walton, 1980). A comparison cue is 
provided when an explicit comparison price is paired 
with the actual price in the advertisement. Semantic 
cues are words or phrases paired with either or both 
of these cues. The semantic cues give additional mean
ing to the actual and/or comparison cues. Figure 1 
gives examples of each type of cue. 

FIGURE 
EXAMPLE OF AN ADVERTISEMENT WITH ACTUAL, COMPARISON, 

AND SEMANTIC CUES 

MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS 

SEMNTIC 

Regular 

'""'< '"'' Price 

13. 99.....- COMPARISON CUE 

9. 99.---ACTUAL CUE 

If exposure occurs within a retail store environment, 
comparison and semantic cues may be augmented by a 
variety of other input variables. These other variables 
may include verbal comments from store personnel, loca
tion within the store (e.g., displays), and special 
events (e.g., inventory closeouts). 

Organismic variables include the consumer's acquisition, 
encoding, storage, and retrieval of price information 
(Jacoby and Olson, 1977). The encoding process is es
pecially important to an individual's price perception. 
At this stage, the consumer synthesizes, interprets, 
and evaluates the various stimulus cues. Price re~ 
searchers have assumed that this evaluation takes place 
on a number of price-related, cognitive dimensions. 
Cognitive dimensions investigated in the literature in
clude perceived worth, value for the money, perceived 
savings, and price acceptability. The literature 
sources for these dimensions and the bipolar adjectives 
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used to operationalize them are shown 1n Figure 2 . 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

FIGURE 2 
PRICE-RELATED COGNITIVE DIMENSIONS 

~ ~ OPERATIONALIZATION 

PERCEIVED SZYBILLO AND BAD BUY FOR THE MONEY/ 
WORTH JACOBY, 1974 EXCELLENT BUY FOR THE MONEY 

PRICE GABOR AND EXTREMELY UNFAIR PRICE/ 
ACCEPTABIJ,.ITY GRANGER, 1969 EXTREMELY FAIR PRICE 

VALUE FOR THE BARNES, 1974 NOT A GOOD VALUE FOR THt: MONEY/ 
MONEY EXTREMELY GOOD VALUE F'OR THE 

MONEY 

PERCEIVED BERKOWITZ AND NO SAVINGS AT ALL/ 
SAVINGS WALTON, 1980 EXTREMELY LARGE SAVINGS 

Response variables encompass a variety of overt con
sumer behaviors. Before these responses occur, it is 
probable that these price-related variables are re
trieved and synthesized with other relevant nonprice 
cognitions. This research effort ignores these conse
quent responses and focuses on the relationship between 
particular semantic cues and price-related cognitive 
variables. 

Semantic Cues and Price Perception 

The impact of semantic cues has been investigated by 
(a) comparing situ~tions in which semantic cues were 
either present or absent and (2) comparing the relative 
effects of different types of semantic cues. Three ex
perimental studies compared treatments in which subjects 
were either presented or not presented with semantic 
cues (Nystrom, Tamsons, and Thams, 1974; Blair and Lan
don, 1980; Della Bitta, Monroe, and McGinnis, 1981). In 
each study, a greater perception of savings was observed 
when semantic cues were presented. 

Other studies have compared different types of semantic 
cues (Barnes, 1974; Keiser and Krum, ~976; Berkowitz and 
Walton, 1980). These studies consistently demonstrated 
consumer response differences to different types of 
semantic cues. 

Unfortunately, this body of research data is not suffi
cient to allow generalizations beyond the products and 
specific cues investigated. Clearly, more baseline data 
of this type are required. Further, these studies have 
focused their efforts on semantic cues that are paired 
directly with comparison or actual cues. The cues shown 
in Figure 1 are a good example. Other types of semantic 
cues may be only indirectly related to the comparison 
or actual cues. Widely used retail examples are: (1) 
time limits for the duration of the sale, (2) quantity 
limitations, (3) merchandise availability limited to par
ticular stores, (4) required purchase of other items, 
(5) merchandise return restrictions, and (6) service re
strictions. These types of cues may limit the con
sumer's freedom of action in response to the price cues. 
As such, reactance theory would predict consumer re
sponse differences when these indirect cues were present 
or absent (Clee and Wicklund, 1980). 



Research Hypotheses 

The purpose of this study was to provide additional 
baseline data in regard to the effects of direct seman
tic cues and to assess the impact of indirect semantic 
cues on consumer price-related responses. 

Specific hypotheses tested were: 
Hl: Direct semantic cues used in retail price ad

vertisements will differentially affect con
sumers' price-related responses. 

H2: The presence or absence of indirect semantic 
cues used in retail price advertisements will 
differentially affect consumers' price-re
lated responses. 

H3: The interaction of direct and indirect seman
tic cues used in retail price advertisements 
will differentially affect consumers' price
related responses. 

Methodology 

Subjects were 199 undergraduate students enrolled in an 
introductory marketing course at a large midwestern 
university. An analysis of advertisements from the 
university newspaper resulted in the preliminary selec
tion of ten advertisements for convenience or shopping 
products. Advertisements for familiar brands of tooth
paste (convenience product) and stereo equipment (shop
ping product) were finally chosen for the study. 

The independent variables consisted of direct and in
direct semantic cues. The levels of each ot these 
variables differed depending upon the product. These 
levels for each product are shown in Figure 3. 

FIGURE ') 
LFVE LS Of TilE l NllE PFNDENT V AR l ABLES 

SEMANTIC 
PRODUCT ~ LEVELS 

REGULAR/SALE 

TOOTHPASTE 

I DIRECT 

----! INDIRECT --------1 LIMIT 2 

COMPARE AT/SALE 

NO DIRECT CUES 

NO INDIRECT CUE 

STEREO 

omcr----l 
-i '"""" -------; 4 DAYS ONLY 

REGULAR/ SALE 

COMPARE AT/SALE 

50% OFF 

NO INDIRECT CUE 

A 2 x 3 factorial design of these independent variables 
resulted in 6 treatment conditions for each product. 
Advertisements were constructed to represent each con
dition. Subjects were assigned randomly to one of these 
treatment conditions. They were informed on a cover 
page of instructions that they would be evaluating two 
advertisements taken from the student newspaper. The 
first advertisement presented to every subject was for 
a motorized bicycle. This advertisement contained an 
actual price cue, but no semantic or comparison cues. 
Subjects were instructed to read the advertisement and 
then evaluate it on the response scales on the following 
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page. This advertisement was included to familiarize 
everyone with the nature of the task and the response 
scales. The second advertisement was the test adver
tisement. As before, subjects read the advertisement 
and evaluated it on the same set of response scales. 
One hundred subjects received a stereo advertisement, 
while ninety-nine received a toothpaste advertisement. 

The response scales included the four variables shown 
in Figure 2. Further, subjects were asked to indicate 
the exact monetary amount that they thought they would 
save if they bought the product at the stated price. 
These five variables constituted the dependent 
variables in the study. Univariate two-way analysis of 
variance was used to test the research hypotheses. 

Results 

Tables 1 through 4 summarize the analyses of variance 
and the dependent variable means for the two product 
advertisements. In regard to the direct cues (i.e., 
words), significant main effects were observed for both 
advertisements. For the toothpaste advertisement, per
ceived savings and actual savings differed significantly 
across the treatments. Specifically, the "regular/sale" 
cue was perceived as the largest savings, while the "no 
words" cue was perceived as the smallest savings. The 
"compare at/sale" cue was evaluated in-between these 
extremes. 

The actual savings results were consistent with these 
perceived savings responses, but much more extreme. In 
this regard, note in Table 3 the small actual savings 
attributed to the "no words" condition as compared to 
the other conditions. 

For the stereo advertisement, only value for the money 
differed across treatments. For this advertisement, 
the "compare at/sale" condition was perceived as the 
best value for the money, followed by "regular/sale" 
and "50% off". The magnitude of these differences is 
shown in Table 4 . While these direct cue results are 
not consistenr for borh advertisements, some price
related response differences are apparent. Therefore, 
Hypothesis 1 is partially supported. 

Regarding the indirect semantic cues, the presence of 
the "4 days only" time limit in the stereo advertise
ment significantly increased the perception of actual 
savings. As shown in Table 4 , the magnitude of the 
savings difference was substantial. The presence or 
absence of the quantity limit in the toothpaste adver
tisement had no effect on subject price perceptions. 
Hypothesis 2, therefore, only received weak support. 

Finally, no significant interaction effects between the 
direct and indirect semantic cues were observed. Given 
these findings, Hypothesis 3 must be rejected. 

Discussion 

Given the subject sample and the limited range of 
products used in the study, these results should not be 
considered conclusive. However, these results do sup
port the potential importance of direct and indirect 
semantic cues in the perception of retail price adver
t! sing. 

ln this regard, the results of the study are similar to 
previous studies that have investigated the effects of 
these cues. Specific points of similarity include the 
following. First, the presence of semantic cues has a 
more positive effect on consumer price perceptions than 
when no cues are present. Second, different response 



TABLE 1 
A SUMMARY OF TOO'l'HPASTE ANALYSES OF VARIANCE 

ANOVA EFFECTS 

WORDS 

QUANTITY LIMIT 

WORDS X QUANTITY LIMIT 

BY FOR 
THE !lOilEY 

2.00 

.38 

.60 

FAIR 
PRICE 

.30 

.26 

.77 

PERCEIVED 
JIAVIIICS 

7 .43** 

1.49 

.82 

Note: Table entries represent the F-value for the indicated effect. 

** p <.01 

TABLE 2 

VALUE 
FOR MONEY 

l. 50 

1. 22 

• 59 

A SUMMARY OF STEREO ANALYSES OF VARIANCE 

BY FOR FAIR PERCEIVED 
ANOVA EFFECTS THE MON~Y PRICE SAVINGS 

WORDS 1.49 1.49 .43 

TIME LIMIT .01 • 59 .08 

WORDS X TIME LIMIT .81 . 61 .24 

Note: Table entries represent the F-value for the indicated effect. 

* .os:s: p ~.ot 
** p >.01 

TABLE 3 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE MEANS FOR 
THE TOOTHPASTE ADVERTISEMENT 

BUY FOR FAIR PERCEIVED 
TREATMENT LEVELS THE MONEY PRICE SAVINGS 

WORDS 
REGULAR/SALE 5.54 5. 57 5.51 
COMPARE AT/SALE 5.12 5.51 4. 74 
NO WORDS 5.00 5. 52 4.23 

QUANTITY LIMIT 
LIMIT 2 5.30 5. 52 5.00 
NO LIMIT 5.16 5.42 4. 70 

VALUE 
FOR MONEY 

3.67* 

• 58 

l. 03 

VALUE 
FOR MONEY 

5.49 
5.03 
5.16 

5. 36 
5.10 

ACTUAL 
SAVIIICS 

35.15** 

.02 

.69 

ACTUAL 
SAVINGS 

1.08 

9. 64** 

1.30 

ACTUAL I 
SAVINGS 

.72 

.67 

.28 

.56 

. 58 

1Actual savings means are in cents. Means for the re11aining dependent variables should be 
interpreted in terms of a seven-point semantic differential scale. 
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TABLE 4 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE MEANS 

FOR THE STEREO ADVERTISEMENT 

TREATMENT LEVELS 

WORDS 
REGULAR/ SALE 
COMPARE AT/ SALE 
50% OFF 

TIME LIMIT 
4 DAYS ONLY 
NO LIMIT 

BUY FOR 
THE HONEY 

5. 23 
5.54 
5.11 

s .28 
5.28 

FAIR 
PRICE 

5. 32 
5. so 
5.09 

s. 37 
s .23 

PERCEIVED 
SAVINGS 

4.80 
5.10 
4.94 

4.89 
4.98 

VALUE ACTUAL 1 

FOR MONEY SAVINGS 

5.17 72.89 
5.40 78.64 
4. 72 83.74 

4.98 90.69 
s .16 69.15 

1Actual savings means are in dollars and cents. Means for the remaining dependent variables 

should be interpreted in terms of a seven-point semantic differential scale. 

patterns were observed for the two products. While 
this suggests that responses to price advertising may 
be product dependent, the nature of this relationship 
is unknown. Finally, significant differences were 
noted on some price-related dimensions (value for the 
money and savings), but not others (price acceptability 
and buy for the money). It may be that retail price 
evaluations can be adequately described on a parsimoni
ous set of response dimensions. If so, value for the 
money and perceived and actual savings would be good 
candidates. 

In addition to supporting previous efforts, this study 
went beyond existing work to identify and assess the 
effects of indirect semantic cues. The results indi
cated that for certain products these effects may be 
substantial. 

A growing body of literature supports the contention 
that various types of semantic cues may influence con
sumer price perceptions in significant ways. Clearly, 
more research in this area is both warranted and needed. 
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EFFECTS OF OUTSIDE DIRECTORS ON CORPORATE REGULATORY COMPLIANCE DECISIONS 

Philip Baron, Iona College 

Abstract 

This is a descriptive study to determine what impact 

outside directors have on a firm's regulatory com

pliance decisions and on its awareness of social 
responsibility. Three hypotheses are examined, 

and the results indicate that none of the three 

are established. The principal finding is that 

regulatory compliance decisions rarely come before 

boards of directors and that when they do, outside 
directors exert little influence. 

Introduction and Statement 
of the Problem 

Demands for reforming the corporate governance 
structure and process have come from all points on 

the ideological spectrum. Specific proposals range 

from many representatives of designated interest 
groups on corporate boards to mandating public re

pllrting of business functions which involve social 
responsibility. 

The fundamental source of demands for changing cor

porate governance is dissatisfaction with the power 

relationships among the board of directors, managers, 

stockholders, state governments as chartering author

ities, and constituents of corporations. The central 

function of the corporate governance system is to 
provide legitimacy for the exercise of corporate 

power to people in positions of corporate authority. 

Additionally, management has a legal fiduciary 
responsibility to shareholders and a responsibility 

to address the interests of society. 

Complainants maintain that the governance system 

is accountable neither to shareholders, nor society. 

They assert that society's interests are not being 

met adequately and that the way in which businesses 
are governed allows abuses that should be more 
rigorously controlled by government (Vogel, 1978). 

Ralph Nader and co-authors in Taming the Giant 
Corporation (l976a) aver that large corporations 
have harmful market and nonmarket impacts, that 
the government of large corporations resembles an 
autocracy more than a democracy, that boards do 

not do the job they are supposed to do in running 
corporations that there is too much secrecy in 
decision-making, that the system permits payoffs 
and crimes, that companies violate the rights of 

employees, that officers are not accountable for 

their individual actions, that corporations exercise 

disproportionate political influence, and that 
corporate ability to control the market leads to 

unfair marketing practices destructive to the con

sumer interest. These criticisms have been the 
basis for urging the change in the governance struc
ture and processes of corporations. 

Most observers, even friedly ones, worry that cor
porate boards are too dominated by management 

(Jacoby, 1973). It is thought that management 
(especially when the board chiarman is also the 

chief executive officer) and a number of inside 

directors largely determine company policies and 
procedures. This tendency of chief executive 
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officers and other inside directors to dominate 
corporate boards has led to the view that boards 
of directors should be restructured. 

Specific suggestions have ranged from reformulating 
corporate boards to include large numbers of repre

sentatives of designated interest groups to mandat
ing public reporting of various business activities 

vested with social responsibility. 

Ralph Nader has developed the most ambitious and 
far-reaching proposals to restructure the American 
corporation (Weidenbaum, 1979). He proposes the 

assumption by the federal government of the charter

ing power now held by the states, broadening 
disclosure requirements of the Securities and 
Exchange Commission to cover the entire impact of 
a corporation on society, and requiring all corpor

ations beyond a certain size to have at least one

fourth of their directors chosen in national 
elections. 

Somewhat more modest proposals have come from Harold 

Williams, former chairman of the Securities and 

Exchange Commission and former Dean of the Graduate 
School of Management at the University of California 

at Los Angeles (Williams, 1978). He contends that 

the ideal board of directors would have only one 
corporate officer, the chief executive. All others 
would be chosen from outside the company. Williams' 

definition of outside directors includes bankers, 
lawyers, or anyone else having business dealings 
with the company, but, unlike Nader, Williams would 

not give directorships to representatives of special 

interest groups because it would make the board a 
political body. 

A third set of suggestions was presented by a group 

of business, academic, and professional leaders 

convened by the American Assembly in April, 1978. 

The Assembly focused on the corporate board as 
having the major role in interpreting society's 

expectations and standards for management. It 
urged that the majority of corporate board members 

should come from outside the company management 
and be unconstrained by relationships which limit 

the members' independence. (American Assembly, 
1978). 

The three ideas for restructuring American corpora

tions share the implied notion that corporations 
should pe accountable to the public and that a 

heightened awareness of social responsibility will 
result from the recomposition of corporate boards 
to include outside directors who will reflect 
society's concerns. 

Purpose and Scope 

Curiosity about the impact which outside directors 

have on corporate awareness of social responsibility, 

or, whether the thrust of the proposals being made 

to change corporate governance would have their 
intended effect led this author to examine the 
hypothesis that the presence of outside directors 

on corporate boards of directors would intensify 



awareness of social responsibility, and that this 
would be reflected in the role that outside 
directors would play in regulatory compliance 
decisions. 

In a previous paper written by the author (Baron 
and Baron, 1980) , it was established that percep
tions of the business and marketing environment 
were an important element in regulatory compliance 
decisions. Since the board of directors is an 
important factor in the business environment, it 
was assumed that, were the hypotheses underlying 
the restructuring proposals to be true, that truth 
would be established, in part, by examining the 
role of outside directors in compliance decisions 
as viewed from the perspective of management. 

Further, the research also sought to determine 
whether the impact of outside directors would vary 
by company size, industry type, and the nature of 
the regulatory environment. Outside directors were 
classified as: corporate outside, non-corporate 
outside, and other. The impact of each of the three 
types of directors was examined. 

The study was limited to unregulated companies. 
It was assumed that regulated companies do not have 
alternatives to weigh when faced with regulations, 
because they must comply as a condition of maintain
ing government good will. Additionally, the study 
was concerned only with publicly owned corporations. 
Accordingly, the findings in the study relate only 
to companies listed on the New York Stock Exchange. 

Methodology 

The Sample 

The population from which the sample was drawn was 
the 500 largest companies in the United States 
ranked by asset size in Fortune. After excluding 
regulated companies, the population was stratified 
by quintile. Then, a probability sample of 20 
companies was taken within each stratum, making a 
total sample size of 100 companies. This was 
sufficient to provide an acceptable sampling error 
and insure an inclusion of companies from all 
industry types. The sample was drawn systematically 
by starting with the first company in each quintile 
and selecting every fifth company. Attention was 
given to maintaining an equivalent number of com
panies in each industry category as defined by three 
digits Standard Industrial Classification codes. 
The sample was a stratified probability sample. 

Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire consisted of eleven questions, 
and was pretested by telephone. The administra
tion of the questionnaire was by mail. To determine 
whether managers perceived regulatory compliance 
as synonomous with social responsibility, the ques
tionnaire asked separate questions about the effect 
of outside directors on regulatory compliance 
decisions, as well as the impact of outside directors 
on awareness of social responsibility. All questions 
except one were structured, direct questions. Because 
this study involved compliance with both statutory 
and administrative regulations, an unstructured 
question was used to obtain an expression of the 
differences in the compliance decision process 
between the two types (statutory and administrative). 
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The literature indicates that companies vary in 
terms of the frequency with which regulatory com
pliance decisions come before the Board of Directors, 
and therefore, a question was asked to determine 
such frequency. Further, companies were asked to 
indicate which regulatory agencies affect them and 
also the number of outside directors on their Boards. 

To determine the relative importance of outside 
directors as compared with other factors established 
as important in the literature (Baron and Baron, 
1980), companies were instructed to indicate on a 
semantic differential scale the importance of several 
factors in their compliance decisions. These were: 
availability of technology, cost of using technology, 
other perceived costs of compliance, benefits of 
compliance, consequences of non-compliance, presence 
of outside directors on the board, nature of the 
business environment, and other (market structure). 

Analysis 

Because quantitative measures of regulatory com
pliance and social responsibility have not yet been 
developed, regression analysis could not be per
formed. Obviously this would be desirable, but 
will have to await better definition of regulatory 
compliance and social responsibility and the develop
ment of quantitive measures. Accordingly, the 
analysis in this study was limited to cross-tabulation 
and inference. 

The analysis examined these hypotheses: 

That the presence of outside directors on cor
porate Boards have significant impact on 
regulatory compliance decisions. 

That corporations view regulatory compliance 
as synonomous with social responsibility. 

That the impact of outside directors vaires 
with number, type and nature of the regulatory 
decisions confronted by the corporation. 

Further, to determine whether outside directors 
are perceived to have an influence on heightening 
awareness of social responsibility, but not on 
regulatory compliance, a separate quest ion was asked 
relating to that issue. 

The data were tabulated and analyzed by the Statis
tical Package for the Social Sciences computer 
program. 

Discussion of Results 

Of the 100 companies surveyed in this study, none 
were regulated corporations. Again, the assumption 
was that only unregulated companies would have 
alternatives to regulatory compliance and would 
have varied perceptions of the relationship between 
regulatory compliance and social responsibility. 

Responses were received from 65 companies, which 
represented all five asset quintiles and all industry 
classifications. Accordingly, it is probably reason
able to assume that the nonrespondents' attitudes 
would vary similarly. Further, because of the 
sensitive nature of the information requested and 
the fact that regulatory compliance decision 
processes are considered to be confidential, the 



response rate was judged to be very good. 

Perhaps the most surprising result was that regula
tory compliance decisions seldom come before Boards 
of Directors. In answer to the question: "How 
frequently do regulatory compliance decisions come 
before your company's Board?", only 17 percent of 
the respondents indicated frequently, and none, 
always. To the contrary, 66 percent said rarely, 
and 17 percent, never. The inference drawn was 
that the companies studied view compliance decisions 
as operating decisions, not strategic ones. This 
is further indicated by remarks from several com
panies that they comply as a matter of course. 

Yet 56 percent of the respondents replied that when 
regulatory compliance decisions do come before the 
board, outside directors play an active role in 
the decision process with 22 percent indicating a 
passive role, and another 22 percent indicating 
that they don't know. Despite the rather large 
percentage indicating that outside directors play 
an active role in the decision process, 81 percent 
of the companies responded that the presence of 
outside directors on the Board has no effect on 
the probability of compliance. Only 15 percent 
indicated that it increased the probability. What 
this indicates is not clear, but it may mean that 
outside directors behave no differently from other 
directors in considering compliance alternatives. 
This would certainly show that simply requiring 
corporations to include outside directors on the 
board is not certain to increase a corporation's 
willingness to comply with regulations. Further, 
as will be explained later, the high degree of 
indifference does not vary by type, or by number 
of outside directors. 

Corporate managements do not see regulatory com
pliance as a proxy for social responsibility. Among 
the companies studied, 49 percent believe that the 
presence of outside directors on the Board heightens 
sensitivity to social responsibility. Thirty-four 
percent think it does not, and 17 percent do not 
know. Apparently, companies see social responsibil
ity as something different from regulatory com
pliance, but do not have social responsibility 
defined. Several companies said as much. Others 
indicated that it is good to have outside directors 
on the Board, but do not think compliance decisions 
are within the board's competence. Whether this 
means that managements perceive social responsibility 
as something which improves their public image is 
a matter that needs to be further explored. 

When asked whether the compliance decision process 
is the same for both statutory and administrative 
regulations, 79 percent of the respondents said 
yes, 22 percent, no. This indicates that outside 
directors do not have any more impact on either 
type of regulatory decision. 

Sixty-eight percent of the companies in the study 
indicated that outside directors have an active 
role in the company's operations. Only 22 percent 
said a passive role, and 10 percent don't know. 
If regulatory compliance decisions are operating 
decisions, then the operations in question are other 
than regulatory compliance decisions. 

It was thought that the impact of outside directors 
might vary depending upon the regulatory agencies 
with which companies have most of their contacts. 
To establish whether this is true, companies were 
asked to indicate those agencies with which they 
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had 30 percent or more of their contacts. The 
results are: 

Table I 

Regulatory Agency 
Percent of 
Respondents 

Federal Trade Commission 51 
Food and Drug Administration 24 
Securities and Exchange Commission 44 
Anti-trust Division of Justice Department 32 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 42 
Occupational Safety and Health Admin. 34 

It is apparent that no one agency dominates. And 
cross tabulations showed no significant differences 
in outside directors' impact by type of agency. 

To determine whether the significance of outside 
directors might vary by number of directors, com
panies were asked to indicate the percentage of 
the board made up of outside directors and whether 
the firm thought that outside director impact 
increased as their number increased. Eighty-three 
percent of the respondents indicated that outside 
directors made up 50 percent or more of their boards, 
and 12 percent indicated 40 to 49 percent of outside 
directors on their boards. Only five percent of 
the respondents had less than 40 percent outside 
directors on their boards. 

A combined majority of the respondents indicated 
that outside director influence either did not 
increase as the number of outside directors increased 
or did not know whether it did. Thirty-one percent 
said the influence did not increase, and 24 percent 
said don't know. However, 45 percent responded 
that influence did increase with number. Because 
95 percent of the companies studied have 40 percent 
or more outside directors on their boards and because 
81 percent said that the presence of outside direc
tors on the board does not increase the probability 
of compliance, it is inferred that impact and number 
are not related matters. Obviously, this remains 
a matter to be tested. But, again, it points up 
the difficulty involved in a lack of good quantita
tive measures for regulatory compliance and social 
responsibility. Further, as indicated in the 
following, the presence of outside directors on a 
board is the least important factor in the regulatory 
compliance decision. 

To determine the perception of importance of outside 
directors relative to other factors considered by 
companies in making regulatory compliance decisions, 
companies were asked to indicate the relative impor
tance of a number of factors. A semantic differen
tial scale was ued to establish the importance 
profile. The results are: 

Table II 

Factor Degree of Im12ortance 
1 2 3 4 

Availability of 
technology 25.0% 14.3% 25.0% 35.7% 

Cost of using 
technology 26.3% 14.0% 24.6% 35.1% 

Other perceived 
costs of 
compliance 13.6% 32.2% 32.2% 22.0% 

Benefits of 
compliance 17.2% 15.5% 25.9% 58.6% • 



Factor Degree of ImEortance 
1 2 3 4 

Consequence of 
non-compliance 17.0% 12.3% 15.8% 64.9% 

Presence of out-
side directors 
on the board 70.7% 10.3% 13.8% 5.2% 

Nature of the 
business 
environment 36.2% 27.6% 20.7% 15.5% 

Note: 1 
3 

unimportant; 2 = slightly important; 
moderately important; 4 = very important 

More than 80 percent of the respondents apparently 
consider the presence of outside directors on the 
board to be relatively unimportant in the regulatory 
compliance decision. Clearly, benefits of compliance 
and consequences of non-compliance as well as (to 
a lesser degree) availability of technology, cost 
of using technology, and other perceived costs of 
compliance appear to be overwhelmingly important. 
Cross tabulations by asset size and industry category 
reinforced these findings. Further, this finding 
clearly reinforces the results indicating that the 
presence of outside directors on the board makes 
no difference to the probability of compliance. 
It further supports the inference that compliance 
decisions are viewed as operational matters, not 
strategic and would explain why regulatory compliance 
decisions rarely come before boards of directors. 

Conclusions 

The study shows that none of the three hypotheses 
examined were proved. The presence of outside 
directors on boards of directors does not appear 
to have significant effect on regulatory compliance 
decisions either because these decisions rarely 
come before the boards, or because outside directors 
do not behave differently relative to these matters 
than other directors do. The author infers from 
this that simply restructuring boards of directors 
will not have the desired results. 

Further, it seems that managements of the companies 
studied do not view regulatory compliance and social 
responsibility synonomously. It appears that social 
responsibility is perceived as distinct from regula
tory compliance, but the distinctions are not clear. 

Finally, the impact of outside directors does not 
vary with their number and type, nor, it would appear, 
with the nature of the regulatory decision to be 
made. 

Further work needs to be done to develop a lucid 
definition of social responsibility, as well as 
quantitative measures of both regulatory compliance 
and social responsibility. Then regression analyses 
can be performed to establish the precise nature 
of the relationships involved. 
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THE ENTROPIC CONSEQUENCES OF 
MARKETING ACTIONS: A SYSTEMS VIEW 

Nikhilesh Dholakia, University of Rhode Island 
Steven Lysonski, University of Rhode Island 

Abstract 

The concept of entropy -- which refers to the continual 
transition of systems from order to chaos -- is useful 
for understanding the social and ecological consequences 
of marketing actions. This paper develops a framework 
in which marketing actions can be interpreted as de
creasing the entropy of certain subsystems at the cost 
of pervasive and global increase in entropy with poten
tially deleterious consequences for society and ecology. 

The Emerging Entropy1· Paradigm 

Introduction 

To its critics, marketing has been an activity that cre
ates and inflates demand for trivially differentiated 
products, fosters built-in obsolescence, promotes indi
vidually or environmentally hazardous products, and so 
forth (e.g., Packard 1957). To its champions, contem
porary marketing is the vehicle of prosperity and pro
gress (e.g., Drucker 1958). Critics and champions alike 
however, would probably agree that marketing actions 
have impacts that transcend the immediate sphere of buy
ing and selling (Levy and Zaltman 1975). 

This paper explores the broader irrpacts of marketing us
ing the notion of entropy -- a concept developed in 
thermodynamics but robust enough to deal with social 
systems. 

The Laws of Thermodynamics 

Thermodynilmics is the branch of physics deilli.ng with the 
conservation and transformation of energy. The first 
two laws of thermodynamics are quite simple: (1) "The 
t(ltal energy content of the universe is constilnt", and 
(2) "the total entropy is continually increasing" 
(Asimov 1970, p. 9). The first law merely reaffirms 
the fact of conservation of energy: it is impossible 
to create or destroy energy in an ultimate sense. This 
means that for activities that require energy -- such 
as product ion, m~rket ing, and consumption of goods and 
services -- energy must be imported from outside. The 
second law of thermodynamics. dealing with the trans
formation of energy from one state to another, has great 
significance for all energy consuming activities such as 
marketing. The second law states that energy transfor
mation is governed by the principle of ever-increasing 
entropy. Entropy is a measure of the amount of energy 
which cannot be converted into work. i.e. unavililable 
energy. The second law reflects the constant conversion 
of energy from the "available" or "free" energy states 
to "unavailable" or "bound" energy states. For example, 
the available energy in a gallon of gasoline gets con
verted into the work done by the engine (e.g., miles 
driven), plus the heat generated, plus the energy in 
the exhaust products. The energy still exists -- in the 

1 
As a phenomenon, "entropy" was first identified and la
belled in 1850 by a German physicist, Rudolph .J. E. 
Clausius, to describe dissipation of energy. The great
er the dissipation of energy, the higher the correspond
ing entropy. 

form of ambient low-level heat and unburnt hydrocar
bons -- but it is unusable. Entropy can also be viewed 
as the process whereby energy goes from a higher energy 
state to a lower one. 

The Ecological Paradigm 

Social scientists are gradually realizing the signifi
cance of the entropy law to examine and understand so
cial phenomena. Viewed as a general social process, en
tropy represents a transition from higher to lower en
ergy levels, from order to disorder, from structure to 
chaos, from value to waste (Rifkin 1981). Figure 1 

FIGURE 1 
Degradation of Available Energy 

in the Process of Consumption 

Waste, pollution, etc. 

Low F.nergv Level 
(llnavailable) 

illustrates the general process of degradation embodied 
in the entropy law. This paper takes a generic view of 
entropy -- as a world view or a paradigm -- and uses it 
as a vehicle to explore the nature and consequences of 
marketing actions. 
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Marketing Actions as Negentropic Processes 

What is Negative Entropy? 

Globally, the entropy of the world system is constant
ly and irrevocably increasing, i.e., energy is becom
ing more and more unusable. However, in particular 
subsystems --circumscribed in time and space --en
tropy can decline such that a high energy state can be 
achieved. The subsystem can exhibit such a negative 
entropy process, or "negentropic" process, because of 
importation of energy from other subsystems or the en
vironment. Thus a cold room can be brought to an a
greeable temperature (a negentropic process) by the use 
of an oil furnace. Clearly, the act of heating would 
be impossible without import of energy from the fur
nace. Furthermore, for the total system (room plus 
environment). entropy has increased although in the 
subsystem (viz., the room during the act of heating), 
entropy decreased. By burning oil in the furnace, un
usable combustion gases are released and the complex 
hydrocarbons represented by the oil have been reduced 
to a lower energy, a less complex level. 

Marketing and Negative Entropy 

Marketing actions seem to have an effect analogous to 
the warming of the room. Within the conventionally 
defined boundaries of a marketing system, there is of
ten observed an increase in the energy level, order, 
and structure. It sho;;ld be noted, however, that this 
increasing orderliness (a negentropic process) is 
brought about by the import of energy during the acts 
of production, distribution, and consumption, For 
example, the conversion of hydrocarbons to plastic pro
ducts increases the energy state of hydrocarbons when 
it is transformed into plastic by imported energy. The 
plastic also has a more orderly state and is a more 
complex structure than the oil used to make it. Fig
ures 2(a) and (b) contrast the conventional view of the 
marketing system, based on the conventional economic 
model, with the ecologically realistic view that has 
emerged in the so-called steady-state economics (Daly 
1977, Georgescu-Roegen 1977). The inflows of energy 

shown in Figure 2(b) obviously have entropic consequen
ces for the system as a whole. These entropic effects 
are discussed later in the paper. In the paragraphs to 
follow, the specific forms of negentropic processes in 
marketing systems are examined. It is argued that mar
keting action~ are negentropic in that they add struc
ture and organization to various subsystems: the pro
ductive system, the competitive arena, buyer behavior, 
and society in general. Nonetheless, an increase in 
entropy occurs globally as a result of marketing ac
tions. 

Marketing Organizes the Productive System 

Perhaps the greatest significance of the marketing con
cept is that marketing has emerged as the strategically 
central and organizing principle of many business and 
non business firms (Kotler 1981). In a marketing-ori
ented firm such as Proctor and Gamble, IBM, or General 
Electric, marketing concepts and actions organize not 
only the marketing function but the entire strategy and 
structure of the business. The firms remain viable and 
profitable from the successful application of marketing 
strategy. Since other business functions (e.g., manu
facturing, finance, accounting) are negentropic as well, 
marketing becomes the governing principle for most ne
gentropic processes in a highly market-oriented firm. 

This logic can be extended to the economy as a whole. 
In a highly marketing-oriented economy, such as the 
United States, marketing concepts influence resource al
location patterns (and the associated negentropic, 
structuring activities) in all sectors of the economy. 
Hence, the application of marketing concepts is responsi
ble  for the entropic consequences within the marketing 
system, and also serves as a major determinant for en
tropic consequences in the economy as a whole. This 
heightens the social responsibility of marketing. 

Marketing Organizes the Competitive Arena 

For all its free-enterprise rhetoric, marketing is es
sentially a destroyer of chaotic, atomistic, and unor
ganized competition. Marketing techniques permit the 

FIGURE, 2 
Two Views of the Marketing Process 

(a) Conventional View 
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leading firms in an industry to restructure the chaQtic 
competitive arena into an ordered, rivalrous, oligQpo
listic one (Porter 1979). Strategies to acquire and 
maintain high market shares become very important in 
these competitive arenas (e. g., PIMS, Experience Curve 
Strategies). Elaborate, non-price forms of market be
haviors become necessary and firms structure and or
ganize their marketing departments to fight strategical
ly elaborate battles in the oligopolistic competitive 
arena. Non-price competition may be in the form of 
frequent styling and model changes, minor product im
provements, and packaging changes. The mass media, in
dustry, retailing and other marketplace institutions 
become organized according to the imperatives of oli
gopolistic rivalry rather than according to consumer or 
ecological rationality. 

Marketing Organizes Consumer Behavior 

In the field of consumption, marketing has been a tre
mendously powerful organizing force. In place of ran
dom, need-dominated consumption, marketing fosters a 
structured, brand-preference dominated consumption. 
Thus, thirst (a physiological need) gets translated into 
the desire for a Coke. The socialization of consumers 
into brand-buying is clearly related to the structuring 
of the competitive arena. In an oligopolistic market 
structure, brand identification and brand projection 
are possible; in an atomistic market structure, this 
discretionary influence is not possible. In some sense, 
the consumption behavior of the most deprived ghetto 
child of today is more structured than the consumption 
behavior of an affluent medieval aristocrat. The ghet
to child has been socialized by the institutions of 
the mass consumption society to learn brand character
istics and exhibit brand choice sophistication which 
the medieval aristocrat would find baffling. On a so
cietal scale, marketing has supplanted highly struc
tured choice sets in place of feel-as-you-go buying 
practices. As a result, the buying arena is a well 
structured system possessing complex cues and symbols 
to guide consumption. 

Marketing Organizes Society 

The overall effect of structuring the productive acti
vities, the competitive arena, and the sphere of con
sumption is that marketing begins to shape and define 
social structures and processes. The increasing pene
tration of the "marketing mode" of thinking in all 
spheres of life --politics, education, health care, 
transportation, entertainment, religion, etc. -- indi
cates that marketing is emerging as an important, if not 
one of the governing principles of society. The steady 
"marketizati.on" of the world is evident in the attempts 
by professionals (lawyers, doctors, accountants) to use 
marketing techniques, the use of marketing techniques in 
political campaigns, the penetration of marketing me
thods in the socialist economies, and so on. This 
translates into the way society views individuals. The 
roles of individuals are transformed into roles congru
ent with the marketing system. Individuals become buy
ers. users, clients, constituents, voters, etc. -
targets of marketing or marketing-like efforts by dif
ferent social institutions. Instrumental behaviors 
(e.g., how patients "respond" to treatment, how consti
tuents vote, how parishioners "relate" to the church) 
become the primary focus of all areas of life just as 
the purchase behavior is the primary focus in the com
mercial world. Consequently, marketing touches a vast 
number of dimensions in daily life. 

Entropic Consequences of Marketing 

Energy Inflows 

,Since marketing actions have the effect of organ1Z~ng, 
structuring, and ordering many aspects of business and 
society, such actions are negentropic in nature. Since 
the overall entropy of the world increases constantly, 
marketing actions must use up, or cause the using up of, 
considerable amounts of energy (see Figure 2b). This 
means marketing actions must have entropic consequences 
in the surrounding subsystems and for the environment·· as 
a whole. In the terminology of Figure  2b, marketing ac
tions must draw energy from various sources and create 
and contribute to a multitude of energy sinks. These 
energy sinks are the depositories for all spent or ex
hausted energies. As a result of marketing actions, 
what forms of energy are used and what energy sources 
are used up? The entropic consequences of marketing 
can be discussed at three levels: the using up of phy
sical, social and psychic energies. 

Physical Energy 

The using up of physical energy in marketing or market
ing-determined activities is an obvious phenomenon. 
The process of production uses up energy, as do the pro
cesses of transportation, distribution, communication 
and consumption. This is illustrated rather well in 
the following quote from Rifkin (1981, pp. 133-4). 
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"Take for example, your morning English muf
fin. . . [T)he very process of modern petro
chemical agriculture used to grow the wheat is 
extremely energy inefficient. But once grown 
and harvested, the folly is compounded many
fold thanks to our national mania for processed 
food. Here are just some of the energy steps 
that go into making your English muffin. (1) 
The wheat is taken by a fossil-fuel-driven 
truck made of nonrenewable resources to (2) a 
large, centralized bakery housing numerous ma
chines that very inefficiently refine, enrich, 
bake and package English muffins. At the ba
kery, the wheat is (3) refined and often (4) 
bleached. These processes make for nice white 
bread, but rob the wheat of vital nutrients, so 
(5) the flour is then enriched with niacin, 
iron, thiamine, and riboflavin. Next, to insure 
that the English muffins will be able to with
stand long truck journeys to stores where they 
will be kept on shelves for many days, or even 
weeks, preservative (6) calcium propionate is 
added, along with (7) dough conditioners such 
as calcium phosphate, ammonium sulfate, fungal 
enzyme, potassium bromate, and potassium io
date. Then the bread is (8) baked and placed 
in (9) a cardboard box which has been (10) print
ed in several colors to catch your eye on the 
shelf. 

The box and muffins are placed within (11) a 
plastic bag (made of petrochemicals), which is 
then sealed with (12) a plastic tie (made of 
more petrochemicals). The packages of English 
muffins are then loaded into (13) a truck which 
hauls them to the (14) air-conditioned, fluores
cent-lit, Muzak-filled grocery store. Finally, 
you (15) drive two tons of metal to the store 
and back and then (16) pop the muffins in the 
toaster. Eventually, you will throw away the 
cardboard and plastic packaging, which will 
then have to be disposed of as (17) solid waste. 
All of this for just 130 calories per serving 
of muffin. 



i<ot only have tens of thousands of energy ca
lories gone into the entire process, but medi
cal evidence suggest [sic] that both the addi
tives and the lack of fiber in refined breads 
may pose a serious hazard to your health. In 
the end, the energy that was added to the muf
fins at each step of the process was insigni
fi ccm t compared with the energy that was dis
sipated at each step of the process." 

Soci" 1 Ener·gy 

In a very direct sense, marketing activities "use up" 
the snci"l energy of the sales force and the marketing 
functionaries. This is evidenced in the way sales and 
marketing people are "spent" after an intensive cam
paign. 

To the extent marketing controls or influences manufac
turing, it is responsible for the depletion of social 
energies of workers in the act of production. More 
importantly, however, marketing has a strong influence 
on the social processes that replenish the energies 
spent by the worker. In the short run, workers re
plenish or recharge by consuming food, recreation, me
dical care, etc. The energy intensity of most of these 
activities has been shown to be at profligately waste
ful levels (see, for example, Callenbach 1975, Illich 
1977, Schumacher 1973). In the long run, the worker 
adjusts and re-tunes his abilities through the c onsump
tion of education and culture. In their current forms 
of organization. these "products" are also marketed in 
counterproductive and counter-ecological ways. 

Other examples of a depletion of social energies are 
plentiful. When consumers generate loud and offensive 
levels of noise, others may be disturbed by this in
fringement on peace and tranquility. Many times these 
noises may be generated by consumer products such as 
stereo systems, automobiles, chain saws, and so forth. 
l-Jhen consumers indiscriminately discard waste in the 
form of non-returnable bottles or spent durables, the 
onus falls on society to clean up. Scarce resources 
and human energies must, therefore, be allocated by 
society to restore the integrity of the environment. 
Consequently, the products made available by marketing 
create the potential for great social costs and a con
comitant drain on available human energy. 

In sum, marketing activities use up social energies in 
direct and indirect w~ys. The issue is not whether 
marketing activities cause the expenditure of social 
Pnergies but how productively such energies are used. 
Ev ldence sugge-sts that in highly marketing-oriented so
ci~ties, social services (health care, education, etc.) 
end up being highly capital-, resource-, and energy
intensive and not very effective in the bargain 
(Schumacher 1973). 

Psychic Energy 

Marketing executives and operatives obviously spend con
siderable psychic energy in devising and implementing 
marketing strategies. Far greater in scope and signi
ficance, however, is the psychic energy that people 
spend in the sphere of consumption. The acquisition 
and processing of information are strenuous activities, 
especially in a buying environment characterized by in
fnrmation overload (.Jacoby, Speller, and Cohn 1974). 
The shopping effort, apart from requiring great amounts 
nf physical energy, is a mentally exhausting activity 
(Scitovsky 1976). The processes of using and disposing 
products require further expenditure of mental energy. 
Consider, for example, the seemingly simple act of pre
paring a frozen dinner. A tremendous amount of mental 
programming is required in planning and executing the 

sequence of steps t t ·"' the fL·eezer to the dining table. 
Furthermore, this sequence of steps cannot be easily 
learned and internalized because each brand and product 
variant has its unique combination of thawing time, 
temperature setting, heating time, heating configura
tion (e.g., covered, on center rack), intermediate 
steps (turn over once or twice, broil for 10 seconds 
at the end), serving suggestions, disposal instructions, 
and so on. 

Conspicuous consumption of products is another psychic 
ener!!;y dimension. Instead of consumption dictated by 
physiological needs, consumers may feel coerced to 
buy products and specific brands which enhance self es
teem and status. These consumers must expend energy 
to conform to the expectations of their reference groups. 
Such conformity may be taxing on the individual. Cer
tainly, the "keeping up with the Joneses" mentality re
quires that the individual be alert to these conforming 
expectations and have the resources with which to meet 
the demands of their social groups. A life of simpli
city is virtually impossible for them. Instead, they 
surrender to a more complex and rigid social system 
that dictates their consumption patterns and life style. 
As a consequence, part of their psychic energy is con
sumed in the process. 

\-Jhile marketing causes the expenditure of large amounts 
of psychic energy in the process of consumption, the 
social structure of highly marketized economies is such 
that people have to turn to the marketplace once again 
to replenish the lost psychic energy. Television, mass 
culture, and drugs ranging from headache remedies to 
psychotropic pills try to hold the collective sanity of 
the society at some acceptable level. 

Summary and Conclusions 

This paper has presented a view of marketing activities 
as being negentropic (ordering, structuring) processes 
in a limited domain while causing entropic (disorient
ing, randomizing) consequences in the society as a 
whole. Consistent with the laws of thermodynamics, the 
overall effect is an increase in entropy, disorder, 
chaos. This increase in entropy and the specific forms 
of entropic effects, however, can be influenced by hu
man actions. Marketing actions are generally planned 
without any concern for the entropic consequences and 
probably aggravate the entropic effects in various 
spheres of society. The emerging ecological para-
digm in social sciences considers the entropic process 
as central and offers hope for reorienting society in 
an ecologically rational way. The framework presented 
in this paper may be useful in a rational restructuring 
of marketing institutions. 
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MATERIALS RECYCLING IS A MARKETING PROBLEM 

Donald A. Fuller, 'University 6f Central Florida 

Abstract 

This article examines the special case of materials 
recycling and places it in the context of the tradi
tional marketing process as well as the broader concept 
of resource recovery. Several currently operating 
materials recycling systems are examined for their 
marketing implications. 

Introduction 

In 1975, post-consumer solid waste generation was 
estimated at 128 million tons which translates into 3.2 
pounds per person per day in the continental United 
States. Of this quantity, 77.5 million tons, or 
approximately 60%, represented non-food product waste 
which can be directly attributed to the macro-marketing 
system's continuous outpouring of manufactured products 
and disposable packaging. In contrast, only 6% of the 
total post-consumer solid waste generated in 1975 was 
recovered and recycled (EPA, 1977). 

This low materials recycle rate is paralleled by few 
mentions of recycling and resource recovery in the 
marketing literature. In short, marketing scholars and 
practitioners have, by tradition, tended to ignore the 
post-transaction aspects of marketing as they relate to 
product disposition. However, current conditions in 
the marketplace, including the skyrocketing costs of 
energy and societal concern for the quality of life, 
are beginning to force a reassessment of traditional 
thinking about product disposition problems from the 
typical out-of-sight out-of-mind point-of-view to one 
which recognizes recycling and resource recovery as a 
marketing opportunity (Fuller, 1978). 

The purpose of this article is to present the recycling 
of material resources as an overall marketing process 
which must rest on the firm foundation of the market 
transaction. This is accomplished through a discussion 
of the relationship of materials recycling to the 
broader concept of resource recovery, the examination 
of several general forms of materials recycling sys
tems, and through the development of several case 
studies which demonstrate creative private sector 
marketing solutions to the recycling problem. 

Relationship to Resource Recovery 

Materials recycling is an element of the broader 
concept of resource recovery. The objectives of 
resource recovery are: 1) to reduce the consumption of 
virgin raw materials, 2) to reduce the need for ter
minal disposal capacity, 3) to reduce pollution and 
litter, 4) to make more efficient use of available 
wastes as energy resources, and 5) to increase the 
energy efficiency of industrial processes. Resource 
recovery represents an alternative to the terminal 
disposal of the solid wastes which are an inevitable 
by-product of an industrialized, high-level economy. 

Resource recovery objectives and the two major sub
systems employed to divert solid wastes from tradi
tional "burn and bury" terminal landfill disposal and 
attain these objectives are shown in Figure 1. Energy 
recycling subsystems are developed which utilize solid 
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wastes as fuel in some type of energy generating 
process. For example, solid wastes can be compressed 
into pelletized form and then used as a supplement fuel 
in a coal-fired boiler to produce electrical energy. 
Materials recycling subsystems, which are the focus of 
this article, are employed to directly reclaim desired 
physical materials from solid waste sources for reuse 
as generic raw materials in the future production of 
goods. In application, both energy and materials 
recycling systems dramatically reduce the volume of 
solid wastes requiring terminal disposal, thus reducing 
the need for landfill capacity and lessening the 
potential for environmental pollution and litter. 

FIGURE 1 

THE BROADER CONCEPT OF RESOURCE RECOVERY 
AND RELATIONSHIP OF SUBSYSTEMS TO OBJECTIVES 

RESOURCE RECOVERY 

Waste Sources 

Traditional Industrial/ 
Obsolete scrap sources 

Post-consumer waste 

Recycling 

~ l. 2. 

3. 

Materials! t. Recycling 
1 
~ 

Systems 2. 

3. 

4. 

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES 

To reduce need for 
landfill disposal 
To reduce pollution and 
urban blight 
To make efficient use of 
wastes as an alternative 
energy source 

To reduce consumption of 
virgin raw materials 
To reduce the need for 
landfill disposal 
To reduce pollution and 
urban blight 
To increase the energy 
efficiency of industrial 
processes 

The generic materials distinction above is used to 
carefully separate materials recycling from other forms 
or recycling activity which reuse products "as is." 
Examples include automobile components and returnable 
bottles. In theory, these items are not destined to 
enter the solid waste stream but are to remain separate 
to be reused after refurbishment in the same primary 
product application. Materials recycling, as a sub
system of resource recovery, is based on the assumption 
that the physical materials recovered from waste 
sources will be reused but only after conversion to 
generic materials status. 

Although there is a tendency to exclusively associate 
materials recycling with the physical materials conser
vation objective, materials recycling has a particu
larly important impact on the energy conservation 
objective of resource recovery (see Figure 1). A 
classic example of this is given in the case of re
cycled aluminum containers where the direct energy 
savings from the use of recycled materials as inputs in 
the manufacturing of new aluminum have been estimated 
at 95% (Walker, 1973). The principle is simple: every 
product is the result of the application of energy 
related processes to purify and upgrade raw material 
inputs. Once upgraded, these raw material inputs 
represent an energy bank which can be capitalized on 
during the next recycle. In the case of recycled 
materials, the energy savings is literally compounded 
with each additional recycle which, in effect, avoids 
the virgin raw materials start-up energy cost. 



The Materials Recycling Process 

A macro view of the materials recycling process is 
necessary in order to fully understand the micro 
processes and functions that eventually must be carried 
out by marketing systems. A concise overview is 
offered by Schary as follows: 

This policy (applications of materials recycling 
for the purpose of reducing the amount of primary 
raw material input to technical processes) implies 
a conceptual view of a society in which material 
uses are selected according to their market values 
and the stringency of technical requirements for 
materials usage. Inputs of new materials would be 
applied at the highest level with the highest 
requirements for input purity and uniformity. As 
far as technically possible, materials would be 
recycled at this level, descending to lower levels 
only as their quality begins to deteriorate. The 
specific history of a given input would then be 
described as a succession of use and recovery 
accompanied by a gradual descent to lower levels 
of application, ultimately to be consumed as 
energy or to be buried as landfill (Schary, 1977). 

FIGURE 2 

THE GENERALIZED MATERIALS USE AND 
RECYCLING CONCEPT FOR A CONSUMER GOOD 

Primary Materials 
Inputs (extraction 
from virgin sources) 

Product 
Production 

Product Use by 
Consumer/ 
Individual User 

Product 
Disposal 

Recovered Materials Marketing 
1---+! System: Materials Recovery, 

Processing and Distribution 

The theoretical materials use and recycling concept 
described by Schary above is generalized in marketing 
terms in Figure  2 . In essence, a product--in this 
case, scrap/waste materials which have been recovered 
from a solid waste source and processed to specifica
tion--must be matched with a market--in this case, a 
manufacturer which uses the product as either a direct 
substitute for virgin materials or in a lower level of 
materials application. The "gap" between production 
and consumption must be bridged through the development 
of an appropriate recovered materials marketing system. 
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In short, the firms involved in this process must 
develop and implement a traditional marketing mix in 
order to complete this exchange process in an efficient 
manner. 

One major area in which marketing system emphasis 
differs for recyclables in comparison to traditional 
finished goods is in the importance of being able to 
efficiently carry out activities which result in the 
accumulation of economic quantities of scrap/waste 
materials for further processing and marketing within 
the system. The character of these pre-processing 
accumulation activities is a function of the -type of 
scrap/waste source and has a significant impact on the 
design of marketing systems for recyclables. 

Present Materials Recycling Systems 

The impact of waste source type can be seen in the 
channels of distribution that have evolved to solve the 
materials recycling problem (see Figure 3). In this 
regard, present materials recycling systems can be 
categorized into three basic types based on source as 
follows: 1) traditional industrial and obsolete scrap 
recycling systems (TI-0), 2) government sponsored, 
post-consumer recycling systems (GP-C), and 3) volun
tary post-consumer recycling programs (VP-C). The 
character and implications of each is discussed below. 

FIGURE 3 

GENERALIZED WASTE SOURCES 
FOR CHANNELS OF DISTRIBUTION 

TRADITIONAL SOURCES POST-CONSUMER SOURCES 
,.. -·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(A) 

t Tradition•! 
1 Indu•trial/Obaolete 

Scrap (TI-0) 

(B) 
Municipal 
Resource 
Recovery 
Facility 
(GP-C) 

(C) 

Involuntary 
Separate 
Collection 
Programs 
(GP-C) 

(D) 

Voluntary 
Recyclin.o~ 

Programs 
(VP-C) 

Traditional Industrial/Obsolete Scrap Source System 
(TI-0) 

The bulk of present materials recycling systems focus 
almost exclusively on traditional industrial/obsolete 
scrap sources (TI-0 systems) shown as alternative A in 
Figure 3 . Typical industrial sources include manufac
turing plants but can be generalized to include retail 
and other commercial establishments such as department 
stores. This type of waste, also known as prompt 
industrial scrap, tends to be of known composition 
(say, aluminum stampings of a specific alloy or corru
gated boxes) and is generated in large quantities on a 
consistent basis over time. 

Traditional obsolete scrap is slightly different since 
this form represents worn out or used equipment or 
other products which must now be reduced (physically 
processed) to generic materials status prior to sale of 
user markets. Even in this case, traditional dealer/ 
processors have tended to remain within bounds of the 
industrial markets by seeking out business which 
represents large scale transactions (a fleet of cars, a 
large quantity of equipment, etc.) so as to establish 
volume operations necessary to develop economies of 
scale in processing operations. 



The focus of the industrial/obsolete scrap source 
svstems presently in ope'ration is, therefore, dis
t inrtly on large scale transactions. However, there is 
an additional qualitative dimension that contributes to 
~n understanding of the motivation behind these tradi
tional transactions which is well stated by Cutler as 
follows: 

There is also a less obvious reason why industrial 
scrap must move. The various metalworking indus
tries which generate scrap are not in business for 
the purpose of selling scrap -- scrap is a by
product of their manufacturing process. These 
firms recognize that their scrap has value, but 
they also recognize that they must continuously 
move it out of their plants or they will soon 
jeopardize production of their prime product 
(Cutler, 1976). 

The point is that traditional industrial/obsolete waste 
renerators have historically been motivated to do 
hu"iness simply because accumulated scrap/ waste 
ron teria ls represent a threat to business continuity. 
t·lore recently, however, the need to constantly deal 
with scrap/waste outputs has been heightened by the 
p~ssage of legislation which mandates and limits 
disposal alternatives for the purpose of controlling 
pollution. In response, many companies are attempting 
to turn the mandates of restrictive legislation into 
rn<Jrketing and profit opportunities. For example, the 
!tinnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company has devel
oped a wide-ranging program under the slogan "Pollution 
Prevention Pays," including a major component focusing 
nn the recovery of materials for reuse, the result of 
which has been a cor3t savings of $2,400,000 a year 
I.Rnvston, 1980). 

In response to the above source-related conditions, 
dp:Jl er processor or,;anizations (also called inter
f1C'<iiate processors) have evolved which functionally 
spPcialize in: 1) the accumulation of materials from 
lnrge-scale sources, 2) the physical processing of 
these m<Jterials to meC't end-user specifications, 3) the 
JWrform;mce of outbound physical distribution activ
iti<'S, and 4) the performance of selling activities 
including advertising, personal selling, and brokerage 
tttnctions aimed at industrial customers. In many 
c.1 ses, the need for extensive processing of rna terials 
rPquirPs the purchase and operation of heavy equipment 
(shredders, balers, block breakers, sweat furnaces, 
~tillotine shears, etc.) which represent a significant 
rnpital investment. A recent study in Florida has 
ci()r·nmPnted the numher, character,, and functional 
dt'tivities of traditional dealer/processors in major 
~vtrnpnlitan areas (Fuller, 1977). 

l.rlvernment Sponsored Post-Consumer Systems (GP-C) 

!n general, post-consumer sources differ from TI-0 
~onrces in terms of both the number of waste generation 
points as well as the quantities and condition of 
m·1 t·,, ria 1 s potentially available at individual points of 
rc<·flPr~tion. The basic waste generator is the household 
unit which, through the process of consumption, has the 
<:lpabili ty of producing a staggering variety of mixed 
,,,,1 id w<Jstes at millions of locations. Within each 
''"'l"<'hnld' s potential waste output, generic materials 
··~t~gories (i.e., aluminum, paper, glass, etc.) are in 
'-'"'v small quantity lot sizes. By tradition, and since 
rub 1 i c health is a factor, most household wastes are 
<~ccumulated into a llroader municipal solid waste system 
tor ultimate disposition by a governmental authority. 

lhc present interest in 
sector revolves around 
svstem of landfllling 

resource recovery in the public 
the need to alter the present 
the majority of post-consumer 
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solid wastes (NCR1l, 1974). While it is true that 
post-consumer solid waste is one form of obsolete 
scrap, the materials recycling problem faced is quite 
different than that of the TI-0 systems previously 
described. The problem, in a nutshell, is how to 
efficiently accumulate economic quantities of generic 
materials from millions of sources for eventual forward 
shipment in marketing systems. Figure 3 shows a number 
of institutional arrangements (B, C, and D) associated 
with post-consumer waste sources. 

For the purpose of this discussion, government spon
sored resource recovery facilities (alternative B) and 
separate collection programs (alternative C) are 
defined as involuntary in nature in the sense that the 
consumer decision to participate or not to participate 
is not an issue. The use of municipal resource re
covery facilities, which process solid wastes "as is," 
requires no consumer commitment in terms of participa
tion. Consumers merely consume and "toss" as before. 
Municipal separate collection programs (curb-side 
separate collection of newspapers, metal containers, 
glass, etc. via ordinance) leaves the consumer no 
option but to participate or else operate outside the 
law. In both cases, the government sponsor solves the 
accumulation problem with little input from consumers 
once a commitment to an approach is made. 

In the government sponsored system outlined above, the 
dealer /processor relies on the government program or 
facility to accomplish the initial gross sort of 
materials, and the role of the dealer/processor remains 
that of continuing the accumulation and upgrading 
processes and also marketing the recovered materia 1 s. 
This usually involves the developmE'nt of some sort of 
long-term contractual arrangement with the governm,,nt 
entity so as to ensure the availability of materials irt 
quantity to the dealer/processor and to ensure a 
mLnLmum flow of revenue dollars to che governm.ent 
entity over time (NCRR, 1978). Thus, willingness to do 
business in the government sector is a major factor in 
these channel systems. However, as indicated by the 
dashed line box in Figure 3, the potential character nf. 
sources B and C tends to be "large scale" and is very 
similar to the TI-0 source systems including the nePrl 
to "move" scrap/waste materials once a commitment tc 
develop a resource recovery facility and/or separate 
collection program has been made hy local government. 

In reality, however, there are few municipal resource 
recovery and separate collection systems in operation 
at this time. Many of the 25 municipal resource 
recovery systems that are in operation are on an 
experimental basis (NCRR, 1980), while municipal 
separate collection programs are in operation in onl;-
169 communities in the United States at this t iDlP 

(Miller, 1980). 

Voluntary Post-Consumer Systems (VP-C) 

A very distinct challenge in .the recyd.ing of post
consumer wastes is exemplified hy the voluntary 
recycling programs shown as alternative D in Figure 3. 
In contrast to source systems A, B, and C, which 
ultimately involve large scale industrial/government 
waste sources, the voluntary recycling approach focuses 
on the individual consumer and/ot grou!'s (both pr,or .t 
and not-for-profit) as sources in the materials 
recovery process. This focus radically changes the 
character of the accumulation process. In source 
systems A, B, and C, large scale initial nccumulation 
was, in a sense, bui .l t in to the transaction prior to 
dealer /processor involvement. Precisely the opp0si te 
condition holds in voluntary post-consumer svstems. 
Post-consumer wastes are widely d1spersed and in small 
quantities and, historically, the consumer is I'0t 



motivated to participate in the process. As noted by 
Zikmund, the "consumer does not consider himself a 
producer of waste materials" and consequently "is not 
concerned with planning a marketing strategy for his 
product-waste materials" (Zikmund, 1971). In short, 
consumers must be motivated to undertake a basic change 
in consumption behavior and this motivation must be 
established through the development of aggressive 
marketing programs designed to stimulate initial 
participation and to maintain participation rates over 
time. 

The difference in focus described above has caused many 
traditional dealer/processors to remain specialized in 
large scale source transactions where they have a 
clearly defined economic advantage and expertise in 
terms of accumulation and processing activities. 
Consequently, this set of circumstances has opened up 
marketing opportunities for non-traditional, voluntary 
recycling approaches, the marketing rationale of which 
will be described in the next section. 

Emergence of Non-Traditional Recyclers 
In Voluntary Systems 

A review of several non-traditional, voluntary recy
cling programs that have evolved to serve small scale 
sources (consumers, non-profit groups, etc.) will serve 
to point out the necessity for marketing analysis as 
the basis for program development. It will also serve 
to reemphasize why many traditional recyclers have 
opted not to seek out small scale sources of supply. 

From the previous discussion, it will be recalled that 
the traditional dealer/processor has become specialized 
around serving the large scale industrial account and 
in many instances is highly specialized in terms of 
expensive and sophisticated processing equipment. 
However, the small scale sources (consumers, consumer 
groups, etc.) which are the focus of voluntary recy
cling systems exhibit different characteristics and, 
therefore, require radically different functional 
capabilities in order to efficiently accumulate and 
process waste materials. 

Ln general, voluntary recycling systems must react to 
the following source related factors: 1) the need to 
max1m1ze redemption convenience for customers and 
consumer groups, 2) the need to offer stable and known 
incentives to participate in the form of prices, 3) the 
need to educate potential sources and communicate 
information relative to redemption price, product 
acceptance standards, and time/place of redemption, and 
4) the need to develop effective but limited physical 
materials processing facilities. In comparison to 
large scale sources, the above represent significant 
differences in terms of degree. Because of this, many 
traditional recyclers have opted to remain specialized 
in areas where they have a known economic advantage. 

Reynolds Recycling Program 

The Reynolds Recycling Program demonstrates the appli
cation of marketing analysis to the problem of dealing 
with small scale sources. In this case, the primary 
waste product sought is the all-aluminum beverage 
container, a form of consumer product packaging that 
has been the concern of environmentalists for a number 
of years. As an element of post-consumer wastes, 
aluminum containers exhibit the classical consumer 
source characteristic of being widely scattered in 
small quantities. This translates into a real world 
"accumulation" problem as follows: in order to econom
ically transport quantities of containers to the 
smelter, carload lots (60,000 pounds) are required. 
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Since a 
1,440,000 
shipment. 

pound eqc.;,[s approximately 24 containers, 
containers must be accumulated for each 

The Reynolds Program, as operated in Florida, max1m1zes 
redemption convenience through the utilization of four 
strategically located recycling processing plants in 
which aluminum containers are shredded and readied for 
shipment to company smelters. These sites are sup
ported by four permanent collection sites which perform 
flattening and magnetic separation quality control 
functions prior to shipment to the recycling processing 
plants. Both processing plants and collection sites 
are further supported by mobile operations in which 
trailers are located at designated locations on a sche
dule basis. A stable price policy of 30 cents per 
pound has created a known incentive among potential 
sources (Metcalf, 1981). An active public relations 
and advertising program rounds out the marketing 
strategy which resulted in the collection of 16,754,387 
pounds of container a1uminum in Florida in 1980 (Early, 
1981). 

The unique character of aluminum containers (non
ferrous, soft metal) results in the necessity for 
limited processing and quality control using light
weight machinery. The major product processing steps 
consist of magnetic separation of undesirable steel and 
bi-metal containers and the reduction of volume through 
shredding and flattening, tasks that are easily accomp
lished with a minimum of capital investment. This 
factor, combined with the strong internal market 
generated by the company, has led to the development of 
a fully integrated channel system to tap this major 
source of supply. It must also be pointed out that one 
major effect of this effort has been to offset the 
negative publicity associated with the all-aluminum 
container that has been created by environmental 
groups. In this regard, the company now publicizes the 
fact that recycle rates have reached 60 percent of 
total cans produced by Reynolds in a particular market 
area (Early, 1981). 

Safeway Stores Golden Goat Program 

An alternative strategy for recycling aluminum con
tainers is represented by the Golden Goat Program 
recently introduced by Safeway Stores in Denver, 
Colorado. In this case, redemption is accomplished 
through the use of a reverse vending machine, located 
at the retail store site, which accepts recyclable 
all-aluminum containers, performs a basic quality 
control check (for steel containers, other foreign 
matter), and then immediately pays the consumer. 
Redemption convenience is enhanced by offering the 
service on a 24-hour basis (Kiernan, 1981). 

By offering this service, the retailer is able to 
capitalize on a prevalent consumer behavior pattern 
(weekly food shopping) and high potential for in-store 
promotion impact. In addition, the incentive price of 
24 cents per pound is promoted as a means of reducing 
customer's inflation-riddled grocery bill. It also 
must be pointed out that in an environmentally sensi
tive marketplace such as Denver, aggressive recycling 
activity by a retailer represents a significant form of 
product differentiation and positive public relations 
impact. This motivation is evidenced by recent promo
tional activities which stress the services impact in 
terms of environmental consequences and energy savings 
as well as the direct food cost savings (application of 
redemption amount to grocery bill) to consumers. 
Although the program is in the initial stage of develop
ment, consumer acceptance is evidenced by the collec
tion of over 1,000,000 containers during the first week 
of program operation (Kiernan, 1981). 



The preceding examples demonstrate the functional 
di t ferences required to create and mai.ntain sufficient 
volume of materials in voluntary recycling systems 
based on post-consumer waste sources. In both cases, 
the development of an appropriate marketing system, 
based on source characteristics, was achieved through 
the development of a non-traditional approach which 
effectively edged out traditional organizations already 
in the field. 

Conclusions 

This article has demonstrated the application of 
marketing concep.ts to the problem of materials recy
cling. This has been done by first j.ntroducing the 
concept of resource recovery of which materials re
cycling is a part. Second, the process of materials 
recycling has been reconceptualized in marketing terms 
with the recognition that recycling really involves 
market transactions. 

Basic differences in current materials recycling 
marketing systems have been analyzed by noting that 
characteristics of scrap/waste materials sources 
significantly influence marketing strategy alterna
tives. Most importantly, the sources described in this 
article as "post-consumer" present obstacles that 
require major marketing innovations in order to solve 
the initial materials accumulation problem. Because of 
the required differences in operating formats, new 
institutions and marketing systems have emerged while 
traditional entrants in the recycling industry have 
tended to remain in their specialized role of serving 
large-scale industrial waste sources. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents research findings which indicate 
that retailers have changed their opinions in a signi
ficantly positive way toward their role as socially 
responsible partners in the business community. This 
report compares results of the current study with the 
1975 Dornoff and Tankersley study. 

Introduction 

The issue of corporate social responsibility has con
tinued to receive widespread attention in the liter
ature, in the classrooms, and in government and judi
cial circles (Murphy, 1978; Druck, 1978; Sethi, 1978). 
This trend has been accompanied by widely publicized 
actions, government-initiated and otherwise, involving 
product recalls, civil suits, and the like, all revol
ving around the central issue of social responsibility 
(Carter, 1978; Bork, 1978; Wilson, 1978). The rise of 
consumer groups, coupled with the overall level of 
popular and judicial support, has produced a flurry of 
self-policing behavior within the business community 
that no amount of previous exhortation could have 
achieved (Henderson, 1978; Finlay, 1978; Engledow, 
1978; Churchill, et al., 1978; Bradshaw, 1978; D'Amore, 
1978). 

Previous Research 

A 1975 study addressing the social responsibility of 
retailers was reported in the Journal of Retailing by 
Dornoff and Tankersley (Dornoff & Tankersley, 1975). 
The results were not encouraging for those interested 
in seeing businessmen act in a more socially respon
sible way. The disappointing results were in spite of 
the fact that social responsibility had been a "live" 
issue in the literature for a decade (Gelb and Brien, 
1971; Lavidge, 1970). 

A more recent study of industrial buyers and an assess
ment of the "winds of change" in the corporate climate 
suggested a visible alteration in the way businessmen 
were coming to view their social responsibilities 
(Gravereau, et al., 1978; Wilson, 1978). In light of 
these hopeful signs, the authors decided to replicate 
the 1975 study by Dornoff and Tankersley and, there
fore, focus on retailers' judgments of their social 
responsibility roles. 

In their study, Dornoff and Tankersley examined the 
responses of retail managers to fourteen, purchase-con
flict situations. Three types of retail establishments 
were used in the original study: Discount Houses, 
Specialty Stores, and Department Stores. Their study 
revealed that, on the whole, retailers were very often 
more concerned with increasing profits than they were 
with their role as a socially responsible institution. 
Apparently most retailers were not interested in pro
tecting their consumer franchise by guarding against 
actions that would cause consumer dissatisfaction. In 
most situations, the retailers' dual objectives of con
sumer satisfaction and profitability were not regarded 
as harmonious. 
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Research Methodology 

Purpose and Scope 

The primary purpose of this research was to ascertain 
what changes, if any, have occurred in the opinions of 
retail managers, using the same purchase-conflict situ
ations of the 1975 study. In light of the intensive 
focus on social responsibility in business during the 
intervening years and the incidence of product recalls, 
etc., the authors expected to see a marked change in 
op1n1on. The study was conducted in the same geograp
ical region with the same types of retail outlets. 

Questionnaire Design 

To insure comparability of results no attempt was made 
to alter or update the original questionnaire. The 
basic purpose of the study was to determine whether 
changes had occurred in retailers' response to the same 
purchase-conflict situations as originally presented. 

Sample 

The sample was randomly selected from a listing of area 
retailers which contained more than 90% of the estab
lishments in the region. The authors matched the types 
of sample outlets with the original study by excluding 
all other types not included in the 1975 study. Of 
100 outlets contacted, 91 agreed to participate in the 
survey. This 91% level of cooperation was a signifi
cant improvement over the 69% participation rate ex
perienced in the 1975 study. It was the first sign 
that things had changed. The sample was comprised of 
56 Specialty stores, 24 Department stores, and 11 Dis
count houses. The questionnaires were hand-delivered 
to either the store manager or the assistant store 
manager. 

Data Analysis 

An analysis was performed to discern whether statisti
cally significant changes had occurred in the composi
tion of responses to the purchase-conflict situations. 
Consequently, the Chi-Square Goodness-of-Fit test was 
appropriate. Using the original study profiles of 
response for each situation as benchmarks, a Chi-Square 
statistic was computed for each situation and for each 
category of outlet. Exhibit l provides a summary set 
of statements for each "situation" that retailers 
responded to in both the 1975 study and the up-dated 
study reported here. These responses were made on a 
five-point-Likert-type scale. 

Presentation of the Findings 

Table l reveals the results of both studies and the 
statistically significant differences for each situa
tion. The changes are in the direction expected and 
all but situations 10 and 13 are statistically signi
ficant at a p < .01 level. As examples of the results, 
situations 5 and 6 involving disclosure of information 
previously revealed a posture that "what the consumer 
does not know will not hurt him." Situation 5 focused 



Exhibit 

Summary Statements of Situations 
Presented to Retailers* 

Situation 1: An overeager salesman who is anxious 
for a sale exaggerates the value of a 
product and withholds important product 
information. The storeowner knows of 
his behavior, but does nothing to stop 
the practice. 

Situation 2: Trying unsuccessfully for several months 
to sell a coat marked originally $89.95, 
the retailer places a tag on the coat 
at $129.95 as the original price and 
puts a sale price of $63.95 on the coat. 

Situation 3: A person purchased a car which he sub
sequently took back to the dealer for 
reapirs on the transmission. After 
several minor adjustments over a thir
teen-month period, the dealer complete
ly overhauled the transmission at full 
price for parts and labor. The warran
ty had expired at twelve months. 

Situation 4: A woman who purchased a dress from a 
local retailer wore the dress one time 
washed it according to the manufactur-' 
ers instructions attached to the gar
ment, but found that the colors had 
faded and run, causing streaks. The 
retailer refused to refund her money 
since the dress had been worm and 
washed. 

Situation 5: A retailer ran an ad in the paper 
announcing a sale on a well-known brand 
of men's slacks. A large response re
duced the merchandise available to only 
1/4 by the second day. The retailer 
continued to run the ad the rest of the 
week. 

Situation 6: A retailer offers a well-known brand of 
china dinnerware at a substantially re
duced sale price. Customers are told 
that they can purchase any "odd" pieces 
that are in stock. However, the ad 
does not indicate that these patterns 
have been discontinued. The retailer 
will reveal this information only if 
the customer directly asks. 

Situation 7: A retail grocer who operates within a 
"ghetto" raises product prices on the 
day that welfare checks are delivered 
to the area. 

Situation 8: A retailer knows that a product he sells 
is displayed by manufacturers in such a 
way that it encourages consumers to 
over use (waste) it. The retailer con
tinues to use a manufacturer-supplied 
display which the retailer knows en
courages wasteful misuse. 

Situation 9: A local retailer's credit policy is to 
allow consumers 25 days to pay their 
accounts in full without an interest 
charge if the customers purchase pro
ducts before the lOth of the month. 
One customer ordered not-in-stock fur
niture on credit on May 9. The 
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customer received the furniture on June 
7 and promptly sent full payment to the 
retailer. The retailer sent the custom
er a bill which included interest be
cause it had not been paid by June 5. 

Situation 10: A customer brings to the store a coffee 
pot which he says was a wedding gift, 
but that he already has a good coffee 
pot and would like a refund. The store 
carries the pot, but the man has no 
sales slip since it was a gift. The 
customer_should be given the full refund 
in cash. 

Situation 11: A customer purchases a bicycle at $59.95 
which a week later is put on sale at 
$49.00. The store should give the cus
tomer a refund for the difference. 

Situation 12: A customer who purchased a foundation 
garment, returns the garment a year later 
with no sales slip. With the change in 
styles, the garment had been reduced to 
half price and the customer asks for a 
full cash refund. The retailer should 
not give the customer a full refund, but 
a refund on current selling price. 

Situation 13: A customer reports to the retailer that 
a refrigerator she bought two weeks 
earlier had spoiled her food because it 
was not cooling properly. The retailer 
should fix the refrigerator at no cost. 

Situation 14: A customer reports to the retailer that 
a refrigerator she bought two weeks 
earlier had spoiled her food because it 
was not cooling properly. The retailer 
should reimburse the customer for the 
spoiled food. 

*Summarized from Donald J. Dornoff and Clint B. 
Tankersley, "Do Retailers Practice Social Responsi
bility?" Journal of Retailing, Vol. 51, No. 4, 
1975-1976, pp. 34-37. 

on repeated advertising of sale merchandise even though 
most of the merchandise was sold and no longer avail
able. In 1975, over 75% agreed that the ad should run. 
Today, less than 18% agreed with this action. Situa
tion 6, which involved informing the customer that an 
item was being discontinued, produced 80% agreement 
that such information should be disclosed only if re
quested by the customer. Today, only 35.6% were will
ing to agree with that approach. 

In the original study, the seeming conflict between 
profit and customer satisfaction was highlighted by 
the responses to situations 13 and 14. Situation 13 
involved an action not affecting retailer profits 
since it is usually covered by a manufacturer's warran
ty. The majority of retailers agreed (88%) with the 
socially responsible action taken, and there was no 
change in the recent survey where 92% of the retailers 
also agreed with the action. However, in situation 14, 
there was no warranty coverage and 54% of the original 
study retailers disagreed with the unprofitable action 
taken. In the recent study, only 30% of the retailers 
were willing to disagree with the action taken. 

The 1975 study revealed differences between the three 
types of retailers in their responses to the situa
tions. The Discount Houses evidenced the least 



Table 1 

Retailers' Perceptions of Purchase 
Conflict Situations 

(Percentages) 

H!- Strongly 
tion Agree Agree 

No 
Opinion Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree 

Num- D&T CS D&T CS D&T CS D&T CS D&T 
ber ** *** ** *** ** *** ** *** ** 

1* 

2* 

3* 

4* 

5* 

6* 

7* 

8* 

9* 

9.0 

12.0 

26.0 

8.0 

34.0 

31.0 

23.0 

17.0 

26.0 

0.0 23.0 

1.1 40.0 

2.2 34.0 

2.2 46.0 

0.0 43.0 

5.6 49.0 

0.0 34.0 

1.1 40.0 

0.0 60.0 

3.3 

15.4 

3.3 

4.4 

17.8 

30.0 

3.3 

8.9 

6.6 

26.0 2.2 34.0 65.9 8.0 

20.0 12.1 14.0 25.3 14.0 

14.0 4.4 20.0 24.2 6.0 

13.0 8.8 20.0 34.1 13.0 

10.0 13.3 9.0 47.8 14.0 

6.0 15.6 11.0 38.9 3.0 

20.0 5.6 14.0 17.8 9.0 

17.0 23.3 17.0 48.9 9.0 

6.0 7.7 8.0 33.0 0.0 

cs 
*** 

28.6 

46.2 

65.9 

49.5 

21.1 

10.0 

73.3 

17.8 

52.7 

10 15.0 14.3 29.0 17.6 11.0 9.9 34.0 35.2 11.0 23.1 

11* 9.0 17.8 11.0 26.7 9.0 2.2 31.0 32.2 40.0 21.1 

12* 26.0 17.0 26.0 40.9 6.0 8.0 26.0 12.5 16.0 21.6 

13 51.0 50.5 37.0 41.8 9.0 2.2 3.0 4.4 0.0 

14* 17.0 16.7 20.0 32.2 9.0 21.1 45.0 25.6 9.0 

*Differences statistically significant at p < .01. 

*'~Dornoff & Tankersley Study 

***Current Study 

1.1 

4.4 

concern for social responsibility of the three. How
ever, in this study, there were no statistically signi
ficant differences in responses among the different 
categories of retailers, except for situation 14, the 
profitability problem. The Discount Houses were still 
the most willing to disagree with the unprofitable 
action (36.4%) and the least willing to agree with it. 
More than 45% of them preferred to remain neutral on 
the issue. 

Conclusions 

The encouraging results of this study reflect the emer
gence of a new consciousness among retailers of their 
social responsibilities. The uniformity of consensus 
is an optimistic sign for the business community at 
large and society in general. The new consciousness 
has been long in coming, but perhaps it will be better 
implemented for all that it has revealed during its 
painful birth about the feasible, as well as, the 
proper role of social responsibility in business enter
prises. 
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WARNINGS: THE VITIATING EFFECT OF CONTEXT 

Fred W. Morgan, Wayne State University 
William Trombetta, State of New Jersey 

Abstract aging and labeling statutes and are shown in Figure 1. 

This study indicates that the context in which a warn
ing about product dangers is presented affects disad
vantaged consumers' perceptions of potential dangers. 

Introduction 

Do warnings on a label imply the same degree of danger 
regardless of the context (e.g., location on label, 
nearness to other statements or symbols, simplicity of 
label) in which they appear? This question is impor
tant to promotion managers for two reasons. First, 
interest is growing in the design of information envi
ronments for consumers so that they can make more en
lightened or "better" decisions (Bettman, 1975; 
Scammon, 1977; Jacoby, Speller, and Kohn, 1974a, 1974b; 
Wilkie, 1974). For products for which warnings are 
required by law, warning statements and perceptions of 
dangers are important parts of the array of product
related data available to consumers. Second, products 
liability case decisions have indicated that statutorily 
adequate warnings on labels and cartons may be offset 
or nullified by promotional practices (Little, 1977; 
Love v. Wolf, 1964, 1967; Incollingo v. Ewing, 1971). 
Those warnings which are proper from a regulatory stand
point may create a misleading impression (Jacoby and 
Small, 1975), resulting in consumer injuries. 

These two reasons become even more significant when 
certain "special audiences" (Cohen, 1974), such as 
children or the elderly, are considered. Such persons 
may be more likely than others to overlook warnings 
because of the attractiveness of labels or the effects 
of promotional activities (Fields, 1978; Meyer, Donahue, 
and Henke, 1978). But these persons can be protected 
by well-conceived designs for containers, packages, and 
labels. Schneider (1975), for example, suggested con
trolling accidental childhood poisoning by designing 
packages and labels to reduce children's attraction 
toward poisonous products. 

Given the potential susceptibility of certain groups of 
consumers and the possibility of designing informative 
labels to reduce this susceptibility, an experiment was 
designed to compare "special" consumers' perceptions "of 
the dangers inherent in a toxic drain cleaner labeled 
in two ways: ( 1) as it appeared in the marketplace and 
(2) in a redesigned hypothetical manner. The impact of 
standard warning statements was also examined under the 
different labeling conditions. 

Methodology 

Products 

Two sets of container labels were compared in this 
study. The first set, a front label and two instruction 
panels, were reproduced (black ink on 8!z" x 11" white 
paper) by an artist viewing the comparable label and 
panels from a one-gallon container of Blastout, a drain 
cleaner. This product is 93% sulphuric acid by weight 
and must be handled with considerable caution. The 
Blastout label and panels were in compliance with exist
ing Michigan (state in which study was conducted) pack-

FIGURE 1 
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Redesigned label and instruction panels were developed 
to convey in a simple and straightforward manner the 
performance capabilities and inherent dangers of the 
product, now called Caustic Acid. The modified set 
contained at least seven known violations of Michigan 
packaging and labeling regulations (primarily related 
to company identification, use instructions, and anti
dotes). The redesigned label and panels are presented 
in Figure 2. 
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The two sets of labels are clearly different in terms 
of layout. The original set contains the product name, 
Blastout, surrounded by a cloud-like form. The letters 
SOS are combined to form the outline of a puppet or 
doll. Finally, the slogan about Inhibitite is encir
cled in a balloon and placed near the warning sign, the 
skull and crossbones. The combination of the cloud, 
the puppet, and the slogan could detract from the im
pact of the warning statements. 

The Caustic Acid label and panels contain no sales- or 
image-enhancing drawings or slogans. The wording is 
intentionally blunt and was determined by (second 
author), a professional linguist and expert on Black 
dialect, to be relevant for the sample subjects (see 
Table 1 ). 

Sample and Procedure 

Respondents were selected from a central city neighbor
hood in Detroit, Michigan. This geographic area is 
quite homogeneous with respect to race (95% Black), 
income level, education level, and type of occupation. 
This area was chosen because Blastout was available in 
retail hardware stores within the neighborhood to any
one who wanted to buy it (despite the "industrial use 
only" statement). Neighborhood characteristics are 
summarized in Table 1 . 

TABLE 1 

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENT SM1PLE FRAt1E 

Character1 st1c 

Race 

Age 

Inc!l'IM! 

Education 

Occupation 

Description 

95~ Black 

37% ~ 17 years 
53% 18 - 61 years 
10% ~ 62 years 

mean, median < $10.000/year 

mean, median < hi gl1 schoo 1 

primarily unskilled & 
sem1-ski1led 

A total of 100 persons were contacted at their homes 
(random selection of city block and number and location 
of dwelling units per block) to participate in the 
study. One group of 50 subjects was shown the Blas tout 
label and information panels and asked to complete a 
series of bipolar statements (see Table 2 ). The second 
group was shown the Caustic Acid label and panels and 
requested to complete the questionnaire. The two 
groups were found not to he significantly different 
with respect to any of the characteristics in Tabl e 1 . 
Respondents were not shown both products because it was 
determined during pretesting of the instrument that 
persons with these background characteristics (Tabl e 1 ) 
would not tolerate a survev of such length. This pro
cedure also eLiminated the possibility of order bias. 
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l~o pairs of trained interviewers. onP Black male and 
one Black female per pair, conducted the interviews. 
Each pair contacted 50 persons, 25 chosen to examine 
Blastout and 25 to examine Caustic Acid. Interviewers 
first answered four sample questions nbout the citv of 
Detroit to become familiar with question lormat and 
response categories. Then the interviewers handed the 
label and panels to each respondent and asked him/her 
to look over and read them. 1~en interviewers passed 
out the questionnaire. Interviewers were ill lowed tn 
read questions or materials if respondents were unable 
co read (three respondents required this nssistancc), 
but thev were not permitted to interpret questions or 
to offer opinions. 



TABLE 2 

QUESTIONNAIRE AND SIGNIFICANT RESULTS 

Response Categories 

1 2 3 4 5 
(Caustic Acid Responses) 

A.nchori ng Statement (Blastout Resoonsesl Anchori n9 Statement 

1. From reading the label, I 
think this product is safe 
for me to use 

3 14 25 
8 9 2 9 22 

(no difference) 

Fran reading the label, I 
think this product is 
dangerous for me to use 

2. The words "for professional 25 14 1 5 4 
and industrial use only" mean 15 13 1 10 11 

The words "for professi ana 1 
and industrial use onli1 mean 
that any adult could use 
the product 

that only plumbers and con- (no difference) 
tractors should use the 
product 

3. The words "for professional 1 18 26 The words "for professional 
and industrial use only" mean 13 17 4 9 7 and industrial use only" mean 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

that the product is okay for 0 • .56 (p < .001) that the product is too 
me to use dangerous for me to use 

The label, directions, and 
warnings are hard to under-
stand 

1 would feel okay using 
th 1 s product 

This product is sit fer to 
have around the home than 
other products like it 

The label, directions, and 
warning are good 

A little of this product 
could be kept safely in a 
glass jar tn the home 

The label, directions, and 
warnings about this product 
give me a 1 ot of information 
about it 

Considering what r•ve read 
about this product, I would 
be scared to buy it 

3 14 19 
12 21 4 5 8 
0 • .40 (p "" .001) 

2 10 23 
12 22 0 8 8 

0 • .38 (p"" .005) 

3 20 7 17 
8 11 2 7 22 
0 = .26 (p < .10) 

27 16 2 2 
16 11 7 5 11 
0 • .32 (p < .025) 

5 3 14 21 
13 15 2 5 15 
0 • .34 (p"" .01) 

17 14 5 9 
12 8 1 9 19 
0 • .29 (p < .05) 

26 11 3 
24 8 l 6 
(no difference) 

The label, directions, and 
warnings are easy to under
stand 

1 would not feel okay using 
this product 

This product 1s more dangerous 
to have around the home than 
other products like it 

The label, directions, and 
warning are poor 

A little of this product 
could not be kept safely in 
a glass jar in the home 

The label, directions, and 
warnings about th1 s product 
give me very little 1nfonna
t1 on about it 

Considering what I've read 
about this product, I would 
not be scared to buy 1t 

11. It would take a lot of this 3 13 27 It would take only a little 
of this product to be dangerous product to be dangerous 9 8 1 17 15 

(no d1 fference) 
12. The directions, label, and 18 12 1 8 11 The directions, label, and 

warnings are clear in telling 
what could happen to me if I 
don•t use this product in the 
right way 

warnings are not clear in 11 9 1 8 21 
telling what could happen to (no difference) 
me 1 f I don • t use this product 
in the right way 

ll. If some of this product 3 14 29 If some of this product 
touched my hand, 1t would be 13 13 5 6 13 touched my hand, ft would 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

irritated and break out a 0 "" .48 (p < .001) scald and scar it real bad 
little bit 

This product is easy to use 3 8 
8 8 

I wou 1 d not be surprised to 12 12 
find this product for sale in 15 15 1 6 
stores around where I 11ve (no difference) 

If stme of this product 15 15 
touched my skin, I would 12 19 6 5 
wash it off with water and (no difference) 
put vaseline on it 

This product is easy to ll 
store 6 

26 
24 
12 
13 

12 
7 

27 
23 

This product 1 s not easy to use 
(no difference) 

I would be surprised to find 
this product for sale in 
stores around where I live 

If some of this product 
touched my skfn, I would not 
know waht to .do because I 
would be in • lot of trouble 

This product is not easy to 
store 

D =maximum difference in proportions for compared distributions 

Questionnaire 

The 17 sets of statements in TPhlc 2 were designed to 
elicit respondents' opinions renardin~ the degree of 
danger in using the products, the meaning of a specific 
warning statement, and the overAll ',uality of the label 
and panels. Respondents were asb"cl to circle the num
bered position (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5) that corresponded 
with their feelings about each pnir of statements. The 
topical statements were selected from a pretest list of 
approximately 25 statements and were worded by (second 
author) to be meaningful to sar,nle subjects. The ques
tions ~ere pretested on a grnun of 20 persons from the 
same neighborhood as the final sample. 

Findin~s 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-snmnl~ test was utilized to 
determine for each pair of state"•ents if the distribu-
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tions of responses were similar for Blastout and Caus
tic Acid respondents. The statements for which signi
ficant differences between groups were detected are so 
denoted in Tabl e 2 . 

The most striking result is that the Caustic Acid label 
and panels always conveyed an image of safety less than 
or equal to that of Blastout. For the five statements 
(3, 5, 6, 8, 13) relating to perceived product dangers 
for which a difference between groups was found, Blast
out was rated as safer (or less dangerous) than Caustic 
Acid. Evidently the Blastout warnings were less effec
tive in pointing out the inherent product dangers. 
Perhaps the Blastout label with its more pleasant de
sign and puppet-like figure partially offset the impact 
of warning statements on the label and elsewhere. 

For the three statements (4, 7, 9) dealing with infor
mation content and quality for which the two groups 
differed significantly, Caustic Acid was rated superior 
to Blastout. Perhaps the simplicity of the Caustic 
Acid label and panels resulted in respondents being 
able to understand better the messages contained there
in. The more complicated Blastout panels with their 
technical jargon were apparently too detailed for this 
set of respondents. 

Finally, the statement (3) containing the warning "for 
professional and indus trial use only" was viewed much 
more seriously by Caustic Acid respondents. In the 
context of the simple and blunt Caustic Acid label and 
panels, this warning statement was interpreted as in
dicating the presence of a dangerous product. But 
viewed on the Blastout label and panels, this warning 
seemingly would not prevent most respondents from using 
the product. 

Conclusion 

These data suggest a potentially dangerous situation: 
a statutorily correct label could be less informative 
regarding product-related dangers than one not in com
pliance with regulations. A label meeting all appli
cable standards may not create awareness of the dangers 
associated with product use, especially if certain 
features of the label direct the consumer's attention 
away from warnings. These conclusions may be even more 
ominous when considering disadvantaged consumers who 
may be less capable of understanding warning statements 
or more easily distracted from reading them as compared 
with the majority of consumers. 

The results presented here take on added importance be
cause inadequate warnings or instructions constitute a 
product defect, the primary focus in any products li
ability action (Weinstein, Twerski, Piehler, and Dona
her, 1978). Warnings which are adequate for certain 
consumer groups (college-educated professionals) may be 
inadequate for others (unskilled workers without high 
school diplomas). Thus, managers will have to balance 
the eye appeal of a label and its role in promotional 
campaigns against its effectiveness in conveying danger 
warnings to potential buyers/users. Warnings should be 
accurate and strong, but they should not detract from 
correct product use by desired market segments. Meth
odologies, similar to that used by Shimp (1978) to 
study incomplete comparisons in advertising, must be 
developed to compare the effectiveness of different 
warning statements on different labels as viewed by 
different consumer segments. 
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BRAND PROLIFERATION: A TOOL OF THE MONOPOLIST? 

James G. Pesek, Clarion State College 
Joseph P. Grunenwald, Clarion State College 

Abstract 

This paper considers the possibility of future re
straint of trade litigation being based upon improper 
use of marketing techniques like brand proliferation, 
intensive advertising and price maintenance. The ana
lysis involves the observation of the structure, con
duct and performance of firms in potential "shared 
monopoly" situations. 

Brand Proliferation 

Most successful marketing managers utilize the techni
ques of market segmentation and product differentia
tion. These have long been touted as keys to the gen
eration and maintenance of economically substantial 
sales volumes. But, is it possible that continual 
segmentation of markets and the intensive advertising 
that is required to differentiate products lead to a 
situation where the resulting market segments are so 
small that they are no longer profitable? And, if 
this is so, are firms using these strategies to force 
competitors from a given market or to keep potential 
competitors out? Few authors spend much time consid
ering whether market segmentation and product differ
entiation techniques are used by firms to create oli
gopoly or monopoly situations. If fact, when they do, 
they are usually left confused as to whether they have 
just observed the techniques of the monopolist or the 
super marketer (Bloom, 1981). Since multibrand strat
egies involving extensive supportive advertising to 
accomplish product positioning goals have for so long 
been a part of the conventional wisdom passed along 
as models for competitive marketing, it is hard to 
imagine that they are anything else. 

Some economists, though, might argue that firms overt
ly choose to subdivide market segments through slight 
product changes and intensive advertising effort for 
the purpose of making the market less attractive to 
existing competition and at the same time creating a 
"barrier to entry" that cannot be penetrated by out
side firms. This is precisely the claim made by the 
Federal Trade Commission in its recent complaint 
against the big, ready-to-eat cereal manufacturers 
(FTC Complaint Counsel, 1976). The government 
reasoned, in this case, that the largest firms in 
the industry conspired to create an oligopoly condi
tion that was in effect a shared monopoly. It further 
claimed that the firms used continual product intro
duction and intensive advertising to create a barrier 
to entry to anyone who could not play the big-money 
cereal game. 

Before one dismisses the FTC's claim as a bureaucratic 
"witch hunt," a consideration of some recent writings 
in the economic literature is required. Schmalensee 
(1980) offers a cogent analysis of entry deterence 
through the use of market fragmentation and brand 
proliferation. This author claims that the stage is 
set for a firm to earn excess profit, while no other 
firm would attempt to enter, if three conditions are 
met. 

1. Increasing returns to scale at the brand 
level. 

2. Localized rivalry among competitive brands. 
3. Relative immobility of brand positioning. 
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In such a situation, the firm may introduce new prod
ucts with some assurance of profitability due to the 
characteristics of a market with increasing returns 
to scale. The brand is relatively immobile due to the 
costs incurred in product development and introduction 
and there is relatively little effect upon the other 
brands of the firm due to the nature of consumer per
ceptions of brands in the product space (i.e., local
ized rivalry). Once these things have been accom
plished, the firm maintains profitable sales volume 
through intensive advertising, keeping prices high. 
When a competitive threat is possible, the firm either 
increases advertising making the brand's financial 
position in the product space less attractive, or 
introduces a new brand itself that is just slightly 
different from the other brands in the product mix, 
effectively becoming its own competitor. Since the 
profit gained through the new product introduction is 
that which is lost by the other brands of the firm in 
the product space, the total profit derived by the 
firm in the market segment is preserved although the 
per unit profit of its brands is lower. Because the 
resulting product space is now more congested than 
before, it is less attractive to competing firms. 
Further, it is less attractive to outside firms con
sidering entry because it is unlikely that the neces
sary sales volume could be generated to insure profit. 

Scherer (1979) also supports the notion that a firm 
might pirate the profit of its own brand if it meant 
that a competitor would be less likely to introduce a 
brand in a profitable position in the product space or 
if it would prohibit an outside firm from entry. He 
uses welfare analysis of brand proliferation to show 
that profit cannibalization of a brand might result in 
lower producer surplus for that brand at the same time 
that total producer surplus is increased due to the 
contribution of the additional brand. From a social 
welfare perspective, this result would not be unat
tractive, except that the increase in total producer 
surplus comes at the expense of consumer surplus. 
What this means is that, in the long run, those firms 
who remain in the market as oligopolists share higher 
than normal profits while prohibiting the entry of 
other competitors. The consumer picks up the tab for 
this activity in the form of higher prices that are 
the result of increased advertising and wide margins. 

It would be difficult to deny that many successful 
marketing firms use the techniques of market segment
ation and product differentiation extensively. In 
fact, recognized authors like Kotler (1980) extol the 
marketing victories of Proctor and Gamble, and others, 
whose formula for success includes multibrand strate
gies, product flanking, brand extensions, heavy adver
tising, and competitive toughness. Kotler is joined 
by a host of others (see Mandell and Rosenberg, 1977; 
Stanton, 1981; and Enis, 1980) when he suggests that 
consumer preference mapping, segmentation based on 
consumer preferences and product differentiation de
signed to satisfy segment preferences are the keys to 
successful product mix management. 

It would seem to be a logical extension of these tech
niques to continue the segmentation of markets and the 
differentiation of products to more completely satisfy 
segments until all segments that were profitable were 



served. Obviously, few firms would be able to serve 
all segments and still fewer would be able to compete 
with the large firms who were able to best position 
their products in the preference map of the consumer. 
It becomes quickly evident that competitve rivalry in 
intensively segmented markets, if it is to exist at 
all, is realistically available only to a very few 
large firms who can afford to play the brand prolifer
ation game. 

While in the past, governmental agencies like the Fed
eral Trade Commission seemed to be content to prose
cute monopoly complaints on the basis of discrimina
tory pricing or distribution policy, it now appears 
that "over advertising" may be viewed as a corporate 
action in restraint of trade as well. (Economist have 
long argued that advertising expenditures may be per
ceived as a barrier to entry.) What portent this 
holds for the marketing manager is, as yet, unclear. 
Can product managers be forced to reduce advertising 
expenditures or to limit the number of new product 
introductions that they make? Will the future of 
restraint of trade litigation be an anlysis of 
marketing mix variables including, product design, 
pricing, distribution network and promotion activity? 

It seems likely that firms in certain situations can 
expect increasing pressure from governmental agencies 
under restraint of trade legislation. The historical 
economic concepts of industry structure, conduct, and 
performance provide the framework for the investiga
tions that are almost sure to take place(Shephard, 
1979). These three factors provide a checklist of 
industry symptoms that might indicate a monopoly 
condition. The implementation of a market frag
mentation and brand proliferation strategy will 
almost assuredly cause a set of conditions that will 
signal the arrival of a shared monopoly. 

If established sellers can successfully crowd the 
product characteristics space, the remaining demand 
for any new brand will, in all likelihood, be too 
small to permit entrants to recover the costs asso
ciated with a full scale product launching (Scherer, 
1980). Consequently, established firms will be 
secure in their positions with no threat of entry as 
long as the product characteristics space remains 
crowded and advertising and promotional expeditures 
to new brands remain prohibitively high. 

While regulatory agencies rarely publish their guide
lines for market structure, a firm can be sure that 
it will catch the attention of these groups if one or 
more of the following is present. 

1. The products and brands of the firm 
account for a significantly large 
proportion of the industry sales 
volume. 

2. The concentration ratio involving 
the largest of the firms in an 
industry becomes excessively high. 

3. Barriers to entry exist in the form 
of prohibitive costs of product 
development and introduction. 

These conditions exist in many areas of American 
industry. One could include in a list of such indus
tries detergents, beer, toothpaste, automobiles, 
personal hygiene products, and others. 
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The discovery of a potential monopoly situation will 
lead regulators to an inevitable evaluation of indus
try performance. Those industries with above normal 
profitability that is attributable to the absence of 
competing firms become prime candidates for continued 
analysis. When this occurs, intensive scrutiny of all 
forms of marketing activity will result as concerned 
agencies seek to uncover conduct on the part of firms 
within the industry that results in the situations 
described previously. 

While marketers of previous eras were able to assume 
that restraint of trade litigation would be supported 
on the grounds of price discrimination and distribu
tion policy, recent cases have indicated that promo
tional policies and prand management decision making 
may well become a part of the supportive evidence used 
by regulative bodies in their attempts to press anti
monopoly cases. This behooves the marketing manager 
to study the implications of decisions made related to 
all marketing mix variables because all marketing 
~ivity may be viewed as behavior i;-restraint of 
trade. 
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MARKETING CONFLICTS AND MNC's 

J. Irwin Peters, DePaul University 

ABSTRACT 

The marketing practices of multinational corporations 
in less developed countries (LDC's) have been 
attacked by many groups; most of these groups are 
located in the developed countries. These attacks 
are frequently warranted to some extent and have led 
to changes in the marketing policies of the corpora
tions. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the last seventy ye·ars, multinational corpora
tions (MNC' s) have been attacked in many countries 
for real or imagined misdeeds. These criticisms are 
rooted in cultural or social factors and lead to 
conflicts. 

Since the marketing concept is Western and specifi
cally American in origin, it is not surprising that 
the cudgels used to beat MNC's are probably best 
understood in the industrialized countries and are 
wielded most effectively in developing countries by 
those people trained by us. The basic beliefs in the 
LDC's are frequently akin to old Western prejudices 
against the social usefulness of trading. In our 
civilization, these prejudices were given propriety 
by Aristotle and have survived the numerous and monu
mental changes in society during the past 2500 years. 
It is, therefore, not surprising that, in societies 
which have not yet gone through many stages of 
development, the objections to some marketing 
practices are a mixture of ancient attitudes and 
modern Western ideological conflicts. 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze some of these 
conflicts and to suggest possible steps to defuse or 
avoid some of them. 

Categories of Complaints 

The numerous conflicts between MNC's and their host 
countries fall into the customary four marketing 
categories --product, price, promotion and place. 
The major accusations directed at these elements of 
marketing strategy have been assembled in Table 1 by 
Will Straver. 

This paper will concentrate on the product aspect of 
the conflicts and will aim to arrive at conclusions 
and recommendations based on three specific cases. 

Consumer Movements 

Gladwin and Walter analyzed the conflicts in which 
five major MNC's were embroiled between 1969 and 1978 
and found that these five corporations -- Dow 
Chemical Co., Gulf Oil Co., ITT, Hoffman La Roche, 
and Rio Tinto Zinc -- were involved in 650 conflicts 
during this time span. They analyzed the causes and 
locations of the conflicts; their results are shown 
in Table 2 . 

Clearly, the marketing policies of MNC's are attacked 
most strongly in the developed countries -- 66% of 
the conflicts occur in North America and 14% of the 
conflicts occur in Europe. 
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Accusations are frequently leveled at MNC's by con
sumer movements in developed countries and have formed 
the basis for political, economic, and legal actions 
against these firms. Consumer movements, as such, 
have not spread beyond the most highly developed 
countries although their actions have influenced 
government policies in developing nations. This fact 
is borne out by the Gladwin and Walter study which 
shows that in North America 22% and in Europe 21% of 
the MNC's opponents in marketing cases were "Citizen 
Lobbies" vs. 14% and 26% respectively being political 
groups. In Africa and the Middle East, none of the 
opponents were classified as "Citizen Lobbies," but 
82% and 100% respectively were Political Actors. 

The methods used by consumer groups have become quite 
sohpisticated. They seek to form broadly based coali
tions, sometimes with religious connections. Thus, in 
the U.S.A. the Interfaith Center for Corporate 
Responsibility (ICCR) was formed by the merger of 
several Protestant and Catholic consumer groups. Also, 
alliances of several disparate consumer groups are 
formed on a temporary basis, targeting specific goals, 
e.g., the interdiction of undesirable TV programs. 

In Great Britain, France, and Sweden, the consumer pro
tection groups operate under the aegis of the govern
ment (i.e., with the government's direct or indirect 
support). In Japan, they appear to be independent, but 
are still quite effective. One of their most success
ful mass actions was sponsored by Japanese housewives 
who organized a boycott of TV sets after learning that 
identical models were selling at a higher price in 
Japan than in the U.S.A. In the main, however, boy
cotts have not been very successful and are rarely 
attempted. 

In the U.S.A., consumer groups have put pressure on 
corporations by means of shareholder resolutions. 
Some of these resolutions have not been directed at 
marketing policies but have been political, like the 
ones introduced at many annual corporate meetings to 
stop investment in South Africa. The justification 
for such actions is usually claimed to be moral even 
when the effect is political. 

Publicity campaigns, particularly when supported by 
scientific data, and lobbying, are other frequently 
used methods. The campaign against "deceptive and 
dangerous advertising" on children's TV programs is an 
example of a successful campaign of this type. Clearly, 
these methods are almost completely restricted to the 
developed countries even if the ostensible subject of 
the effort is the developing world. 

MNC's and Product Controversies 

The product related controversies encountered by the 
MNC's are generally of two types: 

(a) Holding the companies responsible for changing 
cultural values, traditional ways of life, and 
spending behavior in the host countries. 

(b) Making the MNC's accountable in the host countries 
for product safety, performance, and damages 
caused directly or indirectly by their products. 



TABLE 1 

Major Accusations Leveled at Marketing Strategic Elements 

Product Policy 

Product 

Proliferation of new products 
Too many similar products 
False innovations 
Artificial differentiation 
Dangerous, defective, margina~ products 
Useless gadgets 

Package 

Polluting packaging; dangerous; useless; expensive 
Deceitful packages; avoid possibility of comparison 
Labels do not provide adequate information 
Inadequate warranties and service contracts 
Lacks precise indications of use 
Lacks description of ingredients 
Product dating 

Pricing Strategy 

Creating new products at higher prices 
Profit maximizing 
Cartels 
Psychological pricing 
"Call" prices 
Fictitious prices 
Bad price/quality relation 
Fake credit terms 
Unreasonable margins 
Absence of unit prices 
Fake price/quantity relationships 
Positioning of products by price level 
Fictitious promotions 

Communication Methods 

Manipulates consumers 
Creates needs 
Lies and deceives 
Subliminal seduction 
Contributes to inflation 
Promotes planned obsolescence 
Causes mental pollution 
Reduces free competition 
Is of bad quality and morality 

Pushes the mass-consumption society to excess 
materialism 

Gives the society false values 
Smears the image of women 
Does not provide adequate information 
Pushes psychological not performance character

istics of products 
Increases costs to oligopolistic competitors 

Distribution Developments 

High pressure selling 
Deceitful promotions 
Aggressive merchandising techniques 
New retailing methods push consumption 
Pushes high margin products 
Does not weed out bad products 
Bad after-sales service 
Little in-store service 
High value added for little effort 
"Basement" sales 
High-pressure door-to-door selling 

Source: Will Straver, "The International Consumer Movement," European Journal of Marketing 11 (No. 2, 
1977), p. 97. 

TABLE 2 

Location of Multinational Corporate Conflict: 1969-1978 
(650 Conflicts Involving Dow, Gulf, ITT, Roche and RTZ: % Rounded Off) 

North Latin Asia- Middle 
America Europe America Oceania Africa East 

1. ALL CONFLICTS 66 14 10 5 2 3 
2. ISSUE 

Terrroism 28 40 24 4 0 4 
Human Rights 81 19 0 0 0 0 
Politics 40 8 28 8 8 8 
Questionable Payments 76 3 13 8 0 0 
Marketing 61 33 2 2 2 0 
Labor Relations 79 19 0 2 0 0 
Environment 70 23 1 5 1 0 
Technology 41 36 9 14 0 0 
Economics/Finance 78 6 7 4 1 4 
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There are now literally hundreds of examples of en
counters between host countries and MNC's. Among 
these, the health related ones have caused the most 
furor. The thalidomide case, where tragic side 
effects of this drug caused deformities in babies, 
led to strengthening of FDA regulations and more care 
in drug testing abroad. 

The possible carcinogenic effect of "Tris," the most 
popular and effective flame retardant chemical, was 
determined in mutagenic screening tests in 1976. 
These data were expanded in 1977 and resulted within 
a few months in the complete cessation of manufacture 
of the chemical by its producers. However, a problem 
arose in the disposal of the garments treated with 
Tris. After the sale of these garments were prohi
bited domestically, some companies proceeded to export 
their inventory. The Consumer Product Safety 
Commission, at first, did not think it had the 
authority to stop export sales, but under pressure 
from citizen action groups and publicity, including 
a debate in a Senate Committee, it extended its 
ruling to include the sale of Tria-treated garments 
abroad. Thus this "export trade in death" was 
stopped. 

These two examples are representative of dozens which 
show the safety and liability problems with which 
MNC's must deal. 

There has been a decrease in the number of conflicts 
between MNC's and their critics. This is no doubt 
due to numerous factors, e.g., to a change in the 
political climate in the U.S.A., where the mood of the 
country is now much more conservative, to a greater 
sense of responsibility by MNC managements and 
greater adherence to the new regulations which try to 
prevent conflicts from arising. This is certainly 
true of U.S.-based MNC's, but it is also undoubtedly 
true of MNC's based in other developed countries. 

A study of the published information on some past con
flicts shows that the MNC's usually acted like typical 
bureaucracies rather than being intent on or aware of 
the mischief they were causing. The reader of the 
documents and public relations releases put out by 
the companies senses a lack of forethought and sensi
tivity to human and environmental problems. The 
methods employed by Distillers Company to settle the 
thalidomide problem is a good example. 

There is also a reluctance to change direction which 
may well be due to the inertia characteristic of 
bureaucracies. Nestles Company's slow reaction to 
the World Health Organization debates on baby formula 
demonstrates this. Employees have difficulty ad
mitting mistakes when they feel that their jobs may 
thus be endangered. "Saving face" is a popular con
cept in describing Eastern cultures. We, in the 
West, practice the same policies in somewhat 
different form. 

Multinational corporations are often criticized 
because of their potential to do damage to the local 
culture. The local culture, social system, and 
values are jarred or actually changed by products and 
methods introduced by MNC's. Among the numerous 
examples of local objection to actual or potential 
effects of new products is the fight against Coca 
Cola in many places. In India, for example, the host 
government objected to the diversion of a proportion 
of the very limited personal income to the unnecessary 
and wasteful consumption of soft drinks and to the 
paying in hard currency (dollars) for non-essential 
purchases. As reported in The Economist in 1977, 
this policy by the Indian Government led directly to 
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the closing of the Coca Cola facilities in India. The 
Indian Government was, thus, able to stop this 
particular drain of dollars from the country but not 
deter the growing consumption of soft drinks which are 
being produced in the country by local firms. 

Clearly, the question is how responsible for these 
developments are MNC's. Is it reasonable to expect a 
corporation to say: "We do not intend to enter this 
market because people should spend their money on milk 
and not be tempted to buy our soft drink?" Or should 
they say, "Our product is well received at home but if 
we sell it over there it will influence the religious 
beliefs of the younger generation and we do not want 
to do that?" In Russian-dominated European countries 
and in Russia itself, jeans and rock music are very 
popular among the young. The local governments have 
tried unsuccessfully to fight these hallmarks of the 
Western way of life. They have only succeeded in 
restricting the adoption of these items somewhat and to 
drive them underground so that jeans have ,become a 
"hot" item in the black market. 

MNC's are the frequent target of attack for being the 
vehicle for demoralizing products. Yet, as the 
Gladwin and Walter study mentioned above shows, 94% of 
the marketing conflicts in which MNC's are involved 
occur in the developed countries. This may be due to 
several factors, e.g., the developing countries do not 
have the effective means to fight the MNC's or, 
perhaps, the local people do not consider the products 
and methods introduced by the MNC's to be as destruc
tive as the action groups in this country do. 

Promotion and Product Conflict 

An example of the perplexing nature of some of these 
international marketing problems is found in the infant 
formula case. 

The Nestles Company, headquartered in Switzerland, is 
by far the largest single supplier of infant formula 
in the world with a reputed market share of more than 
67%. It was the prime target of the attack on 
suppliers of infant formula partly because of its size 
and partly because it did fight its critics alone. 
According to the World Health Organization, as 
reported in the Wall Street Journal, the argument of 
the critics was: 

(1) "Aggressive promotion tactics" by manufacturers 
threaten the health of babies in developing 
countries by leading mothers to believe that milk 
substitutes are better than breast-feeding. 

(2) "Aggressive promotion tactics" by manufacturers 
harm the health and even cause illness and deaths 
among babies in developing countries. 

(3) "The aggressive promotion of baby formula is lead
ing to a decrease in breast-feeding in the 
developing countries." 

The answers provided by the Nestles Company to these 
allegations in various publications, and particularly 
in testimony in Washington by Jackson, is that (1) 
their marketers constantly stress that breast-feeding 
is best but when the mother's milk is inadequate-
as frequently happens in poor countries -- the baby 
formula is an excellent supplement or replacement. 
(2) The argument that the impure water which is added 
to the formula causes deaths is unjust as this water 
is also added to other baby foods; so why single out 
the infant formula? Furthermore, if the local water 
is impure, inhabitants should be helped by their 
governments to get cleaner water and be educated in 
hygiene. (3) There is no evidence that the Nestles' 



promotion program has been responsible for the decline 
in breast-feeding in the Third World. The trend is 
evident also in the Communist World where Nestles does 
not market. This decline is believed to be due to 
the countries' social factors such as urbanization and 
entry of women into the workforce. 

Nestles stopped the aggressive promotion of baby 
formula in 1976; yet in May 1981 the World Health 
Organization adopted a code designed to stop the 
excesses which they claimed Nestles had committed, by 
then, a useless exercise. Clearly, this was an emo
tional reaction by some Westerners exhibiting a 
romantic notion of what village life should be in the 
Third World. And this WHO interdiction was aided by 
Communist countries and others, who saw some 
advantage in it. It is clear, however, that the 
arguments by Nestles cannot be accepted at face value; 
water is used in food for babies when they are some
what older and more resistant; the parents' 
reconstituted formula may not follow the company's 
instructions, etc. 

Conclusions 

This analysis of some factors in the marketing con
flicts involving MNC's leads to the following conclu
sions and recommendations: 

(1) Nearly all marketing conflicts take place in the 
home country of the MNC, which is usually a 
developed country, or in another developed 
country, even if the issue involves the MNC's 
policy in developing countries. 

(2) The various action groups in the developed 
countries have achieved success in changing the 
policies of corporations either through public 
pressure or through legislative actions. 

(3) The corporations which complain that their 
opponents are politically motivated may be right, 
but they miss the point. The corporations must 
respond by intelligent, but not automatic, reac
tions and be sensitive to the changing 
circumstances regardless of their own perception 
of reality. 

(4) Managements must be fully aware of their tendency 
to judge according to their own standards and 
should imbue their organization with the sense to 
react quickly and sensitively rather than 
defensively and reluctantly. 

Ultimately, marketing principles applicable in the 
developed countries must be modified when applied in 
the LDC' s. 
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NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE CONSUMER MOVEMENT: THE ELECTORAL PROCESS 

Ganesan Visvabharathy, University of Minnesota 

Abstract 

Arguing that the consumer movement has paid relatively 
little attention to an important area in our lives, 
viz. the electoral process, the author points out areas 
of dissatisfaction of the electorate and possible ap
proaches to lessen such dissatisfaction. 

The elections are over and a new administration has 
been in power since January 20, 1981. But, the areas 
of dissatisfaction of the electorate will probably con
tinue and become more vocal closer to 1984. It is the 
intent of this paper to focus on some of those areas 
and direct the attention of consumer activists and aca
demic researchers onto such areas. 

Despite the popularity of the consumer movement in 
several areas such as product liability, truth-in 
lending, unit pricing, open dating or nutritional label
ing, a very vital area that concerns every one of us as 
citizens, has received relatively little attention. 
This is the area of the electoral process. During the 
most recent campaign, several areas of consumerl dissat

isfaction came to light. The first involves the Selec
tion of Candidates of the two parties for the Office of 
the President. Widespread dissatisfaction was expressed 
by the electorate as revealed by the polls on the 
choices of both the Republican and Democratic Parties. 
Currently, there does not seem to be an organized set-up 
in either party to screen the candidates and select a 
few for the primaries. Consequently, almost anyone with 
drive and ambition, but with or without a proven record 
of administration, inadequate knowledge in foreign and 
military affairs, can contest in the primaries. This 
process results in the most popular, not necessarily the 
most competent candidates, contesting in the primaries. 
The sad part of this process is the fact that many ex
tremely talented persons working for business and indus
try never even get considered for the post. Of course, 

there is nothing that prevents them from contesting. 
But, to be nominated by a third person or a party is 
very different from self-nomination. The parties can 
take a leaf out of the pages of the selection process 
of the Deans of Colleges in many universities. Typi
cally, the Dean's search process involves inviting nomi
nations from schools across the nation and sometimes 
from industry. The Dean's Search Committee (most of 
whose members are members of the faculty of the specific 
school for which the Dean is to be appointed) evaluates 
the nominations, and selects a few (usually less than 
five) for interviewing and a presentation before the 
faculty. Out of this pool of five or so candidates, one 
or two names are recommended to the President, who then 

chooses the person he thinks is best and appoints him/ 
her. The merit of the above procedure lies in the fact 
that the faculty spends a considerable amount of time 
and effort in choosing its leader. Such time and 
effort, if devoted by the political parties in screening 
and choosing candidates, would be a small price to pay, 
considering the fact that the destiny of our nation may 
be at stake in a Presidential election. This process of 

1All citizens can be considered as consumers of politi
cal processes. The parties offer us the 'product' of 
the 'candidate(s)' and the electorate are the users of 
these products. 

screening at the party level may not eliminate the 
possibility of a party member from contesting against 
the Official Party Candidate. B~t, the chances of 
such a candidate winning the primaries "or the election 
are minimal. 

A second area of dissatisfaction involves the percentage 
of the electorate participating in the election process. 
Close to one half of the eligible voters did not vote in 
the 1980 election. Can any President be legitimately 
considered as a leader of a nation when one half of its 
electorate do not exercise their rights of franchise? 
Large scale voter abstention is not new to 1980. Con
ceivably, the nonvoters could have led President Johnson 
to believe that the people approved of his Vietnam poli
cies in greater measure than actually was the case; 
Nixon to assume virtually unlimited power due to his 
landslide victory. What is the solution? One option 
to consider would be the Australian type "Mandatory 
Voting Law" by which every citizen is required to vote. 
A second option would be to consider providing some form 
of tax incentives for those who care to vote. 

A third area of dissatisfaction has been the way the 
networks announced the projected winners. While polling 
was still brisk in California, one national network 
announced the projected winner. This announcement made 
several citizens, particularly in the West, feel that 
their votes were worthless. Several people who would 
have otherwise gone to the polls stayed back since the 
projected winner was already announced. Should networks 
be prohibited from announcing the projected winners un

til the polling is closed all over the nation? Of 
course, networks may argue that all projections could 
turn out to be incorrect and hence the public need not 
feel that their vote would always be worthless, but this 
argument is self-defeating since no network would strive 
to make a wrong projection and, if anything, networks 
are constantly trying to improve their projection 
accuracy. 

A related fourth issue has been the fact of the Presi
dent himself conceding early in the game when polling 
booths were still open in parts of the country. In 
such a situation which keeps would-have been voters from 
turning up at the polls, not only does the President 
lose some votes, but also some members of Congress who 
may have otherwise won. The issue is: should the Pres
ident concede only after polls are closed everywhere in 
the nation and returns from a substantial majority of 
the precincts across the nation are in? 

There is another, more fundamental area of concern 
based not just on the present election, but on several 
past ones and several past years of administration. 
Any President these days has to face a powerful but 
fragmented Congress. Consequently, unlike in a parli
mentary system where a Prime Minister can form his own 
government and can be guaranteed that his program will 
be carried out, the President cannot form "his own 
government" that will carry out his overall program. 
The result of this is a tedious and inefficient stale
mate, particularly in times when one house of Congress 
is in the hands of one party and the other in the hands 
of another like in 1980. Eminent lawyers like Lloyd 
Culter have, based on the above argument, called for a 
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switch to a parlimentary system. The issue here is, 
although a radical switch to the parlimentary system may 
not be possible, should some changes be introduced that 
will help the President govern bet~er? One change could 
be the conferral of the power of ~issolution of the 
Congress (and call for fresh elections) on the Presi
dent, if he finds the Congress seriously deadlocked and 
unmanageable. 

Of these issues, the first four are relatively easier 
to solve than the last one. The intent of this paper 
has been to focus the attention of consumer activists 
and academic researchers in the Consumer Behavior area 
who have long been paying inadequate attention to one 
of the most vital areas of concern to all of us as 
citizens. Although there are no easy solutions to the 
above problems, citizen awareness of the problems and 
possible alternative approaches to solutions is likely 
to result in changes leading in the long run, to better 
governing of ourselves. 

Further research is needed to determine the parties' and 
general public's reactions to these issues and their 
possible solutions. 
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ON A NEW RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING: ON 
DOING FOR MARKETING WHAT IT CANNOT DO FOR ITSELF 

Richard P. Carr, Jr., University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Michael C. Gallagher, University of Arkansas at Little Rock 

Abstract 

Physical distribution systems might become the major, 
differential advantage over the remaining marketing 
variables in obtaining profitable, incremental, and 
long-term sales volume. Specifically, the case study 
presented in this paper suggests that the market tends 
to recognize distribution costs and the need for the 
vendor to protect itself with long-term contracts, and 
at significantly higher volumes and in the higher mar
gin products. 

Background 

The idea that customer service levels affect sales vol
ume is not new (Stephenson and Willett, 1968; Perreault 
and Russ, 1974; Perreault and Russ, 1976). Yet much of 
the concern for sales volume has been to avoid losing 
the immediate sales orders because of stock outs, as 
well as to avoid the loss of some part of the existing 
customer base to competitors, over the long run (Herron, 
1979; Cavinato and Perreault, 1976). Harketing texts 
(Kotler, 1980; Pride and Ferrell, 1980) are probably the 
most sensitive to the possibility of actually attracting 
additional sales through customer service. 

The case study presented in this paper, however, goes 
beyond merely attracting additional sales volumes. It 
suggests the possibilities for a long term contract for 
a definite increase in sales volume in return for a 
change in physical distribution that is of interest to 
the customer. Such contracts allow the firm to effec
tively preempt the competition and on a relatively 
long-term basis as compared with other marketing activ
ities discussed later. To the extent that this ability 
can become an enduring differential advantage, distri
bution might become "more equal" among the equals of 
the marketing mix, thus changing its relationship with 
marketing, in general. 

Several clarifying points need to be made at this junc
ture. First, since the distribution costs of the con
tracted change are usually known in advance (or can be 
estimated, within a reasonable range), the profit con
tribution of the change can also be determined. We pre
fer, however, to emphasize the revenue (sales) gener
ating potential suggested by the study to avoid con
fusion with "profits" that are derived mainly from 
cost savings in the distribution system itself, while 
delivering a given level of customer service (Herron, 
1979; Geoffrion, 1976; Ballou, 1978). In contrast, in 
the case study presented later, the physical distribu
tion costs actually increase, but are more than offset 
through far greater revenue which is contracted for and 
thus determined in advance. 

Second, the notion of long-term contracts in sales is 
certainly not new. Financing and channel relationships 
are frequently contractual in nature and are typically 
long term. Our point here is that the more familiar 
marketing activities for stimulating demand which are 
associated with the three "P's" of price, product, and 
promotion (e.g., discount pricing, promotional cam
paigns, product improvement, etc.) typically do not 
lead to contracts, much less long term contracts:-fn 
general, it is merely hoped that these other activities 

will lead to increased sales. That is, they are offered 
by the firm, but the customer has no reciprocal obli-
gation to buy, as in a contract. (Hereafter, such __ _ 
forms of demand stimulation from these three "P's" will 
be referred to only as "the other marketing variables" 
or "the other marketing activities.") 

Third, it is envisioned that the specific changes in 
the physical distribution system to be proposed to the 
customers will be determined on a customer-by-customer 
basis rather than by a single, system-wide change (e.g, 
decreasing order cycle time from three to two days). 
Such system-wide changes ignore the obvious fact that 
all clients would nor be favorably influenced by any 
single change (Perreault and Russ, 1974). 

Fourth, this paper is based on a single case study which 
cannot be fully presented because of proprietary con
siderations. Consequently, the value of the paper lies 
more in whatever conceptual implications are suggested, 
rather than as a prescription for widespread practice. 

An Example of a New Relationship 

American Hospital Supply Corporation's American Dietary 
Products Division (hereinafter referred to as the "Die
tary Products Division") provides an example that il
lustrates a possible new relationship between physical 
distribution and marketing. The marketing implications 
are discussed later. 

The Dietary Products Division was formed in 1970 to 
aggressively market to hospital's food and food service 
budget. The Division's product line contains approxi
mately 11,000 to 12,000 items ranging from specially 
prepared meals to completely equipped kitchens to archi
tectural design services for new hospital kitchens. 
This example pertains to the distribution of prepared 
(i.e., frozen) meals, although the concept can be gen
eralized to'other commodities. 

Generally speaking, the meals are prepared for patients 
who require an exacting type of diet (e.g., low sodium, 
low fat, etc.). The Dietary Products Division can offer 
prepared meals reflecting more rigorous controls than 
are consistently attainable in most hospitals. These 
meals are then individually packaged, frozen, and 
shipped to hospitals. Private carriage is used for 
larger shipments with small ones moving by common car
rier. Because the quantity shipped was relatively small, 
delivery through for-hire carriage became unreliable 
and was limiting further sales, especially to the 
smaller, outlying hospitals that usually ordered in the 
smaller quantities. 
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Dietary Products then developed and pilot tested the 
following distribution program for a west Texas hospital 
of 350-400 beds. This study focuses on this example, 
although the program is now available to all accounts. 

Referred to as the "Frozen Food Purchase Agreement," it 
operates as follows: if the hospital will contractually 
obligate itself to increase its annual purchases (in 
this case, to $75,000 from its previous volume of 



$20,000) for two years, then Dietary Products will pro
vide a walk-in freezer unit at the hospital's site. The 
purchases have to result in an incremental increase and 
in frozen foods rather than a reprogramming of existing 
purchases or an increase in purchases in other product 
areas. The freezer, which costs approximately $5,000, 
becomes the property of the hospital at the end of the 
contract. The hospital, however, pays for the electri
cal hookup, preparation of site, overall installation, 
maintenance, and utility expenses. Default provisions 
prevail if the hospital does not buy the contracted 
amount or desires to terminate the Agreement after the 
first year. Under these provisions, the hospital agrees 
to buy the freezer, at successively lower prices over 
the term of the Agreement. Concerning the prices of the 
meals, they are listed in an appendix to the Agreement, 
with future price increases being preceded by 30 days 
written notice. 

Since the inception of the Agreement, in mid 1979, some 
three more have been completed in the Southwest Region 
and another eight, nationally. Of the first two, which 
both contracted for $75,000 sales, both have actually 
ordered more than $100,000, indicating that the hospi
tals perceive the relationship as beneficial. 

Marketing Implications 

Several benefits accrue to marketing from the use of 
such contracts--benefits that might not be obtained 
through the remaining marketing variables. These bene
fits suggest the possibilities of a new relationship 
between marketing and physical distribution. 

First, the most obvious result is the quantum increase 
in sales volume and in a relatively high-margin product 
line. The increase from $20,000 to $75,000 is a 275 
percent increase ($75,000 -$20,000 = $55,000 increase~ 
$20,000 base= 275 percent). At $100,000 the increase 
is 400 percent. Needless to say, the costs of imple
menting the Agreement (e.g., the cost of the freezer) 
need to be subtracted to determine the net contribution. 
On the other hand, there is the possibility of some 
savings in reduced freight costs (generally paid by the 
hospital, however, from consolidations that are now 
possible. Most of the shipments before the Agreement 
fell in the "minimum charge" category. For Dietary Pro
ducts, there are reduced overhead costs such as savings 
in the sales representative's time on the product line. 
Whether or not the additional costs can be completely 
offset through savings, it is relatively certain that 
there will be a significant increase in total gross 
margin because the 275-to-400 percent increase is 
limited to high-margin products. In terms of increasing 
gross margin at reduced risk, this situation surely 
compares favorably with a better known marketing alter
native of attempting to improve gross margins through, 
say, new product introductions, which have a notori
ously high failure rate (Booz, Allen, and Hamilton, 
Inc., 1960). 

Second, marketing through distribution contracts in
volves a guaranteed or necessary increase in sales, as 
previously mentioned. In contrast, the best that can 
be hoped for at the account level using the familiar 
marketing tactics is that the sales representative will 
establish a personal, long term, trus·t-bond relation
ship with one or more of the key buying executives. Yet 
executives come and go, sometimes being replaced by 
personnel who are committed to competitive products. A 
contractual relationship, however, endures in spite of 
personnel changes. (The value of this greater certainty 
is actually quantified in business valuations, wherein 
higher price/earnings multiples are accorded firms 
that have less fluctuation in their earnings, i.e., are 
more certain.) Moreover, such distribution programs can 
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elicit contractual guarantees because the client recog
nizes that the sales representative would have little 
chance in obtaining authorization for any change that 
involved a sizable expense (or even an adverse move
ment in a closely watched statistic such as stock turn
over), without a compensating increase in sales or 
other form of remuneration. Thus the magnitude and 
long-term nature of physical distribution expenses, be
come an advantage. They are the very reasons for re
questing the protection of a contract, (b~t one that is 
on mutually favorable terms). Moreover, these expenses, 
especially fuel costs and inventory holding costs, are 
unusually visible and topical because they are cur
rently high by historical standards. They assume an 
even greater saliency if competitive firms were to cut 
back their distribution programs. 

Third, the contractual relationship preempts the com
petition as no other marketing activity can. Simply 
stated, the potential market for competitors is ef
fectively reduced by the amount of the contract. More
over, even if a competitor were to become aware of the 
Agreement before it were executed, it might not be able 
to make an equivalent or similar proposal. Because 
physical distribution affects so many functional areas, 
each would have to be contacted and its concurrence ob
tained (probably after a lengthy study of the financial 
implications, precedent setting value, etc. in each 
area.) Given these difficulties, the competitive rep
resentative and/or his sales manager might not even 
make the attempt to respond in kind. Thus the account 
would be lost almost by default. This reaction is 
quite different from that of matching a price reduction 
or countering with another promotional campaign or in
troducing a similar product. These latter responses are 
more familiar, simpler, usually well rehearsed, and re
latively swift when compared to an in-kind distribution 
response. Even if the competitor were to decide ulti
mately to make an in-kind distribution response, the 
Agreement would probably have already been executed, 
whereby the remaining volume in the account might not 
be large enough to justify the effort. It is this pre
emptive or '1first-strike" capability (coupled with the 
anticipation of a competitive response that might be 
delayed and relatively ineffectual,) that marketing 
may find most intriguing about these distribution pro
grams. It may become the differential advantage or the 
dominant vehicle for securing high levels of profitable 
business in a hotly competitive marketplace. As such, 
it might become the means for obtaining the high market 
shares that tend to correlate with the higher ROI ob
served in the PIMS literature (Anderson and Paine, 
1978; Buzzell, Gale, and Sultan, 1975). 

Fourth, the expensive selling effort can be repro
grammed to other accounts or committed to deeper pene
tration of that account with respect to other product 
lines. In either case, there is the potential for im
proving the productivity of the sales force. 

Fifth, sales representatives who can market their pro
ducts through such distribution arrangements (vis-a'
vis the more common approaches, exclusively), may tend 
to be viewed as more of a consultant in the eyes of the 
client. Moreover, because a significant dollar volume 
and a long-term contract is involved, the client's top 
management migh~ become involved. This could also be 
viewed as an opportunity for the client's purchasing 
personnel to receive some recognition for their role, 
which would do the selling relationship no great harm. 

Sixth, the Agreement represents good marketing practice 
in general, because it responds to a particular dis
tribution need of the client. As such, the physical 
distribution needs would be assessed on an account-by
account basis by the sales representative, assisted by 



his traffic or distribution manager. The appropriate 
"distribution mix" would be developed, its profita
bility estimated, and, jf it met profitability stand
ards, presented to the client. The inherent respon
siveness of the account-by-account appr0ach also 
remedies the previously mentioned failing of institut
ing a system-wide distribution change for all accounts. 
In fact, the system-wide approach is reminiscent of 
the "production orientation" period in the development 
of marketing thought, in which the producing firms de
cided on the product, price, promotion, (and distri
bution) that they preferred to offer the market(s). 
However, as competition began to emerge, the firms that 
were to operate profitably and thus survive, imple
mented the marketing concept, developing options or 
mixes in products, pricing, and promotion in an effort 
to better respond to the different needs of the clients. 
As such, the Frozen Foods Purchasing Agreement can be 
viewed as an illustration of the marketing concept be
ing extended to physical distribution through the 
development of distribution mixes that better meet the 
needs of the various clients than did a single, system
wide distribution approach. 
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DIS-INTEGRATION AND RE-INTEGRATION STRATEGIES: ALTERNATIVES TO VERTICAL INTEGRATION 

M. Wayne DeLozier, University of South Carolina 
John A. Pearce II, University of South Carolina 

Abstract 

Much has been written about the advantages of vertical 
marketing systems. However, very little has been 
written about why VMS companies might decide to "dis
integrate" or "re-integrate" their corporate structures. 
This paper explores reasons why a company might wish to 
utilize the latter two strategies. 

A vertically integrated organization may 
experience many disadvantages from such 
an arrangement ... It is not the "open 
sesame" to assured profits and continuous 
prosperity (Cole, 1952, p. 30). 

In the 1970s, vertically organized marketing systems 
became the most prevalent distribution mechanism in the 
U.S. economy. By extending their marketing channels an 
additional stage toward either the basic material or re
tail activity, many companies achieved a strengthened 
negotiating position, eliminated duplication of ser
vices, and reduced per unit expenses. Yet, in some in
stances, cost increases and diseconomies of scale 
dissipated the advantages of vertical integration. 

In a dynamic economy, with every firm's marketing en
vironment subject to substantial and sudden alteration, 
it is essential that the extended organization periodi
cally re-evaluate its marketing strategy to determine 
the advisability of continuing the status quo. A sys
tematic annual review of marketing activities can help 
to determine the opportunities which exist for con
tinued vertical extension. Additionally, an assessment 
may disclose any largely disjoint or marginal activities 
which, if divested, could impact favorably upon the 
firm's profit picture. 

Vertical Marketing Systems 

In the evolution of marketing channels, vertical mar
keting systems become a necessity for many companies 
that had reached their full potential in their primary 
activity. As such, these companies felt the need to 
acquire additional stages in the product-market chain 
to maintain or improve profitable performance. 

Vertical integration strategy may be an extension of 
firms' activities "backward" to a supply or "forward" 
to distribution. This extension development basically 
appears in three forms: 

1. Corporate vertical marketing systems (VMS) 
where a firm owns and controls more than 
one stage of the marketing channel, such 
as production, wholesale, and retail oper
ations; 

2. Administered VMS, where a single company 
exercises significant economic and "poli
tical" clout over other channel members; and 

3. Contractual VMS which are independent firms 
at different levels in a channel which inte
grate their activities on a contractual basis. 
Afranchise is an example. 
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The Case for VMS 

There are several benefits to firms which vertically 
integrate, most of which abound in the literature. For 
example, in the case of "backward" integration, the firm 
has access to a predictable source of supplies and has 
control over product quality. Through "forward" inte
gration, the firm insures distribution outlets to the 
market and has some measure of control over the consis
tency of its product offering. These are major benefits 
derived by the oil companies, fast-food franchisors, 
iron-steel companies, the automobile companies, etc. 
With the kinds of advantages a VMS has, are there any 
reasons to either "dis-integrate" or "re-integrate"? 
If so, what are the conditions for a change in strategy? 
In the following sections we describe several that 
management should review on an annual (or continuing 
basis) to determine possible disintegration or reinte
gration needs. 

Dis-Integration Strategy 

A dis-integration strategy is one in which a vertically 
integrated company disengages from its relationships 
with one or more companies in the VMS. It therefore 
represents a shrinking of the firm's activities. 

Circumstances which might suggest the need for a rever
sal from continued vertical integration to dis-integra
tion are briefly described: 

1. When a VMS is perceived by consumers, con
sumer groups and/or the government or its 
agencies as a company having antisocial 
properties, then the VMS company must either 
attempt to change those perceptions, consider 
dis-integration, or await government action to 
dismantle the structure. This condition alone 
may not warrant an immediate decision to dis
integrate. However, this condition coupled 
with others described here may strongly 
suggest the change in strategy. 

2. In a situation where a VMS company sees 
current or pending instability within foreign 
countries (governments), management may serious
ly want to consider dis-integration when, for 
example, their suppliers exist within those 
countries. This condition is particularly 
critical when the firm's sole suppliers are 
in potentially turbulent and unstable countries. 

3. In another situation, companies must attempt 
to objectively view management's egos. In 
some cases top management continue to inte
grate beyond a point where it is economically 
efficient to do so. Their egos are expanded 
with the company. This is particularly true 
for small firms who typically do not have the 
resources and management skills to handle fur
ther extension. Large firms may "get away 
with it" but still operate less profitably at 
the "over-extended" level. 

4. When a VMS company finds that its fixed costs 
relative to its total costs are increasing, 



the company should consider a disintegration 
strategy because of higher risks. The company 
may have either, through its integration acti
vities, acquired a higher fixed costs to total 
costs ratio or changes may have occurred ~hich 
placed the company in that situation. Either 
way, the higher risk may imply divestment of 
one or more activities in the VMS. 

5. Where market conditions change and inter
mediaries begin to operate at lower levels of 
transaction costs, a VMS company might realize 
economies by disengaging from similar operations 
within its own system. With a purer form of 
competition in the intermediary markets, lower 
prices can be realized by "independents", 
whereas the VMS intermediaries are likely to 
be burdened by bureaucratic costs of the system. 
Therefore, a disintegration strategy may prove 
more profitable. 

6. Sometimes VMS companies become lethargic and 
lack the innovative thinking that made them 
successful. Either the company must attempt 
to revitalize that innovative spirit or go 
back to what made them successful in the first 
place. Therefore, disintegration is an option. 

7. A VMS company that faces labor problems or 
powerful labor unions may wish to disengage 
from that element of the company. Higher than 
"normal" wages, potentially, frequent strikes, 
and "unreasonable" demands, holdups, etc. may 
suggest divestiture of that part of the VMS. 

8. A corporate VMS which faces rapidly expanding 
sales may find that it does not have the 
managerial and financial resources to adminis
ter to all channel levels. Thus, the rapidly 
expanding VMS may have to employ independent 
intermediaries rather than expanding its own. 

9. Where the "captain" of the administered VMS is 
a manufacturer, discounts and promotions to 
wholesalers and retailers is the firm's primary 
set of promotional tools. If costs of these 
tools, however, begin to rise rapidly and if 
prices to consumers are highly elastic, then 
these costs may be unaffordable to the manufac
turer. Therefore, the manufacturer may decide 
to disintegrate. 

The conditions described above are some of the concerns 
that VMS firms should evaluate on a periodic basis to 
determine whether continued use of a VMS strategy is in 
their best interests or whether a disintegration stra
tegy might be a more profitable alternative. In most 
cases more than one of these conditions should exist 
before a change in strategy becomes imperative. 

The Re-integration Strategy 

If the marketing system requires a scale of activity 
different from the existing form, yet indicates no need 
for dis-integration, then another strategic alternative 
is re-integration. A re-integration strategy is one in 
which the firm changes from one kind of VMS to another 
kind of VMS (such as administered VMS to corporate VMS). 
Some of the same conditions mentioned above for con
sideration of a dis-integration strategy apply to the 
consideration of re-integration strategy. That is, 
these considerations are not mutually exclusive in 
deciding whether to change from a VMS to either dis-in
tegration or re-integration. 
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Additonal situations which may contribute to management's 
thinking about switching from one form of VMS to another 
(i.e., re-integration) are briefly described below: 

1. A franchising (contractual) firm may be con
cerned that its franchisees are not performing 
as the firm would like and, therefore, change 
from the franchise version of the VMS to the 
corporate version to gain more control and 
uniformity of operations. In the franchise 
situation, these variations are very often 
difficult to change since member firms possess 
considerable autonomy. 

2. A franchising firm may face difficulty in 
raising capital for expansion and modernization 
when compare~ with units in a corporate system 
which often has easier access to the capital 
market. Therefore, it might be advantageous 
to consider the change to a corporate VMS to 
gain more financial, administrative, and mar
keting control. 

3. A firm in the administered system might wish 
to gain more control over other activities. 
For example, a department store chain might 
decide to buy its suppliers instead of using 
them on an "outside" basis and thereby reduce 
uncertainty and costs related to the supply
production-marketing relationship. This 
example illustrates a re-integration strategy 
from administered VMS to corporate VMS. 

Although the number of situations presented for a 
dis-integration strategy "outnumber" the ones described 
for re-integration, many of the same criteria apply to 
both. Therefore, the reader should examine each cri
terion as a possible reason for considering a change 
from the presently held integration strategy. The 
reasons may not be overwhelming, nor compelling, but 
should be analyzed in terms of whether the firm should 
continue its present course of action. 

Conclusions 

It is interesting to note that the same criteria 
basically apply to a decision of whether to remain in 
the same integrated system, change to a dis-integrated 
system, or change to a re-integrated system. These 
reasons for continuance or change are (1) economic, 
(2) communications changes, (3) competitive changes, 
(4) technological and innovative changes, (5) social 
shifts, (6) legal changes, and (7) control/administra
tive reasons. 

Thus, a firm must examine the reasons they had for ver
tically integrating to understand why they might need 
to vertically dis-integrate or re-integrate. Through 
such an analysis on a periodic basis, a company can 
discern the best course of action given the changing 
environment. 
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DEREGULATED MOTOR CARRIER INDUSTRY -- MARKETING IMPLICATIONS 

William A. Dempsey, Temple University 
Richard Lancioni, Temple University 

Abstract 

The passage of the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 represents 
a major change in the transportation regulatory 
environment. The 1980 Act is often called a deregula
tion law. Some experts point out that it really 
involves regulatory reform or reregulation since its 
enactment did not free motor carriers from economic 
regulation. Without question, the 1980 Act has promot
ed greater reliance on market forces. Therefore, the 
marketing of motor carrier services has had to change. 

The purpose of this article is to cover important 
changes in the marketing of motor carrier services 
stemming from the 1980 Act. Results of a small survey 
of motor carrier executives will be presented in con
junction with some generally published observations on 
the trucking industry. 

Changes in the Law 

A wide range of modifications were included in the 
Motor Carrier Act of 1980. The most important revi
sions are briefly summarized in this section. (see 
Lieb, 1981; Fair and Williams, 1981) 

Statement of National Transportation Policy 

A paragraph was added to the Statement of National 
Transportation Policy. The paragraph represents a new 
regulatory philosophy that places greater dependence on 
competition to assure more efficient use of resources 
in meeting the needs of shippers, receivers and 
consumers. 

Entry Controls 

The Motor Carrier Act of 1980 reduced the difficulties 
connected with a carrier's entering or extending its 
service in interstate commerce. Applicants for a 
common carrier certificate must still be fit, willing, 
and able to serve. However, applicants no longer have 
to prove that the proposed service is responsive to 
public demand and need. Opponents of a proposed new 
service now must shoulder the burden of proof against 
the prospective entrant. Furthermore, a number of sit
uations are outlined in the 1980 Law in which being fit 
willing, and able is the only entry requirement. 

Reduced Operating Restrictions 

Under the 1980 Statute, the ICC was directed to: 
remove all gateway restrictions and circuitous route 
limitations; reasonably broaden categories of commod
ities a carrier could transport; authorize service to 
intermediate points on a carrier's routes; sanction 
round trip authority where only one-way authority 
existed; do away with unreasonable territorial limita
tions; eliminate restrictions that waste fuel, produce 
inefficiency or are contrary to the public interest. 

Contract carrier restrictions have been modified. 
Entry is now less difficult. Contract carriers are no 
longer limited to: serving eight or less shippers 
(rule of eight), or any area, or any industry. Joint 
ownership or control of common and contract carrier 
service in the same territory is now easier to obtain. 
Also carriers that have dual authority are now allowed 
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to transport both common and contract traffic in the 
same vehicle at the same time. 

Intercorporate for-hire operations by private carriers 
has been authorized when the corporate parent directly 
or indirectly owns 100 percent of the subsidiaries 
involved. Notice of such operations must be filed with 
the ICC. 

Rate Making 

Motor carriers and freight forwarders are now accorded 
a zone of rate making freedom (zone of reasonableness). 
A rate may be increased or decreased from the previous 
year's rate as much as 10 percent without ICC approval 
The commission is permitted to allow an additional 5 
percent rate increase if sufficient competition exists. 
Beginning in mid-1982 the ICC can allow a 5 percent 
increase to cover inflation and later increases are to 
be based on the Labor Department's producer's price 
index. 

The ICC is required to authorize rate levels that are 
sufficient to permit well managed carriers to earn a 
fair return on investment. The commission retains the 
power to suspend a proposed rate on the basis that it 
is discriminatory or predatory. 

Rate Bureaus 

Rate bureaus have been curbed. In general, a group of 
carriers can no longer use the protective confines of 
the rate bureau to stop a carrier from changing its 
rates. Rules and rate proposals must be processed 
within 120 days. Members of a rate bureau are still 
allowed to discuss and vote on general rate changes, 
changes in commodity classifications and class rate 
structures. The Motor Carrier Act provides for the 
ending of collective rate making in bureaus after Janu
ary 1, 1984 or sooner if the ICC chooses. 

Other Provisions 

A large number of other provisions are contained in the 
1980 Statute that will not be covered in this article. 

Developments in the Motor Carrier Marketplace 

At the time of this article, more than a year had 
passed. A number of developments have emerged in the 
motor carrier marketplace. New marketing strategies 
and tactics have been employed by carriers. 

Meanwhile, shippers have faced new opportunities and 
challenges. From a broader perspective, economic fea
tures of the motor carrier industry have altered. Va
rious changes in these three related areas are dis
cussed in this section. 

Some opinions of motor carrier executives taken from a 
small survey will be presented. 

Study 

In the fall of 1980, 108 questionnaires were sent to 
common motor carrier executives throughout the U.S. 
The survey targets were chosen so that a balanced mix 
of various size firms and regions were included. After 



one mailing, twenty usable responses were returned. 
Resource and time limitations precluded a larger or 
more extensive data collection effort. 

Characteristics of the respondents include the follow
ing: 

- half or more of them had operating authority in the 
mid-Atlantic and east-north-central ("midwest") 
states 

- average number of terminals in their systems was 25 

- average number of employees was 1160 

- sales volume ranges - 9 with less than $25 million, 
6 between $25-$50 million, 1 between $51-$100 mil
lion, and 4 between $101-$500 million (note the top 
ten carriers in the U.S. had revenues above $241 
million and the top five had revenues above $586 
million in 1980) 

- normal length of haul ranges - less than 50 miles 
2; 51-150 miles - 3; 151-300 miles - 8; 301-500 
miles - 3; 501-1000 miles - 3 

- operating ratios 
81-90% - 2; 91-95% - 6; 96-100% - 9; over 100% - 1 

Thus, a wide range of motor carriers are represented 
in the responses. However, the results of the survey 
are not scientific due to the judgemental selection of 
the survey list. Also, biases in the returned data 
are quite possible and considerable sampling error is 
possible due to the small number of responses. None
theless, information from the survey can be used to 
suggest hypotheses and to indicate some opinions and 
reactions of the wider motor carrier executive popula
tion. 

Assessing Changes and Confounding Factors 

Two confounding factors must be mentioned before dis
cussing developments related to the 1980 Law in the 
trucking industry. First, gauging the effect deregu
lation is difficult because the economy has been slug
gish since mid-1980. (Moskal and Verespej, 1981; Busi
ness Week, November 9, 1981; Williams, 1981) Tonnages 
hauled during 1980 were less than in 1979. By the end 
of 1981 a recession had been officially announced in 
Washington. Second, the real effects of deregulation 
depends substantially on interpretations and implemen
tation of the rules by the Interstate Commerce Commi
sion. The ICC must make specific definitions of key 
terms mentioned in the more broadly stated Statute. 
Specific definitions in turn form the basis for rule
making. (Moskal and Verespej, 1981) The ICC can also 
strictly and narrowly interpret both new and old rules. 
Thus the quasi-legislative and quasi-judicial powers 
of the ICC can be used to either speed or retard de
regulation. The present (December 1981) ICC Chairman, 
vis a vis the previous Chairman, has been conservative 
in interpreting the act thus there is some uncertainty 
regarding the extent of trucking deregulation that will 
be permitted. (Business Week, November 9, 1981) 

Customer Orientation and Research 

Since the passage of the act carriers have placed more 
emphasis on marketing. "The new competition puts a 
premium on marketing. Before, says John F. Throckmor
ton, vice president at A.T. Kearney Inc., transporta
tion consultants, the approach was 'Here we are - ship 
with us.' Now marketing is becoming more important. 
Carriers are offering more services and are tailoring 
them to shippers' individual needs." (Business Week 
November 9, 1981) [Throckmorton also said] "Trucking' 
companies that two or three years ago wouldn't have 
considered branching out are now thinking about leas-
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ing, warehousing, and whatever the shipper needs .•• " 
(Moskal and Verespej , 1981) 

Marketing research has a more important role as car
riers seek to discover customers' needs in a less re
gulated market. Sixteen out of the twenty carrier ex
ecutives in our survey felt that more marketing re
search activities would be needed in their firms. 
Twelve of the twenty respondents believe that more re
search and development efforts would be made. 

Service Line Strategies 

The battleground that will have the most profound stra
tegic effects is in the market for less than truckload 
(LTL) service. LTL business provides the biggest car
riers ~ith about one~third of their tonnage and half 
of theLr revenues. The biggest carriers are now seek
ing expansion in LTL markets now that truckers can go 
after one another's customers. Expansion of LTL ser
vices leads to the following related increases by car
riers: greater numbers of points served; more invest
ments in terminals and vehicles; more consolidating 
and distributing service; and more employees. As evi
dence, ''Yellow Freight Systems, Inc. [third largest] 
opened 100 new terminals from July 1980, to July, 1981 

Consolidated Freightways, Inc. [second largest] 
plans to expand to 506 terminals from today's 334 

by the end of 1982 ••• roughly 50 truckers ••• have 
gained the right to transport any cargo in the 48 con
tiguous states [whereas no carrier had that broad an au 
~hority prior to 1980]" (Business Week, Nov. 9, 1981) 
Overnite Transportation Co. [tenth largest] •.. serves 

16,000 points [in mid 1981] ••• up from 13,400 [in mid 
1980]." (Williams, 1981) 

In our survey, at least half of the respondents felt 
that their firms would increase the following: LTL ser
vice, number of terminals, points served, routes ser
ved, consolidation work, and distribution service. For 
the most part, the respondents who did not foresee in
creases in these areas for their firms did expect no 
changes. 

Meanwhile, in the truck load (TL) service market, stra
tegic marketing changes are taking shape. As seen a
bove, the larger common carriers are going after LTL 
business. Under the new law both new and old nonunion 
owner-operators have aggressively enlarged their share 
of the TL common-carriage market. Large unionized 
common carriers cannot profitably compete, especially 
on outbound traffic. At the same time, small operators 
cannot support a network of terminals needed to con
duct LTL service. 

Contract carriers can now serve more than eight ship
pers. The number of long-term contracts has increased 
by almost half to a total of about 4,300. (Business 
Week, Nov. 9, 1981) The increases have been in con
nection with TL shipments, not LTL shipments. Ship
pers have cut the number of contract carriers with 
whom they deal in order to press for lower rates and 
better service. As a consequence, small contract car
riers are being squeezed out while bigger ones are ex
panding. 

The surveyed common carrier executives in our study 
were consistent with the generally observed LTL, TL 
shifts. Most of them expected their firms to lose TL 
business while they gained in LTL business. 

Pricing 

According to one expert, during the first year under 
deregulation trucking rates increased by about 12 per
cent overall but discounting by certain leading car-



riers kept the overall rise from being higher. (Wil
liams, 1981) The overall increase is largely due to 
inflation as most truckers suffered lower profits or 
losses. 

Almost all of the respondents in our survey fe~t that 
long run rates would increase. A mixture of rate move
ments occurred among the respondents' firms. Half of 
them had increased their rates, a quarter of them had 
made no change and a quarter had made decreases. All 
respondents agreed that there would be price wars un
der deregulation. 

More competitive emphasis on pricing is attributaBle 
to two causes: first, the weak economy has forced car
riers to try to stimulate demand with discounts, and 
second, carriers were using lower prices to get new 
customers and to keep old ones. Aggressive pricing is 
being used by: large common carriers as they enlarge 
their share of the LTL business, nonunion owner opera
tors as they increase their participation in the com
mon carrier TL business, and large contract carriers 
as they compete for more TL business. 

The long term effect of opening a ratemaking zone of 
reasonableness should be to push each rate closer to 
the true cost of service. Premium service will com
mand a premium price while slower service will move at 
lower prices. 

It is possible that ignorance of true costs on the 
part of some discounting carriers and predatory pric
ing on the part of some other carriers will occur. In 
addition, harmful price discrimination could occur 
when a carrier differentially charges various shippers 
for similar services. Recall that the ICC does retain 
the power to suspend proposed rates if the rates are 
deemed discriminatory or predatory. Thus the ICC 
still has considerable power to restrain carriers 
from using some new rates. 

Promotion 

Many carriers will be increasing their sales forces as 
they attempt to expand under deregulation. Half of 
the respondents in our survey had increased their 
sales forces. The other half had kept the same sales 
force size. An example of an aggressive promotional 
effort is provided by Overnite Transportation Company. 
Overnite, the tenth largest carrier, cut its rates 10% 
(maximum allowable) and hired 20 more salesmen for its 
expanded territory. (Williams, 1981) 

The Shipper's View 

A number of changes have occurred on the buying side 
of the trucking market. Some of the changes are co
vered in this section. 

Generally speaking, shippers have been pleased with 
the broader services and more competitive rates that 
are available under the new competition. For example, 
a Boston management consulting firm conducted a sur
vey of large manufacturers (2200 surveyed, 10 percent 
responded) and found that 65 percent replied that they 
favored deregulation by a three-to-one margin. (Wil
liams, 1981) 

Some shippers have bargained very aggressively in a 
buyers' market for trucking services. 

Railroads and motor carriers have more flexibility in 
competing for traffic and therefore traffic managers 
in shipping firms have to be more skillful and analy
tical in buying transportation services. 
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Shippers will now have to make more complex decisions 
in managing their traffic because: 

1. it is difficult to determine what various carriers 
are charging in searching for an optimum rate 

2. it is difficult to know what competitors are paying 
for their services 

3. it is possible that other shippers may foreclose op
tions through adept negotiations with key carriers 

4. a new set of revenue-cost trade-offs associated with 
rail, motor carrier, and private fleet options must 
be analyzed. 

Thus, traffic executives will have to be competent man
agers who make use of computerized information systems. 

The process of carrier selection by shippers has been 
affected by the new regulatory climate. The motor car
rier executives in our survey perceived that shippers' 
rank selection factors as follows: first, delivery re
liability; second, rate charged; third, speed of deli
very; and several other factors at lower levels of im
portance. As a result of deregulation, the surveyed 
executives felt that the rates charged had changed the 
most in relative importance. They also believed that 
the carrier's financial position and the carrier's a
bility to provide error free service had gained signi
ficantly in relative importance. These three changes 
seem to reflect the shippers' need to choose low cost 
carriers while not risking disrupted or inadequate 
transport services. 

In the contract carriage business the shippers have re
duced the number of carriers they deal with (evoked 
set) in order to place negotiating pressure on carriers 
that they use. (B~ p-70) (Business Week) 

Some Macro Changes 

The general shape of the transportation industry is 
shifting under the new legal environment. A number of 
changes are occurring in regard to entry and exit, mer
gers, sharing of traffic among the legal categories the 
carriers, intermodal competition, and various public 
sectors. These changes are briefly discussed in this 
section. 

Entry to the industry was made easier under deregula
tion. In the first year of deregulation there was a 
net increase from 17,000 to 18,000 interstate common 
carriers despite the failure of several hundred car
riers. (Williams, 1981) Hence, it was not surprising 
that the respondents in our study indicated that entry 
would be easier and that more owner-operators would en
ter. However, the motor carrier executives were uncer
tain regarding the long term prospects of the small ow
ner-operators. Marginal carriers will be shaken-out 
especially during the present recession. Also, most of 
the survey respondents felt that mergers and acquisi
tions would increase. 

It was the opinion of the surveyed carrier executives 
that contract and private motor carriers would increase 
their shares of overall traffic while the common car
rier share would decrease. These opinions are not sur
pr1s1ng. It may turn out that private carriage the new 
competition under deregulation will lessen the attrac
tiveness of the provate alternative. (Moskul and Ve
respej, 1981) 

The motor carrier executives in our study on an over
all basis weren't sure how much of a threat is posed by 
the railroads which have also been deregulated. Both 
modes appear to be concentrating more on intramodal 
competition to date. 



In connection with various public sectors, there will 
be less cross-subsidization by big shippers for small 
shippers and by urban centers for rural areas. Poli
tical actions will determine to what extent and how 
rapidly cross subsidization will be diminished. 

Conclusions 

Both buyers and sellers of motor carrier services have 
had to develop new marketing strategies and tactics 
under a changed regulatory environment. Carriers have 
to be adept in marketing, especially in marketing seg
mentation and pricing. Shippers will truly have to be 
traffic managers. 
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FACILITY LOCATION SOLUTION TECHNIQUES 

Craig G. Harms, University of North Florida 

Abstract 

This paper describes and presents the results of 
an experiment dealing with facility location problems 
which differ with respect to their size -- the number of 
facilities and markets considered-- and the complexity 
of their cost functions. The research reported here 
describes the results obtained when examining two 
vastly different solution techniques and their applica
bility to different types of problems. It is especially 
useful because it deals with two questions which have 
received little attention to date: 

1 ) 

2) 

Do differences in the complexity of the cost 
functions affect the ability of specific solu
tion techniques to solve the problem?; and 

Does the size of the problem, that is, the 
number of location alternatives affect the 
ability of a specific technique to solve the 
problem? 

The location problems considered in this paper are 
simplified ones. However, it is possible to use similar 
research techniques to examine the effect of using 
various solution methods with a set of more complex 
problems. 

Introduction 

The general mathematical formulation for the loca
tion-allocation problem is a multi-echelon, multi
product, and multi-location one. Figure 1 illustrates 
the physical flow of products depicted by the mathema
tical model used. 

FIGURE 1 
Physical Flow of Goods 

~---~~~~~=~=-~-~--~~~~~===-~----~ 
source of the 
products facility market 

-mine place to which 
-well 
-supplier 
-factory 

factory 
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warehouse 
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firm or consumer 

The objective function is 

-[~ghij(Aghi + Bgij)Xghij + 

~iFiYi + ~iWi(~ghjXghij) + 

I~iXi + P~jXjl (l) 

Subject to the following constraints: 

(2) 

The summation of all products g traveling from all 
facilities i to market j equals the total demand 
for all products at market j. The notation and 
the general formulation assumes that market j can 
receive goods from various facilities i· 
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(3) 

The capacity of source h to product (mine, pump, 
ship) cannot be exceeded. 

" T ~g"ij ~ i (4) 

The number of units of all products flowing through 
facility i cannot excee~he facility's capacity. 

- ' 

(5) 

The total demand for all products g at market j 
equals the total demand, D at market j. 

Y = 0 if warehouse i is not used (closed). 
= 1 if warehouse i is used (open). 

Where: 

P is the firm's profit for one year. 

M 

. Dj 

Aghi 

Bgij 

is the gross profit margin per unit (expressed in 
dollars or physical units), computed as the sales 
price minus the production cost. 

is the demand for all goods at market j. This 
market can be either a retail market or a whole
sale market. It is at market 1 that the firm 
loses its direct control over the product. 

is the transportation cost for product [from 
source h to facility i. The cost function can 
take any form, i.e., linear, concave, convex, 
step, fixed plus variable cost, or may even be 
discontinuous. 

is the transportation cost for product [from 
facility i to market j. These costs can take the 
same variety of forms-as can the cost function 
for the movement of goods from sources to 
facilities. 

Xghijis the number of units of product [coming from 
source h going through facility i and finally 

. Fi 

Yi 

travellTng to market i· -

is the annual fixed cost of operating facility i. 

is a zero-one variable which indicates whether a 
facility at location i is open (Yi=l) or closed 
(Yi=O). -

· Wi is the variable portion of the warehouse operating 
cost at facility i. This cost can take a linear, 
concave, convex, step function, or discontinuous 
form. It is expressed either as a cost per unit 
of sales or as a cost per dollar of sales. 

'P 

is the holding cost for the average inventory 
level at facility i· Xi,g· 

is an explicit or imputed penalty cost arising 
from the delay of product X at market i· This 
penalty could take the form either of a lost sale 
or in a price reduction granted the buyer due to 
the de 1 ay. It a 1 so could represent the opportu
nity cost arising from having to delay billing the 
customer as a result of the late delivery. 



Zgh is the capacity or ability to make good [available 
at source h. This may be the production capacity 
to produce-good [at plant b_ in some settings. 

Ti is the capacity to handle goods or throughput at 
facility j_. 

Xi,g is the average inventory level for all products [ 
at facility j_. 

The problems associated with collecting all of the 
relevant data for such a large problem are enormous. 
Simply finding the exact nature of the various cost 
functions may involve making various compromises. The 
great number of variables involved due to the large 
number of products and customer demands, the many types 
of labor costs and the variations in these costs in 
different geographical areas and the several special 
types of freight rates which apply in different geo
graphic regions all combine to create an even more 
complex exercise. Earlier attempts to solve the very 
real location-allocation problems in these general terms 
have been quite specific and limited due to these 
considerations. [7] 

Simplifying Assumptions 

We use several simplifying assumptions which make 
it possible to apply more solution techniques and to 
reduce the computation time required. Specifically, 
we do the following: 

1) The multi-product subscript [is dropped and 
all product are combined into a common product 
expressed in terms of pounds of product 
demanded; 

2) The inventory holding cost is eliminated; 
3) The penalty cost is dropped and assumed that 

demand is met on time; 
4) The problem is simplified from a three-echelon 

to a two-echelon one, sacrificing realism in 
order to reduce dramatically the solution time; 

5) A perfect demand forecast is assumed, in 
effect assuming a fixed total contribution 
margin; 

6) There is unlimited capacity at the facilities; 
and 

7) There is unlimited availability of goods. 

These simplifying assumptions reduce the problem 
to a model with the following objective function: 

subject to: 

where: 

D· 
OJif facility 
(closed) 
1 if facility 

(7) 

(8) 
is not used 

( 9) 
is sued (open) 

Cij is the unit transportation cost from facility 
j_ to market j_ 

Fi 

is the number of pounds of product transpor
ted 

is the variable portion of warehouse opera
ting cost 

~s the fixed cost of operating or opening 
facility j_ for one year. 

Although this model looks rather simplistic, for 
research purposes there is a great deal of complexity. 
The type of cost functions, whether linear or non 
linear; the size of the location-allocation problem; and 
the relationship to the costs to each other leave the 
researcher with many important research questions. 
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Experimental Design 

This paper presents the experimental design for 
examining two solution techniques. However, for 
brevity, we evaluate only a fractional factorial design 
in this paper. 

Experimental Factors 

Nine experimental factors are included in this 
research. These appear below along with a breif 
description of the factor levels for each factor. The 
cost functions used in the study are camouflaged cost 
functions developed from accounting and traffic depart
ment data for a company during 1974-1976. The demand 
matrix was developed from the 1975 sales data. 

One of the nine experimental variables is the 
solution technique. 'The research considers the two 
as described below: 

1) A simulationmethodwhich can determine the 
value of the objective function for virtually 
any location-allocation problem and any 
formulation of cost function. 

2) A modified Baumel and Wolfe technique in which 
a fixed opening or operating cost, Fi, is 
allocated over the facility throughput. 

Ideally, it would be more interesting to investi
gate more solution techniques, such as [1], [4], and 
[5]. But this research lays the ground work for 
further investigation of other techniques. The two 
solution techniques that were chosen were both easily 
programmed and depicted vastly different types of 
solution models. 

Exhibit 1 summarizes the remaining nine factors 
and their factor levels. 

EXHIBIT 1 
Description of Factors and Their Levels 

Factor level 

2- Transportation Cost Function 1- linear outbound cost function 
2- step cost function 
3- concave transportation cost function 

3- Weight or Importances of 1- Cost set at value=l.O (equal to actual cost) 
Transportation Cost Relative to 2- Cost set at value=2.0 (double actual cost) 
Other Costs 

4- Type of Variable Warehouse 1- Linear warehouse operating cost function 
Operating Cost 2- Concave warehouse operating cost function 

5- Weight or Importance of Variable 1- Cost set at value=l.O (equal to actual cost) 
Operating Cost 2- Cost set at value=2.0 (double actual cost) 

6- Fixed Operating or Opening Cost 1- Small ($7,000) 
2- Medium ($43,000) 
3- Large ($86,000) 

7- Customer Service No penalty cost, but we set ~priori a 
service distance 1 imit which the solution 
technique must take into consideration. 
Levels are: 1-400 miles; 2-700 miles; 
3-No distance 1 imit. 

8- Location Flexibility of 1- Regional location--only certain cities 
Market Structure may contain facilities, with regional 

limits on total number of facilities 
2- Can locate facility at any city in the 

solution matrix 

9- Size of Test Problem 1- 86 possible locations 
2- 49 possible locations 
3- 23 possible locations 



Given the nature of the nine factors considered in 
this research, it would be necessary to run 2,592 ex
periments in order to do only one replicationon each of 
the possible treatment combinations. Financial and time 
considerations obviously rule out such an approach. 
Therefore, we developed a fractional factorial approach 
in an effort to make a determination of the most signi
ficant of the nine factors. 

A fractional factorial was develo~ed from a 29 
factorial design. We perform two 29-5 fractional 
factorials in order to confound most of the higher order 
effects while still allowing all of the main order 
effects to be determined. Two fnactional factorials are 
analyzed for two important reasons. First, we feel that 
the size of the test problem is very important. Conse
quently, we ran one fractional factorial with the ninth 
factor having a low level of 23 possible locations. We 
ran the second with a low level on the ninth factor of 
49 possible locations. Second, we wish to prevent a 
large variance in the solutions from distorting the 
results. One of the solution techniques in the 
fractional factorial is the simulation method which 
depends on the honesty and the willingness of the sub
ject to search for a long time to obtain a good solution. 
It is possible for an unwilling subject who performs 
very poorly to prevent the simulation solution technique 
from producing the best solution of which it is capable. 

Factors Included in the Fractional Factorials 

Exhibit Two shows the factors included in fractional 
factorial #l and #2, along with their levels in each 
phase. 

EXHIBIT 2 
Factors Used in Fractional Factorials and 

Their High and Low Levels 

Factor 

Fractional Factorial #1 

1- Solution Model 

z .. Transportation Cost Function 

3- Magnitude of Transportation 
Cost Function 

4- Variable Warehouse 
Operating Cost Function 

5- Magnitude of Variable 
Warehouse Operating Cost 
Function 

6- Magnitude of Fixed Warehouse 
Operating Cost 

7- Limit on Service Distance 

8- Freedom in Locating 
Facilities 

g_ Problem Size . 

Fractional Factorial #12 

1- Solution Model 

Factors 2-8 

9- Problem Size 

High Level 

Baumol-Wolfe 

Linear 

Actual Cost *2 

Linear 

Actua 1 Cost *2 

High ($86,000) 

No Limit 

Locate at any Market 

86 Markets 

Simulation 

Identical to #1 

86 Markets 

Experimental Setting 

Low Level 

Simulation 

Concave 

Actual Cost *1 

Concave 

Actua 1 Cost *1 

Low ($7 ,000) 

400 Miles 

Regional Location 

23 Markets 

Baumo 1-Wo lfe 

Identical to 11 

49 Markets 

We performed the experiments on a Harris Sl20. 
The simulators used CRT screens and on-line program. 
All location patterns and their associated costs were 
shown to the simulators immediately on the CRT screens 
and also were recorded on a disc file for future prin
ting. The simulators were able to change the location 
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and the allocation patterns at once and would immedi
ately see the results of their decisions on the CRT 
screens. Simulators had the option either of inputting 
their own allocation pattern or of permitting the compu
ter program to determine the allocation pattern by 
letting the closest facility to a given market service 
it. 

The simulators consisted of two groups of students, 
one being an undergraduate class in Production/Opera
tions Management and the other an MBA class in 
Production/Operations Management. Each student was 
given two experiments to perform. We expected to see 
little evidence of a learning curve effect since the 
two experiments differed greatly with respect to the . 
problem location size and to the type of cost functions 
used. The students had virtually unlimited time to 
solve the problems, and many spent 10-15 hours on the 
two experiments. ' 

During the course of the experiment, only one 
problem in the simulation program arose. The original 
simulation computer program permitted no more than 30 
facilities to be open simultaneously. When the Fi cost 
was very small ($7,000) and the transportation cost was 
weighted at twice its actual cost, students repeatedly 
expressed the desire to open more facilities. 

There were two basic steps to the Baumol-Wolfe 
solution technique. First, the transportation 
algorithm determined the initial solution using the 
stepping stone method. This meant that the number of 
iterations needed to solve the transportation problem 
usually was as great as the number of possible locations.~ 
An iteration took eighty seconds or more for the large 
problems. 

Second, once the transportation problem was solved, 
the computer program determined the throughput for each 
facility and allocated the fixed warehouse operating 
cost over the throughput. The program then added this 
fixed cost allocation to the unit transportation cost, 
Cij• and solved the transportation problem again. 
Next, the program determined the throughput for each . 
facility, allocated the fixed cost over the throughput, 
and computed a revised unit transportation cost before, 
once again, solving the transportation problem. This 
process was repeated until two consecutive solutions 
were identical. Finally, as a check, one further 
re-allocation and solution was performed. 

The total run time for the larger problems ranged 
from four to five hours, while the run time for the 
smaller problems was approximately twenty mintues. 
The CPU time was approximately eighty percent of the 
total run time. 

Tabl e l and 2 presents the confounding schemes and 
the total costs for the two fractional factorials. 
Remember that the Baumol-Wolfe approach assumes linear 
transportation costs. Remember also that this modified 
approach assumes warehouse costs consisting of a fixed 
component, Fi, and a variable operating cost element 
which is linear. In cases where the experiment calls 
for using a concave cost function, we use a linear 
approximation with the Baumol-Wolfe approach. Conse
quently, once the Baumol-Wolfe technique yields a solu
tion, it was necessary to run the location-allocation 
pattern on the simulation model using the actual cost 
functions for the experiment_ 
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11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

TABLE 1 
Confounding Scheme and Results of 

Factional Factorial #1 

Factor 
! .?_ ! .?. §_ 

• H 

Factor 1: H = Baumol-Wolfe 
L = Simulation 

Factor 9: H = 86 markets 
L = 23 markets 

Run # 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

TABLE 2 
Confounding Scheme and Results of 

Fractional Factorial #2 

Factor 

! ! 5 §_ !_ 

Factor 1: H = Simulation Factor 9: H = 86 markets 
L = 49 markets L = Baumol-~~olfe 

Analysis of the Experiment 

2,630, 353 

9,406, 837 

5,158,121 

4,665,992 

2,944,606 

8,674,325 

4, 726,436 

5,460,915 

5,670,227 

6. 574,636 

3,787,125 

9,771,178 

5,905,865 

5,613,288 

3,389,867 

10,286,564 

Total Cost 

4,717,271 

9,406,837 

9,098,631 

4,656,815 

5,399,567 

8,681,228 

8,449,171 

5,440,837 

9,409, 732 

6,677, 705 

6,519,077 

9,675,558 

10,419,370 

5,511,179 

5,448,307 

10,433,094 

Yates [6] devised a simple technique for estima
ting the effects and determining the sum of squares 
for a 2n factorial design. His aloorithm for deter
mining the sum of squares of a 29-5 fractional fac
torial is obtained by considering that the data was 
obtained from a full factorial of 24 (9-5=4). 

The treatment combinations are listed in standard 
form as shown in Tabl e 3 and 4 and Yates' algorithm is 
applied. Once the contrast is determined, as shown 
in column (4) of each table, the sum of squares is 
determined by: 
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Sum of Squares = (contrast)2 
N 

( 10) 

TABLE 3 
Yates Method of Analysis 24 Factorial Design 

(from a 29-5 fractional #1) 

Experiment # Response (1) 

120.37 

98.24 

116.19 

101.87 

122.45 

135.58 

lf5.19 

136.77 

67.77 

-4.92 

57.29 

7.35 

9.05 

59.84 

(2) (3) 

436.67 

509.99 

127.49 

134.93 

-36.45 

34.71 

(4) 
Contrast 

946.66 

ss 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

26.30 

94.07 

51.58 

46.66 

29.45 

86.74 

47.26 

54.61 

56.70 

65.75 

38.87 

97.71 

59.06 

56.13 

33.90 

102.87 

-2.93 

68.97 

218.61 

218.06 

258.03 

251.96 

62.85 

64.64 

68.89 

66.04 

-22.13 

-14.32 

13.13 

21.58 

-72.69 

-49.94 

50.79 

71.90 

-122.63 

122.69 

-0.55 

-6.07 

2. 79 

-2.85 

7.8\ 

8.45 

22.75 

21.11 

262.42 4304.02 

-1.74 0.19 

0.06 0.00 

-6.62 2. 74 

-0.06 0.00 

16.26 16.52 

43.86 

73.32 

120.23 

335.99 

7.44 3.46 

71.16 316.48 

245.22 3758.30 

-5.52 1.90 

5.64 1.99 

0.64 

-1.64 

0.03 

0.17 

Actual responses in dollars are divided by 10,000. 

Yates 

Experiment # 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

TABLE 4 
Method of Analysis 24 Factorial Design 

(from a 29-~ fractional #2) 
Response (1) (2) (3) (4) ss 

47.17 

94.07 

90.99 

46.57 

54.00 

86.81 

84.49 

54.41 

94.10 

66.78 

65.19 

96.76 

104.19 

55.11 

54.48 

104.33 

141.24 

137.56 

140.81 

138.90 

160.88 

161.95 

159.30 

158.81 

46.90 

-44.42 

32.81 

-30.08 

-27.32 

31.57 

-49.08 

49.85 

278.80 558.51 

279.71 640.94 

322.83 

318.11 

2.48 

2. 73 

5.21 

5.03 

-6.59 

0. 58 

4.25 -154.21 

0.78 157.82 

-3.68 0.91 

-1.91 

1.07 

-0.49 

-91.32 

-62.89 

58.89 

98.93 

-4.72 

0.25 

-3.47 

1.77 

-1.56 

28.43 

40.04 

Contrast 

1199.45 

10.24 

-6.01 

3.61 

-3.81 

-3.22 

0.21 

6.55 

2.26 

0.81 

0.91 

0.65 

0.00 

68.47 293.01 

82.43 424.67 

-0.18 

7.17 

0.00 

3.21 

312.03 6085.17 

-5.63 

-3.72 

-3.33 

11.61 

1.98 

0.86 

0.69 

8.42 

There are a total of 16 observations (N) or 15 
degrees of freedom. With one degree of freedom for 
each treatment effect, the mean square error equals the 
sum of squares. The analysis of variance chart for 
each fractional factorial appears in Table 5 and 6. 

The ANOVA chart displays the pooling of certain 
interaction runs. Care was taken not to include inter
action effects with large mean squares, such as line 
#11 in the first fractional factorial. 

The statistic used to determine factor signifi
cance is the "F" statistic with l and the number of 
pooled terms as degrees of freedom. In the two 
fractional factorials 4, 5, and 6 terms were pooled, 
hense the F1 4• F1 5• and F1 6 tests and the respective 
significance'levels of the various main effects are 
presented. 

Briefly glancing at the ANOVA tables, it can 
easily be seen that Factors 3, 5, and 6 are highly 



significant in both fractional factorials. Factor 9 
and Factor 1 have mixed results. Finally, Factors 8, 
7, 4, and 2 are insignificant in both fractionals. 

TABLE 5 
Analysis of Variance Fraction #l 

Source (Factor #) 

Size (9) 

Location (8) 

Service(?) 

Fi - magnitude (6) 

Wi - magnitude (5) 

W; - type (4) 

Cij -magnitude (3) 

Cij - type (2) 

Model (1) 

Interaction 
Experiment #11 

Interaction 
Experiment #7 

Pooled for Error (Fl) 
Interaction 
Experiment #4, #6, #10, #13 

Pooled for Error (F2) 
Interaction 
Experiment #4, #6, #7, #10, #13 

df 

4 

SS=MS % Sig 
level 

4304.02 802.99 99 196.71 

0.19 

2. 74 

335.99 

0.51 

62.68 99 15.36 

3758.30 701.18 99 171.77 

].g9 

120.23 

0.03 

0.17 

316.48 

16.52 

5.36 

21.88 

0.37 

22.43 99 5,49 

59.04 99 14.46 

3. 08 75 

TABLE 6 
Analysis of Variance Fractional #2 

Source-Factor 

Size (9) 

Location (8) 

Service (7) 

Fi Magnitude (6) 

Wi Magnitude (5) 

Wi Type (4) 

c1j Magnitude ( 3) 

Cij Type (2) 

Medel (1) 

Pooled for Error (F3) 
Interaction 
Experiments #4, #6, #7, #10, 

#11, #13 

df SS=MS 

6. 55 

2.26 

0. 91 

424.67 

6085.17 

0.86 

293.01 

0.69 

8.42 

6.65 

F3 

0. 98 

0. 34 

0.14 

63.86 

915.06 

0.13 

44.06 

0.10 

1.27 

% Sig 

99 

99 

99 

~75 

% Sig 
Level 

99 

95 

99 

go 

95 

Two further analyses were performed on the experi
ments. First, in an effort to overcome the possibility 
of poor simulation subjects, four replications of each 
simulation experiment was performed. For the previous 
analysis, the lowest cost solution of the four was used 
as the response. Table 7 presents the Yates method of 
determination of the Sum of Squares. The responses for 
the simulation experiments are now the average of the 
four replications performed by the simulators. Table 
8 presents the ANOVA of the fractional factorial. 

Looking briefly at Table 8, the pooled terms of 
experiments #6, #7, and #10 are quite low, thus when 
they are pooled for the error term, F5, a much higher 
F statistic results. This artificially low mean square 
of the F5 term "forces" the significance of several of 
the main effects into a higher level. The size of the 
problem and the solution technique factors are now 
significant at the 95% level. 

Secondly, a direct comparison of the solution 
models while holding all other factor the same is shown 
in Tabl e 9 . A quick comparison reveals that the 
simulation technique out performed the Baumol-Wolfe 
solution in six of the eight experiments, with one of 
the eight experiments revealed equal costs. In only 
one experiment did the Baumol-Wolfe approach out 
perform the simulation model. 
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TABLE 7 
Yates Method of Analysis 24 Factorial Design-

(Average Response for Simulation) 

Experiment # Response 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

47.17 

94.07 

91.87 

46.57 

54.01 

86.81 

84.49 

54.85 

94.48 

66.78 

65.19 

97.42 

104.19 

55.23 

54.50 

104.33 

(1) 

141.24 

138.33 

140.82 

139.34 

161.26 

162.61 

159.42 

158.83 

46.90 

,-45.30 

32.80 

-29.64 

-27.70 

32.23 

-48.96 

49.83 

(3) (4) ss (2) 

279.68 

280.16 

323.87 

318.25 

559.84 1201.96 

1.60 

3.16 

642.12 

4. 76 

5.40 

-42.80 

0. 76 

4.53 -154.64 

0.87 

-2.80 

-1.48 

1. 35 

-0.59 

-92.20 

-62.44 

59.93 

98.79 

158.72 

0.48 

-5.62 

1.54 

-3.66 

1.32 

-1.94 

29.76 

38.86 

10.16 

-3.52 

6.45 

0.77 

4.08 1.04 

-5.14 1.65 

-2.12 0.28 

-0.62 0.02 

68.62 294.29 

82.28 49.00 

0.64 0.03 

5.04 1.59 

313.36 6137.16 

-6.10 2.33 

-5.20 1.69 

-3.26 0. 66 

9.10 5.18 

Actual responses in dollars are divided by 10,000 

TABLE 8 
Analysis of Variance Fractional #2 
(Average Response for Simulation) 

Source (Factor) 

Size of Problem (9) 

Location (8) 

Service (7) 

F; - Magnitude (6) 

Wi - Magnitude (5) 

Wi -Type (4) 

C;j - Magnitude (3) 

Cij - Type (2) 

Model (1) 

Pooled for error (F4) 
Interaction 
Experiment #4, #6, #7, #10, 

#11, #13 

Pooled for Error (F5) 
Interaction 
Experiment #6, #7, #10 

df SS=MS 

6.45 

0. 77 

1.65 

49.00 

%Sig %Sig 
F4 Level F5 Level 

1.20 -:_75 19.55 95 

9.09 

2.33 

5.00 

95 148.48 

1 6137.16 1138.62 99 

75 

75 

99 

99 

75 

99 

1.69 

294.29 

0.66 

5.18 

5. 39 

a. 33 

TABLE 9 

5.12 

54.60 99 

2.00 -:_75 

o.96 -:_75 15.70 95 

Comparison of Simulation Versus Baumol-Wolfe 
of Identical Factor Levels 

For 8 Runs 

- 86 Market Locations -

Factors 

?._ 

Simulation 

Total Cost 

4,665,992 

8,674,325 

6,574,636 

10,286,564 

9,406,837 

5,440, 837 

9,675,558 

5,511,179 

B-W 

Total Cost 

4,656,815 

8,681,228 

6,677,705 

10,433,094 

9,406,837 

5,460,915 

9,771,178 

5,613,288 



Conclusion 

Three basic conclusions can be drawn from the 
research. 

1) The complexity of the cost functions, whether 
linear or nonlinear, seems to have little effect on the 
solution of the problem. Even if the solution tech
nique is not able to handle the actual cost function, 
the linear approximation is a close and reasonable 
simplification. 

2) The size of the problem does have some 
significance to the ability of the solution technique 
to solve the problem. With both Factor #1 and 
Factor #9 showing significance at the 75% to 90% level 
for the various fractional factorials, at least some 
credence can be given to the importance of picking 
a solution model carefully. 

3) Perhaps the most important conclusion deals 
with the mechanics of the fractional factorial itself. 
Although simplified problems were tested, the methodo
logy is presented to allow for comparison of many 
factors as well as many solution techniques in a. 
relatively inexpensive way. The use of the fractional 
factorial reduces greatly the amount of computer time 
and money needed and still allows the major effects to 
be determined. More detailed research in this area 
will not be impossible because of the experimental 
costs. 
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AN EXPLORATORY ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF STOP-OFFS IN PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

George C. Jackson, Wayne State University 

Introduction 

In recent years freight consolidation has received in

creased attention as a way to reduce both transporta

tion costs and investments in inventories and warehouse 

facilities both of which are desirable objectives in an 

environment of high interest rates and inflation. Re

search of freight consolidation reported in the litera

ture has dealt only with one method or technique of 

freight consolidation, namely, pool distribution 

(Masters, 1980; Jackson, 1981).1 Besides pool distri

bution there are several other methods which can be em

ployed to consolidate small orders into large shipments 

such as multiple tenders and stop-offs to load or un

load. It is the purpose of this paper to present. a de

tailed description of stop-offs through a review of the 

literature dealing with stop-offs and to present the 

results of an exploratory analysis of the use of stop

offs in physical e~stribution. 

The following section describes in detail the stop-off 

privilege. Subsequent sections present three questions 

to be analyzed, the methodology employed to investigate 

them, the findings, the limitations of the analysis, 

and the implications of the analysis. 

The Stop-Off Privilege as Described in the Literature 

Flood points out that if handled properly the stop-off 

privilege can result in tremendous savings to the ship

per. He provides an example of a 40% savings in freight 

costs by consolidating two 12,500 lb. machines for ship

ment from Milwaukee to Atlanta with a stop-off at 

Chattanooga (Flood, 1972, p. 257). 

Stop-offs for both partial loading or unloading are 

possible. Taff describes how the stop-off privilege 

can be used for both inbound and outbound consolidation: 

"Under this privilege, a manufacturer can sell 

goods to ttvo or more customers, load the goods 

in one car, and bill to the final destination, 

with instructions to stop at the intermediate 

point or points where part of the goods will be 

unloaded, after which the car will continue on 

its way with the balance of the load to the ul

timate destination." (Taff, 1968, p. 347) 

The shipper faces three major constraints in the use of 

stop-offs; (1) the number of stops allowed, (2) the 

charges for stopping off and (3) determinino if a point 

is intermediate to the final destination. 0 

The number of stop--offs allowed varies by the carrier 

and the rate bureau. Some tariffs permit only one stop 

while in other tariffs three or more may be allowed ex

cluding the initial pick-up stop and final delivery 

stop (Flood, 1972, p. 272). The number of stops t~ 

load, the number to unload and the total number of stops 

per trip may be individually specified. 

1Pool d<str<butl·on ~ ~ refers to combining small, less- than-

volume orders destined for several customers in the 

same geographic area into volume, intercity shipments. 

These volume shipments are taken to a centrally lo

cated break-bulk point from which each order is deliv

ered to the final destination. 
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Stop-off charges will also vary by tariff and individ

ual carrier. Some tariffs have a flat charge per stop 

for not more than three stops and a somewhat more ex

pensive charge for each stop in excess of three stops. 

Others charge for stop-offs on the basis of weight 

handled at the stop-off point subject to a minimum 

charge (Flood, 1972, p. 272). Occasionally a carrier 

will charge for stopping in transit on an hourly basis 

computed from time of arrival of the vehicle at the 

place of loading until completion of unloading at the 

final delivery site.' Stop-off charges are in addition 

to the line-haul transportation charges and any other 

lawful charges applying to the shipment. 

Route circuitry may be treated in one of three ways 

depending on the carrier: 

1. The stop-off point must be intermediate on the 

normal operating route. 

2. As long as the stop-off is profitable they will 

accept the shipment regardless of circuitry. 

3. As long as the total distance of the trip with 

stop-off does not exceed a certain percentage of 

the total distance from initial origin to final 

destination the shipment will be accepted. 

(Flood, 1972, p. 272) 

The line-haul transportation charges are assessed on 

the basis of the greatest weight in the car or truck 

at any time between point of origin and final destin

ation (not the stop-off point) or the applicable mini

mum volume weight if that is higher. 

The applicable line-haul freight charges are determined 

by means of the "three-way rule" which provides that 

the applicable rate is the one that produces the high

est charge of the three following rates: 

1. The rate from point of origin to final destination 

via the stop-off point or points. 

2. The rate from point of origin to the stop-off 

point. 

3. The rate from stop-off point to final destination. 

(Flood, 1972, p. 261-2) 

Two other limitations which apply to the use of stop

offs and which may be of importance are: 

1. All of the component parts of a shipment must be 

loaded and in transit before a stop for partial 

unloading can be made. 

2. All charges must be prepaid by the consignor and 

only one freight bill will be issued for the en

tire shipment. The carrier will not collect at 

the stop-off point. 

The second limitation will require a firm selling its 

products on a freight collect basis to alter its 

terms of sale. 

It is important to be aware of the fact that distance 

is not always a good guide to the spread between the 

through rate to the stop-off point and the through 

rate to destination due to the boundaries of rate 

territories (Flood, 1972, p. 263). 

Time in transit is another important factor in plan

ning stop-off cars particularly since considerable 

delay may be experienced in switching and unloading 



at the stop-off point. Some delays would be experi
enced with a motor carrier stop-off also. This can be 
a particularly thorny problem if the products are sold 
on a delivered basis 

" ... and the consignee does not gain anything from 
the consolidation of the shipment, he may object 
to this method of shipping, especially if he has 
to reblock the car or take team track delivery or 
if the shipments are being delayed at stop-off 
point." (Flood, 1972, p. 29) 

Split pickups and split deliveries are a variation of 
stopping in transit to load or unload. The primary 
difference is that the stops occur within the commer
cial zones of the initial pickup or the final destin
ation (Newbourne, 1976, p. 29). Split pickups and 
deliveries are subject to the same charges and limita
tions as stop-offs. 

The literature clearly provides valuable information on 
the economic benefits of stop-offs over less-than
truckload (LTL) direct shipments, on the rules govern
ing the use of stop-offs and on some of the pitfalls to 
be avoided when using stop-offs. However, it does not 
provide much help in identifying those situations which 
might be more or less amenable to stop-offs. For ex
ample, from a reading of the literature the relation
ship of stop-offs to other small shipment strategies is 
not defined. Similarly, it would seem logical that 
such factors as the size of the shipment to be stopped
off and the pro~dmity of the stop-off point to the 
origin and the destination of the shipment would have 
some bearing on the ~conomic feasibility of stop-offs. 
For example, it may be feasible to only consider stop
ping-off rather large shipments destined for interme
diate points near the final destination. The following 
sections present au analysis of stop-offs which takes 
a step toward defic1ing those relationships. 

uescription of the Analysis 

The analysis focuses on three questions which are pre
sented and discussed below. All three deal with stop
offs to unload via motor carrier. 

1. What is the relationship of the weight of the order 
to be stopped--off to unload and the transportation 
cost per hundredweight (cwt.) compared to LTL 
direct and freight consolidation through pool dis
tribution? 

The answer to this question can help to identify those 
orders or shipments by weight which are the most profit
able candidates for stopping-off to unload. Also, by 
comparing the cost of the stop-off with the cost of 
handling the same order by shipping LTL direct or con
solidating it through a pool distributor the relation
ship of these three distribution methods can be deter
mined in terms of shipment size. 

2. How does the distance between the origin and the 
final destination affect the cost of stopping-off 
an order to unload compared to the cost of shipping 
the order LTL direct? 

This question assumes that the stop-off will occur with
in thE commercial zone of the destination and is there
fore technically a split delivery. The answer to this 
question can helr to identify those markets by distance 
from the origin to which stop-offs would be the most 
attractive. It seems reasonable to assume that the 
economic feasibility of a stop-off would improve as the 
distance between the origin and destination increases 
since the savings over LTL direct are realized from the 
line-haul freig;tt rate. However, it is not clear if 
very distant markets offer substantially greater 
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savings than those relatively close to the origin or 
if the size of the order has any impact on the poten
tial savings. 

3. How close to the final destination must the stop
off point be to be economically feasible? 

This question seeks to determine the 
at which it first becomes cheaper to 
rather than shipping it LTL direct. 
question can help to define the area 
should be considered. 

intermediate point 
stop-off the order 
The answer to this 
to which stop-offs 

The following section presents the methodology used to 
answer the questions presented above. 

Methodology 

The methodology employed consists of simulating the 
necessary alternatives using motor carrier class rates. 
Truck-load (TL) shipments are rated at Class 70 and 
less-than-truckload (LTL) orders are rated Class 100. 

A flat stop-off charge of $50 per stop, not counting 
the final destination, was used and multiple stop-offs 
were not considered. Also, when calculating the cost 
of a pool distribution shipment or a stop-off shipment, 
the order being simulated was assumed to be part of a 
24,000 lb. TL shipment. 

The cost per cwt. for a stop-off shipment was deter
mined by adding the TL rate of the order to the result 
of dividing the stop-off charge by the actual weight of 
the shipment. 

Equation (1) present a mathematical representation of 
the equation used to determine the cost per hundred
weight for the shipment which was stopped-off. 

SO= TL. + _S_ 
~ ow 

(1) 

Where, SO = stop-off transportation cost per cwt. 
TL.= truckload freight rate for distance i 
OW~= actual weight of the order to be stopped

off 
S = stop-off charge 

The cost per cwt. for orders consolidated through a 
pool distributor is calculated by multiplying the 
truckload freight rate by the weight of the individual 
order added to the product of the LTL delivery freight 
rate for the shipment times the actual weight or the 
appropriate minimum weight. The resulting quantity is 
then divided by the actual weight of the shipment in 
hundredweight. Equation (2) below presents the calcu
lation. 

OC = (TLi)(OW) + (Ljk)(Wjk) 

ow 
( 2) 

Where, TL.= 
OW~= 

Truckload freight rate for distance i 
Actual weight of the shipment in hundreds 
of pounds 
The local LTL delivery freight rate for 
quantity j and distance k in hundred pounds 
Actual weight of the order or the appropri
ate minimum weight for distance j and 
quantity k 

Equation (3) presents the method used to calculate the 
LTL direct transportation costs per cwt. The LTL 
transportation rate is multiplied by the actual weight 
of the shipment or an appropriate minimum weight ex
pressed in cwt. and then divided by the actual weight 
of the shipment expressed in cwt. 



LTL = (Lij)(Wij) 

ow 
(3) 

Where, LTL 
Lij 

wij 

ow 

LTL direct transportation costs per cwt. 
LTL freight rate per cwt. for a shipment 
weighing i lbs. and traveling j miles 
actual weight of the order or the appro
priate minimum weight in hundred pounds 
actual weight of the shipment in hundred 
pounds 

The next section presents the findings of the analysis. 

Findings 

Question 1 concerned th~ relationship of shipment size 
to be stopped-off in the commercial zone of the final 
destination to the transportation costs per cwt. The 
distance from the origin to the final destination was 
held constant at 600 miles and the stop-off costs were 
compared to the costs of freight consolidation through 
a pool distributor at the destination and to the costs 
of shipping LTL direct. Orders consolidated through a 
pool distributor and orders stopped-off are assumed to 
have moved in TL quantities. 

As can be seen from the graph in Figure 1, transporta
tion costs per cwt. decline as order size increases 
regardless of the method of shipment. However, they 
decline at different rates. LTL direct is the cheapest 
of the three up to about 200 lbs., freight consolida
tion through a pool distributor is cheapest from about 
200 to 700 lbs. and consolidation using a stop-off to 
unload is cheapest from approximately 700 lbs. up to 
nearly a truckload. 

FIGURE 1 

THE EFFECT OF ORDER WEIGHT ON THE COST PER UNIT OF SHIP
PING AN ORDER LTL DIRECT, CONSOLIDATING IT THROUGH A 
POOL DISTRIBUTOR AND CONSOLIDATING IT FOR A STOP-OFF 

Coot ($) 
Per 
Cwt. 

$40.00 

$30.00 

$20.00 
i,\ 
\:~\ 

\· .. 

all distances and increase with distance up to 700 
miles at which point they drop somewhat. Also, it can 
be seen that savings decline for all distances as order 
size is increased. The smaller orders result in larger 
per unit savings. 

TABLE 1 

STOP-OFF SAVINGS PER CWT. OVER LTL DIRECT ASSUMING 
STOP-OFF OCCURRED IN THE COMHERCIAL ZONE OF THE 

DESTINATION 

Miles Between 
Origin and 

Weight of Ordet> Stopped-off 

Destination 2,000 lba. 10,000 1ba. 15,000 lba. 

40 .11 .47 .40 

100 .83 .so .62 

200 1.38 1.18 .89 

300 1. 78 1.29 .95 

400 2.09 1.48 1.07 

500 2.65 1.82 1.57 

600 2.85 1. 78 1.24 

700 3.23 2.00 1.43 

800 3.03 1.63 1.15 

Research question 3 concerns the distance from the 
final destination at which a stop-off can be made and 
still be cheaper than shipping the order LTL direct. 
As can be seen in Table 2 , four distances and five or
der sizes were tested. TI1e numbers in parentheses are 
percentages of the total distance from origin to des
tination at which a stop-off can be made. The distance 
from the destination at which a stop-off could econom
ically be made ranged from 49 miles for a 1,000 lb. 
order stopping-off intermediate to a destination 200 
miles from the origin to 319 miles for a 1,000 lb. ship
ment stopping-off intermediate to a destination 800 
miles from the origin. 

The distance from the destination expressed as a per
centage of the total origin to destination ranged from 
15% for 15,000 and 20,000 lb. shipments intermediate to 
an origin and destination 800 miles apart to a high of 
50% for 5,000 and 10,000 lb. orders stopping intermedi
ate to an orgin and destination 200 miles apart. 

It can be seen 
thest feasible 
creases as the 
tion increases 
tance tends to 

in Table 2 that the distance of the far
stop-off point from the destination in
distance between the origin and destina
but the percentage of the stop-off dis
decrease as the distance from the destin-

ation increases from 99 miles to 200 miles from origin 
to destination to 239 miles at 800 miles from origin to 

destination. The comparable per

""l.o·:.~~~~-- ---............. _-- ----- ---------
········-····· -· -·· ............................ Pool Distribution 

·-··--· ............................... .......... LTL Direct $10.00 

centages are 50% and 30% respec
tively. The miles increased but 
the percentages decreased. ················-·.Stop-Off 

~~Pool 1-o-------- Stop-off -------------• 
L 

Finally, the stop-off distance 

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000 7,000 
from the destination in miles and 
as a percentage of the total 
origin to destination distance 

Weight of Order in Pounds 

(Based on Rates in Central States Motor Freight Bureau 
Tariff 575-A, Rates Effective Harch 31, 1981) 

Research question 2 was concerned with the relationship 
of the transportation savings of a stop-off over an LTL 
direct shipment as the distance from the origin to the 
destination increases. The transportation costs per 
cwt. were calculated for stop-offs and LTL direct for 
9 distances and three order sizes. As can be seen in 
Table 1 , the savings from stop-offs are positive for 
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tended to decrease as the size of the order to be 
stopped-off increased. 



TABLE 2 

HILES FR0!1 THE FINAL DESTINATION AT \-JHICH A STOP-OFF CAN 
BE MADE MORE CHEAPLY THAN SHIPPING LTL DIRECT FOR TWENTY 
ORDER WEIGHT AND ORIGIN TO FINAL DESTINATION COMBINA
TIONS. THE NL~BERS IN THE PARENTHESES EXPRESS THE STOP
OFF MILES AS A PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL ORIGIN TO FINAL 

DESTINATION DISTANCE. 

Order Weight 
Miles From Origin to Destination 

(1bs) 

200 400 600 800 Av • 

1,000 49(25) 159(40) 239(40) 319(40) 192(36) 

5,000 99(50) 169(42) 239 (40) 239(30) 187 (41) 

10,000 99(50) 179(45) 219(37) 219 (27) 179(40) 

15.000 89(45) 159 (40) 179 (30) 119(15) 137 (33) 

20 000 69(35) 119 (30) 159(27) 119(15) 117(27) 

Avg. 81(41) 157(39) 207 (35) 203(25) 162 (35) 

Limitations 

The major limitation of the analysis is the use of class 
rates. ~lost firms with any volume at all will have ne
gotiated commodity rates especially for their truckload 
traffic and since deregulation many LTL shipments also 
are moving under negotiated rates. However, there is 
an advantage to using class rates in that they serve 
as somewhat of a standard or norm. Most managers can 
factor into the findings reported in this paper devi
ations from class rates such as negotiated rates or 
even private carriage costs. Therefore, while class 
rates represent no actual situation, they do provide 
results which are the most easily generalizable and 
understood. The use of class rates underscores the ex
ploratory nature of this study in that the results re
flect something of an "ideal" state which will be dis
torted in varying dezrees by the realities of individ
ua i s i t. ual ions . 

Negotiated rates which are lower than class rates can 
influence the findings of this study in several ways. 
Negotiated, line-haul truckload rates would favor pool 
distribution and stop-offs relative to LTL direct thus 
shifting the findinc_;o; accordingly. For example, stop
offs would be feasible a greater distance from the 
final destination. 

Negotiated line-haul LT'" rates based on multiple ten
ders or located on high density LTL corridors would 
have the opposite effect of the relatively lower TL 
rates discussed above in that they would enha:1ce the 
LTL direct option. 

Relatively lower, negotiated local distribution freight 
rates would favor pool distribution. 

Another limitation is the use of only two classes, 70 
and 100 for TL and LTL respectively. The products of 
many firms will have a lvider split between TL and LTL 
which would tend to favor stop-off and pool distribu
tion alternatives. Al:;o, most firms will have a line 
of products which are subject to a variety of freight 
classifications. 

Limiting the analysis to one rate territory ignores the 
problems cited by Flood earlier in this paper corcern
ing the distortions in transportation costs caused by 
crossing into a different rate territory. The findings 
reported here would lose some of their symmetry if 
several rate territories were included in the analysis. 

Another limitation of the study is that only transpor
tation costs are analyzed. The analysis is static in 
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that time is not considered nor are other costs such ac 
inventory carrying costs and administrative costs. The 
service characteristics of the different systems might 
override the cost factors. 

Also, much of the study focuses on only one shipment 
weight at a time. Most firms will have a mix of order 
weights and the mix of order sizes may have considerable 
influence on the eccnomics of the stop-off and pool 
distribution systems not to mention its service charac
teristics. 

Finally, only pool distribution and LTL direct are con
sidered as alternatives to stop-offs. In fact there 
are others. For example, for very small shipments 
there are alternatives which are more economical than 
LTL direct, stop-offs or pool distribution such as one 
of the several small,shipment specialists such as 
United Parcel Service or Parcel Post. 

The results of this analysis therefore provide a base 
or jumping-off point for understanding the relation
ships affecting the decision to use stop-offs. 

The following section presents the implications of 
this analysis. 

Implications 

There are a number of implications which can be drawn 
from the findings presented in the preceding section. 

The findings concerning order size and comparing 
freight consolidation using a pool distributor with 
freight consolidation using stop-offs and with LTL 
direct clearly indicates a distribution strategy based 
on order size. Small orders should be shipped LTL 
direct or by a small shipment service such as CPS while 
somewhat larger orders, 200 to 700 lbs. in this anal
ysis should be shipped through a pool distributor and 
all orders over 700 lbs. but less than a truckload 
should be stopped-off. 

It also seems clear from this analysis that freight 
consolidation using stop-offs is complementary to 
freight consolidation using pool distributors. For 
example, a 10,000 lb. order for destination intermedi
ate to a pool point could be combined with the pool 
shipment to fill it out thus speeding up the pool 
distribution system and produce savings for both over 
LTL direct. The intermediate point could also be a 
pool point. Stop-offs should therefore be considered 
as complementary to pool distribution systems and 
perhaps essential for adequate service to markets gen
erating moderate volumes. 

The findings reported in the previous section also in
dicate that stop-offs should be considered to fill out 
shipments destined for locations at virtually any dis
tance from the origin. For example, in Table 2 , even 
at only 40 miles a stop-off could be made in the com
mercial zone of the destination city and still produce 
savings over LTL direct. 

It appears that stop-offs can be economically feasible 
quite far from the final destination. For some order 
size and origin to destination distance combinations 
stop-offs could be considered as close as the halfway 
point between origin and destination. Negotiated com
modity rates would probably move the point even closer 
to the origin. The rather great distances frcm the 
destination at which stop-offs can be practical indi
cates a great deal of flexibility in putting stop-offs 
together. For many shippers it may be possible to tie 
together a number of smaller, intermediate points thus 
making pool distribution feasible from not only an 



economic stancpoint but also in terms of service. A 
potential problem with such a system would be the in
creased complexity and the administrative hassle. How
ever, the potential rewards may justify the effort and 
it appears that it may be feasible to establish guide
lines for order processing personnel to implement a 
stop-off strategy based on the size of the shipment and 
the specific final destination. 

Summary and Conclusions 

This paper has shown that stop-offs offer the potential 
to reduce transportation costs and it has also set 
forth the basic rules which common carrier trucking 
firms impose on shippers who use the stop-off privilege. 
It was also pointed out that there is nothing in the 
literature which describes the relationship of such 
variables as shipment size or proximity of the stop-off 
point to the origin and destination to the economic 
feasibility of stop-offs. The findings of an explora
tory analysis, simulating a stop-off system were .then 
presented. 

The analysis reported in this paper investigated the 
use of freight consolidation employing stop-offs and 
compared it to shipping LTL direct and through pool 
distributors. It was found that stop-offs are the most 
economical strategy for shipments weighing from approx
imately 700 lbs. up to nearly a truckload and that pool 
distribution was best for shipments roughly weighing 
from 200 to 700 lbs. 

It was also found that stop-offs can be used econom
ically in combination with shipments to virtually any 
market or customer regardless of the distance from the 
origin but that the savings over LTL direct increase 
with distance. 

Finally, it was found that stop-offs can be cheaper 
than LTL direct at distances from 49 to 319 miles from 
the final destination depending on the size of the 
shipment and the total distance from origin to final 
destination. 

The major implications of the study are that stop-offs 
can provide a very flexible tool for reducing trans
portation costs and that they are very complementary 
to a pool distribution system. 
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Abstract 

This paper provides a decision framework based on a hier
archical attitude model for use in the development of 
overall corporate advertising strategy. The authors 
show how consumer attitudes at various levels of an at
titude hierarchy can be used in deciding whether to ad
vertise at the corporate, product line or individual 
product levels for specific market segments. 

Introduction 

Every year, a considerable amount of advertising dollars 
are spent on advertising designed to enhance the over
all image of organizations and their products. Such ad
vertising may be designed only to enhance the image of 
the organization itself. However, the use of much of 
this type of advertising is based on the notion that 
attitudes toward the organization as a whole carry over 
to and influence attitudes toward the organization's 
products. Despite the magnitude of corporate advertis
ing and its importance to firms, there is little re
search or development of theory dealing with the issue 
of how firms decide whether, and to what extent, to 
advertise at the corporate, product line or individual 
product level. 

The purpose of this paper is to: (1) review existing 
research on corporate advertising, (2) present the 
Hunter, Levine, and Sayer's (1978) hierarchical model of 
communication and attitude change, (3) demonstrate the 
usefulness of the hierarchical model to decision-making 
for corporate, product line, and specific product ad
vertising, and (4) present a communication-market seg
mentation strategy based upon the hierarchical model. 

One of the major reasons given for the use of corporate 
or product line advertising as opposed to advertising 
individual brands is savings in advertising expendi
tures. A single corporate ad campaign that results in 
enhanced attitudes toward all products associated with 
the corporate name may cost much less than a fragmented 
advertising approach dealing with each brand separately 
(Morein 1975). Of course there also is the view that by 
associating each product with the corporate name, firms 
run the risk that a consumer's bad experience with one 
product may influence his/her attitudes toward the 
firm's other products. However, there is little re
search to support this conclusion. 

Not all firms associate their corporate name with their 
products. This paper is concerned with advertising 
strategy for those firms that do identify their products 
with the corporate name. 

Relevant Research and Theory 

There is very little published empirical research deal
ing with the corporate vs. product advertising issue. 
There have been some studies relating to the impact of 
corporate image advertising (see for example, Grass, 
Bartges and Piech 1972). These studies have not, how
ever, made any comparative analyses of the effects of 
corporate vs. product line or product advertisements. 
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The authors have been able to uncover only one study 
dealing specifically with a comparison of the effects 
of the two approaches to advertising. Lehman and 
Cardozo (1975), in a study of purchasing and management 
personnel in a variety of firms, showed that institu
tional advertising (including only nominal mention of 
the product) produced'more favorable attitudes toward 
the product and the supplier and greater perceived like
lihood of purchase-related behavior than did product ad
vertising in both low and high risk purchase situations. 
However, the effectiveness of product ads was observed 
to increase in higher-risk purchase situations. The 
authors suggest, contrary to present practice in in
dustrial circles, that firms should not use advertising 
of individual products in an attempt to enhance the 
image of the firm as a whole. 

Recently Hunter, Levine, and Sayers (1976) have pre
sented a communication based model of attitude change 
when attitudes are embedded in a hierarchical belief 
structure. If we define the corporate name as the "top" 
object, the product lines as the "middle" objects, and 
the individual products as the "bottom" objects, we can 
then demonstrate the utility of Hunter's et al. (1976) 
hierarchical model to corporate, product line, and 
individual product advertising strategy. We first pre
sent the hierarchical model and the empirical research 
in support of this model. 

The Hierarchical Model 

There are several notions of attitude hierarchies pre
sent in the marketing, psychology and advertising liter
ature. Lavidge and Steiner (1961) have suggested the 
"hierarchy of effects" model regarding the effects of 
advertising. Awareness is said to occur first, followed 
by knowledge, liking, preference, conviction and pur
chase. The stages in this hierarchy correspond to the 
three components of attitude suggested in the tricompo
nent view of attitudes--i.e. the cognitive, affective 
and conative components. 

More recently, Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) have proposed 
a belief hierarchical model based upon belief strength. 
In contrast, Hunter, Levine, and Sayers (1976) have de
fined belief hierarchy in terms of logical structure. 
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) have asserted that salient 
" •.. beliefs form a hierarchy in terms of strength with 
which they are held. This hierarchy may be viewed as 
a person's belief system with respect to a given object 
or issue (p. 99)." Hunter, Levine, and Sayers (1976) 
provide a different definition of belief hierarchy; 
i.e., they defined belief hierarchy as the logical 
superordinate - subordinate relations among concepts or 
objects. 

An example belief hierarchy of the type suggested by 
Hunter, et al. (1976) is presented in Figure 1. From 
the "top11down, the levels represent changes from the 
general (e.g., Ford Motor Company) to the specific 
(e.g., Ford Pinto, Ford Econoline, Ford Ranger, etc.). 
The example hierarchy presented in Figure 1 could be 
extended up, across, and down to include other motor 
companies. 



FIGURE 1 

Example Hierarchy 

FORD MOTOR COXP.~\7 

~ 
~ 

Hunter, et al. (1976) assert that each object in the 
hierarchy is characterized by an affective response or 
attitude; but, how do attitudes which are embedded in a 
hierarchical tree change? Hunter, et al. (1976) assumed 
two processes: (1) external messages such as advertis
ing change attitudes in proportion to the discrepancy 
between the attitude value communicated in a message 
and the attitude held by the consumer before the mess
age is received; (2) attitude changes in proportion to 
the discrepancy between the internal message, i.e., the 
attitude to the object which is immediately higher up 
in the hierarchy and the attitude toward the object 
which is addressed in the message. For example, mes
sages directed at changing the attitudes toward "Ford 
Pinto" constitute the first process; how consumers 
compare attitudes toward "Ford passengers cars" and 
attitudes toward "Ford Pinto" constitutes the second 
process. 

A dynamic attitude change model proposed to express 
these assumptions for a three-object, three-level hier
archy is: 

/:;x a(Mx x) 

/:;y a(M y) + S(x-y) y (1) 

11z a(M 
z z) + ,\(y-z) 

where x denotes the attitude toward the object at the 
"top" of the hierarchy and z represents the attitude 
toward the object at the "bottom." ~. My, Mz are at
titude - change messages directed at x, y, and z, ar.d 
0 < a, S, ,\ < 1. The a parameter reflects the impact 
of external messages and S and ,\ are internal process
ing parameters. These coefficients may be estimated 
using ordinary least squares regression. 

In their model, Hunter, et al. (1976) assert that: 
(1) if the "top" (e.g., attitude toward Ford Motor 
Company) is changed, attitude change should filter 
down to the lower levels; (2) for externally produced 
attitude change at the "bottom" attitude, the change 
over time should decay, i.e., eventually assume that 
value assigned to the object immediately higher up in 
the hierarchical tree. For example, an advertising 

campaign directed only at "Ford Pinto" should produce 
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attitude change toward "Ford Pinto." However, upon the 
cessation of this campaign, attitude toward "Ford Pinto" 
should eventually be realigned with the attitude toward 
"Ford passenger cars"; (3) there is no lateral influ
ence, i.e., attitude change toward an object will not 
influence other attitude objects which exist at the 
same level in the hierarchical structure. Attitude 
change for "Ford passenger car" will not influence 
attitudes toward "Ford trucks" or toward "Ford vans." 
In brief, the hierarchical model asserts that attitude 
change only filters "down" a belief hierarchy; "upward" 
and "lateral" influence do not exist. 

One major implication of the hierarchical model is that 
if one desires attitude change to persist over time, 
advertising campaigns should be directed at the cor
porate level, i.e., directed to the object at the "top" 
of the hierarchy. When messages are sent to the "top" 
of a hierarchy, the general model presented in equation 
1 reduces to: 

11x a(M - x) 
X 

S(x y) 

/:;z ,\(y z) 

(2) 

What are the attitude values for x, y, and z after a 
lengthy advertising campaign directed toward x--after 
a long succession of attitude - change messages? Given 
a sufficiently large number of messages, attitudechange 
reaches a point of equilibrium; i.e., attitudes quit 
changing or attitude change equals zero. If we set 
equations 2 equal to zero and solve for the equilibrium 
values for x, y, and z: 

S(x y) 0, or y = x 

/:;z ,\(y z) 0, or z y 

we see that, in the long run, all attitudes in the 
hierarchy will equal the attitude value communicated in 
the external message, Mx· A more extended equilibrium 
analysis of the hierarchical model is presented in 
Hunter, et al. (1976). 



Empirical Support For the Hierarchical Model 

Rokeach (1968) was one of the first to suggest that be
liefs, attitudes, and values are hierarchically orga
nized. In fact, there is a large body of research 
which suggests that more general attitude concepts 
serve to extend a "downward" influence on less general 
attitudes. Dillehay, Insko, and Smith (1966), Hovland, 
Lumsdaine, and Sheffield (1949), Hovland and Mandell 
(1952), and McGuire (1960b; 1960a) have found attitude 
change to filter "downward," from attitudes changed by 
an external message to logically related, derived 
attitudes. Hovland, et al., (1949), and McGuire, 
(1960b) observed attitude-change to persist for alonger 
period of time for those attitude objects more strongly 
related to the attitude object changed by the external 
message. 

To date only one study has attempted to test the Hunter 
et al. (1976) model as a whole. Pool and Hunter (1979) 
provide this test. In their test, attitude and atti
tude change toward the following objects was studied: 
(1) Federal Government Bureaucracy, (2a) Federal ·Regu
latory Commissions, (2b) Justice Department, (3a) Fed
eral Communication Commission, (3b) Interstate Commerce 
Commission, (3c) Drug Enforcement Agency, and (3b) 
Bureau of Prisions. In one experiment attitude-change 
messages were aimed at the "top" attitude, i.e., "Fed
eral Government Bureaucracy," and in a second experi
ment messages were aimed at a "bottom" attitude, i.e., 
"Interstate Commerce Commission." Using a dynamic 
version of path analysis, the first experiment found a 
strong "downward" influence--over time, all lower-order 
attitudes were also changed. The message in the second 
experiment produced a change in attitudes toward the 
"Interstate Commerce Commission." Upward influence as 
well as lateral influence was not observed. Over time 
measures found attitudes toward the "Interstate Com
merce Commission" to become consistent with the atti
tude object immediately higher up in the hierarchy-
the Federal Regulatory Commissions. In short, Pool and 
Hunter (1979) provide convincing empirical support for 
the hierarchical model. 

Applications of the Hierarchical Model 

We now propose some relatively straightforward appli
cations of the hierarchical model to corporate adver
tising. Let us assume that a corporation does asso
ciate its various product lines with the corporate 
symbol such as is the case for the Ford Motor Company. 
Further, let us assume that hierarchical beliefs such 
as those presented in Figure 1 are identified; and that 
attitudes toward the objects of the hierarchy have been 
measured for a given sample. Also, let us assume that 
other "relevant" demographic information including 
media behaviors are identified and recorded. We now 
present an advertising-market segmentation strategy as 
a series of steps; Figure 1 will be used to guide the 
discussion. 

Step I: Attitude Segmentation For "Top" Object 

The first step of the procedure is to segment the 
sample into two (or more) groups, for example, those 
who have favorable attitudes toward "Ford Motor Company" 
and those who have unfavorable attitudes. The primary 
concern of Step I is to identify those who do not like 
Ford Motor Company. According to the hierarchical 
model, what are the implications of advertising mes
sages sent to objects "beneath" Ford Motor Company? 
The hierarchical model predicts only temporary atti
tude change; upon the cessation of the advertising 
campaign, lower-level attitudes should revert to an 
attitude value in line with the negative attitudes 
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toward Ford Motor Company. Therefore, for the un
favorable attitude market segment the most reasonable 
communication strategy is corporate advertising, i.e., 
the design of an advertising campaign directed at atti
tude change toward "Ford Motor Company." Relevant 
demographic and media behavior information may be used 
to identify this market segment and their primary 
sources of information. 

Step II: Attitude Segmentation for "Middle-Level" 
Objects 

The first step identified two market segments, those 
with unfavorable attitudes and those with favorable 
attitudes toward "Ford Motor Company." No communi
cation strategy was supplied for the favorable attitude 
segment. This segmept, however, may be further seg
mented on the basis of their attitudes toward the 
"middle" objects; Figure 1 present three such attitudes 
objects: "Ford passenger cars," "Ford trucks," and 
"Ford vans." As in Step I, we may split this segment 
into six (or more) groups: (a) those. with favorable 
and those with unfavorable attitudes toward "Ford 
passenger cars," (b) those with favorable and those 
with unfavorable attitudes toward "Ford trucks," and 
(c) those with favorable and those with unfavorable 
attitudes toward "Ford vans." Once again, the empha
sis is placed upon those with unfavorable attitudes; 
and the recommended advertising strategy is to communi
cate attitude-change messages at those segments who 
have unfavorable attitudes toward the three product 
lines. Moreover, relevant demographic and media be
havior data could be used to identify these segments 
and their sources of information. 

Step III: Attitude Segmentation for "Lower-Level" 
Objects 

Let us now simplify the discussion and emphasize only 
one lower-level object, "Ford Pinto." Let us assume 
that the results of the prior segmentation decisions 
have left us with market segments which currently con
sists of those who are favorable to "Ford Motor 
Company" and are favorable to "Ford passenger cars." 
Step III then follows the same pattern presented for 
Step II; that is, this segment is further segmented 
into two (or more) segments: those with favorable 
and those with unfavorable attitudes toward "Ford 
Pinto." For the segment which likes Ford Motor Company, 
likes Ford passenger cars, but dislikes Ford Pinto, 
an advertising campaign directed at changing attitudes 
toward "Ford Pinto" is recommended. The last segment 
which results from this analysis are those who like 
"Ford Motor Company," who like "Ford passenger cars," 
and who like "Ford Pinto." For this group we recom
mend a campaign aimed at encouraging the purchase of 
"Ford Pinto." Furthermore, firms should continue to 
monitor the favorability of higher-level attitudes and, 
if necessary, engage in advertising efforts to insure 
that favorable attitudes are maintained. A schematic 
diagram of the above discussion appears in Figure 2. 

Summary 

This paper has discussed the relevance of the Hunter, 
Levine and Sayer's (1976) hierarchical model of com
munication and attitude change to corporate, product 
line and product advertising decisions. Through a 
review of existing theory and empirical research the 
paper has shown that substantial support for the 
existence of downward influence in attitude hier
archies exists. The existence of downward influence 
is important to the success of corporate advertising 



FIGURE 2 

A Hierarchical Approach For Corporate, 
Product Line, and Specific Product Advertising Decisions 

Corporate Symbol 

(e~any) 

Unfavorable Favorable Corporate 
Advertising 
Designed to 
Change Attitudes 

Attitude Attitude 

Product Line 
(e g Fo··d Passenger Cars) 

/1" 
Prod!.lct Line Unfavorable Favorable 
Advertising -------+ Attitude Attitude 
Designed to 
Change Attitudas 

Specific Product 
(e.g., Ford Pinto) 

Product Specific 
Advertising 
Designed to 
Change Attituces 

~ 
Unfavorable Favorable Product Specific 

+--------Advertising Designed 
to Convert Favorable 
Attitude into Purchase 

Attitude Attitude 

which is designed to create "spillover" effects and 
thereby achieve economies in advertising expenditures. 

Based upon the hierarchical model, the paper concludes 
with a presentation of a communication-market segmenta
tion strategy. 
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FRANCHISE AFFILIATION AND PROMOTIONAL TECHNIQUES: COMPETITION AND 
COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE AMONG NORTH CAROLINA REAL ESTATE BROKERS 

James R. Frew, University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Barbara Frew, University of North Carolina at Greensboro 

Abstract 

Franchise affiliations by real estate brokers have 
increased greatly in the last decade, yet little re
search has been directed toward the impact of presum
ed franchise advantages on broker competition or 
comparative performance. This paper, using data from 
a 1979 Survey of North Carolina Homebuyers, studies 
the effectiveness of franchise mass media advertising 
in creating a professional image, enhancing consumer 
recognition, attracting distant clients, and obtaining 
listings. Results indicate that franchise affiliation 
achieves all of the above, and that clients of fran
chised brokers are satisfied with broker services 
rendered. Data from a Multiple Listing Service. was 
used to examine performance differences between nat
ional and regional affiliations. It was determined 
that national franchises which utilize mass media 
promotion tend to assist purchasers of lower pr~ce~ 
homes, and that other franchises tend to sell s~gn~
ficantly higher priced homes. 

Introduction 

In 1978, residential real estate sales totaled $300 
billion. Almost four million pre-owned homes were 
sold at an average price of $57,300. Rapid indus
try growth has attracted many new participants; over 
one million people are involved in some aspect of 
real estate sales (Gaines, 1979). 

Broker affiliations with national and regional fran
chises have increased rapidly, with membership 
doubling between 1968 and 1974, and reaching 500,000 
by 1977 (Horsley, 1978). A 1978 survey found that 
17 percent of responding brokers were franchisees, 
2/3 of whom had joined in the prior three years (Nat
ional Association of Realtors, 1978). 

The impact of the franchise movement has been felt 
in North Carolina. A Survey of 1979 homebuyers in 
five North Carolina cities found that one-half of 
the respondents had purchased homes listed with fran
chised brokers (Jud, 1980). 

This study examines some competitive aspects of 
franchise affiliation in North Carolina, and evalu
ates comparative franchise performance in one of 
the surveyed cities. 

The Structure of the Real Estate Industry 

The residential brokerage industry has traditionally 
been localized and fragmented (Gaines, 1979). Mini
mal investment and educational requirements allow 
easy entry and exit; high agent turnover and part
time salespeople create staffing problems; and 
broker reinvestment in real estate inhibits firm 
growth (Bove, 1979). 

Traditional Methods of Sale 

An open listing allows a seller to use any number of 
brokers; the first broker to consummate the sale 
earns the commission. An exclusive listing allows 
only the designated broker to claim the corr~ission. 
The Multiple Listing Service (MLS) developed as bro-
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ers pooled exclusive rights to listings and clients 
(Gaines, 1979). If a home is placed on the MLS, the 
commission is split between selling and listing 
brokers. The MLS has traditionally benefitted smaller, 
less efficient brokers, unable to generate sufficient 
listings on their own (Minard, 1978). 

.Development of Real Estate Franchises 

Independent brokers ~ere troubled by the emergence of 
professionally managed real estate chains which offer
ed a full line of services, providing additional rev
enue above commission (Mylnaryk, 1975). Fear of being 
driven from the industry created positive broker 
attitudes toward real estate franchises. Another 
favorable growth factor was increased population 
mobility, which created opportunities for national 
brand development. Independent brokers, recognizing 
the need for a more professional image, found that 
franchise affiliation allowed maintenance of autonomy, 
exposure to methods of dealing with increasingly 
complex real estate transactions, and acquisition of 
sophisticated marketing techniques. 

Franchisors offer several inducements to affiliate: 
1. Market identification through national brand 
image, allowing the young broker with inadequate 
community contacts to capitalize on market potential 
created by population mobility. 2. Nat.ional and 
regional mass advertising, allowing volume discounts. 
3. Training and recruitment programs tailored for an 
industry characterized by high turnover and poor sales 
reputation. 4. Management Services systems, which 
attract young brokers attempting to manage new agen
cies by teaching them unfamiliar procedures, and 
attracting and training sales associates. 5. Refer
ral services for regional or national trading of list
ings and leads. 

Franchise Structure 

Several types of franchises have evolved. National 
groups include Century 21, Red Carpet, Realty World, 
ERA, and Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service. 
Some national referral and relocation systems, such as 
Gallery of Homes and Homes for Living, are almost 
indistinguishable from full-service franchises. There 
are also regional affiliations. 

Real estate franchisors receive an initiation fee and 
a percentage of profits. For example, the Century 21 
affiliation fee ranges from $1,000 to $10,000, with 
annual charges of 2-6% of gross profits, and an adver
tising contribution of 1.5-2% of gross. The initial 
fee for an ERA franchise is about $6,000, and monthly 
overrides range from $200 to $500, depending on terri
tory and number of offices (A New ERA .•• l978). 

Promotion in the Pre-Owned Residential Market 

Traditionally, realtors acquired listings through news
paper classifieds, neighborhood signs, and canvassing, 
with television campaigns recently added to the mix. 
Within the general promotion framework, however, fran
chised and independent brokers stress different 
vehicles and tactics. 



Promotion by Franchised Firms 

Franchisors vary in their approach to potential 
clients. Red Carpet, organized in the 1960's, and 
holding 8.7% of real estate franchises in 1978, con
centrates on acquiring as many franchises as possible 
within a community, and spends large amounts on local 
promotion. 

Century 21, with 45.8% of the affiliates, was the 
first to develop full-line franchising and increase 
market share by concentrating advertising dollars in 
local communities to sell a single brand name and 
promote interoffice referrals. In extensive tele
vision campaigns, Century 21 portrays the "neighbor
hood professional" who is familiar with intricate 
real estate transactions and, in particular, targets 
the transferree by illustrating the ability to per
form both sale and purchase functions. Listings are 
also solicited by offering a "Neighborhood Services 
Directory", including a "Market Value Certificate" 
which entitles the homeowner to a home valuation-by 
an affiliated agent (Bove, 1979). 

Electronic Realty Associates (ERA), founded in 1972, 
held 14.7% of the franchises in 1978. It claims to 
be the only franchise featuring both a Buyer and 
Seller Protection Plan, and the "Moving Machine" - a 
computerized telephoto transmission device that 
sends pictures of available homes across the country .• 
("A New ERA ... "1978). ERA promises relocation assis
tance and stresses ability to find mortgage money. 

Most franchisors also utilize joint classified 
advertising, neighborhood signs, direct mail, and 
house-to-house visits. Signs on listed properties 
proclaiming a "SOLD" status demonstrate successful 
track records. 

Thus, franchised brokers stress professionalism, 
national referral capability combined with extensive 
local knowledge, and financial connections to mort
gage money. The proclaimed ability to arrange buyer 
financing is attractive to the seller. Also, the 
professional image is important to the first-time 
seller, unfamiliar with the terminology, and with 
only a vague idea of his home's value. Consequently, 
a "Market Valuation" offer is reassuring. 

The concept of the first-time seller as a franchise 
client is reinforced by the observation that national 
franchisors tend to specialize in the lower end of 
the market (Kilborne, 1979). Since successive real 
estate experience involves "trading up", the lower 
end of the market is expected to contain more first
time sellers who need the reassurances offered by 
national franchisors. 

Promotion by Independent Firms 

Independent brokers utilize newspaper classifieds to 
varying degrees. Lacking volume discounts, small 
firms use limited, specific listings. Larger, more 
established brokers have fewer advertising constraints 
and may utilize comparable space to franchisors. 
Independent firms also rely heavily on neighborhood 
promotion, particularly property signs. A different 
type of professionalism is stressed - individualized 
service to clients and extensive knowledge of particu
lar neighborhoods. Reputation is essential; recom
mendations are important sources of listings. Inde
pendents may specialize in higher-priced units, whose 
owners have sold a previous home, and are more selec
tive in broker choice. Consequently, many upper-
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range listings are obtained through social or business 
connections. 

Research Objectives 

No research has been directed toward the impact of 
presumed franchise advantages and promotional differ
ences on competition between real estate brokers, or 
comparative franchise performance. The objective of 
this stu~y is to examine these issues, and attempt to 
answer the following questions: 

1. Since franchised agencies tend to be younger 
firms, do they sell lower priced homes, or can 
they compete with established firms for more 
expensive listings? 

2. Do mass media campaigns enhance broker recogni
tion such that ~ellers are more likely to select 
franchise affiliates? 

3. Do national franchisor advertisements or referral 
services attract transferred homeseekers? 

4. Does a professional image result in greater 
satisfaction with the services of franchised 
affiliates among those who buy homes with their 
assistance? 

5. Are there significant performance differences 
between specific franchises, and between national 
and regional affiliations? If so, can they be 
attributed to different promotional techniques? 

To help answer these questions, two data sets were 
utilized. The 1979 Survey of North Carolina Home
buyers was used to address the first four questions. 
Additional data on real estate transactions in Greens
boro, North Carolina was used to examine the last 
issue. 

Analysis: The North Carolina Study 

The 1979 survey was conducted in five North Carolina 
cities: Charlotte, Greensboro, Hickory, Raleigh, and 
Wilson. In each survey area a random sample of resi
dential properties bought during 1979 was selected 
from the Registrar of Deeds. The number of respond
ents knowing whether they had dealt with a franchised 
or independent broker was almost equally divided be
tween those employing both types. The percentage 
employing franchised brokers in each area were: 
Charlotte, 31%; Greensboro, 73%; Hickory, 61%; 
Raleigh, 42%; and Wilson, 47%. Those who were aware 
of using a national or regional franchise are in 
Category 1; the others are in Category 2. Chi-square 
tests were performed to determine when category 
responses differed at the 95% confidence level. 

TABLE 1 
BROKER CATEGORY BY SELLING PRICE 

Broker Price of Home (in thousands) 
Category 

<SO 50-79 80-120 >120 Total 

Fran 53.7% 50.94% 36.0%* 50.0% 50.18% 

Non-fran 46.3% 49.06% 64.0%* 50.0% 49.82% 

Total 45.73% 37. 72% 13.35% 3.20% 100.00% 

257 212 75 18 

* - Alpha .05 or less 

As shown in Table 1 , a noticeably greater percentage 
of those buying homes in the lower price categories 
and a significantly lower percentage of those buying 



in the second highest category, were assisted by 
franchised brokers. This supports the hypothesis 
that franchisees tend to sell the lower-priced homes. 
However, this was not individually true in Greensboro 
or Wilson. Since they are slower growth areas, the 
brokerage industry may be sufficiently competitive 
to encourage established agencies to join franchises, 
or affiliates in these areas may be enjoying more 
referral and reputation benefits, allowing them to 
penetrate the high priced market. 

Market position was further explored through buyer 
income data: 

TABLE 2* 
BROKER CATEGORY BY BUYER INCOME 

Family Income (in thousands) 

Broker <15 15-24 

Fran 53.85% 48.09% 

Non-fran 46.15% 51.91% 

Total 10.7% 37.65% 

52 183 

25-40 

55.68% 

44.32% 

38.07% 

185 

>40 Total 

40.91% 50.62% 

59.09% 49.38% 

13.8% 100.00% 

66 486 

* - Overall Chi-square statistic showed general 
pattern of response to be significantly different 
at .OS level 

In the aggregate survey, franchised brokers assisted 
more buyers in the lowest (less than $15,000), and 
second highest ($25,000-$40,000) income categories. 
This may indicate that a greater share of lower
priced listings increases franchise appeal to lower 
income groups. Significant franchise usage by the 
second-highest income group suggests that an appeal 
stressing national expertise is found attractive by 
young professionals with sufficient incomes, but in
sufficient wealth to purchase a high-priced home, 
and limited homebuying experience. Franchised 
agencies in Greensboro and Wilson showed greater ap
peal to upper categories, assisting more highest 
income respondents in Greensboro, and second highest 
in Wilson. Since Wilson reported the highest per
centage of working couples in response to a survey 
question (71% compared to 62% aggregate), and had 
the highest percentage change in per capita personal 
income from 1970 to 1977 (104% vs 80-85% aggregate), 
there may be a potential segment of young profession
als with high incomes involved. 

The effectiveness of mass promotion was investigated 
by asking respondents how they found their broker. 
Unfortunately, the 1979 survey did not include tele
vision as a specific category. However, significant 
evidence was found to indicate the effectiveness of 
joint classified promotion. Overall, a much greater 
percentage of those employing franchised brokers 
selected them from newspaper advertisements than did 
those employing independents. (And 62% of those who 
selected a broker through a newspaper advertisement 
selected a franchise affiliate). This general pat
tern was true in all individual areas except Raleigh. 
Thus there is support for the "recognition" appeal of 
a real estate franchise. 

To determine whether national recognition or referral 
services helped franchised brokers attract distant 

clients, a breakdown of previous residence location 
was performed. The aggregate results showed a signi
ficant proportion in the same county of purchase; 
however, individual areas differed considerably. 
Greensboro's franchised brokers had significantly 
fewer clients with previous North Carolina residences 
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and more than twice as many with prior out-of-state 
residences, thereby displaying strong evidence that 
franchise affiliation attracts clients from distant 
areas. 

Two survey questions were intended to elicit a measure 
qf client satisfaction with broker services. Buyers 
were asked "How did you find your home?" (i.e.: was 
the home found through the broker's efforts or some 
specific activity on the part of the client). In the 
aggregate survey, no significant differences are pre
sent; however in one individual area - Charlotte -
more buyers who employed franchised brokers finally 
found their homes through their own neighborhood 
searches. It is also noteworthy that a slightly great
er percentage of homes were suggested by franchised 
brokers in most areas, and that over half of the homes 
finally purchased were suggested by the brokers in 
each category (franchise and independent). 

A second attempt to evaluate client satisfaction in
volved the question, "If you sell your house, would 
you list your home with the broker y~u bought from?" 
Unfortunately this phrasing created some ambiguity 
about the broker being evaluated; however, it is 
assumed that a substantial part of the response con
cerns the franchised or independent broker who aided 
the respondent in the search. The aggregate response 
to this question shows slightly greater satisfaction 
with franchised brokers, although the results were 
positive for each group: 

TABLE 3* 
WOULD YOU LIST YOUR HOME WITH THE 

BROKER YOU BOUGHT FROM? 

Broker Yes No Total 
Category 

Fran 51. 65% 41.9% 49.60% 

Non-fran 48.35% 58.10% 50.40% 

Total 78% 22% 100.00% 

393 105 498 

* - Overall Chi-square statistic showed general 
pattern of responses to be significantly different at 
.OS level. 

Discussion 

The analysis of the 1979 homebuyer data suggests the 
following: 

1. Franchised agencies tend to assist purchasers of 
lower-priced homes in the faster-growing areas of 
North Carolina, and also to assist lower-income 
clients in their housing search. However, in 
some areas they also assist greater numbers of 
clients in the second highest income category, 
suggesting a successful appeal to young profess
ionals. 

2. The hypothesis that franchise affiliation in
creases recognition was supported. A greater 
percentage of those selecting brokers from news
paper advertisements picked franchised agencies 
in all areas except Raleigh. 

3. Greensboro is the only area in which a greater 
percentage of clients moving from distant loca
tions employed franchised brokers, yet the diff
erence was significant. This may explain why 
Greensboro ranked first in the percentage of 
buyers employing franchised agencies. 



4. Satisfaction with franchised brokers was appar
ent, although only slightly better than the non
franchised group. 

Analysis: The Greensboro Study 

To determine relative performance of Greensboro 
brokers, data on over one thousand residential real 
estate transactions was collected. Preliminary exam
ination revealed some exceptionally low selling 
prices, indicating the sale of some homes for the 
value of the land. Therefore, transactions of less 
than $20,000 were excluded from further analysis. 
The remaining data set contained 902 transactions, 
of which 420 originated as listings from independent 
brokers and 482 from franchise affiliates. 

The mean price of franchisee listings was $44,610, 
while the mean of the independent brokers' was 
$45,749. This observation supports the hypothesis 
that franchise affiliates tend to carry lower-priced 
listings, but was not significant at the .10 level. 
Perhaps the franchises assisting those purchasing 
higher-priced homes (mentioned earlier), offset 
those carrying lower-priced listings. To test the 
hypothesis that franchises perform better than 
independent firms, a comparison of the percentage of 
price reduction that brokers acquired for their buy
ers was conducted. It was discovered that fran
chised brokers achieved a greater percentage of 
price reduction at the .10 significance level. 

Subsequent analyses were run to determine relative 
franchise performance. Variables considered included: 
listing price (LP), selling price (SP), and days on 
the market. T-tests for differences between means 
were conducted on these variables, comparing each 
franchise to the remaining group. Significant 
results are reported in Tables 4 and 5. 

TABLE 4 
FRANCHISES BY LISTING OFFICE 

Franchise Type N Mean Mean 
LP SP 

1 National 177 38,380* 37,680* 
Others 307 47,550 46,562 

2 National 57 40,151** 39,564** 
Others 427 44,720 43,897 

3 National 48 49,387* 48,556* 
Others 436 43,609 42,800 

4 National 43 55,279** 53,925** 
Others 441 43,100 42,342 

5 Regional 125 49,766* 48,935* 
Others 359 42,237 41,437 

6 Regional 29 38,563** 37,500** 
Others 455 44,540 43,745 

* - Alpha .OS or less 
** - Alpha .10 or less 

Days on 
Market 

35.6* 
44.07 

54.09** 
41.065 

Two of the four national franchises (1 and 2) listed 
and sold homes whose average LP and SP were signifi
cantly lower than the others. These are the fran
chises which utilize considerable mass advertising. 
Perhaps their intensive national promotion attracts 
more first-time homesellers with less valuable pro
perties, as well as more neophyte purchasers. 
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TABLE 5 
Franchises by Selling Office 

Franchise Type N Mean Mean Days on 
LP SP Market 

1 Nat. 177 40,115* 39 '349* 
Others 344 47,925 46,975 

2 Nat. 74 37,572* 36,855* 
Others 413 46,887 45,963 

3 Nat. 47 50,105* 49,070** 54.4* 
Others 440 44,976 44,099 39.78 

4 Nat. 47 49,691** 48,818** 
Others 440 45,020 44,126 

5 Reg. 124 55,455* 54,361* 33.88* 
Others ,363 42,061 41,238 43.69 

6 Reg. 36 39,079* 38,302* 
451 45,981 45,080 

The two remaining national franchises (3 and 4) listed 
and sold homes at significantly higher prices. Unlike 
the other national franchises, these engage in less 
national advertising, and use more traditional pro
motion methods to attract listings. In addition, 
Franchise 3 sold homes which were on the market signi
ficantly longer. Its higher-priced listings may 
represent more unique homes, hence requiring more time 
to attract interested and qualified buyers. 

Franchise (5) is a regional North Carolina affiliation. 
Its higher list and selling prices, and the fewer days 
its listings remain on the market were all signifi
cantly different from group outcomes. Its ability to 
sell higher-priced homes in a shorter-than-average 
period indicates superior performance. This franchise 
relies heavily on traditional promotion methods and 
referrals to acquire listings. 

The last group (6) is a regional affiliate which is 
little more than a referral service among cooperating 
realtors. Its lower LP and SP represent significantly 
different results from other franchise performance. 
In addition, the significantly greater number of days 
its listings remained on the market indicates less 
efficient performance. This group uses little joint 
advertising, and it is difficult to determine what 
advantages its members obtain from franchise affilia
tion. 

Conclusions 

The Survey of Homebuyers indicates that franchise 
affiliation increases consumer awareness and recog
nition, and that clients are satisfied with the per
formance of franchised brokers. Franchised agencies 
assist both lower-income clients and those in the 
$25,000-40,000 category. This is consistent with 
differences among franchise types revealed in the 
Greensboro study of real estate transactions. Those 
agencies affiliated with national franchises engaging 
in intensive mass advertising (1 and 2) tend to list 
and sell homes at lower-than-average prices. For 
this group, franchise affiliation apparently enhances 
the effect of their promotion by increasing recog
nition, and thereby attracting more inexperienced 
buyers and sellers. 

The other national franchises (3 and 4) which do not 
rely on mass media, but rather on more traditional 
techniques, tend to sell more expensive homes. Per
haps traditional promotion attracts those experienced 



homesellers who list higher-priced properties. The 
longer market period indicates a listing which re
quires a closer client-purchaser "match", rather than 
success with a mass market "numbers" philosophy. 

The large regional franchise (5) lists significantly 
higher-priced homes and sells them in significantly 
fewer days. Specialized neighborhood knowledge and 
traditional advertising apparently attract better 
listings, as well as more serious qualified buyers. 
Affiliation with this franchise allows agencies to 
share in this image of superior regional expertise. 

Thus franchise affiliation may be desirable for two 
very different reasons -- either to join national 
advertising campaigns constructed to enhance recog
nition among inexperienced market participants, or 
to share an attractive image that has been developed 
by regional associates. 
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COMPARISON ADVERTISING STRATEGIES FOR NEW MARKETS 

Walter Gross, University of Georgia 
Florence Gross, DFCS-Clarke Co., Georgia 

Abstract 

Comparison advertising has become established in the 
United States despite a history of restrictions. An ex
amination of how this change was accomplished suggests 
three strategies that may be utilized. 

Opportunities still exist for concerns to pioneer with 
these techniques, especially in foreign markets. More
over, certain characteristics of foreign markets actually 
may facilitate such application. A specific situation 
is presented to demonstrate this possibility. 

Introducing Comparison Advertising 

Despite controversy about its desirability, comparison 
advertising has become established as a promotional tool 
in the United States. Analysis of its development sug
gests three strategies which firms appear to have util
ized successfully to introduce comparison advertising de
spite a restrictive environment. 

This article outlines the three strategies. It also pre
sents a model for the phasing in of comparison promotions. 
Finally, it demonstrates how such advertising strategies 
may be especially opportune in foreign markets. In these 
markets, virtually no comparison advertising exists be
cause of current legal and cultural restraints. 

Moreover, characteristics of some foreign markets actu
ally may facilitate this application. Thus, for compan
ies which have decided that comparison advertising is 
profitable in the domestic market, there are opportunit
ies to innovate with the technique in new trading areas. 

A case in point is that of a French automobile company 
which pioneered a method of comparison promotion despite 
the restrictive legal environment in that country. Pri
mary data for this analysis were obtained from interviews 
with company management, trade associations andadvertis
ing agencies. Secondary sources on the strategy of com
parison advertising introduction in the United States 
were utilized to provide a background for a similar s tra
tegy abroad. 

Comparison Advertising in the United States 

Comparison advertising has been defined as advertising 
that "(1) compares two or more specifically named or 
recognizably presented brands of the same general product 
or service class, and (2) makes such a comparison in 
terms of one or more specific product or service attri
butes."lO (The terms "comparison advertising" and "com
parative advertising" are used synonomously, but the 
former is preferred for this article because it pertains 
to advertisements which contain comparisons of products; 
the latter term implies that forms of advertising are 
being compared.) 

Comparison advertising has been the subject of much argu
ment. Some businessmen, advertising professionals, psy
chologists and others have attacked it as unethical and 
counterproductive for its sponsors.8 Others have found 
it effective at least for certain product types, media 
situations, and market circumstances.s 

As a matter of fact, comparison advertising has flourisha:l 
despite criticism. Some barriers were removed by the 
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Federal Trade Commission's approval of the technique. 
Moreover, it has been utilized increasingly in the 
United States since the 1960s, which may be the best evi
dence that firms have indeed been finding it an effec
tive tool for increasing sales volume and market share.3 

With the increased i~cidence of comparison advertising, 
the American Association of Advertising Agencies, whose 
1966 policy statement "discouraged" such advertising, 
was induced to accept it as a reality. The Association's 
policy statement, issued in 1974, pointed out that: 
"All three networks accept it. The Federal Trade Com
mission encourages it. Some major advertisers use it!'l 

Since the advent of comparison advertising in the United 
States, two trends have become apparent: (1) more ex
plicit and specific comparison, and (2) increasing con
sumer awareness of comparison advertising. These trends 
indicate that explicit contrasts are increasingly effec
tive and that sponsorship of such advertising is in
creasingly acceptable.3 

Some advertising executives still express concern that 
long-term consequences of comparison advertising may be 
detrimental to all advertising. Michael Etgar and 
Stephen A. Goodwin state that the advertiser can minimize 
problems and create the most effective comparison adver
tisements by considering the following points. 

(1) Positions presented must be acceptable and under~ 
standable to the audience. Researched, nonconfus
ing messages should be carried in media having 
audiences well-matched to the communication's so
phistication. 

(2) Consumers should have enough prior knowledge of a 
product to use the evaluative information effec
tively. 

(3) Comparison advertising is most effective for ads 
"which compare specific measurable product attri
butes such as weight, price, speed and so forth," 
and for products purchased on the basis of measur
able performance. 

(4) Comparison advertising is most beneficial for new 
brands or for small name brands pitted against a 
market leader. 

(5) Print media offers advantages over audio-visual in 
that the consumer can ponder the comparative infor
mation presented. 

(6) And, of course, comparison advertising's effective
ness must be tested for each individual product. 
No generalizations can be deduced for any and every 
product.S Stanley I. Tennenbaum adds, "A combina
tion of product superiority, truth, fairness and 
presentation skill" will product the most effective 
comparison advertising.9 

Strategy Suggestions 

Historical development suggests the strategy considera
tions for introducing comparison promotion in a new 
milieu, especially a marketplace with promising compari-



son potential for the utilization of visual media and 
for advertising from nearby countries. From this situa
tion, three general strategies emerge for developing 
comparison advertising in new markets: phasing-in, cir
cumvention, and intermediation. 

(1) The phasing-in strategy commences with indirect com
parisons and gradually shifts to more direct ones. 
Figure 1 depicts the range of these comparisons 
exemplified in the growth of comparison advertising 
in the United States. 

Figure 1: RANGE OF COMPARISON PRESENTAT:::OllS 

Generally 
B.ar.t.er 

:~"DIRECT 

QlRECT 

(a) Genc:::-allz Better: The first i:::: the most indircet 
type of comparison. The sponsor simply claims su
periorityto the competition in general, but does 
not name any competitors. Its objective is to sug
gest that the audience should compare offerings 
even though the advertisement itself makes no 
specific comparison. 

(b) Features Better: This type is less indirect. The 
advertiser highlights the comparative advantages 
by pointing out specific attributes which make the 
product superior to (unnamed) other products on the 
market. The aim is to induce the audience to think 
of more specific comparisons, even though the ad
vertisement avoids designating the other brands. 
(A competitor's name may be hinted, for example, by 
referring to "Brand X") . 

(c) Tabular Comparison: This technique presents a 
table comparing products according to a list of 
significant features (for example, miles per gallon, 
tinted windows, three-speed windshield washer). 
This approach is still a somewhat indirect compar~ 
son if the sponsor only hints which competitors 
(for example, auto X, auto Z) are being contrasted 
feature by feature. The goal is to provide the 
consumer with more detailed information to compare 
with competitive products, in a seemingly objective 
manner. 

(d) Implicit Designation: This form is a moderately 
direct comparison. The advertiser avoids specifi
cally naming the competitor, but compares the pro
ducts in situations where the competitor is recog
nizable to the audience. For example, the com
petitor's distinctive package or product design 
may appear in the background. The purpose is to 
leave little doubt about the subject of comparison 
while avoiding a clear-cut comparison (as well as 
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Jlliriimizinp; free publicity to the conpetitor). 

(e) Explicit Designation: The most direct form of com
parison is to name the competitors. The objective 
is to ensure that the audience fully understands 
the comparison. This form may be acceptable even 
is countries which restrict comparison advertisine, 
if it is necessary to correct misinformation. For 
example, if a competitor had advertised its product 
as the lowest priced on a market, a specific com
parison rebuttal might be permitted to show that 
this is not longer true, or only true in conven
iently selected market areas. In any case, the 
earlier indirect comparisons are precedents for 
the most direct ones. 

(2) Another approach, the circumvention strategy, is 
equivalent to ovtflanking in military situations 
to avoid dangerous confrontations. The advertiser 
may utilize media in nearby countries, where com
parison promotion is less constrained, to reach 
the target domestic audience. Countries such as 
Sweden, Denmark, the United Kingdom and the United 
States are examples of countries with minor re
strictions. Thus, a comparison advertisement can 
be broadcast in Italian from Greece ID reach an 
audience in Italy. Also, in some foreign markets, 
such as Switzerland, much of the population is 
multilingual. This audience will understand com
parison advertising broadcast in the local lang
uages from countries where it is less restricted. 
This technique will apply equally to the print 
media. 

(3) A third strategy is to utilize high ranking per
sonal intermediaries. Top management officials in 
foreign countries often can exert tremendous in
fluence on legislative bodies because of their 
social class membership or family connections. 
These persons may be able to get favorable modifi
cations in legislation about comparison advertising 
in nations which traditionally have great respect 
for the "upper classes." 

In some countries, quasi-governmental trade committees, 
associations and cartel organizations can exert major 
influence on legislative activities. If the company 
which wishes to run the comparison advertisements has 
friends or members of its top management on these bodies, 
it likewise is in an excellent position to promote a 
more favorable legal environment for its comparison pre
sentations. 

Comparison Advertising Opportunities in Foreign Markets 

Now that comparison advertising is an established prac
tice in the United States and research findings indicate 
how to use it most effectively, companies may wish to 
approach markets where new opportunities exist. Foreign 
markets may provide fresh fields for companies which 
utilize the technique, but believe that they have reach
ed the point of marginal returns in the dom~stic markets. 

However, because of legal restrictions against compari
son advertising in many countries, companies cannot 
utilize it as aggressively as currently practiced in the 
United States. Comparison advertising is legal with 
minor restrictions in Australia, Canada, Denmark, 
Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. It 
is legal with maior restrictions or self-regulation in 
the Netherlands, West Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, New 
Zealand, the Philippines, and South Africa. In other 
countries comparison advertising is legal but somewhat 
restricted by cultural attitudes or gentlemen's agree
ments; this situation exists in Brazil, Japan, South 
Korea and Switzerland. 



Only in Austria, Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg and 
Spain is comparison advertising essentially illegal in 
Europe. Most of this legislation prohibits naming com
petitors and presenting misleading or derogatory infor
mation; in some cases even truthful comparisons are 
barred. In many instances, comparisons are allowed to 
reply to unfair criticism, objectively to describe im
provements, methods and technical systems, or to make 
statements about superlativeness which are not aimed 
directly at competitors.3 

In spite of restrictions, comparison advertisements 
have appeared in several countries, even those where it 
is supposedly illegal. Examples of comparison adver
tisements in these countries follow. Sweden: From 
1972-1974, the Ford Motor Company AB ran advertisements 
in Swedish metropolitan and local newspapers comparing 
the Ford Consul with the Volvo, Saab and Open Rekord. 
Denmark: In 1977, Fredgaard (a radio-TV chain store) 
ran print ads comparing Fredgaard and Fona (the best
known competitor). The Netherlands: Lux detergentver
sus Dreft advertisements sponsored by Unilever (Lux) 
appeared in television and print media in April and 
June, 1976. Brazil: Using newspapers, outdoor adver
tising, radio and television, the Chevrolet dealers of 
Bela Horizonte sponsored ads comparing Chevrolet to 
Ford, Fiat, Opala and others.3 

Another example of a country where comparison advertis
ing is generally illegal, but has appeared, is France. 
An in-depth examination of the circumstances under 
which a French automobile manufacturer ran a comparison 
advertisement may elucidate the three strategies for 
introducing comparison promotion. 

An Automobile Comparison in the French Advertising 
Environment 

In May and June, 1977, an advertising campaign for the 
Matra-Simca (produced by a company affiliated with the 
Chrysler Corporation) ran a comparison advertisement 
for the first time in the history of automobile adver
tising in France. The two-page advertisement contrast
ed the Matra-Simca, a lower-priced economy car, with a 
Lamborghini, an Italian luxury sports car. It pictured 
both cars and explicitly named specific product attri
butes. Features compared ranged from fuel economy and 
trunk space to interior upholstery and stereo systems. 

This comparison appeared in a country which was unani
mously described by the French businessmen interviewed 
for this study as one of the most highly regulated in 
the capitalist world. Advertising practices in particu
lar are much more severely controlled than in the 
United States. Le Bureau de Verification de La Pub
licite (the French equavalent of the American Federal 
Trade Commission) considers it unfair competition for 
any commercial institution to publicly fault another 
similar institution for the purpose of gaining custoMers. 
This unfair competition may result from any comparison 
or simple allusion, even where a competitor is not de
signated by name, but whose identity might be recognized 
by consumers.6 

Nevertheless, no significant government reaction nor 
scandal in the trade resulted from the advertising, 
according to persons interviewed for this study. The 
Matra-Simca advertisement was definitely a comparison
type promotion; therefore, it apparently violated 
French law. But no government action was aroused; the 
advertisement contrasted two cars no one would ever 
dream of comparing seriously. Lamborghini customers 
would not at all be concerned about fuel economy or 
trunk space. However, in the future, if the comparisons 
become less far-fetched and hit closer to home, the 
Matra-Simca/Lamborghini advertisement could be pulled 
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out as a precedent. 

Certain characteristics of the French advertising en
vironment also were considered for potential expansion 
of the comparison campaign. First, French companies 
can exercise considerable latitude with advertising 
placed in nearby countries. Advertising can be tele
cast from stations in Monte Carlo which have a substan
tial audience in the French population. There also is 
a large audience for foreign radio stations. Many 
radios sold in France are capable of receiving short
wave and long-wave as well as the medium-wave length 
stations typical in the United States. Concomitantly, 
French-language media published in nearby countries 
such as Belgium and Luxembourg also circulate in Franca 
Thus, advertising placed in other countries can be aim
ed at a significant portion of the market in France. 

Second, visual media, which American advertisers have 
found especially effective in implementing comparison 
advertising, are the most important in France as mea
sured by expenditures. Outdoor advertising is particu
larly applicable to the French audience which tradition
ally has looked to public signs as an important source 
of information about everything from entertainment to 
politics. In fact, in the smaller cities, outdoor ad
vertising is the major outlet for local printed promo
tions; the newspapers devote much more space to editor
ial copy than to advertising. Thus, posters hold sign
ificant potential for comparison advertising; in addi
tion to permitting visual comparisons, their placement 
in locations near points of sale is likely to exert 
strong influence on the last buying decision. 

Another distinctive device more heavily used in France 
than in the United States, and which is intrinsically 
well suited to4comparison advertising, is the disguised 
advertisement. Termed "La publici tl qui n 'ose pas 
dire son nom," loosely translated, it means "Advertis
ing which hesitates to give sponsor identification." 
In France, it takes the form of a simple article in a 
paper or magazine; that is, it does not seem to be ad
vertising. At the bottom of the page, the word "pub
lireportage" appears, which means "disguised advertis
ing." The intent is to have the reader go through the 
article without thinking of the information as adver
tising. This form may be especially effective for com
parison advertising because its innocuous appearance 
minimizes the defensiveness which prospects may feel 
when confronted by a sales message. 

According to an offical with the French Automobile Manu
facturers' Association, the less highly affluent popu
lation of France may present a more promising opportun
ity for comparison advertising than did the American 
marketplace. 7 Some distinguishing characteristics of 
the French automobile market follow: (1) Only 65 per
cent of French families own a car, and the ownership 
period adverages four years. Automobile ownership, con
sequently, serves as an especially high status symbol 
and a very important purchase decision. Therefore, it 
is imperative for the buyer to obtain as much informa
tion as possible from promotional communications. (2) 
Some French consumer groups have expressed the desire 
to see comparison advertising which they expect would 
provide information about the relative merits of rival 
brands. (3) French automobile customers are exposed 
to advertising messages much less than are Americans. 
C. Benoit feels that this lesser exposure could encour
age the French audience to de~ote more time to examin
ing a detailed set of claims. (4) As stated earlier, 
the media available may be useful for comparison adver
tising. Included are posters, billboards, television 
and printed media from nearby countries where advertis
ing is less restricted. 



Conclusion 

Actually, the very problems which have curtailed com
parison advertising abroad may provide market opportun
ities for this form of promotion. Because of the ab
sence of such advertising, there can be a profitable 
payoff for the sponsor being innovative in those coun
tries where it is lacking. The novelty will yield 
greater message impact. Market share may be increased 
by shifting customers who had been neutral about the 
brands before they were induced to contrast specific 
features. 

The three basic strategies which are available to deal 
with negative legislation and societal attitudes will 
find their applicability constrained by the local cir
cumstances. In general, however, by careful analysis 
of the promotional environment of the target market, 
and by following a policy of gradualism, the comparison 
advertiser profitably may surmount seemingly inhospit
able conditions. 
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NEWSPAPERS AND THE MARKETING CONCEPT: 
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF THE 

ATTITUDES OF NEWSROOM AND MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL 

Gerald M. Hampton, Seattle University 
Emmett Lane, Seattle University 

Introduction 

Since the humble beginnings of the first newspaper in 
the Colonies, Public Occurrences, established in 1690 
by Benjamin Harris, most all of them have been guided 
in their operations by the social responsibility theory 
of the press. This notion is so basic and fundamental 
that it is unarguable in principle. However expressed, 
it means that the purpose of a newspaper is to report 
the news. To the professional journalist, it is much 
more than just a goal. It is a social responsibility 
based on the First Amendment of the U. S. Constitution. 
Perceived threats to this philosophical principle are 
met with fierce resistance in the streets and in the 
courts, but most often in the columns of individual 
publications. Today, the emerging application of the 
marketing concept in the operation of many newspapers 
appears as such a threat, and has evoked quite a nega
tive reaction in some quarters. All one need do is to 
glance at some of the titles of recently published 
articles like "Supermarketing the Newspaper", "Beware 
the Market Thinkers", and "News Doctors" to be left 
with the general impression that marketing and good 
newspapers are mutually exclusive. 

While the marketing concept has grown and matured in 
the business literature and actually practiced in a 
large number of firms, it is only now being applied in 
the newspaper industry. Although it has not received a 
cordial invitation from some members of the journalism 
profession, it has been warmly welcomed by many publish
ers and news executives (Marple 1977, Rupp 1977, Wilkens 
1979, Hirt 1973, Marbut 1977 and Meyer 1978). Its new
ness to newspapers was evident from the International 
Newspaper Promotion Association's 1978 nation-wide 
survey that reported only 21 percent of papers with a 
circulation under 100,000 had a marketing director and 
those over 100,000 only 31 percent (Editor and Publisher 
1978). Comparison was impossible with the 1969 survey 
because such a question had not even been asked. 

Conversion to Marketing. The "newspaper marketing 
concept" (as it is often referred to in journalism 
literature) and the managerial orientation it proposes 
to bring to newspapers were introduced out of necessity, 
which is declining demand for or circulation of news
papers (Clark 1979, Schweitzer 1980, and Williamson 
1979). Its acceptance by publishers and news executives 
could have been anticipated, for after all, they are the 
ones primarily concerned with the paper's circulation 
and its profits. Such a view was expressed by a pub
lisher of a leading paper when he said that a news
paper's future is in the market place and depends on 
understanding its readers and putting them first (Rupp 
1977). 

Another publisher, Lee J. Guitter of the Dallas Herald, 
has gone so far as to urge the creation of the notion 
"King Customer" which he hopes will hasten the adoption 
of the marketing concept (Wilkens 1979). He feels that 
the reluctance to accept marketing practices is due to 
a basic fear of the marketing concept, because to em
brace such a notion where the fickle consumer is King, 
is a humbling experience for professionals. The vice 
president of consumer marketing at the New York Times, 
Donald A. Nizen, (1979), takes a different approach with 
his definition of what the marketing concept means for 
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newspapers. He sees the marketing function positioned 
between the publisher, editors and public and having 
a two-way communications responsibility. Specifically, 
marketing's function is to communicate with readers the 
output of the newsroom, and secondly, to editors the 
attitudes and needs of the readers which will affect 
not only the content, but packaging of the newspaper. 
He indicates that the latter function is at the heart 
of the marketing concept. Robert Marbut, (1977), pres
ident and CEO of Hartke-Hanks Newspapers, cites a 
marketing revolution in the industry as the reason to 
adopt the marketing concept. With a trend in the past 
ten years toward more segmentation, a more heter
geneous audience, and people no longer reading papers 
out of habit or loyalty, he suggests it is essential 
to put the needs of the reader first. 

Paul S. Hirt (1973), vice president promotion at the 
Chicago Sun Times, is generally credited with the in
troduction of the newspaper marketing concept and its 
emphasis on promotion of the "total newspaper". He 
recognized that traditionally newspapers consist of 
fifedoms --newsroom, advertising, circulation, and pro
motion--which perform their tasks sequentially rather 
that as a team. He urges a more unified approach. He 
suggests: 

The newspaper marketing concept begins with an at
tempt to determine what general types of content 
and presentation potential customers regard as help
ful and useful. Every department then becomes in
volved in developing a product that meets those 
specifications to the extent that is feasible. 
The approach does not preclude content that the 
editors feel is necessary to meet a community need 
even though it may not be specifically requested 
by readers. 

He reminds the profession that papers do not have a 
guarantee on life and growth merely because they provide 
an excellent product. (A fact seen most vividly in the 
demise of the Chicago Daily News). Since newspapers 
do not sell themselves, he offers a two-pronged approach 
to newspaper management. First, papers must serve 
people, and second, once the market is recognized, all 
within the paper must realize how closely related the 
services are they provide to the market. While he 
emphasizes the social responsibility of the press, he 
says that the market must be recognized and offered a 
balanced product which encourages wide readership. The 
"total newspaper" is his approach to accomplish this 
goal. 

Beware the Marketing Thinkers. Although first presented 
in 1973, the total newspaper concept has not achieved 
universal acceptance. A staunch critic is Roger Hornsby 
(1976), executive editor of the Denver Post. He views 
newspapers as quasi-public institutions with a con
stitutional purpose, a purpose which some of its read
ers may not understand but which will serve them anyway. 
He sees marketing as a real danger to the three funda
mentals of the press - dependence on the skills of writ
ing and reading, fulfillment of the human desire to have 
the news, and the public's understanding of the press's 
role in society. It is in this context that he alludes, 
somewhat cynically, to Levitt's marketing classic, 
"Marketing Myopia", saying that one school of management 
urges us to ask what business we are really in? When he 



speaks of profits, Hornsby feels that the product 
(paper) must produce a profit to exist, but it does not 
exist for profit. 

Fergus M. Bordewich (1977) in an editorial of one of 
the most prestigeous journals of the profession, The 
Columbia Journalism Review, questions whether or ~ 
the application of the marketing concept will change 
the character and mission of newspapers. He notes some 
of the changing methods newspapers use to maintain cir
culation while acknowledging the need to create papers 
more people will read. His concern is that all this 
is being done not with ~ore news, but with those things 
marketing/communication consultants say readers want. 

Purpose of Study 

It seems clear there are differences, often strongly 
expressed, on the benefits of the marketing concept as 
another guiding philosophy for the operation of news
papers. While some object, there is considerable sup
port, primarily from news executives. An important 
question not addressed in this debate is: Are these the 
views of the working journalist and management per
sonnel? If so, then one may wonder whether the news
paper marketing concept will work as well in practice 
as many of its proponents indicate. 

This article reports the results of a survey conducted 
to determine the attitudes of newspaper executives and 
newsroom personnel (editors and reporters) toward the 
marketing concept and several of its dimensions that 
may be of operational significance. Specifically, the 
study develops an opinion profile toward the marketing 
concept and the contributions its dimensions have to 
offer for the operations at one large metropolitan 
newspaper. 

Methodology 

A two-part questionnaire was developed to measure atti
tudes toward the marketing concept. The questionnaire 
was similar to methods used in two earlier works, one 
comparing attitudes toward a societal system (Gifford 
et. al. 1978) and the other measuring attitudes of edu
cators and executives toward specific attributes of the 
marketing concept (Barksdale and Darden 1971). Part one 
of the instrument introduced and defined the two ideal
istic notions, Theory I being the social responsible 
theory of the press and Theory II being the marketing 
concept, which might be used to guide the operations of 
a newspaper. The respondents were asked to express a 
preference for one of the two theories, to express their 
feeling about the current status of each, and expec
tations for the future (see Figure 1). The second 
portion of the questionnaire consisted of 19 Likert
type statements with five levels of agreement, ranging 
from "strongly disagree to "strongly agree" (see Tab les 
1-4). 

The data were collected from newsroom and business 
personnel at one large metropolitan newspaper. The 
newsroom respondents were a random sample of 95 report
er and editors which represents about one half of this 
group. A total af 60 usuable questionnaires were re
turned. The business group consisted of the upper man
agement personnel from the major non-editorial depart
ments including promotion, circulation, advertising 
and administration. There was a total of 33 such busi
ness personnel from which 24 usable questionnaires were 
returned. 

When examining the results and their implications, it 
should be kept in mind that the data were collected 
from a small sample at one newspaper. However, if one 
assumes that this newspaper is representative of the 
industry, then one has some indication of the status of 
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the marketing concept. A chi-square statistic was 
computed for all the statements. Due to the small 
sample size, it was necessary to reduce the original 
five-point scale to three in order to prevent empty 
cells. 

Results 

Responses to Part One 

The responses here reflect clear, and in some cases, 
wide differences of opinion. Editors/reporters, as 
expected, overwhelmingly prefer the social respon
sibility theory (Theory I). While the markeing ap
proach failed to gain majority support among the 
business managers, 40 percent did prefer the marketing 
concept (Theory li). 

The groups also differ on which theory is dominant. 
The 54 percent of editors/reporters who think Theory 
II is dominant today perhaps reflects their fear that 
marketing has already made inroads in the industry. 
Sixty-nine percent of business managers feel Theory I 
is dominant, an indication that marketing still has a 
long way to go. For expectations, the majority in 
each group agree that the marketing concept will domi
nate by 1985. Concerning service to readers, the 
majority in the newsroom (89 percent) feel Theory I is 
best, while the business managers are about evenly 
divided. 

These differences can be attributed to different val
ues, concerns, and level of understanding, especially 
regarding the marketing concept. It has been suggest
ed that the lack of understanding is an indication 
that the marketing concept is in the very early stages 
of its implementation (Kotler 1977). H so, one may 
conclude that marketing is in its early stages of de
velopment in the newspaper industry. Overall, the 
results appear to support this conclusion when one 
considers that a majority of both groups prefer Theory 
I, they see a move toward Theory II, and are uncertain 
of the benefits to readers. 

Response to Part II 

For purpose of analysis, the 19 Likert-type statements 
have been grouped in the following categories: 1) ad
equacy of marketing concept-Table 1 , 2) influence of 
concept - Table 2 , 3) Reader Benefits - Tables 3 , and 
4) newspaper responsibility and marketing concept -
Table 4 . In all categories, except influence, there 
are significant differences between the newsroom and 
business respondents. 

Adequacy of Marketing Concept. While the majority of 
those surveyed do not see the concept as inadequate as 
a decision criterion, there is a clear difference of 
opinion on whether the marketing concept is an accept
able philosophy for the management of a newspaper. 
The business respondents, possibly more familiar with 
the concept, are more receptive of it as a practical 
framework. The journalists are more uncertain, as 
reflected in the 21.6 percent who respond "not certain" 
to question one. The general unwillingness of editors/ 
reporters to opt for adoption (only 23 percent) appears 
to parallel their responses in part one. 

Influence of Concept. In this category (questions 4-7), 
there are no significant differences. However, one 
might speculate that the reasons behind the responses 
differ. For example, about 70 percent in each group 
feel that the marketing concept has had a "tremendous 
influence". Yet, we know from part one there is dis
agreement on whether such influence is desired. In 
addition, there are differences regarding the adequacy 
of the concept. Therefore, since both respondent 



groups agree on the marketing concept's increasing 
influence, and at the same time exhibit differences in 
terms of preference and adequacy, it becomes essential, 
if one wants to implement the concept, to identify the 
specific differences so they may be discussed and re
solved to the satisfaction of all. 

Reader Benefits. For statements in this category di
rectly concerned with reader benefits, there are signif
icant differences between the groups (statements 8, 9, 
and 11). As expected, when focus is on the traditional 
business areas (circulation and advertising - state
ments 10 and 12), there are no significant differences. 
It appears that business managers feel the marketing 
concept will serve the reader well when practiced by 
all departments, while those in the newsroom prefer it 
be limited to the business area. These findings support 
the view of some that functions within the paper should 
operate independently. 

The responses to the final two statements in this cate
gory appear to propose a dilemma for professional jour
nalist. On the one hand, almost half (48 percent) feel 
the marketing concept is an important factor in making 
the newsroom responsive to reader needs, and the readers 
know their news needs, yet on the other hand, the news 
professionals feel they are better qualified to decide. 
In summary, this section confirms, at least for this 
sample of editors and reporters a resistance to the ad
option of the marketing concept. The key to this re
sistance perhaps lies in the issues of press respon
sibility, freedom, and the belief that newspapers are 
more than just another business. This is explored 
below. 

Newspaper Responsibility. The statements in this cate
gory identify the basis upon which journalist build 
their resistance to marketing. Here, there are signif
icant differences between newsroom and management on all 
items except one (statement 16 regarding readers lack 
of appreciation for newspapers which is understandable). 
This section brings out quite clearly the perceived 
conflict between the social responsible theory of the 
press and the marketing concept. Most journalist (92 
percent) feel newspapers have a duty to give readers 
some things they do not want. Interestingly, 58 per
cent of business managers also agree. A majority of 
the newsroom (55 percent) agrees that adoption of the 
marketing concept will result in less news in the paper, 
while 75 percent of the business managers disagree. 
These findings tend to support the conventional view 
that a journalist's function is to report the news and 
they are best qualified to decide what "news" is. They 
see the marketing concept and marketing practices as 
threats to this role. 

These observations tend to be supported by the editors/ 
reporters' responses to statement 18 where they agree 
that news activities should be carried on independent of 
other paper functions. This belief is a corollary of 
journalists' First Amendment freedoms, a constitutional 
right most covet and fight to protect. Managers do not 
agree (75 percent) posing an interesting question on 
how to implement a unified approach. Journalist tend 
to feel (53 percent) that if they do a good job of 
reporting the news the paper will sell itself, while 67 
percent of business managers do not agree. However, 33 
percent of journalist do not agree and 13 percent are 
uncertain. 

Implications 

The survey suggest, as has been the case in other indus
tries, marketing is met with resistance when being 
introduced. For newspapers,the most resistance, or lack 
of acceptance, is from professional journalists. Yet, 
it must be kept in mind that while the two groups in 
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this study exhibit significant differences in their 
attitudes toward marketing, they are not always on 
opposite ends of the scale. On examination of Tables 
1-4, one will observe, especially for newsroom per
sonnel, a considerable degree of uncertainty. The 
conclusion suggested is that business managers basi
cally accept the marketing concept as appropriate for 
the operation of newspapers. Journalists on the other 
hand approach it with an attitude of practical accep
tance, reservation, some fear, and a mixture of resig
nation and inevitability. 

Professor Kotler (1977) has su-ggested five stages 
marketing passes through as it is introduced in a new 
environment, as well as three approaches for over
coming opposition to its introduction. Briefly the 
five stages are: 1) lack of understanding and con
sidering oneself above marketing, 2) beginning of 
advertising and promotion, 3) innovation with new 
services, 4) positioning, and finally 5) total 
marketing analysis, planning and control. The three 
approaches offered are: 1) present marketing as a 
promotion force to increase sales, 2) describe market
ing as a systematic study of market needs and oppor
tunities in order to develop better mixes, and 3) 
saying that marketing is really the opposite of selling 
and advertising. 

The results in this survey suggest newspapers are some
where between the lack of understanding and promotional 
stages. The responses indicate that Kotler's second 
approach offers the best solution for resolving the 
differences that exist within the typical newspaper. 
Therefore, those who adopt the marketing concept 
as an addition to the management philosophy of a news
paper must convience all concerned that it is a sys
tematic approach for creating a better product and 
accomplishing the goals of a newspaper, rather than a 
threat to the news reporting function. 

The results also imply that as marketing moves to the 
innovation stage and beyond, newspaper executives must 
not fail to recognize the magnitude of the changes they 
are making and the impact it is likely to have on re
porters and editors. One possible avenue for reducing 
resistance and creating an atmosphere of acceptance 
is through participation. Especially editors and 
reporters must be involved in marketing planning and 
implementation. The resistance reflected in the 
responses is a lack of understanding of the marketing 
concept and its perceived threat to traditional free
doms and practices. The key to development from the 
early stages then seems to be education directed 
toward understanding. Involvement in processes such 
as market research to define target markets should 
assist in improving reporters' and editors' under
standing of the tools of marketing and help make them 
favorably disposed to its adoption. Until the strong 
fears and misunderstandings expressed throughout this 
survey are removed, there appears to be little hope 
for resolution of the "marketing controversy" in the 
newspaper industry. This means that efforts must 
begin with a total marketing effort within each paper. 
Without an "internal effort" any attempt to say news
papers have converted to marketing is meaningless. 
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TABLE 1 

ADEQUACY OF MARKETING CONCEPT 

1. 

2. 

Statements 

The marketing concept is an academic idea 
that works better in theory than in practice~ 

The notion of consumer orientation is so 
general and vague that it 19 inadequate as 
a decision criterion on the day-to-day 
management of newspapers. 

3. The marketing concept should be adopted 
as an operating philosophy by most 
newspapers in the U.S. a 

Respondents 

Newsroom (60) 
Business (24) 
Total (84) 

Newsroom: 

Business 
Total 

Mews room 
Business 
Total 

8 Chi-square test indicates a significant difference at the ,01 level. 
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Level of Agreement 

Not 
Disagree Certain Agree 

36.6'1, 21.6'1, 41.8'1, 
75.0 4.0 21.0 
'48.0 17.0 35.0 

50.0 6.7 43.3 
66.7 12.5 20.8 
54.8 8.3 36.9 

61.7 15.0 23.3 
16.7 16.7 66.6 
48.8 15.5 35.7 



Figure 1. Key responses to Part I 

Although. you 
may not agree 
totally with 
either, wh.ieh 
do you pre!'er? 8 

Which. do you 
think dorolr.ates 

~~~~yr.;fiw:spapers 

Which do you 
think will be 
dominant theory 
by 1985? 

Which theory 
would serve 
reader better? 8 

~);::.~·_i;)i)?J Theory I C=:J Theory II 

8Chi-Rquare tE>st indicates a sl~nificant difference at the .01 lPvel. 

bCh1-square test indicates a slfe:nificant di!ferenc<> at the .05 level. 

~--------------~·--- --------------------- ------

'I'hcoz·}' 1 

The pres~~ wl1ich enjoys a 
privileged po~itio11 unJur uur 
~overnmer1t~ is obliged to be 
1.·~·~;ponsible to ~oc.tt•ty for 
carrying out Ct!rtaill essential 
functiOtlS of mass comJnUrlicatioll 
in cont<.!mporary socit.."!ty. 'l'hc 
res~on~ibilitius of th~ pr~~~ 

include (1) servi.cirHJ th~ J•olitl·
cal system by }JruvidinCJ itJform...a
tion, di~cussion at,d debut.:: on 
public affaiL·s; (2) enlight~niny 

tl1e public so as Lo make it Cdpablc 
uf self-government; (3) safeguard
ing the rigl1ts of the ir1dividual 
by serving as a watchdo0 a~ldj11st 

yovernment; (4) servicing the ec
OilOmic system, },rimarily by btin~
intj toyether buyers .:.t11d Si2l1L~r~.> of 

~uuds a11d servicus t}lrough ~dvcr
tisiny; (5) pt·uvi.din<] t.!nte:r:tain
ment; (6) maintaining its own 
financial self-sufficicllcy so dS 

lo be free from Jlressures of 
special interests. 'rhe press sells 
more tl1ar1 a commudity. Wh.tt tt1~ 

reader is l)iVCJI is of concern to 
editors dnd publishers. It is th~ 

duty of tl1e raad~r to study tl1u 
fd.cts; weigh idt.!aS which Jo nut 
uecessarily match his own 1 ...ar1d put 
hls basic assumptiot•s UJ-1 !vr 
ct,allen~~. ·rh~ pre~s is ac~eptir~y 

only halt of its rd~porlsibility ii 
it dots r1ot h~lJl th~ redder realize 
this duty. 
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'l'h\~o ry ll 

'l'he wl1ole. llt.!WSpapcr is nn inter
~ctltlg editorial-adv~rtisinq-

cj r(.!ulat ion-p:romntiorL operation 
<(1·0wing out of tl~e fulfillment of 
spo::cial social set·vic~ functions, 
<lJ•fJl ied to a spt.~cific geographic, 
J0mo4raphic and economic bdse -
the market the 11ewspapet· ser:ves. 
Vlanniny should beyin witt1 an 
orientation outwctrO toward the 
Jndrket the newspaJler serves, rdther 
~hctll ir1ward toward some unilateral 
~llal (Jf one department. It is 
;&ucdssary to discover wh~t con
tcmpoLary services the readers seek 
in tl1eir newspapers; what changes 
they tlilnk should be incorporated 
in cuntcnc or preser1tation to make 
tl1e ncwspap~r more useful, helpful 
,,t.d t::.>St.!ntia) to the reader. News
roan•, circulation, advertising dJJd 

proL~otion persor1nel must join in a11 
inturlocki11g effort to fulfill tt1e 
11t:eds and wants of the read~r. 
!i"ti~fying r&aders' wants and 11eeds 
is crucial to satisfying tile n~wti

J13p~r•s or~ar,izatiOIIal ~odls, ilt

clllJing m~ximiziny pr~fits. 



TABLE 2 

INFLUENCE OF CONCEPT 

Statements 

4. Over the past few years, the marketing concept has 
had a tremendous influence on the philosophy and 
thought of management of leading newspapers. 

5. Executives may give considerable lip service to the 
marketing concept, but in general, it will have littie 
influence on the day-to-day management ot newspapers. 

6. The marketing concept will have its greatest 

Respondents 

Newsroom (60) 
Business ( 24) 
Total (84) 

Newsroom 
Business 
Total 

Newsroom 
influence - within newspapers - on the organization Business 
and management of advertising and promotion activities. Total 

7. It' measured in terms of its contributions to the 
management of marketing activities within the 
newspaper, the concept could be expected to be 
effective. 

8. 

Statements 

From th~ standpoint ot readers, the marketin~ 
concept can produce relatively few benifits. 

9, The marketing concept will force newspapers to 
design papers which fit more precisely the needs 
and wants ot readers. a 

10. The marketing concept can stimulate newspapers to 
alter circulation methods to match newspaper avail
ab11i ty more closely ·.vi th consumer reading habl ts 
and needs. 

11. Wb.en evaluated in terms of actual benefits created 
tor readers, the marketing concept must be judged 
unacceptable.a 

12. The marketing concept can be an important factor 
in making the advertising department responsive to 
readers' wants. 

13. The marketing concept can be an important factor 
in making the newsroom responsive to readers' wants. 

14. The marketing concept will not '#ork because readers 
do not know what they want in a ne·.vspaper. 

Newsroom 
Business 
Total 

TABLI! 3 

READER BElfiFITS 

Respondents 

Newsroom 
Business 
Total 

Newsro0111. 

Business 
Total 

Newsroom 
Business 
Total 

N'e·~tsroom. 

Business 
Total 

~ewsroom 

Business 
Total 

Yews room 
Bus iaess 
Total 

Yews room 
Business 
Total 

(60) 

(24) 
(84) 

aChl-square test indicates a significant difference at the .01 level. 

bChi-squ3re test indicates a significant di!!erence at the .05 level. 

TABLE 4 

NEWSPAPER RESPONSIBILITY AND ~RKET!NG CONCEPT 

Level of Agreement 

Not 
Disagree Certain Agree 

6.7\ 
16.7 
9.5 

61.7 
70. B 
64 

20.0 
25.0 
21.4 

1. 7 
4.2 
2.4 

23.3\ 
8.3 

19.0 

23.3 

~ 
17.9 

13.3 
8.3 

43.3 

~ 
35.7 

Level of Agreement 

Not 

70.0\ 
75.0 
75.0 

15.0 
25.0 
17.9 

66.7 
66.7 
66.7 

55.0 

~ 
61.9 

Disagree Certain Agree 

41.7\ 
83.3 
53.6 

36.7 
8.3 

28.6 

15.0 
8.3 

13.1 

31.7 

~ 
46.4 

6.7 
4.2 
6.0 

33.3 
20.8 
29.8 

56.7 

~ 
63 .. 1 

15.0\ 
4.2 

11.9 

15 .o 
8.3 

13.1 

18.3 
4.2 

14:3 

26.7 
8.3 

21.4 

30.0 
12.5 
25.0 

18.3 

..J2 
14.3 

15 .0 
12 '5 
14.3 

Level ot Agreement 

43.3\ 

~ 
34.5 

48. 
83.4 
58.3 

66.7 
87.5 
'72.6 

41..6 
8.3 

32.2 

63.3 

~ 
69.0 

48.4 
75.0 
55.9 

28.3 
8.3 

22.6 

--------------------------------·---------------------------------
Statement 

15. Newspapers have a duty to give readers some 
things they do not want. a 

16. Most readers do not understand or appreciate 
the efforts made by newspapers to satisfy their 
wants and needs. 

17. Adoption of marketing concept inevitably will 
lead to less news in the newspaper. a 

18. Newsroom activities should be carried on independ
ent of the other activities of the newspaper. 3 

19. If a newspaper does a good job of fulfilling its 
responsibility to report the news, then it will 
sell itself. 3 

RespondeD ts 

Newsroom (60) 

Business (24) 
Total (84) 

Newsroom 
Business 
Total 

Newsroom 
Business 
Total 

Newsroom 
Business 
Total 

Sews room 
Business 
Total 
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Not 
Disagree Certain 

6.7 
12.5 
8.3 

15.0 
20.8 
16.7 

25.0 
75.0 
39.3 

30.0 
75.0 
42.8 

33.3 
66.7 
42.8 

1.7 
29.2 
9.5 

11.7 

~ 
11.9 

20.0 

~ 
15.5 

1.7 
12.5 
4.8 

13.3 
S.3 

ll.9 

Agree 

91.6 
58.3 
82.2 

73.3 

~ 
71.4 

55.0 

3.2..:.! 
45.2 

68.3 
12.5 
52.4 

53.4 

~ 
45.3 



THE EFFECTS OF NUDITY, SUGGESTIVENESS, AND 
ATTRACTIVENESS ON PRODUCT CLASS AND BRAND 

NAME RECALL 

Raymond L. Horton, Lauren Lieb, Martin Hewitt 
Lehigh University 

Abstract 

This laboratory experiment found that nudity had a 
serious negative impact on brand name recall. This 
result is especially important because the degree of 
nudity was quite mild. Contrary to prediction, 
nudity had no effect on product class recall. As 
expected, no other significant effects were found. 

Introduction 

The past decade has been a period of extensive social 
change. Two of these changes are especially important 
in shaping the present research. First, is the 
increasing sexual permissiveness of society. This has 
given rise to a degree of explicitness in the use of 
sexual themes in advertising which would have been 
unthinkable in the 1950s or early 1960s. Second, is 
the coming to maturity of the womens' movement in the 
1970s. One important aspect of this movement has been 
rather strong criticisms of the manner in which women, 
and to a much lesser extent men, are portrayed in 
advertising. A particular concern here has been the 
exploitation of women as sex objects. 

These social changes have given rise to a variety of 
research efforts to determine the effects of sexually 
explicit material. Much of this research has occurred 
in psychology where the sexual material is strongly 
erotic, even pornographic, and therefore not especially 
relevant to advertising (Wilson and Moore, 1978). 
Considerably fewer studies have been conducted by 
marketing researchers. Wilson and Moore (1978, pp. 
58-60) provide a relatively good review of most of 
these studies. In commenting on this and two other 
papers, Alpert (1978, p. 74) concludes 

the paper (by Wilson and Moore) has syn
thesized considerable literature, and yet 
one has the sense that there is not much 
that can be generalized at this point. 

Given the small number of advertising studies conducted 
to date and the diversity in theoretical perspectives 
and methodologies, the lack of generalizable results 
is not surprising. Despite the lack of generalizable 
results, certain patternsdo seem discernable in the 
available empirical research. It is our intention 
to develop these patternsand related a priori 
speculations into a set of hypotheses which may be 
empirically tested. In particular, we will examine 
the effects of model nudity, suggestiveness, and 
attractiveness on product class and brand name recall. 

Hypotheses 

The dependent variables in this research are recall 
of product class and brand name. These dependent 
measures have been adopted for several reasons. First, 
they are relatively unambiguous. Second, they seem 
to be subject to less bias and measurement error than 
measures of affect or behavioral intentions. And, 
third, Ray et. al. (1973) have developed evidence 
that consumer learning may be represented by three 
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different hierarchies of effects. In two of these 
hierarchies (Learning and Low Involvement) cognitions 
develop before either affect or behavioral intentions. 
In the third hierarchy (Dissonance/Attribution) 
cognitions develop last. Mass communication, however, 
has relatively little importance in this last hier
archy and it is, therefore, not especially relevant 
for the present research. Thus, an argument can be 
made that establishing basic cognitions such as pro
duct class and brand name is the first, and in one 
sense the most basic task to be accomplished by 
advertising. 

The first independent variable is degree of nudity. 
Two presumably offsetting trends appear to be at work 
here (Wilson and Moore, 1978; Alpert, 1978). First, 
advertisements with a higher degree of nudity may 
have greater attention getting value. As the metho
dology involves a laboratory experiment any relative 
attention effect from nudity is likely to be very 
small or nonexistent. Second, advertisements with 
a higher degree of nudity may have more of a distrac
tion effect which interferes in learning both the 
product class and the brand name. There is at least 
one study (Peterson and Kerin, 1977) which provides a 
hint that nudity may have some positive·effects when 
nudity is relevant to the product class. The Peterson 
and Kerin study, however, did not measure recall. Thus 
it is hypothesized that nudity will have a negative 
impact on product class and brand name recall with the 
effect on brand name recall being most pronounced. 

Suggestiveness might be expected to operate in a manner 
similar to nudity. Thus one might expect a negative 
relationship between suggestiveness and recall. Two 
factors, however, argue against such a relationship. 
First, suggestiveness was operationalized at a level 
which is in conformance with currently acceptable 
advertising practices. Thus any effects arising from 
suggestiveness are likely to be subtle and therefore 
should lack the strong distractive effects of nudity. 
Second, the product class (whiskey) used in this study 
is relevant to a sexual advertising approach. Thus 
we hypothesize no effect or only a very small positive 
effect on product class and brand name recall from 
suggestiveness. 

The third independent variable, attractiveness, has 
been extensively investigated in psychology, primarily 
in the area of person perception. This research 
clearly shows that physical attractiveness can affect 
cognitions, affect, behavioral intentions, and behavior 
(Tagiuri, 1969). In the marketing area, however, only 
one study (Baker and Churchill, 1977) has examined the 
effects of physical attractiveness of models in 
advertisements. This study found a clear positive 
relationship between physical attractiveness and an 
aggregated measure of affect which is in accord with 
the psychological literature. Baker and Churchill, 
however, found no appearance effects on cognitions or 
behavioral intentions. This is especially interesting 
in light of what seems to be an increasing tendency in 
the print and television media to use models of more 
"average" appearance and a recent study by Doyle Dane 
Bernbach urging the use of "a greater range of women 
in ads, featuring different kinds of looks and age 



groups" to "increase the opportunity for all women to 
identify with someone in the advertising" (Advertising 
Age, 1980, p. 67). Thus, we expect to find no effects 
from attractiveness on either product class or brand 
name recall. 

Method 

The experiment was operationalized as a 2 x 2 x 2 
factorial. The product used in the experimental 
advertisements was Canadian Mist whiskey. This product 
was used because it was deemed relevant both to the 
subjects (male undergraduates) used in the experiment 
and to a sexual advertising theme. 

The eight experimental advertisements were created in 
the following way. Each ad consisted of the following 
elements: a bottle of Canadian Mist whiskey and two 
filled glasses, the brand name displayed clearly and 
prominently on the bottle in bold type along with the 
theme "Canada at its best," and a male and femal~ 
model, Each of these elements was taken from existing 
advertisements. An important aspect of this procedure 
is that the levels of nudity and suggestiveness were 
within the boundaries of currently acceptable adver
tising practices. 

The experimental manipulations involved only the male 
and female models; all other elements were held con
stant. Nudity and attractiveness were judged primarily 
on the basis of the female model, The attractiveness 
of the male and female models, however, were quite 
similar. It should be noted that in no case was any 
model completely nude. Rather in the "nude" condition 
a great deal of skin was exposed which in the "not
nude" condition the models were fully clothed. Sugges
tiveness was manipulated by the positioning of the male 
and female models. In the suggestive condition the 
models were positioned to suggest a romantic, and 
possibly sexual, involvement. It should be noted that 
this definition of suggestiveness is quite different 
from other studies where the term often refers to a 
state of partial undress or seductive appearance. It 
seems to us that this is a more relevant definition 
of the term. 

Forty male undergraduates at an eastern university 
served as subjects. Subjects were told that the 
experimenters were students in an advertising course 
and that they would like to get the subject's reactions 
to several advertisements they had created as part of 
a course project. Each subject was shown one of the 
experimental ads interspersed among four non-experi
mental ads. Order was controlled by placing the 
experimental ads in the first, second, ••• , place once. 
No time constraint was placed on the subjects. After 
the subject had finished viewing the ads the ads were 
removed and a series of background questions were asked 
regarding the subject's class, hometown, and hobbies 
and extra-curricular activities. This was designed to 
interfere with direct recall from short term memory. 
The subject was then asked to write down in as much 
detail as possible, all of the relevant information he 
could remember for the five advertisements. The 
subject was then shown the experimental ad and asked to 
rate it on a 1 to 7 scale for degree of nudity, 
suggestiveness, and attractiveness. Finally, the 
subject was debriefed. 
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The table presents the analysis of variance results. 

Manipulation Check 

The analysis of variance shows that the manipulation 
of the independent variables was generally effective. 
In all cases the significant effects are in the 
expected direction. FocNudity and Attractiveness only 
the main effect for Nudity or Attractiveness respec
tively, is significant. For Suggestiveness there is, 
in addition to a significant main effect for Sugges
tiveness, a Nudity by Suggestiveness interaction which, 
although unplanned, is not surprising and is in 
accord with Steadman's (1969) findings. More speci
fically, the expected effect for Suggestiveness occur
red only for the Nude condition. 

Recall 

Three measures of recall were computed from the 
subjects' written descriptions of the advertisements 
to which they were exposed, In each case one was 

recorded for a correct recall and a zero for an 
incorrect recall. The correct product class identifi
cation was "whiskey." The general term liquor was not 
accepted. The correct brand name identification was 
"Canadian Mist." After a preliminary analysis of the 
data a less restrictive brand recall measure was 
constructed and analyzed. A response of "Canadian 
Whiskey" was considered correct for this alternate 
brand recall measure. In terms of accuracy o( the 
identification this last measure falls betweeti product 
class and brand name recall. 

Product class was correctly recalled by·65 percent of 
the subjects. Brand name was correctly recalled by 
38 percent of the subjects. As expected, the alternate 
brand measure fell at an intermediate value being 
correctly recalled by 55 percent of the subjects. 

TABLE 
SIGNIFICANCE VALUES FOR MANIPULATION CHECKS AND 

PRODUCT CLASS AND BRAND NAME RECALL 

Dependent Variables 

Attrac-Sugges- Alt. 
Source of tive-· tive- Product Brand Brand 
Variation Nudity ness ness Recall Recall Recall 

Nudity (N) .001 
Attractive- .006 

ness (A) 
Suggestive-

ness (S) 
NA 
NS 
AS 
NAS 

.002 

.003 

Note: All significance values less than 
.05 are tabled. 

.011 

The only significant effect was the main effect for 
nudity on brand name recall. The results here were 
highly significant (p < .011) and strong. In the nude 
condition the brand name was correctly identified by 
21 percent of the subjects. In the fully clothed 
condition recall rose to 55 percent. As expected, 
the main effect for attractiveness was not signi
ficant. 



The hypothesized negative effect of nudity on product 
class recall was not not found. As expected, there 
were no significant effects for either attractiveness 
or suggestiveness. Thus, the analysis supports five 
of the six original hypotheses, 

Discussion 

Interpreting the results of an experiment such as this 
is difficult for a variety of reasons which are 
discussed below, The simplest and most straightforward 
explanation of the results is that even a mild degree 
of nudity has a serious distracting effect which may 
interfere, and in no instance enhances, the learning 
of cognitions such as product class and brand name. 
Thus, it would appear wise for advertisers to avoid 
the use of nudity in advertisements at least in 
situations similar to those represented by this experi
ment. This conclusion, of course, neglects the ques
tion of the attention getting value of nudity. Given 
the strong negative results for brand recall, however, 
it can be argued that the relevant question is not the 
attention getting value of nude versus non-nude adver
tisements but rather the attention getting value of 
nudity versus other methods of gaining attention which 
may interfere less with learning of the advertising 
message, 

The lack of significance for attractiveness is inter
esting for two reasons. First, it supports Baker and 
Churchill's (1977) findings regarding the absence of 
a relationship between the physical attractiveness of 
models and the learning of relevant cognitions. In 
this regard it should be noted that Baker and 
Churchill's experimental advertisements contained 
either a male or female model but not both. Thus, 
the present study not only supports but also extends 
their study. Second, it also suggests that the 
present trend toward using models of average, and 
presumably more "normal," physical attractiveness 
does not affect the learning of cognitions such as 
product class and brand name. To the extent that 
other advantages accrue, such as greater identifica
tion of subjects with models, the use of models of 
average attractiveness should be advantageous to 
advertisers. Three caveats, however, are necessary. 
First, the advantages of using "normal" models are at 
this point quite speculative. Second, there is the 
question of the attention getting value of excep
tionally attractive models which is ignored in this 
study. Third, and most importantly, there is the 
fact, which is well established in person perception 
research (Tagiuri, 1969), that people tend to 
associate positive affect with physical attractiveness. 
Whether this positive affect generalizes to products 
in advertisements is still an open question since 
apparently only one study has addressed this specific 
issue. Baker and Churchill's (1977, pp. 547 and 549) 
results, however, do provide tentative support for 
such an effect. Given these results and hypotheses 
more research on the effects of physical attractive
ness appears warranted. 

As expected, there was no significant effect for sug
gestiveness on recall. The manipulation check showed 
that suggestiveness was effectively manipulated only 
for the nude condition. Therefore, it is appropriate 
to check the simple effects of suggestiveness for the 
nude condition. This test was not significant. The 
level of suggestiveness, however, was quite mild. 
That is, there was no intimate touching in the adver
tisements or other blatant elements which might give 
a highly suggestive connotation. There were two major 
reasons for this treat~cnt. First, the experimental 
advertisements were constrained to be within currently 
acceptable advertising practices. Second, since the 
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experimental advertisements were constructed by 
cutting and pasting from existing ads we were 
severely limited in the relative positioning of male 
and female models. Thus, although the manipulation 
check confirms the effectiveness of the intended mani
pulation, the level of suggestiveness could have been 
noticeably increased without violating acceptable 
standards, This may prove to be an interesting area 
for future research, 

In an interesting, and frequently wity, commentary 
on research on sex in advertising Strong (1978) argues 
that humans are inherently sexual beings and that the 
effects of sex in advertising are likely to be complex. 
Strong also notes that the response to sexual material 
is strongly conditioned by the social and cultural 
environment of the receiver. Similarly, in a study 
of the effect of dem9graphic and cognitive factors 
on evaluations of "sexy advertisements" Sciglimpalia, 
et, al. (1978) found substantial differences in 
evaluations for a number of factors such as the 
respondent's sex and personal sexual orientation. 
Before drawing conclusions from the present study it 
is, therefore, appropriate to point out the degree of 
homogeneity of both the stimuli and the subjects used 
in this study. The stimuli were limited in at least 
three major respects: a single product class was 
investigated, the advertisements contained both male 
and female models in each advertisement, and the 
advertisements contained both male and female models in 
each advertisement, and the advertisements had very 
limited copy. The most obvious subject limitation was 
that all subjects were college males. These particular 
stimuli and subjects, however, were selected specifi
cally because it was felt that they presented a total 
context in which sexual advertisements were most 
likely to have the greatest positive effect. In 
particular, it was felt that the product class was 
relevant to a sexual advertising theme, that males 
would be more likely than females to respond positively 
to sexual advertisements, and that the very simple 
copy would be easy to learn. 

Conclusions 

On the basis of this study, and related studies which 
have been reviewed, it seems safe to conclude that 
nudity in advertising does not enhance product class 
or brand name recall and that nudity may have severe 
adverse effects on recall. In interpreting the results 
of this experiment it should be remembered that, 
unlike some studies where the model is totally nude, 
the level of nudity in the present study was quite 
modest. Although it is often presumed that nudity has 
substantial attention getting value this presumption 
appears to be based on little empirical data. Further
more, as previously noted, the relevant question is not 
the attention value of nude vs. non-nude models per se 
but the attention value of nudity vs. other attention 
getting methods which may interfere less with learning 
of the advertising message. Thus, it would seem that 
advertisers would be well advised to avoid nudity unless 
very careful pretesting shows it to be appropriate to 
the advertiser's goals. One possible exception to this 
recommendation is for a very well established brand con
cept where the advertisement is simply a reminder. 

In this study attractiveness did not affect recall. 
This result supports Baker and Churchill's (1977) 
findings. Thus we can offer no specific recommenda
tions for advertisers. Our research does suggest, 
however, that two possibly conflicting forces may 
arise from attractiveness. First, there is reason 
to believe that attractiveness of models in advertise
ments may be positively related to affective judgments 
regarding the advertised products. Second, since most 
people are of "average" attractiveness, it may be that 



this identification may positively affect their 
intentions to purchase, How these, and possibly 
other, effects arising from attractiveness may affect 
purchase would appear to be a potentially fruitful 
area for future research. 

Finally, our research found no effects from sugges
tiveness on product class or brand name recall. 
Although this finding was expected, it was also noted 
that the suggestive condition was quite mild. What 
effects a strong suggestive advertisement might have 
is unknown. As a practical matter, however, it would 
seem that the advertiser is quite limited in the use 
of suggestive advertisement. 
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Footnotes 

1. See Sciglimpaglia, et. al. (1978) and Roberts and 
Korran (1978). These papers, along with an additional 
discussion by Strong (1978), were the basis for a 
session titled Sex in Advertising at the 1978 
Association for Consumer Research meeting and provide 
a good introduction boti1 to what is known and some of 
the questions which need to be researched regarding 
the effects of sexual advertising material. 



PARENTAL ATTITUDES TOWARD CHILDREN'S ADVERTISING: 
Sm1E PRELIMINARY FIN!:IilGS 

John H. Lindgren, Jr., University of Virginia 

Abstract 

For a decade now the Federal Trade Commission has 
debated the pros and cons of children's advertising. 
The Federal Trade Commission has considered a ban of all 
advertising on children's programs, a ban of an:• commer
cials of highly sugared foods, and/or a disclosure of 
nutritional value of such products. Ironically, 
however, the FTC has announced that TV ads aimed at 
children are no longer a target of FTC restrictions 
(Wall Street Journal, 1981). These debates have 
prompted a tremendous amount of research concerning 
children's advertising. However, the majority of this 
research has focused on the advertisements themselves, 
the children's perceptions of the advertisements, or 
the effects of the ads on the children. The research 
underlying this paper is designed to analyze parental 
attitudes toward children's advertising. The results 
indicate that parents have a negative attitude toward 
children's advertising, and the advertising industry 
might want to analyze possibilities of self-regulation, 
even if the FTC has decided not to make restrictions. 

Background of the Study 

The battle over the possible bans by the Federal Trade 
Commission has two very strong opinions. Proponents of 
the restrictions argue that children, especially pre
schoolers, cannot tell the difference between program 
material, which may have educational value, and the 
advertising messages themselves. Opponents argue that 
parents exert stronger influence on children than 
television does, and therefore reducing or eliminating 
such ads would adversely affect children's programming. 

Literature on Children's Advertising 

The literature on children's advertising is both diverse 
and plentiful. It can be categorized into four broad 
areas: the effect of commercials on children; the 
content of children's advertisements; the public policy 
issue; and literature concerning the interpersonal rela
tionships in the family and commercials. Because of the 
focus of this study, only selected literature on the 
effect of commercials on children and the effect of ad
vertising on the interpersonal relationships in the 
family will be reviewed. 

The Effect of Commercials on Children 

A conceptual framework for considering the issues and a 
strategy for further research is provided by Feldman 
and Wolf (1974). They summarized this framework for 
studying the effect of advertising on children into 
eight general categories: 

1. Commercials sometimes contain the assertion 
that a product costs "only" a given amount. 
This assertion, when the amount involved is 
in fact considerable, plays upon the child's 
lack of knowledge of relative quantities of 
money. Such claims are often used by the 
child as counter-evidence against parental 
assertions that cost of the product is too 
high. 

2. Commercials sometimes seem to magnify the 
benefits of particular toys or the size of 
snack foods. This encourages false 
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expectations in the child. When these 
expectations are deflated, upon purchase 
and use of the toy or food, the child is 
frustrated. 

3. Commercials sometimes portray fantasy 
situations in which the child using a 
particular toy or food product is endowed 
with marvelous powers. This practice not 
only makes the 'child susceptible to future 
frustrations, but it also encourages poor 
reasoning as the basis for choosing a 
product. 

4. Commercials are designed to arouse desires 
that would not otherwise be salient. The 
child is made prisoner to external forces 
rather than made sensitive to his or her 
own needs or lack of these. 

5. Commercials exploit children's suggestibility. 

6. Commercials often depict vanity as a reason 
for choosing one product or another. Such 
depictions teach children poor values as 
well as poor bases for choosing products. 

7. Commercials often contain misrepresentation, 
exaggeration, fantasy, and deceit. As the 
child discovers this, he or she develops a 
cynicism not only toward such ads, but also 
toward the free enterprise system, our 
society, and its institutions. 

8. Commercials often suggest that food products 
can be bought for their sugar content or 
for the prizes or bonuses offered in 
conjunction with their purchase. This 
interferes with attempts to educate children 
about the nutritive content of foods and 
offers irrelevant criteria for product 
choice. 

Feldman and Wolf conclude that attention-getting proce
dures and puffery understood by adult viewers, may not 
be understood as such by children; children generally 
lack the cognitive skills that make such techniques 
understandable and transparent. 

Robertson (1976) found that children's behavioral 
responses to commercials correlated very well with their 
attitudinal responses. His study has particular signif
icance because most researchers use cognitive or 
attitudinal dependent measures which may or may not lead 
to behavioral responses. The behavioral measure used 
by Robertson was the number of requests made to parents 
for toys and games after viewing. Results indicated 
that there is either increased cognitive defenses 
against commercial persuasion or decreased interest in 
toy and game products as the child grows older. 

In a related study Robertson and Rossiter (1977) con
sidered the effects of children's advertising as 
influenced by dispositional variables (i.e. age, 
parental education, etc.). They found that children 
with high television exposure requested proportionately 
more toys and games than low exposure children. There 
was a marked reduction in requests for toys and games 
with increasing age. Higher parental education 



revealed lower number of requests from children. Also, 
the researchers found a high negative correlation 
between television exposure and parental education. 
While they found high exposure provided high behavioral 
responses, Rossiter (1979) in a later study found that 
exposure to advertising does not make children more 
cognitively or mentally ~eptible to persuasion. 

In a study of low income families Gorn and Goldberg 
(1977) found that the urban poor children: (a) spend 
twice as much time viewing TV; (b) like television more 
than the general population; and (c) trust television 
more than other media. This study has implications for 
parent/child dynamics. Two questions left unanswered 
but of particular significance need further research: 
Specifically; (a) does the buying of products that they 
can ill-afford create hostility in the parent(s)? 
(b) does the nonpurchase of requested products create 
guilt in the parents? 

Interpersonal Relationships in the Family 

Sheikh and Molseki (1977) examined the unpleasant· conse
quences of parental refusal to yield to children's 
requests for advertised products. They found that the 
consequences decreased with age and differed with sex. 
The children tended to view the parent of the opposite 
sex to be more benevolent than the parent of the same 
sex. 

Ward and Caron (1975) and Robertson (1977) suggest that 
four areas should be of particular significance to 
researchers. First, consumption requests by children 
may strain parent-child relations. Second, this strain 
is probably greatest among economically disadvantaged 
families. Thirdly, denial may be frustrating to both 
parent and child. Finally, children's requests may 
complicate family consumption priorities, leading to 
guilt and resentment. 

In support of the above studies Reid (1979) found that 
behavior should only be interpreted in relation to the 
people (peers and parents), situations (type of viewing) 
and past experiences (amount of exposure) of the .child. 
In particular, Reid found that chronological age was 
not the only important key to children's consumer learn
ing processes. 

Perhaps the most integrative article published to date 
is provided by Resnik, Stern and Alberty (1979). This 
article provided the following: 

1. A schematic model of a child's processing 
of television advertising for organizing 
previous research; 

2. A review of the major research in the area 
using the model for organization and 
integration; 

3. Suggestions of issues and broad areas for 
future research using the model to indicate 
gaps in past research efforts. 

In the area of further research the authors state that, 
"much of the children's television research has focused 
on the effects of advertising on processes and behavior 
preceding the child's formation of an intention to buy. 
Too little is known about family and peer influence, 

" This statement reflects the purpose of the 
present study. Specifically, this research examines 
parental attitudes toward children's advertising. 

Objectives 

Because of the need for further research in advertising 
on the total family, the present research has two 
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objectives. The first objective is to identify parent

al attitudes toward advertising in general. The second 
objective is to analyze parental attitudes toward 
children's advertising. 

Data Collection Considerations 

Subjects 

The population for this study included parents with at 
least one child under 2 years old attending a public 
school in Albemarle County, Virginia. Schools having 
grades one to seven were randomly selected from a list 
of all schools in the county. Sixty children from each 
grade in the chosen school were randomly selected yield
ing a total of 480 surveys that were distributed. The 
children were given a manila envelope containing a pre
tested questionnaire~ cover letter and a stamped enve
lope. Students took these materials home their 
parents completed the questionnaire, and m~iled it back 
to the researcher. This method of data collection 
yielded a 50.2% response rate providing a sample of 241 
respondents. 

Questionnaire 

The questionnaire was a seven-page structured question
naire in booklet form. It was divided into three 
sections: television watching habits; attitudinal 
measures and classification data. The questionnaire was 
color coded to test for significant differences in 
either response rates or attitudes based on the school 
attended. Results of these tests did not suggest any 
significant differences in either response rate or 
attitude. 

Attitudinal Measures 

Two sets of eight Likert-type statements were generated. 
The first set was used to measure parents' attitudes 
toward advertising in general (adapted from Boyd, 
Westfall, and Stasch, 1977) while the second set was 
used to measure the parents' attitudes toward children's 
advertising (adapted from Feldman and Wolf, 1974). 
These measures were scaled on a five point scale from 
strongly disagree to strongly agree. 

Analysis and Interpretation of Data 

Classification Information 

Table  1 contains a summary of the demographic informa
tion on the 241 respondents. The typical respondent 
was married, between 35 and 44 years old, had household 
income of over $20,000 a year, was a college graduate, 
and had two children. The demographic profile of the 
sample matches very closely the profile of the popula
tion of Albemarle County. 

The television viewing behavior of the sample is pre
sented in Table  2 . Most of the respondents, 88%, 
watched 20 hours or less of television per week. Only 
ten households watched no television at all. Also, 
presented in Table  2 is the number of hours that respon
dents spent watching television with any of their 
children. Over 53% of the sample watched 1 to 5 hours 
of television with their children. 

Attitudes Toward Television Advertising In General 

Overall, respondents have a somewhat negative attitude 
toward television advertising. Table  3 presents the 
statements that were used to measure the attitude 
toward advertising; as shown in the table, respondents 
indicated that commercials are not entertaining and are 
monotonous. These results suggest that advertisers are 
not very innovative in producing commercials. Responses 
by subjects indicated their most positive attitude to 



the statement that sometimes they like TV commercials. 
This result appears consistent with the innovativeness 
objective. 

TABLE 1 * 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE 

Marital Status 

Age 

Married/Remarried 
Divorced/Separated 
Widowed 
Never Married 

Under 25 
25 to 29 
30 to 34 
35 to 44 
45 to 54 
Over 54 

Household Income 

Below $10,000 
$10,001 to $20,000 

20,001 to 30,000 
30,001 to 40,000 
40,001 to 50,000 
Over 50,000 

Educational Level 

Grade School 
High School 
College 
Graduate School 

Race 

Caucasian 
Black 
Other 

Number of Children 

One child 
Two children 
Three children 
Four or more children 

Number 

200 
33 
1 
6 

7 
23 
68 

124 
13 

1 

23 
59 
73 
37 
20 
20 

1 
59 

116 
60 

215 
18 

6 

40 
107 

56 
35 

83.0 
13.7 

.4 
2.5 

2.9 
9.7 

28.8 
52.5 
5.5 

• 4 

9.9 
25.4 
31.5 
15.9 

8.6 
8.6 

• 4 
25.0 
49.1 
25.5 

90.5 
7.5 
2.5 

16.8 
45.0 
23.5 
14.7 

*Numbers do not add to 241 in all cases because 
of missing data. 

TABLE 2 

TELEVISION VIEWING 

Respondents Television Viewing Per Week 

Amount 

0 hours 
1 to 5 hours 
6 to 10 hours 
11 to 20 hours 
More than 20 hours 

Number 

10 
76 
64 
62 
29 

Television Viewing With Children Per Week 

Amount 

0 hours 
1 to 5 hours 
6 to 10 hours 

11 to 20 hours 
More than 20 hours 

Number 

22 
127 

53 
27 
10 

4.1 
31.5 
26.6 
25.7 
11.9 

10.0 
52.7 
22.0 
11.2 

4.1 
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* 

Statement 

TABLE 3 

* ATTITUDE STATEMENTS IN GENERAL 

1) I like TV commercials sornetimesa 

2) Most TV commercials are fairly interestinga 

3) Most TV commercials help people select 
needed productsa 

4) TV commercials do not interfere with 
regular progr~inga 

5) 'lost TV corrunercials are entertaining a 

6) Most TV commercials are a waste of time b 

7) TV commercials a~e monotonousb 

8) TV commercials should be regulated by law b 

Median 

.71 

-.87 

-.95 

-.95 

-1.37 

.25 

.85 

-.88 

+2 to -2 scale with +2 as strongly agree and -2 as 
strongly disagree 

aAgreement indicates a positive attitude 

bDisagreement indicates a positive attitude 

Analysis of Table 3 indicates that respondents expressed 
a negative attitude toward commecials by their responses 
to six of the eight statements. This negative attitude 
toward advertising by the parent coupled with a child's 
request to purchase an advertised product is likely to 
produce conflict between the parent and child. In 
addition, the negative attitude toward advertising by a 
parent and this potential conflict migh~ lead to an 
even more negative attitude toward children's adver
tising. 

Attitudes Toward Children's Advertising 

Parental attitudes toward children's advertising were 
more negative than toward other advertising in general. 
Respondents indicated a negative attitude toward all 
eight statements as show in Table 4 . Ninety-three 
percent of the parents indicated that children's ads 
do not aid them in deciding which products to purchase. 
Over seventy-eight percent of parents indicated that 
children's ads cause their children to want products 
that they do not approve of. Also, parents feel 
that watching children's ads cause their children to 
become more materialistic. 

The highly negative attitude toward children's ads by 
parents is likely to strain the interpersonal relation
ship between parent and child. This strain, when it 
exists, may cause the parent to have an even more 
negative attitude toward the ads which could, in the 
future, cause the child to have negative attitudes 
toward all advertising. 

Implications 

While the FTC is no longer investigating restrictions 
on children's ads, it is clear that the industry in 
general needs to recognize that some kind of self
regulation is needed. The potential conflict between 
parent and child over advertised products may shape 
future attitudes toward advertising. 

Opponents of restrictions on advertising argue that 
parents exert stronger influence on children than 
advertising. However, results of this study indicate 
that parents are sometimes placed in an adversary role 
because of children's ads. It is this potential con
flict that advertisers need to be concerned about. 



Advertisers to children need to ask of their commer
cials: Does this commercial exploit a child's suggest
ibility and how might it affect the interpersonal rela
tions between parent and child? Unless the industry 
begins to regulate itself, the overall negative atti
tudes of parents toward advertising may be passed on to 
their children and thus, cause future generations of 
parents to be even more negative toward children's 
advertising. 

TABLE 4 

* ATTITUDE STATEMENTS FOR CHILDREN'S ADS 

* 

Statement 

The experience of watching children's 
ads helps children become a better 
decision maker.a 

Children's ads show toys in situations 
which ~ be duplicated at home.a 

Children's ads help parents identify 
the products that their children 
want most.a 

It would be difficult for parents 
to decide which products to buy for 
their children without children's ads.a 

Children's ads cause children to want 
products that their parents do not 
approve of.b 

In general, children's ads cause 
children to want products that their 
family can't afford.b 

Children's ads for sugary products cause 
children to resist more nutritious foods 
(such as vegetables) .b 

Exposure to children's ads cause b 
children to become materialistic. 

Median 

-.97 

-.31 

-.'25 

-1.34 

l. OS 

.87 

.78 

.90 

+2 to -2 scale with +2 as strongly agree and -2 as 
strongly disagree 

aAgreement indicates a positive attitude 

bDisagreement indicates a positive attitude 

Suggestions For Subsequent Research 

The present study suggests a number of questions that 
need to be answered by further analysis. Subsequent 
papers will investigate the degree of positive or 
negative attitude along each of the attitude statements, 
as well as, relationships between the attitude state
ments. In addition, relationships between the demo
graphic measures and the att~tude statements will be 
investigated. 

Further research is needed to answer other questions 
that were not analyzed in this study. Do children 
perceive a difference between public television program
ming and commercial programming? Shows such as Sesame 
Street are brought to you by "the number six and the 
letter k." Do children confuse this type of sponsorship 
with shows that are brought to you by "Kellog's"? Do 
children feel that, commercially sold but not adver
tised, Ernie and Bert dolls sponsor programs such as 
Sesame Street in the same manner that Star Wars charac
ters bring them Saturday morning commercial cartoon 
shows? 

Do parents feel that sponsorship of any kind creates a 
more materialistic child? How do parents feel about 
the FTC's recent cancelling of the proceedings to regu
late children's advertising? Will the negative atti
tude of present parents toward children's advertising 
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be passed to future parents? These are several of the 
many questions that researchers need to answer about 
children's advertising. 
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ADVERTISING DECISIONS: A MATTER OF CONFIDENCE 

Carlton A. Maile, Northern Illinois University 
Nessim Hanna, Northern Illinois University 

Abstract 

A previously published communications model can be ex
tended to show how buyer confidence can be utilized in 
making better advertising decisions. The extended mod
el indicates how relationships between persuasibility 
and self-esteem, communication dj.screpancy, or source 
credibility may be altered in association with differ
ent buyer attitudes toward advertising content. It is 
proposed that buyers' confidence in their own ability 
to evaluate message content could be used as a guide 
to media and target market selection, plus the develop
ment of better content and format parameters. 

Introduction 

The advertising applications of a communications model 
published earlier by Maile can be extended by including 
considerations of buyers' confidence in their own abil
ity to evaluate the content of promotional messages. 
The original model can be helpful in identifying the 
best audience, and selecting media, plus analyzing con
tent and formal requirements.l,2 However, the original 
form may not be applicable to advertising decisions in
volving audiences where pepole are relatively confident 
in their own abilities to judge or compare product at
tributes. For example, the original form may not be 
applicable when message receivers are appropriately 
trained, experienced, and thoroughly interested in 
products being advertised. This would seem to preclude 
applications involving many consumer, and most indus
trial, audiences. There is clearly a need for extend
ing the model to accommodate these additional ty.pes of 
advertising situations. Therefore, the purpose of 
this paper is to extend the original model to accommo
date advertising situations involving audiences confi
dent in their abilities for judging product attributes. 

Multiple Model Formats 

The original model format is illustrated in Figure 1. 
It indicates how a buyer's persuasibility is affected 
by his self-esteem, the degree to which he perceives 
a message source to be credible, and the content or 
format of a persuasive message or advertisement. 

Definitions of each variable in the model are parallel 
to those appearing in the psychological literature. 
For example, persuasibility, the dependent variable, 
involves situations in which a communicator presents 
his position on an issue, and supports this position 
with rational or emotional argumentation,3 

lc. A. Haile and A. H. Kizilbash, nA Communications 
Model for Marketing Decisions," Journal of the Academy 
of Marketing Science, 5, (Winter, Spring 1977), 48-56. 

2c. A. Maile, "Predicting Changes in Advertising Ef
fectiveness," Michigan Business Review, 31, (July 1979), 
18-22. 

3w. J. McGuire, "Personality and Susceptibility to 
Social Influence," Handbook of Personality Theory and 
Research, ed. Edgar F. Borgatta and W. W. Lanbert 
(Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 1968), p. 1133. 
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Persuasibility is then equated to the degree of atti
tude change occurring between pre- and post
communication measurements. It is in turn affected by 
a receiver's custo~ary sense of worthiness, or self
esteem as indicated by his attitudes toward his actual 
self. The dependent variable is also affected by 
source credibility: "the image held of a communicator 
at a given time by a receiver .... "4 

Self-esteem/persuasibility relationships appearing in 
the initial model include linear, inverted U-shape, 
and positive linear forms. They are in turn related 
to the credibility of a message source. Low, medium, 
and high source credibility levels appear in associ
ation with negative linear, inverted U-shape, and pos
itive linear shapes. The positive linear form, GHI, 
is generated by continually rising persuasibility in 
association with increasing self-esteem.S The invert
ed U-shape curve, DEF, is generated by a respective 
rise and fall of persuasibility while self-esteem is 
continually increasing. The negative linear shape is 
caused by continually decreasing persuasibility in 
association with a steady rise in self-esteem. 

There are three similar relationships between commu
nication discrepancy and persuasibility as shown in 
the model. Communication discrepancy is the differ
ence between a message receiver's pre-communication 
attitude and that advocated by a communication source.6 

4K. A. Anderson and T. Clevenger, Jr., "A Summary of 
Experimental Research in Ethos," Speech Monographs, 
(30 June 1963), p. 59. 

5An additional discussion of empirical evidence sup
porting these relationships appears in C. A. Maile, 
"The Apparent Lack of Self-Esteem and Persuasibility 
Relationships," Journal of Psychology, 96, (June 1977), 
pp. 123-129. 

6c. A. Maile, Ibid. 



These relationships are indicated in the model after 
substitnting communication discrepancy for the self
esteem variable noted earlier. 

A two part extension of the original model is shown in 
Figure 2. Each part of the extended version includes 
the same variables as in the original model. In Part 
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A, three horizontal self-esteem/persuasibility and com
munication discrepancy/persuasibility relationships are 
superimposed in association with three source credibil
ity levels. In Part B, a similar set of horizontal 
source credibility/persuasibility relations are asso
ciated with the three levels of self-esteem and commu
nication discrepancy. There are actually no statisti
cally significant relationships between it and any of 
the independent variables in this form of the model be
cause persuasibility remains constant. 

A Possible Explanation 

The different sets of relationships could appear when 
communication receivers have varying levels of confi
dence in their ability to evaluate different variables. 
Receivers who have little confidence in their ability 
to evaluate message content should rely more heavily on 
their evaluation of personal and source characteristics 
like self-esteem and source credibility. During the 
process of developing post-communication attitudes 
about the content of a communication, these receivers 
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should react differently toward various levels of self
esteem, source credibility, and communication discrep
ancy. Three different self-esteem/persuasibility rela
tionships should then appear as shown in Figure 1. How
ever, if receivers are relatively confident in their 
ability to evaluate message content, they should rely 
most heavily on this evaluation during the process of 
attitude formation. Therefore, resulting attitudes or 
persuasibility should have no relationship to self
esteem, communication discrepancy, or source credibil
ity levels as indicated in Figure 2. 

Testing Proposed Relationships 

Empirical support was obtained for the relationships in 
Figure 1 during an experimental study conducted by 
Maile. 7 This preliminary experiment employed a 3 x 3 x 
3 factorial design which enabled determination of sim
ultaneous relationships between persuasibility and the 
three independent variables. A convenience sample of 
346 student subjects of both sexes was used for gather
ing data. Subjects responded to questions about a pair 
of carpet samples. Their pre- and post-communication 
attitudes toward these carpet samples were measured by 
a version of the Janis and Field self-esteem scale. 
These attitudes were measured before and after subjects 
heard persuasive messages about the carpet samples. 
Differences between subjects' before and after atti
tudes were then used as a measure of persuasibility. A 
semantic-differential scale developed by McCroskey \las 
useo for measuring source credibility.8 Subjects' pre
communication judgements about the carpet samples were 
compared with the content of persuasive messages in the 
process of measuring communication discrepancy. The 
difference between subjects' judgements and those of 
the message source were considered as measures of the 
communication discrepancy variable. Results of this 
experiment were interpreted as supporting the self
esteem/persuasibility and communication discrepancy/ 
persuasibility relationships appearing in Figure 1 . 

Another experiment was conducted to test relationships 
appearing in Figure 2. It was designed to determine 
the shapes of relationships between self-esteem, com
munication discrepancy, source credibility, and persua
sibility appearing among subjects with varying levels 
of confidence about their initial evaluations of the 
carpet samples. Respondents' confidence in evaluating 
the carpet samples and other variables was measured by 
a five point semantic differential scale which appeared 
on the measuring instrument in association with scale 
items for measuring each of the other variables. After 
responding to items measuring initial attitudes toward 
the carpet samples, self-esteem, and source credibil
ity, subjects were then asked to indicate their degree 
of confidence in each of the other responses. 

Completed questionnaires were analyzed in two separate 
groups. The first and second groups were from respond
ents with comparatively low and high confidence in 
their abilities to evaluate the carpet samples. Mean 
persuasibility values were computed and plotted for 
each self-esteem/source credibility combination sub
jects. Results from the first group of subjects re
flected relationships like those in Figure 1. However, 
results from the second group indicated a lack of sig
nificant relationships between pertinent variables as 
shown in Figure 2. 

7c. A. Maile, Ibid. 

8 
See James C. McCroskey, "Scales for the Measurement of 

Ethos," Speech Monographs, 23, (March 1966), pp. 665-74. 



Substituting Advertising Variables 

Advertising variables can be substituted for the commu
nication variables in each model format. Advertising 
can be viewed as a process of persuading or changing 
buyer attitudes.9 Then advertisements are the commu
nications under consideration when using the model. 
Buyers and suppliers are communications receivers with 
various leveis of self-esteem, and communication 
sources with different levels of credibility. Rela
tively unknown suppliers or advertisers are associated 
with low credibility levels. However, their well known 
and comparatively long established counterparts are as
sociated with higher levels of source credibility. Ad
vertisers' attempts to influence buyer attitudes are 
then viewed as persuasive communications with varying 
degrees of communication discrepancy.lO Any changes in 
buyer attitudes should be indicated by corresponding 
changes in sales volume.ll Therefore, changes in sales 
volume may also be considered as indicators of adver
tising effectiveness. 

Making Advertising Decisions 

Relationships appearing in the initial model and ex
tended form appearing in Figures 1 and 2 should provide 
a helpful basis for some types of advertising decisions. 
Some examples will serve to illustrate how the SC-SE-P 
and SC-CD-P portions of the model can be used together 
or as individual decision aids. 

The SC-SE-P portions of each model form should be use
ful in selecting target markets. According to SC-SE-P 
relationships appearing in Figure 1, different adver
tisers should be able to maximize sales by emphasizing 
different target markets. In markets where people are 
comparatively uncertain of their abilities to evaluate 
product attributes, low and high credibility advertis
ers can achieve their greatest effectiveness in per
suading and high self-esteem segments respectively. 
However, in markets where people are relatively confi
dent of their ovm product evaluations, the SC-SE-P por
tion of Figure 2 indicates that all segments should be 
reached with equal effectiveness by suppliers and ad
vertisers at all credibility levels. 

People who are likely to be comparatively confident in 
their facility for making product evaluations may have 
several distinguishing characteristics. They may have 
training, experience, and interest patterns which have 
led them to becone familiar with the technical aspects 
of products being advertised. They may also be espe
cially accustomed to purchasing high technology pro
ducts in the industrial or consumer markets. The tech
nological nature of these items requires buyers to be 
familiar with adequate evaluative criteria in order to 
make wise product selections. 

9 The proposed model is not intended to include all ele-
ments of an advertising situation, nor is it intended 
to be used alone as the only tool for making advertis
ing decisions. It is anticipated that the model would 
be used in conjunction with other decision tools and 
considerations of surrounding circumstances when shap
ing final advertising decisions. 

10Advertisements about less familiar products may be 
associated with higher levels of communication discrep
ancy because their capacity for need satisfaction is 
considered relatively low. 

11The relationship between attitude change and sales 
volume is intentionally over simplified for purposes of 
this discussion. 
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Advertisers of high technology items or other products 
which are very familiar to prospective customers should 
realize equal effectiveness in reaching markets at var
ioas self-esteem levels as indicated in Figure 2. A 
relatively new, inexperienced, or little known firm 
should be able to reach and sell to these markets just 
as effectively as its better known or high credibility 
counterparts. Therefore the little known or low cred
ibility firm should direct its advertising toward these 
types of target markets. However, its high credibility 
counterpart can achieve its greatest advantage in ad
vertising to markets with little product familiarity, 
and where prospective customers should rely more heav
ily on their own self-esteem and supplier characteris
tics in making purchase decisions. 

The SC-SE-P relationships appearing in both model forms 
should also be helpful in selecting advertising media. 
When attempting to reach Tiarket segments with people 
who are comparatively uncertain of their initial pro
duct evaluations, Figure 1 indicates that little known 
and long established media which are associated with 
low and high source credibility levels could be most 
effective in reaching low and high self-esteem markets 
respectively. For example, The Wall Street Journal and 
The National Enquirer may be considered respectively as 
high and low credibility publications in the eyes of 
potential buyers for California vacation real estate. 
These differences in source credibility levels could be 
important in determining which medium might be most ef
fective in reaching market segments with readers who 
are comparatively uncertain of their initial product 
evaluations. Among these readers, The Wall Street Jour
nal could be effective in reaching high self-esteem in
dividuals, while The Enquirer may be most effective in 
reaching low self-esteem markets. However, using rela
tionships indicated in Figure 2, an advertising manager 
might judge these media to be equally effective in 
reaching all market segments where people are relatively 
confident in their initial evaluations of product at
tributes. 

The SC-CD-P portion of both model forms could be used 
to determine which suppliers could most effectively ad
vertise various products, channel members, and price 
levels. For example, the SC-CD-P relationships in 
Figure 1 model form could be especially useful in de
ciding which products should be advertised to people 
who have little confidence in their abilities to evalu
ate the characteristics of items mentioned in the copy. 
The decision about whether to advertise a particular 
product would depend on the amount of communication dis
crepancy associated with it. Unfamiliar products and 
better known items would be the subjects of advertise
ments with respectively high and low communication dis
crepancy levels. An established high credibility sup
plier should realize his greatest advantage in adver
tising new products which are highly discrepant from 
those anticipated by prospective purchasers. Similarly, 
the little known or low credibility supplier should 
achieve his greatest advantage .in advertising long es
tablished items which customers may readily associate 
with high need satisfaction. Beacuse these products 
are similar to those anticipated by the audience, they 
would be the objects of persuasive messages with low 
communication discrepancy levels. 

The SC-CD-P relationships in Figure 2 model form should 
be useful when advertising to markets where people are 
confident in their ability in making product selec
tions. Communication discrepancy and source credibil
ity should have little influence on their final per
ceptions. vfuether purchasing new or long established 
products, these people should be equally willing to buy 
from low and high credibility suppliers. Therefore, 
when selling to this market, a low credibility supplier 
can advertise new or highly discrepant products as ef
fectively as his high credibility counterparts. 



Similar reasoning can be used in the selection of dis
tribution channel members to be mentioned in advertis
ing copy. Producers or manufacturers could use this 
reasoning when using advertising to encourage prospec
tive consumers to purchase their products from selected 
retailers. In markets where buyers have little confid
ence regarding their ability to evaluate retail outlets, 
the SC-CD-P component of Figure 1 would indicate that 
traditional and unique retailers could be the objects 
of respectively low- and high-discrepancy communica
tions. Little known or low credibility manufacturers 
could sell most effectively through traditional middle
men, whereas long established or high credibility pro
ducers could realize their greatest advantage in dis
tributing through new or novel types of channel members. 
For example, a newly established manufacturer of fish
ing rods could best sell his products through sporting
goods stores and other conventional outlets. However, 
a long established or well known producer of fishing 
rods should be able to sell more of his products through 
grocery stores or other unconventional outlets. 

In selling to markets where people have a high degree 
of confidence in their evaluations of different retail
ing forms, Figure 2 indicates that suppliers at all 
credibility levels could be equally effective in per
suading buyers to purchase from either unique or con
ventional types of outlets. In this situation, all 
manufacturers should have more flexibility in selecting 
from available channel members. Whatever types of 
channel members are available to a newly established or 
little known manufacturer, he should be as effective as 
long established and highly respected counterparts in 
persuading consumers to buy from retailers offering his 
products. 

When selling to markets where buyers are comparatively 
uncertain of their own price evaluations, the SC-CD-P 
portion of Figure 1 could also be used to determine 
'"hich suppliers could best introduce and most effec
tively advertise new price levels. Because new or 
higher price levels are customarily associated with 
higher communication discrepancy, they can be i~tro
duced most effectively by long established or high 
credibility suppliers. For example, if retail service 
stations are to introduce higher price levels, Exxon 
and other long established or high credibility sup
pliers could most effectively initiate these price in
creases. However, little known and low credibility 
suppliers would achieve their greatest effectiveness 
when advertising conventional price levels. 

When target markets are comprised of individuals who 
are very confident in their own price evaluations, 
Figure 2 indicates that suppliers at all credibility 
levels should be equally effective in advertising nevJ 
price levels. Once again, this equality arises from a 
lack of corresponding relationships between message dis
crepancy, supplier credibility, and buyer persuasibility 
in this type of market. Therefore, in times of high in
flation or other circumstances when prices must be 
raised, the lm; credibility supplier can advertise new 
price levels \Vithout suffering any more reduction in 
sales than his well kno\Vn or high credibility comneti
tors. 

Conclusions and Implications 

An aPproach to advertising decisions suggested in the 
proposed model involves selected considerations of sup
plier, audience, message, and media characteristics. 
Sample applications are suggested here to shovJ how ad
vertising decisions might be altered in accordance \>lith 
varying degrees of buyers' confidence in their initial 
evaluations of media, products, channel members, and 
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prices featured in promotional copy. Where buyers have 
relatively little confidence in their own abilities to 
evaluate these potential contents of advertising mes
sages, little known and long established suppliers 
would realize their greatest advantage in directing 
their promotional messages to low and high self-esteem 
audiences as indicated in the original form of the pro
posed model. However, when prospective purchasers are 
comparatively confident in their abilities to evaluate 
prospective message contents, suppliers at all credib
ility levels may be able to disregard buyer self-esteem 
and reach most audiences with equal effectiveness as 
indicated in the extended model format. 

Even though the proposed model has been expanded to sug
gest a more comprehensive framework for advertising de
cisions, it is not intended for developing precise ans
wers to all advertising problems. In its present form, 
the model is intended to provide some general guidelines 
for analyzing selected advertising problems and arriving 
at improved managerial solutions. However, it is hoped 
that further empirical testing might lead to additional 
refinements enabling more precise applications at some 
future time. 



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS CONCERNING THE AFFECT 
OF THE FEMALE MODEL IN TELEVISION COMMERCIALS 

ON PRODUCT AND BRAND RECALL 

Ralph B. Weller, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh 
Stanley D. Sibley, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh 

Colin Neuhaus, Eastern Michigan University 

ABSTRACT 

This paper investigates the role of the female model 
in television commercials through a random factorial 
designed experiment. The paper is organized first to 
review the literature on attention and the research on 
sexual appeals in advertising; second, to suggest from 
the review several hypotheses for testing; and third, 
to detail the experimental research procedures. Last, 
the results are presented and implications suggested 
for advertising strategy. 

The marketer is increasingly facing a cluttered media 
environment to get across its advertising message as 
competition for the consumer's dollar intensifies from 
both domestic and foreign firms. A major objective for 
any advertisement is to "grab" the market's attention 
through the selection of an appropriate appeal executed 
in innovative ways through the standard elements of 
headline, illustration and/or body copy in print media 
or through audio and/or video effects in broadcast 
media. The sexual appeal in selling goods and ser
vices has taken on more explicit dimensions in its 
execution by some advertisers to capture the attention 
of their target markets. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Marketers agree that the consumer is bombarded each 
day with commercial stimuli, all vying for the limited 
time of the consumer. Yet, the marketer cannot ex
pect to inform or persuade the consumer through ad
vertising unless the consumer's attention is captured, 
regardless of how fleetingly. McGuire [1969] has 
suggested in an advertising communication's model that. 
attention is necessary before retention of the adver
tising stimuli can be expected, and Howard and Sheth 
[1969] in their buyer behavior model hypothesize that 
brand comprehension or knowledge on the evoked set of 
alternatives follow attention to stimuli. The market
er can resort to novelty to attempt to attract the 
target market's attention and to achieve brand compre
hension and retention. Although the use of sexual 
appeals in advertising is not novel per se, the ex
plicitness of the sexual appeal by some advertisers is 
novel to certain market segments and for certain pro
duct categories because the sexual stimuli has not 
been frequently seen, recently encountered, or 
sufficiently similar to the stimuli that the market 
segment has encountered [Berlyne, 1960]. Furthermore, 
sexual explicitness involving female models in various 
poses and undress in advertising is anticipated to in
crease [Kerin, Lundstrom, and Sciglimpaglia, 1979]. 

Research on the Sexual Appeal in Advertising 

The advertiser, after deciding on the sexual appeal, 
can manipulate the message and pair the product to ~.t 

by three major ways--belief claims, visual content, 
and audio content [Rossiter and Percy, 1980]. Most 
research on the sexual appeal in advertising has 
centered on visual content by including or excluding 
an attractive model, by varying the attractiveness of 
the model, or by varying the explicitness of the 
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model's pose. Smith and Engle [1968] studied the 
effects from including and excluding an erotic female 
model in print adver~isements for automobiles. Their 
findings indicated that the subjects' perceptions of 
the car from the advertisement with the model relative 
to the ad without the model included better designed, 
faster, more lively, and more appealing. Chestnut and 
Lachance [1977] found that the inclusion of a decora
tive but functionless female model in a print adver
tisement resulted in better recognition of the adver
tisement but not better recognition of the brand name 
when compared to an advertisement without the model. 

The physical attractiveness of a model, male or female, 
in an advertisement also affects the evaluation of the 
advertisement. Baker and Churchill [1977] found for 
the affective attitudinal component that subjects rated 
the print advertisements with more physically attrac
tive models higher than the ads with less attractive 
models. These results, however, did not extend to the 
cognitive and conative components of attitude. 

Several researchers have investigated the sexual ex
plicitness of the model in advertising and its affect 
on brand recall. Steadman [1969] tested with male 
respondents for differences in brand recall among six 
neutral ads and six ads varying in the degree of female 
model undress and "overt sexual suggestiveness." When 
the subjects were tested one hour after completion of 
exposure to the print advertisements, no differences 
were found. However, seven days later in a retest, the 
brand recall for the ads with neutral content was 
significantly higher than for the ads with sexual con
tent. Also, he found a positive relationship between 
attitudes toward sex in advertising and brand recall 
for ads with sexual content. Weller, Roberts, and 
Neuhaus [1979] found that as sexual explicitness in 
print advertisements increased, the brand recall de
creased when the subjects were tested shortly after ad 
exposure, and this relationship held over time even 
though a decay effect was apparent for all ads. 

Alexander and Judd [1978] replicated Steadman's study 
with some changes to overcome the methodological 
questions which were raised with the original study. 
Similar to Steadman's retest and the Weller et al. 
study, the results suggested that the nonsexual print 
advertisement produced higher brand recall than the 
four ads varying by female model sexual explicitness. 
Nevertheless, in contrast to previous research, the 
brand recall over the four sexually oriented ads did 
not decline as expected when the ads became more ex
plicit. Alexander [1978) found similar results: the 
brand recall remained constant across levels of female 
model nudity. 

Peterson and Kerin [1977] tested for perceptions on 
advertising appeal, product quality, and company repu
tation. They found the print advertisement with the 
highest level of female nudity resulted in perceptions 
of less ad appeal, lower product quality, and less 
reputable company than for the other three ads, varying 



from just the product advertised to the inclusion of 
a seductive female model. 

At this time, the results on sexual explicitness and 
brand recall are inconclusive since two studies found 
an inverse relationship and two studies found no dif
ferences across levels of sexual explicitness. The 
one study on sexual explicitness and perceptions of 
product quality, advertising appeal, and company repu
tation suggest an inverse relationship when the most 
explicit ad is compared to less explicit and nonsexual 
ads. 

Research on the Sexual Appeal and Sex of Respondent 

The major segmenting variable studied by researchers 
has been sex of the respondent. Three studies examined 
differences in perceptions, attitudes, or evaluations 
based on the responding group's sex, and one study in
corporated age, family income, education, and race 
along with sex as potentially useful for market seg
mentation. 

Morrison and Sherman [1972] tested sexual appeals in 
advertising based on male and female student responses 
to the ads over six major product-content variables-
inherent connotation of the product, nudity, realism, 
romanticism, suggestive copy, and sexual arousal. 
Five different groups of males and five different 
groups of females were identified based on their re
sponses on the product-content variables. The nudity 
variable was an important discriminator for both males 
and females. Baker and Churchill [1977] found for the 
attitudinal component only that male respondents rated 
ads with female models higher than ads with male 
models, and female respondents rated ads with male 
models higher than ads with female models. Further
more, for just the male respondents, the nature of the 
product influenced their evaluations of the ads on 
whether an attractive or unattractive female model 
scored higher. Peterson and Kerin [1977] in the afore
mentioned study on sexual explicitness found that males 
had more favorable attitudes toward the advertisements, 
the products, and companies than did females. 

Wise, King, and Merenski [1974] investigated attitudes 
toward sex in advertising by college students and their 
parents and examined differences in attitudes by sex of 
respondent, age, education, and family income. The 
only discriminating variables were sex and age. They 
found that agreement to the statement that "there was 
too much sex in advertising" was greater for older 
women than older males, for older males than younger 
males, and for older females than younger females. 
Also, there was a greater difference in agreement 
levels between older females and their sons than older 
males and their daughters. 

The research on sexual appeals in advertising and the 
market segment differentiated by sex has indicated 
that differences exist between males and females on 
their responses to product-content variables, on 
whether a male or female model is used for advertising, 
and on evaluations toward products, advertisements, 
and companies. Furthermore, the research on age-sex 
differences suggests major differences in attitudes 
toward sex in advertising. The research evidence 
strongly suggests that sex of the respondent is a 
potentially important segmenting variable for those 
advertisers considering the sexual appeal for their 
products. 

In summary, the research evidence on sexual appeals in 
advertising clearly shows a model effect (inclusion or 
exclusion, male or female, attractive or unattractive) 
and an audience effect (male versus female). The impact 
of sexual explicitness on subjects' retention or eval-
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uations suggested either an inverse or no relationship 
for print advertising. Researchers have not addressed 
the significance of the model's pose relative to stages 
of undress even though poses vary on sexual suggestive
ness. This variable appears to be potentially 
valuable in conjunction with the nudity variable. 
Furthermore, the research on sexual explicitness in ad
vertising has centered on visual content in print media~ 
Whether the findings on print media can be generalized 
to broadcast media is a question which needs answering 
in marketing. Building on the cited studies, this re
search investigates the effects of the model, the de
gree of nudity, the pose of the model, and the sex of 
the audience on product and brand recall from simu
lated television commercials for a personal care pro'
duct. The review of the literature suggests the pre
sent study is the first to address audio-visual sti
muli (television) anti female sexual explicitness in 
television advertisements. 

HYPOTHESES 

The above discussion provided the rationale for four 
general hypotheses and three specific hypotheses for 
testing and to aid in reporting the results. 

General Hypotheses 

H1 Differences in appearance of models will have 
a differential effect on recall of product and 
brand. 

H2 Differences in degree of nudity will have a 
differential effect on recall of product and 
brand. 

H3 Differences in pose of the models will have a 
differential effect on recall of product and 
brand. 

H4 There will be no difference in ability to re
call product or brand between males and fe
males. 

Specific Hypotheses 

H1 Difference in appearance of the models will 
not have a differential effect on recall of 
product and brand between males and females. 

H2 Differences in degree of nudity of the models 
will not have a differential effect on recall 
of product and brand between males and females. 

H3 Differences in pose of the models will not 
have a differential effect on recall of pro
duct and brand between males and females. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Experimental Design 

A completely random factorial design was employed where: 

A 3 levels of models 
B 3 levels of nudity 
c 3 levels of poses 
D 2 levels of subjects 
n 3 subjects per cell 

Three models of differing size, build, hair style, and 
general appearance were employed. The three levels of 
nudity included long dress, lingerie only, and topless. 
The three poses employed included a standing position, 
seated in an armchair, and reclining on a couch. The 
poses are listed in rank order of increasing sexual 
suggestiveness. The two treatment levels for subjects 
were male and female. 



Three subjects per call were used which is above the 
normal minimum number of subjects prescribed by Kirk 
[1968]. The total sample size of 162 was equally 
divided between male and female. The sample was drawn 
from several marketing classes at a Midwestern uni
versity. The use of college students in studying 
sexual explicitness in advertising is appropriate (see 
for example, Baker and Churchill, 1977; Alexander and 
Judd, 1978; Steadman, 1969; Morrison and Sherman, 
1972; Wise, et al., 1974) due to the nature of the 
subject. 

Apparatus 

The television commercials were videotaped against a 
neutral background showing only the model, a personal 
care product (Zest soap), and the furniture required 
for each level of treatment. The 30-second commer
cials began with background music as the model dis
played the product, the music was subduded, and a 
male announcer gave a 20-second pitch for the product, 
using claims for the product similar to those found 
in magazine advertisements for the brand. The model 
held the pose for five more seconds after the 
announcer had finished while the volume of the music 
increased slightly. 

Each test commercial was intermingled with four other 
personal care product commercials from commercial tele
vlslon. The order of presentation of the five commer
cials was held constant for all levels of the treat~ 
ment. 

In addition to the initial viewing of the commercial, 
pose, and degree of nudity, subjects were exposed to 
a reminder television message two days later showing 
the appropriate model without the product and using 
music without the announcer's pitch. Following the 
reminder exposure, subjects were asked to complete a 
questionnaire asking for brand and product identity 
from the first television commercial. 

Statistical Analysis 

Correct responses to the questions regarding the 
identity of the product or the brand were scored with 
a value of 2, and incorrect responses were scored 1. 
The data were analyzed by analysis of variance using 
a 3 x 3 x 3 x 2 model since ANOVA can be applied to 
nominal data [Lunney, 1970]. 

RESULTS 

Table 1 indicates that recall of product showed signi
ficant differences for the main effects of both 
appearance of the models and degree of nudity. Other 
main effects did not display differences. The ABCD 
(model, nudity, pose, respondent sex) interaction 
showed significant effects. All other interactions 
showed no significant differences. 

Data from Tab le 2 indicate significant differences in 
recall of brand existed for the main effect of degree 
of nudity. Interaction effects for ABD (model, nudit~ 
sex of respondent) were also significant. All other 
interactions showed no significant differences. 

Figure 1 combines main effects for varying models and 
levels of nudity on product recall. Variations in 
appearances of the model displayed dramatic shifts in 
brand recall. Model one and three produced similar re
call patterns while ~odel two had markedly lower rate 
of recall. Degree of nudity had a major effect on re
call rates. Recall was lowest for those models fully 
clothed then rose greatly when the models wore 
lingerie. There was a minor shift upward in ability 
to recall on the respondents when the models were top-
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less. Level of undress had a major effect on product 
recall rates taken as a whole. 

TABLE 1 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE FOR PRODUCT RECALL 

Source s.s. d.f. M.S. F 
Model (A) 0.44445 2 0.22225 3.000 * 
Nudity (B) 0.70371 2 0. 35186 4.750 * 
Pose (C) 0.25926 2 0.12963 1. 750 
Respondent (D) 0.15432 1 0.15432 2.083 

AXB 0.07407 4 0.01852 0.250 
AXC 0.29629 4 0.07407 1.000 
AXD 0.04938 2 0.02469 0.333 
BXC 0.14815 4 0.03704 0.500 
BXD 0.08642 2 0.04321 0.583 
CXD 0.08642 2 0.04321 0.583 

AXBXC 0 . .51852 8 0.06482 0.875 
AXBXD 0.54321 4 0.13580 1. 833 
AXCXD 0.32100 4 0.08025 1.083 
BXCXD 0.39506 4 0.09877 1.333 

AXBXCXD 1.53086 8 0.19136 2.583 * 
W/in Cell 8.00000 rOB 0.07407 

Total 13.6112 161 
*.05 

TABLE 2 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE FOR BRAND RECALL 

Source s .s. d.f. M.S. F 
Model (A) 0.11420 2 0.05710 0.446 
Nudity (B) 1.00309 2 0.50154 3.916 * 
Pose (C) 0.00308 2 0.00154 0.012 
Respondent (D) 0.01389 1 0.01389 0.108 

AXB 0.39506 4 0.098765 0. 771 
AXC 1.00617 4 0.25154 1.964 
AXD 0.25000 2 0.12500 0.976 
BXC 0.89507 4 0.22377 1. 747 
BXD 0.36111 2 0.18056 1.410 
CXD 0.36111 2 0.18056 1.410 

AXBXC 0.95679 8 0.11960 0.934 
AXBXD 1. 33333 4 0.33333 2.602 * 
AXCXD 0.83334 4 0.20834 1.627 
BXCXD 0.27777 4 0.06944 0.542 

AXBXCXD 0.94438 8 0.11805 0.922 
W/in Cell 13.83340 108 0.128087 

Total 22.58179 161 
*.05 

Interaction effects for model, nudity, pose and sex 
of the respondents for product recall are illustrated 
in Figure 2. Analysis of this figure discloses a 
strong effect by sex of respondents, level of dress 
and pose of the model. Females generally had a 
higher consistent degree of recall across poses and 
level of undress. Males, on the other hand, showed 
more variability in recall depending on pose and level 
of nudity. Physical appearance of the model, with the 
exception of model number 2, had little impact as an 
interaction variable. 

The data in Figure 3 show the major effect of nudity 
on brand recall. The major differences in this figure 
is when the models changed from fully clothed to 
lingerie the recall rate increased. There was a less 
pronounced shift in recall between lingerie and top
less in the same direction. Over the entire range, 
as the models increased nudity, recall rates also 
increased. 

Figure 4 diagrams the interaction effects for model 
and nudity levels by sex of the respondents forbrand 
recall. The figure shows sex of the respondent inin
teraction with nudity accounted for the most dramatic 
effects. As males and femals viewed advertisements 
with varying levels of nudity, across models, recall 
ability shifted. Males were generally able to recall 
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Interaction Effects for Model and 
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Interaction Effects for Model, Nudity and Pose Levels by Sex of Respondent for Product Recall 
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better as nudity increased across models while feoales 
had a more differential pattern. However, when all 
three models are considered, females increased recall 
as level of nudity increased. Model effect was negli
gible except for females and models 1 and 2. 

Hypothesis one was partially supported. Differences 
for the category of product recall were significant. 
Respondents differed in their ability to recall the 
product due to variations in the appearance of the 
model. Hypothesis two was supported. Degree of nudity 
had a significant differential effect on respondents' 
ability to recall both product and brand. Hypotheses 
four through seven were partially supported. Males 
and females did not differ in their ability to recall 
product or brand across treatment levels of appearance, 
nudity, and pose but differed in recall ability between 
treatment levels of appearance, nudity and pose for 
product recall and between treatment levels of appear
ance and nudity for brand recall. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the main effects for this study would 
seem to generally support the findings of researchers 



for print media. Sexual explicitness appears to affect 
brand recall although the directionality of this effect 
is inconclusive. The present study supports those re
searchers for print media who found the more sexually 
explicit the advertisement, the greater the brand re
call. The research also indicates a similar relation
ship between sexual explicitness and product recall. 
The more explicit the advertisement, the higher the 
degree of product recall. These two findings for tele
vision advertisements, in addition to research of 
others on print media, may lend credence to the notion 
advanced by many that "sex sells." Physical appear
ance differences among models was shown to affect pro
duct recall. 

Of the interactions investigated, sex of the respon
dents appear to be a strong explanatory variable. 
This finding also generally supports those research 
studies investigating sex of respondent evaluating the 
sexual appeal in print advertisements. Clearly, for 
brand recall, the more explicit the model, the higher 
the rate of recall on the part of males. Females did 
not display such a pattern. 

Product recall showed a differential pattern between 
males and females. Highest levels of nudity produced 
the greatest recall for both males and females; how
ever, females were more consistent across pose and 
somewhat more consistent over levels of undress. 

Generally, the results of those interactions analyzed 
showed that males and females react in a somewhat 
different manner measured by brand and product recall 
depending on the pose of the model and degree of 
nudity. The evidence from this study and those on 
print media would seem to indicate some commonality of 
the communication effectiveness of perceived sexiness 
used in advertising across various media, but it needs 
a great deal of additional research before generali
zations can be made. 

IMPLICATIONS 

The advertiser has three basic message variables·under 
its control--belief claims, audio content, and visual 
content. In both print and broadcast advertisements 
the visual content plays a crucial role in attracting 
the attention of the intended audience. One visual 
tactic to attract attention is the inclusion of a 
model, male and/or female, in the advertisement. This 
experiment investigated the influence of the female 
model, her pose and her nudity level, on product and 
brand recall by males and females for a personal care 
product in television commercials. 

Based on the experiment's results, an advertiser with 
a personal care product which is unisex in use might 
want to consider partial nudity of a female model to 
gain attention and to increase brand recall. In this 
study for both males and females, the highest level of 
undress (i.e., topless) had consistently the highest 
brand recall (five of the six possible cases). For 
males, the consistently lowest level of recall was 
found for the lowest level of nudity (i.e., full dress). 
However, for females the results for lowest recall 
were mixed. Regardless of dress, the choice of models 
did affect the evaluations, particularly by females, 
indicating the need for advertisers to pretest con
sumers' perceptions of models before the inclusion of 
a specific model in an advertisement. 

In summary, the use of a partial nude female model in 
broadcast commercials appears not to be detrimental in 
all cases, but, in fact, may increase the product and 
brand recall for appropriate products. Further testing 
by advertisers is certainly warranted since other 
variables measuring an advertisement's effectiveness. 
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(e.g., attitude toward the brand) were not tested in 
this experiment. 
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INVESTIGATION OF CONSUMER MOTIVATIONS 
FOR CONSERVING ENERGY 

Phillip E. Downs, Florida State University 
Douglas N. Behrman, Florida State University 

Abstract 

The purpose of this research is to compare motivations 
for conserving energy across levels of the following 
demographic variables: 1) income, 2) education, 3) age, 
4) occupation, and 5) sex. Using a representative 
sample of Florida homeowners (n=734), it was found that 
motivations to conserve energy differed across levels of 
all demographic variables tested with the exception of 
sex. The results indicate that certain segmentation 
strategies would be appropriate in making energy con
servation appeals to various demographic segments. 

Introduction 

Within the past eighteen months, articles have appeared 
in numerous publications, both scholarly and news, 
suggesting that a calm has settled over the tumultuous 
energy environment and that supplies are ample (Healey, 
1980; Business Week, 1980; Stone, 1980). Some press 
attention has focused on the temporary oil glut and its 
favorable impact on OPEC pricing policy. Despite this 
cautious optimism, energy and political experts con
cerned about long range energy strategy, have made grave 
predictions concerning the next few years (Vital 
Speeches, 1980; Time, 1980; Newsweek, 1980). More than 
a few of these experts predict major supply disruptions 
during the next several years. Now that President Sadat 
of Egypt has been assassinated, a major stabilizing 
force in the Middle East has been removed. Continued 
fundamentalist religious ferver and political instability 
in that region of the world should serve as chilling 
reminders to all industrial nations that the energy 
crisis is not over, but a continuing problem about which 
concern and efforts must ceaselessly be focused. 

Marketing academicians have attempted to contribute to 
solving energy problems by examining energy related 
attitudes, intentions to act, and actual behavior. Much 
of this research has attempted to profile energy effi
cient individuals. Cunningham and Lopreato present an 
excellent summary of studies conducted prior to 1976, 
while Downs and Freiden include a more recent compila
tion of those studies impacting the area of energy 
consumption (Cunningham, 1977; Downs, 1981). While 
life-style, personality, and attitudinal variables have 
been utilized to explain energy-related behavior, demo
graphic variables have received heavy examination 
primarily because of their practicality. Segmentation 
strategies based on demographic variables can be easily 
implemented, whereas life-style, personality, and 
attitudinal variables are more difficult to both opera
tionalize and implement effectively in terms of energy 
strategy and policy. Because of this managerial use
fulness, further understanding of the relationships 
between select demographic variables and energy 
consumption motivations are examined through this study. 
Rather than using these variables to profile energy 
efficient individuals or to predict energy conservation 
behavior, the purpose of this study is to explore 
differences that might exist across various demographic 
characteristics in determining consumer motivations to 
conserve energy. 

Literature Review 

A prodigious number of articles have been written since 
1973 regarding the energy crisis. Interested readers 
should examine reviews of the literature provided by 
Cunningham and Lopreato and Downs and Freiden 
Cunningham, 1977; Downs, 1981). Yet, within this 
research stream, sur~risingly few studies have examined 
motivations for conserving energy (Doner, 1975; Gottlie~ 
1976; Parkinson, 1976; Perlman, 1975). Perlman and 
Warren interviewed over fourteen hundred individuals in 
three disparate metropolitan areas; Hartford, Connecti
cut; Mobile, Alabama; and Salem, Oregon. (Perlman, 1975). 
Thirty-five percent of the motorist and sixty-one 
percent of the householders cited price as the most 
important reason for conserving energy. Doner completed 
nine hundred and twenty-five telephone interviews with 
Michigan residents and concluded that "saving money" 
was the main motivator for conservation measures. In 
examining two-hundred and ninety-three Delaware home
owners via a telephone survey, Parkinson found cost to 
be the primary reason for cutting down on energy use 
(Doner, 1975; Parkinson, 1976). From a sample of nine 
hundred and thirty-eight hand delivered questionnaires 
in Texas, Gottlieb and Matre concluded again that cost 
was the main motivator for those concerned with con
serving energy (Gottlieb, 1976). Finally, in 1977 
Cunningham and Lopreato provided further support for 
these findings when they found price to be the major 
motivation among consumers living in the southwestern 
part of the United States (Cunningham, 1977). Addition
ally, these researchers reported middle income consumers 
to be most sensitive to price increases, while lower income 
consumers exhibited the lowest absolute energy reduction 
following a price increase. 

Although these studies report consistent findings, only 
Cunningham and Lopreato examined motivations as related 
to demographic characteristics. Based on their study, 
one would predict price to be a more highly motivating 
factor for middle income consumers. But, what about 
motivational differences across levels of sex, age, 
occupation, and education? Since no previous empirical 
evidence was found to guide in hypothesis generation, 
the following null hypothesis was tested: 

H0 : No differences exist in motivations for conserving 
energy across levels of age, sex, income, occupa
tion, and education. 

Method 

Questionnaires were sent to a statewide sample of Florhla 
homeowners. County tax rolls were used as the sampling 
frame, with households being randomly selected in pro
portion to each county's percentage of the total number 
of households in the state. After pretesting the 
research instrument on 200 households, 1,975 households 
were mailed the final questionnaire. A follow-up mailing 
was conducted six weeks after the initial mailing. In 
total, 734 completed questionnaires were returned, 
resulting in a 37% response rate. No significant 
differences in substantive responses were found between 
the first and second waves of the sample. 
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Research Instrument 

The questionnaire contained major sections on conserva
tion attitudes and behavior, personality variables, 
motivations for conserving energy, and demographic 
items. A complete explanation of the questionnaire can 
be found in Downs and Freiden (Downs, 1981). For the 
purposes of this study, only the motivational and demo
graphic items were used. 

The set of motivations for conserving energy was 
developed by examining relevant literature and through 
discussions with utility company personnel, government
al employees involved with energy programs, and con
sultants specializing in energy efficiency. The 
motivations included were: 

-to help the economy of the nation 
-because there are immediate energy shortages 
-to save money 
-because it is my responsibility 
-because I don't like to be wasteful 
-to save energy for future generations 
-other reasons 

Respondents were asked to indicate their primary reason 
for saving energy by checking one of the above motiva
tions. 

Results 

Table 1 shows the percentages of respondents selecting 
different motivations for conserving energy. As ex
pected, and in keeping with previous findings, saving 
money was the primary consideration. 

TABLE 1 

MOTIVATIONS FOR CONSERVING ENERGY 

Motivations 

To help the economy of the nation 
Because there are immediate energy 

shortages 
To save money 
Because it is my responsibility 
Because I don't like to be wasteful 
To save energy for future generations 

Percentage 
Responding 

15.2% 

8.2 
58.1 
4.4 

11.2 
2.9 

100.0% 

Table 2 presents motivation percentages broken down by 
levels of demographic characteristics. Chi-square 
analyses were performed to see if motivations for con
serving energy varied across levels of the demographic 
variables. The results are shown in Table  2 . The 
null hypothesis of no differences was rejected for all 
demographic variables except sex. High significant 
chi-square values ( p < .001) were derived for all 
other variables. The percentages of subjects selecting 
various motivations broken down by levels of demo
graphic variables are also presented in Table 2 . 

Although saving money is the number one motivator in 
energy conservation, not Rll individuals are equally 
sensitive to this factor.! Young people are signifi
cantly more aroused by saving money than older 

1statistical tests of pairwise differences in motiva
tions to conserve by demographic level are shown in 
Table 3 . 
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individuals (see Table 3 ). Paradoxically, more high 
and middle income individuals are stimulated todonserve 
energy by the saving money motivation than those with 
lower incomes. Rather than the non-monotonic relation
ship that Cunningham and Lopreato found between income 
and energy conservation motivated by costconsiderations, 
a monotonically increasing relationship was found in 
this study. Those with the highest educational levels 
were also most stimulated by the saving money motiva
tion. Surprisingly, retired individuals were less 
concerned with saving money than employed individuals. 

TABLE 2 

MOTIVATIONS FOR CONSERVING ENERGY BROKEN DOWN 
BY LEVELS OF DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES 

DE"mographll· 

.Y._<!_r~-~~s"_ 

Tnrnme 

()ver $25,000 
$1'i,000-$74,9Q9 
lln<'ler $15,000 

F.dur;Jt ton 

9.) 
8.1 
5.R 

Col h·r.~ C.r:Hiu;Jtf' 5.8 
SomP cnll ege l/1. 9 
llil'!,h srhnul ~r.::~d. 20.4 

• •• 
OvPr fi'i 
'•1-fil, 
llmlt>r 1, ') 

Orrup;ltinn 

l'rof Ps.r.: l on:1 I 
WhUP co!l.1r 
RluC' roll.1r 
RPt i rrd 

~blr 

FPm:llf" 

28.2 
15.5 
7.4 

A.9 
10.1 
9. ~ 

25.1 

I '3.8 
If). 5 

10.0 62.8 6.5 8.2 
6. 7 62.2 ).8 16.3 
9,( 50.2 3.0 9.1 

10.6 63.5 ).ft 11.5 
9.1 54.8 4.8 14.9 
S.R Sfi.S 4.2 R.5 

ll. 3 40.1 4.9 12.0 
10.0 55.0 4.8 11.7 

5.1 72.7 3.5 9,4 

).0 
2.9 
2. 2 

'•.R 
I .II 
2. 7 

J. 5 
J. I 
2. l 

7.B fi'~.s s.z 1o.o 3.3 
4.0 71.7 2.0 8.1 4.0 
7.8 66.7 2.0 II.R 2.0 

11.9 40,2 6.7 1).0 /.,1 

6.9 59.0 4.8 12.) 
9.4 'i7.1 4.0 10.3 

J. J 
2. h 

d. f. 

10 

10.79 10 

to 

52. 9R 10 

3. 4') 

~j gn_. 

.O{lf 

.001 

.001 

.001 

N .:-. 

"To help the economy of the nation" was the second most 
frequently mentioned motivation to conserve energy. 
Older, lower educated, and retired individuals were more 
likely to indicate this as their primary reason for 
conserving. Middle income individuals and those with 
middle-level educations were more likely to conserve 
"because it is my responsibility." Older individuals 
and retired respondents were motivated to conserve 
somewhat more "because there are immediate shortages." 
Very few respondents (2.9%) were motivated to conserve 
in an effort "to save energy for future generations." 
This may be a result of the lack of immediacy of the 
return to the energy conservationist. Highly educated 
individuals tended to select this motivation more so 
than other individuals. 

Implications and Conclusions 

Demographic variables were selected for examination 
because of their pragmatic usefulness in implementing 
marketing strategies. The differences in motivations 
for conserving across levels of the demographic varia
bles presented in Table 2 offer obvious suggestions 
for segmentation strategies. 

For example, immediate cost savings should be emphasized 
in marketing energy conservation to the young, upper 
income, and highly educated markets. A wide selection 
of print and electronic media serves these target markets. 



TABLE 3 

PAIRWISE DIFFERENCES IN MOTIVATIONS TO CONSERVE 
BY DEMOGRAPHIC LEVELS 

Levels of 
DemognphJc Signifh:ant b 

~vitation"'---------'V:&ri•~---- Differenc~ 

I . Tn help the econon.y F.duC":ation 

2. To sRvP money Education 

3. Don't like to waste energy Education 

4. To help economy Orcupation 

,_ 
Tnnnediate shortages Occupation 

6. To save money OccupAtion 

7. To he] p the economy ••• 
8. Immediate Shortagps Age 

9. To save money Age 

10. To help the E:!connmy Income 

II. To f!Rve mono:!y Income 

12. Don 1 t 1 iJrp to waAte E'nerp,y Income 

I vs. 
1 vs. 

l V!'l, 2 

2 vs. J 

1 VI'!:. It 

2 vro. ~ 

) VA. 4 

2 vs. 4 

I vs. 2 
I vs. 4 
2 vs. 3 
2 VA. 4 
'1 vs. ,, 

] V!'l. 

1 "9-
2 vs. 

1 vs. 
2 vs. 

1 vs. 
1 vs. 
2 vs. 

1 vs. 
2 vs. 

1 vs. 
2 vs. 

l vs. 
2 vr:;. 

------ ---------
ni.PvPls of dPmngraphi.c variables are: 

F:ducation: I = collP.ge grAd, 
2 • !'lome col leg£> 
l "'" high school ~"tTarf. 

A~f": 1 .,. Cn'E'T (j') 

2 "" I~ 'i -114 
3 "' unrler 75 

Occupation: I = profel'lsional 
2 = white collar 
3 "" blue collar 
4 "" rPt ired 

Income: 1 = over $25,000 
2. $15,000-$24,999 
3 =- undf"r $1S,OOO 

hAll pnirwi~E' c-omp;trisnns ~rP. siguifJcant at the p*'.OS levp), Pxcept 

nu111ht>rs 3 "'"" S whfC"h Rre s:f~~:nificant at the p .... 10 levPl 

Other promotional themes that would be suited to various 
market segments include: 

"Don't be wasteful - targeted to the middle class 
segment 

"Energy conservation strengthens the the nation's 
economy"- aimed at the lower income and educational 
segments 

"We face immediate shortages so now is the time to 
conserve" - targeted to older and retired individuals 

"It's your responsibility to conserve" - directed 
toward the higher income and retired segments 

In summary, motivations for conserving energy were 
examined for a large and representative sample of 
Florida homeowners. Significant differences in motiva
tions were found across levels of income, age, occupa
tion and education. Such information is useful to 
policy-makers faced with developing segmentation 
strategies aimed at reducing this nation's egregious 
use of energy. While many consumers and policy-makers 
have become complacent during this year of comparatively 
ample energy supplies, many energy and political experts 
are predicting severe energy supply disruption within 
the next few years. Marketers need to revive efforts 
to persuade individuals to conserve before this nation 
faces another crisis. 
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DOES CORRECTIVE ADVERTISING AFFECT THE TRUE CLAIMS?: 
AN EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

Metin N. Gurol, University of Baltimore 
Clifford B. Sotnick (student), University of Baltimore 

Abstract 

Many companies that are required to use corrective 
advertisements worry that the remedial messages 
designed to change the deceptive beliefs negatively 
may also affect the true claims of the company 
negatively. This study evaluated the effectiveness 
of a corrective advertisement by Listerine which 
contained several true claims as well as the 
FTC-ordered corrective statement, in an experimental 
setting. Findings indicate that the true claims were 
effective in substantially increasing the beliefs of 
the subjects about these claims although they 
appeared along with the corrective statement in the 
same remedial message. 

Introduction 

In the early 1970's, the Federal Trade Commission 
began using corrective advertising as a major weapon 
in its continuing crusade against deceptive 
advertising. Several firms whose advertisements were 
found to be deceptive have agreed to use corrective 
statements to erase residual misinformation caused by 
the ads. The increased use of corrective advertising 
has raised several issues concerning its purpose, 
effectiveness, and possible side effects. 

One issue of concern to advertisers is the impact of 
corrective advertising on the true claims made by the 
company. If the remedial message designed to change 
the deceptive beliefs negatively also affects the 
true claims of the company negatively, then the 
advertiser is punished beyond its deceptive gains. 
One important aspect of the FTC's actions is that 
they cannot be punitive. The FTC's objectives in 
requ1r1ng corrective advertising are to correct 
consumer mi simpressions and to restore competition, 
not to punish the advertisers by harming the 
effectiveness of their true claims. 

Literature Review 

Wilkie (1974, p. 192) was the first author who 
emphasized the precision requirement in the 
development of remedial messages. He stated that the 
corrective ads should be designed to dispel the 
residual deception caused by the deceptive ads but be 
precise enough to affect only these particular 
responses. 

There are three empirical studies in the marketing 
literature that deal with the affects of corrective 
ads on other claims made by the company in its 
advertising. The main purpose of all three was to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the Listerine 
corrective advertising campaign. But they also 
investigated this important side-effects issue. 

Mazis and Adkinson (1976) found that the corrective 
advertisement had a substantial influence on the 
brand belief it was intended to affect and on a 
related belief (i.e., kills germs) which was not the 
target of the communication. They indicate that for 
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the company the impact of corrective communication on 
other beliefs about the brand is equally important. 
They offer two possible explanations for this change: 

(1) consumer's perception of the germicidal 
properties of a mouthwash brand may be highly 
correlated with a brand's effectiveness against colds 
or sore throats, and (2) consumers distorted the 
content of the corrective messages by broadening 
their scope. 

Dyer and Khuel ( 1978) also found that corrective ads 
affect other attributes of the product category even 
though they were not addressed in the remedial 
message. They measured beliefs about eight mouthwash 
attributes but used only two of them (i.e., "prevents 
colds and sore throats" and "kills germs") for 
analysis and found a significant main affect for the 
"kills germs" dimension. They called this a "reverse 
halo effect" phenomenon and questioned corrective 
advertising's precision (i.e., the "surgical" removal 
of positive beliefs about a single attribute without 
affecting other attributes). However, they noted 
that "prevents colds" and "kill germs" may be very 
closely associated in the consumer's mipd. 

In contrast to the above results, Mizer ski, Allison 
and Calvert (1980) found the corrective commercial to 
be effective in lowering target beliefs, yet precise 
enough to have no significant effect on any other 
dependent variables. They used four belief 
statements for Li terine: ( 1) Listerine is effective 
for killing germs, (2) Listerine leaves mouth feeling 
refreshed, (3) Listerine fights colds and sore 
throats, and (4) Listerine has long-lasting effects. 
Although they have also used the "kills germs" 
statement, neither this nor the other two non-target 
beliefs were significantly changed after the 
corrective commercial. 

Purpose 

The literature review showed that there is 
inconclusive evidence as to whether the corrective 
commercials affect the true claims made by the 
advertiser. Although all three studies (1) were 
about the first court ordered corrective advertising 
campaign (i.e., Listerine), (2) used similar versions 
of the FTC ordered corrective message as the 
independent variable and beliefs as their main 
dependent variable, and (3) were conducted on college 
campuses, they found conflicting results. 

In order to generate more conclusive evidence about 
this important side effects issue of corrective 
advertising, this study was conducted to see if the 
claims made by Warner-Lamber Company (the producers 
of Listerine) were affected by the FTC-specified 
corrective message. In order to include both the 
FTC's corrective message and the claims 
Warner-Lambert Company was making about Listerine (as 
stated on the Listerine's label) a two-sided 
corrective message was filmed and used as the main 
independent variable in this study. In an effort to 
make this experiment comparable to the previous three 



studies, ,. the three conditions mentioned in the above 
paragraph were used. 

Methodology 

Experimental Procedure 

The experimental procedure used in this study is 
summarized in Table 1 . 

First 
Group treatment 

Decep. ad 

2 Decep. ad 

3 Decep. ad 

aMij refers 

TABLE 1 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Post-
deception Second 

measure (M1) treatment 

M11a Correct. 
ad (Co. 
source) 

M12 Correct. 
ad (FTC 
source) 

M13 Irrele-
vant 

to the ith measure for 

Post-
correction 

measureCM2l 

M21 

M22 

M23 

the jth group. 

The sample consisted of 108 subjects randomly 
assigned to three groups. For each group, subjects 
were assembled in a laboratory setting and shown 
various combinations of 60-second filmed 
ads--deceptive and correct! ve ads for Listerine and 
irrelevant ads for other products. Sets of Salient 
Belief Technique 1 measures were taken at two points 
during the experiment. For the first treatment, 
Groups 1, 2, and 3 were exposed to a deceptive 
Listerine television commercial and to television 
commercials for irrelevant products (a food product 
and a finance company). Then the subjects completed 
a set of questions (M1) for the purposes of 
establishing their post-deception levels of claim 
beliefs and saliences. 

For the second treatment, Group saw a 
company-source corrective ad for Listerine, along 
with ads for the other two products. Group 2 saw an 
FTC-source corrective ad along with the other two 
ads. Group 3 saw only irrelevant ads. Each subject 
then completed a second set of questions (M2 l the 
purpose of which was to determine the effects of the 
correct! ve ads for Listerine on claim beliefs and 
saliences. Group 3 served as a control for measuring 
the impact of the corrective ads. 

The reaction of subjects to the experimenter and the 
experimental situation (reactivity effect) was not 
directly controlled in this experiment. Reactivity 
effects are impossible to eliminate or control in 
laboratory experiments. Reaction to the experimenter 
was reduced by using written, standardized 
instructions that were read by a neutral party. 
Reactions to the experimental situation might have 
been assessed by including a fourth group that was 

1salient Belief Techniques measures salient belief 
scores ( SBS) . SBS is calculated for every claim by 
multiplying that claim's belief score by that claims 
salience score. 
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exposed to a neutral ( nondecepti ve or noncorrecti ve) 
Listerine ad. But, budget constraints plus the 
difficulty of identifying truly neutral Listerine ads 
(those with no deceptive claims or no possibility of 
evoking memories of other Listerine ads that did have 
deceptive claims) made this strategy untenable. 
Thus, the possibility of reactivity effects must be 
considered in evaluating the results of the study. 

Subjects 

The subjects were students enrolled at a large state 
university, who responded to solicitations for 
volunteers and a small monetary inducement fot 
participation. A sample consisting of student and 
nonstudent subjects might have been more 
representative of relevant consumers. But students 
do represent a segment of relevant consumers (61 
percent were using Li sterine or had used it 
previously) , and there may not be that much 
difference between student consumers and nonstudent 
consumers. The SBT results for the food product and 
finance company ads in this study were similar to 
the results of a previous study using the same ads, 
with a sample consisting of non student adults of a 
wide range of ages (Armstrong, Kendall, and Russ 
1975). 

The Deceptive and Corrective Ads 

The deceptive Listerine television ad was chosen from 
a reel of 29 Listerine ads held by the FTC as 
evidence in the Warner-Lambert case. The particular 
film used was selected because it expressed or 
implied all three of the claims that the FTC had 
found to be deceptive: Listerine will ( 1) prevent, 
(2) ameliorate, and (3) cure colds an·d sore throats 
(Exhibit 1). 

EXHIBIT 1 
TEXT OF THE DECEPTIVE ADVERTISEMENT 

[It is raining. Two mothers start talking. One 
mother has just escorted her children to the school 
bus, the other (Muriel) is checking the mailbox.]. 

1st Mother 
2nd Mother 
1st Mother 
2nd Mother 
1st Mother 
2nd Mother 
1st Mother 

1st Mother 

2nd Mother 
1st Mother 

2nd Mother 
1st Mother 

2nd Mother 
1st Mother 
2nd Mother 
Male Voice 

Muriel, where are Dave and Sue? 
Oh, down with a cold again. 
Again? 
Oh, guess your family always seems fine 
I got a theory. 
A theory? Nothing can prevent colds. 
You can help. Let's get out of the 
rain. 
[They go inside the house.] 
Muriel, I make sure they have plenty of 
rest, and I watch their diets. 
Uh-huh. 
Then I have them gargle twice a day 
with Listerine 
Listerine antiseptic? 
Uh-huh. I think we've cut down on 
colds and those we catch don't seem to 
last as long. 
Sure seems to work for your family. 
Yes, it does. 
Well, I'll try it. 

During the cold-catching season, for 
fewer colds, milder colds, more people 
gargle with Listerine than any other 
oral antiseptic. Listerine [Music] 

The corrective ads used in this study were 
professionally filmed for this experiment. Two ads 
were produced --one with a company source and one 
with an FTC source. The scripts (read by an actor) 
were identical in both filmed ads, except for the 



introductoy sentences that identified the source of 
the message. To assure that subjects noted the 
source of the message, relevant props were used in 
the ads to identify the source visually throughout 
the message. The text of the corrective message is 
provided in Exhibit 2. 

EXHIBIT 2 
TEXT OF THE CORRECTIVE MESSAGE 

Hello, I am Walter Hughes (fictitious name), 
representing the (FTC or Warner-Lambert 
Company). 

Contrary to prior advertising of Listerine, 
Listerine will not prevent or cure colds or 
sore throats, and, Listerine will not be 
beneficial in the treatment of cold symptoms 
or sore throats. 

Listerine is an antiseptic that kills germs on 
contact. It is effective for general oral 
hygiene, bad breath, minor cuts, stratches, 
insect bites, and infectious dandruff. But it 
is not effective against colds and cold 
symptoms, because colds are caused by viruses 
and Listerine does not kill virsus. 

The first paragraph of the message identifies the 
source. The second paragraph is from the final order 
of the FTC, and corrects previous impressions about 
the product. The first two sentences of the final 
paragraph state the benefits of Listerine as 
presented on the Listerine label. The final sentence 
explains the reasoning 
behind the corrective message. 

In both ads, the message is presented in a 
straightforward narrative. The message is 
objective--the FTC has medical evidence to support 
the negative claims and Warner-Lambert has medical 
evidence to support the positive claims. The message 
is two-sided--three negative and six positive claims 
are made. The message was designed to fit the spirit 
of Senator Magnuson's (1972, p.4) suggestion' that 
consumers have the right "to be given the facts 
needed to make an informed choice." 

Questionnaires 

The questionnaire began with a short cover letter 
that introduced the experiment and explained that it 
was part of a study designed to measure ad 
effectiveness. In all cases, sets of questions about 
Listerine were placed between sets of similar 
questions about the food product and the finance 
company. This allowed subjects to become familiar 
with the format of the questionnaire while answering 
"irrelevant" questions. After viewing the deceptive 
Listerine ad, subjects were first asked if they were 
familiar with the brand. They were then given ten 
claims about Listerine, and were asked to indicate 
the extent to which they believed each claim was true 
(definitely true, probably true, probably false, 
definitely false). They were then asked to indicate 
how important (very, moderately, slightly, not at 
all) each claim would be to their decision to buy the 
product, if the claim were true. Five of the claims 
used were mentioned in the deceptive ad (A,E,G, I, J) 

and eight were stated in the corrective ads (all but 
claims F and I). (See Table 2 ). 
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TABLE 2 
CLAIMS ABOUT LISTERINE 

A. A person who uses Listerine will have fewer 
colds. 

B. Listerine is effective for minor cuts. 
C. Listerine prevents bad breath. 
D. Listerine is effective for insect bites. 
E. Colds do not last long if you use Listerine. 
F. Listerine has a pleasant taste. 
G. A person who uses Listerine will have milder 

colds. 
H. Listerine is effective for infectious dandruf. 
I. During winter, more people gargle with 

Listerine than any other oral antiseptic. 
J. Listerine is an antiseptic. 

The second part of the questionnaire, completed after 
viewing the corrective messages, was similar to the 
first part except the product familiarity questions 
were deleted. In addition subjects were asked about 
their purchase behavior for products shown in the 
ads. Throughout the study, sets of questions 
pertaining to a particular and were completed 
immediately after that ad was viewed. 

Analysis 

The main dependent variable in this experiment was 
the "Salient Belief Score" (SBS). The total SBS was 
calculated for every claim by multiplying the "belief 
score" of every subject by that subject's "salience 
score" (the importance of that claim in affecting 
that subjects decision to buy the product) and 
summing the products. Then the mean S.BS for a claim 
was found by dividing the total SBS by the number of 
subjects in that group. 

The formula for mean SBS for each claim is as 
follows: 

n 
Mean SBS = J: 

i=1 

i = subject 
Bi = belief score of subject i 

(1) 

Ii = importance (salience) score of subject i 
N = total number of subjects in the group 

Two mean SBSs were calculated for the measurements 
M1 and M2 for each claim in each group. T-tests were 
used to analyze the significance of the change in 
mean SBS from M1 to M2 for each claim in each group. 

Results 

The findings of the study for the non-deceptive 
claims made by Listerine are shown in Table 3 . (For 
the findings about the deceptive claims, see 
Armstrong, Gurol and Russ, 1979). 

Group one was exposed to a corrective message from 
the company source which mentioned all but two claims 
("pleasant taste" and "during winter more people 
gargle with Listerine than any other oral 
antiseptic") in Table 2 . Among these eight claims, 
five were true claims, and the mean SBS of four of 
them increased significantly (p <. 002 or less) 
(Table 3 , Column 3, rows 1,2,3,5). The increase in 
the mean SBS of the remaining true claim "Listerine 
is an antiseptic" was close to being 
significant (P <. 065). The reason why it did not 
have a substantial increase is probably because it 



TABLE 3 
MEAN SBS* FOR NON-DECEPTIVE LISTERINE CLAIMS 

Post- Post-
Group Claim deception correction T-value 

Group I 
Company -
Source 
Corrective 

Message 

(n = 36) 

Group II 
FTC-source 
Corrective 
Message 

(n = 39) 

Group III 
Deceptive 
Message only 
(Control 

Group) 

(n = 33) 

ap < .001 
bp < .01 

B. 
c. 
D. 
F. 
H. 

I. 

J. 

B. 
c. 
D. 
F. 
H. 

I. 

J. 

B. 
c. 
D. 
F. 
H. 

I. 

J. 

effective for minor cuts 
prevents bad breath 
effective for insect bites 
has pleasant taste 
effective for infectious 
dandruf 
during winter, more people 
use it 
is an antiseptic 

effective for minor cuts 
prevents bad breath 
effective for insect bites 
has pleasant taste 
effective for infectious 
dandruf 
during winter, more people 
use it 
is an antiseptic 

effective for minor cuts 
prevents bad breath 
effective for insect bites 
has pleasant taste 
effective for infectious 
dandruf 
during winter, more people 
use it 
is an antiseptic 

measure ( M1) measure (M2) 

5.743 9. 111 -5.33a 
9.429 11.056 -3.34b 
5.314 8.556 -5.39a 
4.714 4.629 -0.35 

3.771 7.029 -4.68a 

4.857 4.629 0.95 
10.750 12.000 -1.91 

5.974 9.216 -6.46a 
9.359 11.297 -4.59a 
5.000 8.270 -5.33a 
4.816 4.622 1.09 

3.447 5.189 -6.65a 

5.081 4.730 3.39b 
9.459 11 .297 -3.49a 

5.545 5.419 .36 
8.394 8.387 . 11 
4.364 4.968 -1.06 
3.727 4.355 -1.79 

3.576 4.032 -3.10b 

6.970 6.226 1.38 
10.576 10.290 .68 

*Mean Salient Belief Score could run from 1 to 16 because each of its two components (i.e., belief and 
salience scores) are scored 1 to 4. 

already had the 
(Table 3 , Column 
highest possible 
increase. 

highest post-deception mean SBS 
1, Row 7) and since 16 was the 
mean SBS, there was little to 

effectiveness of 
messages, especially 

The true claims in 
the mean SBSs of 

Also, there were no 

These results support the 
advertising in communicating its 
under forced-exposure conditions. 
the corrective message increased 
these true claims substantially. 
significant changes in the mean 
claims that were not mentioned in 
(Table  3. Rows 4 and 6). 

SBSs of the two 
the corrective ad. 

It is interesting that these results are similar to 
the findings of the Federal Trade Commission's 
research about the real-world, $10,000,000, Listerine 
corrective advertising campaign's effectiveness. A 
recent FTC News Summary reported that the Burke 
Marketing Research Inc., which conducted the study 
for the FTC, found that "Viewers apparently 
understood that the entire commercial's primary 
purpose was not to communicate the correction, but to 
promote the product. 'No significant change in the 
communication of commercial "sales messages" has been 
attributed to the addition of the corrective 
statement'." (October 30, 1981, p. 2). 
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Group two was exposed to the same corrective message 
from the FTC-source. This time all five true claim 
mean SBSs increased highly significantly ( p <. 001). 
(Table 3 , column 3, rows 8, 9, 10, 12, 14). There 
was no significant change in the mean SBS of the 
claim "has pleasant taste" which was not mentioned in 
either the deceptive or corrective ads. (Table 3 , 
column 3, row 11). There was a significant (p <. 
002) decrease in the mean SBS of the "during winter, 
more people gargle with Listerine than any other oral 
antiseptic" claim although it was mentioned only in 
the deceptive ad and not in the corrective message. 
(Table 3, column 3, row 13). This claim implicitly 
makes a cold prevention claim. Therefore, the 
significant reduction in its mean SBS is probably due 
to the relative power of the FTC-source message over 
the company-source message in reducing cold-related 
claims. 

Group three was exposed to the deceptive ad but not 
to the corrective message and its purpose was to 
serve as a control for the corrective ad. Six out of 
seven claims showed no significant changes as 
expected. (Table 3, column 3, rows 15, 16, 17, 18, 
20, 21). Only the "effective for infectious dandruf" 
mean SBS changed significantly (P < • 01). (Table 3 , 
column 3, row 19). One possible explanation of this 
unexpected change could be that in all three groups, 



this claim had the lowest post-deception mean SBS and 
even a relatively small change from this small base 
was statistically significant. 

Conclusions and Implications 

The main purpose of this study was to answer the 
question: "Does corrective advertising affect the 
true claims?" The findings indicate that the answer 
is "no, it does not", although two previous studies 
concluded that it did. The results support the 
effectiveness of advertising in communicating its 
messages, whether positive or negative, especially 
under forced-exposure conditions. In general, the 
true claims in the corrective advertisement increased 
the beliefs of the subjects about these claims and 
the unmentioned claims left the beliefs unchanged. 

The two studies which found that corrective 
advertisements reduced the effectiveness of the true 
claims were dealing with the claim "kills germs" 
which seems highly correlated in the consumer 1 s mind 
with the brand's effectiveness against "colds and 
sore throats." Therefore, the corrective message 
aiming to reduce the deceptive beliefs also reduced 
the "kills-germs" belief. This study used several 
true claims unrelated to the deceptive claims along 
with the corrective statement and found that the true 
claims increased the beliefs of the subjects in these 
true claims. In conclusion, the findings indicate 
that the corrective messages designed to reduce 
deceptive beliefs created by advertisers do not harm 
the effectiveness of the company's true claims, 
therefore, the FTC's corrective advertising orders 
are not punitive. This conclusion should be a relief 
for both the advertisers and the FTC. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the results of a survey of 88 
upper income drivers in Syracuse, New York to assess 
their views of cost/performance tradeoffs in viewing 
the purchase of an electric vehicle. Conjoint analy
sis is used to test part-utilities of different at
tributes of the car purchase decision. This survey 
of 88 upper income residents suggests that the cur
rent price range of marketed electric vehicles 
($10,000 and above) makes the price/options package 
offered by current technology unattractive to a group 
which might otherwise be considered early adopters. 
This group would not rule out buying a limited per
formance EV for special purposes (commuting or shop
ping) but the price must be attractive by comparison 
with subcompact IC cars. Fear of prospective gaso
line shortages does not appear to raise the demand 
price of the EV against IC substitutes. 

Introduction 

Recent public policy decisions have shifted federal 
funding away from the subsidy of institutional pur
chases of EV's and toward loan guarantees for reput
able manufacturers. To survive in the new market
oriented business climate, electric vehicle manufac
turers must place greater reliance on marketing 
research and distribution channels. Such market 
research is hampered by several problems. First, a 
virtually unknown commodity is difficult to survey; 
respondents are unlikely to have full information 
about technological and economic tradeoffs. Second, 
the original production expectations on the part of 
manufacturers included an assumption that production 
costs would be partially covered by the hidden sub
sidies of a guaranteed institutional market. This 
factor should, other things being equal, have led to 
higher cost/higher priced technology packages rather 
than to attention to the cost/performance tradeoffs 
in the minds of consumers in an unsubsidized market. 
Third, the apparently insoluble problems of creating 
a high performance, low cost battery configuration 
leaves the electric car industry with an imperfect 
technological substitute for the compact or subcom
pact internal combustion engine car. 

Thus, several crucial issues emerge in studying the 
potential market for electric cars: 

1. Is there an economically significant subset of 
the buying public which has use for a limited 
performance vehicle, and has an interest in ex
perimentation with electric power? The Depart
ment of Energy, in a report prepared for NASA , 

1Minicars, Inc., Goleta, Georgia. National Aeronau
tics and Space Administration, Washington, D.C., 
"Near Hybrid Passenger Vehicle Development Program, 
Phase 1, Appendices A and B. Mission Analysis and 
Specification Studies Report, Volume 1. 

NOTE: The authors are indebted to Robert Porter, 
Spencer Lovelace, Peter Melczer, Eric 
Monderer, Adam Silverman and Mark Soferman, 
students who participated actively in the 
Syracuse University Electric Car Project. 
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simplistically answered this question in the 
affirmative without extensive empirical testing of 
the question, by noting that the majority of auto 
trips are journey to work commutes under 25 miles 
and assumed that either the commuter market or the 
shopping near trips to home would provide such a 
market. It is not clear, however, that the EV's 
can compete in price with the increasingly fuel 
efficient subcompacts, or whether other character
istics of the low power EV's would take them out 
of the running for the short trip market (lower 
cruising speed, slow acceleration on hills, or 
limited driving range). 

2. Another assumption implicit in the early DOE in
vestments in the development of electric cars was 
that dealers would sell those cars at prices which 
would make the cars competitive with other alter
natives facing the buying public. Alternatively, 
it may have been felt that the economies of lower 
fuel costs per mile, lower maintenance costs, and 
slower depreciation would make the EC competitive 
when viewed from a life cycle costing standpoint. 
Has the industry examined the cost/performance 
tradeoffs in the minds of consumers and priced 
accordingly? What is the impact of the disap
pearance of federal subsidies? 

3. Finally, is the buying public sufficiently aware 
of the technology/price options to make an inform
ed judgment on these matters? Early termination 
of the EV demonstration programs may account for 
general buyer ignorance of alternatives. 

4. What is the relative weight attached to low price 
versus high performance, as viewed by the group 
likely to be early adopters of the electric 
passenger car? 

Previous EV Marketing Studies 

Several previous studies have attempted to explore 
some of these questions, but narrowness of application 
limits the generalizations which may be drawn from the 
other studies. In 1979, Abt Associates put a Lectric 
Leopard (USElectricar) in the hands of 89 employees 
for test driving and concluded that 

"almost none of them would be willing to pay as 
much ~or an electric car as for an inexpensive IC 
car." 

This study had the advantage of informing the market 
research respondents by actual test driving. Its dis
advantage is that the Lectric Leopard (a retrofitted 
Renault Le Car) is not the current state-of-the-art 
technology because of mechanical controls and absence 
of trunk space. The respondents did not consider a 
variety of price/technology options. 

In 1976, Hargreaves, et al., reported on the use of a 
conjoint measurement techniques to enquire about the 
marketability of commercial applications of electric 
vehicles. This study noted that: 

"Although 11% of the commercial applications were 
compatible in terms of the technical capabilities 
of electric vehicles, when additional attributes 



were considered the product was not acceptable in 
its present form. That is, the negative attri
butes - reduced technical capabilities and pre
mium price - more than offset the positive attri
butes - reduced pollution and lower operating 
costs. Thus, general commercial acceptance of 
electric vehicles will depend either on increas§d 
vehicle capabilities or on competitive prices." 

Unfortunate-ly, it is difficult to generalize from 
this study, since the element of personal budgeting 
for private auto use was not considered. Never
theless, the study demonstrates the potentiality of 
conjoint analysis for market studies in product 
innovation. 

The Syracuse Study 

To explore some of the yet unanswered questions, the 
transportation program at Syracuse University launch
ed a survey among upper income residents of that city 
to find out the information level and attitudes to
ward buying electric cars among a warket segment lik
ely to be an early adoption group. 

It was argued that the upper income group would con
tinue to buy cars despite the upward drift in all car 
purchase prices, and that income and willingness to 
be an early adopter might be correlated. Specifi
cally, the study inquired about the cost/performance 
tradeoffs among several electric car alternatives and 
tested for general understanding among this market 
segment of the current state of EV technology. 

The Sample Interviewed 

The interview team selected four census tracts in the 
upper income Syracuse suburbs of DeWitt and Manlius, 
where prope5ty values average among the highest for 
the county. Eights housing areas with homes valued 
in excess of $80,000 were identified within these 
census tracts 5hrough the assistance of a local real 
estate broker. 

A random sample was drawn from addresses in these 
areas and respondents were interviewed in person by 
students using a structured interview schedule. The 
schedule contained questions both about interviewee 
economic characteristics, driving needs, intentions 
to buy IC and electric vehicles, and a series of 

2G.F. Vanderschmirlt and Martin M. Stein, "Socio-Econo
mic Evaluation of the Electric car: A Case Study of 
User Reaction and Characteristics," Paper presented 
at the Annual Heeting of the Transportation Research 
Board, Washington, D.C., January 1981. 

3 
George Hargreaves, J.D. Claxton, and F.H. Siller, 

"New Product Evaluation: Electric Vehicles for 
Commercial Applications," Journal of Marketing, 
Vol. 40, January 1976), pp. 74-77. 

4It was argued that the upper income group would 
continue to buy cars despite the upward drift in all 
car prices, and that income and willingness to be an 
early adopter might be correlated. 

5Data from the 1970 census were used to select the 
sample site. 

6 
Spencer Lovelace, et al., "A Market Research Study 

of the Syracuse University Electric Car Project," 
unpublished report, Franklin Program in Transporta
tion and Distribution Management, Syracuse Universi
ty, Syracuse, N.Y., 1981. 
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questions asking them to evaluate several performance/ 
cost package options. Eighty-eight interviews were 
completed with sufficient detail to allow for the com
pletion of the conjoint analysis. Twelve respondents 
either failed to be interviewed, or did not provide 
complete information to support further analysis. 

Conjoint Questionnaire Design 

The questionnaire was designed to analyze the trade
offs consumers make between seven key characteristics 
of proposed electric vehicles. The characteristics 
(or factors) were (I) range, (2) cruising speed, (3) 
battery life, (4) battery recharge time, (5) passenger 
payload (maximum number of passengers, (6) cargo pay
load (maximum number of grocery bags), and (7) pur
chase cost. Three levels were chosen that represent 
possible values of each factor. The levels for each 
factor are summarized in Table I . 

These factors and levels were combined to describe 
proposed electric vehicles. To reduce the task of 
evaluating all possible vehicles which could result 
from all possible combinations of factors, a linear 
compensatory utility model was assumed and factors 
were combined in a block design consisting of two 
4-factor blocks. Each block, in turn, was a Greco
Latin Square made up of the first and second three 
factors respectively, with purchase cost the fourth 
factor in each block. 

Subjects were then asked to rate each proposed elec
tric vehicle according to the likelihood they would 
purchase such a vehicle should it be made available. 
Additional questions were asked about current driving 
patterns, use of electric vehicles and user back
ground. 

·Initial Data Analysis 

The sample frame consisted of upper-middle income sub
urbanites near Syracuse, New York. The socio-demo
graphics for the sample confirm this characterization. 
The median income for the group is above $40,000, 78 
percent of the respondents have completed college, 93 
percent were married, most families have two children 
and most household heads commute 30 miles or more each 
day. Most respondents were also above 45 years of 
age. 

Respondents still indicated heavy utilization of large 
automobiles despite recent increases in the price of 
fuel. For the first family car, only 36.4 percent 
indicated that it was a small (compact or subcompact) 
car. Most families owned two cars and for the second 
car, 35.1 percent indicated that it was small. As 
expected, husbands mainly used the first and wives 
mainly used the second car. Cars were primarily used 
for a combination of city and highway travel. 

Attitudes Toward Electric Vehicles 

Although most respondents indicated a lack of famil
iarity with electric vehicles, they were able to pro
vide an overview of their expectations of its capabil
ities, once options were explained. Respondents were 
given performance/price "packages" to evaluate. They 
did not have to know the actual performance/price com
binations available currently on the market. In fact, 
few were aware of such cars, or their specifications. 

The major limitation of an electric vehicle is its 
range and the time it takes to recharge the battery. 
Thus, most persons would consider its use primarily to 
commute to work, to go shopping or to take other near
by trips. Keeping this in mind, 83 percent indicated 



a desired capacity of four passengers or less, 75 
percent indicated a willingness to pay between $5,000 
and $8,000 for an electric vehicle and 59.1 percent 
expected the car to be styled like a compact or a 
subcompact. In other words, with the natural limi
tations of an electric vehicle, it is viewed primar
ily as a local commuter car or intown run-about for 
errands and shopping. It follows that a long re
charge time of more than five hours was found accept
able to the majority of respondents as long as there 
was sufficient range to participate in a variety of 
desired local activities. 

The obvious problem with maximum range before battery 
recharge is emphasized by the problem most frequently 
anticipated by respondents -- running out of power. 
Only a small number of respondents referred to other 
problems, such as a fear of service problems. Clear
ly, range is the critical factor. Despite this, 63.1 
percent of the respondents indicated they would con
sider buying an electric vehicle. 

Analysis of Part-Utilities 

Part-utilities were analyzed under metric assumptions 
using information integration techniques suggested by 
Anderson (1978). Benjamin and Sen (1981) demonstrate 
that metric and non-metric techniques perform compar
ably as analytical and forecasting techniques. 

Part-utilities provide information on the relative 
attractiveness of the various characteristics under 
consideration. The relative importances of various 
factors and levels are derived by examining the dif
ference between part-utility values for levels of one 
factor and comparing them to the differences calcul
ated for another factor. The overall importance on 
intended choice of a factor is indicated by its 
range. 

Part-utilities are summarized in Table 1 . The fac
tors with the largest range are cargo payload and 
battery life. Cargo payload is an indication of 
possible use as a shopping vehicle or for recreation. 
Battery life is related to the cost and convenience 
of using electric vehicles. 

Of the remaining factors, vehicle range is most 
important. This is consistent with current design 
emphasis and the major shortcoming of electric 
vehicles -- limitations on range before a recharge is 
needed. On closer examination, it is clear that the 
average threshold for acceptable range is 50 miles. 
There is little increase in utility for 20 miles 
additional range (to 70 miles). 

Cruising speed and purchase cost are next most impor
tant. Differences in possible cruising speed and the 
corresponding increase in part-utility are approxi
mately proportionate. The flexibility of highway 
cruising speed enables the driver to use expressways 
that are utilized in the suburbs for even the most 
routine journeys. Within legal limits, the higher 
the cruising speed the more attractive the vehicle. 

Examining purchase cost, there is virtually no in
crease in utility for a $10,000 vehicle compared to a 
$13,000 vehicle. Respondents indicated acceptance of 
vehicles only at the purchase cost which is compar
able to other sub-compacts. Respondents show an in
clination to pay only a limited amount for a vehicle 
with severe range limitations. 

Battery recharge time and passenger payload play a 
smaller role in determining preferences which is 
consistent with the intended use of these cars as a 
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commuter vehicle. 

The conjoint analysis is in general consistent with 
more detailed questions about specific factors. For 
exa~le, the conjoint analysis shows a ~harp decrease 
in utility for a purchase cost of $10,000 and the 
detailed questions about acceptable costs indicated a 
willingness to pay between $5,000 and $8,000 for such 
a vehicle. 

On the other hand, the conjoint analysis indicates a 
threshold vehicular range of 50 miles. This contrasts 
with median indicated range of 75 miles. Apparently 
these subjects would like a higher range but are un
willing to pay for it or trade off other factors for 
it. 

A Comparison of Average Part-Utilities for Socio-Demo
graphic Groups 

Average part-utilities were calculated for different 
groups which were defined by socio-demographic vari
ables and other measures related to current car owner
ship and driving habits. Using analysis of variance, 
it was found that, for the most part, average utili
ties did not differ significantly between groups de
fined in this way. Income, sex, family size, educa
tion, and current trip-making behavior were not asso
ciated with the relative evaluation of the factors of 
electric vehicles that were evaluation here. 

A significant relationship was found between groups 
defined by current mileage driven and average part
utilities for electric vehicle range. As expected, 
those who travel a greater distance now indicated a 
higher utility for greater range in the electric 
vehicle. This critical element then reflects an 
estimate of whether an electric vehicle can accommo
date current driving habits. 

CONCLUSION 

This survey of 88 upper income residents of Syracuse, 
New York suggests that the current price range of mar
keted electric vehicles ($10,000 and above) makes the 
price/options package offered by current technology 
unattractive to a group which might otherwise be con
sidered early adopters. This group would not rule out 
buying a limited performance EV for special purposes 
(commuting or shopping) but the price must be attrac
tive by comparison with subcompact IC cars. Fear of 
prospective gasoline shortages does not appear to 
raise the demand price of the EV against IC substi
tutes. 



TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF PART-UTILITIES FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLE 

CHARACTERISTICS, ENTIRE SAMPLE 

Part-Utility 

Factor Level Average Standard 
Deviation 

Range 30 2.4 1.4 
(miles) 50 4.2 2.4 

70 4.5 1.8 

Cruising Speed 30 2.8 1.9 
(miles/hour) 45 3.4 2.3 

55 4.5 1.9 

Battery Life 1 1.8 1.1 
(Years) 2 5.1 1.9 

4 3.9 2.2 

Battery Recharge 2 4. 7 2. 1 
(Time in Hours) 5 3.6 2.2 

8 3.2 2. 1 

Passenger Payload 2 3.4 2.1 
(People) 4 3.9 2.6 

6 4.3 2. 1 

Cargo Payload 3 2.7 1.6 
(Number of 
Grocery Bags) 6 7.4 3.5 

9 3.7 1.9 

Purchase Cost 5,000 4.5 1.8 
(Dollars) 10,000 3.0 1.7 

13,000 2.8 2.0 

Rating scale varied from 1-never would purchase to 
11-high likelihood of purchase; 6 was the neutral 
point. 
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THE NEED FOR A REALISTIC UNITED STATES 
INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES POLICY: IS DEREGULATION THE ANSWER? 

L. Joseph Rosenberg, University of Arkansas at Fayetteville 

Abstract 

The U.S. international airlines system can continue to 
promote American growth by functioning as a vital inter
national transportation mode. What is needed is a cri
tical evaluation of the present deregulatory policy. 
This paper reviews American international regulatory 
history and suggests a specific approach that might sa
tisfy both corporate and national objectives. 

Introduction 

Most Americans are aware of United States international 
airline systems. However, a majority of American busi
ness and academic reseQrchers probably do not know that 
U.S. airlines compete with foreign airlines which gen
erally are granted subsidies by their governments and 
often given special operating rights. Though the fed
eral government is in the process of deregulating the 
domestic American airline industry, it does not appear 
appropriate at present for the foreign routes of U.S. 
airline corporations. 

Deregulation Policy 

No approach to trade between nations can be complete 
without consideration of logistics channels. This, in 
turn, demands that attention be directed to the vital 
role played by a nation's transportc.tion modes in con
tributing to the growth of its foreign trade and the 
prosperity of its citizens. · 

A relatively new, but frustrating problem faced by 
United States air carriers flying international routes 
is that they must compete with numerous subsidized for
eign airlines. American international trunk airlines 
lost 3.8% on sales in 1980, compared with a profit of 
1.8% in 1979, and down from 6.9% profit in 1978 (Air 
Transport 1981), when the United States began it~m
phasis on the deregulation of airline fares. 

While the profits of American international trunk air 
routes were actually eliminated in 1980, the operating 
results of the foreign carriers were equally unsatis
factory. International airlines incurred a $2.1 billion 
loss in 1980 which the International Air Transportation 
Association has called "the worst year in air aviation 
history." lATA said that if prompt remedial action was 
not taken, the projected loss of scheduled international 
operations of all of its 93 members would total an es
timated $2.6 billion in 1981. American airlines do not 
participate in the lATA rate conference which can agree 
on fare increases, reduced services and requests for 
government assistance (Wall Street Journal 1981). 

American airlines with overseas routes appear caught be
tween the nation's current deregulatory policy and the 
practices of airlines of virtually every country. The 
deregulation policy of the United States has resulted in 
international air carriers of almost every nation facing 
operating losses. Though competitive lower rates may 
have assisted the traveler during the past several years, 
international fares are currently being increased. 
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Hopefully, such action will come in time to assist Amer
ican international airlines. Pan American World Air
ways, Inc., reported a record loss of $114 million in 
the first quarter of 1981 after incurring an operating 
loss of $88 million in 1980. To some extent, Pan Am's 
problems stem from its status as the ex officio U.S. 
national flag carrier. But, it has been stripped of 
government protection by airline deregulation and Amer
ica's international aviation policy. Competition means 
something quite different overseas, where most airlines 
are either owned or subsidized by their governments and 
are regarded as instruments of national prestige or as a 
means of attracting tourists. As a result, during the 
1970 to 1980 decade, U.S. airlines share of interna
tional traffic has dropped from 28 percent of the market 
to under 20 percent (Chakravarty 1981). 

The Maritime Experience 

Para1lels exist, to a considerable extent when comparing 
the life cycle of the U.S. merchant marine fleet with 
the American international airline industry. Since the 
end of World War II, when it was the paramount leader 
in terms of maritime tonnage, the U.S. has steadily ex
perienced an eroding market share, until today l'. S. ships 
transport only about 5 percent of its otm foreign trade 
(Kanuk 19 78). 

Competitive disadvantages exist in the maritime indus
try because the Federal Maritime Commission, which reg
ulates the U.S. maritime industry, lacks authority to 
require foreign carriers to comply with American laws. 
further, there is a move in WashiEgton that would place 
~.S. carriers at a further disadvantage by cro~ibiting 
their participation in carrier conferences prevalent in 
other parts of the world. This movement is compounded 
by attempts to apply U.S. antitrust laws to foreign 
flag carriers (Kanuk 1980). 

In 1916, Congress enacted the U.S. Shipping Act, author
izing ocean carriers in American foreign trade to par
ticipate in approved rate making conferences. At the 
same time, Congress established the Federal Maritime 
Commission to supervise the concerted efforts of these 
conferences and police the antitrust exempt activities. 
The Merchant Marine Act of 1936 continued the exemptions 
of the Shipping Act of 1916 and was the cornerstone of 
the American maritime policy from 1936 until 1969 
(Jantscher 1975). 

In 1978, Robert J. Daschbach, Chairman of the Federal 
Maritime Commission, indicated an urgent need for re
visions in U.S. shipping laws to grapple with the chang
ing dynamics of the world shipping trade, along with the 
overdue creation of a modernized U.S. maritime policy 
(Daschback 1978A). Similar to the international air
lines industry, the U.S. maritime fleet is facing for
eign subsidized competition, inch1ding carriers of East
ern Bloc nations, which operate government controlled 
vessels that undercut rates. 

The penetration of foreign carriers is threatening to 
the U.S. ocean commerce system. Their growth potential 
is nurtured by such advantages as heavy government sub
sidization, lower labor costs, and the ability to estab
lish rates without market restraints. This trend, with 
political rather than commercial motivation, is a dra
matic example of how political considerations have gain

ed importance in the world marketplace CDaschbach, l•J78B). 



The International Airline Industry 

Dual Systems 

Basically, the American airline industry operates two 
systems, that is, a U.S. domestic system and an interna
tional aviation system. The American government exer
cises absolute sovereignty over the domestic system. 
Competition may be expended or restricted, the govern
ment can subsidize when market forces do not provide 
adequate service, and ultimately the domestic systemcan 
be shaped to meet that often illusive and changing cri
teria, the public convenience and necessity. 

International air space is a vastly different environ
ment, contingent on bilateral agreements between the 
United States and foreign governments. It is an envi
ronment in which specific operating rights are negotia
ted by the governments in an effort to achieve economic 
and political benefits. In that process, routes are 
prescribed, fares controlled subject to governmental 
approval, and frequently the capacity of the aircraft is 
regulated. 

It is an environment in which American international 
carriers are subject to the control of another govern
taent when they transit or emplane or deplane passengers. 
The action of a foreign government and its political 
attitudes affects the costs of U.S. carriers, thus 
having a substantial impact on the ability of American 
carriers to market their product (O'Darnell 1977). 

Historical Perspective 

The Air Mail Act of 1925 and the Air Commerce Act of 
1926 established scheduled air transportation within 
the United States on a commercial basis. In 1928, Con
gress through the Foreign Air Hail Act of 1928, author
ized the Postmaster General to award contracts to the 
lowest bidders for carriers to transport mail between 
the United States and foreign countries (Public Law No. 
107 1927). This enabled American carriers to begin 
international air service. 

While service to Europe offered the best traffic pros
pects, it was not begun until experience gained on South 
imerican operations could be used to overcome obstacles 
to navigation. Foreign air services differ from domes
tic in that airlines proceed to cities and through inter
_nediate points that are located in countries other than 
the point of origin. Since nations are sovereign in the 
air above their lands, carriers must obtain the right to 
land or to pass over. Prior to 1938 carriers negotiated 
their own landing rights. Since privately negotiated 
rights were frequently obtained on an exclusive basis, 
they often led to monopoly. Accordingly, in 1939, the 
U.S. Department of State began, under certain circum
stances, negotiating landing r-ights and assigning them 
to such carriers as the Civil Aeronautics Authority de
signated. Governmental landing rights are usually ob
tained on a reciprocal basis (Goodman 1944). 

Pan American Airways applied to the Civil Aeronautics 
Authority on February 13, 1939, for a certificate of 
convenience authorizing service to Europe. Proving the 
service to be in the public interest was not difficult, 
since transatlantic routes possessed many traffic pos
sibilities. However, on May 9, 1939, American Export 
Lines applied to the Authority for a certificate of con
venience which would also authorize service to Europe. 
Pan American, which was permitted to intervene in the 
case, contended that authorization of another service 
across the Atlantic would violate the spirit on which 
certificates of convenience are based. American Export, 
to the contrary, contended that the Civil Aeronautics 
Act specifically required t:tat the CAA should regard 
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competition "to the extent necessary to assure the 
sound development of an air transport system properly 
adapted to the needs of the foreign and domestic com
merce of the United States, of the postal service, and 
of the national defense" as in the public interest 
(Civil Aeronautics Authority 1939). 

The major portion of the history of international air
line organization and regulation can be said to start 
with the Chicago Air Conference of 1944 (Thornton 197~. 
Detailed regulation of the United States international 
air system began with the 1946 Bermuda agreement with 
Great Britain, which established the ground rules for 
commercial air traffic between the U.S. and most civil 
aviation partners (Air Transport 1980). The principles 
outlined in the 1946 Bermuda I agreement provided that 
fares were established by carrier agreement, subject to 
approval of governments. Landing rights at any city 
required government approval, but countries couldautho
rize any number of carriers in markets in which it had 
landing rights, and carriers were free to determine 
schedules and choice of aircraft. The rights of mul
tiple designations and freedom to establish schedules 
were critical dimensions of Bermuda I type agreements 
that created competitive pressures. 

While Bermuda I agreement was a compromise in that 
routes and frequency would not be subject to prior gov
ernment review, it permitted rates to be set by acartel 
of international airlines, the International Air Trans
port Association (lATA), subject to government approvaL 
This enforced price collusion required the international 
traveler to pay air fares substantially greater than 
those at a competitive market (Bruce and Trayham 1980) .. 

The Chicago Air Conference of 1944 and the Bermuda I 
agreement existed from 1946 to 1977 without significant 
change, although major attempts at revision were made 
of a conference in Geneva in 1947 and for Europe at 
Stratsbourg in 1954 (Wheatcraft 1956). 

Domestic Regulation versus International Regulation 

During the period after World War II the Civil Aeronau
tics Board (CAB) controlled domestic competition over a 
specific route by limiting the number of airlines auth~ 
rized to serve a route. If a route 
was not adequately served, another carrier would be 
authorized to intensify competition in the route. If a 
route would not support more service, the CAB would not 
permit additional carriers to offer flights. 

While, in international service, the CAB has the power 
to block service through influence on bilateral agree
ments, it is largely a theoretical power. Practically, 
its effort to block a flight proposed by a foreign air
line would provoke retaliatory action from the govern
ment of the involved foreign airline. The ability of 
the CAB to restrain any foreign airline from offering 
service to the United States depends not on the needs of 
traffic, but on the bargaining strength of thecountries 
which might want to offer service. 

Recent Deregulation Changes 

With the arrival of the jumbo jet age of the 1970's, the 
combination of fare agreements with no control on the 
number of seats flown, lead to a saturation of many 
international routes. The United States - United King
dom bilateral air agreement now generally referred to 
as Bermuda II, signed on July 23, 1977, was a signifi
cant departure from long established U.S. international 
aviation policy. The U.S. agreed that the fares would 
be set at the lowest level consistent with safety and 
adequate financial results. In return, Britishairlines 
would be permitted to fly to freely selected American 
cities in return for access of U.S. airlines to foreign 



destinations. 

The Civil Aeronautics Board abandoned its gradual ap
proach to control. The Board, the U.S. Department of 
Transportation, and the State Department all agreed that 
the U.S. should strive for international agreements 
limiting the authority of governments to interfere in 
the international airline marketplace (U.S. Congrss 
1978). 

Attempts by the State Department and Civil Aeronautics 
Board officials to urge global acceptance of American 
policy met with foreign rebuke. Nevertheless, many air
line officials admitted that the industry was undergoing 
a definite change in marketing philosophy. One airline 
spokesman noted that 1979 could well be a limit between 
the established past and a new future (Doty 1979). 

Charges were made by foreign air flag executives that 
the American policy of deregulation of international air 
transport is really economic imperialism. In 1979, Ron 
Stanton, deputy chairman and chief executive of British 
Airways, referred to deregulation as possibly being 
economic imperialism, that the U.S. was attempting to 
coerce other nations to follow its policy("Deregulation: 
Aviation Imperialism?" 1979). 

Is Deregulation the Answer? 

The deregulation drive pushed by the U.S. appears to be 
providing the international airline industry with both 
good and bad effects. Alastin T. Pugh, managing direc
tor, British Caledonian Airways commented that accep
tance of deregulatory policy outside of the United 
States has proved illusive. He added that it will con
tinue so as long as there are suspicions that deregula
tion is some diabolic instrument of United States avia
tion imperialism (Otto 1980). 

The philosophy of competition has generally been con
sidered an optimal model for the United States economy. 
This philosophy is rooted in American culture and its 
politics. Presently, American international airlines 
compete with many subsidized foreign air carriers and in 
many instances with several U.S. carriers (Haefner 1977). 
However, between 1973 and 1980, Pan American reduced 
its employment by 23 percent and TWA cut employment by 
12 percent. During the same period, Air France in
creased its staff by 15 percent, KLM (Netherlands) by 
14 percent, Lufthansa by 30 percent. America is export
ing tens of thousands of jobs to foreign airlines 
(Gallagher 1981). 

In 1978, as the relaxed regulatory policy was being con
sidered, U.S. airline officials noted that American car
riers compete for passengers in a manner that does not 
exist in many other countries. In the U.S. a passenger 
arriving from Germany can make connections out of a 
gateway city such as New York on a number of connecting 
domestic airlines. In West Germany, to the contrary, 
the national controlled Lufthansa line is the only domes
tic carrier. Consequently, it is easier to fly Luf
thansa on the overseas journey as well as on the domes
tic flight within Germany. In foreign countries where 
there is a tourist attraction remote from the capital 
city, the traveler must generally change to the domes
tic branch of the national airline ("Commentary" 1978). 

Under the U.S. government policy of open skies, competi
tion has increased sharply. The number of airlines fly
ing the North Atlantic in 1981 has increased to 37, up 
from 31 in 1977. However, a number of problems exist 
due to the actions of foreign airlines. For example, 
Lufthansa, the West German national airline which serves 
New York, Miami, Atlanta, and San Juan, displays no U.S. 
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flag carrier schedules on its computer. Even interline 
tickets of tickets tha.t do not involve Lufthansa in any 
manner are collected by its agents in Germany. Alitalia, 
the Italian national airline, has its own employees 
handling and checking baggage in Rome, while all other 
lines must use an airport staff employed by the city. 
TWA, which serves Rome is not permitted to use a compu
ter to issue and assign tickets. Similarly, at the 
international airport at Narita, which serves Tokyo, 
Japan Airlines has its own terminal and is authorized 
to handle both inbound and outbound freight. Foreign 
airlines are assigned space in two buildings, but they 
are licensed by customs to handle only outbound freight. 
Inbound freight must be contracted to JAL and be han
dled by its computerized cargo terminal. Otherwise, its 
freight must be handled by a privately owned, public 
warehouse with less efficient equipment (Business Week 
1981). Laker Airways, the British no-frills airlin~ is 
expanding its thrifty concept, hoping to build its $500 
million revenue line. It plans to introduce Globetrain, 
a round-the-world service that will fly London to Los 
Angeles to Honolulu to Tokyo to Hong Kong. It has been 
said that Globetrain could eliminate lATA and its fixed 
fares. However, Laker is battling interests more awe
some than lATA. Laker requested, and was refused, 666 
European routes when it applied to the British Civil 
Aviation Authority in 1980. Laker is suing the CAA and 
the British Department of Trade. The case is being ap
pealed to Britain's High Court in October, based on the 
argument that the Treaty of Rome which established the 
European Common Market that provides for free competi
tion, should apply to air transport. However, it is 
questionable if ten different European governments will 
eliminate their monopoly agreements (Ellis 1981) . 

Observations 

The U.S. government cannot unilaterally impose its will 
on sovereign nations steeped in the tradition that tight 
capacity controls and pooling agreements are in the best 
interest of their international airlines. The American 
domestic airline system has been deregulated, but that 
is not generally the situation in most other countries. 

U.S. international air carriers may be tending toward 
the same diminishing share of the market as its ocean 
maritime commerce. That is, American governmental 
officials may fail to perceive that it is not economic
ally feasible for U.S. airlines to meet the competition 
of subsidized foreign airlines. Under current condi
tions, the national airlines of other airlines can offer 
service at rates below the actual cost of providing the 
service. 

Conclusion 

The United States government has forced its domestic 
airlines into a deregulatory posture since 1978. But 
trouble has begun due to its effort to export its open 
skies approach beyond its boarders. American officials 
should recognize that the nation has two airlines sys
tems, one being domestic, the other, international. 

This nation cannot force its deregulatory policy on for
eign airlines which are dedicated to the principles of 
capacity controls and pooling agreements. American over
seas airlines are not competing on equal terms with 
other corporations. They are competing with airlines 
subsidized by foreign nations that generally have pro
tective airline policies. 

International air competition can be practical for U.S. 



airlines only when there are agreements to eliminate 
governmental subsidization and favoritism. Since most 
other countries do not approve such an approach, Ameri
can international airlines should be similarly supported 
by the U.S. government. 

American international airlines are tending to follow 
the path of its maritime fleet, that is, to obtain a 
steadily decreasing market share. It should be recog
nized that commercial airpower is an instrument of na
tional power and will be so as long as a vestige of na
tionalism remains in the world political power. 

The governmental policy of the United States interna~ 
tional air transport system should be one of enlightened 
self-interest, including subsidies and favoritism when 
appropriate. 
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SUBJECTIVE VERSUS TIME SERIES FORECASTS AND THEIR COMBINATION 

Arthur J. Adams, University of Louisville 

Abstract 

Forecasts of monthly product sales by a time series 
model are compared with subjective predictions made by 
marketing managers of a particular firm. For the two 
products considered, management's subjective forecasts 
are significantly more accurate, a finding not in keep
ing with the findings of the great majority of previous 
comparable studies. 

The linear combination of the subjective forecast with 
the time series forecast into a composite forecast is 
disucssed. Although it is shown that the time series 
forecast contributes significantly to the composite pre
diction, the improvement in forecast error reduction 
over the subjective model used alone is small in the 
relatively short holdout period. 

Introduction 

There has long been management interest in being able 
to generate accurate forecasts of future values of 
sales, earnings, and other variables of interst. The 
variety of forecasting methods available to the re
searcher has grown substantially in the last two decades. 
Naylor et al (1972), noting the current popularity of 
causal or regression models, labeled the 1960s as the 
"Age of the Large-Scale Econometric Model." The 1970s 
saw the emergence and widespread acceptance of time 
series methods, particularly the Box-Jenkins (B-J) 
methodology (1970). In particular, the univariate B-J 
modeling procedure proved to be a forecasting technique 
which generally would forecast as well as or better 
than the more complicated structural models, especially 
in short-term predictions (Newbold and Granger, 1974). 

While there has been a good deal of interest in compar
ing the predictive ability of various structural and 
time series modeling techniques against each other, 
there has also been some interest in comparing these 
quantitative techniques' performance against that of 
techniques which are considerably more qualitative in 
nature, such as subjective predictions generated by 
management or by outside experts. The great majority of 
the latter category of studies in the business area have 
involved financial/accounting data such as quarterly 
earnings; very few studies have been done on product 
sales data. 

The predominant finding reported throughout these 
studies is that the quantitative models' forecasts have 
been more accurate than the subjective predictions of 
experts, even though experts may have bits of informa
tion available to them which is not or cannot be incor
porated into any mathematical model. In an extensive 
review, Hogarth and Makridakis (1981) cite numerous 
studies where forecasts of security analysts or forecast
ing services fail to do as well as forecasts of quanti
tative models, simple projections, or benchmarks such as 
an average of the market. Perhaps typical of some more 
recent investigations is one reported by Lorek at al 
(1976). Using a cross-section of 40 firms, the authors 
compared management earnings forecasts against univari
ate B-J forecasts with the result that overall the B-J 
forecasts had smaller prediction errors at the .01 level 
of significance. For firms where management forecasts 
were high in error the B-J forecasts were especially 
strong; when management was more accurate (less than 10 

percent in error) the B-J forecasts were not signifi
cantly better. 

A study with different results is reported by Brown and 
Rozeff (1978). They compared analysts' earnings fore
casts against those of various time series models at 
several forecast horizons using data from a sample of 64 
firms. The results strongly favored the use of the ana
lyst (Value Line Investment Survey) forecasts of earn
ings over the B-J and other time series forecasts. Brown 
and Rozeff argue that analysts would not exist if their 
forecasts were not superior, but caution that their find
ings in favor of informed experts are not necessarily 
generalizable to other subjective "non-market" forecasts 
where the forecast is generated by an entity whose pri
mary purpose is not to sell forecasts to others. Hogarth 
and Makridakis (1981) treat the Brown and Rozeff findings 
as an exception to the overall pattern. 

While fewer studies exist using product sales rather than 
financial statement categories to compare management and 
time series forecasts, the existing articles mirror the 
majority of those reported above. For instance Mabert 
(1975) reported that quantitative forecasts of sales 
(B-J, a harmonic model, and exponential smoothing) were 
lower in mean percent absolute error than forecasts 
generated by company executives. In another study 
DeLurgio (1980) found that B-J models were superior to 
management forecasts as well as to other time series 
models in forecasting demand for a particular service. 

In this study sales forecasts for two major products of 
a particular firm will be compared for forecast accuracy. 
One set of forecasts are generated by a time series 
model while the other set of forecasts are actual sub
jective predictions made by high-level marketing plan
ners. This study will also examine the results of com
bining both sets of forecasts into one co~~site fore
cast. 

Data 

Monthly sales data (units ordered by dealers) were ob
tained for two different products of a well known manu
facturing firm. Both products would be described as 
being relatively expensive consumer durables; one in the 
mature stage of the product life cycle while the other 
is still in the growth stage. The manufacturer supply
ing the data did not wish to have the specific product 
lines identified here. Six years' worth of data (1972 
through 1977; 72 observations) are used to build the 
time series models discussed herein, and 42 observations 
are used as holdout points to compare the one-period
ahead management (subjective) forecasts with those of 
the time series models. 

Subjective Versus Time Series Results 

The first step of this section of the study was to 
determine the time series method that best forecast 
future values to compare against management's subjective 
forecasts. The firm routinely generates forecasts by 
exponential smoothing, extrapolating the trend curve, use 
of the Census Bureau X-11 program, and by using last 
month's seasonally adjusted annual rate. Although not 
used by the firm, B-J forecasts will also be considered. 
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TABLE 1. Time Series One-Period-Ahead Forecast Errors* 

Growth Product Mature Product 
Forecasting Method X s x s 

Exponential Smoothing 23.02 18.46 13.72 8.43 
Trend Curve Extra-

polation 36.20 25.70 15.01 11.71 
X-11 Program 23.77 18.31 13.09 8.04 
Seas.Adj. Annual Rate 27.09 20.02 14.40 9.46 
Box-Jenkins** 16.71 13.11 10.34 6.87 

* Forecast errors are expressed as average absolute 
% error 

**Growth product model is (100)(011) 12; mature product 
model is (011)(011) 12 

Table  1  shows the forecast results for the various time 
series models over the holdout period. It is clear that 
the B-J forecasts are superior to those of the other 
time series methods, a result similar to that reported 
in other studies. For both the growth and the mature 
product, the mean B-J forecast error is lower than the 
best alternative's mean at the .01 level of signifi
cance, using a matched sample t-test. Accordingly, the 
B-J model forecasts are compared to those generated by 
management (see Tabl e 2 ). In all cases the B-J model's 

TABLE 2. Subjective Versus B-J Forecast Errors 

B-J Subjective 
Product x x t-value p-value 

Growth 16.71 13.12 3.16 <.001 

Mature 10.34 5.67 5.46 <.001 

parameters were re-estimated as each new observation be
came available, as recommended by McKeown and Lorek 
(1978). As Table 2 clearly indicates, management fore
casts were significantly better than the B-J forecasts, 
especially for the more mature product sales series. 
This result, like that reported by Brown and Rozeff 
(1978) on earnings data, is definitely an ~ception to 
the generally observed pattern. It does appear that 
management is able to subjectively evaluate certain bits 
of information to make a better projection than the B-J 
can, although the difference was less pronounced for the 
growth product. Since the mature product's sales pat
tern is more stable, it was anticipated that the time 
series model would be more competitive with management 
judgment on that product, but such was not the case. The 
growth product is the one for which management is much 
more likely to plan a short-term price action or special 
sales promotion; knowledge of an upcoming market event 
such as this would influence and presumably improve 
management's forecasts, but on the other hand the com
petitor's actions are less predictable here than for the 
rna ture product. 

Composite Forecast Results 

Although management's subjective forecasts appear to be 
quite superior when compared to those of the B-J model, 
it does not necessarily follow that the subjective fore
cast should be used by itself. As Nelson (1973) and 
Granger and Newbold (1977) argue, each alternative (B-J 
and subjective) is,very likely to contain a unique com

ponent of information that can be taken advantage of by 
combining the two forecasts into one composite forecast. 
Specifically, the two sets of forecasts can be combined 
by a linear model: 

(1) 

where CF t ~ the composite forecast for period t, and the 

other terms are standard regression symbols. If both 
the subjective and the B-J forecasts are unbiased, then 
a1 + a2 will equal 1, and Equation (1) can be written as: 

CFt = S(Subj)t + (1-a)(B-J)t + ~t (2) 

and the least squares estimate of a can be shown to be: 

A2 " a (B-J) - a(B-J, Subj) 

a = A2 A2 
2a(B-J, 

(3) 

a (Subj) + a (B-J) - Subj) 

where the variances and covariances shown refer to fit
ting errors (actual value - forecast value) under the 
two alternate methods. Having a set covariance in Equa
tion (3) would show that the larger the B-J error vari-

" ance, the closer a would become to 1, thus giving more 
weight to the subjective forecast. 

Since management forecasts were available for only the 
42 most recent observations, the regression model for 
the composite forecasts was estimated using 24 observa
tions, saving the other 18 for holdout points. The re
gression parameters were re-estimated as each successive 
holdout point was observed; thus a total of 18 regres
sion equations were generated based on sample sizes 
ranging from 24 through 41. The sum of the regression 
coefficients (a1 and a2) in Equation (1) ranged from 

.972 to 1.021 in the 18 regressions, indicating that the 
two sets of forecasts had little bias. While regression 
programs do exist which will constrain the coefficients 
to sum to 1, it was felt that the unconstrained regres
sions would be satisfactory since the departures from 
summing to 1 were so slight. Table 3 shows the com
posite forecasting results for one-period-ahead predic
tions. As expected, the larger weight ( a coefficient) 
is associated with the subjective forecast component, but 

TABLE 3. Composite Forecast Results, Periods 24-41 

Range of b 1 Range of b 2 Subj.* Camp.* 
Product in Eq. (1) in Eq. (1) Error Error 

Growth .64 to .71 • 29 to .38 13.39 12.59 

Mature .71 to .81 .20 to .31 6.04 5.75 

* Mean absolute percent deviation 

the weight for the B-J forecast is also significant since 
the standard error for a2 is typically about .10. The 

composite forecast in a given period is obtained by 
treating the B-J .and the management forecasts as indepen
dent variables in Equation (1). As Table 3 shows, the 
composite forecasts are lower in error than the subjec
tive forecasts, although in neither case was the differ
ence statistically significant at the .OS level. This 
portion of the analysis was done with a relatively small 
sample size for both model building and forecast evalua
tion; perhaps with more data points available the results 
would more strongly favor the composite approach. 

Summary 

This study offers evidence that subjective forecasts of 
future sales generated by managers in a marketing re
search function for two consumer durables were signifi
cantly lower in forecast error than were forecast pro
duced by the best available time series method, a find-
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ing contrary to that in most previous studies of a 
similar nature. 

Theory suggests that one should not always use one pre
diction method to the exclusion of another, since a 
combined forecast should generally outperform the bet
ter individual forecast. A linear composite forecast
ing model was estimated, yielding significant coeffi
cients for both the management and the time series pre
dictions. The composite prediction errors over the 
holdout period were lower than the subjective model er
rors although not significantly so, possibly due to the 
small sample size available. 
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INPUT-OUTPUT TABLES AND MARKETING PURPOSES: 
THE BELGIAN CASE 

W. K. Brauers, University of Antwerp 

Abstract 

Standardized input-output tables of a country are 
useful in providing information to marketers. For 
marketing purposes, the input-output tables in the 
present form must be refined, include more sectors, 
and have to be ventilated both for industries and com
modities. To assist the marketing activities, Chase 
Econometrics of Belgium started recently an extensive 
input-output program. Time only will tell whether the 
new approach can be of any help to marketers. 

Introduction 

Input-output analysis concerns the empirical applica
tion for a certain territory of the theory of general 
interdependence as revealed through the interrelations 
between production factors, products and components of 
final demand. [Leontief, 1941, p.3). The starting point 
is a transaction matrix [shown in Table 1 , Appendix). 
The example given is only a didactic exercise composed 
of the producing sectors--agriculture, industry and 
services. As an illustration of disaggregation the 
services are broken down into all kinds of transporta
tion systems and into other services. In order to be 
operational for a small country such as Belgium, how
ever, at least fifty sectors have to be considered. 

Vertically, each column shows the production function 
of a sector, on the one side through the inputs in 
that sector from the other sectors (both from national 
or foreign origin), on the other through its value 
added in market prices ( gross wages, profits, inte
rests, depreciation and indirect taxes). Total resour
ces available are composed of national production and 
of similar imports. The marketing researcher knows in 
that way the suppliers of a sector. The Japanese table 
counts 554 supplying sectors [Wakiyama, p.5). 

Horizontally, the outputs are broken down on the one 
hand in intermediate demand i.e. the demand of the 
sectors, on the other in final demand i.e. private and 
public consumption, gross investment, exports an inven
tory changes. The marketing researcher knows in that 
way the customers of each sector. 

Through the computation of the inputs for one unit of 
production per sector a column of coefficients is ob
tained, usually indicated as technical coefficients. 
It is less usual to calculate such coefficients by row, 
which in that case could be called delivery coeffi
cients. 

Technical and delivery coefficients give a better in
sight than the transaction matrix into the demand -
delivery position of a sector. Consider e.g. the ener
gy-inputs into the transport sectors in Belgium.* 

*The BREIN-project is an interuniversity project be
tween the universities of Antwerp (RUCA) and Leuven 
concerning the setting up of Belgian interregional 
input-output tables. All figures in this report are 
taken from this research. 
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It is clear that table 2 (Appendix) concerns the con
sumption of energy through 1 BF of production of a 
certain transport sector and not any measurement of 
efficiency or effectiveness. In this way, the power of 
dispersion of a means of transportation on energy is 
measured. If transport increases, energy consumption 
will increase: transport exercises a power of disper
sion on energy consumption. There is also a sensitivity 
of dispersion. Certain sectors are extremely sensitive 
to the outputs of other sectors. The sensitivity of 
dispersion is observed in the delivery coefficients. 
Energy as well as transportation are highly sensitive 
to the outputs of nearly all other sectors. 

The Updating of Input-Output Tables 

It would be interesting to look at any regularity over 
time in the behavior of the technical coefficients. 
Unhappily, statistical information on the technical 
coefficients is too limited to set up time series for 
a sufficiently long time. 

According to Leontief, "Anybody familiar with the 
economies of industry and agriculture knows that most 
of the major technological developments are well dis
cernible far in advance of their actual culmination, 
while minor innovations are frequently planned by 
leading enterprises well ahead of their general adop
tion" [Leontief, 1951, p. 152]. His experiences on the 
1919-29 period and his postdiction from 1929 to 1939 
are well known. Cameron cited a stability for the 
technical coefficients for five to ten years [Cameron, 
pp. 62-69). Such a long period of stability is unaccep
table for Western Europe after the Second world War. 
Indeed, Western Europe had to catch up with the 
industrial development of the United States. It was 
found out that the first Belgian input-output table was 
out of date in 1958 [Brauers, 1965, pp. 11-40]. There
fore , in 1958 a national table was set up [Brauers, 
1964, pp. 115-136). The fact that the European Economic 
Commission asks the member-countries to elaborate an 
input-output table for approximately each five years 
(1959, 1965, 1970 and 1975) shows the necessity for 
this updating for all the member countries. Moreover, 
the period 1973-75 may be considered as a trend break 
period. On the one side, since the energy crisis of 
1973-74, the energy inputs in the input-output sectors 
were disturbed and essentially changed. On the other 
side, for the first time since the Second World War 
significant negative growth rates were observed in the 
United States, Japan and Great-Britain in 1974 and in 
the United States, Italy and Belgium in 1975, while 
West Germany had a zero growth rate in 1975. Since then, 
nearly all the countries of the industrialized world 
show tremendous high inflation and interest rates. It 
is quite clear that technical coefficients (including 
also sectoral value and importcoefficients) are seri
ously altered since 1973-1975. For that reason the 
actual validity of input-output figures from years 
prior to 1975 is doubtful. 

Once the stability of technical coefficients accepted, 
it is not difficult to explain the inverse models. 
Indeed, if the technical coefficients are given in this 
way, from given sectoral productions, final demand 
per sector - considered as unknown - is derived; inver
sely, from a given final demand per sector, sectoral 



productions-considered as unknown - are derived. This 
inverse model is very often used for prediction and 
planning of production starting from a desired or pos
sible final demand. These considerations are also ex
tremely useful for marketing management. 

The Disaggregation by Regions 

For marketing purposes a regional breakdown of the na
tional tables is a must but also the consideration of 
interregional flows between the regions. However, 
neither customs officers nor an electronic eye count 
the interregional flows. In most countries, moreover, 
the destination of products is not asked for in pro
duction statistics. Even worse, recently a famous firm 
of cocktail drinks in Belgium had to ask an independent 
consulting firm about the geographical distribution of 
sales of its beverages. Therefore, interregional flows 
are in general to be estimated in an indirect way, 
either in a theoretical way or by finding practical 
solutions through the consideration of transport flows 
or the use of Bayesian methods [Brauers,l98l,pp.l6-22]. 
Interregional flows have to be comparable to the sec
toral international flows. The importance of interre
gional sectoral flows is inversely linked to the im
portance of the region in the nation, and of the nati
on in world (Table 3 , Appendix). 

Wakiyama maintaines that the regional table has to have 
more sectors than the national one: 
"for example, let is imagine that in region A bauxite 
is made into alumina, which is then traded to region B 
for processing into aluminium. In the National Table 
they are both treated as a single sector aluminium. In 
a regional table, however, they are treated as sepatate 
sectors, alumina and aluminium"[Wakiyama, p.2]. 

Indeed, the Japanese national table for 1975 has 554 
rows but each regional table (9 regions) has 567 rows. 
It means that the regional breakdown of the national 
economy gives 576 x 9 = 5184 rows, while the production 
values of about 5,000 goods and services are estimated 
region by region. 

Essentially more sectors for a regional table than for 
a national one signifies that the national table con
siders, for certain sectors, more internal deliveries 
inside the sectors than the regional ones. In fact, a 
certain subsector such as "alumina" may be very impor
tant on the regional level, but relatively unimportant 
on the national level, so that it is not conceivable 
that "alumina" is a separate sector on the national 
level. It is desirable, however, that the sectors in 
the regional and in the national tables are comparable. 
A necessary condition would be that the sectors of the 
regional tables are sectors or sub-sectors of the 
national tables. 

The interregional flows in Japan are only given for 
(43 x 43) sectors. Aggregation, however, to these 43 
sectors is certainly possible for the regional and 
for the national tables. 

The Disaggregation into Sectors 

An important point for the marketing researcher is to 
know the contents of each sector, which could be either 
an industry or a group of products or services. System 
of National Accounts (SNA) suggests to give both [U.N.]. 
This method is followed in Canada, where on the one 
side commodities are delivered as inputs to industries 
(use matrix) and on the other side industries produce 
commodities (make matrix) in such a way that two sepa
rate rectangular input-output tables are obtained [Lal]. 
The Canadian system is composed of 191 industries, 595 
commodities and 136 categories of final demand. There 
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are seven categories of primary inputs--wages and 
salaries, supplemantary labor income, net income of 
unincorporated business, other operating surplus, 
commodity indirect taxes, other indirect taxes and 
subsidies. At this level of aggregation, however, some 
of the entries are already confidential under the 
Statistics Act. Therefore, the tables are only pub
lished on a --43 industries, 100 commodities and 
primary inputs, and 14 final demand categories basis. 
The last available table in Canada is for the year 
1977. Such an aggregation level may not be satisfac
tory for the market researcher. Indeed, the chemical 
industry in Belgium counts more than 10,000 different 
products. Statistical laws in most countries forbid 
an extensive disaggregation in the Walrasian sense. 
Even in the Soviet Union the disaggregation is 
limited on the one side as the regional planning does 
not form a coherent system with the national one and 
on the other side as the number of the various mate
rial balances is limited to some fifteen thousand 
[Krylov]. 

The Belgian Case 

Some very general conclusions are drawn here from the 
Belgian tables, without considering cell by cell of 
each input-output table. First of all we analyse the 
share of each Belgian region in the value added of 
each sector (Table 4 , Appendix). 

Traditionally the economic activity is divided into 
three main sectors--the primary sector composed of 
agriculture, forestry and fishing; the secondary sec
tor consisting of the industrial activity, energy, 
water resources and construction; and finally the 
tertiary sector with the distributive activity in the 
largest sense and the services. 

TABLE 1 
IMPORTANCE OF THE MAIN ACTIVITIES AS A 

PERCENTAGE OF THE GROSS GEOGRAPHICAL PRODUCT, 1976 

Primary sector 
Secondary sector 
Tertiary sector 
Gross geographical 

product 

Flan
ders 

3.3 
42.3 
54.4 

100.0 

Wal
lonia 

3.8 
40.4 
55.8 

100.0 

Brus
sels 

0.0 
26.1 
73.9 

100.0 

Bel
gium 

2.9 
39.2 
57.9 

100.0 

The activities per region are then divided as follows: 

TABLE 2 
IMPORTANCE OF THE MAIN ACTIVITIES OF THE 

REGIONS AS A PERCENTAGE OF NATIONAL ACTIVITY, 1976 

---··-·------------------

Primary sector 
Secondary Sector 
Tertiary sector 
Gross geographical 

product 

Flan
ders 

64.8 
61.1 
53.3 

57.1 

Wal
lonia 

35.2 
28.3 
26.4 

27.3 

Brus
sels 

0.0 
10.6 
20.3 

15.6 

Bel
gium 

100 
100 
100 

100 

The secondary sector is especially important in Flan
ders and Wallonia. If we define the coefficient of 
activity for a sector in a region as the percentage 
of the part of the region in the national activity 



of the sector divided by the percentage of the gross 
grographical product of that region, then we find a 
coefficient of activity for the secondary sector of 
1.07 in Flanders and 1.04 in Wallonia. The secondary 
sector is much less important in Brussels with a coef
ficient of activity of 0.68. Brussels supplies less 
localization possibilities for secondary activities 
due to the fact that it is only a city-region, exclu
ding large scale establishments. Going more into 
detail, it seems that Wallonia is more directed to
wards sectors at the basis of the production process, 
capital-intensive but using low value raw materials 
and sometimes out-dated (iron and steel: 72.4% of the 
national activity; glass: 67.2%; non-metallic minerals: 
63.8%). Flanders is more active in sectors which imme
diately produce for final use, transforming high value 
raw materials and characterized as labor-intensive 
(food products 70%; automobiles 83.6%; textile products 
81.2%; clothing 68.1%). In Brussels industrial activity 
consists of light industries such as tobacco (53.9% of 
national activity), paper, printing and publishing 
(25.5%), gas production and distribution (34.9%) etc. 

In all the regions and ipso facto in Belgium the ter
tiary sector represents more than 50% of the total 
economic activity. In Brussels, the percentage conti
nuously increased till 73.9% in 1976. Inside the ter
tiary sector, Brussels is an important center for 
distribution and consumption. The central government 
does not only exercise its activities mainly in Brus
sels, but it is by definition a consuming body loca
lized in Brussels. The economic activities of the 
direct government services in Brussels amounted to 
71,608 mln F in 1976 but the total expenditures in 
Brussels by the same government amounted to 93,192 
mln. F in that year. There is also the expenditure 
pattern of international organizations such as NATO 
and EEC and of their personnel residing in Brussels. 
Brussels is also a pole of attraction for Flemish and 
Walloon visitors in the field of retail trade, servi
ces and recreational facilities. For these tertiary 
activities, Flemish visitors spent around 50 billion F 
and Wallen visitors more than 49 billion F. 

TABLE 3 
TERTIARY ACTIVITIES IN BRUSSELS AS A 

PERCENTAGE OF NATIONAL ACTIVITY, 
1976 

(Percent) 

Trade 
Rail transport 
Communications (P.T.T.) 
Banking and insurance 
Public services 
Cfr. Gross geographical 

product 

21.4 
23.4 
20.8 
53.9 
29.8 

15.6 

Specific consequences are deducible from this structure 
and from the geographical central position of Brussels 
in Belgium. In the first place, on a purely rational 
basis, it is important, beside the French language, to 
give more importance to the Dutch language, the lan
guage of the Flemish, and to English the most current 
language of the foreigners. In the second place, it 
would be wrong to complain about the fact that Brussels 
is no more the main industrial center of the country. 
Indeed in 1958 this was still the case, compared for 
instance with Antwerp, the world port of Belgium 
[Van Waterschoot, et.al.]. It was a good illustration 
of the over-concentration in a country (cfr. "Paris 
et le desert francais"). It was not understandable 
that a world port' such as Antwerp had a smaller indu
strial vocation than Brussels. Since 1970, however, 

Antwerp became the first industrial center of the 
country due to several reasons namely: the worldwide 
recognition of the industrial vocation of seaports; 
the lesser confidence in a purely commercial seaport; 
the suppor't of regional expansion laws since 1959 and 
finally the birth in Antwerp of a petro-chemical indu
stry on world level due to the opening of large petrol 
refineries since 1958. Industrial activity is limited 
in Brussels by local shortcomings such as the danger 
of pollution in a city with more than one million 
inhabitants and the shortage in certain components of 
the labor force. Industrial possibilities remain in 
Brussels such as the production of precision instruments 
in the industrial zoning around the airport and in 
these sectors where Brussels possesses a tradition such 
as food products, tobacco and printing. In the third 
place, Brussels has to develop even more its comparative 
advantages in the tertiary sector. Brussels has to try 
that a large part of the income of the daily commuters 
is left in Brussels by making its shops even more 
attractive. Indeed in 1977, there were 265,515 commuters 
in Brussels, mostly Flemish (188,779). Brussels may 
also become a main center for quaternary activities 
such as research and development, universities, hospi
tals, etc. 

Brussels is also the first finalcial center of the 
country. The large companies have their headquarters 
mainly in Brussels. Their liquidities and non-distri
buted profits are canalized to the Brussels finalcial 
instititions (see Tab le 3). In this way Brussels is 
not only the first commercial center in Belgium, but 
also the first economic center for its total activity 
(both industrial and commercial) with 16 percent of 
the economic activity of the country. 

In fact much more information is given in the Belgian 
input-output tables. Indeed, the rows are composed 
as follows: 50 sectors for each of the three regions, 
50 sectors for the foreign imports and three rows for 
value added and indirect taxation or in total 203 rows. 
Concerning about the columns, there are fifty columns 
per region and 7 columns for final demand per region 
or a total of 171 columns. Altogether 203 x 171 = 
34,713 cells are filled in. 
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Information furnished in this paper may look rather of 
limited use for the market researcher. I fact, it forms 
the more elementary source for market research. This 
is certainly the case for foreign firms as a primary 
information on the Belgian market. If standardized, 
input-output tables of a country may form the first 
information a foreign market researcher has to consult. 
It is clear, however, that for market research the 
input-output tables have to be refined, that they have 
to include more sectors, that they have to be venti
lated both for industries and commodities. For infor
mation at the firm level, market research in particular, 
Chase Econometrics, Belgium, started recently with an 
extensive input-output program. After five or six 
months an evaluation would be possible of this new con
tribution. 



Appendix 

TABLE 1 
DIDACTIC EXAMPLE OF A TRANSACTION MATRIX FOR BELGIUM, 1976 

BELGIUM 
INTERMEDIATE DEMAND (1976,IN MLN. F.) 

[ 1 J [2J (3] [~] 

fO'I::STIC SUPPLY 
[5] ( 6] (7J (8] ( 9] (tO] 

1 AGPICULTURE 16~22 10 884 9 1907 0 0 0 0 0 0 127177 
2 CIIVUSTRY 66523 489474 202837 3662 4140 720 2267 1851 144 .. 773619 
3 Sf:RVICF:S 8673 1350S4 233090 R3 6 6576 452 2733 1711 1675 390829 
4 i4IL~AY TRANSPORT 55 3489 3186 2 3 It 27 30 2 6805 
5 ROAD T.rt.-4NSPORT 1257 30872 5652 154 144 23 145 102 0 38349 
6 I.VLAIID NAVIGATION 76 1413 267 6 19 0 13 8 0 1802 
7 Si'A T!i.1!1SPORT 0 0 233 0 0 0 0 0 0 233 
8 Alii TR.4NSPORT 0 2559 33E4 0 0 0 42 0 0 5965 
9 T!?.~!ISP, ALLIED ACTIVITIES 1538 2 92 31 !366 12 899 35 1639 763 0 35484 
FORF:IG.V I.'IPU'I:S 
1 AG.:t!CUL'iUR~ 5006 81855 5740 0 0 0 0 0 0 92601 
2 INDUS'i'.'i.Y 6564 826916 105760 :\686 4679 160 2274 2059 762 952861 
3 Si'!iV ICES 73 38261 27817 47 685 61 552 286 198 67980 
4 RAILWAY TRANSPORT 0 0 450 193 0 0 0 0 0 643 
5 ROAD 'i'li Al'iSPORT 55 1361 259 7 R 0 7 4 0 1702 
6 INLAND NAV IGATI0/1 45 849 163 3 11 3 8 5 0 1087 
7 SF: A nAil SPORT 0 0 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 
8 AI.? Tfi 1/ISPOR'I: 0 491 840 0 0 0 8 0 0 1339 
9 'i.t?.4fo'SP. liLLii:D A~TIL'ITI€S 0 0 0 0 0 0 3219 1645 0 4 863 

;O~ALS OF SECUWDARY II/PUTS 106287 1750705 592963 R60 8 17864 1465 12934 8464 4082 2503371 
Pfil'J, 4RY I:IP/JTS 
- L·H: l'F .-1DDi"D Ill ·'I.P. 22344 971868 11~2400 18158 50703 67G6 6963 5749 83783 2378735 - 'l:·:Ar:sF,::r.s 6118 8846 2 72 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

A?:c:;.4: FF:ODUC'II0/1 172513 2731419 1752636 26767 68567 8231 t9R96 14214 R7 864 48R2107 
I'·~ I !-A F. !'.!PORTS 122271 1387596 68673 643 3978 2 87 8 67 1443 7334 1594 882 
0:-- ~ [, ~~SOURCES AVAI£AB~E 29~784 411~015 1R21309 2 74 0 9 72545 11109 19963 1 56 57 95198 6476989 

BELGIUM 
MATRIX OF MEANS AND EXPENDITURES (1976, IN MLN. F.) 

I/1Ti:Rt4, PRIVATF. PUBLIC C/IOSS II/VENT. FORF:IGN FINAL TOTAL 
Di':.\fAIID CO/IS. CONS. l/IV. _CHANGF;.§ 8XPORTS D8!fAl/D OUTPUTS 

DO.'·f--.'SJ'IC SUPP!.Y 
1 ACTiiCUl.TURE: 127177 20624 0 0 263 24449 45336 172513 
2 INDUSTRY 773619 421535 0 437755 7309 1091199 !957799 2731418 

Sr~RV ICES 390829 814703 422232 3449 275 121148 1361806 1752635 
RAILWAY TRAIISPORT 6 805 13333 0 119 0 6510 19962 26767 
!lOAD TRANSPORT 38349 19169 0 795 0 102 53 30218 68567 

6 INLAND /IAVIGATION 1802 883 0 1 0 5544 6429 8231 
7 Sr:A TRANSPOR1' 233 453 0 0 0 19210 19663 19897 
8 AIR TRANSPORT 5965 557 0 0 0 7691 8248 H213 
9 TIIANSP. ALLUD ACT IV !TIES 3 54 84 4178 0 246 0 47956 52380 87864 
FORF:IG/1 INPUTS 
1 AGRICULTURE 92601 18390 0 0 665 10615 29669 122271 
2 INDUSTRY 952861 247875 0 I 1894 8 265 67646 434735 1387596 
3 Si.'f.V ICf.'S 67980 275 0 115 302 2 693 68673 

I>A!LiiAY 'I'RANSPORT 643 0 0 0 0 0 0 643 
hOAD TRANSPORT 1702 521 0 33 0 1722 2276 3978 

6 I/ILAIID NAVIGATION 1087 541 0 0 0 1250 1791 2878 
7 SEA TRANSPORT 31 1 0 0 0 36 36 67 
8 AIR TRANSPORT 1339 105 0 0 0 c iUS 1443 
9 1'/iANSP. ALLIED ACTIVIT US 4863 0 0 0 2470 2470 7334 

''O';'Al.S 2503371 1 56l14 4 422232 561462 9079 1417700 3973617 6476998 
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TABLE 2 
BELGIAN TECHNICAL COEFFICIENTS FOR ENERGY FOR 1976 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
36 39 40 41 42 43 44 

1 p 0.0011 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo o.oooo i O.Q002 

2 M 0.0001 o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo 0.0000 o.oooo 0.0005 

3 p 0.0001 o.oooo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0007 

4 M o.oooo o.oooo 0.0000 o.oooo o.oooo 0.0000 0.0000 

5 p 0. 0327 0.0571 0.0263 0.0605 0.0419 0.0009 0.0021 

6 M 0.0108 0.0328 0.0191 0.0956 0.0613 0.0003 o.ooo6 

7 p 0.0491 0.0033 o.oooo 0.0002 0.0003 0.0071 0.0063 

8 M 0.0094 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo 0.0000 0.0000 o.oooo 

9 p o.oooo o.oooo 0.0000 o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo o.oooo 

10 M o.oooo 0.0001 0.0000 o.oooo 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 

0.0836 0.0605 I 0.0607 0.0422 0.0080 0.0093 11 TP 0.0263 I 

12 TM 0.0203 0.0329 0.0191 I 0.0956 0.0613 0.0003 0.0012 

1 3 GT 0.1039 0.0934 0.0454 0. 1563 0.1035 0.0083 0.0105 

Columns 

1. Denomination 

2. Sector 38 

3. Sector 39 

4. Sector 40 

5. Sector 41 

6. Sector 42 

7. Sector 43 

8. Sector 44 

Railway transport 

Road transport 

Inland shipping 

Sea and coast transport 

Air transport 

Transport allied activities 

Communications 

1. Coal internal production P 

2. Coal imports M 

3. Coke 

4. Coke 

Produ~tion 

Imports 

5. Petroleum production 

6. Petrole1Jm imports 

1. ~l,~·~tri~ity prodiJt•tion 

B. Electricity imports 

9. Gas production 

!!..:.].:_ 10. Gas imports 

Total of Row 11 • 0.2906 

Total of Row 12 • 0.2307 

Average for trans

portation sectors 0.5213 

7 • 0.0415 

7 • 0.0330 

7 • 0.0745 

11. Total production 

12. Total imports 

13. General total (• 11 + 12). 

TABLE 3 
INTERREGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL DEPENDENCY OF THE BELGIAN REGIONS (1976) 

Population Interregional Interreg. Interregional and Interregional and 
Imports as a :C Exportation as Internat. Importa- Internat. Export a-
of Total Imports a ~ of Total tion as a % of tion as a % of 

Exportation Final Demand Final Demand 

(a) (a) 

Belgium 100 ~ - - 40 % 36 ~ 

Flanders 56 % 20 ~ 25 % 49 % 49 % 

Wallonia 33 % 41 % 33 % 52 % 40 % 

Brussels (b) 11 ~ 49 % 68 % 44 % 42 % 

cfr. 
County of Antwe:1 9 % 44 % 54 % 46 % 51 % 
(b) ( 1958) 

(a) With final demand is meant the total of private and public consumption, of investments, of inventory changes 
and of exports. Imports are here inclusive of indirect taxes in order to be comparable with final demand. 
In the regional balances of payments however, foreign imports are given at CIF-prices. 

(b) Due to the world importance of the port of Antwerp, the Antwerp county is more internationally orientated than 
the Brussels region. 

Source : BREIN, Antwerp and Leuven. 
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TABLE 4 
THE SHARE OF EACH REGION IN THE GROSS GEOGRAPHICAL PRODUCT OF BELGIUM IN 1976 (IN %) 

Sectors Flanders Wallonia Brussels Belgium 

1. Agriculture, forestry and fishing 64.8 35.2 0 100 
2. Coal 84.6 15.4 0 100 
J. Coke 22.8 68.6 8.6 100 
4. Petroleum products 90.1 9.9 0 100 
5. Electricity and steam 64.1 33.3 2.6 100 
6. Gas 38.2 26.9 34.9 100 
7. Water distribution 57.5 28.5 14.0 100 
8. Iron and steel 27.6 72.4 0 100 
9. Non-ferrous metals 72.7 24.2 3.1 100 

10. Glass 28.2 67.2 4.6 100 

11. Cement, construct ion materials 53.2 44. 1 2. 7 100 

12. Other non-metallic minerals 35.7 63.8 O.'i 100 

n. Chemlc!.Ll products 77.6 16.6 5.8 100 

14. Met:1.l products (excl. machines) 51.0 40.') 8.1 1Ql) 

15. Agrieult. and industr. machines 58.5 30.6 10.9 100 

16. Office, medical equipment 38.9 43.7 t7. 4 100 

n. Electric and electronic equipment 65.2 23.0 11.8 :oo 
18. Automobiles 83.6 8. 3 8.1 100 

19. Ships, locomotives and cycles n.o 22.1 4.9 100 

20. Meat processing 57.0 32.0 11.0 100 

21. Milk and dairy products 65.6 30.3 4.1 100 

22. Other food products 70.0 21.4 8.6 100 

23. Beverages 72.5 19.8 7.7 100 

24. Tobacco 37.3 8.8 53.9 100 

~~~: 
Clothing 68.2 15.Y 15.9 100 

Other textile products 81.2 17.4 1.4 100 

27. Leather, footwear 74.8 14. 1 11.1 iOO 

28. Wood and furniture 78.6 15 .o 6.4 100 

29. Paper, printing and publishing 47.3 27.2 25.5 100 

30. Rubber products 54.5 44.6 0.9 100 

31. Plastics 83.1 14.4 2.5 100 

32. Other industrial products 85.2 4.6 10.2 100 

33. Construction 51.8 31.7 16.5 100 

34. Garages 55 .o 31. ') 13.1 100 

35. Scrap and mise. repair 50.4 39.h 10.0 100 

36. Trade 51.9 26.7 21.4 100 

37. Hotels and restaurants 52.8 27.3 19.9 100 

38. Rail transportation 39.2 37.4 23.4 100 

39. Land transportation 52.3 29.3 18.4 100 

40. Canal navigation 76.0 22.6 1.4 100 

41. Sea transportation 100.0 0 0 100 

42. Air transportation 100.0 0 0 100 

43. Other transport activities 93.7 4. 4 1.9 100 

44. Communications 1,7. 7 31.5 20.8 , .. ){) 

45. Banking :.1r.d insurances )2.6 13.5 53.') 100 

46. Other private services 51.3 30.6 18.1 100 

47. Real estate 59.7 23.3 17.0 1,)Q 

48. Health care 55.0 33.5 11.5 100 

'1,9. Government service 4}. 1 27.1 2~.8 11-)0 

150. Educ"lt ion and re5earch 53.2 34.4 12.4 l(j() 

I Gross geographical product 57.1 27.3 i 15.6 100 
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS AUTO MAINTENANCE AND 
THE EXTENT OF DO-IT-YOURSELF ACTIVITY 

S. Tamer Cavusgil, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

Abstract 

This paper provides an empirical examination of con
sumer attitudes towards auto maintenance, interrela
tionships among various maintenance tasks, and 
distinguishing characteristics of do-it-yourselfers. 
Data drawn from a national probability survey of motor 
vehicle owners are used to study the choice between 
do-it-yourself maintenance and a paid-mechanic alterna
tive. A principal components analysis suggests that 
prevailing attitudes can be represented by three under
lying dimensions. Several variables are also identi
fied for profiling do-it-yourselfers. 

Background 

The automotive aftermarket (i.e. the market for 
replacement parts, accessories, maintenance equipment, 
etc) has experienced a rapid rate of growth especially 
in the last six years. In fact, the growth rate of the 
aftermarket has surpassed the growth rate of the 
automobile market. Contributing to this growth has 
been the growing segment of do-it-yourselfers. More 
and more consumers are performing certain repair/ 
maintenance tasks on their motor vehicles for a variety 
of reasons. These include potential savings, self
expression, disenchantment with garages and dealers, 
and a general desire to hold on to the vehicles longer. 

A number of independent studies point out the import
ance of the do-it-yourself market. A recent survey by 
Management Horizons found that over one-third of the 
respondents were doing more do-it-yourself auto repairs 
in 1980 as compared to 1979 (Rodgers 1980). This 
finding applied to all respondents, regardless of 
income category. A research study conducted by 
Hardware Age (1978) concluded that about 62 percent of 
the respondents had purchased auto supplies during the 
three-month survey period. More importantly, 81 
percent of the respondents--albeit not a representative 
group of motor vehicle owners--considered themselves as 
do-it-yourselfers. Research by Ford Motor Company 
suggests that as many as 40 million Americans are 
engaged in do-it-yourself activity and that number is 
expected to grow by 10 percent annually (Automotive 
News 1980). Even women are getting their hands dirty. 
Firestone, Goodyear and other producers and resellers 
in the automotive aftermarket are now holding free 
nationwide car-care clinics at their auto service 
centers, designed primarily for women motorists. The 
car-care clinics stress the importance of routine and 
preventive automobile maintenance. Mechanics explain 
the basic working parts of a car and show women how to 
perform such maintenance chores as checking oil, belts, 
hoses, fluids, tires and tune-ups. Feeling comfortable 
under the hoods of their cars m~n~m~zes the women's 
chances of a costly breakdown and hours lost at a 
repair shop. 

OBJECTIVES 

Based on a national survey of motor vehicle owners, 
this paper attempts to identify attitudinal, behavioral 
and demographic characteristics of do-it-yourselfers-
those consumers who are engaged in self-maintenance 
activity. More specifically, the paper fulfills the 
following objectives: (1) delineating consumer 
attitudes toward self-maintenance and understanding 
what motivates motor vehicle owners to do repair/ 
maintenance work; (2) examining interrelationships 
among a large number of maintenance tasks which may be 
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performed by do-it-yourselfers; and (3) discriminating 
between do-it-yourselfers and other consumers on the 
basis of demographic and motivational characteristics. 
It is hoped that the findings provided by this 
analysis will result in a better understanding of 
do-it-yourself activity and the consumers who may be 
engaged in such activity. Armed with this information, 
automotive aftermarketers will be able to define this 
market segment more precisely and develop meaningful· 
strategies to exploit it. 

METHOD 

Sample 

The data that was used in the statistical analyses 
came from a mail survey of a large sample of motor 
vehicle owners in the United States. Motor vehicle 
registration lists were obtained from 50 states. A 
random sample of 2,000 names were systematically 
selected from the total registrations. Each state is 
represented in the sample in proportion with the 
magnitude of its motor vehicle population. 

A four-page questionnaire and a cover letter were sent 
to each of the 2,000 motor vehicle owners on the list. 
A business reply envelope and a coin incentive were 
also enclosed. This produced a response rate of 37.3 
percent. Three weeks after the first mailing, a 
duplicate questionnaire with a new covel; letter and a 
business reply envelope was sent to those in the 
sample who had not replied to the first letter. This 
follow-up mailing brought the net usable returns to 
43.3 percent. A'total of 331 mailings were undeliver
able. 

Measures 

Vehicle owners in the study responded to 14 statements 
which dealt with attitudes towards self-maintenance 
versus garage alternative. These statements appear in 
Table 1 . Consumers were asked to indicate the extent 
of their agreement to each statement on a five-point 
ordinal scale which ranged between "Strongly Agree" 
and "Strongly Disagree." Intentions to engage in a 
variety of repair/maintenance tasks (see Table  2 for 
the complete list) were obtained in response to the 
question: "If the opportunity arises, your liklihood 
of performing (the task) on your vehicle in the future 
by yourself or with the help of a friend would be 
(the response)." The three original response cate
gories were "Very Likely," "Likely" and "Not Likely." 

Respondents in the study also indicated the relevance 
of various evaluative criteria in making a decision 
between getting their vehicles serviced at a garage 
or doing it themselves. These criteria were identified 
as a result of exploratory interviews with 200 vehicle 
owners and included: costs involved; quality of work 
done; convenience and time saved; reliability of the 
results; personal satisfaction derived; safety while 
working; and social recognition. Owners indicated the 
importance of each criterion in deciding between the 
two alternatives on a five-point ordinal scale which 
ranged between "Very Important" and "Very Unimportant." 

Finally, four demographic characteristics were included 
in the present study as potential discriminators of 
do-it-yourselfers. The first three--age, education and 
income--were measured on an ordinal scale, but for 
analysis purposes, we assumed they were interval. 



Primary occupation of the respondent was measured 
dichotomously, using the "mechanically inclined/ 
others" distinction. Thus, factory workers, service 
workers, foremen, craftsmen, and farmers were placed in 
the first category. The "other" category included: 
sales/clerical; professional; manager/administrator; 
and other occupations. 

Data Analysis 

For the purpose of reducing the fourteen attitude 
statements to a smaller set of underlying dimensions, 
principal components analysis was used. A varimax 
rotated principal components analysis yielded three 
factors. Loadings of the 14 statements on the three 
factors are shown in Table 1 . 

To understand if the list of twenty repair/maintenance 
tasks could be expressed in a few dimensions, based 
on interrelationships, a principal components analysis 
was also performed on the tasks. The results are 
presented in Table 2 . Both of the resulting factors 
have eigen values in excess of one. 

TABLE 1 
ATTITUDINAL STATEMENTS: VARIMAX 

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX 

STATEMENTS FACTOR FACTOR 
ONE TWO 

I feel a sense of accomplishment by per-
forming certain repair tasks myself. . 76 .03 

I believe I can save a lot of money by 
doing some work on •Y vehicle myself. .68 .22 

When I service my vehicle, I am confident 
that the job ia done right. .65 ,35 

Leaving my vehicle at the garage for 
servicing is a much more efficient use 
of my time than working on it myself. .49 .43 

I gain respect from my friends because I 
know how to work on vehicles. .47 .34 

My time is too valuable to spend it 
working on my vehicle. .44 .21 

Host people I know take their vehicles 
to a garage. .05 .18 

I feel safer driving my vehicle because 
I did the work myself. .56 .61 

I would not feel safe doing some of the 
repair jobs myself. .08 .55 

Maintenance at a garage takes too longi 
it is often more convenient for me to do 
the job. .53 .51 

I can rely on the work done on my vehicle 
when I take it to a garage to be serviced. .28 .43 

I would rather not be seen working on my 
vehicle. .25 .08 

It bothers me to get dirty and greasy 
while working on my vehicle. .15 .08 

The opinions of my friends are important 
to me in deciding whether or not to work 
on my vehicle. -.11 .13 

Sum of Squares 4.37 0.85 
Percent of Variance 76.00 14.70 

FACTOR 
THREE 

.15 

.09 

.18 

.29 

-.11 

.31 

.07 

-.01 

.16 

,02 

.15 

.67 

.49 

.36 

0.53 
9.30 
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TABLE 2 
FUTURE INTENTIONS TO ENGAGE IN SELF-MAINTENANCE: 

VARIMAX ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX 

MAINTENANCE TASKS FACTOR FACTOR 
ONE TWO 

Replacing wiper blades .84 .28 

Installing air filter .81 .35 

Adding brake/tran•mission fluid • 79 .38 

Changing anti-freeze/coolant . 78 .33 

Changing fuses .73 .39 

Replacing hoses, belts, clamps . 72 .52 

Replacing/jumping batteries .72 .37 

Replacing headlights .68 .45 

Waxing .67 .19 

Changing engine oil/filter .67 .45 

Flushing cooling/heating system .62 .50 

Changing tires ,62 .29 

Replacing alternator, starter. regulator .36 • 79 

Replacing exhaust system .20 • 78 

Replacing brake pads/shoes .29 . 78 

Replacing ignition wire sets .41 • 75 

Tune-up .39 . 74 

Chassis lubrication .33 .71 

Installing CB/Stereo Unit .41 .57 

Minor paint work ,36 .45 

Sum of Squares 11.70 1.34 
Percent of Variance 89.70 10.30 

To d~al with the objective of discriminating between 
those vehicle owners who can be classified as do-it
yourselfers and those who tend to patronize garages/ 
service stations for this purpose, a discriminant 
analysis was employed using demographic characteristics 
and evaluative criteria as predictors. For the 
dependent variable, a maintenance task was chosen 
which is popular among do-it-yourselfers and typical 
of other more complex tasks--tune-up activity. Those 
individuals who indicated that their likelihood of 
performing a tune-up on their vehicle was "Very Likely" 
or "Likely" were classified as do-it-yourselfers. 
Those owners who ip.dicated "Not Likely" were classified 
as "Others." The results of the discriminant analysi3 
are shown in Table 3 ap.d Table 4 . 



TABLE 3 
CHARACTERISTICS DIFFERENTIATING DO-IT-YOURSELFERS 

FROM OTHER VEHICLE OWNERS: UNIVARIATE TESTS OF 
SIGNIFICANCE 

GROUP MEANS 
DIY's Others 

Centroids -0.37 0.54 . 000 8 

ResEondent Characteristics: 

Age 4.26 5.08 .ooob 

Education 4.59 5.11 .002 

Occupation 0.41 0.22 .ooo 

Income 4.89 4.80 .555 

lmEortance Attached To: 

Costs involved 1.50 1. 76 .000 

Quality of the work done 1. 27 1.19 . 079 

Convenience and time saved 2.02 1.82 .O_ll 

Reliability of the results 1.32 1. 25 . 074 

Personal satisfaction derived 1.90 2.09 .051 

Safety while working 1. 78 1.80 . 779 

Social recognition 3. 69 3. 78 .410 

8The test for the equality of group centroids is a generalized chi-square. 

bThe tests for the discriminating variables are univariate F-raties, 

TABLE 4 
STANDARDIZED DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS 

DISCRIMINATING CHARACTERISTICS COEFFICIENTS 

Age .68 

Education .41 

Importance attached to costs .41 

Importance attached to convenience and time saved -.31 

Importance attached to quality of the work done -. 28 

Income -. 26 

Occupation -.22 

Importance attacht!d to satisfaction derived .17 

FINDINGS 

Attitudinal Dimensions 

Two of the three factors in Table 1  reflect a do-it
yourself orientation, and the third represents a 
paid-mechanic orientation. The two do-it-yourself 
dimensions are both favorable to self-maintenance, but 
for different reasons. The first factor underlies a 
"personal satisfaction/savings motivated" attitude. 
An individual possessing such an attitude would be one 
who is favorably disposed towards DIY activity because 
of the sense of accomplishment derived from this 
activity and potential savings. Note that such an 
individual possesses a certain amount of necessary 
skills (high loading on the third statement). Social 
recognition obtained from friends is more of an 
inducement for this type of owner than the other types 
(fifth statement). 

The second DIY orientation reflects a safety-conscious 
attitude. This type of owner places a high importance 
on safety; therefore, works on his vehicle whenever he 
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feels more competent than a paid mechanic. As in the 
first case, convenience is an additional motivation. 
Believing that maintenance at a garage takes too long, 
he performs the work himself. Note also that this 
owner is not bothered by "getting dirty and greasy" or 
"being seen by others while working on his vehicle." 
In contrast to the first orientation, personal satis
faction or money savings are not significant induce
ments . 

The third factor reflects a negative orientation 
towards DIY activity, presumably because of the lack 
of skills and confidence and also because the owner is 
socially conscious. Being seen by others while working 
on vehicles may perhaps represent a social risk for 
some owners. Tendency to be influenced by others in 
the maintenance decision is also relatively high 
(last statement). It is also interesting to note the 
negative loading on the fifth statement; an incentive 
in the form of respect from friends is nonexistent • 
Vehicle owners who share such an attitude tend not to 
share the belief that money can be saved through 
self-maintenance • 

Dimensions of Maintenance Tasks 

Interrelationships among future intentions to perform 
various maintenance/repair tasks produced two factors 
as shown in Table 2 . Factor One appears to identify 
relatively simpler and routine tasks, while Factor Two 
identifies relatively more complicated and less 
frequent tasks. Replacing wiper blades, installing 
air filter, and adding fluids are examples of the 
former. Replacing alternator, starter, exhaust system, 
or brake pads are examples of the latter factor. Tune
up is also a part of this dimension, suggesting that it 
is is perceived as a relatively more complex task by 
the respondents. 

A Profile of Do-It-Yourselfers 

In addition to learning about the attitudinal dimen
sions of motor vehicle owners and understanding 
interrelationships among various maintenance tasks, 
it was desirable to profile those who could be 
considered do-it-yourselfers. Since tune-up activity 
was found to be popular and also considered to be a 
relatively complex task, it was used as the dependent 
variable. Thus, motor vehicle owners who intended to 
engage in tune-up activity in the future were 
considered to be do-it-yourselfers. Demographic 
characteristics and evaluative criteria were used to 
profile do-it-yourselfers. 

Univariate tests of significance in Table 3 suggest 
that age, education and occupation significantly 
differentiate do-it-yourselfers and other owners, 
while there are no significant differences between 
the two groups in terms of income. Do-it-yourselfers 
are found to be younger, possessing less formal 
education, and more likely to come from mechanically
inclined occupations referred to earlier. 

In terms of the importance attached to various 
considerations in the maintenance decision, five out 
of seven criteria reveal significant differences 
beyond 0.10 level. Do-it-yourselfers appear to 
place more importance on costs involved and personal 
satisfaction in the maintenance decision than other 
owners. Lesser importance, on the other hand, is 
attached by them to quality, convenience and time 
saved, and reliability. 

Table 4 presents the standardized discriminant 
function coefficients. Age, education and the impor
tance attached to costs are the most significant 
discriminators of do-it-yourselfers. Using these 



variables, the following profile can be prepared for 
do-it-yourselfers. They tend to: be within 35-44 
years of age; have high school education; regard 
costs as an important criterion while deemphasizing 
the importance of convenience and time saved in the 
maintenance decision. The discriminant function in 
Table 4 resulted in a classification accuracy of 69 
percent with a hold-out sample of vehicle owners. This 
is slightly higher than the proportional chance cri
terion of 52 percent. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There is little doubt among manufacturers and resellers 
in the automotive aftermarket that, as the costs of 
auto maintenance continue to spiral, consumers will be 
increasingly opening up their hoods to repair their 
vehicles. Auto supplies are readily available, and 
the savings realized in labor alone may be well worth 
engaging in self-maintenance. 

Understanding of attitudes towards self-maintenance and 
interrelationships among various maintenance tasks, as 
well as the distinguishing characteristics of do-it
yourselfers can be very valuable for the automotive 
aftermarket firms in planning their offerings and 
communications strategies. This study offered some 
insights into these issues. It is interesting to find, 
for example, that not all do-it-yourselfers could be 
motivated by potential savings associated with self
maintenance. Safety may be an overriding consideration 
for these individuals to engage in do-it-yourself 
activity. It is hoped that the findings provided by 
this investigation will shed additional light into the 
nature of automotive do-it-yourself activity. 
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STRUCTURAL EQUATION ANALYSIS OF THREE METHODS 
FOR EVALUATING CONJOINT MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

Jeffrey E. Danes, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Rustan Kosenko, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 

Abstract 

This paper applies a structural equation methodology 
(LISREL) to the evaluation of the results obtained from 
conjoint measurement. Contrary to previous work, the 
results indicated that stress, sign, and prediction 
give consistent evaluations of the results of conjoint 
measurement. The solution given by the LISREL analysis 
was criticized; however, following a Spearman factor 
analysis, the same conclusion was drawn: stress, sign, 
and prediction appear to be measuring the same con
struct. 

Introduction 

Obviously the best evaluation of conjoint analysis re
sults is the degree to which they are predictive of 
actual choice behavior. Such an evaluation, however, 
is not always practical; therefore users of conjoint 
analysis frequently rely on other methods--such as 
Kruskal's (1965) stress, counting the number of sign 
violations (Parker and Srinivasan 1976); Scott and 
Wright 1976), or rank prediction; i.e., the degree to 
which judgments are predicted in a holdout profile from 
part-worth functions obtained in an estimation sample 
(Acito and Jain 1980; Green 1974; Jain, Acito, Malhotra, 
and Mahajan 1979). Indeed, the above mentioned evalua
tion methods are not exhaustive; but, nevertheless they 
are the emphasis of this paper. The purpose of this 
paper is to assess the degree to which sign, stress, and 
rank prediction give consistent evaluation of the results 
of conjoint analysis. 

Prior Research 

Recent research by Acito and Jain (1980) was designed to 
compare the above mentioned evaluation methods: 
Kruskal's (1965) stress, sign violations, and a modi
fied prediction method proposed by Green (1974). Here
after, we will refer to these three evaluation methods 
as "stress", "sign", and "prediction". In their study 
249 heads of household were given three conjoint tasks 
(identified as parts A, B, and C) related to health 
maintenance organization's HMO's. For each person on 
each task, the three evaluation measures were obtained. 
In Task A, respondents were presented 27 profiles that 
contained various combinations of convenience attributes 
related to health maintenance organizations. In Task B, 
respondents were presented 16 profiles that contained 
combinations of insurance coverage attributes; Task C 
presented 16 profiles that contained convenience, cover
age, cost, types of facility, and attributes related to 
selecting physicians. During each task, each respondent 
was required to sort the profiles into three piles ac
cording to preference; then to rank order the profiles 
from least to most preferred. Additionally, the three 
tasks were presented sequentially--A, B, with C last. 
The "average" respondent took 10-15 minutes to complete 
one task, and the three tasks were part of a larger data 
collection. 

Acito and Jain (1980, p. 106) argued that, "Comparison 
of the (three) methods is important because one needs to 
know whether one evaluation method will lead to the same 
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conclusion as another. If the correlations among the 
evaluation measures are high, the researcher can pick 
any convenient method. If the correlations are low,· 
the researcher can use more than one method, or use 
different methods in different circumstances." 

The results of their research revealed very low corre
lations among the three methods; hence, they concluded 
that stress, sign, and prediction ought to be used for 
different purposes. This conclusion implies that the 
three evaluation methods evaluate unrelated aspects of 
conjoint results; this conclusion, however, should be 
held with reservation; for, we do not know~ the ob
served correlations were low. One reason for a low 
correlation between two measures is that they, indeed, 
do measure two unrelated attributes. However, one may 
also obtain a low correlation between two measures that 
measure highly related attributes if the measures are 
highly contaminated with measurement error. Had Acito 
and Jain (1980) obtained reliability coefficients for 
their measures, one could "correct for attenuation"; 
i.e., one could estimate the correlations between the 1 
evaluation methods in the absence of measurement error. 
The purpose of this paper is to report a new analysis 
of this research; the results of this analysis suggest 
that stress, sign, and prediction may be highly cor
related when measurement error is removed. This con
clusion stems from a structural equation analysis of 
the correlation matrix reported in Table 1 . 

A Structural Equation Analysis 

The ideal measurement is one which captures true differ
ences in the attribute one desires to measur~Fre
quently, however, the observed measure may be "con
taminated" by both systematic and random error, (cf., 
Churchill 1979, p. 254; Nunnally 1967, p. 206). Sys
tematic error may derive from a stable but biased mea
suring instrument or in other stable characteristics 
of the person. It is a constant source of error. Ran
dom measurement error, however, is neither stable nor 
constant. It may derive from transient influences from 
both the person being measured as well as the measuring 
instrument itself. The correlations reported in Table 
1 were obtained from observed measurements, hence, the 
reported correlations may2be attenuated by both sys
tematic and random error. We show below that one 
source of systematic error is related with the conjoint 
tasks. 

As noted above, each person responded to three differ
ent conjoint tasks; hence is it possible that the task 

1Measurement error tends to obscure or "attenuate" the 
true correlation between two attributes. If the reli
ability of measures are known, however, then observed 
correlations may be "corrected" to estimate the true 
correlation (Nunnally 1976, p. 203-5). 

2Although sign and prediction were logrithmically trans
formed, they are still observed measures; i.e., they may 
still contain both systematic and random error (see 
Table 1 ). 



TABLE 1 

Correlation Matrix For Sign, Stress, and Prediction For Three Conjoint Tasks a 

A B c 

Stress Sign Prediction Stress Sign Prediction Stress Sign Prediction 

A Stress 1.00 

Signb .15 1.00 

Prediction 
c .22 .20 1.00 

B Stress .11 .23 .03 1.00 

Sign .05 - .01 - .08 .45 1.00 

Prediction .08 .08 .08 .25 .07 1.00 

c Stress .11 .12 .11 .21 .01 .00 1.00 

Sign .00 .07 - .01 .33 .16 .11 .30 1.00 

Prediction .14 .20 .02 .29 .05 .07 .29 .35 1.00 

8 Correlation martix adopted from Actio and Jain (1980, p. 109). 

b"Sign11 is the number of total sign violations; each total was transformed y • ln(l+x) before correlations were 
computed; maximum number of sign violations for task A • 8, task B • 6, and task C • 5. 

c"Prediction" is the absolute value of predicted minus actual rank; each difference score was transformed 
y = ln(l+x) befcire correlations were computed. 

differences had some influence upon the observed mea
sures of stress, sign, and prediction. Further, stress, 
sign, and prediction may be measuring different but re
lated attributes. An observed measure of, say, stress 
may be influenced by a factor that is general to stress 
measurements; by a factor that is general to the con
joint task; and by random measurement error. These 
hypotheses may be tested by the following measurement 
model. 

kl ;..1 K+ ;..2 A+ e:k 
1 

k = ;..3 2 
K+ ;..4 B + e:k 

2 

k3 ;..s K + ;..6 c + e:k 
3 

sl ;..7 

52 ;..9 (1) 

For this model, let k denote the observed stress score, 
s denote the observed sign score, and p denote the ob
served prediction score. Further, let K denote the 
general stress factor, S the general sign factor, and 
P the general prediction factor. Epsilon, e:, denotes 
random errors of measurement. The matrix structure of 
this model is as follows: 

kl ~1 0 0 A2 0 0 
r·kl 

1<2 ~3 0 0 0 ~4 0 .It 

1<3 As 0 0 0 0 ~6 K • 2 

sl 0 ~7 0 As 0 0 
£ 1<3 

.2 0 ~9 0 0 ~ 10 0 p + :1 (2) 
"2 

s3 0 All 0 0 0 Al2 A £ 

pl Q 0 ~13 ~14 0 0 B £ 
.3 

pl 
Pz 0 0 ~15 0 ~ 16 0 c £ 

p2 
p3 0 0 ~17 0 0 AlB £ 

p3 

Following the notation set forth by Joreskog (1966, 1967, 
1969, 1973, 1977, and Joreskog and3Sorbom, 1978), we may 
write Equation 2 as the following: 

y = A n + e:, 
- -Y 

(3) 

where~· = (k1 , k2, k3 , s1 , .•• p3) = (y1 , y2, Y9) 

is the vector of observed measures; the matrix A is the 
-Y 

(9x6) measurement parameter matrix; n' = (K, S, P, A, B, 

n6) is the vector of factors; i.e., 

unobserved or latent variables; e:' = (e:k , Ek , Ek , 
1 2 3 

(E1 , E2, •.• E9) is the vector of ran-

dom measurement errors. Furthermore, it is assumed that 
E(n) = 0 and that the random errors of measurement, E, 
are uncorrelated with n. It is also assumed that the 
observed measures, y, are expressed as deviations from 
their means so their expectations are also equal to zero. 

Model Specification 

Of particular concern in this analysis are the corre
lations among the following three factors: stress (K), 

3Bagozzi (1980) presents an excellent 
structural equation (causal) models. 
marketing examples is also given. 

discussion of 
An abundance of 
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sign (S), and prediction (P). To estimate the measure
ment parameters as well as the correlations between the 
three factors, we employed Joreskog and Sorbom's (1978) 
analysis of linear structural equations by the method 
of maximum likelihood (LISREL). The general LISREL 
model is written as: 

B T) = r 1; + z:;, (4) 

where B and r are coefficient matrices, T) is the vector 

of factors, as defined above; I; is a vector of factors 

that act as independent or exogeneous latent variables, 
and~· = (z:;1 , z:; 2 , ••• z:; 6) is random vector of residuals; 

i.e., erros of equation. The vectors T) and I; are not 

observed; but rather, are derived from the observed 
measurements. For example, as noted above: 

y = A T) + E. 
~ ~Y 

The model we propose does not contain exogeneous latent 
variables, I;; hence Equation 4 reduces to: 

B T) = 1; (S) 

Further, since a causal structure among the T) factors is 

not specified, the coefficient matrix, B, may be sent to 

the identity matrix; thus: 

T) = 1; (6) 

The correlations between the n factors are then equal to 

the correlations among the 1; variables. The matrix of 

s correlations is called the ~ matrix. Additionally, 

since our model states that n 1;, Equation 3 may be 

written as: 

y = A 1; + E, 
~ ~Y 

with the following covariance matrix (J<'ireskog and 
So"rbom 1978, p. 40-43): 

l: 
~YY 

' A ~ A + 0 • 
-Y _E 

(7) 

(8) 

The matrix ~ is the correlation matrix of factors and 
~E is the diagonal matrix of unique measurement error 

variances. Jo"reskog and So"rbom (1978, p. 40-43) have 
termed the above structural equation model a "confirma
tory (restricted) factor analysis." 

Parameter Estimation 

The parameters of Equations 3 and 7 as well as the cor
relations between stress (K), sign (S), and prediction 
(P) may be defined in the following three matrices: 
A , ~. and 0 • The structure of A is given above in 
-Y - _E -Y 
Equation 2; the structure of symmetric ~ is given below: 

K s p A B c 
K 1 ~12 '1'13 0 0 0 

'!' s '1'21 1 '1'23 0 0 0 

p '1'31 '1'32 1 0 0 0 

A 0 0 0 1 0 0 

B 0 0 0 0 1 0 

c 0 0 0 0 0 1 

The0 diagonal matrix contains the random measurement 
_E 

error variances. 

Results 

The correlations between factors as well as the obtained 
measurement parameters are presented in Figure 1. The 
correlation between the stress and sign factors is .99; 
between the sign and prediction factors is .94; between 
the stress and prediction factors is .62. These results 
suggest that stress, sign, and prediction correlate 
highly when systematic and random measurement error is 
removed. 

Model Evaluation 

One method of testing how well a structural equation 
model fits the observed correlation (or variance-co
variance) matrix, is to compare the correlation (or 
variance-covariance) matrix generated from the model 
with the observed correlation (or variance-covariance) 
matrix. The test of the model is obtained by assessing 
whether the reproduced correlation (or variance-co
variance) matrix is different from the observed cor
relation (or variance-covariance) matrix. A chi-square 
goodness-of-fit test is used; for the current model: 

x2 = 30.6, df = 21, p = .08. A significant chi-square 
(p<.OS) is sufficient to reject the model. A non
significant chi-square (p>.OS) indicates the model can
not be rejected (JO"reskog and So"rbom 1978, p. 37). The 
rationale and mathematics of the chi-square test is 
given in Jo"reskog and SO"rbom (1978, p. 13-15). Another 
indication of goodness of fit is the inspection of the 
residual matrix obtained from the difference between the 
observed correlation matrix and the reproduced correla
tion matrix.4 Most all of the residual correlations 
are near zero in magnitude; the residual matrix is given 
in Table 2 . An additional measure of fit,is given by 
Tucker and Lewis (1973). Their measure, p, is simply 
the amount of covariation explained by the model divided 
by the amount of possible covariation to b~ explained; 
the coefficient p 2 .72. The coefficient pis similar 
to an unadjusted R ; however, the sampling distribution 
of p is unknown, it is best treated as a descriptive 
rather than a test statistic (Burt 1973). 

Conclusions and Implications for Conjoint Measurement 

When systematic and random error are removed, this study 
demonstrated that stress, sign, and prediction are 
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4visual examination of the residual matrix may enable the 
researcher to determine those observed variables the 
structural equation model was unable to accurately pre
dict. However, Costner and Schonenberg (1973) have 
demonstrated that the clues given by the residual matrix 
may be misleading in certain cases. 



FIGURE 1 

.62 

A 
2 30.6; df 21; .08; .72 X p p 

TABLE 2 

RESIDUAL CORRELATION MATRIXa 

A c 

Stress Sign Prediction Stress Sign Prediction Stress Sign Prediction 

A Stress -.025 

Sign -.072 -.012 

Prediction .021 .062 .022 

B Stress .015 -.016 .021 .003 

Sign .022 -.083 -.084 .012 .000 

Prediction .071 .044 .078 -.027 -.100 -.034 

Stress .084 . 052 .107 -.017 -.058 -.022 .007 

Sign -.037 -.025 -.015 .010 .066 .063 .018 .014 

Prediction .104 .060 .011 -.020 -.089 -.008 .006 .034 .009 

8 The residual matrix is the difference between the observed matrix and the correlation matrix reproduced by the 

structural equation model. 
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highly correlated. Thus, it can be concluded that the 
low observed correlations given in Table 1 were obscured 
or "attenuated" by measurement error. Moreover, the 
original conclusion that stress, sign, and prediction 
evaluate unrelated aspects of conjoint results must be 
held with reservation. If the correlations between the 
stress, sign, and prediction factors, in Figure 1, were 
near zero--then one could conclude that stress, sign, 
and prediction were, indeed, measuring unrelated aspects 
of conjoint results. However, this was not the case. 

More importantly, the new analysis presented in this 
study calls for a greater effort to minimize measure
ment error in the collection of conjoint data--this is 
especially important if the results serve as input into 
managerial decisions. Although measurement error can 
probably never be totally removed, Nunnally (1967, pp. 
222-3) gives insight as to how it may be reduced: 

Of course, doing everything feasible to prevent 
measurement error from occuring is far better than 
assessing the effects of measurement error after 
it has occurred. Measurement error is reduced by 
writing items clearly, making test instructions 
easily understood, and adhering closely to the pre
scribed conditions for administering an instru
ment. Measurement error because of subjectivity 
of scoring can be reduced by making the rules for 
scoring as explicit as possible and by training 
scorers to do their jobs. 

Discussion of Results and Additional Comments 

This discussion was written some time after the text 
reported above was written. Since then, we have learned 
to treat LISREL results with extreme caution. The above 
discussion of conclusions and implications assumed that 
the LISREL model was valid; however, this may not be the 
case. Despite the "good" chi-square result (x2 = 30.6, 
df = 21, p = .08), a close inspection of the measurement 
parameters indicate an over-all weakness of the solution. 

First of all, note the factor loadings for stress (K), 
sign (S), and prediction (P). Not only are they incon
sistent (vary), but in general, they are not large: 
K = .11, .91, .25, S = .27, .27, .35, and P = .016, .142, 
and .55. Second, note the negative error variance for 
E2 (= -.11). What is the meaning of a negative error 
variance? It is true that the square root of a negative 
variance gives an imaginary standard deviation; but, as 
far as we know, imaginary standard deviations are un
acceptable to statisticians. 

With these reservations in mind, the authors sought a 
"better" solution by modeling alternate structural 
models: First, we permitted the task factors (A, B, and 
C) to be correlated; then we relaxed the equality con
straints for the task factor loading. Other alternate 
models were also tried; all produced the same startling 
result: The chi-square test indicated a near "perfect" 
fit; but the correlations between that factors (S, K, 
and P) were all greater than one! Some as high as 
twenty-five! 

What can one conclude from this? First of all, sole 
reliance on the chi-square test appears to be insuffi
cient when using LISREL for structural equation modeling. 
This fact has recently been illustrated by Farnell and 
Larcker (1981). Second, alternate tests of the solution 
should be persued. Toward this end, we know of three 
attempts: One by Fornell and Larcker (1981; see 
Bagozzi 1981 for criticisms), a new computer package by 
Schonenberg, (1981) Multiple Indicator Linear Structural 
Models and a new version of LISREL, LISREL V by Jcireskog 
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and Sorbom. 5 The validity of these approaches, however, 
remains to be demonstrated. 

Evaluating The Results of Conjoint Measurement: Another 
Try 

Our dissatisfaction with the outcome of the LISREL anal
ysis prompted us to do a simple Spearman factor analysis 
(Hunter, 1980). To simplify the analysis, the cor
relation matrix presented in Table 1 was pooled over 
the three tasks: A, B, and C. Table 3 presents the 
pooled (average) correlations; from Table 3 , we see 
that there is a consistent, but moderate, relationship 
between stress, sign, and prediction. Moreover, if 

TABLE 3 

Pooled Correlation Matrix and Factor 
Loadings For Stress, Sign, and Prediction 

Measure Measure Factor Loading 

Stress Sign Prediction 

Stress (. 36) * .30 .25 .60 

Sign .30 (.25) .21 .so 

Prediction .25 .21 ( .18) .42 

*Diagonal elements in parentheses are the indicator 
reliability coefficients. 

there is a factor common to the three measures, then the 
following is true: 

r 
sp 

r F r F 
s p 

(9) 

That is, the observed correlations may be decomposed as 
the product of their factor loadings, where rsF is the 

factor loading for stress, and F is the common factor. 
Equation 9 has a simple solution; the factor loadings 
may be obtained as: 

rkF = J rk:rkp 

sp 
.60 

r F = jrksrsp 
s rkp 

.50 

r F ~ J rk{sp 
p rks 

.42 

5 As of this writing we have learned that LISREL V has 
been recalled by National Educational Resources, Inc. 
due to "errors in the program ." 



We see, therefore, that stress, sign, and prediction are, 
to some extent, measuring the same thing. The reli
ability of measurement, however, is somewhat poor. The 
reliabilities of each measure are reported in the diag
onal of Table 3 ; the reliability for each measure was 
obtained following Hunter (1980): 

reliability of stress = rkk= rkF rkF = r 2F = .36 
k 

reliability of sign = r = r F r F r 2F .25 ss s s s 

reliability of prediction = r r F r F r 2F .18 pp p p p 
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Abstract 

Marketing practitioners were surveyed to determine how 
frequently they used twenty-six quantitative techniques 
in making marketing decisions. The results revealed 
that the most frequently used techniques were statisti
cal and/or financial, a finding consistent with previous 
research. In contrast to previous work, the current 
study found several highly sophisticated techniques to 
also be ranked high in usage. This finding should be 
encouraging to those who advocate greater use of the 
more complex techniques. 

Introduction and Purpose 

Much has been written concerning the potential use of 
quantitative techniques by business firms. However, 
the literature on the actual use of these techniques by 
marketing practitioners is relatively sparse. One of 
the first major actual use surveys, that of Hovey and 
Wagner (1958), was conducted 24 years ago. Since then, 
only a few studies have focused on quantitative techni
que use in solving marketing problems. Examples of 
these studies are those by Schumacher and Smith (1965), 
Fabozzi and Valente (1976), Greenberg, et. al. (1977), 
Capella and Jain (1978), and Thomas andlDeCosta (1979). 
Studies of this type are important for marketing mana
gers, since they must be aware of current trends in 
quantitative technique usage if they are to make opti
mum use of the techniques. 

This paper reports on a 1980 survey of marketing prac
titioners who had used quantitative techniques as aids 
in making marketing decisions. The first section de
scribes the survey methodology. Next, the study results 
are presented. Included are (1) a respondent profile, 
(2) a description of quantitative technique usage, (3) 
an analysis of responses by type of industry and annual 
revenue, and (4) a discussion of how the techniques 
were applied. The final section of the paper summarizes 
the survey conclusions. 

Methodology 

A mail survey was conducted in early 1980 to collect 
the data needed for this study. A random sample of 400 
individuals was chosen from the 1979 American Marketing 
Association Service Organizations and Membership Roster. 
The membership roster was selected for several reasons: 
(1) it provides a readily accessible and up-to-date sam
pling frame; (2) it includes firms of all sizes and all 
industries; (3) it lists individual names and addresses 
of marketing personnel; and (4) it includes firms locat
ed over the entire United States. Persons not directly 
involved in the marketing function, such as secretaries 
and college professors, were excluded from the study. 
Also excluded were employees of firms located outside 
the United States. 

Two weeks after mailing the questionnaires, postcard 
followups were sent to the prospective respondents. 
These cards requested that they complete and return the 
questionnaires as soon as possible. Also, the potential 
respondents were told that a new questionnaire would be 
mailed if they had misplaced the original. Two indicat
ed that they would like a new questionnaire. A total 
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of one hundred and nine (109) usable responses (27%) 
were received. This return rate is consistent with 
previous studies of this nature. 

To test sample validity, wave analyses were performed 
on the following variables: type of industry, annual 
revenue, and technique use. Chi-square tests failed 
to reveal any significant differences across the waves 
of responses by industry and annual revenue. Analysis 
of variance tests also failed to find significant dif
ferences across the waves for technique use. These 
tests were made at the .OS level of significance. 

The respondents were asked to respond to demographic 
questions on industrial classification and annual 
revenue of the firm. They were then asked to indicate 
the extent to which their company used each of 26 quan
titative techniques in making marketing decisions. 
Technique use was rated on a scale from 1 (no use) to 
5 (extensive use). In addition, the respondents were 
asked to indicate the marketing mix areas in which they 
had applied the techniques. 

There are several limitations of this study. First, 
it is possible that the quantitative techniques list 
excluded some techniques used by business firms. A 
second limitation concerns use of the American Market
ing Association (AMA) roster. While this roster pro
vides certain desirable features, several potential 
dangers exist. For example, it is possible that more 
than one employee from the same company was included 
in the sample. Also, it is possible that some of the 
respondents may have had insufficient knowledge or in
clination to provide accurate information. Although 
none of these considerations seriously detract from 
the main purpose of the study, they should be consid
ered when the results are reviewed. 

Results and Discussion 

Profile of Respondents 

Table 1 provides a profile of respondents by industry 
and annual revenue of the firm. It shows that the re
spondents were distributed evenly by industrial classi
fication. Note that "Marketing Research/Consulting" 
is listed as a separate category. This enabled the 
researchers to determine if quantitative techniques 
were used more extensively by these firms than other 
firms. Table 1 also indicates that the respondents 
were not as evenly distributed if annual revenue of 
the firm is considered. The majority of firms in the 
sample earned less than $500 million annually. One 
respondent declined to answer the revenue question, 
citing company policy. 
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Quantitative Use Frequencies 

Table 2 shows the response frequencies, means, and 
ranks for quantitative techniques used by marketing 
practitioners. The most frequently used techniques 
were statistical and financial such as sampling, cor
relation analysis, break-even analysis, regression 
analysis, discounted cash flow, analysis of variance, 
and hypothesis testing. This finding is consistent 
with previous studies which show that simple techni
ques tend to be most widely used. 

Of interest to the authors is the ranking of eight by 
factor analysis, the ranking of tenth by simulation, 
and the ranking of eleventh by cluster analysis. These 
rankings are somewhat different from previous studies 
which noted that the use of quantitative techniques 
diminishes as the techniques become more sophistica
ted. Since factor analysis, simulation, and cluster 
analysis can be considered highly sophisticated, this 
result should be encouraging to those who advocate 
greater use of higher-level techniques. 

A finding that is consistent with previous reports is 
the low use of mathematical programming techniques 
such as heuristic, integer, and dynamic programming 
models. On the other hand, the relatively low use of 
transportation and markov models may be surpr~s~ng, 
since these two techniques appear quite frequently in 
the marketing literature. 
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Analysis of kcsronses by Type of Industry and Annual 
Revenue 

Tabl e 3 shows the mean use of quantitative techniques 
bv industrial classification and annual revenue. It 
should be noted that the means refer to the number of 
techniques that lvere used moderately or better (<1 r<1nk
ing from 3 to 5). 

As can be seen from the mean use scores, marketing re
search/consulting firms had the highest usage, with a 
score of 7.6. This indicates that, on the average, 
these firms used about eight of the techniques. This 
is not surprising, given the specialized nature of the 
marketing research/consulting firms. Consumer goods 
firms and industrial goods firms ranked second and 
third in usage, with scores of 6.0 and 5.7, respective
ly. This suggests that the two major marketing organi
zations are keeping race in their use of quantitative 
techniques to solve marketing problems. Services rank
ed last in usage, with a mean score of 4.8. This also 
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is not surprising, since the marketing of services has 
only recently received major attention by the market
ing community. 

Considering firm revenue, the firms most frequently 
using quantitative techniques also had the largest 
annual revenue. There was one important exception to 
this pattern; firms with annual revenue of under $24.9 
million used quantitative techniques more frequently 
than did firms with annual revenue of $25 to $99.9 
million. This can partially be explained by the fact 
that most of the marketing research/consulting firms 
included in this study were small, but used quantita
tive techniques routinely in their operations. 

TABLE 3 

USE OF QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES BY 
INDUSTRY AND ANNUAL REVENUE (n = 109) 

INDUSTRY 

Marketing Research/Consulting 
Consumer Goods 
Industrial Goods 
Services 

ANNUAL REVENUE OF FIRM (millions) 

1,000 and over 
100 to 999.9 
Under 25 
25 to 99.9 

MEAN USE 

7.6 
6.0 
5. 7 
4.8 

7.2 
6.5 
5.1 
4.4 

Application of Quantitative Techniques 

RANK 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Table 4 shows the marketing-mix decision areas in 
which the respondents used quantitative techniques. 
Thirty-five percent of all applications were in the 
production area, 25% were in the promotion area, 23% 
were in the pricing area, and 17% were in the dis
tribution area. Thus, this study indicates that quan
titative techniques do have a wide range of applicabi
lity in marketing, a claim disputed by some business 
firms. 

Table 4 also shows a similar profile across all four 
areas of the marketing mix. That is, the most fre
quently used techniques (e.g., sampling, correlation 
analysis, analysis of variance, etc.), also were most 
frequently used in each of the decision areas. Like
wise, the least frequently used techniques (e.g., in
teger programming, dvnamic programming, heuristic 
programming, etc.), were least frequentlv used across 
the marketing mix areas. 
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Conclusions 

This paper extends the thrust of previous research by 
examining the current level of quantitative-technique 
usage by marketing practitioners. A summary of the 
major findings follows: 

The most frequently used techniques were statistical 
and financial. This finding is consistent with pre
vious studies which indicate that simple techniques 
are the most widely used. 

Some highly-sophisticated techniques were ranked 
high in usage by the business firms. For example, fac
tor analysis ranked eighth of the 26 techniques studied, 
while simulation and cluster analysis were ranked tenth 
and eleventh, respectively. This should be encouraging 
to those who advocate greater use of the more complex 
techniques. 

Transportation models and markov processes were rank
ed relatively low in usage. This surprised the authors 
since these two techniques appear quite frequently in 
the marketing literature. 

The low use of mathematical programming techniques 
such as heuristic, integer, and dynamic programming 
models was also in line with previous studies. 

Marketing research/consulting firms made the great
est use of quantitative techniques. This is not sur
prising, given the nature of these firms. 

Consumer goods firms and industrial goods firms re
ported about equal use of quantitative techniques. 
This suggests that the two major marketing firms are 
keeping pace in their use of the techniques to solve 
marketing problems. 

Service organizations ranked last in usage. This 
is not surprising, since the marketing of services 
has only recently received major attention by the 
marketing community. 

The firms most frequently using quantitative tech
niques also had the largest annual revenue. There was 
one important exception to this pattern; firms with 
annual revenue of under $24.9 million used quantitative 
techniques more frequently than firms with annual 
revenue of $25 to $99.9 million. This can be partially 
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explained by the fact that most of the marketing re
search/consulting firms included in this study were 
small, but used quantitative techniques routinely in 
their operations. 

Thirty-five percent ·of 'all applications were in the 
production area, 25% were in the promotion area, 23% 
were in the pricing area, and 17% were in the distri
bution area. Thus, this study indicates that quanti
tative techniques do have a wide range of applica
bility in marketing, a claim disputed by some business 
firms. 
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THE KENO PLAYER AS CONSUMER 

Rosa Oppenheim, Rutgers University 
Alan Oppenheim, Montclair State College 

Abstract 

In this paper, the gambler is viewed as a consumer 
having one of several basic, defineable preferences. 
A Keno bet is treated as a potential purchase, using 
a decision-theoretic approach. Various optimization 
criteria and the sensitivity of the strategies to 
different consumer utility functions are examined. 

Introduction 

In the game of Keno, the "board" consists of the nume
rals 1 through 80. The player selects between one and 
twelve numerals and marks them on a Keno ticket, which 
he submits with a 70¢ bet. Twenty numbers are then 
randomly selected (by the casino)1 and displayed. De
pending upon how many of his "spots" (selected numer
als) have been "caught" (match one of the twenty dis
played numerals), he wins anywhere from nothing to 
$25,000, according to the payoff schedule in Table I . 

TABLE I 
KENO PAYOFFS 

Catch Paynf_!_ Catch Payoff Catch Payoff 

1 of 2.10 6 of 7 260 9 of 10 3150 
2 Of 2 8.50 7 of 7 6000 10 of 10 13300 
2 of 3 .70 5 of 8 6.30 6 of 11 7 
3 of 3 30 6 of 8 63 7 of 11 52.50 
2 of 4 .70 7 of 8 1155 8 of 11 266 
3 of 4 3 8 of 8 12600 9 of 11 1400 
4 of 4 75 5 of 9 2. 10 10 of 11 8750 
3 of 5 .70 6 of 9 31.50 11 of 11 13650 
4 of 5 6.50 7 of 9 234.50 6 of 12 4 
5 of 5 580 8 of 9 3290 7 of 12 20 
3 of 6 .40 9 of 9 12950 8 of 12 160 
4 of 6 2.50 5 of 10 1.40 9 of 12 700 
5 of 6 70 6 of 10 14 10 of 12 1800 
6 of 6 1300 7 of 10 99.40 11 of 12 12500 
4 of 7 .70 8 of 10 700 12 of 12 25000 
5 of 7 16 

The gambler is simply a consumer who makes his purchase 
(the 70¢ bet and the decision as to how many spots to 
plav) based upon one of a number of defineable atti
tudes. In this paper, the Keno bet is viewed in terms 
of decision theory, and optimal strategies for various 
gambling criteria are examined. A brief discussion of 
the pertinent aspects of decision theory is provided, 
followed by their application to the game as perceived 
by different types of potential customers. 

Decisions Theory and Keno 

The generalized decision problem is one in which the 

1 Although selection is done via a mechanical hopper de-
vice and is probably not statistically random, the 
consumer has no alternative but to treat the process 
as random. 
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decision-maker must make a choice among various possi
ble courses of action. In Keno, the gambler must de
cide how many spots to mark (the decision as to which 
numerals to mark is a personal one and has no effect 
on strategy, as each numeral is equally likely to be a 
winning one), where his choices are any number of spots 
between one and twelve. The consequences of any course 
of action depend upon an unpredictable, or probabilis
tic event - the "state of nature"; in Keno, the con
sequence is the payoff given the resulting state of 
nature, or the 20 winning numerals. Thus, the player 
wishes to choose a strategy which is logically consis
tent with his basic preferences for the payoffs. 

This gives rise to several classes of basic preferen
ces: (a) the player who seeks to maximize his expected 
monetary value. This gambler would be willing to pay 
up to $50 for a fifty-fifty chance at $0 or $100; (b) 
the risk-averse gambler, for whom the potential win
nings are not high enough to justify even a $10 bet at 
such a game; (c) the risk-seeker, who would pay per
haps $55 because that amount is not enough to buy some
thing he wants, but the $100 (if he wins) is: and (d) 
the player who simply wants to maximize his chances of 
winning, regardless of the payoff, and is willing to 
pay a premium for the "thrill of the game". 

Probability of a Win 

Given the decision to mark x numerals, the probability 
of catching y numerals when 20 out of 80 are displayed 
is governed by the hypergeometric distri.bution: 

f(ylx) 
(1) 

For example, consider the gambler who elects to mark 
9 spots. The probability that he catches 5 is: 

f(5\9) .032601 

As the number marked, x, increases, the probabilitY of 
catching y increases, for fixed y. For example, when 
y=5, f(5\5) = .000645, fC5l6) = .003096, fCSl7) = 
.008639, £(5\8) = .018303, f(5J9) = .032601, and f(5J10) 
= .051428. On the other hand, for fixed x, the proba
bility of catching y decreases as y increases. Thus, 
for x=10, f(5\10) = .051428, f(6J10) = .011479, f(7l10) 
= .001611, f(8\10) = .000135, f(9Jl0) = .000006, and 
f(10J10) = .0000001. 

Expected Monetary Value 

The expected monetary value of a gamble is obtained by 
multiplying the payoff by its probability and summing 
these products over all possible outcomes for the choice 
made: 



EMV(x) = l:P(y .lx)f(y .lx) 
i 1 1 

(2) 

where P (y i I x) is the payoff when x spots are marked 
and y1 are caught, and f(yilx) is the corresponding 
probaoility. Thus, the EMV of marking 10 spots is: 

EMV(lO) (1.40)(.0514) + (14.00)(.0115) + 
(99.40)(.0016) + (700.00)(.0001) + 
(3150.00)(.000006) + (13300)(.0000001) 

$.508 

The gambler who will choose the strategy with the max
imum expected payoff is called an EMV'er. Such a stra
tegy will maximize the gambler's long-run payoff. This 
is equivalent to maximizing the payoff per game over 
a long series of games. Table II shows the EMV of 
each gamble. The optimal strategy is to select one 
numeral, with an expected payoff of $.525 on a bet of 
$. 70. It is interesting to note, however, that the 
range of EMV's is quite narrow, between $.500 and 
$.525. 

Utility 

In a game such as Keno, where the payoffs vary from 
$0 to $25,000, expected monetary values often do not 
reflect accurately the real consequences of a particu
lar strategy. For example, a gambler who marks two 
spots (with an EMV of .511) stands to win either $0 or 
$8.50; however, one who chooses twelve spots (also 
with an EMV of .511) may win anywhere from $0 to 
$25,000. While the two strategies are equivalent to 
the player who wishes to maximize his expected payoff, 
many gamblers, in personally evaluating the risk vs. 
the actual profit, would not regard them so. The uti
lity function measures the subjective value that the 
decision-maker attaches to different levels of wealth. 

Types of Utility Functions 

The utility function can have three general 
shapes, as shown in Figure 1 . All three functions in
crease monotonically throughout; that is, dU/dM>O, 
since all individuals prefer more money to less. How
ever, the marginal utility of an additional dollar of 
gain varies among the three cases. 

FIGURE 1 
THREE POSSIBLE SHAPES OF UTILITY FUNCTIONS 

UTILITY (U) 

MONETARY GAIN (M) 

In the first situation, the individual has .a constant 
marginal utility of money; i.e., d2U/dM2 = 0, indica
ting that the first dollar of gain is not more valuable 
to him that the 10,000th dollar of gain. Maximizing 
utility is equivalent to maximizing expected monetary 
value for a linear utility function. 

In situation II, the player has a diminishing marginal 
utility of money; i.e., d2U/dM2<0. As the dollar gains 
increase, they become subjectively less valuable. This 
is the "conservative", or risk-averse gambler: given 
two choices with equal EMV, he would prefer the action 
with lower variability. 

In situation III, the player subjectively values each 
dollar of gain more highly, i.e., d2U/dM2>o. This 
risk-seeker will select the action with greater varia
bility, as he values very highly the small chance of 
very large gains, 

Thus, the utility function associates numbers U(M), 
with monetary outcomes (M), such that the following 
properties hold (Halter and Dean, 1971): 

1. u(M1)>u(M2) if the individual prefers M1 to M2 ; 

2, if M is the wealth prospect where, with probabi
lity p the individual faces M1 , and with probability 
1-p faces M2 , then 

u(M) = p • u(M1) + (1-p) · u(M2) or 

u(M) = E(u(M)), where M is a random variable; 

3. the utility function is bounded; i.e., u(M)<oo, 

The construct ion of a utility function for the risk
averse and risk-seeking gambler is a well-documented 
procedure (Pratt, Raiffa and Schlaiffer, 1965). Arbit
rarily selecting 0 and 1000 to represent the utility of 
$0 and $25,000, respectively, utility curv~s were con
structed for three risk-averse individuals and two 
risk-seekers, in Figure 2. From these curves, it is 
possible to arrive at the utility values corresponding 
to the monetary payoffs in the original problem. 

FIGURE 2 
UTILITY FUNCTIONS FOR RISK-AVERSE 

AND RISK-SEEKING GAMBLERS 

Since each· prefers more money to less, for both the 
risk-averse individual and the risk-seeking individual, 
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as the number marked, x, increases, the utility pay
offs for catching y, u(ylx), decrease for fixed y; 
similarly, for fixed x, u(yix) increases as y increa
ses. The rates of change, however, are markedly dif
ferent for the two players. For example, for the most 
risk-averse player (RA-3), when x=11, the utility pay
offs rise rapidly at first, then more slowly: u(6l11)= 
9.6, u(7l11)=71. 75, u(8l11)=363.53, u(9l11)=930.00, 
u(lOI11)=958.00, u(l1111)=969.00. For the most ex
treme risk-seeker (RS-2), the more rapid rise occurs 
for higher y values: u(6l11)=.0182, u(7l11)=.137, 
u(8l11)=.6916, u(9l11)=3.64, u(10I11)=41.00, u{11l11)= 
112.00. 

From these utility payoffs, the expected utility for 
each strategy can be calculated as: 

EU {x) = l:u (y. I x) f (y. I x) 
i ~ ~ 

(3) 

where u(y. I x) is the particular individual's utility 
for the p~yoff when x spots are marked and y ar.e 
caught, and f(y. lx) is the corresponding pro~ability. 
Thus, for the mBst conservative gambler (RA-3), the 
expected utility of marking 10 spots is: 

EU(10) (1.913)(.0514) + (19.13)(.0115) + 
(135.847)(.0016) + (858)(.0001) + 
(942)(.0000006) + (969)(.0000001) 

.6589 

and for the most reckless gambler: 

EU(10) = (.00364)(.0514) + (.0364)(,0115) + 
(.258)(.0016) + (1.82)(.0001) + 
(8.19)(.000006) + (107)(.0000001) 

.00133 

Table II shows the EU of each gamble for each type of 
non-EMV 1 er. Not surprisingly, for the risk-averse in
dividual, the optimal strategies favor low-risk, low
payoff, while for the risk-seeker, the high-risk, high
payoff is preferred. It should be noted, however, that 
the utilities for a given type of player are, as in the 
EMV case, relatively insensitive to changes in strat
egy, Thus, given the payoff and probability structure 
for the game, it is interesting that no strategy is 
overwhelmingly preferable for any type of gambler: the 
EMV'er, risk-averse, or risk-seeker. 

The final class of player to be considered is the one 
who is interested only in winning, regardless of the 
payoff: the "thrill of the game" criterion. For this 
gambler, the optimal strategy is the one which has max
imum probability of a nonzero payoff: 

max 
X 

l:f(y.Jx) 
i ~ 

(4) 

Table II shows the sum of the probabilities of winning 
for each strategy, and here we have a clearer domin
ance: marking 4 (closely followed by marking 1) yields 
approximately a 25% chance of achieving the thrill of 
winning; any other strategy offers a significantly 
lower probability of winning. 

We may summarize the results of the analysis by making 
the following observations: (a) for the EMV'er, the 
optimal strategy is to mark one numeral, although his 
expected return is not significantly lower if he choo
ses any other strategy; (b) the risk-averse gambler 
does best marking one numeral, although his utility is 
not substantially lower if he chooses any other low
risk, low-payoff strategy (marking 5 or fewer); (c) 
the moderate risk-seeker does best marking 12 spots, 
while the extreme risk-seeker maximizes his utility 

with 8 spots. In both cases, however, the range of ex
pected utilities is narrow for all strategies; (d) the 
gambler seeking simply to win, regardless of payoff, 
does best marking 4 spots, and almost as well marking 
spot. For any other strategy, his chances drop off 
substantially. 

TABLE II 
RESULTS FOR VARIOUS CRITERIA 

EMV RA-1 RA-2 RA-3 RS-1 RS-2 Thrill 

* * * * Mark 1 .525 .07875 .26250 • 71750 .00473 .00137 .2500 

Mark 2 .511 .07666 .25554 .69847 .00460 .00135 .0601 

Mark 3 .513 • 07701 '• 25669 .70163 .00462 .00143 .1527 

Mark 4 .508 .07625 .25417 .69544 * .00458 .00147 .2589 

Mark 5 .511 .07671 .26082 .69921 .00460 .00138 .0966 

Mark 6 .508 .07537 . 22377 .58368 .00457 .00132 .1615 

Mark 7 .512 .07029 .22403 .52219 .00604 .00147 .0615 

Mark 8 .504 .07057 .19647 .51233 * .00376 .00157 .0209 

Mark 9 .504 .07289 .23433 .56012 .00510 .00136 .0389 

Mark 10.508 .07581 .25012 .65893 .00336 .00133 .0647 

Mark 11.500 • 07261 . 24770 • 62980 .00455 .00129 .0240 

Mark 12.511 .07541 .24453 .65798 * .00651 .00132 .0404 

* denotes optimal strategy for a given criterion 

We now consider the value of the game when the cost of 
playing is included. It is important to keep in mind 
that an additional implicit strategy is available: not 
betting. This choice has an EMV of 0; when the cost 
of the game (70¢) is considered, it has a higher value 
than the optimal strategy of marking one numeral. Only 
if the bet were less than 52. 5¢ would it be optimal to 
play. For the risk-averse consumer, losing 70¢ has a 
small negative utility, making the utilities for the 
12 strategies less attractive. For an extremely con
servative gabmler, not betting may be optimal. On the 
other hand, for the risk-seeker, who favors high-risk, 
high-payoff strategies, the zero-risk, zero-payoff al
ternative of not betting would not be an optimal one. 
For the thrill-seeker who can afford the 70¢ price, the 
alternative with no probability of winning would not be 
considered. 
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MULTIPLE MARKETING GOALS AND 
MULTIPLE MARKETING INSTRUMENTS 

Beheruz N. Sethna, Clarkson College 

Abstract 

In this paper, the theory of macroeconomic policy is 
applied to the problem of achieving multiple marketing 
goals with multiple marketing instruments. It is shown 
how a rigorous analysis can validate some intuitively 
acceptable marketing beliefs, and how violation of the 
principles can lead to very undesirable results. Some 
major advantages of this approach are that it provides 
a dynamic analysis rather than a comparative-static one 
(i.e., it tells the manager not merely where to go, but 
also how to get there) and that it effectively incor
porates macroeconomic principles into the theory .and 
practice of marketing. 

Introduction 

The marketing manager is often called upon to make 
decisions regarding the allocation of scarce resources 
between two or more marketing instruments in order to 
be able to achieve a certain target. The analysis of 
such a problem is not new to marketing. However when 
there is more than one goal to be achieved, each of 
which is dependent upon a set of marketing instruments, 
the problem is much more complex. 

The theory of economic policy may effectively be used 
to understand and help resolve such problems without 
restricting the form of the function as multivariate 
statistical methods usually require. An additional 
advantage is that it provides a dynamic analysis rather 
than a comparative-static one. The present work is 
essentially an application to marketing of the theory 
of macroeconomic policy in a multiple goal, multiple 
instrument setting. 

Tinbergen, 1 a pioneer of economic policy in a multiple 
goal and instrument context, developed the Tinbergen 
principle, which states that the number of policy 
instruments must be equal to the number of goals if 
all the goals are to be achieved. This applies in the 
context of a fixed target value for each goal, as is 
common in business practice. If the decision-maker can 
make a trade-off between goals, then the instruments 
are only required to be less than or equal to the 
number of goals. This is the case of variable targets, 
as discussed by Tinbergen 2 and by Theil:·~ variable 
targets approach requires the policy maker to be able 
to specify a continuous trade-off function (like the 
utility function) between the two goals. Although 
some trade-off is possible between goals, such a 
"utility function" is difficult (at best) to specify 
in management practice. It is much more probable that 
a manager is required to meet specific fixed target 

1 
Jan Tinbergen, On the Theory of Economic Policy 
(Amsterdam: North Holland, 1951). 

2Jan Tinbergen, Centralization and Decentralization in 
Economic Policy (Amsterdam: North Holland, 1954). 

3Henry Theil, Optimal Decision Rules for Government 
and Industry (Amsterdam: North Holland, 1964). 
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values in particular target or goal areas, such as 
profit ($X per unit), market share (Y%), etc. Con
sequently, the fixed target approach is more relevant 
to the business world. In fact, the fixed targets 
approach is the more-applied one even in actual eco
nomic policy issues. For the above reasons, it is the 
fixed targets situation that is analyzed in this paper. 

A major application ~f the fixed targets approach was 
presented by Mundell.4 Mundell's principle of effec
tive market classification states that policy instru
ments should be aimed at the goals on which they have 
the greatest influence, or, in other words, the 
greatest comparative advantage. In his review of 
Mundell's analysis of this principle in the context of 
the use of monetary and fiscal policy (two instruments) 
to achieve internal and external economic equilibrium 
(two goals), Makin5 has observed that, while Mundell's 
basic principle (mentioned above) seems reasonable 
enough, "It is not immediately obvious that its vio
lation can lead to rather disastrous results." 

In this paper, the above analysis of macroeconomic 
policy will be applied in a marketing context to assist 
in dynamic analysis of the problem of multiple market
ing instruments. The conclusions of the analysis will 
be shown to be consistent with good marketing practice. 
It will also be demonstrated how failure to conform to 
the derived guidelines may lead to "disastrous" (in 
Makin's words) results. 

Analysis 

Consider the case of a brand for which the manager 
must determine the appropriate marketing strategy .. 
There are many instruments of strategy available to the 
manager; any or all of the elements of the marketing 
mix may be used to achieve a particular target or goal. 

In deciding the marketing plan for the brand, the man
ager may allocate resources between the instruments 
depending upon their relative effect on the brand. 
Such an analysis of effects, whether intuitively done 
or based on multivariate analysis, is not new to the 
field of marketing. However, when two or more (some
times conflicting) targets have to be met, the problem 
is much more complex. It is this problem that is 
analyzed here. 

for the purpose of this analysis, consider two 
instruments: 

1. Unit Price (P) of the brand 
2. Advertising expenditure (A) per sales period 
vnly two marketing instruments have been chosen for 
convenience of illustration. The mathematical analysis 

4 R.A. Mundell, "The Appropriate Use of Monetary and 
Fiscal Policy for Internal and External Stability," 
International Monetary Fund, Staff Papers, March, 1962, 
pp. 70-77. 

5John H. Makin, Macroeconomics (Hinsdale, Ill.: The 
Dryden Press, 1975), pp. 460-461. 



is generalized and may be extended to any number of 
instruments (any or all the elements of the marketing 
mix may be used). 

In this paper, the analysis is concerned with the 
meeting of two goals: 

1. Per Unit Profit (C) 

2. Share of Market (at the end of the sales period) (M) 

These two target areas have been chosen because their 
importance, and the frequency of their occurence in bus-
iness practice; and because they often require conflict
ing inputs, which makes the problem more interesting. 
(Over the long term, however, ROI could be negatively 
related to costs, as Buzzell's (1981) evidence ("Are 
There 'Natural' Market Structures?," Journal of Market
~. 45, 1, 42-51) has shown). As in the case of_the 
instruments, the analysis is general and may be extended 
to any number of targets. The only restriction is 
provided by the Tinbergen principle which states that 
where there are fixed target values for policy goals, 
the number of policy instruments must be equal to the 
number of goals if all the goals are to be obtained. 

Suppose that a target profit per unit for the brand is 
set at C* (dollars) and that the desired market share 
is targeted at M*. (These targets may be determined at 
any level of the company.) Each of the two target areas 
are affected by the two marketing instruments mentioned 
above. These may be expressed in a completely general 
form as: 

where: 

c 

M 

f(P,A) 

f(P,A) 

C = Per Unit Profit 

M Market Share 

P Unit Price 

A Advertising Expenditure 

(1) 

(2) 

The partial derivatives of each target area are taken 
with respect to each instrument: 

ac/aP _ cP > o (3) 

ac/aA = cA < o (4) 

Relationships (3) and (4) follow from the definition of 
per unit profit, which increases with an incremental 
increase of P or a decrease of A. 

The partial derivatives for Market Share are: 

aM/aP _ ~ < o 

aM/oA - MA > 0 

(5) 

(6) 

These being partial derivatives, they hold constant 
other elements of the marketing mix and competitive 
reaction to marketing inputs. Relationship (5) also 
assumes a negative relationship between price and quan
tity sold. Relationship (6) assumes that advertising 
does have some positive effect on sales. 

Relationships (3)-(6) are working assumptions only and 
violation of these will not invalidate the procedure, 
only lead to modified results. 
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We may now analyze changes in the equations (1) and (2), 
by taking total derivatives: 

From equation (1), ~C 

From equation (2), ~M 

(oC/oP) ~p + (oC/oA) ~A (7) 

(aM/oP) ~P + (aM/aA) ~ (8) 

When the targets have been achieved for profit and mar
ket share, the manager would not desire any further 
changes in these two target areas, i.e., ~C* = 0 and 
~M* = 0. Equilibrium would then be achieved. This 
state is represented as: 

0 

~M* 0 

(ac/aP) ~P + (ac/aA) ~A 

(3M/3P) ~p + (3M/3A) 6A 

(9) 

(10) 

where C = C* represents achievement of the Profit target 
and M = M* represents achievement of the Market Share 
target. 

The following relationships may then be obtained: 

From equation (9), 6P ac/aA 
~ - ac/aP (11) 

C=C* 

From equation (10), 
~p aM/aA 
~ - oM/aP (12) 

M=M* 

where the left hand side of each relationship (11) and 
(12) represents %.k when C = C* and M = M*, respectively. 

For the purpose of convenience, the symbols Cp, CA, Mp 
and MA will be used to represent the partial derivatives 
(3C/3P), (3C/3A), (3M/3P) and (3M/3A), respectively. 

From relationships (3) and (4), it is evident that 
(CA/Cp) is a negative number, therefore, from equation 
(11): 

~p 

~ 

C=C* 

is a positive number. (13) 

Similarly, from relationships (5) and (6), it is obvious 
that (MA/Mp) is a negative number. Therefore, from 
equation (12): 

~p 

~M 

M=M* 

is a positive number. (14) 

Relationships (13) and (14) are shown graphically below. 

Case 1: Assumes Comparative Advantage for Advertising 
in Affecting Market Share and for Price in 
Affecting Market Share 



FIGURE 1: CASE 1 

M=M* 

C=C* 

l 
Pri"ce 

Advertising _____.. 

In Figure 1, above, the line, C=C*, represents combina
tions of price and advertising that cause the profit 
target to be met. M=M* represents combinations of P and 
A that are consistent with achievement of,the targeted 
market share. The slope of the lines, ~ and 

C=C* 
6PI respectively, are shown to be positive, as rela-
6A M=M* 
tionships (13) and (14) indicated. 

Figure 1 is drawn such that the slope of the M=M* line 
is greater than the slope of the C=C* line: 

~~~M=M* > ~~~c=c* 
For a relatively steep slope of the M=M* line, 
(6P/6A)M=M* is relatively large. This implies that an 
incremental change in advertising has a greater effect 
on market share than does an incremental change in 
price (Relationship 12). Advertising is then said to 
have a comparative advantage in affecting market share. 
This is a result of the relative slopes shown in Figure 
1. The opposite case will be considered later (Case :>· 
Figure 1 and the following analysis assume a comparat~ve 
advantage for A in affecting M and for P in affecting C. 

Figure 1 is divided in four regions, bounded by the 
lines C=C* and M=M*, depending upon whether C and M 
are greater than or less than C* and M*, respectively. 
An explanation of this follows. 

The portion of the figure to the right of and below the 
line C=C* represents C < C* since it is consistent with 
values of p which are lower than that of the value of P 
(for any A) which represents C=C* and values ?f A which 
are higher than the value of A (for any P) wh~ch repre
sents C=C*; and Cp > 0 and CA < 0. Similarly, th: 
region on the other side of C=C* represents C > C · 
Extending this reasoning to the line M=M*, we note that 
the region to the right of and below the line represents 
M > M* and vice versa, since Mp < 0 and MA > 0. 

Thus, each of the four regions bounded by the lines 
C=C* and M=M* may be classified as C ~ and M ~ M*. 
Each of these regions (except for C > C*, M > C* repre
sents a strategy problem for the manager, because one 
or both of the target areas falls short of the target. 

An attempt to bring the "deficient" area on target may 
cause the other one to fall short of the target because 
of the nature of the marketing problem, since what is 
good for market share may be bad for profit and vice 
versa. 

According to the Tinbergen principle, since the manager 
has two targets, C* and M*, and two marketing instru
ments, P and A, under his control, it is possible to 
achieve both targets simultaneously (assuming reasonable 
targets). However, according to Mundell's principle of 
effective market classification, this simultaneous 
achievement (overall equilibrium), though possible, need 
not necessarily be achieved unless his principle if 
followed. Mundell's,principle, repeated here for con
venience, states that instruments should be aimed at 
target areas on which they have the maximum influence 
or comparative advantage. Though this principle seems 
intuitively quite obvious, it is not as obvious that 
violation of the principle may lead to disastrous 
results. These points are illustrated below in the 
context of Figure 1, using a dynamic marketing analysis. 

If, for example, the manager faces a situation where 
both, per unit profit and market share, fall below the 
targeted values (the region indicated by C < C*, M < M*), 
a dilema exists. The need for higher (per unit) profit 
implies cutting back on marketing inputs (decrease 
advertising and increase price), whereas the need for 
higher market share implies ploughing more funds into 
marketing inputs (increase advertising and decrease 
price). According to Tinbergen's principle (according 
to marketing understanding as well), a judicious com
bination of pricing and advertising policies can be 
found so that both targets may be achieved (assuming 
realistic targets), i.e. the combination of PandA 
corresponding to point Q in Figure 1. A comparative
static analysis would be content to state that the use 
of the two instruments can move the brand from any other 
point to Q. Such an analysis tells the manager where to 
go (to Q). 

Mundell's principle is concerned with the dynamic 
analysis--the method to be followed to achieve the 
targets (how to get to the targets). Consider Point W 
where C < C* and M < M*. Since price has the compara
tive advantage in affecting C, Mundell's principle 
would suggest increasing price to that corresponding 
to X where C=C*. Since advertising has the comparative 
advantage in influencing M, the principle would suggest 
that advertising be increased to that corresponding to 
Y (M=M*) so that the brand may be moved from X toY. 
In a similar fashion, by price and.advertising increase. 
In a given marketing situation, it may be more appro
priate to start with an increase in advertising input. 

If however, the principle of effective market classifi
cation is violated, very undesirable results may result. 
If at the starting point W, it is (incorrectly) assumed 
that price has the comparative advantage with respect 
to market share and advertising has the dominant influ
ence on profit, a completely different and disastrous 
path may be followed. In order to increase contribution 
advertising is cut back to a level corresponding to V 
which, in fact, decreases market share. In order to 
increase market share, price is decreased, moving the 
brand far away from the desired target. As before, it 
does not matter which comes first -- the advertising 
cut-back or the price decrease; the result is not an 
expected or desirable one, in spite of the above (not 
intrinsically unsound) marketing strategies. 

It must be emphasized that these results occur because 
of the relative comparative advantages of price and 
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advertising in affecting the two target areas (profit 
and market share) represented by the relative slopes of 
the two lines, C=C* and M=M*, in Figure 1. The oppo
site case would arise if the comparative advantages 
were reversed. This is discussed in Case 2, which 
follows. 

Case 2: Assumes Comparative Advantage for Advertising 
in Affecting Profit and for Price in Affecting 
Market Share 

1 
Price 

FIGURE 2: CASE 2 

C>C* 
M<M* 

C<C>~ 

M>M* 

C=C* 

H=M* 

Advertising-------t• 

Figure 2 shows the case where comparative advantage 
exists for advertising in affecting profit and for 
price in affecting market share. 

Figure 2 is similar to Figure 1, except for the rela·
tive slopes of the C=C* and M=M* lines. Figure  2 
assumes a comparative advantage for price in affecting 
market share and for advertising in affecting profit. 
This is the opposite ~ase to Case 1 (and Figure 1). 

Figure 2 is divided into four regions, bounded by the 
lines C=C* and M=M'', depending upon whether C and M are 
greater than or less than C* and M*, respectively. 
Each one of these regions (except for C > C*, M > M*) 
represents a strategy problem because at least one 
target is not met. Consider, for example, the dilemma 
faced by the manager in the region represented by 
c < C*, M < M* (as was described in Case 1). 

As in Case 1, Mundell's principle of comparative advan
tage is used to suggest a dynamic analysis to achieve 
both targets simultaneously. Since price has t;te 
comparative advantage in influencing market share, and 
advertising in affecting profit, the principle would 
suggest using appropriate price decreases (to increase 
M) combined with appropriate advertising cuts (to 
increase C) so as to move the brand along the path 
W->-X->-Y->-Z, and so on until the targets are met 

(approached) at point Q. (As in Case 1, an advertising 
cut-back may preceed the price decrease.) 

If, however, Mundell's principle is violated, the 
result will be disastrous. If, at the starting point, 
W, price is associated with profit and advertising 
with market share, the advertising input will be 
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increased (in an attempt to increase market share) to 
a level corresponding to V, then price will be increased 
(in an attempt to increase profit), moving the brand 
further and further away from the targets. 

Again, the results of Case 2 are caused by the relative 
comparative advantages of price and advertising in 
influencing profit and market share (i.e. the relative 
slopes of the lines C=C* and M=M*). 

Marketing Implications and Potential Applications 

Two cases were considered in the above analysis: Ad
vertising has the comparative advantage in affecting: 
(1) market share, and (2) profit, respectively. In 
fact, they may be taken as being instances of an entire 
spectrum of cases ranging from an extreme situation 
where the market share is inelastic to price, and 
dominated by advertising and other marketing inputs; 
to the other extreme in which price is the all impor
tant instrument in affecting market share. 

Case 1 assumed that marked share was "dominated" (to a 
greater or lesser extent) by advertising effects and 
price was the less dominant influence. Such cases are 
very common in marketing practice. This is the case of 
the premium product (as seen from a product portfolio 
viewpoint), or the case of a quality product in a pric~ 
insensitive market (viewed as segmentation analysis), 
or the case of the image building task (at initial 
stage(s) in the product lifecycle), etc. The above 
examples (in parentheses) are intended only as instan
ces of potential marketing applications: The theo
retical analysis showed that the appropriate marketing 
strategy, if profit and market share targets are not 
met, are increased prices and advertising in the 
indicated manner. This is consistent with marketing 
judgment. 

Case 2 is representative of the situation in which 
price has the dominant effect on market share and 
advertising has relatively little influence. The mar
keting applications of this case are opposite to the 
ones mentioned above: the standarized product or 
market, or a product in the later stage(s) of the life
cycle. The theoretical analysis indicated that the 
appropriate strategy, if targets were not met, would be 
decrease price and advertising as shown in Figure 2. 
This, too, is consistent with marketing judgment. 

The analysis provides a rigorous theoretical base to 
some commonly held marketing beliefs. Although the 
analysis is a general one, it is not any less prag
matic for that reason. The only parameters required 
for analysis of a specific brand in a particular market 
are the partial derivatives, (Cp, CA, Mp and MA) in the 
cases discussed above. These parameters may be empiri
cally obtained in a given situation. One method for 
obtaining them is to use the regression coefficients 
of a regression analysis with Market Share as the 
dependent variable, for example, and Price and Adver
tising (lagged, if appropriate) as the independent 
variables. (The partial derivatives for profit may be 
obtained from the definition of per unit profit or 
profitability used by the firm.) 

Some conclusions of the analysis which would not have 
been immediately (intuitively) obvious without the 
benefit of this theory are described below: 

(a) The fact that the partial derivatives, Cp, CA, ~ 
and MA are found to be of the appropriate sign in 



an empirical study (Cp > 0, CA, < 0, Mp < 0, 
MA > 0) is no indication that a certain instrument 
should be used to achieve a particular target. 
For instance, the analysis indicates that, even 
if price increases have a positive effect on 
profit and a negative effect on market share, as 
expected, it should not be used as a marketing 
instrument to affect market share unless it has 
the comparative advantage. 

(b) Violation of the principle of effective market 
classification leads to disastrous consequences. 
To continue with the example mentioned in (a), 
above, if price is used as an instrument to 
change market share the brand will move further 
away from its targets. 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the problem of 
multiple goals and multiple instruments in the mar
keting context and to provide a rigorous theoretical 
base for some marketing strategies. The conclusions 
of the theoretical analysis are shown to be consistent 
with marketing judgment. Some conclusions of the 
theory which are not intuitively obvious, and dangers 
of violation of the theoretical principles, are pointed 
out. 

The analysis presented in this paper uses a dynamic 
approach, rather than a comparative-static one. In 
this respect, it adds an additional dimension to the 
solution of such marketing problems. 

This analysis is made possible by incorporating 
theories of macroeconomic policy into a marketing 
framework. The resulting expansion of the boundaries 
of knowledge may well be a major contribution of this 
paper. The procedure described in this paper is a 
general one and may be applied to a number of corporat~ 
social or macro marketing goals. 
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CHARACTERIZING CONSUMER INTEREST THROUGH THE USE OF CANONICAL CORRELATION: 
APPLICATION FOR SMALL BUSINESS 

Kenneth D. Bahn, University of Utah 

ABSTRACT 

This research investigated alternative methods to 
complex models of estimating consumer demand and 
alternative models to those currently being used by 
small business entrepreneurs. The alternative method 
that was employed in this study was canonical 
correlation. This statistical tool produced two 
significant canonical roots, describing four separate 
market segments based on degree of consumer interest 
for a new product. Results from this study suggest 
that, although canonical correlation may have 
practical application in a small business setting, it 
should be used in conjunction with data outputs that 
are less sophisticated. 

INTRODUCTION 

Even though small business entrepreneurs are usually 
equipped with many ideas for starting new businesses, 
extending product lines, or creating services needed 
in the marketplace, often they lack the knowledge of 
how to operationalize their ideas. Consequently, 
their lack of marketing expertise may inhibit their 
ability to bring their offerings to the marketplace. 
Since this phenomena is quite common, there becomes a 
need for the small business entrepreneur to test ideas 
concerning new product offerings among consumers. 

Additionally, since the wants, needs, and desires of 
today' s consumer is ever changing and because the 
failure rate of new businesses is high, marketing 
research to determine the feasibility of newly 
conceived products/businesses is essential. The small 
business entrepreneur, as a rule, does not have a 
variety of tools to use for determining consumer 
demand, forecasting sales, or for test marketing. 
These models are usually used by businesses that are 
well established and with technical understanding of 
sophisticated diffusion models (Mahajan and Muller 
1979). 

Currently, very complex models that are not suited for 
the small business entrepreneur are being tested and 
used extensively in new product planning. For 
example, models for generating and testing of new 
product concepts have been studied and proposed by 
Green and Wind (1975), Pekelman and Sen (1974), and 
Shaker and Sirivasan (1974). Additionally, the 
literature is heavily concentrated in the area of 
pretest market evaluation of new products (Claycamp 
and Liddy 1969; Silk and Urban 1978; Tauber 1977). 
With the widespread use of such models for established 
businesses, alternatives must be generated for the 
less sophisticated small business entrepreneur that 
desires the same types of information, but on a 
smaller scale. Thus, this paper seeks to present 
alternatives to the highly complex decision moes that 
are not very practical for the small business 
entrepreneur. 

Specifically, the purpose of this paper is to present 
a method of estimating consumer demand for a specific 
new product offering by characterizing market segments 
of potential users. This method not only uses 
frequency distributions, a statistical output easily 
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interpreted by the small business entrepreneur, but 
also employs canonical correlation, a statistical 
technique method that may be applicable to small 
businesses. 

The specific objectives of this study are: (1) 
determine the level of interest of each of the seven 
proposed services, (2) examine the functional 
relationship between price (willingness to pay for 
each service) and level of consumer interest, (3) 
develop consumer profiles based on level of interest 
for each of seven services and demographics, and (4) 
develop marketing strategy for introducing the 
proposed product, a consumer information service. 

The product context is a consumer computerized 
information service in which patrons may subscribe to 
any or all of seven services designed to aid in 
purchasing decision that are made daily. The 
services are: 

(1) Shopper's Guide - Information on the best buy 
(i.e., price, brand, location, pertinent 
attributes) will be given for a wide range of 
products based on cost and need that are used by 
a household, excluding groceries. 

(2) Professional Reference Referral information 
will be given for approximately 125 services 
commonly used by consumers. The information 
will be based on the most qualified professional 
in their respective field. 

(3) Simple Tax Service - A service that will compute 
income taxes for those individual who primarily 
use the short form and who do not have many tax 
deductions. 

(4) Complex Tax Service A service that will 
compute income taxes for those individual who 
have many transactions during the year that 
involve income tax consideration. 

(5) Special Dates - This service wi 11 be used by 
those individuals who desire to be reminded of a 
dealine, appointment, or any special occasion. 
The person will receive notice of the date 24 
hours in advance. 

(6) Classified Listing Information will be 
generated by subscribers who wish to seel or buy 
a product or a service, and will be disseminated 
only to subscribers of the service. 

(7) Professional Consultation - Advice will be given 
to consumers by on-staff professional concerning 
difficult decisions made by consumers in the 
marketplace (i.e., life insurance, type of 
automobile, investment plans, etc.) 

METHODOLOGY 

Data were collected from personal 
large western metropolitan area. 
administered to 240 subjects, of 

interviews 
Surveys 

which 225 

in a 
were 
were 



usuable. The sampling frame for this study were both 
males and females. The only constraint was that they 
were members of a household and contributed to 
purchasing decisions involving the family unit. 
Respondents were chosen on the basis of age and sex 
quotas in accordance with the latest census of the 
area. Surveys were collected from various sections 
0f the metropolitan area in order to obtain a 
cross-sectional, representative sample. 

The questionnaire was designed to encompass three 
major areas of interest. The first section consisted 
of variables measuring: (1) level of general 
interest in a service that detailed information of 
"best buys" (conceptual), (2) degree of willingness 
to try new methods that may save the consumer both 
time and money in their daily consumer decision 
making (innovativeness), (3) level of interest for 
each of the seven proposed services. Respondents 
were asked to indicate how intense their interest was 
on a seven-point scale ranging from very uninterested 
to very interested. 

The second area of the questionnaire consisted of: 
(1) categorical measures of "willingness to pay" for 
each of the seven services, and (2) preference for 
how the services would be packaged (i.e., individual 
services only, package only, or the choice of 
subscribing to individual services or as a package, 
for subscription.) The questions concerning pricing 
consisted of three categories. The three categories 
differed for each service, ranging from $12-$25. 
Responding to the package design question was made by 
simply chasing the most preferred method of 
subscribing to the consumer information service. 
Likewise, respondents were asked which price they 
would be willing to pay for each of the seven 
services. 

The third and final section consisted of demographic 
measures. These measures were used to help 
characterize the segments of potential users based on 
information that has been predictive in other similar 
studies of segmenting markets (Bahn 1982). 

TABLE 

FREQUENCIES OF INTEREST 

Levels* 

Variables (1) (2) (3) 

General Interest 10%(22) 4%(9) 3%(6) 
General Innovativeness 5%(12) 3% (7) 6% (13) 
Shoppers' Guide 13%(28) 8%(19) 10%(22) 
Professional Reference 14%(32) 10% (23) 9%(21) 
Tax Service-Simple 28%(62) 11%(24) 14%(31) 
Tax Service-Complex 40%(88) 13%(29) 15%(33) 
Special Dates 47%(105) 14%(31) 9%(21) 
Classified Listing 23%(52) 9%(20) 10%)23) 
Professional Consultation 22%(50) 12%(28) 14%(31) 

DATA ANALYSIS 

This paper will present these findings and 
demonstrate procedures for consumer demand and 
characterizing segments of potential users and 
non-users through the use of canonical correlation. 
This statistical tool is especially desirable for 
analyzing criterion variables (interest levels of 
each service) and predictor variables (demographics) 
where both are sets of assumed continuous measures. 
Interpretation from the output of canonical 
correlation may be useful to this small business 
entrepreneur in determining: (1) number of consuemr 
segments that are intersted as well as not interested 
in the service (as represented by the number of 
signficant canonical roots, and by the signs of the 
canonical coefficients), and (2) consumers profiles 
based upon the strength of correlation between level 
of interest of the services and demographics. 

In addition, a series of t-tests were used to 
determine the difference among means (averages) 
between levels of interest for each service and its 
corresponding willigness to pay data. These two 
analyses should help to delineate: (1) which 
demographic variables are useful for segmenting those 
that are interested in the services from those who 
are not interested, and (2) the prices that should be 
charged for each of the seven services. 

The use of canonical correlation by the small 
business entrepreneur should be beneficial in that it 
is relatively easy to interpret the output. Further, 
the output from canonical correlations willdescribe 
market segment of interested consumers from those who 
are not interest. The market segments will be 
designed in terms of demographics and price 
sensitivity, variables that contribute to planning 
market entry strategy. Thus, the use of canonical 
correlation and t-tests should enhance the tools 
already available (i.e., gut feelings, frequency 
information) to the small business entrepreneur for 
estimating consumer demand and characterizing market 
segments of potential users from non-users. 

1 

LEVELS AND SERVICES 

(4) (5) (6) (7) Means 

16%(35) 20%(44) 17%(38) 30%(66) 5.04 
12% (2 7) 22%(49) 22%(49) 29%(65) 5.26 
18%(39) 24%(54) 11%(24) 17%(37) 4.31 
13% (20) 18% (41) 16%(37) 19%(42) 4.33 
13%(30) 12%(26) 10%(23) 13% (38) 3.51 
12%(26) 10%(22) 4%(9) 7% ( 15) 2.78 

8%(19) 9% (21) 6% (14) 6%(14) 2.64 
22%(50) 14%(32) 12%(26) 10%(22) 3.69 
19%(43) 18%(40) 6%(14) 8%(19) 3.50 

*l=very uninterested; 2-uninterested; )=moderately uninterested; 4=neutral; 5=moderately interested; 
6=interested; ?=very interested. 
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FINDINGS 

Table 1 presents frequency distributions and means 
for the variables consisting of general interest, 
general innovativeness, and the seven proposed 
services. The services reporting the highest means 
are professional reference and shopper's guide, while 
the mean responses for general interest in the 
concept of the consuemr information service, and 
general innovativeness to new ideas are very 
positive. Also, if the intervals neutral to very 
interested (4-7) are summed, then each of the seven 
services show a more favorable interest level than 
merely considering their means. This is an important 
concept for a small business enterpreneur that wishes 
to capture from 5%-10% of the market. Obviously, 
there is not a direct link between degree of interest 
and overt behavior, but interest is still an 
'important variable when investigating behavior. 
Findings from Table 1 suggest there is a general 
interest in each of the seven services with the least 
interest in special dates and the most interest in 
professional reference and shopper's guide. 

In addition to the results presented in Table 1 , the 
following findings are summarized: 

91% of those people interviewed said that they 
would pay $30 for the Shopper's guide. 

84% of the people said that they would pay $15 
for Professional reference, while 16% said that 
they would pay $20 or more. 

Of those people surveyed, 93% would pay $20 for 
the simple tax service while 17% said that they 
would pay $35 or higher for the complex tax 
service. 

88% will pay $12 for the special dates service, 
while 21% said that they would pay $16 or higher 
for the classified listing. 

23% of those people interviewed said that they 
would pay $35 or greater for professional 
consultation. 

64% of the people interviewed said that they 
wish to have the choice of subscribing to the 
service as a package or as individual services. 

There were 126 males (56%) and 99 females (44%) 
interviewed. 

76% were married, and 81% had between 0-3 
children. 

66% of the 
background 
home. 

people interviewed 
to be urban, while 

consider 
68% own 

their 
their 

42% have a 
32% have 
graduates, 

high school education or below, while 
some college, 20% are college 

and 5% have graduate degrees. 

Occupational status was below the national 
average (mean 71), the mean for this sample was 
69. 51 people were categorized as 66 (e.g., 
salesman, housewife, student, wholesaler, 
retired). 

Age categories were devised by the latest census 
data and produced an evenly distributed sample 
according to percent of each category (the 
categories were: 18-24, 25-34,35-44, 45-54, 
55-64, 65+). 
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37% read news magazines, 45% read Reader's 
Digest, 6% read Playboy, 6% read glamour 
magazines, and 20% read family home magazines. 

Easy listening music is the most popular (31%), 
followed by contemporary popular (27%), and 
western (20%). 

17% of those people surveyed do not read the 
newspaper, while 25% read for 30 minutes, and 
11% read for 60 minutes. 

The average income for this sample is $17,500, 
with 20% having an income in the range of 
$20,000 to $24,999. 

The purpose of collecting these data (represented as 
percentages from frequency distributions) gives the 
small business entrepreneur immediate interpretable 
outcomes describing: (1) those people interested in 
the proposed concept and services, (2) demographic 
information pertinent to strategy planning, and (3) 
number of people willing to pay for these services. 

Table  2  presents t-test results for the difference of 
means between the categorical variable, willingness 
to pay, with respect to the interest levels of the 
individual services, a set of continuous variables. 
Seven individual t-tests were performed producing 
four of seven variables significant at the .OS level. 
This table reports whether price charged for a 
specific service is a determining factor for degree 
of interest. The following variables were 
significant and do demonstrate that price 
(operationally defined as willingness to pay) 
contributes to levels of interest; shopper's guide, 
simple tax service, special dates, and classified 
listing. When comparing the results from Table 1 and 
Table 2 , it is noted that some services become more 
attractive to a segment of the market based on price 
that this segment is willing to pay. 

Table 3 depicts the results of the canonical 
correlations between general interest, general 
innovativeness, and level of interest for each of the 
seven services with demographic measures. There were 
two significant roots extracted from the analysis 
which represents as many as four different market 
segments. Using an artibrary cutoff point of .30 or 
greater, which represents strength of correlation, 
root l produced 10 variables of importance, while 
root 2 produced 7 variables of importance for 
characterizing market segments. 

DISCUSSION 

Conclusions will be directly related to the specific 
objectives of this study. The first objective of 
this study was to estimate the level of interest for 
each of the seven services as it pertains to consumer 
demand; this will be accomplished by: (1) 
interpreting the general frequencies, and (2) 
examining the t-test results. 

After careful consideration of the data reported in 
Table 1 , the most enlightening outcome is that people 
that were surveyed are first, moderately interested 
in trying new methods that will save them time and 
money. Second, they are interested in the concept of 
this new product offering. Third, professional 
reference, shopper's guide, and classified listing 
have the highest levels of interest, with special 
dates having the lowest level of interest. Yet, if 
categories 4-7 (interest levels) are considered, then 
the shopper's guide, professional reference, 



TABLE 2 

DIFFERENCE OF MEANS BETWEEN LEVEL OF INTEREST AND WILLINGNESS TO PAY 

Means* 
Variables Group 1** 

Shoppers' Guide 4.87 (143) 
Professional Reference 4.84 (128) 
Tax Service-Simple 4.22 (127) 
Tax Service-Complex 3.12 (108) 
Special Dates 3.03 (120) 
Classified Listing 4.10 (116) 
Professional Consultation 4.09 (111) 

*Means= level of interest for the specific services range 1 to 7. 
**Group 1 Shoppers' Guide, 30; Group 2 = $35 -$40 

Group 1 Professional Reference, 15; Group 2 = $20-$25 
Group 1 Tax Service-Simple, $20; Group 2 = $25-$30 
Group 1 Tax Service-Complex, $30; Group 2 = $35-$40 
Group 1 Special Dates, $12; Group 2 = $16-$20 
Group 1 Classified Listing, $12; Group 2 = $16-$20 
Group 1 Professional Consultation, $25; Group 2 = $35-$45 

TABLE 3 

Group 2 Significance 

5. 71 (14) .020 
5.54 (24) .055 
4.90 (10) .330 
4.27 (22) .019 
5.06 (16) .000 
5.13 (30) .006 
4.53 (32) .259 

CANONICAL CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SERVICES AND DEMOGRAPHICS 

Variables 

Criterion Set 

General Interest 
General Innovativeness 
Shoppers' Guide 
Professional Reference 
Tax Service-Simple 
Tax Service-Complex 
Special Dates 
Classified Listing 
Professional Consultation 

Predictor Set 

Gender (Female=l; Male=2) 
Marital Status (Single=l; Married =2) 
Number of Children (0-1-1;2-3=2;4-6=3;6+=4) 
Background (Rural=l; Urban=2) 
Housing (Own=l; Rent=2) 
Education (High School=l; Some College=2; 

College Grad=3;Masters/Ph.D.=4) 
SES (1973 NORC Occupational Prestige Scale) 
Age 
News Magazines 
Reader's Digest 
Playboy 
Glamour Magazine 
Women's Magazines 
Radio Programming (Rock=l; Contemporary=2; Talk Shows=3; 

Easy Listening=4; Country Western=5) 
Nespaper Readership 
Income (Under 7,000=1' 7-9,000=2; 10-14,999=3; 

15-19,999=4; 20-24,999=5; 25-29,999=6; 
30-34,999=7; 35+=8) 
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Canonical Loadings 

Root I 

.17 
-.52 

.75 
-.70 
-.35 

.06 

.24 
-.39 

.02 

-.26 
-.13 

.10 
-.21 

.32 

.26 

.55 

.55 

.06 
-.32 
-.12 

.11 
-.05 

-.23 
-.21 

-.10 

Root II 

-.21 
.01 
.06 
.16 

-.67 
.52 
.52 
.28 
.90 

.08 
-.31 
-.10 
-.05 
-.06 

-.02 
.62 

-.22 
.25 

-.37 
.14 
.29 
.18 

.15 

.26 

-.43 



classified listing, and professional consultation 
have over 50% of the respondents in the range from 
neutral to very interested. These percentages of 
interest levels would certainly be indicative of a 
viable market given that marketing strategies be 
created to transform interest to overt behavior. 

When Table 2 is considered, those people that were 
interested in the complex tax service are willing to 
pay $35 and above, while those people who were 
interested in special dates are willing to pay $16 or 
above. The same is true of classified listing, those 
showing a relatively moderate interest are willing to 
pay $16 or above. Even though this segment is 
relatively small, findings suggest that degree of 
interest was higher for those people willing to pay 
more. This indicates to the small business 
entrepreneur that given a specific price (higher), 
there is a market segment that may be very interested 
in the new product offering. These findings also 
suggest that different pricing strategies be 
considered. 

The major conclusion is that, each of the services 
are warranted, some received higher interest levels 
than othe'rs. The results from these two analyses 
suggests that all services be offered in the 
marketplace, realizing that patrons will probably 
subscribe to individual services, in which they are 
most interested based upon a priority structure that 
is attractive to them. 

The second objective of this study was to determine 
the amount that consumers are willing to pay for each 
service. Again, this objective will be analyzed by 
examining the data presented in Table 2 as well as 
the frequency data for pricing of the services. This 
data will help the small business entrepreneur 
forecast sales which in turn will contribute to his 
understanding of potential success in the 
marketplace. One caveat should be offered at this 
point, namely, that frequency of failure to answer 
these questions are interpreted as: (1) not enough 
interest to pay for the service, (2) that they would 
pay less than was indicated by the categories, and 
(3) that they choose not to think about the pricing 
question. Each of these alternatives is certainly a 
possible outcome. 

The shoppers' guide had 91% who said that they would 
be willing to pay $30; professional reference had 14% 
say that they would pay $20; tax service-simple, 93% 
would pay $20; tax service-complex, 17% said that 
t~ey would pay $35 and above; special dates, 12% said 
tha~ they would pay $16 and above; classified 
listing, 21% said that they would pay $16 and above, 
and 23% said that they would pay $35 and above. This 
information is of practical use to the small business 
entrepreneur when planning pricing strategy for 
entering the marketplace. 

Based on this data, the data from Table 2 , and 
projected break-even dollars for each service, the 
following prices should be: 

Shopper's Guide 
-Professional Reference 
Tax Service-Simple 
Tax Service-Complex 
Special Dates 
Classified Listing 
Professional Consultation 

$32.50 
$20.00 
$20.00 
$37.50 
$16.00 
$18.00 
$40.00 

The third major area of concern is developing 
consumer profiles based on the correlations between 
level of interest and deographics. One must remember 
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that when interpreting canonical correlation, the 
signs are arbitrary and indicate different market 
segments (Tabl e 3 ). Therefore, four different market 
segments can be distinguished by the two significant 
roots that were extracted from the analysis. Root 1 
- Those people that are interested in the shopper's 
guide are male, own their home, have fairly high 
occupational ratings, read Reader's Digest, and are 
older. Another segment are those people who are 
female, do not read Reader's Digest, are not very 
willing to change (innovativeness) and they have a 
very low interest in the following services; 
professional reference, simple tax service, and 
classified listing. Root 2 - Those consumers who are 
very interested in ~omplex tax service, and 
professional consultation are married, high 
occupational status, and read Reader's Digest, while 
those people who are single, don't read Reader's 
Digest, and have a low income are not very interested 
in the simple tax service. 

Generally, the target market appears to be those 
individuals, above average in occupational status who 
are older males, that own their homes, of better than 
average income, have an interest in the shopper's 
guide, professional reference, complex tax service, 
classified listing, and professional consultation. 
In addition to having a high interest in the 
preceding services, the target market appears to be 
willing to adopt new products that enter the market 
place. 

If the market segments described by the use of 
canonical correlation are viable, and they appear to 
be, then this method of analyzing potential users 
from non-users of new product offerings, may be an 
alternative that small business entrepreneurs should 
consider. Moreover, strategy for aiming promotion at 
specific segments is readily interpretable from 
canonical correlation. 

Canonical correlation does a good job of matching 
market segments as described by demographics with 
likely interest levels of new product offerings. 
However, this model of market segment delineation 
appears to be indicative of qualitatively describing 
potential users, rather than a precise method of 
estimating demand. Therefore, the use of canonical 
correlation should be a tool that is used in 
conjunction with statistical techniques currently 
being used by small business entrepreneurs to analyze 
consumer demand of new innovations. 

SUMMARY 

This study looked at the feasibility of using 
alternative analytical tools for estimating consumer 
demand for a new product being introduced in the 
marketplace. The product is designed to bridge the 
information gap between consumers and merchants, by 
providing consumers with the most complete 
information possible. This information base will 
help in daily consumer decision making. 

Generally, the interest level for each of the seven 
services was moderately high, which can be considered 
favorable for introducing this consumer information 
service. The rationale for this conclusion is based 
on the fact that individuals who were surveyed had 
very little information on which to base their 
interest for the services. The outcomes were 
expressed as a positive interest in the concept as 
well as the individual services. 

The analysis using canonical correlation produced two 
signficant roots, which can be viewed as four 



separate market segments. These four segments would 
be the focus of most promotional activity designed to 
build awareness of this new innovation in the 
marketplace. This analysis, in conjunction with the 
frequency distributions, and t-test provide small 
business entrepreneurs with tools that are compatible 
and descriptive of consumer reactions to a new 
product. 

Future research should look 
alternative statistical tools 

more closely at 
for small business 

entrepreneurs when estimating consumer demand for new 
products. Specifically future research should 
investigate levels of understanding of these 
suggested tools for estimating consumer demand with 
small business managers. There is a need for the 
small business manager to have access to such 
techniques to aid in their strategy planning for new 
offerings in the marketplace. 
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AWARENESS, USAGE, AND PERCEPTION OF SMALL BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION'S COUNSELING PROGRAMS 

Venkatakrishna V. Bellur, Niagara University 

Abstract 

Small Business play a vital role in the economic well 
being of the U.S. To assist small business owners/ 
operators, federal government passed the Small Business 
Act in 1953. Passage of this act was responsible for 
the creation of the U.S. Small Business Administration 
(SBA). One of the major areas of assistance to the 
small business owners/operators provided by the SBA is 
management and technical assistance. Under this pro
gram, the SBA provides both in-house and outside coun
seling. The in-house counseling to small business 
owners/operators is provided by the management assis
tance staff (MAS), and the outside counseling by the 
SCORE/ACE counselors and the Small Business Institute 
(SBI). Awareness plays an extremely important role in 
the usage of the counseling services provided by the 
SBA. This study was, therefore, designed to determine 
primarily the awareness, usage, and perception of the 
counseling programs and the areas in which they were 
used. Analysis of the data provided by 86 small busi
nesses located in Michigan revealed that the awareness 
was "poor." Perception of the counseling programs was 
rated as "about average", and most had "never used" 
the available services. Counseling was mostly received 
in the areas of accounting, finance, marketing, and 
marketing research. Any attempt by the SBA to reorga
nize the counseling programs must investigate the 
reasons for not using the programs. Based on the re
sults of such an investigation, corrective steps 
must be taken to design and deliver effective counse
ling. 

Introduction 

Free enterprise economy of the U.S. is dominated by 
large corporations. Between 1950-72 total assets held 
by 100 largest of the firms increased from 39.7 per
cent to 47.6 percent. "According to James M. Folsom, 
of the FTC, mergers were directly responsible for this 
increase. This means that many small businesses were 
swallowed up by larger firms or else found it impos
sible to compete in markets that came under the 
increasing dominance of economically stronger larger 
firms" [SBA 1978 Annual Report, p. 4]. Inspite of 
this changing scene in the U.S. small business environ
ment, it is surprising to note that the small busines
ses account for more than 50 percent of all private 
employment, 43 percent of the gross national product 
(GNP) and over one-half of all inventions [President 
Carter]. To further aggravate the problem of competi
tion between big and small businesses, inflation also 
takes a toll on small business. "Dun & Bradstreet 
figures offer more evidence of the damage. More than 
5,500 companies, mostly small, have failed in this 
recession, and at a rate more than 14 percent above 
the rate in the early part of the 1973-75 recession" 
[Nag]. 

Recognizing the importance of small businesses in pro
viding employment in the private sector, and contribu
tion to GNP and inventions, federal government passed 
the Small Business Act in 1953. The primary objective 
of this legislation was to slow down the growing con
centration of big businesses by assisting the small 
ones. Passage of this act was responsible for the 
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creation of an administration unit, which is familiarly 
known to the small owners/operators and the academic 
community as the U.S. Small Business Administration 
(SBA). The three major. areas of assistance to the small 
business owner/operator provided by the SBA are: 
(1) financial assistance; (2) management and technical 
assistance; and (3) assisting in processing govern
ment contracts. 

Ever increasing interest in the welfare of the small 
businesses led to the passage of a bill by the u.s. 
Congress in 1947 providing for the employment of a full
time advocate of small business [Baumback and Lawyer, 
p. 33]. Continued concern over the status of small 
businesses was reflected in the "White House Conferen
ce on Small Business," held during January 1980. This 
conference was preceded by "Regional Conferences" and 
"Open Forums" in all 50 states. Areas of concern dis
cussed during the conference were: (1) capital forma
tion and retention; (2) relief from government regu
lations; (3) innovation and productivity; (4) minority 
business development; (5) equal access to justice; 
and (6) government reform. The conference seems to 
have either overlooked or ignored counseling programs 
essential for organizing and successfully operating 
small businesses. 

One of the major areas of assistance provided by the 
SBA to the small business owners/operators emphasizes 
management and technical assistance. The Office of 
Management Assistance is responsible for offering 
management and technical assistance or counseling to 
small businesses. Counseling programs provided to most 
small businesses may be grouped under three major 
categories: (1) Management Assistance, in-house coun
seling by SBA staff member (MAS); (2) Service Corps 
of Retired Executives (SCORE)/Active Corps of Executi
ves (ACE); and the Small Business Institute (SBI). 

The MAS counseling consists of helping the potential 
borrower in doing the needed paper-work and assessing 
the viability of the proposed/existing business/busi
ness plan(s). The SCORE/ACE counseling involves indi
viduals with substantial business experience and aca
demic background. Individuals belonging to the SCORE/ 
ACE groups provide voluntary service, and cost nothing 
to the small business owner/operator or potential 
borrower. The SBI provides counseling to the small 
business owner/operator at no cost. Since the SBI pro
gram uses students supervised by qualified university 
faculty members, the benefit is mutual. Students in
volved in the counseling program learn the practical 
aspects of operating business and the small business 
owner/operator gets free counseling. Popularity of 
these programs can be evidenced by the number of 
individuals and universities involved in counseling. 
The combined membership of SCORE and ACE in the U.S. 
is estimated at 8,650 and the number of chapters is 
now in excess of 340 [SCORE/ACE, p.2]. The number of 
universities participating in the SBI was 460 during 
1978. Available data show that the MAS provided face
to face counseling to over 210,543 small firms during 
1978. Number of cases handled by the SBis increased 
from 8,000 in 1977 to 8,600 in 1978. The Score and ACE 
counseling program is also expanding at a rapid rate 
and the volunteers provided services to 43 percent more 
small businesses in 1978 compared to 1977 [SBA 1978 



Annual Report, pp. 1, 15]. 

It is vital to recognize, that although counseling pro
grams are expanding and offering services to more 
businesses, very little or no effort has been made by 
the SBA to assess the perception and effectiveness of 
the programs. According to the information available 
to the author, only one study, a study conducted by 
the Rockville Counseling Group, Inc., investigated the 
SBA client activities for the years 1973-78. The major 
objective of the study was to measure the effective
ness of counseling and training programs, including 
their impact on small business participants. Results 
of the study indicated that all of the SBA Counseling 
programs--MAS, SCORE/ACE, and SBI are good for experi
enced business people [Highlight Report, pp. 1-12]. 

Problem Statement and Objectives 

The only study made to date by Rockville Consulting 
Group, Inc., at the request of the SBA concentrated 
on measuring the effectiveness of couseling programs. 
According to the information available to the author 
no study seems to have been made to determine the 
awareness, usage, and perception of the counseling 
programs. This study was, therefore, designed primarily 
to determine: (1) whether the small business owners/ 
operators were aware of the counseling programs, fre
quency of usage, and the areas in which counseling 
services were used; (2) perception of the MAS, SCORE/ 
ACE, and SBI programs; (3) demographic, socioeconomic, 
and geographic characteristics of the owners/operators 
and the business; and (4) to determine relationship 
between usage and the demographic and socioeconomic 
characteristics of owners/operators and the business. 

Research Procedure 

A six-page questionnaire was used to gather data needed 
to accomplish the objectives of the study. Questions 
used in the study were related to awareness of the 
counseling programs, frequency of usage, areas in which 
the counseling services were used, and demographic, 
socioeconomic, and geographic characteristics of the 
owner/operator and the business. Questions on the 
demographic and social characteristics of owner/opera
tor were: sex, age, education, number of years in 
business, and the number of years in the present busi
ness. The geographic variable was included in the 
questionnaire to determine the proximity of the busi
ness owner /opera"tor to the S BA office and the SCORE/ 
ACE counselors. It is reasonable to assume that the 
closer the owner/operator, the greater the opportuni
ties to use the available services. Questions on demo
grapric and economic characteristics were intended to 
ascertain type of business and annual business volume. 
To determine the perception of counseling programs 
several attitudinal statements were included in the 
questionnaire. 

Business Loan Approved Listing in the U.S. Small Busi
ness Administration 1978 Annual Report was used to 
select 300 businesses located in Michigan at random. 
Each of the 300 randomly selected businesses were con
tacted by phone to inform that they will be getting a 
questionnaire on counseling programs, and were reques
ted to complete the questionnaire and return it at 
their earliest convenience. Furthermore, the correct 
address of the business and the name of the person to 
whom the questionnaire was to be mailed was also 
obtained. 

Following the telephone conversation a total of 300 
questionnaires along with a letter requesting respon-
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dent's cooperation and a self-addressed envelope were 
mailed during May-June, 1980. A total of 86 responses 
representing approximately 29 percent response rate 
were received during July 1980. Data provided by the 
small business owners/operators were coded, tabulated, 
and analyzed. 

Findings 

Awareness, Frequency of Usage, and the Area 
in which Couseling Received 

If small business owners/operators were to use the 
counseling services provided by the SBA, he/she must 
have a knowledge of the counseling programs available. 
It is reasonable to expect that everyone who has gone 
through the SBA office for a business loan must be 
aware of the MAS. Consequently, questions pertaining 
to awareness of SCORE/ACE and SBI student counselors 
were asked. Responses to the SCORE/ACE and SBI counse
ling programs were provided by 81 and 79 businesses, 
respectively. Of this number, 10 businesses represen
ting 12 percent of the response were aware of the 
SCORE/ACE counseling programs, but had never used the 
services. Only 6 businesses, representing approximately 
8 percent of the response had heard about SBI student 
counseling, but had never used it. These results show 
that awareness of the two counseling programs is poor, 
and even those that are aware do not make use of them. 

Given that every small business owner/operator is aware 
of the counseling programs, it is interesting to deter
mine the frequency of usage of the service available at 
no cost to the business. To determine the frequency of 
usage, a question was asked for each of the three coun
seling programs. Respondents answering the question on 
frequency of usage were as follows: (1) MAS, 81; 
(2) SCORE! ACE, 81; (3) SBI, 79. Frequency of usage for 
each program was as follows. 

1. MAS--never used, 78 percent; used only once, 17 
percent; used more than once, 5 percent. 

2. SCORE/ACE--never used, 74 percent; used only once, 
17 percent; used more than once, 9 percent. 

3. SBI--never used, 81 percent; used only once, 13 
percent; used more than once, 6 percent. 

Responses to frequency of usage show that only a 
small number of businesses use the services available 
to them at no cost. Reasons for such a poor pattern 
should be looked into and corrective steps must be 
taken, if needed, to deliver the available services to 
the small business owner/operator in a more effective 
manner by reorganizing the counseling programs. 

Not only the frequency of usage plays an important role 
in designing and delivering counseling programs but 
also the area in which the assistance should be provi
ded is equally important. To ascertain the area in 
which the assistance is needed most, a question was 
asked. Responses to the question are presented in 
table 1. 

It can be seen in table 1 that most received counseling 
services in the area of accounting, finance, marketing, 
and marketing research. It may, therefore, be necessary 
to concentrate SBA's efforts in providing counseling 
in these areas. 



TABLE 1 
AREAS IN WHICH THE COUNSELING WAS RECEIVED 

Area MAS SCORE/' ACE 

(percent) 
Accounting/finance 37 43 
Marketing/marketing 

research 37 43 
Office /plant management 10 
Other 16 14 

Total 100 100 
n=l9 n=l4 

n=Number of responses 

Perception of Couseling Programs 

SBI 

74 

26 

100 
n=23 

Individuals and organizations providing services should 
know how the recepients perceive the services provided. 
To measure perception of the SBA's counseling programs 
several attitudinal statements were included in the 
questionnaire. The respondents were to check one of the 
five responses ranging from "outstanding" to "poor" to 
express how they perceived the services provided by 
the MAS and SCORE/ACE counselors. Perception of the 
services provided indicated by checking the items is 
shown in table 2. 

Data related to the perception of the MAS and SCORE/ACE 
counselors by small business owner/operator reflects 
that those responding to attitudinal statements percei
ve them as "about average". Any effort on the part of 
the SBA to recognize the counseling programs must care
fully consider the qualification/experience of the 
individials involved in counseling programs. 

Question on perception was further extended to deter
mine what the small business owners/operators percei
ved as important in the SCORE/ACE counselors. Results 
of responses given are shown in table 3. 

Data presented in table 3 indicates that although a 
small number of owners/operators answered the question, 
the majority stated that the SCORE/ACE counselors were 
"not lacking" in factors perceived as important. 

Two questions were asked to assess how the owners/ 
operators perceived the SBI program in relation to 
SCORE/ACE counseling. When asked how the individual 
rated the SBI program supervised by university faculty 
members, 18 responded. The following breakdown provides 
an analysis of the responses: (1) excellent, 5; 
(2) very good, 3; (3) good, 5; (4) fair, 1; and 
(5) poor, 4. Arithmetic mean of the rating was 2.78. 
This indicates that most owners/operators of small 
businesses perceived SBI programs as "good". 

Question on comparison of SCORE/ACE and SBI programs 
was answered by 10 businesses. Analysis of the respon
ses about the effectiveness of SBI counseling relative 
to SCORE/ACE resulted in the following breakdown: 
(1) much more effective, 2; (2) somewhat more effec
tive, 3; (3) about the same, 1; (4) somewhat less 
effective, 1; and (5) much less effective, 3. Arithme
tic mean of the rating which was 3.00 shows that the 
respondents perceived both the SBI and SCORE/ACE 
counseling programs "about the same". 
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Demograph:.l.c, Soc:.l.al, and Geographic Characterist;i:cs 
of Owner /Operator 

Knowledge regarding the demographic, social, and geo
graphic characteristic of the small business owner/ 
operator is essential to formulate and implement coun
seling strategies to better serve the clientele. 
Questions on the age, sex, education, number of years 
in business and the present business, and the proxi
mity to the SBA office and SCORE/ACE counselors were, 
therefore, included in the questionnaire. 

Responses to the question on sex were provided by 78 
individuals. Of this number, 69 or approximately 88 
percent were male, and the rest, accounting for 9 or 
12 percent were female. This reflects the need for 
developing more aggressive policies to attrack more 
women into small business. 

Seventy-eight entrepreneurs provided answers to the 
question on age. Analysis of the data on the basis of 
age groups resulted in the following breakdown: 
(1) 25-34 years, 14 percent; (2) 35-44 years, 42 
percent; (3) 45-54 years, 31 percent; and (4) 55 
years/over, 13 percent. Results related to the age show 
that the majority of small business owners/operators, 
representing approximately 73 percent of the responses, 
fall into the "middle age" group. 

Answers to the question on educational level were given 
by 79. The following represents a breakdown of the data 
pertaining to educational level: (1) some highschool, 
4 percent; (2) highschool graduate, 21 percent; (3) 
(3) some college, 32 percent; (4) college graduate, 21 
percent; (5) postgraduate, 14 percent; and (6) vocatio
nal training, 8 percent. Results on education reveals 
that approximately 88 percent were highschool and col
lege educated. 

When asked about the number of years in business, and 
the business owned/operated at the time of this study 
a total of 79 and 78 responses, respectively, were 
obtained. Analysis of the responses resulted in the 
following breakdown: Years in business--(!) 5 years/ 
less, 32 percent; (2) 6 to 10 years, 24 percent; and 
(3) 11 years/over, 54 percent. Years in the business 
owned/operated at the time of this study--(1) 5 years/ 
less, 49 percent; (2) 6 to 10 years, 20 percent; and 
(3) 11 years/over, 31 percent. This indicated that 
the majority of small business owners/operators were 
in business for over 5 years. 

Proximity to the SBA office and SCORE/ACE counselors 
to the clients to be served may be important in using 
the counseling services available. Two questions were, 
therefore, included in the questionnaire to determine 
how far the small business owners/operators lived from 
the SBA office and the SCORE/ACE counselors. Answers 
to the questions on the distance between SBA office 
and the SCORE/ACE counselors was provided by 55 and 
37 individuals, respectively. Brealdown of the distan
ce between the respondents and SBA office and SCORE/ 
ACE counselors was as follows. 

Distance between SBA office and respondent--
(!) 50 miles/less, 65 percent; (2) 50 to 99 miles, 
12 percent; (3) 100 to 149 miles, 10 percent; and 
(4) 150 miles/over, 13 percent. 

Distance between SCORE/ACE counselors and respondent-
(!) 50 miles/less, 57 percent; (2) 50 to 99 miles, 
16 percent; (3) 100 to 149 miles, 5 percent; and 
(4) 150 miles/over, 22 percent. 



TABLE 2 
PERCEPTION OF THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE MAS AND SCORE/ACE COUNSELORS 

Statement 
OS VG AA 

1. Knowledge of federal and state 
regulations 3 8 11 

2. Business knowledge in general 2 9 7 
3. Asistence in planning for success-

ful operation of the business 2 12 6 
4. Personal touch 5 6 12 
5. Counselor's rating 2 10 12 

OS=outstanding; VG=very good; AA=about average; BA=below 

TABLE 3 
FACTORS PERCEIVED AS IMPORTANT BUT WERE 

LACKING IN SCORE/ACE COUNSELING 

Factor perceived 
as important 

Interest 
Availability 
Concern 
Knowledge of my 
business 
Business knowledge 
in general 
Friendliness 
Good organization 

Not 
impor
tant 

Not Somewhat 
lacking lacking 

10 
9 1 
8 2 

5 4 

6 2 
9 1 
7 2 

Notice
ably 
lacking 

1 
1 

2 

3 

Results of the analysis revealed that the majority lived 
within a couple of hours drive from the SBA office and 
SCORE/ACE counselors. It is reasonable, therefore, to 
conclude that distance did not act as a deterent in 
using the counseling programs. 

Type of Business Operated and Annual Business Volume 

Type of business owned/operated by the entreprepreneurs 
was classified into four categories. A total of 79 
indiviruals answered the question and the following 
represents a breakdown of the type of business: 
(1) retailing, 40 percent; (2) wholesaling, 6 percent; 
(3) manufacturing/processing, 22 percent; and 
(4) service industries, 32 percent. These figures reveal 
that the majority of small businesses are in the area 
of retailing, service, and manufacturing/processing. 

Responses to the question on annual business volume 
were provided by 79 individuals. Distribution of annual 
business volume was as follows: (1) less than $500,000, 
51 percent; (2) $500,000 to $1000,000, 18 percent; and 
(3) $1000,000/over, 31 percent. This shows that more 
than two-thirds of the small businesses grossed less 
than $1000,000 annually, with the majority grossing less 
than $500,000. 

Relationship between usage of counseling programs and 
the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of 
small business owners/operators and businesses is pre
sented in table 4. 

MAS SCORE/ACE 

BA p MR OS VG AA BA p MR 

2 4 2.80 3 6 9 2 1 2.62 
5 5 3.07 2 9 7 1 1 2.50 

2 8 3.07 1 7 11 1 1 2.71 
4 3 2.80 1 10 8 3 2.59 

6 2.93 3 9 9 1 2.41 

average; p=poor; MR=mean rating. 

Data presented in table 4 indicate clearly that the 
majority of small business owners/operators have 
"never used" the counseling services provided by the 
MAS, SCORE/ACE, and SBI. This may be attributed to the 
fact that most small business owners/operators precei
ve the counseling programs as "about average". It is 
important, therefore, the SBA concentrate its effort 
in improving the "Quality" of the programs rather than 
increasing the "Quantity" by adding more SCORE/ACE 
counselors and more schools for the SBI program. 
Individuals with academic background and experience 
in the area of accounting, finance, marketing, and 
marketing research may be able to provide better ser
vice to the owner/operator and thus improve the 
"quality". This may induce small business owners/ 
operators to make use of the programs more effectively. 

Summary and Conclusion 
One of the basic functions of the SBA is to provide 
counseling services to the small business owners/ 
operators. The SBA offers three major counseling 
programs--MAS, SCORE/ACE, and SBI. Effectiveless of 
any counseling program depends upon how the recipients 
perceive the program and the individuals providing the 
service. This study was, therefore, designed primarily 
to investigate the awareness, frequency of usage, and 
perception of the three SBA counseling programs. Respon
ses provided by 86 small business owners/operators 
revealed that the majority "never used" the counseling 
programs and perceived them as "about average". 
Analysis of the demographic and socioeconomic variables 
showed that most small business owners/operators were 
men, belonged to 35-54 age group, had hig-school or 
better education, were in business for 10 years or 
less, lived within a distance of less than two hours 
drive from the SBA office and SCORE/ACE counselors, 
operated retailing, service, and manufacturing/proces
sing business, and had an annual business volume of 
less than $1000,000. 

Available data show that the counseling programs are 
expanding, whereas the results of this study show that 
the programs are "never used" by many. This may be due 
to the apathetic attitude of the small business 
owners/operators toward the counseling programs. It is 
suggested, therefore, that the SBA look seriously into 
the reasons for not using the available programs and 
take corrective action. 
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TABLE 4 
USAGE OF COUNSELING PROGRAMS AND THE DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF OWNERS/ 

OPERATORS AND BUSINESS 

MAS 

Variable 
NU uo UMO 

Sex: 
Males 54 12 2 
Females 6 1 2 

a=0.05 
Age: 

25-34 years 10 1 
35-44 years 23 8 3 
45-54 years 19 3 1 
55 years/over 8 1 1 

Education: 
Some highschool 3 
Highschool grad./some college 33 7 1 
College grad./post grad 21 5 2 
Vocational training 4 1 1 

Years in business: 
5 years/less 22 5 2 
6-11 years 14 4 1 
Over 11 years 28 5 1 

a=0.91 
Years in present business: 

5 years/less 33 7 2 
6-11 years 13 3 
Over 11 years 18 4 2 

Type of business 
Retailing 28 7 
Wholesaling 6 
Mfg./processing 21 4 3 
Service 5 2 1 

Annual business volume: 
Less than $500,000 35 11 3 
$500,000-$1000,000 11 1 
Over $1000,000 18 3 

NU=never used; UO=used once; UMO=used more than once 
a=probability at which estimated x2 was significant. 
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SMALL BUSINESS EXPORT STRATEGIES 

William S. Sekely, University of Dayton 

Abstract 

This paper examines the information sources and 
strategies used by a group of small companies to deter
mine and expand their export markets. The average 
firm used three different sources of information, 
with satisfaction levels of twenty-five to ninety-one 
percent. Respondents also gave their perceptions of 
six marketing mix variables with respect to enhancing 
their success in exporting. Product quality was felt 
to be most important and advertising least important. 

Introduction 

The 1970's brought international awareness to many 
U.S. firms. Thousands of companies who had never sold 
overseas found profitable markets for their goods. 
Expanding sales, often at a time when domestic markets 
were slow, caused many firms to put increasing emphasis 
on their export operations. In addition to these posi
tive aspects of foreign trade, many firms were sharply 
brought international reality. They found themselves 
at competitive disadvantages due to increasing competi
tion at home and abroad. Balance of trade deficits 
averaging twenty-six billion dollars annually for the 
past several years have caused increasing economic 
problems for the country and companies alike. (U.S. 
News, 1980) ----

Most small businesses have not been aware either of 
the international competition or the need to expand 
their markets to foreign lands. They see no reason to 
look abroad when the United States offers such a huge 
backyard market. However, with more and more foreign 
companies competing in the U.S., many small domestic 
firms could find their home markets threatened. In 
that event, a business would be in a stronger position 
with a foothold in, or at least familiarity with, the 
world of international trade. (Halbrooks, 1979) 

While the benefits accruing from international activity 
might be great, there are many problems associated with 
it, especially to smaller firms. A recent study by 
the International Trade Committee of the Smaller Busi
ness Association of New England listed twenty-eight 
real and potential barriers to exporting. (Halbrooks, 
1979) Among the top problems were those dealing with 
obtaining information on potential markets and the 
strategies that could be used to sell to these markets. 
These are problems that companies must overcome to suc
cessfully compete in the international market. 

This paper presents the results of a survey of small 
exporters, the information sources they use and the 
marketing facets they found to be most crucial to 
export success. It is hoped that seeing the market 
sources that other small businesses use and examining 
strategies they take will aid those businesses who have 
the potential to export but who are not currently doing 
so. 

Methodology 

As part of a broad study on export interests and acti
vities, questionnaires were sent to a random sample 
of 360 exporting companies in Ohio with total annual 
revenue of less than ten million dollars. Sixty-one 
completed questionnaires were received, of which fifty-
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eight were useable. The questions asked the respon
dents to indicate the various sources they used to 
learn about new foreign market opportunities, how 
useful they felt the sources were, inwhat level of 
international markets they sold, and their perceptions 
of the relative importance of the various marketing 
variables in selling their products. 

Because of budget limitations and sponsorship of the 
survey, only firms in Ohio were included. However, 
since the emphasis of the survey was not on statistical 
analysis of industries or geographic differences, but 
instead on an examination of information sources and 
strategies, it is not felt that this sample limitation 
should hinder other companies from finding the results 
useful to their own export planning. 

The respondents did represent a wide variety of small 
businesses in terms of size, level of international 
activity and industry. They ranged in size from 
annual sales less than fifty thousand dollars to just 
under ten million dollars. Exports were from one 
percent to over fifty percent of their annual sales. 
Tabl e 1 shows the size distribution of the respondents 
and average level of exports for each category. 

Size of Firm 

TABLE 1 
SIZE OF RESPONDENTS' FIRMS AND 

THEIR EXPORT ACTIVITY 

% of Average % of 
(Annual Sales) ResEondents Sales ExEorted 

Less Than One-Half 17.2 12.2 
Million Dollars 

One-Half to One 
Million Dollars 13.8 17.9 

One to Three 
Million Dollars 24.1 20.7 

Three to Five 
Million Dollars 17.2 13.5 

Five to Ten 
Million Dollars 27.6 20.5 

Even though the survey was limited in geographic scope, 
the firms responding corresponded to the overall U.S. 
export trade mix very closely. Tabl e 2 shows the 
types of products represented by the sample compared 
to the 1980 exports as found in the U.S. Department of 
Commerce's F.T. 410. The sample had more companies 
exporting machines and other industrial goods and 
fewer in the consumer goods categories. Other than 
these slight differences, the mix is quite similar to 
U.S. exports. 

TABLE 2 
U.S. EXPORTED GOODS COMPARED TO RESPONDENTS 

Raw Materials, Com-
pontents & Supplies 

Machinery 
Other Manufactured Goods 
Services & Misc. Goods 

% U.S. Exports 
(Exclud. Military % of 
& Agricultural)* ResEondents 

28.3 
45.6 
20.2 

5.9 
100.0 

27.0 
51.4 
16.2 
5.4 

100.0 

*FT 410, U.S. ExEorts-Schedule E Commodity by Country 
(U.S. Department of Commerce, 1980). 



Sources of Market Information 

Respondents were asked to indicate which sources of 
information they used to learn of new export market 
opportunities and how useful they felt each source 
was to them. Seven sources were given on the ques
tionnaire along with a blank space for sources not 
listed. The average firm used just under three 
different sources for information. The most commonly 
used source of information was overseas dealers, with 
two-thirds of the respondents indicating usage. Gov
ernment agencies were the second most used source, 
with fifty-five percent of the respondents indicating 
usage. These were the only two sources used by over 
half of the respondents. 

There was a considerable difference in the feeling of 
quality towards the information received from these 
two sources, however, Eighty-seven percent of those 
using overseas dealers felt the information they 
received was very useful or useful. Positive comments 
included ones on the dealers' intimate knowledge of 
the market place, feedback on customer reactions, a~d 
help with communications. The only negative ones 
dealt with some dealers' unwillingness to handle new 
products and/or expand to new markets. 

Only twenty-five percent of those using government 
information felt it very useful or useful. The big
gest criticisms of the information were its lack of 
timeliness, difficulty in finding the correct agency 
or source, and erratic support (i.e., changes in 
government efforts and personnel turnover). There were 
some very positive aspects mentioned. These included 
the government's new computerized information service, 
the area desks at the Department of Commerce, and 
government conducted feasibility studies. 

Thirty-eight percent of the respondents used trade 
publications as a source of market information. Most 
of them (sixty-four percent) felt they were useful. 
Positive ctspects i1tcluded low cost and concentration 
on their i~dustries. Negative features mentioned were 
lack of timeliness and overly optimistic outlooks, 

Field sales personnel and domestic agents were both 
used by twenty-four percent of the respondents, ln 
each case, a very high percent of those using them 
(eighty-six percent), felt they were useful. The 
direct interaction with the market (or foreign con
tacts in the case of domestic agents) and quick 
response seemE·d to be strong points. The only nega
tive aspect mentioned was to be sure a well establish
ed domestic ag<·nt 1ms used or many foreign opportunities 
could be missed. 

Banks and export newsletters were used by nineteen and 
fourteen percent of the respondents respectively. 
About one (;1 four users of each felt they wert' useful 
as sources of market information. Both suffered from 
thE' same drawbacks of being too general in naturE' and 
not being timely cnot~h--according to respondent com
ments. Some respondents indicated that banks and news
letters w.,re much better sources of other types of 
information and help. Banks especially were mentioned 
as providing export procedure information. 

Several other sources of market information were indi
ca ted, in.:luding current customers, trade shows, 
personal vlsits, university Small Business Institutes, 
university graduate classes in international business, 
private rr'search firms, and local world trade organi
zations. As might be expected since these were given 
by the respondents, they received very high marks for 
usefulness. Table 3 gives a summary of the information 
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sourcesused and the percent feeling each source useful. 

TABLE 3 
USE OF FOREIGN MARKET INFORMATION SOURCES 

Overseas Dealers 
Government Agencies 
Trade Publications 
Field Sales Personnel 
Domestic Agents 
Banks 
Export Newsletters 
Other Sources 

% of 
Respond. 

Using 

66 
55 
38 
24 
24 
19 
14 
38 

% Felt Source 
Very Useful 

or Useful 

87 
25 
64 
86 
86 
27 
25 
92 

Product-Market Strategies 

The next area of questionnaire dealt with the types of 
markets in which the respondents sold and what product 
changes, if any, were needed to sell there. As might 
be expected, the majority of the respondents sold to 
markets most similar to the United States. Almost 
ninety-seven percent of the respondents sold to indus
trialized countries. Of those, seven out of eight 
sold the same product abroad that they sold domesti
cally, without any changes. A little over five percent 
of' the respondents sell more advanced versions of 
their products in these markets and five percent indi
cated that changes depended on the specific product 
(i.e., electrical current, metric measurements, etc.). 

Slightly over ninety-one percent of the respondents 
sold their products in developing economies. Of these, 
four of five sold identical products to those sold in 
the U.S. In these markets about five percent of the 
firms modified their products to make them more basic. 
None sold more advanced products and slightly less than 
nine percent said the change depended on the product. 

The percent of respondents selling to less developeJ 
economies drops from over ninety percent for indust 
ized and developing to just over fifty percent. Co~

ments on this drop indicated lack of market knowledge, 
lack of product applicability, greater uncertaintv, and 
feeling of lack of financial resources. Only five per
cent of the respondents indicated that they made any 
market modifications for this market. Tabl e 4 gives 
the breakdown of respondents selling to the various 
:j.evels of markets and product changes made to sell 
them. 

TABLE 4 
PRODUCT-MARKET STRATEGIES USF.D 

Market 

% Indus. "' llevt' le1p. 1 .. 

Product Strategy Economi~~s Economies ----·---
Same Product 86.2 n .h 
More Advanced Prod. 5.2 0.0 
More Basic Product 0.0 5.2 
Depends on Speci-
fjc Product 5.2 H.6 

Do Not Sell in 
Market 3.4 8.6 

% Les~ lh~ \. 0 

Econon: it:· s ------·-------

4h.5 
0.0 
0.0 

5.2 

48.3 

As can be seen, there is a strong tendency on the part 
of the respondents to se]J the same product in inter
national markets as they weLl in the United Staces. 
There is some difference in the compositi.0n of the 
changes that are made, depending on the level of the 



market, but overall nine of ten respondents selling 
to a foreign market sell the same product interna
tionally as domestically. This finding has several 
implications •. First, it should prove encouraging to 
many non-exporters who have avoided the international 
marketplace because of the fear that extensive product 
changes would be necessary. Obviously, research is 
required before entering a foreign market. However, 
many products in the manufac-turer's present line can 
be effectively marketed in selected international 
markets. (Muraer, 1979) 

The other implication is that there appears to be much 
of a product orientation in the firms' international 
marketing. The largest difference occurring in pro
duct strategy appears to be not in the changes made, 
but whether the firm sells to that market. It appears 
that for most of the respondents the product strategy 
is determined, sell the same product, and then selec
tion of a market is contingent upon t_he basis of 
whether this strategy can be implemented. 

Importance of Marketing Mix Variables 

The last section of this paper deals with the per
ceived importance of the various aspects of the mar
keting mix relative to being successful in selling 
overseas. The respondents were given six variables 
and asked to rank them in terms of which they felt was 
most important in selling their products. The vari
ables were product quality, price, sales representa
tives, overseas dealers, after sale service, and 
advertising. Table 5 gives the average rank of each of 
the variables, the percent feeling each variable most 
important and least important. 

TABLE 5 
PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE OF MARKETING MIX 

VARIABLES TO EXPORT SUCCESS 

% Feeling % Feeling 
Marketing Average Variable Variable 
Variable Value;, Most lmE· Least ImE. 

Product Quality 5.4 63.8 0.0 
Company Sales 
Representatives 4.0 15.5 5.2 

Dealers 3.9 8.6 0.0 
Price 3.2 8.6 22.4 
Service/Main-

tenance 2.7 3.5 10.3 
Advertising 1.8 0.0 62.1 

*Based on 6 for most important variable to 1 
for least important variable. 

As might have been expected, product quality was felt 
to be the variable most crucial to success. Almost 
sixty-four percent of the respondents felt it was the 
number one determinant. Some interesting comments were 
made with respect to this variable. The consensus 
seemed to be that if a product's quality was not com
petitive clomestically, it probably would not be compe
titive internationally. Most appeared to realize that 
you couldn't sell inferior goods overseas. 

Representation, by company personnel or overseas deal
ers, was felt to also be very important. These two 
variables came out very closely, ranked at second and 
third. Price was a somewhat surprising fourth, with 
over twenty-two percent of the respondents feeling it 
least important. Comments here indicated that if you 
had a good product, the cost disadvantages of selling 
overseas could be overcome. 
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Service was not felt to be too important, coming in 
fifth. The main reasons given were distance and deal
ing with customers or distributors who handled most of 
it. Advertising carne in a distant sixth in importance. 
Over fiixty-two percent. of the respondents felt it to 
be the least important variable. Again, many left it 
up to their customers or distributors to do if it was 
to be done. Also, there was a rather heavy industrial 
orientation (as in U.S. exports in general) among the 
respondents. Because of this, many felt personal 
contacts much more important than advertising. 

Summary 

This paper has examined the informational sources and 
strategies used by a group of small companies to deter
mine and expand their export markets. The companies 
ranged in annual sales from forty thousand dollars to 
ten million dollars. Most sold between ten percent and 
twenty-five percent of their output overseas. 

The respondents used a variety of sources for informa
tion on new export markets. The average firm used just 
under three different sources of information. Overseas 
dealers, Sdles representatives, and domestic agents 
appeared to provide the most useful information over
all. However, comments indicated that selective use of 
most of the sources could provide new market opportuni
ties. 

Most companies were able to sell the same products 
overseas that they sold domestically. This is especi
ally good news for companies without the resources to 
make pro~uct modifications to sell in foreign markets. 
This approach does appear to limit somewhat the markets 
in which the respondents sold. 

Product quality was felt to be most crucial to overseas 
success. Good personal representation was also felt to 
be important. Price. and mass promotion were not felt 
to be nearly as crucial. 

It is hoped that this brief look at small companies who 
are currently exporting will help other exporters by 
giving them additional sources of information and as a 
basis of comparison for strategies. It is even more 
hoped that it will be an aid and impetus to the many 
companies that have potential to sell overseas but who 
currently, for lack of information or knowledge, are 
not currently doing so. With increased world interac
tion and competitiveness, U.S. firms will have to join 
in the scramble for world market shares to remain 
successful in the future. (Business Week, 1980) 
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THE COLLEGE TOWN: SMALL BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR PITFALL? 

Gerald U. Skelly, The University of Mississippi 
Milton M. Pressley, The University of Mississippi 

William J. Lundstrom, Old Dominion University 

Small businesses often fail due to poorly conceived mar
keting strategies. In other cases, overly-optimistic 
estimates of market potential foredoom an otherwise good 
marketing plan. This may be frequently the case in col
lege towns. Entrepreneurs, might erroneously believe 
that the town can support a wide variety of businesses 
because it has a large student population. 

College student populations do swell the purchasing 
power of a college town. However, it is likely that 
student expenditures are not spread evenly across the 
broad spectrum of merchandise and shopping facilities 
that a town has to offer. Thus expenditure patterns of 
a town of 25,000 people - consisting of 15,000 permanent 
residents and 10,000 students is not likely to parallel 
those of a non-college town of 25,000 residents. Small 
businessmen may fail to recognize this important dif
ference and start or expand businesses which have very 
limited market potential. 

An important distinction between students and permanent 
residents may be found in their outshopping behavior. 
College students may purchase some items in the college 
town while other purchases are made in their home town. 
The small business entrepreneur must develop information 
as to what merchandise lines are normally purchased 
locally and what merchandise is purchased out-of-town. 

The current literature describing outshopping behavior 
is not sufficiently specific to aid college town busi
nessmen since it focuses largely on non-student popula
tions. By examining student purchasing patterns, out
shopping behavior, and attitudes toward local business 
practices, the planning activities of local merchants 
and community leaders would be enhanced. Therefore, the 
objectives of this study were to provide planning guid
ance to small business owners by (l) describing student 
purchasing patterns and (2) to examine student satis
faction/dissatisfaction with college town business prac
tices. Analysis of these factors should suggest plann
ing implications for merchants located in college towns. 

NATURE OF THE STUDY 

A random sample was taken of 250 students attending 
college in the study community. The community is 
ideally suited to the present study since it is a "ty
pical" college town of about 17,000 permanent residents 
and a student population of about 7,000. Further, the 
town is isolated in terms of shopping facilities with 
the nearest superior shopping alternatives being located 
eighty miles away. 

The survey instrument was personally administered and 
collected data including student: 

l) demographics 
2) dollar expenditures 
3) place of purchase - local or hometown 
4) distance from hometowns 
5) employment 
6) attitudes toward local merchants 
7) attitudes toward hometown merchants 

Attitudinal and satisfaction/dissatisfaction data was 
measured on a five-point Likert scale. 

Findings and Discussion 

The demographics of the sample surveyed closely matched 
those of the population. In that no significant var
iances among these variables were noted, it may be 
assumed that the sam?le is a close approximation of the 
population. 

Tabl e I illustrates the relative and absolute locality 
of expenditures. It would be natural to assume that 
school supplies would be at the top of the list, fol
lowed closely by groceries. It is the remaining items 
which bare witness to the stark reality of outshopping. 

Those items which are most frequently purchased in the 
study town tend to be of either inconsequential nature 
with a relatively low profit margin, or necessities 
which are utilized regularly. 

The products which yield the greatest return are pur
chased elsewhere. The cornerstoen items that keep a 
retail center viable and vibrant are towards the end 
of the list. Of particular note are the findings re
lated to stereo equipment, clothing and sporting goods. 
These are among the items which many might assume are 
heavily purchased by students in a college town. Such 
an assumption might lead one to estimate a much larger 
market potential than may be the actual case. Dress 
clothing is of most significant note with only 18% of 
the students purchasing the majority of these goods in 
the college town studied. 

Tabl e II provides some insight as to perhaps why the 
students shop where they do. More specifically, the 
Likert scale which examined consumer content/discontent 
with shopping in the town studied indicates those areas 
which have a relatively low consumer rating. 

TABLE I 
LOCALITY OF EXPENDITURES 

Where do 
you pur
chase the 
majority 
of: 

Study Area 
Absolute 

Freg. % 
School 
Supplies? 

Groceries? 
Cosmetics? 
Entertain-

227 90.8 
216 86.4 
176 70.4 

ment? 173 
Auto 

Supplies? 95 
Medical 

Care? 93 
Stereo, 
etc.? 85 

Every day 
Clothing? 75 

Hardware? 71 
Sporting 
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Goods? 68 
Dress Clthng?45 
Others? 28 

69.2 

38.0 

37.2 

34.0 

30 .o 
28.4 

27.2 
18.0 
11.2 

Hometown 
Absolute 

Freq. % 

Other City 
Absolute 

Freg. % 

19 7.6 
19 7. 6 
64 25.6 

4 1.6 
4 1.6 
7 2.8 

33 13.2 42 

95 38.0 21 

128 51.2 21 

101 40.4 52 

133 53.2 39 
104 41.6 17 

lOS 42.0 41 
144 57.6 55 

29 ll. 6 8 

16.8 

8.4 

8.4 

20.8 

15.6 
6.8 

16.4 
22.0 
3.2 

Do Not 
Purchase 

Absolute 
Freg. % 

11 4.4 
3 1.2 

2 

38 

8 

3 
57 

35 
6 

185 

0.8 

15.2 

3.2 

1.2 
22.8 

14.0 
2.4 

74.0 



TABLE II 
CONSUMER CONTENT/DISCONTENT ON 

SHOPPING IN STUDY TOWN 

As Measured On A Likert Scale 

Strongly 
Agree 

5 
Strongly 
Disagree 

X 

Satisfaction 
With Shopping 

In Study 
Town 

I like to shop out of town just to 
see what is new. 2.08 -.92 

Store hours are too short in 
(Study Town) 2.63 -.37 

It is more fun to shop in your home-
town than in (Study Town). 2.66 -.34 

You have a better selection to shop 
from in your hometown than in 
(Study Town). 2.66 -.34 

(Study Town) stores are attractive 
place to shop. 3.25 -.25 

Prices in (Study Town) are higher 
than prices in your hometown. 3.24 -. 24 

It is hard to get credit in (Study 
Town). 2.95 -.05 

(Study Town) sales clerks are 
poorly trained. 2.99 -.01 

It is not worth the effort to shop 
out of (Study Town). 3.40 +.04 

(Study Town) merchants offer good 
selections. 2.96 +.04 

Stores in (Study Town) try to sell 
old stock. 3.05 +.05 

I get more for my money in my 
hometown. 3.08 +.08 

(Study Town) stores do not offer the 
latest styles. 3.24 +.24 

(Study Town) stores offer good 
quality for the price. 2.58 +.42 

While enjoyment at shopping out-of-town is the most ne
gative statistic, it must be regarded with the tradi
tional "grain of salt." Many people simply enjoy look
ing in other areas to see what is new. And, from a 
practical standpoint, there is little that the typical 
small, college-town merchants can do to alter this. The 
degree to which store hours are too short is of impor
tance as this directly effects the shopping behavior of 
the consumer. 

Product selection is also a factor apparently retarding 
the growth of this retail community. Students feel that 
they do not have the choice that they would otherwise 
have in their home community. This may be considered 
the most serious fault in the town studied, as patronage 
would be limited to the store-loyal consumer. 

The attractiveness of the community in which the stores 
are located also dissatisfies the consumer. The pr1c1ng 
structure is also viewed in a negative fashion. This may 
be actual or perceived but the results are the same; the 
consumer will go elswhere. 

On the positive side, the town studied is doing a fine 
job in the area of quality of goods, also in the spec
trum of fashion. These are somewhat difficult tasks for 
a town which draws from a small population. 

Conclusion 

Small businessmen and civic planners should take into 
account the unique purchasing patterns and behavior of 
college students. Student attitudes toward local busi
ness practices may contribute to hometown or other 
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outshopping. Certain merchandise c.ategories are rela
tively infrequently purchased in the college town and 
thus substantially reduce the apparent local market 
potential. 
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SOtffi INSIGHTS INTO THE EFFECTIVE PROMOTION 
OF GIFT CERTIFICATES: 

BEHAVIOR AND- tffiDIA CHARACTERISTICS OF 
DEPARTMENT STORE GIFT CERTIFICATE PURCHASERS 

Ronald J. Adams, University of North Florida 
Mary Ann Lederhaus, University of North Florida 

John M. Browning, University of North Florida 

Abstract 

Gift certificates are a potentially profitable element 
in the product mix of the retailer. This research ex
tends knowledge about gift giving behavior and provides 
department store managers with insights into effective
ly promoting gift certificates. 

Introduction 

Gift certificates are vouchers which are given as a gift 
to be redeemed by a recipient for merchandise or ser
vices. It is surprising that, given their potential 
profitability, relatively little information about the 
promotion of gift certificates is available to depart
ment store managers. 

The purpose of this research is to provide managers of 
department stores with information that may be utilized 
to promote gift certificates. Specifically, the study 
addresses the several salient issues relating to buyer 
behavior of gift certificate purchasers. 

THE STUDY 

Data were obtained from a mail survey of known gift cer
tificate purchasers residing in a large metropolitan ar
ea in the Southeast. All subjects were recent purchas
ers of gift certificates from local units of a national 
department-store organization. A total of 201 question
naires were returned. 

FINDINGS 

Purchase Rate/Transaction Size 

Most subjects reported low purchase rates of gift cer
tificates. Eighty seven percent of the sample indicated 
they made only one or two purchases a year. Forty one 
percent of the sample indicated that, on the average, 
they spend $25 or more per certificate. Expenditure 
level per certificate was independent of purchase fre
quency. There was some suggestion that gift certifi
cate purchasers are also frequent users of charge cards. 
The relationship between certificate transaction size 
and the use of charge cards tends to be inverse. 

Purchase/Patronage Motives 

Giving the recipient his or her choice for a gift was 
the most important single reason for purchasing a gift 
certificate rather than a specific gift item. Concern 
with purchasing an improper gift and the perception 
that a gift certificate would be more appreciated than 
a specific item also emerged as highly rated motives. 

Breadth and depth of the store's merchandise assortment 
is the most important determinant of the outlet chosen 
for a gift certificate purchase. Consistent with the 
findings relating to purchase motives, gift certificate 
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buyers are primarily concerned with providing the rec.ip
ient with maximum flexibility when the certificate is 
redeemed for merchandise. 

No significant differences were found between large and 
small purchasers in the factors relating to gift certif
icate purchasing. Similar results were obtained regard
ing patronage factors. 

Use Occasions 

Birthdays, Christmas and graduations are the three occa
sions for which gift certificates would most likely be 
chosen. Weddings and anniversaries seem to be the least 
preferred occasions for gift certificate giving. 

Media Behavior 

Gift certificate purchasers are heavy users of print 
and broadcast media. For example, 45.4 percent of pur
chasers read the local morning newspaper with 66.5 per
cent reading the Sunday paper. 

Heavy television use for purchasers is during the prime 
time evening hours. While insertion costs per commer
cial tend to be higher during this period, returns to 
the advertiser may be greater than concurrent costs. 
Finally, media patterns were independent of transaction 
size. 



THE ROLE OF MARKETING IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Tuncer Arif, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

Abstract 

Most writings on economic growth have focused on indus
trialization and increasing industrial productivity. 
This traditional approach neglects the role of market
ing in stimulating economic growth via increasing pro
ductivity in all sectors of the economy and in inte
grating segmented markets in developing areas. Market
ing by integrating the large rural sector into the 
national market converts a static system into a dynamic 
system. 

Background of the Problem 

First of all we should distinguish between economic 
growth and economic development. Economic growth 
refers to quantitative changes in the economy such as 
increases in GNP, physical goods, investment, etc. On 
the other hand economic development is a process of 
improvement with respect to a set of values and the 
values in question relate to desired conditions in the 
society. 

Second, one should be clear in what constitutes develop
ment or underdevelopment. This is easier said than 
done. No matter where we start from, the end results 
of underdevelopment are low incomes, poverty and star
vation, for the majority of the population living in 
these countries. 

Third, the problems created by underdevelopment are not 
only national, but they are also international. At the 
national level there is a clear contradiction between a 
small rich minority that enjoys life standards as high 
as those enjoyed by the upper middle class of developed 
countries and the majority of the poor that hardly sub
sist. A similar dualism is visible at the international 
level where developed countries, excluding communist 
countries, constitute about 25 percent of the world 
population and control around 65 percent of the world 
GNP. 

Economic development clearly is the only viable alter
native to this explosive situation which is a threat to 
mankind. If economic development is to be set in 
motion and sustained, then the agricultural sector and 
marketing functions assume a very important role. 

Structure of Markets in Developing Economies 

With some exceptions, most developing countries embarked 
on a process of growth via import substitution indus
trialization and creation of basic infrastructure. The 
emphasis given to these two components led to a system
atic neglect of agriculture and creation of organiza
tions that bring together economic resources and needs 
in the most efficient way possible. 

The neglect of agriculture has caused a decline in per 
capita food consumption in the majority of developing 
areas over the past decade. This constant decline in 
food production coupled with a high population increase 
in these countries is creating a potential danger to 
mankind. Even in those countries where food production 
has increased, this was achieved only by a small minor
ity of modern farmers, while the great majority of 
farmers are left outside ·the process of this growth. 
As such, agriculture is not a homogeneous sector. It is 
made up of a small modern and commercial sector, a large 
sector. 

The Role of Marketing 

The role marketing can play within this framework is 
very important for both the short-run and long-run 
considerations. In the short-run not only productivity 
and incomes are low among transitional and traditional 
farmers, there is not also an effective use of whatever 
is available. The present day developing country market
ing techniques, as well as institutions, are archaic and 
inefficient. The diversity and limited nature of market
ing outlets in the form of middlemen, government instit·
utions and local markets produce a high per unit cost of 
marketing due to waste, spoilage and accumulation of 
unusable inventories. The long-run problem is to create 
mass markets out of these 80 percent of farmers, which 
is a formidable task and cannot be achieved unless pro
ductivity and purchasing power of these farmers are in
creased. 

To achieve this farmers should be aided in increasing 
productivity via the supply of modern inputs, credit, 
technical know-how, extension services and indirectly by 
making consumer goods available. All these should be 
effectively channeled to a vast majority of small pro
ducers. Precisely, it is here where marketing comes in 
and assumes importance. 

The breakthrough in agriculture can be done by effic
iently linking rural areas to urban areas, and vice
versa, through effective and efficient channels of 
marketing. Marketing in this sense implies more than 
the traditional trader approach that most developing 
countries do tend to have. It rather implies the cre
ation of a system that links economic resources, capac
ities and capabilities present in the economy for effic
ient production that is geared towards satisfying indi
vidual needs and wants. 

The limited nature of present day marketing outlets in 
developing countries - in the form of commercial inter
mediaries, government institutions, and local markets -
puts the farmer in a weak position in trying to fix his 
price. Present day marketing outlets enjoy an oligop
sony situation vis a vis the farmer, and oligopoly situ
ation vis a vis the consumers in the city. Modern 
marketing with its distribution and information systems 
should demonstrate to the farmers that there is latent 
demand and that markets can be easily expanded. In 
short, the small farmers should be made to realize that 
the market demand conditions facing them are elastic. 

An efficient and effective marketing system not only 
stimulates production and economic growth through inte
grating markets, but at the same time imposes standards, 
specifications and quality on the producers. As such, 
it tends to renumerate the efficient and penalize the 
inefficient. Development of standards, specifications 
and quality are not only important for the domestic 
markets, but assume much more importance in international 
markets. 

The channels that supply the small farmer with inputs, 
credit, warehousing and industrial goods also help to 
train and create small businessmen and entrepreneurs, 
which are in short supply in developing countries and 
are badly needed. Integration of the markets, activa
tion of economic resources, increasing wants all will 
intensify each other to produce economic growth. 
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INVESTORS' PERCEPTIONS OF FULL-SERVICE 
VERSUS DISCOUNT SECURITY BROKERAGE FIRMS 

Harold W. Babb, University of Richmond 
Robert T. C. Cone, Virginia State Corporation Commission 

Introduction 

Over the past several years, discount brokerage houses 
have experienced rapid growth and development, It is 
estimated that the discount brokers' market share has 
experienced a 55% to 65% annual growth rate since 1975. 
This event has been made possible by the relaxation of 
the previously fixed commission schedules and the in
troduction of price and service competition into the 
securities business. Instead of discount competition 
encouraging the full-service brokers to cut their 
commission rates to attract individual retail investors, 
the "Mayday" decision resulted in higher charges.to the 
small investor. The full-line firms stress the con
tinued importance of "brand'' identification, and they 
feel that this gives them a competitive edge. 

The discount brokerage houses promote their services by 
offering substantial reductions in the commission rates 
- done at the supposed sacrifice of financial advice 
and research. If this is true, then the resource 
allocation decisions determined by the investment pro
cess are being placed in the hands of individual cus
tomers who may not operate with the best available 
information. 

Several testable hypotheses can be advanced from this 
situation. The investor still utilizes the advisory 
and information services of the full-service brokerage 
house but directs a significant amount of its commis
sion generating business to the discount house. The 
investor relies on the advice and information offered 
by the discount broker - an individual who does not 
have a large and sophisticated research arm to pro
vide him with information, As an alternative, the 
investor may not request advice from the discount 
broker but may, in fact, rely upon random selection, 
often done under the auspices of a "hot tip." Finally, 
the investor may prove to be well informed via his own 
expertise or other outside purcha.;·~d resources and 
consequently gives up nothing by utilizing the discount 
broker's services. In this case, the cost of purchas
ing information is assumed to be less than the savings 
generated by utilizing the discount brokerage service. 
If these transactions mean greater savings, it is 
possible there will be more trading, thus bringing 
greater fluidity into the market. 

These hypotheses are important to the field of market
ing and finance as they introduce the fundamental pro
blem of market efficiency. In recent years, some 
financial analysts feel that the attempts to use the 
capital asset pricing model and indexing technique in 
the portfolio construction process may well be allow
ing for less efficient investment decisions. This con
dition could be compounded if one were to conclude that 
individual investors were contributing to market in
efficiency due to their association with discount bro
kerage houses. One implication of this market ineffic
iency is the investor's portfolio may generate inferior 
risk return combinations after considering transaction 
costs. 

Purpose 

The primary purpose of this research is to develop a 
workable understanding of the decision process varia
bles investors use in selecting between a full-service 
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or discount brokerage firm. The secondary purpose is to 
estimate the efficiency of the investor's decision 
model in providing the least cost alternative. 

The primary objectives are to: a) determine the varia• 
bles investors consider relevant in selecting between 
full-service and discount brokerage firms: b) determine 
if the relevant variables used in the decision process 
are congruent with the final decision; and c) to deter
mine if investors' perceptions of benefits derived 
from the two firms are congruent with the firms' actual 
offering of services. 

Methodology 

Securing an adequate and appropriate respondent base was 
understandably difficult for this type of study. A num
ber of discount and full-service brokerage firms, locat
ed throughout the East, were contacted for the purpose 
of obtaining a client list from which a random sample 
could be drawn. A sample of one hundred fifty possible 
respondents was developed, using a systematic selection 
process from each group for a total sample size of three 
hundred. Data were collected through the use of a pre
tested mail questionnaire. Personal and/or telephone 
interviews with brokerage firms were conducted for the 
purpose of establishing supplier perceptions. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Results from this study will indicate the sources of in
formation used by the discount brokerage houses. From 
this, conclusions can be drawn about the likely perform
ance of security portfolios generated via the discount 
houses versus those recommended by the~ll-service 
firms. If the results drawn from this study indicate 
that investors are operating with less than all normally 
available information, then additional work is indicated 
for evaluating the economic consequences of the lack of 
informed decisions. This problem could be evaluated by 
comparing the expost performance of exante type of port
folios constructed by both the discount and full-service 
brokerage house. If the performance of the full-service 
facility exceeds the discount house by more than the 
difference in commission rates, then the discount facil
ities are operating to the detriment of the investor. 

It would be of extreme interest to the full-service bro
kerage firm to be aware to the degree they are providing 
free information to the clients of the discount houses. 
If this is a large problem, managerial effort should be 
devoted to developing a means of pricing for these pre
viously used "free" services. If the investor relies 
upon the consultive services of the discount broker who 
admittedly does not have a large financial research 
team, then the problem of inferior portfolio performance 
is indicated. If discount investors purchase outside 
advisory services, then one might imply that an upward 
adjustment in the discount commissions would be justified. 

This project will hopefully open up new avenues of re
search dealing with perceived versus actual decision 
making in the area of investor choice decision. Hereto
fore, there has been a paucity of published data. This 
study represents an initial effort to address the 
economic performance of discount brokerage houses vis
a-vis the full-service brokerage houses. 



PRIZM: A GEODEMOGRAPHIC MARKET RESEARCH AND 
PLANNING SYSTEM FOR ESTIMATING RELATIVE SALES POTENTIAL 

Harold W. Babb, University of Richmond 
A. James Wynne, Virginia Commonwealth University 

Introduction 

Marketers have for decades been using systems for seg
menting consumers based on their individual demographic 
characteristics, such as age, income, sex, race, etc. 
The reason is simply that some demographic segments 
offer higher potential for sales than others. Similarly, 
it has been evident to marketers that there are pro
nounced differences in sales potential from one metro 
market to the next. 

Through the vast computerized resources of the U.S. 
Census Bureau, it became possible to begin to investi
gate the phenomena that neighborhoods and communities 
tended to differ markedly from one to the next and that 
each community, therefore, could be looked at as a sig
nificantly differentiated market area. A vitally impor
tant conclusion that emerged from this work was that 
neighborhood patterns tended to reappear throughout the 
country. This led to the conclusion that a geographi
cally targetable market segmentation system could be 
constructed around the similarities and differences 
among neighborhoods. The remaining portion of this 
paper deals with such a system and how it can and has 
been applied in specific business situations. 

Prizm 

"PRIZM," which stands for Potential Rating Index by Zip 
Markets, is a marketing system which offers consumer 
marketers a new technique for estimating relative sales 
potential by neighborhood and community and for effi
ciently targeting marketing effort against those areas 
with highest potential. 1 

System Methodology 

The PRIZM system was developed in three main steps: 
1) building an extensive data base from the Census 
Bureau data; 2) identifying key characteristic factors 
of U.S. residential neighborhoods; and 3) establishing 
an hierarchical cluster analysis technique for estima
ting relative sales potential. 

Development - Step 1 

The first phase in the development process of the PRIZM 
system began with the construction of a data base using 
over 1,000 Census data items for every residential zip 
code in the United States. The data base can be por
tioned into smaller segments of zip code areas, Census 
block groups and enumeration districts (BF/ED). These 
smaller segments can be aggregated by demographic com
position to form any larger, contiguous marketing area. 
The larger areas can then be ranked and compared by 
their composite demographies. 

Development - Step 2 

The second phase in the development process was identi
fying key geodemographic characteristic factors used to 
describe residential neighborhoods. This task was 
accomplished through a multivariate factor analysis on 
535 basic measures of U.S. neighborhood demography. 
These 535 variables can be broadly grouped into the 
following five categories: a) measures of education 
and affluence; b) measures of ethnicity; c) measures of 
the housing stock and degree of urbanization; d)measures 

of family life cycle; and e) measures of mobility. 

Development - Step 3 

The last phase in the development process of the PRIZM 
system was to establish a statistical technique for 
analyzing 34 key factors developed in Step 2. All 
35,000 residential zip codes were rated on each of the 
key factors identified. Using all key factor scores 
simultaneously, the 35,000 zip codes were classified 
into clusters. 

The final 40-cluster neighborhood/community classifica
tion model has proven in numerous applications to be a 
strong market segmentation system. The real value of 
the cluster system is that each cluster is descriptive, 
quantitative and addressable. Therefore, given only the 
zip codes associated with sales and/or consumer research 
data, one can precisely estimate what kinds of people 
consume a given product, how many of them there are, 
and where they live. Once this association is made, 
the cluster system provides the means for locating 
high concentrations of target consumers and reaching 
them by individual neighborhood and by type with media 
and other marketing programs. 

Application 

A manufacturer of chain saws and related power equipment 
was the first to use the PRIZM research which showed 
that 12 population groups - roughly totaling one-third 
of the U.S. households - accounted for more than 70% of 
the company's business. The research also pinpointed 
those population groups which were key to the sales of 
the smaller homeowner saws, versus those population 
groups which were key to the sales of the larger, mid
size, and professional chain saw models. 
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Information available prior to PRIZM indicated a dual 
nature to the market for small and mid-size saws. One 
portion of this market was the relatively up-scale sub
urban male using a chain saw for various light duty 
tasks while the other portion of the market was per
ceived as blue collar, rural, lower income, more depend
ent on wood as a heat source and using bigger saws. 
PRIZM research accurately segmented these two portions 
of the manufacturer's market by locating the population 
clusters in each and showing that, within this overall 
business concentration, the blue collar segment was 
approximately 2-1/2 times as important as the suburban 
segment. 

Conclusion 

Through the use of the PRIZM system marketers of hun
dreds of different consumer products and service cate
gories can both estimate relative sales potential by 
neighborhood and community market areas and also evalu
ate the degree to which various magazines, TV programs, 
and newspapers cover the high potential areas for their 
products. A coordinated marketing program which uses 
the PRIZM marketing system to focus multiple media and 
marketing resources on priority targets can yield impor
tant dividends in terms of sales return on marketing 
investment. 

1The PRIZM system was developed by and is a trademarkof 
the Claritas Corporation of Roslyn, Virginia. Portions 
of this report were obtained from Claritas and from the 
Stuart Ford Agency of Richmond, Va. 



SALES MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS: 
AN INFORMATION DEPENDENT MODEL 

Ronald D. Balsley, Idaho State University 

Abstract 

An information-dependent view of management suggests 
that the sales management style, whether bureaucratic, 
professional, or output-only, depends upon the quality, 
quantity and kind of information available about the 
marketing environment. While writers generally agree 
on the techniques of sales management and the environ
mental variables involved, the linkages of contingency 
selection are unclear and call for research. 

Current Sales Management Models 

Books and articles on sales management agree that a 
major responsibility of sales managers is controlling 
the actions of sales forces to achieve objectives set 
by upper level management. There also is agreement on 
the techniques which can be applied to sales force 
management, including: (1) personnel recruiting and 
selection; (2) sales training; (3) compensation; (4) 
motivation; (5) supervision; (6) evaluation and audit
ing; and (7) autonomy control. The sales manager's 
problem is deciding what mix of sales management tech
niques to use in specific situations. Each control 
technique has numerous variations; some of which work 
wonderfully in one context and fail in others. 

Several sales management models link selection of spe~ 
cific control techniques to variables such as: (1) 
product line; (2) type and number of customers; (3) 
distribution system; (4) conditions within the com
pany; (5) makeup and qualifications of the sales 
force; (6) industry; and (7) outside constraints 
such as business conditions and government regulation. 

There are three basic models of sales management. Bur~ 

eaucratic models include techniques to determine and 
control for "correct" selling behavior. Professional 
models stress selection and training to maximize sales
persons ability to analyze and react to a wide range of 
selling situations. Output-only models stress compen~ 
sation and motivation techniques that seek to limit the 
need for supervision and other behavioral controls. 
Output-only controls include some MBO approaches. 

An Information-Dependent Model 

An information system view of sales management sug
gests that the techniques managers select for con
trolling sales forces depend on the quality and kind 
of information available about the marketing environ
ment. If a sales manager understands the relation
ships between salesmen's actions and sales results, 
he will manage through bureaucractic means. Such an 
understanding comes through routine receipt of re
latively simple information about the environment. 
If the routinely received information is complex and 
difficult to understand, the model suggests that the 
sales manager will adopt a professional management 
style. If environmental information is not received 
regularly and is complex and difficult to understand, 
the model suggests that a sales manager will select an 
MBO or output-oriented management control policy. 
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The model of sales management that emerges by combin
ing these concepts suggests that selection of specific 
management techniques comes about as shown in Figure 1. 
Sales manager's perceptions of their environments cause 
them to select a set of management techniques which 
can be collectively labeled as bureaucratic, profes-· 
sional, or output-only. 

Figure 1: ' An Information-Dependent 
Sales Management Model 

PERCEPTION OF THE INFORMATION 
ENVIRONMENT 

Information Information Information not 
routinely routinely routinely 
received and received but received nor 
well under- not under- well understood 
stood stood 

.I J 
Bureaucratic Professional Output-Only 

MANAGEMENT STYLE 

Research Needs 

I 

Much of the research into sales management involves 
piecemeal description of the techniques of management. 
No fully articulated contingency models exist. But 
before the model suggested here can be used to design 
either information systems or to select management 
techniques a great deal of research needs to be done. 
The makeup and weight given to environmental variables 
calls for clarification. Selection of particular tech
niques may reflect the personality of a manager more 
strongly than any of the suggested variable. Simil
arly, the role of information system design on mana
gers' perceptions requires further research. 

The classification system of management style may re
quire rev~s~on. It is possible that management tech
niques are being used without regard to the "fit" 
among techniques, and that perceptions of the import
ance of specific techniques vary widely among managers. 
But as sales force costs increase, sales managers need 
guidance in devising management systems that are ef
fective in both monetary and human terms, and that 
meet the needs of their specific situations. 



NEW PRODUCT CRITERIA IN RETAIL CHAINS 

Peter M. Banting, McMaster University 
David L. Blenkhorn, Wilfrid Laurier University 

Abstract 

This study suggests that the small, relatively unknown 
supplier has a better chance of having his new product 
adopted by one of the larger chain operations, since 
they tend to be relatively more willing to adopt new 
items. 

In the large chain retail organization, the major ob
stacle to new product penetration is created by the 
screening performed by members of the central buying 
unit. How can the small, relatively unknown supplier 
penetrate such a formidable obstacle as the central 
buying unit (CBU) of a major retail chain organization? 

This study identified the subjects to be examined as 
members of the CBUs of large retail corporations 
operating in non-food areas. Examples of respondents 
to this study include Firestone, K-Mart, Sears, Shoppers 
Drug Mart and l.Joolworths. Thirty-three decision cri
teria were identified through a number of extensive 
personal interviews with purchasing executives of Sears, 
Canadian Tire Corporation, the T. Eaton Co. Ltd., and 
Hudson's Bay Company. 

A three-page, self-administered questionnaire was de
veloped and pretested through repeat personal inter
views with the buying executives mentioned above. A 
revised instrument was mailed ~o 506 principal buyers 
in 144 firms across Canada. These buyers were identi
fied as follows: first, non-food chain stores with 
five or more geographic locations were located using the 
the Directory of Retail Chains in Canada (1978). Then 
each firm was contacted by mail and was asked to submit 
a list of its various buying categories or classes, 
each group of which was the responsibility of a prin
cipal buyer. Follow-up letters were used to ensure 
maximum participation. In the cases of the largest 
chains, this technique was supplemented by telephone 
calls and personal visits. The research questionnaire 
was mailed in late August 1980, and was followed with a 
second wave mailed in late September. Two hundred and 
seventy-two usable questionnaires were returned, pro
viding a 54% rate of response. 

The list of 33 decision criteria which had been devel
oped and revised according to personal interviews with 
purchasing executives was organized under seven cate
gories. Respondents ranked the 33 criteria on a five
point semantic differential scale according to their 
importance in assessing whether or not to adopt a new 
product. The three most salient criteria, in order of 
importance are: 

(1) Expected profit contribution 
(2) Supplier's ability to fill repeat orders 

quickly 
(3) Product quality 

It was found that in chain stores having a larger 
number of people responsible for buying (six or more 
buyers), individual buyers purchased a !elatively 
larger number of new items. Buyers in longer estab
lished firms were found to purchase relatively more 
new items than those in companies 30 years or less in 
existence. Chain buyers in stores operating in only 
one province were found to purchase relatively fewer 

new items than their counterparts with operations in 
several provinces, nationwide, or operating interna
tionally. Buyers in firms whose annual sales volumes 
exceeded $100 million purchased relatively more new 
items than those in smaller organizations. Buyers 
older than 30 years of age purchased relatively more 
new items than younger buyers. No significant rela
tionship was proved regarding the level of educational 
achievement of the responding buyers and the number of 
new items which they purchase. 

These relationships would suggest that the individual 
who wishes to introduce a new product to a retail chain 
organization might improve his probability of obtaining 
adoption if he were to pursue a strategy of contracting 
an older buyer, who works in a chain incorporated more 
than 30 years ago, which is operating in more than one 
province, which has a central buying unit consisting of 
six or more buyers and whose dollar sales volume is 
larger than $100 million. 

The three most important criteria in overall ranking by 
respondents -- expected profit contribution, supplier's 
ability to reorder quickly, and product quality -- were 
tested, using chi-square, to identify whether they were 
considered to be "most important" significantly more 
often by respondents in larger firms (more than $100 
million in sales volume) than in smaller chains (less 
than $100 million). No difference could be found 
between large and small firms on the first-ranked cri
terion (expected profit contribution). However, large 
firms did respond "most important" more frequently than 
small firms on the second ranked "ability to fill repeat 
orders quickl/' (chi-square = 2.77, significance = .096) 
and the third ranked "product quality" (3.39, .066). 
Since larger chains tend to purchase relatively more 
new items, the prospective supplier trying to introduce 
a new product should attempt to meet or exceed the 
chain's expectations concerning these criteria. 

T-tests were performed on the differences in importance 
of the 33 criteria for the five dimensions of the chain 
operations that had been found to be significant rela
tive to innovativeness. A T-test was also performed 
directly on differences of the 33 criteria between 
chains adopting relatively more, and relatively fewer 
new items. In these six groups the number of signifi
cant differences per group ranged between four criteria 
and ten criteria. However, certain of these criteria 
were repeatedly found to be significant. The five most 
frequently appearing criteria were: (a) advertising sup
port provided by manufacturer or supplier, (b) package 
attributes, (c) potential liability of retailer concern
ing new product, (d) new product meets government regu
lations, and (e) financial capabilities of supplier. 
Hence, in attempting to be more appealing to the most 
innovative potential customers, a manufacturer should 
emphasize these elements in his marketing strategy. 

The results of this research provide an optimistic out
look for the smaller potential supplier to large retail 
chains. To the extent that such a supplier is able to 
fulfill the expectations of CBUs regarding the most 
highly ranked decision criteria (expected profit contri
bution, ability to refill orders quickly, product 
quality, etc.) his success of becoming an "in" supplier 
will be similar to that of a larger, better known poten
Ual supplier. 
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HISPANIC CONSUMER BEHAVIOR: 
A REVIEW AND ANALYSIS 

Thomas J. Beggs(student), University of Southern California 
Michael K. Mills, University of Southern California 

Surja Tjahaja (student), University of Southern California 

As of 1979, the U.S. had the fifth largest Hispanic pop
ulation in the world(l9million), according to the u.s. 
Dept. of Commerce. By 1985 it is estimated that His
panics will be the largest minority group in the u.s., 
and many predict that by 1990 the Hispanic population 
will be 25% of the U.S. population. The buying power 
of this market is enormous. Recent studies have shown 
that they buying power of Hispanics in New York City 
is $6 billion, while in Los Angeles and Orange Counties 
it is $4 billion. 

The Culture and its Subsets 

In an early study Sturdivant(1971) reported on low in
come familes in two small towns. Findings showed in
significant differences between the two towns on eight 
variables. Two variables did have significant differ
ences from one town to the other(use of credit, and 
family indebtedness). Many studies, however, have sug
gested that assuming Hispanic segments of the u.s. to 
be homogeneous is a drastic error. 

Anomie and Attitudes Toward the Market 

Longman and Pruden(1971) reported that there were sig
nificant differences among Afro-Americans, t1exican
Americans, and Anglo-Americans with respect to anomie. 
Mexican-Americans experienced a significantly greater 
level of anomie than did Anglos, but not as much as 
Afros. 

Landon and Lundstrom(1973) challenged these results, how· 
ever, contending that alienation is a very complex con
struct treated lightly by Longman and Pruden. 

Discrimination in the Marketplace 

Griffin and Sturdivant(1973) published the findings of a 
discrimination study of middle-income Anglos, Blacks, and 
Chicanos. No statistically significant differences as 
relates to possible racial discrimination among the 
groups was found. Regarding the income level, Aaker and 
Day(1971) have suggested that as regards consumers there 
are only two important segments: low-income ghetto shop
pers, and all others. 

Sturdivant and Wilhelm(1968) reported findings different 
from those above. They found that prices quoted tothree 
disadvantaged couples were higher outside each couple's 
local area, and that prices were higher in the lower
income areas than the higher-i~come areas. 

Shopping Patterns and Habits 

Berry and Solomon(1971) studied 100 low-income Mexican
American food shoppers in Denver. It was determined 
that the majority of the shoppers shopped at supermarkets 
outside the barrio. Contradictions arose in a study by 
Wall(1969), among others" This study found that the low 
income consumer had a propensity to shop in his/her own 
neighborhood. 

Communications 

One of a few, a study by Alexander and McCullough(1979) 
showed that Hexican-Americans tend no:t to use print 
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media, their preference is television and radio. 
Cervantes(1979), however, reported that of 250 house
holds interviewed, 48% read La Opinion(Spanish language 
newspaper) and 45% read The Los Angeles Times. He also 
found that one of the local English language television 
stations garnered 57 rating points against KMEX, a 
Spanish language station. 

Conclusions: Directions for Further Research 

Our search yields several immediate general conclusions. 
First, a rather small body of literature has been 
attempted in this area. Second, the studies in thearea 
suffer from a lack of an integrative focus. The liter
ature is repleat with a number of small studies which 
have addressed a myriad of issues. Third, studies in 
the area seem to be largely devoid of a theoretical 
focus. Such a focus is needed if further investigation 
is to take place. 
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WHATEVER HAPPENED TO CONSUMPTION IN MARKETING THEORY? 

Martin L. Bell 
Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of Business 

Rollins College 

Abstract 

A research in progress paper which explores the 

treatment of consumption in the marketing lit
erature and poses a model of a broadened con

cept together with implications to marketing 
thought. 

More Attention to Consumption is Needed 

The literature of marketing reveals that the 

topic of consumption is given relatively scant 

attention. Among contemporary texts, only 3 

deal with the subject in any detail. A search 
of readings books and periodical literature is 

similarly frustrating. Even those researchers 
who have created the field of consumer satis

factions have dealt largely with post-consump

tion aspects. A scattering of authors, notably 

Nicosia, have proposed that the process of con

sumption be viewed less narrowly, but they are 

principally interested in the sociology of con

sumption. We have seen very little concern 
with use behavior. 

Toward a Theory of Use Behavior 

It is presumptious at this stage before even 

adequate descriptions of use behavior have 
been produced, to more than speculate what the 

shape of a theory of use behavior might be. 

However, drawing from the literature available 

and limited explorations of actual consumption 

processes, a general framework is suggested. 

Consumption is comprised of all those acts 

performed by the consumption unit (household 
or individual) for the purpose of satisfying 

needs and wants within the constraint of lim

ited resources. These acts (called here the 

consumption management functions) are shown 

in Exhibit 1. This exhibit presents a norm

ative model of the consumption management 
system, the components of which are described 
briefly below the exhibit. 

Exhibit I 

Consumption Management System 

~-- _, -: 
: NEEDS ~----

' 

i-- ... - ... 
I RE- I 

--- ~ SOURUS: 
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1. ~~~~in~ defines consumption goals, devel
ops an overall plan for guiding the dispo
sition of resources to satisfy the needs of 

the consumption unit. Allocation rules are 
established. Control recei~es-~se feedback 
information, e~al~ates satisfactions, speci

fies corr~ctive action (including complaining 

behavior and/or plans modification). 

2. ~!!~ri!l! ~!rta~~nt makes procurement de
cisions, assuring an available supply of goods 

and services. It also manages inventory and 

disposes of consumption waste. 

3. £~ Ma~~~~~tschedules and supervises the 
processing consumption inputs (purchased goods 

and services as well as productive inputs by 
consumption unit members). Use management is 

responsible for the maintenance and repair of 
fixed consumption assets. 

Insights From a Broadened Concept 

It is possible to identify some changes that 

might take place in our thinking about the 

discipline of marketing as a result of a broad
ened concept of consumption whic~ would in

clude the concept of consumption management. 

1. We may discover that goods and services 
are relatively minor inputs to consumption. 

2. We may find that not-for-profit suppliers 

are more important elements in the overall 
system of marketing than we had thought. 

3. We could find out that 
are more directly involved 
are ~oods marketers. 

service suppliers 
in consumption than 

4. We may discover a means of uncovering new 

opportunities to conceive and develop new pro

ducts, new services, and even entirely new 

modes of consumption. 

5. We will probably conclude that shopping 

and buying are of relatively no more import

ance in consumer marketing than they are in 
industrial marketing. 

6. We may discover that the maintenance and 

servicing of consumption assets (durables) 

present new and different marketing challenges. 

7. We could even face the prospect of having 

to redefine the role of the consumer in the 

marketin~ system. 

8. We may well want to take another close 

look at the ag~regate consumption system in 

order to discover ways in which overall con
sumption efficiency can be improved. 
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SLOGANS: AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON THEIR EFFECTS 

Richard F. Beltramini, Arizona State University 
John P. McDonald, Arizona State University 

The birth of the slogan dates back to the start of his
tory itself. Today, the slogan remains visible in vir
tually every segment of society, attesting to itsunique 
staying power. As much as the slogan has been able to 
influence people throughout the ages, however, very 
little research has been conducted on the topic. Of the 
substantive material that does exist, most focuses on 
slogans used by advertisers, with a few minorexceptions 
found in the political slogan area (e.g., Sherif, 1937). 
The purpose of this paper is to trace the empiricalwork 
which has been conducted in the area of advertising 
slogan effectiveness. 

Upon reviewing the slogan literature, while it appears 
that it is the most frequently addressed, slogan effec
tiveness is still the least understood aspect of slo
ganism. Specifically, what is the nature of a success
ful slogan? What are their effects? How do they work? 

Slogan Effectiveness 

Historically, the most popular area of slogan effec
tiveness research is that of the effects of certain 
variables on slogan awareness. Larson and Wales (1970) 
conducted a study among a random sample of householders 
in Chicago, and found that four factors (age, income, 
sex, and race) could predict a relatively high identi
fication rate of slogans (55%). Further, it was found 
that: 1) young people were more aware of slogans than 
older people, 2) higher income groups were more aware 
of slogans than low income groups, 3) males were more 
aware of slogans than females, and 4) whites were more 
aware than non-whites. 

Keiser (1975) conducted a similar study concerning 
slogan and brand awareness, limiting his sample to ado
lescents. Those predictor variables found mostly rela
ted to slogan awareness were exposure to mass media 
opinion leadership, social class, and age. The eff~cts 
of social class and age were consistent with those 
found by Larson and Wales' with positive and negative 
correlations respectively. 

In both studies, the way in which an individual's 
slogan awareness was measured was by providing the sub
jects with a list of slogans and partial slogans; and 
then asking them to either complete the slogan or to 
name the company using the slogan. 

Katz and Rose (1966) found that there was much consumer 
confusion for heavily advertised product categories. 
Slogan recall was not found to be influenced by the sex 
of the respondent; however, the effects of age and the 
amount of product consumption were significantly corre
lated with slogan awareness. The authors concluded 
that slogan recall was a learned phenomenon. 

As an alternative to identifying audience member charac
teristics that are associated with slogan awareness, 
the effects of different types of slogans, qualified 
versus unqualified, on recall of product advertisements 
have been investigated. An unqualified slogan is one 
containing arguments that favors only its conclusion, 
whereas a qualified slogan restricts the main argument 
(Misra and Jain, 1971). An example of a qualified 
slogan would be. "You may pay more, but ours is the 
best toothpaste to prevent cavities;~n unqualified 
slogan might only suggest, "Ours is the best toothpaste 
to prevent cavities." Some work in psychology has 
attempted to investigate the persuasive impact of one
sided communication (unqualified slogans) as opposed to 
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two-sided communication (qualified slogans), and the 
attitude-change literature suggests that qualified 
slogans could prove to be more effective (Johar and 
Kanungo, 1975). 

In their study, Johar and Kanungo supported the hypo
thesis that qualified slogans are perceived as more 
believable than unqualified slogans, even for frequent
ly purchased consumer non-durables. Further, they found 
that qualified slogans increased the credibility of 
the advertised message; however, the qualification did 
not significantly effect the other two dependent mea
sures. the liking for the product or the subject's 
intention to buy it. 

In the Jain and Misra (1971) study, brand recall for 
advertisements with unqualified slogans was found to 
be slightly higher (but not significantly) than those 
with qualified slogans. Thus, the researchers were 
unable to clearly identify the relative impact of qua
lified and unqualified slogan types. 

Moore and Stephens (1975) examined differential pro
cesses associated with four measures of consumer 
learning. These included price accuracy, brand speci
fication, attitudes toward advertising, and slogan 
recall. The study involved more of an emphasis on 
adolescent consumer learning than on the slogan recall 
area itself, however. After testing two different 
groups, middle and high school adolescents, the resear
chers found intelligence to be the most significant 
explanatory variable accounting for differences in slo
gan recall. Magazine reading and television exposure 
time also contributed as significant predictor varia
bles. 

Finally. Pathak (1974) explained the recognition of 
advertising slogans by applying the closure principle 
of learning and the influence of knowledge associated 
with past experience on perceptions and their commit
ment to memory. Results showed that the application 
of the closure principle to advertising needs re
evaluation, since the motivation to form a complete 
slogan was not found to be an adequate explanation for 
learning advertising slogans. Major recall differences 
were mainly due to the past experiences of the indivi
dual with the product advertised. Pathak's results 
also showed that a slogan can be misused through 
constant repetition to the extent that the audience 
becomes tired of it (i.e., wearout). 

Conclusion 

It is somewhat surprising to find so little research 
conducted on a device that has been used so extensive
ly among advertisers, politicians, religious leaders 
and the like for so long. It is unfortunate that so 
many advertisers, for example, use this tool with 
virtually no idea why, what characteristics work best, 
or even if their slogans are effective. On the basis 
of the historical perspective presented, hopefully the 
need for further empirical work on the effectiveness 
of slogans has been made apparent. 
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MARKETING ORIENTED STRATEGIES FOR PHYSICIANS: 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper examines dramatic changes that are taking 
place in the health care industry with respect to the 
coming competition between health care providers. Stra
tegies are developed for physicians to better market 
health care and to survive within the changing environ
ment. 

Introduction 

This paper examines a number of trends that will have a 
significant impact on competition of physician practice 
modes over the next decade. This "future picture" is 
contingent upon forces present in today's medical market 
place, making it necessary to also examine the present 
health care structure. 

Competition in any industry is affected by four basic 
forces: the demand for the product, the supply of the 
product, consumer attitudes toward the product, and 
system constraints, including government regulation. The 
health care industry is no exception. There are some 
interesting changes taking place in these forces in the 
health care industry that will significantly increase 
competition among health care providers. 

The Present Health Care System 

Demand for medical care is a function of population, geo
graphic distribution, age, technology and consumer atti
tudes, knowledge and information. Other factors equally 
important but more difficult to quantify include things 
such as the consumer's insatiable demand for care to re
main healthy as well as physician-induced demand. Health 
care spending as a proportion of GNP doubled between 1950 
and 1978, rising from 4.5% to 9% (Social Security Bulle
tin, Nov., 1981). For the average American family, this 
rate of growth means that 10% of its gross income was 
spent directly or indirectly on health care in 1975; by 
the year 2000, the percentage is projected to exceed 15% 
(Russell, 1978). The supply side of the health care 
equation is viewed in terms of the number of health care 
providers available to meet requirements. Physician 
supply has been examined, studied, and explored since 
the 1960's. At first, health experts were concerned 
about the possibility of a physician shortage. In the 
late 70's, the focus shifted to the consequences of a 
projected surplus. Now, experts have decided that the 
real problem is a combination of surplus, geographic 
maldistribution and specialty imbalances (GMENAC Report 
19). 

Any discussion of the health care system would be incom
plete without reference to the third party payment mech
anism. Under such a method, the recipient of services 
does not pay the provider of services directly; rather, 
a third party makes the payment. According to health 
economists, the effect of this type of payment system 
has been an increase in health care costs (Newhouse, 
1976, Altman and Eichenholz, in Zubkoff ed.). 

The recognition that a leveling off of costs has not been 
occurring prompted the government to intervene in an 

attempt to restrain costs and reduce unnecessary 

utilization of services. However, government regulation 
is believed to constrain the normal behavior of the 
health care system and is attacked as inflationary, 
anti-productive, and inevitably crippled by red tape. 

Until recently, government regulation has been consi
dered the principal, if not only, means to reduce dupli
cation of medical facilities and fragmentation of ser
vices to stabilize price rates and to improve levels of 
minimum standards (McNerney, 1980). Other approaches, 
indirect regulation and voluntary control, have been 
tried but have not adequately addressed the major issues. 
Another alternative - competition - has aroused a great 
deal of interest within the health care sector. 

The concept of competition is based on the premise that 
individual consumers, making diverse decisions in their 
economic self-interest in an open marketplace, will 
solve collective societal problems more effectively and 
efficiently than government controls. In the health 
care system, competition can be introduced to impact one 
of five groups (Friedman, July, 1980): l) patient at the 
point of seeking health care, 2) patient at the point of 
purchasing insurance, 3) third party payers, 4) insti
tutional providers and 5) physicians. 

Strategic Planning for the 1980's 

Most experts predict the immediate future will consist 
of a combination of competition and regulation. It also 
seems that fee-for-service will be the primary mode of 
physician reimbursement. However, the roles of all the 
actors in the system are changing. For the physician, 
a good practice will require more than good medical 
skills. 

There is not a physician in this country who can change 
the environment, yet every physician will have to change 
if the environment changes. To adapt to a dynamic en
vironment it is necessary to look at what the health care 
system will be in the 80's and then develop an appropri
ate strategy for that environment. Strategy can be 
defined as a "decisive allocation of resources in a given 
direction." Using this definition, every physician cur
rently has a strategy - resources having been committed 
in some direction. The question becomes: Is it the right 
direction? 

Historically, it was not really necessary to have a busi
ness strategy for a physician. A physician practiced 
medicine and a "good practice" was equated with medical 
quality. It is not that such a philosophy will be 
changed. Rather, it is that "good medicine" will need to 
be supplemented by additional communication and the skills 
necessary in a competitive environment. The following 
strategic timetable is an indication of how physicians 
can utilize resources to adapt to the 1980's health care 
environment: 

l. Develop patient/consumer orientation and improved 
office management/marketing procedures (1-2 years). 

2. Consider forming appropriate groups (2-5 years). 
3. Monitor economic/competitive trends and conduct 

market studies (5-10 years). 

(References available from authors.) 
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THE WEBB-POMERENE ASSOCIATIONS' SAGA 

A.D. Cao, The American University 

Abstract 

In order to promote U.S. exports via the Webb-Pomerene 
Associations the Webb-Pomerene Act of 1913 must be 
revised, U.S. manufacturers must abandon their do-it
yourself attitude and the Associations must improve 
their marketing "mix". 

Introduction 

The U.S. Department of Commerce estimated that for 
1981, the U.S. trade balance deficit may be several 
billion dollars wider than the 1980's $36.4 billion 
gapl and this is due to the lack of competitiveness in 
many U.S. products, prices, promotion, and 
distribution. It is the purpose of this paper to 
focus on the distribution segment of the U.S. 
international marketing mix and more specifically, to 
the Webb-Pomerene Associations (WPA's) which have been 
created in order to promote U.S. exports. 

WPA' s: From Inception to Present 

The Webb-Pomerene Export Trade Act was passed in 1918 
in order to reduce various barriers to small firms. 
The Act was designated to allow domestic competitors 
to cooperate in foreign trade by forming export 
associations called Webb-Pomerene Associations 
(WPA's) where such cooperation might be illegal under 
the Sherman and Clayton Antitrust Acts. This 
antitrust exemption, in effect, allowed U.S. firms to 
fix prices and allocate customers in foreign markets. 

By mid- 1978, there were 32 WPA's and only 27 of them 
are currently active, hence, the numbers of active 
registered WPA's has dropped drastically from the 1918 
number of 176 and 29 in 1965. The share of exports 
generated by the WPA's has shrunk from 12 percent in 
1930 into only 1.5 percent by 1978.2 

The causes of failure come from: 1) the WPA' s; 2) 
their clients; and 3) the legal basis provided by the 
Webb-Pomerene Act itself discussed as follows: 

1. The WPA's failed mainly because of their marketing 
"mix". The WPA's failed to provide a "total product" 
package needed by their customers at a comparatively 
low cost. Without the WPA's help, it is hard for U.S. 
exporters to figure out, for instance, the types of 
labeling requirements to be met in an African country 
such as Zaire as compared to different requirements 
found in Singapore for the very same product, such as 
canned pineapple. The WPA' s also failed to have a 
"total product" because they did not provide financing 

1The data of this section is found in two studies made 
by the Federal Trade Commission: Webb-Pomerene 
Associations: A 50 Year Review, June 1967 and Webb
Pomerene Associations: Ten Years Later, November, 
1970. 

2u. S. Department of Commerce, A Study of the 
Feasibility of Export Trading Companies to Promote 
Increased Exports by the U.S. Textile & Apparel 
Industries, February 16, 1981, pp. III-11 and III-14. 
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facilities much needed by smaller U.S. exporters. 
Furthermore, as an agent in the entire channel of 
international distribution, the WPA's failed to have 
sufficient foreign offices in order to establish 
themselves overseas and promote efficiently, U.S. 
products in highly competitive foreign markets. Last, 
but not least, the WPA' s failed to accomplish 
economies of scale via high numbers of members, and 
for high volume of business. As indicated on Table 1, 
only five associations had more than 20 members, four 
with 10 to 20 members and the rest had less than 10 
members. 

2. The WPA's failed also because of the traditional 
attitude to the U.S. manufacturers. They use the 
WPA's just as a starter to test foreign markets and to 
build up sales. Once they have gained the experience 
and the sales volume needed to eliminate the economies 
of scale provided originally by the WPA's, the U.S. 
exporters would rather "go it alone" and leave the 
WPA's for more control. 

3. Finally, the WPA's failed because of the vagueness 
and the restrictions found in the Webb-Pomerene Act 
itself. The Act filed to provide a legal basis for 
requiring the WPA' s members to export through the 
association for a clearly prescribed period. While 
the Act states a "reasonable" period of time, it is 
not clearly stipulated what period of time is 
reasonable. The Act also failed to prevent the WPA's 
members from selling their products to a competing 
domestic exporter. Furthermore, it is impossible for 
a WPA to create territorial rights to markets it has 
developed by requiring that any member's exports, 
after withdrawal from the WPA, be handled, by or 
through the association. Lastly, the lack of clear 
cut definition of what export action by a WPA 
constitutes a violation of the antitrust laws prevents 
the WPA' s from adopting a vertical integration of 
manufacturers, insurers, shippers and others in order 
to further take advantage of economies of scale 
instead of the traditional horizontal form of 
integration found among the WPA's. 

Conclusion 

In order to promote U.S. exports via the Webb-Pomerene 
Associations the Webb-Pomerene Act of 1913 must be 
revised, U.S. manufacturers must abandon their do-it
yourself attitude and the Associations must improve 
their marketing "mix". 

U.S. Federal 
Associations: 
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PEDAGOGICAL MODEL 
FOR INTRODUCING PROMOTION BUDGETING 

David C. Carlson, New Mexico State University 
Paul K. McDevitt, New Mexico State University 

Abstract 

This paper presents a useful teaching tool for introduc
ing the basics of promotional budgeting 

Introduction 

An understanding of the principles of determining opti
mal promotional expenditures is important for marketing 
students for at least two reasons. First, such anunder
standing provides a basic framework from which to pre
sent actual promotional budgeting techniques, illustrat
ing how to make promotional decisions with respect to 
countering competitive advertising or pricing, or the 
impact of legal, social or economic change. Second, the 
analytical framework employed to determine optimal pro
motional outlays may also be employed to effectively 
illustrate budgeting in the areas of research, new pro
duct development and distribution systems as well. 

Existing Models 

Numerous models of promotional budgeting have been pro
posed (Aaker and Meyers, 1975; Dean, 1951; Engle, Wales 
and Warshaw, 1975; Longman, 1971; Magee, 1964; Vidale 
and Wolfe, 1964). These models tend to confuse the 
students with an awkward conceptual framework {Dean, 
1951) or with factors that may in most cases be irrele
vant (like promotional startup costs) (Aaker and Meyers, 
1975; Longman, 1971) or with analytics too complex to 
present in the time one normally allocates in an adver
tising course to budgeting. The following model has 
been found to be more effective than the above models 
for pedagogical purposes. 

The Model 

Figure I presents a Revenue Response function (RR) which 
may be defined as a locus of points each of which de
scribes a level of net sales revenue that is expected 
for a given level of promotion (P) after all non-promo
tional expenses have been subtracted:All other ele
ments of the marketing mix are assumed constant. The 
shape of the Revenue Response function reveals the 
presence of increasing and gradually decreasing rates 
of revenue growth as promotional outlays are increased. 

A (450) Zero Profit Line (ZP) may be superimposed upon 
the RR function. The purpose of this line is to dis
tinguish between those outlays at which net revenues 
(as measured by the RR function) exceed promotional 
costs and those outlays where revenues fall short of 
promotional costs. Note that in many cases the RR func
tion may never cross the ZP line (an unprofitable 
product). 

In Figure I , net revenues fall short of promotional 
costs at outlays below PI and above Pu. These levels 
therefore denote the lower and upper breakeven promo
tional levels, respectively. The profit maximizing 
promotional outlay may be determined in one of twoways. 
Either the greatest difference between net revenues and 
promotion cost may be identified as P* by graphical 
means, locating a 450 tangent to the RR function or 
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max~m~z~ng distance between RR and ZP, or the princi
ples of marginalism may be employed to identify P* as 
the volumn at which oRR/oP = 1.0. 

Actions which make promotional expenses more efficient 
(better copy or headline, better sales training, etc.) 
move RR to the left, increasing profits while lowering 
the optimal budget. , Legal requirements or competitive 
ads which lower promotion efficiency have the opposite 
effect. Any social, economic or marketing mix changes 
can similarly be analyzed, i.e. production cost in
creases rotates RR downward, reducing profits while 
lowing the optimal budget. 

Net 
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APPLYING THE MARKETING CONCEPT TO NURSE RECRUITMENT STRATEGIES 
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ABSTRACT 

Although it is recommended that nonprofit organizations 
adopt a marketing orientation, little is known about 
how well these organizations succeed. This paper 
analyzes the area of nurse recruitment to see whether 
hospitals have adopted a marketing orientation. This 
study analyzes the organizations' actual performance by 
measuring newspaper want ads. 

INTRODUCTION 

The shortage of registered nurses is quite severe. In 
response to the shortage, hospitals and healthcare 
facilities have stepped up their recruitment activities. 
However, hospitals are unsuccessful in attracting 
nurses because they have not yet adopted a marketing 
approach. 

With respect to nurse recruitment, a marketing approach 
means that hospitals recognize that nurses differ 
according to their personal characteristics and their 
professional objectives. Recognizing these dif
ferences, hospitals then attract the various segments 
of nurses by providing features that are most likely to 
satisfy these nurses' needs. 

The purpose of this study was to measure whether hospi
tals have adopted a marketing orientation towards nurse 
recruitment by content analyzing newspaper want ads. 

To determine what type of nurses were being recruited 
all references to personality traits, demographic char
acteristics and employee qualifications were counted. 
To determine the nature of the appeals being used, the 
appeals were divided into three broad categories: hos
pital-related features, professional development 
opportunities, and scheduling and economic benefits. 

The study was limited to hospitals in the greater 
Chicago area. All the boxed want ads for nurses that 
appeared in the Chicago Tribune during the entire month 
of June, 1981, were included. A total of 27 hospitals 
were represented with one ad per hospital. The sample 
included 8 large hospitals (over 500 beds), 12 medium 
hospitals (250 to 500 beds) and 7 small hospitals 
(under 250 beds). 

Findings 

Most of the hospitals used a mass marketing approach to 
define the nurses they needed. They were recruiting 
registered nurses, experienced in a particular specialty 
area, a description that fits nearly every nurse in the 
marketplace. Among the hospitals in the sample, 81 per
cent were recruiting registered nurses. Some 15 percent 
were seeking experienced nurses only; another 26 percent 
either experienced nurses or new graduates; and a single 
ad was targeted toward new graduates only. Over half 
(59 percent) of the hospitals wanted to fill openings 
in one or more of the specialty areas. 

Most of the hospitals did not differentiate themselves 
from the other hospitals with whom they were competing. 
The hospitals generally offered a combination of bene
fits instead of concentrating on the ones which could 
have best filled the needs of the nurses they were 
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recruiting. A third of the hospitals offered hospital 
features, professional development opportunities, and 
economic benefits. Some 55 percent mentioned two of 
the three benefits and 12 percent mentioned a single 
benefit. Furthermore, the hospitals tended to stress 
the same benefits. Nearly all the want ads (85 percent) 
offered scheduling and economic benefits; 78 percent 
offered hospital features; and 59 percent professional 
development opportunities. 

Of the hospitals which mentioned scheduling and 
economic benefits (N=23), 61 percent offered a general 
benefits package; 57 percent offered scheduling con
siderations; and 52 percent specified a salary. 

The hospitals stereotyped themselves as caring institu
tions with the latest in equipment and facilities. Of 
the hospitals which offered hospital features as an 
inducement (N=20), 70 percent positioned themselves as 
modern, progressive institutions; 55 percent as caring, 
community oriented ones; and 40 percent as offering a 
variety of medical services. 

As additional evidence of how similarly the hospitals 
projected themselves, it should be noted that 10 of the 
14 hospitals who mentioned that they were modern did so 
in the middle of the ad. Likewise 7 of the 8 hospitals 
who specified their bed size did so in the middle of 
the ad, and 7 of the 11 hospitals who portrayed them
selves as caring did so in the middle of the ad. 

The hospitals were least likely to discuss career 
development opportunities in their ads. Of the hospi
tals mentioning career development (N=l6), 50 percent 
said they provided a "challenging and rewarding posi
tion" for nurses; 44 percent offered a "professional" 
environment; and 44 percent a "caring and innovative" 
nursing philosophy. 

In summary, most of the hospitals in the sample were 
not marketing oriented. They did not identify their 
markets in ways which were useful for identifying the 
different objectives that nurses desire. This lack of 
differentiation of the market has resulted in the 
failure of the hospitals to target their recruitment 
appeals. Instead the hospitals offered similar benefits 
to one and all. 

In the future, the want ads from hospitals across the 
country should be analyzed to see if this lack of mar
keting orientation occurs nationally. Hospitals 
located in regions with the most severe nurse 
shortages should be compared to hospitals in regions 
where the shortages are not as great. The recruitment 
programs of large hospitals should be compared to that 
of small hospitals. Also, hospitals with the most 
successful recruitment pro,erams should be compared 
with hospitals with less successful programs. Lastly, 
more effort should be devoted to segmenting the nurse 
market. This would help hospitals identify the cate
gory of nurses they want to attract and help them 
target their appeals to meet those nurses' needs. 



PROGRAMS AS PRODUCTS 
ASSESSING TELEVISION FOR THE NEW TECHNOLOGY 

Teresa J. Domzal, George Mason University 
Ronald J. Dornoff, University of Cincinnati 

Jerome B. Kernan, University of Cincinnati 

Since programs will have to be marketed as products un
der the new TV technology (cable systems, subscription 
TV, satellite communications, home video systems), it 
will become necessary to assess viewers' perceptions 
and evaluations of them--in addition to their likeli
hood of viewing them. Moreover, viewer segments will 
need to be portrayed in far richer terms than the tra
ditional demographic profiles. 

Methodology 

Respondents 

Respondents for the study were females, ages 18-49. All 
residents of the Cincinnati SMSA, they were recruited 
through their (community) organizations, to which a 
per-capita contribution was made. Altogether, 139 wo
men comprised the sample which, compared with the U.S. 
population, is skewed somewhat toward higher income 
and education. 

Procedure and Stimulus Materials 

Stimulus materials consisted of videotaped portions 
(typically the initial 2-3 minutes) of (then) currently 
available, prime-time TV programming. In all, 20 
regularly-scheduled programs were assessed, represent
ing the popular and unpopular, a variety of program 
types and network affiliations, and new and established 
shows. The programs assessed (with their network af
filiations) are: BENSON (ABC), BUCK ROGERS (NBC), 
DALLAS (CBS), DUKES OF HAZZARD (CBS), DYNASTY (ABC), 
FANTASY ISLAND (ABC), HILL STREET BLUES (NBC), LITTLE 
HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE (NBC), LOU GRANT (CBS), LOVE BOAT 
(ABC), M*A*S*H (CBS), NERO WOLFE (NBC), QUINCY (NBC), 
REAL PEOPLE (NBC), 60 MINUTES (CBS), TAXI (ABC), THE 
JEFFERSONS (CBS), THE PAPER CHASE (PBS), THOSE AMAZING 
ANIMALS (ABC), and 20/20 (ABC). 

Data collection took place in late Spring, 1981, and 
consisted of small-group (10-20 persons) viewing ses
sions which lasted approximately two hours. After an 
orientation, respondents were shown the videotape of a 
program and then asked to respond to three scales, 
representing perceptions, evaluations and categoriza
tions of the show. After all 20 tapes were shown and 
responded to, respondents provided additional data 
about themselves. 

Variables Assessed 

For each of the 20 programs, respondents supplied a 26-
item perceptual profile, a 14-item evaluation, and a 
6-item category description. In addition, respondents 
indicated whether they would "definitely watch," "might 
watch occasionally," or "would never watch" each of the 
programs. All the program responses were grouped ac
cording to these definitely/might/never categories, as 
were respondents' overall measures--their viewing be
havior, reasons for '"atching TV, attitudes toward tele
vision as a medium, feelings about watching TV, psycho
graphic profile, other media habits, demographics and 
socioeconomic status. 
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Illustrative Results 

Because of space limitations, it is possible to present 
results (highly condensed ones) for just three shows: 
DALLAS, FANTASY ISLAND, AND HILL STREET BLUES. 

Dallas 

This show is extremely popular because of its villains, 
which viewers (both regular and occasional) regard as 
appealing. This characteristic in tarn renders the 
program gripping and captivating, one that viewers find 
most enjoyable. 

Nonviewers disagree with these perceptions. They also 
are far more critical of their TV watching than DALLAS 
viewers, having essentially no loyalty to a regular 
program schedule. And they feel no "irresistible 
attraction" to watching TV, unlike DALLAS viewers who 
like TV and worry about watching too much of it. Other
wise, viewers (re nonviewers) are more concerned about 
their personal appearance, hold relatively traditional 
opinions regarding marriage and the family, and admit 
to a fair amount of daydreaming. 

Hill Street Blues 

Our research (Spring 1981) caught HILL STREET BLUES in 
a very early stage, prior to the time its popularity 
(with attendant word-of-mouth promotion) had become 
established. Even in its nascent stage, HSB was per
ceived as absorbing, complex, deep, believable and re
alistic by regular viewers (and only slightly less so 
by occasional viewers). 

Viewers watch more TV than nonviewers, watch it "to be 
entertained,'' and are more susceptible to regularly
scheduled series than to specials or mini-series. 
Finally, HSB viewers are least likely to be employed, 
most likely to be married (least to be divorced), and 
have the lowest proportion of $25,000+ incomes. 

Fantasy Island 

This program's regular viewers are reasonably likely to 
be employed full-time (but not in the professions) and 
half as likely as nonviewers to be college graduates. 
Their income level is the lowest one we studied. And 
they watch the greatest amount of television--46.7 
hours/week--of any group, almost three times that by 
nonviewers. 

This viewer segment is a traditional group; they think 
the world and television is like FANTASY ISLAND--a 
place with predictable complications and happy endings. 

Nonviewers, however, point to this program as the arch
type of TV drivel; for them it is irritating, boring, 
superficial, and farfetched (i.e., not plausible)--a 
complete waste of one's time. 



RESPONSE RATE STIMULANTS IN MAIL SURVEYS: A POTENTIAL 
SOURCE OF SAMPLE COMPOSITION BIAS 

David W. Finn, Texas Christian University 

Abstract 

Users of mail surveys are continually searching for ways 
to increase response rates without adversely affecting 
total survey costs, but it is possible that higher 
response rates are sometimes achieved at the cost of 
decreased quality of response and/or increased sample 
bias. This paper studies return envelope style as a 
response stimulant. While recognizing the trade-offs 
between higher response rates for stamped return 
envelopes and lower total costs for business reply 
return envelopes, this study asks if response quality 
and sample composition are affected. Response quality 
was not differentially affected by return envelope 
style. However, an important difference in the age 
composition of the different groups of respondents ~ 
detected. It appears that the middle categories of age 
(41-55 years) may resist returning questionnaires in 
business reply return envelopes to a greater extent than 
in stamped return envelopes. More research on this 
question is needed. No differences in sex, marital 
status, occupation, education or income were detected. 

Introduction 

Many studies of mail surveys have been conducted 
investigating a wide range of variables. The important 
issues in many studies include the effect of various 
response stimulants (incentives, follow-up letters, 
envelope style, etc.) on response rates, response speed, 
and response quality. Furthermore, different inducement 
methods have been reported as differentially affecting 
rates of response for different segments of people. The 
study reported in this paper looks at the differential 
effects of using business reply or first class stamped 
return envelopes on response quality and sample 
composition. 

We know that higher powered return postage in mail 
surveys serves as a response stimulant at economic cost. 
Business reply mail is much less costly in the lower 
ranges of response rates, but we don't know if return 
envelope style influences more than just response rates. 
The study summarized here is exploratory in natur~o 
hypotheses are offered, but a finding of no difference 
in response quality or sample composition due to return 
envelope style would be welcome. If differences are 
found, it will be necessary to re-evaluate the benefits 
of business reply envelopes. See Finn (1981 - 1982) for 
a more complete summary of the literature. 

Method 

A random sample of 1000 heads of household was randomly 
split in half. To return a questionnaire on usage and 
opinions of financial institutions, one half received a 
first class stamped envelope, while the other half 
received a business reply return envelope. The 
questionnaire had three types of questions: 43 
check-off questions on the topic; 6 check-off 
demographic questions; and two pairs of related 
questions. 

Response 
omissions 

quality 
in the 

was measured 3 ways; number of 
check-off questions, consistency in 
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responses to the question pairs, and number of 
incomplete questionnaires. Sample composition was 
measured by comparing the distribution of answers to the 
demographic questions. More complete details of the 
study design can be found in Finn (1981 - 1982). 

Results 

No differences between return envelope styles were noted 
for any of the measures of response quality. The sample 
composition comparison yielded no differences in sex, 
marital status, occupation, education or income. 
However, potentially important differences were noted 
for age. Table 1 highlights these differences. 

TABLE 1 

AGE COMPOSITION OF THE DIFFERENT SAMPLES 
Percent of Response Category 

[Percent of Total Sample in Response Category] 

Age 

Under 41 

41-55 

Over 55 

Return Envelope Style 

Business 
Reply 

51.8 
[9.2] 

14.5 
[ 2. 6 J 

3J. 7 
[6.0] 

Stamped 

4b. 7 
[ 11. 5] 

28.8 
[ 7 .1] 

24.5 
[ 6. 1 J 

The unbracketed numbers in Table 1 report the percentage 
breakdown of age categories for each envelope style 
actually returned. As can be seen, there are 
proportionately more older people and fewer "41-55" year 
old people responding via business reply mail. An 
alternative way of viewing the response pattern is as a 
percentage of the total sample size for each envelope 
style (the bracketed numbers). With this view, the 
difference in the "over 55" category disappears, and the 
··41-55" year old age group is almost three times more 
strongly represented with stamped envelopes. 
Unfortunately, because the number of people in each age 
category who received each envelope style is unknown, 
these differences cannot be tested for significance, 
even though both samples were chosen randomly. However, 
this view offers an important future research question: 
do people in the 41-55 year old age category selectively 
resist returning questionnaires in business reply 
envelopes? If yes , users of mail surveys may be 
unknowingly biasing their samples toward older or 
younger respondents. 
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COLLEGE ATHLETICS AS A MARKETING TOOL: IMPACT ON BENEFACTOR GENEROSITY 

John F. Gaski, University of Notre Dame 

Abstract 

In this paper the different types of marketing activi
ties practiced by universities are outlined. Among 
these is the operation of the athletic program which 
can generate funds in a number of ways, perhaps even 
eliciting greater gift-giving by university patrons. 
Results are presented from a pilot study designed to 
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assess the plausibility of this hypothesis. 

Introduction: University Marketing 

Although non-profit organizations, by definition, have 
different objectives than profit-seeking firms, both 
types of institutions will typically need to generate 
large a~ounts of revenue to sustain operations. So the 
two types of institutions are alike in that revenue is 
the means to an end--profit in one case, non-profit 
goals in the other. Another common characteristic is 
that the techniques of marketing can be applied to the 
problem of revenue generation in either case. 

3ne familiar enterprise in the non-profit category is 
the ur,iversity. Universities need to generate large 
amounts of funds for their operations and the totality 
of means by which a university raises funds can be re
garded as its marketing function. An illustrative list
ing of such "university marketing" activities includes: 
(1) Providing quality education in order to obtain tui
tion revenues; (2) Providing quality research in order 
to attract private and public grants; (3) Commercial 
enterprises such as television and radio stations, book 
publishing, farms, hospitals, retail stores (e.g., book
stores and restaurants), rental of auditorium facili
ties, stock market investments, and promotion of athlet
ic events; (4) Solicitation of donations from alumni and 
other benefactors. 

3f these marketing activities, one that may present some 
unique dimensions is the operation of the athletic pro
gram, particularly the production of athletic spectacles 
for mass audiences. This is properly included among u
niversity commercial enterprises since it generates rev
enue directly from gate receipts, stadium concessions, 
broadcasting rights, sales of ancillary souvenir items, 
and payments from post-season special events. The ath
letic enterprise of a university may also contribute in
directly to the raising of revenue through either of two 
mechanisms: (1) Since virtually the only regular con
tact any university has with the general public is 
through its athletic program, the total impression thus 
communicated provides much of the backdrop against which 
the fund-raising effort is conducted. Successful ath
letics may therefore contribute to a favorable overall 
public impression of a university, which may translate 
into a greater propensity to bestow gifts upon that 
school. (2) More directly, many schools' alumni attach 
great value to athletic success and may reward such a
chievement with increased monetary contributions. This 
latter proposition was the subject of a pilot study 
which is described in the following section. 

Analysis and Results 

The hypothesis to be considered can be expressed as 

H: A strong positive association will be observed be
tween a university's degree of athletic success and 
the amount of monetary donations received. 
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TABLE 
PREDICTORS OF NOTRE DAME CONTRIBUTIONS 

Indei:>endent Variable Coefficient t-value 

Constant -1,189,668 -1.61 

a 
Football Record 4,016,436 4.85 

3asketball Record 44,225 .10 

TV Football Games 93' 283 1.20 

R2 = .771 (.695adjusted); F-ratio = 10.11 (p< .01); 

Durbin-1-latson statistic = 1.56 

ap < .001 

Data were used from a convenience sample of two univer
sities, Notre Dame and Hisconsin. These schools were 
considered appropriate subjects because both operate 
high-level athletic enterprises which are known to be 
popular with their respective alumni markets. So if 
the hypothesized relationship is to be found anywhere, 
it is likely to be nanifested in subjects such as these, 
which provides opportunity for convincing falsification. 

In the Notre Dame case, data were collected for these 
independent variables: Football won-lost percentage, 
basketball :-1-L pc t., and number of football games on 
national or regional television. For Wisconsin, hockey 
~-L pet. was used instead of televised football games, 
with the other two variables the same. These varia~les 
are the indicators of athletic success judged to be pro
minent in each situation, e.g., :Hsconsin has few tele
vised games but a very popular hockey team. Dependent 
variable for the Notre Dame analysis was amount of con
tributions to the Annual Fund, in constant dollars; for 
Hisconsin, amount of private gifts, grants, and con
tracts (constant dollars). Different measures of mone
tary donations had to be used, representing the best a
vailable operationalization of "benefactor generosity" 
for each school. Data were collected for the period 
1964-76 in the Notre Dame case; FY 1965-66 to '78-79 
for Hisconsin. These time periods reflect a number of 
considerations, principally the availability of co~
plete data. Care was taken to assure proper sequential
ity, or concurrence, between independent and dependent 
variables, i.e., athletic results must not have oc
curred subsequent to the dependent measure within each 
observation. ~fultiple regression was used to identify 
any relationships between the various measures of ath
letic achievement and the dependent variables. 

In general, the results were equivocal but provocative. 
The Notre Dame data produced support for the hypothesis 
(see Tabl e) but the 'tlisconsin data did not, and are not 
reported. Despite the conflicting results, the conclu
sion can still be offered that, in some cases, a uni
versity's athletic achievements may have~ngible ef
fect on the amount of monetary donations received. The 
managerial recommendation, then, is to identify which 
public endeavors of a university, athletic or not, are 
both salient to the donor market and controllable, and 
allocate resources according to which activities seem 
to produce the greatest return, including any impact on 
monetary contributions. Here, based on the regression 
results and converting to current dollars, each Notre 
Dame football win is worth about $500,000 in donations. 



NEGOTIATIONS IN TURN-KEY PROJECTS 
A CROSS-CULTURAL STUDY 

Pervez N. Ghauri, University of Uppsala Sweden 
Finn Wiedersheim-Paul, University of Uppsala Sweden 

Abstract 

Turn-key projects are becoming increasingly frequent in 
international business. In these projects negotiation 
process is of particular interest. In this paper a model 
has been developed for the investigation of the impor
tant factors in negotiation process. This model has been 
utilized to describe and analyze two case studies. 

Introduction 

In the context of turn-key projects, the negotiation 
process is of great importance due to its particular 
significance for the question of success or failure for 
the whole project. This is particularly crucial when tl:E 
parties involved have no experience of each other and 
come from entirely different environments; e.g. one in
dustrialized country and one developing country. 

In this paper we have developed a model for the investi
gation of important factors in the negotiation process. 
Also, we have utilized this model for analyzing two 
cases of negotiations. As we intend to concentrate on 
environmental differences, one case refers to a negotia
tion between a Swedish seller and an African buyer, 
while the other case describes a negotiation process 
between two Swedish companies. 

Model 

For the purpose of this analysis a model has been formu
lated. 1 The relationships developed during the interac
tion b~tween the parties, and as a consequence of this 
interaction, are particularly considered in the model. 
The model consists of three groups of variables: 
Antecedents, Concurrent and Consequent. 

Antecedents: These are the variables which primarily 
exist at the beginning of the relationship. They are 
divided into two sub-groups: Objectives include common, 
conflicting and complementary objectives; Background 
factors include environment (social, cultural and poli
tical), market structure, third parties and negotiators. 
The environmental variation and the unfamiliarity among 
the parties is of particular interest. 

Concurrent: These variables constitute the dynamic part 
of the model and the relationship. They are divided into 
the process and the atmosphere. The atmosphere can be 
defined as the perceived "milieu" around the relation
ship. 

Case Studies 

Two case studies are made, one illustrating negotiations 
between two Swedish firms and the other between a 
Swedish firm and a government body in a LDC. In both 
cases the buying organization is state owned. The buyer 
is financing the project itself which means that no 
loan or aid is involved. The seller is the producer of a 
significant part of the equipment supplied. Data is 

The model is based on Sawyer & Guetzkow, 1965, and 
Hakansson, 1981 
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collected through documents regarding the projects and 
by interviewing the negotiation leaders from both par
ties. In both cases the negotiation process was investi
gated up to and including the signing of the contract. 

In case one both the firms, the seller and the buyer, 
came from the same environment. The seller had supplied 
the same type of equipment to the buyer a couple of 
times before. In case two both the parties came from 
different environments and countries. They had never 
had any contact and were totally unfamiliar with each 
other. 

Findings and Areas for Future Research 

The impact of environmental differences on the negotia
tion process is very apparent from the above case stu
dies. It was observed that in Case Study I most of the 
time was consumed by the informal negotiations. The par
ties belonged to the same environment and had complete 
information about each other which made the whole pro
cess easier and shorter. 

In Case II, it was very difficult for the parties to 
understand each other's behaviour. The delays and the 
influence of political changes on the negotiation pro
cess were quite normal for the buyer. The influence of 
political changes in particular was so great that the 
project was nearly abandoned. 

We found that most of the issues which were crucial in 
c~se II, e.g. legal issues, remittance of money, price 
increase, language of the contract etc., were not nece~ 
sary to discuss in Case I. 

Therefore, the differences between the two cases i11 
terms of the mode, i.e. conflicts, misunderstandings 
etc. are probably caused by environmental differences. 
These differences occur on two levels: national, and 
organizational. 

The differences on the national level are obvious. In 
Case I the two firms are situated in the same country, 
in Case II they are not only situated in different 
countries but they also seem to know very little about 
each other's environments. The differences on the orga
nizational level go in the same direction. 

We believe that our model is an adequate framework for 
the study of negotiation processes. It should howeverbe 
developed towards more specificity and richness in de
tails. This would need more detailed knowledge about 
these processes, particularly regarding the impact of 
atmosphere. Also, it would be valuable to investigate 
negotiations between the parties regarding problems 
arising after the formal signing of the contract. 
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SHOPPING AND LEISURE ACTIVITY PATTERNS WITHIN 
THE ELDERLY CONSUMER SEGMENT: THE "YOUNG-OLD" AND "OLD-OLD" 

Peter L. Gillett, University of Central Florida 
Richard A. Scott, University of Arizona 

Duane L. Davis, University of Central Florida 

INTRODUCTION 

Consumer research generally confirms that the elderly 
are less active consumers and shoppers than young 
adults. But the single-category treatment of older 
consumers does not provide insight into just when their 
life-space contraction begins, how rapidly it develops, 
and how extensive and varied are its effects on con
sumer lifestyles. The consensus of gerontological re
search seems to be that approximately 75 years of age 
marks the transition point into advanced age. Unfortu
nately, there has been very little investigation of 
the effects of aging on actual consumer behavior. Par
ticularly lacking is detailed information on shopping 
and other consumption-oriented leisure activities and 
how these patterns and their accompanying lifestyle 
and socioeconomic status change with c:1ronological aging. 
Compounding the problem, as Bernhardt and Kinnear (1975) 
point out, most of the existing studies of elderly con
sumer behavior use quite small samples andunrepresenta
tive "captive audiences" of a single elderly residence 
or attendants of a single senior center. 

The present research purpose is to profile older con
sumers in a major metropolitan market, comparing younger 
and older households within the broad "over-65" age 
category. Following Neugarten (1974) and others, the 
age split is above and below age 75. The study focuses 
primarily upon non-institutionalized older persons who 
are presumed to be at least marginally active in out
of-home pursuits. Specific activities measured here in
clude (1) non-grocery shopping, (2) vacation patterns, 
and (3) a variety of relatively passive to more physi
cally demanding leisure lifestyle activities. Demogra
phic profiles of both age groups are examined. The 
study will investigate the extent to which the ?S-and
older age group exhibit lower levels of leisure-oriented 
activity. 

METHODOLOGY 

Data are provided by a recent personal interview survey 
of households in Maricopa County (metro Phoenix) , Ari
zona, sponsored by Phoenix Newspapers, Inc. The survey 
boundaries encompass Maricopa County, including outly
ing rural areas and small towns. This survey, conduc
ted annually by an independent marketing research firm, 
follows generally accepted survey research procedures 
for selecting and interviewing a representative sample 
of area households. The survey questionnaire consisted 
of over 800 questions probing detailed shopping patron
age, purchases, shopping attitudes, product ownership, 
lifestyle activities, and detailed demographics. 

Personal interviews were completed with 3300 households, 
including about 600 elderly households (head 65 or 
older). Institutional addresses, such as dormitories 
or nursing homes, were not sampled so that the elderly 
sample includes only independent households engagingin 
some minimum amount of personal shopping and other out
side-the-home activities. For purposes of the present 
study, elderly consumers were subdivided into two age 
groups, these being: household head age 65 to 74, and 
75 and older. This age split produced subsamples of 433 
households aged 65 to 74, and 175 aged 75 and older. 

5')2 

RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS 

The primary purpose of this study was to investigate 
whether independent non-institutionalized households 
in the broad "over-65" age group exhibit different 
levels of shopping and leisure lifestyle activities. 
The survey data provided an opportunity to split the 
elderly household sample at the 75-year-old break sug
gested by Neugarten and others as meaningful in differ
entiating the "young-old" from the "old-old." 

Differences in leisure and shopping activity patterns 
between the two older age groups were mixed. Clearly, 
the data evidence a reduction in away-from-homeactivity 
with advancing age. This pattern was especially appar
ent, and expected, in the more physically demanding of 
the recreational activities measured in the survey. 
But there is less evidence that store shopping activity 
as measured by the frequency of visits and variety of 
retail areas and stores patronized, diminishes sharply 
by age 75. Rather, for many older persons, shoppingmay 
continue to be a source of recreation. Most of the "old
old" shoppers continue to drive a car and travel rather 
widely to shop. Further, household income would not 
appear to constrain shopping more among the older group. 

Most elderly households take vacations and short motor 
trips, a finding that supports those of other studies 
of older consumers. Older consumers are found to be 
above average in foreign travel, air travel, andposses
sion of passports, airline and auto rental credit cards, 
and traveler's checks. Bartos (1980) reports that 
"active retireds" and, especially retired women, are 
active domestic and international travelers, interested 
in luxury and comfort in travel and more leisurely 
trips. Vacationing is somewhat less frequent in the 
75-and-over age group. But, again, the frequency of 
vacation travel does not diminish sharply; and, in fact, 
the frequency of vacations outside the state and foreign 
visits is similar in both older age groups. 

In conclusion, this first look at lifestyle activity 
levels within the broad "over-65" consumer market offers 
some evidence that independent elderly households are, 
indeed, not homogeneous in level of leisure activity 
and that the age-75 split suggested in gerontological 
literature has some value to marketers. Nonetheless, 
the frequent similarity in activity profiles shownhere 
suggests that the factors contributing to a contraction 
of the leisure-oriented lifestyles of older persons are 
more complex than chronological age can capture, a point 
which has been made elsewhere in the literature. More 
work needs to be done to explore the mix of socio-economic 
and lifestyle conditions that shape elderly consumers' 
leisure activities. The variety of shopping and leisure 
activities surveyed here should be expanded. A wider 
range of consumption-oriented, outside-the-home activi
ties could be generated that focus upon interests of 
older persons, females, and single-member households. 

The complete paper and reference listing is available 
on request from the authors. 



AN EXAMINATION OF THE DECISION PROCESS LEADING TO ENERGY CONSERVATION 

Kent L. Granzin, University of Utah 

INTRODUCTION 

Increasingly, government, corporate, and independent 
organizations are seeking to advance the practice of 
energy conservation. Their efforts to promote energy
saving behavior may be seen as marketing programs to 
move consumers of energy from a state of being unaware 
of the need for conservation, through a sequence of 
intermediate states in a cognitive decision process, to 
an output stage of having selected a set of energy-sav
ing behavior alternatives. 

Such marketing programs will better succeed with their 
customers to the extent they focus on those states in 
the process which most influence the choice of desired 
behaviors. That is, certain intermediate states in the 
decision process can serve as entry points for persua
sive communications. For example, if perceived risk of 
failing to conserve appears as a particularly influen
tial antecedent of the choice of conservation behavior, 
promotional campaigns should seek to communicate to 
consumers the riskiness of their current rate of energy 
usage. 

This research investigated the influence of 12 states 
in the decision process that were hypothesized to be 
antecedent to energy-saving intentions and behavioral 
choice. Data came from 180 respondents to a personally 
administered survey based on an age-and-sex quota of 
adult residents of a large western city. 

FINDINGS 

The results of the descriptive statistical analysis 
raise doubt whether American consumers are indeed yet 
corning to grips with the relative scarcity of energy 
that is now affecting them and will continue to shape 
their lives in the future. Responses with respect to 
car-pooling, riding the bus, reduced vacation travel, 
walking to stores, and turning down thermostats indi
cate a lack of behavioral response that is consistent 
with the efforts called for by governmental and con
servation bodies. 

\fuen the emphasis shifts to psychological states of the 
respondents, energy conservation fares somewhat better. 
A majority projected their consumption for the coming 
year to decrease, and another one-fourth expected to 
hold consumption constant. Fewer than one-fifth ad
mitted a lack of willingness to conserve whenever pos
sible. A clear majority favored sub-compact and corn
pact cars, even given the hypothetical nature of the 
question. More than four-fifths said they prefer ener
gy-saving products. Turning to attitudes, better than 
three-fourths were willing to overlook the sacrifices 
required to see the good in energy conservation, and an 
even greater proportion said they like the energy-sav
ing features now found in products on the market. 

The interpretation of these findings lies in an under
standing of the consumer decision process. While actu
al behavioral choice lags behind the hopes of those who 
espouse conservation, the states conceptualized as dir
ectly antecedent to energy saving behavior indicate 
stronger support for enerf" saving. As quite favorable 

attitudes and intentions now exist, it is presumably 
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only a matter of time before behavioral change consis
tent with these antecedent states comes about. 

On the positive side, there is no doubt the idea of en
ergy-saving has found acceptance. In fact, it would 
appear marketers have underestimated the promotional 
value of energy-saving features in products. While this 
study made no direct assessment of the relative appeal 
of a sample of energy-using products, it appears that 
energy-saving attributes are highly preferred by con
sumers. 

The support for conservation at the affect state sug
gests that many consumers have finally come to accept 
their position of relative scarcity. However, the 
affect items show somewhat less support for conservation 
than the conative measures, even though affect is assum
ed to precede conation in the decision process model. 
One likely interpretation of this difference is that to 
some extent Americans prefer conservation for their own 
well-being, but don't like the situation in which they 
find themselves to suc~degree. That is, they value 
conservation as a means for the end of maintaining their 
standard of living, not for any reasons intrinsic to 
conservation itself. 

For an inferential statistical analysis, given 12 cri
terion measures and 35 predictor variables, bivariate 
correlation was selected as the means oF statistical 
analysis. To aid in determining which conservation be
haviors and mental states were predictable from ante
cedent constructs, the number of significant correlation 
coefficients was tested by means of the cumulative hi
nominal distribution. Of the six behavioral choice cri
teria, all but decreased vacation travel from the pre
vious year and increased walking to stores found a sig
nificant number of correlations with antecedent con
structs. Intention was also significantly connected 
with previous states. The three measures of preference 
and the two items for affect correlated quite well with 
antecedent constructs, as well. 

The correlations supporting the coneptualization indi
cate that the most appropriate entry points for communi
cation designed to influence behavioral choice are: 
factual knowledge of the energy situation, concern for 
the situation, personal involvement in conservation pro
grams, and level of information concerning the reasons 
for high energy costs. Psychological states immediately 
antecedent to behavior are similarly related to their 
conceptualized antecedents. Favorable states are pre
dicted by: a liking for energy-saving features of prod
ucts, a realization of the money savings that result 
from conservation, a belief in the seriousness of the 
energy situation, a concern for the natural environment, 
a perceived risk of falling behind the timetable nec
essary for ensuring future availability of necessary 
energy resources, and having a predominantly altruistic 
motivation to conserve. 



ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT IN MARKETING 
- THREE ERRORS AND HOW TO AVOID THEM 

Evert Gumrnesson, Lund University, Sweden 

Abstract 

This summarises a paper studying three errors of orga
nization development (OD) in marketing that I have 
found particularly significant in determining the suc
cess o~ failure of the firm. OD encompasses all sorts 
of methods for a firm to develop its strategy, its or
ganizational structure and its working climate. Each 
error is defined below and consequences and remedies 
will be spelled out. The paper is based on case studies 
in thP Nordic Countries and research reports and books 
from Scandinavia, the UK and the US. 

Error 1. The organizational Dilemma: The Marketing 
Department vs The Marketing Function 

Marketing is carried out to a lesser or greater 
extent by everybody in the company. Thus the marketing 
function becomes something more than the marketing de
partment. The board of directors may draw up marketing 
strategies. The managing director may devote time to 
marketing, e.g., negotiating with important customers. 
Service engineers influence the image of the firm and 
the sales of spare parts. Construction engineers need 
to understand customers~ needs. All these members of 
the organization are involved in the firm~s marketing 
function although most of them do not see themselves 
as marketers or businessmen. This creates The Organiza
tional Dilemma. The following lessons can be learned: 

Marketing orientation of the firm: Recognize that 
several members of the organization belong to the 
marketing function although they are not attached 
to marketing departments. Marketing orientation of 
the whole company can thus be speeded up. 

Training and education: Marketing and sales train
ing should be given to all those belonging to the 
marketing function. 

Recruitment: In recruiting new members the market
ing content of each job should be defined and can
didates assessed in relation to that. 

Cost calculations: When marketing costs are calcul
ated, the marketing function concept should be used 
to determine the "real" cost. 

Error 2. The Intellectual Trap 

Common symptoms of problems in the marketing are low 
sales, low profits and slow implementation of deci
sions. In order to improve conditions, restructuring 
of the organization, the systems and the routines is 
often carried out. The solutions- which are all intel
lectually based - may be valid, but they are seldom 
effective in isolation. The problem is often both in
tellectual (left brain half) and emotional, relational 
and creative (right brain half). To a large extent we 
are controlled by our emotions which express themselves 
in conflicts with collegues or customers, attitudes to
ward changes, motivation to sell etc. The Intellectual 
Trap means that we try to solve emotional, relational 
and creative crises with intellectual techniques. 

Dynamic marketing directors and tough salesmen are of
ten badly equipped to deal with fear, anxiety, defence 
mechanisms, personal crises, love, insecurity etc. 
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Methods to deal with these problems include a number 
of approaches: sensitivity training, group dynamics, 
meditation etc. These methods can be used to (1) deve
lop positive relations between members of a group and 
solve conflicts (2) to develop individuals. We can 
learn the following lessons from The Intellectual Trap: 

A lot of effort and money is spent in corporations 
to work out new,organizational structures, new sys
tems and new routines without any positive result -
actually just blurring the real issue. Therefore, 
diagnose and accept the real problem. 

Usually malfunction is caused by a combination of 
structural and emotional-relational-creative fac
tors. Take care of emotional problems with approp
riate behavioural techniques, e.g. group dynamics 
and other exercises. 

Error 3. The Inverted Sequence 

When profits are low and the firm is threatened, focus 
is often on the organizational structure rather than 
on goals, objectives, marketing strategies and the de
finition of the business as such. The Inverted Sequen
ce means that the firm tends to change the organiza
tional structure before the management has determined 
what sort of services they are going to give to the 
market. 

In my experience the strategy should first be reviewed. 
Even if people logically accept this approach it is of
ten difficult to get it implemented, the impact of the 
existing organization structure and its history holds 
them back. The following sequence should be used: 

1. Review and define the business, its products and 
market segments, its goals, objectives and market
ing strategies. A number of models are concerned 
with solving this, e.g. the portfolio analysis de
veloped by the Boston Consulting Group and the Di
rectional Policy Matrix. 

2. Recommend a new organizational structure to fit 
the new definition of the business. 

3. Appoint executives and let the newly appointed exe
cutives work out the details. 

4. Develop planning and control systegs to fit the 
new conditions. 

If the Inverted Sequence is persued the following will 
occur: 

Management becomes occupied with restructuring the 
organization with no positive result at all. Con
flicts will occur and the firm will suffer from 
inertia and delayed action. 

The review of the firm~s products, services, market 
segments, goals and strategies will be delayed and 
the real problem obscured. 



AN EXPORT MARKETING MODEL FOR LESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES: 
A CASE STUDY OF TURKEY IN LIGHT OF THE JAPANESE EXPERIENCE 

Metin N. Gurol, University of Baltimore 

Abstract 

Less-developed countries (LDCs) rely heavily on 
export marketing to obtain foreign currencies 
necessary for economic development. Several new 
developments in the theory of international trade 
have been incorporated to form general guidelines for 
an export marketing model for LDCs. The model also 
incorporates some of the features of the successful 
Japanese export strategy. Its usefulness is 
illustrated by applying it to Turkey, and LDC which 
could greatly benefit from an increase in export 
marketing. 

Studying actual trade patterns of manufactured goods 
in the 1970's has lead to an international "Product 
Life Cycle Model" (Wells 1972). This model has many 
potential uses for LDCs in indicating the 
characteristics of successfully exportable products 
and the countries to which they should be marketed. 
For fast and efficient market growth, government 
planners and marketers could use these 
characteristics to select their export portfolios and 
target markets. Another research development in the 
1970's the "Experience Curves" could be beneficial in 
ensuring the success of the export marketing 
strategy. The "Experience Curves" show that in a 
variety of industries, the total cost declines by a 
characteristic amount each time accumulated 
production experience doubles (The Boston Consulting 
Group 1970). If an LDC uses a model which combines 
"The Product Life Cycle Model" and "Experience 
Curves," it could make better choices of exports and 
decrease costs and prices by large scale production 
which would enable it to capture substantial shares 
of the world markets in certain industries. 

The Japanese have made very effective use of these 
two concepts in their export market development. 
First, Japanese manufactures satisfied internal 
demand for products that were produced overseas. 
Then they started exporting to LDCs in Asia where 
there was a growing demand for the product and no 
domestic competition. Frequently Asian LDCs served 
as a testing ground for Japanese manufacturers in the 
world market. After a firm gained worldwide 
competitive strength, the Japanese manufacturers were 
exported to industrial nations. 

Turkey is an LDC struggling with export marketing 
problems. The major concern, as expressed in the 
five-year development plans, is to shift the majority 
of its exports from agricultural to industrial goods. 
This has to be done in a relatively short period of 
time, 14 years, because in 1995, Turkey will be a 
full member of the European Economic Community (EEC). 
At the moment, the country is not ready for such an 
entry and cannot compete with the stronger, 
industrialized Western European countries. If 
industrialization is not accomplished within the 
allowed period, free competition with EEC countries 
will push Turkey back to being an agrarian 
economy. One of the main problems is that analytical 
studies of current Turkish export marketing have not 
been conducted. This paper tries to lay the 
foundation for such studies and proposes an "Export 
1-larket.in~~: Model" for Tu.r.kS!Y, which is based on the 
l"nLErl'la"Groritll product llt"e cycle model and the 
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experience curves. The Japanese have made very 
effective use of these two concepts in their export 
market development. The Japanese experience can 
serve as an enlightening example in Turkey's struggle 
to become an industrial economy. 

The Model 

The export marketfng model we have developed for 
Turkey provides general guidelines which other LDCs 
could use. It is composed of five stages. 

Stage I: Product Selection. The first stage of the 
model is selecting the products that are at the 
threshold of being exportable from the LDCs. These 
should be products that are in or are moving into the 
mature phase and have the following 
characteristics: (1) high domestic raw material 
content and, (2) a labor intensive technology to 
benefit from low labor costs. 

Stage II: Domestic Sales. After selection of the 
products, investments are made to build the 
production facilities. Economies of scale are 
important considerations, but the capacities are 
generally limited by the domestic consumption 
potentials. 

Stage III: Export Sales to Middle East. After 
experience is gained and costs are lowered, bigger 
and relatively more capital-intensive production 
facilities are built and exporting to Middle Eastern 
countries starts. International marketing experience 
is gained and sliding further down the experience 
curve allows further lowering of costs and prices, 
which stimulates additional domestic as well as 
international demand. 

Stage IV: Export to EEC. EEC should be the main 
target of exports, since Turkey will be in this free 
trade area soon. In this stage, larger capital 
investments are made considering the substantial 
demand of the EEC countries. 

Stage V: Export to U.S.A. The products that are 
successful in the EEC could be exported to the 
U.S.A., because mass production with lower labor 
rates, cheaper raw materials and perhaps newer plants 
may enable Turkey to produce at a lower cost than the 
u.s. 

An Example A good example for a product that can be 
exported from Turkey to other LDCs and developed 
countries using this export marketing model would be 
textiles. 
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MARKETING A PREDOMINANTLY BLACK UNIVERSITY 

Metin N. Gurol, University of Baltimore 

Abstract 

Non-profit organizations can use marketing research 
to gather data as a base for designing their own 
marketing strategies. One predominantly black state 
university conducted a survey to determine what had 
attracted students to the university. The quality of 
academic programs was found to be the first 
attraction for most students, with being 
predominantly black, the second attraction. The main 
reason for choice of business as a major was the job 
opportunities. 

Introduction 

A progressive, predominantly black state university 
(a non-profit organization) had been attracting 
talented black high school graduates for many years. 
Then the university encountered competition for 
student enrollment from the predominantly white main 
campus of the state university system which was under 
pressure to increase its proportion of black 
students. The main campus rejected lowering the 
entrance requirements for blacks and instead decided 
to use a large number of scholarships to attract 
talented blacks. This created problems for the 
predominantly black university because many of these 
students would have normally attended their 
university. In order to keep getting the best black 
high school students, a major recruitment campaign 
was planned. 

Methodology 

To provide a systematic approach for marketing the 
predominantly black universty a marketing research 
class volunteered to conduct a study. The impetus 
was the campaign that the School of Business and 
Economics hoped to mount if it received American 
Association of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) 
accreditation. The research design for this project 
was a descriptive, cross-sectional survey. A 
self-administered questionnaire was given to 124 
students selected by cluster sampling--treating 
classes as clusters. 

Out of the 
"agreed" by 
influential 
university. 

Findings 

thirdy possible reason, twelve were 
50~ or more of the students to be 
in their decisions to attend this 
(See Table  1 ). 

Best job opportunities was indicated as the major 
reason for becoming a business administration major 
and choosing a concentration. 

The students felt that the two major affects of AACSB 
accreditation would be attracting more academically 
proficient students from high school and more 
qualified professors. One-hundred-eighteen (95~) 
indicated that they were "for" accreditation while 
five (4.1~) were "against" it. 
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TABLE 1 

Reasons 

Good academic programs 
Predominantly black student body 
A particular major ~ffered 
Financial aid available 
Good athletic programs 
Convenient school location 
Size of the university 
Many majors to choose· from 
Job opportunities upon graduation 
Good faculty 
Easy to be admitted 
Employment possibility while 

attending college 

Number 
-----,-;11 

106 
100 
88 
86 
86 
79 
79 
79 
69 
62 

62 

Agree 

Percent 
91.9 
86.2 
80.6 
71.6 
69.9 
69.9 
64.2 
64.2 
64.2 
55.7 
50.0 

50.0 

Summary of Findings and Conclusion 

It might be expected that the major reason why a 
student attends a predominantly black university is 
because it has a predominantly black. student body. 
On the contrary this was the second reason for 
students in this university. The major reason was 
good academic programs. This was predictable because 
the state's university system had five predominantly 
black universities and this university was the best 
one academically. This was clearly demonstrated 
later in the semester when the School of Business got 
AACSB accreditation in its first trial, becoming one 
of the three predominantly black business schools to 
be accredited by this prestigious organization. 

The availability of a particular major was stated as 
the third reason for coming to this university. The 
option of ninety majors makes the university appeal 
to many students. Availability of financial aid was 
the next reason and about 70~ of the respondents were 
on some type of financial assistance. Job 
opportunities after graduation were excellent because 
major corporations were recruiting on this campus. 

Given these findings, the best alternative for the 
university is to market itself as "an institution 
with good academic programs for blacks with ninety 
majors to choose from." The School of Business 
should emphasize the career opportunities of its 
graduates. A very effective marketing tool for 
attracting academically oriented black high school 
students would be to acquaint them with the average 
and top salaries of its graduates, as well as, the 
names of the companies who employ them. 



QUALITY MARKETING EDUCATION AND A BOOK RENTAL SYSTEM: 
CAN THEY COEXIST? 

Metin N. Gurol, University of Baltimore 

Abstract 

A predominantly black university with an AACSB 
accredited business school has a book rental system 
which was initiated in 1957. The adopted books must 
be used for at least three years in each course. This 
paper reports the results of a survey which measures 
the student's knowledge, attitudes, intensions and 
behavior with respect to the book rental system and 
how it affects their education process. 

The book rental system had been initiated in 1957 
because most of the black students who came from low 
income families could not afford to buy textbooks. In 
the intervening years, the business school had 
received (AACSB) accreditation, which means that the 
school is approximately in the top 10% of the business 
schools in the U.S.A. Many of the marketing 
professors as well as other business school professors 
now consider the book rental system a hinderence to 
quality business education. 

The marketing professors are concerned because the 
rental system requires that a book adopted for a 
course be used for at least three years. As a result, 
many text do not reflect the current marketing trends. 
Many texts also do not correspond to the 
sophistication level of the student body. For 
example, in the Marketing Research course seniors were 
using Churchill's Marketing Research which is 
considered to be a graduate level text in many 
universities. On the opposite end, in the Consumer 
Behavior course the textbook for the same seniors was 
Essentials of Consumer Behavior by Block and Roering 
which is considered to be a junior college level book 
by many marketing educators. Therefore, the marketing 
professors had to simplify the more sophisticated 
books and supplement the lower level books with many 
additional materials to bring them to the level of the 
students. Such time consuming efforts distract from 
teaching effectiveness. Faculty also resent having to 
use texts which they may not have chosen. Since 
teaching techniques vary, instructors are often better 
able to teach with one type of text rather than 
another. If they were allowed their preference, 
their teaching would reflect their enthusiasm which is 
generally conveyed to their classes as well. 

Methodology 

The research design for this project was a 
descriptive, cross-sectional survey. A 
self-administered four-part questionnaire was given to 
117 students selected by cluster sampling--treating 
classes as clusters. 

Findings and Discussion 

Part 1. Attitudes: Thirteen statements were used to 
assess how the students felt about the book rental 
system. These statements were ranked from most agreed 
to least agreed for all respondents. 

The book rental system was established to "quarantee 
that all students have books for the courses they are 
taking." When students were asked to state their 
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attitudes about this statement, most of them the main 
purpose of the rental system was the least agreed 
(39%) of all thirteen statements. It is interesting 
to note that "sometimes there are shortages of books 
at the beginning of the semester" was the most agreed 
(95%) statement. These findings indicate that the 
rental system is no longer fulfilling the function it 
was created for in 1957. 

Part II. Knowledge:' When asked how much they pay to 
rent their books, only seven students (6%) stated the 
correct dollar value. 

Part _;U~ Behavior: Fifty-one percent of the 
students indicated that they have a small library 
started at home or in the dormitory with their 
textbooks but 78% of these libraries contain four 
books or less. 

When the bookstore had a textbook shortage at the 
beginning of the semester, the students had to wait 
to get the books they needed. The waiting period 
varied as follows: One week (5%), two weeks (12%), 
three weeks (13%), four weeks or longer (22%). Eight 
percent never got their books. 

Part IV. Intensions: The fourth part gave students 
more information about their present. "book rental 
system" and about "buy used and resell system" used 
at a nearby university. Then the students were asked 
to indicate their preference. Thirty-two percent 
wanted to keep the present system whereas 68% wanted 
to change to the alternative system. 

Recommendations 

In order to modernize the bookstore's performance, a 
university committee of faculty, administration and 
student representatives should be formed. This 
committee should investigate the present rental 
system as well as bookstore systems in other 
universities. Based on this university's needs a 
best alternative should be found and implemented 
because quality education and the book rental system 
cannot coexist for a long time. 
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MARKETING FOR NON-PROFIT INSTITUTIONS: A CASE FOR INDUSTRIAL DEMARKETING 

S. !1. Halfhill, University bf the Pacific 
David S. Halfhill, Pacific Gas and Electric Company 

Abstract 

Non-profit institutions by nature are generally less 
concerned about the increasing costs of their required 
resources. Therefore, demarketing must focus on an or~ 
ganizational need which is not related to monetary con
siderations. This paper discusses a demarketing.program 
directed to non-profit institutions. 

The Problem 

If one must reduce to a single word the energy problem 
for colleges and universities in the 1980's, theword 
has to be financial. For example, the energy bill of 
San Diego State University for 1980 was $3,200,000. A 
much smaller university,· the University of the Pacific, 
incurred a bill for the 1979-80 academic year of approx
imately $1,250,000 or $312.50 per student: The Califor
nia Energy Commission predicts that rates for energy in
Cal i.J:ornia \vill almost double by the time today' s enter
ing freshmen graduate. At the University of the Pacific 
this translates to approximately $70 per month per stu
dent over academic year 1985-86! 

Fortunately the problem for the college or university 
and the problem for the utility are related, neither or
ganization benefits from increased usage. More impor
tantly, both institutions benefit from decreased usage. 
Planned energy conservation programs which reduce .the 
campus' usage of energy, result in smaller utility bills 
(as long as rates remain the same). Energy Conservation 
Programs which reduce the demand for energy also are of 
great benefit to the utility company because existing 
capacity is released which can in turn be used to pro
vide energy for new customers. 

Thus, since a mutual benefit results when both the cus
tomer (the college or university campus) and the suppli
er (the serving utility) work together, an ideal situa
tion exists for demarketing. 

Objectives for College and University Target Market 

The PG & E Company has an objective to reduce energy 
consumption at 150 campuses in its service territory by 
20% by 1985 (based on 1979-80 usage). As a whole, these 
150 campuses consume approximately 12.3% of the total 
large commercial load on the PG & E system. This 20% 
reduction translates into an annual savings of approxi
mately 170 million klvh (or $11,000,000) and 14 million 
therms (or $6,000,000) and would release approximately 
3,000 kw of system capacity which would cost approxi
mately $5,000,000 to construct, based on 1981 construct
tion cost figures. Planned energy conservation programs 
which result in released system capacity are not only 
the most cost-effective method for obtaining capacity to 
serve new loads but also the quickest. It takes approx
imately 6 to 14 years to bring a new plant on-line from 
the time of PUC authorization to its operating stage. 

Decision Making Behavior and the TEEM Program 

Industrial marketing literature frequently cites the im
portance of understanding the role of multiple buying 
influences. Within the college and university sector, 
the importance of group decision making is particularly 
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prevalent. Seldom does one individual have the author
ity to make decisions which affect the entire institu
tion. 

The PG & E Company recognized that their college and 
university program must establish a framework which in
volved as many of the "decision makers" as possible. 
Experience had proven that it was not sufficient to 
work only with the CAmpus Engineer or the Director of 
Building and Grounds. 

The Total Educational Energy Management program was de
veloped by-PG & E in cooperation with Dr. Carl York of 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories, University of Califor
nia, Energy and Environment Division. 

The program was developed to aid colleges and universi
ties throughout the PG & E service territory to estab
lish energy management programs. The College and Uni
versity Program is, in part, a response to California 
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) Decision number 
84902 (September 16, 1975) which introduced energy con
servation into rate case proceedings as a determinant 
of rate of return: 

" ... We intend to make the vigor, imagination, 
dnd effectiveness of a utility's conservation 
efforts a key question on future rate proceed
ings and decision on supply authorization." 

In addition to satisfying program goals and regulatory 
mandates, the College and University Program will demon
strate PG & E's solid commitment to energy conservation 
to a group of customers that influence all sectors of 
local, state and national government, business and in
dustry. The PG & E Co. recognizes its social responsi
bilities related to energy conservation. The company 
believes its College and University Program is ideally 
suited to assist in its corporate efforts to fulfill 
those social responsibilities. 

The development of a conservation ethic within this 
group of customers will potentially spill over into the 
business and government sector. The education of stu
dents in energy management and conservation will have 
lasting effects in all areas of society. A long range 
effect will be to smooth the path for future energy 
conservation efforts within California. 

Concluding Remarks 

In actuality, the PG & E Company's success results from 
their developing an approach which enables their cus
tomers to "manage" energy as opposed to "conserving" 
energy. The latter generally means doing without as op
posed to increasing the efficiency of usage. Demarket
ing involves the art of discouraging through higher 
prices, poorer product quality, less service, less pro
motion and reduced convenience. From this perspective, 
demarketing is negative or even punitive and is of 
questionable applicability in the industrial marketing 
sector over any extended period of time given the long
term organizational relationships between industrial 
suppliers and their customers. Therefore, is this de
marketing, or is it marketing? 

Have it your way: 



THE USE OF DUMMY VARIABLES TO EVALUATE PROMOTIONAL PROGRAMS IN THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY 

John H. Hallaq, University of Idaho 
Kathy L, Pettit, Washington State University 

Abstract 

A dummy variable in a regression model was used to 
represent a manufacturer (company name, image, reputa
tion, and promotional activities). The coefficient of 
this variable became a measure of the premium paid for 
a particular manufacturer's automobiles. 

Introduction 

There is a constant search for techniques to evaluate 
promotional programs, preferably on a continuous basis. 
The authors propose use of a regression model which 
demonstrates a technique that has such potential. It 
is simple, inexpensive, and can be easily implemented 
on a continuous basis. 

Methodology 

Auction prices of one and two-year old cars were used 
instead of new car "sticker" prices because of their 
greater reliability and representativeness of supply 
and demand forces. For this study, over twenty station 
wagons of different sizes and average price ranges were 
selected from the Automotive Market Report Journal. 
These represented models manufactured by GM, Ford, and 
Chrysler. Each monthly price covering 1977, 1978, and 
1979 was used as the dependent variable and passenger 
volume, cargo space, mpg, class size, and features such 
as air conditioning, type of roof, and luxuriousness as 
the independent variables. Additionally, each manu
facturer was represented by a dummy variable. 

By running the regression model each month and 
observing the coefficients of the independent vari
ables, one can argue that each coefficient can be 
treated as a rough measure of the dollars paid for that 
particular component. Since monthly price changes 
reflecting consumer attitudes towards such factors as 
energy shortages would be captured by the coefficient 
for mpg, one can also argue that changes in the co
efficients of the dummy variables representing each 
manufacturer would reflect the amount of premium 
consumers are willing to pay for that manufacturer's 
wagons in the short run. Such short run changes in 
these coefficients can be taken to reflect promotional 
effectiveness among the three manufacturers. 

Results 

During each twelve months for a given year, two 
regression runs were made, one for a basket of one
year old wagons and another for a basket of two-year 
old wagons. The two sets of premiums for each manu
facturer can be combined in various ways although in 
this instance they were given equal weights. Although 
the premiums showed significant fluctuations from month 
to month, annual averages were as follows: In 1977, GM 
models received nine dollars more than Chrysler's and 
$84 more than Ford's. In 1978, GM models received $20 
above Chrysler's and $124 above Ford's. Finally, in 
1979, Ford models received $130 above Chrysler's as 
well as $77 above GM's. 
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Each month, the variation explained by the dummy 
variables representing the manufacturers was about four 
percent. The adjusted R-squared for the regression 
model had a range of 0.58-0.88 during the 36-month 
periorl used in the analysis. 

Conclusion 

The results, the authors believe, can be an incentive 
for manufacturers to investigate the application of a 
similar tool to evaluate effectiveness of promotional 
programs in the short run. The model can be improved 
through additional data that is at the disposal of a 
manufacturer. The approach can also be utilized by 
brand or product managers in a competitive situation. 



MARKETING INFORMATION SYSTEMS: 
POTENTIALS FOR HEALTH CARE FACILITIES 

Thomas J. Hayes, Roy D. Adler, and Elizabeth Hansen 

ABSTRACT 

Health care professionals have largely resolved the 
question of whether to market their services using tech
niques developed in the profit sector. The question has 
now become one of how to do it in the most efficient 
manner. At the same time, hospitals have invested 
heavily in sophisticated data processing equipment used 
largely for patient care and accounting purposes. The 
hardware capacity now vastly exceeds the current and 
projected software capability. 

The p.lrpose of this research note is to list a number of 
ways in which use of the comp.1ter can be extended for 
marketing p.1rposes. In this context, the term marketing 
is used to mean the management of demand from a number 
of constituent groups, such as patients, physicians, 
employees, financial donors and trustees, vendors, and 
the community served by the health care facility. The 
full paper contains far richer detail and is available 
from: Prof. Thomas J. Hayes, Marketing Department, 
Xavier University, Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, OH 45207 

APPLYING A MARKETING INFORMATION SYSTEM 
TO HEALTH CARE FACILITIES 

Attracting professionals 

1. Interactive satellite units in the doctor's office 
or home to receive lab test reports or patient records 
immediately for diagnostic purposes. 
2. The same units available to tie into the monitoring 
system already in use on high risk patients. 
3. Branching routines for drug interaction, poison 
control, or diagnosis confirmation. 
4. A comp.1ter graphics diagnosis routine for children 
or other nonverbal patients. 
5. A monitoring system for noscomial diseases. 
6. Electronic indexing by key word for literature re
view and resource confirmation. 
7. Hands-free voice actuated programming in surgical or 
other intense concentration situations. 
B. Automation of lab processing and results. 
9. A disaster planning simulation designed to detect 
stress points under unusual load situations. 
10. An emergency mobilization system to automatically 
telephone key hospital personnel and blood type donors 
(with periodic call-backs) in case of emergency. 

Providing better service to patients 

1. Extremely rapid credit verification to extend the 
concept of courtesy discharge to all patients. 
2. Availability of preadmission data for all patients 
(exc. emergency). 
3. A real-time customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction 
system similar to that used in major lodging chains. 
4. Interactive programming to stimulate the patient's 
mental activity (eg. computer games) vs. passivity 
(merely watching television). --
5. Interactive programming to monitor the psychological 
profile of long-term, infrequently visited patients. 
6. After-discharge reminders for follow-up care. 
7. An open line phone available to respond to medical 
questions, with tapes selected and played by computer. 
B. Language translation capability for medical or other 
terms used infrequently in conversation. 
9. Translating units for the visually-impaired (either 
Braille or enlargement). 
10. Patient self-service diagnosis and triage. 
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Bringing marketing management to the administrator 

1. Application of modern inventory control routines to 
reduce on-hand requirements for blood or other perish
able items. 
2. Data storage for market characteristics, market 
potential, market share, and internal marketing audit 
information . 
3. A cuing system for beds, operating rooms, and shift 
schedules. 
4. Text editing and output reports to key supporting 
members of the community. 
5. A simulation program to aid in planning with vari
ables such as decline in the base of financial support, 
bed occupancy severely over or under capacity, etc. 
6. Pricing analysis for specific services. 
7. A UPC-type scanner for automatic re-ordering from 
vendors. 
B. Forecasting for future economic conditions, such as 
employment, average income, etc. 
9. Data on activities of rival hospitals and competi
tive services. 
10. Government health and planning activities. 
11. Information on new service potential and acceptabil
ity. 

ASSESSMENT 

Some of the applications of marketing information 
systems presented here are clearly easier to implement 
than others. Many of the proposed applications are 
already in effect in some of the more advanced health 
care facilities as the constraints of the past decades 
are being lessened due to more advanced technology and 
reduced costs. The implementation of a marketing health 
care information system would not be without its lim
itations, and there are a number of potential techno
logical, economic, external, conceptual and managerial 
restraints listed in the main paper. 

As competition and costs increase the problems facing 
health care administrators, a stronger orientation 
toward the needs of their publics must be developed. 
Administrators, aided by responsive computer hardware 
and software manufacturers, will find marketing inform
ation systems one method of developing this orientation. 
Information that is intelligently used and information 
systems properly planned can aid the health care admin
istrator in meeting the problems of the present and the 
demands of the future. 



CRIMINAL JUSTICE AGENCIES 
vs. 

TYPE A MARKETERS OF STOLEN PROPERTY 

Robert F. Hoel, Colorado State University 
Ted Roselius, Colorado State University 

Abstract 

Type A fences are dealers in stolen property that 
operate legitimate-appearing businesses. They handle 
only stolen goods that are compatible with their legi
timate specialized product lines. Law enforcement 
agencies should implement special "fence management" 
programs to deal with these fences more effectively. 

Introduction 

Almost all previous research indicates that middlemen 
involved in the marketing of stolen property are crit
ical links between thieves and final buyers. These 
middlemen, often referred to as "fences," make dis
posal of stolen property relatively easy, add to the 
profitability of theft, and often assist in planning 
and carrying out burglaries, robberies, shoplifting, 
auto theft, employee pilferage, cargo theft, and other 
property crimes. Because fencing operations vary 
widely, criminal justice agencies should follow a mar
keting segmentation approach of dividing the popula
tion of fences into types of analysis and for develop
ment of anti-fencing strategies. 

The purpose of this paper is to examine one type of 
fence which will be called the "Type A" fence. These 
Type A dealers in stolen property are legitimate
appearing businesses handling stolen goods compatible 
with their legitimate specialized product lines. Fur
thermore, this paper suggests ways that law enforce
ment agencies and the broader criminal justice system 
can better combat Type A fences. 

Methodology 

Findings are based on an ongoing study of fencing 
activities in Colorado. Forty Type A fences have been 
identified, and fourteen of these fences have been 
studied in depth. Sources of data include law enforc~ 
ment agencies, judicial officers, public records, 
thieves, and fences. 

Characteristics of Type A Fences 

Most of the Type A fences examined are legitimate
appearing businesses that few customers and competi
tors would suspect of fencing stolen property. Many 
of these Type A fencing businesses selling stolen 
goods are small, but some are retail chains that are 
well known in their market areas. Some are marginally 
profitable depending on stolen merchandise to achieve 
adequate profits for survival while others are highly 
profitable enterprises. 

Because Type A fences cautiously limit their stolen 
property dealings to narrow product assortments com
patible with their legitimate product lines, they pos
sess several features making them more secure from 
detection and prosecution than other fences. These 
features include their ability to mingle stolen goods 
with legitimate goods, their reputation as upstanding 
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businessmen, their small volume of stolen goods 
handled, their intermittent dealing with relatively 
small numbers of suppliers, and their skill in selling 
merchandise to unaware customers. 

Anti-Fencing Strategies 

Eliminating all Type A fences is an unrealistic goal, 
and law enforcement resources are inadequate for con
ducting careful surveillance and investigation of all 
of these operations. Type A fences are too numerous 
and their operations are too well covered by their 
legitimate business activities. Instead, criminal 
justice efforts should concentrate on a "fence manage
ment" program involving the raising of perceived risk 
of these fences. As a result, Type A fences would 
perceive a higher probability of being detected and 
prosecuted; and they would expect more severe conse
quences of successful detection and prosecution. 
Deterrence should be emphasized with full investiga
tions being conducted on an opportunistic basis rather 
than from a thorough, systematic and vast resource
consuming program. 

The underlying premise is that Type A fences have much 
to lose if detected and prosecuted. An effective 
fence management effort should alert these fences to 
possible loss of legitimate business profits or even 
the loss of their total business. 

In addition to using traditional receiving-stolen-pro
perty strategies against Type A fences, law enforcement 
agencies should strive to have the business licenses 
and permits of these operations revoked. Also, greater 
publicity about anti-fencing programs would be effec
tive in controlling Type A fences. Another prO!ilising 
approach against these fences is more frequent prose
cution for violating income and sales tax regulations. 



SMALL CLAIMS COURTS: A REMEDY OFTEN 
OVERLOOKED BY CONSUMERS 

Robert E. Holmes, Southwest Texas State University 
T. J. Halatin, Southwest Texas State University 
Jack D. Eure, Southwest Texas State University 

Abstract 

Consumers have several avenues of recourse to resolve 
dissatisfactions with the products or services provi
ded by businesses. This study indicates that consumers 
are unfamiliar with the availability, practices, and 
procedures of the Small Claims Courts. 

A primary vehicle for resolving consumer complaints 
against uncooperative businesses is the Small Claims 
Court. These courts are designed to provide an avenue 
for resolving civil conflicts at a relatively low cost. 
The procedure normally allows the parties involved in 
the suit to represent themselves without incurring the 
expenses of an attorney. Prior to this study, a review 
of the dockets of two Small Claims Courts in a Texas 
county revealed very limited usage of the court by 
individual consumers. In this study, consumer know
ledge of Small Claims Courts was studied by means of a 
questionnaire comp1eted by 184 business administration 
majors at a university of 16,000 students. The respon
dents' knowledge of procedures necessary to sue another 
individual or business firm for a relatively small 
amount of money and not incur extensive legal costs was 
examined. 

Study Findings 

As shown in Table  1 , almost 75% of the respondents indi
cated a knowledge of the extablished court system and 
procedure for settling claims for less than $100. 

TABLE 1 
"IS THERE AN ESTABLISHED COURT SYSTEM AND PROCEDURE 

FOR SETTLING LAW-SUITS FOR A CLAIM FOR LESS THAN $100?" 

Type of Res12onse Number Percentage 

yes 135 73.5 
no 3 1.5 
don't know 46 25.0 
Total ~ 100.0 

Study participants were also asked to indicate what cost 
they would expect to incur in a suit for $100. As 
shown in Tabl e 2 , only 9.2% of the sample identified the 
correct range of "less than $10." 

TABLE 2 

"WHAT WOULD YOU EXPECT TO BE YOUR LOWEST POSSIBLE TOTAL 
COST TO SUE SOMEONE FOR $100?" 

Range Indicated Number Percentage 

Less than $10 17 9.2 
$10 - $25 33 17.9 
$26 - $50 38 20.7 
$51 - $100 45 24.5 
over $100 48 26.1 
no opinion 3 1.6 
Total 184 100.0 

Respondents were asked about the advisability of going 
to court to sue for a small amount of money without a 
lawyer. As indicated in Tabl e 3 , a total of 32.6% of 
the sample responded correctly to the question, while 
48.9% answered incorrectly and 18.5% indicated that 
they did not know. With nearly half of the sample 
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answering the question incorrectly, it is apparent that 
there does exist another misconception concerning the 
nature and processes of the Small Claims Court. 

TABLE 3 
"IS IT EVER GENERALLY ADVISABLE TO GO TO COURT TO SUE 
FOR A SMALL AMOUNT OF MONEY WITHOUT A LAWYER AND THERE-

BY EXCAPE THE COST OF ONE?" 

Tne of Res12onse Number Percentage 

yes 60 32.6 
no 90 48.9 
don't know 34 18.5 

Total 184 100.0 

As shown in Tabl e 4 , only 36.4% of the sample were 
aware that plaintiffs can recapture court costs and 
attorney fees if they win a judgment for less than $100. 

TABLE 4 
"CAN YOU RECAPTURE COURT COSTS (INCLUDING ANY LAWYER 

FEES), IF YOU WIN A JUDGMENT FOR LESS THAN $100 

TyEe of Res12onse Number Percentage 

yes 67 36.4 
no 41 22.3 
don't know 76 41.3 

Total 184 100.0 

It is important to recognize that the right to a trial 
by jury is available to an individual in Small Claims 
Court. The respondents were asked, "Is it possible to 
get a trial by jury involving a claim for less than 
$20?" Although the right to a trial by jury is avail
able, only 17.9% of the study group gave the correct 
response to this question as can be seen in Table 5 . 

TABLE 5 
"IS IT POSSIBLE TO GET A TRIAL BY JURY INVOLVING 

A CLAIM FOR LESS THAN $20?" 

TYJ2e of ResEonse Number Percentage 

yes 33 17.9 
no 75 40.8 
don't know 76 41.3 

Total 184 100.0 

Conclusions 

The university business majors participating in this 
study revealed limited knowledge of Small Claims Courts. 
Their limited knowledge should be a cause of concern 
for at least two primary reasons. First, as consumers 
who have a higher level of formal education than most 
of the population, they are not familiar with a legal 
avenue of recourse that is readily available at a low 
cost. It is obvious from this study that the sample's 
knowledge and understanding of the processes and pro
cedures for resolving complaints is somewhat limited. 
Second, as future business leaders, they are relatively 
unfamiliar with the Small Claims Courts as a legal 
means that a business can use to resolve conflicts. 



SOME CONSIDERATIONS IN THE EVALUATION OF INDUSTRIAL SALES TRAINING PROGRAMS 

Stephen P. Hutchens, Creighton University 
Jon M. Hawes, University of Akron 

Abstract 

Careful evaluation of sales training programs has never 
been more important. The continuing impact of infla
tion on the cost of industrial sales activities·and 
training programs dictates that increasing attention be 
devoted to their evaluation. This paper presents a 
discussion of some considerations in the evaluation of 
industrial sales training programs. 

Introduction 

More than $100 billion were spent on personal selling in 
the United States during 1977 (Kotler, 1980, p. 565), 
and expenditures for industrial sales activities ac
counted for a substantial proportion of this total. 
Many industrial firms provide sales training programs 
for both new and experienced sales reps in an attempt 
to increase their productivity. Weitz (1981), in fact, 
estimated that more than one billion dollars are spent 
each year in the United States for sales training pro
grams. Obviously, sales training represents a major 
corporate investment and its evaluation ought to be an 
important concern of top management (Smith, 1980). 

A Conceptual Model 

Figure  1 presents a conceptual model of industrial 
sales training programs. IPTEH is an acronym 1•hich 
stands for the Interrelationships of flanning, Train
ing, ~valuation, and Modification. 

FIGURE 1 

While evaluation should be a continuous process, it can 
be logically subset into three stages for purposes of 
discussion: pretraining evaluation activities, evalu
ation activities concurrent with the training, and 
posttraining evaluation. 

Pretraining Evaluation 

An example of pretraining evaluation would be admini
stering a "final exam" to trainees at the very outset 
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of the training process (Hochberger, 1978). If the 
scores on the pretraining "final exam" were compared to 
scores achieved on similar (but not identical) final 
exams administered after the training, the firm would 
have a measure of the learning that occurred. Also, 
by administering a "final exam" prior to the training, 
it is possible to make modifications in the planned 
training procedures. 

Concurrent Evaluation 

While the industrial sales training program is in pro
gress, it should be subject to evaluation by the train
ees and by the trainers. The evaluation could consist 
of the analysis of completed surveys or evaluation 
forms. In most cases, however, an informal, but 
concerted attempt to monitor the progress of the pro
gram would be an improvement over what most firms now 
provide in the way of concurrent evaluation. 

Posttraining Evaluation 

Most fit~s encourage industrial sales trainees to 
comment on the value of particular training programs. 
This is an important aspect of posttraining evaluation, 
but it should be supplemented by additional measures in 
order to adequately evaluate industrial.sales training 
programs. 

Ideally, in the long run, the sales effectiveness of 
the firm in the marketplace should be increased by the 
firm's sales training activities. Trying to evaluate 
this macro outcome, however, is difficult because many 
factors influence the firm's ultimate rate of sales. 
It may be more productive for the firm to develop 
experimental designs which could provide valuable 
effectiveness measures. The sales performance of 
employees receiving training could be compared to the 
sales performance of employees who received no train
ing, or training of an alternative form. By analyzing 
the variations within and between each of the specified 
treatments, management 1vould be able to at least par
tially determine the impact of its training efforts. 
In addition, measures other than sales performance 
should be analyzed. 

Conclusions and Discussion 

In order to develop a productive sales force, a dynamic 
industrial sales training program which is responsive 
to the evolving training needs of the firm is needed. 
Systematic evaluations of the training program are 
necessary for the marketer to determine whether the 
firm's training objectives are being met. 

References 

References and a more detailed version of this paper 
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MARKETING RESEARCH: FANILY INCOME 
LEVELS AND ENROLLMENT STRATEGIES 

Loren B. Jung, Southern Illinois University 
Van D. Psimitis, Southeast Missouri State University 

Abstract 

In times of impending enrollment declines Institutions 
of Higher Learning (IHL) seek ways to control the situ
ation. Marketing Research can provide needed insights. 
High School seniors from families with different income 
levels were asked their perceptions and enrollment 
strategies were evolved from the response patterns. 

Introduction 

Census Bureau enrollment projections are creating much 
concern to IHL administrators. They are beginning to 
realize that IHLs are facing impending adversity which 
calls for a change in operation. 

Professors Kotler and Levy (1969) first suggested mar
keting for nonprofit institutions. Since then, Nickels 
(1974) has shown that 95% of the college marketing edu
cators have accepted this position. Leister (1975) 
suggested that marketing as an educational management 
tool has become accepted because of its utility to IHL 
administrators. Johnson (1979), founder of an agency 
which provides marketing assistance to colleges and 
univen,i.ties, has proven the importance of marketing to 
IHLs and is optimistic about its contribution as a tool 
for institutional planning. 

Statement of the Problem 

At one university, the Office of Institutional Research, 
usin~ the total expected births among the state's resi
dents as its projection base, has forecast a potential 
student decline of 52%, 9000 to 4300, by 1990. Such a 
projected decline is a strong incentive for any insti
tution to find effective ways to counteract this expect
ed enrollment trend. If effective ways are found, then 
the institution can expect stable enrollments and rea
sonably appropriate resource support from the state 
legislature. The institution has turned to a deliber
ately programmed market research effort. 

Methodology 

The 26 county service area was divided into 6 segments 
using geographic, economic and historic factors as 
shown. All the high schools were assigned a number and 
by using a table of random numbers, h1gh schools were 
progressively included until each segment contained 3% 
of the high school seniors in the segment. All high 

school seniors in attendance on the day 
the questionnaire was administered were 

included. This sampling procedure result
ed in 40 high schools being included with 

1074 seniors. A 56-item question
naire, employing a five-point Lik
ert response scale was administered 

to all seniors in the school by 
either the principal of the school 

or a member of the faculty. 
All schools chosen agreed to 

participate. Only 784 students 
were available to complete the 

instrument or 74.9% of the origi
nal sample. The analysis was based 

on three levels of family income defined as follows: 
Low (LFI) less than $15,000, Medium (MFI) $15,000 to 
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$25,000., and High ('!'IFI) above $25,000. The analysis of 
variance statistical test was used for inference and 
the .05 probability level was used to determine signi
ficance. 

Research Findings and Conclusions 

MEAN PERCEPTIONS OF HIGH SCHOOL SENIORS 

Item 
Family Income Group 

LFI NFI HFI ALL 
Sufficient Academic Programs (l=Disagree, 5=Agree) 

College of Education 2.73 3.64 3.)7 3.56 
College of Business 2.91 3.60 3.46 3.40 
Other Colleges 3.17 3.34 3.33 3.32 

Non-Academic Programs (l=Disagree, 5=Agree) 
Good Cultural Programs 2.53 3.28 3.30 3.27 
Intl Stu Presence Good 3.38 3.18 3.30 3.26 
Serves Minorities 2.92 3.30 3.06 3.14 

Institutional Acessibility (l=Disagree, 5=Agree) 
Easy to Enroll 3.62 3.62 3.85 3.76 
Comparatively Expensive 3.23 2.40 2.23 2.33 
Good Fin Aid Program 3.77 3.51 3.48 3.50 

Info From Promotional Channels (l=None, 4=Much) 
Radio 1.30 1.35 1.35 1.35 
Newspaper 1.32 1.56 i.55 1.54 
Television 1.26 1.58 1.38 1.45 
Institutional Publica 1.60 1.83 1.81 1.81 
High School Counselors 1.85 2.08 1.94 1.99 

Recommendations 

SIC. 

yes 
yes 

no 

no 
no 

yes 

no 
yes 

no 

no 
no 

yes 
no 
no 

Several recommendations were made as follows: 1) it 
was recommended that the various colleges formulate a 
promotional plan to inform the LFI students of their 
academic offerings. This promotion should be especial
ly targeted to the BH and MI segments whose average 
family income is below $18,000; 2) it was recommended 
that the university formulate a promotional plan empha
sizing services provided to minorities with segmental 
targeting to BH and WG; 3) it was recommended that the 
university prepare a promotional plan which highlights 
its comparative inexpensiveness with its competitors 
especially in the BH and HI segments; 4) it was recom
mended that the university provide additional institu
tional publications and promotional materials to all 
high school counsellors in the service area. Addition
al efforts should be made to promote the institution to 
the school counsellors. 
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BANK PATRONAGE DECISION: A CANADIAN STUDY 

Erdener Kaynak, Mount Saint Vincent University 
Ugur Yavas, University of Petroleum and Minerals 

Introduction 

There is some evidence that all over the world both 
the academicians and the managers of financial insti
tutions are expressing interest in marketing as a 
legitimate banking activity. There are a number of 
factors which account for this global interest. One 
of the most significant is that over the past decade 
the demand of consumers and businesses for banking 
services has literally exploded. As consumers' income 
increased and businesses grew, so did their demand for 
the variety of services offered by financial insti
tutions. 

Because of these developments in the marketplace, com
mercial banks started examining their environment more 
closely and tried to design marketing strategies to 
combat the threats from other financial businesses. 
Now marketing officers appreciate that their previous 
competitive advantage is being lost, often because of 
poor marketing planning and inadequate marketing 
strategy. 

Purpose of the Study 

With this in mind, then, the purpose of this study is 
to report the findings and implications of a survey 
undertaken in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. More 
specifically, the study was designed (1) to determine 
the importance of selected patronage factors in 
choosing a commercial bank and (2) to determine the 
perceived usefulness of several services offered by 
commercial banks in a Canadian setting. 

It is hoped that the information to be presented in 
this paper will provide Canadian bank executives with 
insights into the kinds of services customers find 
most appropriate to their banking needs. This, 
coupled with an understanding of salient criteria used 
by customers in choosing a bank, should help bankers 
to develop more precise marketing strategies to 
attract a larger number of customers and to cater 
better to the needs of both present and potential 
customers. Without such knowledge, it is only wishful 
thinking that the gap between the buyers and sellers 
of banking services will be closed. 

Methodology 

The data for the study were collected through self
administered questionnaires. Questionnaires were hanJ
distributed to a sample of 250 households in the 
Spryfield area of Halifax, Nova Scotia (population 
267,990). The city, in 1978, was served by a variety 
of financial institutions, including 58 commerical 
banks. These banks cashed checks of a value of 22.7 
billion dollars in 1977. 

An adult member of the household was asked to complete 
the questionnaire. After a one-week period, question
naires were personally retrieved. Up to two call-backs 
were made where no one was at home. The sampling pro
cedure used is satisfactory for the purposes of the 
study, and it has been used successfully in other 
countries. A total of 204 usable questionnaires were 
obtained. 
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To achieve the purposes of the study, respondents were 
asked to answer two sets of questions. First, they 
were asked to indicate on a four-point Likert type 
scale, ranging from very important to not important,. 
how important they viewed a series of factors in 
choosing a commercial bank. The factors which were 
adapted from simila~ studies were related to: location 
near home or work, fast and efficient service, avail
able parking space, recommendations of friends or 
relatives, bank reputation and image, friendliness of 
personnel, availability of credit with favorable terms, 
lower service charges on checking accounts and other 
services, lower interest charges on loans, higher 
interest payments on savings accounts, confidentiality 
of bank, range of services, confidence in manager, 
counselling services, and overdraft privileges on 
checking accounts. 

The second set of questions was designed to generate 
data concerning the perceived usefulness of several 
services provided by commercial banks to their 
customers. The perceived level of usefulness of these 
services was measured on a five-point Likert scale. 
The cues ranged from "very useful" to "useless." 
During the analysis stage, the adjacent categories 
on the two extremes of the scale have been combined 
and reduced to three. The services surveyed are: 
savings accounts, checking accounts, night depository, 
traveller's checks, money orders, credit cards, foreign 
exchange, Canadian savings bonds, automatic bill 
paying, safety deposit boxes, banking by mail, loans, 
mortgages, and savings plans (i.e., RRSP and RHOSP). 

Discussion 

The high ranking of fast and efficient service and 
friendliness of personnel as patronage motives suggest 
that banking industry needs to place emphasis on per
sonnel training. The training should first be in the 
area of interpersonal communication skills. Secondly, 
it should focus on increasing the efficiency of com
pleting banking transactions. 

The expresion of convenience as a highly salient 
factor leads to another strategy implication. Canadian 
banks must allocate some of their marketing funds into 
branch office expansion and into those areas with high 
concentrations of people. 

The perceived usefulness of banking services indicate 
that banks should follow a market segmentation 
strategy. In other words, the data suggest that, while 
every bank needs to offer the must services of savings 
and check accounts, some may entrench themselves in the 
minds of the consumers as a bank offering loans; 
another may stress the availability of transaction 
facilities at any time of the day; yet still others 
can emphasize availability of financial services. 



CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS OF A 
PRODUCT - THE MICRO-WAVE OVEN - AN ANALYSIS 

BY SELECTED SOCIO-ECONOMIC VARIABLES 
- IMPLICATIONS FOR MARKETING STRATEGY 

Algin B. King, Christopher Newport (State) College 
Joyce P. King, Hampton Institute 

Abstract 

The study examines consumers' perceptions (both owners 
and non-owners) of the micro-wave oven as a product in 
an effort to determine why this product has such a low 
degree (10% of American households in 1980) of market 
penetration • An investigation is conducted to deter
mine if there are any significant differences between 
owners and non-owners based on selected socio-economic 
variables, i.e., age, sex, marital status, family mul
tiple employment status, number of individuals in house
hold, occupation and family income. 

Background of the Study 

Approximately twenty-five years after its introduction 
in the late 1950's, the microwave oven has achieved a 
market penetration rate of slightly less than 10% of 
the homes in the U.S. This study focuses primarily on 
trying to identify the causes for the relatively low 
degree of market penetration by this product. Some 
specific objectives of the study are (1) to determine 
consumers perceptions (both owners and non-owners) re
garding the microwave oven as a product, i.e., its 
functional role; (2) what factors motivated buyers to 
purchase a microwave oven; (3) what factors have dis
couraged consumers from purchasing the microwave oven; 
(4) non-owners' purchase intentions during the next 12 
months; (5) determine if there are any significant dif
ferences between owners and non-owners based on selec
ted socio-economic variables, i.e., age, sex, marital 
status, family multiple employment status, number of 
individuals composing household, occupation and family 
income. 

Hypothesis 

There are significant differences between owners and 
non-owners of microwave ovens based on selected socio
economic variables, i.e., age, sex, marital status, 
family multiple employment status, number of indivi
duals composing household, occupation and family income. 

Methodology 

The findings of the study are based on a primary re
search survey. A reasonable literature search did not 
turn up adequate current information that would speci
fically answer the questions posed by the study. 

Research designs employed were essentially exploratory 
in character and to some degree descriptive research 
has been utilized. The data location area was restric
ted to the Newport News-Hampton SMSA, an urban area in 
Eastern Virginia of about 400,000 people. 

Based on a sample of 234 respondents that were selected 
on a random basis, personal interviews were conducted 
in a regional shopping center mall in the Newport News
Hampton SMSA during an eight-day period in May, 1982. 
From this randomly chosen sample, 234 usable question
naires were secured. 
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The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (Pittsburgh 
Version) was employed in data analysis to determine if 
there were any significant differences based on the se
lected socio-economic variables of age, sex, education
al level, occupation and income, etc. In this study, 
only several data areas are examined as to significant 
differences. 

Data Findings 

1. In the market area surveyed, approximately one out 
of every five (22.2%) respondents currently own a micro
wave oven, a higher degree of market penetration than 
the national average. 
2. The two most important purchase rationale cited by 
owners of the product are time-saving and convenience -
two-thirds of respondents listed these two reasons as 
being primary motivating purchase factors. 
3. Four out of five respondents indicated they were 
satisfied or very satisfied with the product. 
4. Only 18% of consumers (non-owners) expressed a posi
tive intention to purchase a microwave oven during the 
next 12 months. 
5. Almost six out of ten respondents stated they do not 
intend to purchase a microwave oven during the next 12 
months. 
6. As perceived by non-owners, the two major problems 
deterring the purchase of this product are: the pro
duct is unnecessary; the product is too expensive. 
7. There were no significant differences between owners 
and non-owners of microwave ovens based on age, sex, 
marital status, family multiple employment status, ·and 
the number of individuals composing household. 
8. There was a significant difference between owners 
and non-owners based on occupation. The major differ
ence in ownership versus non-ownership was found to be 
in the professional/managerial occupation category 
compared to other occupation categories. 
9. There was a significant difference between owners 
and non-owners based on education. As education 
achievement of respondents increased, a higher propor
tion of ownership of this product existed. 
10. There were significant differences between owners 
and non-owners based on the socio-economic variable of 
family income. 

Conclusions 

1. It can be concluded that the microwave oven has a 
relatively low rate of market penetration given the 
length of time the product has been in the market and 
the folume of marketing/promotional efforts by manufac
turers and retailers. 
2. Based on the data findings in this study, it can be 
concluded that the low degree market penetration by 
this product is the result of several factors, i.e., a 
significant proportion of consumers have not been per
suaded that the product is necessary or that the pro
duct possesses the functional features that justify its 
acquisition. It may also be concluded that a relatively 
high proportion of respondents have not been persuaded 
that this product possesses the "utility" that justi
fies its price. 



A FRAMEWORK FOR AN EMPIRICALLY BASED 
PUBLIC POLICY DECISION MODEL ••. AN INTEGRATED RESEARCH APPROACH 

TO THE PRESCRIPTION DRUG INDUSTRY 

R. Eugene Klippel, Grand Valley State Colleges 
Max L. Densmore, Grand Valley State Colleges 

Robert L. Anderson, University of South Florida 

Abstract 

The authors' contend that problems associated with con
sumer legislation can be attributed to the normative 
perspective utilized in their development. Thus, a 
public policy decision model is proposed which emphasi
zes empirical market testing as n key input to the de
cision-making process. Specific reference is made to 
the model's potential use in evaluating such legisla
tion as the FTC's proposed Generic Drug Substitution 
Model Law. 

Introduction 

There are those who generally believe government's con

sumer advocacy role is most appropriate, but seriously 
question its evaluative and implementation capabilities 
relative to new public policy legislation. While con
siderable debate is almost certain on the first point, 
few would contest the latter issue. Indeed such evalu
ative and implementation concerns have been well docu
mented. 

It is the authors' contention that the preponderance of 
the problems associated with recent consumer legisla
tion can be attributed to the narrow normative pers·pec
tive utilized in their development. Few laws are bas~d 

on actual data gathered by consumer testing in the mar
ketplace and fewer still are based on the collection of 
interactive data i.e., data which reflects the regula
tions impact on the consumer vis a via other relevant 
groups .•. manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, etc. 
Thus, had integrative empirical consumer/channel re
search efforts been undertaken prior to the enactment 
of such decisions, many of the problems associated with 
previous public policy decisions could have been alle
viated, or most certainly mollified. 

Recognizing this need the authors' describe a proposed 
public policy decision model which incorporated and in
tegrates consumer/channel research features. Specifi
cally, the paper reviews the FTC's proposed model gen
eric drug substitution law within the context of the 

proposed analytic framework. 

Proposed Empirically ilased Model 

The first step in the proposed model is to indentify re
levant groups potentially affected by the proposed pub
lic policy decision. This includes manufacturers, 

channel intermediaries, as well as consumer groups. 

The second step suggests a normative approach to the 
evaluation ot the proposed decision i.e., it would 
evaluate the costs and benefits likely to accrue as a 
result of the proposed action under specified "desired" 
conditions ... a normative scenario. 
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The third step focuses on identifying the information 
needs of the relevant groups, the amount and quality of 
information currently available, and how it is likely 
to be used in the decision-making environment. Based 
on these findings, hypotheses would be formulated 
regarding the benefits/costs accruing to each of the 
relevant groups.· In turn, these hypotheses would form 
the basis for structuring the research design assoc
iated wtih the next step in the model •.• the market test
ing to the proposed public policy decision. 

The market test step attempts to generate needed infor
mation regarding the impact of the proposed policy on 
the relevant groups involved. Thus, if benefits ex
ceed costs based on this empirical analysis, the policy 
would be recommended for adoption. A final step in the 
model reflects concern as to the actual measurement and 
evaluation of the policy once implemented i.e., post
decision evaluation. (Mazis, 1981). 

Potential Model Application - The FTC's Proposed 
Generic Drug Substitution Model Law 

In 1979 the FTC issued its model drug law regarding 
generic substitution, and a companion Approved Drug 
Prodcut List with Brand name Rx drugs and generic 
equivalents. Its primary objective was the reduction 
in the number of situations where consumers paid a pre
mium price for brand name drugs when lower-priced pro
ducts that were "therapeutically equivalent" were 
available. 

While the nature and scope of the empirical research 
suggested by the authors' model is only verifiable 
through government research efforts, an opportunity 
does exist to examine and estimate its basic potential. 
This evaluation could be achieved by overlaying the 
empirical findings of various states relative to drug 
substitution laws onto the framework of the authors' 
proposed model. While such an overlay procedure re
stricts the scope of issues likely to be explored under 
the model, it does demonstrate the general value of its 
empirical approach. It is in that spirit that an at
tempt was made within the context of the proposed ana
lytic framework to selectively review states' past ex
periences with drug substitution laws. 

Based on this review, the authors' demonstrate that an 
apparent innocuous normative formulation such as the 
FTC's proposed model drug substitution law could be 
better analyzed and usefully reformulated within an 
integrated empirical research framework. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND CONTROL FOR THE 1980s 
AS PERCEIVED BY SUPE~RKET EXECUTIVES 

Myron J. Leonard, Western Carolina University 
Keith T. Stephens, Western Carolina University 

Abstract 

This study examines supermarket executives' percep
tions of the problems confronting them in the 1980s. 
A survey including 134 chains was undertaken to deter
mine anticipated adjustments resulting from rising 
energy costs, spiraling inflation, and high interest 
rates. The executives placed emphasis on reducing 
energy costs associated with operating stores, more 
stringent inventory control measures, and increasing 
the number of lines carried to encourage one-stop 
shopping. 

Objectives 

The objective of this study was to examine anticipated 
problems relating to supermarket executive planning 
and controlling within the environmental framework of 
the 1980s. Emphasis was placed on anticipated ad
justments resulting from rising energy costs, spiral
ing inflation, and higher interest rates. 

Research Methodology 

The sampling technique was that of total universe enu
meration as determined by a listing of 390 food chains 
contained in the 1979 Progressive Grocer Marketing 
Guidebook. In February 1980, questionnaires were 
mailed to each of the respective firms' headquarters 
offices with attention being drawn to the president. 
Useable responses included 134 executives or over one 
third of those contacted. 

Findings 

Energy Costs 

First, second, and third choices were computed as a 
percentage of the total responses in each rank clas
sification. The three percentages were then added 
together to determine an overall expression of impor
tance. 

The executives first anticipated the most important 
adjustments resulting from rising energy costs. The 
greatest expression of importance was attached to 
reducing energy costs associated with operating stores 
(87.9), expanding the number of merchandise lines car
ried to encourage one-stop shopping, second (53.7), 
and reducing transportation costs as a main considera
tion in selecting sources of supply third (45. 7). To 
combat higher energy costs, it appears that the execu
tives are considering new merchandising strategies 
along with appropriate cost-cutting measures. In the 
future, shoppers will have a greater variety of pro
ducts from which to choose while experiencing fewer 
conveniences and services than in the past. In ad
dition, it appears that manufacturers will have to 
work closer with their channels, reassessing sales and 
distribution methods in light of rising energy costs. 

Inflation 

The executives then anticipated the most important ad
justments resulting from spiraling inflation. The 
greatest expression of importance was attached to re
ducing operating costs as much as possible (79.1), 
with more careful examination of inventory to determine 

slow-moving items, second (}1,5}, and offering more pr:i-~ 

vate and secondary brands, third (38. 0}. Once again 
the emphasis appears to be on cost and marketing con"' 
trols. The savings resulting from a reduction in such 
operating expenses as labor, energy, and inventory 
carrying costs should allow firms to remain price com
petitive. Although no major cutbacks are expected, some 
savings might be possible through better utilization 
and scheduling of employees. Apart from not wasting · 
energy, the next obvious step is to contemplate better 
energy savings equipment. 

Watching inventories more closely to determine turnover 
and volume performance will be more important than ever 
before, Products which fail to make an adequate sales 
or profit contribution not only add to inventory· carry~ 
ing costs hut also take up valuable space that could 
be used more efficiently. Expanding the shelf offerings 
of private and secondary brands give supermarket manage-. 
ment a means of attracting price conscious shoppers. 
These brands may serve as a sales stimulant while add~ 
ing additional profits to offset the increasing pres"' 
sures on costs, 

Interest Rates 

Finally, the executives antiticpated the most signifi~ 
cant problem& resulting from higher interest rates, 
The greatest expression of importance was attached to 
the need for more stringent inventory control to balance 
stock with sales (]3 .. 1}. with the need for more inven
tory control to uncover slow-moving items, second (54.4}, 
cutting back on expansion programs, third (36.6}, and 
cutting back on remodeling programs, fourth (25.4). 
Since high interest rates are one of the main causes of 
the current inflationary trend, the executives once 
again expressed concern over improving turnover and sales 
performance. High interest preclude credit purchases 
of slow-moving items as well as purchases of more in-,. 
ventory than needed to meet sales requirements. The 
rising cost of financing was also viewed as a factor 
curtailing expansion and remodeling plans. 

The rapid rate of inventory turnover i.n the supermarket 
industry as compared to other industries has apparently 
helped to alleviate such problems as cash flow, the need 
for longer repayment periods on loans, and suppliers 
demanding cash or faster payment. 
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THE ROLE OF CONSUMER 
TRAVEL TIME AS IT RELATES TO 

SHOPPER TYPE, STORE IMAGE, AND FUTURE PURCHASES 

Jack A, Lesser, Miami University 
Robert J, Sedlacek, Miama University 

Abstract 

The purpose of this research is to analyze the role of 
shopper traveling time on retail store patronage. Two 
primary questions of the research are (1) how well do 
shopper type, store image, and future purchasing be
havior explain store traveling time, and (2) what are 
the relationships between travel time, shopper type, 
store image, and future purchase behavior. A struc
tural model will be developed and validated which 
characterizes the interrelationships of the four types 
of variables in the development of store patronage. 
The research attempts to offer additional empirical 
testing of the conceptual models of consumer behavior 
developed in marketing. 

Previous Research 

Research relative to shopper travel time in the past 
has focused primarily on "outshopper" profiles, store 
location models, and consumer uses and perceptions of 
time, The conclusions of this research have made sig
nificant contributions,, but neglect to integrate the 
role of shopper travel time with other patronage
related factors useful in developing retail strate
gies. 

Research Designl 

In the first phase of the paper, the relationships be
tween traveling time and (1) twenty image attributes; 
(2) twenty shopper attributes; and (3) twenty-eight 
future purchase likelihoods were found in a large 
intercept study of a leading discount department 
store. This is done to profile the role of traveling 
time with the other sets of the patronage variables, 
The second phase canonically correlated each part of 
these four sets of variables to determine the 
strengths of the interrelationships of the variables 
with each other. The two phases were repeated by 
using data collected for a hardware retailer to vali
date the findings of the discounter. 

Report of Findings (Phase I) 

Discount Department Store 

With the discount department store, shoppers seem to 
be drawn a distance to the store through assortment 
selection and employee service. These shoppers, not 
surprisingly, place a low value on convenient loca
tion, and have only a moderate price interest, The 
future purchasing behavior of consumers traveling a 
distance is very product specific, These shoppers 
seem most interested in returning to purchase mens 
clothing, electronics, footwear, and craft and hobby 
supplies. A convenient location seems to be extremely 
important to a discounter competing in products such 
as hardware supplies and office supplies. 

Iwe wish to thank Bert c. McCannon, Jr., for the use of 
data collected by the University of Oklahoma Distri
bution Research Center. 
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Hardware Store Validation Findings 

In general, the loadings in the hardware store find
ings were higher than in the previous analysis, how
ever, the direction of relationships were 
relatively consistent across the two studies, In 
summary, both studies indicate that the shopper who 
will travel a distance to a store is not concerned 
with convenient location, but does value a wide as
sortment of merchandise. The distantly traveled store 
has a wide assortment image, but employee courtesy 
fails to be an image advantage. 

Report of Findings (Phase II) 

Discount Department Store 

With all pairs of variables compared, shopper type, 
store image, travel time, and future purchases signif
icantly related to each other. However, none of the 
relationships, with the possible exception of shopper 
type -store image, demonstrated a high degree of ex
planatory power, These findings seem to reflect the 
competitive environment of the discount department 
store. In other words, patronage may be a function of 
short-term tactical variables not analyzed, such as 
price-cutting, couponing, and promotion of couponing. 
The relationships, based on the strengths of the rela
tionships found with the canonical correlation anal
yses, might be modeled as: 

-· ~---------7 
shopper type------~store image ~ purchase behavior 

~' T 
travel 

~~ 
time 

Hardware Store Validation Findings 

Shopper type strongly related to store image, while 
store image demonstrates some relationship to purchas
ing behavior. However, in this model, travel time 
seems to be a relatively important intervening vari
able explaining purchase behavior. For hardware store 
retailers, it may be that the type of shopper attract
ed affects customer store image more than marketing 
performance. Here, the model appeals somewhat differ
ent: 

Shopper type---+ behavior 

Based on the research results, retail management 
should not consider convenient location to directly 
explain patronage, In this research, assortment image 
seemed to be more influential for developing a fran
chise, Especially for a discounter, short-run, tac
tical variables might be the most important competi
tive tools, More specialized retailers can focus more 
successfully on the strategic variables examined here, 



AN INVESTIGATION INTO 
THE ROOTS OF SALESFORCE ALCOHOLISM 

Larry S. Lowe, Western Kentucky University 
Richard Ayres, Western Kentucky University 

Patricia Bowen, Western Kentucky Universi'ty 

Abstract 

Research on abusive drinking behaviors of marketing and 
business students was conducted. Preliminary results 
support the business manager premise that abusive drink
ers are attracted to sales careers. While the research 
is supportive of management views, there is need for 
greater analysis in the area of the causes of sales
force alcoholism. 

Purpose 

The purposes of this research are to explore the lit
erature on salesforce alcoholism, to consider the 
potential causes of alcoholism in salespersons, and to 
present the results of an invest.igation into one pos
sible factor associated with salesforce alcoholism. 

Literature On Salesforce Alcoholism 

Reports from field studies are suggestive of a high 
incidence of alcoholism in the salesforce when com
pared with other professions (ADAMHA News, 1981) but 
an extensive business literature review yielded no spe
cific alcoholism incidence differences between sales
persons and the general workforce (Lowe, et al, 1981). 

Curiously, while stereotypes such as thatof the drunken 
salesperson are furthered through the various forms of 
literature, a basic exploration of existing literary 
research yielded a lack of material on the salesperson 
as alcoholic. The research was conducted on alcoholism 
in general and the salesperson as alcoholic specific
ally. 

The Potential Causes Of Salesperson Alcoholism 

The alcoholic salesperson, by virtue of occupancy of a 
boundary position, has the potential for doing irrepar
able harm to the firm. Misconduct of an outside sales
person often has direct impact on a firm's revenue. 
Since the costs to the firm and to the industry from 
salesforce alcoholism are high, consideration has been 
given to the question: What causes alcoholism in the 
sales force? 

There are two views of the causes. The first approach 
focuses on the job situation. A number of studies have 
addressed position related attributes of jobs which are 
associated with alcoholism. These risk factors are 
thought to aggravate and reinforce alcohol abuse. At 
least 5 of the 12 risk factors identified (Kinney and 
Leaton, 1978, pp. 225) are inherent in the field sales 
structure. Overall it would appear that the sales
person operates in an environment conducive to the 
development of alcoholism. 

The second approach stems from conversations with sales 
managers in local manufacturing firms and recovering 
alcoholics in Alcoholics Anonymous. This view is that 
persons with abusive drinking profiles or tendencies 
toward abusive drinking gravitate to the salesfield 
because of the lack of supervision and control over 
salespersons. Thus views can be found that the posi
tion attracts alcoholics. 
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A Preliminary Investigation 

Since a determination of the impact of risk factors on 
salesforce rests on field studies across industries and 
time, a study of student abusive drinking was conducted. 
The investigation was based on the premise that persons 
with abusive drinking behaviors would be differentially 
attracted to sales as a profession. 

To test one of the t~o views on the causes of sales
force alcoholism a special abusive drinking question
naire was constructed. The questionnaire was admini
stered to a student population of 180 upperdivision 
business school students at a regional university. The 
sample was comprised of sales-oriented marketing majors 
(n = 61) and non-marketing majors (n = 119). It was 
assumed that the marketing majors would enter sales 
positions upon leaving the university and that non
marketing business majors would not. 

The results, A = 2.26, p .05, were indicative of higher 
sales oriented student abusive drinking scores on the 
instrument than for the other business majors. This is 
suggestive of the premise of attraction of abusive 
drinkers to sales as a career field. 

Concluding Comments 

As often happens, we know very little about a large and 
costly problem. We are unsure of the number of alcoho
lic salespersons. We wonder is position demands cause 
alcoholism in salespersons or if alcoholic or alcoho
lism prone individuals gravitate to such positions. The 
results of this preliminary research suggest the possi
bility of a gravitation view. 

There is little doubt of the need for both academic and 
industrial research on salesforce alcoholism. 
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DETERMINING CONSUMER PREFERENCES FOR SALES 
PROMOTION TECHNIQUES VIA CONJOINT ANALYSIS 

Daulatram B. Lund, Iowa State University 
Allen E. Smith, Iowa State University 

Abstract 

This article reports the findings of a systematic 
study involving conjoint analysis, undertaken to eval
uate some hypothetical sales promotion techniques for 
a specific consumer product (beer) catering to a spe
cial market segment (students). A fractional facto
rial design involving three sales promotions at three 
levels each was undertaken and the ranked preferences 
of the respondents were analyzed using Kruskal's 
MONANOVA algorithm. 

Introduction 

Sales promotions have been defined as those marketing 
activities, other than personal selling, advertising, 
and publicity, that stimulate consumer and dealer 
effectiveness. In 1977, it was reported that thirty
three percent of total promotional dollar went to 
consumer sales promotions: By 1979, it had increased 
to forty-two percent (Tarshis, 1980). The primary 
objective of the present study was to determine the 
college students, preferences of several hypothetical, 
but innovative, sales promotion techniques, both 
singly and in combination, for the beer product. 

Methodology 

The data base for the present study was the college 
student market segment. A leading midwestern univer
sity with an enrollment of 24,000 students was the 
test population. The data from 203 completed ques
tionnaires was useable. 

Students' preferences for individual hypothetical 
sales promotions such as price incentives, premiums, 
contests/sweepstakes, and sponsorships were determined 
by inquiring into the importance of such sales promo
tions in their beer purchase decision. To determine 
their preferences for several combinations of hypo
thetical sales promotions, conjoint measurements were 
utilized (Green and Wind, 1975). A one-third frac
tional factorial design (Holland and Cravens, 1973), 
utilizing three sales promotions (price incentive, 
premiums, and contests/sweepstakes), with three levels 
each, resulted in nine test combinations. Respondents 
ranked these in their order of preference. 

The respondents' average preference ranking for the 
test combinations of sales promotions were analyzed 
using Kruskal's MONANOVA algorithm to estimate com
ponent utilities for the composite utilities for the 
composite combinations of sales promotions and their 
respective levels. 

Results and Conclusions 

An additive conjoint measurement model was fitted to 
the ranked responses using Kruskal's MONANOVA algo
rithm. The fit was excellent, as indicated by the 
very low value of the stress (.001). The estimated 
component functions for each sales promotion technique 
are plotted in Figure l. 
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Figure 1 
Sales Promotions' Component Functions from 

Respondents Ranked Preferences 

2.0 

Legend for Levels 
Price Incentives (--------

1 Bonus Pack 
2 = $.70 Off (Sale) 
3 = Rebate 

Premiums (-------) 
1 Catalog 
2 = Cooler 
3 = Free Gift 

Contests/Sweepstakes ( •••••.• ) 
1 Mr. & Miss Beer Photograph Contest 
2 Star in Beer Commercial Contest 
3 Sweepstakes 

This study concludes that college students are a via
ble market segment for the beer industry as a whole. 
For the beer industry, sales promotions will continue 
to play an important role. With little significant 
product differentiation, setti.ng up unique selling 
propositions may be the only course to survival in a 
very compet·itive industry. Consequently, sales promo
tions both, singly and in combinations, will be a ne
cessity. The additive model of conioint measurement 
utilizing Kruskal's MONANOVA algorithm, coupled with 
the fractional factorial designs, should enable stra
tegic planners to evaluate several com~inations of 
sales promotions. Such evaluations will enable plan
ners to evaluate the relative importance of individual 
sales promotions, and also to select combinations of 
sales promotions with maximum utilities. 
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TOWARD PROMOTION OF THE MARKETING PLANNING PROCESS 

C. A. Maile, A. H. Kizilbash, G. Miller, 
Northern Illinois University 

Abstract 

A survey was conducted to determine whether a lack of 
executive agreement with published theory is a signifi
cant impediment to field implementation of formalized 
marketing planning in various sized firms. There was 
substantial agreement regarding the adequacy of pub
lished statements about the nature of formalized 
planning •. 

Introduction 

There is a need to better understand how marketing 
scholars can more effectively promote field implementa
tion of formalized planning procedures. The purpose of 
this paper is to report a survey designed to enable 
analysis of executive attitudes toward planning in 
various sized firms. 

Research Methodology 

A mail survey was conducted to measure levels of execu
tive agreement with selected statements about the 
nature of marketing planning. Questionnaires were 
mailed to a random sample of firms listed in the Dun & 
Bradstreet Million Dollar Directory. 

Analysis of Data 

Levels of executive agreement with each item in the 
questionnaire were tabulated and compared by size of 
firm. For example, some of the general statements 
about marketing planning are shown in Tabl e 1 . 

TABLE 1 
Some General Statements About the Nature 

of Marketing Planning 

1. There is a definite need for formalized marketing 
planning. 

2. There is very little benefit derived from formal 
marketing planning. 

3. Primary responsibility for marketing planning should 
reside at the top marketing executive level. 

4. Marketing planning should be executed so as to be 
separate from, but compatible with the overall 
corporate planning process. 

5. Marketing planning should be primarily a staff 
rather than line function. 

6. In the marketing planning process, greater depen
dence should be placed upon external information 
sources than internal ones. 

7. Annual marketing plans should be written documents. 

8. Marketing planning, no matter how thorough, probably 
cannot enhance company profits. 
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9. At least as much emphasis should be placed on the 
implementation as is placed on the development of 
marketing plans. 

10. Organizational conflicts and personnel problems 
prevent the successful development and implementa
tion of marketing plans. 

11. Marketing planning will be of limited value to most 
companies until the planning process is further 
developed and refined. 

Agreement with each of the planning statements was tab
ulated in association with four different sizes of 
firms. Agreement levels were then cross-tabulated be
tween statement number and firm size as shown in 
Table 2 . 

TABLE 2 
Level of Executive Agreement By Size of Firm 

Size of Firm 

Medium !'tedium 
Large Large Small Small 

State-
ment Freq. Freq. Freq. Freq. 

l. 37 100 32 94 39 93 104 95 
2. 2 5 0 0 2 5 8 
3. 29 78 30 88 36 88 95 86 
4. 26 70 20 59 26 63 74 68 
5. 11 30 15 44 22 54 67 62 
6. 9 25 16 47 18 43 51 46 
7. 36 97 32 94 35 83 100 91 
8. 0 0 0 0 3 7 5 
9. 37 100 34 100 40 95 107 97 

10. 22 59 19 56 18 "3 58 53 
ll. 14 38 12 35 21 51 62 56 

Both absolute and percentage frequencies were used to 
designate levels of agreement in the table. The rows 
and columns of data were systematically compared to 
determine relationships between sets of responses for 
all of the statements and firms. For example, analysis 
of the data indicates substantial agreement among all 
responding firms regarding most statements about the 
general nature of marketing planning. However, re
sponses to several statements did vary according to 
size of firm. Large firms registered less agreement 
than the others regarding location of the primary 
responsibility for marketing planning and perceived 
value of the planning process. Executives of large 
organizations also believe there should be less depen
dence on external information sources. As the size of 
firm increases, there is progressively more agreement 
that planning should be a staff rather than line 
function. 

Conclusion 

Substantial executive agreement regarding most pub
lished statements about the general nature of marketing 
planning indicates that management is receptive for 
further promotion and field implementation of the 
formalized planning process. 



ADVERTISING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: 
A CROSS NATIONAL ANALYSIS 

William C. McBride, Jr., Capital National Bank, Austin, Texas 
Grady D. Bruce, California State University, Fullerton 

Abstract 

Two socially based theories of economic development are 
examined for their efficacy in explaining variations in 
advertising expenditures across countries. Statistical 
analyses support the viability of both theories, but Par
sons theory of evolutionary universals performs somewhat 
better than Lerner's model of modernization. 

Introduction 

Two social theories which have been operationalized and 
empirically validated are examined: Talcott Parsons' 
evolutionary model (Parsons, 1966) and Daniel Lerner's 
model of modernization (Lerner, 1958). 

Parsons theorized that there are "specific continu1t1es 
in patterns of social change," where a pattern forms the 
basis for an "evolutionary universal." Parsons believed 
every country would evolve through ten different evolu
tionary universals in the course of development. He con
sidered the first four universals necessary to the func
tioning of any society, before a sequential development 
process could follow in the other six. The first four 
are: ( 1) a mechanism of communication; (2) social organi
zation through kinship; (3) some form of religion; and, 
(4) at least a rudimentary technology. "The first mark 
of development is (5) a system of stratification, 
followed instantaneously by (6) cultural legitimation for 
such a system. The next emergent evolutionary universals 
are (7) bureaucratic organizations, (8) money and market 
complex, (9) generalized universalistic norms and 
finally, (10) democratic association" (Buck and Jacobson 
1968, p. 343). 

Parsons' theory was examined by Buck and Jacobson who 
operationalized the theory in terms of a five-step rat
ing system for each of the universals. Using a Guttman 
scale analysis, the authors arrayed fifty countries on 
each of the universals along five-point ordinal scales. 
This allowed examination of the validity of the theory 
overall and the proposed sequence of the universals. The 
authors concluded that the universals do exist and that 
Parsons had isolated an evolutionary sequence through 
which most countries have passed. The ratings of the 
countries developed by Buck and Jacobson served as one 
set of independent variables in this study. 

Lerner's model of modernization was operationalized and 
validated by Sigelman (Sigelman, 1974). According to 
this model, a country passes through a sequence of 
phases starting with urbanization and developing through 
phases of literacy, media participation and political 
part1c1pation. Sigelman used a Guttman scale to rank 
countries in their development of the phases just men
tioned. Empirical research supports Lerner's model, even 
though Sigelman found reason to question the importance 
of "urbanization as a prime mover early in the moderiza
tion process ... " (Sigelman, 1974). 
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Research Design 

Since the data from the two empirical studies were ordi
nal in nature, a nonparametric measure of association 
was needed to assess the relationship between the devel
opment scale items and advertising expenditures. 
Spearman's rank cor~lation coefficient (rs) was 
selected as the appropriate measure. 

Each development scale item was correlated with the 
data available for advertising expenditures (on a per 
capita basis) for the years 1962, 1964, 1966, 1968 and 
also for the average of these years. The correlations 
for individual years allowed for some determination of 
the temporal sequence involved in the relationship 
between advertising expenditures and the development 
scale items and the average provided a control. 

Findings 

Parsons' "evolutionary universals" (as measured by Buck 
and Jacobson's composite indicators) and per capita ad
vertising expenditures show a fairly stable relationship 
during the period of 1962 to 1968. If the average for 
each variable is compared, communications shows the 
strongest relationship (where rs = .91), followed by 
technology (rs = .91), money and market (rs = .89) 
and bureaucracy (rs = .86). Other variables exhibited 
moderate correlations: cultural legitimation (rs = 

.89), stratification (rs = .83), kinship (rs = .81), 
democratic association (rs = .64), and generalized uni
versalistic norms (rs = .51). Religion shows the wea
kest relationship of the universals, where rs = .45. 

The development indicators for Lerner's modernization 
model (created in the Sigelman study) also show a fairly 
stable relationship from 1962 to 1968. Urbanization 
showed the strongest relationship when comparing the cor
relation coefficients for the average of the years (rs 
= .82), and mass communication is second (rs = .74). 
Economic development and political participation corre
lated at similar levels (rs = .65 and rs = .64, re
spectively), while literacy correlated at a compara
tively low rs = .43. Political capacity was not 
statistically significantly related to advertising. 

In both Buck and Jacobson's and Sigelman's studies, the 
relationships between advertising and development indica
tors appear fairly stable over a six year period. This 
would seem to indicate that the underlying theories are 
viable and rely on concepts which have long-term struc
tural significance. 
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A MARKETING ANALYSIS OF HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOOD DIMENSIONS AMONG BLACK CONSUMERS: A CASE STUDY 

Dennis R. McDermott, Virginia Commonwealth University 

Abstract 

The focus of this study is to develop a marketing plan 
to increase the amount of home ownership in the Church 
Hill area of Richmond by middle-class black consumers. 
Focus group interviews and a telephone survey were em
ployed to determine the target markets' attitudes, 
priorities, and intentions regarding housing and 
neighborhood factors. 

Data Collection Procedures 

Three focus group interviews were held in order first, 
to explore the priorities that middle class blacks have 
regarding housing and neighborhood criteria; and, sec
ond, to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of Church 
Hill as perceived by residents and non-residents. The 
housing and neighborhood criteria discussed by the fo
cus groups included: financial issues, location, aes
thetics, safety, nature of population, educational fa
cilities, and nature of housing. Once those in the fo
cus groups evaluated each criterion's relative priority 
in general, they then indicated their attitudes and 
perceptions regarding strengths and weaknesses of the 
Church Hill area. 

The strengths of Church Hill, as perceived by the focus 
groups' participants, include: 1) financial issues
this criterion was perceived as having the highest pri
ority and it was unanimously believed that buying a 
house in Church Hill represents an excellent invest
ment opportunity; 2) location - since Church Hill is 
adjacent to downtown Richmond, this criterion was rated 
very favorably due to Church Hill's proximity to shop
ping, hospital, and employment facilities; 3) aesthe
tics - regarding this criterion, Church Hill was rated 
favorably due to the area's lack of traffic congestion, 
quietness, lack of air pollution, and improved appear
ance of streets and parks; 4) safety - police and fire 
protection were perceived as a positive factor with the 
feeling that those outside the area think of Church 
Hill as a high crime area, while those living there do 
not; 5) nature of population - a high degree of neigh
borhood stability among residents was felt to exist 
leading to a cohesive and friendly neighborhood image. 
Perceived obstacles or weaknesses of Church Hill ex
pressed by the focus groups' participants include: 1) 
financial criteria - this factor is undoubtedly the 
greatest weakness regarding achieving the study's ob
jective. The consensus among the participants is that 
a high demand or motivation to buy a home in Church 
Hill exists among middle class blacks either currently 
renting in Church Hill or living outside the area. The 
means to allow home ownership regarding mortgage ap
provals (and the prevailing high downpayment require
ments and high interest rates) present generally ex
treme difficulties for this segment, particularly when 
the rehabilitation cost, which is a necessary expense 
for most homes in Church Hill, also needs to be fi
nanced. In addition, the target groups perceive vari
ous risks of rehabilitating by raising such questions 
as: Will financing terms reward or penalize those who 
rehabilitate? Will surrounding homes also be rehabili
tated? Are the rehabilitated homes going to be energy
efficient or will existing architectural styles be very 
costly to heat and cool? Will the necessary skills or 
expertise to rehabilitate be satisfactory? Other con
cerns expressed, although of a lower priority, in
cluded: the need for more neighborhood shopping fa
cilities in Church Hill; the poor condition of many of 
the homes; suspicion and confusion regarding the plans 

of absentee landlords and public agencies (such as the 
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Model Cities Program and highway construction); the 
negative status associated with the area among those 
under 35; and, the issue of "displacement" whereby in 
the past, the lowest-income blacks living in Church 
Hill have been forced to relocate. 

The telephone survey consisted of approximately 100 
interviews, among potential and actual black homeowners 
living both in and outside the Church Hill area. When 
asked to indicate the items they liked most about their 
current residences, both groups of respondents men
tioned most frequently neighborhood-oriented factors, 
i.e., the neighborhood or environment, the convenient 
location, and the neighbors. When asked if there was 
anything they would most like to change regarding their 
current home, nearly half of the respondents indicated 
"nothing", and the non-Church Hill residents who pre
ferred a change were much more likely to favor general 
neighborhood improvements as compared to the Church 
Hill residents. The factors about Church Hill that 
appeal most to the non-residents are in order, the 
renovation possibilities of the older homes, the con
venience to downtown, and the historic nature of the 
area. The favorable aspects of the area perceived by 
the residents are the neighbors, the convenience to 
downtown, and the renovation possibilities. The key 
items disliked about Church Hill by the non-residents 
include crime, the general deterioration of the houses, 
the high unemployment, and the area's rep•ttation. The 
residents' major concerns are regarding ·crime and the 
condition of the houses. 

Marketing Plan 

In addition to focusing on bringing middle class blacks 
currently living outside Church Hill into the area as 
homeowners, the market targets should also include 
first, converting those blacks who are currently rent
ing in Church Hill to homeowners; and, second, expand
ing the marketing process to consider not just con
sumers, but also suppliers (e.g., offerings by bankers, 
real estate agents, land development, highway construc
tion, and public housing agencies). Since the key ob
stacle to blacks buying a home in Church Hill is fi
nancially related, a thorough and comprehensive assess
ment of creative or innovative home financing plans, e. 
g., Graduated Payment Mortgages, Shared Appreciation 
Mortgages, neighborhood-sponsored "Mortgage Banks", 
Variable Rate Mortgages, and Reverse Annuity Mortgages, 
is required. The appropriate promotional and educa
tional strategies depend on which consumer target is 
the focus. If the target consists of current Church 
Hill residents/renters, then the promotional objective 
should be to educate these residents regarding housing 
values, financing means, and rehabilitation methods and 
procedures. If the target consists of homeowners and 
renters currently living outside of Church Hill, then 
the promotional emphasis should be first, to counter 
existing negative attitudes regarding the Church Hill 
crime/safety conditions and neighborhood appearance, 
and second, to emphasize the historic nature of the 
area, the location, and the friendly and cohesive 
neighborhood spirit. 

In addition, an organizational structure linking Church 
Hill residents and city officials should be formalized 
by organizing subcommittees or task forces regarding 
such areas as finance, security, housing, rehabilita
tion, promotion/education, recreation/social, and 
liaison activities. 



MORE ABOUT THE AVOIDANCE 
HYPOTHESIS IN STORE LOYALTY 

M. Alan Miller, Ball State University 
John E. Swan, The University of Alabama at Birmingham 

This paper relates to the controversy centering around 
Lessig's contention that store loyalty may be estab
lished more out of avoidance of certain stores than at
traction to others. The specific concept studied by 
the authors relates to acceptance and rejection sets of 
stores. Two hypotheses are tested. H : The consum
er's evoked set of stores is likely to contain stores 
in which the consumer would plan to shop and stores in 
which the consumer would avoid shopping. ~: Consum
ers' attribute evaluations will be significantly dif
ferent between the acceptance set and the rejection set 
of stores, being more favorable toward the acceptance 
set of stores. 

Sixty female student respondents were asked to name ac
ceptable and unacceptable stores carrying ready-made 
women's clothing. The respondents were then asked for 
preference rankings, store ratings on 29 attributes, 
and importance ratings for each attribute. The store 
attribute ratings were importance-weighted and subject
ed to significance testing. 

The first hypothesis, which was intuitively true, was 
accepted based on the following data: 

TABLE 1 
NUMBER OF STORES IN CONSUMERS' 
ACCEPTANCE AND REJECTION SETS 

Number of Stores in Set 
0 1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21 

Acceptance Set 0 28 26 4 

Rejection Set 2 43 14 0 0 

Total 

60 

60 

In terms of Lessig's avoidance hypothesis, the results 
of the data support the idea that consumers avoid cer
tain stores. 

Having established that consumers definitely think in 
terms of acceptance and rejection sets of stores, the 
authors then ascertained consumers' evaluations of 
stores in the two sets. If differential evaluations 
exist, then one would expect the acceptance set to re
ceive more favorable ratings. The Friedman test sta
tistic (chi square) was applied to the weighted attrib
ute scores and resulted in significance beyond the .001 
level. 

The value of exploratory research, such as the present 
study, can often be enhanced by looking for meaningful 
patterns in the data. Are certain types of stores more 
likely to appear in either the acceptance or rejection 
set when respondents shop for clothing? The stores 
were roughly classified by the authors through personal 
knowledge, telephone calls to the stores, and yellow 
page classifications. 
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TABLE 2 
TYPES OF STORES IN ACCEPTANCE 

AND REJECTION SETS 

Store Types 

Department Stores 
Specialty Stores 
Discount Stores 
Variety Stores 

Acceptance Set 
N % 

72 76 
46 51 

0 0 
0 0 

Rejection Set 
N % 

23 24 
45 49 
19 100 
20 100 

Chi-square 
16.3 

64.0; significant as chi-square .001 

Apparent from the table is the sample's attraction to 
department stores. The preference pattern for special
ty stores, however, is somewhat confusing. The authors 
speculate that respondents were generally attracted to 
"quality" specialty stores as opposed to "budget" spe
cialty stores. 

Acceptance-rejection set analysis may provide a means 
for testing alternative segmentation dimensions by 
studying the change, if any, in acceptance-rejection 
sets as shoppers face different buying problems or as 
various groups of shoppers are compared. For example, 
a store may wish to see if retired men would constitute 
a segment. If the store were not in the acceptance set 
for many retired men, or if the acceptance set for re
tired men differed little from nonretired men, then re
tired men would not be logical as a basis for segmenta
tion. 

The possibility of segmentation by "shopping basket" 
could be studied by asking shoppers to identify accept
ance-rejection sets of stores for different combina
tions of items. If some shopping baskets yielded dif
ferent acceptance-rejection sets, then the mix of goods 
to be purchased would be suggested as a segmentation 
variable. 

The concept of acceptance-rejection sets may also offer 
a useful way of identif in com etitors (overall, by 
department, or by individual combinations of products). 
Stores in acceptance sets would be competitors; stores 
in rejections sets would not be. This view. of competi
tion reflects consumer choice as the ultimate factor 
determining competition. 

A particular retail store may well be acceptable to a 
consumer for one purchase, but unacceptable for another 
purchase. In practice, the retail manager seldom knows 
why a particular item or line is not selling well. Is 
his store being rejected initially (rejection set) or 
is it being evaluated along with other evoked alterna
tives in an acceptable grouping (acceptance set)? Re
tail research may play a useful role in clarifying the 
basis for consumer choice if the store is failing to 
attract sufficient patronage from a particular market 
segment. 



PACIFIC BASIN SMALL BUSINESS NEEDS ASSESSMENT 

Brenda J. Moscove, California State College, Bakersfield 

Abstract 

Specific purposes of t\e Pacific Basin Small Business 
Needs Assessment Study were: ( 1) To inventory and 
understand the small business needs of the Pacific 
Island communities of Oahu, Hawaii, Maui, Kauai, 
Guam, and American Samoa with regard to the desire 
for additional information and services categorized 
as accounting, marketing, finance, management, per
sonnel, and other. (2) To gather demographic 
information related to organizations engaged in or 
serving small business in the Pacific Island 
communities studied. 

The Study and Results 

An opinion survey of thirty-seven questions covering 
the six information categories was completed by 523 
small business respondents from a sample based on 
population and number of businesses in each island 
community. If a relationship between the survey 
results and overall population of the region is 
assumed, the confidence level for total responses is 
95 percent and the error interval is+ 5 percent. In 
addition, confidence levels were estimated for each 
island. The importance of having additional informa
tion and service provided was defined as: (1) 
Essential, (2) Above Average, (3) Average, (4) Below 
Average, and ( 5) Not Important. A mean average 
response was computed for each service information 
category for the total sample and for each island 
community. A "Critical t Test" was applied to indi
cate specific information/service items assigned 
significantly higher priorities by respondents from 
each island community compared to Oahu respondents. 

Oahu respondents indicated additional information/ 
service needs as: (1) accounting (mean = 2.2), (2) 
finance (mean= 2.2), and (3) marketing (mean= 2.3). 
Accounting priori ties were tax considerations, cash 
flow analysis, and accounting principles. Obtaining 
financing, calculating rates of return, and break
even analysis were financial priorities. Marketing 
needs focused on of market opportunities, pricing 
methods, and target markets. 

Like Oahu, Hawaii's needs were: (1) accounting (mean 
= 1.8), (2) marketing (mean = 2.0), and (3) finance 
(mean= 2.2). Accounting needs were accounting prin
ciples, income statement concepts, and cash flow 
analysis which, accompanied by depreciation methods, 
showed significant results. The three prime 
marketing services were market opportunities, target 
markets, and customer profiles which, along with 
market share, showed significant results. Financial 
priorities include break-even analysis, rate of 
return calculation, and business financing with 
break-even analysis as significant. 

Kauai's respondents reported needs as: (1) 
accounting (mean = 1.5), (2) finance (mean = 1.6), 
and (3) marketing (mean 1.6). Significant 
accounting priorities were accounting principles, 
constructing financial statements, and accounts 
receivable/payable control as well as depreciation 
tools. Financial needs were break-even analysis and 
long-and-short business financing methods with sig
nificance for break-even analysis. Of significantly 
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higher marketing importance on Kauai were determining 
market opportunities, target markets, and market 
share. 

Maui's second and third priorities differed from 
previous island results: {1) accounting (mean~ 1.8), 
(2) other (mean = 2.1), and (3) personnel (mean = 
2.1). The accounting priorities were accounting 
principles, tax issues, and accounts payable/ 
receivable with significant results for only 
accounting principles and depreciation methods. The 
other category priorities were business/legal con
siderations, insurance requirements, and governmental 
programs. Business/legal requirements, insurance 
requirements, and selection of organizational form 
results were significant. Labor regulations, 
employee/employer relations, and personnel/manpower 
needs assessments were vi tal personnel issues and, 
with the exception of manpower needs, were assigned 
significantly higher priorities than by Oahu 
respondents. 

Guam's priorities were: {1) accounting (mean = 2.2), 
(2) other (mean = 2.5), and {3) marketing (mean = 
2.5). Accounting needs were tax information, 
accounting principles, and dealing with inflation. 
Like Maui, the other priorities were regulations, 
insurance requirements, and government programs. 
Marketing information sought was target markets, 
market opportunities, and customer profiles. 

American Samoa's results indicated prime concerns for: 
{1) accounting (mean= 1.5), (2) other (mean= 1.8), 
and (3) finance (mean = 1.9). Accounting needs were 
tax considerations, financial statement preparation, 
and cash flow analysis. Respondents assigned 
significantly higher importance to financial statement 
preparation, inflationary techniques, depreciation 
tools, and tax considerations than did Oahu 
respondents. Other priorities were organizational 
structure, insurance requirements, and government 
programs with organizational structure a significant 
priority. Financial information/ services emphasized 
break-even analysis, rate of return determination, and 
financing sources with significantly higher needs for 
break-even analysis and rate of return determination. 

Conclusions 

There is a demand for additional information and 
services to be provided in the Pacific Island small 
business communities with accounting services as a 
universal topic area followed by marketing and finance 
in the more sophisticated communities. In addition, 
smaller island communities particularly desire more 
developmental information. Private enterprise, 
government, and nonprofit organizations should further 
research the market. 
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ON THE TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT KNOW-HOW 

G. M. Naidu, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 
Metin Togay, University of Wisconsin-Whitewater 

Introduction 

Technology transfer and creation as a tool for economic 
development has gained increased importance after World 
War II. The countries that were successful in techno
logy creation also became the world's most advanced 
countries and transferor of technology; whereas other 
nations unsuccessful in their attempts tried to catch 
up with their counterparts by means of technology 
transfers. Those nations that were successful in 
adapting and absorbing the incoming technologies began 
to improve existing technologies and create new techno
logies. Therefore, one of the prerequisites of 
domestic technology creation is the success achieved in 
adaptation of imported technology. By increasing the 
effectiveness and efficiency of technology transfers, 
the technology base may be widened and a greater number 
of countries should be able to enjoy its merits. 

Studies suggest that the composition and the organiza
tional mode of international technology transfers are 
powerfully influenced by the level of economic develop
ment and the industrialization of the recipient nation. 
Unquestionably, there is a relation between the content 
of a technology transfer package and the development 
of the recipient country. In most transactions between 
developing and developed countries, the largest pro
portion of payments is devoted to the technical and 
management know-how by recipient nations. As a result 
of this trend, transfer of technology by developing 
countries takes the form of foreign direct investment 
which usually offers capital as well as technology and 
related technical/managerial know-how. U.S. multi
nationals, being the major creators and transferors of 
technology, have become key transfer agents by means of 
direct investment. 

Selection of Appropriate Technology 

A major concern for the recipient country is the 
assessment of whether the imported technology is appro
priate for the local conditions. Some nations such as 
Mexico try to assure appropriateness of a transfer 
through laws. Some researchers propose transfer models 
structuring the process. But neither of these 
approaches have proved to be successful in selection of 
appropriate technology. 

What can be done to assure for an appropriate and 
beneficial technology transfer? Though numerous 
variables play a role in this context, we are going to 
focus on the role of management know-how. Management 
know-how--can be accumulated in a country through 
various ways such as MNC's training programs for local 
managers, domestic universities, and graduate or post
graduate education in advanced countries. There is a 
common belief among scholars and political leaders that 
industrialization and economic progress in developing 
countries are hampered by lack of management know-how 
at all levels. Because management know-how is not 
usually indigenous to developing countries, it is 
asserted that such know-how should be transmitted from 
developed to developing countries. This can be 
achieved through various channels, including: (a) 
management contracts; (b) technical aid programs from 
international organizations; (c) direct foreign invest
ment; (d) training courses provided by foreign 
companies to their local national managers at company 
headquarters; and (e) students who pursue an advanced 
degree program in a country reputed for its management 
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know-how. 

Management know-how can be instrumental in the sele
ction of appropriate technologies. With the aid of 
managerial know-how it may be possible for a developing 
country to: (a) identify key industrial areas in which 
new technologies are required; (b) search alternative 
technologies; (c) evaluate alternatives in terms of 
social and economic costs; (d) select appropriate 
technologies; and (d) actualize adaptation and 
absorption of incoming technologies and facilitate 
economic growth. 

Since transfers are a burden to recipient developing 
countries, it is vital for these countries to get 
adequate results. Management know-how as a tool for 
proper adaptation and absorption of incoming techno
logies, has gained an increased importance in recent 
years. Consequently, developing countries are 
continuously seeking to accumulate management know-how. 

A Socio-Technical Approach to Technology Transfer 

In order to achieve best results from management know
how transfer, we should first decide whether managerial 
procedures and practices are universal or not. The 
outcome of such a decision is important because the 
procedures and attempts are going to be different in 
either case. If its universality is proven, certainly 
there will be no need for extensive cultural and 
social adaptation. It seems unlikely to accept such an 
argument, but in the present state of knowledge 
neither hypothesis can be accepted or rejected. 

The question is: Does a successful transfer mean that 
the newly industrializing country absorb the new 
management theory in its entirety or that it is sele
ctive in the process of adaptation, absorbing some 
management techniques and adding some of its own, so 
that the result is a blend of useful Western practices 
with some creative achievements inspired by the 
nation's own genius? 

The Japanese seemed to be most successful in obtaining 
best results from technology transfer. They do import 
technology more than they export, but they acquire 
properly trained people to select the necessary 
technologies and absorb and adopt it. Also, they go 
one step further by improving the imported techno
logies and exporting it to other countries (even to 
those who originally export it) in its improved form. 
The Japanese example may well prove the benefits of 
selective and adaptive management know-how transfer. 

As was discussed earlier, there are various ways 
through which management know-how can be transferred 
and accumulated by a developing country. Both 
recipient and transferor countries and organizations 
should realize their roles. The recipient countries 
have to create or upgrade educational institutions 
and minimize impeding factors in the environment to 
avoid lack of linkage between the social environment 
and change agents trained in certain management or 
technical principles which have their roots in the 
industrial culture of U.S. and Western Europe. 



NEW DIRECTIONS FOR NON-PROFIT SERVICE MARKETING: 
CASE FOR COMMUNITY HOSPITALS 

Jay Nathan, University of Wisconsin-Parkside 

Abstract 

Marketing concept is often a neglected idea in most of 
the community hospitals. A careful mix of marketing 
strategies may benefit all segments of patients in the 
community. To this end a swing-beds concept is devel
oped providing opportunity for long-term care. 

Background of the Study 

Community hospitals often face decreased occupancy and 
revenues. Hospitals can meet the needs of communities 
and help themselves at the same time with the move 
towards swing-beds. Swing-beds are those that can be 
used for either acute or long-term care. The swing
bed program increases hospital occupancy, utilization 
of equipment, and revenues. At the same time, the 
hospital would better serve the community and the needs 
for long-term care. The program attracts new physi
cians and patients. Hospitals establish positive image 
as providing health care fo every segment of the 
community. 

Marketing Strategies 

Due to increase in the number of senior citizens, the 
need for long-term care has increased recently. The 
use of swing-beds provides opportunity to capitalize 
on the deficiency of long-term care beds. Among its 
strengths is the fact that the facility is already 
built and ready to use. Second, a lot of community 
hospitals do not have fully-used employees, so the pro
gram helps to keep them productive. Third, swing-beds 
fulfill the needs of local communities for long-term 
care. 

Before implementing the program, the community should 
be made aware of the swing-bed program. Promotion of 
swing-beds would consist of local advertising and 
consumer education. A community survey could determine 
the attitudes and perceptions toward swing-beds pro
gram. The hospital personnel should be trained to 
serve both short-term and long-term care facilities, 
In house education programs are helpful and participa
tion from local residents can be encouraged. A thor
ough audit of current services, complete with costs, 
utilization, target market, demand, and benefits will 
help in determining an effective market plan for swing
bed programs. 

Conclusion 

The swing-bed program can provide new directions for 
community hospitals. For those hospitals facing de
creased revenues and poor utilization, a swing-bed 
program can help them and the communities they serve. 
The adoption of marketing perspectives as tools for 
integration of hospital services can benefit the 
community as a whole. 
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IMPACT OF MEDIA ON THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
CORRECTIVE MESSAGES 

Japhet H. Nkonge 
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University 

Abstract 

The medium through which a firm transmits corrective 
messages to consumers deceived by its previous adver
tisements may influence how effectively such messages 
eradicate relevant residual advertising deception. 
Conceptual literature and empirical results supporting 
this conclusion are respectively reviewed and discussed 
in this paper. 

Introduction 

Both television and print media have previously been 
used in corrective advertising. However, little has 
been done to compare their effectiveness in this re
gard. The implementation of corrective advertising 
would be facilitated if research could determine 
whether a corrective message would work better (or 
worse) when it is transmitted through television rather 
than through print. Literature suggests that the im
pact of televised corrective messages on advertising 
deception is significantly different from that of 
printed ones. This paper reports empirical documenta
tion of this difference. 

The contention that the impact of televised and printed 
corrective messages differs significantly is based on 
the following conceptual premises. First, all media 
have unique influences on the outcome of any communica
tion transmitted through them. Secondly, the interac
tion between the medium and the message varies uniquely 
according to the type of message being transmitted. 
Fi.nally, corrective messages have speci.al characteri.s
tics which make them interact uniquely wi.th whatever 
medium they are transmi.tted through. 

Methodology 

Thi.s research sought to answer two research questi.ons: 
1) Di.d the corrective messages used i.n this research 
reduce sali.ent deception? 2) Did the messages' ability 
to reduce advertising deception vary depending on 
whether they were printed or televised? 

A repeated measures design consisting of our experi
mental groups, two control groups, two treatments and 
two measurements was used to generate data for this 
research. 165 paid subjects were randomly assigned to 
six groups. Groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 (the experimental 
groups) were first exposed to a set of three advertise
ments one of which was a decepti.ve Anacin commercial. 
Saliences (importance of the claims made by the adver
tisements in each subject's purchase deci.sion) and 
beliefs (perceived truthfulness) regarding all claims 
made by the above advertisements were measured (~). 
The control groups (5 and 6) were not subjected to the 
above treatment. However, saliences and beliefs of the 
subjects in group 5 were measured to provide a surro
gate premeasurement. This measurement provided a basis 
for evaluating the effects of the first treatment 
(deception) on the second treatment (correction). For 
the second treatment, groups 1, 5, and 6 were shown a 
televised partly corrective advertisement embedded in a 
set of three ads like before. Group 3 was shown 
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wholly corrective advertisements respectively on tele
vision and in print. After the second treatment 
saliences and beliefs of subjects in all the groups 
were measured as before (Mz). The scores of group 6 
provided a control for measurement effects. 

Scores from the above observations were used to calcu
late the mean salient deception score. This was the 
main dependent variable in this research. This score 
was obtained by multiplying the belief score of each 
subject on each deceptive claim by his salience score 
on that-claim. Aggregate cell means and claim by claim, 
cell means were compiled. Analysis of covariance and 
analysis of variance were used to test the hypotheses 
suggested by the research questions. 

Results 

Since there were no significant effects of the inter
action between medium and format, the scores of all 
experimental groups which viewed the corrective 
messages through each medium were pooled then reana
lyzed. This paper reports only the media effects. 

The null hypothesis posed in this research were re
jected at the .OS alpha level. Accordingly, the follow
ing conclusions were reached: 1) Exposing subjects to 
corrective messages significantly reduced their salient 
deception; 2) Printed corrective messages were signi
ficantly more effective than their televised counter
parts. 

Implications 

One contribution made by this research was increasing 
informed consent and compliance. This was a positive 
step in avoiding lengthy, and sometimes senseless 
court battles between the Federal Trade Commi.ssion 
and the firms charged with advertising deception. 

This research also indicated that the medium through 
which a corrective message was transmitted cannot be 
dismissed casually. If the commision requires a firm 
to use an inefficient medium, it would be imposing in
efficiency on such a firm. In light of the finding of 
significant media effect, there is an even greater need 
for the FTC to gain additional information about other 
factors that should figure in its decisions regarding 
media in corrective advertising orders. 

This research may be extended in several ways. First, 
the effects of other media may be included in a broader 
comparison of the effectiveness of media in corrective 
advertising. Secondly, the effectiveness of using 
product packages to transmit corrective messages should 
be evaluated and compared to other communication alter
natives. Finally, the results and conclusions drawn 
from this research should be confirmed by replicating 
this study. A worthwhile variation in the research de
sign would be the use of a more natural setting for the 
experiment. 



PREDICTION OF ADOLESCENTS' CIGARETTE SMOKING INTENTIONS: 
A TEST OF THE MEDIATIONAL ADEQUACY OF THE AJZEN-FISHBEIN MODEL* 

Richard W. Olshavsky, Indiana University 
Michelle Bensenberg (student), Indiana University 

Eric Corty (student), Indiana University 
Steve Sherman, Indiana University 

Laurie Chassin, Arizona State University 
Clark Presson, Arizona State University 

The objective of this study is to test the mediational 
adequacy of the Ajzen-Fishbein (1975) model. Triandis 
has proposed a competing model for the prediction of 
intentions. Intentions are predicted by the person's 
affect (A) toward the behavior, social factors (S), 
and the value of perceived consequences (C), according 
to the following equation: 

BI = W1A + w2s + w3c. 
As with the Ajzen and Fishbein model, the relative 
contribution of the three components is determined by 
multiple regression procedures. 

Although many differences exist in the way each of 
these terms are defined in each model, the most impor
tant difference between the Ajzen and Fishbein model 
and the Triandis model is Triandis' inclusion of the 
"C" tern' in addition to the "A" term. 

~~ereas Ajzen and Fishbein define the attitude to the 
act (Aact), in terms of all salient beliefs that a 
person has about the act, Triandis limits his A term 
to beliefs that link emotions to the act at the moment 
of action and his C tertr to beliefs that link the act 
to future consequences. C is measured by: 

n 
r (Pci) (VCi) where 

i=l 

Pci equals the perceived probability that the act will 
have the consequences i, and, Vci equals the value of 
the consequence i. In effect, Triandis is proposing 
that affect (A) is determined separately from perceived 
consequences (C), while Ajzen and Fishbein are propos
ing that Aact is determined by perceived consequences. 

Given the similarity which exists between the manner in 
which Aact and A are operationalized (when Aact is 
measured by the semantic differential) and given the 
similarity between Aact and C (when Aact is measured 
by the perceived consequences of all salient beliefs) 
the purpose of this paper is to determine if Triandis' 
hypothesis concerning the dual nature of attitude 
leads to a better theoretical model for the prediction 
of intentions. If Triandis' hypothesis is correct, 
then inclusion of both attitudinal terms in the Ajzen 
and Fishbein model should improve predictive accuracy. 
This result would imply that the Ajzen and Fishbein 
model, as presently formulated, is inadequate to 
mediate both types of attitudinal variables. 

Method 

A detailed description of the methodology is available 
in Chassin, et al. (1981). 

Results 

The Ajzen and Fishbein model was evaluated using four 
different versions; either the simple semantic differ
ential Aact (SAact) or the multiplicative Aact (XAact) 
combined with either normative beliefs alone (NB) or 
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with the full normative component (normative beliefs 
X motivation to comply with these beliefs) (NB·MC). 
All four versions of the model significantly predicted 
subjects' intention&. The simplest version of the 
model (SAact-NB) proved to be the most consistently 
successful; therefore, only data from that version of 
the model will be reported. 

The bivariate correlations between SAact and XAact for 
each smoking status and each grade ranged from .33 
to .51 (p < .001). The magnitude of these correla
tions although relatively high, are not as high as the 
Ajzen and Fishbein model predict they should be. To 
determine whether or not the Triandis hypothesis 
results in superior predictive ability, the test for 
significance in hierarchical analysis was used. This 
test was used because the three variable Ajzen and 
Fishbein model differs from the two variable Ajzen 
and Fishbein model only in the addition of one term. 
The inclusion of the third variable significantly 
increased predictive accuracy among ex-smokers in high 
school (3%) and among regular smokers in middle school 
(7%) and high school (3%). 

It is perhaps significant that perceived consequences 
made a significant contribution to the explanation of 
intentions for those adolescents who had the greatest 
experience with smoking (i.e., regular smokers and 
older ex-smokers). This implies that smoking preven
tion programs aimed at this more experienced segment 
of adolescents should emphasize the consequences of 
continued smoking to a greater extent than for the less 
experienced adolescents. 
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TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVING DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING EXPOSURE 

Roger O'Neill, Clark-o'Neill, Inc. 
Milton M. Pressley, University of Mississippi 

This study summarizes the results of more than 135 pro
prietary, direct mail advertising tests. Herein, these 
tests are referred to as Mail Ad Exposure (MAX) tests. 
The techniques that have been subjected to MAX testing 
include: (l) mailings cif ad reprints, (2) self-mailers 
(mail with no envelope), (3) polybags, (4) closed en
velopes, (5) die-cut (window) envelopes, (6) mailers 
in a series, (7) news lrtters, (8) dimensional mail, 
(9) samples, (10) cassettes, and (ll) tubes. 

When running a MAX test, a projectable sample of names 
(n = 400) is selected at random from the mailing list. 
This sample is then divided into two subsamples: con
trol and experimental. A personalized check for $5.00 
is prepared for each name selected within each subsam
ple. The checks are then glued inside of the direct 
mail piece so that they can be found only if the ·ad 
has ·been seen. 'The sample group and balance of the 
mailing are identical in all other respects. 

Cashed checks are returned to a special MAX research 
account. From the checks, exposure within the experi
mental and control group are computed. Two types of 
exposure scores are determined. The first, unadjusted 
exposure scores, are computed from the total number of 
checks returned. The second type, adjusted~exposure 
scores, reflect the elimination of those checks which 
have not been self-exposed. Self-exposure is estab
lished by analysis of the answers to two questions oh 
the rear of each check. These questions determine 
whether the addressee found the check him/herself or 
whether it was brought to his/her attention. All of 
the MAX findings reported herein represent adjusted 
exposure scores. 

In most cases, the findings are based on a dozen or 
more MAX tests of a given technique, and are therefore 
projectable among the experimental population -- physi
cians. Where data are scanty and the results may not 
be quite as reliable, the findings are excluded from 
Figure 1 below. 

Figure 1: Summary of Projectable MAX Test Results* 
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HEALTH CARE MARKETING BY HOSPITALS: COMMENTS AND CASE STUDY 

Roger Peterson, Eastern Michigan University 
R. Rodman Ludlow, Eastern Michigan University 

Marketing concepts and techniques which have been suc
cessfully used by business firms for years are only now 
rece1v1ng recognition by members of the health services 
profession as ethical management tools(MacStravic, 1977) 
The issue is complicated by the fact that nonprofit org
anizations dominate the organizational structure. The 
financial dependency on donor support by nonprofit cli
nics and hospitals mandates administrators to include 
these donors in their need satisfying functions. In 
many instances the satisfaction of contributors changes 
the mix of services which are available to the patient 
(Kotler, 1975). 

The purpose of this study is to extend our knowledge of 
effective applications of marketing strategies in the 
realm of health care services. One incident in which pat
ient care was dependent upon the satisfaction of other 
publics is examined as a descriptive case study. Impli
cations for future marketing opportunities in this area 
are suggested. 

Marketing a Planned Modernization 

A page one headline,"Foote Hospital Closes Deal to Pur
chase Hercy" :en the Jackson, Michigan daily paper on A 
August 29, 1975 was the first public announcement of the 
plan to merge the two largest of Jackson's three hospit
als. W.A. Foote Memorial Hospital, with 273 beds, was 
publically operated by a board of trustees. Mercy was 
owned and operated by the Catholic Order of Sisters of 
Mercy with facilities for 217. A smaller 66 bed Osteo
pathic Hospital was not involved in the plan. The Foote 
management hoped to replace obsolete facilities and ach
ieve economies of scale with a merger. Both hospitals 
were over crowded and inefficient and more than fifty 
years old. Both were unable to meet current codes and 
regulations. The two had been cited for a total of more 
than 146 violations, and were operating under temporary 
permits pending a reinspection. The survival of the ins
titutions and the safety of their patients were at stake. 
It was a situation faced by many hospitals(J. Goldsmith, 
1980). Despite the deficiencies Mercy Hospital was held 
in high regard by the catholic community. Substantial 
contributions had provided furnishings which created an 
aesthetic beauty that obscured the obsolescence of the 
physical plant. The news of the sale was viewed as a vio
lation of trust by the vocal and influential patrons. 
A "Committee to Save ~lercy Hospital" was formed and legal 
action charging the Foote trustees with monopolistic 
practices and restraint of trade was instituted. The eff
ect of the suite was to delay attempts to obtain finan
cing for the proposed improvements. This opposition for
ced the board to reconsider their options. 

Remarketing the Service 

The board had initially considered three alternatives: 
renovate and continue the two site arrangement, build a 
new hospital at a new site, or build at one of the two 
present sites. Now it was recognized that whatever the 
alternative site selected, it was also necessary to ob
tain the full support of the community. Although the 
opposition had received an inordinate amount of publicity 
and probably favored the first option, the board believed 
that public backing could be won by convincing the unde-
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cided majority of the value of the best plan.A manage
ment consulting firm Has engaged to collect data and to 
prepare a ten year plan for the physical development of 
the project.A survey was conducted. The next act by the 
board was to employ a professional fund raising firm to 
oversee the campaign to raise the public's share of the 
estimated $42 million cost. The effcYts of the board for 
the next six years would be directed towards reaching 
the residents of the primary service area identified by 
the survey. What was not knmro at this time ·was the best 

approach to use. 

Initially ninety interviews were conducted among repre
sentatives of the three to five hundred individuals who 
were identified as community leaders and of the 2500 
individuals who constituted the hospital "family", the 
trustees, administrators, physicians, nurses, support 
staff and volunteer workers. The information received by 
these initial interviews were then used as a basis for 
the solicitation plan. The Foote site was selected for 
the new facility; both old structures would be vacated. 
The actual campaign began in January, 1980 and eight 
months later the goal of four million dollars had been 
surpassed. During this time the legal concerns had been 
resolved in favor of the trustees. Opposition was almost 
nil. Virtually every service organizati?n, club and 
influential individual had been contacted. Favorable 
publicity dominated the media, and public opinion was 
overwhelmingly in favor of the proposed facility. The 
plan was an outstanding success. 

Summary 

This case study outlines only one example in which mar

keting may be used to solve a problem of health care 
provision.Two levels of decision making were involved 
in remarketing a service after first determining the 
most efficient product form. Increasing numbers of hea
lth care officials are recognizing that modern marketing 
is not only compatible with serving patient needs, but 
is a necessary adjunct to help meet the competitive 
challenges ofour contemporary environment. Facilitating 
exchanges which satisfy expressed and felt needs of con
sumer groups, communicating the availability of services 
and providing economical delivery systems are marketing 
tasks which are compatible with the most stringent 
ethical guidelines of professional conduct. Medical and 
marketing professionals are cooperatively meeting the 
challenges of complex problem solving in this important 

and growing industry. 
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE GROWING HISPANIC MARKET UPON MARKETING PLANNING IN THE 1980s 

Anthony C. Petto, DePaul University 

ABSTRACT 

This paper finds important demographic differences be
tween Hispanics and other Americans. Although 
Hispanics depict strong cultural values, these values 
appear to be similar to those of other Americans. The 
marketing implications of these findings are explored. 

INTRODUCTION 

Within the marketing literature, there has been consi
derable planning for such demographic trends as the 
baby "boom" to baby "bust" trend, the aging of America 
and the shifting population toward Sunbelt states. 
Marketers are also well aware of changing cultural 
trends such as the declining emphasis of family and 
religious values and the trend toward improved health 
and physical fitness. However, these demographic and 
cultural trends appear to apply primarily for White 
Americans. Largely overlooked in the marketing litera
ture has been the growing importance of the Hispanic 
market which appears to show different demographic and 
cultural trends than those of white Americans. 

The purpose of this article is to point out the impor
tant demographic and cultural trends of the Hispanic 
market (Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, and Cubans) and their 
implications upon marketing planning in the 1980s. 

Demographic Trends 

The major demographic trends of the Hispanic market are 
as follows: 

1. The size of the Hispanic market has increased by 
61% from 1970 and nearly 15 million in 1980. By 1990 or 
2010 the Hispanic market will become the nation's 
largest minority. 

2. The Hispanic market is very geographically concen
trated with 60% of all Hispanics living in the three 
states of California, Texas, and New York (Current 
Population Reports, 1981). 

3. The growing Hispanic market can be segmented as 
primarily youthful compared to the "graying" trend for 
white Americans. Specifically, 43% of Hispanics were 
less than age 20 in 1980 compared to 33% for white 
Americans. 

4. Although educational levels are low for Hispanics 
(only 45.3% over age 25 completed high school), the 
median income was considerable at $14,569 in 1979. In
deed, Strategy Research Corporation has estimated the 
Hispanic market to have a sales potential of 30 billion 
dollars. 

5. Hispanics can be described occupationally as 
primarily blue collar workers compared to white Americans. 
The notable exception among Hispanics is for Cubans, who 
are largely white collar workers. 

Cultural Trends 

The cultural values of Hispanics appear strong and deep
rooted possibly because of a) strong family orientations, 
b) close proximity of Hispanics to their native countries 
and c) the unifying factor of the Spanish language. 
Although Hispanics have strong cultural values the 
(Yankelovich study, 1981) found that both Hisp~nics and 
other Americans have similar strong family values and 
similar values on individualism and being physically fit 

and attractive. In fact, Hispanics were found to be 
more "American" than other. Americans by being more up
wardly mobile and more materialistic. 

Market Planning for Hispanics in the 1980s 

The above demographic trends show that the Hispanic 
market is considerably different than that of white 
Americans. Specifically, Hispanics are still in the 
baby "boom" stage which will likely continue in the 
1980s. The Hispani( age segment having the most 
market potential is the youth market, ages 15 to 24. 
This segment will be important for marketing planners 
in the 1980s because newly formed families will have 
need for housing, food, products, and many basic house
hold items. If Hispanics follow the lifestyle of 
traditional blue collar customers, they should buy 
primarily from discount department stores, mass mer
chandisers, and national chains. In short, they should 
be inflation-impacted shoppers with research 
(Yankelovich, 1981) suggesting that they are also 
quality oriented with preference for nationally ad
vertised brands. Marketers, who have effectively planned 
their messages to Hispanics, have benefitted by enjoy
ing strong brand loyalty. Futhermore, since research 
shows that Hispanics are very individualistic and open 
to new styles and products, marketers who plan care
fully for this market in the 1980s are also likely to 
gain effective penetration. 

As the large Hispanic youth market begins to form new 
households in the 1980s, a larger percent of their 
budget will be spent on food products. In particular., 
the Hispanic culture is an important factor for their 
large usage rates for such products as baby food, fruit 
nectar, malt liquor, and soft drinks (except diet). 

Since Hispanics are brand conscious, marketing generics 
to Hispanics is not likely to be successful. Recent 
evidence (Marketing News, 1981), however, does suggest 
that Hispanics do use coupons when they shop in super
markets. 

Beyond the above general cultural patterns, there is 
little research on the Hispanic subculture upon buying 
patterns. Detailed lifestyle and benefit segmentation 
studies are needed on Hispanics in different markets. 
This information would be especially important for 
younger Hispanics who are being assimilated into 
American society. 
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HARKET SHARE ANALYSIS OF U. E. EXPORT HCADI: 

C.P. Rao, Un:l.versity of Arkansas 

Abstract 

The continued trade deficits of U.S. are causing major 
concern. U.S. trade performance vis-a-vis its major 
trading partners, namely, I::, E. C., and Japan t~as analy
zed for the period of 1974 through 1977. Harket shares 
of u.s., E.E.c., and Japan were computed for 120 count
ries and their relative trade performance in world 
markets was assessed. 

Introduction 

In 1970 the U.S. lost its traditional position as ti.e 
world's largest exporter of manufactured goods, In 1971 
for the first time since 1893, the U.S. registered a 
negative balance of trade. ;J'ni.le t~te U.S. had a ·record 
tr~de surplus of $11.05 billion in 1975, the trade de
ficits in. 1976 and 1977 Here $6 billion and $30 billion 
respectively. In 1978 and 1979, trade deficits were 
close to that experienced in 1977. Despite two dollar 
devaluations and other favorable developments in the 
international and national export environment, the cou
ntry's balance of payment and trade deficit problems 
still persist. It is now generally expected that trade 
deficits are going to be a fact of life for some time. 
By the mid 1970's, industrialize~, oil importing nations 
began to realize that acono:nic s;rvival required an 
expansion oe exports to balance the ever increasing cost 
of imported oil and petroleum-based products. Hany 
nations, both poor and rich, sought to expand exports. 
The u.s. was no exception. 

Scope of the Paper 

In view of the above mentioned considerations it is 
worth investigating the U.S. international trade per
formance. Such investigation will be meaningful only if 
comparisons are made of the relative performance of the 
U.S. vis-a-vis other major trading blocks of the world, 
namely the E.E.C., and Japan. More specifically, this 
paper is concerned with achieving the following research 
objectives: 

1. To evaluate the overall changes in the international 
trade performance (imports and exports) of the major 
trading blocks-- the u.s., the E.E.C., and Japan--
1974-77. 

2. To evaluate the relative U.S. international trade 
performance in terms of changes in balance of trade 
between 1974-1977. 

3.To evaluate the U.S. international trade performance 
vis-a-vis the E.E.C., and Japan in the largest import 
markets which accounted for 85 percent of world imports 
in 1977. 

4. To evaluate the relative performance of the U.S., the 
E.E.C., and Japan during 1974-1977 in the top 20 markets 
for each of the major trading blocks. 

Research Methodology 

A nation's exports can be thought of in terms of their 
share of the world market, in an analogous manner to a 
firm's share of market in a given industry. In addition 
for each importing nation, one can analyze the percen-

tage of imports from each country and describe these 
as each exporter's market share of a given country's 
imports. 

Generally, a share of market analysis is a better mea~ 
sure of relative performance in qome period of time than 
an analysis of gross sales over time. This is because 
market share analysis adjusts for increases (ordecreases) 
in the total sales in a market. Thus, a given nation 
is able to improve upon its share of a market only at 
the expense of its competitors since the total shares in 
a given market are ftxed at 100 percent. Therefore, 
changes in a nation's share of a market reflect relative, 
competi~ive performance within tha~ market. With this 
perspective, a research project was initiated to compare 
the competitive performance of the world's three largest 
traders-- the u.s., the E.E.C., and Japan, 

Research 'Results 

From 1974 to 1977, the u.s. did not achieve an increase 
in exports of the magnitude desired. In fact, that u.s. 
share of the world market fell from 12,83% in 1974 to 
11.64% .in 1977. The E.E.C., however, wE:> able to gain 
a slight increase in its share of the world market. 
Its share of total imports increased from 33.74% to 
34.55% during 1974 to 1977 period. Japan was able to 
significantly increase its share of the world market 
during this time period. Japan achieved.a 6.17% share 
in 1974 and increased this to 8.19% in 1977. This 
absolute increase of 2.02 share points is especially 
impressive when it is expressed in relative terms. A 
2.02 increase over a base of 6.17 represents a 32.74% 
increase in market share. 

Another important perspective for analyzing the overall 
performance of the three trading blocks is to compare 
the percentage change in total imports and total exports 
from each trader in the relevant time period. Obviously 
in order to improve its balance of trade, each would 
like to minimize imports and maximize exports. Research 
results sho~1ed that the U.S. was able to increase its 
exports by only 21.99%, while its imports increased by 
about twice this magnitude, or 45.09%. Japan, on the 
otherhand, was able to significantly improve its balance 
of trade position as its percentage change in exports 
more than tripled its peccentage change in imports. To 
continue this analysis, the change in each -'-untry's 
balance of t!"<lde from 1974 to 1977 was calculated. These 
values ~:ere then ranked. Detailed data showed that 
Japan ranked first (i.e., they had the most improvement) 
while the U.S. ranked dead last out of the 120 countries 
for which data were available. 

In product markets, the concept of the'heavy half' is 
sometimes discussed. The concept can usefully be applied 
to t~orld markets. Data for 34 largest import markets 
were analyzed. These 34 markets accounted for over 85% 
of all imports in 1977. Detailed data anatysis showed 
that the U.S, trade performance in these markets l~as 
far less impressive than either E.E.C., or Japan. 

Conclusions 

Detailed data analysis resulted in the overall conclu
sion that the performance of the U.S. in the world 
markets from 1974 to 1977 was relatively poor. The 
u.s. held its own in some markets, but in many nations 
the u.s. lost market share. Obviously, if this trend 
trend continues dire economic consequence will result. 
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A CREDIT SCORING MODEL TO EVALUATE THE CREDIT 
WORTHINESS OF CREDIT CARD APPLICANTS 

John C. Roger~ Utah State University 
Conway T. Rucks, University of Arkansas at Little Rock 

Shawne Swindler, Union National Bank 

Abstract 

This research develops a discriminant model which 
identifies goog and bad bank credit card risks. 

Introduction 

One of the largest costs in the bank credit card oper
ation arises from losses on unpaid debt, or chargeoffs. 
The chargeoff expense can easily change a profitable 
credit card operation into an unprofitable one. The 
recent alarming increases in chargeoffs result in large 
part from two causes, changing bankruptcy laws and the 
increasing popularity of the debit card. The increase 
in bankruptcies has translated directly into an increase 
in chargeoffs, while the debit card is an acceptable 
substitute for the credit card to the "convenience" 
credit card user. 

Chargeoff expenses are controlled by a subjective 
screening of credit card applications. The use of a 
credit scoring model, however, would enhance the 
screening process by establishing an objective method 
of evaluating credit worthiness. The objective of this 
research was to develop a credit scoring model which 
discriminates effectively between groups of good and 
bad credit card risks. 

Methodology 

The population studied was the card base of Union 
National Bank of Little Rock. The population was 
divided into two groups, currently good accounts and 
charged-off accounts. Approximately 150 cases were 
randomly selected from each group. Data was drawn from 
the original credit card application and the customer's 
credit report, run at the time of application. Several 
stepwise multiple discriminant analyses were used to 
discover the best combination of variables predicting 
group membership. 

Findings 

Of the several analyses, one had interesting and sig
nificant results. The good risk and chargeoff groups 
were significantly differentiated at the 0.05 level, and 
the discriminant function properly classified 71 percent 
of all observations. Table 1 shows the relative dis
criminating power of the predictor variables used. A 
good credit risk had no dependents, a small amount of 
high credit, a high credit line, high monthly rental, a 
high annual income, and lived at his present address foc 
a long period; a poor credit risk was the opposite by 
the same characteristics. 

Table 1--F-To-Remove Values and Associated Variables 

Ranking of 
Discriminating Variable Variable F-To-

Power Number Description Remove ----

1 V21 Length of residence 13.157 
2 V38 Annual income 8. 772 
3 V20 No. of dependents 7.923 
4 v 6 Credit line 6.911 
5 V25 Monthly rent 6.031 
6 V62 High credit 1.156 
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Conclusions 

The .subjective credit scoring model can be used to sup
plement the subjective determination of credit 
worthiness by the evftluating credit officer. By de
fining a marginal discriminant score area, attention 
can be paid to the credit line granted an approved 
applicant with a marginal score. By using this method, 
credit risks will be less of a liability if their 
debt becomes a chargeoff. 
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THE PORTRAYAL OF MEN VS. WOMEN IN TV ADVERTISING 

John K. Rcss III, Southwe~>t Te~a,s State University 
Larry Patterscn, Southwest Texas State University 

Abstract 

This paper reports the results of a content analytical 
study of 644 prime-time TV ads to determine the present 
role of women vs. men, and to see if the roles ofwomen 
have changed. Results indicate a greater awareness of 
working women in diversified occupational roles and 
more women are used as product representatives yet the 
stereotyped housewife role is still predominant. 

Background 

The predominant use of TV advertising in the U.S: is 
to inform and persuade people to buy those products or 
services advertised. With the limited time and high 
cost associated with television advertising, the use 
of sex role stereotypes is one way to quickly identify 
the product with a particular type of individual. 

Beginning in the 1960s and escalating into the 1980s the 
method of portraying women in advertising has come un
der increasingly severe attack from feminist groupsand 
academic researchers. Both agree that the continued 
use of negative sex role portrayal of women will, in 
the long run, not accurately reflect society and will 
be detrimental to a product's success. A number of 
research studies have analyzed the content of advertis
ing to determine the use of sex roles in both print and 
television advertising. 

The purpose of this research is to analyze the current 
sale of prime-time television commercials: (1) to deter
mine the present use of, and roles of, women versus men 
in commercials and (2) to see if the roles of women in 
commercials have changed from previous research. 

Methodology 

To accomplish the purpose of this research, television 
ads from the three networks (ABC, NBC, CBS) were simul
taneously videotaped during prime time (7:00 p.m. to 
10:00 p.m. C.S.T.) on the evenings of February 16 to 
February 20, 1981, and February 23 to February 27, 1981. 
Additionally, the researchers chose to analyze commer
cials which could be viewed by the largest and most 
diverse demographic population, i.e. those commercials 
shmrn only during prime time. 

Taped commercials were then analyzed as to their content. 
Six students at Southwest Texas State University were 
selected to rate the videotaped commercials. In an 
attempt to achieve valid results, the raters were given 
an explicit set of instructions and a practice session 
to t.ecome familiar with the analyzing procedure. 

The commercials were independently analyzed by each 
rater and the ratings combined. If any disagreement 
occurred between raters, the viewing was halted and the 
disagreement resolved before the next commercial was 
viewed. Each commercial was analyzed according to ori
gin, product, male and female roles, voice-over, sex of 
product representatives, use of humor, and setting of 
the ad. Each category was carefully defined and in cases 
where a clear distinction between category selections 
was not apparent the category "other" was utilized. 
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Results and Discussion 

A total of 644 ads were viewed and analyzed by the 
method described above, of which 94 percent (N=607) 
were network and 6 percent (N=37) were local in origin, 
The sex of the voice-over announcer was almost exclu
sively male while the sex of the product representa
tive{s) was mixed and a large percentage of the pro
duct representatives was both male and female (21.3%). 

A total of 190 instances were recorded in which the 
male or female character was portrayed as working (some 
commercials portrayed multiple working characters of 
both sexes). Of these, 76 (40%) showed women working 
and 114 (60%) showed men working. Results indicate 
that both men and women are shown most often in mid
level business roles, However, men are shown far more 
in upper-level business roles than women (15.8%) vs. 
(5.3%) and as blue-collar workers (11.4% vs. 5.3%). 
Women were portrayed as professionals about as often as 
men but with a higher degree of relative frequency 
(21.1% for women vs. 14.9% for men) and were shown more 
often as secretarial/clerical than men (5. 3% vs. 0. 9%). 

\Vhere the commercial depicted instances in which the 
characters were shown in nonworking roles the male was 
shown most often engaged in a recreational activity 
(27. 3%) and the female shown most often in a family-re
lated activity (36. 8%). Both male and female were shown 
about equally as decorative (background) or shopping. 

In ads that portrayed both male and female characters 
the researchers attempted to analyze the relative power 
positions of the female as equal, dominant, subordi
nate, or merely background. In the majority (60.1%) of 
the ads (N=323) the male and female characters appeared 
as equals, i.e. neither seemed to dominate the other. 
However, in 26.6 percent of the instances analyzed the 
dominant character was female. In only 8.4 percent of 
the instances was the female subordinate to the male 
and in only 5 percent of the ads was the female a 
background figure only. 

Analysis of products advertised and the sex of product 
representatives indicates that commercials for food 
products were shown most often (28.7%) followed by 
personal hygiene products, auto/gas/oil, household, 
institutional, and drugs/medicine. Males as product 
representatives appeared most often in food commer
cials (25.4%) while females appeared most often in 
personal hygiene commercials (38.9%). 

Results of this study are mixed as to the changing roles 
for women in televised commercials. There is agreater 
recognition that working women are now found in a 
variety of occupations, yet less than 12 percent of the 
commercials actually showed working women. \~omen are 
still cast predominantly in family situations with the 
voice of authority male. Yet women are just as likely 
to be the product representative and the woman is much 
more likely to be dominant or equal to the male. Homen 
still seem to be confined to promote a narrow range of 
products, although there is a modest move into more 
traditionally male-oriented products. The emphasis on 
youth is still apparent with the majority of bothmale 
and female characters younger than 35 years old. How
ever the female is far more likely to be younger than 
the male and indicates that the older, wiser male is 
instructing the younger female in product use. 



DEVELOPMENT OF CONSUMER TYPOLOGIES FROM APPROPRIATENESS RATINGS 

Margaret H. Rucker, University of California, Davis 
Howard G. Schutz, University of California, Davis 

Abstract 

This study was designed to determine whether consumers 
could be grouped on the basis of their perceptions of 
the appropriateness of various food-use combinations, 
and, if so, whether these categories replicate across 
subject sets. Results indicate there are at least 
three, and possibly five, stable people groups vis-a
vis food attitudes. 

Introduction 

For the last 25 years, market segmentation has been an 
important concept in consumer research. Previous stud
ies of food products exemplify how different typologies 
are developed for different purposes in the same pro
duct area. However, as far as the present authors 
have been able to determine, the work by Baird and 
Schutz (1976) is the only published research concerned 
specifically with typing people on the basis of their 
attitudes toward a variety of foods. In their study, 
Black, Anglo, Mexican, and Chinese homemakers partici
pating in a nutrition education program were asked to 
rate the appropriateness of 20 foods with respect to 
each of 25 uses or characteristics. These data were 
factor analyzed to group the subjects into types. Ap
proximately two-thirds of the homemakers fell in nega
tive groups such as the Hostiles, Social Isolates or 
Unhappy Eaters and one-third fell in positive groups 
such as the Sociables and Confident Independents. Be
cause of possible implications not only for nutrition 
education, but also for such areas as food product de
velopment and taste panel research, the present authors 
decided to conduct a similar study of a less special
ized group of subjects evaluating a broader group of 
foods and uses. They also investigated whether a ty
pology would replicate across subject sets. 

Method 

The chunk sampling method was used to select 200 female 
respondents, 50 each in Los Angeles, Chicago, Atlanta, 
and Boston. These respondents were asked to rate every 
combination of 56 foods with 48 uses. Separate foods 
and uses factor analyses were done for each city and 
for the total group (see Schutz et al., 1975). Each of 
the foods analyses resulted in five~actors, whereas 
the uses analyses all produced four factors. The two 
variables that loaded highest on each food factor and 
the three variables that loaded highest on each use 
factor were selected as representative of those factors. 

Next, 160 questionnaires were randomly drawn and as
signed to one of two subsamples. For each subsample, 
the 120 food-use ratings served as the basis for calcu
lating the scaled distance between profiles for each 
pair of people (Rummel, 1970). The scaled distances 
for each subsample were then factor analyzed. 

Results and Discussion 

Each factor analysis produced five factors, accounting 
for 67% of the variance in subsample 1 and 66% of the 
variance in subsam?le 2. Subjects were categorized as 
being in one of the five factor groups on the basis of 
their factor loadings. For each subsample, the means 
for each of the 120 food-use combinations were compared 
with corresponding factor group means. 
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In both subsamples, Factor 1 is noted for higher
than-average mean ratings for both liver and chili in 
several situations, i.e. , "with friends," "as a main 
dish," and "when I want something easy to prepare," and 
higher ratings for just liver "for teenagers" and "for 
dinner". These data, together with the high rating for 
jello "at parties" and cottage cheese "for dinner," 
suggest that these homemakers are self-assured creative 
cooks. This group seems similar to Baird and Schutz's 
Confident Independents. 

Subjects in the Factor 2 group are negative about food. 
Their negative ratings tend to show up most with re
spect to "social" uses, i.e., "with friends," "at par
ties," and "for guests". These people seem to have 
much in common with Baird and Schutz's Social Isolates. 

Factor 3 subjects have higher-than-average ratings for 
a variety of foods crossed with one use, "when un
happy," and a variety of uses crossed with one food, 
"cottage cheese". One gets an impression of women who 
use food for emotional support and hence are apt to 
gain weight. Then they use diet foods such as cottage 
cheese to reduce. These women seem similar to the Un
happy Eaters. 

Factors 4 and 5 are minor factors in terms of both num
ber of subjects falling in these groups_and proportion 
of variance accounted for. The only distinguishing fea
ture of Factor 4 is the lower-than-average ratings for 
liver and chili. The people in this group seem to be 
food conservatives. For Factor 5, there are a cluster 
of lower-than-average ratings for cottage cheese and 
higher-than-average ratings for candy bars. These 
ratings suggest a group of people who do not want to 
lose weight or have given up trying. 

In summary, this research indicates that item-use ap
propriateness ratings can be used to type consumers in 
a meaningful manner. Although this study dealt with 
food, the method could obviously be used for other pro
ducts. With respect to food, the research suggests 
that there are three, and possibly, five, relatively 
stable types. The composition of a given group in 
terms of these types could have implications for the 
outcome of a variety of food and nutrition programs. 
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DEVELOPING ALTERNATIVE RETAIL MARKETING 
STRATEGIES: AN EVOLUTIONARY ORIENTATION 

A. Coskun Samli, Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Douglas J. Lincoln, Boise State University 

Abstract 

This paper maintains that there are four key retail 
marketing strategies. These are: mass retailing, 
differentiating, segmenting and positioning. Position
ing is considered to be one of the most widespread re
tailing strategies. At the present time it is only 
gaining momentum. It is likely to follow the patterns 
product marketing has been setting. Product marketing 
strategies have included positioning as one of the key 
alternatives for a decade or so. It is maintained 
that retailing follows product marketing strategies 
with a time lag of 5 to 10 years. 

Mass Retailing 

Retailers, as manufacturers, have exploited the market 
aggregation strategy. The mass retailers start basi
cally similar marketing mixes as their competitors. 
They assume that the market is large enough and they 
could capture a portion of it by imitating others. 
They thrive on convenience and ease of shopping. Ex
amples of this include the general trading stores of 
the 1800's and early department stores. These retailers 
attempted to serve the total market by having a wide 
assessment of products. For them, advertising played 
an informative role by emphasizing such items as store 
location, variety of products carried, etc. Advertis
ing messages were the same for all segments as the re
tailer attached the total market. They assumed that 
all customers are basically alike. 

Differentiating 

As retailers faced increased competition (such as chain 
store operations) and declining profits, which stemmed 
from price cutting, as well as large scale more effi
cient retail operations, they began using the product 
differentiation strategy. 

This strategy starts with marketing mix differentials 
(Figure 1). Its goals is to develop better mixes for 
the mass market and hence to develop competitive ad
vantage. Several examples of this strategy primarily 
come from the department store. In striving monopolis
tic competition in their retail trade areas, thedepart
ment store frequently added such features as credit 
granting, gift wrapping, delivery, expanded store hours, 
restaurants with fashion shows and several other such 
extras. These retailers used advertising in form of 
these new features. Most importantly, their advertis
ing programs attempted to create and promote the store 
image which distinguished from its competitors. 

The differentiator views the market as all customers 
are basically alike. They eventually differentiate 
their marketing mix. He tries to offer something for 
everyone, however, what is offers is different than its 
competitors. This is the stage where store images start 
to emerge. 

Segmenting 

In time, retailers realized that their customers were 
not really alike and their trade areas were not homo
genous. Further realizing that their trade areas were 
comprised of several heterogeneous submarkets within 
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FIGURE 1 

RETAIL MARKETING STRATEGY ALTERNATIVES 
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which there was homogeneity of needs, motives, etc. 
some retailers attempteJ to er:ploy the market segt'len
tation strategy. This stage of the retail marketing 
evolution followed, by a considerable a~ount of time, 
that of the manufacturers. This is illustrated by the 
literature development concening these topics. Gener
ally, the pace of retail store market segmentation re
search has tended to be somewhat slower and somewhat 
less sophisticated than that for product/market seg
mentation. To this day, market segmentation is a "new" 
strategy to several retailers. 

As for manufacturers, advertising plays a key role in 
determining the effectiveness of a retail segmentation 
strategy. Advertising programs are directed at speci
fic market segments with unique needs which means that 
retailers have to be cautious about media selection and 
scheduling as well as message construction. 

The segmenter starts with identifying variable segments. 
His goals is to adjust the supply to heterogenous de
mand (Figure 1). He views the market as all customers 
are being different. He tries to offer a few select 
market mix to satisfy specific needs. Many of the 
specialty stores can be shown as examples of segmenta
tion in retailing. I. Magnins, Tom McAnns or Robert 
Hall's are all examples of specialty retail chains 
appealing to some carefully defined market segments. 
Some department stores also have segmented Blooming
dale's, Marshall Fields or Kmarts are examples. 

At best, the evolution of marketing strategy develop
ment for retailing is still in the segmentation stage. 
Accordingly, the most significant contrast between the 
manufacturers' and retailers' evolutions exists atposi
tioning stage. It is here that we see that the retail 
evolution is incomplete. The literature concerning 
manufacturer (product) positioning first appeared in 
the early 1970's. It was not until 1977 that similar 
recognition was given to the concept of retail posi
tioning. Since segmentation is still the majorpractice 
and research area, it is treated specially in the 
following chapter. 



"TOFI MANAGEMENT, INC.": AN EXPERIENTIAL EXERCISE REGARDING THE 
LONG-TERM IMPLICATIONS OF SOME TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS 

Beheruz N. Sethna, Clarkson College 

Abstract 

There have been some technological developments during 
the past few years, which will have a significant impact 
on marketing and management practices only a decade or 
two from now. This exercise is intended to provoke 
thought and discussion about the long-term social and 
managerial implications of such innovations. The case 
is one that captures the interest because of its unique 
setting, and induces lively discussion. The debriefing 
session at the end of the exercise is used to create 
awareness of the different points of view that emerge 
during the discussion. 

Introduction 

The purpose of the paper, which is summarized below, is 
to illustrate: (1) The utility of a case based in the 
future, to construct hypothetical scenarios of what may 
well happen 20 years from today. This is intended not 
as a prediction, but as a "straw man" to force partici
pants to think of the long-term future, construct their 
own scenarios and develop appropriate strategies. 
(2) An experiential exercise with role-playing, de
briefing sessions, etc. Unfortunately, neither of the 
above objectives can effectively be fulfilled without 
the benefit of the complete case and experiential ex
ercise, which is impractical within the existing space 
constraints. (The interested reader is referred to 
ICCH Case Nos. 9-579-634 and 5-579-635). 

In general, experiential exercises and class discussions 
tend to revolve around an immediate problem or a crisis 
situation. This is perhaps reflective of the "real 
world", because most problems in society, government, 
business, etc. are immediate ones. Without detracting 
from the utility and relevance of such exercises, the 
present work recognizes the value of a careful look at 
the long-term future of marketing in particular, and 
social communications in general. The most pragmatic 
and down-to-earth individuals should be encouraged to 
emerge, even if briefly, from discussion of immediate 
problems, and think about the future. This case ex
ercise attempts to do just that. 

The format of the description of this exercise is simi
lar to, though not exactly the same as, the one used by 
Pressley ('79]. The major differences include a section 
on debriefing, using some suggestions of Warrick et al 
['19]; and a brief discussion on validation techniques. 

Summary of the Case: TOFI MANAGEMENT, INC. 

This case is set in the year 1998. It traces the 
"history" of the preceding 20 years, during which inter
active TV and electronic funds transfer became common
place for purchasing and marketing research (the former) 
activities. In addition, a "consumer information 
system" (similar to Consumer Reports) rating was avail
able for most product categories at the touch of a 
button on a TV console. This enhanced the role of the 
"product concept", and made pricing the major decision 
variable. The decline of marketing and the retail dis
tribution system as we know them today, followed. An 
"efficiency" or "information" orientation tended to re
place a "people" orientation. 
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TI1e case is not intended to foretell doom, but to force 
individuals to think of the long-term future and the 
"information revolution." In that context, cases such 
as these, although "soft", may serve to illustrate the 
role of "management fiction" (of which the title is an 
anagram) in management education. 

Purpose/Learning Objectives 

This case discussion exercise is intended to get parti
cipants to think of the implications and long-term 
future marketing applications of some of the technolog
ical innovations of the 1970's. 

This purpose is accomplished by role playing and, to 
some extent, by observation. As Confucius and, later, 
DeLozier, said: I hear and I forget; I see and I 
remember; I do and I understand [79]. 

The case may also serve to illustrate various marketing 
concepts such as: (i) the marketing mix; (ii) the 
hierachy of effects, and intervening variables; (iii) 
the interaction of marketing with other disciplines, 
such as Management Information Systems, Economics, 
Psychology, Sociology, etc. 

Experiences With the Exercise 

Discussion tends to get quite heated between the "task"
oriented and the "people"-oriented groups. The roles 
are assigned after the case is read so as to enable 
participants to choose or request their own roles--
this makes for livelier discussion. 

Again, the questions are intended to force the partici
pants to make (implicitly) their own predictions of the 
long-term future, and to justify them. 

Tests have been done to examine the utility of this 
exercise by administrating a questionnaire before and 
after the exercise, designed to measure: (1) sensi
tivity to the implications of these technological 
developments and (2) recognition of both sides of the 
issue: "efficiency-orientation" versus "people
orientation." The hypotheses were that the sensitivity 
will increase, and that participants will tend to be 
less dogmatic, after the exercise. The above hypotheses 
were supported by the data in undergraduate and graduate 
classes. Another question that was asked before and 
after the exercise was designed to record the partici
pants' belief that the more information provided, the 
better it is for the consumers' decision-making. Scores 
on this question tended to decrease after the exercise, 
indicating that participants became less hungry for 
"maximum possible" information. 
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VALUE ANALYSIS FOR SMALL MANUFACTURERS 

Garry D. Smith, Mississippi State University 
Danny R. Arnold, Mississippi State University 

Abstract 

The four-step value analysis process presented is de
signed specifically for smaller businesses. The pur
pose of the process is to provide a simplified, but 
practical, format for performing value analysis, The 
primary contributions of this approach include organi
zation of tasks and providing a more efficient way of 
thinking about requisitions. 

Introduction 

Small business owners often feel that they are not 
large enough to benefit from sophisticated techniques 
and procedures used by big business. Unfortunately, 
this conception is often true, especially when small 
businesses attempt to apply the techniques just as they 
are applied by big business. Often, however, small 
businesses can actually apply these techniques success
fully by either modifying the technique or stripping 
the technique of its sophistication until the core con
cept can be redirected to small business problems. 

What is Value Analysis? 

In general the term "value analysis" refers to various 
value improvement efforts; the basic purpose of value 
analysis is to somehow lower production costs. Value 
analysis focuses on the ~ of price in an attempt 
to reduce these causes and, therefore, reduce costs 
while maintaining desired performance. 

There are many definitions of value analy~is; the fol
lowing is sufficient for our purposes: value analysis 
is the study of the function, design, and cost of mate
rial, equipment, facilities, etc. for the purpose of 
reducing total costs while maintaining perform<1.nce, 
reliability, quality, and maintainability. 

For large businesses, value analysis can take a great 
deal of time, special attention, and special talents. 
Although the small businesses may not have the specia
lized training, most do know their products well enough 
to benefit from devoting some attention to the value 
analysis process. 

A Simplified Value Analysis Process 

The stepwise value analysis (VA) process presented below 
was designed specifically for small businesses. Each 
of the four steps are critical to the overall process. 

Step 1: State the General Function to be Performed 

Although this first step is rather simple, it is at the 
same time somewhat difficult to do in that it can in
volve a differenct way 0~ thinking. Almost always the 
first step in buying is to specify the item desired. 
Not with.VA; VA actually precedes and leads 
duct or ~tern specification. to the pro-

~A foc~se~ on buying a "performance"' or "benefit"' or 
funct~on ' rather than on buying an "item" F 

ple, consider the idea of buying a 1 . or exam
pur h . awnmower. What the 

c aser ~s really interested in is obtaining the lawn-
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mower's performance. Perhaps the easiest way to spe
cify performance is to always use a noun and a verb. 
In the case of the lawnmower's performance, the sim
ple statement might be "cut grass". Other might find 
it easier to answer the question, "What do I want 
done?". The answer might be, "I want the grass cut". 

Step 2: List Alternatives 

Listing alternatives that can achieve the desired per
formance is also simple, but takes some though to do 
properly. The objective of this step is to construct 
a list of all items or classes of items that are capa
ble of achieving the desired preformance stated in 
Step l. The desired performance "cut grass" stated 
above might yield the following list of alternatives: 
push mower, power lawnmower, self-propelled mower, 
riding mower, tractor, Kaiser blade, line trimmer, 
shears, sheep, green cement, fire, and chemicals. Al
though this lsit is not intended to be exhaustive and 
complete, it does illustrate an important aspect of 
this step: Do not evaluate each alternative until all 
alternatives are listed. For example, consider one 
alternative above, sheep. Sheep are not practical for 
most businesses, but are useful in some situations. 
Oil companies have found sheep effective in certain 
storage areas where sparks are dangerous. 

Step 3: Compare Specific Function with Alternatives 

The general, two-word function stated in Step 1 is ob
viously inadequate for choosing a specific item and 
must be expanded. Other information such as financial 
and operations factors must be considered. 

A key point is that those alternatives listed in Step 
2 will accomplish the performance objectives effective-
1Y· For example, assume that you have five acres of 
grass that needs cutting every ten days. A push mower 
would be effective, but would be extremely inefficient 
due to time and labor cost factors. A tractor with a 
16-foot mowing machine would also be very effective, 
but would be inefficient due to the large investment 
required. 

Step 4: Choose a Specific Alternative 

Now that the general list of alternatives has been par
ed to those relatively efficient ones, a specific al
ternative can be chosen. Remember that VA is not de
signed to arrive at the cheapest alternative. Rather, 
VA is designed to arrive at the best value in terms of 
adequate performance at a reasonable and acceptable 
cost. In fact, seeking value by balancing performance 
and cost wi:!_l often lead to buying something other than 
the lowest priced item. 

In the "cut grass" example, the final comparisions could 
be between a large riding mower and a more expensive 
small tractor. Any number of reasons might cause a 
company to view the tractor as delivering greatervalue 
desite its higher cost. ' 

VA is used to arrive at the alternative that yields the 
greatest value. In the preciding example, the alterna
tive chosen was a product category, small tractors. At 
this point, "normal" purchasing procedures can be em
ployed to finally select and buy a specific brand and 
model of small tractor. 



A NEW PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUE TO MEASURE A PERSONALITY 
CHARACTERISTIC: APPLICATIONS IN MARKETING 

A. Edward Spitz, Eastern Michigan University 
Karl Zucker, Indiana State University 

Peter R. Burzynski, Vincinnes University 

Abstract 

This paper describes a theoretical model of human behav
ior which helps to isolate a factor which has been shown 
to predict a quality of human behavior associated with 
the cooperativeness, friendliness and positiveness of 
interpersonal behavior. It's called the Others Concept 
and can be applied to various marketing functions. 

Introduction 

One of the fundamental problems in human relations is 
determining what factors influence behavior. Many at
tempts have been made to provide a framework from_which 
to view these factors, but equally many have fallen 
short of the ultimate goal of any science of behavior: 
to explain, predict and ultimately be able to influence 
behavior in a positive manner. 

In marketing, as in any business function in which peo
ple must work cooperatively together, the practical goal 
of providing an atmosphere in which people can work co
operatively and positively together is paramount. Thus, 
the importance of identifying the factors which contrib
ute to cooperative and positive behavior are a concern 
to marketers and managers alike. 

A new theoretical model of human behavior, which helps 
to isolate a factor which can and has been shown to pre
dict a quality of human behavior that is intimately as
sociated with the cooperativeness, friendliness and pos
itiveness of interpersonal behavior, has recently been 
discussed in psychological literature. 

The understanding of this factor or theoretical con
struct which is called the others-concept, can be used 
to explain, predict and ultimately influence behavior 
in positive directions. The others concept is defined 
as a person's general expectations and perceptions about 
other people. It is measured along a friendliness -
to - hostility continuum. 

A person's others-concept can be measured by means of 
briefly administered psychological test, known as the 
Paired Hands Test, which is available in 'published form. 
This test is a projective technique which relies on the 
belief that people will often reveal things about them
selves, in this case, their perception of other people, 
even when asked to do a task which does not specifically 
ask them to tell how they might feel about other people. 

The purpose of the present study, was therefore, to ex
amine the others-concept of people who are employed in 
a particular occupation in which their others-concepts 
would be thought to influence their performance on the 
job. The Paired Hands Test, Adult Form, was adminis
tered to 323 people in the greater Ann Arbor, Michigan 
trading area. 

Hethod 

The Paired Hands Test was administered to a convenience 
sample of retail salespeople in various types of retail 
stores including independent specialty stores, chain 
stores and department stores. 

The test consisted of 20 photographs, in color, depic
ting a black hand and a white hand in various positions. 
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These pictures were shown to all respondents who were 
asked to identify a statement that best describes each 
photograph. 

An attempt was made to utilize demographic features to 
ascertain whether respondents could be clustered into 
groupings based on these features: among these were the 
classifications according to sex, age, urban-rural set
ting, dwelling type and whether they rented or owned 
their dwelling. The mean PHT scores for each group 
were compared and differences were tested for statis
tical significance. 

Analysis 

The analysis in terms of demographic data failed to 
yield any findings which were highly significant sta
tistically, but some trends occurred which may be worth 
noting. Females tended to score higher than males (P . 
10). The mean score for females (N=l45) was 93.67. 
Another trend was that salespeople under age 25 tended 
to score higher than those above that age. Also, the 
analysis revealed a tendency for sales people who live 
in a more suburban setting (i.e., county or township) 
to score higher than those who live within the city. 
The factor of whether the salesperson lived in an 
apartment or house, and whether it was rented or owned, 
was not related at all to test scores. 

The sex difference which was found, though it was only 
of questionable statistical significance, takes on 
meaning by vjrtue of the fact that in almost all prior 
research with the Paired Hands Test, females have 
scored significantly higher than males. It thus ap
pears that among retail sales personnel there is more 
homogeneity between the sexes with respect to their 
attitude toward other people than among the general 
population, though females tend to be a little more 
positive, as has been true in the case of most groups 
tested to date. 

The information yielded by this research would take on 
more significance, of course, if the sample tested 
could have been evaluated in terms of their capability 
as salespeople. It would be desirable to know if the 
best (most successful) salespeople obtained the higher 
scores, or if there is some optimal score which best 
describes them. Perhaps there is such a thing as too 
high an others-concept for successful saleswork. Such 
people may be overly trusting, perhaps in naive ideal
istic sense, and therefore they may not be best suited 
for work involving a realistic and competitive approach 
to people. This question can only be answered by fu
ture research. Other areas for research utilizing the 
adult form of the Paired Hands Test which would enable 
the researchers to generate more data to test validity 
are as follows: Industrial and Commercial Salesmen; 
Bank Tellers; Fund Raising; Marketing ~esearch Inter
viewers; Employment Counselors or Interviewers; Service 
Repair people; Teachers; Lawyers; Newscasters; Internal 
Revenue employees; TV actors and actresses; Attorneys; 
Physicians and others who interact on a daily business 
or professional basis. 

The unabridged paper can be obtained by writing to 
Professor Spitz. 



Promoting with. Cents-Oft Coupons in the Early 1980,, 

Keith T, Stephens, Western Carolina University 
Harold W, Fox, Ball State University 

Abstract 

The number of coupons almost doubled b.etween 1976 and 
1980 amounting to some 90,6 billion coupons issued in 
the latter year. The purpose of this study was to re
view the State of the Arts for coupon promotions and 
then to identify relevant promotion recommendations for 
the future. 

Situation 

Trying to cope with rampant inflation, money-tight con
sumers welcome opportunities to stretch their dollar 
through coupons offered by sales-strapped vendors, 
Since coupons meet the needs of buyers along with the 
needs of sellers, marketers are expected to continue 
to use them, albeit more selectively. 

In the United States, according to the A,C, Nielsen 
Company, the number of coupons almost doubled between 
1976 and 1980. In the latter year some 90,6 billion 
coupons were distributed. Their assessment is that 
newspaper, magazine, and direct mail coupons are help~ 
ful in encouraging trial purchases; whereas on-pack 
or in-pack coupons encourage repeat buying, and cross 
or co-op coupons are used primfrily to encourage pur -
chases of a different product. 

More Selective Use Warranted 

As media costs go up, postage rates escalate, and cou
pon face values and handling costs increase, more 
emphasis must be placed on strategic cost efficiency. 
Consider the following coupon promotion by General 
Electric: 

A package of four soft-white GE bulbs 
'vas purchased for $1,74 (marked down 
from a regular price of $2.97). An 
on-package coupon was good for $1.00 
resulting in a reduction of 75% on an 
item that usually sells at list. 

Can the proceeds of this promotion he cost effective 
for the manufacturer. 

Experimental research of the A.C. Nielsen Company 
tested whether increasing the face amount of coupons 
from 21.6 cents (average) to 23.5 cents will raise 
the redemption rate. Counter to expectations, the re
demption rate slightly declined. Next they tested the 
importance of a small decrease in face value, and more 
stress was given to the advertising ideas and messages. 
The approach was to develop couponing as a communication 
device linking consurr.er and product. This time there 
was an increase in redemption rates. Higher face 
values can increase costs of couponing b~t by itself 
the cost efficiency i~ open to question. Confirmation 

1David J. Rachman, Marketing Strategy! Structure, 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974, pp. 296-297. 

2All statistics in this paragraph from Richard H. 
Aycregg, "Coupon Distribution & Redemption Patterns," 
NCH Reporter, A.C. Nielsen Co., #1, 1971, p. 3. 
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of these assumptions seemed evident from a s·tudy report
ed in MARKETING NEWS by Gerald Eskin, Chairman of In
formation Resources, Inc. Further tests seem to imply 
that high-value coupons work best when coupled with high 
advertising. There obviously are other possible sales 
determinants besides coupon value and advertising. 

Strategic Reason for Using Coupons 

Despite communication clutter manufacturers and retail
ers find strategic value in coupons.. Mal Sims, I:Jead of 
trade relations for Procter and Gamble, outlined in a 
speech some reasons for using coupons; 

1. Couponing is the second most effective way of 
introducing a new or improved product, Sampling 
is first. 

2. Couponing is an excellent device for rewarding 
present users, winning back former users, and 
encouraging l~rger quantity purchases. . 

3, Procter and Gamble found that coupons are seven 
times more effective in getting new users than 
price packs. Also two out of three coupons re
deemed on their brands were not redeemed by 
regular users, 

4. Goupons reach almost any group of target custo
mers, geographically as well as hy other demo
graphic characteristics such as type of dwelling 
and large family households. 

5, Couponed products that retailers display or 
feature can make sales gains six times higher 
than stores ]hat do not tie in with redemp
tion levels, 

Future Implications 

Some manufacturers use coupons to force distrihutionp 
say critics, pressuring retailers into stocking for 
which regular demand from consumers is low. If a man
facturer completes a mass mailing of coupons and then 
informs the retailer that all of those faithful coupon 
clippers will be in to redeem those coupons, what is 
the retailer likely to do, especially if the coupons 
have an expiration date several months hence? 

Modern technology offers many retailers a new source 
of information. The Universal Product Code checkout 
technology arms the retailer with the capability of 
measuring retail sales, stock turn, and margins. This 
device lets retail management look beyond the coupons 
and screen out the slow moving less profitable items. 

Waste, fraud, and cost considerations might well be 
other factors contributing to cut-backs in the wide use 
of coupons in the future. If one assumes that only 5 
percent (average) of all coupons are redeemed. Profit 
minded marketing executives of the future are expected 
to use coupons more selectively. 

3Louis J. Haugh, '~ill High Cost of Couponing Force 
Hore Product Samples," Advertising :\.&!:J. March 6, 1978, 
pp. 56-57. 



THE IMPACT OF INTERVIEWEES' DEMOGRAPHICS ON INTERVIEWERS' 
PERCEPTIONS OF THEIR TASK PERFORMANCE! 

Roobina o. Tashchian, Florida State University 
Armen Tashchian, Florida State University 

Mark E. Slama, Utah State University 

Abstract 

Age, sex, race, education and income are examined as 
possible determinants of interviewers' perceptions of 
interviewees' task performance. Race, education and 
income are found to have significant effects on the 
perceptions of white interviewers. 

Introduction 

This research project investigates the influence of 
interviewee demographics on interviewers' perceptions 
of interviewees' task performance. This is a topic of 
concern in survey research because the mental state of 
the interviewer has been shown to influence the re
sponses of the interviewee (Singer and Kohnke-Aguirre, 
1979; Bailer, Bailey and Stevens, 1977). 

Data Collection 

The subjects in this study, a sample of 444 adults in 
Austin, Texas, were selected by a two-stage cluster
sampling procedure. The resulting sample was highly 
representative of the city's population based on sev
eral demographic variables. 

The subjects were asked to participate in a personal 
interview which took 20-50 minutes. After completing 
the interview session the interviewers were instructed 
to evaluate the interviewee based on: honesty in sup
plying answers, interest in the topic, level of 
cooperation, patience with the interviewer, and an 
overall impression of the quality of the interviewee 
as a helpful and reliable subject. 

Analysis and Results 

The primary focus of the analysis is on the issue of 
whether interviewee demographics influence the percep
tions of the interviewer. To explore this idea the 
following demographic variables were related to inter
viewer evaluations of the interviewee: age, sex, race, 
education and income. 

The findings from the analysis indicate that race, edu
cation and income have significant effects upon inter
viewer evaluation of the interviewee. The results with 
respect to interviewee race indicate that interviewers 
perceive white interviewees as more honest, interested 
and worthy of higher overall evaluation. There were, 
however, no perceived differences in the level of 
cooperation and patience between white and non-white 
interviewees. 

For income the differences in evaluation were non
significant for honesty, cooperation and patience. 

1copies of the complete paper can be obtained by con
tacting the senior author at College of Business, 
Dept. of Marketing, Florida State University, 
Tallahassee, Florida 32306. 
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However, individuals in the high income category were 
perceived as more interested and got a higher overall 
evaluation than the low or middle income categories. 
Finally the analysis for education revealed that indi
viduals with high education are perceived as more 
honest, interested, and cooperative. They are also 
given a higher overall evaluation by the interviewer. 

It seems apparent from these findings that the atti
tudes of the interviewer are influenced by the demo
graphics of the interviewee. However, it is possible 
that some of the differences in evaluation could be 
attributable to sources other than the demographics of 
the interviewee. 

One such source of variance could be the sex of the 
interviewer. A comparison of evaluations by male and 
female interviewers revealed an insignificant relation
ship between sex and interviewer evaluation, although 
it appears that female interviewers were uniformly more 
positive in their evaluations. 

Another factor which could have influenced the evalua
tions of the interviewer was the length of the inter
view. In fact it was found that the length of the 
interview is significantly related to the demographics 
of the interviewee and the sex of the interviewer. 
Thus an alternative explanation for the differences in 
evaluations (which were attributed to interviewee 
demographics) would be that they are a function of the 
length of the interview. However, when the length of 
the interview was related to the evaluations given by 
the interviewer (with interviewer sex as a covariate) , 
no significant relationship was found. Thus it seems 
that the differences in evaluations are actually a 
function of interviewee demographics. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The race, 1ncome, and education of interviewees have 
significant effects upon the evaluations given to them 
by interviewers. Interviewees who are white, have high 
education, or high income tend to receive higher eval
uations by the white interviewers. Since it has been 
shown that the expectations and attitudes of the inter
viewer can induce response bias it seems wise to take 
into account the demographics of the interviewee as a 
factor which may contribute to the interviewer effect. 
Until more evidence is gained, researchers should fol
low the old rule of matching the characteristics of 
interviewers with the characteristics of the inter
viewees in the sampling area. In this way biases due 
to demographic factors are likely to be minimized. 
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TARGETING PUBLIC RELATIONS ACTIVITIES 

Julian W. Vincze, Crummer Graduate School of Business, Rollins College 

Abstract 

This paper examines traditional definitions of Public 
Relations (P.R.) and who the "publics" or targets for 
P.R. activities have been. An explanation of 
"publics" to encompass the "stakeholders" is suggested 
as a universal definition and operational guide in 
order to pinpoint the appropriate groups which should 
be targeted for P.R. activities. 

Confidence in Public Relations 

Many managers view P.R. as an integral part of the 
promotional mix, and the communications efforts of the 
firm. They believe P.R. functions must be included 
within marketing planning and that P.R. activities 
must be co-ordinated into the development and 
implementation of marketing strategies. Recently, 
however, some organizations have reassigned to line 
department managers' activities which previously had 
been the responsibility of P.R. departments, (Fronrath 
and Durocher, 1978) (Cantera 1979). These line 
department managers have little time, energy or 
interest to devote to P.R •. Other organizations have 
created new departments such as "Consumer Affairs", 
"Pub lie Information 0 fficers", "Investor Relations", 
or Government Relations" (Lesley 1979) (Growley 1979) 
(Gelineau) 1979). Does this represent a lack of 
confidence in P.R.? The answer may be yes--because of 
past P.R. ineffectiveness. 

Traditional Definitions of P.R. and Publics 

The traditional definitions of P.R. utilize terms such 
as: "maintain sound relations; secure mutual 
understanding and goodwill"; establish and maintain 
public understanding and acceptance". (Cranfield and 
Moore, 1973) (Lesley 1971). Frequently these vague 
phrases have been operationalized by P.R. 
practitioners in a muddled manner which results in 
unclear and imprecise P.R. objectives and act1v1t1es. 
Use of the term "publics" to categorize those targeted 
for P.R. activities may be inappropriate because there 
is no universal definition of "publics" and therefore 
it is not an operationally function guide for 
targeting P.R. activities. These factors contribute 
to vague P.R. department goals, and objectives which 
are difficult to communicate to management and which 
contribute to low levels of confidence. 

Stakeholder Concept 

The term "stakeholder" which Robert F. Stewart defines 
as any group or individual that: has an interest in 
the success of an organization; provides something of 
importance to that organization; and/or legitimately 
may expect something in return from the organization 
(Vincze and Mattison 1980) is suggested as a beginning 
universal definition for "publics" and as an 
operationally feasible guide for P.R. activities. 

Stewart suggested six broad "stakeholder" groups exist 
in any uncomplicated organization are represented in 
Figure 1. He envisioned Owners, Suppliers, Financial 
Institutions, Customers, Employees and 
Society-at-large all interacting with Management. 
However, these six stakeholder categories are just the 
basic groups for uncomplicated organizations. For 
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organizations which are large and complex in design 
basic stakeholder 

re-examined for 
in number. 

and/or operation those six 
categories would have to be 
appropriateness and likely increased 

Bank Example 

In order to test this Stakeholder Concept it was 
applied to a bank, (A detailed explanation is omitted 
because of space constraints) and the following Table 
1 represents the expanded list of stakeholders 
established thereby: 

Table 1 - Expanded List of Bank Stakeholders 

1. Managers 16. Operations Employees 
2. Stockholders U.S. 17. Loan Officers 
3. Stockholders Foreign 18. Investment Trust Offic 
4. Board of Directors 19. Credit Employees 
5. Holding Company Board 20. Security Employees 
6. Federal Reserve System 21. Other Employees 
7. Federal Regulator 22. Special Interest Group 
8. State Regulators 23. Religious Groups 
9. Individual Depositors 24. Local Business Agency 

10. Commerical Depositors 25. Residents-Neighborhood 
11. Commercial Borrowers 26. Residents-county 
12. Consumer Borrowers 27. Competitive Banks 
13. Trust Customers 28. Education Institutions 
14. Investment Customers 29. Media 
15. Other Customers 30. State Bankers Assoc. 

By applying the stakeholder definition rather than a 
vague "pub lies", management is assured that important 
groups are not overlooked. Each new stakeholder 
groups is evaluated for importance and assigned a 
rank-in-order-of-importance based on some 
predetermined criteria!. By following this procedure 
management not only understands and agrees to the 
targets for P.R. activities but also insures more 
effective P.R. because objectives are understood and 
the planning, implementation, evaluation and control 
functions of management are more readily performed. 

The application 
categories to be 
is a workab 1e 
importance for 
step toward 
managP.ment. 

Cone lusion 

of the Stakeholder Concept to create 
utilized in targeting P.R. activities 

concept. The resultant rank order of 
each stakeholder category is the first 

establishing more effective P.R. 
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AN EMPIRICAL BASED STUDY ON BECOMING A PUBLISHED MARKETING EDUCATOR 

J. Donald Weinrauch, Tennessee Technological University 
Marvin G. Adkins, Tennessee Technological University 

J. Kenneth Matejka, University of Richmond 

Introduction 

It is axiomatic that many marketing educators are be
seeched to do publishable research. In numerous insti
tutions, a professor's educational responsibilities 
fall in the domain of teaching, community/university, 
and research. The admistration and type of collegiate 
institution will usually dictate the degree of emphasis 
for each responsibility. With certain academic pres
sures of AACSB requirements, promotion-tenure require
ments, job mobility or security, merit pay, and an 
advanced technological society, published research re
quirements may be either an opportunity or nemesis for 
many marketing professors. To make it more palatable, 
it is essential for academicians to learn and adopt the 
"tricks of the trade" of becoming published-especially 
in referred journals. 

An Empirical Base Study 

Both Twedt (T) and Woodside (W) offer some suggestions 
and guidelines on writing.! The major ones are enumera
ted as follows: 

develop card file of marketing publications like a 
prospect list of publishing alternatives (T, W) 
maintain an idea file (T) 
participate in professional associations (T, W) 
first "query" an editor with an idea (T) 
avoid footnoteitis (T, W) 
rewrite and resubmit (T, W) 
write with clarity and precision (T, W) 
move away from a subject in trend (W) 
develop a writing habit (T, W) 

Despite some excellent ideas, the two writers drew from 
personal experiences instead of empirical data. 

To overcome a major void in the marketing literature, 
the authors of this paper sent a mailed questionnaire 
to experienced marketing writers who have previously 
published in the Journal of Marketing and Journal of 
Marketing Research within the years of 1977 and 1979. 
The universe was arbitrarily selected by the researchers. 
However, it was felt that the authors from these two 
journals would probably be more prolific, experienced, 
and recognized as leading published scholars. With our 
definition and assumptions of the universe, there were 
285 published authors that we were able to locate. We 
received 121 usuable responses which resulted in 42% 
rate of return. Given the busy time constraints of 
these particular professors, our rate of return was a 
pleasant surprise. Due to the limited budget, there 
was no follow-up to the first mailing. 

The results of our survey provided some interesting 
insight on the strategy of writing publishable manu
scripts. Therefore, the purpose of this presentation 
is to identify some research strategies that have been 
utilized by some successful marketing educators. 

1Twedt, Dick, "A Marketing Strategy for Marketing 
Knowledge- On How to Publish and Prosper," Journal of 
Marketing, April 1977, 69-71; and Woodside, Arch G. 
"Writing Articles for Marketing Journals," SMA News
letter, Fall 1979, p. 1 and 8. 
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Conclusions 

The empirical data in this paper illustrates the sig
nificance of adhering to certain procedures in order 
to become a successful published educator. Although 
some of the suggestions herein may appear to be axio
matic, they are still helpful for educators who want 
to be more efficient in the writing process. The 
respondent's insight presents a clearer and more sys
tematic approach for marketing educators. Of course, 
as one respondent wrote, publishing takes "applying the 
seat of the pants to the seat of the chair for extended 
period of times or just damn hard work." In fact, 
seventy-eight percent of the respondents stated that 
they spend three or more hours of straight writing time 
without doing anything else. To publish, one must make 
a strong commitment that becomes quite time-consuming. 
In fact, some professors-~including ourselves--will 
frequently plead for straight writing block time by 
having no classes or committee work on certain days 
during the work week. From our experiences, this 
arrangement of class scheduling enhances one's produc
tivity in writing and publishing papers. 

To avoid the tediuous and exhausting trial and error 
method, marketing educators need to make writing and 
publishing a habit. It becomes ingrained as part of 
our lifestyle. Hopefully, the data herein will enable 
all of us to make writing an easier process and much 
more "enjoyable." 



PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION AND MARKET SEGMENTATION 
IN GRADUATE MANAGEMENT EDUCATION 

Duane Windsor, Rice University 
Francis D. Tuggle, Rice University 

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a general theory of strategic man
agement defined in any institutional setting as a pro
cess of resource deployment based on the managerial as
sessment of organizational needs. The theory is ap
plied to the specific case of strategic competition in 
the graduate management education industry through use 
of the concepts of product differentiation and market 
segmentation from marketing science. The strategic 
competition among graduate management programs occurs 
in significant degree along these two dimensions. We 
argue that there are four basic models of graduate man
agement education. These models are different strate
gies for image formation and faculty management, built 
around curriculum design as the central linchpin. 

Strategic management in any institutional setting is a 
process of resource deployment based on the managerial 
assessment of organizational needs. Such strategic 
management is a process of assessing and responding to 
organizational needs, which are determined jointly by 
an organization's internal state and its external envi
ronment. Strategic management is a process of aligning 
the organization with its environment by changing ei
ther the organization's i nterna 1 state or its extern a 1 
environment. The principal strategic function of man
agers is to assess the internal state and external en
vironment of an organization, and then to plan for 
whatever organization a 1 changes are deemed necessary. 
In general, the strategic planning for deployment of 
resources will search for opportunities to utilize 
strengths, while minimizing threats against weakness
es. Organizations may avoid opportunities which would 
require resource deployment from relatively weak areas, 
or may exploit such opportunities as a means of shoring 
up their weaknesses. They may be indifferent to 
threats against areas of internal strength, or may con
front such threats as a means of enlarging the base of 
strengths. 

One approach to strategic management 1 ies in the ex
ploitation of opportunities for product differentiation 
and market segmentation. This paper argues that much 
of the strategic management of this nature engaged in 
by graduate management programs (as an example of edu
cational units) occurs in significant degree along 
these two specific dimensions. The paper applies the 
concepts of product differentiation and market segmen
tation to strategic competition among graduate manage
ment programs. 

The critical dimensions shaping academic competition 
are curriculum, faculty, students, organizational 
structure, and patterns of resource allocation (finan
cial, physical, and human resources). Schools of man
agement differ along these dimensions, together with 
geographical location, university setting, and general 
reputation or "image" --the latter being a result of 
the other dimensions. 

External sources of influence include the potential en
trance of other universities into the management educa
tion market. In terms of faculty supply, universities 
are under great pressure to continue attracting high
quality faculty. The same thing holds true for stu-
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dents, who are under severe pressure to take jobs as 
tuition costs and starting salaries rise. Two other 
sources of pressure come from employers and from post
educational agencies which put severe limitations on 
what management schools can do. What one wants stu
dents to know has impact on the curriculum which then 
has impact on the faculty, student body, resource allo
cation practices, and organizational structure of the 
school. Accreditation requirements, such as those im
posed by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of 
Business, and professional standards, such as those re
quired for students to be able to sit for and to pass 
the CPA examination, also shape curricula. This analy
sis should give the reader an idea of pressures that 
impinge on schools of management. 

There are four basic models of graduate management edu
cation: the first two are separable on the basis of 
pedagogical methods and philosophies, the second two on 
the basis of curricular content. All four are "ideal 
types;" many schools of graduate management education 
mix the four basic models in their teaching philoso
phies and choice of subject matter. The first 1rodel 
may be called the case method approach, which is most 
fully exemplified by Harvard and Virginia. The second 
model may be called the analytical approach and is ex
emplified by any number of prominent schools including 
Stanford, Chicago, MIT, Dartmouth, Pennsylvania, UCLA, 
and Michigan. The third mode 1 may be termed the indus
trial management approach, most fully exemplified by 
Carnegie-Mellon, Purdue, and Georgia Institute of Tech
nology. The final model, the generic school of admin
istration,may be found at Cornell, Northwestern, Yale, 
Rice, and Willamette. 

In contrast to the other models, the generic schools of 
administration tend to neglect functional applications 
in the areas of marketing and production. Yale, how
ever, has not followed this pattern. These schools 
heavily emphasize the policy and environment areas, as 
shown particularly by Yale, California-Irvine, and 
Rice. The industrial management schools tend to empha
size quantitative methods; Georgia Tech has also inves
ted he a vi 1 y in production and operations management. 
Compared to the case method schools, the analytical 
schools exhibit a relative neglect of the pol icy and 
environment areas, which are emphasized at the former. 
Carnegie-Mellon's approach to business policy is rela
tively unique; four of the six modules in this area are 
based on a computer simulation game. (Harvard has a 
short exercise of this sort; Chicago permits a choice 
among case method, analytical, and simulation approach
es). Each model is a different strategy for image for
mation and faculty management, built around curriculum 
design as the central 1 inchpin. Product differentia
tion and market segmentation occur systematically along 
these lines. 



ATTITUDES OF BUSINESS LEADERS TOWARD COLLEGES OF BUSINESS 

Robert Carter, Columbus Coliege 
Larry Patterson, Southwest Texas State University 

Robert Swerdlow, Lamar University 
Edward Walker (student), Southwest Texas State University 

The increase in demand for business administration 
courses has had quite an impact upon colleges and uni
versities throughout the nation. As the demand for 
business administration courses has skyrocketed during 
the past 20 years, the increase in resources available 
to business college administrators has generally not 
kept pace with the ever-increasing number of students. 
Terminal degree granting institutions are graduating 
only about 760 new business doctorate holders a year, 
down 250 from 1975. The result has often been larger 
classes and less opportunity for students to receive 
individual attention from their professors. Parallel 
to the development of this problem has been the consi
derable change taking place within the business disci
plines themselves. Disciplines such as management, 
marketing, finance, economics, and accounting have made 
major advancements over the past 20 years, and these 
changes have created additional problems for college 
of business administrators. Administrators have been 
forced to keep a watchful eye on business curricula to 
keep them current. Courses that were appropriate 10 
years ago may no longer be in the 1980's. As these 
trends merge in the 1980's, business college administra
tors need guidance from leaders to evaluate the effec
tiveness of current programs and to plan for programs 
to meet the future needs of the business community. 

OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

The basic purpose of the study was to gain some insight 
into how business leaders in a Southwestern state per
ceive the state supported colleges and schools of busi
ness. Data for the study were gathered by a mail ques
tionnaire sent to the presidents of 480 chambers of 
commerce in the sample state. Approximately 27% (130) 
of the presidents returned the questionnaire within 
21 days. Specifically, the study was designed to exa
mine the opinions of business leaders concerning: 

1. The training of students in business schools. 
2. The responsiveness of business schools to the 

dynamic needs of the business community. 
3. The quality of the job being done by business 

faculties. 
4. The administration of funds by school admin

istrators, and 
5. The variation in quality across business 

schools in the state. 

FINDINGS 

A Demographic Profile of the Respondents 

A large majority was male, and seventy-one percent of 
the returned questionnaires came from relatively small 
cities with populations below 25,000. The ages of sub
jects were dispersed fairly evenly over the age group
ings of 0-35, 36-50, and 51-65. Forty-four percent of 
those responding had a bachelors degree, 26% had a mas
ters or doctorate degree, and 23% indicated they had 
taken at least some college level work. Thirty-five 
percent had business experience 6-15 years, 27% had 
16-25 years, and 24% had 26 or more years of business 
experience. 
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Preparation of Students 

Respondents' opinions show a positive image of colleges 
of business. The majority thought graduates were better 
prepared than 10 years earlier and that course content 
was relevant. Essentially equal percentages agreed 
and disagreed that students are well trained in practi
cal skills and that colleges prepared students well 
for higher levels of management. Most respondents 
thought the current mix of liberal arts and business 
courses was best and the largest portion of respondents, 
43.8 percent, called for more emphasis on entry level 
skills such as salesmanship and accounting. Seventy 
three per cent agreed that teaching should be empha
sized over research and 52 percent said administrators 
should place less emphasis on research. Administra
tors got good marks as they were perceived to be respon
sive to community needs, responsible with state resour
ces, and deserving of additional funds from the legis
lature. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

While most business leaders believe business graduates 
are better prepared than in the past, they offer anum
ber of suggestions for possible improvements. There 
was a clear message to place more emphasis on practi
cal, entry level skills but not at the expense of pre
paring students for middle and top management. One
third of the respondents did not believe that business 
instructors were highly qualified to teach students 
which seems to call for greater faculty community in
teraction. Additionally, business leaders believe 
faculty members should place more emphasis on teaching 
than on research. 



MAJOR CONSUMER MARKETS BASED ON 1980 CENSUS DATA 

Ernest F. Cooke, Memphis State University 

ABSTRACT 

Criteria for defining the boundaries of consumer 
markets were established in an earlier paper. Since 
that time several changes have been made in SMSA' s, 
SCSA's and NECMA's and 1980 census data are available. 
In this paper new rankings of the major consumer 
markets are established based on the revisions and the 
new data. Growth rates for these major markets are 
examined and the size of 1985 major markets are esti
mated. 

INTRODUCTION 

An Associated Press article out of Houston (Houston, 
1981) speculated that Houston had finally passed 
Philadelphia is size as measured by population and was 
now the number four city. The article left the 
impression that this was important to some people in 
Houston and in Philadelphia. Is it important to us in 
marketing? Basically no because the cities are not 
the major markets. 

As discussed in an earlier paper (Cooke, 1980) the 
significant consumer market (for most situations) is 
the SMSA or SCSA or NECMA. The actual situation be
tween Philadelphia and Houston as shown in Table 1 
illustrates the point. On the basis of the population 
of the two SCSA' s Philadelphia (ranked fourth) is 
still a much larger market. It will probably continue 
to be larger when the results of the next (1990) 
census have been tabulated. Of course Houston (ranked 
eighth) is obviously a better market for those prod
ucts which do well in an area with a sharply 
increasing population such as housing but overall 
Philadelphia is and will continue to be the larger 
consumer market for many years. 

PURPOSE 

The p..~rpose for this paper is to report the following 
material (see Table 1 on the next page) on the major 
consumer markets using the latest information on boun
daries and the results of the 1980 census: 
(1) population rank for 1980 and 1985; 
(2) population data for 1950, 1960, 1970, and 1980; 
(3) relative growths rates; 
(4) a forecast of population in 1985. 

Criteria for defining the 
for these criteria were 
paper (Cooke, 1980): 
(1) use SCSA's first then 

boundaries and the reasons 
laid down in an earlier 

use SMSA's because the SCSA 
represent a larger homogeneous market than the 
SMSA' s; 

( 2) use NECMA' s for all New England markets because 
more data is available more often for NECMA' s 
than for the New England SMSA' s and with minor 
exception the NECMA' s are larger than the 
corresponding SMSA's; 

(3) rank markets only in the continental contiguous 
United States. 

There is no single measure for ranking one consumer 
market as superior to another. The pro's and con's of 
various measures have been discussed elsewhere (Cooke 
1980). For this paper population will be used to rank 
the consumer markets because it is the most popular 
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measure and because the last decennial census is just 
now being published. 

BOUNDARY CHANGES 

The major recent changes in SCSA' s are that three new 
ones have been created (Dayton, Providence and 
Indianapolis) and two have been increased in size 
(Chicago and San Francisco). The Boston NECMA has 
decreased in size and three new NECMA' s have been 
created but they are not large enough to be included 
in the list of major markets in the paper. 

As for SMSA' s there have been numerous additions and 
enlargements since 1970. Basically the additions are 
not relevant to this paper but the enlargements are. 
Just to cite a few examples the number of counties in 
the Detroit SMSA increased from three to six, in the 
Minneapolis SMSA from five to ten, in the Atlanta SMSA 
from five to fifteen and in the Nashville SMSA from 
three to eight. 

This leads to a very important point about the popula
tion data in this report. All data are comparable. 
If the size of an SMSA etc. increased then the earlier 
population figures are increased to reflect the added 
counties. Thus the 1970 population figures cited for 
Atlanta will not be those reported in ·the 1970 census 
for the five county SMSA but will be the 1970 popula
tion of the fifteen counties which make up the current 
Atlanta SMSA and so on for 1950 and 1960. 

As noted above for this report New England NECMA's are 
used instead of SMSA' s. This leads to two aberations 
because SCSA' s are made up of SMSA' s not NECMA' s: 
( 1) the new Providence SCSA consists of the 

Providence SMSA and the Fall River SMSA. In this 
report the Providence SCSA will be designated as 
a SCSA-NEC and will consist of the Providence 
NECMA and the New Bedford-Fall River NECMA; 

(2) the New York SCSA includes two SMSA's in 
Connecticut. In this report the New York SCSA 
will be designated as a SCSA-NEC and will include 
the Bridgeport - Stamford - Norwalk - Danburry 
NECMA in place of the two Connecticut SMSA' s nor
mally included in the New York SMSA. Finally in 
all tables and further discussion the markets 
will be identified by the name of the one prin
ciple city. For example the Dallas-Fort Worth 
SMSA will be called Dallas. 

Space limitation do not permit further discussion of 
the table but the reader will find some interesting 
comparisons. For example compare the population index 
numbers for Buffalo and Phoenix or notice the 
expected 1980-85 shift in rank for Pittsburgh and 
Atlanta. 

REFERENCES 

1. Ernest F. Cooke, "The Major (Largest? Best?) 
Consumer Markets - Where Are They?", in V. V. 
Bellur, et. al., eds., Development in Marketing 
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IMMOVABLE PROPERTY ACT, (1981) OF THE BAHAMAS: A COMMENTARY 

John M. Dyer, University of Miami 

The Government is implementing a new land 
policy. As a matter of policy, the Govern
ment has decided that Bahamian land will 
not be sold to foreigners. It is envisaged 
that there will Be exceptions to this policy 
when land is to Be used for residential pur
poses by approved residents, and then only 
so much as is necessary for that purpose, 
and also where land is to Be used for ap
proved industrial or other developmental 
purposes having regard to the contribution 
that may be made to the development of the 
Bahamian economy and in accordance with 
Bahamian development goals. Although dis-
cretion is allowed in a wide area, land· 
may not be s·old to foreigners in the follow
ing cases: (A} Where land is adjacent to 
or near existing settlements or towns in 
the Family Islands as this will stand in 
the way of future expansion of such settle
ments; (B)_ Where land is· b.eing s-old or 
otherwise transferred by gift, will, an
cestry or otherwise to a foreign govern
ment or agency except to the extent that 
foreign governments having diplomatic 
relations with the Bahamas will be allowed 
to acquire land sufficient for their needs; 
and (C) Where large tracts of land, is
lands and cays are Being sold to foreigners 
except where prior approval for land use 
and economic development have been obtained. 

The land legislation will also deal with 
future disposition of land by gift, will 
or through intestacy or otherwise. The 
rationale behind this new land policy is 
the decision to check speculation By for
eigners in Bahamian land as well as Bring 
about a more orderly development of the 
limited amounts of land available in the 
Bahamas. Under the new legislation, a 
National Investment Board will be created 
which will have the authority to is-s'Ue 
permits to foreigners granting approval 
for land purchases. The Ministry of Fi
nance will have the res-ponsiBility for 
monitoring the day-to-day operation of 
the policy--a responsiBility pres-ently 
carried out through the Central Bank's 
exchange control mechanism. Real estate 
operations which encouraged land specula
tion will end. Deputy Prime Minister 
Hanna has stated that while housing or 
land presently controlled by foreigners 
will generally be available for repurchase 
by other foreigners, the new land law will 
inhibit additional sales of traditionally 
Bahamian owner properties to non-Bahamians. 
Permits will be required in all cases. 
Heirs of foreigners who held Bahamian 
land at their death will have to apply 

for permission to continue to hold the land 
or when selling it to non-Bahamians. In some 
cases approval for sales to non-Bahamians 
will be forthcoming, but decisions wil: be 
made to enable heirs to dispose of th:1~ 
properties at fair market value. Add1t:onal 
information on this subject may.be obta1ned 
by contacting the Ministry of F1nance, a 
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reputable real estate dealer of the United 
States Embassy. A word of caution: in
vestors entering into a transaction in
volving purchase of Bahamian property should 
insist on a clause in the contract stating 
that if government approval to purchase is 
not forthcoming after a specified period of 
time, the downpayment made by the buyer 
shall be returned. 

The Constitution Referendum in 1981 and its 
Effect on Foreign Investment as well as 
the. New Land Law. (The Immovable 
Property Act, 1981) 

A series of amendments to the 1973 Bahamian 
Constitution dealing largely with citizen
ship issues, but also providing an under
pinning to the new land law have passed the 
House of Assembly and Senate and will be 
presented to the Bahamian Electorate some
time in 1981. The Amendments are designed 
to give the Government final authority in 
deciding who may or may not become a citizen 
of the Bahamas, They are the product of a 
five-year legal battle by the Government to 
confir~ its right to decide citizenship 
questions rather than the courts. The 
final chapter of this complicated battle 
is the "Citizenship Referendum" embodying 
the amendments. Apparently nothing short 
of a constitutional amendment will solve 
the problem satisfactorily. 

However, for purposes of American investors, 
only one of the series of Amendments is im
portant: this is Article 26 (4) (B), which 
is described by government spokesmen as the 
underpinning of the new land law. Like the 
other Amendments, it has been hotly debated 
by advocates and critics. Briefly, Article 
26, as amended, states that "No law shall 
make any provision which is discriminatory 
either of itself or in its effect" (From 
paragraph 1 of Article 26). except "with 
respect to persons who are not citizens of 
the Bahamas" (The New (4) (B) Amendment). 
Thus, in respect to non-Bahamians, dis
criminatory laws can be made. 

Opponents of the Amendment argue that this 
gives the Government of the day the authority 
to restrict non-Bahamians' rights across
the-board, but, in fact, this is not the 
case. It does not abrogate fundamental 
rights such as freedom of speech, due pro
cess, right to property, etc. These apply 
to both Bahamians and non-Bahamians and, 
according to the Prime Minister and the 
Deputy Prime Minister in debates in the 
House, there is no means of striping away 
an individual's fundamental rights through 
the use of this Amendment, It will instead 
be used to enable the government to treat 
non-Bahamians differently from Bahamians 
as regards land ownership. 



SENSORY PROFILES 
OF GENERIC TOMATO JUICE 

A QDA COMPARISON 

Nessim Hanna, Northern Illinois University 
Carlton A. Maile, Northern Illinois University 

Abstract 

An exploratory study was conducted to enable comparing 
consumer perceptions of the relative importance, plus 
ideal and actual levels, of selected product attrib
utes. A preliminary experiment was designed to meas
ure these perceptions regarding generic tomato juice 
associated with two different types of retail supp
liers. As part of a Quantitative Descriptive Analysis 
(QDA) technique utilized in collecting and analyzing 
the data, graphical profiles of actual and ideal rat
ings were plotted on polar axes arranged in ascending 
order of attribute importance. Results were inter
preted to indicate that consumers may perceive generic 
products to exceed ideal requirements regarding attrib
utes of lesser and greater importance when they are 
associated with discount food stores and conventional 
supermarkets respectively. 

Introduction 

Because consumer product perceptions can affect pur
chase behavior, it could be helpful for marketers to 
know how these perceptions are influenced by store 
image. This information should be especially useful 
to retailers of generic products because consumers 
might use store image as a primary basis for differen
tiating between these items. Customers might use store 
image as one means of determining the acceptability of 
physically similar product offerings. They could then 
purchase those items perceived as comparing favorably 
with their ideal requirements. These comparisons of 
actual and ideal characteristics could vary with the 
importance of attributes considered. Because addit
ional information about these variables could aid our 
understanding of buyer behavior, the purpose of this 
paper is to report an exploratory experiment designed 
to facilitate comparisons of actual and ideal product 
perceptions regarding attributes of varying importance, 

Food stores could be in the best position to benefit 
from comparing sensory perceptions of generic prod
ucts.1,2 There is evidence that generic items are 
constituting a rapidly increasing share of the food 
store product mix. Retailing of generic foods has 
grown into a nationwide marketing effort. These items 
now constitute approximately five percent of all prod
ucts in our nation's grocery stores. Nearly half of our 
country's supermarkets are offering several hundred 
generic items.3,4 

lMecredy, J.M., Sonnemann, J.C., and Lehmann, S.J,, 
"Sensory Profiling of Beer By a Modified QDA Method,'' 
Food Technology (November, 1974), pp. 36-41, 

2"No-Frills Food: New Power for Supermarkets," 
Business Week (March 23, 1981), pp. 40-30. 

]"Plain Lables Challenge the Supermarket Establishment,'' 
Fortune (March 26, 1979), pp. 71-76. 

4stone, H., Sidel, J., Oliver, \loolsey, A., and Single
ton, R.C., "Sensory Evaluation by Quantitative Descrip
tive Analysis," Food Technology (November, 1974), pp. 
26-34. 
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An eyer increasing generic portion of the food store 
product mLK enhances the need to understand consumer 
perceptions of these products of grocers are to select 
items most compatible with specific store image. 
Therefore it seems especially appropriate to utilize 
food products in exploratory studies of consumer 
perceptions regarding generics. Tomato juice was 
selected for the study reported here because it exem
plifies a popular generic food, 

Study Design 

A before and after experimental design was used in this 
exploratory study, Subjects were asked to taste prod
uct samples before and after their retail suppliers 
were identified, After each tasting, subjects were 
asked to rate their actual perceptions of selected 
product attributes, Then respondents were asked to 
es.timate the ideal levels of each attribute. The 
attributes were then ranked in ascending order of imp
ortance for making a purchase decision. The data were 
collected and analyzed with the aid of a modified 
Quantitative Descriptive Analysis (QDA) technique. 
This a2proach was selected to facilitate visual compar
isons.5,6,7 

Experimental Materials 

Tomato juice was the food product selected for tasting 
in this experiment. It was chosen because it could be 
conveniently sampled during the research process and 
because it seemed to represent a popular generic food. 
A preliminary survey had indicated that at least eight 
attributes were readily identifiable in this product: 
metallic, tart, salty, after-taste, light, aroma, 
freshness, and flavor. 

The measuring instrument was designed around a modified 
QDA format which allowed each attribute to be rated by 
marking on a horizontal line between two bipolar adject
ives, Because, in its early stages of development, 
this scale was essentially a modified semantic differ
ential, it was considered to have similar statistical 
attributes and a similar potential for producing data 
amenable to parametric analytical procedures. 

Methodology 

This study utilized a convenience sample of 100 student 
subjects, with equal numbers of males and females. The 
total sample was divided into two groups with 25 males 
and 25 females in each. 

Screen, Paul E., "A Multidimensional Model of 
Product Features Association," Journal of Marketing 
Research (April, 1974), pp. 107-118. 

6 "On the Robustness of Multidimensional 
Scaling Techniques," Journal of Marketing Research 
(February, 1975), pp. 73-81. 

?Jones, Lyle V., Peryam, David R., and Thurstone, 
L.L., "Development of a Scale for Measuring Soldiers' 
Food Preferences," Food Research (1955), pp. 512-520. 



A university classroom served as a laboratory for this 
experiment. All respondents were assembled in the 
room as the same time. 

The entire experiment was conducted within a time span 
of about 15 minutes. The meanings of selected product 
attributes were first explained to all subjects. 
Questions were answered until all participants indic
ated they completely understood the attributes being 
considered in the forthcoming taste tests. Then 
they were asked to taste identically prepared juice 
samples and rate their actual attribute levels with
out knowing the identities of retail suppliers from 
which the product was purchased. Next, the two groups 
of respondents were asked to taste another sample of 
JU~ce. One group was asked to consider that its juice 
came from Jewel Supermarkets and the other was told to 
associate its juice with Aldi Discount Food Stores. 
These suppliers had been selected as examples of con
ventional supermarkets and discount grocery stores 
respectively. Ratings of both actual and ideal attrib
ute levels were then recorded on the QDA scales provid
ed. Three sets of completed QDA measuring instruments 
were collected during the experiment, one before and 
two after the retail suppliers were identified. After 
these data sheets were collected, respondents were 
asked to rank the importance of each attribute as a 
consideration in purchasing tomato juice. This 
information was recorded on another set of forms 
provided for the purpose. The fourth set of data 
sheets was then collected and assembled with the other 
measuring instruments. 

Analysis of Data 

Four sets of ratings were produced and analyzed for 
each of eight product attributes. Mean values were 
computed for before-actual, after-actual, and ideal 
QDA ratings associated with each attribute. Resulting 
means ranged from 1.0 to 4.2. Mean values were also 
computed for the importance rankings associated with 
each attribute. Using this procedure, a total of four 
sets of mean ratings were computed for each group of 
respondents. These were the values used in all 
subsequent analyses. 

Appropriate statistical tests were first utilized for 
comparing the data. Results were interpreted to indi
cate no significant differences between ideal ratings, 
or between importance rankings, produced by the two 
groups of subjects. 

A set of polar axes was then constructed to reflect 
appropriate data and to facilitate visual comparisons. 
To determine the labelling of axes, importance ranks 
were first arranged in ascending order of magnitude. 
The corresponding ordinal arrangement of attribute 
labels was then applied to the axes in a clockwise 
direction. This arrangement was begun with metallic 
and ended with flavor strength as shown in Figure  1 . 
Ideal attribute ratings were also plotted on the axes 
as shown in the figure. 

A substantial correlation between ideal and importance 
ratings is visually apparent in Figure 1 . Ideal 
attribute requirements appear to increase in associat
ion with increasing attribute importance. 

Profiles of actual attribute ratings associated with 
Jewel were similarly generated and plotted along with 
the ideal profile as shown in Figure 2 . These profiles 
reflected ratings before and after store identifica
tion. The actual profiles were visually compared with 
importance and ideal ratings. Prior to store ident
ification, actual ratings appeared to increase slightly 
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FJ6URE 2 

PROFILES OF IDEAL AND ACTUAL ATIRIBUTE RATINGS 
ASSOCIATED WITH JEWEL • 

SALTY 

FRESH 

•PIUOR TO STORE IDENTIFICATION ------- -
AFTER STORE IDENTIFICATION 

in association with increasing importance, They exceed
ed ideal ratings for metallic, after-taste, light, 
and aroma. They fell short of ideal ratings on the 
most important attributes of freshness and flavor. 
After store identification, all actual ratings remain
ed constant or declined except those for aroma and 
freshness. Only the moderately important attributes 
of after-taste and aroma were judged to exceed ideal 
levels after Jewel was identified as the product 
supplier. These are only samples of the many visual 
comparisons which are possible in assoiciation with 
Figure 2 . 

It is important to note that all examples of visual 
comparisons reported here were originally paralleled 
by appropriate statistical analyses intended for deter
mining correlations and the significance of differen
ces between values, However, the visual comparisons 
are emphasized for purposes of this discussion, Only 
selected examples of visual comparisons which are 
supported by other statistical analyses are reported 
here. Only a few of the more striking comparisons are 
included in this discussion, 

Similar actual and ideal profiles of ratings assoc
iated with Aldi were plotted for comparison as shown 
in Figure 3. Prior to store identification, actual 



ratings are again somewhat higher in association with 
higher levels of importance. 

FIGURE 3 

PROFILES OF IDEAL AND ACTUAL ATTRIBUTE RATIII6S 
ASSOCIATED WITH ALJlJ• 

SALTY 

FRESII 

•PRIOR TO STORE IDENTIFICATlOtl -------
AFTER STORE JDENTJFICATIIIN 

Actual ratings again exceed ideal requirements for the 
attributes of metallic, after-taste, lightness, and 
aroma. However these actual ratings are less than 
ideal ones for tartness, salty, freshness, and flavor. 
This means that these prior ratings also exceed ideal 
levels for only half the attributes under consider
ation. However, the actual ratings recorded after 
store identification are greater than prior ratings 
for a majority of attributes. These actual ratings 
also exceed ideal requirements for all attributes 
except the most important ones of freshness and flavor. 

Results portrayed in Figure 1-3 could reflect various 
causative factors and behavioral implications, 

Some of the profile patterns are consistent with re
searcher expectations. For example, the high correlat
ion between ideal requirements and importance ratings 
indicated in Figure 1 is plausible because consumers 
might reasonably require the greatest amount of att~ 
ributes which they consider most important. Some 
profit changes after store identification as indicated 
in Figures 2 and 3 are anticipated because respondents 
might then consider store image in formulating their 
perceptions of product attributes. It also seems 
reasonable that before and after ratings on some att
ributes would be consistently below ideal levels as 
shown in the figures. This situation would be expected 
to occur in regard to freshness and flavor because 
their higher levels of importance and ideal require
ments might be more difficult for any product or 
supplier to meet. 

Ratings on some other attributes might be expected to 
consistently exceed ideal requirements. Emerging 
profiles indicate that this situation occurs regarding 
the attributes of metallic, and after-taste, but not in 
association with other product characteristics. This 
relationship might be readily explained in the case of 
metallic because it is ranked lowest in importance and 
ideal requirements. One might reason that very little 

metallic taste is desired and therefore it is virtually 
automatic that products from most suppliers would 
inadvertently exceed ideal requirements. However, this 
explanation may not apply to the attributes of after
taste. This attribute is fourth lowest in ideal 
requirements. It might also be significant to note 
that the lower ideal requirements regarding tart and 

salty are not consistently exceeded by products from 
both suppliers. Therefore another explanation is 
needed for after-taste ratings appearing in this 
study. 

Other profile patterns may be contrary to researcher 
expectations. For example, after store identificat
ion, Jewel ratings might be expected to meet or exceed 
ideal requirements on more attributes than do Aldi 
ratings, This is because Jewel supermarkets are often 
considered more affluent and cater to consumers at 
higher socio-economic levels. Therefore this supplier 
might be viewed as more capable and accustomed to 
meeting a more demanding set of buyer expectations. 
However, an opposite result appeared in the data. · 
Figures 2 and 3 indicate that ratings associated with 
Jewel tended to change in a negative direction and 
were lower than ideal regarding flavor, tart, and 
lightness. Aldi's ratings generally changed in a 
positive direction and exceeded ideal requirements on 
five of eight attributes, 

Conclusions 

Several tentative conclusions can be drawn from this 
preliminary study. For example, results appear to 
indicate that consumers may similarly rank the ideal 
requirements and importance levels associated with 
selected attributes of generic tomato juice. This 
could mean that they require a greater presence of 
the most important attributes. Consumers may also 
perceive generic items to exceed ideal requirements 
regarding attributes of lesser importance when these 
products are associated with discount food stores. 
However, when these items are associated with con
ventional supermarkets, consumers may view them as 
exceeding ideal requirements on only a few of the 
relatively important attributes. 



PERCEIVED RISK: ITS EFFECTS ON INSTALLMENT CREDIT BUYING 

John H. Holmes, Bowling Green State University 
Jeffrey D. Shore, Burroughs Corporation 

Abstract 

This article reports the findings of a field study de
signed to identify and measure the relationship be
tween consumers' perceived risk and their propensity 
to finance the purchase of automobiles, furniture, and 
major appliances. The results based upon personal 
interviews with 171 men and women indicate that risk 
perception as measured by Kogan and Wallach's "Choice 
Dilemmas Procedure" had a significant impact within 
each product category. A discussion of the findings 
and the study's implications are presented. 

In purchasing durable goods consumers frequently engage 
in protracted shopping. The decision to buy big ticket 
items often can be characterized as an approach-avoid
ance situation. The shopper is eager to attain the 
desired goal-object, i.e., the product and the benefits 
which it will provide, but at the same time wishes to 
avoid the cost and minimize the risks associated with 
the purchase and/or ownership of the item. As a con
sequence, the transaction is deferred until the cost 
becomes affordable and the perceived risks are reduced 
to tolerable levels. 

Recognizing this situation, retailers will frequently 
employ one or more promotional tactics to induce the 
transaction. One widely used practice is installment 
credit. While such credit makes the product immedi
ately affordable, the obligations it imposes in terms 
of monthly payments and interest rates are likely to 
effect the buyer's perceived risk. 

Perceived risk plays an important role in the buying 
decision, as a result the concept has been researched 
by numerous investigators (see Cox, 1967; Woodside, 
1972; Schiffman, et al., 1976; Pras and Summers, 1978). 
Essentially perceived risk is concerned with the uncer
tainty of making an appropriate decision and the con
sequences resulting from that decision (Bauer, 1960). 
This uncertainty may produce one or some combination of 
the following categories of perceived risk: viz., (1) 
performance--the selected product or course of action 
does not provide the expected results, (2) financial-
the product is not worth the dollar cost, (3) physi
cal--the product is not safe, (4) social--the action is 
not approved by others, and (5) psychological--the de
cision does not enhance the consumer's self-concept 
(Taylor, 1974). The research has shown further that 
the extent of the perceived risk varies across individ
uals, products and services, and purchase situations 
(Spence, et al., 1970). Therefore, it is probable that 
individuals will differ in the degree to which they 
anticipate and experience risk not only in choosing a
mong competing stores (Hisrich, et al., 1972) or alter
native products (Bettman, 1973), but also in deciding 
whether to pay cash or finance the chosen merchandise. 

Consumers have developed numerous strategies for re
ducing risk (Roselius, 1971). These include obtaining 
information from both friends and commercial sources, 
reliance upon brand and/or store image, loyalty to 
trusted brands or trusted stores, and other reassur
ances such as warranties or money back guarantees. 
Thus, if risk does affect the decision to finance the 
selected item, numerous opportunities exist for the re
tailer and/or finance company for lessening its impact. 

Present Study 

While attention has previously been directed toward 
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consumers' use of credit vis-a-vis cash (Slocum and 
Matthews, 1970; Bellinger, et al., 1979), no study has 
directly measured the relationship between perceived 
risk and installment credit. Therefore, the present 
investigation seeks to identify whether such a rela
tionship exists. More specifically it asks (1) if low
risk perceivers are more inclined to finance durable 
goods purchases than similar individuals who are high
risk perceivers and (2) if low-risk perceivers are more 
prone to seek installment credit information for finan
cing durable good purchases than individuals who are 
high-risk perceivers. 

Hypotheses 

Three separate empirical hypotheses were constructed to 
answer the first question. Each focuses on a popular 
category of durable goods. They are as follows: 

EH la: A higher percentage of low-risk perceivers fi
nance automobile purchases than high-risk 
perceivers. 

EH lb: A higher percentage of low-risk perceivers fi
nance furniture purchases than high-risk 
perceivers. 

EH lc: A higher percentage of low-risk perceivers fi
nance major appliance purchases than high-risk 
perceivers. 

To test each of these hypotheses, the subjects must 
have the financial capability of paying cash for their 
respective purchases. 

Two hypotheses were derived for answering the second 
quest ion. 

EH 2a: A higher percentage of low-risk perceivers seek 
installment credit information more often than 
high-risk perceivers. 

EH 2b: A higher percentage of low-risk perceivers seek 
installment credit information from a greater 
number of sources than high-risk perceivers. 

Here, it is postulated that high-risk perceivers will 
have seen the disadvantages of installment credit and 
not make a concerted effort to reduce the associated 
risk as will low-risk perceivers. 

Method 

Data were collected by means of a pretested question
naire which was administered in person to 171 men and 
women who had recently purchased a new medium-priced 
automobile. The individual subjects were randomly se
lected from middle income neighborhoods within the 
Pittsburgh SMSA. 

The questionnaire was composed of two sections. The 
first contained eleven questions that probed the re
spondent's big ticket durable goods purchases over the 
past three years, whether the selected items had been 
financed, and the extent to which information had been 
acquired in deciding whether to pay cash or use instal
lment credit; demographic classification questions in
cluding sex, age, occupation, employment, marital sta
tus, and education of the respondent; and a verifica
tion question to determine if the individual actually 
had the ability to pay cash. Subjects who felt they 



could not buy theitems for cash would be subsequently 
eliminated from the sample. This was done for two 
reasons. First, perceived risk is only a concern when 
the individual is confronted with a choice. Second, 
the elimination of these individuals reduces the bias 
arising from the individual's financial condition. 

The second portion of the questionnaire contained the 
"Choice Dilemmas Procedure" (Kogan and Wallach, 1964) 
and was completed by each respondent. The instrument 
developed by Kogan and Wallach comprises a series of 12 
situations that are likely to occur in everyday life. 
l·:ach situation presents the subject with a choice di
lemma between a risky and safe course of action. After 
reading each situation, the respondent selects the 
probability level for the risky alternative's success 
that would make it sufficiently attractive to be chosen. 
(Probability levels provided for the success of the 
risky alternative are 1 in 10, 3 in 10, 5 in 10, 7 in 
10, and 9 in 10. If the subject refuses to gamble a 10 
n 10 is assigned.) The higher the score the higher the 
individual's risk perception. Any score above 80 indi
cates a high risk perceiver, whereas individuals 'scor
ing 60 or belo~v are considered as low risk perceivers. 

Results 

One hundred and seventy-one respondents were contacted 
during a three-week period. Seventy-one reported that 
they did not have the ability to pay cash for the auto
mobile, f~iture, or major appliances which they had 
purchased. These individuals were excluded from the 
analyses. 

Tabl e l summarizes the durable goods purchase behavior 
of the 100 subjects and indicates the method of payment 
which was used for each of the three selected product 
categories. 

TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF DURABLE GOODS PURCHASE BEHAVIOR 

Pro duet No. of Subjects Method of Payment 
Category Who Purchased Credit Cash Combination 

Automobile 
Furniture 
Appliance 

100 
79 
73 

52% 
29% 
34% 

34% 
51% 
56% 

14% 
20% 
10% 

Thirty-two respondents had not sought credit informa
tion, twenty-eight "practically never" did, twenty-four 
reported they did "sometimes" and sixteen sought infor
mation "very often." Of those who sought information, 
thirteen (19%) mentioned one source, twenty-one (30%) 
named two, seventeen (25%) reported three, thirteen 
(19%) referred to four sources, with the remainder (7%) 
stating five. 

Subjects risk perception scores measured by the "Choice 
Dilemma Procedure" ranged from 46 to 108. To test the 
five hypotheses, simple and partial coefficients of 
correlation were computed. The latter analysis was 
performed to control for any possible contamination re
sulting from significant correlations between selected 
demographic characteristics of the subjects and either 
the independent variable, i.e., "Choice Dilemma Pro
cedure" scores or any of the five dependent variables. 
The results of the analyses are presented in Table 2 
(on the following page). All of the correlation coef
ficients contained in the table are statistically sig
nificant beyond the .005 level. Therefore, each of the 
five hypotheses is confirmed. 

Discussion 

It is interesting to compare the incidence of install-
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ment buying reported in this study with the usage of 
installment credit across the United States. One hun
dred and twenty-three of the 171 individuals interview
ed had used some type of installment for financing dur
able goods at least once during the past three years. 
Among the 100 who had a choice either to pay cash or 
use extended credit terms, 52 used the credit option. 
The findings generally are consistent with national 
averages. 

A closer examination of the data provides a clearer 
picture and demonstrates the practical significance of 
the findings. The coefficients of determination (r2) 
presented in the far right column of Tabl e 2 indicate 
the proportion of variability within each of the five 
dependent variables that is explained by the indepen
dent variable, i.e., risk perception. The computer r 2 
for EH la reveals that over forty percent of the varia
bility in the method of automobile payment can be ac
counted for by perceived risk. Comparable values are 
realized for EH lb (31%) relating to furniture pur
chases and EH lc (40%) for major appliances. This sug
gests very strongly that when given a choice, low-risk 
perceivers will finance durable goods while high-risk 
perceivers will not. 

While the correlation coefficients for hypotheses 2a 
and 2b are statistically significant, the corresponding 
coefficients of determination are not particularly 
strong as only eight per cent (2a) and ten percent (2b) 
of the variability concerning the acquisition and ex
posure to credit related information is explained by 
risk perception. Nevertheless, it is interesting to 
note that seventy percent of the subjects not exposed 
to any form of credit information paid cas~or each 
of the three types of durable goods. 

While the confirmation of the study's five hypotheses 
provides useful insights the investigation's limita
tions should also be noted. First, the size of the 
sample was comparatively small which precludes any 
meaningful cross tabulations across the respondent's 
demographic profiles. Nevertheless, an analysis of 
conditional correlation revealed that in all selected 
demographic segments low-risk perceivers were more re
ceptive to installment credit than high-risk individ
uals. Second, the sample was composed of middle
income residents from one geographic area and there is 
no assurance that other categories of consumers or 
those living in different regions would respond in an 
identical manner. Further, the propensity to finance 
consumer durables varies with the rate of inflation, 
level of employment, and consumer optimism. Moreover, 
in recent months interest·rates have been extremely 
volatile and generally higher than the 12% to 18% 
levels prevalent when the data for this study were 
gathered. 

For retailers and consumer credit companies interested 
in expanding their installment accounts, the implica
tions of the study are clear: the prospect's perceiv
ed risk toward this method of payment must be reduced. 
Shoppers must be made more aware of the credit arrange
ments available and the procedures required to obtain 
these services needs to be simplified. Awareness can 
be facilitated through informative advertising, es
pecially direct mail targeted to present customers. 
Special promotions may also induce the high-risk per
ceiver to finance durable goods purchases. For ex
ample, a finance company may make arrangements with 
local automobile dealers to enable customers to buy 
vehicles at a very low price if the prospect purchases 
through an installment loan. As a result of such pro
motional tactics, consumers who would normally not use 
long-term credit may choose to finance their future 
purchases of durable goods. 



TABLE 2 

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION AND DETERMINATION EXISTING BETWEEN THE 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLE AND THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Simple Partial De termination 
r2 Variables Sample r r Variables Empirical 

Hypothesis Independent Dependent Size (Significance) (Significance) Controlled (Significance) 

EH la 

EH lb 

EH lc 

EH 2a 

EH 2b 

risk 
perception 

risk 
perception 

risk 
perception 

risk 
perception 

risk 
perception 

method of 
automobile 
payment 

method of 
furniture 
payment 

method of 
major 
appliance 
payment 

frequency 
that credit 
information 
was sought 

number of 
information 
sources 
used 

100 .6413 

79 .5563 

73 .6358 

100 -.2878 

100 -.3099 

NB: Each correlation coefficient is significant beyond 
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CONSUMERISM: A NEGLECTED ASPECT OF MARKETING 
PLANNING IN DEVELOPING ECONOMIES 

Erdener Kaynak, Mount Saint Vincent University 

Abstract 

The wave of consumerism had been a felt need but not a 
worded phenomenon in Turkey until 1970. Because of 
the prevailing sellers' market conditions and the pre
occupation with production problems, consumer issues 
and consumer related problems were not addressed to. 
The present paper discusses several consumer related 
issues in a developing economy and proposes the estab
lishment of voluntary consumer associations to overcome 
consumer problems. 

Introduction 

There is something paradoxical about government policy 
toward consumer protection as found in most less-devel
oped countries around the world, including Turkey. On 
the one hand, most national economic plans of these 
countries give little or no attention to the consumer 
problems, and few public officials would claim that 
their countries have a specific policy regarding con
sumer protection activities. On the other hand, the 
governments of these less-developed countries are inev
itably concerned with many aspects of consumer problems 
and have developed more or less explicit, coherent, and 
consistent policies toward consumerism (Kaynak 1980) . 
To this end, certain steps were taken by some minis
tries for the protection of consumers. In 1971, the 
Ministry of Commerce established a department with ac
tivities towards the protection of consumers. Similar 
types of steps were also taken by the Ministry of In
dustry and Technology, such as the establishment of a 
Price Control Committee which determines the prices of 
certain industrial commodities. However, due to polit
ical reasons, the activities of such ministries were 
suspended. 

In a less-developed country like Turkey, privileged 
minority groups of consumers have always been concerned 
with the quality of the goods and services provided to 
them by others. But for the majority of the consumers, 
the primary conc·ern is, and always has been, meeting 
the basic needs of life - that is enough to eat, a 
shelter and protection from illness (physiological and 
safety nef'ds) (Kaynak 1978). 

Background 

In Turkey producers and channel intermediaries are well 
organized. They can defend their rights in their best 
interest through their professional organizations. The 
co11sumers, however, despite their sheer size, are not 
in a position to protect themselves from business mal
practices. Tlw reason for this apparent dilemma is 
that Turkish consumers are not organized as their 
counterparts in developed countries. Producers in 
Turkey are never involved in any activity (like Better 
Business Bureau) to protect the consumer either. Be
cause, there is always less production, and the demand 
is always high, so the producers manufacture whatever 
they wish, with the assurance that it will be bought. 
Only in some fields of production, where supply exceeds 
demand and there i.s intense competition, the manufac
turers have begun producing better quality products, 
to meet the needs and desires of consumers (Kaynak and 
Culpan 1978). 
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Turkey is getting to the point where there are various 
private and public corporations playing major roles in 
the economy; but, in essence, no consideration has 
been given to the protection of consumers. Polariza
tion of goods and services produced for the markets 
has brought about an urgent need for the protection of 
consumers. In this respect, there have been some lim
ited, partial and unintegrated efforts. However, in 
recent years, there has been some enthusiasm with con
sumer complaints on a piecemeal basis. It was thought 
that certain preventive measures need to be taken by 
both government and private organizations. For this 
purpose voluntary consumer protection associations are 
considered to remedy the situation (Kaynak l978a, 
1978b and 1979) . Factors leading to the rise of con
sumerism in Turkey are shown in Table l . 

t.ULI 1. 

factors Llld1 .. to till l1M ef c-o.r1• 1o TUI'UJ 

Structural c-..1-11 
• IIICI'IIM 111C- alld 

tduclt1oo 
• 1roo1t11 of •.Ut1,. 

tec:llnolotl' 
• Lll"ll shad •1ckl1t 

Cllll 
• ~"' ••lret cood1• 

Sourc11 AdaPted fNal Pll111p !Cotler, 'VIIot Coo•-1"1• llaaos to llartllltn', 
. Harvti'G_ 1v1111111 lt_Y1W. llay-.Mit 11~, Pf 48-17 

l!istoric<:~l Pcrc:~,ccti vc 

During the reign of the Ottoman Empire, the consumers 
were well protected by the Empire State,through organ
ized institutions, then called cliques. Unfortun<:~tely, 

we do not see the same type of protection during the 
period of the Republic, especially after 1960, no new 



laws to protect the consumers were passed. At present 
the existing respective laws are dated back to the 
1930's and therefore remain insufficient for present 
needs. Thus, the producers and middlemen, in most 
cases, draw their own lines in the marketplace, as 
they wish. An imbalanced situation between supply and 
demand pushes the consumers towards standing, at their 
own will, to some undesired circumstances. 

As could be seen from the above explanations, consumer 
related acts are quite scattered and outdated. All of 
the acts could have been collected in one body of co
ordinated and harmonized code. As a result of disor
derliness, the authorities and responsibilities are 
dispersed and collided. Considering the developments 
and the Turkish economy and trade after 1960, it is 
obvious that some of these laws are worn out and need 
to be revised, changed or amended (Asici, Tek and 
Oktav 1977, p.l6) . 

For the reasons stated previously, the Ministry of 
Trade has prepared a bill under the title "The Bill 
of Regulating Trade for the Protection of Consumers" 
in 1972. This was the only bill mentioning the word 
"consumer" for the first time in Turkey. Staying for a 
year in the parliament, this bill did not pass for in
explicable reasons. Later in 1974, the same Ministry 
prepared another bill under the title "The Bill of Re
gulating Domestic and International Trade", this time 
bypassing the word "consumer protection". This bill 
again was not enacted because the Cabinet was dis
solved. 

The above bills were prepared in accordance with the 
principles of consumption and commerce policy, stated 
for the first time in the Third Five-Year Development 
plan. The "Consumer Protection Bill" was more encom
passing and coordinated than the numerous scattered 
acts and if passed would have been one of the strong 
advocates of Turkish consumers' rights. 

Developed Vs. Less-Developed Country Practices 

There are a number of differences between developed 
and LDC's in terms of how consumer issues are handled. 
Consumerism in most of LDC's, including Turkey, is 
more a matter of legislation and efficient implementa
tion of the legislation than a matter of an engaged 
public. There has been very little active consumerism 
in most of these countries. In Turkey, the political 
parties and the mass media have started and sustained 
many efforts to protect the consumer and improve his 
standing in the marketplace. 

Consumerism requires a healthy macro-economic environ
ment which is badly lacking in most LDC's including 
Turkey. There are acute disparities between developed 
and LDC's in the development of macro-economic envir
onment. That is the reason why present pre-occupa
tions of consumerists in LDC's lie in the area of 
micro issues (traditional concerns) like package sizes, 
unit pricing, credit disclosure, product safety, mis
leading advertising, product quality. Whereas in de
veloped countries, consumerists try to deal with major 
macro issues (socio-economic, cultural and technologi
cal concerns). Major policy issues like pollution, 
poverty, the welfare system, health care, foreign own
ership, and anti-nuclear drive all come under the 
realm of consumerism movement of developed countries. 
The different characteristics of the macro-economic 
environment of developed and less-developed countries 
are shown in Tabl e 2 . 

Consumerism activity is more likely to be transferred 
between the similar and culturally alike environments. 
Before any transfer takes place, it is first necessary 
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Table 2 

Macro-Economic Environment 

Low standards of living 
Low level of aspiration 
Sellers' market conditions 
Low information outreach 
Consumers are dominated by 
decisions of sellers 

Lower level of expectation 
from products 

High standards of living 
High level of aspiration 
Buyer's market condi-

tions 
Actively seek informa

tion 
Consumers make most of 

the decisions 
Higher level of expec
tations from products 

to control the other cross-national differences of the 
two countries. We should also examine the potential 
and actual frictional consumerism issues, and prescribe 
the appropriate lubricants or remanage the engineering 
design at the interface. 

Reasons For The Need of Consumer Protection 

In a developing country like Turkey, privileged minor
ity group consumers have always been concerned with the 
quality of the goods and services provided to them by 
others. But, for the majority of the consumers, the 
primary concern is, and always has been, meeting the 
primary needs of life - that is, enough to eat, a 
shelter and protection from illness. 

Variety and complexity in the goods available and com
plex methods used to finance them have generated a 
demand from people for help and advice in performing 
their consumer function. The increasing rents paid by 
a majority of tenants have forced them to raise their 
voice to put pressure on the government to arrest this 
rapid upward trend. Reports of comparative tests pre
pared by the academic and scientific research labora
tories on different brands of consumer products and 
everyday necessities have revealed some distressing 
truths (Turkish Daily News 1977, p.2). 

Consumption of food expenditure statistics showed that 
between 40 and 50 percent of the total consumer income 
was being spent for food. More important than this, 
however, was the fact that the poorest households typi
cally spend approximately 60 to 65 percent of their 
income on food. It is possible that a 10 percent re
duction in food prices by an efficient consumer protec
tion organization would increase a family's real pur
chasing power greatly. 

The raw milk sold by street peddlers is not pasteur
ized and it is generally sold in large metal contain
ers. Because of the inadequate control, the quality of 
the products sold by these retailers is very low indeed. 
A major deficiency in raw milk retailing by the street 
peddlers and small dairy shops is the product's low 
quality arising from adulteration and the lack of sani
tation in handling by the time it finally reaches the 
consumer. According to the estimates of a report, the 
raw milk which comes into large cities for consumers is 
often adulterated by more than 25 percent. The milk is 
usually adulterated with water, and other products such 
as flour and milk powder. Poor handling methods also 
contribute to lower milk quality. Most street vendors 
do not adequately wash and sterilize their milk cans. 
Covers over the milk containers are usually in poor 
condition. 

Even in the largest cities of Turkey, none of the bak
eries sell pre-wrapped bread. A few years ago a survey 



was undertaken on the feasibility of ~re-wrapped bread 
production and it was found that the wra~ping cost 
would add an additional 20 percent to the retail price 
of bread; hence, the project has fallen through due to 
the inordinately high cost of wrapping paper and the 
machines to be used. The other reason for the failure 
of the pre-wrapped bread production project might be 
the attitude of consumers towards bread. It is a custom 
in Turkey to buy bread unwrapped as people like their 
bread warm and fresh; they pick up their own bread from 
a corner shop or a baker. 

Turkish consumers generally would not purchase frozen 
fish and poultry products because of their inherent 
habit and tradition. Consumer preferences are highest 
for fresh fish and poultry products. For instance, 
most consumers know that the fish products sold in the 
Corporation shops are frozen and therefore these people 
are reluctant to purchase from there. Although cor
rectly timed and properly frozen fish is always better 
than inefficiently packed wet fish, few consumers of 
Turkey will admit to this fact. No advertising so far 
has been directed to educating the consumer and per
suading them to change their preferences. 

Recent developments in the Turkish economy, changes in 
technology, mass media and mass transportation have 
created a "consumption culture". As a result of this 
emerging culture, Turkish consumers are now in expecta
tion of consuming goods and services more in quantity 
and better in quality. Although it is a natural desire 
for the Turkish consumers to consume more and better 
quality goods and, in a sense, consumption is the 
ultimate purpose of all economic systems; but, the un
timely appearance of the consumption culture seems to 
be more detrimental for the development of Turkey and 
for the ultimate welfare of Turkish consumers (Asici et 
al 1977) . What does the newly created consumption cul
ture cause in a less-developed country like Turkey? 

Surrounded by the untimely created consumption culture, 
most .of the lower and middle income families who live 
in big cities of Turkey are impelled to spend their 
money on secondary needs at the expense of their more 
vital needs and wants. The television has become one 
of the most important means to facilitate the expansion 
of the consumption culture. The television is the only 
entertainment facility of the poor, is also the best 
manipulating device for the creation of the consumption 
culture. 

While the demand for most products in Turkey is 
increasing with the force of the prevalent consumption 
culture, the supply of most products is not increasing 
proportionat.ely. Then, given the "unequal distribution 
of income" and lack of adequate production in Turkey, 
the immediate problem of the majority of Turkish con
sumers become not of consuming unnecessarily, but 
obtaining above all something to consume. 

The annual household average disposable income in 
Turkey is around $2,000 and the personal disposable 
income is calculated to be approximately $500 which is 
still in the lower bracket among the so-called develop
ing countries. Because the majority of Turkish consum
ers have inadequate incomes and when they are cheated 
by the deceptive practices of some producers and 
middlemen, their income becomes insufficient to replace 
these purchases. Against this, the rich have always 
had the ability to purchase and their chances of being 
deceived is less than that encountered by the lower 
income groups. 

What Needs To Be Done 

Under the prevailing circumstances, the problem of 
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"consumer protection" in Turkey and in most other 
developing countries of the world seems to differ, at 
least in two angles from the nature of consumer pro
blems of their developed counterparts. First of all, 
in Turkey, there is an urgent need to increase the 
quantity of products and services produced and redirect 
the effort of industrialization selectively toward the 
long run benefits of the Turkish consumers. This di
mension of consumer protection is very negligible in 
developed countries of the world since they have all 
solved the problem of production a long time ago. 

Secondly, there comes the need to provide an equitable 
distribution of income. as well as betterment of the 
educational level of most consumers. There are appar
ent differences in the patterns of private consumption 
expenditures among different social strata due to 
mainly changing socio-economic conditions and prevail
ing unequal distribution of income. 

It is apparent that these two conditions are dependent 
upon the level of socio-economic development of Turkey. 
Of course, this does not mean that a consumer movement 
cannot help towards the solution of these problems. To 
the contrary, a voluntary consumer movement can do a 
great deal to provide solutions to the above stated 
problems through various means and methods. From 
bottom to top type of organized consumer movement in 
Turkey can show the Turkish consumers not only the 
sources of their consumer problems but also the ways 
and means to overcome them. 

In developing countries and in Turkey cooperative dev
elopment could also play an important part in the pro
tection of consumers. Perhaps the urgent need is to 
collect more information direct from Turkish consumers 
about their own personal priorities which may be quite 
different from those of more sophisticated consumers 
in industrialized countries (Dandapani 1979, p.2). It 
is not going to be enough simply to transplant into 
different conditions of developing countries laws or 
institutions that have served consumers well in indus
trialized countries. 

As it was pointed out before one of the major problems 
of Turkish consumers is the adulteration of food while 
another is channels of distribution. It may be that 
the promotion of consumers' cooperatives in Turkey will 
prove to be one of the more important ways of protect
ing consumers; and that as they are at the same time 
engaged in food distribution, another major obstacle is 
tackled at the same time. 
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THE WORKING OF THE ANTI-MONOPOLY LAW IN INDIA: 
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY AND SOME COMPARATIVE INSIGHTS 

Rakesh Khurana, Kansas State University 
Nikhilesh Dholakia, University of Rhode Island 

Abstract 

Comprehensive antimonopoly legislation is still a 
rarity in the Third World countries. India is one of 
the few Third World Countries which has a fairly 
elaborate law relating to monopolies and restrictive 
trade practices. This paper examines the working of 
this law by analyzing 29 cases decided in the first 
four years the law was in operation. Conclusions are 
drawn about the scope and manner of application of 
India's anti-monopoly law and its impact on competitive 
practices. Broad comparisons are made with the 
antitrust laws of developed and developing countries. 
The problem of what is an appropriate industrial and 
competitive policy for Third World countries is placed 
in a perspective. 

Background 

The Monopolies and Restrictive Trace Practices Act 
(MRTP) was enacted in 1969 and MRTP Commission to 
administer the act was appointed in 1970. The act was 
preceeded by examination of industrial structure and 
policy by committee on Distribution of Income and 
levels of living, Industrial Licensing Policy Enquiry 
Committee, and Monopolies Enquiry Committee. 

Provisions and Operation of the Act 

The MRTP Act of India deals with three basic issues: 
1. Concentration of economic power, 
2. Monopolistic trade practices, and 
3. Restrictive trade practices 

Restrictive trade practices, which are the focus here, 
include full line forcing, exclusive dealing, 
discriminatory discounts, territorial restrictions, 
captive production agreements, etc. All agreements 
between manufacturers and dealers having such clauses 
have to be registered with the Registrar of Restrictive 
Trade Agreements (henceforth, "Registrar"). While the 
Act requires the registration of all agreements which 
have potentially restrictive features, it does not 
consider these illegal perse, as is usually the case in 
the U.S.A. (Shepherd 1979). That determination is done 
on a case-by-case basis. The Monopolies and 
Restrictive Trade Practices Commission (MRTPC) acts as 
a court for all cases relating to anticompetitive 
behavior. 

Analysis of Cases 

As a first step, 29 cases decided by MTRPC during first 
four years of its operation were analysed. Table 1 
shows who originated the complaints. The Majority of 
Cases (58%) were initated by the Registrar, followed by 
Director of Investigation of MRTPC. Table 2 shows who 
the defendents were. In the majority of cases (58%), 
the defendant was an individual manufacturer. It thus 
appears that law has essentially been directed against 
restrictive agreements between manufacturers and 
dealers. 

Table 3 shows the nature of restricitive trade 
practices (RTPs) alleged. 93 RTPs alleged in 29 cases 
were classified as Restrictions o Price, Products, 
Distribution and Manufacture. About half of 
allegations pertained to restrictions on distribution. 
Table 4 and 5 show analysis of allegations by product 

classification Majoriy of Cases belonged to Industrial 
products category, followed by consumer non durables. 
It appears that patterns of alleged RTPs are not very 
different in three product categories, although 
restrictions on distributon occured more frequently in 
the industrial category. Table 6 shows nature of MRTPC 
decisions in 29 cases studied, in the overwhelming 
majority of cases (72%). MRTPC ordered the defendants 
to cease and desist from~ alleged RTPs. 

Impact on Marketing Practises 

Though 29 cases studied are not sufficient to make 
definitive assessment, it is possible to discern some 
interesting trends. All cases pertained to 
relationships between manufacturers and dealers or 
marketers and their contractual producers. Secondly, 
majority of cases were not strongly deferred). Only in 
two out of 29 cases, the defendants successfully used 
the "public interest" exemption provided in the law. 
The impact of judgements would seem to indicate that the 
control exercised by manufacturers on dealers would have 
reduced through agreements. It is too early to say what 
impact this apparent transfer of power from 
manufacturers to distributors would have on market 
structure, performance and conduct. 

A Comparative Perspective 

In economic theory, issues of industrial policy are 
discussed under the heads of structure, conduct and 
performance (Stern and Grabner 1971). The ultimate aim 
of antimonopoly practices is to improve economic 
performance in terms of allocative efficiency, technical 
efficiency and technological progress (Shepherd 1979). 
In the Third World Countries, however, the main 
"economic considerations might not be maintainence of 
free competetion" (UNCTAD 1974). A variety of social 
and political objectives may come into play. 

Given the more complex rationale for industrial policy 
in Third World Countries (Vernon 1972), a straight 
comparison of the Third World policies with the advanced 
counries may not be very meaningful. Nevertheless, an 
informed comparison is essential since Third World 
countries normally base their antimoopoly law on some 
Western model (White 1974). Table 7 presents a 
comparison of U.S., British and Japanese laws relating 
to restrictive trade practices on several dimensions. 
The Indian law is based on the British one primarily for 
historical, politcal, and Judicial reasons and not 
because of strong economic or social rationale. 

In Conclusion 

The impact of the law on competitive behavior as 
revealed in this study has been marginal and perhaps 
many explicit restraints on trade have been tacit. In 
choosing an industrial policy, Third World Countries 
should consider a larger than usual variety of factors 
including political, economic performance, welfare and 
public sector goals. 
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Table 1 
Distribution of Cases by Originator of Com~laint 

Originator of Complaint 

Registrar 
Director of Investigation 
Dealer Association 
Consumer/User Association 

Total 

9burce: MRTPC ~dgmeRts 

Table 2 

No, of 
cases 

20 
7 
1 
1 

29 

Distribution of Cases by Type of Defendant 

Type of Defendant :-lo. of 
cases 

Percent 
of total 

68% 
24 

4 
4 

100% 

Percent 
of total 

----------------- --------
Individual manufacturer 17 
Group of manufacturers 7 
A manufacturer and associated dealer(s) 3 
Group of dealers 1 
Marketer and contractual producer 1 

Total 29 

Source: MRTPC Judgments 

Table 3 
Distribution of Allegations by 

Type of Restrictive Practice 

Type of Restrictive Practice No. of 
complaints 

Restrictive on price (minimum 
resale and resale price 
maintenance) 

Restriction on product (tied sales 
and full line forcing) 

Restriction on distribution (exclusive 
dealership, territorial 
restrictions, discriminatory 
discounts) 

Restriction on manufacturer (captive 
or constrictive agreements) 

Not specified 

Total 

Source: MRTPC Judgments 

21 

16 

46 

7 
3 

93 

58% 
24 
10 

4 
4 

100% 

Percentage 

23% 

17 

49 

8 
3 

100% 

I able.4 
Distribution of Al egat~ons by Product Type 

Product Type No. of Allegations Average 
cases No. Per- number of 

cent allegations 
per case 

Industrial 15 55 59% 3.7 
Consumer Durable 5 14 15 2.8 
Consumer Nondurable 7 24 26 3.4 

Total 27 93 100% 3.4 

Source: MRTPC Judgments 
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IMPACT OF STUDENTS' PERCEIVED ORGANIZATION 
ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOR OR JOB CHOICE 

Robin T. Peterson, New Mexico State University 
Donald A. Michie, New Mexico State University 

Abstract 

This study examines the impact of marketing students' 
perceived organization antisocial behavior on tpeir job 
choices. It examines criteria for job choice and or
ganization antisocial actions that hinder recruiting of 
students. 

Introduction 

Even a casual glance at the popular literature suggests 
that business firms are continually accused of anti
social behavior, ranging from the rnonopolyization of 
particular industries to producing defective productsor 
practicing sex discrimination. Has this unfavorable 
publicity impacted upon student job choices? Are stu
dents unwilling to consider positions in firms which, in 
their opinion, undertake antisocial activities? This 
subject is of obvious concern to companies who are in 
the job market and have been, rightly or wrongly, ac
cused of violating ethical or legal requirements. This 
study was designed to determine if students do, in fac~ 
eschew companies that are suspected of such practice. 

Design of the Study 

During the Fall of 1980 the authors forwarded packets 
of 30 questionnaires to 20 marketing colleagues located 
in colleges and universities throughout the United 
States. The sample design was stratified, judgmental. 
The colleges and universities were selected in a manner 
whereby every geographic section in the U.S. was re
presented. In turn, institutions deemed to be "typical" 
were included. The professors from these institutions 
were asked to administer the questionnaires to 30 of 
their junior and senior marketing course enrollees. 
Twelve of the professors participated in the study, 
producing a total sample size of 489. The institutions 
participating in the study were: 
·University of Texas, Austin ·McMaster University 
·University of Miami, Florida ·University of Maine 
·University of South Carolina ·University of Oregon 
"University of Texas at El Paso ·Idaho State University 
"Marquette University •DePaul University 
·Suffolk University ·University of Wyoming 
·south East Missouri State ·Florida State Univ 

University ·Temple University 

The questionnaires requested the students to provide 
answers to a variety of questions related to jobchoice. 
The students were not informed as to the precise objec
tives of the study- only that the authors were "conduc
ting a study of student perceptions of the desirability 
of accepting employment with businesses known to possess 
certain characteristics. The following sections set 
forth the results. In the sample, thirty-six percent of 
the respondents were marketing majors and forty-one 
percent were other business majors. The remainder was 
scattered in various liberal arts, education, and re
lated rnaj ors. 
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Reasons for Accepting Employment 

The students were provided with 12 "reasons" for selec
ting employment, upon graduation, with a particular firm 
and were asked to rank them in descending order of im
portance (l=rnost important,---, 12=least important). 
The "reasons" appear in Table I along with the mean rank 
value associated with each reason. 

TABLE I 

Reported Reasons For Selecting 
Reasons 
Opportunity for Advancement 
Salary 
Job Security 
Challenge 
Reputation of Firm 
Personal Integrity of Management 
Fringe Benefits 
Training Program 
Location of Firm 
Travel Opportunity 
Time Sepent Away from Horne 

Employers 
Mean Rank 

4.025 
4.137 
5.231 
5.309 
6.209 
6.540 
6.663 
6. 773 
6.914 
7.877 
8.374 

An analysis of variance produce significant at the .0005 
level, suggesting significant variance between thernean 
ranks, considered as a whole. 

The data in the table reveals that students report 
criteria that directly benefit themselves- opportunity 
for advancement, job security, and challenge at the top 
of the priority list. The criteria which relate to the 
ethical/social responsibility realm, mainly reputation 
of the firm and personal integrity of management, appear 
in the fourth and fifth positions in the rankings -
demonstrating some support for these factors.* They, 
in turn, are deemed to be more important than fringe 
benefits, training programs, location of firm, travel 
opportunity, and time spent away from horne. In sum, 
these data indicate that the respondents place some 
limited weight upon the ethics/social responsibility 
criteria, but these do not appear to be paramount as 
determinants of company choice. 

Sources of Information 

The qustionnaire requested that students indicate the 
extent to which they obtained information about pro
spective employers from various sources. Table II sets 
forth the results: 

* These factors provide a measure, however imperfect, of 
ethical social responsibility orientation. Further, 
these issues have been used in previous career studies 
and make comparisons possible. See Laure M. Sharp 
Education and Employment (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1970), p. 78. See also: The CPC Foundation, 
Careers in the Private Sector (New York: The CPC 
Foundation, 1976), p. 23 



TABLE II 

Sources of Information About Sources 
% of Students 

Source of Information 
Discuss firm with peers and credible 
source 

Communicate directly with firm 
Obtain & read articles about company 
Review job placement file 
Obtain & read company prospectives 
Other 

Using Source 
77.3% 

61.6% 
55.4% 
39.3% 
37.4% 

4.9% 

It appears that students are heavily involved in gathe~ 
ing information about prespective companies. The most 
important sources are (1) discuss firm with peers and 
credible sources, (2) communicate directly with the 
firm, and (3) obtain/read articles about the company. 
Interestingly, only sightly more than one third utilize 
the job placement file services of university placement 
bureaus. 

Extent of Knowledge 

The students were asked "How knowledgable are you about 
firms you would consider working for?", on a 3 point 
scale where 3 = "little knowledge", 2 = "some knowl
edge", and 1 = "much knowledge." The mean value of 
this variable was 1.969, suggesting that most students 
felt that they had "some knowledge" about the prospec
tive employers but not that they were especially under 
or over informed. Thus, if the students' perceptions 
are correct, they operate under some degree of uncer
tainty in choosing the "optimum" firm. It is possible 
that they might unknowingly select a firm that is not 
ethically or socially responsible. If they were more 
highly concerned with the ramifications of such a de
cision they might exert more effort to become better 
informed. 

Liklihood of Joining Perceived Socially 
Irresponsible Firms 

The questionnaire asked students to specify, "What is 
the liklihood that you would accept a position with a 
firm that is suspected of .•. " a listing of 12 socially 
irresponsible acts. The acts were rated on a five 
point scale, (!=very unlikely to S=very likely). The 
results appear in Table III . 

TABLE III 

Liklihood of Accepting a Position With 
Perceived Socially Irresponsible Firms 

Irresponsible Action Mean Liklihood 
Noise Pollution 2.511 
Violation of City Ordinance 2.397 
Tax Avoidance 2. 384 
Pollution of Air/Water/Land 2.372 
Unfair Trade Practices 2.249 
Violation of Antitrust Laws 
Hiring Illegal Aliens 
Products Socially Suspect, 
e.g., micro genetics 

Sex Discrimination in Positions/ 
Salaries 

Racial Discrimination 
Producing Hazardous Products, 
e.g., asbestos insulation 

Fraud 

2.219 
2.025 
2.010 

2.010 

1. 924 
1. 7 59 

1. 532 

All of the means above are less than 3 standard error~ 
less than 3 (the midpoint of the range), indicating 
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that the students are less than neutral in considering 
the "socially irresponsible" variables as they relate 
to choosing a company. Noise pollution, violation of a 
city ordinance, and tax avoidance are the least likely 
to exert a negative influence upon the choice. Conver
sely, fraud, producing dangerous products, and racial 
discrimination are the most likely to deter students 
from selecting a firm. 

Related to the above mentioned question, students were 
provided with 10 activities and were asked to rankorder 
them from most offensive (1) to least offensive. Table 
IV presents the activities and their mean ranks. 

TABLE IV 

Rank Order of Offensive Activities 
Activity 
Violate Hours of Operation 
Noise Pollution 
Tax Avoidance 
Antitrust Violations 
Hire Illegal Aliens 
Unfair Trade Practice 
Pollute Air/Water 
Sex Discrimination 
Produce Hazardous Products 
Fraud 

Mean Rank 
7.018 
6.734 
6.180 
5.632 
5.575 
5.356 
4.472 
4.260 
3. 677 
3.182 

The results conform closely to those set forth in Table 
Ill. The least offensive practices were, violate hours 
of operation, noise pollution, and tax avoidance, while 
the most offensive were fraud, producing hazardous 
products, and sex discrimination. 

Finally, the students were asked, "Please consider your 
ranking of the offenses in the question ·above. At what 
point, giving the severity of suspected violations 
(scale of 1 to 10) would you consider working for a 
firm?" The mean value elicited from this question was 
4.556, with a standard error of .125. The researchers 
utilized the 4.556 value as a "cutoff point" - one that 
distinguishes between offenses that do not impact upon 
student employer choices and offenses that do. Using 
this approach, the following offenses would seem to pre
clude marketing students from accepting a position from 
a firm: Pollute air/water, sex discrimination, produce 
hazardous products, and fraud. Unfair trade practice, 
tax avoidance, antitrust violations, etc., would not 
restrict job selection. 

Summary 

This study was designed to measure the degree to which 
students' perceptions of a firm's perceived social 
irresponsibility impacts upon their choice of employer. 
The major reasons for selecting a firm did not include 
socially responsible criteria, although social issues 
were given some emphasis. It was found that the main 
sources of information about firms are interpersonal 
discussions, communication with company personnel, and 
articles about the firm. Another finding was that 
students believe themselves to possess "some knowledge" 
about companies considered for employment. In terms 
of socially irresponsible actions that would preclude 
an employment choice, fraud, producing hazardous pro
ducts, and discrimination head the list. Antitrust 
issues, business conduct and tax avoidance were not 
deemed significant. However, all of the irresponsible 
actions listed could have a negative influence on job 
choice. 



AN EMPIRICAL EXAMINATION OF VARIATIONS IN CONJOINT SOLUTIONS 

Madhav N. Segal, Southern Illinois University 

Abstract 

The article discusses some basic methodological issues 
pertaining to alternative approaches of collecting con
joint data. An attempt is made to empirically examine 
and statistically evaluate conjoint measurement solu
tions. The findings indicate significant differences 
and are in sharp contrast to earlier findings. 

Introduction 

In recent years, market researchers have applied con
joint measurement to assist product and market planners 
in designing new products/services and in formulating 
competitive responses. The applications of conjoint 
measurement to problems and situations in marketing 
have been illustrated by Green and Rao (1971) and 
Johnson (1974) among others. According to one esti
mate, over a thousand commercial applications of con
joint measurement have been made in the last decade 
(Cattin and Wittink 1981) and interest in the technique 
is growing in the nonprofit and government sectors. 

Even though conjoint measurement has been validated as 
a useful tool for modelling customer preference func
tions and in making certain predictions about their 
behavior toward new products and services, much metho
dological and empirical work remains to be done in this 
area. Conjoint analysis has been applied to marketing 
research problems in several different ways. Some 
differences arise because of the methods used to gather 
conjoint data. The two most commonly used methods are 
known as two-factor-evaluation (TFE, also known as the 
tradeoff procedure) and multiple-factor-evaluation 
(MFE, also called full-profile procedure). The basic 
contrast between the two methods lies in the number of 
attributes that are being considered simultaneously. 

There are different claims being made regarding the 
"superiority" of competing data collection procedures 
for conjoint analysis. Proponents of the TFE method 
claim it is easier for consumers to consider two attri
butes at a time than all at once, while advocates of the 
MFE method contend that it is a closer approximation of 
reality to have respondents evaluating entire product 
profiles. A few empirical studies have been reported 
in marketing literature which shed some light on the 
issue of data collection procedures. Montgomery, Wit
tink, and Glaze ( 1977), found that the TFE procedure 
yielded higher predictive validity than the MFE proce
dure. Oppedijk, Walle, and Beazley (1977) have also 
made comparisons on the utility values determined by 
using the two conjoint methods. They found that both 
methods produced similar utility values for product 
attributes in the context of a durable good product 
category. Since the basis of comparison, problem con
text and problem size differed from study to study, it 
is difficult to make any generalizations. 

Data Analysis and Results 

A convenience sample of approximately 100 subjects was 
selected for the empirical investigation. None of 
these subjects were familiar with the use of any non
metric multivariate research techniques in marketing. 
A symmetric and comparable full factorial design was 
selected for both data collection procedures (each 
procedure involved equal number of judgments). Because 
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of 17 incomplete responses, only 83 were used for 
complete data analysis. 

In order to examine differences in conjoint solutions, 
all part-worth preference functions were converted into 
importance weights for the attributes used in the 
study. All such measures of importance for each attri
bute and for each subject were computed and standard
ized into relative importance weights. Statistical 
tests on the average importance weights indicate that 
the differences associated with attributes A and C are 
important. However, the differences associated with 
attribute Bare not statistically significant. Test of 
differences were also carried out on the high consis
tency response group. The results were found to be 
identical with respect to the total sample. 

Implications 

Based on this exploratory investigation, it appears 
that different data collection procedures will produce 
different conjoint solutions. The reason for these 
variations can be the basis for future research in this 
area. 

References 

A list of references and details of empirical results 
are available from the author upon request. 



PRODUCT LIFE-CYCLE EXTENSION: 
THE POLYESTER STAPLE EXPERIENCE 

Jordan P. Yale, Hofstra University 

Introduction 

Innovation, according to the definition used in this 
paper, deals with the introduction of any new products 
and services within a product line. It has been a 
primary growth contributor to the synthetic fiber 
industry, and affected the theoretical product life
cycle paths of many fibers (Yale, 1965). An earlier 
study of nylon filament uses had shown that consump
tion of this fiber had grown over the years as a 
result of its continuous entry into new markets (Yale, 
1964). As time passed, some of the existing nylon 
markets lost their significance. If it was not for 
the continuous addition of new markets, nylon wo·uld 
have reached maturity some years earlier. Growth of 
nylon, and for that matter of most products, relates 
to the cumulative effect of entering new markets, 
while some established markets are diminished or lost. 
In other words, products grow through a life-cycle 
extension process. 

A hypothesis that describes the product life-cycle 
process goes along the following lines: 

The assumption that the life cycle of a product 
parallels that of a biological specimen is only 
partially true. A living organism first is born, 
immediately begins the growth process, reaches 
maturity, then ages and dies away. A product, 
on the other hand, is introduced in the market, 
subsequently grows or increases in the units of 
output and then levels off. Some products 
after reaching this stage may continue to grow 
but at a reduced rate. Other products may begin 
to decrease from this level until they go out of 
commercial existence. Still other products 
after an initial decline may reverse the declin
ing trend and resume new growth (Yale, 1965). 

To further test the above hypothesis an analysis was 
made of the growth behavior of polyester staple fiber, 
currently the most important synthetic fiber. The 
growth of this fiber was not an easy task. During 
the early phase of its growth, polyester staple went 
through a difficult technological period. At this 
early stage its market potential was thought to be 
limited. As the industry developed innovative pro
grams in both technological and marketing fields, 
the potential growth of polyester staple was then 
realized. The innovative experience of polyester 
staple is discussed below. 

Polyester Staple Innovations 

The effect of innovation on the product life-cycle of 
polyester staple is shown in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 
shows the effect of particular applications or end 
uses on the total growth. \Jhen the individual end 
uses are grouped in major product lines, they are 
called Major Trade Areas. 

Entry into apparel end uses provided a spring board 
for the acceptance of polyester staple in various 
other textile applications. The first commercial 
shipments of polyester staple were made in 1951. 
The introduction of the various end-use innovations 
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are portrayed in Figure 1. The first documented end
use applications were in men's and women's blouses, 
shirts and dresses. The next end-use entry was made 
in 1955 with fiberfill (which is a fiber stuffing 
material). At the same time, polyester staple also 
entered men's raincoats. The following year, 1956, 
polyester entered the men's underwear and nightwear 
markets. The next market entry was made four years 
later, in 1960, in men's and women's sweaters. Fol
lowing a gap of two years, polyester staple entered 
the drapery/upholstery and carpets/rugs markets. The 
following year, 1964, polyester entered the bedsheets 
market. In 1966, the use of polyester staple in 
blankets and sewing thread was initiated. In 1968 
polyester staple entered the transportation upholstery 
market, and in 1969 polyester entered the end use 
classified as coated and protective fabrics. 

In reviewing the total record of market entry and 
growth of polyester staple, it is possible to isolate 
a number of forces that have helped its performance. 
These forces are: 

(1) Market segmentation. This factor is identi
fied with the entry of a product into new 
end uses. For instance, polyester staple 
over the years has continuously entered 
into new end-use markets such as slacks, 
shirts, fiberfill and many others. As 
explained earlier, the fiber entry into 
these new markets had a cumulative effect 
on its total growth. 

(2) Market diffusion. Expansion in shipments 
can be accomplished by entering the product 
into similar or "first cousin" markets. 
For instance, polyester staple originally 
entered men's slacks and then entered 
women's slacks. A similar market expansion 
developed in raincoats; polyester first 
entered women's raincoats and then men's. 

(3) Market expansion (or contraction). This 
factor relates to the growth of a given 
total market. As a function of many 
economic variables, such as personal income, 
population and others, innovative products 
grow. A number of end-use applications 
grow, while others decline. 

The above three forces are expected to continue their 
influence on polyester staple, at least for the next 
few years. Consequently, this fiber is also expected 
to continue its growth. A number of new end uses 
(market segmentation) are expected for the period up 
through 1985. Some of these end uses are: bedspreads 
and ~uilts, narrow fabrics, craft and handwork yarns, 
industrial hose, and others. 

There had been also three other innovations that had 
a significant impact on the growth of polyester. 
These innovations are the following: 

In 1961, the first patent on permanent press 
was issued. This patent had an important influence on 
the growth of polyester staple due to the fact it 
created new product attributes. During the same year, 



the basic polyester fiber producing patent (B.P. 
578,079) expired in the U.S.A.; as a result, the 
markets opened up without the fear of infringement. 
Prior to the expiration of the patent, polyester 
producers were limited in their end-use applications. 

Another major force that had an impact on the 
growth of polyester was its major price decline. In 
1967, the fiber price dropped from 81 cents/pound to 
58 cents/pound. This major price drop helped strength
en the marketing position of polyester in many ways. 
First, it made polyester staple a serious competitor 
to cotton and rayon staple. Second, it discouraged a 
number of potential new fiber producers from entering 
the market, thus preventing a possible quality deter
ioration due to the increased competition. 

Trends identified in Figure 1 suggest that 
growth for the period through 1985 will be reflective 
of a combination of two factors, expansion in present 
markets and additions of new markets. 

The influence of innovat-ion can be demon
strated also in terms of trade areas. Major trade 
areas relate to the method of manufacture of a fabric 
used in the manufacture of end uses. The trade areas 
where polyester staple has penetrated are broad
woven, fiberfill, circular knit, industrial (excluding 
end uses already accounted for in broadwoven) and 
carpets. The timing and significance of these markets 
is shown in Figure 2. 

The first trade area entered by polyester staple 
was in broadwovens which by definition include any 
woven fabric 12 inches and wider. This trade area 
has maintained its volume significance, and is expected 
to continue to do so through 1985. Fiberfill was the 
second market entry. Even though this market is sig
nificant in volume, it is expected that its share 
will drop down to 5.0% by 1985. Circular knits have 
been a relatively small market for polyester staple. 
In 1974 approximately 11.5% of total polyester staple 
were consumed in that trade area. By 1985 the cir
cular knit share is expected to increase to 14.7%. 
End uses within this trade area are expected to show 
significant growth. Industrial goods, excluding 
broadwoven, are expected to increase in absolute 
volume, maintaining their share of total use at a 
level of 4.7% through 1985. Carpets and rugs repre
sent a significant trade area; its share of total 
market is expected to increase to approximately 12% 
by 1985. 

Growth Behaviour 

Reviewing the continuous or systematic introduction of 
various forms of innovation into the life-cycle of 
polyester staple as well as the life-cycle of a 
number of other products, the impact has been a net 
rate of increase. Expressing this performance in 
terms of a growth model, it can be stated as follows: 

Production growth over its life-cycle path is 
a result of market triangulation. 

This phenomenon relates to the ability of marketing 
management first to identify and then introduce a 
new innovation into an existing product (line) which 
would contribute a positive total growth to the 
product's life cycle, as shown in Figure 3. The net 
growth contribution is measured by angle 9 which 
describes the net incremental growth attributed to 
a specific market triangulation. 
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Conclusion 

Our analysis has indicated that polyester staple has 
grown as a result of management's ability to map an 
innovative program for its growth, and then executing 
such a program. 
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